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July 19, 2023 

 

The Honorable City Council 
c/o Holly L. Wolcott 
City Clerk 
Room 360, City Hall 
 

COUNCIL FILE NO. 08-3420-S1: SILVER LAKE RESERVOIR COMPLEX MASTER 
PLAN PROJECT – CERTIFICATION OF FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
(EIR) (STATE CLEARINGHOUSE NO. 2022010055) AND PROJECT APPROVAL  
 

SUMMARY 

 
In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the Bureau of 
Engineering (BOE) recommends that the City Council review, consider, and certify the 
attached Final Environmental Impact Report; make the required CEQA findings; and 
approve the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project (proposed Project), as 
described in the Final EIR. The proposed Project would redesign approximately 116 acres 
of the 127-acre Silver Lake Reservoir Complex (SLRC) with community park amenities, 
which includes the City constructing various community park facilities and allowing some 
new public park uses within portions of the SLRC. The proposed Project is based on the 
Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan, completed in December 2020, which 
involved a robust community engagement process. 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

That the City Council: 
 

1. CERTIFY that the Final EIR (Transmittal 1) was completed in compliance with 
CEQA; that the Final EIR was presented to the Council, as the decision-making 
body of the City of Los Angeles (City); that the Council reviewed and considered 
the information contained in the Final EIR; and that the Final EIR reflects and 
expresses the City’s independent judgment and analysis; 
 

2. ADOPT the Findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations (Transmittal 2); 
 

3. ADOPT the Mitigation Monitoring Program (Transmittal 3); 
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4. SPECIFY that the documents constituting the record of proceedings in this matter
are at the Office of the City Clerk, 200 North Spring Street, Los Angeles, California
90012; at the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering (BOE), 1149
South Broadway, Suite 600, Los Angeles, California 90015; and any other relevant
City department; and

5. APPROVE the proposed Project as described in the Final EIR.

TRANSMITTALS 

1. Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project Final Environmental Impact
Report (State Clearinghouse No. 2022010055), dated July 2023  
Link: https://eng2.lacity.org/sites/g/files/wph726/f/FinalEnvironmentalImpactReport.pdf 

2. Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations (Attachment)

3. Mitigation Monitoring Program (Attachment)

BACKGROUND 

The SLRC, owned and managed by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 
(LADWP), is located in the Los Angeles neighborhood of Silver Lake, and contains the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs, water infrastructure, and the LADWP field and 
maintenance facilities. Due to the adoption of new water quality regulations, the reservoirs 
were removed from service and no longer serve as a drinking water resource. LADWP 
asked BOE to work with the community to analyze how to repurpose the reservoirs for 
community use, while maintaining LADWP required on-site operations. 

On January 9, 2018, the Board of Water and Power Commissioners (LADWP Board) 
approved a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) that designated the BOE as the Project 
Manager and committed the LADWP to transfer up to $2,920,000 in funding to the BOE 
to develop a Master Plan for the SLRC.  The City Council approved the MOA on March 
27, 2018, between the BOE and LADWP which began the SLRC Master Plan process, a 
comprehensive, community-based effort.  

In coordination with LADWP, Council District Nos. 4 and 13, the community and other 
relevant stakeholders, the SLRC Master Plan Project was officially initiated in March 2019 
and involved a robust community engagement process.  Public review was conducted 
over an 18-month period and included extensive community and stakeholder input, 
including five large community workshops and eight focused meetings with the 
Stakeholder Working Group.  The goal of the Master Plan was to provide a long-range 
planning tool for future improvements, serve as a guide for community enhancements, 
detail potential land uses for the site, and examine capability for expanded recreation 
opportunities while preserving reservoir aesthetics and maintaining current and future 
LADWP operational needs.  The Master Plan was completed in December 2020.  

To further study the Master Plan components and allow projects at the SLRC to be 
competitive for funding and to proceed to construction, an EIR is required.  On February 

https://eng2.lacity.org/sites/g/files/wph726/f/FinalEnvironmentalImpactReport.pdf
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9, 2021, the LADWP Board approved Amendment No. 1 to the original MOA to 
complete the EIR, with the remaining funds of the Master Plan, and extended the MOA 
until September 12, 2023. 
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION  
 
The primary objective of the proposed Project is to create a clear, bold design that 

repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its unique 

character and significantly improving the habitat value of the reservoirs and surrounding 

landscape. The underlying purpose of the Project is to put the SLRC to a beneficial public 

park use because it is not usable for storing potable water, unless significant alterations 

are made to comply with current government regulations. Because LADWP intends to 

maintain the reservoirs for other purposes, including maintaining the dams, the proposed 

Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to benefit Angelenos. 

 

The proposed Project would redevelop the SLRC with a contemporary design that would 
create park zones blending vegetated areas with public spaces. The design would 
enhance the visual and recreational quality of the area to be consistent with goals and 
objectives of the Community Plan and provide the opportunity for the public to access 
natural park space. None of the existing public park facilities within the SLRC would be 
removed, rather public spaces and facilities would be expanded, renovated, and 
redesigned to improve visitor experience, including the perimeter walking 
path/promenade. The proposed Project would impact approximately 116 acres of the 127-
acre SLRC, including the approximately 77 acres of open water. The existing area would 
be organized into a series of new spaces (park zones) surrounding the reservoirs. The 
proposed Project design would consist of seven park zones connected by a 2.5-mile, tree-
lined promenade. These zones would include the Meadow, the Knoll, Ivanhoe Reservoir, 
the Eucalyptus Grove, the East and West Narrows, the South Valley, and Habitat Islands.  
 
The proposed Project would remove portions of the existing perimeter fence over time as 
the park zones are constructed while maintaining or introducing new fencing needed to 
secure existing LADWP facilities, protect habitat, and protect the public. Fences around 
LADWP facilities would be approximately 8 feet high and with a minimum 6-inch clear 
zone along the bottom for small mammals to pass through. The proposed Project would 
include offsite improvements along areas surrounding the SLRC. One improvement 
would include the addition of 90-degree parking along the north side of West Silver Lake 
Drive, east of Redesdale Avenue along the grassy area adjacent to the Silver Lake 
Recreation Center. Trees would be avoided along this area and parking would be added 
in a way that it would not encroach on trees. Currently, there are 10 parallel parking 
spaces along this segment of West Silver Lake Drive. Converting to 90-degree parking 
would result in a total of approximately 25 parking spaces, thus adding a net increase in 
parking of approximately 15 spaces at this location. Two of the new parking spaces would 
be dedicated to electric vehicle (EV) parking. 
 
Additionally, offsite improvements would occur along Silver Lake Boulevard, between 
Armstrong Avenue and Duane Street for a length of approximately 3,000 feet. Design 
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Option 2, as discussed in the Draft EIR, would include restriping along Silver Lake 
Boulevard with improvements to the bike lane only and no addition of street parking. 
 
SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS  
 
Scoping  
 
A Notice of Preparation (NOP) was circulated to various responsible agencies, trustee 
agencies, and interested parties for a 30-day scoping period, between January 6, 2022, 
and February 7, 2022. The NOP was mailed to a total of approximately 6,500 properties 
within a 0.5-mile radius of the proposed Project area. In addition, it was emailed to 
approximately 1,100 stakeholders. The NOP was also published in the LA Times, La 
Opinion, and the Eastsider. The purpose of the NOP was to formally announce the 
preparation of a Draft EIR for the proposed Project, and that, as the lead agency, the City 
was soliciting input regarding the scope and content of the environmental information to 
be included in the EIR.  
 
A virtual public meeting was held during the scoping period on January 19, 2022, from 
6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., via Zoom. A total of 206 comment letters were received in 
response to the NOP and 26 verbal comments were obtained during the NOP scoping 
meeting. The following environmental concerns were raised during the scoping period 
and were addressed during the preparation of the Draft EIR: Removal of the perimeter 
security fencing and related concerns regarding homeless encampments, public safety, 
and impacts to wildlife; Increased parking and traffic circulation on local streets; 
Pedestrian connections and pedestrian safety; Connectivity with the bike network and 
cyclist safety; Potential impacts to habitat and tree removals; Noise impacts from 
construction activities and amplified sound during special events. 
 
Draft EIR  
 
The Draft EIR was circulated for a 70-day public review period starting on October 6, 2022 
and ending on December 16, 2022. Notice of the availability of the Draft EIR was 
published in the LA Times, La Opinion, and Eastsider, and mailed to approximately 1,100 
stakeholders. In addition, an eBlast was sent to over 3,000 additional interested parties. 
A virtual public meeting was held in English and Spanish on October 26, 2022, via Zoom 
at 6:00 pm. The proposed Project includes 34 project design features that were 
incorporated during the design process to exhibit best practices and be responsive to 
stakeholder concerns. In addition, 22 mitigation measures are included to reduce 
environmental impacts to the greatest extent feasible. 
 
The Draft EIR found that the proposed Project would result in less than significant impacts 
after mitigation is implemented for aesthetics, air quality, biological resources, cultural 
resources, geology and soils, vibration – structural damage, tribal cultural resources, and 
utilities. The EIR identifies feasible mitigation measures that would reduce these impacts 
to less than significant.   
 
In the Draft EIR, the only resource areas that were found to have significant and 
unavoidable impacts, even after the implementation of mitigation measures, were noise 
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and vibration and recreation. Noise impacts during construction and vibration impacts 
from construction activities with respect to human annoyance would continue to be 
significant and unavoidable, even with the implementation of mitigation. Operational noise 
impacts associated with amplified music from special events would also be significant and 
unavoidable, even with the implementation of mitigation. The proposed Project would also 
have significant and unavoidable construction and operational (during special events) 
impacts related to recreational facilities due to the significant and unavoidable impacts 
associated with noise. In addition, there would be cumulative impacts related to 
construction noise and operational noise related to amplified sound during special events 
that would remain significant and unavoidable, despite implementation of mitigation 
measures. 
 
Final EIR  
 
Over 900 comments were received on the Draft EIR. The Final EIR includes the 
comments received and responses from the City. Master responses were prepared on 
key topics that were commonly raised among the comments on the Draft EIR, which 
include the following: Community Engagement Process, Fence Removal, Homelessness, 
Traffic/Transportation, including the Parking/Bike Option off-site improvements, Biological 
Resources, Noise, Public Safety, Drought Conditions, Funding and Operations, 
Alternatives, and EIR Recirculation Requirements.  
 
Chapter 3 of the Final EIR includes revisions that were made to the proposed Project. As 
a result of the agency and public feedback received on the Draft EIR, the following 
modifications were made: 1) two pedestrian-activated flashing beacon crossings along 
West Silver Lake Drive at the corner of Silver Lake Boulevard and Armstrong Avenue 
would be converted to high visibility crosswalks; 2) The City would implement Option 2, 
the Bike-Only offsite improvement along Silver Lake Boulevard. Street parking would not 
be included; 3) The floating dock and kayaking opportunities have been removed from 
the proposed Project; 4) The option to have amplified sound during special events has 
been removed. Due to the removal of amplified speaker use from proposed Project 
operations, the significance determinations related to operational noise and operational 
impacts to recreation have been reduced to less than significant. 
 
The Final EIR found that the proposed Project would result in less than significant impacts 
after mitigation is implemented for aesthetics, air quality, biological resources, cultural 
resources, geology and soils, vibration – structural damage, tribal cultural resources, and 
utilities. The EIR identifies feasible mitigation measures that would reduce these impacts 
to less than significant.   
 
The Final EIR finds that even with the implementation of all feasible mitigation measures, 
the proposed Project would still result in significant and unavoidable impacts to 
construction noise and vibration, with respect to human annoyance. Cumulative noise 
impacts related to construction, along with impacts to recreational facilities from 
construction noise and vibration would also be significant and unavoidable. As such, the 
proposed Project requires that the Findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations 
be adopted by the City Council to approve the Project. 
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As discussed in the Final EIR, in November 2022, the LADWP Board adopted a resolution 
(No. 023 097) that directed LADWP staff to “provide the Board with a status report 
pertaining to water usage at non-operating reservoirs, lakes, ponds, and other water 
features on LADWP properties,” which would include the SLRC. In addition, the resolution 
directed LADWP staff to “develop a policy for filling and re-filling of non-operating 
reservoirs and other LADWP properties containing ponds, lakes, and other water 
features, that (1) is consistent with state and local mandates and policies regarding the 
reasonable and beneficial use of water, particularly in times of drought; (2) allows LADWP 
to properly maintain its non-operating reservoirs and the related real property for 
Departmental purposes, including for emergencies and future water storage; and (3) 
requires improvements or projects on LADWP properties to be self-sustainable, where 
feasible.” As part of its duties to manage the water supply, in particular in times of drought 
or other water emergencies, LADWP conducts future reviews of water resources, and 
has determined after review that currently there is no feasible alternate source of water 
for the SLRC. Previously, LADWP directed BOE to analyze the proposed Project using 
the non-potable Pollock Well # 3 as the water source for the reservoirs, which met prior 
LADWP CEQA actions that would maintain water in the reservoirs. As of preparation of 
this Final EIR, any proposed, new non-operating reservoirs and water features policy has 
not been considered by the LADWP Board; however, LADWP is subject to state and local 
conservation mandates and policies that may impact the filling and refilling of the 
reservoirs during periods of drought and other emergencies. 
 
The proposed Project analyzes impacts based on current baseline conditions as required 
by CEQA. Specifically, the Draft EIR on page 2-4 described historic operational water 
level elevations “between 440 – 451 above mean sea level” and acknowledged that future 
water levels may fluctuate depending on operational considerations and groundwater 
conditions, such as drought conditions or other emergencies identified by local, state, or 
federal agencies. 
 
The Final EIR clarifies that if, in the future, LADWP takes an action consistent with any 
adopted policy that conflicts with current baseline conditions related to refilling of the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs, beyond exceptions outlined in Section 2.7.4 of the 
Draft EIR for drought and other emergency conditions, a new CEQA assessment to 
analyze the impacts to the changing operational reservoir water levels would be 
necessary. 
 
The Findings are based on information contained in the Draft EIR and Final EIR, as well 
as information contained within the administrative record. The administrative record 
includes, but is not limited to, the public hearing records, public notices, written comments 
on the proposed Project and Alternatives and responses to those comments, proposed 
decisions and the findings on the proposed Project and alternatives, and other documents 
relating to the agency decision on the proposed Project and alternatives.    
 
Project Alternatives  
 
In accordance with the requirements of CEQA, the EIR describes a range of reasonable 
alternatives to the proposed Project that could feasibly attain most of the objectives of the 
proposed Project but would avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental 
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impacts. The No Project Alternative (Alternative 1), Reduced Project Alternative 
(Alternative 2), and Silver Lake Natural Lands and Open Space Preserve Alternative 
(Alternative 3) were analyzed in detail in the Draft EIR. The Environmentally Superior 
Alternative was found to be Alternative 2, due to the removal of buildings and structures 
and reduced construction. Although Alternative 2 would be the Environmentally Superior 
Alternative, it would not achieve the objectives for the Project to the same extent as the 
proposed Project. Therefore, the proposed Project is recommended because it best 
meets the project objectives. 
 
In addition, other alternatives were considered but rejected from further consideration. 
The Recreation Focused Alternative, which included more intensive active recreational 
uses identified in the SLRC Master Plan, along with public water activities, such as 
boating and swimming, was considered and rejected. This alternative was rejected and 
not considered further because it did not reduce any of the proposed Project’s significant 
impacts, would increase operational noise impacts, and would not meet the Project 
Objectives of enhancing and expanding wildlife habitat. Another project alternative, 
Alternative Project Site, was also considered and rejected because it did not fulfill the 
fundamental Project objective to repurpose the site. Hybrids of the evaluated alternatives 
were also considered but rejected because they did not result in a substantially different 
conclusion when comparing environmental impacts and meeting the project objectives 
relative to the proposed Project and the alternatives considered. 
 
FISCAL IMPACT 
 

Approval of the proposed Project and certification of the EIR does not have a direct fiscal 
impact as there is no obligation of funding. However, it does enable fundraising efforts to 
be initiated while funding sources are pursued. Upon certification of the EIR, the City 
would work to identify a site operator and potential sources of funding for design and 
construction, such as Federal, State, and City special funds, general funds, and grant 
funding.  Non-profit grants and donations may also be potential sources of funding. It is 
possible that the proposed Project would be implemented in phases, as funding is 
secured.  

 
 Respectfully submitted, 

  
 
 
                                                                                      Ted Allen, P.E.    

                             City Engineer 
           

 
 
TA/DW/JF/SF/JGR:WD:ja  
 
Box\EXE\_Ready for Signature\TSA\Outbox\Archived\2023\ BOE Council Report 
SLRCMP Project EIR 07-17-2023.pdf 
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OUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY  |  ESA helps a variety of 
public and private sector clients plan and prepare for climate change and 
emerging regulations that limit GHG emissions. ESA is a registered 
assessor with the California Climate Action Registry, a Climate Leader, 
and founding reporter for the Climate Registry. ESA is also a corporate 
member of the U.S. Green Building Council and the Business Council on 
Climate Change (BC3). Internally, ESA has adopted a Sustainability Vision 
and Policy Statement and a plan to reduce waste and energy within our 
operations. This document was produced using recycled paper.   
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 

In accordance with Section 15089 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
Guidelines, the Lead Agency must evaluate comments received on the Draft EIR and prepare 
written responses and consider the information contained in a Final EIR before approving a 
project. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15132, a Final EIR consists of: (a) the Draft EIR 
or a revision of the Draft EIR; (b) comments and recommendations received on the Draft EIR 
either verbatim or in summary; (c) a list of persons, organizations, and public agencies 
commenting on the Draft EIR; (d) the responses of the Lead Agency to significant environmental 
points raised in the review and consultation process; and (e) any other information added by the 
Lead Agency. 

This Final EIR constitutes the second part of the EIR for the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex 
Master Plan Project (Project) and is intended to be a companion to the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR 
for the proposed Project, which was circulated for public and agency review and comment from 
October 6, 2022, to December 16, 2022, constitutes the first part of the EIR and is incorporated 
by reference and bound separately. 

Accordingly, the Final EIR for the proposed Project comprises two parts as follows: 

• Part 1: Draft EIR and Appendices 

– Draft Environmental Impact Report (Chapters 1 through 6) 

– Draft Environmental Impact Report – Appendices A through L 

• Part 2: Final EIR and Appendices 

– Final Environmental Impact Report (Chapters 1 through 4)  

– Final Environmental Impact Report – Appendices A and B 

1.1 Organization of the Final EIR 
This Final EIR is organized into four main chapters as follows:  

• Chapter 1 – Introduction: This section provides an introduction to the Final EIR, presents 
the contents of this Final EIR, summarizes the EIR public review process, and provides a 
summary of the proposed Project and a summary of the environmental impacts.  

• Chapter 2 – Responses to Comments: This section presents master responses to key topic 
areas among the comments received on the Draft EIR. A matrix of the parties that 
commented on the Draft EIR is also included. This matrix is followed by copies of the public 
comments received on the Draft EIR, as well as a transcript of the verbal comments received 
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during a public meeting. Numbered responses are provided for each of the written and verbal 
comments made regarding the Draft EIR. A copy of the full public meeting transcript is 
provided in Appendix A of this Final EIR.  

• Chapter 3 – Revisions, Clarifications, and Corrections to the Draft EIR: This section 
provides a list of revisions, clarifications, and corrections that have been made to the Draft 
EIR for the proposed Project based on comments received from the public and agencies.  

• Section 4 – Mitigation Monitoring Program (MMP): This section provides the full MMP 
for the proposed Project. The MMP lists project design features and mitigation measures by 
environmental topic and identifies for each of the features and measures the applicable 
enforcement agency, monitoring agency, monitoring phase, monitoring frequency, and action 
indicating compliance.  

This Final EIR also includes the following appendices:  

• Appendix A, Draft EIR Public Meeting Transcript: This appendix to the Final EIR 
includes a copy of the entire public meeting transcript on the Draft EIR.  

• Appendix B, Air Quality Emission Memorandum: This appendix to the Final EIR includes 
a memorandum completed by AMBIENT Air Quality and Noise Consulting to update the 
operational and construction air quality emission estimates in response to comments received 
from the South Coast Air Quality Management District. 

1.2 Project Summary 
The proposed Project would redevelop the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex (SLRC) with a 
contemporary design that would create park zones blending vegetated areas with public spaces. 
The design would enhance the visual and recreational quality of the area to be consistent with 
goals and objectives of the Community Plan and provide the opportunity for the public to access 
natural park space. None of the existing public park facilities within the SLRC would be 
removed, rather public spaces and facilities would be expanded, renovated, and redesigned to 
improve visitor experience, including the perimeter walking path/promenade. The proposed 
Project would impact approximately 116 acres of the 127-acre SLRC, including the 
approximately 77 acres of open water. The existing area would be organized into a series of new 
spaces (park zones) surrounding the reservoirs. The proposed Project design would consist of 
seven park zones connected by a 2.5-mile, tree-lined promenade. These zones would include the 
Meadow, the Knoll, Ivanhoe Reservoir, the Eucalyptus Grove, the East and West Narrows, the 
South Valley, and Habitat Islands. 

The proposed Project would remove portions of the existing perimeter fence over time as the park 
zones are constructed while maintaining or introducing new fencing needed to secure existing 
LADWP facilities, protect habitat, and protect the public. Fences around LADWP facilities would 
be approximately 8 feet high and with a minimum 6-inch clear zone along the bottom for small 
mammals to pass through. 

The proposed Project would include offsite improvements along areas surrounding the SLRC. One 
improvement would include the addition of 90-degree parking along the north side of West Silver 
Lake Drive, east of Redesdale Avenue along the grassy area adjacent to the Silver Lake Recreation 
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Center. Trees would be avoided along this area and parking would be added in a way that it would 
not encroach on trees. Currently, there are 10 parallel parking spaces along this segment of West 
Silver Lake Drive. Converting to 90-degree parking would result in a total of approximately 25 
parking spaces, thus adding a net increase in parking of approximately 15 spaces at this location. 
Two of the new parking spaces would be dedicated to electric vehicle (EV) parking. 

Additionally, offsite improvements would occur along Silver Lake Boulevard, between 
Armstrong Avenue and Duane Street for a length of approximately 3,000 feet. Design Option 2, 
as discussed in the Draft EIR, would include restriping along Silver Lake Boulevard with 
improvements to the bike lane only and no addition of street parking.  

1.3 Public Review Process 
In accordance with CEQA, the environmental review process for the proposed Project 
commenced with solicitation of comments from identified responsible and trustee agencies, as 
well as interested parties in the scope of the Draft EIR, through a Notice of Preparation (NOP) 
Process. The City prepared and circulated an NOP to members of the public, local and state 
agencies, organizations, and interested parties to solicit comments on the proposed Project 
between January 6, 2022, and February 7, 2022. A virtual public meeting was held during the 
scoping period on January 19, 2022, from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. via Zoom for reviewing agencies 
and the public. A recorded presentation was shown during the public meeting and was made 
available to the public on the City’s website during the 30-day scoping period 
(https://eng.lacity.org/silver-lake-reservoir-complex-master-plan/eir).  

The NOP was available on the City website and at local public facilities. Hard copies of the NOP 
were also available at the following public facilities during the public review period:  

• Silver Lake Branch Library, 2411 Glendale Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90039 

• Los Angeles County City Terrace Library, 4025 E. City Terrace Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90063 

Following the comment period for the NOP, a Draft EIR was prepared for the proposed Project. 
The NOP, and NOP comment letters were included in Appendix A of the Draft EIR. Consistent 
with the requirements of Sections 15087 and 15105 of the CEQA Guidelines, the Draft EIR was 
submitted to the Los Angeles County Clerk and the State Clearinghouse, a division of the 
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research, and circulated for public review. The public 
comment period for the Draft EIR was from October 6, 2022, to December 16, 2022, exceeding 
CEQA’s 45-day public comment period requirement. During the comment period, the Draft EIR 
was made available for review on the proposed Project’s website: https://eng.lacity.org/silver-
lake-reservoir-complex-master-plan/eir. 

In addition, hard copies of the Draft EIR were made available at the following public facilities:  

• Silver Lake Branch Library, 2411 Glendale Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90039 

• Los Angeles County City Terrace Library, 4025 E. City Terrace Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90063 

https://eng.lacity.org/silver-lake-reservoir-complex-master-plan/eir
https://eng.lacity.org/silver
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A virtual public meeting was held in English and Spanish on October 26, 2022, at 6:00 pm on 
Zoom during the 45-day public comment period for the Draft EIR. Comments were accepted 
online and by mail via the following: 

Website  https://eng.lacity.org/silver-lake-reservoir-complex-master-plan/eir.  

Mail   Dr. Jan Green Rebstock 
City of Los Angeles  
Public Works, Bureau of Engineering  
1149 S. Broadway, 6th Floor, Mail Stop 939 
Los Angeles, CA 90015 

This Final EIR was prepared following the Draft EIR comment period. In accordance with CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15088, this Final EIR includes responses to comments on environmental 
issues that were received during the comment period for the Draft EIR.   

1.4 Summary of Environmental Impacts 
The proposed Project, as described in the Final EIR, results in significant and unavoidable 
impacts related to construction noise and vibration, with respect to human annoyance. Cumulative 
noise impacts related to construction, along with impacts to recreational facilities from 
construction noise and vibration would also be significant and unavoidable. All other 
environmental impacts are either less than significant or less than significant with mitigation. The 
proposed Project includes 22 mitigation measures to reduce environmental impacts to the greatest 
extent feasible. In addition, 34 project design features were incorporated during the design 
process to exhibit best practices and be responsive to stakeholder concerns. 

https://eng.lacity.org/silver-lake-reservoir-complex-master-plan/eir
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CHAPTER 2 
Response to Comments 

2.1 Introduction 
Section 21091(d) of the Public Resources Code states that: “With respect to the consideration of 
comments received on a draft environmental impact report, the lead agency shall evaluate 
comments on environmental issues that are received from persons who have reviewed the draft 
and shall prepare a written response.” The lead agency is not required to provide a response to 
comments provided outside of the allotted comment period. Section 21092.5 of the Public 
Resources Code requires that “At least 10 days prior to certifying an environmental impact report, 
the lead agency shall provide a written proposed response to a public agency on comments made 
by that agency which conform with the requirements of this division.” The City of Los Angeles 
(City) is the CEQA Lead Agency for the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 
(proposed Project). This section of the Final EIR provides the City’s responses to the written 
comments received during the comment period for the Draft EIR. Section 2.2, Master Responses, 
includes responses to common issues raised during the Draft EIR comment period. Section 2.3, 
Comments Received on the Draft EIR, includes a table with an assigned comment number, 
individual and/or organization names, and date the comment was received. The table also 
includes those commenters who provided comments during the Draft EIR public comment 
meeting held on October 26, 2022. Section 2.4, Response to Comments, provides the City’s 
responses to the comment letters and verbal comments received on the Draft EIR. Copies of the 
original comment letters and the oral transcript from the public meeting are provided in 
Appendix A of this Final EIR.  

As required by CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(c), the focus of the response to comments is “the 
disposition of significant environmental issues raised.” Therefore, detailed responses are not 
provided to comments that do not relate to environmental issues. However, in some cases, 
additional information has been added for reference and clarity. 

2.2 Master Responses 
Several Master Responses have been prepared in order to provide comprehensive responses to 
address multiple, similar comments that have been raised on key topics during the Draft EIR 
public review period. Where appropriate, references to the Master Responses are provided within 
the individual responses to comments prepared in Section 2.4, Responses to Comments. The 
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Master Responses focus on the following key topics that were commonly raised among the 
comments received on the Draft EIR: 

• Community Engagement Process  

• Fence Removal 

• Homelessness 

• Parking/Bike Option 

• Traffic/Transportation 

• Biological Resources  

• Noise 

• Public Safety 

• Drought Conditions 

• Funding and Operations 

• Alternatives Analysis 

• EIR Recirculation Requirements 

2.2.1 Community Engagement Process 

Master Plan Preparation 
As described in Section 4 of the Master Plan (included as Appendix B of the Draft EIR), the 
Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan is the result of an inclusive public engagement and 
participatory planning process led by Hargreaves Jones in partnership with the City of Los 
Angeles Bureau of Engineering (BOE), Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP), 
and the Council Districts 4 and 13 over a period of 2 years. Beginning in 2019, public feedback 
was solicited and integrated at all critical stages in the planning process: analysis, visioning and 
programming, Master Plan Alternatives, Preferred Master Plan, and Final Master Plan. The 
overall process for the Master Plan development included the following: bi-weekly meetings with 
City Staff and Council Districts; multiple focused meetings with City officials and departments 
regarding Project goals and design features; eight Stakeholder Working Group Meetings held at 
critical moments throughout the process; and five Community Workshops with attendance by 
more than 220 to 600 community members at meetings and more than 8,400 questionnaire 
responses. The City understands that the Silver Lake community has a long history of organizing 
around the reservoirs. There are multiple community groups, including formalized non-profit 
organizations, with missions directly involving the Complex. Because of this, early in the Master 
Plan process, a Stakeholder Working Group (SWG) was formed comprised of members from five 
active groups representing a diverse range of interests in the community: Silver Lake Forward; 
Silver Lake Neighborhood Council; Silver Lake Now; Silver Lake Reservoirs Conservancy; and 
Silver Lake Wildlife Sanctuary. 
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Environmental Review Process 
A Notice of Preparation (NOP) was prepared pursuant to Section 15082 of the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, to notify agencies and interested parties that the 
City will be preparing a Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) to evaluate potential 
environmental impacts of the proposed Project (see Appendix A of the Draft EIR). The NOP was 
also posted by the County Clerk in Los Angeles and was mailed on January 6, 2022, to a total of 
approximately 6,500 properties within an approximately 0.5-mile radius of the Project area. In 
addition, the NOP was mailed to 23 interested parties, including local, state, and federal agencies, 
and tribes, and emailed to a total of approximately 1,100 agencies, interested parties, groups, or 
individuals who had previously expressed interest in the proposed Project. A Notice of 
Completion (NOC) was prepared by the City and uploaded to the State Clearinghouse website, 
and the proposed Project information was posted on the CEQAnet Database. The NOP was made 
available online at the City’s website, and at two public libraries: Silver Lake Branch Library at 
2411 Glendale Boulevard in Los Angeles, and the Los Angeles County City Terrace Library at 
4025 East City Terrace Drive in Los Angeles. The NOP was published in the Los Angeles Times 
on January 6, 2022, and La Opinión on January 9, 2022, and available on the EastSider, a 
neighborhood news blog and website, for the duration of the 30-day scoping period starting 
January 6, 2022. 

Similarly, after completion of the Draft EIR, an NOC was prepared along with a Notice of 
Availability of a Draft EIR (NOA) by the City and uploaded to the State Clearinghouse website 
and posted with the Los Angeles County Clerk. The public comment period started on October 6, 
2022, and was extended through December 16, 2022. The NOA was made available online at the 
City’s website, and the same two public libraries. The NOA was published in the Los Angeles 
Times on October6, 2022, and La Opinión on October 9, 2022, and available on the EastSider for 
the duration of the public comment period. In addition, the NOA was mailed to approximately 
1,100 agencies, interested parties, groups, or individuals who had previously expressed interest in 
the proposed Project and an eBlast was sent to over 3,000 additional interested parties. A virtual 
public comment meeting was held on October 26, 2022 to present the proposed Project, discuss 
the findings of the Draft EIR, and obtain verbal comments from the public.  

2.2.2 Fence Removal  

As described in Chapter 2, Project Description, the entire SLRC is currently enclosed by a 
perimeter chain-link fence varying in height from approximately 4 feet at the Meadow and 6 to 12 
feet around the remaining areas. An interior fence in the Meadow area establishes the Meadow’s 
boundary and the park area open to the public. Existing LADWP facilities cover approximately 
11 acres of land within the SLRC and would remain fenced and not accessible to the public. 
These LADWP facilities and those illustrated on Figure 2-2 in the Draft EIR are not a part of the 
proposed Project area and would not be altered or changed as a result of proposed Project 
implementation. 

The proposed Project would remove portions of the existing perimeter fence over time as the park 
zones are constructed while maintaining or introducing new fencing needed to secure existing 
LADWP facilities, protect habitat, and protect the public. Figure 2-4 in Chapter 2 of the Draft 
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EIR provides a conceptual plan for locating fences and guardrails. Fences around LADWP 
facilities would be approximately 8 feet high and with a minimum 6-inch clear zone along the 
bottom for small mammals to pass through. 

As described in Chapter 2, Project Description, to protect wildlife and keep people out of planted 
areas, habitat fences would be installed along all nature trails and specifically within the 
following proposed park zones: The Knoll, Ivanhoe Reservoir, and the Eucalyptus Grove. Habitat 
fencing would be approximately 3 feet high with swing gates where necessary to allow for 
walkways to be closed at night and as needed seasonally to protect wildlife. 

The Draft EIR concludes that the removal of the chain-link perimeter fence would eliminate 
barriers to wildlife and provide the availability for larger wildlife to access the water and created 
wetlands areas. Areas with the most habitat value for wildlife will be closed at night and off limits 
to the public. No impacts to wildlife are anticipated from the removal of the perimeter fence or 
installation of the smaller habitat fencing.  

For the protection of the public, a Security Plan would be prepared prior to Project construction 
and implemented during operation of the Project (refer to Master Response – Public Safety). The 
Security Plan would be implemented in connection with the removal of the perimeter fence, as 
each proposed park zone is constructed. Based upon the analyses contained in Chapter 3 of the 
Draft EIR, removal of the existing fencing as part of the proposed Project would not result in any 
significant environmental impacts related to biological resources or public safety. 

2.2.3 Homelessness 

Please refer to Section 3.13, Population and Housing, of the Draft EIR, for a discussion on 
strategies regarding homelessness within the city. For purposes of CEQA, homelessness itself is 
not a physical impact on the environment, but rather a socioeconomic impact that does not require 
analysis. In addition, the City has not identified any supported evidence that the proposed Project 
would attract additional homeless individuals than the existing environment. 

2.2.4 Parking/Bike Option  

As described in Chapter 2.0, Section 2.5.2, Offsite Improvements, the proposed Project would 
include offsite improvements along areas surrounding the SLRC. One improvement would 
include the addition of 90-degree parking along the north side of West Silver Lake Drive, east of 
Redesdale Avenue adjacent to the Silver Lake Recreation Center (refer to Figure 2-3 of the Draft 
EIR). Currently, there are 10 parallel parking spaces along this segment of West Silver Lake 
Drive. By converting to 90-degree parking, a total of approximately 25 parking spaces would be 
added, resulting in a net increase in parking of 15 spaces at this location. Two of the new parking 
spaces would be dedicated to electric vehicle (EV) parking. Existing mature trees would be 
avoided when creating parking along this area. 

Additionally, two design options were proposed in the Draft EIR for improvements along Silver 
Lake Boulevard, between Armstrong Avenue and Duane Street. However, based on comments 
received during the Draft EIR, the City has decided to proceed with Option 2, the Bike-only 
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improvement (see Figure 2-16 as revised, in this Final EIR Chapter 3). Option 1, which included 
the addition of street parking along the west side of Silver Lake Boulevard is no longer being 
considered for the Project as discussed in this Final EIR in Chapter 3. As discussed, since the 
proposed Project is currently at the conceptual design phase, BOE has committed to creating a 
design committee during the development of final design drawings which would include other 
City entities, such as City Planning, LADOT, and the local Council Districts, to determine the 
final configuration of Option 2. The Draft EIR fully analyzed the maximum environmental 
impacts of Option 2, regardless of the outcome of the final configuration. The design committee 
would provide input into final design decisions based on the needs of the local area, safety 
requirements and desired features (including lane and buffer widths, raised pedestrian crossings, 
etc.), buffer design features, drainage features, local connectivity, and consistency with existing 
City plans. Final design would be constrained by the width of the current right-of-way and the 
existing historic, low concrete wall along the west side of Silver Lake Boulevard. In addition, the 
committee would determine if the bike lanes should be placed along the same side of the road 
nearest to the reservoir or be split between the north and southbound side of the road. The design 
committee may also review the parking design at West Silver Lake Drive to make sure 
considerations around pedestrian safety, bike connectivity, and room for public transit 
connections are addressed. 

2.2.5 Traffic/Transportation 

As discussed in Section 3.16 Transportation, of the Draft EIR, the analyses of transportation 
issues required to be addressed under CEQA were evaluated, with supporting data provided in 
Appendix K, Transportation Impact Assessment (TIA), of the Draft EIR. The TIA itself includes 
both CEQA and non-CEQA required analyses, in compliance with the City of Los Angeles 
Department of Transportation’s (LADOT) Transportation Assessment Guidelines (TAG).  

The Project’s construction and operation traffic/transportation impacts were fully evaluated in 
Section 3.16, Transportation, which was primarily based on the TIA prepared for the Project. In 
accordance with the LADOT’s TAG adopted in July 2019 (updated in July 2020), the CEQA-
required analysis to be included within the Draft EIR section includes an assessment of whether 
the Project would result in: (1) potential conflicts with transportation-related plans, ordinances, or 
policies; (2) a substantial increase in vehicle miles traveled (VMT); or (3) increased hazards due 
to a geometric design feature or incompatible use. In addition, in accordance with Appendix G of 
the CEQA Guidelines, an assessment of whether the Project would result in inadequate 
emergency access is included.  

The TAG also requires assessment of “non-CEQA” transportation issues, which include: 
(1) pedestrian, bicycle, and transit access; (2) Project access, safety, and circulation; 
(3) construction traffic; and (4) residential street cut-through analysis. The analyses of these 
“non-CEQA” issues are included in the TIA. However, since they are non-CEQA issues, they are 
not analyzed in the Draft EIR, unless they relate to the assessment of potential conflicts with 
transportation-related plans, ordinances, or policies mentioned above. In addition, an analysis of 
intersection levels of service (LOS) is included as appendices to the TIA for informational 
purposes only and is similarly a non-CEQA issue.  
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As described in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR all CEQA-required transportation 
impacts would result in less than significant impacts without mitigation. Although the analysis 
indicated that the proposed Project would result in less than significant impacts, the City has 
opted to further improve traffic and transportation during construction and operations by 
including several Project Design Features as described in Section 3.16.4 of the Draft EIR. These 
include PDF-TRA-1: Construction Traffic Management Plan, PDF-TRA-2: Construction Staging 
Plan, PDF-TRA-3: Construction Traffic, PDF-TRA-4: Access to Parcels, PDF-TRA-5: Site-
Specific Traffic Control and Transit Plan for Large Events, and PDF-TRA-6: Expand Public 
Transit Connections. Details of these PDFs are included in the Mitigation Monitoring Plan. 

2.2.6 Biological Resources  

Public comments on the Biological Resources section focused on these recurrent themes: 

• Baseline Condition 

• Impact Assessment 

• Public Access Impacts 

• Special Events Impacts 

• Perimeter Fencing Removal Impacts 

• Tree Removals  

• Wildlife Corridors 

The following discussion clarifies the Draft EIR’s assessment of these issues.  

Baseline Condition 
Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological Resources, provides a detailed description of the existing 
biological resources within the Project area that includes the proposed Project impact area plus a 
500-foot buffer area. This area of interest is called the Biological Study Area (BSA) and is shown 
on Appendix D, Figure 4, of the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR also includes a summary of applicable 
regulations related to biological resources and an evaluation of the potential impacts of the 
proposed Project on the existing baseline condition. A Biological Technical Report was prepared 
to support the Draft EIR’s impact analysis and included as Appendix D, Subappendix E. The 
objective of the Biological Technical Report and Draft EIR Section 3.4 is to compile a detailed 
and comprehensive characterization of the baseline condition in order to assess the potential for 
the Project to result in significant impacts to biological resources.  

The baseline condition was characterized through a review of existing scientific literature and 
previous field studies and through new field surveys conducted by ESA. A comprehensive list of 
sensitive plant and wildlife species and their habitats that are known to occur within the BSA was 
compiled primarily from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife’s (CDFW) California 
Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB), and California Native Plant Society (CNPS) Inventory of 
Rare and Endangered Plants. In addition, the United States Department of Agriculture Natural 
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) soils mapping, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
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(USFWS) critical habitat maps, the Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC), and the 
National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) were reviewed. This comprehensive review of existing 
literature supported the baseline condition characterization described in the Draft EIR. The Draft 
EIR did not include biological data created through citizen-based science collection since this 
anecdotal information is not scientifically reviewed or professionally recorded.  

Field surveys were conducted to support the baseline condition characterization of the proposed 
Project area, including vegetation mapping, habitat suitability assessments for special-status 
species, and protected/park and street tree inventories. The Draft EIR also includes lists of all 
species directly observed during the field assessments in Appendix D, Subappendix E, 
Biological Technical Report. The protected/park and street tree inventories are presented in the 
Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project, Protected Tree Report and Appendix D, 
Subappendix F, the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project, Park and Street Tree 
Inventory Results Report.  

The baseline condition described in the Draft EIR includes areas with semi-natural woodlands, 
ornamental landscapes, developed areas, and open-water reservoirs surrounded on all sites by a 
residential neighborhood. These areas currently provide suitable nesting habitat for many species 
of birds including numerous passerines, great blue herons, great horned owls, red-tailed hawks, 
red-shouldered hawks and other species. The open water also provides foraging and loafing 
habitat for numerous waterfowl. Some small mammals were identified as residents of the BSA 
including rats, mice, raccoons, and opossum. Occasional visits by larger predators such as 
coyotes, bobcats, and mountain lion were also acknowledged. The existing great blue heron 
rookery sites at the SLRC are identified in Figure 5 of Appendix D, Biological Technical Report. 

Impact Analysis 
The Draft EIR concludes in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, that construction activities could 
impact nesting birds during the general avian nesting season from February 15 to August 31 for 
songbirds and January 15 to August 31 for raptors. These interruptions would be temporary 
during construction activities. Two nearby reservoirs that could provide temporary nesting habitat 
during this time are located within less than 4 miles of the proposed Project site: Echo Park 
located less than 1.5 miles to the south and Hollywood Reservoir, located less than 4 miles to the 
northwest. PDF-BIO-2 included in the Draft EIR would require pre-construction nesting bird 
surveys and the implementation of avoidance measures during construction if nests are found to 
be active within 300 feet of construction activities, reducing potential impacts to nesting birds to 
less than significant. The Draft EIR concluded that temporary impacts to nesting birds during 
construction would be less than significant with mitigation.  

Once constructed, the Draft EIR concludes that each of the proposed Project Alternatives would 
preserve or improve conditions for biological resources that utilize the BSA. Migratory bird 
species currently use the open water within the Project site. Once constructed, the creation of 
native habitat within the Project site, including coastal scrub and wetlands would result in a net 
gain of avian-supporting vegetation. The proposed diverse native upland and wetland habitat 
would particularly serve as supportive habitat for many species of wading birds which often nest 
in woody vegetation that is either submerged or surrounded by water, adding to the open water 
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currently available for birds. Additionally, the created upland and coastal scrub areas within the 
Knoll and Meadow park zones would provide foraging and nesting habitat for avian species. The 
proposed Project would maintain or increase areas with natural habitats that support nesting birds.  

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting opportunities, while 
increasing the number of native trees on site. The proposed Project includes the preparation of a 
Tree Succession Plan to phase the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree 
and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is planted 
over time.  

Public Access 
The SLRC is an existing city park and open water reservoir within the heart of urbanized Los 
Angeles that is used daily for recreation by the public. The objective of the proposed Project is to 
modify the park to enhance both biological resource values and public access opportunities for 
the benefit of the residents of Los Angeles. In Chapter 2, Project Description, Section 2.5.1, 
Proposed Park Zones, has been revised to remove the water access amenities, including the 
proposed floating dock and guided kayak tours, in order to minimize the effects of public access.  

The proposed Project area is surrounded by a residential neighborhood on all sites. Although used 
by urbanized wildlife, the habitat value is that of an urban environment. The proposed Project 
does not change this condition or degrade the baseline habitat values. As stated in Section 3.4, the 
proposed Project could increase visitorship to the proposed Project area by approximately 390 
people daily. The proposed Project would expand the available space for recreational activities by 
opening up areas of the reservoir currently closed to the public and part of the LADWP 
operational facility. Therefore, although the proposed Project may attract a higher level of 
visitorship, the recreational area would be expanded and visitors would be spread out over larger 
areas within the SLRC. In order to be sensitive to the needs of wildlife use within the SLRC, the 
proposed Project incorporates several features to limit human interaction in areas of higher 
habitat value. The proposed Project includes wildlife-friendly habitat fencing within the Knoll 
and Eucalyptus Grove (see Figure 2-4 of the Draft EIR) to delineate public walkways from the 
created habitat and keep the public out. The fencing would be designed to allow wildlife to jump 
over or crawl through and interpretive signage would be posted on the fencing to educate the 
public on the sensitivity of wildlife as outlined in PDF-BIO-3 of the Draft EIR. In addition, 
although lighting would be added to the proposed Project area to allow for extended use of the 
SLRC by the public, the location of new lighting has been carefully considered to avoid several 
habitat areas (see Figure 2-8 of the Draft EIR). All lighting would be shielded and pointed away 
from habitat areas. High-level lighting would only be used at the park facilities in the South 
Valley, where such lighting already exists. New pathways and walking areas would have 
medium-level lighting to allow for nighttime recreational use and new low-level or accent 
lighting would be added to the Meadow, including the Education Center. The proposed Project 
would be designed to limit lighting within areas with the most habitat value for wildlife species, 
therefore, no lighting would be proposed for secondary paths within habitat areas or in areas such 
as the Knoll, Ivanhoe Outlook, and the Eucalyptus Grove. These areas would be closed with 
swing gates where necessary to limit public access at night and seasonally, as needed, to protect 
wildlife and limit impacts to nocturnal species and other species utilizing the habitat areas.  
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Operational noise levels and associated human activities are expected to generally be similar to 
existing conditions, which includes the residential neighborhood and surrounding roads along the 
border of the SLRC, and would not diminish wildlife use including nesting birds or roosting bat 
species, as the species currently utilizing the site are adapted to living in the densely urbanized 
setting. As concluded in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, impacts to wildlife would be 
considered less than significant. 

Special Events 
The proposed Project would allow for 12 special events to occur during the summer months, with 
an assumed visitorship of up to approximately 600 people per event. Allowable event hours 
would be from noon to 10:00 p.m. Events occurring during the nighttime would result in 
increased noise, light, and general disruption, but these events would be temporary and 
infrequent. The Draft EIR concludes that the use of the area for special events would not degrade 
habitat values and would not significantly impact wildlife using the urban area since any wildlife 
using the site would be accustomed to an urban environment. Special events would occur at the 
Meadow, which is an area currently in frequent use by the public. As discussed in Chapter 3 of 
this Final EIR, there will be no amplified sound. The noise analysis (see Section 3.12, Noise and 
Vibration) found that ambient noise levels due to special events would not exceed ambient noise 
levels at the southern perimeter of the Knoll with decreasing noise levels to the north. Thus, the 
Draft EIR concludes that operational noise, including from special events would not significantly 
impact biological resources. In addition, during operation of the proposed Project site, PDF-TRA-
5 would require that a Site-Specific Traffic Control and Transit Plan be implemented for large 
special events, in order to ensure that information on parking, circulation, and transit options are 
available for event attendees to minimize congestion and vehicle miles traveled. 

Tree Removals  
The proposed Project will result in direct impacts to native shrubs and trees regulated by the City 
Tree Ordinance, City of Los Angeles Recreation and Parks Department (RAP) Policy, and the 
BSS tree permit application. The proposed Project includes a Tree Succession Plan developed to 
manage the tree removals to ensure full compliance with the ordinances and policies and to 
minimize impacts to habitat values. The Tree Succession Plan would include the incorporation of 
native plants into the understory thus providing food sources and habitat for native wildlife 
including native sages (Salvia sp.) and milkweeds (Asclepias sp.) which are necessary nectar 
sources for special-status species like Crotch’s bumble bee and monarch butterfly, respectively. 
The native plant species planting palette would take into account the surrounding habitat quality 
and site appropriateness.  

The preparation of a Tree Succession Plan as outlined in Chapter 2, Project Description, calls for 
the phased removal of trees over 15 years to allow for new tree and shrub plantings to mature and 
provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is planted over time. Additionally, these trees 
can be selectively identified for removal thus avoiding trees with active rookeries, nests, and 
roosts. As the new tree plantings mature, new habitat would be established over time. The 
successional tree removal practice would ensure that nesting and foraging habitat would not be 
eliminated during implementation. 
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As stated in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, PDF-BIO-13, and the City Tree Ordinance would 
require tree replacement at a 4:1 ratio for removal of all protected trees under the ordinance. The 
City Tree Ordinance has established this replacement ratio as an acceptable practice to address 
the loss of trees valued under the ordinance. A replacement ratio is intended to compensate for 
the loss of mature trees taking into account the temporal loss of the trees including the time 
required for a replacement tree to mature and establish equal habitat values. The replacement 
trees would address loss of mature trees taking into account their maturity (trunk diameter) and 
species type and would require replacement of like-to-like species within the SLRC at a 4:1 ratio. 
The replacement requirements in the ordinance including the 4:1 replacement ratio is established 
to compensate for the habitat values of the trees to be affected resulting in a less than significant 
impact of the Project.  

RAP Tree Policy states that whenever trees are removed, the existing trees’ aggregate diameter, 
measured at DSH (diameter at standard height) shall be replaced at an equal or greater rate of 
caliper of new trees. For the proposed Project, the City would be required to replace trees 
protected by the RAP Tree Policy at a 1:1 ratio for total trunk diameter. Additionally, RAP Tree 
Policy requires at least a 4:1 ratio for native species regardless of the caliper requirements. PDF-
BIO-14 outlines the RAP Tree Policy requirement by stating that replacement trees would 
mitigate loss of mature trees taking into account their maturity (trunk diameter), habitat value, 
and species type. The 1:1 replacement requirement sufficiently compensates for the values of the 
trees to be affected resulting in a less than significant impact of the Project. 

BSS Tree Policy, as adopted by the Board of Public Works and implemented by BSS Urban 
Forestry Division and the Board of Public Works, require tree replacement at a 2:1 ratio for 
removal of all street trees. The BSS Tree Policy was adopted by the Board of Public Works in 
2015 with expert analysis concluding that it was an acceptable practice to address the loss of any 
removed street tree. For the proposed Project, the City would be required to replace street trees at 
the 2:1 replacement ratio. 

In addition to the various tree policies as outlined above, the Draft EIR also provided further 
analysis in Section 3.4.5 to address potential biological impacts to the removal of trees, including 
classification of special status, habitat, and conflicts with tree preservation ordinances. The 
analysis considered the impacts to baseline conditions and concluded that the proposed Project 
would not result in significant impacts to biological resources at the site after mitigation.  

Wildlife Corridors 
SLRC Protected Area for Wildlife (PAW) designation as determined in the City of Los Angeles 
Protected Areas for Wildlife & Wildlife Movement Report (PAWS Report). The PAWS Report 
states that the SLRC PAW only meets one (Criteria 5). Criteria 5 is defined as “Habitat that at 
some point in the life cycle of a species or suite of species serves as concentrated breeding, 
feeding, resting, or migrating grounds and is limited in availability within Southern California or 
within the City of Los Angeles.” Specifically, the SLRC PAW meets the Criterion 5 threshold as 
a site that supports breeding, feeding, resting, and migrating grounds with limited availability 
in Southern California/Los Angeles region. The PAWs Report found that the SLRC PAW does 
not support native vegetation and that it provides an island of and landscaped habitat in a highly 
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urbanized area. In addition, the report states that the PAW has a moderate potential to support 
medium mammals and a low potential to support large mammals. There is a high potential to 
support birds and a moderate potential for other wildlife species (e.g., insects and small 
mammals). Coyote, bobcat, and striped skunk have been documented within this PAW. 

Overall, the proposed Project is not in conflict with the goals of the PAWS Report and the SLRC 
would continue to function at the baseline conditions for biological diversity and wildlife 
connectivity. Furthermore, Appendix D of the Draft EIR discusses wildlife movement and notes 
that the SLRC does not provide uninterrupted connectivity to other local open space areas. The 
proposed Project would not decrease connectivity. The Draft EIR concludes as a result that the 
Project would not significantly affect wildlife movement or habitat connectivity. 

2.2.7 Noise 

Operations 
The Silver Lake Reservoir has unique geography and is surrounded by hills on all sides. This can 
potentially lead to sound reverberations and amplification due to Project activities. The on-site 
operational noise from the Project was analyzed using the CadnaA noise modeling software. 
CadnaA is a Windows-based software Project that predicts and assesses noise levels in the 
vicinity of noise sources based on International Organization for Standardization 9613-2 
algorithms for noise propagation calculations. CadnaA considers environmental factors, such as 
topography, intervening structures, and distance (both horizontally and vertically) from a noise 
source. This is particularly relevant for projects containing outdoor meeting, performance, and 
gathering areas at varying elevations that would have amplified sound and could potentially affect 
surrounding land uses and receptors. Since the Project has various open-air areas that create a 
relatively complex soundscape, the CadnaA model was used to estimate the various noise sources 
and their effects on the ambient noise environment. The CadnaA modeling accounted for 14 
receptor points surrounding the Project site. Operational noise from the Project was evaluated at 
each modeling point and compared to the closest ambient noise levels measured for each 
respective modeling point.  

Thus, the Draft EIR analysis considers the topography of the surrounding area and the results of 
the CadnaA modeling are reported in Chapter 3, Tables 3.12-19 through 3.12-22. The results 
show that impacts would be less than significant for all onsite operational noise excluding special 
events with amplified noise. However, based on comments received during the Draft EIR 
comment period, the City has decided to remove the use of amplified speakers for special events 
during operations of the proposed Project and these are no longer being considered under the 
proposed Project. As shown in Table 3.12-21 of the Draft EIR, onsite noise levels during special 
events without amplified speakers would be less than significant. 

Construction Noise 
Section 3.12, Noise and Vibration, of the Draft EIR presents a conservative analysis of 
construction noise by assuming all equipment during a construction phase is operating 
simultaneously, assuming that the noisiest equipment is closest to the sensitive receptors, 
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measuring distances to sensitive receptor property lines, and using a more conservative 
attenuation rate for noise.  

The above assumptions are conservative because, in reality, multiple pieces of equipment cannot 
occupy the same physical space at the same time, and all equipment related to a construction 
phase is rarely used simultaneously, and construction equipment is typically mobile and 
physically spaced throughout a construction site. Additionally, for the purposes of providing a 
conservative analysis, no noise reduction from trees was applied to the Project construction noise 
calculations. For a detailed account of assumptions, refer to Section 3.12.3, Subsection Methodology, 
of the Noise section in the Draft EIR. 

The Draft EIR disclosed a conservative analysis of potential construction noise levels in order to 
avoid underestimating Project construction noise impacts. As concluded on page 3.12-32 of the 
Draft EIR, the Project would result in the generation of a temporary increase in ambient noise 
levels in the vicinity of the Project in excess of standards established by the City, and on-site 
construction noise impacts would be potentially significant. The Project would include Project 
Design Features (PDFs) and Mitigation Measures aimed at reducing the impacts pertaining to 
construction. PDF-NOISE-1 and PDF-NOISE-2 would establish approved haul routes to 
minimize off-site roadway noise on local roadways and would establish a community liaison to 
respond to any issues and/or concerns related to construction activities. Additionally, the Project 
would implement mitigation measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-4 (refer to Chapter 3 and 4 of 
the Final EIR) which include stationary equipment enclosures, mobile noise barriers, mufflers and 
other noise control devices, and vibration equipment setback distances. The Draft EIR concludes 
that the incorporation of these PDFs and implementation of mitigation measures would help 
reduce construction noise and vibration impacts, however, construction noise impacts associated 
with on-site noise sources and construction vibration impacts related to human annoyance would 
remain significant and unavoidable (Draft EIR pages 3.12-30-37 through 3.12-38 and 3.12-53 
through 3.12-56).  

2.2.8 Public Safety 

As described in Chapter 2, Project Description, an Operations and Maintenance Plan, including a 
Security Plan, would be prepared prior to Project construction and implemented during operation 
of the Project for public protection. The Security Plan would incorporate a security program to 
ensure the safety of park visitors, which could include the use of security staff, emergency call 
boxes, and other public safety devices. Staff would provide oversight over the area’s large 
acreage and address safety concerns related to the reservoir space and unsafe behavior. The 
Security Plan would be implemented in connection with the removal of the perimeter fence, as 
each proposed park zone is constructed. 

Regarding crime and public safety, police service impacts were addressed in Section 3.14, Public 
Services, of the Draft EIR. Pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines, and the thresholds used by the City 
to determine the significance of impacts to police services, the focus of the analyses is on whether 
or not new or expanded facilities are needed to maintain adequate public service and whether a 
potential physical impact could occur if construction of facilities was warranted. In the case of the 
Project, it was determined that the Project would not generate a demand for additional police 
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protection services that would result in the need for new or expanded police services facilities. As 
such, Section 3.14 concluded that impacts to police services would be less than significant. In 
addition, during construction Project Design Feature PDF-1: Construction Security Measures, 
would be implemented and would include on-site security measures such as security lighting and 
a construction security fence with gated and locked entry around active construction areas. 
During Special Events, Project Design Feature PDF-2: Operational Security Measures, would be 
implemented during Special Events that occur after dusk and that may require security lighting. 
As previously stated, the Project’s Safety Plan would include security features that would help 
reduce the potential for on-site crimes, including loitering, theft, and burglaries, and would reduce 
demand for LAPD services.  

2.2.9 Drought Conditions 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.7.3, LADWP would continue to replenish the 
reservoir water as needed, through the existing Pollock Well No. 3, similar to existing conditions. 
The proposed Project would be designed to accommodate operational water level fluctuations and 
to support varied shallow wading habitat. Water level monitoring would be described in the 
proposed Project's Wetland Management Plan. As described in Chapter 2, Project 
Description, LADWP’s Water Shortage Contingency Plan (WSCP) has been developed to fortify 
LADWP's drought resilience through the use of existing storage facilities and water supplies that 
do not include the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex. The Silver Lake Reservoir Complex was 
removed from LADWP's water supply system in 2008 and Ivanhoe Reservoir was removed in 
2018. Since that time, the reservoir has been off-line and does not contribute to LADWP's 
drought resilience portfolio. As noted in the Project Description, Section 2.7.4, under certain 
drought conditions or other emergencies declared by local, state, or federal agencies, water levels 
in Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs may be lowered to conform to emergency water 
conservation requirements. Further, as discussed in Section 3.10 of the Draft EIR, Hydrology and 
Water Quality, operational constraints may require modification to the water levels corresponding 
to overall system needs, including the need to prioritize use of local groundwater to augment 
potable water supplies during periods of drought. In addition, the proposed Project would be 
designed to include minimal vegetation along the south end of the reservoir, where water could be 
drawn from via helicopter by the City and the County of Los Angeles Fire Departments in order 
to continue to support the use of the reservoir for firefighting needs. 

2.2.10 Funding and Operations  

At this time, funding is needed to construct and operate the proposed Project. In addition, an 
operator for the proposed Project still needs to be identified. As described in Chapter 7 of the 
Master Plan, Capital Funding Strategies, a range of potential public and other funding 
mechanisms were analyzed that could be leveraged to fund construction capital and operating 
needs of the proposed Project. Six public mechanisms were reviewed including: Community 
Finance Districts (CFD), Development Agreement Fees, Enhanced Infrastructure Financing 
Districts, Parcel Taxes, Quimby Fees, and Special Assessment Districts. Additional funding 
sources identified were Grant Funding and Philanthropic contributions.  
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Chapter 8 of the Master Plan, Park Governance, Operations & Maintenance, includes a 
recommendation for park governance centered around the formation of an independent, special-
purpose, non-profit entity charged with stewarding the build out and operation of the proposed 
Project. A special-purpose entity can provide the leadership to manage Project implementation 
and long-term operations. It can also fundraise to support construction capital and O&M costs, 
with a Board of Directors that is representative of committed Project stakeholders.  

2.2.11 Alternatives Analysis  

This master response discusses the requirements of CEQA with respect to the development of 
alternatives in the Draft EIR, and why the additional alternatives suggested by commenters were 
found to either be infeasible or not required to be considered in detail. 

Substantive Mandate of CEQA 
Although CEQA is primarily a procedural statute, it does contain a “‘“substantive mandate” 
requiring public agencies to refrain from approving projects with significant environmental 
effects if “there are feasible alternatives or mitigation measures” that can substantially lessen or 
avoid those effects.”’” 1 A basic purpose of CEQA is to “[p]revent significant, avoidable damage 
to the environment by requiring changes in projects through the use of alternatives or mitigation 
measures when the governmental agency finds the changes to be feasible.”2 As the Legislature 
found and declared with respect to CEQA: 

[I]t is the policy of the state that public agencies should not approve projects as 
proposed if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures 
available which would substantially lessen the significant environmental effects 
of such projects, and that the procedures required by [CEQA] are intended to 
assist public agencies in systematically identifying both the significant effects of 
proposed projects and the feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures 
which will avoid or substantially lessen such significant effects. The Legislature 
further finds and declares that in the event specific economic, social, or other 
conditions make infeasible such project alternatives or such mitigation measures, 
individual projects may be approved in spite of one or more significant effects 
thereof. 

(Public Resources Code § 21002.) 

CEQA Requirements Regarding the Scope of Alternatives 
For a detailed discussion of the alternatives analysis in the Draft EIR, please refer to Chapter 5, 
Analysis of Alternatives. Section 21100(b)(4) of the Public Resources Code states that an EIR 
shall include a detailed statement setting forth alternatives to the Project. Under the CEQA 
Guidelines, the range of alternatives to the proposed Project should include those that could 
feasibly accomplish most of the basic objectives of the Project and could avoid or substantially 

 
1 California Native Plant Society v. City of Santa Cruz (2009) 177 Cal.App.4th 957, 978 (CNPS), quoting County of 

San Diego v. Grossmont–Cuyamaca Community College Dist. (2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 86, 98. 
2 CEQA Guidelines § 15002(a)(3); see also id. at § 15021 (a) (“CEQA establishes a duty for public agencies to avoid 

or minimize environmental damage where feasible”). 
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lessen one or more significant effects.3 The Draft EIR discusses two alternatives to the proposed 
Project, in addition to the “no project” alternative. The Draft EIR compared the potential 
environmental effects of the proposed Project to the potential effects of each alternative, in 
relation to the existing conditions (i.e., baseline). 

CEQA Requirements for “A Reasonable Range of Alternatives” 
Under the CEQA Guidelines, the lead agency for a project must consider a reasonable range of 
alternatives that would feasibly attain all or most of the project objectives but would avoid or 
substantially lessen any of the significant impacts of the proposed project.4 The requirements 
regarding the selection of alternatives under CEQA are laid out in CEQA Guidelines Section 
15126.6. 

Subdivision (a) of that section provides: 

Alternatives to the Proposed Project. An EIR shall describe a range of reasonable 
alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly 
attain most of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially 
lessen any of the significant effects of the project and evaluate the comparative 
merits of the alternatives. An EIR need not consider every conceivable 
alternative to a project. Rather it must consider a reasonable range of potentially 
feasible alternatives that will foster informed decision making and public 
participation. An EIR is not required to consider alternatives which are 
infeasible. The lead agency is responsible for selecting a range of project 
alternatives for examination and must publicly disclose its reasoning for selecting 
those alternatives. There is no ironclad rule governing the nature or scope of the 
alternatives to be discussed other than the rule of reason. 

Subdivision (b) provides: 

Because an EIR must identify ways to mitigate or avoid the significant effects 
that a project may have on the environment (Public Resources Code Section 
21002.1), the discussion of alternatives shall focus on alternatives to the project 
or its location which are capable of avoiding or substantially lessening any 
significant effects of the project, even if these alternatives would impede to some 
degree the attainment of the project objectives, or would be more costly. 

Subdivision (c) further provides: 

Selection of a range of reasonable alternatives. The range of potential alternatives 
to the proposed project shall include those that could feasibly accomplish most of 
the basic objectives of the project and could avoid or substantially lessen one or 
more of the significant effects. The EIR should briefly describe the rationale for 
selecting the alternatives to be discussed. The EIR should also identify any 
alternatives that were considered by the lead agency but were rejected as 
infeasible during the scoping process and briefly explain the reasons underlying 
the lead agency’s determination. Additional information explaining the choice of 
alternatives may be included in the administrative record. Among the factors that 

 
3 CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(a). 
4 CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(a). 
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may be used to eliminate alternatives from detailed consideration in an EIR are: 
(i) failure to meet most of the basic project objectives, (ii) infeasibility, or (iii) 
inability to avoid significant environmental impacts. 

And lastly, subdivision (f) emphasizes the “rule of reason” applicable to the selection of 
alternatives: 

Rule of reason. The range of alternatives required in an EIR is governed by a 
“rule of reason” that requires the EIR to set forth only those alternatives 
necessary to permit a reasoned choice. The alternatives shall be limited to ones 
that would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the 
project. Of those alternatives, the EIR need examine in detail only the ones that 
the lead agency determines could feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of 
the project. The range of feasible alternatives shall be selected and discussed in a 
manner to foster meaningful public participation and informed decision making. 

Under these principles, alternatives to be included in an EIR must: (1) be potentially feasible, 
(2) attain most of the basic objectives of the project, and (3) avoid or substantially lessen any of 
the significant effects of the project. Under CEQA, a lead agency may structure its alternatives 
analysis around a reasonable definition of a fundamental underlying purpose, and need not study 
alternatives that cannot achieve that basic purpose.5 An EIR need not consider alternatives that 
are infeasible.6 CEQA defines “feasible” as capable of being accomplished in a successful 
manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, environmental, legal, 
social, and technological factors.7 

An EIR need not consider all potential alternatives to the project. Rather, CEQA requires that an 
EIR discuss only a “reasonable range” of alternatives.8 CEQA does not require that the EIR study 
specific alternatives proposed by the public or other agencies.9 The lead agency must make a 
good faith effort to identify and study a reasonable range of appropriate alternatives to the 
proposed project.10 

Because CEQA establishes no legal imperative as to the scope of alternatives to be analyzed in an 
EIR, there is no set number of alternatives that must be analyzed to fulfill the requirements of 
CEQA.11 Rather, as stated in the CEQA Guidelines and supported by abundant CEQA case 

 
5 In re Bay-Delta Programmatic Environmental Impact Report Coordinated Proceedings (2008) 43 Cal.4th 1143, 

1165. 
6 CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(a). 
7 Public Resources Code § 21061.1; CEQA Guidelines § 15364. 
8 CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(a). 
9 Center for Biological Diversity v. Department of Fish and Wildlife (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 214, 256. 
10 City of Maywood v. Los Angeles Unified Sch. Dist. (2012) 208 Cal.App.4th 362, 420. 
11 See, e.g., Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 566; Save San Francisco Bay 

Association v. San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 908, 919; 
Mann v. Community Redevelopment Agency (1991) 233 Cal.App.3d 1143, 1151. 
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law,12 the range of alternatives required in an EIR is governed by the “rule of reason,” which 
requires the EIR to set forth only those alternatives necessary to permit a reasoned choice.13 

Furthermore, according to CEQA case law, where the alternatives analyzed in the EIR allow for a 
wide range of choices with varying degrees of environmental impacts, the document may support 
the ultimate approval not only of the fully developed alternatives, but also what might be called 
“hybrid” alternatives whose features and impacts occur within the analytical continuum between 
the “bookends” created by the least-impacting and most-impacting alternatives, respectively.14 

CEQA Requirements Regarding Project Objectives 
A project description must state the objectives sought by the proposed project. The statement of 
objectives also describes the underlying purpose of the project, and guides the evaluation of 
alternatives in the EIR.15 The alternatives considered should be able to “feasibly attain most of 
the basic objectives of the project” while reducing or avoiding any of the project’s significant 
impacts.16 

While project objectives should not be so narrowly defined that they preclude consideration of 
reasonable alternatives, a lead agency has broad discretion to formulate project objectives.17 A 
lead agency may structure its EIR alternative analysis around a reasonable definition of 
underlying purpose and need not study alternatives that cannot achieve that basic goal.18 

How a Proposed Project and EIR Alternatives Inform Public Decision-
making 
Some comments imply that the CEQA process is more rigid than it is intended to be. It is to be 
expected—and hoped—that a project may change for the better over the course of, and as a result 
of, the environmental review process: 

The CEQA reporting process is not designed to freeze the ultimate proposal in 
the precise mold of the initial project; indeed, new and unforeseen insights may 
emerge during investigation, evoking revision of the original proposal.19 

 
12 See, e.g., Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 566; In re Bay-Delta 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Report Coordinated Proceedings (2008) 43 Cal.4th 1143; California Native 
Plant Soc. v. City of Santa Cruz (2009) 177 Cal.App.4th 957, 980. 

13 CEQA Guidelines § Section 15126.6(c),(f). 
14 See, e.g., Village Laguna of Laguna Beach, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors (1982) 134 Cal.App.3d 1022, 1028–1029; 

California Oak Foundation v. Regents of University of California (2010) 188 Cal.App.4th 227, 274-277; Cherry 
Valley Pass Acres and Neighbors et al. v. City of Beaumont (2010) 190 Cal.App.4th 316, 353-356; South of 
Market Community Action Network v. City and County of San Francisco (2019) 33 Cal.App.5th 321, 334-336. 

15 See CEQA Guidelines §15124(b). 
16 See CEQA Guidelines §15126.6(a). 
17 See, e.g., California Oak Foundation. v Regents of University of California (2010) 188 Cal.App.4th 227, 276. 
18 See, e.g., In re Bay–Delta, 43 Cal.4th 1143, 1166; North Coast Rivers Alliance v. Kawamura (2015) 243 

Cal.App.4th 647, 668. 
19 County of Inyo v. City of Los Angeles (1977) 71 Cal.App.3d 185, 199.  
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Once an EIR has been prepared evaluating a project and alternatives, CEQA encourages project 
modifications that reduce environmental impacts.20 “The EIR itself does not control the way in 
which a project can be built or carried out.”21 Rather, a primary purpose of an EIR is to facilitate 
the generation of concrete suggestions as to how projects may be modified to avoid causing, or to 
reduce the severity of, significant environmental impacts. Recognized means of modifying a 
project in response to environmental concerns include: (1) revising a project proposal; 
(2) imposing conditions on project approval; (3) choosing an environmentally superior 
alternative; or (4) disapproving the project.22 

“‘CEQA does not handcuff decisionmakers .... The action approved need not be a blanket 
approval of the entire project initially described in the EIR. If that were the case, the 
informational value of the document would be sacrificed. Decisionmakers should have the 
flexibility to implement that portion of a project which satisfies their environmental concerns.’”23 
It is therefore permissible for agency decisionmakers to approve an EIR alternative instead of the 
proposed project as found in an EIR. Indeed, if an alternative can lessen the significant effects of 
a proposed project and the alternative is feasible, then CEQA favors approval of the alternative 
over approval of the proposed project. It is also permissible for an agency to approve a variation 
on either a proposed project or an alternative that does not exactly match either the proposed 
project or any of the alternatives.24 

Alternatives Considered (No Project, Alternative 2, and Alternative 3) 
The City considered a number of potentially feasible alternatives to the Project, as discussed in 
Section 5.0 of the Draft EIR. These were initially developed for the Project based on comments 
received during the NOP period and those that arose as part of the Draft EIR preparation. These 
alternatives are discussed in Section 5.3 of the Draft EIR. 

No Project Alternative 
As required by CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(e), among the project alternatives, an EIR 
should include a “no project” alternative. The No Project Alternative would retain existing 
conditions…as well as what would be reasonably expected to occur in the foreseeable future if 
the Project were not approved.  

As discussed in Section 5.3.1 of the Draft EIR, improvements to the SLRC would not occur and 
existing operations by LADWP and RAP would continue. The Project site would not be 
redesigned with new community park amenities. The perimeter fence would not be removed and 
additional areas within the SLRC would not be open to the public. The SLRC would remain as an 
enclosed facility, with public access limited to the existing areas managed by RAP. LADWP 
facilities would continue to operate under existing protocols, including maintenance of the dams 
and reservoirs. The No Project Alternative would avoid the significant unavoidable impacts 

 
20 Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 738. 
21 CEQA Guidelines § 15002(h). 
22 Ibid. 
23 South of Market Community Action Network v. City and County of San Francisco (2019) 33 Cal.App.5th 321, 336 

(South of Market), quoting Dusek v. Redevelopment Agency (1985) 173 Cal.App.3d 1029, 1041. 
24 South of Market, supra, 33 Cal.App.5th at p. 336. 
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associated with the adoption and implementation of the Project (under Scenario 3), but sidewalk 
repairs undertaken under existing regulations and policies may still result in environmental 
impacts. Under the No Project Alternative, the fundamental objective of the proposed Project—to 
repurpose the SLRC as a public park—would not be met. Although the No Project Alternative 
would not result in significant environmental impacts, it would also not include the benefits that 
would occur with implementation of the proposed Project or the other alternatives evaluated, 
Alternative 2 – Reduced Project or Alternative 3 – Natural Lands and Open Space Preserve. 

Alternative 2 – Reduced Project 
As discussed in Section 5.3.2 of the Draft EIR, Alternative 2 would modify the existing SLRC 
into a public park, similar to the proposed Project, but it would not build any new structures. 
Alternative 2 would be constructed within a similar overall footprint as the proposed Project and 
would focus only on the habitat enhancement aspect of the proposed Project. This alternative 
would include some updates to the South Valley’s existing Recreation Center, but the center 
would not be reconfigured. Special events would not be allowed as part of this alternative. Offsite 
bike improvements would occur along Silver Lake Boulevard and no new parking would be 
added near the South Valley along West Silver Lake Drive. 

The expected environmental impacts of Alternative 2 would be less than the proposed Project due 
to the reduced amount of construction and elimination of permitted special events. Since 
Alternative 2 would construct the fewest structures, it would result in the least amount of 
construction and least noise, vibration, and air emissions, and is considered the Environmentally 
Superior Alternative (outside of the No Project Alternative), as discussed in Section 5.7 of the 
Draft EIR. Alternative 2 would meet all of the Project objectives, but to a lesser degree than the 
proposed Project. Eliminating the ability to provide special events at the park diminishes the 
objective to “increase spaces for community and family gatherings.” In addition, by eliminating 
all built structures, Alternative 2 would not provide all the recreational and community benefits 
included in the proposed Project and envisioned in the primary Project objective. 

Alternative 3 – Natural Lands and Open Space Preserve 
As discussed in Section 5.3.4 of the Draft EIR, Alternative 3 – Silver Lake Reservoirs Natural 
Lands and Open Space Preserve Alternative was proposed during the public scoping period and, 
as a result, is essentially a hybrid of Project components, focused on improving/maintaining 
current habitat values in much of the park, while maintaining some recreational features such as 
the Multi-Purpose Facility in the South Valley. Alternative 3 would be constructed within a 
similar overall footprint as the proposed Project and would focus on limiting public access to the 
Knoll, Eucalyptus Grove, and the water’s edge. As part of this Alternative, an 8-foot-high, non-
scalable, continuous perimeter fence with access gates would be constructed. This alternative 
would retain all current public use facilities while improving the more heavily-used facilities on 
the South Valley. In addition, Alternative 3 would reduce the overall construction and operation 
intensity by eliminating some of the public-use built structures. This alternative would create less 
wetland habitat, which would exist only around the perimeter of Silver Lake Reservoir; no habitat 
islands would be added, and no embankment improvements would occur. 
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The environmental impacts of Alternative 3 would be less than the proposed Project due to the 
reduced amount of construction and elimination of permitted special events. However, 
Alternative 3 would result in more noise, vibration, and air emissions than Alternative 2 because 
it would construct more structures. However, Alternative 3 would result in a greater benefit to 
habitat values. Alternative 3 would meet some of the Project objectives, but would not enhance 
the public points of access to the water’s edge or improve community and family gathering 
opportunities. Alternative 3 would also not enhance and expand wildlife habitat by introducing 
wetland and aquatic ecologies. 

The impacts of the Alternative 1 –No Project Alternative and Alternatives 2 and 3 and a 
comparison of impacts between the Project, the No Project Alternative, and Alternatives 2 and 3 
are provided in Sections 5.5 and 5.6 of the Draft EIR. 

Alternatives Rejected from Further Consideration  
Recreation Focused Alternative  
As discussed in Section 5.2 of the Draft EIR, several other alternatives were considered but 
rejected from further consideration. Under the Recreation Focused Alternative, the Project would 
include more intensive active recreational uses identified in the SLRC Master Plan, such as a new 
playground, pool, splashpad, boat house, pool house, and café. Public water activities, including 
boating and swimming, would be permitted. Under this alternative, the Project site would be 
intended to accommodate special events on a regular basis and extended hours would be allowed 
with additional lighting for nighttime activities. Project elements related to wildlife habitat 
creation, including wetland terraces, islands, and embankment enhancements would not occur. 
This alternative was rejected because it: (1) would not serve to reduce any of the proposed 
Project’s significant impacts; (2) would increase operational noise impacts with the increase in 
park attendance focused around the reservoir and active recreational activities and increase water 
use related to swimming pool and splashpad operations; and (3) would not meet the Project 
objectives of enhancing and expanding wildlife habitat by introducing wetland and aquatic 
ecologies and improving upland habitat and providing opportunities for connecting with nature, 
environmental education, and stewardship. 

Alternative Project Site 
Creating new recreational facilities in a different location would not meet the fundamental Project 
objective to repurpose the site. The City already owns the Project site and cannot reasonably be 
expected to acquire, control, or access an alternative site that would meet the Project’s basic 
objectives in a timely fashion. It is anticipated that significant and unavoidable impacts associated 
with noise for any other site within Los Angeles where land is available for use as a park would 
still occur, as the city is built out, and funds for acquiring a new property are not available. 
Therefore, this alternative site was rejected because the City does not own another suitable site 
that would achieve the underlying purpose and objectives of the proposed Project. 

Hybrid Alternatives 
As discussed in Section 5.5.4 of the Draft EIR, hybrids of the evaluated alternatives were 
considered, but they were rejected because, if the components of any of these alternatives were 
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combined to create a new alternative, the new Project alternative would not result in a 
substantially different conclusion when comparing environmental impacts and meeting the 
Project objectives relative to the proposed Project and the alternatives considered. An EIR need 
not include multiple hybrid variations on the alternatives that it does consider when the relative 
advantages and disadvantages of other alternatives can be assessed from a review of the 
alternatives presented in an EIR.25 Furthermore, as stated previously, the EIR allows for a wide 
range of choices with varying degrees of environmental impacts. An EIR may support the 
ultimate approval by decision-makers of hybrid alternatives whose features and impacts occur 
within the analytical continuum between the “bookends” created by the least-impacting and most-
impacting alternatives. 

Consideration of Alternatives at the EIR Stage and at Project 
Approval 
When evaluating alternatives for an EIR, the lead agency’s task is to identify a range of 
“potentially feasible” alternatives that will satisfy basic project objectives while reducing 
significant impacts and excluding infeasible alternatives that will not meet most project 
objectives, cannot be implemented, or will not reduce a significant impact.26 Subsequently, at the 
project approval stage, the lead agency’s decisionmakers weigh the relative advantages and 
disadvantages of the project and the alternatives after weighing environmental factors, as well as 
legal and policy considerations.27 If the agency determines that the project will best achieve 
project objectives, taking account of relevant economic, environmental, social, technological, 
legal, and other factors, it may approve the project and find the alternatives “infeasible.”28  

2.2.12 EIR Recirculation Requirements 

CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 requires that an EIR that has been made available for public 
review, but not yet certified, be recirculated whenever significant new information has been 
added to the EIR. The entire document need not be circulated if revisions are limited to specific 
portions of the document.  

The relevant portions of CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 are as follows: 

(a) A lead agency is required to recirculate an EIR when significant new information is 
added to the EIR after public notice is given of the availably of the draft EIR for 
public review under Section 15087 but before certification. As used in this section, 
the term ‘information’ can include changes in the project or environmental setting as 
well as additional data or other information. New information added to an EIR is not 

 
25 See, for example, Village Laguna of Laguna Beach, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors (1982) 134 Cal.App.3d 1022, 

1028; Cherry Valley Pass Acres & Neighbors v. City of Beaumont (2010) 190 Cal.App.4th 316, 355; Saltonstall v. 
City of Sacramento (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 549, 577. 

26 See CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(a),(c). See also South County Citizens for Smart Growth v County of Nevada 
(2013) 221 Cal.App.4th 316, 327; Sierra Club v County of Napa (2004) 121 Cal.App.4th 1490, 1504 n5; Mira Mar 
Mobile Community v City of Oceanside (2004) 119 Cal.App.4th 477, 489. 

27 See Pub. Resources Code § 21081(a)(3); CEQA Guidelines § 15091. See California Native Plant Soc'y v City of 
Santa Cruz (2009) 177 Cal.App.4th 957, 981. 

28 See Pub. Resources Code §§ 21061.1, 21081(a)(3); CEQA Guidelines § 15091(a)(3) and (c)(3), 15364. Pub Res C 
§21061.1; 14 Cal Code Regs §15364. See also California Native Plant Society v City of Santa Cruz (2009) 177 
Cal.App.4th 957, 1002; No Slo Transit, Inc. v City of Long Beach (1987) 197 Cal.App.3d 241, 257.  
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“significant” unless the EIR is changed in a way that deprives the public of a 
meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental effect 
of the project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect (including a 
feasible project alternative) that the project’s proponents have declined to implement. 
“Significant new information” requiring recirculation include, for example, a 
disclosure showing that: 

(1) A new significant environmental impact would result from the project or from a 
new mitigation measure proposed to be implemented.  

(2) A substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact would result 
unless mitigation measures are adopted that reduce the impact to a level of 
insignificance. 

(3) A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure considerably different from 
others previously analyzed would clearly lessen the environmental impacts of the 
project, but the project’s proponents decline to adopt it.  

(4) The draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory in 
nature that meaningful public review and comment were precluded. (Mountain 
Lion Coalition v. Fish and Game Com. (1989) 214 Cal.App.3d 1043) 

(b) Recirculation is not required where the new information added to the EIR merely 
clarifies or amplifies or makes insignificant modifications in an adequate EIR. 

The information contained in Chapter 3 of the Final EIR clarifies or refines information in the 
Draft EIR but does not make any changes that would meet the definition of “significant new 
information” as defined above. The information added to the Draft EIR does not change the Draft 
EIR in a way that deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a new or 
substantially increased significant environmental effect of the proposed Project or disclose a 
feasible alternative or mitigation measure the Applicant has declined to adopt. As provided by the 
discussion in Chapter 3 of the Final EIR, the revisions, clarifications, and corrections to the Draft 
EIR would not result in new significant impacts or increase any impact already identified in the 
Draft EIR. 

2.3 Comments Received on the Draft EIR 
TABLE 2-1 

 COMMENTS RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT EIR 

No. Name Date Received 

State Agency  
S-1 Miya Edmonson; Caltrans, District 7 11/14/2022 

Local Agency  

L-1 
Daniel Cooper; Resource Conservation District Santa 
Monica Mountains 

12/14/2022 

Community Organization  

C-1 to C-6 
Doranne Jung; Micheltorena WEPA Wildlife Ecosystem 
Protection Advocates 

11/3/2022 to11/12/22 

C-7 Andrea Horwatt; Silver Lake Now 11/21/2022 

C-8 to C-12 
Doranne Jung; Micheltorena WEPA Wildlife Ecosystem 
Protection Advocates 

11/21/2022 to 11/28/22 
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No. Name Date Received 

C-13 Adelina Sorkin; Knights of Kenilworth 11/30/2022 

C-14 to C-15 
Doranne Jung; Micheltorena WEPA Wildlife Ecosystem 
Protection Advocates 

11/30/2022 and 12/01/22 

C-16 Benjamin Harris; Los Angeles Waterkeeper 12/2/2022 

C-17 Amanda Zellmer; Occidental College 12/6/2022 

C-18 Eli Kaufman; BikeLA (LA County Bicycle Coalition) 12/7/2022 

C-19 to C-20 
Doranne Jung; Micheltorena WEPA Wildlife Ecosystem 
Protection Advocates 

12/6/2022 to 12/8/22 

C-21 Adam Sieff; Silver Lake Forward 12/9/2022 

C-22 to C-26 
Doranne Jung; Micheltorena WEPA Wildlife Ecosystem 
Protection Advocates 

12/9/2022 to 12/14/22 

C-27 Stephanie Bartron; Silver Lake Reservoirs Conservancy 12/14/2022 

C-28 to C-29 Amy Minteer; Chatten-Brown Carstens & Minteer LLP 12/15/2022 

C-30 to C-36 Anonymous; Silver Lake Wildlife Sanctuary  12/15/2022 

C-37 
Doranne Jung; Micheltorena WEPA Wildlife Ecosystem 
Protection Advocates 

12/15/2022 

C-38 
Doranne Jung; Micheltorena WEPA Wildlife Ecosystem 
Protection Advocates 

12/15/2022 

C-39 Travis Longcore; Los Angeles Audubon Society 12/16/2022 

C-40 to C-41 
Caren And Robert Singer and Wolin; Silver Lake 
Residents for Less Is More 

12/17/2022 

C-42 Michael Schneider; Streets For All 12/16/2022 

Individual 
I-1 Alyssa Reponen 10/6/2022 

I-2 Robert Ashton 10/7/2022 

I-3 Jesse Gillan 10/7/2022 

I-4 Michael Hayes 10/7/2022 

I-5 Linda Okamura 10/9/2022 

I-6 Alex Freedman 10/9/2022 

I-7 Isaac Rubinstein 10/9/2022 

I-8 Ainsley Cohen  10/9/2022 

I-9 Andrew Lush 10/10/2022 

I-10 Mary Anne Hattemer 10/12/2022 

I-11 Anonymous Anonymous 10/12/2022 

I-12 Anonymous Anonymous 10/12/2022 

I-13 Anonymous Anonymous 10/12/2022 

I-14 Glen Beard 10/12/2022 

I-15 Kristen Mcgrath 10/13/2022 

I-16 Patricia Mcgrath 10/13/2022 

I-17 Beth Rabin 10/13/2022 

I-18 Michelle Faucheux 10/13/2022 

I-19 Theresa Sterling 10/13/2022 

I-20 Shirley Egbert 10/13/2022 

I-21 John Butcher 10/13/2022 

I-22 Mary Frauchiger 10/13/2022 

I-23 Hugh Kenny 10/14/2022 

I-24 Jayson Matthews 10/14/2022 

I-25 John Butcher 10/14/2022 

I-26 Scott Sternberg 10/17/2022 

I-27 Mcshane Murnane 10/17/2022 

I-28 Elzie Whitlow 10/21/2022 

I-29 Woody Thompson 10/21/2022 

I-30 Sherry Walker 10/21/2022 

I-31 Lenore Dowling 10/21/2022 

I-32 Joy Boyajian  10/21/2022 
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No. Name Date Received 

I-33 Wendy Klein 10/21/2022 

I-34 to I-35 Brian Wakil 10/21/2022 

I-36 Mike Jordan 10/22/2022 

I-37 Guillermo Bordarampe 10/22/2022 

I-38 Karen Cusolito 10/23/2022 

I-39 Lena Najarian 10/23/2022 

I-40 Adam Kopald 10/23/2022 

I-41 August Brown 10/23/2022 

I-42 Annie Arsha 10/23/2022 

I-43 Donald Parker  10/23/2022 

I-44 Debbie Slater 10/23/2022 

I-45 Doris Slater 10/23/2022 

I-46 Peter Taylor 10/24/2022 

I-47 Terence Heuston 10/24/2022 

I-48 Dan Gaffey 10/24/2022 

I-49 Chris Young 10/24/2022 

I-50 Waseem Jafar 10/24/2022 

I-51 Christi Moore 10/25/2022 

I-52 Charles Herman-Wurmfeld 10/25/2022 

I-53 Hope Arnold 10/25/2022 

I-54 to I-55 Andrew May 10/25/2022 

I-56 Sailor Made 10/25/2022 

I-57 Florence Rosen 10/25/2022 

I-58 Julia Stuart Yilmaz 10/25/2022 

I-59 Irene Tanji 10/25/2022 

I-60 Patricia Silva 10/25/2022 

I-61 to I-64 Paul Feldman 10/26/2022 

I-65 Robert Moore 10/26/2022 

I-66 Marsea Goldberg 10/26/2022 

I-67 Donald Parker  10/26/2022 

I-68 James Ellsworth 10/26/2022 

I-69 Ilene Wilson-Thompson 10/27/2022 

I-70 Chris Aaron 10/27/2022 

I-71 Erica Goebel 10/27/2022 

I-72 Paul Feldman 10/27/2022 

I-73 Yvette Boleslav 10/27/2022 

I-74 Dene Feldman 10/27/2022 

I-75 Elizabeth Keenan 10/27/2022 

I-76 to I-78 Mike Jordan 10/27/2022 

I-79 Meghan Rogers 10/29/2022 

I-80 Erica Goebel 10/30/2022 

I-81 Anna Donlin 11/1/2022 

I-82 Marinda Kaiser 11/2/2022 

I-83 David And Irene Tanji 11/2/2022 

I-84 Ethan Lower 11/2/2022 

I-85 Tanya Tolmachoff 11/2/2022 

I-86 Keren Yilmaz 11/2/2022 

I-87 Christi Moore 11/3/2022 

I-88 Manohla Dargis 11/3/2022 

I-89 Adam Pergament 11/5/2022 

I-90 Julia Grant 11/5/2022 

I-91 James Chinlund 11/9/2022 

I-92 Fred Aronow 11/9/2022 

I-93 Jerold Kress 11/10/2022 
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No. Name Date Received 

I-94 Noah Baylin 11/10/2022 

I-95 Anonymous Anonymous 11/11/2022 

I-96 Silka Luisa 11/11/2022 

I-97 A T 11/11/2022 

I-98 Sue Iri 11/17/2022 

I-99 Nathaniel Koenig 11/14/2022 

I-100 Grigor Bakchajian 11/14/2022 

I-101 Brian Wakil 11/15/2022 

I-102 Janet Upjohn 11/15/2022 

I-103 Carol Ng 11/15/2022 

I-104 Peter Alexander 11/15/2022 

I-105 Joyce Peyton  11/15/2022 

I-106 Pamela Burian 11/15/2022 

I-107 Jeff Lindfors 11/15/2022 

I-108 Anonymous Anonymous 11/15/2022 

I-109 Geoffrey Booth 11/16/2022 

I-110 Paul Feldman 11/18/2022 

I-111 to I-112 Alexander M 11/18/2022 

I-113 Geoffrey Lower 11/18/2022 

I-114 Hugh Kenny 11/18/2022 

I-115 to I-116 Paul Feldman 11/18/2022 

I-117 Vincent Brook 11/20/2022 

I-118 Leslie Edmonds 11/21/2022 

I-119 Robert Burton 11/21/2022 

I-120 Karen Cusolito 11/21/2022 

I-121 La Ship 11/22/2022 

I-122 Ethan Gold 11/23/2022 

I-123 Jackson Sweeney 11/23/2022 

I-124 Rolando Riggio 11/23/2022 

I-125 Austin Lozano 11/23/2022 

I-126 Dene Feldman 11/23/2022 

I-127 Pat Saperstein 11/23/2022 

I-128 Yasmin Grewal-Kok 11/24/2022 

I-129 Andrew Sears 11/24/2022 

I-130 Morgan Blair 11/25/2022 

I-131 Casey Wollenberg 11/25/2022 

I-132 Patricia Mcgrath 11/25/2022 

I-133 Bruce Burke 11/25/2022 

I-134 Maryann Kuk 11/25/2022 

I-135 Nicole Antoine 11/25/2022 

I-136 Mandy Kaiser 11/25/2022 

I-137 Joshua Shenk 11/26/2022 

I-138 Wendy Mitchell 11/26/2022 

I-139 Sandy Kaye 11/26/2022 

I-140 Christopher Covella 11/26/2022 

I-141 Geoffrey Lower 11/26/2022 

I-142 Christopher Covella 11/26/2022 

I-143 Kate Schley 11/26/2022 

I-144 Jonathan Schley 11/26/2022 

I-145 Kelly Coyne 11/26/2022 

I-146 Brandon Depriest 11/26/2022 

I-147 Rita Valencia 11/26/2022 

I-148 Susan Borden 11/26/2022 

I-149 Chris Young 11/26/2022 
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No. Name Date Received 

I-150 Andrew Bush 11/26/2022 

I-151 Cash Mcbride 11/27/2022 

I-152 David Jones 11/27/2022 

I-153 Pilar Munoz 11/27/2022 

I-154 Karen Lower 11/27/2022 

I-155 Tara Pattie 11/27/2022 

I-156 Hugh Kenny 11/28/2022 

I-157 Lenore Dowling 11/28/2022 

I-158 to I-164 Paul Feldman 11/28/2022 

I-165 Dorcas Tokes 11/28/2022 

I-166 Berkley Johnson 11/28/2022 

I-167 Paul Feldman 11/28/2022 

I-168 to I-169 David Shayne 11/29/2022 

I-170 Dan Gershon 11/29/2022 

I-171 Joseph Hankins 11/29/2022 

I-172 Guy Vidal 11/29/2022 

I-173 Geoffrey Lower 11/29/2022 

I-174 Maegan Houang 11/29/2022 

I-175 Johnny Wahba 11/29/2022 

I-176 Mike Pessah  11/29/2022 

I-177 Jason Mcdade 11/29/2022 

I-178 to I-179 Louise Steinman 11/29/2022 

I-180 Lloyd Hamrol 11/29/2022 

I-181 Leo Malek 11/29/2022 

I-182 Brent Butler 11/29/2022 

I-183 Jennifer Stoller 11/29/2022 

I-184 Adam Kopald 11/29/2022 

I-185 Khoi Pham 11/30/2022 

I-186 John Kerr 11/30/2022 

I-187 D Mcarthur 11/30/2022 

I-188 Jennifer Stoller 11/30/2022 

I-189 Andrew Foster 11/30/2022 

I-190 Kabir Akhtar 11/30/2022 

I-191 Jeff Carr 11/30/2022 

I-192 Robert Soderstrom 11/30/2022 

I-193 Laurien Alexandre 11/30/2022 

I-194 to I-195 Joy Boyajian  11/30/2022 

I-196 Marsian De Lellis 11/30/2022 

I-197 Janice Tanaka 11/30/2022 

I-198 Jackson George 11/30/2022 

I-199 Debbie Slater 11/30/2022 

I-200 Christopher Covella 11/30/2022 

I-201 Louis Guin 11/30/2022 

I-202 Simon Miller 11/30/2022 

I-203 Elizabeth Bougart-Sharkov 11/30/2022 

I-204 Martin Gottlieb 11/30/2022 

I-205 Julia Grant 11/30/2022 

I-206 Frederick Silny 11/30/2022 

I-207 Dana Duff 11/30/2022 

I-208 Molly Siple 11/30/2022 

I-209 Linden Waddell 11/30/2022 

I-210 Heather Lowe 11/30/2022 

I-211 Henrik Rehbinder 11/30/2022 

I-212 Stephanie Bartron 11/30/2022 
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No. Name Date Received 

I-213 Cecilia Bordarampe 11/30/2022 

I-214 Joyce Bordarampe 11/30/2022 

I-215 Guillermo Bordarampe 11/30/2022 

I-216 Ian Becker 12/1/2022 

I-217 Kayten Schmidt  12/1/2022 

I-218 Michael Kortlander 12/1/2022 

I-219 Kevin Bannerman  12/1/2022 

I-220 Ken Lee 12/1/2022 

I-221 Mollie Mcdowell 12/1/2022 

I-222 Douglas Loewy 12/1/2022 

I-223 Shirley Egbert 12/1/2022 

I-224 Sara Collis 12/1/2022 

I-225 Megan Burton 12/1/2022 

I-226 Catherine Geanuracos 12/1/2022 

I-227 Damir Vukovljak 12/1/2022 

I-228 to I-233 Paul Feldman 12/1/2022 

I-234 Rosalyn Steiner 12/1/2022 

I-235 Marol Butcher 12/1/2022 

I-236 Barbara Hoff 12/1/2022 

I-237 Amelia Casanova 12/1/2022 

I-238 Daniel Weidlein 12/1/2022 

I-239 Eric Krikorian 12/1/2022 

I-240 Kerry Hannawell 12/1/2022 

I-241 Andrew Parker 12/1/2022 

I-242 Lynda Obst 12/1/2022 

I-243 Tanya Peacock 12/1/2022 

I-244 Michael Elowitz 12/1/2022 

I-245 Morgan Blair 12/1/2022 

I-246 Suzanne Obdrzalek 12/1/2022 

I-247 Steven Klein 12/1/2022 

I-248 James Cory 12/1/2022 

I-249 Julia Grant 12/1/2022 

I-250 to I-251 Peter Benoit 12/1/2022 

I-252 Christi Moore 12/1/2022 

I-253 Suvi  12/1/2022 

I-254 L Cohn 12/1/2022 

I-255 Jason Filipow 12/1/2022 

I-256 Aaron Burrows 12/1/2022 

I-257 Quyen Tran 12/1/2022 

I-258 Jenna Schoenefeld 12/1/2022 

I-259 Josh Warner 12/1/2022 

I-260 Laura Gowen 12/1/2022 

I-261 Alan Berman 12/1/2022 

I-262 Joseph Hogg 12/1/2022 

I-263 Larry Bamberger 12/1/2022 

I-264 Joseph Hogg 12/1/2022 

I-265 Marlys Gilgen 12/1/2022 

I-266 Leigh Jacoby 12/1/2022 

I-267 Diana Nitchman  12/1/2022 

I-268 John Butcher 12/1/2022 

I-269 Matthew Brown 12/1/2022 

I-270 Terrence Jackson 12/1/2022 

I-271 Joseph Hogg 12/1/2022 

I-272 Kathleen Johnson 12/1/2022 
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No. Name Date Received 

I-273 Bill Spater 12/1/2022 

I-274 Ryan Parmenter 12/1/2022 

I-275 Rattanawadee Salukkam 12/1/2022 

I-276 Lorraine Sarles 12/1/2022 

I-277 Joseph Sarles 12/1/2022 

I-278 Robin Singleton 12/1/2022 

I-279 Paul Tzanetopoulos 12/1/2022 

I-280 Kim Fisher 12/1/2022 

I-281 Donald Parker  12/2/2022 

I-282 Mara Kuge 12/2/2022 

I-283 Elsie Acevedo 12/2/2022 

I-284 Ramon Chi 12/2/2022 

I-285 Patricia Wong 12/2/2022 

I-286 James Martin 12/2/2022 

I-287 Amanda Lasher 12/2/2022 

I-288 Vivien Kotler 12/2/2022 

I-289 Courtney Allen 12/2/2022 

I-290 Eli Bonerz 12/2/2022 

I-291 Chris Hogan 12/2/2022 

I-292 David Magid 12/2/2022 

I-293 Susan Simon 12/2/2022 

I-294 Ja Lu 12/2/2022 

I-295 John Paul Drayer 12/2/2022 

I-296 Judith Serlin 12/2/2022 

I-297 Jasmin Miller 12/2/2022 

I-298 Jonathan Gluckman 12/2/2022 

I-299 Benjamin Stilp 12/2/2022 

I-300 Janet Carol Norton 12/2/2022 

I-301 Sascha Rice 12/2/2022 

I-302 Dana Balkin 12/2/2022 

I-303 Juliann Budimir 12/2/2022 

I-304 John Southern 12/2/2022 

I-305 Andras Kanegson 12/2/2022 

I-306 Michael Mahler 12/2/2022 

I-307 Gorgi Angelkovski  12/2/2022 

I-308 Michael Sweeney 12/2/2022 

I-309 Anil Baral 12/2/2022 

I-310 Susie Fukuhara 12/2/2022 

I-311 Joyce Peyton  12/2/2022 

I-312 Casey Wollenberg 12/2/2022 

I-313 Christopher Rogers 12/2/2022 

I-314 Paul Byrne 12/2/2022 

I-315 Gerry Hans 12/2/2022 

I-316 Jeremy Benjamin 12/2/2022 

I-317 Alessandra Franco 12/2/2022 

I-318 Donna Barstow 12/2/2022 

I-319 Kristen Gutoskie 12/2/2022 

I-320 Jake Grandchamp 12/3/2022 

I-321 Rocky Collis 12/3/2022 

I-322 Howard Foon 12/3/2022 

I-323 Fredrik Lidskog 12/3/2022 

I-324 Barbara Hoff 12/4/2022 

I-325 Nicole Antoine 12/4/2022 

I-326 Sara Greene 12/5/2022 
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No. Name Date Received 

I-327 Julie Cash 12/5/2022 

I-328 Clare Crespo 12/5/2022 

I-329 Alyssa Reponen 12/5/2022 

I-330 Peter Breitmayer 12/5/2022 

I-331 Cam Shaw 12/5/2022 

I-332 James Speed 12/5/2022 

I-333 Ward Wolff 12/5/2022 

I-334 Erik Reponen 12/6/2022 

I-335 Olga Lexell 12/6/2022 

I-336 Hillary Mushkin 12/6/2022 

I-337 Lane Mcfaddin 12/6/2022 

I-338 Aaron Small 12/6/2022 

I-339 Michael Schneider 12/6/2022 

I-340 Adam Linder 12/6/2022 

I-341 William Wilbur 12/6/2022 

I-342 Neale Stokes 12/6/2022 

I-343 Natalie Karic 12/6/2022 

I-344 Natalie Chyba 12/6/2022 

I-345 Elias Platte Bermeo 12/6/2022 

I-346 Peter Abraham 12/6/2022 

I-347 Aida Ashouri 12/6/2022 

I-348 Nick Cron-Devico 12/6/2022 

I-349 Kyle Traynor 12/6/2022 

I-350 Diego Tamayo 12/6/2022 

I-351 Henric Nieminen 12/6/2022 

I-352 Stephen Schaller 12/6/2022 

I-353 Jesse Brown 12/6/2022 

I-354 Kelsey Stefanson 12/6/2022 

I-355 Preston Melbourneweaver 12/6/2022 

I-356 Jesse Paster 12/6/2022 

I-357 Nolan Thomas 12/6/2022 

I-358 Lindsay Kerby 12/6/2022 

I-359 Joseph Gawor 12/6/2022 

I-360 James Hernandez 12/6/2022 

I-361 Reed Alvarado 12/6/2022 

I-362 Elizabeth Korelitz 12/6/2022 

I-363 Joel Weinberger 12/6/2022 

I-364 Michael T 12/6/2022 

I-365 Mollie Goldberg 12/6/2022 

I-366 Trevor Reed 12/6/2022 

I-367 Robert Brown 12/6/2022 

I-368 Nicole Antoine 12/6/2022 

I-369 Ayelet Ifrah 12/6/2022 

I-370 Jeff Hallstead 12/6/2022 

I-371 Tieira Ryder 12/6/2022 

I-372 Zeke Wapner 12/6/2022 

I-373 Fred Le 12/6/2022 

I-374 Ryan Leifield 12/6/2022 

I-375 Kevin Massoudi 12/6/2022 

I-376 Joseph O 12/6/2022 

I-377 Ross Cussen 12/6/2022 

I-378 John Farren 12/6/2022 

I-379 Kyle Kramer 12/6/2022 

I-380 Mike Royce 12/6/2022 
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I-381 Jeffrey Hawkins 12/6/2022 

I-382 Robert Funke 12/6/2022 

I-383 Steven Massey 12/6/2022 

I-384 Claire Levinson 12/6/2022 

I-385 Gabriel Marcus 12/6/2022 

I-386 Steven Stanton 12/6/2022 

I-387 Christina Fan 12/6/2022 

I-388 Gina Kosty 12/6/2022 

I-389 Hannah Gray 12/6/2022 

I-390 Sarah Gray  12/6/2022 

I-391 Le Wang 12/6/2022 

I-392 Nik Syam 12/6/2022 

I-393 Mark Saul 12/6/2022 

I-394 Auguste Miller 12/6/2022 

I-395 Leslie Ridings 12/6/2022 

I-396 Robert Kinsfather 12/6/2022 

I-397 John Carrera 12/6/2022 

I-398 Bradley Bain 12/6/2022 

I-399 to I-400 Colin Kronholm 12/6/2022 

I-401 Michael Schafler 12/6/2022 

I-402 Marius Facktor 12/6/2022 

I-403 Patrick Mcnally 12/6/2022 

I-404 Steve Skripnik 12/6/2022 

I-405 Nathan Fan 12/6/2022 

I-406 Aryeh Cohen 12/6/2022 

I-407 Taylor Tobin 12/6/2022 

I-408 Riley Mcnair 12/6/2022 

I-409 Laura Michet 12/6/2022 

I-410 Matthew Wehner 12/6/2022 

I-411 Arnav Patel 12/6/2022 

I-412 Elliott Hanson 12/6/2022 

I-413 Andrew Yeo 12/6/2022 

I-414 Katharine Towne  12/6/2022 

I-415 Sean Gilbreath 12/6/2022 

I-416 Arjun Kolachalam 12/6/2022 

I-417 Michelle Fink 12/6/2022 

I-418 Nathan Adair 12/6/2022 

I-419 Samuel Shapiro-Kline 12/6/2022 

I-420 Matt Barnes 12/6/2022 

I-421 Garrett Smith 12/6/2022 

I-422 Peter Foster 12/6/2022 

I-423 M. David Lopez 12/6/2022 

I-424 Giovani Ramirez 12/6/2022 

I-425 Kevin Ferguson 12/6/2022 

I-426 Brett Max Kaufman 12/6/2022 

I-427 Rebecca Snavely 12/6/2022 

I-428 Kevin Cao 12/6/2022 

I-429 Jessica Warren 12/6/2022 

I-430 Russell Bates 12/6/2022 

I-431 Jessica Warren 12/6/2022 

I-432 Amy Seidenwurm 12/6/2022 

I-433 Katie Edgerton 12/6/2022 

I-434 Lionel Mares 12/6/2022 

I-435 Declan Kamonka 12/6/2022 
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I-436 Heather Hoffman 12/6/2022 

I-437 James Ingram 12/6/2022 

I-438 Geoffrey Booth 12/6/2022 

I-439 Peter Norwood 12/6/2022 

I-440 Alex Guillemette 12/6/2022 

I-441 Benjamin Feldman 12/6/2022 

I-442 Gregory Kay 12/6/2022 

I-443 Ilana Saul 12/6/2022 

I-444 Brendan Cheng 12/6/2022 

I-445 Alex Marchinski 12/6/2022 

I-446 Carter Moon 12/6/2022 

I-447 Giancarlo Marayag 12/6/2022 

I-448 Matt Stewart 12/6/2022 

I-449 Margaret Douridas 12/6/2022 

I-450 Susannah Lowber 12/6/2022 

I-451 Lambda Moses 12/6/2022 

I-452 Kyeong Hoon Jung 12/6/2022 

I-453 John English 12/6/2022 

I-454 Joe Linton 12/6/2022 

I-455 Charles Mulford 12/6/2022 

I-456 Cristina Jung 12/6/2022 

I-457 Nate Koller 12/6/2022 

I-458 Aaron Stein-Chester 12/6/2022 

I-459 Nick Robinson 12/6/2022 

I-460 Todd Munson 12/6/2022 

I-461 Robert Goldberg 12/6/2022 

I-462 Jason Couse 12/6/2022 

I-463 Akeem Street 12/6/2022 

I-464 Stefani Manger 12/6/2022 

I-465 Richard Burnam-Fink 12/6/2022 

I-466 Eric Chu 12/6/2022 

I-467 Ben Bressette 12/6/2022 

I-468 Ethan Stockwell 12/6/2022 

I-469 Andrew Reich 12/6/2022 

I-470 Patrick Cleary 12/6/2022 

I-471 Stuart Selonick 12/6/2022 

I-472 Nicholas Bottomley 12/6/2022 

I-473 Anonymous Street 12/6/2022 

I-474 Sherin Bennett 12/6/2022 

I-475 Annie Zaruba 12/6/2022 

I-476 Michael Salazar 12/6/2022 

I-477 Walid Bizri 12/6/2022 

I-478 Jason Knoll 12/6/2022 

I-479 Byron Smith 12/6/2022 

I-480 Sarah Lippai 12/6/2022 

I-481 Austin Chase 12/6/2022 

I-482 Erial Tompkins 12/6/2022 

I-483 Eric Pierce 12/6/2022 

I-484 John Baierl 12/6/2022 

I-485 Anastasia Baran 12/6/2022 

I-486 Mason Makram 12/6/2022 

I-487 Michael Chen 12/6/2022 

I-488 Karen Canady 12/6/2022 

I-489 Mark Jacobsen 12/6/2022 
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I-490 Andy Wong 12/6/2022 

I-491 Sidney Sherland 12/6/2022 

I-492 Ben M 12/6/2022 

I-493 Johnathan Cahill 12/6/2022 

I-494 Michael Velarde 12/6/2022 

I-495 Ian Lundy 12/6/2022 

I-496 Benjamin Morris 12/6/2022 

I-497 Andrew Soto 12/6/2022 

I-498 to I-499 Philip Labes 12/6/2022 

I-500 Adam Kearney 12/6/2022 

I-501 Haley Thompson 12/6/2022 

I-502 Daniel Kwan 12/6/2022 

I-503 Renata Keck 12/6/2022 

I-504 Nancy Hoven 12/6/2022 

I-505 Andy Kadin 12/6/2022 

I-506 Jamie Farrell 12/6/2022 

I-507 Pat Chow 12/6/2022 

I-508 to I-509 Samuel Digiovanni 12/6/2022 

I-510 Caro Vilain 12/6/2022 

I-511 Toni Wells 12/6/2022 

I-512 David Matsu 12/6/2022 

I-513 Charlie Sponsel 12/6/2022 

I-514 Dani Gonzalez 12/7/2022 

I-515 Ithyle Griffiths 12/7/2022 

I-516 David Fenn 12/7/2022 

I-517 Suzana Ajib  12/7/2022 

I-518 Stephen Messer 12/7/2022 

I-519 Malia Schilling 12/7/2022 

I-520 Dustin Ebert 12/7/2022 

I-521 Erik Abriss 12/7/2022 

I-522 Amanda Gail Plott 12/7/2022 

I-523 Rosie Dwyer 12/7/2022 

I-524 Katherine Harrison  12/7/2022 

I-525 Danny Vega 12/7/2022 

I-526 Jonah Roth-Verity 12/7/2022 

I-527 Sun Yu 12/7/2022 

I-528 Ross Rivas 12/7/2022 

I-529 Paula Outon 12/7/2022 

I-530 Jay Helberg 12/7/2022 

I-531 Addie Daddio 12/7/2022 

I-532 Benjamin Climer  12/7/2022 

I-533 Rick Corsini 12/7/2022 

I-534 Kristen Studard 12/7/2022 

I-535 Luke Allen 12/7/2022 

I-536 Laurie Pepper 12/7/2022 

I-537 Katelan Cunningham 12/7/2022 

I-538 Chelsea M 12/7/2022 

I-539 Matthew Feige 12/7/2022 

I-540 Khaia Brogan 12/7/2022 

I-541 Sam Junio 12/7/2022 

I-542 Valerie Veg 12/7/2022 

I-543 Jodhan Fine 12/7/2022 

I-544 Nelson Flores 12/7/2022 

I-545 Patrick Lewis 12/7/2022 
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I-546 Jennifer A. Gill 12/7/2022 

I-547 Daniel Weidlein 12/8/2022 

I-548 Kevin Rutkowski 12/8/2022 

I-549 Nicole Antoine 12/8/2022 

I-550 Ann Phillips 12/8/2022 

I-551 John Butcher 12/8/2022 

I-552 Howie Goldklang 12/8/2022 

I-553 Jennifer Mirabile 12/8/2022 

I-554 Jim Pfenninger 12/8/2022 

I-555 Lynda Obst 12/8/2022 

I-556 Roanne Wahba 12/8/2022 

I-557 Laura Kruper 12/8/2022 

I-558 Jordan Wilson 12/8/2022 

I-559 Sydney Simmering 12/8/2022 

I-560 Lucy Spriggs 12/8/2022 

I-561 Susan Matranga 12/8/2022 

I-562 David Warren 12/8/2022 

I-563 Amanda Lasher 12/8/2022 

I-564 Guy Vidal 12/8/2022 

I-565 Donna Zweig 12/8/2022 

I-566 Raff Rushton 12/8/2022 

I-567 Andrew Takeuchi 12/8/2022 

I-568 Marisa Miller 12/8/2022 

I-569 Jango Sircus 12/8/2022 

I-570 Helmi Hisserich 12/8/2022 

I-571 Ralph Sanchez 12/8/2022 

I-572 Andrew Wenzlaff 12/8/2022 

I-573 Polly Estabrook 12/8/2022 

I-574 Josh Logan 12/8/2022 

I-575 Marilyn Oliver 12/8/2022 

I-576 Janelle Brown 12/8/2022 

I-577 Sam Riegel 12/8/2022 

I-578 Ida Dambrauskas 12/8/2022 

I-579 Indu Subaiya 12/8/2022 

I-580 Karen Numme 12/8/2022 

I-581 Christine Weir 12/8/2022 

I-582 Daniella Southgate 12/8/2022 

I-583 James Stathas 12/8/2022 

I-584 Jozef Bilman 12/8/2022 

I-585 Helen Levenson 12/8/2022 

I-586 David Henry 12/8/2022 

I-587 Anonymous Anonymous 12/8/2022 

I-588 Cailyn Nagle 12/8/2022 

I-589 Dorcas Tokes 12/9/2022 

I-590 Cheryl Brock 12/9/2022 

I-591 Dan Gordon 12/9/2022 

I-592 Traci Yee 12/9/2022 

I-593 Nora Paller 12/9/2022 

I-594 Alicia Bleier 12/9/2022 

I-595 Martin Morales 12/9/2022 

I-596 Nancy K 12/9/2022 

I-597 Gary Williams 12/9/2022 

I-598 Marsian De Lellis 12/9/2022 

I-599 Vince Meghrouni 12/9/2022 
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I-600 Stephanie Brown 12/9/2022 

I-601 Kora Brown 12/9/2022 

I-602 Kelly Sharbaugh 12/9/2022 

I-603 Charlton Mcmillan 12/9/2022 

I-604 Karen Mccluskey  12/9/2022 

I-605 Joshua Stamberg 12/9/2022 

I-606 Kerry Hannawell 12/9/2022 

I-607 Diane Zurn 12/9/2022 

I-608 Robin Raida 12/9/2022 

I-609 Janet Wolsborn 12/9/2022 

I-610 Tamara Braun 12/9/2022 

I-611 Kelly Donahue 12/9/2022 

I-612 Laura Burhenn 12/9/2022 

I-613 Kristian Martinez 12/9/2022 

I-614 Hope Arnold 12/9/2022 

I-615 Adriana Leal 12/9/2022 

I-616 Robert Szeles 12/9/2022 

I-617 Cathy Thornburn 12/9/2022 

I-618 Diana Wagman 12/9/2022 

I-619 Melissa Libertelli 12/9/2022 

I-620 Dylan Jones 12/9/2022 

I-621 Kathy Tardy 12/10/2022 

I-622 Linda Guthrie 12/10/2022 

I-623 Rhonda Casper 12/10/2022 

I-624 C Ellis 12/10/2022 

I-625 Denise Miyakawa 12/10/2022 

I-626 Rose Aleman 12/10/2022 

I-627 Gwen F 12/10/2022 

I-628 Julia Difrancesco 12/10/2022 

I-629 Alisia Stone 12/10/2022 

I-630 Noelle Armand  12/11/2022 

I-631 Wendy Yao 12/11/2022 

I-632 Alvina Louie 12/11/2022 

I-633 Mike Mcgill 12/11/2022 

I-634 Jennifer Mcgill  12/11/2022 

I-635 Ron Mcgill 12/11/2022 

I-636 Dana Buchanan 12/11/2022 

I-637 Amie Farquhar  12/11/2022 

I-638 Adam Mekrut  12/12/2022 

I-639 Judie Itzin 12/12/2022 

I-640 Dylan Campbell 12/12/2022 

I-641 Brian Latimer 12/12/2022 

I-642 Charles Mack 12/12/2022 

I-643 Jacqueline Sloan 12/12/2022 

I-644 Benjamin Decter 12/12/2022 

I-645 Rick Marshall 12/12/2022 

I-646 Jennifer Hickson 12/12/2022 

I-647 David Garfinkel 12/12/2022 

I-648 Mark Mcgonigle 12/12/2022 

I-649 Dogan Ozkan  12/12/2022 

I-650 Allison Morse 12/12/2022 

I-651 Geneva Robertson-Dworet 12/12/2022 

I-652 Christopher Covella 12/12/2022 

I-653 Judy Sloan 12/12/2022 
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I-654 William Sloan 12/12/2022 

I-655 Paul Franceschi 12/12/2022 

I-656 Ryan Perella 12/12/2022 

I-657 Ted Marsden 12/13/2022 

I-658 Georgette Pillen 12/13/2022 

I-659 Inta Krukle 12/13/2022 

I-660 Jim Royce 12/13/2022 

I-661 Jeff Carr 12/13/2022 

I-662 D Wood 12/13/2022 

I-663 Mark Phillips 12/13/2022 

I-664 Brendon Bolin 12/13/2022 

I-665 Adrianna Decter 12/13/2022 

I-666 Jim Shippee 12/13/2022 

I-667 Virginia Watson 12/14/2022 

I-668 M Choy 12/14/2022 

I-669 Thomas Parnell 12/14/2022 

I-670 Christopher Covella 12/14/2022 

I-671 to I-673 Freda Shen 12/14/2022 

I-674 Karen Cusolito 12/14/2022 

I-675 Joseph Hogg 12/14/2022 

I-676 Robert Moore 12/14/2022 

I-677 Pamela Dreyfuss 12/14/2022 

I-678 Alan L 12/15/2022 

I-679 Dogan Ozkan 12/15/2022 

I-680 Susan Murphy 12/15/2022 

I-681 Rebecca Ruben 12/15/2022 

I-682 Marnie Aulabaugh 12/15/2022 

I-683 Tony Michaelis 12/15/2022 

I-684 Keith Schofield 12/15/2022 

I-685 Mike Mcgill 12/15/2022 

I-686 Ron Mcgill 12/15/2022 

I-687 Joshua Stamberg 12/15/2022 

I-688 Jeremy Lubin 12/15/2022 

I-689 Kevin Droke 12/15/2022 

I-690 Rachelle Arslan 12/15/2022 

I-691 Joy Boyajian  12/15/2022 

I-692 Freda Shen 12/15/2022 

I-693 to I-694 Mike Krose 12/15/2022 

I-695 Mirelle Lindquist 12/15/2022 

I-696 Jiyoung Carolyn Park 12/15/2022 

I-697 Jamie York 12/15/2022 

I-698 Barbara Ringuette 12/16/2022 

I-699 Cristina Perez 12/16/2022 

I-700 Albert Chiang 12/16/2022 

I-701 to I-702 Mike Krose 12/16/2022 

I-703 Glen Gold 12/16/2022 

I-704 Michael Masterson 12/16/2022 

I-705 Nina Woodson 12/16/2022 

I-706 Kamille Mosqueda 12/16/2022 

I-707 Anne Johnson 12/16/2022 

I-708 Ben Louis 12/16/2022 

I-709 Lisa Hart 12/16/2022 

I-710 Andrew Werner 12/16/2022 

I-711 Hollis Sherman-Pepe 12/16/2022 
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I-712 Nicholas Constant 12/16/2022 

I-713 Anthony Burton 12/16/2022 

I-714 Betsy Isroelit 12/16/2022 

I-715 Ianthe Zevos 12/16/2022 

I-716 Kristen Egermeier 12/16/2022 

I-717 Sidney Howard 12/16/2022 

I-718 Jane Cook 12/16/2022 

I-719 Victor Marquez 12/16/2022 

I-720 David Gross 12/16/2022 

I-721 Amparo Jelsma 12/16/2022 

I-722 Kelsey Guy 12/16/2022 

I-723 Laura Sweet 12/16/2022 

I-724 Nick C 12/16/2022 

I-725 Cynthia Brown 12/16/2022 

I-726 Alfred Bie 12/16/2022 

I-727 Brittney Black 12/16/2022 

I-728 Sunterrah Palmer 12/16/2022 

I-729 Alli Belli 12/16/2022 

I-730 Emy Christoffersen  12/16/2022 

I-731 Cynthia Hubach 12/16/2022 

I-732 Roberto Ramirez-Franco 12/16/2022 

I-733 Jane Cook 12/16/2022 

I-734 Gerry Hariton 12/16/2022 

I-735 Becky Patel 12/16/2022 

I-736 Elisa Cortez 12/16/2022 

I-737 Sylvia Cziglenyi 12/16/2022 

I-738 Gary Byrd 12/16/2022 

I-739 Joan Watanabe 12/16/2022 

I-740 Jane Cook 12/16/2022 

I-741 Betty Lourie 12/17/2022 

I-742 Rochelle Peterson 12/17/2022 

I-743 to I-744 Jesse Southern 12/17/2022 

I-745 Paige Hubbard 12/17/2022 

I-746 Laurie Pepper 12/17/2022 

I-747 to I-748 Elizabeth Fillmore 12/17/2022 

I-749 to I-750 Elena Siantz 12/17/2022 

I-751 Mike Krose 12/17/2022 

I-752 Nancy Torres 12/17/2022 

I-753 Genevieve Lozano 12/17/2022 

I-754 to I-755 Mike Krose 12/17/2022 

I-756 Blair Dowis 12/17/2022 

I-757 Oscar Garza 12/17/2022 

I-758 Caroline H Mankey 12/17/2022 

I-759 John Wingler 12/17/2022 

I-760 Jane Cook 12/17/2022 

I-761 Edward Songaila 12/17/2022 

I-762 Joan Harrison 12/17/2022 

I-763 Jane Cook 12/17/2022 

I-764 Megan Shaw 12/17/2022 

I-765 Michelle Luna 12/17/2022 

I-766 Marianne King 12/17/2022 

I-767 Freda Shen 12/17/2022 

I-768 Alec Rice 12/17/2022 

I-769 Jane Cook 12/17/2022 
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I-770 to I-772 Freda Shen 12/17/2022 

I-773 Sandra Wisot 12/17/2022 

I-774 Freda Shen 12/17/2022 

I-775 Jane Cook 12/17/2022 

I-776 Gregory Borchardt  12/17/2022 

I-777 Daisy Lynn Austin 12/17/2022 

I-778 Freda Shen 12/17/2022 

I-779 Diana Lopez 12/17/2022 

I-780 Freda Shen 12/17/2022 

I-781 Alexandra Arellano 12/17/2022 

I-782 to I-783 Freda Shen 12/17/2022 

I-784 Julia Grant 12/17/2022 

I-785 Jane Cook 12/17/2022 

I-786 Joseph Silva 12/17/2022 

I-787 to I-788 Jane Cook 12/17/2022 

I-789 Freda Shen 12/17/2022 

I-790 to I-791 Jane Cook 12/17/2022 

I-792 Deborah Hart 12/17/2022 

I-793 Jennifer Swirtz 12/17/2022 

I-794 Jane Cook 12/17/2022 

I-795 Amy G 12/17/2022 

I-796 Carolyn Wessling 12/17/2022 

I-797 Chip Mcdonald 12/17/2022 

I-798 Tanya Tolmachoff 12/17/2022 

I-799 Freda Shen 12/17/2022 

I-800 Eric Quirk 12/17/2022 

I-801 Jill Nakaoki 12/18/2022 

I-802 Denecia Jones 12/18/2022 

I-803 Ethan Gold 12/19/2022 

I-804 Anna Molter 12/21/2022 

I-805 Renee Nahum 12/01/2022 

I-806 Karen Lower 12/14/2022 

I-807 Gina Acuna 10/25/2022 

I-808 Joanne D'Antonio; NCSA Trees, CFAC Rep  12/17/2022 

I-809 Theresa Chavez 12/17/2022 

I-810 Joy Boyajian 10/21/2022 

I-811 Lynda Obst 10/24/2022 

I-812 Vasken Hagopian 11/5/2022 

I-813 Barbara Rinquette 12/01/2022 

I-814 Phyl and Ronald Van Ammers  10/16/2022 

Public Meeting Comments 
P-1 Andrew Thomas 10/26/2022 

P-2 Scott Sternberg 10/26/2022 

P-3 Cyndi Hubach 10/26/2022 

P-4 Freda Shen 10/26/2022 

P-5 Debbie Slater 10/26/2022 

P-6 Adam Sieff 10/26/2022 

P-7 Sandy 10/26/2022 

P-8 Andras K 10/26/2022 

P-9 Rachel 10/26/2022 

P-10 Marc Ernestus 10/26/2022 

P-11 Linden Waddell 10/26/2022 

P-12 Leslie Edmonds 10/26/2022 

P-13 Chip McDonald 10/26/2022 
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P-14 Nina Woodson 10/26/2022 

P-15 David Wheatley 10/26/2022 

P-16 David Jones 10/26/2022 

P-17 Cyndi Hubach 10/26/2022 

P-18 Ainsley Cohen 10/26/2022 

P-19 Mike Krose 10/26/2022 

P-20 Stephanie Bartron 10/26/2022 

P-21 James Ellsworth 10/26/2022 

P-22 Bob Soderstrom 10/26/2022 

P-23 Nicole Antoine 10/26/2022 

P-24 Glen David Gold 10/26/2022 

P-25 Anne-Marie Johnson 10/26/2022 

P-26 Alex Magnin 10/26/2022 

P-27 Gian 10/26/2022 

P-28 Martin Grey 10/26/2022 

P-29 Mary 10/26/2022 

P-30 Paul Tzanetopoulos 10/26/2022 

P-31 Paul Neuman 10/26/2022 

P-32 Betsy Isroelit 10/26/2022 

P-33 Paul Feldman 10/26/2022 
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2.4 Responses to Comments 
S-1 Miya Edmonson / California Department of Transportation, District 7 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  S-1-1 
 

This comment is introductory and describes the proposed Project. The 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded 
to the decision-makers for their review. 
 

S-1-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. The addition of parking would not result in the 
widening of the total roadbed width. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

S-1-3 
 

The comment recommends parking configurations on Silver Lake Boulevard. 
The comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

S-1-1 

S-1-2 

S-1-3 

RT&Tf Qf GN IBlANl&d'..&I !EQRN!A BY.If I IU'flf PBTAIIPN'ACfOOY 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
01$TRICT 7- OFFICI; OF Rl;GIONAL Pl.ANNING 
1oos. ,MIN STREET, SUITE 100 
LOS ANGELES, CA 00012 
PHQNe (2 13) 897-QJ67 
f/<,J( (213) 897-1337 
TTY 711 
W\IM',dot.ca,gov 

ovemb<lr 9, 2022 

Dr. Jan Green Rebslocl< 
City of Los Angele• 
Publ ic Work>, Bureau of Enginee ring 
1149 S, Broai:tway, 6th Floor, Mail Stop 939 
Los Angeles. CA 90015-2213 

Dear Dr. Jan Green RebOloek, 

O:NnHtwl«n QO!W)WM' 

~Ca,mrwlllor, 
.acaffi:'.¥'f.li.Wi!yo/lif9. 

RE: Sliver Leke Reservoi r Complex Master Plan 
Project - Draft Environmental Impact Report 
(DEIR) 
SCH# 20220100!;5 
GTS# 07 -LA-2022-04086 
Vic. LA Multiple 

Thank y«J for Including the California Department ol Transportatlon (Callmns) in the 
en ronn>0ntal «1'1iew process for the above referenced project. Tlie propoged Project woold 
redevelop approximately 116 ac- of the 127-ecre Siver Lake Reservoir Complex (SLRC) wr111 
a contemporary design that would create seven park zones blending vegetated aiee!3 with public 
spaces. These park zones would be conneeled by a 2.5-mile, ,,_lined promenade and woUld 
lndude the Meadow, Iha Knoll, lvanhoo Ove~ook, the Euealyp\Us Grove, the Eaot and West 
NarTows, the Sou1h Valley, and Habitat lolondo. In oddilion, off site improvements, induding the 
addition of an improved bicyde and/or parking lane, would be proposed a]CN'l9 Silver lake 
Boulevard and/orWesl Silver Lake Drive. 

After reviewing lhe DEi R. Caltn, no ho• the following oomme nto: 

Regarding Chapter 2.5.2 "Offs/te lmprovemenls"; 

• If the creation of addrtional 90-degroo car parking spaces along the norlh side or West 
Silver Lake Drive wwld resuH in a widening or the total roadbed width, then it should be 
avoided at all cools. Caltn,no recommend• that the e•isting parallel pa rking inotead be 
moved away from the exist ing wrb lo create space for a parl<ing p<o1eeted Class 4 
bikaway. Tm wwld help create a oonlinoous route around tho n,servoir for people riding 
bikao, as well as a pleasant buffer between people uoing tho gra .. y anta and tha pre .. nce 
Of QJf'S, 

• For the changes propo .. d along Silver Lake Bwlevard, Caltran• reoomn>0rdo a 
combination of Jeatures rmm both Option 1 and 2 be uS<ld. The two-way buffered cycle 
track from Option 2 should be used, as it creates an acceptable amount d space for each 
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  S-1-4 
 

Based on comments received during the public comment period, the City has 
decided to go with Option 2 and not add any additional parking spaces along 
Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

S-1-4 

S-1-3 
cont. 

Dr. Jan Green Rebotocl< 
N011em bar 9, 2022 
Page 2 

lane direction. However. Instead ol excessive addltlonal par1<Ing on the W9sl side or the 
street, the 4-roo1 buffer should be Increased to 7 root and the 10.5-foot-wido car travel 
lanes from Option 1 •hruld be u .. d. Thia would allow ca"' to travel at oaler speeds and 
provide an e><eallent opportunrty ror a land•caped buffer between Iha l>M>-way blkeway 
ard moving cars. Please see the example below: 

' . 

Silver Lake Boulevard 
(Facing North) 

- ·-· .,.. ·r.r 

11111111111 
or .t1m, 

·-· ~ -~1.(9~ 

State~e\lel policy goals Alla ed to sustainable transportation seek to reduoe the rumber or trips 
made by driving, reduce Greenhouse Gas (GHG ), and encourage alternative modes ol traval . 
Cal trans' Strategic Managomenl Plan has sot targets for lncr&a5"d trips made by bicyd&, 
walking, and punlic transit, as wen as achieving a reduction in statewide, per capita, vehicle 
miles traveled (VMT). Simlar goals are embedded in the Gal irornla Transportation Plan 2050, 
and Southern Calllor~ Association or Goverrvnents (SCAG) Connect SoCal (2020-2045 
Regional Transportallon Plan/Sustalnabl& Communities Strategy). Statewide legislation such as 
AB 32 and SB 375, as weU as Exeootive Order S.J-05 and N-19-19, echo the need to pursue 
more suotalnable davelopment. By minimizing car parking and maximizing irulll-modal saraty 
and accessibility, this Project can help Callrornla meet these goals. 

II you have any qll!sllons. please contact project coordinator Arthony Higgins, al 
anthony.hlggins@dot.ca.gov and rarer to GTS# 07-LA-2022-04086. 

Sincerely, 

~ ccbn.,,-,,,. 
MlfA EDMONSON 

L.OR B"mch Chief 
cc: Sta1e Clearingt'Duse 
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  L-1-1 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

L-1-1 
 

Hi, 

These comments will likely be included as an attachment to a letter submitted 
by Amy Minteer, CHATTEN-BROWN, CARSTENS & MINTEER LLP, but are also 
submitted separately here. 

These comments address deficiencies in the "Biological Technical Report" of 
the project. They do not advocate for one alternative over another, and do not 
represent a position for or against the project. 

Thanks, 
Dan cooper 
RCDSMM 
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  L-1-2 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

L-1-3 
 

The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. The Biological Technical Report provides a detailed overview 
of wildlife species that may utilize the site and focuses specifically on special 
status wildlife. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent with 
the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological 
Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was 
prepared using industry standards for biological analysis.  
 

L-1-4 
 

The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. The Biological Resources Technical Report provided in 
Appendix D includes a detailed characterization of wildlife that currently 
utilizes the site. The SLRC provides habitat values, but also serves the public as 
an important recreational site. The proposed Project balances habitat values 
with recreational opportunities. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources 
is consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, 
Section C Biological Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological 
Resources was prepared using industry standards for biological analysis.  
 

 

  

L-1-2 
 

L-1-3 
 

L-1-4 
 

BOARD OF DIRECTOR:!; 

Rd"ier-1 C 8-olf ·-8119\~,R_ ~, •r.i 
Yi»PrlKllltfll 

L,e1;Jit1P1 -
E:icl;elffi\lE OfFIC:EA 
Clal1'-18'tl:'f 

819!,97.81:77 

1 

... -

IJ 85'iJ78'5JO 1M 

le W'IITIOf'U 

54 ult T e• ,11:1 Cer,yori B(IJ(l'w'~r I 

Top , ii C..1crruaiCJ~90 

ovember 28. 2022 

Prepared by Daniel S. Cooper, Ph.D. 
Senior Co nservation Biologist 

Thilnk you for Lhe opportunity to comment on 1he ''Draft Environmental Impact Report 
(DEIR), Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Mas1cr Plan l'rojccf'. 

ram restricting my commetits 10 the ·"B io logic.al Technical Report·'. which underpins the 
1ma. lysi:s of 1he site's bio1a. and recommendations 10 enhance this biota, which should 
inform evaluation of1he "Ana lysis of Abemath•es". which Jays out differe,u 
configurations of habitat restorat ion/enhancement based on management priorities. 

Ov<'f11ll, T found the Biological Technical Rcpor110 be laclting in botb rigor aod 
speclflcll)', pa11ict1larly ror such a large, vis ible site as Silver L,ke ReseNoir. 

As one of just a handful of water bodies in the city. and one with a circular walking path 
that is VOi)' heov ily-usoo by res idents a,xl visitor.; (inc luding birders and other 
na1u1.i. lists), Silver Lake Reservoir would seem lo warranl a 1edmical repon similar to 
that of a multi-acre site proposed for a large dcvclopmclU such ::ts a hoU5ing trncl or nc,;v 
recreation fac ility on uOOe-.•eloped land. 

fnste.a<~ T found thi.c. technkal report very spare, and more of a cursory review one would 
expect fo read in a mitigated negative declaration. as fo r a single .. family llome on a lot 
with no sign ific..a.nt natural resources. 

I would urge 1he city to afford th.is s itc the scrntiny II deserves, as it rcprcscntslsupporu;: 

- A majo r wa1erbinl StOp(.1\reT hi:lbitat, wilh copious, long-terlll dat.a 
tn.•a. llable; 

• Mu.ltip1e nesting territories (pll)'sica I nests documemed) for all four of 1he 
four focal ruplor species trucked by the Los Angeles lutptor Study (Red
uiilcd Howk. Red-shouldcre<I Hawk, Coopers Hawk and Great Homed 
Owl); 

- An opponw,ity 10 rransrorm, a,xl hopefully 1-eS1ore, a large patch of uplru,d 
open space, currently disrurt,ed from decades ofoffores,.11 ion, in to native 
habitat; and 
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  L-1-5 
 

The Biological Technical Report characterizes the existing conditions at the 
SLRC and evaluates impacts of the project. The SLRC is an urban park in a 
dense residential area with substantial biological values. The proposed project 
balances biological values with recreational opportunities. This comment is 
introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

L-1-6 
 

The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent 
with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological 
Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was 
prepared using industry standards for biological analysis.  
 
The comment describes that the Draft EIR fails to discuss the importance of 
the PAWS designation for the SLRC. Master Response - Biological Resources 
provides additional detail of the SLRC PAW designation as determined in the 
City of Los Angeles Protected Areas for Wildlife & Wildlife Movement Report 
(PAWS Report). The PAWS Report states that the SLRC PAW only meets one 
(Criteria 5). Criteria 5 is defined as “Habitat that at some point in the life cycle 
of a species or suite of species serves as concentrated breeding, feeding, 
resting, or migrating grounds and is limited in availability within Southern 
California or within the City of Los Angeles.” The PAWs Report found that the 
SLRC PAW does not support native vegetation and that it provides an island 
of and landscaped habitat in a highly urbanized area.  
 
The proposed project is consistent with development standards of the 
pending Wildlife District Ordinance in which the use of native plant species are 
prominently emphasized in the SLRC Master Plan, non-security fencing will be 
designed to preserve access to habitat and to facilitate wildlife movement, 
lighting will be minimized, shielded and of low intensity, and building 
materials would emphasize non-reflective surfaces, including windows (see 
Impact 3.1-4 in the Draft EIR).  
 
Overall, the SLRC Master Plan is not in conflict with the goals of the PAWS 
Report and the SLRC would continue to function at the baseline conditions for 
biological diversity and wildlife connectivity. 

 

 

L-1-5 
 

L-1-6 
 

• An opponunity ro introduce native riparian and wetland habitals back i1Ho 
the central city for the benefit of wild life, arKi the enjoymen1 of human 
obse rvers. 

\Vid,out curre 11t. accu.ra te, and cred ible data on Lile biological res.ources: of the 
site/surrounding area, efforts a1 restoralion will either fall shon, or could actually resuh 
in fu1t h.er degradillion of 1he si1e. 

f h:;:1ve surrulNl rizeti what T con~idcr four main wai ki,esses of tile Biologj~I Technica l 
Repon~ wllich stem from ei ther an inoon1plete assessmem of the local resources on the 
part of1he prep.1rers, or a faihlre by them to recognize local mih,1ra l com mu11ities fo r 
whm they are. 

I. liver Lok, Represen ts• major (locnl) 111lgra1011• wotfrblrd stopover hobtlol. 

ln the city's own reJ>Or1 (ESA 202 1 ). Sliver lake Reservoir has been designaled a 
"Protected Area for Wild life" (PAW) based 011 tile crilerion tho! it "SupJ>Or1S 
Breedi11g/Fe«ling/Resting/Migraring Grounds with l .. imited Availabi lity in Soinhem 
Califomia/Los Ange les". 

Tite Biological Technical R.ep 11 very briefly diseusses waterfowl on p. 59, but provides 
no specific dct'1il on numbers. seasonality, or h8biuu use; 

·' h11inhoe and Si lver Li:ake Reservoirs do serve as; forag:l ng l~1bi191 fo- r 
migrnto1;r avian species inc luding wa terfowl and shorellne species ... 1·11e 
floating is lands a.nd shoreline wet land habital will create habiuu 
underneath them within their be low-the-water root zone which is a highly 
ecologically produclivc area !hat attracts fish (wltich will be inlroduced os 
a loeal prey souJ'ce} and other aquatic species. Jl)ese weUarl<ls will 
provide il 1lec gain in hab it;u values with in Lhe SLRC by i1~creasing habitat 
diverslry, provldingpredHtQr protection. and providing inc:rt,t..<ied fomging 
oppm1ui.lities. Regiona lly. the created weLJands and the SLRC as a whole 
wi ll serve as a great anra.ctant and resource for migratory avian species 
(Gl'A.2020)." 

While probably true, the p,-epru,"~ offer no specific in.forma1ion on a) wlilll avian species 
such island,; would onroot , nor b) how 1hese would be diff<r<n1 6-0111 species already 
presem. 
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  L-1-7 
 

This comment as it relates to fish, does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 
This comment also describes concern from CDFW on management of wetland 
habitat and resources for the site. The Draft EIR Section 2.7, Project 
Operations and Maintenance, describes the preparation of a Wildlife 
Management Plan that minimizes impacts during operation of the proposed 
Project. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4.4 Project Design Features includes 
preconstruction surveys for nesting birds and other special-status wildlife in 
PDF-BIO-2. In addition, Mitigation Measures BIO-2 and BIO-3 provide 
additional wildlife protection. 
 

L-1-8 
 

The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. Appendix D includes a list of species identified on site during 
reconnaissance surveys. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is 
consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C 
Biological Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources 
was prepared using industry standards for biological analysis. The 
methodology section references the existing data sources referenced for the 
analysis, which was supplemented by site surveys described also in this 
section. 
 

L-1-9 
 

The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. Appendix D includes a list of species observed on site during 
reconnaissance surveys. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is 
consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C 
Biological Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources 
was prepared using industry standards for biological analysis. 
 

 

  

L-1-9 
 

L-1-8 
 

L-1-7 
 

There is the ass.e11iot'a tJrnL fish .. w ill be inl1'oduced as: a loe.al prey source·•. but tJ1e repo,1 
offer,; oo deiail on what ,pecies these r11lght be (many ,pecies of introduced fis h arc 
considered highly--itlvasive, and irnroduction may be iJlegaJI ). l.mponanfly. several Jocal 
fish species frre documented predatorS on mnphibian eggs and larvae, so the goals of 
creating a ro bust nove l wei l .. 1nd ecosystem would need to be carefully considered in light 
of which species are'° be introduced. 1be introduc110n of non·t1advc fish into a 
resef\'o ir would be sornethin , that requi1'es pennits and fo.l low-1.1p l'nonitol'ing, whlch 
local agencies would need to weigh-in on; there is oo lndi<, Hion 1hm CDF\V or ot her 
agencies oo r11rnented on such plans. By oo ruro,;t, • recent merno by CDF\V (dated Feb. 
4, 2022) oul.li:nes inajor concerns ilbottl future milnagemem of wetland habital ruld their 
asSociated species 1u the s:it-e, particular ly in light of t he propMed inerease in huma.n/pe1 
ac1iv~ty here. 

Surp1·isingly, the Biological Technical Reporl co nta ins no OO W1ts of watetbitds and no 
dam on sightings, other 1han a lis t of five waterfowl specie5 (with no status or scasolltal 
information) as part or a "Faun.ii Con:ipendiwn'' .a1 the repo11's end. Was any Loca l 
s.ource consulted to create Lh is Lisi? \Vas ii based on the observations of Lhe project 
biologist(sr I t is unc lear, despite the abundance of re.1d ily•rtvailab le b ird d:1ta fro m 1he 
site. inc1uding tiom eBD"d.. whed1er any sources at an (published o r olhe:rwise) were used 
10 prepore this r epo11. 

From cBird, 11 quick search (conduotcd Nov. I I , 2022) of loco I bird sp<.-oies rOC<Jrdcd <tl 
Silver L'lke ReseNoir (hUps:/le bird.org/bru'cl,an7r-L6218 17&y all&nl"') reveals 25 
waterfowl ~pt!cies documented 111 the site , llO t five. St-venil of the most frequtntly
reeon.led waterfowl \"\'tte not am(mg the five s-pecies in the reJ)Ort 's filuna: I eomptndium, 
namely onhcrn Shoveler. American Wigeon. Ringpneckecl Duck. Lesser Scaup. and 
Bul11ehe.ad (oddly , one relative ly rare wa1erfowl species, Cinnamon Teal, is listed in the 
fawtal compendium. withorn demits!). 

Many oLher wa1erbirds known from. ar1d frequem1y seen, at Si lver Lake Reservoir were 
illS0 omitted fn;:,m 1he faunal compend ium, despite the fnc:t thft.11 hey ar-e presumilhly 
among the targetS of the proposed habitat e11hancemen11here. A panial list of high 
cow1ts of common waterbirds ( iJ1clud ing waterfowl, grebes and gulls) from Silver Lake 
Resen..oir (pe, <B ird), below. 

Ruddy Duck: 3500 (hups://eb~d.orglcltecklist/S9323607) 
California Gu ll: 2200 o,ups:llebird.org/checklisl/S63 186362) 
American 001: 1400 (hups://eb ird.orf!'checkl isl/S I 21073 188) 
Northern Sho,•eler: 250 (h1tps://e bird.o rglchecklisvS62676005) 
A rnerican Wigeon: I SO (hllps:llebird .orglchecklist/SSO 12 659 1 ) 
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  L-1-10 
 

The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA. Guidelines. The Biological Resources Technical Report included as 
Appendix D of the Draft EIR characterizes the habitat values that attract 
wildlife including common local species, migratory species, and special status 
species. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent with the 
City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological 
Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was 
prepared using industry standards for biological analysis.  
 

 

  

L-1-10 
 

Ring-necked Duck : 170 0 111ps:llebird.org/checklisl/S6l9092S2) 
Eared Grebe: I 00 (https:l/ebirtl.org/checld isllS75498472) 

In a.ddition., counL'l of swal lows lnclude 200-700 individuals during spring and fal l 
migration (Northern Rough-wlnged, C liff, Barn, and Violet-green; eBird). 

FiUure I below s•ves an idea of just how impottant Si\vel' Lake Rese1•voi1• curre11tly is to 
loca l wintering waterfowl, in comparison lo other rcscrvoirlwcdtmd hab ita ts ln the Los 
Angdcs,reo (see Table I, below, fo r va lues used). 

Cumulative high count5 of waterb ird5 (e 6ird) 

5it.-erlac.,e 

"""""· LAP: WiltowSt 

ICenMillkly 

""" ..... 
Srpul'«!d.1 D.,~n WA 

ri.~acAfU\tlrPark 

LAil BCHC' ~IS P,aric/VICTOIY 

~Ji:hn.>Of'IPark 

SdllauaCreek 

Rc-sn:l;iP;ir l,; 

Echo Park 

I.HI• Scput.,,ooaua~n -
l!.,llc1U1r:WMan h, 

H~ll~ervtx.r -

Lln<~P;ul,; -

O 1000 2COO 3(11XJ 4000 5-0C'IO E:(100 7000 SOCIO 9000 

Figure I. Comparison of highest counts (roo ledlcumu l11t hcc) of•hc mosl obundont 
waterfow l (> 100 individuals ill any single --Yisil coum, 2000-prese:m) al Silver Lake 
Reservoir. Data compiled from thousands of incHviduaJ observer checklists submitted 
eBirtlas of Nov. 9, 2022. 

In addition., the waterbird species dfrers ity at Sj lver Lake Reservoir is s imi!arty high 
compared. lo olher Siles. in lhe region,. as shown i11 f i&rure 2; only t 'l-\ 10 sites examined, 
Legg L ike nea r South El Mo n•c. 0 110 the Los Angeles Ri,·cr cs~mry ot Willow St. in 
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The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent 
with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological 
Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was 
prepared using industry standards for biological analysis.  
 

L-1-12 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

L-1-12 
 

L-1-11 
 

Lor1g Beach~ have recorded a higher diversity oft11e mos.I abwldiinl (cowlts of > ]00 
individua ls) \\11t terbirds. 

lAR - Willow St 

Ken M~IIQy ....... ""' 
~ul~IS;IB,lsinWA 

~dclutbtirP.atk 

lAR. Sett~ ~lj P.,tt/VK'Tory 

M;agw: Jd,n,;on P;uk 

B,~llooac,eek 

1tt-,rd11 l';uk 

EchoPatk 

LAA S.rpulvrd.1 fl:i~n 

9;,llcin.1 ~W M~flho 

Hotrw,oooi:l lle-!iet''flll( 

Linc~P.uk 

0 

Species Dive rsity Index 

10 ll 14 

Figure 2. Comparison of mos1-con~non species richness (species wi1h > 100 single-visi1 
counts only) from sites listed in Fif:,'1.tre I. 

~llcrcstingly. historical da1a (from cru-ly Audubon ChrisUllllS Bird Counts) Sll l!&CSIS a 
much lou.:er usage of site by waterbirds prior to the l 990s-2000s, ,,.,,., j1h sir1gle-di0 il.f1ow 
dou ble-digjl oounts of ducks and gulls nomm I I 970sle,rrly 80s (los Angeles Audubon 
Society. unpubl. datn). Reason for dUs an: unc lettr. 

2. Little dernil on polenliol im1>oc1s from 1iroposed we11'lnd res torntion, 
includine Rootilll! isL•nds. 

One of tJlC few mi:ru ions of w::itc:rblrd use ofSll"cr lake Ri:scrvoir ln the Biologicu l 
Techn ica l Repori was o n p . 53, where it was specu1ated that wa.1erbirds , inc h1ding 
"waterfowl". would/or1rgc ,,,,,, ,re,/ on constructed floaling islands : 
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This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

L-1-14 
 

The proposed project would enhance habitat for use by wildlife including 
increasing the diversity of habitat types such as wetlands. The Silver Lake and 
Ivanhoe Reservoirs are lined and therefore provide limited opportunities for 
riparian or aquatic habitats other than as envisioned in the proposed project. 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

L-1-15 
 

The proposed project would enhance habitats at the SLRC compared to 
existing conditions. The FEIR includes revisions to the statement regarding the 
floating islands creating habitat and increasing species diversity, to potentially 
increasing diversity. See Chapter 3, 3.2.2. 
 

 

  

L-1-13 
 

L-1-15 
 

L-1-14 
 

''The <.'f"Ca tion of'23-acrcs of r1ativc habitat inc luding ooasm l scmb (4-
ttcres) and wetlunds (7-1:1crcs) wil l rtS1.1lt in a nel gi1in ofavh1n-supportin_g 
vegelalion. TI1e propoaed diverae native habi1a1 including floa tillg islaods, 
wi ll par1iculnrly s:er ... e as a supportive habitat for mllny species. ofwadin_g 
birds which olleti nes t in wood y vegeta•ion that is either submerged o r 
stt1Touoded by waler. The habi1a1 is ~~nds would be varied in size and set
back from the shoreline approximately 50 feet or more. to offer a var iely 
of protected foraging ;md ncs•ing spaces for walcrfowl ;md other aql.lllltic 
species.'' 

Yet, because the report pr-esen1ed no di.Ha on either floating is lands elsewhere, or on 
c:,isri11g walerbird use of 1he site, ii is slmply impossible 10 de1em1ine lf1he proposed 
habitat ttansfonnation wou ld result in a '"net gain of avian-s.upporting ve-gemtion". Other 
arco reservoirs in Ilic Los Angeles l!Ica have f\oaiing islands, inc luding lakes al Echo 
Pmt and Rcscda !'mt - were 1hcsc as csscd by lhc preparers for use by "quatic birds? 
And, how would these islands - which require oonslanl at.te1Uio11 IO ensure that pl.a.nts 
iire aHve und thal the rem11in s.tn..1cturolly SO\ul(l - be mainta ined into the fu ture? 

In general. Los Angeles urban p'1rks support very low numbers of nesting fi:eshwa1er 
marsh bird s~cies, mainly because they have almost no freSh\.\'fi ter rnarsh or aquatic 
ncsling habitat. brn also bcc,iuse people arc 11<nernlly allowed arouod the entire 
perimeter of park lakes, affording no areas fo r wildlife 10 foci sofe ,md uodi>turbcd in 
what litlle habitat is present. 

A review or sigl.uings uploaded co eB:ird (www.ebird .org) suggest l~I counts of Local 
freshwater we1 Land bird .species koown from Silver Lake Rese:1voir th:u n1.1i1uain nesting 
populations in the region (e.g., Great Egret, Snowy Egrei, Green Heron, Pied-bi lled 
Grebe, Godwall, clc.) arc eurrcndy almoSI identical 10 coums from other urbru1 
reservoirs i,1 porks around Los Angeles (e.g., Echo Pal'k, Resetb Park, Linco~1 Park), 
wilh just 1-2 in.d ividuills of each species coumed dw'i.n_g, most vis its. These other sites 
!l]ready have a oombim1.1 ic:m of floa ting is.bt nds and ''tnidi tlonar' island$ whkh have l;,een 
plamed with veget..1.tion; a n.cl yet. their avifauna is not st1bstamially differern from that of 
Silver Lake Reservoir•s. 

Based on my own (DSC) obscrvalions, floa1u1g islands 31 Echo !•ark and Rcscdo !'ark 
suppon very few waterbirds, and fewer nesting birds, 01he1· than widespread/pest species 
such as domest ic waterfowl. 11.e one ico1tic nes1 ing waterbi.Ri current ly us ing lhe site. 
1he Orea• Blue Heron, wouldn't ,,es1 on " fioaring is lan,1 (they nest in ,all 1rees). Bosod 
on their currern condition elsewhere (s1rncmrnlly degrading. attracting imrasive/non
native planLs., coUect ing trash, etc.), floa ting islands seem difficult •o mainta in and 
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  L-1-16 
 

There is no action to the Draft EIR referenced by this comment, thus no 
response is required. 
 

L-1-17 
 

The comment states that no detail was provided on the constructed wetlands. 
The Draft EIR concludes that the additional of wetland features will enhance 
diversity of wildlife using the site. However, final designs of the wetland areas 
have not been completed. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

L-1-18 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal.  
 
As described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project 
analyzed in the Draft EIR included a floating dock which would launch guided 
kayak tours. Based on comments received during the public review period, the 
City has made minor revisions to the proposed Project. The proposed Project 
would no longer include the floating dock component or opportunities for 
guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist 
for educational purposes. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the 
revisions to the proposed Project would not result in any new significant 
impacts that were not already identified in the Draft EIR, nor would these 
changes substantially increase the severity of any impacts identified in the 
Draft EIR. 
 
The Draft EIR notes on page 3.4-31 that the removal of the fence will increase 
accessibility to the water by wildlife. The Draft EIR concludes that many of the 
habitat areas would be in accessible during nighttime hours resulting in less 
than significant impacts.  
 
Please see Master Response - Biological Resources 
 

L-1-19 
 

The comment states that nesting waterbirds were not included in the analysis. 
The existing great blue heron rookery sites were identified in Figure 5 of the 
Biological Technical Report Appendix D of the Draft EIR. Project design 
features and mitigation measures aimed at protecting nesting birds include 
these rookeries. The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes 
and the State CEQA Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources 

L-1-16 
 

L-1-17 
 

L-1-18 
 

L-1-19 
 

perhaps inappropriate for a l01P-lenn fea1ure al Silver Lake Reiervoir. And notably, 1'M:t 
ncsa ing wtttcrbirch were observed us h1g floating is.lands as nest s ites during oountywide 
surveys in eitl,er 2010 and 2019 (Cooperand Hamil1on 20 10, Cooper and Harni llon 
2019). T h1.as:, 1.he .n.ssertlon that ··no1u ing is.lands"' wilJ suppl1i wading birds ·w hich otlen 
nest in woody vegetation that is ei1her submerged or surrounded by water" is no1 only 
ur,su1,poncd by specifics in ,he rcpon. it docs not appear to i>e the case anywhere else iJ1 
the. re ,ion. It is unclear which species the p1·epa.1·ers are referring to, as nesting wadi, 
birds - o fany spec ies - al I highly loco I izcd in 1he n:gion, were , imply not all31yzcd in 
the report. 

The effectlvenesJ; of proposed wetlar.:I C:Tt'Ji. tlon along the borders of the reservo lT aL,;o 
sounds llke a positive. bm it is similarly difficul1 to assess witliom bird da1a from ,he site 
or surrounding region. No detail wos provided by 1he Tect111ical Repon on how these 
wetlands would be constructed, maintained or protected. what plant spec ies wouJd be 
used, or which target bird species tl\111 might use them. Therefore, it is nol JJOsslble to 
comment 011 lhe i.r a11t.icipilted eITect iveness a.1 the s ite. 

Finally. the Technical Report fai ls. to describe poten1 i.nl impa ts from increas:ed lnuna n 
usage on the reservoir and its shore line to these crea,ed wetlands. inc luding from 
proposed w.ntercrafl , pets .• or from increased human intrusion into the shore line (as 
depicted in an istic rende.rin•rS in the DEffi). Given that the major ity of the s ite
inc luding the entirety of both Silver lake and lvnnhoc reservoirs - has been securely 
fenced from tJ~e publ ic for ma11y decades. it seems reasonable to assume to that an 
increase in humim presence wou ld have 11 major detriments ] effect on 1he wetland 
11v ifuuna nn,I other wi ldlife therein_ 

3- Little information was provided on existing nesting waterbirds at the site~ 
ootably lbe long-term Greac Blue Hernn rookeries. 

Silver Ulke Re-servoir n ,rrenlly suppOrtS one of the few nesting waterbir<l colonies in the 
Los Angeles area (Shuford et al .. 2020). and sigh1 i1igs from 1his loca1 ion have been 
e.xhaustively documented s ince 2009 in eBird {w,,rw.ebird .org); yet these sightings wem 
unment ioned in t.he Biologica l Technical ReporL 

A single fogttJ'e in tl1e Teclrnical Repor1 (F igure 5) shows ~,ree sepa,-ate locations for 
"'Great blue l1eron rookery .. , witJ1 no detail on tl)ese Siles, such as nwnber of nests, tree 
species/structures suppor1ing the nesis, fomgi ng 1.-,bi t•ts used by adults or young. d•tes 
:1c1.ive. etc. 1'hus, because of this omiss ion of d:11a➔ it is very difficult Lo detem1ine 
whet.he.- prOJJOsed --improvements" - such as widening of wa lking paths, the 
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is consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, 
Section C Biological Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological 
Resources was prepared using industry standards for biological analysis. 
 
Please see Master Response - Biological Resources and Master Response 
Fence Removal. 
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  L-1-20 
 

There is no action to the Draft EIR referenced by this comment, thus no 
response is required. 
 

L-1-21 
 

The comment describes a heron rookery on site. The Draft EIR was prepared 
consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State CEQA Guidelines. The Draft 
EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent with the City of Los Angeles 
2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological Resources. In addition, 
Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was prepared using industry 
standards for biological analysis. See Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
 

 

  

L-1-20 
 

L-1-21 
 

construction or obs.erva1ion decks, increases in 1\iglu~ 1irne/special even1 use, ai,d changes 
in fencing-will httve posit ive or oega1ive imp~c1$ to wh11t 1:1ppe11rs 10 be the si te's only 
11esting waterbirds. 

Base.don infonnahon gathered by loca l bio logists:, birders local residents (ioc luding 
11otcs and 1>ho1os uploaded to cBird ruld provided by Silver Lake Wildlife Sancmary}, 
the. followin) is a summary of Great Blue l leron nesting at Silver Lake Resen•o ir. 

Three separate rookery ~ites have bec-11 used In different years by up to 14 nest ing pl:lir,j 
ofGre:n Blue Herons in and around Lhe nortl)wesrem corner of Silver Lake 
Reservoir/Tva.nhoe Reservoir, with s ites 9nd numbers. v9rfoble from year to year. 

While we fomd an unsup1x,nod reference 10 nosti11g as early as 2005 (see below), tho 
first confinned nestin 1 record e.a.ine in 2011 , when at leas t one pai1• was: present a l a nest 
in d,c eucalyptus grove 111 tile nonhwcs1cm corner of Silver u,kc Reservoir, within a 
fenced-off area (he1·ealler referred to as 1he "eucalyptus !JIOve") ill Febru.'ll')'•Mru~h 2011 
(h11ps:llebird.orglcheckl isl/S7609469: h11ps:l/ebi1,:J ,orglchecklisl/S7934475). However, 
with nine birds report ed on 23 Feb.20 1 l , 1nore- nest~ may act1,i.n1Jy h:nve been presen1 
1hot year than observed (high fencing prec ludes good visual access to tltis rookery area, 
wh ic.11 may in p.111 be why herons selected it). 

During• s1a1cwide survey of nesting waterbirds in 2012 (Shuford ct al .• 2020), three 
ac1.ive nests (wit1l .al leasL one young obse:r\'ed) were observed i1l 1he eucalyptus grove Oil 

6 June 20 12. The following yellr, • report or 10 birds ·~•II up in 1he tree<" on 16 Feb. 
2013 (h1tps:l/ebird.orglgbbdchecklist/SI 3100553) •ga in •uggesis this co lony was l•rger 
than 11le I • 3 nests estimated in 201 1 and 20 12. 

fo 2020, an Initial Sn1dy/Mitigo tcd Ncga1ivc Dcclarnlion for• proposed Aeration ru1d 
Recirculation •~tern (part ofa prior Master Plru1 process ongoing in 2020} reported that. 

''a g,-e,rJ blue J1eron roqke.ry lurs been presem "'itlri111/Je Eura~•ptrrs g1'Q'l'e 

0,1 rite trt~Jf sfd1..~ of tire S/frer lake Rc.-ser, ·oir since ar leas, 
2005 .. . approx;mate{v 14 ,rc.">;j' fS fo ,lie rookery [-.·e~ obs.er,...etJ] dr1rl11g 

regular ..JW'l'e.,n and m011;1ori11g in 10 I j l _ ·• 

1 Tex1 e.xcerp1ed rroin a lener subn1iaed bi Ca.lifonlia Dept eif Fi!lfl (l. r):I Wildlifl!! 
(hnps;l/files,teq1.u1eu1pr .C(l$Jvn6164S•2/+1l lll!Cli 1\11!1il/l101'3Rk - e.WOYP2D111r• 
,cFJ!!I IWl hkoqilYnDl77&,PZ91 D<Jl'C91Rcjol'eyMXOllc1t1-JwUO..l2y\l'oNlme,cjZnmc6-Q() ), We hll\~ 1-m 

loa.1cd ~idc:-ooc forbr:ronnc::Mlng i112005 (oor pdorlo 201 1). lbough ii 1s pos:5iblc: JI w05 01;,currl~ lhr:n. 
since tllis )'Carm1rkcd a s1..ugc: in nesring heron activlt)' elsewhere in Ilic coonl)', in Mnrinadel Re)o_ SrilL in 
a regional as.scssmc:i» of nesting watcibirds in 2009. Cooper aOO Hamilton (201 0) foond noc1ridcocc of 
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  L-1-22 
 

The comment notes nest observations at SLRC. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

L-1-22 
 

Thi,2015 es1[111., ,e would """" been the ,ome sighting uploaded 10 eBlrd, of " l4 nestS" 
(hups://ebird.org/cl1ecklisl/S6l85S966). with the (eucalyptus grove) rookery apparently 
split into • 110nhem •nd so,11hem portion (see: htlps://ebird.o rg/checklist/S6 1879541 for 
photos). 

Three nests were asain noted in Lhe eue.alyptus •rove i1120 L6 
(https:l/cbird.org/chccklisl/S290 18357). yet by spring 201 7. die co lony •ppenrcd to ha,•c 
11bandoned lhe euc11 lyptus grove, f! lld i:c locared lo a deodttr (Ce,kus deodor·us) in lhe 
yard of a house al Tesla Ave. and Rokeby St (northweSI of Ivanhoe Reservoir), wi1h a 
single nest present here that year ( e.g. , https:l/ebi rd.orglchecklist/S36426695). 

Tiie following year (spring 2018) tlrree Great Blue Heron pairs were apparently using 
the Tesla ,·ookery, and not the euea lyplus grove (1Utps:/lebir<l.org/checklist/S431803 19), 
and did so again in both 20 I 9 (e.g., https:/lcbird.orglcheeklist'S55632 193 ; 
llups://ebird.o rglcl1ecklisl/S582 38 I 02) and 2020 ( ht1ps:l/ebird,orglcheckl ist/S699462 34 ). 

A county-wide assessment of ne-st in.H, waterbirds (Cooper a.nd H1unihon 20 19) note-ti not 
only the tlwe active nests of Great Blue Herons at the Tesla Ave, rookery. it also found 
five inactive nests (presumably from 2016 or prior) in the- ~ucalyptus _grove on the
not1l1weste!'n cornet' o ftl1e reservo ir (https://ebird.o r , chec.klisl/S55632 l 93), sugse<ting 
th is rookciy ,vas indeed inactive. with all birds shifting to tJ1e Tcskl Ave. sue. 

rn spring 202 1, up to three nes1s were disc.overed in a third mokery site, a .-ow ofl1use 
Alep_po pines (Pllrus lraleppe,rsis) above 1he willking path on the northwestern edge of 
Ivanhoe Reservoir (photoslvideo; Silver Lake Wildlife Sancmary), This new rookery 
was also documented in eBird (https://ebird.orwc.11ecklist/S87145501 ), with two act ive 
nc~s in "in tall Aleppo l'incs along lhc west side ofIR (und bordering W, Silver Lake 
Drive, wi1hin about 75m orTcsla.f (h1tps:l/cbird.01J!lchcckJis1/S86 744014)'-

r):,Sli l'~ berons 3J Sil.,,a Lake: Reservoir 1ba1 yeaT. Howe\'cr. we note 1bnc tlte. earliesi sighting of Grca1 Blue 
Heron :1.1 Sil~•cr Lake Rescl\'oit Jn d,c popular onli~ pLatfotm cB ird ,1..-:ti !IOI uncil 2009. dcsp.i1e numerous 
records of the ifJee;e:g here- nlhe:i1 rue nesting-tlatiog bad: to at lease die lat-e 1960:i (Loi Ang,eles 
A11dub-On Cllrisr.lKLi Blrd Count. unpubl. do.10}. This hi ,nore ;m illu~1r.u ioo af 11le refa1ive receru u~ of 
t Bird 11\;1111i1n l1'l.lic.ii1ion or•he 5pet:lei;' s111 1~,s l1ere-prior 1,o,1be lO ICS . 
1 Thtll s:ume ye.,r. lll Dede,ling from l/Us rookery "'US captu~ on the gromxl belO\Y 1J1e oest. ~cued ··. and 
trampot1cd to Ell ~ hab fllalicy in Snn P-e:dro, ll wos lnkr rclcmcd .ot Domi~ G-., w~lm:xh: t:r=llfC~ 
Los Angc:lcs Co. (Sih•erlal:c Wildlife SancN3ey, via c,nail). This rookery wm possbl)' also act:i\'C in 2020 
(single irst?). and possibly again in 2022. based on sil!:ll tiJ¥:s: ~ loaded rocBird. 

. 9 . 
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  L-1-23 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

L-1-24 
 

The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent 
with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological 
Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was 
prepared using industry standards for biological analysis.  
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

L-1-25 
 

The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent 
with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological 
Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was 
prepared using industry standards for biological analysis.  
 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources (Baseline Conditions). 
 
 

 

  

L-1-23 
 

L-1-24 
 

L-1-25 
 

ln 202 l. the Tes la 11est tree was afso active (at least one nest), and while hero n counts i11 
spr ing 2022 rcuched nine Individua ls (eBird). 110 dirccl evidence ofnes1 ing w~ 
submined 10 eBird this post season. 

Reflsons for the loss of the eu atyptus grove colony (whlch now supports fin active 
ne!ling tctTilory of Red-tai.lcd Hawk) arc unclear. It seems possible that eonstrnction 
activity and de-watering o f the ,eservoirduring 201 5-201 7 played a ro le. However. we 
should also nocc thiu Grcal Blue Herons fr.i ... ~,uc:-nt ly shifl rookeries f...--vcry few )<c::trs cvc11 
without obviou~ reasons. :;md lhit l a Red- tailed Hawk- a spcc:k.';3. typically ~sitric:- lo 
disturbance tinder the nest - found the eucalyptus: gl'Ove suitable for a nesting si1e ch.iring 
this same time. Ei1her way, the history of each of these nesting species. s.hou ld have been 
thoroughly presented and ana lyzed in the Technica l Report. but was 1101. Additionally. 
any proposed changes 10 features at the nonhwestem ponion of the reservoir area should 
be analy-Led w ith thjs history in mind. 

4. S11,·er Lake Represen t• an Important {local) bolspot of n .. 11n~ raptors, yet 
the:se ne..ij ting .species - and their documented nes ts - n'ere left ou t of the 
DEIR. 

In 2017, Friends of Griffith Parle launcbed the "Los Angeles Rap1or Study", an effort 10 
map und monitor ncs.-i.ng hawks arwd ow ls across Los Angc]cs 
(h11ps:l/fr iendsofs rilrlll1pork.org/raptor-study/). This project has been advertised 1hroug)• 
numerous loc~i 1 imd regional media oulletS, including artic les. interviews:, pocJc:as-ts. and 
webs.i1es.. Yet, the prep:1rers of the DEIR did no t mention this study, nOT did they address 
the specific presence of any nesting rav-ors in the Silverklke area. i h.js project bas 
docurnented more than 400 active a.nd suspected territories of raptors. around Los 
Angeles. several of which O<'Cllf in lhe vicinity of Sliver Lake Reservo ir. These arc 
map1,cd iJ1 F1gun, 3. 
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  L-1-26 
 

The comment states that other raptor nests may exist on site in addition to 
the nests identified in the Draft EIR. PDF-BIO-2 identified in the Draft EIR 
requires that nesting surveys are conducted prior to construction activities to 
be sure that all active nests, including those not identified in the baseline 
condition, be avoided. The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA 
statutes and the State CEQA Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological 
Resources is consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds 
Guide, Section C Biological Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 
Biological Resources was prepared using industry standards for biological 
analysis.  
 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources (Baseline Conditions). 
 

 

  

L-1-26 
 

Figure 3. Raptor n=:;ts in the vicin ity of Silver Lake Reservoir. 01e: ~evcra l olhcr nc.•:Ms 
ilre prese nt i:n the area shown in the map (i.e •• farlher away from U1e reservo ir area). bul 
have oot been depicted here to protect their loo•tions (Los Angele< Raptor Study, 
unp,ibl. d•ta). 

No fewer than Lhree nests active since 20l 7 ate located di.rec:Lly wi1hi11 Lhe Silver l ake 
Reservoir study area boundary used in the DEIR (Red-01itcd Howk territory 11200, 
including two,. Jtc m,uc nest sites; tll>el Grcnt Homed Owl te rritory /i038). Each of these 
nests is, ell-known LO the ptiblic using tJ\e reservoir's perimernrwaDdng path, based on 
conversa1 ions wi1h R11 p1or Stud)• ,•ol-unteers. nnd local res.ident:s. Thes.e went 
unmentioned u1 the Technical Repon. 

01her rapLor territories are loc.a.ted in the nei •hborhoods sur1'0uod in ) fhe reservoir, each 
with ind ividuol raptors tlmt doubtless forage widely during the llCSI U,g S<ason. includmg 
Lhose of Cooper's Hawk (nm mentioned in the Technica] Report). Red,..shouldered Hawk 
(not liste.c:J in the fauna] compendit..un of the Technical Report), and oLher Re<l•tailed 
Hflwk 1e 1TitorleS. 

-11-
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  L-1-27 
 

The comment notes areas within the SLRC that are occupied by raptors. The 
Draft EIR notes that nesting raptors occur in the area. PDF-BIO-2 requires that 
nesting surveys be conducted to avoid impacts to active nests. The Draft EIR 
was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State CEQA Guidelines. 
The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent with the City of Los 
Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological Resources. In 
addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was prepared using 
industry standards for biological analysis.  
 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources (Baseline Conditions, 
Impact Analysis and Public Access Impacts). 
 

L-1-28 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR does not identify what specific goals or 
target species associated with restoration. The Draft EIR, Section 3.4.5, 
Impacts and Mitigation Measures, discusses the creation of 23-acres of native 
habitat including upland and wetland habitats. This creation of native habitat 
replaces non-native landscape and developed areas and is not considered 
restoration. The Draft EIR baseline conditions were analyzed and summarized 
consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State CEQA Guidelines. 
Additionally, the Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological Resources is consistent with 
the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological 
Resources.  
 

L-1-29 
 

The comment provides suggestions for restoration. See response to Comment 
L-1-28.  
 

L-1-30 
 

The comment requests attention to special status species. The Draft EIR 
identifies potential special status species on site in Table 3.4-3. The Draft EIR 
concludes that with incorporation of PDFs outlined in the Project Description 
and implementation of Mitigation Measures, impacts to biological resources 
would be less than significant. The Draft EIR baseline conditions were analyzed 
and summarized consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State CEQA 
Guidelines. Additionally, the Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological Resources is 
consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C 
Biological Resources.  
 

L-1-27 
 

L-1-28 
 

L-1-29 
 

L-1-30 
 

L-1-31 

L-1-32 

L-1-33 
 

Red- Lai led Hawks in pa.rL iC1.1lar cai1 remai11 in Lhe s.arne lerriLories for decades - even 
using 1he s~1me nests year at'ler yem. Tn ftiet, Los Ange les Audubon hr lstmas Bl.rd 
Coum dam documented a report of a '"screaming'' po ir of Red-lailed Hawks in "'pines 
rmd e1,1cnlypttis" around the reservo ir from fidd noles in December 1974, indicati ng 1hat 
the terr iLory here (which is still active today) may be up to 50 ye:1rS old, if not older. 

Nest ing raptors- including Red- tai led Hawks and Great Homed Owls -are frequettl lr 
sensi1ivc to hunum disn1rb11.ncc. nnd we no•e that both speck~ h::ivc been nesting in 
fenoed'1ff ttrcas. including. the e1.1ci:1 lyptus grove Hlong the western edge of the reservo ir, 
:md tJ1e fen.ced~off _p:mion of the knoll 11on h of the .. mead0\\1". Both o/1lre.1·e fln!a.\' are 
slated for opetJing-up to increased Jmma,J l(S'f'.., and fence re.moral, and yet tlJe ;mpact of 
,!;cse changes 11--·as uo, addrt.>.ssc.>d auywlrerc in the DEJR. 

5. Habit:11 restorat io n at ••the knoU"' failed to include ecologica l-f1111ction goals 
for exlstin~ or rua-u re upland hab lC at, l11dudh~ oak/walnut ·woodland alre-ady 
present. 

1110 Teelmieal Ropot1's proposed habilat reslorarion vision for "tho kno ll"' area on 1he 
nor1he.astem end of1he lake d id not include ha.bi11t.t noals, as ide fro m listing 1he number 
of acres ta.rge-ted. It did not i1lClude tar •et wild life species LhaL would benefil from lfos 
habitat. nor did it inclooe iJn(XICts to species cuncmly prese nt {such a:s nesting Rcd
Lailed 1-!a,,1k and Great Horned O,,1l). PL122. lingly, it recommended leaving iJl place 
highly- lnv11sive trees such as hi le~in pepper (Schhms polygama)~ 

I suggest the roUowing steps for effective habitat restoration: 

I . Re-do bird and wildlife s111veys in the targeted area ("the lmoll"). ineludlng visits 
!I t diffcrem limes of yc,1r wi1h competent loca l bio logisu;; 

2. Pay close attemio11 to special-srn.tl1s species, se,.1ern.l of wl1 ich wet-e: elLher 1nissed 
by surveyors for 1he DEIR, • n<Vor were not addre\$ed; 

3. Develop a lis t of species current ly m ing the site, and assess the ir approximate 
abundance/rclalive abo.mdance; 

4_ Develop a list of indicator species 1het rn igh1 be encouraf,ied to co lonize the sire 
fo Uowing habm1t restoration~ 

5. Propose speciJlc plaminglweeding/resloration goals that ,natch the needs of Lile 
ind icator species, and which do nor hann popuJatiot\S ofexisLingspecial-staLus 
species (or mi1igate •ppropri•tely). 
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L-1-31 
 

The comment suggests that a list of species currently using the site be 
developed. The Draft EIR identifies special status species that may occupy the 
SLRC in Table 3.4-3. The Draft EIR concludes that with incorporation of PDFs 
outlined in the Project Description and implementation of Mitigation 
Measures, impacts to biological resources would be less than significant. The 
Draft EIR baseline conditions were analyzed and summarized consistent with 
the CEQA statutes and the State CEQA Guidelines. Additionally, the Draft EIR 
Section 3.4, Biological Resources is consistent with the City of Los Angeles 
2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological Resources.  
 

L-1-32 
 

The comment suggests that target species should be identified to colonize the 
site after the restoration has occurred.  Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR identifies 
habitat enhancement as a project objective. The proposed project would plant 
native species to enhance native habitats. These native habitats would then 
attract native wildlife species. The Draft EIR baseline conditions were analyzed 
and summarized consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State CEQA 
Guidelines. Additionally, the Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological Resources is 
consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C 
Biological Resources.  
 

L-1-33 
 

The comment suggests that restoration goals should be identified. Section 2.4 
of the Draft EIR identifies habitat enhancement as a project objective. The 
proposed project would plant native species to enhance native habitats. These 
native habitats would then attract native wildlife species. The Draft EIR 
concludes that with incorporation of PDFs outlined in the Project Description 
and implementation of Mitigation Measures, impacts to biological resources 
would be less than significant. The Draft EIR baseline conditions were analyzed 
and summarized consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State CEQA 
Guidelines. Additionally, the Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological Resources is 
consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C 
Biological Resources. 
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  L-1-34 
 

The comment provides a table with special-status species potentially 
occurring on the site. The Draft EIR provides a special status species table 
(Table 3.4-3). The Draft EIR provides a detailed analysis of potential impacts to 
wildlife including special-status wildlife that may be occurring on site. 
Appendix D of the Draft EIR provides a Biological Technical Report that 
characterizes the ecological conditions on the site and evaluates impacts of 
the proposed project. The Draft EIR concludes that with incorporation of PDFs 
outlined in the Project Description and implementation of Mitigation 
Measures, the impacts would be less than significant.  
 
Please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

L-1-35 
 

The comment requests that waterbird nests be considered as special 
elements. The Draft EIR concludes that with incorporation of PDFs outlined in 
the Project Description and implementation of Mitigation Measures, impacts 
would be less than significant. The locations of the heron rookeries are 
identified in Figure 5 of Appendix D.  
 
Please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

L-1-36 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR is deficient in its analysis of Southern 
California black walnut woodland. The Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, states that Southern California black walnuts and coast live oaks 
observed onsite are not likely naturally occurring. As stated in Section 3.4, the 
entire Knoll and Silver Lake Meadow Park is underlaid with Urban land-
Dapplegray-Soper complex soils resulting from human-transported material. 
Additionally, remnants of an irrigation system were observed adjacent to the 
Southern California black walnut and coast live oak trees. These two tree 
species need to be dominant or co-dominant in the tree canopy and attain 
30% to 50% relative cover (Keeler-Wolf and Evens 2006). As stated in Section 
3.4, neither of these species acquire that level of dominance or co-dominance 
as all woodlands present within the project site are dominated by non-native 
species (see Impact 3.4-2). The occurrences of these two species are not 
related to a remnant stand of native woodlands but rather likely planted trees 
in an urban ruderal landscape. Additionally, the City’s Protected Areas for 
Wildlife & Wildlife Movement Report found that no documented sensitive 
natural plant communities were found within SLRC. 
 

L-1-34 
 

L-1-35 
 

L-1-36 

L-1-37 
 

Since 1l01)e of Lhese steps was folJo ... ved, I have included a table of special~stalus species 
(Table 2, below) to help idemify target species. I recommeml that the applicanJs discus. 
and amty:ze each of these species appropriately, and e,1sure tls11 habit.it impl'Ovements 
rmd mitigiltion acc.ommodnie each" 

ln odditio,~ I recommend treating all nests of coloni.11 wateri>irds (includ ing Great Blue 
Heron) and roptors (fow· species; see above) as ·•special elements" 10 address in any 
proposed design alternative. Jn part icular. br-inging add it ional pede:stri.:m tntffic, and 
increased human ~i::1 ivrty in general. 1nm ari:as C\lfrent ly occupied by nesti_ng r1atptors is. 
of great concem, and should be addressed thoroughly in the DEIR. 

Turning to plants, soutl1em California black wauntt woodland, a CNPS-Ranked spec ies 
is mischarncterized as "not present". yet multiple wa lmtts were obseived. ln the 
Biological Teelmical Report (ES-2, faeeu tive Summary), the preparers stale: 

.. The BSA does nm suppo11 black walmn woodland and its occurrence onsite is rlOt 
within typlcttl habime• 

Not 011ly do they 1101 provide a defit1ition of this ht1bita1 1 Lhey apparent ly fail LO recogn ize 
that oak, wa lnul and oak-walnu t woodJru1d are dom;narrl plant communrt;es acros~ 
rtonheast Los A•gdes. In the Technical Rcpon·• Figttre 5, numerous u1dividua l black 
walnuts are rnappecL and shown to co--occur with other nati,re woodland elerne1Us, such 
•• co,is1 live oak and blue eklerberry (as st•ted on p. 22). Yet this apparent oak-wa lnut 
communi1y w._, no, considem:l presenl. Helpfully, Keeler-Wolf and Evens (2006) 
provide a definit ion the preparers could have used: .. Jttg/a;,.s californicn (b lack walnm) 
>50¾ rehuive cover in the tree canopy, or >30"/4 relative cover with Quercus agrifo/ia 
(coast li,•e oak) present.'' 

Bos«! on the nwpp«I trees on 1he site (sec Figure 5, Fi!!Uf< 7a), both blnck walnut and 
soulhtrn Ca lifom itt black w11 lrnJ1 are preserrr. 1md do form a cohesive: woodland (albeit 
one with other species inlerplamed and 11.aturali:zing due to a century of afforestation by 
the city) . 

This. downplaying of sens itive resources is per,.,asjve in the entire repo,~ a,'td contributes 
to the co1tfus.iorl over, a.nd obfusca1ion of. what is actualJy present - and wo1th 
preserving - on the: site. Jt ulso precludes fl serious ev3 luat'io n of impacts from •he 
proposed projecL 
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CNPS currently considers southern California black walnut (Juglans californica) 
a List 4 plant (CRPR 4.2). CRPR 4 species do not per se meet the definition 
under CEQA Section 15380(b) as an Endangered, Rare or Threatened Species 
(“special-status”). Information for these species is often limited due to the 
difficulty in obtaining current data on the number and condition of the 
occurrences and few if any of these CRPR 4 species are eligible for state listing 
(CNPS 2023). CDFW does not include southern California black walnut in their 
State and Federally Listed Endangered, Threatened, and Rare Plants of 
California (CDFW 2023). Therefore, according to both CNPS and CDFW, 
southern California black walnut does not meet their criteria as List 1 or 2 
species or as Endangered, Threatened, and Rare Plants of California, 
respectively. 
 

L-1-37 
 

See response to Comment L-1-36. 
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  L-1-38 
 

Comment noted. The references and attachments do not contain comments 
regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. The information is noted for the 
record.  
 

 

  

L-1-38 
 

A llen, L. W .. M. Canno na-Frccman, D.S. Cooper, J. Feenstra, K.L. Gmrctl, G. George. 
M. Loqu"am. E. Osgood, T. Ryan, M. San Miguel. and S. Vigallo n. 2009. Los Angeles 

ounty's Sensitive Bird Species . Western T11m1b"" 75(3). famwry/Febru•ry 2009. 

Hamilton, R..A. and D.$, ooper. 2010, Conservation & Management Plan for Marina 
del Rey, Los Anf,"'les Co., Ca lifornia, September 16, 20 10. Prepared for: Cow11y of Los 
Angeles. Dept. of Beac hes and Harbor.;, Marina dcl Roy, CA. Available 01\linc at; 
hnpsJ/bcachcs.lacounty .gov/downloud'co nscrvation-and-managcmcnt -plan-for- tmrina
del-rey-hamilton-bio logical• inc-robert-a-hami lton-and-<l:u1 iel-<1-cooper-20 I 0/ 

Hamil1on, R.A. and D.S. Cooper, 2019, Draft Regional Colon ial Waterbu-d Sutvey 
Repon. Los Angeles Cowlly, California. Prepared by Robert A. Hanti lton and Daniel S. 
Cooper. Ham ilton Biological. Inc. Pn.'l)ared fo r County of Los Angeles Dept of Betic-hes 
and Harbors. Oct, 25. 2019. Avatlablc onlinc al: 
hllps:/ill le. taco unty.gov/SDS!nter/dbh/docs/1064662_RegionalCo tonialWaterbirdSurve 
yReport2019 .pdf 

Shufo rd. W.D., J.P, Ke lly. T.E. Condeso. D.S. Cooper. K.C. Molina. and D. Jongmmj it. 
2020. Distribu1ion and abimd.tnce of co lonia l-nesting herons, egrets. and night-herons in 
California , 2009-2012. Western Birds St :190-220. DOI: 10.21199/WBSl.3.2 
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  C-1-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-1-2 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The comment is noted and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for consideration. 
 

C-1-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3 with some elements of 
Alternative 2. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-1-4 
 

The proposed Project is described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-1-5 
 

The comment expresses support for elements of Alternative 3. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-1-6 
 

The comment expresses support for elements of Alternative 2. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-1-7 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the parking on W. Silverlake Blvd, 
which is an element of the proposed Project. Please see Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-1· 1 I 

C-1·2 I 

C-1-3 I 

C-1·4 I 
C-1-5 I 

C-1·6 

C-1-7 I 

The Micheltorena WEPA , Wildl ife Ecosystem Protection Advocates are 
homeowners, some since the 1950's, others are legacy members of non-profit 
organizations whose goa ls are to protect wildlife and earth's natural 
ecosystem. o ur vision for the SLRC is to create an exemplary habitat for natural 
wildlife to prove that a community of humans ca n stand back, and observe 
Mother nature to thrive naturally and lea rn how to protect a wildlife habitat with 
as little human interaction as possible. 

Thus our support goes to Alternative 3 with some elements of Alternative 2 ! 
The proposed Project proposes to develop approximately 116 acres of the 
127-acre Silver Lake Reservo ir Complex; we advocate that th is space should be 
a wildlife ecosystem designed support the wildlife inha bitants with no new 
public spaces. We agree with Alternative 3 fo r these current spaces: 
- The Knoll - no shade structure/ pavilion to be built on Knoll or Meadow 
- The South Va lley - all changes here to match Alternative 2: updating the Rec 
Center, minor updates to the Dog Pa rk, no add/relocate picnic tables, no 
relocate or resize pla y field and basketba ll court, no construction of entry 
plaza/ seating or new Multi-Purpose Facility, yes tree planting. 
We are opposed to add ing new street parking along W SL Drive and/or Silver 
Lake Blvd . 

C-1·8 , We, the Mlche ltorena WEPA, urge the City to adopt Alternative 3. 
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C-1-8 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
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  C-2-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-2-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

C-2-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-2-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record. 
 

C-2-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to natural ecosystems and 
air quality. Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, 
Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less 
than significant with implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project would plant approximately 500 trees. The Project would include a Tree 
Succession Plan that would provide guidance for the gradually removal of 
mature trees to avoid temporary elimination of habitat value within the SLRC 
and replant areas primarily vegetated with non-native trees with native trees 
and understory. The plan would be prepared by a qualified arborist. The Tree 
Succession Plan would identify trees to be removed in the initial year of 
construction giving priority to trees that are dead, in poor health, and/or pose 
a safety risk to the public, including those with fungal and/or pest infestations. 
The plan would identify a sequence of phased removals for selected trees on a 
schedule throughout the 15-year period. Additionally, it would include the 
replacement of 80 percent of existing non-native trees over a 15-year 
timeline. Also, please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

I As the Micheltorena WEPA -Wildlife Ecosystem Protection Advocates, we are 
C-2-1 Silver Lake homeowners, who bel ieve that wildlife interaction with members of 

the human race In a natural wildlife habitat Is not natural at all. 

C-2 -2 1 

C-2-3 

C-2 -4 1 

C-2-5 

C-2·6 I 

There are Environmental Impacts of close human interaction with vegetation, 
mammals, birds, and insects, if the Master Plan Project were to move forward, 
that cannot be mitigated and may cause lasting harm to both the community 
and all the wildlife that shares the space aka SLRC. 

If we could choose to abandon the Master Plan completely that would be our 
cho ice . However, if we must choose, we support Alternative 3 because it is, 
unquestionably the an Environmentally Superior Alternative that is feasible and 
still meets the Project objectives, with open habitat as an irreplaceable 
educational resource. 

"Thankfully, we have a powerful ally in our fight aga inst cl imate change: 
animals and the ecosystems of they are a natural part. The United Nations 
estimates that hea lthy ecosystems could account for 37% of the carbon 
reductions needed to limit global temperature rise ." 
"Healthy ecosystems with abundant plants and trees absorb carbon from the 
atmosphere and store it. So, preserving or restoring nature is a powerful tool in 
the race to stop climate change. Hea lthy ecosystems also filter water, buffer 
aga inst flood ing, reduce the impact of disasters, improve soil health and 
support rich biodiversity. Keystone species and nearly all animals play vital, 
sometimes invisible, roles in securing biodiversity and conserving habitats." 
we , the Micheltorena WEPA, agree with the IFAW (International Fund for Animal 
Welfare). a global non-profit, about protecting and restoring natural 
ecosystems. https://www.ifaw.org/journal/impact-cl imate-change-animals 
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According to the California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) User’s 
Guide, Appendix A, “planting trees will sequester CO2 and is considered to 
result in a one-time carbon-stock change. Trees sequester CO2 while they are 
actively growing.” Modeling was conducted in CalEEMod to estimate 
sequestered CO2 for the Project’s 500 new trees, based on the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assumed active growing 
period of 20 years and annual CO2 accumulation factors for miscellaneous 
trees, which is the average of all broad species classes and should be used if 
the specific tree types are not known. The results of the modeling indicate a 
total sequestration of approximately 354 metric tons of CO2 (or 
approximately 17.7 metric tons of CO2 per year during the 20-year growing 
period). Modeling results are provided in Appendix C of the Draft EIR. 
 
As provided in Table 3.8-6 of Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, of the 
Draft EIR, the Project would result in approximately 1,486 metric tons of 
carbon dioxide equivalents (MTCO2e) per year without account for 
sequestration. Accounting for sequestration, the Project would result in 
approximately 1,468 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (MTCO2e) per 
year during the 20-year growing period. Project GHG emissions impacts would 
be less than significant as was determined in the Draft EIR. 
 

C-2-6 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
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  C-3-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-3-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

C-3-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3 with elements of Alternative 
2. Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-3-4 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 
This comment also expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

C-3-5 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3 with some aspects of 
Alternative 2. Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis for a 
discussion on hybrid alternatives. The comment is noted for the record and 
will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

C-3-1 1 

C-3-2 1 

C-3-3 

C·3·4 

We, the WEPA, Wildlife Ecosystem Protection Advocates, are represent 
generations of Silver Lake homeowners on Micheltorena who believe close 
interaction of people with wildlife in their habitats is not a natural ecosystem. 
w e agree that " .... the fence is the single most important conservation 
management tool at the site after the presence of wa te,." (LA Audubon Society: 
Statement on the Future Management of Silver Lake Reservoir). 

To allow members of the community to view wildlife in a natura I ecosystem, we 
advocate for Alternative 3 with some elements of Alternative 2 such as: 

• an elevated ADA-compliant wood walkway from the top of the Armstrong path 
to the top of the Knoll, where a wood viewing platform can be built for a 
spectacular view of the entire Complex. 
- 2 or 3 similar wood viewing platforms, with free publ ic telescopes, at strateg ic 
locations on the shore, to view the birdlife that comes to the Reservoir. 
- perimeter fenc ing to remain or to be replaced in total with wildlife-friendly 
perimeter fencing featuring gates designed by Tongva artists. 
• any pathways to be permeable, to promote groundwater recharging and 
reduce runoff. 

Furtherm ore. we urge that the City ensure suffic ient financing to provide: 
- maintenance of all trees and plants on the grounds 
- consistent litter and food clean-up 

Human-wildlife conflict: Climate change intensifies human-wildlife conflict 
through habitat loss and extreme climate events. forcing people and wildlife to 
share increasingly crowded spaces. As ecosystems change, people and wildlife 
roam farther in sea rch of food, water and resources. Human-wildlife conflict 
often results in devastating impact for the animals affected. 

c-3_5 We, the Micheltorena WEPA, urge the City to adopt Alternative 3 with some 
Alternative 2 elements is an Environmentally Superior Alternative that is 
feasible and still meets the Project objectives, with open habitat as an 
irreplacea ble educational resource. 
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  C-4-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

C-4-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-4-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

 

  

C-4·1 

C-4·2 

C·4·3 

We, the Micheltorena WEPA, Wildlife Ecosystem Protection Advocates, believe 
that the closer the interaction with members of the human race with wildlife in 
their habitat will harm the ecosystem. Th is we agree that " .... the fence Is the 
single most important conservation management tool at the site after the 
presence of water." (LA Audubon Society: Statement on the Future 
Management of Silver Lake Reservoir). 
The WEPA are in favor of Alternative 3. The most important part of Alternative 3 
is an 8-foot high, non-scalable, continuous perimeter fence with access gates 
would be constructed. In addition, Alternative 3 focuses on improving upland 
habitat and wetland creation along the shoreline. The proposed promenade 
and wa lking paths would be constructed under this alternative, but wou ld be 
moved further away from the water's edge where feasible. This alternative 
would retain all current public use facilities wh ile improving the more 
heavily-used facilities on the South Va lley. 
Animals and habitats: our allies in fighting climate change 
The United Na tions estimates that healthy ecosystems could account for 37% of 
the carbon reductions needed to limit global temperature rise. Hea lthy 
ecosystems with abundant plants and trees absorb carbon from the 
atmosphere and store it. So, preserving or restoring nature is a powerful tool in 
the race to stop cl imate change. Hea lthy ecosystems also filter water, buffer 
against flooding, reduce the impact of disasters, Improve soil health and 
support rich biodiversity. Keystone species and nearly all animals play vital. 
sometimes invisible, roles in securing biodiversity and conserving habitats. 
Homeowners who are the Micheltorena WEPA (WILDLIFE ECOSYSTEM 
PROTECTION ADVOCATES) agree with these comments from FAW (International 
Fund for Animal We lfare) is a global non-profit help ing animals and people 
thrive together. 
( https://www.ifaw.org/j ourna 1/i m pact-cl imate-change-a nima Isl 
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  C-5-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-5-2 
 

The comment describes construction impacts associated with other 
projects. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-5-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-5-4 
 

This comment expresses support for Alternative 3 and concern regarding 
noise impacts. Noise impacts associated with the proposed Project are 
discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final 
EIR. 
 

C-5-5 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-5-6 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Please see 
Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 

 

  

c-s-1 I 
C-5·2 I 

C·5·3 

C-5 -4 I 

C-5 -5 

C-5-6 

The Micheltorena WEPA, Wildlife Ecosystem Protection Advocates, urge the 
adoption of Alternative 1 because it avoids the issues of unnatural NOISE and 
lights that ha ve harmful effects on wildlife and human residents alike. Just 2 
house remodel projects on 1 Micheltorena block cause noise, traffic 
congestion, and parking space scarcity so much that residents are unable to 
pa rk in front of their homes just to unloa d their groceries from 7:30a m-6pm. 
However, if not Alternative 1 then under Alternative 3 fewer construction 
activities would occur that could genera te noise or vibra tion. Retention of the 
fence would affect views of the SLRC from off-site, but would remain consistent 
with land use plans policies toward visual resources and character of park land 
uses. However, since this alternative would avoid impacts associated with 
additional lighting and reflective surfacing of new structures, it would result in 
fewer impacts than the proposed Project relative to aesthetics. Alternative 3 
would not allow permitted special events with the use of amplified sound. In 
addition, operational noise impacts would be less under Alternative 3 than 
under the proposed Project. The exception is Alternative 2's South Valley 
elements which are preferable. 

New lighting would only be added within the South Va lley fo r the proposed 
sports fac ilities, Dog Pa rk, and Recreation Center, similar to the proposed 
Project. However, no visitor access to the Knoll would be allowed and no 
nighttime access would occur within the other park zones. Gates would be 
locked from dusk to da wn. 

In response to increased tra ffi c and more parking spaces which would be the 
result of the Master Plan, we must reduce harmful emissions by rapidly 
developing clea n renewable energy, and that we must do this without harming 
sensitive wildlife and habitat. The Micheltorena WEPA, Wildlife Ecosystem 
Protection Advocates, are residents who have decades of first-hand 
experience with the perils of Increased traffic and how far sound (noise) can 
tra vel for all living creatures in the Sliver Lake hills. 
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  C-6-1 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-6-2 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-6-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-6-4 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-6-5 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-6-6 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

C-6-1 
 
 

C-6-2 
 
 

C-6-3 

C-6-4 
 
 

C-6-5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C-6-6 

Due to "climate changes", wildlife habitats are beginning to shift, shrink, melt 
and even disappear entirely. Here in Los Angeles unusual heat and droughts 
stress plants and animals alike. And increasingly, animals' life cycles are out of 
sync with plant growth and seasonal changes. As first and second-generation 
home-owner-residents of Silver Lake. the Micheltorena WEPA -Wildlife 
Ecosystem Protection Advocates, we have seen evidence of this in our lifetimes 
in our own back and front yards. 

Therefore, the Micheltorena WEPA STRONGLY support Alternative 3, not the 
master plan. 
Under Al ternative 3. the intensity of the proposed Project would be reduced and 
habitat areas (without the habitat islands) wou ld provide some opportunities to 
create and conserve green space and open space, and encourage growth of 
native plant spec ies to create habitat. This Alternative would limit public access 
to the water (NO kayaking) and would not include habitat islands or other built 
facilities. Impacts to scenic vistas or scenic resources would be similar to the 
proposed Project. 

However, no visitor access to the Knoll wou ld be allowed and no nighttime 
access wou ld occur within the other park zones. Gates would be locked from 
dusk to dawn. Tree removal for habitat improvements wou ld still be required, 
but this alternative would focus on removing damaged or dying trees and 
preserving mature trees where feasible. Offsite bike Improvements would 
occur along Silver Lake Blvd. 
To conserve wildlife and habitat in this rapidly changing climate, we must use 
the best ava ilable science to understand the specific threats that wildlife and 
ecosystems are expected to face not just in the future but right now; and use 
this opportun ity to develop measures to mitigate these impacts and provide 
opportunities for wildlife species and habitats to shift in response here in Silver 
Lake. 
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  C-7-1 
 

The comment is introductory and expresses support for portions of the 
proposed Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-7-2 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-7-3 
 

The Draft EIR evaluates the project and considers alternatives in Chapter 5. As 
discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, based on comments received during 
the Draft EIR comment period, the City has decided to remove the use of 
amplified speakers for special events during operations of the proposed 
Project. As shown in Table 3.12-21 of the Draft EIR, on-site noise levels during 
special events without amplified speakers would be less than significant. And 
as noted in the comment, the only significant and unavoidable impacts of the 
proposed Project would occur during construction. As discussed in the Project 
Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, construction of the proposed park 
zones may occur simultaneously or sequentially. This 2-phased approach was 
developed in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum 
amount of construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case 
construction scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. 
 

C-7-4 
 

The proposed Project’s operational hours, including allowable hours for 
special events, are described in Section 2.7.2. The comment is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-7-5 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

C-7-3 

C-7-4 

C-7-5 

C-7-1 

C-7-2 

Silver lake Now Comments 
Sliver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 

Draft Environmental Impact Report 

Silver Lake Now (SLN) welcome~ the opportunity to provide comment$ on t he Draft 

Envi ro nmental Impact Report (DEI R) fur Sillier lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project . 
Silver Lake Now has been a member of the Master Plan Stakeholder Working Group, and has 

actlvely participat ed In the Master Planning process since the outset of the project. Forthe 
reasons described below, we necommend adoption of the DEIR and Implementation of the 
Master Plan a:s propos.@d. In our c:omments we also provide t hl'@e N!!c.ommendatlons n!gardlng 
the future operations of the reservoir complex to mitigate potentla l Impacts on t he 

neighborhoods adjoining the reservoir. 

We found the DEIR pre paned by Environmental S<ience A>sociates (ESA) to be compnehen5ive 
and t horough. We belfeve that they have characterized the Impacts of the project In a 
reasonable and ratlonal manne r. ESA's ana lyses were based on empirical and quantitative data 
when avai lable, and 011 qua litatlVE! lnformatlot1 and rna.scinable ;usumptlon.s when quantitative 
data were not available. SLN would like to acknowledge thoughtfu l Input to the Master Plan 

and DEIR by stake holder groups a11d members of t he Silver l ake commu-nity_ This input has 

broadoned the range of thinking regarding the elemeni. of the Maste r Plan and thei r impact on 

the community. 

The Master Plan achieves the project objectives bette r than any of the alternatives described In 
Chapter S of the DEIR. A:; described in the DEIR, "The on ly resou rce areas t hat would remain at 
a slg11lflcant and unavoldabl@ le\l'el @'YE!:n after lmplem@t1tatlon of mit igation measures would be 
noise/vibration and reaeatlon .· Many of these noise/vibration Impacts would only occur 
during t ht!- con$t- ructlon phas@o of t h@ Ma!itl!-r Ftlan. The DEIR r@cognlz~s that other sourc-e!i of 

notse from spec la I events, especially nighttime even.ts, and n!cre:atton may occLJr. The.S4! 
impact~ c::ould be mitigated by chilnge~ regard ing the reservoir complex oper;;i ting hour5, incl 
how and when specia l events are permitted to occur. Si lver l ake Now recommends that the 

reservoir complex be operated only d1.1ring d:aylisht hours, much like how the e:dsting walkina 
path.s through the eucatyptus grove and South Dam are closed now at dusk. In addh: ion, we 

recommend that special events take place only during dayllght opera! on. If these operational 
mitigation measunes prove Inadequate, special events and excessive ly nolS)' necreatlon 

activities could bE! eliminated . 

Silve r Lake now believes: that the MP strikes: appropriate balance between the needs of 
residents an.d wildl:ife_ The MastE!r Plan sp,eciflcalty aims to l:imit hu man/wildlife intE!ractlons 

through de.sign and operation.s to protect habitat. The MP appropriatety recognizes that 
w ildlife can th rive even when recreationa l activities occur at the site_ Arguably, multiple 

elements of the Master Plan je.g., habitat Islands, wetlands habitat terraces, restored upla,d 
habitat ) actua l ly incn,ase the habitat a,alla ble for wildl ife mon, than any of the alternative 
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  C-7-6 
 

Please see Master Response – Fence Removal and Master Response – Public 
Safety. 
 

C-7-7 
 

Please see Master Response – Funding and Operations. 
 

C-7-8 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-7-9 
 

The comment provides a conclusion to the letter and expresses overall 
support for the proposed Project with the suggested changes covered in 
comments C-7-1 through C-7-8. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

C-7-6 

C-7-7 

C-7-8 

C-7-9 

plan• in Chapter 5. In the L05 Angele• area multi ple exampleo exiot of formerly induotrial •it•• 
that hav@ be@n r@purpos.e:d Into parks wh@r@ wlrdllfe and r@cr@atlon co•exlst .. E:xampl@s of th @se 
sites Include: Franklin Canyon Park, Baldwin HI i i• Parklands, The Cornfie ld, Taylor Yard, 
K~nn@th Hahn St.ate Recr@a tlon Arf!!a, etc. An additionia l COMjderation r@garding op@ration of 
the re.servolr complex concerns the pE! r1meter f@nce. For purpoSE!s of protecting wildllfe and 
ma intaining public safety, Silver Lake Now recommends installation of a.n upgraded perimeter 
fence. If this f@nce is "ct includ@d as part of the ini tial Ma$ter Plan con~ruction, it should be 
revioited if problem• re!fi! rding w ildlife and/or public safety occu r in the future. 

In the deve lopment of t he Master Pla n It has been envisioned thal It wm be funded prima rily 
through source; outside of existing budgets fo r the City of Los Angeles, e.g., grant; f rom 
private, state, and federal fu nd.s . Consequent ly, lmplementatlon of th@ Mas-ter Plan wlll not 
adversely Impact park poor neighborho ods In Los Angeles, or take away funding for 
homelessness or other community needs. 

OEIR acknowledge• that there w ill be •hort -te rm inconvenience• fort he neighborhood . 
However, t he neighborhood will receive long-term benefit s through lmplementallon of the 
Master Plan. Sl iver Lake has seen prevlous projects in the past, such as The Meadow and South 
Dam walkway thal have caused short-term disruptions to the neighborhood, but thal have 
created amenities that w lll benefi t the a,mmunlty for decades Into the future_ 

In summaty, Silve r lake Now supports the findi ngs of the DEIR and we recommend moving 
forward with implementation of the M oster Plan. However, we recomme nd that the fol lowi ng 
three areas shou ld be considered regard ing the operational plans for the reservoirs complex: 1) 
allow daylight operation oft he reservoirs com pie• on ly, 2) allow spe<:lal events only during 
~aylight hours, and 3) maintain or upgrade existing perimeter fenci ng. 
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  C-8-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

C-8-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1 or Alternative 3. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

C-8-1 

C-8-2 

To crea te an exa mple of how a community of humans respects and protects 
wildlife by creating a natural habitat in which humans act only as observers, 
not invaders, is the vision of the Micheltorena WEPA - Wildlife Ecosystem 
Protection Advoca tes. "Wildlife needs habita t to thrive. Science shows that one 
of the best ways to provide essent ial hab itats is by setting areas aside from 
development and conserving them for the long-term, both directly for the 
places that animals and plants need to live and for linka ges that allow wildlife 
to move across the landscape. In short, this is an unpara lleled moment of 
opportunity to ensure lands that protect wildlife are priori t ized and designated 
as part of "America the Beautiful"-and the very best way to do this is through 
refuge expansion." Homeowners who are the Micheltorena WEPA (WILDLIFE 
ECOSYSTEM PROTECTION ADVOCATES) agree with these comments provided 
by 
Defenders of Wildlife 
(https://defenders.org/national-wildlife-refuge-expansion-campaign 
). 
The Micheltorena WEPA urge the adoption of Alte rnative 1 first but if necessa ry 
then Alternative 3 because it is the Environmentally Superior Alternative 
proposed with the exception of Alternative 2's south Valley elements. 
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  C-9-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-9-2 
 

The comment expresses support for a combination of Alternatives and 
opposition to removal of the perimeter fence. Please see Master Response - 
Fence Removal and Master Response - Alternative Analysis. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-9-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

 

  

C-9-1 

C-9-2 

C-9-3 

We, the homeowners of the Micheltorena WEPA, some of whom have lived in 
Silver Lake for generations, want true "Environment Protection." EIR stands for 
Environmental Impact Research. "For years now, humans have mistreated and 
contaminated the very environment that sustains them. But the broad concern 
for the environment can be so overwhelming that people don't know what to do 
or where to start making a difference." (By Erich Lawson, Nov 25, 2019 
, https: //epo n line .com/a rticles/2019/ 11/25/th ree-enviro nmenta I-issues-a nd-wa ys-to-c om 

As Wildlife Ecosystem Protection Advocates. we 
bel ieve that human visitors should be kept at a distance from natural wild life 
and their inhabitants as true ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION. 

In order of preference, we first support Alternative 1 and if not this, then 
Alternative 3 because it is the Environmentally Superior Alternative. We 
especially object to one element of Alternative 2 that is similar to the proposed 
Project: Alternative 2 would remove the perimeter fence to allow for increased 
public access and improved wildlife access to the water. But, we support the 
South Valley element of Alternative 2. 
We agree with the LA Audubon Society about using the fencing as a 
management tool: 
" .... the fence is the single most important conservation management tool at the 
site after the presence of water." 
- LA Audubon Society: Statement on the Future Management of Silver Lake 
Reservoir 
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  C-10-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 
The comment expresses support for a combination of Alternatives. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-10-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

C-10-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-10-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

C-10-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

 

  

C-10-1 

C-10-2 

C-10-3 

C-10-4 

C-10-5 

The Micheltorena WEPA, Wildlife Ecosystem Protection Advocates, wa nt 
Alternative 1 as the best choice; but will also support Alternative 3 with some 
Alternative 2 elements regarding only the South Valley, because these are the 
Environmentally Superior Alternatives that are feasible and still meet the 
Project objectives, with open habitat as an irreplaceable educational resource: 
BIODIVERSITY. 

"Biod ive rsity helps mainta in the ba lance of the ecosystem and provides 
biolog ica l resources which are crucial for our existence . Loss of biodive rsity 
can be countered in a number of ways: 

Encourage natural habitat restoration 
Practice sustainable living 
Reduce invasive species, such as the human race amongst other natural 

wildlife 
Educa te the populace about innova tive ways to preserve biodiversity as 

nature intended." 

Alternative 3 would promote natural features of the SLRC park for humans and 
reduces public access to areas that could support wildlife. Wetland habitat but 
with no islands, would be created around the perimeter of the Silver Lake 
Reservoir, and wildlife corridors would not be adversely affected, and no 
impact to habitat conservati on plans would occur. Alternative 3 would crea te 
new wetland hab itat and some areas would have limited public access and the 
perimeter fence would be reta ined, reducing disturba nce to habitat. 
" .... the fence is the single most important conserva tion management too l at the 
site after the presence of water." 
• LA Audubon Society: Statement on the Future Management of Silver Lake 
Reservoir 

"Awa reness and adaption are two key st eps towa rds conserving this boon ca lled 
environment. Our community ca n create an exa mple of how to COMMIT TO 
NATURE to ensure that our future generations have a hea lthy planet in which to 
live ... The decade ahead is crucial for tackling these m ajor ecological and 
systemic threats . The nature we need is under threat; but it is also profoundly 
resilient and can regenerate if we work with it instead of against it." 

Our wildlife ca nnot post their comments about their ecosystem so as 
homeowners the Micheltorena WEPA (WILDLIFE ECOSYSTEM PROTECTION 

ADVOCATES) are spea kin g for the wildlife with these comments from The 
Na ture Conserva ncy 
(https://www.nature.org/en-us/what-we-do/our-insights/perspectives/biodiversity-crisis-n 
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  C-11-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1, or Alternative 3. Please see 
Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. This comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-11-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

C-11-1 

C-11-2 

The Micheltorena Wildlife Ecosystem Protection Advoca tes WEPA). are home 
owers who strongly feel the existing Reservo irs Complex - a gem of our 
community- should NOT be modified in any way (DEIR Chapter Five , table 5-1 
Alternative L) However, if we must be FORCED to choose, we strongly urge for 
the implementation of Alternative 3 because it is not only the superior 
Environmentally superior Alternative but provides for the best eco-frlendly 
education component such as: 
- an elevated ADA-compliant wood wa lkway from the top of the Armstrong path 
to the top of the Knoll , where a wood viewing platform ca n be built for a 
spectacular view of the entire complex. 
• 2 or 3 similar wood viewing platforms, with free publ ic telescopes, at strategic 
locations on the shore, to view the bird life that comes to the Reservoir. 
The Micheltorena WEPA are wa rning of the environmental consequences when 
human life behavior respects wildlife inha bitants and their ecosystem; and the 
ways that humans can protect its natural inhabitants in a natural setting. 
Families, adults, children and seniors should have access to "OBSERVE" the 
effects of action in an environmentally-friendly setting with little or no human 
interference with wildlife. The above components of Alternative 3 give 
everyone a chance to engage in observing nature naturally. 
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  C-12-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-12-2 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-12-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations, Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation, and Master Response - Public Safety. 
 
As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

C-12-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 
As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Fire Department and City of Los Angeles Police 
Department. Operations would not require additional fire or hazard services 
such that substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of 
new or physically altered governmental facilities would occur. LAFD would be 
able to serve the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new 

C-12-1 

C-12-2 

C-12-3 

C-12-4 

C-12-5 

C-12-6 

The Micheltorena WEPA, Wildlife Ecosystem Protection Advoca tes, are in favo r 
of Alternative 1 and advocate fo r the natural habitat as an irreplaceable 
educational resource. Developing the SLRC to enhance the area to promote a 
true wildlife habitat will educate current and future generations that the 
reversal of environmental degradation is possible and shows the ways that 
nature responds to little/no human interaction when it is in an "environmentally 
protective way". We advoca te for making positive change fo r the wildlife 
ecosystem by not allowing humans to interfere with nature. The goa ls of the 
Micheltorena WEPA, Wildlife Ecosystem Protection Advoca tes, are to protect 
wildlife and sa ve the planet from unnecessary human intervention which has 
already caused the climate crisis. As the members of the human community, 
we respect and want to protect wildlife in its natural habitat with no human 
interaction. We advocate that humans only be observers of a wildlife 
ecosystem and lea rn to respect nature, naturally. 

We are property taxpaying home owners who are questioning the va lidity of 
the enorm ous expense of the Ma ster Plan in a city that has a population of 
nearly 4 million people. How many of residents of the Greater LA City will this 
project serve and how can the local residents of the smaller surrounding 
neighborhoods that are nearest in proximity (i.e ., Silver Lake, Atwater, Los Feliz, 
East Hollywood absorb the weight of the influx in terms of increased traffic, 
pa rking, noise and added congestion of human beings? 

We also question the added cost for maintenance and security needed to keep 
this area clean and safe for all who come with good intention and be mindful of 
those whose Intentions are otherwise not welcomed? How much of the first 
responder resources will be needed to sa ve/rescue children and adults who 
inadvertently get into the deep water and are not able to swim to safety. Even 
this last year, many of the beaches were not open to the public due to a life 
guard shortage. Given the current decrease in K-6 teachers who will be hired 
teach at the educational center, we question what type of certified person will 
be hired to conduct workshops for children and parents alike? It takes a 
minimum of s years to educate a person to become a certified teacher in 
LAUSD and the person who is hired needs a specific type of background and 
training in wildlife habitat preservation. 

Where is the proposed line-by- line budget to implement the Master Plan? We 
are asking for transpa rency for all taxpayers in Los Angeles City to see how and 
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or altered fire facilities. In addition, the proposed Project was designed in 
order to allow LAFD to continue to use the reservoir for water for emergency 
purposes. 
 

C-12-5 
 

Comment noted. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-12-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

 

 
  

C-12-6 
cont. 

where the funds will be obtained for this project. Perhaps the new incoming Los 
Angeles City Controller will want to look at these numbers: "People have a lot of 
questions about how the city operates and how the money is spent ... and that's 
my specialty," Mejia he stated in a recent LA Times article. (Lopez, s. Nov. 19, 
2022, 
https://www.latimes.com/ca lifornia/story/2 022-11-19/column-l-a-s-c ity-controller-elect-r 
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  C-13-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-13-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

C-13-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 

C-13-1 

C-13-2 

C-13-3 

The Knights of Kenilwonh 

Los Angeles City Bureau of Engineering : 

We are The Knights of Kenilworth, a group of neighbors and friends who came together in 
2008 as a team at Ille American Cancer Society Relay For Lffe of the Griffith Park 
Communities. Through the years we have addressed issues regarding cancer but also issues 
alfecling our community. 

We have reviewed the draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the Silver Lake 
Reservoirs Complex Master Plan (SLRCMP) and feel tt does not properly evaluate the effects 
to our neighborhood. It should be noted that Ille vast majority of Ille Knights of Kenilworth 
participated at Ille community outreach meetings held at Friendship Auditorium, John Marshall 
High School, the walking path tour, and completed the surveys. We attended the Silver Lake 
Neighborhood Council Reservoi r Committee meetings and are concerned that Ille current draft 
El R, would s ignificantly alter the character of our community in a negative way. 

Though some in our group believe nothing should be done to alter Ille Silver Lake Reservoir 
Complex (SLRC), we have come to accept lhat some change is appropriate. We carefully 
reviewed Chapter 5, AHemalive 2 and believe ii should be considered as the final proposal. H 
provides for the needed updates lo our facilities while maintaining a balance between nature, 
wildlrte and Ille community. 

Traffic: We are greaUy conce.-ned the DEIR minimized the Issue or tra ffic and feel the traffic 
study did not capture the reality of traffic flow around the SLRC area. Monday lhrough Friday, 
there is gridlock during morning and evening rush hour from the 101 Freeway and Silver Lake 
Blvd lo Fletcher and Riverside Drive. Duane Street is a nighlmare for residents; left turns 
prohibited during rush hours for using this street linking Glendale Blvd . and Silver Lake Blvd . 
When Ille traffic study was being conducted, we saw no equipment on West Silver Lake Drive. 
RecenUy, LADWP was working on widening the enlrance on Armstrong and Tesla . This small 
project created gridlock for Ille week. In our work with the Community Police Advisory Board 
and speaking with our Senior Lead Officer Ramirez and Traffic Officer Henderson, we have 
documenled olher lraffic issues Impacting Iha surround ing SLRC area not addressed in the 
DEIR 

Parking: The proposed parking is unreal istic and dangerous_ Diagonal parking near the 
Recreallon Center will create a dangerous situation. From curb to curb, Is only 35 feet. By 
installing diagonal parking , lhis curved area will create an accident ready to happen_ One can 
see what happens In the Clly of Glenda le with their diagonal parking on Brand Blvd . Currently 
there is only one handicap parking place next to the Silver Lake Recreation Center and no 
additional spot is planned. Addttionally, Ille parking proposed along Si lver Lake Blvd along with 
reassigning bike lanes, is going to make an already congested corridor much worse. 

Educational Center/Reslroom Facility: Al Sliver Lake Neighborhood Council Reservoir 
Committee meetings, tt was stated by a member of Ille Silverlake Conservancy, that the 
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  C-13-4 
 

As described in the Project Description, Section 2.5.1 of the Draft EIR, 
a proposed Education Center would be constructed at the base of the Knoll 
landscape and would include small indoor and outdoor teaching and assembly 
spaces, including two interior classrooms. The large classroom would be 
approximately 1,400 square feet (sf) and would accommodate up to 
approximately 50 people. A slightly smaller classroom would be approximately 
1,000 sf and would accommodate up to approximately 35 people. 
 
Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

C-13-5 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

C-13-6 
 

See response to Comment C-13-5. 
 

C-13-7 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 

C-13-8 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 

C-13-4 

C-13-5 

C-13-6 

C-13-7 

C-13-8 

C-13-9 

C-13-10 

Educational Center Is needed because that Is where the bathrooms would be located. We are 
proposing using modular self-cleaning commodes that are being used In the North Hol ywood 
area. With respect lo the Educational Center, children should be in nature rather than going 
from one classroom to another classroom. We have queried many times about where school 
buses will drop off/park with no response. We are concerned this structure will be used as 
another meetir'IQ place or event use and bring further congestion to our community. 

Walking Path : Prior to the walking path, one of our neighbors was k~led as she walked with 
her fam~y on West Silver Lake Drive. We are pleased that the walking path arom d the SLRC 
became a reality. and welcomed it. But who is responsible for their upkeep? Maintenance must 
be consistent and curmnUy there is none. When it ra ins, there are great puddles of water 
especially near West Silver Lake Drive and Moreno. This resu lts in walkers and Joggers 
needing to move inlo the street risking safely. Regrade and n,slore the walking paths and 
make them safe year10und. 

Maintenance: We are greatly concerned about the maintenance of any improvements in the 
SLRC. We see tree limbs fa ll on the walking path and impede our ta ller neighbors requiring 
dodging of these hazards. Show us how maintenance is part of the plan. Again, we have 
queried many times about who will be responsible for these improvements and how they wil 
be pa id for without any response. 

Noise; Many of us have witnessed the SLRC being drained at least four times and the 
construction projects that have ensued. We are concerned about the construction noise the 
proposed project will produce. However, of more conoem is the proposed events 12 limes a 
year that could result in more than 600 people descending on the SLRC. This is NOT 
acceptable since the surrounding streets such as Kenilworth, would experience a noise bowl 
.,flf,cl This past Summ@r, there were some rog u" concerts al the M8adow. The amplified 
sound could be heard on the streets such as West Silver Lake Drive, Kenilworth, Moreno and 
Mic:hellornna. Amplified music must be PROHIBITED regardless of any SLRCMP proposed 
improvements. 

Dog Park: We are in support of upgrades to the Dog Par1< in its current location. However, we 
are concerned as to who will maintain this area since upkeep has been sparce and no 
improvements have been made through the years except for the shade structures. We think 
that the addition of more peima.nent benches for seating would be beneficial, since currently 
many residents bring their own chairs lo the parik. 

Lighting: We strong ly feel that low placed path-directed lighting Is appropriate. However, 
lighting that would affect the wildlife should not be considered anywhere in the SLRC. 

Fence: We strongly reel a fence is required and request a new fence that is wildlife friendly be 
considered at the same height as lhe present fence. 

Park Equity: All Angelinos should be able to walk to a green space. Our neighbors in 
Koreatown do not have this luxury. Has the City thought of creating small pocket parks in 
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The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 
The suggested addition of bench seating would be considered during final 
project design. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-13-9 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
Regarding the fence, please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

C-13-10 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
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   As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

C-13-11 
 

Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

C-13-12 
 

Please see Master Response – Drought Conditions. 
 

C-13-13 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

C-13-14 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 
As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the environmental 
analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the City of Los 
Angeles Fire Department and City of Los Angeles Police Department. 
 
LAPD would be responsible for crime prevention, law enforcement, and 
apprehension of suspected violators in the proposed Project area. The 
Northeast Community Police Station would be able to serve the proposed 
Project and would not result in the need for new or altered police facilities. 
During operation, the proposed Project would incorporate an Operations and 
Maintenance Plan, which would include security considerations, to address 
the safety of park visitors. Staff would have a daily presence within the 
proposed Project area to provide oversight of the proposed Project area. The 
proposed Project assumes that five full-time staff would be required daily at 
the proposed Project area. 
 
Please refer to Master Response – Homelessness. 

C-13-10 
cont. 

C-13-11 

C-13-12 

C-13-13 

C-13-14 

C-13-15 

these park poor areas rather lhan Inves t more than $260 million and counting that Is not 
accessible by public transportation. Where are our priorities? We do NOT believe Sliver Lake 
is one of the c:ommooities in need. We urge Ille city lo focus funds and future design plans on 
c:ommmities which are park poor, which wiD benefit Los Angeles as a who le. 

Amplifi.ed Sound: This is a neighborhood, not a destination location. Al a minirru.m , the City 
needs to prohibit amplified music or other loud activities in the complex regard less of what is 
being proposed. 

Drought: As a neighborhood, we are mindful of the drought we are experiencing local ly, 
statewide, nationally and worldwide. AJI activities for humans involving waler use should be 
exduded. 

Protected An,a for Wildlife: We are anticipating the final vole in designating SLRC a 
Protected Area lor WIidii fe {PAW) as part of the City's Wildlife On::tinance. Therefore, we musl 
be prepared to comply with PAW which has the backing of Council member Ramen. 

Security : Al a recenl gathering or concemed neighbors, we heard from LA Parks Rangers 
who indicated the SLRC nol a high priori ty area for surveillance. As a resull, LAPD is 
frequently called when lhere is a need for intervention such as an allercalion at the Dog Park, 
homeless encampmenls or unauthorized use of the Meadows. Again, our queries of who will 
be responsible for security have been ignored. 

Los Angeles Depar1ment of Water and Power (LADWP) Is required to maintain the 
reservoirs for other environmental purposes, induding maintaining the dams. An opportmity 
exists lo repurpcse a decommissioned drinking water facility in a way that could benefit the 
c:ommmity, restore habitats, and provide ecological benefits to ecosystems within the 
complex. We ask thal the concems raised by Knights of Ken lworth be careful ly considered 
and that every city official involved in decisions regarding the Reservoirs complex carefully 
read Chapter 5 of the DEIR and consider the impact this project would have on residents , 
Stakeholders and wild life. 

Sincerely, 

Knights of Kenilworth 

Adelina Sorkl n 
Co-Chai r 
2354 Kenilworth Ave 

Earl Hough 
Dorrie Hall 
Laura Kruper 
Elexa Williams 
Kathie Su Iii van 

P alt1 cia T ashma 
Co-Chai r 
2363 Kenilworth Ave 

s tephen Sorkin 
Greg Baxter 
Doris Slater 
Lorena Solo 
KemeOdem 
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C-13-15 
 

This comment is conclusory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Alternative Analysis. 
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  C-14-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety for further details of how the Draft EIR considers site safety and 
security. 
 
The comment expresses support for Alternative 1 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-14-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 
As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Fire Department and City of Los Angeles Police 
Department. 
 
LAPD would be responsible for crime prevention, law enforcement, and 
apprehension of suspected violators in the proposed Project area. The 
Northeast Community Police Station would be able to serve the proposed 
Project and would not result in the need for new or altered police facilities. 
The proposed Project is being designed to include wetland habitat and other 
edge treatments, where feasible, around the reservoir that would allow 
separation from the public to the water’s edge. In the unlikely event that 
someone would enter the reservoir water, these wetland areas and edge 
treatments would also provide places where one could exit the reservoir (as 
opposed to the current smooth surface and slope of the concrete walls). 
During operation, the proposed Project would incorporate an Operations and 
Maintenance Plan, which would include security considerations, to address 
the safety of park visitors. Staff would have a daily presence within the 
proposed Project area to provide oversight of the proposed Project area. The 
proposed Project assumes that five full-time staff would be required daily at 
the proposed Project area. 
 

C-14-1 

C-14-2 

C-14-3 

The Micheltorena WEPA, Wildlife Ecosystem Protection Advocates, are 
concerned about the loss of wildlife and the safety of our community. We are in 
fa vor of Alternative 1 and the parts of Alternative 3 that provide for adequate 
perimeter fencing and agree with what Jane Cook, Silver Lake resident and 
SLWS Board member wrote in this Comment: Re Public Services Impacts: 
"The DEIR team"s omission of in-depth study of possible severe impacts to 
public safety and wildlife welfare caused by eliminating the 8-12 ' perimeter 
fence now protecting the Reservoirs is a serious flaw in this report. Their 
find ing of "Less than Significant Impact; no mitigation proposed" [Tab le 3.14-4] 
is wrong, because this DEIR ignores critica l security changes that would be 
brought by fence removal. They also Ignore the need for increased policing In 
urban pa rks in general, and in large unfenced areas. These dangerous 
omissions in fact render the DEIR estimations of necessary police presence 
entirely inva lid." 

"The DEIR provides no research compa ring crime statistics after drastic 
changes to urban environments such as open ing up 116 acres to easy public 
access, all night, and all day within residential neighborhoods near two 
freeways." 
"There is no rese arch at all on the special security needs of public pa rks. The 
writers of the DEIR appea r to ha ve consulted only one LAPD capta in, an 
orga nization chart, and a general LAPD contacts tally online. This is 
egregiously insuffic ient research." 

We especially agree with Ms. Cook that "The current perimeter fence provides 
a base line condition of safety and protection from criminal incursion into the 
Reservoirs area . All DEIR projected policing needs are derived from this 
baseline condition. There is no discussion at all of changes in opportunistic 
criminal activity that certa inly will be brought by the alteration of these crit ical 
va riables: remova l of the fence, opening so wide a land area within an urban 
setting, enabling incursions around the clock. The DEIR provides only an 
undetailed description with very genera l statistics about current citywide LAPD 
numbers and anti-crime activity. They are not specific to the Project area, or of 
parks as a special public environment." 

In addit ion, we are concerned about increased crime as most homeowners are 
like Jane Cook who commented on Impact 3.14-13" An increase in visitorship of 
approximately 390 park visitors da ily is anticipated. However, these visitors 
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C-14-3 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety and Master Response - Fence 
Removal for further details regarding site security and public safety. 
 

C-14-4 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-14-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 
As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Fire Department and City of Los Angeles Police 
Department. Operations would not require additional fire or hazard services 
such that substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of 
new or physically altered governmental facilities would occur. LAFD would be 
able to serve the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new 
or altered fire facilities. In addition, the proposed Project was designed in 
order to allow LAFD to continue to use the reservoir for water for emergency 
purposes. 
 
LAPD would be responsible for crime prevention, law enforcement, and 
apprehension of suspected violators in the proposed Project area. The 
Northeast Community Police Station would be able to serve the proposed 
Project and would not result in the need for new or altered police facilities. 
The proposed Project is being designed to include wetland habitat and other 
edge treatments, where feasible, around the reservoir that would allow 
separation from the public to the water’s edge. In the unlikely event that 
someone would enter the reservoir water, these wetland areas and edge 
treatments would also provide places where one could exit the reservoir (as 
opposed to the current smooth surface and slope of the concrete walls). 
During operation, the proposed Project would incorporate an Operations and 
Maintenance Plan, which would include security considerations, to address 
the safety of park visitors. Staff would have a daily presence within the 
proposed Project area to provide oversight of the proposed Project area. The 
proposed Project assumes that five full-time staff would be required daily at 
the proposed Project area. 
 

 

  

C-14-4 

C-14-5 

C-14-3 
cont. 

and the new proposed full-time employees would not reside in or permanently 
occupy the project site and service demands per person within the area would 
not increase. 
"This obtuse statement ignores the fact that crime in parks is often a problem 
due to the difficulty of policing a wide land area containing many freely-moving 
people and the ease, fo r criminal elements, of escape. " 
"LAPD would be responsible fo r crime prevent ion, law enforcement, and 
apprehension of suspected violators in the proposed Project area . The closest 
station to the proposed Project area would be LAPD Northeast Community 
Police Station located approximately 1.3 miles to the northeast, near Tesla 
Avenue. The Northeast Community Police Station would be able to serve the 
proposed Project and would not result in the need fo r new or altered police 
fac ilities. (LAPD Pers comm 2022 )." (3.14-11] 
"Accordingly, new or altered government fire and police fa cilit ies would not be 
needed for the operation of the proposed Project, and impacts would be less 
than significant." (3 .14-12] 
Where specified in the SLRCMP, the fencing described is of a kind that has 
proven entirely ineffective in protecting the area it encloses. 

The Micheltorena WEPA support Alte rnative 3 of the Master Plan beca use it 
specifies a perim eter fence of the sa me height of the present fe nce , open 
during daylight hours and closed at night. Hence, the presence of park visitors 
during the day, and the activity around neighboring homes would deter much 
illegal incursion. The extent of this deterrence, of course, available in 
numerous "Neighborhood Wa tch" statistics, should also be researched far 
more; thi s DEIR Tea m has not even considered it. As homeowners who have 
fences and hedges much higher than 3' to protect our private property and 
deter theft/brea k-ins as we ll as have insta lled electronic security devices, we 
are quite famili ar with what It would take to protect the perimeter of the entire 
Silver Lake. At night, when criminal elements take advantage of the lack of 
watching eyes, the Park MUST be protected by this, an adequately maintained 
fence. 
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  C-15-1 
 

As described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project 
analyzed in the Draft EIR included a floating dock which would launch guided 
kayak tours. Based on comments received during the public review period, the 
City has made minor revisions to the proposed Project. The proposed Project 
would no longer include the floating dock component or opportunities for 
guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist 
for educational purposes. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the 
revisions to the proposed Project would not result in any new significant 
impacts that were not already identified in the Draft EIR, nor would these 
changes substantially increase the severity of any impacts identified in the 
Draft EIR. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

C-15-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

C-15-3 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety and Master Response - Fence 
Removal. 
 

C-15-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on 

C-15-1 

C-15-2 

C-15-3 

C-15-4 

C-15-5 

The DEIR is failing the wildlife. The Micheltorena WEPA urge you to prioritize the 
needs of nature above those of us humans. 

The DEIR Biological Resources section is inaccura te and ill-researched .. The 
Master Plan 's "Floating Islands," the "Wetland Terraces" and "fish stocking" that 
are supposed to benefit birds, will not do so! The expert opinion of Dan Cooper, 
Chief Conservation Biologist of the Santa Monica Mounta ins Conserva ncy: This 
DEIR is "lacking in both rigor and specificity .... Without current, accurate, and 
credible data on the biological resources ... , efforts at restoration will either fa ll 
short, or could actually result in further degradation of the site." 

Ironically, the massive excavation, grading and construction of much-touted 
"nature tra ils," the "scen ic overlooks," and "nature education" structures will 
instead uproot and destroy Nature. 

The Knoll 's lost natural forest is now vital habitat for an ecosystem of 
ground-dwelling animals and loca l birds that will lose nests, burrows and food. 
Disruption of the open wa ters drives away migratory flocks we love. The DEIR 
fails to even mention the loss of these birds and animals. 

The Master Plan would remove the Reservoirs' Perimeter Fence. Th is will ha ve 
major impacts on wildlife we lfare and neighborhood safety. Va ndalism. 
vagrancy and crime have been documented as serious problems in other 
unfenced parks in Los Angeles. There is no Public Safety mitigation for the loss 
of the Perimeter Fence suggested in this DEIR. 

The horrific noise, vibration, mess and traffic blockages caused by massive 
construction could last from fi ve to fifteen years. Nevertheless, this Deir calls 
this, incred ibly, a "Less Than Significant Impact." As to noise and vibration 
mit igations: "None Required." [DEIR 3.16-18] 

Please consider that in a recent study provided by the Nationa l Wildlife 
Foundation, we ha ve lost l in 4 breeding birds from the U.S. and Canada in the 
past so years. 
Trees serve as sources of food and habitat for thousands of bird species 
globally, along with at least half of all kno wn land species. Trees are also 
integral to providing more than 75% of the world's freshwater supply. Native 
trees are critica lly important if we want to address declining bird populations 
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Table 2-3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as 
funding becomes available. 
 

C-15-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Also, please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

C-15-6 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

C-15-5 
cont. 

C-15-6 

and build a future where both people and wildlife survive and thrive. 
Over the past half century, rufous hummingbirds, chimney swifts, and 88 other 
U.S. bird species have lost more than half of their populations. unless we take 
immediate action, scientists estimate that at lea st 39 of those species will lose 
another half of their rema ining populations over the next 50 yea rs. We ca nnot 
cut down native trees to plant new ones and wa it for them to grow; wa iting 1-5 
years without fully developed native trees will harm our birdlife that depend on 
those trees currently growing in this area right now. Imagine going to a farm to 
buy vegetables that are yet ripe enough to pick; do we wa it for our next meal 
until sp ring? It is lunacy to expect birds to wa it for their trees to grow back to 
what they are today on which they depend to live NOW. 
The DEIR also claims, "significant irreversible changes to our community ha ve 
been deemed acceptable." [DEIR 4.3) 

They are not! 

The DEIR claims the negative impacts of construction, the years of disturbance, 
and when finished, the increased da ily noise, crowds, traffic, and harm to our 
wildlife with be worth it. 

It is not! 
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  C-16-1 
 

The comment states that the alternative analysis in the Draft EIR is not robust 
and that the Project could impact water supplies. The Draft EIR assumes that 
the proposed Project would be implemented within the existing SLRC site. The 
Draft EIR identifies the existing conditions at the SLRC including maintaining 
water in the reservoirs. If in the future, water was unavailable to maintain a 
water feature in the park, an environmental analysis of that modification to 
the existing condition would be required. Since removal of water from the 
reservoirs would not reduce any significant impacts of the proposed Project, it 
is not evaluated as an Alternative in the Draft EIR.  Furthermore, the proposed 
Project would reduce demands on groundwater compared with existing 
conditions (see page 3.18-23 of the Draft EIR). New water demands of the 
proposed new facilities would be minor, within ranges typical for park uses, 
and would be supplied by LADWP's potable water distribution system without 
the need for system upgrades. Please see Master Response - Alternative 
Analysis. 
 

 

  

C-16-1 

Please see the attached letter from Los Angeles Waterkeeper and Heal the Bay 
regard ing the Draft EIR for the Silver Lake Reservo ir Complex Master Plan. 
Please feel free to reach out to ben@lawaterkeeper.org with any questions. 

Best, 

Benjamin Harris 
Staff Attorney 
Los Ange les Waterkeeper 
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  C-16-2 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

C-16-3 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-16-4 
 

The comment suggests that use of water from the Pollock Wellfield may result 
in significant impacts. The Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are currently 
filled with water from the Pollock Wellfield. The proposed Project would not 
change this baseline condition. As a result, the proposed Project would not 
result in a significant impact to water supplies. Also, please see Master 
Response – Drought Conditions. 
 

 

  

cont. 

C-16-1 
cont. 

C-16-2 

C-16-3 

C-16-4 

 

!:II LOS ANGELES l:i WATERKEEPER• 

December 2. 2022 

Dr. Jan Green Rebsmck 
ity or Los Angele." 

Public Worb. Burc.uu of Engim::c.ring 
11 49 S. Broodway, 6<h Floor. Mail S1op 939 
Los Angele-<. CA <JO0 I 5-22 13 

He-altl'l!- Bay 

RE: EQA Commcnt'i on 1he Draft Environmental lmpm:t Rcpor1 for 1hc Silver Lale 
Rese rvolr Complex Master Plan Project 

Tu whom ii muy concern. 

On behalf o r Los Angeles Wa,e,tee.per ("LA Wa<erkeeper or LAW") and Heal Lhe Bay. non
profi1 environmental watchdogs Lha.L seek 10 promote a,id prorecc the heahli of all coosrnl a.1d 
inhmd w::ilcr rcsourc:c:'li in Los Angeles ounty ~ind ensure t i susl ::il nuble w::ucr supply for l hc 
Los Angeles regK>n, we are wri ting [O e:q wes our concerns that the Envtronmemal l.lll lX\Ct 
RePort (""EIR'") for lhe Silver Luke Reservoir Complex Ma.seer Plun Prujec1 (~l'roject'") did not 
inc lude tJ sufficiently robLL~t altc rnnti,,es am:il y:ri.is and could thus undul)' imp;ic::1 our locul 
woicr supplies and the hcallh of ll1c L.os Angeles Ri,•cr. 

\Ve would first like to recognize 1ha1 we :,re on unccded lndigcnou~ krnd. The n1~1in office of 
Hc;11 the Ba)'. the mriin orticc of LA Watcrtecpcr, und the Silver Lake R~cr.,.oir nll sit on 
Tongva ruid Chomash land , 

The Sil\·cr L.1kc Rcscr ... oir Complc~ Master Plan Project ("'Projccf') seeks 10 pn:scrvc the 
Silver Lake Rcscnroir as, a rccrca1ional resource dKll is onconncctccl from the local drinking 
\\'a.ter .sy.!aem. wh.ich i...;; n lat.1dilble goaL \Ve wam co expte~-. o ut :-i.uppon lhe Project mld Lhe 
cxplln~lon of grccni.p::iec ~ind ceologictil habiuu gcncrnlly. Such projects Ciln pro"' ide a myrhid 
ofe1wironmental and commw1ity benefits. from enhancing crilical trn.biuu. reducing locaJ heat 
island effecl. increasiJ1g recreatjonaJ oppon.uni ties. and 1>1'0moting gr~ uercommu.11 ity l1ea.lth. 
That s.uid, C\'Cn grccnsp□c.:c pmjcc.:~ musl be done ti.Ii swaai n□b ly and equitably a.~ pO.'islblc:. 
"n1c Si.l\'Cr L.1kc Reservoir is qu i le lnrgc. with a su11·acc area of about 100 acres nnd .i c.ipac ity 
of800 millio11 gallons. o f water. As such. it is c:ruciill for Lhe Ci t)r of Los Angeles to ensure 
Lhal such a ]a_r;e quantil.)' warer for Lhe reservoir is. sourced fro1:n a sustainable water sup1>ly 
thal will no1 11:wc long-1.crm Impacts on loci1l drin king water supplies. 

Our rev iev.• of the Environmenta l Impact Repor1 ("'ETR .. ) fur the Projects.hows no amllr--i!i of 
the impac1 of tile Project 10 woicr upJ>lies, We believe those impac1s could be significant, 
The Project i111cnds to source waler 10 maintain the rcscrvoi.r from the nearby Pollock 
\Vell field. which druw.s up grou11dwater from tJ1e Sun f"lf:ntiii11do Valley Grow1dwater Bo.sin 
("·SFV Bu.sin .. ) 1h::u 1~ contamimued by a \•urlcty of pollutants including hcx.:walcnt chromium, 
TCE, and PCE. LAD\VP ltea.1.S 1his g_J'Oundwatet before it is sent lo lhe reservoir. 11,e Projecc 
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  C-16-5 
 

The comment states that the Project's groundwater use far exceeds average 
groundwater use within the basin and the Draft EIR does not assess impacts to 
water supplies. As described on page 3.10-1 of the Draft EIR, LADWP currently 
maintains water levels in Silver Lake Reservoir using treated Basin 4-12 
groundwater supplied from Pollock Well #3. As specified on page 3.10-3 of the 
Draft EIR, Basins 4-11 and Basin 4-12 are both designated by the California 
Department of Water Resources (DWR) as very low priority basins under the 
Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). The San Fernando Valley 
Groundwater Basin has not been identified as a critically overdrafted basin by 
SGMA and, as such, does not have a specific groundwater management plan 
and is not subject to SGMA. The San Fernando Groundwater Basin is an 
adjudicated basin managed under the authority of the Upper Los Angeles 
River Area (ULARA) Water Master. Allocations of groundwater to serve 
beneficial uses are approved by the Water Master. The use of treated 
impaired water to supply a recreational water feature is approved by the 
Water Master as an appropriate use. The Draft EIR evaluates potential impacts 
to groundwater supplies on page 3.10-29, concluding that impacts would be 
less than significant. The proposed Project would not increase groundwater 
demands compared with existing conditions.  
 

C-16-6 
 

The comment states that courts have rejected projects that fail to evaluate 
impacts to water supplies. The Draft EIR evaluates potential impacts to 
groundwater supplies on page 3.10-29, concluding that impacts would be less 
than significant. The proposed Project would reduce groundwater demands 
compared with existing conditions. The Draft EIR evaluates impacts to water 
supplies on page 3.18-22. Since the project would reduce demands compared 
to existing conditions, the Draft EIR concludes that the project would have a 
less than significant impact on water supplies.  
 
The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to address impacts to the Los 
Angeles River. The Draft EIR evaluates the proposed Project’s effects on 
existing conditions. The proposed Project would not increase groundwater 
demands compared with existing conditions. As a result, the Draft EIR 
concludes that the project would have less than significant impacts on water 
supplies. The proposed Project would not affect flows in the Los Angeles River.  
 

 

  

C-16-6 

C-16-5 

 

C-16-6 

!!:Ii LOS ANGELES G WATERKEEPER• 
Heal the- Bity 

esLinnnes Lhilr it will require about 227 acre-feel per ye.a.r ('"AFV') of groundwater fro111 
PolJoc-k Wel l. The Project would apply ::iboul 2.27 :icrc-fcc.1 per yc::ir per acre or reservoir 
cover. whjch far exceeds Lhe a\1erage groundwater 1..1:Se of 0.39 .acre-fem per acre within the 
hasi n . Moreover, groundwate r Jc:vcl!\ in lhc SFV B:Li;;in h:wc begun declining in recent years 
due 10 increiL,;;cd urbnni7.~Hion and dccn:□sed int1 lt r::ll iQn, reduced ::inificiul bnsin rechllf_gc:, md 
continue<! groundwa1er emactions by the cl,ies of Los Angeles, Burbank. and Glendale. ' 

The Project woold continue the s.amc trend of consuml)tivc groundwater use Ln lhc SFV 
Basin. h is pmticu larly concerning lh::it groundwii1cr from the Sl--="V Basin ni:iy ovcrnow rrom 
Si \ve.r Lake Reservoir imo the MS4 system during high precipitation e\lelUs. uhj mmely bei ng 
lc)_~l 10 1he P::icitic Ocerm (also presenting waler quulil)' concx:rns given 1he poll u1cd nat ure of 

tS4 discharges). Ye( (he EIR fails to consider whether th is quami1y of groundwarnr 
\\1ithdrnwal. for a non-potable pu1pose, \vou ld h,:rve significant impac1s on 1he SFV Basin a.nd 
lcx:-al wuler supplie s over time. The only consicle.nuion in the ElR is reduced groundwater 
pumping d~iring periods or drougln emergencies. which arc expected to continue occuning at 
regular imerva.L,;; as Lh e climate cri sis worsens. but Lhe Proje.ct is \lag.ue il. LO when 1.h~ 
re.slrictions would be in ploc-.e o r what the effects might be on groondwmer pum l>ing. 

Coon have rejected CEQA analysis. For projects that fa il to e :aluace the water supply impa.ct..s 
to upstream w□ter :sources_ See Vineyard Area Crliz.en.'ifi,r Re_'ipon.sib/e Grmt'lh. Inc_ 11. City of 
R,mch" Corrlova (2007) 40 Cal.4th 412,432 (·'An EIR fur a land use projec1 musl address the 
impacts of likely full!rc ,vmcr sources. and the Elll's discussion must include a reasoned 
analysis of the circumsta1tces affecting the likel ihood of the water's ava ilability."): Habita t & 
Wmer.,lied Carewk,rs v. Cit)' of Sama Cmc (20 13) 213 O.I.App.41h 1277, 1304 (n:jecting o 
city 's EQA 1maly~is becau!:ie " the drufi EIR 11nd the fim1l F..TR ne:i1he:r discussed nor a.n.,lyzcd 
a lim ited•wmer aJ1en~tive"" and therefore ·1.he dec is ion makers were nOI prn,i ided with any 
infonm.Ltion about the effect th::11 such u.n ulterruuivc might ha\lc on wmer :supply impacu; or 
other impacis"), cf. Smt Diego Ciriu11ry Gro11p "· Cmmry of Salt Diego (2013) 219 
O.I.App,41h I. 23 (cnvironmemal review for conccplllal projects or plans complies wilh 
CEQA "by idem.ifying O,e likely source of water fornew deve lopment. noting the 
uncc..-.~•in tics invoh,•ed. and discussing measures be ing token 10 address lhc sit l.l~llion in 1hc: 
foreseeab le fu1ure'"). The ElR contains no analysis of the water supply impaas resulting from 
ongoing pumping of227 AFY of groundwacer from the SFV Basin, for non•(X)table purposes, 
in perpetuity. 

Funhetrnore. the EIR foi ls LO eo,l~ider the e1wlronmenta.l i l't'Lftacts. on nows. iri the LA River 
from comi,lued groundwater pumpi,ig_ As aq uifer leve.L~ corui1me LO decli1le in the SFV Bilhl 1l. 
the: lowered groundw:;icer ,~Lblc n~•Y impu.cl lh.c amount of unesian upwelli ng th:;ic occurs in the 
Glendale Narrows. :i.tre,ch of the LA River. Groundwate r upwellin g is a virnl componem of 
ensuring suitable fl tJW.S in the river yt:ar mund-•i n foci. grnunclwnl.cr is the o nl y nulurnl 
source or dry \\'cmJ1cr flows given that the re.st or the flows in t11e river come from was1cwate r 
trc;.umcm di charges and dry weatJ,cr runoff. The ElR docs 1101 analyze. o r even memioo the 
pott:nLifl l impact,;, tJ1m c:0111.inued groundwt:ner extr.:i.ction might have: on LA RiYer flows:. the 
habitOl in lhc soO-bouom '4retch or lhe river, ond Jhe spcx:ics t11 a1 rely on 1hu1 hubim. The 

1 Sec hUp://ular.1wale rm11~tl!'r.comlindex.html'm#ge id:tJi4. 

2 
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  C-16-7 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to evaluate Alternatives that used 
less water or that derived water from other sources. The Draft EIR assumes 
that the proposed Project would be implemented within the existing SLRC 
site. The Draft EIR identifies the existing conditions at the SLRC including 
maintaining water in the reservoirs. If in the future, water was unavailable to 
maintain a water feature in the park, an environmental analysis of that 
modification to the existing condition would be required. Since removal of 
water from the reservoirs would not reduce any significant impacts of the 
proposed Project, it is not evaluated as an Alternative in the Draft EIR.  
Furthermore, the proposed Project would not increase demands on 
groundwater compared with existing conditions (see page 3.18-23 of the Draft 
EIR). New water demands of the proposed new facilities would be minor, 
within ranges typical for park uses, and would be supplied by LADWP's 
potable water distribution system without the need for system upgrades.  
 
The Draft EIR notes that under existing conditions, the reservoirs are filled by 
LADWP with water from the Pollock well #3. The proposed Project would not 
change this condition. If in the future, LADWP proposes to fill the reservoir 
with water from a different source, additional environmental analysis would 
be required. Please see Master Response - Alternative Analysis. 
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omission of tfo~~ potentio.1 em•iro!'Une1u.al irnpac:.:ts. from the: scope of the ElR i.s im::01L.:;is tent 
wid1 CEQA's manda1c 10 consid<..1 al l :such impacts. 

Fim,lly, lhc EJR foi ls to con.siclcr ultcm:iti\·c.s fo r lhe Project thnl wou ld minimi7.c impacts to 
wntc.r supplies . Fi r.,;I~ the Projc:t."1 assumes l h::11 lhc reservoir kwcls would n:mnin 1hc same. 
without considering the vinbllity of the Project components with a shnJlower reservoir. 
Lowering Lhe resen·oir lcvds would alS<> cn::ate m~ gn,en spuce forthe ProjetL serv ing tht 
Project's objf..-c tivi:s while minimizing water use. V.lhilc we do nm mkc .i specific pos itio.11 on 
wh.it o,c appropriate reservoir lc"'Cls shol1ld be on bal .. ncc. the Ci1 y of Los Angeles should 
have oondocted an analy~.s of a.ltemati\'e reservoir le ,•e l.s and the associaie.tl e.nvironmemal 
imp:::icls in 1hc IR_ 

Second. the EI.R fails to consider ahemm.ive \\'mer sources for S ilver Lake Reservoi.r as ide 
from Pollock We ll groundwater. in randent w ith cons idering impact..,;; on LA River nows_ 
There ba \'e been numerous efforts u nderway in 1hc Lo s Angeles region lo recyc le wastewater 
for non-potab le lis.e .. ~. ineluding m 11earh.>1 \~•asre ate.r treaune nt plants 1.h..11 discharge i11to Lhe 
LA River- -the Dolla ld C. Tillmon Water Re<l am,,io n Plan1. ,he LA-Gle ndale Waier 
Recktm:::il ion Plant. ::ind the Burban k Wi1ler Rr.: c: lnm:1tion Plimt. Along with the Hyperion 
\V.uer Reclan1J1ion Plruu. which is opern1ed emirely by che City of Los Angeles and 
d i.,;;chargcs m illions. of gallons. of ln:ated wa.o;lewuter per day in10 lhc Paci fic Oteun, these: 
p b.mts func tion a.,;; an interc::onnccted wa.'itewuter lrcatme nt .i.ys1c::m called the:: N0rth Outfall 
Sewer System. While we have concerns about reduced LA River ows resulting lrom 
wastewater recycling. at Till man. LA-Glenda1e. 011d Burbank. Lhe Project 's groundwater use 
also mny lmpncl nows ~nd c:mno1 be mnlyzcd in l~ol:n lon from wa~tew::uer rccydi ng 
objectiv~. T hus, 1he IR must oonsidcr whe1her recyc led w::is1c:wn1er from 1he North Ou1foll 
Sewer System cou ld be a sustainable local source for Silver Lake Reservoir water that , 1vould 
ease the .str.ti n on the SFV 8 1.1sin groundwa1cr suppli es., while simultaneously muinraining 
Sl>ital>l c nows in 1he L Ri ,,cr for ecological health . As the City or Los Angeles moves 
ro,ward wilh wastewater rc<:yc ling projects. il is crit ical to ensure intcgrnt ioo of a ll city 
projects Lllat rel)I on wate.r and to analyze the different projects from il hok-uic pe.rspectiYe 10 
achic \'C mo,,;: impm c:fficic:ncy :.md min imize unin tended con,;eq uenccs. The EfR fo r lhc Projec1 
fa ils to do [hat presenting a lost oppormnity and "'iolatin g CEQA at the same t ime. 

To comply w ith CE.QA and its re,b'U la tory Guidelines, lln Em --s.hall describe a range of 
reasonable ~Jtc rnatives m 1hc Project. o r m 1hc loc~Lion of the Project, which "''ould rcasibly 
au.ai n inos1 of the. basic objecti "'e..~ of the Project bu I wou Id avo id or sub.sw.,u ial I~ les sen any 
of the signi ficrun e ffecC:!!. of tlie Projec:t. a11d e,1al u.a1e the coinpara1ive me.ril~ of the 
ol1cmative$.'" 14 .C.R. § 15126.6 (emphasis added). Although "the '"n!!" of 11 hcrna1 ivcs 
required in an EIR is go,•enied by a ru le or reason" that requires I he EIR ,o set fo nJ1 onl )' 
those a ltern.atives neeess.ary to penni1 a reaso ru:."d c:hoic:e. 1h e: ti lt ernatives ·-sha ll be lim i1ed to 
ones 1hat wou ld 3v0Ki o r sub5tantfa lly lessen any of the s ig nificant effects o f the project" on 
1he environment 14 C.C.R. § IS 126.6 (c mpllasis added). Tile alte rnatives mus, adequately 
represent tJ1e s1Je(~Lrun1 of environmental 0011ce.n1!'> in orde:r to penn iL i'.I re11sonable choice of 
aUcrn;1c ivcs. and the EIR must provide the rationale for select ing or defi ning the ultcmati\·es 
e illuated 1hroughout the documem. includin¥ identifying any ahern~uj"'es 1hat we.re 
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The comment states that an EIR must evaluate alternatives that may avoid 
significant impacts of the proposed Project. The Draft EIR evaluates impacts to 
groundwater and water supplies and concludes that no significant impacts 
would occur. The Draft EIR evaluates impacts to water supplies on page 3.18-
22, concluding that the proposed Project would not increase demands 
compared to existing conditions. As a result, the Draft EIR does not include 
Alternatives that would reduce impacts to water supplies. 
 

C-16-9 
 

The comment describes the work done by the commenting entities regarding 
water supplies. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-16-10 
 

The comment requests that the Draft EIR address significant impacts to water 
supplies. The Draft EIR evaluates impacts to water supplies on page 3.18-22, 
concluding that the proposed Project would not increase demands compared 
to existing conditions. As a result, the Draft EIR does not include Alternatives 
that would reduce impacts to water supplies. Recirculating the Draft EIR is not 
required. 
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corn,idered but rejecled as: i,~ rea....;;ible during Lhe scopil'1g proces..,;;. 14 C_C.R_ § 15 126.6_ A 
robust al1crnmivcs analys l~ ;i]so must analyze l hc al1ermulvc of mainu1in.lng the stnms quo nnd 
11 01 de,•eloJ~ng a project a, all. 14 C.C.R. § 15l26 .6(e)( I ). 

EQA G,1iddines. and ulifomio case law hiilve determined tlun ··rm Bgency may not appro\1C 
a project chat will have significant environmental effects if there are fea ibJe allemativcs or 
f,e,,us ible mitigatio11 measures 1hot wou ld substant ially lessen those e!Tects.'' Co.I. Pub. 
Rcsoun:cs Code §§ 21002.21002.l(b); 14 C.C.R. * J502l(a)(2); Mou111ai11 U o11 Fou,rdario,1 
,,, Fish & Gcm,e Com. ( 1997) I 6 CaJ.4•h 105. 134, A, such, the Cily of Los Angeles C1U1 11o4 

approve the Project unless it find:s as to e.ach ~isniftetun environment..1.1 impact idemmed tha1 
(I) mit igution mcasun:s ra:iuircd in or incorpomtcd In Lo the projc<.1 will U\•oid or .subsran1 i111ly 
lessen Lhe s.ignificam effecL: (2) those measures are IJ,•ithin ,he jurisdiction of anmher puDlic 
agency and have been adop1ed. or can and sbould be adop,ed. by 1ha1 agency: or (3) s1,ecilic 
economic. leg.ul. social. teehnologit.al. or otherconsickrntion~ make the nt.iLigntion measures 
or allema1ivcs idcmi flC<l in the EIR infeasible. and specific overriding economic, legal, social , 
technological. or other benefit~ o u1weigh the signific:ru,1 en· ironmemal effects. Cal. Pub. 
Resow-ces Code§§ 2108 1. 2I081..5; 14 C.C.R. 15091(0). (bl. 

LA Wmerkeeper and Heal the Bay have long bee n an arde111 supponer of preseo1ing and 
re.,;1ori ng the Los Angdc.s River, in □ manm:r LhuL m□ximize..;; both ecolog.ic.:.:i.l hcolth □nd 
community healLh and resilience. To thal encl. we ha ... -c worked h!inl LO pre.,;eTVC minimum 
flows ln 1he LA River to support importalll habitat and beneficial uses, We have also been 
he11vily enga_ged iil water supp·l i.ssue.;; in the Los Angeles region. Enhancing local (dima.te
sm:in) wuter supplies throoghooc Soot hcrn · alifoml ::1 is c:ssc:n1i al to provide regional water 
secu.-it y in 1hc f:::icc o f ongoing drough1 . to reduce ou r cmbon fCKJlprint to help ,; low clim:::ile 
change. and to reverse the cataslrophic impac,s our ''pump•and .. dump"' water policies have 
htJCI ,m I.he: Colomdo Rh•cr. the B□y-De h11. and O...,,-c:ILii V111Lcy. 

We applalld lbc City of Los Angeles for plishing to cnlmncc local waler supplies Olld 1>romo1c 
greater wa1.er re~ilienC)1 i11 \'Oriou.'i plru~ning effom:.---including the LA 100 Study. Ope.ration 

c.xl. nnd One W.1tcr LA , lead ing gro~mdwucer rtmedfalion tmd conscn•at io n efforts , ::md its 
strong supJ)()f'l l'or the S.ife Clean \Varer Program. But it is imperalive that 1he C ity implemem 
the ol>jecti\'es of those effons imo each of i1s ind ivid ual projects. Spending money to continue 
pumping groundw□ler for the non-po111blc u.sc of tht: Sih•cr Lake Rc:sc.f\'Dir is not wise policy 
when the same mooey could be usc<J to expand grecns1xicc for communities througbom Los 
A11gele~ Lha.1 lack lo 01 park oc:ee~'I . LA W.1u e:rkeepet Md Heal Lhe Ba)' utge the Cit LO revise 
ilS EIR for 1.he Project to addres.'\ the po1enlial ~g11ificon1 imp11cts rel111ed to loc11J wmer 
supplies :u,d co rethink how il t1ppro::ichc:s waler use for similnr projects mo,.· ing forward. 

4 
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Thardi'. you for Lhe oPPortunity to co1nrt.e111 on the Dru.re Enviromnental hnpact Re port for the 
Si lver Ul.kc R.cscn•oir Complex Ma~cr Phm ITojcct. We look forward 10 con1inuing o ur 
collabor-,lli\'e •wotk with tJ1e City of Los Angeles agencie.'ii 10 preseNe. enhance. o.00 restore 
the quulity of wulcr resources in 1hc Lo. Angele!\ reg.ion fo r current and fu1urc gcncmr ions. If 
you have any ques li on.-; con<..."Crning th~ cc,mmcnls, pl~L~ cont ::1ct Bcnjumin Harri s by emuil 
ot ben@Jawoterkeepcr.org or by phone at (310) 394-6162 ext. I 02. 

Sincerely. 

Benjamin Hilfris 
Sta.IT Auorney 
Los Angeles \V::ilcrl:cc:pcr 

/ ~ - - ' ?/-4'" "'$?------

Luke Ginger 
Staff Sciemi~t 
Hcal the Bay 
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  C-17-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-17-2 
 

This comment refers to the pending and yet to be adopted Wildlife District 
Ordinance. The proposed Wildlife District applies to Santa Monica Mountains 
between the Interstate 405 freeway and State Route 101. The SLRC is not 
located within this geographical area and provisions of the pending Wildlife 
District Ordinance would not be applicable. Consistent with the PAW Report 
for the SLRC, the SLRC PAW is isolated and surrounded by development, such 
that movement of wildlife species is limited to within the PAW, except for 
insect and avian species that can fly in and urban-adapted terrestrial species 
that may be in the area. This agrees with the Draft EIR discussion concerning 
wildlife movement, in which Section 3.4 Biological Resources states "The 
proposed Project site is not a designated wildlife movement corridor, would 
be isolated within a residential neighborhood, and would not function as a 
wildlife movement corridor within the region."(Section 3.4.5 Impacts and 
Mitigation Measures). 
 
Also, please see Master Response – Biological Resources (Wildlife Corridors). 
 
The proposed Project is consistent with development standards of the 
pending Wildlife District Ordinance in which the use of native plant species are 
prominently emphasized in the SLRC Master Plan, non-security fencing will be 
designed to preserve access to habitat and to facilitate wildlife movement, 
lighting will be minimized, shielded and of low intensity, and building 
materials would emphasize non-reflective surfaces, including windows (see 
Impact 3.1-4 in the Draft EIR). 
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C-17-2 

~ OCCIDENTAL OLLEGE 
■ lillTiil ■ LOS A CELES. CALIFORN IA 90041-33 14 

No,·ember 24, 2022 

Prepared by mand:1 ~T. ZeUmer 
Associa te Professor, O<:cldelll al Collejle 

111(J1('1('.r m1•),lll!Ul•N I 

rh,1ni:On ):11J- lql,l i 
h -. (}J 1lj,O .... QT.+ 

Thank you for Lhe opportut1.ity to review- Lhe Draft 1::m•ironmental Impact Rep,ott (DEIR) for the 
Silver Lake Reservo ir Revisioning Projec:1. r have focused iny review on the Biological Technical 
Report and the Land U ·e Chapter, wilb 1be imenlion of cvahmt ing 1hc imp!i~"t> of 1he proposed 
project on wildlife connectivity and 00.bililt restoration. 

l am an Associate Professo r of Biol0£Y at Occidenlal College and l have bei,n st,1dying " •ildlife 
connectivi1y in urt>nn nreas for nenrly 20 yenrs nnd have sn,died w-oon wildlife in Los Angeles 
specifically for the JXlSI IO yea.rs. I ha,·e experience modeling and assessin wildlife connectivity, 
leading moni1orlng progra1ns of urb,.11 mammal poyntlations, and modeling the impacts of habitat 
fragmentation o n wildlife populations. 

The Silver Lake Reservoir is a unl{Juely •iM11 ed open space ,vi thin thi, C ity thal currently protects 
habital for multiple species of wildlife. Tlie area was recemly designated as one of the Cily's 
"Prolectcd Areas for Wildlife" (PAWs) based on the criterion that it "Supports 
Breeding/Feeding(Resti.ng/M ig.rating Grounds with Limited Availability in Southern 
California/Los Angeles.•· 

While 1 lltink Lllel'e is much potemia.l for a revisioning of tJie Silvel' Lake Reservoir, I found the 
plans for habitat res1onuion1 assessment of the current biological resources. and the eva h,nuion of 
impacts co wildlife counectivily to be lacking in 1he DEIR. Below l demi! how and where these 
plans fllJI short and prov ide- rec.ommenda.tions for addressing these concerns. 

I. The DEIR d.lsre-J!arded the role of slepplni•stone babllat as an importan t .source of 
connectiv ity behveen sti:nUlcant open habital spaces "ilhln Los An,:eles. 

The Silver Lake Reservoir is conveniently loca(ed between rwo significant preserved open babitat 
spaces within Los Angeles -Grillilh J>aiic and Elysian J>aiic. These two parlcs pnwide so me o f the 
only open space fur wildlife neor downtown Los Angeles. Wi ldlife tha t live wiU1in lhese parks, as 
well as wildlife that live within the Stiver Ltlkc Rcsen,oir, rely on habital cooncetivity for 
movemenL lo access resources, find mates, and escape threats. As d1e only significant s1op::,ver 
between these two parks, the Sitver Lake Reservoir is a en1d1tl piece to the pulzle of maintaining 
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connectivily fur wildlife in Los Angeles . In fact, Omnisc.a.pe connectivjty models for the Gre..a.ter 
Los Angeles Ar<l1 lndic.tc potential connectivity through ~1c Silver Lake Rescrvoir (Figure I). 
Rece1u sightings of the well•known mownain lion P·22 in Silver Lake furthe1· support the po1ential 
role ofth.e Sih•er Lake Reservoir in aidi1}8 connecli\•ity for rnamrnals in Los Angeles. Maintenance 
and enhancement of connectivity through the ilver Lake Reservoir would help 1he lty achieve 
stated goals of LA 's Green New Deal and the Draft Wildlife Ord inance. 

34.13 

34 12 

3411 

~ 
E 34.10 

."l 

3409 

3400 

·118.28 -118.26 

Longitude 
·118..24 

""" 
300 

200 

100 

·118..22 

Fi,:.ttre 1. Omm0J,'Cllp(! OO,rnectil•IJ_v mode.I for the Srlvttr L11ke Re.Jenoh· (SLR; middle) .~110~"·,'nJ,( 

JX)le,itial ccmrecth1io1 witl, Gnffitl, Park (GP: upper left ronrer) and £/ysim, Park (£P: lower rig/11 
comer). nrc model as.rt.mres thtll oost.s to w1/dlJ/c mO't•emetrJ f,r reasc 1Vlth lucreasJng w-i>tur 
de1•elopme111. Warmer colors i1rdfcate hfgher flow pOlenrial. 

The pOLerttial fo r wildlife co1u1ectivily through the Silver Lake Resen•o ir is addressed in Appendix 
D, Section 4.8, which afler reoognizing 1he imp:mance of oonnecliv ity states that .. the BSA does 
no t serve as a contiguous rcgion11l corridor between two lurgCT stands of hl:lbitll t." Yet, in 1he 
proposed pl.an (Table J. I I • l), the re 1nov:1J of fencing is touted as being il n~ve to improve wildlife 
connectivity ·'Removal of the perimeter fence would also expand connectiv ity nnd wilclli fe access 
to th" w:uef' thal would <upport the objective< of LA '< Green New Deal . While the Silver Lake 
Reservoir is clearly not pan of a conrlnoous c,midor b<:1Wcon Griffith Park and Elys ian Prulc, it 
does provide a slepping~stone between the two parks. l fowe,.•er, no attempts. ,.:•,ere ma.de to evaluate 
the po tentia l Silver Lake Reservoir holds to provide connectivity 10 other h• bil•ts. Moreover, as l 
detai l below, the lack ofll$$<Ssment of the non-avi•n lltunal divei;ity ,i the ilvrt lakc Reservoir 
signiflca111ly limits the ab ility to evaluate Ille imJl'lCIS of the pt"<>posoo plano11wildlife connectivity. 
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The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent 
with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological 
Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was 
prepared using industry standards for biological analysis. The analysis in the 
Draft EIR focuses on the potential for special status species to be present on 
site that could be affected by construction activities or habitat conversions. 
Impact avoidance and minimization measures have been included to minimize 
impacts to sensitive species. The analysis recognizes that more common 
species may utilize the existing park and concludes that once construction is 
complete, these species will have access to similar habitats on site. The Draft 
EIR also concludes that additional aquatic habitats would be introduced to the 
site to provide a more diverse wildlife occupancy from current conditions, 
consistent with the project objectives to improve habitat values on site. 
Furthermore, a bat survey was conducted in 2022 and the results have been 
incorporated into the Final EIR. 
 

 

  

C-17-3 

C-17-2 
cont. 

Yet, our irevious research suggests that numerous wildl ife species oontinue to be observed 
throughout u,bon wildlife conidors in Los Angeles (Zellmer & Goto 2022). 

To mediate these Limiratio11s in Lbe DEIR, I recorrunend explicitly evaluating the potential for 
wlldllfi: movement by c:on<h.1ctingoonnectivity models 10 evaluate functionfll conncctiVlty 1hrough 
the Silver Lake Reservo ir for key species. In addition, tllere needs to be a clear assessmem of 
wildlife movement ln and around 1he reservoir, for example wi1h c.ameru traps, radio collarS, or 
citizen science ob<eivations. Multiple aspects of the proposed project have the potential 10 impact 
wildlife connectivity, including the removaVmodification of foncing. UJ0!\."3scd presence ru!d 
ilCtivity ofhwnaris, and added presence of buildings. f-lilb itat oo nnectivity assessments oould help 
inforrn where to ,11.vo id fencing ~r1d where fencing cou ld be used in" way to keep trurrwns out of 
natural an::as whi le guiding wi kfli fe to S.flfe pass.spays. reducing human-wildlife conflic:L 

2. Biolo~c:al 5un,·eys were insufficient for most terrestrial mammal, bat, reptile, and 
amphibian 5,pecies. 

The Fauna! ornpendium has a surprising lack of tmestrial moJ11111als, bats, repti les, ,11\d 
ilmphibians.. Only two terrestrial mrurunal pecies were noted in the Fauna\ Compendjum. coyote 
and deset1 co1tontail, both of which were s imply observed during surveys. Ye1. nmnero~ marnmal 
species have been observed on and within I mile of the Silver Lake Reservoir (Figure 2) that were 
no t list«!, including Bono 's Pocket Gopher. Bo beat, and Momua ill Lion ( although this observation 
was noted in the report). There are no bats listed in the Fauna! Compendium, and the report makes 
tlO indication that bat specific sut'veys were do ne. Neglecli1'lg Lo Sutve)' the area's bat spe.cies would 
be problematk considering thatthrtt-spccial-.stalus species arc known 10 occur within a 5 1ni radius 
of Silver Lake Reservoir. F llially, no reptiles or ampb.ibians were observed during the surveys. yet 
at least 8 species of lizard, s:nake, and turt le1 and 4 species: of s.nlam£mders imd frogs::? have been 
recorded in and around the Silva Lake Reservoi..- by oommun ity s:cienti:sts.. \Vestern fence lizards 
fo r instance are ubiquitous throughout Los Angeles a.nd near llupossib le 10 miss while at SiJver 
Lake Reservoir. 

The l,ick of terrestrial rnammals, bots, reptiles, and amphibians listed in the Faw10I Cornpcndium 
indicates th al sampling effons were n.01 sufficieol for docwnenting dfversity of these spec ies 
pre:sen1 ,11 1he Si lver U1.ke Reservoir. The report indicates that biological sur.eys \Vert: only done 
on two days. once in the fa ll and 01.:e in the spring. bm does not note any methodological 
approaches as ide from visual inspection and is lacking lmportal.U details such as the lime of d..ty 
that surveys were completed. Such methodological details are essential since sur\'ey methods will 
tiighly influcnoc which species ore observed. For mstance, bird activity is highest in the early 
mo1':l1ing and Late evening., while li.2:ards are most abundant i.11 late in-0rning. Because no Umes of 
day were listed for when observations were completed it's impossible to kt10\\1 if surveys were 
conducted during Optimal ()llllS of the day. If done during pe<rk 11"m, many species could have gone 
wmote<I dw-lng 1he survey. Similarly, many specles requlre more intentional su1vey approaches 

1 hUps://www.ina turalist.org/observaLions?place id 18S l 36&subview map&taxon id 26036 
1 hnrnrllwww in:Jh11J11i"I org/observatioos?plucc id=! 85 l 36&subvicv.=m;m&mxon id=20978 
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because lhey a.re not readily observed wilh visual surveys. Mammals, especiil1 ly any species wilh 
spcclal-st•rus. arc unlikely to be observed duru1g field sutvcys. 

Speeies 
34 110 • 81a.ct:Ra1 

• Bobcat 

34.105 • eona's P'ocket Goph"r 

• Broa1Hooled ,"'°"8 
"' i 34.100 

• Ctllilomla G(0111'ld Squift'el 

• Coyote :l 
• Oe!len Colttm1Bt 

34.095 • Oaml!!'Stil: Cat 

• f 011Squlrrel 

34 090 • Slftped Slunk 

·118.27 · 118.26 
• V• 'Qinia 0l)0$$1,,111'1 

Longitude 

Figure 1. Commmrity s cience mammal obsel'\,•aJiCJ11s /tom 1l1e Sil,•er Lake Re:se.,,.oir and 
rurrowrding areas. Obscn·arions were downioadc.?dfi-om iNatu.rolist. 

In order •o cval1111tc the unpact of the proposed project on wildlife at tho Silver Lake Rcsctvoir, 
more intensi e biological surveys are necess.a1')'. Accurate assessment of mediwn- to large-si2:ed 
mamma l occupancy requires a sanlple size of over 20 cam.era traps for approximi.1-ely one nx,mh 
(Kays et al. 2020). Remo te: detecti-o n Li.. necessary since m'iny of these species are avoidrmt of 
hum,,1rts:. SmalJ mammaJ surveys should include "hem.tan lraps.. Bat species would require night 
time call surveys. Reptile and amphibian surveys require approaches such as cover boards, snake 
traps., and/or pitfall Lraps, since many of these spec ies are not readily observed by simple visual 
surveys.. 

Unde:rsttmding w hi h s pecies cuTTently reside in ◊ur uti ll:1.e 1he: Silver Lake Reservoir is essential 
fo r evaluating. the impact of tile propos.ed changes. For instance-., opening llOCes$ to the- resetvoir 
by remov i11g fenci.ng will rtttracl n"K>re people for recreatio11. Recreational rtctivities are known to 
impact nwnerous wildlife species (Larson et al. 20 16). Furthennore, s.ome of the proposed work 
has the 1xHcntIB l m degrade habit•• for some species. For example, grnding "'ill oompac• soil nnd 
elimirn1te liabitat for sroUJJd dwelling spec ies and walking pa•hs witl1 frasmc1u existing habita._ 
However, wit11ou( knowing which spec ies are presen1 it will be difficuh 10 determine tl1e impact 
of these a.ctivities. 

3. Tht proposed plans for hablt:U restorat ion are llnd('rmlned b .. development for 
human use. 
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  C-17-4 
 

The comment asserts that habitat restoration planned for the site undermines 
actions taken to restore habitat. The Draft EIR, Biological Resources, Section 
3.4.5, discusses the creation of 23-acres of native habitat including upland and 
wetland habitats. This creation of native habitat replaces non-native 
landscape and developed areas and is not considered restoration. 
 
The comment asserts that the removal of existing fencing preventing access to 
habitat by humans and pets would be a significant change from current 
baseline conditions, adversely impacting wildlife. In the Draft EIR, the 
perimeter fence will be removed in phases as different park zones are 
constructed. The Draft EIR concludes that the removal of the perimeter fence 
would eliminate barriers to wildlife and provide access for large wildlife to 
access the water and created wetlands. Areas with the most habitat value will 
have low-level habitat fencing to demarcate access restricted areas (see 
Figure 2-4 in the Draft EIR). Additionally, these areas will be closed at night 
and off limits entirely to the public (see Master Response, Public Access). No 
impacts to wildlife are anticipated from the removal of the perimeter fence. 
 
The comment also asserts that increased human use will negatively impact 
wildlife. The Draft EIR acknowledges that the SLRC accommodates existing 
human utilization for recreational uses as a component of baseline conditions. 
Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological Resources, describes the existing biological 
resources under the current intensity of recreational use, with inference to 
existing use by visitors. Draft EIR Section 3.4.5, Biological Resources, analyzes 
the probable increase visitation of the SLRC to special-status species and 
concludes that impacts to wildlife will be less than significant. 
 

 

  

C-17-4 

As noted in the DEIR, there is high potential fu r habitat within the Silver Lalce Reservoir to be 
rcstor<d in such • way that it helps the City achieve multiple goals for conscrvation of natural 
resources withitt the City. However, as described, the plans for habit.al restoration are 
underwhehning and in multiple cases, the plans for development within the proposal undermine 
ilc:tions: taken to restore habitaL 

ln Chapter 3.1 on Land Use, Table 3.1 1-1, the DEIR lists the proposed plan for the Silver Lake 
Reservoir as consistent with the City's Open Space and Olnservation Goals: "Objective 6.1: 
Protect lhc City's natural scning,; from the cncroacnmcnt of urban development, allowing for the 
development, use, management, and malntenance of each compot1en1 of the City's natural 
resources to contribute to the sustainability of the rc,gion." Spccitically, the DEIR s1'ltcs that the 
proposed work is not at odds with this objective because ' 'The proposed Project would include 
improvements to habitat within the SLRC. Toe proposed Project would no t conven the existing 
land use .a.nd zoning designation of the site. The Project site would remain open space and would 
include the addition of now passive and active recreational spaces for use by tho public, and 
enhancement ofhabiwt areas. Toe proposed Project would no t conflict with policies that pro tect 
the City's natural settlngs from the encroachmem of urban development, allowing [or the 
development, \ISO, mallllgcment, and maint<1111nce of each compoocnt of the City's natural 
resources to corurlbute to the sustainability oftl,e region." 

However, there are multiple aspects of the proposed plan that will degrade rather than enhance the 
narural resow-cc• of the, City. Firs~ removal of fencing will allow for h,creased human presence 
within natural areas such as the Knoll and within the Eucalyptus Grove. Hwnan activity in lhese 
areas will reduce the quality o rniese habitats for use by wildlife (Kowarik 2011). Second, proposed 
added Slntctmca throughout the Silver L,,kc Reservoir will add to increased encroachment of urbon 
development within ex.isling n.aruraJ areas. Finally, thecrea1ion of a Promenade and walking paths 
that cross through the Knoll and the Eucalyptl.lS Grove will fragment exLsting habitat, beth 
physically and becaus.e of the increase of human activity a.Jong these trails. Whi le walking i::rad ls 
may no, be a dotmem to larger-bodied wildlife species, smaller species and ground-dwelling 
species such as snakes will experience habitat fragmenta tion as a result of added trails. 

To mediate the impacls of the proposed work on the quality of existing h•bitat within the Silver 
Lake Reservoir, the fo llowing steps should be taken: 

I. Maintain arcaS: that are accessible to wildlife and inaccessible to humans through 
the use of wildlife friendly fencing that does not impede movement of wildlife, but 
at the same time detracts humans from entering the habitat. 

2. Reduce nighttime lighting throughout the Silver Lake Reservoir. Lights that remain 
should be directed towrud the ground. 

3. In addition to staff horticulturists, staff biologists should be hired to monitor 
biodiver, ity of animals within tl,e Silver Lake Reservoir. 

4. Reduce the number of building;, path.s, and structures to be built as pert of the 
proposed project. 111e project'• proposed developmem would reduce and degnde 
habitat and would increase urban encroachment on natural areas. 

5. Properly assess the Silver Lake Reservoir's wildlife biodiver,ity and work with a 
biologist to dotcrmioo habitat rtstoration nC<Xis spcclfic to wildlife. 
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C-17-4 
cont. 
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  C-18-1 
 

The commenter's support for Option 2 off-site improvements is noted. Please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

C-18-1 

BikeLA 

213.629 . 2142 
www . b1ko loo rg 

December 6, 2022 

Department of Public Works, Bureau of Englnoor[ng 

1149 S. Broadway. Sulta 700 

Los Angeles, CA 90015-2213 

SU BJECT; Suppo<t ror Silver Leke Reservor Protected Bike Lanes 

Dear Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering. 

We at BlkeLA, formorly lhe Los Angeles County Bicycle Coalition. are v,riting to voice our 
enlhusiastic support lor prol ected bike lanes around the SIVer Lake Reservoir. We recognize 
the potential that tile reservoi', onoe renovated, has to become one of tile most beautifl.l and 
util ized public spaces in Cenlral Los Angeles. and we ~rrrlly believe tha t creating a safe cyding 
network is essenlial to this vision. 

We spe<:ifically adve>cate for Option 2 of the plan·s offsi1e improvements, which calls for 
prowcted bike lanes and a 4-foot physical barrier to safely separate cydists and vehicle traffic. 
This physical barrier would ensure that the rese,vor area oilers a sa fe spaco for people to rid• 
bikes, whether lhe\"re oomrrlJt lng or riding for leisure. Wh • we'ro happy to soo protoctad bike 
lanes roprosontod In this opllon. wo also want to oncourage tllo ci ty to enruro that gutters 
and/or stormwator loatures are designed to oolimpactlhe rldablity of the biko lanes In ordor to 
make this infrastructure truly safe and accessible to all kinds or cydists from 8 to 8ll . 

We koow tllat sale, prowcted bike lanes around the reservoir wil encourage more Angelenos 
and tourists to ride bikes, in turn helping recllce lraffic congestion and improving ai' qual ity in 
Sliver Laka In particular and fo, the 9raatt1t rag lon as a whole. And as active str""ts aro good fo, 
bus nessas. the many shops, restaurants and bars on Slvt1t Laka Botlovard would also raap 
meanlnglul aconomlc benafits. with mote peope coming to Iha area on bfke to shop, dine and 
play. 

Thank yoo for moving forward wllh the Sliver Lake Master Pla n and fa Including opllons lor bike 
lanes In tho plans. We hope to see Option 2, without sformwater leatures lnsldo the lanes, 
selected in tho fi.nal option. 

Sincerely, 

Eli Aknl Kaufma n 
Executive Di'ec\or , B ikeLA 
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  C-19-1 
 

As discussed in Section 3.12.5 and included in Table 3.12-11, Table 3.12-12, 
Table 3.12-14, and Table 3.12-15 of the Draft EIR, daytime construction noise 
levels from simultaneous operation of multiple pieces of equipment could 
result in occasional unmitigated noise levels of up to 89 dBA and mitigated 
noise levels of up to 79 dBA, Leq at the nearby receptors over several months 
of activity. However, construction would be restricted to only occur during 
daytime hours per Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 41.40 and 
health effects associated with the potential for nighttime awakenings would 
be avoided. 
 
Short-term noise levels constituting the thresholds of pain and hearing 
damage are 120 dB and 140 dB, respectively (Kinsler, 1982). Table 3.12-14 and 
Table 3.12-15 shows average daytime mitigated construction noise levels at 
each of the studied receptors; the predicted levels are substantially below the 
thresholds of pain and hearing damage. The Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration require hearing conservation plans when noise levels 
continuously exceed 85 dBA over an 8-hour period; The predicted noise levels 
at the nearest receptors would not exceed 85 dBA with the exception of 
occasional use of concrete saws, operation of individual pieces of construction 
equipment. Consequently, the significant and unavoidable noise impact is not 
generated by virtue of noise levels that would be considered harmful but, 
rather, as a result of the magnitude of the increase over existing ambient 
noise levels without construction at certain receptor locations. Therefore, 
Project construction noise would not result in adverse health effects related 
to pain, the onset of hearing loss or other significant health effects. 
 
For impacts related to noise impacts on wildlife, please refer to the Master 
Response for Biological Resources. 
 

C-19-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternatives. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Alternative Analysis and note that Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 

 

  

C-19-1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C-19-2 

Noise pollution affects humans and wildlife alike. Acco rding to the Na tional 
Geographic Society (May 19, 2022, 
https://education.nationalgeographic.org/resource/no ise-pollution), "Noise 
pollution can cause health problems for people and wildlife, both on land and 
in the sea. From traffic noise to rock concerts. loud or inescapable sounds can 
ca use hearing loss. stress. and high blood pressure." 
Noise pollution is considered to be any unwa nted or disturbing sound that 
affects the health and well-being of humans and other organisms. 
Exposure to loud noise can also cause high blood pressure, heart disease, 
sleep disturbances, and stress. These health problems can affect all age 
groups, espec ially children. Many children who live nea r noisy airports or 
streets have been found to suffer from stress and other problems. such as 
impa irments In memory, attention level, and read ing skill. Noise pollution also 
Impacts the health and well-being of wildlife. Studies ha ve shown that loud 
noises can cause caterpillars· dorsal vessels (the insect equivalent of a heart) 
to beat faster, and cause bluebirds to ha ve fewer chicks. Animals use sound for 
a va riety of reasons. including to naviga te, find food, attract mates, and avoid 
predators. Noise po llution makes it difficult for them to accomplish these tasks, 
which affects their ability survive ." The Master Plan calls for "Construction Noise 
Pollution" which will take place over years, not weeks, months, but FIVE years. A 
man working with a jackhammer in construction of any structure is 
unnecessary, unnatural no ise pollution. 
We . the Micheltorena WEPA, Wildl ife Ecosystem Protection Advocates, are 
long-time homeowners in Silver Lake urge you to please consider the effects 
of noise and prefer Alternative 1, (do nothing) or, if not, we only want elements 
of Alternative 3 that do not remove the fences and trees, and avoid 
construction of the education building and Alternative 2 element that 
addresses anyth ing in the South Meadow. 
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  C-20-1 
 

In regard to the impact of noise on wildlife and ecological resources, please 
refer to Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 
Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, based on comments received 
during the Draft EIR comment period, the City has decided to remove the use 
of amplified speakers for special events during operations of the proposed 
Project. As shown in Table 3.12-21 of the Draft EIR, on-site noise levels during 
special events without amplified speakers would be less than significant. 
 

 

C-20-1 

The planned 5 years of construction means 5 years of added noise to the noise 
that already plagues the surrounding communities of residents and wildlife. 
Please consider how noise affects every living being. 

In an article, Here's How Noise Pollution Affects the Environment. by Lizzy 
Rosenberg, April 28, 2022, 
(https://www.greenmatters.com/p/noise-pollution-environmental-impact): 
For decades, biodiversity has suffered massive losses worldwide. Urbaniza tion 
is one of the major drivers of extinction because it leads to the physical 
fragmentation and loss of natural habitats and it is associated with related 
effects, e.g. pollution and in particular noise pollution given that many 
man-made sounds are generated In cities," a report from Environmental 
Evidence reads. (https://environmenta levidencejourna l.biomedcentra I.com/): 

"However, all human activities generate sounds, even far from any human 
habitation." 
"Ecological research now deals increasingly with the effects of noise pollution 
on biodiversity. Many studies have shown the impacts of anthropogenic noise 
and concluded that it is potentially a threat to life on Earth," the report 
continues. 
"The present work describes a protocol to systematically map evidence of the 
environmental impact of noise pollution on biodive rsity." 

How does noise pollution impact the environment? 
Noise pollution takes a major toll on the environment and human health al ike. 
But according to National Geographic, it especially impacts wild life. Loud 
sounds from air and car traffic, construction, and other human activities span 
across ecosystems. Many birds. bats. and insects rely on sound for mating, 
communicating, navigating, and hunting." 

The Master Plan not only includes noise sources for years of construction but 
future, on-going increased noise from over 100 additional parking spaces; over 
300 additiona l human visitors PER DAY and increased motor veh icle noise from 
more traffic congestion. The DEIR predicts an "average of 390 additional 
visitors per day", as well as higher attendance with proposed monthly "Special 
Events" with amplified sound. Neighborhoods packed with visitors' cars plague 
the Reservoirs area even now. And with the DEIR's plan to cut down lane widths 
to add parking spots on these already congested and gridlocked streets, traffic 
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C-20-1 
cont. 

will enormously increase and become more dangerous. 

Yet, DEIR's Transportation Study cla ims "Less than Significant Impact." and "No 
mitigation measures are required." (DEIR Table 3.16-3] 

The Micheltorena WEPA, long time residents who live with all the noise that 
travels as far away as the train that runs through Glendale, Marshall High 
School athletic field activities and the sirens from fire engines and ambulances 
traveling from and through our neighborhoods disagree with the DEIR 
completely regarding the amount of added noise, and would like further 
research and scientific study of how noise will affect the wildlife of Silver Lake. 
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This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-21-2 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

C-21-3 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.  
 

C-21-4 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 
 

 

  

C-21-1 

C-21-2 

C-21-3 

C-21-4 

4 11LYER LAKE FORWA D 

December 2, 2022 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL ONLY 

Dr. Jan Green Rebstock 
Environmental Afreirs Officer 
Public Works. Bureau of Englnoo ring 
1149 S. Broadway, 6th Floor. Mall Stop 939 
Los Ang les. CA 90015-2213 
E-Mal; Jan.Green.Rebslocl<@!acily,"'9 

R.e : Public Comment on Draft Environme£1al tmoacl Report for the Silver Lake ReseNoir 
Comclex Mas1w Plan Proiect rSCH No 2022010055) 

o..,, Dr. Rabstock: 

Please accept the following letler from Sive r Lake Foiward ("SLF") as J>Jblic comment on the 
Draft Environmental Impact Re?Ofl ("Draft EIR") for the Sliver Lake Reservoir Complex Master 
Plan Project("~" o, "Master Plan" ), released on Octot.er 6, 2022 by !he City of Los Angeles' 
("!.ill(') Bureau of Engineering (",eQl;."), This letter expresses SLF's support for the Project, 
indudes background on SLF, details our previous efforts related to the Master Plan, and p,ovides 
some mioor comments on the Draft EI R. 

We appaud the City for making substantive progress , and are thrilled the Master Plan is now 
moving through environmental review. We rope the City wil follow lhe thousands of supportive 
voicos from tho Sliver Lake community wro helped shape the scope of the Master Plan aflor 
several years of J>Jbllc engagemonl and o,garizlng efforts. As BOE krows, SLF was a crllcal 
stakeholder in these efforts ar>J key participanl in the StakehclderWor1<ingGroup meetings. More 
than 8,400 S ilver Lake residents and comrn.inity members participated in surveys, and more than 
3,000 attended planning meetings, to develop the Master Pion, Tllrough compromise and 
following a review of community lnpu~ lhe r&SUIUng Project reflects a consensus approach 
designed 10 moo! too community's ldenllfled pmjecl ollj9C~ves for aca>sslbllty, open spaoe, 
wildl ire, and conservation. 

Too Mastar Plan rs the ony pmjeet p<OP0$31 thal achieves those objectives. Although Altemallve 
2 Incorporates many of the Master Plan's elements, Including remo,al of lhe perimeter feooe, It 
ex.clutles important feeCures and improvemenls~ch as enha rl0e<:I embankments, shade 
structures, nature trails, wetiand footpaths, seating, and the public environmental educt:1lion 
center for LA schoolchildren1-thal the comm.mlty ldenHfaed as necessary to achieve project 
goals for access to nature and passive recreation. Alternative 3 is even worse and fur.:.tionally a 
"no project" allemativ.a . II would abandon vittually all o f the eommunity-endo!Md lmpro,ements 

1 Or~ EIR,. pp. 5-4 - S-5-
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  C-21-5 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.  
 

C-21-6 
 

This comment describes the community engagement process and does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
  

 

  

C-21-4 
cont. 

C-21-5 

C-21-6 

Dr. Jan Green RebslDCk 
0eOBmber 2,. 202'2 
?age 2 

identifioo in the Master Plan, construct a new eight-fool perimoter fence, and forgo wildlne habitat 
and we fl and enhancemeru for migrato,y birtls and aquatic ltte,' By its to rms, Alternative J aims 
to "preserve" a rejectod status quo that fais to soive I.he SilV9r lake community, widife, or the 
environment ' 

No altematlvewolld achieve the project objectives to lhe same extent as the Project or meet the 
clear expressed expeclallons of Iha community. To that end, we strongly urge the City to adopt 
the Project as proposed. 

1. Background 

SLF isa 501(c)(3) non-profit organiretionfounded by Siver Lake neighbors and environmental ists 
in 2015 lo reimagine a sustainable future for the decommissioned Silver Lake Reservoir Complex 
('SLRC"). Three values guide SL.f's vision for the Silver lake and Ivanhoe Resorvoim: access, 
conservation, and beauty. Carryirg this message to Mighbors, pari<goers, local educators, and 
community businesses, SLF buHt a network cf mare than 2,200 stakehokters eager lo make this 
shared vision a reality . 

To that end , SLF led efforto lo have the City fund end hold a participatory master planning process 
for the reservoir complex, Those effons we"' sucoessful, and the resutt was a multiyea r revisw 
period led by BOE to ooUect community lnJ:<Jt and idertify goals for the faclity. Organized by 
outreach from SLF, the City, and other neighborhood groups, the broader Si ver Lake community 
came together in auditori.Jme, gymr1;11eiums, and Zoom rooms lrll'e timaS1 be1ween 2019 and 2020 
for oommunityworl<.shops lo develop projea featu res end consider ell.ornelives. More than 1,500 
people ettende<I lhe first fwr in-person worl<shops, end on additional 1 ,SOO people attende<I 
the fifth wollcshop vlnually. The Clty and project planners also col ecl9d mora than 8,400 
lndhlldual questionnaire responses. 

canvironmenlal science magnet students from the Los Angeles Unified School District's neart>y 
Thomas Starr King Middle School comprised a critical source of Input. SLF targetad outraach to 
theso 502 students, who represent a vibrant cross~ecllon of our community's dt.ersity ar,:j 
future, and they responded with eager and thoughlfLI contributions, especially to secure the 
planned environmental J:<Jblic education center, In reoognilion of SLF's work lo organize the 
community, the C lty selected SL F to participate alongside four other neighborhood groups in oig ht 
bimonthly Stal<eholderWollcing Group meetings , 

The Mas er Plan developed through this multfaG8IOO and broad-reaching participatory process 
reflects thB consensus views of tho Silver Lake community. Indeed, the m:dusion of numerous 
proposals that did r'M:ll gamer community :support--s.Jch es paddle boating operatiaflS, swimming 
and diving facilities, and a cartt-----testifms to the careful consideration of the community's desires 
tha t shaped lhe re3Jlting Pmjea. 

l Jbid, p.5-l0-5-11 , 
JJl)icf. 
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This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-21-8 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-21-9 
 

As mentioned in Section 3.16-15, although the Project would support periodic 
special events within the SLRC such as concerts or movie nights that would 
have a larger draw, these events would be subject to PDF-TRA-5. This would 
ensure that information on parking, circulation, and transit options are 
available for event attendees to minimize congestion and vehicle miles 
traveled. 
Please also see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

C-21-10 
 

The comment suggests that the traffic study may have underestimated the 
uses that attract visitors. The TIA included as Appendix K of the Draft EIR 
presents an estimate of visitors to the new facilities in Section 4.2.3.3. The 
analysis outlines the trip generation methodology based on an increase from 
existing visitor data and provides a more conservative assessment than the 
standard ITE trip generation rates (972 trips vs 228 trips when using industry 
standard ITE rates). The study concludes, "Therefore, the trip generation 
methodology based on current SLRC park attendance is a more conservative 
approach than using ITE trip generation rates." 
 

C-21-11 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 

C-21-7 

C-21-11 

C-21-10 

C-21-9 

C-21-8 

Dr. Jan Green RebslDCk 
0eOBmber 2,. 202'2 
?age3 

2. Comments on Craft EIR 

We have prepared lhe following minor oommenlo booed on our review of lhe Oreft EIR end 
oooompenying oppendices . Overoll, the Or,,ft EIR oppeors robust and includes lhe substential 
evidel"l;EI required to support lhe City's assumptions, analysis., and conclusions. However, we 
hope lhal U,., City v,il consider the following comments and look !award to lhe City's darlfying 
responses In the Final EIR. 

Vehicle MIies Trave ed Analysis 

The City concludes that the Project would not substantively increa"" vehicle mi es traveled 
("'YMI") and that VMT impacts """Id b<> less than significari.' Tile Oraft EIR reoognizos that the 
Los Angeles o..partment of Transpo,talion's ("~ ) VMT calculator does not Include "part< 
and reer..,tional uses· as a land use since It Is Intended for evaluallon or l'80identlal and office 
projects.• To SUPllOrl the less-than-significant oonclusiol\ the City concludes [and LAOOT 
COl"ICU'6) that the SLRC does nol have arry regionally-attractin9 amenities al'N:t tha t there are many 
other existing parks and recrwitional facl ities wnhin a two-mile radius of the SLRC.' 

Whi e we egree wilh this approecti in concept, we question whether these essumptions fully 
capture the uniqueness of lhe SLRC orthe l ikely reality of liJ1ure park users. For example. the 
VMT analysis does OOI add!HS the fact that special events at the SLRC (should they be 
permitted) would l ikely be regionally.attracting amenities that generate g""'terVMT tha n a typical 
1ocal-servil'lg p,ark. While tt., Draft EIR recognizes the .-agiona1 clraw or spacial events in several 
ploces, 7 the VMT analyses in Section 3.16 Transportation end the Transportation Study do not 
oppee r to address lhis, Figure 76 in the Transportation Study also may not secure ely ceplure 
all of the P"'pos,><! uses lhat the Project would have, like Commurify Center, Parking, Cultu"'I 
Landmark.' Habltal or Pelformanoo. The analysis may also benefit from cooslderation of the I act 
that the SLRC Is lhe only park Identified In the twc>-mlle radius that lnoludes a dog park and that 
there""' very few oomperable perks end recreational fect ities nearby lhol include • reservoir or 
la,ge water feature . 

Addltio n.ally, the City util lzed pollln9 data lrom attendees at community out,..,ch meetings lo make 
assumptions about where future perk users would live and how tlley would aocess the perl<. • 
Specifically, the City estimates that 80 lo90 percent or cu rrent part< attendees liYewithintwo mi es 
of the SLRC and that 70 percent of current part< attendees walk to lhe SLRC.10 In other words, 
the City assumes that approximately 70 percent of I\Jlure park use,s will walk or come to tile 
SLRC by •athet non->Jehide me.ans.• This essumplia.n a.Jppcrts the City's condusion that tt'I:! 
Project would be local serving , not regional serving. We ara concerned that this approach results 
in skewed data b<>cause ~ does oot take irto consideration current pall< users woo did oot attend 

' Ibid,p. 3.18-15. 
l lbkJ. 
6 App..-.til: K, Tr,11$po'l.,IUQJ1 ~i;;l A$$11$$RNilnl r:rr;in5CJDrlalon Stud'(~. W - 33 - 36. 
7 "Th• propc>Md f>rq1111~ i1,.a.n.lclpallllld 10 bl- a local &IIIIVllgrec:re.aiiCf'lal Prcjed., How.v1111r, lh• propoMd Proj•~ cou ld 
h.-ve • MQIOl'l#l d.-.wdur1ttg ~ • evenu..· s-.01'31t EIR. pp. 2-64-. -3.J-33. •M J . .8-34. 
1 T~ SLRC ii; ,11 d"91,11tvd h1$1onc t:UlluT,111 1 lindmar'k ii, lh• cay, 
1 Tran:fl)crtationStudy, p, 36. 
1o ft:Jld. 
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unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. The proposed Project would 
use the reservoirs as part of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
Please also see Master Response - Community Engagement Process for details 
on outreach efforts undertaken for the Project. 
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  C-21-12 
 

Please see response to Comment C-21-11. 
 
Additionally, please see Section 4.4 of the Draft EIR for details on growth-
inducing impacts. Additionally, each section within the Draft EIR contains an 
analysis of cumulative impacts, which assesses the effects of past projects, the 
effects of other current projects, and the effects of probable future projects. 
 

C-21-13 
 

The Draft EIR evaluated impacts to traffic including VMT in Section 3.16.5. The 
analysis was based on a Transportation Impact Assessment (TIA) Study 
included as Appendix K of the Draft EIR. The TIA provides a detailed 
description of the VMT analysis methodology and results. The TIA 
recommended a conservative VMT assessment that assumed greater VMT 
than recommended by the ITE Trip Generation Manual. 
 

C-21-14 
 

See response to comment C-21-13. The TIA assumed a conservative VMT 
based on an increase from the current visitorship at the SLRC. As a result, the 
assessment is already uniquely associated with the SLRC and its importance to 
the community.  
 

C-21-15 
 

The comment questions the methodology used to determine the percent 
increase in visitors that would be caused by the proposed Project. The Draft 
EIR includes a detailed assessment of trip generation estimates in Appendix K, 
Section 4.2.3.3 (page 73). Beginning on page 73, the study identifies precent 
increases associated with each area of the SLRC, taking into consideration the 
proposed new features. The study assumes a 50-60 percent increase in 
weekend visitors for each of the park areas. This estimated increase was 
based on the assumptions that the park already attracted likely visitors and 
the nature of the new facilities would increase visitorship substantially, but 
would not greatly increase the significance of the park to the greater 
community. It would not place a new facility where one had not already been, 
nor would it construct a new type of facility that would substantially increase 
the park's importance to the greater Los Angeles community. With these 
assumptions, a 50-60 percent increase in visitorship was seen as a reasonable 
and conservative estimate to support impact analysis.  
 

C-21-14 

C-21-13 

C-21-15 

C-21-16 

C-21-12 

Or. Jan Oreen l=tebslDCk 
December 2,. 2022 
?age-4 

too community ou treach meetings. Add~ionally, it may not addmss too fact that tho attend06s at 
tMSe moetings are mon, I lkely to live in the area than current par1< useis who do not live within 
two miles of the SLRC. This data may also miss the fact tt...t futu re usaers of the SLRC may utilize 
the Pro]ectin a different manoorthan l!s current use. Especially because the Project Is ornlsioned 
a~ a public re$0Urce for the broader community, we belie"Ve additional sh.Jdy of these i~!;il.le~ maiy 
be werrenled to further wpport the Draft E IR's conclusions. 

In sum, althoug h we believe the Draft EIR's findings an, sufflclently support&d, we bel ieve the 
t"'nspo<lation anelysis cwld even more f,..ly assess the lil<ely VMT impacts of the Project with 
add ~ional study. Accordingly, we respectfully request the City to update F igure 7B end 
""pplement the trenspo,telion analysis to {1 ) address the 1miqueness of the SLRC in oornparison 
to Olher park an:! recreational laclltles nearby, Including the anllelpat&d spoclal everu: and (2) 
fuMher subs!antlate tho use of da!a from oommunity outtoaeh meetings to oopport anticipated 
locations and behaviors ol lubJre usaers of the Project. 

Number of Anliclpaled park Users 

The City used the number of anticipated park users to assess future trip generat ion of the 
ProJed.,. To determine the r'l.l mbet al anticipa ted patk users, the City surveyed existing park 
attendaroe within five park zones at the SLRC and applied a perc:ent increase en t□p to cepb.lrB 
the anlic:ipa ed gmw1h in park users. 12 These figures were- then used to EISISBSS the estimated trip 
generation of the Projecl" For exa mple, the City Ident ified 78 to 109 people in tho Meadow 
during the "peak hour" and applied a 50 percent increase to 100 poople for this area during the 
wookend to determine the net peak vehicle trips for this park zone." 

This approach saeems reasonable and oopported by sufficient evldenoo. However. we would like 
to bener unde,,.,and the methodology thalthe City used to determine the precise percent Increase 
that was sel8cled. Neither the Tra,..portatlon Study nor Sect ion 3.16 Transportation expla in why 
the City selected the percent increases that ii d id, The same parl< user assumpt ions were factored 
into the operalionsl noi"" analysis for lhe Project as well as the Parking Demand Study." 

Glw>n the lmponance of u,., .. assumptions, we want to ensure the acruracy or the anllelpated 
part< useis induded in the Draft EIR, NJ suet,, we respeclfllly request the City to pr<>Vide 
add~ional evidence to suppo<l the assumptions made related lo future par1< user,i of the Project. 

Parkina Demand Anatvsis 

As stated previously, the parking demand analysis relies in part on the same assumptlorna used 
for lhs trip generation rat89 in the Transport.alien Study, including lhs number of anticipated pa rk 
users al too SLRC. Although we bollove those conclusions are also supponed by su fficient 
evidence, for the same reasons addmssed above, wu request the City lo provide add.ltlonal 

11 tMJat pp.. 73-76, 
12 1t:Ji(I. 
,, tbfdatpp..16 - n , 
H ftxrJat pp.. 73-76, 
15 o..-.n EIR. Tal:!11:1 3.12.Q,p. 3.12--28; Trji1:spc:rti, UonSh.Jdy. pp. 134 - 144. 
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C-21-16 
 

The comment questions the methodology used to determine the percent 
increase in visitors that would be caused by the proposed Project. The Draft 
EIR includes a detailed assessment of trip generation estimates in Appendix K, 
Section 4.2.3.3 (page 73). Beginning on page 73, the study identifies precent 
increases associated with each area of the SLRC, taking into consideration the 
proposed new features. The study assumes a 50-60 percent increase in 
weekend visitors for each of the park areas. This estimated increase was 
based on the assumptions that the park already attracted likely visitors and 
the nature of the new facilities would increase visitorship substantially, but 
would not greatly increase the significance of the park to the greater 
community. It would not place a new facility where one had not already been, 
nor would it construct a new type of facility that would substantially increase 
the park's importance to the greater Los Angeles community. With these 
assumptions, a 50-60% increase in visitorship was seen as a reasonable and 
conservative estimate to support impact analysis. 
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  C-21-17 
 

Please see Master Response – Drought Conditions. Also, Hydrology and Water 
Quality, Section 3.10 of the Draft EIR  states that stormwater tends to have 
more impaired water quality due to picking up sediments and pollutants. This 
is further supported later in the chapter through indication that the Water 
Quality Model found that implementation of the Stormwater Capture Projects 
under both the Master Plan Proposed Scenario and the LADWP Project 
Baseline Scenario would contribute runoff and increase the pollutants within 
the SLRC reservoirs. As such, Chapter 3.18.4 of the Draft EIR (Project Design 
Features), specifies PDF-UTIL-3 which would prevent untreated surface runoff 
from entering the reservoir waters, proposed Project will implement 
decentralized drainage facilities to capture and filter or infiltrate stormwater 
runoff from the developed portions of the Project site. The proposed Project 
has already considered water systems in the Draft EIR - see Chapter 2, Section 
2.7.3 Horticulture Maintenance and Water Management; Chapter 3.10 
(Hydrology and Water Quality) and Chapter 3.18 (Utilities and Service 
Systems) of the Draft EIR for details. 
 

C-21-18 
 

Comment noted. This comment is conclusory and does not raise any issues 
with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 
 

 

  

C-21-17 

C-21-18 

Or. Jan Green ~Ioele 
Oeoember 2. 2022 
Page5 

supportj.Jstifying the percent increase assumptions uti ized. 

Water Su poly Analysis 

The Draft EIR concludes that local grrundwater supplies at Pollock Wellfleld will be ad<>quate to 
Ill the SL.RC reservolrs In the short. medium and long term. lnclud ng In periods ol drough~ sub]<>ct 
to operational constraints O,al require temporary reductiortS to wa er levels correspondirg to 
overall system needs. ,e AJthough we believe this conclusion to be welt- reasoned based on our 
understanding of the relevantaquoers, we re(JJest thattheCity provide more informalion aarifying 
what It means by "operational constraints" lhat may alfect water supi,ly, ar<I enc:aurage lhe City 
to oonslder whelher additional water supplies (such as stormwater runoff) might also support 
malntalnlDJ water levels suffJC:lent to support wetlands and habitat at the, reservoirs. 

With thanl<s for your considoration, we ask that lhis letter be placed in the administrat ive record 
for this Projocl We also r<>quest to be added to lho l ist of inten,sted parties to r9C8i\18 future 
notices a lld updates an th:! Pmjecl 

Very lnJy. 

SILVER LAKE FORWARD 

Adam Slelf, Board Chair 
Jocelyn Hayes Simpson, Board Vice Chair 
Robert Soderstrom, Treasurer & Board Chair Emerlllls 
Craig Coll ins. Board Member 
Rick Corsani. Board Member 
Trecy Fleischman, Board Member 
Rachel Fox, Board Member 
Gatherlne Geanuraoos, Board Member 
Elaine Harris Roark, Boerd M<!mber 
Helen Munro-Uziel. Board Member 
Schuyler Senfl•Grupp, Boa!d Member 
Gary Ven ·miglia, Board Member 

'Ill 0~ EIR. pp. 3. 1&-22 - 3,18.23: Sff ~SJ)Jbid;11tSodlon 2.7 A. 
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  C-22-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife and noise. 
Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, of the Draft EIR. Noise impacts associated with the proposed 
Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of 
the Final EIR. 
 
The comment expresses support for Alternative 1, or if needed, Alternative 3 
with components of Alternative 2. Please see Master Response - Alternatives 
Analysis. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

C-22-1 

We believe that most people agree that increased noise and light created by 
humans affects wild birds negatively. Scientific research has proven this fact. 

According to the National Science Foundation article, "Noise and light pollution 
affect breeding habits in birds", (Nov. 24, 2020, 
https://beta .nsf.gov/news/noise-light-pollution-affect-breeding-ha bits-birds#: - : text"' Wh 

"Noise and light alter bird nesting habits and success." 
"Although birds live in the same world we do, they experience it in a profoundly 
different way -- they see and hear better than humans, and are more sensitive 
to Increased light and noise," said Doug Levey, a program director In NSF's 
Division of Environmental Biology. 

How Does Noise Pollution Affect Birds? 0an 17, 2018 Pollution Solutions, 
https://www.pollutionso lutions-online.com/news/a ir-clean-up/16/breaking-news/how-doe 

"Alarmingly, the study shows that noise pollution significantly affects the birds 
nesting closer to the compressors. So much so, that they were demonstrating 
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder-like (PTSDJ symptoms." 
How can birds show PTSD symptoms? 

With the birds, noise pollution triggered health defects such as stunted growth, 
issues with their reproduction and fewer feathers on the birds. Their ability to 
hear predators also seemed to be jeopa rdized due to the noisy surroundings. 
"Wildlife, whether that's birds or plants, choose their habitat through risk 
assessment. Uncerta in conditions lead to excessive amounts of stress. And this 
could eventually affect heavily populated areas of wildlife," The most visible 
large population that regularly inha bits the water and landscape surroundings 
of the Silver Lake are a va riety of wild birds. This is their home. 

Based on what has been scientifica lly proven, the Micheltorena WEPA oppose 
the Master Plan and urge the adoption of Alternative 1 and if not then 
Alternative 3 elements that protect birds and all wildlife and certa in elements 
of Alternative 2 pertaining to the South Valley that reduce noise, protect 
human Intrusion and unnecessary noise pollution. There is no guarantee that 
after the projected 5 yea rs of construction noise that the birds will return to 
after being driven away by the noise to find new homes, perhaps miles away 
from Silver La ke. Who cares? We, Micheltorena WEPA, do. 
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  C-23-1 
 

As discussed in Section 3.12.5 and included in Table 3.12-11, Table 3.12-12, 
Table 3.12-14, and Table 3.12-15 of the Draft EIR, daytime construction noise 
levels from simultaneous operation of multiple pieces of equipment could result 
in occasional unmitigated noise levels of up to 89 dBA and mitigated noise levels 
of up to 79 dBA, Leq at the nearby receptors over several months of 
activity. However, construction would be restricted to only occur during daytime 
hours per Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 41.40 and health effects 
associated with the potential for nighttime awakenings would be avoided. 
 
Short-term noise levels constituting the thresholds of pain and hearing 
damage are 120 dB and 140 dB, respectively (Kinsler, 1982). Table 3.12-14 and 
Table 3.12-15 shows average daytime mitigated construction noise levels at 
each of the studied receptors; the predicted levels are substantially below the 
thresholds of pain and hearing damage. The Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration require hearing conservation plans when noise levels 
continuously exceed 85 dBA over an 8-hour period; The predicted noise levels 
at the nearest receptors would not exceed 85 dBA with the exception of 
occasional use of concrete saws, operation of individual pieces of construction 
equipment. Consequently, the significant and unavoidable noise impact is not 
generated by virtue of noise levels that would be considered harmful but, 
rather, as a result of the magnitude of the increase over existing ambient 
noise levels without construction at certain receptor locations. Therefore, 
Project construction noise would not result in adverse health effects related 
to pain, the onset of hearing loss or other significant health effects. 
 
Further, as shown in Figure 3.12-1, the highest construction noise level reported 
in Table 3.12-14 of 79 dBA would be approximately the same as a noisy urban 
daytime environment and would not pose a risk of unhealthy noise exposure. 
Ivanhoe Elementary School is approximately 1,400 feet from the Project site. At 
this distance, the noise levels of 79 dBA at 45 feet would attenuate to 48.6 dBA 
and would be less than the ambient noise levels in the area. 
 
It is important to note that the construction noise levels disclosed in Section 
3.12 of the DEIR represent a worst-case scenario assuming that all 
construction equipment is operating concurrently throughout the workday for 
each phase of construction. In reality, construction equipment may not be 
operating simultaneously or for the entire workday. Therefore, noise levels 
during construction would likely be less than those disclosed.  

 

  

C-23-1 

We, the Micheltorena WEPA, are concerned for the well-being of the children 
who live In Silver Lake and those who attend the pre-school as well as Ivanhoe 
Elementary School. w e question how the exposure to 5 years of noise from 
continuous construction and the predicted noise from the increased traffic: and 
hundreds of new additional visitors per day ca n be limited or reduced 
altogether to protect children's bra inpower. 

Please consider the findings of this article, "Limit Noise to Boost Your Child's 
Bra inpower"Medic:ally Reviewed by Neurosurgery, January 14, 2022: 
"The World Hea lth Orga nization defines noise as "unwa nted sound" and it's 
everywhere - from road traffic to air condit ioning units to iPads, toys, and 
other devices. Noise pollution refers to excessive commun ity noise, which has 
been shown to have negative effects on children's brains. A study by the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) of U.S. children between the 
ages of 6 and 19 showed that 14.9% had impa ired hearing in at least one ear. 
Cont inuous environmental noise can also affect the emotiona l and physica l 
well-be ing of ch ildren." 

Shouldn't the teachers and parents be notified about the possible effects of 
increased noise pollution to these young children? Shouldn't there be 
soundproofing added to the construction budget fo r this school facility as well 
as the other recreational facility located near the basketball courts? We feel 
that the possible effects of noise pollution need to be made know to all who 
would/could be adversely affected for a lifetime. 
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  C-24-1 
 

The commentor introduces information that discuss the effects of climate change 
cited from the Jane Goodall Institute, a community conservation organization, 
and a Los Angeles Times news article that references a California Environmental 
Protection Agency, Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment report, 
Indicators of Climate Change in California, Fourth Edition (November 2022). 
Similar information that discusses the effects of climate change is provided in 
section 3.8.1, Environmental Setting, of Chapter 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, 
of the Draft EIR, which provides information on the effects of climate change 
related to water supply, public health, increased risk of forest fires, and loss of 
habitat and ecosystems, and weather and temperature impacts. 
 
The commentor requests that the EIR analyze the effects of the Master Plan on 
climate change. As explained on pages 3.8-32 and 3.8-33 of Section 3.8, 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, of the Draft EIR, the Office of Planning and 
Research (OPR) released a technical advisory on CEQA and climate change that 
provided guidance on assessing the significance of GHG emissions for individual 
projects. The OPR technical advisory states that “lead agencies may undertake 
a project-by-project analysis, consistent with available guidance and current 
CEQA practice,” and that while “climate change is ultimately a cumulative 
impact, not every individual project that emits GHGs must necessarily be found 
to contribute to a significant cumulative impact on the environment.” In 
addition, as stated on page 3.8-24 of the Draft EIR, the effects of GHG 
emissions are cumulative and should be analyzed in the context of a cumulative 
impact analysis. Consistent with state guidelines, the EIR analyzes the effects of 
the Master Plan on climate change in a cumulative context. CEQA Guidelines 
Section 15064(h)(3) allows a lead agency to make a finding of non-significance 
for GHG emissions if a project complies with a program and/or other regulatory 
schemes to reduce GHG emissions. CARB’s 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan, 
SCAG’s 2020-2045 RTP/SCS, City’s Green New Deal, and the Los Angeles Green 
Building Code all apply to the Project and are all intended to reduce GHG 
emissions to meet the Statewide targets set forth in AB 32 and amended by SB 
32. As discussed on pages 3.8-50 through 3.8-62 in Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions, of the Draft EIR, and as shown in detailed consistency tables 4, 5, 
and 6 in the Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Technical Appendix for the Project, 
which is provided in Appendix C of the Draft EIR, the Project would be 
consistent with the applicable provisions of these plans. Therefore, the Draft 
EIR properly concludes, based on substantial evidence, that the Project’s GHG 
impacts are less than significant and mitigation measures are not required. 
 

C-24-1 

We agree with the statement from the Jane Gooda ll Institute, "We are part of, 
and not separate from, the natural world. We depend upon it for our very 
existence." " ... enhancements should include innovations that protect species 
through: Adaptive management to improve conservation dec ision-making 
over time in the fact of the climate crisis." 

Fossil fuel and fumes from increased traffic are a hea lth hazard to residents, 
visitors and wildlife according to "Climate change is rapidly accelerating in 
Californ ia, state report says" 
By Hayley Smith, Nov. l, 2022, Los Angeles Times, 
https://www. la ti mes. com/ca liforn la/sto ry/2022 • l l ·0 1/clima te·c ha n ge-ra pld ly·a cce le ra ti1 

"Wildfires, drought, extreme heat and other effects of cl imate change are 
rapidly accelerating and compounding in Ca lifornia, according to a report from 
state scientists. The fourth edit ion of "Indicators of Climate Cha nge in 
Californ ia," released 11/01/2022, pa ints a sta rk picture of the esca lating 
climate crisis and documents how global reliance on fossil fuels has had 
wide-ranging effects on the state's weather, water and residents. Also troubling 
are the secondary consequences of the state 's climate changes, such as 
decl ining populations of birds and mammals due to hotter, drier conditions." 

"Ca lifo rnia's biodiversity is threatened as alterations to habitat cond itions 
brought about by a cha nging cl imate are occurring at a pace that could 
overwhelm the ability of plant and animal species to adapt," the report says. 

w e, the Mlcheltorena WEPA, question the "long term" effects of the Master Plan 
that do not look at the longest term effects of "climate change' on all 
inhabitants of our environment. We would like to see the EIR address the 
effects of the Master Plan on humans and wildlife over the next 3 decades in 
which sc ientists warn of the dire effects of our wa rming planet. We question the 
addition of even one blade of new grass and the additional water and ca re it 
will need to grow for the pleasure of children whose world may become one 
without birds and other wildlife when they, hopefully reach adulthood by 2050 
and look back at what, we, the adults of 2023 could ha ve done to sa ve these 
species. 
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Regarding GHG impacts into future years through 2050 (i.e., approximately 
the next three decades), CARB adopted the 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan 
Update to ensure that California meets its 2030 GHG reduction targets in a 
way that promotes and rewards innovation, continues to foster economic 
growth, and delivers improvements to the environment and public health. The 
Scoping Plan also demonstrates that various combinations of policies, 
regulations, and advancing technologies would allow the Statewide emissions 
level to remain very low into future years to enable the State to meet the 
2050 targets. Based on the above, the Project would not conflict with CARB’s 
Scoping Plan, and there would be an anticipated decline in Project emissions 
once fully constructed and operational; the Project would not conflict with the 
State’s GHG reduction targets for 2030 and 2050. 
 
With respect to the Project’s additional water usage, as described on page 3.8-
44 of the Draft EIR, GHG emissions associated with the Project’s water usage, 
were considered within the Project’s operational GHG emissions and presented 
in Table 3.8-6. As discussed in Chapter 2.0, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, 
the Project has been designed and would be constructed to incorporate 
environmentally sustainable building features and construction protocols 
required by the Los Angeles Green Building Code and California Green Building 
Standards (CALGreen) Code, which would include, but not limited to, the 
installation of low-flow toilets, low-flow faucets, low-flow showers, and other 
water conservation measures. In addition, as described in Section 3.18, Utilities 
and Service Systems, of the Draft EIR, the Project would include strategies to 
reduce irrigation water demand. The Project would include ornamental garden 
areas consisting of a combination of native and drought-tolerant species 
appropriate to the Los Angeles region to provide a plant palette adapted to 
climate change. Transition habitat zones would be irrigated with reservoir 
water on a separate cycle appropriate for the drought-tolerant, coastal scrub 
planting palette proposed under the proposed Project. This irrigation strategy 
would be validated by reservoir water quality testing and soil analysis under 
proposed operations. Remaining upland habitat, lawn areas, and ornamental 
gardens would be irrigated via a potable water supply available from the 
LADWP distribution system which would require a dedicated meter. If recycled 
water is available in the future, it could be used to irrigate ornamental planting 
(see Chapter 2.0, Project Description, and Section 3.18, Utilities and Service 
Systems, of the Draft EIR, for additional details). 
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  C-25-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

 

C-25-1 

We, the Micheltorena WEPA, are spea king for all of the wildlife and every 
species the right to live and flourish in their own serene habitat, that we 
humans call the Silver Lake. We agree with the philosophy regarding this 
justice by Martha Nussbaum, a philosopher, in her Op-Ed: Embracing a new 
philosophy that demands dignity and justice for animals. (Martha c. Nussbaum 
. Dec. 4, 2022, Los Angeles Times, 
https://www. la t i mes.co m/opinion/story/2 02 2-12-04/a nima 1-ri ghts-we lfa re-citizensh i p-dol 

"Animals suffer injustice at our hands. We need a powerful theoretical strategy 
to diagnose injustice and suggest remedies. As a philosopher, I recommend a 
version of the theory of political justice known as the "Capabilities Approach" 
which focuses on meaningful activities and on the conditions that make it 
possible for a creature to pursue those activities without damage or blockage. 
In other words, to lead a flourish ing life and giving striving creatures a chance 
to flourish. This emphasis on flourishing and on a wide plural ity of key 
opportunities is what makes it so suitable as a basis for a theory of animal 
justice, as we ll as human justice." 

"The approach does not single out human moral powers as more crucial for 
pol itical choice than other aspects of animal living, and it sees all human 
powers as parts of the equipment of a mortal and vulnerable an imal who 
deserves a fa ir shake in life - as do all sentient animals. Just like humans. 
animals live amid a staggering number of da ngers and obstac les. They too 
have an inherent dignity that inspires respect and wonder." 

"Humans will have to take the lead in making the la ws and establishing the 
institutions of government, but there is no reason why humans should do this 
only for and about other humans. Furthermore, there is no good reason to say 
that only some sentient creatures matter. Sentience - the ability to feel, to 
have a subjective perspective on the world - is a necessary and sufficient 
basis for be ing a subject of justice." 

"Animals do not speak human language, but they ha ve a wide range of 
language-like ways of communicating about their situation, and if we humans 
happen to be in the driver's seat politically, it should be our responsibility to 
attend to those voices, to figure out how animals are doing and what obstacles 
they face. They actively express themselves in many ways, and it is our 
responsibility to translate that into polit ica l action." 
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C-25-1 
cont. 

"The ideal outcome would be for all the nations of the world (listening astutely 
to the demands of animals and those experts who most knowledgeably 
represent them) to agree to a lega lly enfo rceable constitut ion fo r the va rious 
animal species, each with its own list of capabilities to be protected, and each 
supplied with a threshold level beneath which non-protection becomes 
injustice. Animals would then be protected no matter where they are. 
There is no nation in which animals are cit izens, though they should be seen as 
citizens with rights whose non-fulfillment is injustice." 

Let us, the Silver Lake human community be the beginning of a po lit ica l 
journey towa rd justice for animals. The SLRC is not just fo r humans; it is largely 
inhabited by a variety of species of wildlife who ha ve no control over how their 
homes are treated and developed. They are citizens of this area but ha ve no 
rights to vote, to post comments, and to have any say on how we, humans, t rea t 
them. So we are speaking out fo r their rights to life, liberty to flourish and 
existence as nature intended. 
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  C-26-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Also, please see Master Response - 
Biological Resources. The comment is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for review and consideration. 
 

C-26-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the building of new structures and the 
floating dock. As described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the 
proposed Project analyzed in the Draft EIR included a floating dock which 
would launch guided kayak tours. Based on comments received during the 
public review period, the City has made minor revisions to the proposed 
Project. The proposed Project would no longer include the floating dock 
component or opportunities for guided kayak tours. No public access to water 
activities would be allowed, including through guided kayak and/or canoe 
tours conducted by an ecologist for educational purposes. As discussed in 
Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the revisions to the proposed Project would not 
result in any new significant impacts that were not already identified in the 
Draft EIR, nor would these changes substantially increase the severity of any 
impacts identified in the Draft EIR. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

C-26-1 

C-26-2 

We, the Micheltorena WEPA, who are homeowners who live within wa lking 
distance of the Silver Lake, agree with the basis of this Times Ed itorial Boa rd 
in this Editorial : If we wa nt wildlife to thrive in L.A., we ha ve to share our 
neighborhoods with them, published on Nov. 7, 2022 
(https:/twww.latimes.com/opinion/story/2 02 2 -11-07 /los-a ngeles-wildlife-district-ordina nc 

"Los Angeles abounds with wildlife, and now the city is creating its first wildlife 
ordinance that would regulate development to protect wildlife and biod ive rsity 
unique to Southern Ca lifornia. Above, a deer stands on the edge of a field near 
a row of residences. 
(Citizens for Los Angeles Wildlife). For decades, development has encroached 
upon open space and hillside habitats, endangering the existence of Southern 
California mountain lions and other animals and species of plants. Now, the city 
is creating its first wildlife ord inance that would comprehensively regulate 
development to protect the biod ive rsity of Los Angeles." 

"The goal is to maintain and enhance habitat so that animals can travel 
through these areas easily without getting blocked or hurt, and to ha ve 
plantings that are fire-resistant and native to the environment as well as 
provide food for animals.The ord inance would apply only to new construction, 
extensive remodeling of the existing structures or an add it ion 500 square feet 
or more. The wildlife district could be expanded in the future to include other 
areas of the city with wildlife and plant populations that should be protected. A 
wildlife ordin ance is a necessa ry tool for ma inta ining the biod ive rsity in 
hillsides where it's dwindling. The only way to do that is to make sure these 
habitats don't get overbuilt. Animals need to be able to live among us and cross 
through our neighborhoods and spaces, without them endangering us and 
without us endangering them." 

We wa nt the essence of th is ordinance to be considered when it comes to the 
Master Plan of why we need to do everything possible to protect biodiversity 
wherever we live . Thus, we oppose the building any new structures such as the 
proposed, "approximately 3,760-square-foot, Education Center that would 
accommodate lOO people". Th is structure is more than 7 times the limit of 
new structures regulated by the Ordinance on privately propterty. We would 
rather see natural growth that would accommodate 100 birds and mammals of 
wildlife. we are opposed to a "floating dock" fo r humans and would rather see 
no humans near or in the water so that wildlife and continue to live as natura lly 

as possible. 
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  C-27-1 
 

This comment provides general support for the project and does not 
specifically address issues with Draft EIR, no response required. 
 

 

  

C-27-1 

We, the Silver Lake Reservoirs Conserva ncy, approve of and support the Silver 
Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan project and the associated draft 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) . We find that the EIR accurately assessed 
most impacts and proposed appropriate mitigation measures. However, some 
potential impacts were insufficiently assessed or mitigated, as we expla in in the 
atta ched letter. 
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  C-27-2 
 

The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent 
with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological 
Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was 
prepared using industry standards for biological analysis.  
 

C-27-3 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-27-4 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

C-27-2 

C-27-3 

C-27-4 

(I Silver Lake 
Reservoirs 
Conservancy 

Deeember 14, 2022 

We, the Silve-r Lake ReSt! rvoirs Conservancy, approve of and $Upport the Silver Lal<.@ Reservoir 

Complex Ma•t•r Plan proje,,t and the a,..,,lated draft Environmenta l lmpatt Report (EIRI. we 
find that the EIR accurately assess.ed mo$t impacts and proposed appropriate mitigation 
meas ures. Howeve.-, some potential impacts were insufficient ly assessed or mitigated , as we 

exp la in be low. 

Genera l Iv, we are happy to support most elements of the new Maste r Plan. This wlll Include 43 
acres of new useab le space, Including 10 acres of active and passive rec reation and 
approximately 5.5 miles or walking pa t h, and tra i~ (Appe,dix C, Table 6, p.32), and the 

fo l1owlng general Improvements: 

• More access to natura l spaces and safe Immersion ln nature 

• Bathrooms accessible from the Meadow, in the new ed\Jcatio n center 

• Dog park and Recreation Ce nter improvements south of the South Dam 

• Re$.ervoir ~~ treatmen~ 

• Increased habi tat and wetlands to support local wildlife 

These are some of the spec ific sustaina bility features that we support : 
2.5.7 Sustainability Design Feature!i: 
• Local Water: 12,000 sr demonstration ra ln ga rdens+ 1 acre stormwater Infiltration 

planters. to protect water qua Ii~ . (2-32) 

• Clean and Healthy Bu ildings 12-33) 

• Zero Waste: recycling and compost receptacles througho ut the p.ar-k (2-33) 
• Ecosy~em Resilience: Cr-eating a cooler city (2-33 ) 

• Mobility and Publ ic Transit: bike lanes, EV charging, publlt transit service (2-331 
"Addltlonatly, the Re<,rvo/r, are locor.d within o walkable ar,o of Sliver Lake with 

acct-ss to public transit and will pro1,Hde on-site bicycle parkfng spaces and impro"Je existing 

bike lanes along s;tver Lake Baule•ard. • /Appendix C, p. 32) 

PROJECT BENEFITS TM AT WE SPECIFICAllY SUPl'ORT (EIR Section -Pae• number) 
• 500 new t rees (Ur ban Ecosyste ms and Resilience, 2-33) 

• 50% Increase In tree canopy coverage (Urban Ecosystem, and Reslliente, 2-33) 

• Improved maintenance and serurlty 12•5, 2 .7.1 p , 2-49) 

• Native plants (2 .5 .5) 

• ~a in gardens and 1 acre of new wet land planting (2 .3.2) 

SILVER LAKE RESERVOIRS CONSERVANCY 
J,ello@silverloker-eservoirs.org 

www.silvarlaker&s&rvoirs.org 
P.O. BOX 39735, LOS ANGELES, CA 90039 
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  C-27-5 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-27-6 
 

The Project is no longer considering amplified speakers during special events. 
As shown in Table 3.12-21 of the Draft EIR, on-site noise levels without 
amplified speakers would be less than significant.  
 

  
 

  

C-27-5 

C-27-6 

Silver Lake 
Reservoirs 
Conservancy 

• S.5 miles of new wa lk ing path s and trails., increasing neighbor hood connectivity and 
improv ing drro lallon p.5.6, p. 2· 30) 

• Protected bike lines, Option #1 (2.5.2, p. 2-25) 
• New pedest rian-act i vated crossing:; (2 .5 .2, p. 2-25 ) 

• 15 Addi tiona l parking spaces by Rec Ce nter (2 .5.2, p. 2-25) 
• EV charging siatlons added to parking areas (2· 331 

2 

• Floati ng habitat islands placed to ensure open w ater v iews and ae,c:es:5 to he licopters for 

fire suppression locally (2.55, p. 2-22, 23) 

• Lighting Plan (2.5 .3, p. 2-29) 

• Exposed Reservoir Edge Treatment (2 .5.4, p. 2-29 + Figure 2-10) 

• Planting (2.5.5, p. 2-30). " All habitat commu nit ies would be composed of native species" 

• Habitat Islands. Adds 3.5 acres of f loating islands t o provide und isturbed nest ing and 
foraging for birds (2.5.l , p. 2-22) 

• Fish species stocked to provide food supply for wad ing birds (2.5.1, p. 2-22 ) 

• Maintenance to include regular removal of invasive species and prohibit the use of 
neonicotinoid and other pesticidesthat damage pollinator Po PUlatio ns. (2.7.3, 2-55) 

• Nes;ting bird$ protected during construction an d annually fro m tree pruning and limited 
public aa:•« if n•eded. (2.5. 8, p. 341 

• Construction gradi ng to minimize soil Im port and ofl-hau l (2.6.2, p. 2-431 

• Wild life Management Plan , created to protect w lld lWe. (2.7.1, p, 2-49,501 
• Wet lands Management Plan, ma intenance of pla nts, water, and de bris. (2. 7.1, p. 2-50) 

• Tree .su,,e5sion Plan, pre:iierv inB healthy tree~ ,i11nd repl,i11nting to repla,e fa iling, 
dan serous. an d invasive t rees., to attain 75% canopy coverage ove r i o years:. {2.7 .1, p. 2-
50) 

• Routine Operations and Maint•na nce (2.7.1, p. 49) 

• lrrlgatlon Water System. Irrigation water to be pumped from reservoirs t o wetland 
habita t, t ran:sition ha bita t . Oth e r areas. to be irriga t~d with .-~cycle<:! water when/if 
available. (2.7.3, p. 2-57) 

• Surface Stormwater Drainage, r:unotr to be t reated bv various landscape features before 
draining into the Reservoirs.. {2.7 .3, p. 2-57) 

PROJECT AREAS OF IMPACT AND INSUFFICIENT MITIGATION AS CURRENJLYOUJLINEQ IN THE 
Wfll!R 
1. The unavoidable and significa nt operationa l noise impacts should be further mitigated by 

prohibiting large publit events, especially amp~fied music, or sound . Publ ic eve nts sho uld 

require city permitting and be l imited to fun r uns. malntenance/volunteer days, dtlzen 
scie nce events, quiet group exercise, and simllar commu nity building and su pporting events 
(2. 7. 2 Routine Opera tions and Mainte nance, p. 2-54) 

SILVER LAKE RESERVOIRS CONSERVANCY 
J, e llo@s i Ive rl o ke rese rvoi rs.o rg 

www.silvarlaker&s&rvoirs.org 
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  C-27-7 
 

The comment suggests that a third construction phase should be identified to 
better understand overlapping noise impacts. The Draft EIR provides a worse-
case scenario with respect to construction noise and concludes that the 
temporary noise impacts could be significant and unavoidable (Section 
3.12.6). Actual construction phasing is yet to be determined. 
 

C-27-8 
 

The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent 
with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological 
Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was 
prepared using industry standards for biological analysis.  
 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources (Wildlife Corridors).  
 
Regarding the comment's recommendations for project design, they are noted 
for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review 
and consideration. 
 

C-27-9 
 

The comment makes recommendations regarding the proposed planting 
plan. The proposed Project is currently only at the conceptual design phase 
and an appropriate native plant species palette will be developed taking into 
consideration habitat goals and site appropriateness. Additionally, non-native 
invasive plant species will be removed and actively controlled.  
 

C-27-10 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 

  
 

  

C-27-7 

C-27-8 

C-27-9 

C-27-10 

~ 
Silver Lake 
Reservoirs 
Conservancy 

2:. AJ5o related to the mit igation of nois.e impa-tts, we propose, under Project Const rutt io n, 
Con~ruction Sche<iu le (2.6.1, p . 2-40Al), that the South Valley (18 months proposed 

construction) be separa t ed fro m the other zones, creating a third construction phase that 
c.ou ld, howe1,1er, ottursimu ltaneou51ywtt.h other zones. 

3 

3. The <I raft EIR foun<i less than significant Impact for wild life corridors (3.4-4) However, the 
SLRCMP proposes construction ttiat would impact wildlife movement and wate r access of 
local specie. within the property, which is not add resS<>d or analyted. Specincatly, local 

species need direct access to wate r from Knoll habitat areas, through pa rk, not LADWP. 
land. Could acCES'S under walking pat hs be provided for, by add ing tu nnels/tubes for small 

anima ls under paths? Will wetland terraces include ramps for Hishttess juven ile birds? To 
mitigate the impact of t he proposal on w i ldl~e corridors, we propose moving the Education 

C@ nter towards th@ Meadow~ away from the water, and Integrati ng It into the pro~sed 
seat Ins terrace area , This change also better ~rves the commun ity, impro'ilns access t o ttie 

new bathroom~ included in t he Ed ucation C~nter. 

4~ The proposed plant ing plan in the SLRCMP may also adversely impact habitat and 
bioclive~ity goals (Biologica l Resources, 3.4} if non-native species a re- chosen over nat ive 

spet.ies. To mitigate these adver:5e effe~. we propose t h.at 0r1ly native plants .and tree 
speties should be planted in habitat areas and "Ornamental Gardens."' This mitigation 
measure will also align plan section 2.5.5 Planting (2-30) w ith POF-UTI L, l : Orought-Tolerant 
Landscaping (2-39). 

Current ly, the latter section states thata mix of na ,ve and drought -tolerant plants wil l l>e 
planted to provide a palette adapted to climate cha nge. We support this, but propose 
changing the plan to read, · only locally native plants will be selected for all landscaped 

areas, includi ng t ree planting, througho ut the project area, except when no locallv native 
plant species. is determined appropriate o,. ava ilable:'' 

Additionally, the suggested planting of a " single tree species" along the Promenade should 

be further reviewed. Given recent Invasive Insect Infestations., c: llmate change, and 
im proved scientific unde~tand ing of forest resil ience, planting a variety of Ri pari an and Oak 

Woodland t ree species wo uld boe more beneficial. Further, we rejec t the Ii.st of non-nati ve 
spet.ies proposed in the Master Plan (5.6 .1 p , 182) w hen several locally native sl)ecies would 
provide s.ignifi~nt ly better habitcit function and climate resilience. 

SILVER LAKE RESERVOIRS CONSERVANCY 
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  C-27-11 
 

The comment recommends species for planting. The proposed Project 
includes a Tree Succession Plan developed to manage the tree removals to 
ensure full compliance with the ordinances and policies and to minimize 
impacts to habitat values. The Tree Succession Plan would include the 
incorporation of native plants into the understory thus providing food sources 
and habitat for native wildlife including native sages (Salvia sp.) and 
milkweeds (Asclepias sp.) which are necessary nectar sources for special-
status species like Crotch’s bumble bee and monarch butterfly respectively. 
The native plant species planting palette would take into account the 
surrounding habitat quality and site appropriateness. Also, please see Master 
Response - Biological Resources. 
 

C-27-12 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR is deficient in its analysis of Southern 
California black walnut woodland. The Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, states that Southern California black walnuts and coast live oaks 
observed onsite are not likely naturally occurring. As stated in Section 3.4, the 
entire Knoll and Silver Lake Meadow Park is underlaid with Urban land-
Dapplegray-Soper complex soils resulting from human-transported material. 
Additionally, remnants of an irrigation system were observed adjacent the 
Southern California black walnut and coast live oak trees. These two tree 
species need to be dominant or co-dominant in the tree canopy and attaining 
30% to 50% relative cover (Keeler-Wolf and Evens 2006). As stated in the 
Section 3.4, neither of these species acquire that level of dominance or co-
dominance as all woodlands present within the project site are dominated by 
non-native species (see Impact 3.4-2). The occurrences of these two species 
are not related to a remnant stand of native woodlands but rather likely 
planted trees in an urban ruderal landscape. Additionally, the City’s Protected 
Areas for Wildlife & Wildlife Movement Report found that the no documented 
sensitive natural plant communities were found within SLRC. 
 

C-27-13 
 

The comment recommends stormwater capture be integrated into the 
project.  As noted on page 3.10-27 of the Draft EIR , “Stormwater BMPs such 
as bioswales and the proposed wetlands would assist in maintaining 
stormwater quality entering the reservoirs. As described in Section 2.7, Project 
Operations and Maintenance, and PDF-UTIL-3, decentralized drainage 
strategies would be incorporated into the design of the proposed Project. 
Areas adjacent to the reservoir, such as the great lawn and seating terraces, 
would be designed for surface runoff to move thorough the proposed habitat 
island areas before entering the reservoirs. The natural bioremediation 

C-27-11 

C-27-12 

C-27-13 

C-27-14 

Silver Lake 
Reservoirs 
Conservancy 

We. i11.stead pro pos,e Coast livE! Oak (QuE!rcus. agrifalia, and ~ariE!ty agrifolia), Ca lifornia 

4 

I.au rel (Umbellularia a,lfomical, and Ca lifornia Walnut (J uglans <-alifornic.a), Yellow Wi llow 
(Salix lasia ndra var. lasiandra) and Red Willow (5ali• l.aevigata) are bot h fast growing (to 50' 
wit hin 10 years) and can be planted along the ~rmeable banks, In conjunction wit h 
stormwater infiltrat ion. Sma ller, understory trees should al•o be mixed intothi• planting 
and ean lnelude Ho llyleal Cherry (Prunus lllicffolla ssp. llli<l l olia), Bla<k & Blue Elderberry 
(Sambucus n lgra, Sambucus nlgra ssp. caerulea) and Toyon (Heteromeles arbutllolla). 

5. Walnut habi ta t a,..,ssment (4.3, p. 22). we •trongly di,agree w ith the <tatement t hat "t he 
BSA does not support black w;;ilnut woodlQnd"' and the S\Jbseq uent decision to .. not 
consider Sout hern Cal ifornia Black Wa lnut a spec ial-status sp,eci~ fo r t he project si te." As 

black walnut woodlands are found in t he nearby neighborhood and extensively in both 
Mount Washington and Grif f ith Pa rk. we agree with horticultural assessment t hat 
ost abllshing a black wal nut plant comm un ity on the Knoll would benef it and help to 
malnrnln this most endangered local tree species. allowing wind polllnatlon to connect 
separate com munitie-s and pre~rve-genetic diversity of wild populations, while also offering 
significant habitat value. 

6. Fu rther, the Hydrology impacts (3.10) were not sufficiently aS$.eSSE!d in the d EIR. we 
strongly encourage the LAOWP to re,;onsider it5 decision to ha lt plans to implement t he 
St ormwate r C.pture Projects (3. 10-20, 2, 7 .4 ), These plans will Qua lily for many st ormwat er
related Funding grants, and t he costs associated wit h their Implementation cou ld be greatly 
reduced if un dertaken in conjunction with the various stormwater capture and wetland 
remediation elements proposed herein. Speeificallv rele,ant are U,e Rain Ga rdens, 
R .. ervolr Edge Treatments, Meadow, and Ivanhoe Reservoir projects proposed for phase 1 
construction. Ro bust stormwater capture will allow for a more-stab le, if variable, $Duree of 
water given Emergency Drought cont ingencies and curtaiJed ground wate r pumping to 
repla<,e annual evaporat ive and "'epage loss (3.10-2) 

7. Another impact of t he SLRCMP 1hat was no, sufficient ly addressed Is t he insta llat ion of 
synt hetic turf in t he South va lley, Dog Pa rk (p. 2-22). we suppo rt the ""pansion or space 
allocated for the wel l-used dog pa rks, Including the grading and othe r lmpro\lements. b ut 
the proposed synthetic t 1Jrf presents significant heakh dangers from p•ast ic and microplast ic 

particles (environmental, water.!itied, human, an.d can.i ne) that are not discus:!;ed in the EIR. 

Fu rther, thi.s materia l req uires complete removal and replac:ement as often as every 10 
yec1rs, crei:1 tingsignificc1nt li:! nd-fill debr-is (i:!s it uinnot be recycled~, c1nd furt her, i:I signifiec1 nt 
maintenance cost burden to the city. We request t hat other, plastic-f ree alternatives be 

SILVER LAKE RESERVOIRS CONSERVANCY 
J,ello@silverloker-eservoirs.org 

www.silvadaker&s&rvoirs.org 
P.O. BOX 39735, LOS ANGELES, CA 90039 
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processes present in the wetland plants and soils would filter out 
contaminants in water, and are a treatment control BMP as described in the 
LACDPW LID Standards Manual. In other areas, stormwater runoff would be 
treated by infiltration gardens located throughout the SLRC. Stormwater 
falling on the outer boundary of the SLRC would drain southwest to the 
Ballona Creek watershed similar to existing conditions and routed into the 
municipal stormwater system, and would be required to comply with the 
standards of the MS4 permit and LADPW Hydrology Manual discussed in 
Section 3.10.2, Regulatory Framework. With implementation of the 
decentralized drainage strategy and compliance with MS4 and LADPW 
requirements, the water quality impacts of the proposed Project related to 
stormwater runoff would remain less than significant.” The comment does not 
address the adequacy of the Draft EIR.  
 

C-27-14 
 

Synthetic turf proposed for the dog park area is a common building material 
that reduces erosion and provides a more accommodating surface than the 
dusty, hard dirt or pavement. Installation of this material does not pose a 
significant environmental or public health impact. The Project would include 
an Operations and Maintenance Plan, which would prescribe routine 
maintenance and upkeep of the artificial turf to help prevent the migration of 
artificial turf material such as crumb rubber and plastic grass blades into the 
reservoir, streets, and storm drains. Proper installation and use of artificial 
turf would minimize the potential for any impact to human health or the 
environment from release of micro plastics. RAP would manage and dispose 
of the building materials in accordance with applicable solid waste disposal 
laws.  
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  C-27-15 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. No response is required. 
 

C-27-16 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-27-17 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project would plant approximately 500 trees. The Project would include a Tree 
Succession Plan that would provide guidance for the gradually removal of 
mature trees to avoid temporary elimination of habitat value within the SLRC 
and replant areas primarily vegetated with non-native trees with native trees 
and understory. The plan would be prepared by a qualified arborist. The Tree 
Succession Plan would identify trees to be removed in the initial year of 
construction giving priority to trees that are dead, in poor health, and/or pose 
a safety risk to the public, including those with fungal and/or pest infestations. 
The plan would identify a sequence of phased removals for selected trees on a 
schedule throughout the 15-year period. Additionally, it would include the 
replacement of 80 percent of existing non-native trees over a 15-year timeline. 
Also, please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 
According to the California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) User’s 
Guide, Appendix A, “planting trees will sequester CO2 and is considered to 
result in a one-time carbon-stock change. Trees sequester CO2 while they are 
actively growing.” Modeling was conducted in CalEEMod to estimate 
sequestered CO2 for the Project’s 500 new trees, based on the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assumed active growing 
period of 20 years and annual CO2 accumulation factors for miscellaneous 
trees, which is the average of all broad species classes and should be used if 
the specific tree types are not known. The results of the modeling indicate a 
total sequestration of approximately 354 metric tons of CO2 (or 
approximately 17.7 metric tons of CO2 per year during the 20-year growing 
period). Modeling results are provided in Appendix X of the Final EIR. 
 
As provided in Table 3.8-6 of Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, of the 
Draft EIR, the Project would result in approximately 1,486 metric tons of 
carbon dioxide equivalents (MTCO2e) per year without account for 
sequestration. Accounting for sequestration, the Project would result in 
approximately 1,468 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (MTCO2e) per 

C-27-15 
 
 

C-27-16 

C-27-17 
 
 
 
 

C-27-18 

C-27-19 
 
 
 
 

C-27-20 

Silver Lake 
Reservoirs 
Conservancy 

ana lyz~ and proposed, including natura l matE!,.ials and an nual regrading/surface 

maintenance. 

8. A regulatory Impact tha t was not sufficiently consldered was access to fitness faclllt les 
(3.16). The Fitness Circuil, proposed for the East and West Narrows 12-20) shou ld be 
en hanced by the addition of Elder Playground equipmen t that supports balance and 
exercl.se spec~ cal ly for our elderly population. 

5 

9. Green HOu$e Ga$ emi$.!iOM are analyted In this Appendix: C, including tt,e potential GHG 
emi~ions f rom construction, poi.Irk vi5it/,i,tutomobi1e t r;;i fflc, ;;ind future park maintenance. 
Howewe-r, the mitigation effects cf project features th.emselves should be eolculated to 

determine the proje<t's future net GHG emissions. With 1he addil ion of 500 new trees, new 
wet lands, and property-wide planting and mainlenance, fu1ure GHG drawdown and ca rbon 
sequestration poterlitlal should be ~tlmated. lndudln,g botll pe, manent soil and long-term 
biomass seques.tratlon . 

IO. The proposed new 90-degree angle parking on West Sliver Lake Orlve may have a sa fety 
impact. Drivers who park in tliese .spots would have to back into oncoming traffic w hen they 
leave. While we support add itiona l pa rking near the Recreation cen ter, t he current plan 

may not be a 5afe option and may requ ire addit ional mitigation (5eed hump5,, ,autioo 5,ignaJ, 
etc.) 10 slow passing 1raffi<. 12.5.2, p, 2-25) 

11. Increased use of the Reservoirs complex could pose sanitation hazards not noted in the EIR. 
Appropria te mitigation of sanitation hazards would be to ln• tall restrooms on bot h the West 
and East sides of the property. New automated "self-<Cleanlng• restrooms should also be 
consid ered. Examples or public restrooms in parks with these features ha'll'e al ready been 
sent to Ha rgreaves. 

12. While construction impacts are c.alculiilted, the amount of grading ca l led for in the e:<pa nded 

sloping Meadow is substantial and disruptive (impacts in te rms of Soils, GHG, and Noise) 
and could be avoided. A more modest s.lope, starting at the current fence, wou ld tequire 
less :soil removal, while still offering the ramped lawn down to the water, and the associated 
.stormwater mitigations. This was not proposed or anatyzed in eithe r Alternative 2 or 3, but 

th is. design change would affect the amount of heavy cons.t.-uction equipment, and the 

a550Cii3ted cost nol5e ond GHG emi.ssions required by the extensive grading p.-oposed. 
Further, this would reduce de.stn.Jction of the existi:ng n~tive t ree and .shrub planting along 

the North Edge of the exls1lng Meadow, red ucln@ existing and established habital 
disruption . 

SILVER LAKE RESERVOIRS CONSERVANCY 
J, e llo@s i Ive rl o ke rese rvoi rs.o rg 

www.silvarlaker&s&rvoirs.org 
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year during the 20-year growing period. Project GHG emissions impacts would 
be less than significant as was determined in the Draft EIR. 
 

C-27-18 
 

Any new parking would be required to meet City DOT safety standards. DOT 
would approve the geometry and relationships to traffic based on TAG 
requirements. 
 

C-27-19 
 

Public restrooms would be upgraded or included within the proposed new 
facilities. As noted on page 2-51, the Operations and Maintenance Plan to be 
prepared by the City with the guidance of RAP would identify restroom access.  
 

C-27-20 
 

The comment expresses support for an alternative that would include a 
reduction in grading. Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis.  
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  C-27-21 
 

This comment raises concerns for removal of established trees. The proposed 
Project includes a Tree Succession Plan developed to manage the tree 
removals to ensure full compliance with the ordinances and policies and to 
minimize impacts to habitat values. The Tree Succession Plan as outlined in 
Draft EIR Chapter 2, Project Description, calls for the phased removal of trees 
over 15 years to allow for new tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide 
interim habitat value as the new vegetation is planted over time. As the new 
tree plantings mature, new habitat would be established over time. The 
successional tree removal practice would ensure that nesting and foraging 
habitat would not be eliminated during implementation. The Tree Succession 
Plan would include the incorporation of native plants into the understory. 
Also, please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

C-27-21 

~ 
Silver Lake 
Reservoirs 
Conservancy 

6 

13. Relate<I to bio logical impaas, we are concerne<I abool the removal of establishe<I trees an<I 
large shn.Jbs already planted in and around the Meadow and a5, street t rees around t he 
property. We hope t hat ar1~ native o r significa nt tre-e:s that c:armot be preserved In place wi ll 
be move<l 10 another location in the park, <lespite the a<l<l itiona l expense t his may entail. 
Ow,ra ll. we appreelate that all ell orts wi ll be taken l o preserve existi ng esta blished, healthy 
trees and shrubs throughout the project areas. 

SILVER LAKE RESERVOIRS CONSERVANCY 
J, e llo@s i Ive rl o ke rese rvoi rs.o rg 
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  C-28-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

  
 

  

C-28-1 
Attached is a letter from Amy Minteer regarding Comments on Draft 
Environmental Impact Report for Silver Lake Reservo ir Complex Master Plan 
Project, SCH #2022010055 
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  C-28-2 
 

This is an introductory comment for which no specific reference to the adequacy of the 
Draft EIR is provided. It is noted that the Silver Lake Wildlife Sanctuary is an organization 
of community members and is not a reference to a preserve for biological resources. 
 

C-28-3 
 

This comment is introductory and raises concern about the adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for 
their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

C-28-2 

C-28-3 

G:BCM 
llemt1r.1:1 Tkach Office 
Ph~: (} IOI 7'.JIS-2400 Chatten-Brown, Carstens & Minteer LLP 
~~~:~\iJnJ,"\tc .. l!22 2200 Pacific Co~ist Highway. Suite 318 

Hcm10su Ocaclt. CA 90254 
,,ww.cbccm1hlaw.com 

December 15, 2022 

Via limai/ (eng.slrcmp@lacily.org, Jan.green rebstock@lacity.org) 

Dr. Jan Green Rebstock 
City of Los Angeles 
Publi c Works, Bureau of Engineering 
11 49 S. Broadway, 6th Floor, Mai l Stop 939 
Los Angeles, CA 900 15-2213 

.\.:nwG )lh1IN'I" 

E111;il A,Jdn.:s1: 
u,:,.,-o·th.:.,·,1rlh/,m ~-om 
DirocfDinl: 
] 10-791l-2-l{l9 

Re: Comments on Draft Environm ental Impact Report for Silver Lake 
Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project, SCH #2022010055 

Dear Dr. Rebstock: 

On behalf of our client Silver Lake Wildli fe Sanctuary (S LWS), we provide the 
foll owing comments on the draft environmental impact report (DEIR) for the proposed 
Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project {" Project~). SLWS consists of more 
than 800 members in the community swTOunding the proposed the Proj ect site as well as 
over 7,000 petitioners from tl1e commun ity-at-large. The mission ofSLWS is to preserve 
the open waters of the Silver Lake Reservoirs and tl1eir sutTounding acreage as a 
sancmary to create a protected habitat for migratory birds and urban wildli fe that can be 
enjoyed by all . 

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) serves two basic, interrelated 
functions: ens1uing enviromnental protection and encouraging govenunental 
transparency. (Citizens of Go/era Valley v. Bd. of Supervisors ( 1990) 52 Cal. 3d 553, 
564.) CEQA requi res fu ll disclosure of a project's significant environmental efTects so 
that decision-makers and the public are info rmed of these consequences before the 
project is approved to ensure that govenunent otlicials are held accountable for these 
consequences. (umrel Heighls Improvement Ass '11 ofS<m Francisco"· Regents ofrhe 
Unil'ersi(y ,!(Califorma ( 1988) 47 Cal .3d 376, 392.) The environm ental impact report 
process is the " heart of CEQA'" and is the chief mechanism to effectuate its statutory 
purposes. (111 Re Bay-Delta Prowammalic EIR Coordinated Proceedings (2008) 43 Cal. 
4th 11 43, 11 62.) SLWS is concerned the DEIR fai ls to adequately disclose, analyze, and 
mitigate the Project' s signifi cant adverse environm ental impacts. 
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  C-28-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process for a discussion on how 
the proposed Project and individual features were developed. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR and is noted 
for the record. 
 

C-28-5 
 

As described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project analyzed in 
the Draft EIR included a floating dock which would launch guided kayak tours. Based on 
comments received during the public review period, the City has made minor revisions 
to the proposed Project. The proposed Project would no longer include the floating dock 
component or opportunities for guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities 
would be allowed, including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an 
ecologist for educational purposes. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the 
revisions to the proposed Project would not result in any new significant impacts that 
were not already identified in the Draft EIR, nor would these changes substantially 
increase the severity of any impacts identified in the Draft EIR. Impacts associated with 
construction activities of the proposed Project area discussed throughout Chapter 3 of 
the Draft EIR. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-28-6 
 

The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State CEQA 
Guidelines. Section 3.4, Biological Resources of the Draft EIR is consistent with the City of 
Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological Resources. In 
addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was prepared using the industry 
standards for biological analysis. The Draft EIR includes a Biological Technical Report 
included as Appendix D. The Biological Technical Report provides a detailed 
characterization of the existing biological resources within the SLRC, including special 
status species, and outlines Project impacts and mitigation strategies to minimize 
impacts. 
 

C-28-7 
 

Project Description Section 2.3 acknowledges that the SLRC is a designated Historic 
Cultural Monument. Please see Section 2.5, Cultural Resources of the Draft EIR for a 
discussion on historic resources. In addition, please refer to Appendix F of the Draft EIR 
for additional historic resources studies conducted for the proposed Project. 
 

C-28-8 
 

The Draft EIR characterizes the existing scenic values at SLRC in Section 3.1 Aesthetics. The 
Draft EIR evaluates the changes proposed by the Project both during and after construction 

C-28-4 I 

C-28-5 

C-28-6 

C-28-7 

C-28-8 

C-28-9 

C-28-10 

C-28-11 

C-28-12 

C-28-13 

Dr. Jan Green Rebstock 
December 15, 2022 
Page 2 of37 

The Project's main flaw, and source of the inadequately analyzed impacts, is its 
attempt to cram as many new uses and features as possible on this site. The Project 
currently includes features that were roundly rejected by the community, such as water
based human activities, particularly kayaking. Despite the community' s directive that 
there should not be kayaking on the Reservoir, the Project proposes a kayak launch and 
tours. Instead of li stening to the community's urging that any changes to the site be slow 
and carefully considered, using feedback from each incremental change to determine 
whether future changes are advisable, the City proposes a significant amount of 
constmction spread throughout the Reservoir site. 

The DEIR fails to adequately disclose, analyze and mitigate the impacts these 
massive changes to the site would result in . Of particular concern to SLWS is the 
inadequacy ofDEIR's bi ological analysis, which fails to provide accurate baseline 
biological conditions on the site, fails to adequately analyze species that use the site, and 
fails to support claims that habitat changes on the site will provide wildlife benefits. Any 
changes to thi s site need to be scientific data dri ven, to ensure thi s site can provide 
enhance wildlife habitat. 

The DEIR also fails to properly address the hi storic impacts to this site as a City
designated Historic Cultural Monument. The site also derives scenic value through its 
current quiet, unclutter, nature-focused condition. The aesthetic impacts of changing this 
focus are not di sclosed in the DEIR. As proposed, the Project and its substantial amount 
of new development, would be inconsistent wi th a number of existing and planned land 
use plans and regulations, including the General Plan Open Space Element, the Silver 
Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Com munity Plan , zoning regulations, and the site' s 
designation as a Protection Area for Wildlife. The excessive development include on the 
site would also result in significant construction and operational noise impacts that should 
be mitigated through reduction in intensity of development. The DEIR further fails to 

I adequately analyze and disclose the Project's hydrological , public safety and traffic 
impacts. 

I 
The DEIR' s analysis is so thoroughly inadequate that a revised DEIR mu st be 

recirculated. The new analysis contained in the revised DEIR should be use to ensure the 
Project's objectives provide environmental benefits and do not require adverse impacts. 
The new analysis should also be used in evaluating alternatives to the Project. SLWS 
notes that Alternatives 2 and 3 presented in the DEIR are both feasible alternatives that 
would reduce the Project's significant impacts that are acknowledge by the DEIR and 
some that are not. However, after reviewing comments from biological experts, and 
reconfirming the importance of the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex as wildlife habitat for 
migratory birds, raptors, herons, bats, terrestrial mammals and more, we have provided in 
thi s comment letter an Alternative Hybrid 3+2 that relies on biological data to assess the 
appropriate development for this site, ensuring it will be able to remain the important 
wildlife habitat and preserve it currently serves as. Without data and community support 
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of the Project components. Visual simulations are provided to provide a view of how the 
Project components will fit within the context of the existing reservoirs and urban 
residential setting. The Draft EIR notes that the maintenance of scenic values within the 
SLRC is a key objective of the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian valley Community Plan. 
 

C-28-9 
 

The Draft EIR provides a detailed land use plan consistency analysis in Table 3-11.1. The 
analysis includes a consistency assessment of relevant City of Los Angeles General Plan 
elements related to open space, the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community 
Plan, Mobility Plan 2035, the City's Framework Element of the General Plan, SCAG's 
Regional Transportation Plan 2020-2045, and LA's Green New Deal. A detailed summary 
of the rationale used to determine consistency with these plans is included in the Table. 
The Draft EIR concludes that the proposed Project would be consistent with all the 
relevant policies of these plans. 
 

C-28-10 
 

The Project considers a reduced development option under Alternative 2 which can be 
found in Chapter 5 of the Draft EIR. Table 5-7, Alternatives Comparison to Project 
Objectives, compares the reduced development alternative (Alternative 2) against the 
Project’s objectives and the proposed Project’s development plan. As shown in Table 5-7, 
Alternative 2 would not only reduce development as compared to the proposed Project, 
but would also partially meet the Project objectives as described Chapter 2.0, Project 
Description. 
 

C-28-11 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding hydrology, public safety, and traffic 
impacts. Impacts related to hydrology are analyzed in Section 3.10, Hydrology and Water 
Quality, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Impacts 
related to traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please see Master 
Response - Public Safety for a discussion on public safety features. 
 

C-28-12 
 

The comment requests recirculation of the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR provides detailed 
impact analysis of the proposed Project and three Project Alternatives. The comments 
provided in this letter outline suggest that additional analysis is needed to evaluate 
impacts to various environmental topics. Responses to each of the comments in this 
letter describe the adequacy of the existing baseline characterization, impact analysis, 
and Project objectives.  
 
No new significant impacts have been identified, nor has the severity of impacts been 
substantially increased. A hybrid Alternative would not alter the significance of any 
impact assessment in the Draft EIR. See Master Response – Alternatives Analysis. Finally, 
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the Draft EIR provides substantial evidence supporting the baseline characterization and 
impact analysis. As a result, recirculation of the Draft EIR is not required. See Master 
Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

C-28-13 
 

The comment states that a new Alternative 3+2 should be considered as the proposed 
Project. The Draft EIR evaluates three feasible alternatives including Alternative 3. In 
response to comments received on the Draft EIR, a detailed hybrid alternative is 
considered, Alternative 3+2. The attributes of this alternative reflect the requested 
additions mentioned in this comment. Section 5.5.4 previously analyzed hybrids to the 
alternatives considered in the Draft EIR and concluded that any such hybrid alternative 
would not result in a substantially different conclusion when comparing environmental 
impacts to the proposed Project. The consideration of Alternative 3+2, as further 
provided below, confirms the conclusions of Section 5.5.4. See Master Response - 
Alternatives Analysis.  
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  C-28-14 
 

The comment states that the funds for the proposed Project components should 
not be expended. CEQA analysis focuses on potential environmental impacts of 
a proposed Project and does not consider the cost of implementing a project 
unless the expense itself would result in environmental impacts. As a result, the 
concern for the expense of the Project is appropriately not considered in the 
Draft EIR. Also, please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

C-28-15 
 

The comment states that the Project Description provides inadequate detail. 
Under CEQA, the project description “should not supply extensive detail 
beyond that needed for evaluation and review of the environmental impact.” 
CEQA Guidelines 15124. Instead, it should provide a “general description” of a 
project’s characteristics that would describe the main features of a project, 
rather than all of the details. See Dry Creek Citizens Coalition County of Tulare 
(1999) 70 Cal.App.4th 20, 26 (upholding, among other things, conceptual 
description of project elements rather than final designs). 
 
Please see Chapter 2 of Draft EIR, for the 60-page project description of the 
proposed Project, including pp. 2-11 to 2-15 for a detailed discussion of 
activities at the Education Center; pp. 2-21 to 2-22 for a detailed description 
of activities at the Multi-Purposed Facility; pp. 2-40 to 2-41 for the worst-case 
construction scenarios assumed used for the Draft EIR analysis, which includes 
the Park Zones; pp. 2-14 (Figure 2-8) and p. 2-29 for a detailed discussion of 
lighting for the proposed Project and pp. 3.1-25 to 3.1-26 and 3.4-30 to 3.-31 
for a detailed discussion of how the proposed Project would not result in 
significant spillover lighting with the implementation of mitigation measures 
and would not affect special-status (or, in any case, non-special status) species 
due to lighting; and pp. 2-18 (Figure 2-10) and 2-29 for detailed information 
regarding the Exposed Reservoir Edge Treatment. 
 
In addition, it is permissible under CEQA to present more than one option in an 
EIR if those options are analyzed in the EIR on a defined project site and are 
sufficiently detailed, such as including site renderings and layouts. See 
Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters v. City of Los Angeles (2022) 76 
Cal.App.5th 1154, 1179-1181 and South of Market Community Action Network v 
City and County of San Francisco (2019) 33 Cal.App.5th 321, 333. Please see pp. 
2-25 to 2-29 for detailed description, rendering, and layouts for the potential 
offsite improvements, as well as pp. 3.16-14 and 17 for the analysis of the 
potential environmental impacts from the two offsite improvement options. 
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c .28•14 I for changes to the Reservoir, the substantial fund s necessary for the numerous proposed 
features should not be expended . 

C-28-15 

C-28-16 

C-28-17 

I . The EIR Fails to Provide an Accurate, Finite, and Stable Project 
Description. 

Every EIR must set forth a project description that is suffi cient to allow an 
adequate evaluation and review of the project's environmental impacts. (CEQA 
Guidelines§ 15124.) "An accurate, stable and finite project description is the sine qua 
non of an informati ve and legally sufficient EIR." (County of Inyo v. City of Los Angeles 
(1977) 71 Cal.App.3d 185, 192-93; accord San Joaquin Rap/or/ Wildlife Resen•e Center 
v. County of Stanislaus (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 713 , 730.) " [O]nly through an accura te 
view of the project may the public and interested parties and public agencies balance the 
proposed project's benefits again st its environm ental cost, consider appropri ate miti gation 
measures, assess the advantages of terminating the proposal and properly weigh other 
alternatives." (City of Santee v. County of San Diego (1989) 214 Cal.App.3d 1438, 
1454 .) 

As a w hole, the DEIR's project description provides inadequate detail to allow for 
a reasoned assessment of the Project's potential impacts. Several aspects of the Project 
as proposed in the DEIR are particularly un stable and vague, leading to an inadequate 
project description under CEQA. These aspects in clude: 

Project Features: The DEIR proposes a set of park uses, activities, and featu res, 
yet fails to specify defined parameters for some of these features. For example, the DEIR 
does not clearly specify what activiti es will operate out of the proposed Educati on Center 
and Multi-Use Facility. Further, the DEIR' s proj ect description provides only a 
conceptual scenario regarding the fencing plan. (DEIR, p. 2-7.) Without this 
in formation, the DEIR cannot adequately and accurately assess the Project' s impacts. 

Construction Timeline: The DEIR adm its that the Project's construction 
schedule is unknown . This is too vague and unstable to be compliant wi th CEQA. The 
DEIR states that construction of the proposed park zones " may occur simultaneously or 
sequenti ally." (DEIR, p. 2-40.) It proceeds to group park zones in to two distinct groups 
for the purposes of analysis, assuming that one group of park zones would be constrncted 
prior to the other, to avoid potential damage to any of the new facilities. (DEIR, p. 2-40.) 
But the project description offers no definite commitment to construction of the park 
zones in thi s sequence. The Project could be constructed in any possible sequence. 
Further, the DEIR is silent on the sequence of constrnction of park zones within each 
grouping. The order and schedule of construction is important because it will help 
determine which impacts will occur and w hen they will occur. For example, 
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C-28-16 
 

The comment states that the Project Description fails to provide specific 
parameters for some features. The Draft EIR provides a detailed project 
description in Chapter 2. New structures and plantings are described for each 
distinct sub-area within the SLRC. Activities proposed to occur within each 
area of the project are outlined in Table 2-1 of the Draft EIR. Figures 2-6 
through 2-18 in the Draft EIR provide specific locations and proposed uses of 
project features. The Draft EIR describes on page 2-11 that "the proposed 
Education Center would include small indoor and outdoor teaching and 
assembly spaces, including two interior classrooms." Any further assessment 
of the types of classes to be held at the Education Center is speculative. With 
respect to the perimeter fencing, the Draft EIR describes in Section 2.5 that 
portions of the existing perimeter fencing would be removed. The Draft EIR 
also describes habitat fencing as being 3-feet tall with gates to discourage 
public access in areas designated for habitat values. The visual simulations 
provided in the Draft EIR provide conceptual renderings of the proposed new 
structures and their conceived uses within the context of the greater SLRC and 
residential community. The Draft EIR adequately describes the proposed 
project including the proposed fencing plan and analyzes impacts based on 
that description. 
 

C-28-17 
 

The comment states that the construction schedule is too vague. As discussed 
in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, and as noted in the 
comment, construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously 
or sequentially.  
 
Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for purposes of this 
environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed in order to 
capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of construction 
may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction scenario would 
result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-3, park zones 
may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding becomes available. 
The project is still in the conceptual design phase and funding has not been 
secured. Once funding is determined and design is finalized, a final 
construction schedule will be determined. If needed, further CEQA analysis 
would occur to determine if impacts would exceed those analyzed in the 
Project's Draft EIR. 
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  C-28-18 
 

Please refer to Comment C-28-17 for a discussion on simultaneous construction analyzed 
in the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR analyzed the project's worst-case scenario, which includes 
the most construction that could occur at one time (simultaneous construction). Chapter 
3 of the Draft EIR analyzes the Project's impacts due to simultaneous construction as 
described in the Project Description of the Draft EIR. Habitat will be temporarily 
impacted during construction activities as discussed in Chapter 3.4, Biological Resources. 
 

C-28-19 
 

The proposed lighting plan is described in the Project Description, Section 2.5.3 and 
Figure 2-8, Proposed Lighting Diagram, of the Draft EIR. The description and figure clearly 
outline where high-level lighting (2 foot-candle [fc]), medium-level lighting (0.5 fc), and 
low-level lighting (0.25 - 0.5fc) would be located. Foot-candle is a measurement of light 
intensity in an area, it measures the brightness of the space being lit, instead of 
measuring the light at the source. One foot-candle is equal to one lumen of brightness 
per square foot, measured at a foot from the light source. The Draft EIR concludes that 
the proposed lighting plan is compatible with existing land uses that support both 
wildlife values and dense urban residential and park uses. The proposed lighting provides 
important safety and public access values necessary for an urban park, while minimizing 
impacts to urban wildlife. In addition, Figure 2-8 also delineates wildlife habitat areas 
that will be closed at night.  
 

C-28-20 
 

The Project Description, Section 2.5.4 of the Draft EIR describes the edge treatments 
proposed as part of the proposed Project. The Draft EIR also includes Figure 2-10, 
Proposed Embankment Edge Diagram, which depicts the location of each of the 
proposed edge treatments around both the Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs. The 
impacts associated with the construction and operation of the reservoir edge treatments 
are analyzed in Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR based on the Project Description. 
 

C-28-21 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.4 of the Draft EIR, and noted in this 
comment, consideration would be given for emergency egress elements to provide ways 
to exit the water. As noted under the resurfacing description, embankment areas with 
that treatment type would be resurfaced with smooth concrete with a slip-resistant 
finish. In addition, during final design of the Project, other considerations would be 
outlined, such as placement of rock for the riprap section, etc. The analysis contained in 
Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR, including Sections 3.4, Biological Resources, 3.10, Hydrology 
and Water Quality, address and analyze impacts associated with biological resources and 
water quality of the proposed Project. Furthermore, the Project has been designed to 
address public safety through these edge treatment considerations and other project 
design features such as (described in Section 2.5.4 of the Draft EIR): new signage 
stating public access restrictions, including no swimming; the addition of a consistent 6- 

C-28-18 

C-28-19 

C-28-20 

C-28-21 

C-28-22 

C-28-23 1 
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simultaneous construction of park zones could increase impacts, such as noise, air 
quality, biological resources, and others. Additionally, simultaneous con stmction could 
eliminate existing habitat relied upon by wildlife before new habitat is created. As 
discussed in Section III.A below, and in comments provided by biological experts, this 
would have a significant adverse biological impact that the DEIR fai ls to address. 

Lighting Plan: New lighting at the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex has the 
potential to adversely impact wildlife currently using the Project site and wi ldlife the 
Project claims it is intended to attract. The DEIR's project description provides minimal 
information regarding the new lighting, failing to disclose the increase in magnitude such 
lighting would impose on the site, or the type of lighting that would be used, including 
the spectrum of lighting proposed. Without this project information , the DEIR is 
inadequate to assess impacts of the lighting plan on biological resources. 

Reservoir Edge Improvements: The DEIR states that embankments will be 
improved, but offers virtually no properly defined details as to how the reservoir edges 
will be improved. Instead, the DEIR states that improvements include resurfacing, and 
installation of green edges, riprap, and people terraces. Each of these methods would 
have differing impacts, and the impacts would depend on where in the reservoir complex 
they were in stalled. The Master Plan contains a diagram purporting to show where each 
of the improvements will be located (DEIR App. B, p. 20 I), but the DEIR does not 
present this diagram in the project description, nor does it rely upon it to analyze the 
impacts associated with reservoir edge improvements. The location s of these 
improvement must be defined and set in the DEIR's project description in order for it to 
be adequately stable and defined for purposes of CEQA. As discussed in the Section 
III.A.2 below, and in comments provided by biological experts, the reservoir edge 
improvements could have adverse impacts on waterbirds that were not analyzed. 

The DEIR states that consideration in the new reservoir edge treatment "would be 
given for emergency egress elements to provide ways to exit the water." (DEIR, p. 2-29.) 
This is far too vague- the DEIR should define emergency •C-28-15 ements in the project 
description. Without such detail , the DEIR cannot analyze me nu pacts of reservoir edge 
treatments on biological resources, water quali ty, and public safety. 

The DEIR also states that "no public access to water activities would be allowed," 
except through guided educational tours. (DEIR, p. 2-29.) Nowhere in the project 
description is there a di sclosure of the frequency, length, capacity, and availability of 
such tours. This information is necessary to understand the intensity of the Project's use 
of the reservoir for tours, and the impacts of such use. 

The DEIR states that a 5-foot planted buffer with integrated seating would be 
maintained between the path and the edge of the slope "wherever possible." (DEIR, p. 2-
29.) The existence and location of the buffer must be well-defined in the EIR. 
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to 12-inch curb around the edge of the reservoir to provide a barrier between 
the walking path and edge of slope; and wherever possible, an approximate 5-foot 
planted buffer with integrated seating maintained between the path and the edge of 
slope. 
 

C-28-22 
 

As described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project analyzed in 
the Draft EIR included an Education Center that would be connected directly to the Silver 
Lake Reservoir via an accessible pathway leading down to a floating dock. Based on 
comments received during the public review period, the City has made minor revisions 
to the proposed Project. The proposed Project would no longer include the floating dock 
component or opportunities for guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities 
would be allowed, including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an 
ecologist for educational purposes. The revisions to the proposed Project would not 
result in any new significant impacts that were not already identified in the Draft EIR, nor 
would these changes substantially increase the severity of any impacts identified in the 
Draft EIR. 
 

C-28-23 
 

As noted in the comment, the Draft EIR Project Description describes that a buffer would 
be maintained between the seating and edge of the slope. The 5-foot buffer around the 
reservoir is limited to areas where 5-feet exist between the reservoir and the walking 
path. Some areas where space may be more limited, such as the East and West Narrows, 
buffers would be adjusted as needed to accommodate the path. No additional detail is 
needed to evaluate impacts of the proposed Project. 
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  C-28-24 
 

Based on comments received during the Draft EIR comment period, the City has decided 
to choose Option 2 as the proposed Project. Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike 
Option. 
 

C-28-25 
 

The comment expresses an opinion that the reliance on PDFs reduces the disclosure of 
impacts. The Draft EIR is consistent with the requirements of CEQA, which directs that the 
analysis of a project’s potentially significant adverse environmental impacts be based on 
the project as proposed, including mandatory project components or design features. In 
particular, it is appropriate for the Draft EIR in its analysis to rely on compliance with 
existing federal and state regulations in the PDFs (Public Resources Code § 21081.6(b); 
CEQA Guidelines § 15097(b)), as well as the standard conditions that are typical in City 
projects and are also included in the PDFs. Please see Section 2.5.8 of the Draft EIR for the 
proposed Project’s PDFs, which as stated are either typical regulatory compliance 
measures, standard conditions in City projects, or specific project feature commitments. 
 
Each of the PDFs identified in Section 2.5.8 are listed below including their respective 
regulatory association, city policy association, or project design commitment: 
 

Project Design Features (PDFs) Regulatory Framework 
PDF Reference 
Biological Resources  
PDF-BIO-1: Ornamental Native Plants.  Project feature 
PDF-BIO-2: Nesting Birds. Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
PDF-BIO-3: Wildlife Fencing Signage.  Project feature 
PDF-BIO-4: Tree Protection Fencing.  BSS Application for Tree Removal Permit 

(LAMC Section 17.02) 
PDF-BIO-5: Grading/Trenching in TPZ.  BSS Application for Tree Removal Permit 

(LAMC Section 17.02) 
RAP Tree Policy 

PDF-BIO-6: Avoiding Root Damage.  BSS Application for Tree Removal Permit 
(LAMC Section 17.02) 
RAP Tree Policy 

PDF-BIO-7: Soil Grade.  BSS Application for Tree Removal Permit 
(LAMC Section 17.02) 

PDF-BIO-8: Irrigation.  BSS Application for Tree Removal Permit 
(LAMC Section 17.02) 

PDF-BIO-9: Landscaping Around Native 
Trees.  

BSS Application for Tree Removal Permit 
(LAMC Section 17.02) 

C-28-24 

C-28-25 

C-28-26 

C-28-27 
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Off site Improvements on Silver Lake Boulevard: The Project includes two 
options for offsite improvements, both of which are vaguely defined. (DEIR, pp. 2-25 
and Figure 2-16.) The first option includes an improved southbound bike lane on the 
west side of the road, and relocates an existing northbound bike lane to the west side of 
the road. It also includes a sidewalk buffering the bike lane from the road, and parallel 
parking. The second option includes improvements, restriping and relocation of the 
existin g bike lane, with no sidewalk or additional parking. The project description needs 
to clearly define which project option wi ll move forward, because each configuration 
may have different impacts, such as traffic safety impacts. Conceptual development 
scenarios do not meet CEQA 's requirements for an adequate project description. 
(Stopthe111illenni11111hollywoodco111 v. City of Los Angeles (20 19) 39 Cal.App.5th 1, 18.) 

II. The DEIR Improperly Relies Upon P.-oject Design Features Without 
Disclosing Im pacts. 

The DEIR improperly relies upon so-called project design feanrres (PDFs) and 
claims that conditions will be placed on the Project in an attempt to reduce many of the 
Project' s impact without the required analysis of the impacts or the measures relied upon 
to mitigate them. (See DEIR, pp. 2-34 to 2-40.) The majority of these PDFs appear to be 
mitigation measures that the City has fai led to incorporate into the Project ' s Mitigation 
Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP). When a Project incorporates mitigation 
measures, CEQA requires that those mitigation measures be "full y enforceable through 
permit conditions, agreements, or other measures. " (Pub. Resources Code§ 21081.6(b).) 

As mere PDFs that will not necessarily be incorporated into Project approvals, 
conditions, and the MMRP, the PDFs are not properly enforceable by the City or third 
parties and cannot be relied upon for any reductions in Project impacts. CEQA's 
mitigation requirements exist for a reason. "The purpose of these requirements is to 
ensure that feasible mitigation measures wi ll actually be implemented as a condition of 
development, and not merely adopted and then neglected or disregarded." (Federation of 
Hillside & Canyon v. City of Los Angeles (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 1252, 126 1; Katzejfv. 
Califomia Dept. of Forestry and Fire Protec/ion (2010) 181 Cal.App.4th 60 I, 612; 
Lincoln Place Tenants Assn v. City of Los Angeles (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 1491.) 

The heavy reliance on Project PDFs and the future imposition of conditions also 
improperly compresses the DEIR's disclosure and analysis function s. (Lotus v. 
Department of Transportation (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 645, 655-656.) A " mitigation 
measure cannot be used as a device to avoid disclosing project impacts." (San Joaquin 
Rap/or Rescue Center v. County of Merced (2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 645 , 663-664.) Here, 
the DEIR claims that the PDFs are part of the Project itself and fail to assess the impacts 
of the Project without these PDFs. But, a mitigation measure is not part of the project. 
(Lotus, supra, 223 Cal.App.4th 645,656 & fn. 8.) An EIR cannot incorporate "the 
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PDF-BIO-10: Tree Pest Inspection.  BSS Application for Tree Removal Permit 
(LAMC Section 17.02) 

PDF-BIO-11: Development of Pest 
Management Plan.  

BSS Application for Tree Removal Permit 
(LAMC Section 17.02) 

PDF-BIO-12: Prevention of Pathogen 
Spread.  

BSS Application for Tree Removal Permit 
(LAMC Section 17.02) 

PDF-BIO-13: City Tree Ordinance.  LAMC Section 17.02 
PDF-BIO-14: RAP Tree Policy.  RAP Tree Policy 
Cultural Resources  
PDF-CR-1: Archaeological Resource 
Discovery During Construction.  

CA PRC Section 21083.2 
CA PRC Section 21082 
CEQA Section 15064.5f 

PDF-CR-2: Human Remains Discovery 
During Construction.  

CA Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 
CA PRC Section 5097.98 
CEQA CCR Section 15064.5 
PRC Section 5097.98 

Noise  
PDF-NOISE-1: Haul Route.  Project feature 
PDF-NOISE-2: Construction Noticing and 
Community Liaison.  

Project feature 

Public Services  
PDF-PS-1: Construction Security 
Measures.  

BMP 

PDF-PS-2: Operational Security Measures.  BMP 
Transportation  
PDF-TRA-1: Construction Traffic 
Management Plan.  

City of Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation – Construction Management 
Plan 

PDF-TRA-2: Construction Staging Plan.  City of Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation – Construction Management 
Plan 

PDF-TRA-3: Construction Traffic.  City of Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation – Construction Management 
Plan 

PDF-TRA-4: Access to Parcels.  City of Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation – Construction Management 
Plan 
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PDF-TRA-5: Site-Specific Traffic Control 
and Transit Plan for Large Events.  

City of Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation – Traffic Control Plan 

PDF-TRA-6: Expand Public Transit 
Connections.  

Project feature 

Utilities and Service Systems  
PDF-UTIL-1: Drought-Tolerant 
Landscaping.  

Project feature 

PDF-UTIL-2: Water-Efficient Irrigation.  Project feature 
PDF-UTIL-3: Decentralized Drainage 
Strategy.  

Project feature 

Wildfire  
PDF-WF-1: Fire Code.  LAMC Sections 57.4908.1.1 through 

57.4908.1.3 
PDF-WF-2: Open Flame.  LAMC Section 57.4908.5 
PDF-WF-3: Smoking Prohibited.  California Fire Code Section 310.2 

LAMC Section 57.4908.6 
PDF-WF-4: Signage.  LAMC Section 57.4908.9.1 
PDF-WF-5: Brush Clearance Activities.  City of LA Ordinance No. 185789 

 

  
C-28-26 
 

The comment states that the PDFs are not enforceable by the City. As described in 
response to comment C-28-25, each of the PDFs is associated with a regulatory 
requirement, City policy, or project feature commitment that ensures its incorporation as 
a matter of regulatory compliance. The PDFs are included in the project description as 
project features resulting from existing requirements and policies and integral to the 
project implementation. 
 

C-28-27 
 

The comment states that the identification of PDFs improperly compresses the EIR’s 
analysis. As described in response to comment C-28-25, each of the PDFs is associated 
with a regulatory requirement, City policy, or project feature commitment that ensures its 
incorporation as a matter of regulatory or management plan compliance. The PDFs are 
included in the project description as project features resulting from existing 
requirements and policies and integral to the project implementation. As a result, the 
PDFs do not reduce that impact of potential impacts since compliance with regulatory and 
plan requirements is compulsory. 
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  C-28-28 
 

This comment references a SLWS summary of inadequate biological assessment without 
specific reference in this comment. It is assumed that the subsequent comments to which the 
summary refers, each of which are responded to below. For responses to Attachment 1 Daniel 
Cooper, see responses to comment letter L-1. For responses to Attachment 2 Associate 
Professor Amanda J. Zellmer, see responses to comment letter C-17. For responses to 
Attachment 3 Jodhan Fine, see responses to comment letter I-543. For the Los Angeles 
Audubon Society Comment Letter, see responses to comment letter C-39. For Attachment 4 
California Department of Fish and Wildlife Scoping Comments, the recommendations were 
incorporated into Section 3.4 Biological Resources. 
 

C-28-29 
 

This comment provides no specific details of where biological baseline conditions were not 
disclosed. In Section 3.4.1, Environmental Setting, the existing baseline conditions for 
biological resources are described. No further response is required for this comment. 
Appendix D includes a detailed Biological Technical Report. The Draft EIR provides the baseline 
condition of biological resources on site consistent with CEQA statutes and the State CEQA 
Guidelines. Section 3.4, Biological Resources of the Draft EIR is consistent with the City of Los 
Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological Resources. In addition, Draft EIR 
Section 3.4 Biological Resources was prepared using the industry standards for 
biological analysis. The comment does not identify what is lacking from the baseline 
assessment provided in the Draft EIR. 
 

C-28-30 
 

The comment recommends periodic assessment of the Master Plan implementation with 
which the lead agency concurs. The Draft EIR Section 2.7, Project Operations and 
Maintenance, describes the preparation of Wildlife Management Plan. The Wildlife 
Management Plan will incorporate the assessment of wildlife impacts during implementation 
of the Master Plan. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4.4 Project Design Features and 3.4.5 
Impacts and Mitigation Measures, includes preconstruction surveys for nesting birds and 
other special-status wildlife in PDF-BIO-2 and Mitigation Measures BIO-2 and BIO-3 which 
offer additional opportunities for wildlife protection. 
 

C-28-31 
 

This comment purports to the inadequate disclosure of baseline biological conditions. The 
Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State CEQA Guidelines. 
Section 3.4, Biological Resources of the Draft EIR is consistent with the City of Los Angeles 
2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 
Biological Resources was prepared using the industry standards for biological analysis. The 
comment does not state what the purported inadequacies of the Draft EIR analysis are. The 
Draft EIR describes the baseline condition and evaluates impacts from construction and 
operation. 
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cont. 
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C-28-29 
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proposed mitigation measures into its description of the project and then conclude 11 that 
any potential impacts from the proj ect wil l be less than signi ficant." (Id at 655-657 .) 
The DE IR's shortcut is "not merely a harmless procedural fai ling ... [it] subverts the 
purposes ofCFQA by omi tti ng material necessary to in formed decision makin g and 
informed public part icipation ." (id at 658.) 

JI!. Th,• DEIR Fails to Adc,1uatcly Analy,c• th,• Pro_jcct's Impacts. 

A. The DEIR's Disclosure, Analysis and :vlitigation of Biological Impacts 
is Woefully Inadequate. 

SLWS provides a summal)' of the DEIR' s inadequate assessment of biological 
impacts based on the much more detai led expert comments prepared by: Daniel Cooper 
at the Resource Conservation Di strict (Attachment 1)~ Associate Professor Amanda J 
Zellmer (AUachment 2); Johdan Fine (Attachment 3); and the Los Angeles A udubon 
Society . These experts reveal fl aws in the DElR's biological resources assessment that 
arc so HtndamcntaJ and pervasive that new analysis must be prepared and the DEIR must 
be recirculated . The DEIR fo il s lo include mu ch of the required analysis identified for 
this Project by the Cali fornia Department off- ish and Wildlife ("CDf-W'"). (Attachment 
4, CDFW Scoping Comments.) 

The DEIR fai ls to di sclose baseline biological conditions, resulting in an inability 
for the DETR to assess the Project's impacts on those conditions. 

Experts have also advanced the need for any changes at the Reservoir site to be 
gradual, ,vith assessment of the wildlife impacts after each small change at the site to 
all ow further changes to be halted if the Project begins to adversely impact " ~ldlife. 

I. The DEIR Fails to Provide a Complete and Adequate Disclosul'e of 

Baseline Biologic.'. al Conditions 

Under CEQA, a projcct·s environmental impacts arc dctcnnincd by comparing the 
environm ental baseline , the ,vi thout-proj ect conditions, to with-project co11ditions. 
(CEQA Guidel ines§ 15125 , subd. (a).) Without an accurate baseline, an EIR cann ot 
accurately disclose a project' s li kely environm en tal impacts. or determin e whether those 
im pacts can be fully mitigated. (Communities.for a Hefler Hnvironment v. 5,'outh Coast 
Air Quality Management District (20 10) 48Cal.4th 3 10, 322.) Here, the DEIR fails to 
provide the required accurate basel ine. It also improperly fa ils to "clearly ident ify the 
baseline assumpti ons" and support those assumptions wi th substantial evidence. (San 
Joaqu in Rap/or Rescue Center v. County a/Merced (2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 645 , 659.) 

Expert biological comments reveal a mul ti tude of basel ine conditions that arc nol 
disclosed or supported. Of great significance is the DEIR's failure lo address the fact that 
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  C-28-32 
 

The comment states that the baseline condition provides minimal human disturbance. On the 
contrary, the SLRC located in the center of a dense urban environment accommodates existing 
human impact including on site for recreational uses. The Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, describes the existing biological resources under the current intensity of 
recreational use, with inference to existing use by visitors. Draft EIR Section 3.4.5, Impacts and 
Mitigation Measures, analyzes the probable increase visitation of the SLRC to special-status 
species. The Draft EIR evaluates the potential for increases to recreational uses in certain 
areas, identifies potentially significant impacts, and establishes appropriate mitigations to 
minimize effects to biological values. 
 

C-28-33 
 

This comment states that the Draft EIR does not characterize the importance of the SLRC for 
migratory birds, waterbirds, great blue heron and raptors. On the contrary, a list of wildlife 
species observed at the SLRC is included in Appendix D of the Draft EIR and includes each of 
the species mentioned in the comment including migratory birds, waterbirds, great blue 
heron, and raptors. The Draft EIR identifies the Migratory Bird Treaty Act as an important 
regulation for the site on page 11 of Appendix D. Impacts to biological resources are analyzed 
in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less 
than significant with implementation of mitigation measures. Mitigation measures and project 
design features specific to blue herons include Mitigation Measure BIO-1 and PDF-BIO-2. 
 

C-28-34 
 

The Draft EIR Appendix D and Impact 3.4-4 highlight the importance of wildlife movement in 
the urban environment on page 33, including both terrestrial and avian wildlife movement 
and habitat connectivity. The SLRC is acknowledged as contributing to the connectivity of 
habitat areas in an urban environment and notes that the SLRC does not provide 
uninterrupted habitat corridors to surrounding open space. 
 
The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State CEQA Guidelines. 
The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 
CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 
Biological Resources was prepared using industry standards for biological analysis. The 
comment describes that the Draft EIR fails to identify the existing importance of the site as a 
steppingstone habitat connectivity between Griffith Park and Elysian park. Master Response – 
Biological Resources (Wildlife Corridors). 
 

C-28-32 

C-28-33 

C-28-34 
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the baseline condition s provide minimal human disturbance of\vildl ife and thei r habi tat . 
Disclosure and assessment of thi s is lack of human di shtrbance, and its importance to 
,vildli fe species is essential to evaluating the impacts associated with the Project as it 
would exponentiall y increase human interference with '"-i ldlife and their habitat. Without 
that foundational assessment of existing condit ions. the im pacts of increased human 
disturbance cannot be eval uated or mitlgated. 

The DEJR also fa il s to accura tely and adequately disclose the existing value of the 
Silver Lake Reservoir Complex for migrating birds and as nesting territory. (Attachmen t 
1.) No count or sighting data is provided for \\.'atcrbirds. The DEIR fai ls to disclose the 
use of tl1c Reservoir site for rnptor species. T he DEIR completely fail s to identify the 
long-tenn Great 131 ue lleron rookerie~c-28.32 'te. The DEIR also foi ls to disclose the 
importance of the site as an intematio1,a, ., ,vpvver on the Pacific Flyway Corridor. Thi s 
importance was iden tifi ed as one of the reasons for designatin g the site as a Protected 
A rea for Wi ldlife. (See Section III .C.5.) 

The DEJR similarly fai ls to identify the existing importance of the site as stepping 
stone habiUtt connecti vi ty between Grifiith Park. and Elysian Park for terrestrial mammal 
and other species. (Attachment 2 .) Surveys for terrestria l mammal, bat, reptile and 
amphibian spcc.ics arc completely inadequate. Without assessment of the existing species 
use of the Reservoir, the DEIR cannot accurately assess the Project's impacts on those 
species. This is particularly problematic as the DEIR clai ms that the Project ,\-i ll serve as 
a benefit to \\.-i ldlifo. Without knowledge of the existing species, it is impossible to assess 
,vhether substantial changes to the si te will benefit or harm those species. 

The DEIR also includes a blatant inaccu racy in claiming that Southern Cali fornia 
black wal nu t woodland is not present on the Project si te. (Attachment I .) Numerous 
black ,valnut trees are present on the site and this is the typical habitat range for this rare 
species. The DEIR also fa ils to acknowledge that the CDFW has repeatedly found black 
walnuts meet CEQA's dclin ition of endangered, rare or threatened species. (CEQA 
Guidelines,§ 15380, subd. (d); Attachment 5, Consultation Letters from CDFW to Ci ty 
re Dlack Walm1t Trees.) Al l natural vegetation communities that incl ude Sou them 
California black walnut arc identified as Sensiti ve Natural Communities by CDFW. 

2. The DE IR Fails to Adequately Analyze Project Components. 

The Project proposes to "create" several types of new habi tat on the si te. but the 
DEJR fa ils to provide an assessment necessary lo support the inclusion of this habitat 

C-28-36 Additionally, the DEIR docs not. identify what specific ecosystems or communities would 
be "restored ." Initially, as 11otcd by experts, the Project would not create ne,v habi tat, but 
in stead convert tl1c c-xisting habitat to a different kind of habitat. To do so, tl1c DEIR 
needs to have assessed the baseline conditions, in cluding "-ildlife presence and reliance 
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The comment states that the Draft EIR is inaccurate in its analysis of Southern California black 
walnut woodland. The Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological Resources, acknowledges the presence 
of Southern California black walnuts and coast live oaks onsite, but determined that they are 
not likely naturally occurring. As stated in Section 3.4, the entire Knoll and Silver Lake Meadow 
Park is underlaid with Urban land-Dapplegray-Soper complex soils resulting from human-
transported material. Additionally, remnants of an irrigation system were observed adjacent 
to the Southern California black walnut and coast live oak trees. These two tree species need 
to be dominant or co-dominant in the tree canopy and attain 30% to 50% relative cover 
(Keeler-Wolf and Evens 2006). As stated in Section 3.4, neither of these species acquire that 
level of dominance or co-dominance as all woodlands present within the Project site are 
dominated by non-native species (see Impact 3.4-2). The occurrences of these two species are 
not related to a remnant stand of native woodlands but rather likely planted trees in an urban 
ruderal landscape. Additionally, the City’s Protected Areas for Wildlife & Wildlife Movement 
Report found that no documented sensitive natural plant communities were found within 
SLRC. Nonetheless, the Draft EIR provides an assessment of impacts to the species and 
requires that mitigation be conducted consistent with the Protected Tree Ordinance. 
 
CNPS currently considers southern California black walnut (Juglans californica) a List 4 plant 
(CRPR 4.2). CRPR 4 species do not per se meet the definition under CEQA Section 15380(b) as 
an Endangered, Rare or Threatened Species (“special-status”). Information for these species is 
often limited due to the difficulty in obtaining current data on the number and condition of 
the occurrences and few if any of these CRPR 4 species are eligible for state listing (CNPS 
2023). CDFW does not include southern California black walnut in their State and Federally 
Listed Endangered, Threatened, and Rare Plants of California (CDFW 2023). Therefore, 
according to both CNPS and CDFW, southern California black walnut does not meet their 
criteria as List 1 or 2 species or as Endangered, Threatened, and Rare Plants of California, 
respectively. 
 
In contrast to individual California black walnut trees, the CDFW considers California black 
walnut vegetation communities (e.g., California black walnut woodland) a sensitive natural 
community (CDFW 2022). According to CNPS: “Walnut forest is a much fragmented, rare, and 
declining vegetation community. Threatened by urbanization, grazing, non-native plants, and 
possibly by lack of natural reproduction. Possibly threatened by hybridization with 
horticultural varieties of walnut.” (CNPS 2023). These black walnut vegetation communities, 
which do not exist in the Project site (see p. 3.4-5 of the Draft EIR), are what CDFW refers to in 
Attachment 5 of the comment letter (on a separate project with different circumstances) as 
“some plants with a CRPR of 4” qualifying as special-status species where a project would 
result in “habitat modification.” 
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The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to provide an assessment necessary to support the 
creation of new habitat. The comment is not specific in what type of assessment would be 
required to support their claimed deficiency in the Draft EIR analysis. The comment states that 
the Draft EIR does not identify what specific ecosystems or communities that would be 
restored. The Draft EIR, Section 3.4.5, Impacts and Mitigation Measures, discusses the 
creation of 23-acres of native habitat including upland and wetland habitats. This creation of 
native habitat replaces non-native landscape and developed areas and is not considered 
restoration. The Draft EIR baseline conditions were analyzed and summarized consistent with 
the CEQA statutes and the State CEQA Guidelines. Additionally, the Draft EIR Section 3.4, 
Biological Resources is consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, 
Section C Biological Resources. 
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The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to provide substantial evidence that the floating 
islands will provide habitat. The Draft EIR, Section 3.4.5, Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
discusses the creation of 23-acres of native habitat including upland and wetland habitats. 
This creation of native habitat replaces non-native landscape and developed areas and is not 
considered restoration. The Draft EIR baseline conditions were analyzed and summarized 
consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State CEQA Guidelines. Additionally, the Draft EIR 
Section 3.4, Biological Resources is consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA 
Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological Resources. 
 

C-28-38 
 

The comment states that it is impossible to assess impacts of restoration. The Draft EIR 
describes in detail the impacts of constructing the proposed Project, including installation of 
vegetation and habitat features. The intention of the revegetation would be to increase native 
vegetation compared to existing conditions. See Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

C-28-39 
 

The comment asserts there will be a significant increase in human interference with wildlife. The 
Draft EIR acknowledges that the SLRC accommodates existing human utilization for recreational 
uses as a component of baseline conditions. The Draft EIR includes dual objectives (p. 2-6) to: 
 

"- Expand existing active recreational uses and increase passive recreational uses; and to 
- Enhance and expand wildlife habitat by introducing wetland and aquatic ecologies and 
improving upland habitat." 

 
Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological Resources, describes the existing biological resources under the 
current intensity of recreational use, with inference to existing use by visitors. Draft EIR Section 
3.4.5, Impacts and Mitigation Measures, analyzes the probable increase visitation of the SLRC to 
special-status species and concludes that impacts to wildlife will be less than significant. 
 

C-28-40 
 

The comment asserts that the removal of existing fencing preventing access to habitat by 
humans and pets would be a significant change from current baseline conditions, adversely 
impacting wildlife, and that the Draft EIR failed to disclose, analyze and mitigate these 
impacts. In the Draft EIR, the perimeter fence will be removed in phases as different park 
zones are constructed. The Draft EIR concludes on page 3.4-31 that the removal of the 
perimeter fence would eliminate barriers to wildlife and provide access for large wildlife to 
access the water and created wetlands. Areas with the most habitat value will have low-level 
habitat fencing to demarcate access restricted areas (see Figure 2-4 in the DIR). Additionally, 
these areas will be closed at night and off limits entirely to the public (see Master Response - 
Public Safety). The Draft EIR concludes that Impacts to existing wildlife resulting from the 
removal of the perimeter fence would be less than significant. 
 

C-28-36 
cont. 

C-28-37 
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on the Reservoir site, before it can conclude the impacts of this habitat conversion and the 
types of habitats that would be benefi cial. 

The !)FIR makes a number of un supported assumption s regarding habitat 
con version at the Reservoir. The DEIR assumes the creation of floating island will 
provide beneficial habitat. but fa il s to provide substantial evidence in support of this 
assumption. Similarly, the DEIR touts '·wetland restoration'' again wi thout support for 
the benefits of providing the proposed habitat al this location. Similar habita t has been 
provided at other areas of the City and has served as a draw for nui sance species. 

The DEIR also claims the Pro_1ecl includes habita t restoration for the Knoll area of 
the si te, but again, without necessary baseline infonnation, it is impossible to assess the 

c .28.38 adverse or beneficial impacts of thi s restoration. (Attachment 2.) The DEIR does not 
identify the target species for the habitat restoration in the Knoll , preventing an 
assessment of whether it would serve a beneficial purpose. An understanding which 
species reside in and use the Reservoir is essential to evaluati ng impacts to those species. 

C-28-39 

C-28-40 

C-28-41 

3. The DEIR F:oils to Analyze Impact from Significant Incnasc in 
Jiu man Interference with \Vildlife. 

Experts Cooper and Zellmer identified the DEIR ' s lack of analysis of im pacts 
associated ,,~th the 1->roject providin g sign ificant increases in Im man interference -ivith 
wildlife and their habi tat. (Attachments I and 2.) The CDFW concurred in with these 
experts· concern s. stating in scoping comments that: "CDF\V is concemed that the 
Projccl' s proposal lo increase public access and create recreat ion opportunities that 
currently do not exist may resul t in disturbances to habitat and wildlife." 

Removal of exi sting fencing preventing access to habitat by humans and their pets 
,vould be a significant change fron1 current baselin e conditions that could adversely 
impact wildlife. The proposed habitat restoration could be hindered by human use of 
those restored areas. The DEIR fai ls to disclose, analyze and mitigate these impacts. 

The DEJR also fai ls to analyze and mitigate invasive species impacts, an impact 
that is increased by increased human intmsion into the Reservoir site. Humans could 
directly and indirectly introduce new invasive species to the Reservoir. There is no 
assessment of exotic pest species thal have been fou nd in other parks in LA that this 
project appears to attempt to emulate, like Echo Park Lake and Macarthur Park. where 
invasive and pesl species have had significant impacts on biodi versity. Humans can 
inadvertently track in vasi vc species into t.hc site on their shoes and clothing. It is also 
common for human s to purposefull y release pets at urban parks and these species can 
significantly damage the-habi tat and wildlife diversity. 
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The comment asserts that the Draft EIR failed to analyze and mitigate invasive species impacts 
due to increased human intrusion. The Draft EIR notes on page 3.4-30 that the Project would 
increase human activities throughout the SLRC. The SLRC is currently an urban park which 
currently has high levels of public access and anthropogenic influence on the majority of the 
site. The Draft EIR acknowledges that some areas previously off limits to the public will be 
made available. In these areas native plantings will replace non-native vegetation currently on 
the property. The Draft EIR concludes that the addition of native plants will reduce invasive 
species on site compared to existing conditions. The increase in public access would not 
elevate the SLRC exposure above the existing high levels of exposure to invasive species or the 
potential release of pets. Additionally, in the Draft EIR, Section 3.4.5, PDF-BIOs -7 through -9 
have standards for managing invasive pests found in trees. Specifically, PDF-BIO-8 requires the 
City to work with a certified arborist to prepare an Infectious Disease Management Plan. 
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The comment asserts that the Draft EIR fails to analyze and address impacts of human access 
to the water edges and that it would have significant impacts to waterbirds. As described in 
Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project analyzed in the Draft EIR 
included a floating dock which would launch guided kayak tours. Based on comments received 
during the public review period, the City has made minor revisions to the proposed Project. 
The proposed Project would no longer include the floating dock component or opportunities 
for guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, including 
through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist for educational purposes. 
Additionally, the comment asserts that buffers for waterbirds would be eliminated. However, 
the access to the shoreline is a relatively small area when considered in the context of the 
larger size of the reservoirs. The majority of the reservoirs would be still inaccessible to the 
public and would provide similar conditions for waterbird use that currently exists. 
 

C-28-43 
 

The comment asserts that the Draft EIR fails to assess impacts of the significant increase in 
nighttime lighting and that the lack of analysis results in a failure to assess mitigation. On the 
contrary, the Draft EIR Section 3.1, Impact 3.1-4 does evaluate the effects of nighttime lighting 
on wildlife and states that lighting would not be included along secondary pathways within 
habitat areas. Additional Mitigation Measures AES-1 requires that all new permanent exterior 
lighting shall be shielded and directed downward to avoid light spill onto surrounding land 
uses including natural habitat areas, open water, residential areas, or into the night skies. The 
SLRC currently provides recreational opportunities within a dense urban area where 
surrounding streetlights illuminate the area during the nighttime. The new lighting would be 
needed for public safety. The Draft EIR concludes that habitat areas including planted areas of 
native vegetation and open water would not be significantly impacted by proposed lighting 
and the SLRC would continue to function as usable wildlife habitat. 
 

C-28-44 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR failed to analyze Project impacts to wildlife connectivity 
and states that the SLRC was recently designated as of the City's "Protected Areas of Wildlife". 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources (Movement Corridors). 
 

C-28-45 
 

The comment asserts that the Draft EIR fails to analyze and mitigate the potential for window 
bird strikes at the Education Center. The Draft EIR Section 3.1, Impact 3.1-4, Mitigation 
Measure AES-2 requires that all new structures and buildings shall be designed to include non-
glare exterior materials and coatings to minimize glare or reflection. The use of these non-
glare materials would result in less than significant impacts to birds. 
 

C-28-42 
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The DJ-:IR further fai ls to address the impacts of hurnans being allowed up to the 
edge of the reservoirs and to acn1ally kayak on the water. Waterbirds need buffers from 
human interference and as proposed. the Project eliminates the existing buffers. Thus, 
the Project could have signi ficant impacts on ,1-,aterbirds use of the site, but the I )El R 
fails to analyze these impacts. 

4. Tlrn DEIR Filils to Ass<•ss thl~ Imp.ids of the Significant Inc1·casc in 
l'iighttimc Lightin~. 

C-28-43 As addressed in detail by the Los Angeles Audubon Society, the Project would 

C-28-44 

C-28-45 

C-28-46 

significantly increase in night lighting at the Project site. Scholarly assessments have 
repeatedly found that increases in night lightin g, even at the levels proposed for the 
Project in the DEIR, would have significant adverse impacts on wildlife, limiting the 
abi li ty of the Reservoir to provide the expanses in useable wi ldlife habitat that it claims. 
This lack ol' analysis also results in a fo.i lure to assess mitiga tion. 

5. The DEIR F:oils to Analyze the Pi-oject's Impacts on Wildlife 
Connectivity. 

Expert Zellmer provides detail on the importance of the Silver Lake Reservoir 
Complex as an important stepping stone habitat connecting Griffith Park and Elysian 
Park, in an area that \Vas recently designated as of the City"s "Protected Areas for 
Wildlife.'" She identifies a flaw in the DE[R' s assessment in on ly considering the 
wildlife connectivity provided by contiguous parcels. She also provide-s 
recommendations for necessary evaluations to determine the existing fun ctionality of the 
Reservoir as providing wildlife connections, and assessment of the species intended to 
use the site to al low for an evaluation of the Project' s impacts, whether ben eficial or 
adverse, to the use of the si te for wi ldli fe movement . 

6. The 1rn1R Fails to Analyze the Potential for Bird Sn·ikes at the 
Education Center . 

Expert f- ine has identified that there arc high counts of birds at the Reservoir and 
that they could be impacted by the addition of the proposed Education Center to the site. 
(Attachment 3.) I le identifies that comm on occurrence of bird deaths resulting from 
window strikes and coll isions and notes that: '"A bui lding with windows erected in the 
middle of the meadow, a popular area for many birds, could be a death trap for the 
species that use the reservoir as a migra tion stop over, as a wintering ground, or a 
breediug ground ." The DEIR fails to acknowledge or mitigate thi s impact. 

7. Tlui DEIR Filils to Ass<•ss thu Habitat Impacts of Fuel l\1fonagcm<~nt 
Requirements Around :'.'lew Structures. 

While the DEIR acknowledges that fuel modification will be requ ired around the 
proposed new structures on the Project site, it fai ls to analyze the impacts of thi s fu el 
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The comment asserts the Draft EIR fails to analyze the impacts due to fuel modification. The 
location of the proposed new structure is located in an area currently vegetated with non-
native vegetation primarily consisting of mature eucalyptus and pine trees and generally open 
understory dominated by Chilean pepper trees and invasive grasses. The proposed native 
plantings and fuel modification of habitat up to 200-feet from the proposed Education Center 
would increase the habitat value of this area. The Draft EIR evaluates wildfire impacts in 
Section 3.19. The Draft EIR concludes that the proposed Project would not increase the risk of 
wildfire compared with exiting conditions. 
 
Additionally, the comment states that irrigation would introduce invasive species. However, as 
described in the existing conditions section of the Draft EIR, the Project area is currently 
vegetated with non-native vegetation and the addition of irrigation would not increase the 
occurrence of invasive species beyond current baseline conditions. As included in the project 
design features, irrigation would be conducted under the oversight of a qualified arborist. 
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This comment asserts the need for the Draft EIR to be recirculated for having an inadequate 
analysis of biological resource impacts. No specific reference is provided; therefore, no further 
response is required. The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the 
State CEQA Guidelines. Section 3.4, Biological Resources of the Draft EIR is consistent with 
the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological Resources. 
In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was prepared using the industry 
standards for biological analysis. Please see Master Response – EIR Recirculation 
Requirements. 
 

C-28-48 
 

Project Description Section 2.3 acknowledges that the SLRC is a designated Historic Cultural 
Monument. Please see Section 2.5, Cultural Resources of the Draft EIR for a discussion on 
historic resources. In addition, please refer to Appendix F of the Draft EIR for additional 
historic resources studies conducted for the proposed Project. 
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modification to wildlife habitat. For new buildings proposed near areas of habitat 
c-28_46 restoration, such as the Education Center, this could significantl y reduce the habitat value 
cont of the area. Fuel management requirements such as irrigation could also introduce 

i1n1asive species, resultin g in further adverse impacts. 

C-28-47 

C-28-48 

8. Recirculation of the DEIR is Required to Address the Fundamental 
Flaws of the Biologic.i i A.n:ilysis. 

As set fo1th above and in the referenced expert com me11ts, the DEIR is 
fundamen tall y inadequate in its assessment of biological im pacts due to a lack of accurate 
basel ine conditions and failu re to di sclose, analyze or miti gate man y of the Project" s 
biological impacts. These inadequacies are system ic necessitating sign ificant revision of 
the DEIR. The DEIR is "(so fundamentall y and basically inadequate and conclusory in 
nahtre that meaningful public review and comment were precluded." (CEQA Gu idelines 
§ 15088.5, subd. (a )(4); citation t0Mou11tai11 Lion Coalition v. Fish & Game Com. (1989) 
214 Cal.App.3d 1043 .) Thus, CEQA requires the City to recirculate a revised DEIR for 
fu rther publi c comment. 

ll The DEIR's Analysis of Historic Resources Is In adequate. 

The Silver Lake Reservoir Complex has been listed as a City Hi storic-Cultural 
Monument (! ICM #422) since 1989. Thi s designation was approved and adopted by the 
Ci Ly as the vision for this open space ofland and waters in order to provide protection 
against demolition or inappropriate alterations, and to encourage lon g-tenn stewardship. 

The Legislanire passed CEQA to enable "all action necessary to provide the 
people of thi s state ·with ... enjoyment of aesthetic, natural, scen ic, and historic 
environmental qualit ies." (Pub. Resources Code, §2 100! , subd. (b), em phasis added.) 
The statute explici tly defines "environment" to include "objects of hi storic or aesthetic 
significance." (Pub. Resources Code,§ 21060.5 .) Public Resources Code section 
21084.1 categorizes historic resources as " mandatory, presumptive, or discretionary," 
according to whether and where the resource has been ident ified as historic. (League for 
Protection of Oakland's " tc. Historic Resourc"s v. City of Oakland ( !997) 52 Cal.App.4th 
896, 906-07.) 

" Presumptive" historic resou rces are those resources included in a local register of 
hi storical resources or identified on a qual ified hi storic resources survey. (CEQA 
Guidelines § 15064.5, subd . (a)(2).) The lead agency mu st treat a presumptive resource as 
a hi storic resou rce un less there is a preponderance of evidence that the resource is no 
longer hi storic. Here, the Si lver I .ake Reservoir Compl ex·s listing as City HCM #422 
makes it a presumptive historic resource, requiring analysis of any potential impacts to 
this resou rce. The DEIR's analysis of impacts to th is historic resou rce is inadequate on 
several basis. 
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As stated in Section 3.5.3 of the Draft EIR and contrary to the comment’s suggestions, the 
significance threshold used for historical resources was, consistent with CEQA, whether the 
project would “[c]ause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource 
pursuant to §15064.5. (Refer to Impact 3.5-1).” The analysis of impacts to historical resources 
in Impact 3.5-1 was consistent with this threshold, and was not limited, as suggested in the 
comment, to only whether the project impacts would result in the SLRC not being a 
designated resource. Please also refer to Appendix F of the Draft EIR for a description of 
changes within the Project Site during the period of significance. Changes and modifications 
have altered the original design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association of 
the SLRC to some extent, yet the reservoir remains eligible for listing as both a LAHCM and in 
the California Register. Character-defining features have not been changed to the extent that 
its integrity is no longer intact or by extension, its eligibility is threatened. Despite these 
changes, the SLRC is still able to successfully convey its historical significance and justify its 
inclusion in the California Register of Historic Places. The implementation of the Master Plan 
will similarly alter aspects of the reservoir that are components of its integrity, as defined by 
the National Register, but not to the extent that the resource will be unable to convey its 
historical significance or justify its inclusion in the California Register of Historic Places. 
 
More importantly, the SLRC has had changes and alterations since its designation as an 
LAHCM in 1989. Please see Section 2.5, Cultural Resources of the Draft EIR and Appendix F of 
the Draft EIR for a discussion of alterations within the SLRC. While alterations to the SLRC have 
likely been considered “impacts” under CEQA, they do not reach the threshold of a “significant 
impact.” The SLRC is not a static resource that has remained frozen in place since its original 
construction, or its designation as an LAHCM. The changes proposed would not be considered 
significant because potential impacts would not result in a substantial adverse change that 
would materially alter in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of the historical 
resource that convey its historical significance and justify its eligibility per 15064.5 (b)(2). After 
Project completion, the building would remain eligible as a historical resource pursuant to 
15064.5 (a). 
 

C-28-50 
 

As described in Section 3.5.1, Cultural Resources, the SLRC itself is a Los Angeles Historic 
Cultural Monument (#422). Further analysis of historical resources and impacts analysis is 
based on the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan: Supplemental Historical Report and 
Impacts Analysis (2022) (Historical Report) provided within Appendix F of the Draft EIR. 
 
The Draft EIR is the most extensive description, analysis, and catalog of the features and 
history of the SLRC written to date. While the SLRC was evaluated as a district, rather than a 
Historic Cultural Landscape, that is merely a difference in terminology and organizational 
tools. The characterization of the SLRC as a “district” versus a “landscape” did not originate 

C-28-49 
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I. The DEIR Relies on an lmpermissibly Lax Threshold of 
Significance. 

In assessing impacts to historic resources, the DEIR fails lo apply the threshold of 
significance required by CEQA. The CEQA Guidelines also estublish lhc specific 
threshold of significance for a significant adverse impact to a historic resource. This 
limits the City from setting its mvn more lenient threshold. CEQA Guidelines section 
15064 .5, subdivision (h)( 1) provides that a project would have a significant adverse 
impact on historic resources ifit materially impairs the resource' s historic significance . 
Thi s section also establ ishes that a project materially impairs the resource' s hi storic 
signi fican ce by demolishing or materially altering physical characteristi cs of a resource 
thal "convey ils historical significance and that j ustify its inclu sion in . or eligibil ity for. 
inclusion in the Califomia Register of Hi sto ri cal Resources." (CEQA Guidelines 
§15064.5, subd. (bX2).) Tims, a proj ect lhat would demolish or material al ter any 
character defining features of an historic resource would have a significan t impact under 
CEQA, requirin g miti gation or the adoption of a less impactful alternative. 

Instead ofrelying upon the CF.QA mandated threshold of significance, the DEIR 
considers impacts to be significan t only if the resourc-e woul d no longer be el igible as a 
designated resource. (DEii( pp. 3.5-30-32, 3.5-35.) This threshold is impenn issibly 
lenient because it does not consider impacts significan t that "\.vould materi ally alter a 
character defining feature of the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex if the resource remains 
el igible for li stin g as an HCM. As discussed below. several character defining features of 
this resource would be materially altered or demolished, requiring the DEIR t.o find a 
significant impact to historic resources. 

2. Th,• Silv,•r Lake R,•st•n •oir Complex is an Historic Cultural 
I ,andscape and Must Be Assessed as Such. 

As defined by The Cul tu ral Landscape Foundation . which was founded by the 
author of the Secrelary of /he inferior 's Guidelines for l'resen,il1g. Rehabilitating. 
Reslon·ng & Reconsfrucling Historic B uildings, Secret my of 1/,e Interior ·s Guidelines for 
lhe Trealment of Cultural Landscapes, cultural landscapes are defined as follows: 

Cultural landscapes arc landscapes that have been affected, inilucnccd, or 
shaped by human involvement. A culh.iral landscape can be associated with 
a person or event. [t can be thousands of ac-rcs or a tiny homestead. It can 
be a grand estate. indu strial site, park, garden , cemetery, campus, and more. 
Collectively, cultural landscapes are works of art, narratives of cul tu re, and 
expressions of regional identity. 

Based on this definition, the historic Silver Lake Reservoir Complex clearly 
qualifies as a cultural landscape. Despi te this, the City's historic resources consultants 
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with the Draft EIR; it dates to its listing as a LAHCM and therefore predates the Draft EIR. The 
Draft EIR confirms that the SLRC is a historical resource for the purposes of CEQA and includes 
numerous character-defining features that are landscape features. The original HCM 
nomination form is short and limited on details and does not contain an inventory or 
description of what the contributing and/or non-contributing resources are contained within 
the district, let alone inventory, categorize, and analyze its character-defining features. The 
Draft EIR contains an extensive history of the SLRC, including categorizing and prioritizing the 
character-defining features of the SLRC, which previously had not been analyzed, including 
landscape features that previously had not been identified and/or included in analysis. In 
addition to the ESA report and analysis, consultant GPA clearly states on page 11 of their 2020 
memorandum that “The Complex is a historic designated landscape.” Their 2019 report 
provided a description of the Site, a summary of its development and history, an illustrated 
inventory of landscape characteristics and character defining features of the SLRC, and an 
analysis of its status as a historical resource. Per The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for the Treatment of Cultural Landscapes 
(National Park Service, 1996), organizational elements of a historic cultural landscape can 
include spatial organization, topography, vegetation, circulation, and water features; all of 
these are included and addressed within the Draft EIR. 
 
Additionally, with the number of buildings, structures and physical infrastructure associated 
with the SLRC, a district is not an inappropriate organizational tool. Landscape features can 
and are considered character defining features in historic districts, including the SLRC, and do 
not necessarily require separate evaluation as “cultural landscape.” More importantly, the 
landscape features of the SLRC that would be defined, inventoried, and evaluated for impacts 
in a cultural landscape evaluation are all defined, inventoried and evaluated within the Draft 
EIR, including various landscaping and landscape areas, the knoll, and the meadow. The 
resulting analysis of impacts more than adequately addresses the potential impacts of the 
Project, and an analysis of impacts under the auspices of a “cultural landscape” would be no 
different. More importantly, the Draft EIR acknowledges that the Master Plan will have an 
impact on the historic features of the SLRC; it simply states that these impacts do not reach 
the level of a “substantial adverse change.” 
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  C-28-51 
 

The proposed Project will similarly alter aspects of the reservoir that are components of its 
historic integrity, as defined by the National Register, but not to the extent that the resource 
will be unable to convey its historical significance or justify its inclusion in the California 
Register of Historic Places. Please refer to Appendix F of the Draft EIR for a description of the 
proposed changes as they relate to impacts to the character of the Project site. 
 
While the planned changes may slightly alter the materials, features and spatial relationships 
of the Reservoir, they do not destroy them. Additionally, the SOIS say: 
 
New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner 
that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its 
environment would be unimpaired. 
 
As described in Cultural Resources, Section 3.5.5 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project 
includes development of an Environmental Education Center located at the base of the Knoll 
landscape. This building would be one-story, an appropriate scale for the surrounding 
residential neighborhood, and it would be built into the topography of the Knoll. It would be 
designed to fit into the neighborhood. Its roof would be an extension of the habitat of the 
Knoll and there would be outdoor classrooms. The Environmental Education Center is 
designed to be integrated into the Knoll’s landscape and would not result in a substantial 
visual change to the historic Knoll landscape. All of the planned changes could be removed in 
the future and the essential form and integrity of the Reservoir would not be impaired. While 
the plan includes work where a “small portion of the Knoll on its southern face is regraded,” it 
also states that “the design intent is to balance the cut and fill earthworks such that execution 
of these elements requires no off-haul or import of soil.” This balance of cut and fill is 
specifically designed to avoid an impact that would result in permanent impairment. 
 
While the Knoll is currently enclosed by a fence that runs along Armstrong Avenue and only 
accessible from the north/west (LADWP entrance and compound), it has historically been 
accessible to the public, and a nature trail currently exists through the Knoll. As described in 
Project Description Section 2.5, no lighting would be proposed within the habitat areas of the 
Knoll and habitat fences would be installed along all nature trails. The education center has 
been designed in a discrete manner that will make its modern construction evident, while not 
dominating the surrounding landscape. The Reservoir and its associated landscape will remain 
the focus, with these changes implemented to highlight this unique resource and provide 
additional enjoyment for visitors. 
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did not evaluate the Silver I .ake Reservoir Complex as a culn1ral landscape, or use the 
speci fi c guidel ines for culh1ral landscapes referenced above to assess impacts to this 
resource . Consu ltant GPA specifi cally stated that they ,vere not re-evaluating as a 
cultural land scape, but did not identi fy a reason for that lack of analysis. (DEIR App. F, 
2019 GPA Consulting Historic Resource Report, p. 14.) 

The Sticretmy of Interior's Standards/or Cultural Landscapes idcnti()'" that the 
"character uf a cultural landscape is defined by its :;patial organization and land patterns; 
fea tures such as topography, vegetation, and circulation : and materials. such as an 
embedded aggregate-pavement." These Standards also emphasizes new additions to 
cultural landscapes should be avoided if possible and if no t, only non-characlcr-dclining 
fean1res should be altered . [ Jere, as discussed below. the Project would al ter character
defining features such as the Knoll and the Ivanhoe Reservoir embankment. 

While the site was not evaluated as a cultural landscape, the " landscape 
characteristics" of the Si lver Lake Reservoir Complex were identified in the appendix C 
to the 2019 GPA Consulting His toric Resource Report. Thi s appendix also iden tifies the 
Knoll as a landsc.:ape characteri st ic of the site, as open space. 

3. Th(" Project \Vould l\1l:tt("ri:llly Alkr Charactc1· Defining Fcatur("s of 
the His toric Silver Lake Reservoir Complex. 

Table I in the 2019 GPA Consulting Hi storic Resources Report identifies 
character-defining features of the historic Silver Lake Reservoir Complex. These 
include, bu t arc nol limited to: the I vanhoc Reservoir, Ivanhoe Reservoir Perimeter Path, 
the Knoll , the Concrete Perimeter Wall , the Silver Lake Reservoir Perimeter Path, the 
Silver Lake Reservoir, the Grassy Patch , East Landscaped area and more. The Project 
wmdd materially alter severa l of these character defining features, but the DEIR foil s lo 
di sclose that such al terati ons would result in a significant impact. 

Appendix F identifies that " l:3ecause the existing embankments are a pri mary 
character-defining feature of the Si lver I ,ake and Ivan hoe Reservoirs, providing increased 
access to the water by substantiaJly altering the existing embankments would not comply 
with the Standards and may result in a significant im pact under CEQA." The Ivanhoe 
Reservoi r embankm ent would be material ly altered by the addition of a new observation 
deck, wetland terraces and footpaths. (DEIR 2-16.) 

The DEIR fails to disclose this material alteration of the embankment ,vould be a 
significant impact Lo an historic resource under the threshold of significance set forth by 
the CEQA Guidelines. (Sec Section 111.13. 1 above.) Instead, the DEIR merely claim s 
changes to the embankmen t "would not affect tJ1c overall el igibi lity of the Reservoir." 
(DEIR p. 3.5-J I.) Thi s is in adequate to di sclose and provide mitigation for the Proj ect's 
impacts to hi storic resources. 
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The Project would also materially alter the Knol l, another character-defit1in g 
featu re of the Silver Lake Reservoir Com pl ex. The historic resources report 's description 
of the Knoll identifies the im portance of the unchanged and natural condition of this 
feature: 

Topographic maps from 1896 lo 20 18 ·were examined to ascertain U1c 
elevation of the Knoll to identify potential changes in grade over time. This 
analysis shows that the Knoll appears to be a naturally occurring feature 
visible on maps as early as 1896, wi th a consisten t grade that docs not 
change in almost 120 years. While there arc minor changes t.o the foliage 
that populates the Knoll , it is consistent wi th the evolution of a natural 
lan dscape with minimal h.um.an intervention, i.e. the coverage becomes 
more substantial with time. The Knoll appears to retain its original 
character throughou t tl1e development oftlie SLRC . 

(Appendix F, ESA Report p. 24, emphasis added. ) 

The Project would result in significant ph ysic-al additions to thi s character-definin g 
feature as wel l as a change in use from an area wiU1 minimal human interven tion. lo an 
area wi th significant hun~an interaction . Th e Project would add nature trails to the Knoll , 
increasing Im man interaction s. (DE[R p. 2-1 5.) A 1,200 square foot pavil ion and seatin g 
area \\tould also be constructed in the Knoll , and lightin g would be added to this currently 
natural area. (Ibid ) 

The most sign ificant addition to the Knoll is the construction an Education Center 
at the base of the Knoll . Thi s ne"'· addi tion would materially al ter the naniral condition of 
the Knoll by adding in a created new habitnt on the roof of ihe Education Center. Thi s 
would be a materially alteration of a character-definin g feature of the HCM and of a 
landscape fea ture of this cultural landscape. Construction of the Education Cen ter would 
also be inconsisten t. with Secretary of Interior 's Standard 10, which requires that '· [n]cw 
additions and adj acent or related new construction will be un dertaken in such a manner 
that if removed in the fu ture, the essential fonn and integrity of the historic property and 
its enviro11111ent would be uni mpaired ." (36 C.F. R. 67 .7.) ·1·11e Education Center would 
require significant grading and changes to the site, which will leave the Knoll impaired if 
the bui lding was removed in the fu ture. 

The DEIR fai ls lo identify these altera tions of the Knoll us a significant impact of 
the Project. 
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As described in Land Use Section 3.11.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project would be 
subject to various land use plans and policies as well as development standards in the LAMC’s 
Planning and Zoning Code. Proposed Project consistency with the applicable plans, policies, 
guidance, and regulations discussed in Section 3.11.2 and Table 3.11-1 of the Draft EIR. The 
proposed Project would be consistent with the adopted land use designation for the site in 
the Community Plan; the General Plan; and adopted environmental goals or policies contained 
in other applicable plans. 
 

C-28-53 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to assess the open space policies. Table 3-11-1 
includes an assessment of consistency with open space policies. The Draft EIR concludes with 
substantial evidence that the proposed project is consistent with applicable land use policies. 
Furthermore, the comment presents legal issues and/or conclusions that do not pertain to the 
adequacy of the analysis of the proposed Project under CEQA in this EIR and require no 
further response. 
 

C-28-54 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to assess the open space policies. Table 3-11-1 
includes an assessment of consistency with open space policies. The Draft EIR concludes with 
substantial evidence that the proposed project is consistent with applicable land use policies. 
The proposed project includes the modernization of a recreational facility within a densely 
populated district of Los Angeles with the express objective of enhancing biological values. 
The Draft EIR concludes that continuing the use of the site as a recreational facility is an 
appropriate land use for the site. For a discussion on wildlife corridors, see Master Response – 
Biological Resources. Furthermore, the comment presents legal issues and/or conclusions that 
do not pertain to the adequacy of the analysis of the proposed Project under CEQA in this EIR 
and require no further response; notwithstanding, nothing in SB 1425 (2022) requires specific 
analysis under CEQA, and the comment does not present any substantial evidence that the 
Draft EIR’s open space analysis is in conflict with any provisions of SB 1425 and/or that any 
such alleged conflicts would result in significant impacts. 
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C. The DEi R Fails lo Analy,e and l)isclose All the Project's 
Inconsistencies with Applicable Land Use Plans and Land Use Plans, 
Policies, and Regulations Adopted to Avoid/Mitigate Environmental 
Impacts. 

Under CEQA. an E[R is requ ired to analyze any inconsistencies with applicable 
land use plan s. (CEQA Guidelines§ 15125, subd. (d).) Additionally, a project would 
resul t in a significant environm.enlal impact due to a cunllict with any land use plan, 
policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental 
effect. (DEIR, p. 3. [ [. [ I.) The DEIR fa ils lo analyze all such inconsistencies and fails 
to disclose significant lm1d use impacts. 

J. The DEIR Fails to Address the Project's Inconsistency with S B 
1425 Requirements for Open Space l1:len1ents. 

Govem ment Code section 65560 et seq. provides for the protection of open-space 
land and discourages conversion of such land to non-open-space uses. (Gov . Code § 
6556 1.) The EIR must analyze the Proj ect' s consistency wi th the forthcoming upda tes lo 
the General Plan Open Space Element, pursuant to the recently passed Senate 13ill ("S13 ") 
1425 . SB 1425 requires the City lo review and update its open space clement, including 
preparing plans and an action program to address specified objectives, by January 1, 
2026. (See 
https:lrlcginfo.legislaturc.ca.uovlfaccs1billComparcClient.xhtml ?bill id 202 120220S1314 
~ -) 

One of these objectives requi res that the open space element address rewilding 
opportunities, defined as ( l ) opportunities to preserve, en hance, and expand an integrated 
net,vork of open space to support beneficial uses, such as habitat, recrea tion, natural 
resources, historic and tribal resources. ,va ter management. and aesthetics: or (2) 
establ ishing a nan.iral communi ties conservation plan to provide for coordin ated 
mitigation of the impacts of new development. This provision emphasizes the need for 
localities' open space elements to protect natural open space that provides mul tiple 
en vi ronmental benefits, such as pre-serving wildli fe corridors and connectivi ty. 

The DEIR does not address these 11ew requirem ents, ,vhich wi ll have to be in place 
prior to the completion of the Project. These requirements arc relevant to the Project, 
which proposes to develop an area that is important for wildli fe connectivity. 
(Attachment 2, Zell mer Assessment.) The Project could eli minate one of very fe,v 
rewilding opportunities in the City's urban environment. The DEIR mu st analyze the 
Project' s inconsistency with the SB 1425 requi rements. 
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As described in Land Use Section 3.11.5, Table 3.11-1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project 
was analyzed for consistency with Objective 6.1 of the Framework Element Open Space and 
Conservation Goals. The Draft EIR concluded that the proposed Project would include 
improvements to habitat within the SLRC. The proposed Project would not convert the 
existing land use and zoning designation of the site. The Project site would remain open space 
and would include the addition of new passive and active recreational spaces for use by the 
public, and enhancement of habitat areas. The proposed Project would not conflict with 
policies that protect the City's natural settings from the encroachment of urban development, 
allowing for the development, use, management, and maintenance of each component of the 
City's natural resources to contribute to the sustainability of the region. Furthermore, the 
comment does not provide any substantial evidence that any alleged conflict with land use 
policies would result in a significant impact. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Biological Resources regarding 
the baseline conditions of the Project site and associated impacts to wildlife. 
 

C-28-56 
 

As described in Land Use Section 3.11.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project would be 
subject to various land use plans and policies as well as development standards in the LAMC’s 
Planning and Zoning Code. Proposed Project consistency with the applicable plans, policies, 
guidance, and regulations discussed in Section 3.11.2 and Table 3.11-1 of the Draft EIR. The 
Draft EIR concluded the proposed Project would be consistent with applicable policies 
identified in the Silver Lake- Elysian Valley Community Plan including Objectives 1-3; 1-5; 4-1; 
5-1; 5-2 and the Silver Lake Reservoir Master Plan Design Guidelines. 
 
The comment states the proposed Project is inconsistent with Objective 5-1 of the Silver Lake-
Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan. As described in Table 3.11-1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would expand the existing recreation and public park space within the SLRC 
and would, thus, meet this objective as it not only preserves the existing open space, but 
expands passive recreational opportunities. The proposed Project objectives aim to conserve, 
maintain and better utilize existing recreation and park facilities. 
 
Furthermore, the comment does not provide any substantial evidence that any alleged 
conflict with land use policies would result in a significant impact. 
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2. The DEIR Fails to Disclose the l'l·oject's Inconsistency ,,ith the 
General Plan Fl'amewol'k Element Open Space and Conservation 
Goals. 

In addition to its fai lure to analyze the Project's inconsistency ,vi th the required 
open space updates, the DEIR also fa il s to disclose that the Project is inconsistent with 
Objccti vc 6.1 of the F ramcwork Element Open Space and Conser va tion Goals: 

Protect the City 's natural setlings from the encroachment of urban developmen t, 
allmving for the de velopment, use, management, and nrninlenance of each 
component of the City's natural resources to con tribute to the sustainability of the 
region. 

As di scussed furth er by biological expert Dr. Amanda J 1/,el lmer, the Project is 
inconsistent with this Objecti ve becau se m ultiple aspects of the proposed plan will 
degrade rather than en hance the natural resources of the City. Expert Zellmer stated: 

First, removal of fencing will allov-/ for increased human presence within 
natural areas such as the Knoll and withi n the Eucalyptus Grove. I Ium an 
act ivity in these areas ,viii reduce the quali ty of these habita ts for use by 
wildlife (Kowarik 20 11 ). Second, proposed added stmctures throughout the 
Si lver Lake Reservoir will add to in creased encroachment of urban 
development within existing natura l areas. fin ally, the creation of a 
Promenade and wal king paths that cross through the Kn oll and the 
Eucalypht s Grove will fragment existing habi tat. both physically and 
because of the increase of human acti vity a long these trai ls. While walking 
trails may not be a deterrent to larger-bodi ed wildlife species, smaller 
species and ground-dwelling species such as snakes \viii experience habitat 
fragmenta tion as a result of added trails. 

(Attachment 2, Zell mer Asscssmcnl.) 

The DEIR's rationale for consistency, on the other hand, was conclusorv and fail ed to 
address the Project's impacts on '"'~ ldlife connectivity. lacking the requi~ed substa11tial 
evidence to support its clai m. (DEIR p. 3. 11 -12.) Thu s, the DEIR failed to analyze and 
di sclose thi s in consistency in contravention ofCEQA ' s requ irements . 

3. The DEIR Fails to Disclose the Project's Inconsistency \\1th All 
Relevant Community Plan Polidl's, 

The Si lvc-r Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan (Communi ty Plan) 
applies to the Project site. (Sec hllps: i/planning.lacitv.oruiplans-polieics/communilv-
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The comment states the proposed Project was not analyzed for consistency with the Los 
Angeles Zoning Code. As described in Land Use Section 3.11.5 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project would be consistent with applicable provisions of the LAMC – which include Open 
Space Zoning. The entirety of the proposed Project area is zoned as Open Space (OS), which 
allows for the following applicable uses of the SLRC; parks and recreation facilities, including: 
bicycle trails, walking trails, nature trails, park land/lawn areas, children’s' play areas, child 
care facilities, picnic facilities, and athletic fields, public water supply reservoirs (uncovered) 
and accessory uses which are incidental to the operation and continued maintenance of such 
reservoirs, water conservation and flood plain areas. The proposed Project would redesign 
existing park facilities. The zoning designation of the entire proposed Project area will not 
change with proposed Project implementation. The proposed uses would continue to be 
consistent with existing uses described above, which are permitted under the LAMC. 
Therefore, the Draft EIR concluded the proposed Project would not result in significant 
environmental impacts related to inconsistency with the LAMC’s land use regulations and 
impacts with respect to the land use provisions of the LAMC would be less than significant. 
 
Furthermore, the comment does not provide any substantial evidence that any alleged 
conflict with land use policies would result in a significant impact. 
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plan-area/silver-lake-echo-park-elysian-vallev, in co111orated by reference.) Thi s 
Comnmnity Plan includes a number o f poli cies relating to Open Space and the EIR must 
evaluate whether there are any in consistencies with these poli cies. 

The Project site has a land use designation of Open Space under the Community 
Plan and meets the Community Plan ·s definition of open space as "land that is essentially 
free of structures and serves lo provide recreational opportunities" (Attachment 6, 
Community Plan Excerpts, p. 58; https:/iplanning.lacil\'.orgio<locumenl/3cea417c-87a0-
4laf-bcdf-187b9b0bade91SLKplanmap.pdf, incorporated by reference.) 

Objective 5-1 requires the Ci ty to ''Preserve e."'isting and develop new open space 
resources ." (Attachm ent 6, Community Plan Excerpts, p. III-39, emphasis added.) Policy 
5- 1.1 requires the. Ci ty to "Enc-ot1rage the retention o f passive and visual open space 
,vhich provides a balance to the u rban development of the Plan area." (Ibid. ) The 
Community Plan relies on the Plan Map to effectuate Objective 5-1 and Poli cy 5-1 . 1, 
im plementing the Plan Map to ••designate[] areas for open space. thu s protecting them 
from encroachment by more intense uses." (Ibid) 

As proposed. the Proj ect would be inconsistent with this policy because it would 
al low for the encroachment of more intcnsi vc use of the Reservoirs and ,:vou ld remove 
exis ting open space and \1'-'ildlifc habita.t. This inconsistency is made all the more 
significant by the increasin g density of urban development in the Community Plan area. 
The Project would constn1ct several large bui ldings on the Projc-et si te, as ,veil as in stall 
,val kin g paths, elim inati ng significant amounts of open space. Despite this, the DEIR 
ignores the Project ' s encroachm ent on open space, concludes that the Project is consistent 
with Objecti ve 5-1 . and is silent about Policy 5-1. 1. The DEIR must analyze this 
inconsistency and disclose it as a con flict with the Comm unity Plan . 

4. The DEIR Fails to Disclose the Project' s Inconsistency with the Los 
Ang .. ~lt•s Zoning Col.le. 

The Project site has a zoning designation of Open Space. Under the Los Angeles 
Zoning Code, there arc li mi ted uses allowed in the Open Space zone and no building or 
strncture is allowed except for the followi ng: 

Parks and recreation facilities, i.ncluding: bicycle trails , equestrian tra ils, 
walking trails, nahlre trail s, park land,1awn areas. children ·s play areas, 
child care faci lities, picnic facilities, and ath let ic fields (not to exceed 200 
seats in park) used for park and recreation purposes. 

Natura l resource preserves for the managed production of resources, 
including, but not li mi ted to, forest lands, waterways and watersheds used 
for commercial fi sheries; agricultural lands used for food and plan t 
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  C-28-58 
 

The comment asserts that the Project requires approval of a conditional use permit under the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code. To the extent a conditional use permit is required for 
implementation of any of the Project elements, this does not pertain to the adequacy of the 
analysis of the proposed Project under CEQA, and in any event Section 2.8 of the Draft EIR 
already provides that Planning entitlements, such as a conditional use permit, may be needed 
for the Project. 
 

C-28-59 
 

The comment asserts that the Draft EIR fails to analyze and disclose the Project's inconsistency 
with Wildlife Corridors Protections. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources 
(Wildlife Corridors). 
 

 

  

C-28-57 
cont. 
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production~ areas containing major mineral deposi ts (" G" Surface Minin g 
Distri cts) and other simi lar uses. 

Marine and ecological preserves, sancn1aries and habitat protection sites. 

Sanitary landfill si tes which have received certificates of closure in 
compliance wi th federal and stale regulations. 

Public water suppl y reservoirs (uncovered) and accessory uses which are 
incidental to the operation and continued maintenance of such reservoirs. 

\\Tater conservation areas , including percolation basin s and flood plain 
areas. 

(Attachment 7, Los Angeles Municipal Code §12.04.05 .) 

While some of the Prqject clements arc al lowed in the Open Space zone, others do 
not appear to be. The EIR must evaluate whether al l of the bui ldings and structures 
proposed as part of the Project comply with the Ci ty's zoning regulations. Por example, 
the proposed multi-purpose bui lding and proposed Education Cen ter do not appear to fa.II 
within the allowable uses pursuan t to J ,os Angeles Mun icipal Code§ 12.04.05. The DEI R 
relies 011 a conclusory and un supprnted statement that these stmch1res "would con tinue- to 
be con sistent wi th existing uses." (DEIR, p. 3. 11- I 9.) That fail s to address the 
inconsistency of this developm en t with the zoning regulations for this Open Space si te. 
The EIR must analyze thi s in consistency. 

Additionally, as discussed above, the Si lver Lake Reservoir Complex is a 
C-28-58 designated Historic Cultural Monument. As such, development on this Open Space 

requ ires approval of a conditional use permit (Los Angeles Municipal Code 
§12.04.0S(B)(I Xb).) 

5. The DEIR Fails to Analyze and Disclose th e Project's Inconsistency 
with \Vildlifo Corl'idor Protections. 

The Project site is designed by the City as a Protection Area for Wildli fe (PAW). 
PAWs are designated ·' to protccl biologically important areas that arc crucial for 

C-28-59 maintain ing and preserving the existing level of biological diversity found wi thin the 
City.'· (J\.ttachmcnt 8, Excerpts of Protected Areas For W ildl ife & Wildli fo Movement 
Pathways Final Report ("'PAW Report"), available at 
https:liplanning.lacitv.org/odocumcnl' 13dc48cd-2fac-4cc7-ab4b-3ac2 13020b8712021-02-
26 ESA PAW-WMP Final Rcport.pdl. p. 6 .) PAWs arc meant to protect wildl ife 
corridors within the City, and maintain habitat connectivity for species. 
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  C-28-60 
 

Please see Master Response – Biological Resources (Wildlife Corridors). The comment does 
not specifically address the Draft EIR and therefore no further response is required.  
 

C-28-61 
 

Please see Master Response – Biological Resources (Wildlife Corridors). 
 

C-28-62 
 

This comment refers to the pending and yet to be adopted Wildlife District Ordinance and 
asserts that SLRC is contained within the proposed Wildlife District. Additionally, the comment 
claims that the Draft EIR analysis of impacts to wildlife connectivity is inadequate. 
 
The proposed Wildlife District applies to Santa Monica Mountains between the Interstate 405 
freeway and State Route 101. The SLRC is not located within this geographical area and 
provisions of the pending Wildlife District Ordinance would not be applicable. Consistent with 
the PAWS Report for the SLRC, the SLRC PAW is isolated and surrounded by development, 
such that movement of wildlife species is limited to within the PAW, except for insect and 
avian species that can fly in and urban-adapted terrestrial species that may be in the area. This 
agrees with the Draft EIR discussion concerning wildlife movement, in which Section 3.4.5 
Biological Resources states "The proposed Project site is not a designated wildlife movement 
corridor, would be isolated within a residential neighborhood, and would not function as a 
wildlife movement corridor within the region.". Please see Master Response – Biological 
Resources (Wildlife Corridors). 
 
Notwithstanding, the proposed Project is consistent with development standards of the 
pending Wildlife District Ordinance in which the use of native plant species are prominently 
emphasized in the SLRC Master Plan, non-security fencing will be designed to preserve access 
to habitat and to facilitate wildlife movement, lighting will be minimized, shielded and of low 
intensity, and building materials would emphasize non-reflective surfaces, including windows. 
 

C-28-63 
 

As discussed in Section 3.12.5 and included in Table 3.12-11, Table 3.12-12, Table 3.12-14, and 
Table 3.12-15 of the Draft EIR, daytime construction noise levels from simultaneous operation 
of multiple pieces of equipment could result in occasional unmitigated noise levels of up to 
89 dBA and mitigated noise levels of up to 79 dBA, Leq at the nearby receptors over several 
months of activity. However, construction would be restricted to only occur during daytime 
hours per Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 41.40 and health effects associated 
with the potential for nighttime awakenings would be avoided. 
 
Short-term noise levels constituting the thresholds of pain and hearing damage are 120 dB 
and 140 dB, respectively (Kinsler, 1982). Table 3.12-14 and Table 3.12-15 shows average 
daytime mitigated construction noise levels at each of the studied receptors; the predicted 
levels are substantially below the thresholds of pain and hearing damage. The Occupational 

C-28-60 

C-28-61 

C-28-62 

C-28-63 
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The Silver I .ake Reservoir was designated as a PAW because it is '" Habitat that at 
some point in the li fe cycle o f a species or suite of species serves as concentrated 
breeding. feedi ng, restin g. or mi grating grounds and is lim ited in availabili ty ·withi n 
Southem California or within the City of I ,os Angeles . Thi s includes areas that provide 
for the conserva tion of relati vely undisturbed examples of the original natural biotic 
communities (i.e .. biodiversity ) within the City of Los Angeles." (Anachment 8, 
Excerpts of PAW Report, p. 9.) As the City itself i<lentilied, U1e Reservoir "su pports a 
variety of bird species, and is important for preserving biodi versity." (p. 77.) 

The DEJR fa il s to discuss the importance of the PAWs designation for the 
Reservoi r, or the Project's poten tial t.o con flict with objccti vcs of this designa tion. As 
di scussed fo11J1er in the expe11 report from Dr. Amanda J. Zellmer, the Project clearly 
confl icts with the goal of the PAWs designation to maintai n and preserve biological 
di versity and wi ldli fe connectivi ty in the Ci ty . (Attachm en t 2, Zellm er Assessment.) 

Additionally, a new Wildlife District Ordinance, based upon the PAW Report, is 
currently pending before the City. 
(https: //plannine.lacity.org/plndoe/Staff Reports/2022/ 12-08-
2022/Cl'C 2022 3413 and Cl'C 2022 3712 2 .pdf, incorporated by reference.) This 
Ordinance would set development limi ts for the newly created Wildli fe District, which 
includes the Reservoir. Sites such as this arc key to creating the wi ldlifo connectivity tl1c 
Wi ldli fe Di strict Ordinance is in tended to c reate. As di scussed in Section 111.A.5 and the 
comments from Expert Zellmer, the DEJR fa ils to provide adequate analysis of the 
existing wildl ife crn1necti vity provided hy the Project site or the impacts the Project may 
have on ,vi ldlife corridors. The DEIR should further analyze ,vhether the development 
proposed as part of the Project would be consistent "~ th the development regulations in 
the draft Wi ldli fe IJi strict Ordinance. 

D. The DEIR Fails to Disclose, Analyze and Mitigate Sib'llificant Impacts 
Relatin g to .'IJoise and Vibrntion . 

1. Effocts of Nois" Pollution on Health Ar" Extcnsiv". 

·' [T]hrough CEQA, the public has a statutorily protected interest in quieter noise 
environm ents." (!3erkeley Keep Jets Over the !3ay Committee v. !3oard qf Port Com'rs 
(2001) 9 1 Cal.App.4th 1344 , 1380.) Despite thi s clear mandate to analyze noise impacts, 
the DEIR omits a discussion of the extensive health impacts of noise exposu re, as 
required by CEQA (Cf. Sierra Club v. County of Fresno (2018) 6 Cal.5th 502, 52 1). 

Excess noise pol lution can cause hearing damage and loss. Loud noise, either 
cxpcrit.a1ccd as a single event or continuously over time, can damage cells in the inner car 
that detect sound an d help transmi t information on sound to the brain. 
(https://"'"'vw.cdc.gov-ncch1hcarinu loss. how docs loud noise cause hearing loss.html, 
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Safety and Health Administration require hearing conservation plans when noise levels 
continuously exceed 85 dBA over an 8-hour period; The predicted noise levels at the nearest 
receptors would not exceed 85 dBA with the exception of occasional use of concrete saws, 
operation of individual pieces of construction equipment. Consequently, the significant and 
unavoidable noise impact is not generated by virtue of noise levels that would be considered 
harmful but, rather, as a result of the magnitude of the increase over existing ambient noise 
levels without construction at certain receptor locations. Therefore, Project construction noise 
would not result in adverse health effects related to pain, the onset of hearing loss or other 
significant health effects. 
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  C-28-64 
 

Comments were raised on the Draft EIR questioning the adequacy of the ambient noise level 
measurements, whether they represent the ambient noise level for the area, and the dates 
and duration of the measurements. The predominant existing noise source surrounding the 
Project Site is traffic noise from major roadways, such as Silver Lake Boulevard to the east and 
West Silver Lake Drive to the west. Secondary noise sources include local roadway traffic, 
landscaping equipment, and other typical urban noise from residences. Other noise sources 
include general residential and commercial-related activities associated with trash collection 
activities, loading and unloading activities, and surface parking lots. 
 
As discussed above, eight off-site noise-sensitive receptor locations were identified to 
represent noise-sensitive uses within the Project area. The locations of the noise-sensitive 
receptors are listed in Table 1, Summary of Ambient Noise Measurements at Noise Sensitive 
Receptors, as Receptor Locations 1 through 8 with the approximate distances to the Project 
Site. Ambient noise levels were measured at all eight locations (R1 through R8). The measured 
environmental noise levels at R1 through R8 represent the current ambient noise levels in the 
vicinity of the Project Site and are used to establish the existing ambient noise level at the 
noise-sensitive receptors within the Project area. 
 
As indicated in Table 3.12-2 of the Draft EIR, the existing ambient noise levels at the receptor 
locations ranged from 50.6 dBA Leq (at measurement location M5) to 65.6 dBA Leq (at 
measurement location M4) during daytime hours and ranged from 49.4 dBA Leq (at 
measurement location M7) to 60.7 dBA Leq (at measurement location M4) during nighttime 
hours. Based on field observation and measured sound data, the current ambient noise 
environment in the vicinity of the Project Site is controlled primarily by vehicular traffic on 
local roadways, commercial uses, and other typical urban noise. The existing ambient noise 
environment at all measurement locations currently exceed the City’s presumed daytime 
ambient noise standard of 50 dBA (Leq) for residential use and the nighttime standard of 45 
dBA (Leq) for residential use as established in the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 
111.01(a) and 111.03 and other conditions in Section 111.02. 
 
• LAMC Sections 111.01(a) and 111.03 define the ambient noise as the actual measured 

ambient noise level or the City’s presumed ambient noise level, whichever is greater. The 
actual ambient noise level is the measured noise level averaged over a period of at least 15 
minutes L eq at a location and time of day comparable to that during which the 
measurement is taken of the particular noise source being measured. 

• LAMC Section 111.02 provides procedures and criteria for the measurement of the sound 
level of “offending” noise sources. In accordance with the LAMC, a noise level increase of 5 
dBA over the existing average ambient noise level at an adjacent property line is 
considered a noise violation. To account for people’s increased tolerance for short-
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in corporated by reference.) Damage to these receptor cells is permanent and cannot be 
repai red. (lbid) Such damage can make it di ffi cult to hear, including causing di tTtculties 
in understanding speech . (ibid ) 

Sound level is measured in dBA. 
(hi-tps://www.nonoise.org/librarv/su terisuter.htm#phvsical . incorpora ted by reference.) In 
1974 the EPA recommended that the c<1uivalcntA-wcightcd sound level over 24 hours 

c .2g_64 ( L eq(24)) be no greater than 70 <lBA to ensure an adequate margin of safety to prevent 
hearing loss and damage. (https:/;nonoise.org/librar,/levels74/levels74.htm incorporated 
by reference.) To prevent interference '\Vilh acti vities and annoyance, the EPA 
recommended a day-night average sound level no greater than 45 dBA for indoors and 55 
dl3A for outdoors. 

C-28-65 

C-28-66 

The Project would result in signi ficant and unavoidable constrnction and 
operational noise impacts. The DEI R mu st relate these heal th im pacts of excessive noise 
exposure to the Project' s significan t noi se im pacts. 

2. The DEIR F:oils to Adec1uat.-Iy Disclose Constru<:tion Noise Impacts 

In describing the receptors that would be impacted by the Project, the DEIR 
divides the hundreds of households surroundin g the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex into 
eight receptor areas. (DEIR p. 3 .12-8, Fig. 3. 12-2.) The DEIR must cl early disclose that 
there are numerous sensitive receptors ,,~ thi n each of the receptor areas. The DEIR 
acknowledges that construction noise levels in all 8 receptor areas would exceed 
thresholds of significance. but fai ls to di sclose the mtmber of household s thi s would 
impac t. By failing to do so, the DEIR fai ls to disclose the full magnitude of the Project 's 
significant construc tion impacts on sensitive receptors. 

Addi tionally, while the DEIR claims a Project construction timcl ine of less than 5 
years, constmction is fo lly dependent on fundin g avai lability. (DEIR 2-4 1.) The DEIR 
fai ls to disclose tl1 c estimated cost for this Project is $286 million and there is currently 
no fun ding all ocated for the Project. There is also no di sclosure of where thi s fondin g 
,vould come from, when it might be available and how much would be avai lable at a 
time. All of these factors im pact the len gth of the highly impactful constm ction period. 
li kely making it mu ch longer than disclosed in the DEi R 

3. The DEIR Fails to Adequately Mitigate Construction Noise 
lmpucts. 

C-28-67 The l)J-: IR relies on several PDFs to partially miti gate constructi on noise impacts. 
As di scussed in Section II above, this violates the requirements and purpose of CEQA 
because it fai ls to full y disclose impacts and then assess the efficacy of the mitigatin g 
PDFs. 
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duration noise events, the Noise Regulation provides a 5-dBA allowance for noise occurring 
more than five but less than fifteen minutes in any 1-hour period and an additional 5-dBA 
allowance (total of 10 dBA) for noise occurring five minutes or less in any 1-hour period. 

 
Therefore, consistent with LAMC procedures, the measured existing ambient noise levels 
were used in the Draft EIR as the baseline conditions for the purposes of determining Project 
impacts. 
 
The ambient noise measurement locations were selected because they are representative of 
the noise environment of the existing off-site noise-sensitive receptors. As previously 
mentioned, the predominant existing noise source surrounding the Project Site is traffic noise. 
All ambient noise measurement locations near the Project Site were placed along the nearby 
streets and the nearby noise-sensitive receptors; therefore, these locations were 
representative of the ambient noise levels surrounding the Project Site. Thus, the locations 
and time period for the ambient noise level measurements comply with the LAMC 
specifications and provide adequate and representative ambient noise data measured in the 
Project area. 
 

C-28-65 
 

Some land uses are considered more sensitive to noise than others due to the types of 
activities typically involved at the receptor location and the effect that noise can have on 
those activities and the persons engaged in them. The 2006 L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide states 
that residences, schools, motels and hotels, libraries, religious institutions, hospitals, nursing 
homes, auditoriums, concert halls, amphitheaters, playgrounds, and parks are generally more 
sensitive to noise than commercial and industrial land uses. Only pre-school, elementary, 
middle, and high schools are considered to be noise-sensitive receptors. Eight off-site 
locations were selected as representative noise-sensitive receptors for the purpose of 
evaluating Project impacts: 
 
• Measurement Location M1: Represents the noise environment at single-family residential 

uses to the north, west, and northwest of the Project site near the corner of West Silver 
Lake Drive and Tesla Avenue (Receptor Location R1). 

• Measurement Location M2: Represents the noise environment at single-family residential 
uses to the north, east, and northeast of the Project site and Neighborhood Nursery School 
at the corner of Armstrong Avenue and Tesla Avenue (Receptor Location R2). 

• Measurement Location M3: Represents the noise environment at single-family residential 
uses to the east of the Project site along Silver Lake Boulevard (Receptor Location R3). 

• Measurement Location M4: Represents the noise environment at single-family residential 
uses to the southeast of the Project site along Silver Lake Boulevard (Receptor Location R4). 
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• Measurement Location M5: Represents the noise environment at single- and multi-family 
residential uses to the southeast of the Project site along Duane Street (Receptor Location 
R5). M5 captures noise at residences that are further from the Project but at a higher 
elevation and have a direct line of sight to the Project site. 

• Measurement Location M6: Represents the noise environment at single-family residential 
uses to the south of the Project site along Silver Lake Boulevard (Receptor Location R6). 

• Measurement Location M7: Represents the noise environment at single-family residential 
uses to the west of the Project site along Kenilworth Avenue (Receptor Location R7). M7 
captures noise at residences that are further from the Project but at a higher elevation and 
have a direct line of sight to the Project site. 

• Measurement Location M8: Represents the noise environment at single-family residential 
uses to the west of the Project site along West Silver Lake Drive (Receptor Location R8). 

 
These measurement locations are meant to be representative of the noise environment of the 
area, including the residential uses surrounding the Project Site. Figure 3.12-2 of the Draft EIR 
clearly discloses all of the noise sensitive receptors and receptor areas considered for the 
Project. Additionally, under the 2006 L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide screening criteria require a 
project to consider noise sensitive receptors within 500 feet. The Project considers receptors 
at even further distances than recommended by the 2006 L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide in an 
effort to provide a conservative assessment of potential noise impacts to sensitive receptors 
in the Project area. 
 

C-28-66 
 

The Project is not required to disclose funding sources under CEQA nor is the Project required 
to consider funding sources when developing the estimated Project length and construction 
schedule. See Master Response – Funding and Operations. The Project construction schedule 
is based on estimates provided by the Bureau of Engineering. Under CEQA, the Project is 
assumed to be implemented as proposed (see, e.g., Berkeley Hillside Preservation v. City of 
Berkeley (2015) 60 Cal.4th 1086, 1119−1120). 
 

C-28-67 
 

The comment states that the PDFs do not mitigate construction noise impacts. Project Design 
Features (PDFs) are actions associated with existing regulations and land use plans that are 
incorporated into the project description. PDF NOI-1 establishes a pre-approved haul route so 
as to avoid or minimize unnecessary truck travel on local roadways through residential 
neighborhoods or adjacent to schools, and prioritize travel on collector and arterial streets, as 
typically required as standard conditions by the City in its review of haul routes. PDF NOI-2 
establishes a noticing program and community liaison in order to notify in writing adjacent 
residents and businesses along the Project route or worksite of proposed construction 
activities and the tentative schedule. The City shall require the construction contractor to 
designate a community liaison to respond to any issues and/or concerns related to 
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construction activities, including any noise or vibration complaints. The community liaison 
shall maintain a log of communications and resolutions of issues or concerns and share the log 
with the City. Notices and construction signs will include a hotline and website address which 
will be updated quarterly and will include Project-related information. 
 
These PDFs do not interfere with mitigation measures, nor do they affect the outcome of the 
construction noise analysis. Established haul routes (PDF NOI-1) are required by the city prior 
to commencement of construction and designating a noticing program and community liaison 
(PDF NOI-2) is included so affected residents are aware of construction activity taking place 
and can express any concerns or complaints they may have. Neither result in a quantifiable 
change in construction impacts disclosed within the EIR. 
 
Construction impacts are discussed in Section 3.12.5 of the Draft EIR and mitigation measures 
NOISE-1 through NOISE-3 are prescribed and their effectiveness and efficacy are discussed on 
pages 3.12-36 through 3.12-39 of the Draft EIR. 
 
See Response to Comment C-28-25. 
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  C-28-68 
 

Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 and NOISE-2 are available on page 3.12-36 of the Draft EIR and 
provide enforceable provisions for limiting construction noise as a result of the Project. NOISE-
1 requires equipment whose location is flexible (e.g., compressors and generators) to be 
located at least 100 feet from noise-sensitive land uses. If 100 feet is not feasible, due to site 
space constraints, a noise enclosure must be installed around the piece of equipment to 
screen noise propagating towards sensitive receptors. Similarly, NOISE-2 requires noise 
barriers capable of achieving a 10 dBA reduction at off-site sensitive receptors and should 
allow for repositioning in order to block noise as the construction moves along the Project site 
boundary. The Draft EIR thus adequately provides enforceable mitigation measures with 
defined performance standards. There was no improper deferral of mitigation as there are 
adequate provisions to ensure construction is carried out in a manner that would reduce 
potential impacts due to noise. The procedures and requirements in Mitigation Measures 
NOISE-1 and NOISE-2 are not uncommon for development in dense urban areas of the City, 
and represent feasible engineering practices, and it is not feasible prior to Project approval 
and approval of final plans to complete the various complex investigations needed to establish 
every threshold or standard needed to carry out the clear intent of the measure. This includes 
any issues related to both worker and off-site receptor safety concerns. Nevertheless, the City 
has committed to mitigating these significant impacts through the measures discussed above. 
 

C-28-69 
 

Mitigation Measure NOISE-5 includes provisions for minimum setback distances for specific 
pieces of equipment with the intent to mitigate vibration levels to less than significant levels. 
The minimum setback distances were chosen with specific performance standards in mind 
and result in less than significant impacts once the setbacks are implemented. Section 3.12-3 
of the Draft EIR clearly defines the significance thresholds for groundborne vibration which are 
based on FTA’s Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment Manual. The threshold used for 
vibration receptor V8 is 0.12 inches per second (in/sec) as stated on page 3.12-52 of the Draft 
EIR. The setback distances in Mitigation Measure NOISE-5 assumes that the Project must meet 
these performance standards to be less than significant and implements a setback of 21 feet 
for large bulldozers, 19 feet for loaded trucks, 12 feet for jackhammers, and 3 feet for small 
bulldozers based on a performance standard/significance threshold of 0.12 in/sec. As stated 
on page 3.12-55 of the Draft EIR, these setbacks would result in a less than significant impact 
and the mitigation measure takes into account the performance standard set forth in the 
Draft EIR analysis. 
 

C-28-68 

C-28-69 

C-28-70 

C-28-71 

C-28-72 
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Mitigation measures Noise-I and Noise-2 are also volitive of CEQA due to a lack 
o f full enforceabili ty. These measures, Noise- I requiring noise enclosures for equipment 
and Noise-2 requiring temporary noise barriers, both in clude caveats that eliminate their 
fu ll enforceabi li ty. They are not required if the enclosure or barrier ,vould "pose a safety 
ri sk or unreasonably prevent access to the construction equipment [or area] as deemed by 
the on-site construc tion manager." (DEIR 3.12-36.) " Safety risk"' an d "unreasonably 
prevent'' arc not defined by U1c DEIR. Ins tead, a determination regarding whether these 
conditions exist is left to a later conclusion by the construction manager for the project 
proponent. CEQA does nol allow this deferred determination, particularly by an 
indi vidual ,vith a clear bias towards continuing tl1c construction. (Endangered Jlab;tals 
League, Inc. v. County of Orange (2005) !3 1 Cul.App.4 th 777, 794.) 

Mitigation Measu re Noise-5 is also inadequ ate because it fa ils to include 
perfonnance standards. This measure requires specifi ed setbacks for " [tlhe operation of 
construction equipment that genera tes high levels of vibration," but fa il s to define what 
,vould be considered high level s of vibrations. The lack of certainty for the measure 
makes ii inadequa te under CEQA. (CEQA Guidelines§ 15126.4.) 

4. Operational Noise Impacts l\1Cay Be J\,fol'c Significa nt Than 
Disclosed 

The ])J-:IR cl ai ms the increase in daily visitors to the signi fi cantly expanded public 
spaces for all park uses al the Sil ver Lake Reservoir Complex would only be 383 people. 
Thi s esti mate seems exceedingly low, given the sign ificant expansion of uses and publ ic 
spaces, as well as Ll1 e large population of the City. The DEIR fa ils lo provide adequalc 
evidence to support this visitor increase number. This may result in the DEIR 
undcrc.stimatin g the impacts associated with Project operations, including but not limited 
to noise and traflie impacts. Wi thout fu rther infonnation, the DEIR's analysis or 
operational noise impacts is in adequate. 

Additionally, in analyzing operati onal noise impacts the DEIR claim s " is not 
anticipated" that there would he any nightti me use of the Project site by people. (DEi R 
pp. 3. 12-43. 45 .) However, Ll1ere are no physical measures included in the Pr~jecl lo 
prevent nightti me access 10 and use of the site. Thus, the DEIR' s assu mption lacks 
evidentiary support . Noise generated by nighttime use ,vould likely result in sign ifi cant 
adverse impacts to the surrounding quiet residen tial conuuuni ty. 

5. Amplified Sound Must Be Prohibited to Mitigate Significant Noise 
Impacts. 

The Project proposes to allow an unlimited number or large special events to occur 
in The Meadow area of the site, ,vi th events every weekei1 d in the summer months. 
(DEIR p. 2-54 .) These events would take place from noon to 10 p.m . and include 
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C-28-70 
 

The increase in park attendance estimates is taken from the Project’s transportation impact 
assessment (TIA) prepared by Jano Baghdanian & Associates. The park attendance increases 
are based on a detailed methodology that estimates park attendance based on the number of 
daily trips to the Project site and the number of passengers per vehicle. Table 19 of the TIA 
breaks down the increase in park attendance by park zone. The noise analysis uses the same 
set of assumptions as the TIA to model the increase in park noise levels by park zone and, thus 
is consistent with the TIA, traffic analysis, air quality analysis, and greenhouse gas analysis. A 
table detailing the park attendance by park zone is included in the noise section as Table 3.12-
9, in Tables 2-7 through 2-9 of the Project Description, and the TIA is included as Appendix K of 
the Draft EIR. 
 
The Draft EIR analyzes the noise levels from peak park attendance which, according to the TIA, 
is 7:00 p.m. on weekdays and 12:00 p.m. on weekends. LAMC Section 111.03 defines 
nighttime hours as 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m., thus the peak hour for park attendance would fall 
within daytime hours and is analyzed as such. Noise levels from increased park attendance 
would be less than those during the daytime given lower park attendance during nighttime 
hours and the already less than significant impacts shown in Table 3.12-19 of the Draft EIR 
would be lower than disclosed. 
 

C-28-71 
 

The Draft EIR analyzes the noise levels from peak park attendance which, according to the TIA, 
is 7:00 p.m. on weekdays and 12:00 p.m. on weekends. LAMC Section 111.03 defines 
nighttime hours as 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m., thus the peak hour for park attendance would fall 
within daytime hours and is analyzed as such. Noise levels from increased park attendance 
would be less than those during the daytime given lower park attendance during nighttime 
hours and the already less than significant impacts shown in Table 3.12-19 of the Draft EIR 
would be lower than disclosed. 
 

C-28-72 
 

The comment requests that amplified noise be eliminated as a means of avoiding significant 
impacts. Please see Master Response – Noise.  
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  C-28-73 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise. 
 

C-28-74 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise. 
 

C-28-75 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to disclose impacts to groundwater recharge. The 
Draft EIR evaluates impacts to groundwater recharge on page 3.10-28. The Draft EIR 
acknowledges that the Project would increase impervious surfaces by up to 11.5 acres but 
concludes that compliance with the MS4 stormwater retention requirements would ensure 
that the initial 3/4 inches of a storm event would be retained on site (see Draft EIR page 3.10-
15). The area currently does not contribute substantially to groundwater recharge since the 
reservoir is lined and surrounded by city streets that are drained by the storm drain system. 
The Draft EIR concludes that reduction in groundwater recharge would be negligible if any. 
 

C-28-76 
 

The comment suggests that the planned stormwater diversion into the reservoir is vague. The 
Draft EIR includes PDF-UTIL-3 requiring a stormwater drainage system that would capture and 
treat stormwater runoff prior to it entering the reservoir. The precise designs of this 
infrastructure improvement are not completed but would primarily consist of decentralized 
filtration systems designed to collect trash and reduce sediment and pathogen contamination 
into the reservoirs. 
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activiti es such as outdoor concerts, movies and luncheon s. (Ibid.) ·rhe DEIR claims 
these events ,:i.-·ou ld have up to 600 daily attendees, although as discussed above, the 
DEIR's estimate of visitors is unsupported and likely too low. 

Many of the events would include amplified sounds, which would be al lowed until 
lO p.m. The DEIR acknowledges that the amplified sound would have significan t 
adverse impacts on the surrounding residents (and the wildlife in the Reservoir ), but. fail s 
to include any restrictions fur amplified sound that would reduce it below a level of 
significance, merely claiming it is an unavoidable impact. (DEIR p. 3.12-51.) Even with 
the requirement that sound amplifica tion speakers be located in certain locations •'if 
feasible,"' the DEIR acknowledges impacts would remain significant. 

Projects with significant environmental impacts may not be approved " if there are 
feasible alternatives or feasib le mitigation measures avai lable ·which would substantiall y 
lessen the significant environmental effects ... " (Pub. Resources Code§ 21002.) Here, a 
mitigation measure prohibiting the use of sound amplification equ ipment at the Sil ver 
Lake Reservoir Complex would substantiaJly lessen the signilicanl adverse operational 
noise impacts associa ted with special events. The DEIR provides no reasoning why such 
a. mitigating condition would be infeasible. Tints, the Project cannot be approved without 
such provision. 

E. T he KIR F ails to Adequ ately Analyze and Disclose the Pt·oject's 
Hydrological and \Valer Quality Impacts. 

The DEIR fai ls to disclose all the Project' s hydrological and water quality 
im pacts. specifically with regards to groundwater recharge . Threshold 3. l0-2 states: 
··would the proposed l1roject substantially decrease groundwater suppl ies or i11terfere 
substantially wi th groundwater recharge such that the project may impede sustainable 
groundwater managemen t of the basin?" (DEIR p. 3. I0-28.) The EIR concludes that 
there will be no such impacts, despite the fact that, by the DEIR' s 0\\11 admission, the 
Project ,vould require ·'approximately 11.5 acres of asphalt paving that would impuc.1 the 
site ' s capacity for groundwater recharge." (DEIR p. 3 . 10-28.) The DEIR also stales that 
"The addition of tl1c paving would reduce recharge within the footprin t of the new 
pavement." ( Ibid. ) 

Despite the conversion of 11.5 acres from pervious to impervious surface. the 
DEIR concludes that the Project "v.,ould impl ement a decentrali7.ed drainage strategy to 
redi rect that storm water into the reservoirs." (DEIR, p. 3.10-28.) The DEIR does not 
explain or present any plans for such a strategy; instead, it states, in a separate section of 
the DEIR, an extremely vague Project. Design Feature purporting to implement such a 
strategy: 
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  C-28-77 
 

The comment states that PDFs are mitigation measures. On the contrary, the Draft EIR 
provides a list of Project design features that are proposed as part of the project description 
that will be implemented as part of the Project. With these features implemented, the Draft 
EIR concludes that significant impacts would not occur as a result of Project implementation. 
 
See Response to Comment C-28-25. 
 

C-28-78 
 

The comments states that PDFs are deferred mitigation. The Draft EIR provides a list of Project 
design features that are proposed as part of the project description that will be implemented 
as part of the Project. With these features implemented, the Draft EIR concludes that 
significant impacts would not occur as a result of Project implementation. 
 
See Response to Comment C-28-25. 
 
 

C-28-79 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR offers no explanation about how a decentralized 
drainage system would divert water to the reservoir or increase groundwater recharge. The 
Draft EIR analyzes impacts to groundwater recharge on page 3.10-28 and concludes that the 
increased impervious surfaces would not substantially reduce recharge or impact 
groundwater levels. PDF UTIL-3 would not affect groundwater recharge or infiltration 
volumes. Rather, PDF UTIL-3 provides for water quality protection in the reservoirs by 
implementing a method to protect water quality since the sanitary wall would be removed in 
places. As part of the Project design, stormwater runoff would receive treatment to remove 
trash, reduce turbidity, and minimize pathogens into the reservoirs. 
 

C-28-80 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR does not assess whether the reservoir can handle 
redirected stormwater. As noted in the comment, the Draft EIR assesses drainage impacts on 
page 3.10-30. The Draft EIR concludes that LADWP would operate the reservoir levels to avoid 
overtopping as is currently the case. If greater inflows from stormwater would occur, LADWP 
would increase outflows commensurately. 
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PDF-UT I 1,-3: l)ecentralized Drainage Strategy. To prevent untreated surface 
runofT from entering the reservoir waters, proposed Project will implement 
decentralized drainage faci lities to capture and filter or infil trate stormwater nm off 
from the developed portion s of the Project site. 

(DEIR, p. 3 .18-1 9 [Utilities and Service Systems].) 

PDF-UTIL-3 function s as a mi tigation measure, because it is implemented lo 
mitigate the impact of the Project's increase in impervious surface. As discussed in 
Section n, Project Design Features such as PDF-UTIL-3, which arc applied lo reduce or 
avoid Prc.~ject impacts, arc improper under CEQJ\ because tl1ey compress the analysis of 
mitigation and impacts in to a single issue. (Lotus, supra, 223 Cal.App.4th 645, 656.) 
Thus. the DEIR cannot conclude the Project will have no significant impacts on 
groundwater recharge under Threshold 3. 10-2 ,vhen it relies 011 the implementation of 
PDF-UTIL-3 lo make that determination. 

Furl.her, PDF-UTIL-3 is impermissibly deferred mitigation . Dcforre<l mitigation 
violates CEQJ\. (Endangered Habitats League v Co1111/y oJOra11ge (2005) 131 Cal. J\pp. 
4th 777, 793-94; CEQA Guidelines§ 15126.4(a)( l)(l3).) Deferral is pcnnittcd when a 
mitigation measure commi ts to specific pcrfonnancc standards, but no sud1 standards arc 
included here. Instead, the DEIR states simply that the Project "will implement 
decentral ized drainage facil ities," but provides no detai ls regardin g such facil ities, nor 
any pcrfornrnnec criteria for such facil ities. (DEIR p. 3. 18-19.) 

The DEIR rel ies on this completely unformed .. decen tralized drain age strategy" to 
make an unsupported conclusion that the Project would redirect storm,vater mnoff arising 
from the increase in im pervious surfaces to the Reservoir. Moreover. the DEI R offers no 
explanation or su pport for the conclusion that redi recting runoff to the Reservoir for 
ground,vater recharge and infiltration is analytically similar enough to the recharge and 
infiltration that would have occurred over 11.5 acres of impervious surface witl1out the 
Projccl, such that there would be no impal:I. Because an EIR cannot rely on unsupported 
conclusions, the hydrology analysis is deficient. 

Even if the !)FIR ' s reliance on an undefined decentralized drainage strategy were 
valid, which it is not, the DEIR does not demonstrate that the Reservoir could handle 
such redirected stormwater without overt1owin g. The DE1R, in analyzing Impact 3. L0-
3, 1 found no sign ificant impact. But the DEIR provides no calculations or quantitative 

1 Impact 3.10-3 asks , " Would the proposed Project substant ially alter the existing drainage 
partem of the site or area, including through the alteration of the course of a stream or river or 
through the add it ion of impL-rvi,ms surfaces , in a manner \vhich \\.·ould rcsul l in suhstantial 
erosion or siltation on- or off-site; substantially increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a 
manner which would result in nooding on- or ofTs ite~ create or contribute runoff water which 
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  C-28-81 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to analyze impacts of increased runoff into the 
reservoir. The reservoir capacity would not change as a result of the proposed Project. The 
Draft EIR assesses drainage impacts on page 3.10-30. The Draft EIR concludes that LADWP 
would operate the reservoir levels to avoid overtopping as is currently the case. With greater 
inflows from stormwater, LADWP would increase outflows commensurately. 
 

C-28-82 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR must include an Infiltration Feasibility Screening to 
conform with the LID manual. The Draft EIR accommodates PDF-UTIL-3 similar to MS4 
requirements that provide for stormwater retention to protect water quality. Best 
management practices associated with achieving the water quality objectives are subject to 
post construction monitoring to ensure their effectiveness. The proposed decentralized 
filtration systems would be installed at key drainage points to collect trash and reduce 
pollution. Final designs of these systems have not been finalized, but are assumed to be 
minimally intrusive, low-profile infrastructure components integrated into the trails and 
landscape areas. 
 

C-28-83 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to adequately analyze public safety impacts. As 
described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project analyzed in the 
Draft EIR included a floating dock which would launch guided kayak tours. Based on comments 
received during the public review period, the City has made minor revisions to the proposed 
Project. The proposed Project would no longer include the floating dock component or 
opportunities for guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist for educational 
purposes. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the revisions to the proposed Project 
would not result in any new significant impacts that were not already identified in the Draft 
EIR, nor would these changes substantially increase the severity of any impacts identified in 
the Draft EIR. 
 
Please see Section 3.14.5, pp. 3.14-11 to 3.14-12, of the Draft EIR for the analysis of the 
proposed Project’s fire protection impacts, including from operations such as recreational 
activities, which concluded that impacts would be less than significant because the proposed 
Project would not result in adverse physical impacts in new or altered government fire facilities. 
Comments regarding illegal trespass activity and legal liability do not present a CEQA issue that 
requires a response. See Riverwatch v. County of San Diego (1999) 76 Cal.App.4th 1428, 
1451; Eureka Citizens for Responsible Gov't v. City of Eureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 357, 371. 
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analysis to support its asse1tions. Instead, the DEIR states that " in the un li kely event of 
discharge due to increases i11 water levels, the spil lway has capacity to convey 74 cubic 
feet per second ." (DEIR, p. 3 .10-3 1.) Merely stating the rate of conveyance from the 
spi ll,vay does not provide the public or decision makers with the necessaiy in form ation to 
understand whether the Reservoir could wi thstand increased capacity . Thus, the DEIR· s 
analysis is deficient and its conclusions are not supported by the required substantial 
evidence. 

Finally. the DEIR relies on compliance with MS4. NPDES, and LADPW 
regulations, including the City ' s LID regulations. (DEIR, p. 3. 18-1 8.) Yet the DEIR 
lacks any LID Plan. At a minimum, the DEIR must include the lnli ltration Feasibility 
Screen ing to detenn ine ,vhat sort of infi ltration is available for the Project. (See LID 
Manual, avai lable at 
llttps: //""'' 'W.1 aci tvsan .org/cs/ grou psisg swldocu m entsidocu men t/v250/mde3/~edispicnt0 
17 I 52.ndt~ pp. 22-23.) 

F. The !<: IR Fails to Adequately Analyze and Disclose th e Project's l'ublic 
Services and Public S:o foty lmp:octs. 

The Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) ut ilizes ,va tcr from the Silver Lake 
C-28-83 Reservoir Complex for firefighting operations. (DEIR p. 3.14-3.) However, the Project 

proposes recreational uses of the Reservoir Compl ex as wel l, such as guided kayak tours, 
which arc not adequately defined in u,c DEIR (DEIR, p. 2-29; sec Section I.) The DEIR 
does not in any -ivay analyze whether such activities would impact performance 
objectives for firefi ghting activities that rely on the Reservoir Com pl ex. The DEIR must 
analyze these impacts. 

Additionally, ,vhile s,vimming will be prohibited in the Reservoir Complex, such 
recreational acti vities and the removal of fencing around the Reservoi r may precipitate 
increases in the need for rescue efforts by the LAFD or other emergency services. This is 
especially importan t given the DEIR ·s inadequate description of reservoir edge 
enhancements (sec Section I), that lack a clear description of emergency egress from the 

C-28-84 reservoirs. That thi s may happen is not speculative; even \.Vit h the fencing in place, there 
,vere at least nvice in 20 19 that people required rescue out of the Reservoir after climbing 
the fence. (See the following articles regarding the rescues, incorporated by reference 
h rtps: I /wv .. ·w. thee a stsidcrla.corniarchi vcs.- woman-rcscucd-from-si I vcr-lakc-
reservoi r/arti cl e 5f5f02Sa-07 ea-5f84-8f0 l -dae2c29ea.1d7. htm I "com ment-62.19668; 
https: l/\\'"\.,·w.theeastsiderla.com,·neighhorl1oods/silver lake/man-suffers-hypothermia
after-s\\imming-in-the-silver-lake-reservoir•article ad974356-87 I d-l le9-8dda-
6.~3855a5dffa.htm1 : https:/iwww.lamag.com /ciWthinkblooiswimming-in-silver-lake-

would exceed the capacity of existing or planned stomnvater dra inage systems or provide 
substantial additional sources of polluted mnofi~ or impede or redirect fl ood flows?" 
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C-28-84 
 

The comment states that the Project presents public safety hazards. Based on comments 
received during the public review period, the City has made minor revisions to the proposed 
Project. The proposed Project would no longer include the floating dock component or 
opportunities for guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist for educational 
purposes. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the revisions to the proposed Project 
would not result in any new significant impacts that were not already identified in the Draft 
EIR, nor would these changes substantially increase the severity of any impacts identified in 
the Draft EIR. 
 
With respect to open water hazards and public access, no swimming would be allowed, and 
the slope of the reservoir edges allows for egress from the water. Visitors would be 
responsible for complying with posted signage prohibiting water contact. As described in 
Chapter 2, Project Description, an Operations and Maintenance Plan, including a Security Plan, 
would be prepared prior to Project construction and implemented during operation of the 
Project for public protection. The Operations and Maintenance Plan will include park security 
personnel that would engage emergency services as needed comparable to other parks with 
water features in the City. 
 
See Master Response - Public Safety. 
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  C-28-85 
 

The comment states that the inclusion of PDFs provides inadequate disclosure of impacts. The 
Draft EIR provides an extensive assessment of impacts to traffic and transportation, supported 
by the Transportation Impact Assessment included as Appendix K. 
 
Furthermore, the PDFs related to transportation are standard conditions typically included in 
projects such as the proposed Project. See Response to Comment C-28-25. 
 

C-28-86 
 

The comment states that the traffic analysis relies on unsupported assumptions. The Draft EIR 
assesses impacts to traffic in Section 3.16 Transportation consistent with the City of Los 
Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) Transportation Assessment Guidelines (TAG). 
The analysis in the Draft EIR is supported by a Transportation Impact Assessment (TIA) 
included as Appendix K. As noted on page 33 of the TIA, the TAG does not include parks as a 
land use category for traffic generation calculation. As a result, the TIA calculated Project-
related trip generation based on Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation 
Manual ranges for park land uses. The trip generation methodology included in Attachment 2 
of the TIA uses the highest values of the ITE trip generation range recommendations for parks. 
In addition, the TIA includes a second methodology for trip generation based on current park 
attendance. The results of this methodology summarized on page 92 of the TIA provide a 
more conservative assessment of potential trips generated by the proposed Project. This 
second method of calculating trips generated by the Project results in the assumption of more 
trips than if the ITE method is used. The TIA notes on page 92, "The estimated weekday daily 
trips using methodology based on current park attendance are more than double the trips 
using ITE trip generation rates (722 trips vs 340 trips), while the estimated weekend daily trips 
are more than quadruple the trips using ITE trip generation rates (972 trips vs 228 trips)." 
Therefore, the Draft EIR analysis of impacts from trip generation utilizes a well-substantiated, 
conservative approach. 
 

C-28-87 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to provide adequate analysis of the proposed 
changes to Silver Lake Boulevard. The Draft EIR describes two options for off-site 
modifications to Silver Lake Boulevard on page 2-25. Detailed schematics are provided to 
show the bike lane improvement options. The traffic impact analysis complies with CEQA 
requirements for analyzing vehicle miles traveled and increased hazards for both in-street 
traffic and emergency access route impact. The Draft EIR concludes on page 3.16-17 that the 
new parking on Silver Lake Boulevard as proposed and with the incorporation of PDF-TRA- 5 
would not result in significant traffic hazards since the lane configurations would comply with 
LADOT requirements. Similarly, the Draft EIR concludes on page 3.16-18 that impacts to 
emergency vehicle access would be less than significant. 
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hypothermia!.) By removing a barrier to the Reservoirs, the City is making these 
purposefu lly occurrences, as ,veil as acci den tal e11try to the water by visi ting public, 
includi ng children , significan tly more likely and in creasin g the City's legal liabi li ties. 

The DEJR must analyze these impacts on public safety and on public services that 
may be required for rescues. 

G. The DEIR Fails to Suppo1·t Asswnptions Rclfod Upon for Traffic 
Assessment. 

C-28-85 The DEIR concludes the Pr~jccl would nol have signilican t lrallic impacts, but as 
set forth in Section II , this co11clusion improperly relies upon PDFs as mi tigation . Thi s 
provides in adequate disc.losurc of impacts and lack of enforceabili ty of the mitigation. 
(DEIRp.31(,- 11.) 

The DEIR's traffic analysis also reli es on several unsupported assumptions. As 
discussed in Sections 111. D.4 and 5. the IJEIR lacks adequate evidentiary support for its 
claims regarding the number of new visitors to the Project site. This assumption 

C-28-86 regarding the number of visitors serves as the basis for the increase in traffic resulting 
from the Project, meaning that dctcnuinat ion also lacks adequate support. Addi tionall y_. 
in assessin g traffic increases, the DEi R assu111es 70 percent of site visi tors would walk, 
bi ke or take publi c transi t to the site, significan tly reducing the assumed number of new 
vehicle trips to the si te. The DEIR lacks support for the assum pti on regarding how 
attendees would access the site as ,vei l. 

The DEIR also fa il s to provide an adequate analysi s of the proposed changes to 
Silver Lake Boul evard. whi ch includes narrowin g vehi cle lanes and converting to 

C-28-87 diagonal parking lo provide 135 new parking spaces. The DEIR does not assess the 
traffic congest ion that would result for vehicles entering or exiting these spaces on a 
narrowed roadway. This is particularly concerning for its impacts lo emergency vehicles 
accessing the Project si te and the surrounding commlmity. 

C-28-88 

II. The DEIR Fails to Analyze Impacts to Scenic Quality of the Site. 

As a matter ofla,v, the EIR must comprehensively address the signifi cant aesthetic 
effect of the Project. (See Quail Botanical Gardens Foundation, Inc. v. City of Encinitas 
( 1994) 29 Cal.App.4th 1597.) Here. the Project site has little human interference or 
developmen t, providing vievvs that focu s on nature, not the built environment. The 
Project proposes to wedge as much development as possible onto this site. completely 
con vcrting the scenic quality of the site. Instead of acknowledging this impact, the DEIR 
improperly assumes that the construction and si te changes will have beneficial visual 
impacts . This is contrary to the values for the si te that the surrounding community has 
identified as most important: serenity , peace and tranquil ity. Dra stically changing the 
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C-28-88 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to analyze impacts to scenic quality. The Draft EIR 
in Section 3.1, Impact 3.1-3, consistent with the State’s updates in 2018 to Appendix G. 
extensively analyzes the proposed Projects’ consistency with regulations governing scenic 
quality and visual character/quality and concluded impacts would be less than significant. 
 
Furthermore, the Draft EIR provides a detailed analysis of impacts to scenic vistas in Section 
3.1, Impact 3.1-1, including several visual simulations (Figures 3.1-3 through 3.1-9). The Draft 
EIR acknowledges on page 3.1-19 the importance of the SLRC scenic values: "the objective of 
the Project would be to enhance views with nature-based themes and design." The Draft EIR 
notes that "the Project would modify the existing views by creating more park space and 
natural vegetation as well as provide for greater public access to the reservoir shorelines." The 
views of the open water from the neighboring streets and walkways establish the distinctive 
character of the SLRC and this principal element would remain following the Project 
implementation. 
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  C-28-89 
 

Please see Master Response – Alternatives Analysis regarding Alternatives on CEQA’s 
requirements for alternatives analysis, project objectives, “Hybrid 3+2,” Alternative 2, and 
Alternative 3. 
 

C-28-90 
 

This comment outlines CEQA requirements for Alternatives analysis. The comment is noted for 
the record. 
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visual character of the Reservoi r site ,viii have adverse impacts on the feel provided by 
the current views of the site. 

IV. The DEIR Alternati,•es Analysis Is In adequate. 

The City has a duty under CEQA to evaluate a reasonable range of alternatives to 
the environmen tally damaging proposed Prl~ject. (La11rel Ii eights I , supra , 47 Cal.3d al 
400.) As the California Supreme Court has slated: 

Under CEQA, the public agency bears the burden of allirmati vcly 
demonstrating that the agency' s approval of the proposed pr~jcct 
follmved mean ingful con si deration of alternati ves and mi tigation measures. 

(1\lfmmlain Uon Foundation v. Fi.,;h and Game Commission ( 1997) 16 Cal.4th l 05, 114. 
emphasis added; accord Village Laguna of Laguna Beach v. Board of Supervisors ( 1982) 
134 Cal.App.3d 1022. 1035.) As the Court has said. while an EIR is "the heart of 
CEQA", the "core of an EIR is the mitigation and al ternati ves sections." (Citizens of 
Goleta Val/ey v. Bd OJSupen ,isors(l990) 52 Cal.3d 553 , 564.) Preparation ofan 
adequate EIR with analysis of a reasonable range of alternatives is crucial to CEQA 's 
substantive mandate to "prevent signilieanl avoidable damage to the environment'" when 
altematives or mitigarion measures are feasible. (CEQA Guidelines§ I 5002(aX3).) 

A. CEQA's Substantive Mandate Requires Adoption of Feasible Altemativcs and 
\1irigation \tleasures. 

Projects with significant environmental impacts may not be appro,1ed "' i f there are 
feasibl e alternatives or feasible mi tigation measures avai lable which would substantially 
lessen the significant environmental effects. "(Pub. Resources Code§ 2 1002.) More 
specifically, CEQA states: 

Pursuan t lo the policy stated in Sections 2 l002 un<l 21002.1 , no public agency 
shall approve or carry out a project for whic.h an environm ental impact repo1i 
has been certified which identifies one or more significant cflCcts on the 
environment that ,vould occur if the project is approved or carried out unless. 

(a). (3) Specific economic, legal, social, techn ological. or other 
considerations .. make infeasible the mitigation measures or altematives 
identified in the environmental impact report. 

(Pub . Resources Code§ 21081.) It is settled law that : 

CEQA contain s substan/il'e provisions ,:vith ,vhieh agencies mu st comply. 
The most important ... is the provision requiring agencies to deny approval 
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  C-28-91 
 

This comment describes the requirements of CEQA. The Draft EIR provides Project Objectives 
in Section 2.4 in compliance with CEQA requirements. The comment is noted for the record. 
 

C-28-92 
 

See Master Response – Alternatives Analysis. 
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of a project with signi ficant adverse effects ,vhen feasibl e al tematives or 
feasible mi tigation measures can substantia lly lessen such effects. 

(Sierra Club v. Ciilmy City Council (1990) 222 Cal.App.Jd 30, 41 , italics added.) 

"Feasible" is defined as "capable of being accomplished in a successful manner 
within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, environmental, social, 
and technological factors." (Pub. Resources Code § 21061. 1. ) The definition dues no/ 
require the agreemen t o f the project applicant. " Each public agency shall mi tigate or 
avoid the significant effects on the environment of projects that it carries OlLL or approves 
whenever it is feasible t.o <lo so." (Lincoln Place Tenants Ass'n v. City of Los Angeles 
(2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 149 1, 1508, emphasis added.) 

H. The Dt◄: ll{ Cannot -'lan ·m,,ly Define Project Objectives. 

An EIR is required to identify project objectives. are a '"clearly written statement 
of objectives ,viii help the lead agency develop a reasonable range of al tcmativcs to 
evaluate in the EIR and will aid the decision makers in preparing findings or a statement 
o f overriding considerations, if necessary. The statement of objecti ves should include-the 
underlying purpose of the proj ect and may discuss the project benefits.'' (CEQA 
Guidelines§ 15124.) However, rel iance on unduly narrow project objectives, or gi ving 
.. a project's purpose an artifi cially narrow definition" violates CEQA (In Re !Jay Delta 
Coordinaled Environmental lmpact Repor/ Proceedings (2008) 43 Cal. 4tl1 1143, 1166.) 

CEQA prohibits defining or in terpreting the proj ect o~jectives in such a way as to 
only allow for the proposed project. (We Ad\Jocate l11rough E11viro11me11tal Review v. 
Cow1ty of Siskiyou (2022) 78 Cal.App.5th 683. 692.) Narrowly defining objectives and 
using that to dismiss consideration of poten tial altematives prejudicially prevents 
informed decision making and public participation. (}-..forth Coast Rivers Alliance v. 
Kawamura (2015) 243 Cal.App.4th 647. 668, 67 1.) 

Here, the DEIR includes a broad overarching pr~ject purpose, a purpose that 
A lternatives 2 and 3, as well as the A lternative Hybrid 3+2 we propose below, all meet: 

Create a clear, bold design that repurposes the SL.RC into a publi c park, 
while preserving and enhancing its unique character. The underlyin g 
purpose of the Project is to put the SLRC to a beneficial publi c park use 
because it is no lon ger usabl e for storin g potable ·water due to goven1ment 
regulations. Because LADVlP is required to maintain the reservoirs for 
other envi ronmen tal purposes, including main taining the dams. th e 
proposed Project. would use the reservoirs as part of a park tu benefi t area 
residen ts. 
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  C-28-93 
 

The comment requests consideration of the suggested Alternative 3+2. The City’s evaluation 
of the alternatives and Project objectives is fully set forth in Section 5.6.2 of the Draft EIR and 
substantial evidence in the record. To clarify the commenter’s statements, as noted in Table 5-
7 and Section 5.6.2, Alternative 1 would only meet one of the Project objectives; Alternative 2 
would meet all of the Project objectives but less so than the proposed Project for two of the 
Project objectives; and Alternative 3 would not meet two Project objectives, while only 
partially meeting two other Project objectives. Alternative 1, Alternative 2, and Alternative 3 
were carried forward and fully analyzed in Section 5.5 of the Draft EIR. Alternative 3+2 
incorporates components of both Draft EIR Alternatives 2 and 3, which were evaluated in 
Section 5.5 of the Draft EIR. Alternative 3+2 falls within a reasonable Hybrid of existing 
alternatives for which impacts were analyzed and discussed in Section 5.5. See also, hybrid 
alternatives discussion in Master Response- Alternatives Analysis. 
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(DEi R pp. 5- 1 to 5-2.) 

The DEii( also identifies additional objectives and goals of the Silver Lake 
Reservoir Master Plan Complex. As an in itial matter, the ob_jecti,,es and goals, as well as 
the C ity ' s interpretation of those objecti ves and goals , must be guided by biological data 
and not unsupported assumptions. Science and facts need to be the basis for any 
proposed changes to the Reservoir. Biological experts have provided extensive 
conunents on the significant lack of data lo support the City' s claims of benefits from the 
Project. (See Section III.A.) As part of the revisions to the DEIR, fo llowed by 
recircu lation, the project objectives must be reevaluated in light of accurate and complete 
scicn tilic data. SLWS has proposed A lternative Hybrid 3- 2 spceilically to allow for a 
scientific data driven plan for the Reservoir. 

Additionally, Al ternatives 2, 3 and Hybrid 3+2 provide the benefits identified by 
the objectives, especially when these a\tem atives are properly defined as discussed 
belo\-v. ln several in stances, such as preserving the Reservoir' s unique character and 
enhancing and expandin g habitat, the alternatives would better meet these objectives than 
the proposed Project. 

• Preserve and enhance the unique character of the SLRC with increased 
points of access, improved internal circulat ion and access to the water's 
edge, and increased spaces for community and fami ly gatherings. 
• Expand existing act ive recreational uses an d increase passive recreational 
uses. 
• Enhance and expand ,,~ ldhfe habitat by introducing wetland and aquatic 
ecologies and im proving upland habitat. 
• Provide opportunities for the public to connect wi th nanire and provide 
facilit ies for onsite environmental education and stewardship \Vhile limiting 
human/wildlife interactions through design and operations to protect 
habitat. 
• Allow for continued underlying LADV.lP operations, access, and futmc 
use of designated areas of the si te, thereby allowing con tinued use of the 
reservoi rs and adjacent faciliti es that arc intended to remain for proprietary 
USC by LA.DWP. 

(DEIR p. 5-2 .) However, as discussed below. in addirion to failing to rely on biological 
data to define the Project, the DEIR also too narrmvly interprets several of these 
objectives as only being fully met if the specific components included in the proposed 
Project are included. fai ling to recognize these objectives can be met in a number of 
different ways. Thi s narrmv interpretation violates CEQJ\. 
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  C-28-94 
 

The comment describes CEQA requirements. The comment is noted for the record. See 
Master Response – Alternatives Analysis. 
 

C-28-95 
 

The comment describes Alternative Hybrid 3+2. Based on this comment, further analysis was 
conducted to review hybrid Alternative 3+2 and compare it to the proposed Project. The 
hybrid Alternative 3+2 components were generally considered as part of either Alternative 2 
or 3. As a result, hybrid Alternative 3+2 would result in similar impacts as those described for 
Alternative 2 in the Draft EIR, when compared to the proposed Project. Please see Master 
Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 
Also, please see Master Response - Funding and Operations for a discussion on how funding 
may be obtained for the Project. 
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C. The Revised llf<:IR \lust Consider Alternative Hybrid 3+2. 

The City has a duty under CEQA to evaluate a reasonable range of alternatives to 
the proposed Project. (/.aurel Heights I , supra, 47 Cal.3d at 400.) As the Californ ia 
Supreme Court has stated : 

Under CEQA, the public agency bears the burden of allirmativcly 
demonstrating that the agency' s approval of lhe proposed pr~jecl 
followed meaningful consideration of alternatives and mitigation measures. 

(Mo11nlain Lion Fo11ndalio11 v. Fish and Game Commission (1997) 16 Cal.4th 105, 134, 
emphasis added; accord Village Laguna of Laguna Beach v. Board of Supervisors ( 1982) 
134 Cal.App.3d 1022. 1035.) As the Court has said. while an EIR is "the heart of 
CEQA", the "'core of an J-: IR is the mitigation and al ternatives sections." (Citizens nf 
Go/e/a Val/ey v. Bd OJS11pen,isors (l 990) 52 Cal.3d 553 , 564.) Preparation of an 
adequate EIR with analysis of a reasonable range of alternatives is crucial to CEQA's 
substantive mandate lo "prevent significant avoidable damage to the environment" when 
alternatives or mitigation measures are feasible. (CEQA Guidelines§ 15002(aX3).) 

As discussed above, the DEIR is substantially dclicicnt as an informational 
document. As part of rectifying those in adequacies in a revised and recirculated DEI R, 
an additional biological data driven alternati ve must be considered. SLWS proposes 
Alternative Ilybrid 3+2 as that alternat ive. This proposed al tern ati ve takes into 
considerati on the critiqu es of the Project by biological experts and seeks to provide an 
alternative that limits expansions of use and new construction to that whi ch has 
evidentiary support fo r its benefi ts and lack of adverse impacts. 

Alternative Hybrid 3+2 focuses on providing a serene, wi l<llife experience at the 
Silver Lake Reservoir Complex. The Reservoir is located in a pa rk-rich area of the City. 
,vhcrc standard public parks arc readi ly available, but not areas that can provide residents 
with a true wildlife connection by using data and research lo determine the best ways lo 
preserve, enhance, expand and maintain habitat for wi ldlife. (Sec Los Angeles 
Countywidc Com prehcnsivc Park & Recreation Needs Assessment, Appendix A, 
incorporated hy reference and accessible here: https:/!lacountvparknccds.orgilinal
repott!.) This al ternati ve proposes only those additions that are shm:m by data to benefi t 
wildlife. Dy doin g so, the site will be able. to provide the best ,,.~ldl ifc experience and 
education for the publ ic. Moreover, lim ited fundin g for developments in parks should 
not be focused 011 a park-rich area; fundin g for those facil ities should be di stributed more 
evenly to park-poor areas of the Ci ty. 

The basics of Hybrid 3+2 are as follows: 
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• Any changes on the site should occur gradual over time, wi th requ irements to 
reevaluation of ,vi ld life use of the si te after each change to ensure it is providing 
the benefits intended. 

• Further design and implementation of any changes to the Project site must be done 
in col laboration with a quali fi ed ecologically or environmentally-focused entity 
(such as Urban Wildl ands, I ,A Audubon or I ,and IQ) to ensure the biological data 
drives the design . 

• There should be no kayakin g or other boating use other than that required by DWP 
for maintenance purposc-s allm:vcd in the Reservoirs. This should not have been 
included in any of the altematives or the proposed Proj ect because there has been a 
clear consensus by the public that this is not an appropria te use of the si te. 
Moreover, biological experts have identified that this increase in human 
intcrforenee in the water would adversely impact waterbirds use of the site. 

• There would be limits on public access to the site. 
o No nature trail s carved into the hillside and wildl ife habi tat, which expert 

evidence shows would adversely impact wi ldlifo ability to use the site. 
o Iran assessment shows it would not have adverse impacts, an elevated 

ADA-compl iant wooden ,:valkway ,vith viewin g platfom1 s could be 
included from the top of the Ann strong perimeter path to the top of the 
Knoll. The wal kway should be elevated to al low terrestrial wildlife to pass 
below. Thi s would provide an excellent educational opportunity for the 
public to view wildlife and the entire Reservoi r while limiting in terference. 

o The ·walkway an d viewin g pl atform s should also be fenced for hu man 
safety, wi th access limited to dawn tu dusk.. 

o Access should also first be limited to docen t lead walks unti l it can be 
assessed whether expanding beyond tl1csc \val ks would adversely impact 
the wildl ife . 

• The site should in clude wildli fe fiiendly perim eter fencin g of equal height to the 
existin g fence w-ith gates that lim it nightti me access, an d potentially daytime 
access during specific ,:vildlifc-sensitivc times such as nesting seasons for raptors 
and herons. 

• Additional land-based viewing platforms, a,:vay from the water ' s edge, could be 
included if added in a manner that would not impacts species. They could provide 
educational opportunities, such as telescopes to view ,vaterbi rds, and signage 
regarding migration s and bird identi ties. 
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• Wetland habitat and terraces, as well as habi tat islands would not be included 
unless it is shown , through collaboration with ecological or environ mental entiti es 
as identified above to be benefici al for wi ldli fe the City seeks to attract to the site. 
Additionally, new aquatic wi ldlife, including ii sh, should not be introduced to the 
site. As biological experts have identified, the DEIR fail s to provide eviden tiary 
suppo11 for the inclusion of these features. 

• No ornamental or ra in gardens should be included in the Meadmv du e to drought 
conditions and to allm:v thi s area to serve as open space for people and ,vi ldlife 
instead of being cut in to pieces. 

• The expansion and protection of a ,vildlife experience at the site would provide for 
educational opportunities that arc inc-rcdibly rare in the Ci ty, and especially 
important for those unable to travel to our National Parks or go on comm erci al 
wildl ife tours such as those provided by National Geographic or Alaskan cruises. 
It cou ld al so provide for guided tours by and about the Gabrielino Tongva Indian 
Tribe. Constmction of an Education Center is not required to provide these 
opportunities. 

• Puhlic restrooms coul d still be provided if designed in an ecologically-friendly 
manner. The City should consider a design simi lar to the Recreation and Parks 
Department's self-deaning restrooms at the North Ifolly,:vood Recreation Center, 
w hich were recently found to be a finali st fix publ ic restroom of the year: 
https://\V\\'W. bestrestroom .com /other-final i sti?final i st=3307 &bryear=2022 

• Updates should still be included for the Recreation Center to enhance recreat ional 
and community gathc-rin g opportuni ties. Minor updates to the Dog Park should 
also be provided. 

• Addi tional aspects of Hybrid 3 12: 

o No special events~ 
o No new lighting~ 
o Only damaged or dying trees should be removed from the si te. condi tional 

upon consul tation. approval and oversight of a Certified Wildlife Protector 
arborist (See https: /1Wildlifetrainino .orglahout-our-program i); 

o Promenade to be moved away from the water' s edge and limited to areas 
that would not impact waterbirds and other wildlife species: 

o No overlook or seating terraces; 
o No picnic tables or BBQ facilities to be added; 
o No relocation or re-sizin g o f the South Valley playfield or basketball court; 
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  C-28-96 
 

Alternative 2 was created in order to analyze a Project with fewer impacts. Alternative 2 
includes less built structures and less construction. Alternative 2 as described in the Draft EIR 
is a less intensive Project than the one proposed by the commenter, but still meets the Project 
objectives. Please see Maser Response - Alternatives Analysis for a discussion on the 
Alternative 2 analysis. 
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o No new entry plaza or seatin g in the South Valley; 
o No new Mul ti-Purpose Facil ity in the South Valley; 
o No fitness circuit; 
o Hi ke improvemen ts should be provided. but no new parking; 
o Any other feat11 res from the proposed Project not expl icitly addressed here 

is assumed to be eliminated from thi s al ternative. 

Alternative Hybrid 3+2 would rcpurposc the Reservoir in to a wildlife park 
preserve, while sti ll retaining and enhancin g the unique character of this si te. It would 
allow for an increase in public access. tempered by da ta demonstrating such access would 
not be harmful lo wildlife use of the habi tat portions oflhc site . 1t would increase 
recreation al activities by updating the Recreational Center an d Dog Park. It would also 
provide new recreational and educational opporh111i ties through birdwatching and use of 
new ,valkways. Hybri d 3+2 ,vould significantly increase the abili ty of the public to 
connect with nature at the site by focusing on the preservation of wi ldli fe habitat. Thus. 
this is a feasible and less- im pactful altemative. 

Furthc.:: r, this alternat ive, unlike the proposed Project, is a more innova tive concept 
for a public park, ba sed on forward-thinkin g ideals regarding the environm ent, ,vi Id li fe 
biodiversi ty and cli mate issues. As with other developments, bu siness-as-usual should 
not be the focus for publ ic open space. Findin g creative ways for the publi c to visually 
access the ,vi ldl ife, the habitat improvements an d protections I lybrid 3+2 woul d provide 
th rough viewing platfonns and 24-hour on line trail cameras can meet the objecti ves 
,vithout damaging an existing important resource for numerous species. 

For aU of these reasons, A...l te rnative H,·brid 3+ 2 is feasible and less impactfu l, 
preventing the City' s approval of the proposed Project with its significant and 
unavoidable impacts. 

D. Alternative 2 in a Less lmpactful , Feasible Alternative. 

1. The DEIR Includes an Improperly l'iarrow Description of AlfornOlth'e 2. 

SLWS was pleased lo sec tha t the Ci ty has included the l\\.ro alternati ves ,vc 

C-28-96 proposed as alternatives to he anal yzed in the DEIR. I lowever, the DE IR has narrowly 
defined Alternative 2, fa iling to include fea h1rcs proposed by SLWS for this alternative. 
The DEIR also fails to expand consideration of any potential feature for the site beyond 
those specifi cally in cluded in the proposed Project. Unforhmately, it appears the 
DElR's li mited incl usion of features for A lternative 2 may be based on an attempt lo 
manu fachlre a claim thi s altemative woul d not meet project objecti ves. SLWS proposed 
this alternati ve in a manner specifical ly in tended lo meet project objecti ves and the DEIR 
mu st be revised to consider it as such. 
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  C-28-97 
 

The comment expresses preference to eliminate the Education Center. The City’s evaluation 
of the alternatives and Project objectives is fully set forth in Section 5.6.2 of the Draft EIR and 
substantial evidence in the record. The Draft EIR evaluates two alternatives (Alternative 2 
and 3) that do not include the Education Center. 
 
Please see Master Response – Alternatives Analysis regarding Alternatives on CEQA’s 
requirements for alternatives analysis, Project objectives, “Hybrid 3+2,” Alternative 2, and 
Alternative 3. 
 

C-28-98 
 

The comment expresses preference for Alternative 2 and states that the Draft EIR 
underestimates impacts to biological resources, noise, historic resources, and land use. The 
comment provides no evidence for this claim. The Draft EIR evaluates each of these resources 
in detail and compares the significance conclusions for each alternative. The Draft EIR finds 
Alternative 2 to be the environmentally superior alternative. See Master Response - 
Alternatives Analysis. 
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SLWS identifi ed a Reduced Inten sity Alternative in its scopin g comments, which 
is the basis for Altemati ve 2. SLVlS set a focus for thi s alternative as a reduction in new 
development at the Reservoir Complex. The DEIR has misinterpreted reduction in new 
development to be no new constmction , which was not a parameter proposed by SLWS. 

For example. the Reduced Intensi ty Alternative was not intended to el im inate aU 
featu res proposed for the South Valley portion of the Reservoir Com plcx. The 
Recreation Center and the Dog Park shou ld be expanded under this ahcmati ve, providing 
additional recreational opportuni ties. Addit ionally, SLWS did not propose no outdoor 
pavilion, only tha t it be moved from the Knoll hi llside lo the llat area of the Meadow to 
reduce required grn<ling. SLWS also did not define tl1e Reduced Intensity Al ternative to 
el im inate any specia l even ts . I [owever, as discussed in the noise impacts section, 
amplified noise should not be allowed at special events and the nu mber an d hours of 
operation of these even ts should be limited to reduce impacts to th e community. 

Further, the DEIR appears to claim the only way to provide educational 
opportuni ties al the Si lver Lake Reservoir Complex is through Lhc construction ofan 
indoor educational center. As discussed above, this is an overly narrow interpretation of 
the objective to provide educational opportunities. SLWS specific-ally stated the 
Reservoir should instead be used as an open space outdoor educational area. The entire 
purpose of education at this site is for the education to he related to the ,Vl ldlife found on 
this site. A building is not required for thi s education. If public faci lities, such as 
restrooms, would facilitate outdoor educ-ation on the si te, those facilities cou ld be 
included in Altemative 2 "\Vith a significant ly smaller footprint and impact. (See the 
North I lollywood Recreation Center hnps: //www.hestrestroom.com/other
li nali st/?finali sr=3307&bryear~2022, incorporated by reference.) 

SLWS advocates for more creative thinking from the City in this regard. Raised 
platform s adjacent to the Reservoir with public telescopes could be used for outdoor 
education, allowing observation of the birds and other ,:vi ldlifo on Lhe site. These birds 
and wildl ife wi ll also be in more abundant numbers if less of their habitat is destroyed by 
constrnction . Guided nature walks ,vou ld also provide outdoor educational opportuni ties. 
These educational opportunities do not require an enclosed building and classroom. 
Those type of facil iti es can he bui lt elsewhere, where they ,vould not remove the vel)' 
nature the site is in tended to educate about. 

2. Alternative 2 is Environmentally Superior. 

The DEIR discloses that Alternative 2 would substantial ly lessen the di sclosed 
significant adverse construction impacts associated wi th the Pr~jecl. Wi thout amplified 
sound, it would eliminate the signilicant adverse operational noise impact disclosed by 
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  C-28-99 
 

The comment states that Alternative 2 is feasible and expresses preference for this 
Alternative. The Draft EIR evaluates three feasible alternatives including Alternative 2. The 
Draft EIR finds that Alternative 2 is the environmentally superior project. As noted on page 5-
28 of the Draft EIR, Alternative 2 meets all of the Project objectives but to a lesser degree than 
the proposed Project. See Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

C-28-100 
 

The comment states that Alternative 2 is feasible and expresses preference for this 
Alternative. The Draft EIR evaluates three feasible alternatives including Alternative 2. The 
Draft EIR finds that Alternative 2 is the environmentally superior project. As noted on page 5-
28 of the Draft EIR, Alternative 2 meets all of the Project objectives but to a lesser degree than 
the proposed Project. See Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
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the l)EIR. Altern ative 2 ,vould also reduce other impacts the DEIR did not consider 
significant. (DE IR p . 5-28 .) 

Additionally, as discussed throughout these commen ts, the l )EI R is 
informationally deficient and those informational deficiencies have led to an 
underestimation of the significance of a nu mber of Project im pacts. Once the DEIR is 
revised Lo properly analyze the impacts, there wi ll be addit ional signi licanl adverse 
im pacts of the Project disclosed such as biological, additional operational noise im pacts, 
impacts to the historic Silver Lake Reservoir Complex, land use impacts and more. 
A lternative 2 ,vou ld substantially lessen these impac:.ts, further solidify ing its status as 
environmen tally superior to the proposed Project. 

3. Alternative 2 is Feasible. 

To be deemed feasible under CEQA, an alternati ve need to accomplish the basic 
project purpose. lt is well settled that " [i]fthere are feasible alternatives ... that would 
accompli sh most of the objectives of a project and subsUlntially lessen the significant 
environmental effects of a project subject lo CEQA, the project may not be approved 
,vithou t in corporating those-measures." (Center for Biological Diversity, Inc. v. FPL 
G ro11p, Inc. (2008) 166 Cal.App.4th 1349, 1370, fo 19, citation lo Pub. Resources Code 
§§ 2IOOO(g), 21002, Gu idelines § 1509 1.) Altemati ves are not required to meet all 
project objectives, and in reality, it '•is virtuall y a given that the al ternati ves to a project 
,viii not attain all of the project's objectives." (Watsonville Pilots Ass '1·1 v. City of 
Watsonville (20 10) 18:l Cal.App.4th 1059, 1087.) 

Here, the DEJR admits that even as narrowly proposed, Alternative 2 would meet 
all project objectives, even if to a lesser degree than the proposed l'roject. ( lJEIR pp. 5-
29 to 5-31.) Moreover, once Alternati ve 2 is revised as discussed above, it would meet 
these objectives even better. The DEIR claim s A lternative 2 does not expand existing 
active recreational activi ties, but this claim is based on the J\ltcmative 2 not including 
any expansion of uses in the Sou th Valley. As discussed above, this will expand and 
enhance of recreational uses in the South Vall ey. 

Additionally, the DEIR claims Altemative 2 reduces educational opportunities, hut 
fails to assess thi s altemari ve ' s abi lity to provide outdoor, as opposed to indoor, 
environm en tal education . 

For all of these reasons, Alternati ve 2 is a less impactllll , feasible alterna tive. 
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  C-28-101 
 

The comment states that Alternative 3 is feasible and less impactful than the proposed 
Project. The Draft EIR evaluates three feasible alternatives including Alternative 3. As noted on 
page 5-28 of the Draft EIR, Alternative 3 meets some but not all of the Project objectives. See 
Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

C-28-102 
 

The comment states that Alternative 3 does not reflect all of the attributes that the 
commentor had suggested for this Alternative during scoping. The Draft EIR evaluates three 
feasible alternatives including Alternative 3. As noted on page 5-28 of the Draft EIR, 
Alternative 3 meets some but not all of the Project objectives. As analyzed in the Draft EIR, 
Alternative 3 does not include wetland terraces. The proposed Alternative 3+2 reflects the 
requested additions mentioned in this comment. The alternative is considered a hybrid of the 
two alternatives evaluated in the Draft EIR and as a result results in no additional impacts. See 
Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

C-28-103 
 

The comment states that Alternative 3 does not reflect all of the attributes that the 
commentor had suggested for this Alternative during scoping. The Draft EIR evaluates three 
feasible alternatives including Alternative 3. As noted on page 5-28 of the Draft EIR, 
Alternative 3 meets some but not all of the Project objectives. As analyzed in the Draft EIR, 
Alternative 3 does not include outdoor educational opportunities. The proposed Alternative 
3+2 reflects the requested additions mentioned in this comment. The alternative is considered 
a hybrid of the two alternatives evaluated in the Draft EIR and as a result results in no 
additional impacts. See Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

C-28-104 
 

The comment states that Alternative 3 should be considered the environmentally superior 
alternative. As noted on page 5-31 of the Draft EIR, Alternative 2 is the environmentally 
superior alternative when comparing all impacts as shown in Table 5-6 of the Draft EIR. The 
proposed Alternative 3+2 reflects the requested additions mentioned in this comment. The 
alternative is considered a hybrid of the two alternatives evaluated in the Master Response - 
Alternatives Analysis. 
 

C-28-105 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR is informationally deficient, claiming that additional 
noise, land use, public safety, historic, and biological impacts should be considered significant, 
and advocating for Alternative 3 as the environmentally superior alternative. The Draft EIR 
provides a detailed analysis of the impacts identified in the comment. The Draft EIR identifies 
unavoidable significant impacts to noise and recreation and parks. No additional analysis is 
required. See Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
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F:. Altel'native 3 is a I ,ess lmpactful, Feasi ble Altel'native. 

1. The DEIR Includes an Improperly !\arrow Description of Alternative 3. 

SLWS is also pleased the City has included its proposed Natu ral Lands and Open 
Space Preserve as Al tern ative 3. but as with Alternative 2. the DEIR has provided an 
overly restricti ve descrip tion of A lternative 3, eliminating features tha t were intended to 
be included in this alternati ve and fail ing to consider featu res other than those proposed 
for the Project. 

Fi rst, the DEIR misstates the overarching intent for Alternati ve 3 (DEIR 5-22) set 
by SLWS of main taining and expandin g public, wildl ife an d bird access to the Knoll , 
Eucalyptn s Grove and the water s edge. The purpose identified by SLWS for thi s 
altemative is priori ti zing natural areas and enhancing habitats, as "\ve ll as improvin g ,vater 
quality and V11ater recharge. 

The DEJR has defined A lternati ve 3 to eliminate inclusion of wetland terraces, but 
this elimination was not specifically proposed or intended when SLWS identified the 

C-28-102 Natura l Lands and Open Space Altcmativc. SLWS proposed provision o f an expanded 
range of habita ts, including open water, marsh, riparian and upland. Thus, A lternati ve 3 
could include wetland terraces, if those would not result in biologically adverse impacts. 
As biological experts have identified, the DEIR lacks evidentiary support for cl aim s of 
benefits from these \\'Ctland terraces, and without that evidence, they should not be 
included in any alternative or the proposed Proj ect 

C-28-103 1 Further, as wi th A lternative 2. A lternative 3 could and should provide outdoor 
education al opporn1n ities, tak_jng advantage o f the habi tat enhancements and provision of 
a wi ldlife corridor that this alternative ,vould provide. 

C-28-104 

C-28-105 

2. Alternative 3 is Envh·onmentaUy Superior. 

The DEIR discloses tha t A lternative 3 would substant ial ly lessen the disclosed 
significant adverse construction impacts associated with the Project. Wi thout am plified 
sound. it would elim inate the sign ificant adverse operational noi se impact disclosed by 
the DEIR. A lternative 3 would also reduce other impacts the DEIR did not consider 
significant. (DEIR p. 5-28 .) 

Additionally, as di scussed throughout these comments, the DEJR is 
infonn ationally deficient and those in formational deficiencies have led to an 
underc.stimat ion of the significance of a number of Project im pacts. Once the DEIR is 
revised to properly analyze the im pacts, there wi ll be additional significant adverse 
impacts of the Project disclosed such as biological , additi onal operational noi se impacts, 
impacts to the historic Silver Lake Reservoi r Complex, land use im pacts, public safety 
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  C-28-106 
 

The comment states that Alternative 3 is feasible and less impactful than the proposed 
Project. The Draft EIR evaluates three feasible alternatives including Alternative 3. As noted on 
page 5-28 of the Draft EIR, Alternative 3 meets some but not all of the Project objectives, since 
Alternative 3 would not provide access to the water's edge. See Master Response - 
Alternatives Analysis. 
 

C-28-107 
 

The comment states that Alternative 3 would expand recreation at the SLRC. The Draft EIR 
recognizes in Chapter 5 that Alternative 3 would increase access, compared with exiting 
conditions, but less so than the proposed Project due to the retention of the fence. See 
Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

C-28-108 
 

The comment states that Alternative 3 would expand recreation at the SLRC. The Draft EIR 
recognizes in Chapter 5 that Alternative 3 would increase access, compared with exiting 
conditions, but less so than the proposed Project due to the retention of the fence. See 
Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

C-28-109 
 

The comment states that Alternative 3 would maintain open water to achieve the objective of 
improved aquatic ecologies and expand recreation at the SLRC. The Draft EIR recognizes in 
Chapter 5 that Alternative 3 would maintain existing open water but would not introduce 
habitat complexities associated with the floating islands. Therefore, Alternative 3 meets the 
objective but less so than the proposed Project. See Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
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C-28-106 
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and more. Alternati ve J would substantially lessen these impacts , addin g to its 
environmental superiori ty over the proposed Project. 

3. Alternative 3 is Feasible. 

The DEIR acknowledges that even as narrowly proposed, Alternative 3 would 
meet the majority of the pr~jcct objectives, even if to a lesser degree than the proposed 
Project. (DEIR pp. 5-29 to 5-3 1.) Moreover, once Alternat ive 3 is revised as discussed 
above, it would meet these objecti ves even better. 

The DEIR claims confosingly Aliernativc 3 would not meet the objective to 
" Preserve and enhance the unique character of the SLRC \\~th in creased points of access, 
improved in ternal ci rculation and access to the ,vater·s edge, and in creased spaces for 
com munity and famil y gatherings." Altern ative 3 would clearly preserve and enhance 
the unique character of the Reservoir. It would also increase space fo r community and 
fam ily gatherings wi th leaving the Meadow structu re-free fo r al l free form gatherings. 
including picku p sports. 

Additionally, contrary to the statements in the DEIR, Altemati ve 3 would expan d 
recreation through the expansion of uses in the South Valley, \\1ith remodeling and 
renovation of the current Recreation Center, as well as upgrading of the dog park and 
providing dog owner proposed fencing for guided access walks. That there would be 
fenci ng limiting the hours of use from daw11 to dusk would still increase access to the 
Reservoir Complex, particularly sin ce thi s si te is not intended for nighttime use. The 
fencing ,-:vould also protect ,vi ldlife and gates could be closed to shi eld ,vi ldhfe during 
sensi tive times. 

While there would be fewer trail s, Alternative 3 would still increase circulation at 
the site; the DEIR shows promenades in the East and West Narrows. (Fig 5-2.) Further 
the Silver Lake Lawn and Grea t La\\11 would still be available as public gathering 

C-28-108 locations. There is no requirement to el iminate all special events under this alternative, 
only to eliminate ampli fi ed sound and restrict the number and hours of operation of 
special events. Special events would be curated for suitability, time and target audience, 
fu rther providing protections for wlldlife whil e enhancin g public access. Tims, 
Alternative 3 meets thi s objective. 

The DEIR also claim s Altemative 3 would not meet the objective of expanding 
C-28-109 ,vildlife habitat by introducing wetland and aquat ic ecologies. Open water habi tat would 

be restored, achieving this objective. Further, as di scussed above, the wetland terraces 
and addition of lish to the Reservoir have not been shown to benefit wildli fe, so their 
inclusion is not necessary to meet the slated objective. 
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  C-28-110 
 

The comment states that Alternative 3 would expand outdoor educational opportunities. The 
Draft EIR concludes that eliminating the Educational Center would reduce educational 
opportunities at the SLRC, notwithstanding the opportunity for outdoor gatherings. The 
opportunity for outdoor learning is available for all Alternatives. See Master Response - 
Alternatives Analysis. 
 

C-28-111 
 

The comment states that Alternatives 2 and 3 as well as a newly proposed hybrid Alternative 
3+2 are feasible and less impactful than the proposed Project. The comment suggests that 
additional significant impacts have been identified. As noted in responses to each of the 
comments in this letter, no additional significant impacts have been identified. The Draft EIR 
provides a thorough assessment of baseline conditions and impacts for each Alternative. The 
proposed Alternative 3+2 is a hybrid of the other alternatives and as such, no additional 
components are added not already evaluated in the Draft EIR. See Master Response - 
Alternatives Analysis. 
 

C-28-112 
 

The comment requests recirculation of the Draft EIR. As described in this response to 
comments (response to comment C-30-12), no new information has been provided that would 
substantially alter the impact analysis requiring recirculation of the Draft EIR. The suggested 
triggers for recirculating an EIR outlined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 have not been 
met. See Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. Recirculation of the Draft EIR is 
not required. 
 

C-28-113 
 

Comment noted. 
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Additionally, the DEIR claim s Alternative 3 reduces educational opportunities, hut 
fails to assess thi s alternative's abi li ty to provide outdoor, as opposed to indoor, 

c-28_110 environm ental education . In stead of destroyin g existing habitat as the Project would do, 
thi s alternative would provide a unique outdoor space for education. The abi li ty to 
provide this benefi t that cannot be found in most other open space wi thin the City should 
be given higher priority that the constrnction of bu ildings that could be bui lt elsewhere . 

F. A.lkrnati,,cs 2 ;md 3, as wdl ;1s J\cwly Proposed Altc1·nativc Hybrid 3+2, An~ 
Feasible, Less lmpactful Alternati,,es, Prohibiting Approval of the Proposed 
Project. 

The DEIR admi ts that that the Project -ivou ld have significan t constmction noise 
impacts and operational noise impacts from special events. Throughout thi s com ment 

C-28-111 letter, we establi sh that the Project would have numerous other signi ficant adverse 
impacts that the DEIR fai ls lo disclose. 

C-28-112 

C-28-1 13 

A ltcmati vcs 2 and 3 arc feasible altcmativcs tha t ,vould substantially lessen and/or 
eliminate significant adverse impacts resulting from the Project. Alternat ive Hybrid 3- 2 
,vould also elimin ate this signi ficant impact, as well as other impacts the DEIR has fai led 
to disclose. Tims, under CEQA ' s substan t.i vc mandate, the City cannot approve the 
Project as proposed . 

Conclusion 

For all of the reasons set forth herein, SLWS fi nd the DEIR to be wholly inadequate. 
Before the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan can move forward. a revised DEIR 
nm st be recirculated to address the many failings. The analysis included in the revised DEIR 
must be used to provide project objectives that are environmentally protective and to evalua te 
alternatives that would reduce the many impacts that could resu lt from implementation of 
some comJXlncnts of the proposed Proj<.,-c l. 

Addi tionally, ,:ve ask that you inform us of any futu re Pr(!ject not ices pursuan t to 
Public Resources Code section 2 1092 .2 and applicable Municipal Code requirements. 
We furtl1er request that you retain all Project related documents including correspondence 
and email communications as required by CEQA. (Golden Door Properties, LLC v. 
Superior Court of San Die1:o County (2020) 52 Cal.A pp.5th 837 [ agency " must retain 
WTitings" I.) 
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  C-28-114 
 

The comment is conclusory and does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record. 
 

C-28-115 
 

The comment lists attachments of the letter and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record. 
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cc: 

Thank you for your time and consideration in thi s n1atter. 

Sincerely. 

jj;I 
1my Minteer 

Snnjana Snpekar 

Councilmember N ithya Raman CIM: nithya.raman(l/ lacity.orQ. 

CD4 Planning Deputy Mashacl Majid: mashacl.majid,'G~lacity .org 

CD4 Senior Deputy, Transportation. lnfrastnicture, and Public Space Mehmet Berker: 

mchmct.bcrkcr([i.1)acitv.org 

Council member I lugo Soto-Martinez CD\3 (Via U.S. Mail ) 

Mary Nemick, Dir of Communications, Hureau of Engineering: marv.nemick1tVlacity.orn. 

Attachments: 

I) Expert Comments from Daniel Cooper at Resource Conservation District 

2) Expert Comments from Dr. Amanda Zellmer 

3) Expert Comments from Johdan Fine 

4) CDf-W Scoping Comments 

5) Consultation Letters from CDFW to City re Black Walnut Trees 

(1) Community Plan Excerpts 

7) Los Angeles Municipal Code §12.04.05 

8) Excerpts of I' AW Report 
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  C-29-1 
 

Attachments to Comment C-28 noted. Also, please refer to responses to 
Comment L-1, Comment C-16, and Comment I-543. 
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ATTACHME T 1 
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cont. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
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540Slltllll Top,stF CanronBoulev:11'11 

1-0P&II~. c.llf-OfMl90290 

November 23, 2022 

Prepared by Daniel S. Cooper, Ph.D. 
Senior Conservation Biologist 

Thank you for the opportwtit)• to comment Ori the ''Draft Environmental Impact Report 
(DEIR), Silver Lake Reservoir Co,nple., Mas ter Plan Project". 

I am restricling my comments to lhe "'Biological Technical Repon", which underpins the 
analysis of the site's biota a.nd recommendations to enhance this biota, which should 
in form evaluation of the ·'AnAlysis of Ahemati-..·es••, which lays: out different 
configwations of habitat restoration/enbancemeiu based on nl8J:ragemem priorities. 

OvCTI1IJ, I found the Biologica l Teelmical Rcpon to be lacking in both rigor and 
•P"cifocity, porticularly fo r such a large, visible site os Silver Lake Re,;.,rvoir. 

As one of just a handful of water bodie< in the city, and one with a circular walking path 
that is very heavily-used by residents and vis itors (including birdets and otl1er 
namralists), Silver Lake Reservoir would seem 10 wrunutt a technical repott similar to 
that of a multi-acre site proposed for a large development such as a housing IJ'act or new 
recrea tion facility on undeveloped laud. 

Instead, I fow1d this technicaJ report vet)' spa.re, and more of a cursory review one woutd 
expect to read in a mitigated negative declara.t-ion, as for a s lngle-fumily home on a lot 
with no significanl natural resources. 

I would urge the city to afford this. site the s.crutiny i.t deserve~ as it represents/supports: 

• A major waterbird stopover habiUlt, with cop ious, long-term data 
available; 

- Multiple nesting territories (physic.al n<,;ts documented) for all fo ur of the 
four focal raptor species tracked by lhe Los Angeles Raptor rudy (Red
to iled Hawk, Red-shouldered Hawk, Cooper's Hawk and Great Homed 
Owl); 

- An oppottunity to transform, and hopefully restore, a large patch of upland 
op<n space, CUJTent ly disrurbed from decades of a[(orestation, into native 
ha bitat; and 

-t-
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cont. 

- An opportunity to introduce native riparian and wetland habitats back into 
the central city for the benefit of wildlife, and tl1e enjoyment of hwnan 
observera_ 

WithoUI current, accurate, and credible data on ~,e biological reso\U'ces of tlie 
site/surrounding area, elfons at restoration will either filJI sholt, or could actually result 
in funhcr degradation of the site. 

I have summarized what I oonside:1· [our main weala~esses of the Biological Technic.al 
Report. which Siem from either im incomplete assessment of the local resources on the 
part of the preparers, or a failure by them to reoogu.ize local natural oommunities for 
wh1u they are_ 

I. Sliver Lake Represents • major (local) mii=.rntory waterbird ,topo,·er h• oitat. 

In the city's own rcpot1 (ESA 2021), Silver Lake Reservoir has 1,een dCSil!Jl"ted a 
"Pro tected Area for Wildli fe" (PAW) based on the criterion that it "SuJJ!lOrtS 
Breeding/Fe,<! lng/Resting/M igr.uing Gl'Ounds with Llmited Availability in Southern 
Ca lifornia/Los Angeles"_ 

The Biological Te<:hnical Repon very briefly discusses wittorfowl on p. 59, but provides 
no specific detail on nwnbers, se.asonaJ.ity, or habitat use: 

"Ivanhoe and Silver Lake Reservoirs do serve as foraging habitat for 
migratory avian species including wattrfowl and shoreline species __ . The 
floating islands and shoreline wetland habitat will create habitat 
underneath them within their below-1he- 1tvater roOI zone which is a highly 
ecologicolly productive are• that attracts fish (which will be introduced "' 
a locnl prey source) and other aquatic spo;;ics. TI1csc wetlands will 
prov ide a net gaill u, habitat ,·alues witlliJ> tlie SLRC by increasing habitat 
divers ity, providing predator protection, and providing increased foraging 
Opp<lrtuni1ie,s_ Regionally, the created wet l•nds •nd the. LR as• whole 
will serve as a great ;utractatu and resource for migratory avian species 
(GPA 2020)_" 

While probably tl\Je, the preparers offer no specific infonnation on a) what avw.n species 
such is lands would attract, nor b) how these wou Id be differe,u from species alread}' 
presen t. 
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cont. 

There is the asscnion that fish "will be irnroduccd as a local prey source", but the rcrort 
oITers no detail on what species these migt:u be (many species of U-:uroduced. fish are 
considerc<l highly-invasive, •nd introduction may be illegal!). Importantly, several loca l 
fish spec i.es ore doctUneJUed predators on ornpltibian eggs and lruvae, so tire goals of 
creating a robust novel wetland ecosystem would need to be carefully considered in light 
ofwhicb species. are lo be introdueed. The introduction of no n-native fish into a. 
reservoir would be something thnt requires pcnnit.s and fo llow-up monitoring. which 
Local asencies wou ld need to weigh-in on;. there is no indication that CDFW or olhe!' 
ageneies commented on such plans. By contra.st, a reeei\l memo by CDF\1\1 (dated Feb. 
4, 2022) ou tlines major concerns about future management ofwd i.Hnd hab it.lit and their 
associated species at the site, particularly in light of !he proposed increase iJ1 hutmnlpet 
activity here. 

Surprisingly, the Biological Tee!mieal ~epon contains oo counts ofw111erbirds and no 
dala on sightings, other than a list or Ove wot<rfowl species (with oo status or seasonal 
htfonnation) as pan of• "l'auaal Compca,.lium'' at the ropon 's end. \Vo,; any local 
ource consulted to create 1his list? \VllS It bused on the observations of 1hr: project 

bio logist(s)? It is unclear, desplte the abw1dance of reodily-available bird data from the 
site, inchJding from eBird, whether any SOUJ<;<S at al l (published or o therwise) were used 
to prepare this report. 

Frotn eB ird, a quick seoreh (conducted Nov. I I, 2022) of local bird species recorded at 
Silver Lake Rese,voir (https:f/cbird.ofl!"barchan?r:aL62 I 8 I 7&yi=all&m- ) reveals l5 
waterfowl .species documented at 1.he si1e, no1 five. SeveraJ oflhe n10st frequentty .. 
recorded waterfowl were not aiuong the five species in the repon's fuw1al compendium. 
namely Northern Shovele,-, Ameo-ican Wigeon, Ring-necked Duck, Lesser Scaup, and 
Bufflehead (oddly, one relatively rare waterfowl species, CiJmamon Teal, is listed in the 
fuunal compendiwn, wi thout details!). 

Many other waterbirds known from, and frc<juently seen, ,11 Silver Lake Reservoir were 
also omitted from the fllw,aJ co,npendiwu, despite tire fact tl,at they are preswnably 
among the targets of the propesed habitat enhane<ment there. A partial Ii.st of high 
count< of O<>mmon waterbird< (including waterfowl, grebe< and gulls) from Silver Lake 
Reservoir (per eB ird), be low. 

Ruddy Duck: 3500 (https://cblrd.orglehccklist/S9323607) 
California Gull: 2200 (https://ebir<l.org/chccklisl/S63186362) 
Americru, Coot: 1400 (https:llebird.orglcheeklisl/SJ21073 188) 

orthem Shoveler: 250 (https://ebird.orglchecklistlS62676005) 
American Wigeon: 150 (https://ebird.org/checklisllS50!2659L) 

-3-
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C-29-1 
cont. 

Ring-necked Duck: 170 (hupsJ/ebird.org/che<:klist/S6 I 909252) 
Eared Grebe: 100 (htlps://ebird.o rg/cbecklisl/S75498472) 

In addition, coun1s of swallows include 200-700 individuals during spring and fall 
migrntion (Nonhem Rough-winged, Cliff, Barn. and Violet-green; eBiro). 

Figure I below gives an idea of just how hnponam Silver Lake Reservoir currently is to 
Local wiJ'Jtering waterfowl,. in ooltlparison to other !'eseri.·oir/wetland habitats in the Los 
Angeles area (see Table I, below, for values used). 

Cumulative high counts of waterbi rds (eBird) 

sliverlak@ 

Lefflllki!: 

IAR • w1How St. 

KenMillOV 

LrikeBelbioil 

Se~IYE!dii Basin WA 

MacArtJn•Parfl: 

lAfl · Bette Da'Jis Park/Victory 

MaelcJOhl'IS(IBParlt 

88 llon1tUl:!8. 

fl~eda P,irl 

F.:ctioP.irt 

LAR S(puh"cd;i,B~in -

Ballona fW Mar:511 -

H~lywcod Rl:!-,,,oir -

linoolnPut: -

1000 2000 3000 .tlOOO 5000 6000 7000 8000 !lOOO 

Figure I . Comparison of highest coums (pooledlcumulalive) of the most abur,dant 
woterfowl (>100 individuals in any single-visit couat, 2000-present) 11t Silver Lake 
Reservo ir. Data compiled from thousands of individual observer checklists submitted 
eB lrd as of Nov. 9, 2022. 

1n addition, the waterbird species diw!rnty at Silver Lake R.eservoir lS similarly high 
compared to other sites in the region, as shown in Figure 2; only two sites examined.. 
Legg Lake near South El Monte, and the Los Angeles River estuary at Willow St. in 

. 4. 
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cont. 

Long Bcacl~ have recorded a higher diversity of the mosl abundanl (counts of >I00 
i.nd.h,iduals) waterbirds. 

51111er laki! 
L~l.11k!!!, 

1..1\11. · 'WllloWSt. 

Ken Maloy 

Lake8al00a 

:SCP'lh,oedl 8asin WA 

MacA11JusPo11rk 
lAA • BetH! D;iiAs P,1rl;,M(tory 

Ma.Git: Jolmwn P.irl 

Ba llonil Creel 
A~ed.lP<1rl 

EctloP;iri< 

LAR • Sepulved~ ti.SIii 

&il llornil rw M11rsti 

HollVWQod R41~1r 
Lln«ilnP.irl 

Species Diversity Index 

10 12 

Figure 2. mporiso n of most-<X>mmon ,pecie:s ric hness (Species with >100 single-vis it 
counts only) from si1es listed lt1 Figure I. 

Interest ingly, historical & ta (from early Audubon Chrisbnas Bird Counts) sugsests a 
much lower usogc of site by waterbirds prior to the I 990s-2000s. wilh singlc--digil/low 
double-<ligi t counts of ducl.s and gulls normal 1970s/early 80s (Los Angeles Audubon 
Society, unpubl. data). Reasons fol' th.is are unclear. 

2. Litt lo d<toll on pot<ntlol lmpa<U from propos•d wetlllnd re 1oratlon, 
Including nootlng Islands. 

One of the few memious of waterbird use of Silver Lake Reservoir in the Biological 
Tcch.nk•I Report was on p. 53, where it was ·pcc11latcd th•t watetiJlrds. lndudb,g 
"woterfowl", wou ld/Q,.,1ge and nest on <:<mStnJC-ted floating is lands: 

16 

-5-
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cont. 

"The creation of23-acrc, ofnativc habitat indudiag coastal scrnb (4-
acres) and wet.lands (7-acres) will result i.n a net gain of avian-supporting 
vegetit tkm. The proposed diverse native habit.at including nonting islands. 
will pru,icularly seive as a supponive habitat for many species of wading 
birds which often nest in woody vegemtion that is either submerged or 
surroWJded by water. The habimt islands would be varied in si:ze and set-
back from the shoreline approximately 50 feet or more, to offer a variety 
of pro tect«! foragu1g and nestu1g spaces for wate1'fowl and othe.r aqua.tic 
species." 

Yet, because the report presen•ed no data on either floating is lands elsewhere, oron 
et:iJting waterbird use of the s:ite, it is simply impossible to determine if the proposed 
habitat transformation would resuh in t1 .. net gain of avian--suppordng vegetation''. Other 
area reservoirs in the Los Angeles area have noating is lands, including lakes at Echo 
Pa.rk and Resooa Pa.rk - were u,ese assess«! by the preparers for use by aquatic birds? 
And, how would these is lands -which require eonsmnt ar1ention 10 ensure tlwt plants 
are alive and that the remain strucruralJy sound - be maintained imo the future? 

In generol, Los Angeles urban parks support very low numbers ofnes1fog freshwater 
marsh blrd species, mainly because they have aJmost no freshwate r marsh or aquatic 
nesting lwbitat, but also because people are general.ly allowed around the entire 
p<rirnctcr of park lakes, affording no areas for wild life to feel safe and undisturbe,l in 
what little habital is present. 

A review of sightings uploaded 10 eBird (www.ebird.org) suggesl thal count< of loca l 
fres hwater wetland bird species known from Silver Lake Reservoir that maintain nesting 
populations in Uie region (e.g., Gr .. t Egret, Snowy Egret, Green Heron. Pied-billed 
GI'ebe, Gadwal~ etc.) are C1.1.rrently almost identical to counts from other urban 
rcservoin; in parks around Loo Angeles (e.g., Echo Part, Rcscda Park. Lincoln l'arl<), 
with just 1-2 individuais of each species cowll«I during mo t visi1s. 11,ese other sites 
already have a combination of 0001.u,g islands and "1raditional" islands which have been 
planted with vegeui.tion~ and yet~ their avifituna is not ~hstantia lly different from that of 
Silver Lake Reservoir's. 

Base<! on my own (DSC) observations, Ooating is lands at Echo Park and Reseda Park 
suppon very few waterbirds, and fewer nesth1g blrds, other 1han widcspmid/pos1 species 
such as domestic waterfow l. The one iconic oesLing waLetbi.rd currentJy using the site, 
the Great Blue Heron, wou ldn ' t nest on• no•~ng i<l•nd (they nes1 in tAII trees). Based 
on theiT current condition elsewhere (stn1cnu-.ally degrading. 1ntracting iavasive/non
na1:ive plants, colJecting trash, etc.), tlooting is lands seem dift1cu1110 maintain aL'KI 
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C-29-1 
cont. 

perhaps inappropru,te for a long-tcnn foanirc at Sih•er Like Reservoir. And notably, oo 
nesling waterbirds were observed using flo;uing islands as nest sites during countywide 
urveys in ei ther 20 10 and 2019 (Cooper and Hamil ton 20 10, Cooper and Hamilton 

2019). 1bus. 1he ossenion lhat .. aoating is lands" will suppon ,vading birds "which often 
nest in woody vegetation tl1a1 is either submerged or surromded by water" is not only 
unsuppo rted by specifics in the report, it does not appear to be the case •">·where else in 
tl1c region. It is unclear which species tho J>reporers are referring to, as nesting wading 
bil'ds - of aity species - all h igh ly localized in the !'egion, were simply 1101 aualyzed ill 
the J'ep0rt. 

·me effecti\le.11ess of proposed wet land creation along the borders of the reservoir also 
sounds like a posit.ive, but it is similarly difficuh to .assess without bird data from the site 
OT surrounding region. No detail was provided by the Technical Report on how these 
wetlands would be consmtcted, mainiained or protected, wha1 plant species would be 
used, or which target bird species tlial m ight use lfiem. Therefore, it is not poss ible to 
comment on their anticip,p.led c:ffectivenc:ss at the site:. 

Finally. the Technical Repon £ails to describe potential impocts from increased human 
usage on the reservoir and its shoreline to thes.e created wed.ands:, including from 
proposed watercraft. pets, or from h1creased human h1trusion hllo the shoreline (as 
depic,ted hianistic renderings in the DEIR). Given 11ml tl1e majority of the site 
including the emirety of botl1 Silver Lake a11d Ivanhoe reservoirs - has been securely 
fenced from the public for rrumy decades, it seems reasonable to assume to tlull an 
increase U1 human presence would have a major detri.Jnental eiTecc on the weLland 
avifuuna and other wildlife therei.J1. 

3. Lill.le l11form111lon wu provided Oil exis ting nesllng waterbltds ot lhe slte, 
notably the-long-term Great Blue lleron rookeries. 

SiJver Lake ReseNoir cu1renl.ly suppons one of lhe few oesUng ,.._1atet'bircl eolo1lies in Lhe 
Los Angeles •rea (Sm1ford et al., 2020), and sightings from this location hilve been 
exhaustively documenle.1 .since 2009 in eBird (v.,vw.ebird.org); yet lhese sightings went 
unmemioned in the Biological Technical Repon. 

A single figure in the Technical Report (Figru:c 5) shows three scparale locations for 
"Grcu.t blue heron rookery"'. with no detail on these s ites, such as number of nests.. tree 
species/structures supporting tlie nests, foraging habilals used by adul ts or young. dates 
active. etc. lb us, because of this: omis$ion of data, it I very difficult to determine 
whether proposed "impro,•ements" - such as widening of walking potlis, die 
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cont. 

constmction of observation decks. increases in night-1'1.mc-/spccia l event use, and changes 
ln fencing- ,vill have pos itive or negati,,,e impacts to what appears lo be the site's only 
nest ing waterbirds. 

Based on information gnthered by local biologists, birders local residents (including 
notes and photos uploaded lo eBird and prcwided by Silver Lake Wildlife Sanctuary), 
the following is a summary of Great Blue Heron nesting al Silver Lake Reservoir: 

Three separate rookery sites have been used in different years by up to 14 nesting pairs 
of Greer Blue Herons in Hnd around the northwestern comer of Silver Lake 
Reservoir/Ivanhoe Reservoir, with sites and nwnben variable from year lo year. 

Whi le we found an unsupported referenoe to nesting as early a.s 200.S (see below), the 
fin;t conf"umed nesting tWOrd came in 201 I , "'hen at least one pair was prcsem al a nest 
l1.\ the eucalyptus grove at the northwestern con1er of Sil,·er Lale Reservoir, with.in a 
foncc:d-off arCll (bc:rc:ofter refcm:tl to as the "eucalyptus grove'') in Febrnary-March 20 11 
(https:/lcbiTdorg/chookli;;t/S7609469; hnpsJlebinl-org/c,hcckJ ist/S7934475). However, 
with nine birds reported on 2 3 Feb. 201 1, more nests may actually hove been present 
that year than observed (high fencing precludes good vi•ual access 10 thi• rookery are.a, 
wluch may in pari be why herons selected ii), 

During a statewide survey of nesting waterbi!'ds in 2012 (Shuford et ol., 2 020), three 
active nests (with at lcost one yoUDg observed) were observed in the eucolyptus grove 011 

6 June 2012. The followi ng year, a repon of IO birds "all up u1 the trees" on 16 Feb. 
2013 (JutpsJ/el>udorglgbbclcheckJist/SJ3100553) again suggeots tltis colony was larger 
than the 1-3 nests estimAted in 20 11 •nd 2012. 

In 2020, ru.1 Initial Study/Mitig;lled Negative Declaration for a proposed Aeration and 
Reci!'culation system (part of a prior Master Plan process ongoitlg in 2020) reported that: 

"a great blue heron rooke,:v IUI!i been pre;se,rt 1Vithl11 the Eucobptus gnwc 
011 tl1e 11·es/ side. of tire Sil11er Lnl.::e Resen•oir si,rce at leas I 
2005 .. _appmximately 14 nests i1J J/Je rookery [were obsenedj durit1g 
regular sun•eys and monitofittg ill 10JJ 1. ·• 

1 Text cc:cc,p1cd from a lcm:rsubmiucd by California DepL offish ar~d Wildlife 
(l111ps:/ffiles.coqa11cL.opr.ai.govf26l648-2/aJttcbmc:1~t.lHD~Rk cWQYP2Dmf• 
eFJslWHsloo<jbY aDl77gP29 t Dq l'C9Jllqol'<yMXOllq lllwUO.l:ywoNln«c)Zamc6-QO ). We bavc 001 

lo,cattd evlde:aee for heron aiming in 2005 (aor prior 10 201 1 ). Lhoogh It Is pOBS:lbk: 11 was occurring then. 
~inOf! thls '.')l'l!lr mnrk"ed n.st1rge In llll!!itirlg bt?n:la activ ity elSoN•here In 1hec0Unl)', ln Minlna del R.fi)'- ~tlll. 1111 

" ri:gjOniil 11$:sei,ime11t or m?:$ti n-K WJlll!:rbi n;I$ in ?(l(YJ, Cooper , oo ti l)mi11(),n (2.0 I 0 ) f(ll.md Ill) c,•t~l)Cc! of 
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C-29-1 
cont. 

Th is 2015 eslimale would have been the same sighting uploaded to eBird, of "1 4 neSiS" 
(hnps:/lcbirdorg/checklist/S6 1858%6), with the (eucolyp'11S grove) roo kery apparently 
split into a notthern and southern portion (see: lutps://ebird.org/eheeklist/S6187954 1 for 
photos). 

Three nests were again 1101ed in the euealypnu; grove in 2016 
(https:/lebirdorglehecklist/S29018357), yet by sprillg 20 17, the colony appeared to have 
abandoned o,e eucalyptus grove, and relocated 10 a deodar (Cedro, deodoros) ill lhe 
yard of• house al Tes la Ave. and Rokcby SI. (northwest oflvar,hoe Reservoir), with a 
single neSI present here that year (e.g. , h1tps://ebird.orgleheck.liSI/S36426695) . 

The following year (spring 20 18) three Great Blue Heron pairs were apparently using 
the Tesla rookery, and not the euealypCtts grove (ht1ps://ebird.org/cbeeklistlS43180319), 
alld did so again in both 2019 (e.g, hltps:/lebird.or&1checklist/S55632 193; 
https:1/eblrd.o,wcheeklisl/S58238102) and 2020 (htl]JS://ebir<.1.org/chccklistlS69946234). 

A oounty-wide assessmem of nesting waterbirds (Cooper ond Hamillon 2019) noted not 
only the three active nests of Great Blue Herons at the Tesla Ave. rookery, it also found 
five iJJactive nests (preswnably from 2016 or prior) in the eucalyptus grove on the 
nonhwestern comer of the reservoir (https:llebird.o,weheeklist/S556Jl 193), sug~ling 
th.is rookery was •ncleed i1taetive, with all birds .shifl.iJ'Jg to the Teslil Ave. s ite . 

ln spring 2021, up to three nests were discovered in a third rookery s ite, a 1·ow of large 
Aleppo pines (P/,.,., halepp,wsls) abow, the walking !"'lh on tlie no tthwestern edge of 
Ivanhoe Reservoir (pho tos/video; Silver La.ke Wildlife Sanctuary) . This new rookery 
wos aiso doeumen1ed in eBird (lmps://ebird .orglcheeklist/S87 14550l ), with two active 
nests in "en Uill Aleppo Pin.es along the weSI side of IR (and bcrderin , W. Silver Lake 
Dl'ive, with ill about 75m of Tesla.)" (hUps://ebir<l.o,· • cbockliSIIS86744014)' . 

oe~tin,g hr:roru; ,11 t Si.Iver Lake ~ir lhOO ye.or UO"A~c:r, we ooie tliat die e.arlir$ :sig.hli113 of G~t D.lue 
Her011-11t Silver Lake Rese.rvoir i 11 die pcpu]111 on.line plncfoma c8 ird \\'D:S not until 2009, d~Uc numi:rou:s 
nx:o:rds o[ tbc:spccie1 '-:r~- abcLt oot tlC'51ing- dnting be.ck co e.l lca:51 lbc la'lc 19605 (LMAngcle1 
Amluboo Cluism1as Bird Coofll. unpubl. dam). Th.is is more an ilbs1ra1io11 of1bc: rcl.ati,•c K:CC!lt \15c af 
cBlrd than ari Jttdic11tiori of the spocic:s' Slafll5. licrc: prior to Ilic 20J Os. 
! That same year. a fkde;llog frou::i this rookery Wltlcapll:rcdo11 the groom1bdOW" tlic aest, "'rescued .. , and 
tn1aSpOrted to a rehr1b f:adllty ln SBll Pedro. h was lt te:r rele.11sed 111 Do11nl11g,1.1e-z Gap '-"''ttlam:15: DC:a.rC1uson, 
Los: Angtlii!!:iCa_ (S. llVE!r L11 l.:: E! W1ltl11fe-S1U1etL1f11')', \1ifl ~mlll ). T"hl s: ruok:e,y WflS pcis.s1bly Also fltlive 1a 2020 
(Sin;811:!! ne$1?). ii1111_I pt)S.iibl)' oi',Pin in 2022, bii~.l OIJ Si;iJhl;inJlj uplOO.~ tc,t8ird . 
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C-29-1 
cont. 

In 2021, the Tes la nest tree was also active (at lca51 one nest), and while heron eo,mts in 
spring 2022 reached nine individuals (eBird), no d irecL evidence of nesting was 
ubmltted ro eBird th L,. pa..,:; t eason. 

Reaso ns for the loss of the eucalyptus grove colony (which now suppons an active 
ne,ujng te.rritory or Red-tailed Hawk) are unclear. It seems poss ible- lha t oo ns truction 
activity and dc-w81cring of010 rcsctvoir during 2015-2017 played a role. However, we 
should also nole that Great Blue He1'0llS frequent ly shill rooke l'ies every few years e,.,en 
without obvious reasons, and that a Red-tailed Hawk - a species typically sensitive to 
di.sturb;;inct: under the nest - found the eucalyptus gro"'e suitab le for a nest ing site during 
tllis sam e time. Either way. 1he histol)' of each of these nesting species shou ld have been 
thoroughly presented and fma]yzed in the Techn ical Report, bul was not. Additionally, 
:any proposed changes to features 1u the no rthwestern portion of the reservoir area should 
be analyzed with this history in mind. 

4. Silve.- Lake Repn~se nts an lmp,ort:a.n t (local) hot:!!,pOf of nesting raphn·!!,, yet 
these nesdns: species - and the.Ir documented nests - we.re lefl out or the 
DETR. 

In 20 17, Friends of Griffith Pru-k launched the "Los Angeles Rllptor Srudy", an effon 10 

inap and mort.iLor nesLing hawks and owls across Los Angeles 
(http,i:/lfriendsofgriffi thpru-k.orglroptor-studyl). This project has been adv~rtiscd through 
numerous 1oca1 and regional media outlets, includi.i~g article~ i.J.uerviews, podcasts, and 
websites. Ye~ tire p<eparen of the DEIR did not mention this 51udy, nor did they address 
the specific: ixesence of arry nest ing rap1ors in the Silverlflke area. Th is. project has 
documented more than 400 active :md suspected territories of rnptors around Los 
Ar1geles, several of which occur in the vicinity of Silver Lake Reservoir. These are 
mapped in Figure 3. 
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C-29-1 
cont. 

Figw-e 3. Raptor nes:Ls in the vici.aity of Silver Lake Reservo i.t·. Note: several other nes:Ls 
ore present in the area shown in the m•p (i.e., fanhe, away from the reservoir area), but 
have not been dep icted here to pro teci 1helr locations (Los Angeles Raptor Srudy, 
unpubl. drua). 

No fewer than three nests active since 2017 arc located directly within 1hc Silver Lake 
Reservoir study area bounda,y used in the DEIR (Red- tai led Hawk t«ritory #200, 
including two altcrnnte nest sites; and Grcot Homed Owl territory #038). Each of these 
nests is well-known to the public us ing the reservoir's perimeter walking path,, based on 
conversations wilh Raplor Study volumeers and local res idents . ·n1ese \.Vent 
unmentioned in the Technical Report. 

Other mptor territories are located in 1he neighborlloods sttJTOt111ding the rese,voir, t:.'lch 
with individual raptors that doubtless fora e widely during the nesting seasot~ including 
those of CooJJ<'l"'S Hawk (not mentioneo in the Technical Report), Reo-shouldercd Howk 
(not listed in 1he faunal compendium of 1110 Technical Report), and otlier Red, iailed 
Hawk rerri[Ories. 
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C-29-1 
cont. 

Rcd-1ailcd Hawks in particula.r can remain in the same territories fo r d~dcs - even 
using Lhe same nests year after year. In fact, Los Angeles Audubon Christmas Bird 
Coun1 data documented a report of a "screaming" pair of Red-tai led Hawks i.n c.plnes 
and eucalyprus" around the reservoir from field no tes ut December 1974, utdicating that 
the tetTito ty here (which is still active today) may be up 10 50 years old, if no t older. 

N cs ting raptors - including Red-tailed Hawks and Gr"'1t Homed Ow is - arc frcqucm ly 
sens iLive to hwnan disturbance, and we no te lh3l bOLh species have been nes1.i1~g in 
fenced-off areas, including the eucalyptus grove along the western edge of the reservoir, 
and the fenced-off portion of the loio ll north of the ''meadow". 8<>1h of tl,ese ar-eas are 
slnuxl/or openf,rg-up to l11c1-etu·ed humau use, nndfe,rce. remo~al. mrd)tet the inrpncl of 
these cha1rges was 1101 addrened any where in the DEIR . 

5. llobllnl re,1orotlon at " the knoll" lalled to Include «<>l~lc,al-runctlon itonls 
for exi.sting or futu re upla nd habitat., including oak/walnut woodland already 
p..-e-.senL 

The Tec-hniea.l Report·s. proposed habitat restoration vision for .. the kno lr' area on the 
nonheasiem end of the lake did 1101 inc lude habitat goals, aside from lisiing the munber 
of acres lnrgeted, It did not include target wildlife species llml would benefit from this 
habi1'lt, nor did it include impacts to species currently prese111 (such as nesting Red
tailed Hawk ,md Great Homed Owl). P1.1zzlingly, ii recommended leaving in ploce 
l1ighly-invas ive trees such as Chilean pepper (Sch/nus polygamn) I 

I suggest the fo llowing steps for effective habitat restonuion: 

I. Re-do bird and wildlife surveys in the targeted area ('~lie knoll"), including visits 
ot different times of year with competent local biologists; 

2. Pay close attention 10 special-status species, several of which wcrc either missed 
by surveyors fo r llie DEIR, and/or were no t addre ed; 

3. Develop• lis1 ofspecies currently using the site, and assess their approxim• te 
abundanoe/rel.ititive: aburltiance; 

4. Develop a list of indicator species that might be encouraged to colonize the s ite 
fo llowing hab itat restoration; 

5. Propose specific planting/w=:linglrcstoration goals that match the needs of1hc 
indicator species. and which do not ha.rm populations of existing spccial-slatus 
species (or mitigate appropriately). 
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C-29-1 
cont. 

Since no ne ofthcS<: slcps was fo llowed I have included a mblc ofspccia l-scatus species 
(Table 2, below) 10 help idenlifr Larget species. I recom,nend that the applicants disc1.1Ss 
and 1tn11lyze each of these species 11ppropristely, and ensure that habitat Improvements 
and mjtigation acconunodate each. 

In adciitjon, I recommend treating all nests. ofcolonieJ waterbirds (including Great Blue 
Heron) and ra1~ors (four species; se<: above) as "special clemenlS" 10 address h1 any 
proposed desigu alternative. ln particular, b,•ingillS addilional pedestrian traffic, and 
lnaeased human activity in general, into are.as currently occupied by nesting raptors is 
of 8, .. , concern, ond should be addressed 1horoughly in the DETR. 

Turning 10 pl.ants, SOl.lthem Ca.lifoml:a black walnut woodla:!'ki, a CNPS-Ra:nked species 
i:s mischaracterized as "no t preseot", yet multlple walnuts were observed. ln the 
BioloJ!ical Technical Ropon (ES-2, Executive Smmllllf)I), lho preparers stn1e: 

"The BSA docs 001 suppon black w11lnu1 woodland and its occurrenoe onsice ls 001 
wilhin typical habitat" 

Nol only do they no, provide a definition oftilis habitat, they appanm1ly foil 10 reco!!Jlize 
that oak., walnut and oak-walnut woodland are dom;,raJU plant comm1JniHes across 
nor·1l1l!as1 Las Angeles. In the Technical Report's Figure :5, numerous individual black 
walnu ts arc mapped, and shown 10 co-oocur with ocher native woodland elerncnls, such 
as coasl live oak and blue elderberry (a< stated on p. 22). Yet tliis apparent oak-wa~rul 
rommunity was not ronsidered present. Helpfully, Keder-Wo lfond Evens (2006) 
provide a definition the preparers could have used: "Jugla.,1s calJfomica (black walnut) 
>50% rel:uive cover in lhe tree canopy. or > 30¾ relative cover with Querc1.1.r agrifolia 
(coast li,·e oak) present." 

Based on the mapped trees on the s ite (see Figure 5, Figure 7a), both black walnut and 
sou them Callfon1ia black waJi,111 a,·; p,·e$e11/, and dofo,·m a cohes ive woodland (albeit 
one wi1h 01h« SJJ""i<S interpls nted and lllltumlizing due 10 • een1ury of •ffor<;;tt11ion by 
tire city). 

This downplaying of scnshivc resources is pervasive in the entire repon, and contribmcs 
to the confl&Sion over, arld obfuseatio1.\ of, what is actuaUy present - and wonh 
preser-.•ing - on the site. It also precludes. a serious evaluation of impac1s Crom I.he 
proposed projec1. 
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cont. 
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~ OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE 
■ lilTIIil ■ L SA CELES, CALIFORN IA 90041-3314 

No,·ember 24, 2022 

Prepared by mand• J. Zellmer 
Associa te Profes or, Oecldelllal Coll<ll• 

lll<JIOCorm r,\IUMt•N J 
rt.,;,n,: lnJ),1:,i.a-:i,u1 
h -. (}J 1l}O ... Q14 

Thank you for Lhe opporlu.nily to review the Draft Em•ironmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the 
Silver Lake Reservoir Revisiorting Project. r have focused my revtew on the Biological Technical 
Report and 1he Land U,c Chapter, with 1be inlcntion of cvahtol ing the imp!t~'ts of the proposed 
project on wildlife conneclivity and babilal restoration. 

l am an Associate Professc r of Biology at Occidental College and I have be<,n Sl\tdying " 'ildl ife 
connectiviiy in wtan an,as for nearly 20 year> and have sntdied w·oon wildlife in Los Ange !es 
specifically fo,• the post IO years. l ha,·e experienoe modeling and assessing wildlife corutect ivily, 
lc:ading moni1oring prograins of urb<m mammal porntlations, and modeling 1hc impacts of l~sbitat 
fragmeni.1ion on wildlife popula1io1ts. 

The Silver I.ake Reservoir is• unique ly situat ed open spoce "'ithin tlu, City thal C{1rrently protects 
habi1a1 for tmtlliple species of wildlife. Tl1e area was recent ly designa1ed as one of the City's 
"Protected Areas for Wildlife" (PAWs) based on the criterion that it "Suppons 
Bree.t:ling/Feeding(Res.ting/M igratin Grounds with Limited A\•ailability in Southern 
California/Los Angeles." 

WhHe I ll.tink there is n.n1ch potemial for a revisioning of tJie Silvel' Lake Reservoir, I found the 
plans for habitat res:1ora1 ion 1 asses.r;ment of the c.\1rrent biological resources. and the eva h,uuion of 
in:tpacts to wildlife counectivil}' 10 be lacking in the DEIR. Below I detail how and where these 
plans filJI short and prov ide- ree.ommendations for addressing O,ese concerns. 

I. The DEIR d.lsr~arded the role of slepplni•stone b11bl1at as an lmporhHH .source of 
connectivlly betwee n sij!nUlcant open habhat spaces ,..,-(thin Los Anietes. 

The Silver Lake Reservoir is conveniently located between rwo significant preserved open babitat 
speces within Los Angeles -Griffith J>aiic and Elysian Paiic. These two pam pro,.ide same of the 
only open space for wi]dlife near downtown Los Angeles. \Vi ldlife th.al live within these patks, as 
well as wildlife that live within the Silver u kc Reservoir, rely on habitat connccliviiy for 
movemem to access resources, find mates, and escape threats. As die only significant stopover 
between 1hese two parks, the Sitver Lake Reservoir i.:. a cn1c.iAI piece to 1he puzzle of maintaining 
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connectivity fu r wildlife in Los Angeles . 1n fact, Omnisc.a.pe connectivity models lbr the Greater 
Los Angeles Are, indic.tc potential connectivity through tl1c Silver Lake Rcscrwir (Figure I). 
Recent sightings of the well•known mownain lio n P·22 in Sil1,·er Lake fu1t he1· s upport the potential 
ro le of the Sil,.•er Lake Resel'vo ir in ajd ins connecti .. •ity for rna.mm.als jn Los Angeles. Maintenance 
and enhi1ncemen1 olconnectlvity through the Silver Lake Reservoi r would help 1he lty achieve 
stated goals of LA 's Green New Deal and the Draft Wildlife Ord inance. 

34 .13 

3411 

~ 
-E 34.10 

."l 

34"9 

3406 

-118.2.6 

Longitude 

""" 
300 

200 

100 

·118.24 ·113..22 

Fl#llre 1. Om,ii!icap(! oo,met.:til•ily mode.I for the Srlver L,lke R e:wnoh· (SLR.; middle) .~J1oudnx 
/)()le,itial ccmrecth1io• wit/, Griffitl, Park (GP; upper left ronrer) and £lysia1J Park (EP: lower right 
comer). 11rc model as-.simres that c.osu to w1/dllfc mow.mrc.'Jtl focrease 114th iiltreasJng wVtm 
dc,•elopme111. Wanner ro/ors itrdfcate higher flow pOltlllial. 

The potential for wildlife co1111ectivity through the Silver Lake Reser\'o ir is addressed in Appendix 
D, Section 4.8, which afler l'eDOQllizing the imponance of ron:necliv ity states Lhat " the BSA does 
no t serve as a contiguous rcgion11l corridor between two btrga stands or habit1t t." Yet, in 1he 
proposed plan (Table 3.1 1 -1), the re 1novaJ of fenc ing is touted as being a n~ve to improve \Vildlife 
connectivity ·'Removal o f the perimeter fence would also expand connect ivity nnd wi klli fe access 
to the wa ter" that would <uppart the objective< of LA'< Green New Deal . While the Silver Lake 
Rosel'loir is clearly not pan of a continuous corridor b01Wcon Griffith Park and Elys ian Prul<, it 
does provide a stepping-stone between lhe two p,a_i•ks. I Iowe,.•er, no attempts. were made to evaluate 
the po ten1 ia l Silver Lake Reservoir ho lds to provide coru1cctivity IO other hnblt.1tts. Moreover. as I 
deta il below, the lack ofmessment of the non-avian fauna I diversity ,11 1 the SHver lake Reservoir 
significamly limits the ab ility 10 evaluate the lmJl'lCIS of the proposed plan on wildlife connectivity. 
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Yet, our irevious research suggests that numerous wildl ife species continue to be observed 
1hroughout urban wildlife conidors in Los Angeles (Zellmer & Goto 2022). 

To mediate these limiratioJ\s iJ1 Lhe DEIR, I recornmend explicitly evaluaLing the potential for 
wlldllfi: movement by c::On(b.JC.tingoonnectivity models 1-0 evaluate functiornd connectivity 1hrough 
the Silver Lake Reservo ir for key species. In addition, tllere needs to be a cl.ear assessmem of 
wildlife movement in and around the reservoir, for example with c.amera traps, radio collarS, or 
citizen science obseivations. Multip le aspeclS of the propose<! project have the potential to impact 
wildlife conncc1ivity, including the removaVmodification of fencing. increased prtseucc ru!d 
activity ofhwnal'lS, and added presence of buildings. Habitat co nnectivity assessme,us could help 
infonn whcri.~ to ,11.void fencing and where fC11cing oou ld be used in ,11. way to keep tru rmm.s out of 
na.tural areas while guiding wikfli fe to S,H.fe ~ s.ageways. reducing human-wildlife c:onflicL 

2. Biolo~cal sur"'·eys were imufficient for mo.st terresn·ial marnnrnl, bat, reptile, and 
amphibian species. 

The Fauna l Compendium has a surprising la<'k of ten-c:strial mammals, bats, repti les, ,11\d 
amphibians. Only two terreS1J•iaJ ma.rnmal species were noted i.n tl1e FallJlal Compendjrnn. coyote 
and deset1 co1ton1ail, both of which were s imply observed during.surveys. Yel. numerollS marnmal 
sped<:< have been obseMl<I on and within I mile of the Silver Lake Reservoir (Figure 2) that were 
no t lisled, includ ing Bona 's Pocket Gopher. Bo be a 1. and Mom11a in Lion ( although this observation 
was noted in the report). There are no bais listed in the Faunal Compendiun\ and the report makes 
no indicat ion tl,at bat specific srn·,,eys were do ne. Neglecting to survey the area's bat species would 
be problematic considering that three special-status Sl)C<'ies art known to occur within a 5 nti radius 
of Silver Lake Reservo ir. Fi11.ally, no reptiJes or amphibians were observed during the surveys. yet 
at least 8 species of liz:1:1.rd, s:ru1ke, and turt le1 llnd 4 s.pecies of s.ii11:1.manders and frogs:2 have been 
recorded in and around the Silva Lake Reservoir by commun ity sc:ienti:sts. \Ves:tem fence lizards 
fo r instance are ubiquitous 1hroughout Los Angeles and near lmJXlssib le 10 miss while at SiJver 
Lake Reservoit. 

The lllck of terrestrial ruammols, bots, r<ptilcs, and amphibians listed in the Fawial Cornpcndium 
indicates th al s.ampling effons were not sufficient for documenting dh,,ersity of tl1ese spec ies 
present'" the Silver Lake Reservoir. The report indicates thfll biological sur.eys were only done 
on two days. once in the fa ll and orai in the spring. bUJ does not note any methodological 
approaches as ide from visual inspection a.nd is lacking importa.1.U details such as the time of di:ty 
that surveys were completed. Such meLhodological details are essential since sul'\•ey methods will 
higltiy mfluoncc which species arc observed. For instance, bird ac<ivity is highest in the early 
mo rning and laLe evening., while li.2:ards are rnosL abur11dant in laLe m.oming. Because no U.-nes of 
day were !isl ed fo r when observalio1ls were completed it's impossible to know if swveys were 
conducted during op<imAI ports of the day. If done during peak heat, many species could hove gone 
wmo1ed dw-ing 1he survey. imi1vly, n,any species require n.,n, intentional swvey approaches 

1 hUps://www.ina lurali.st.org/observaLions?place id- 185 I 36&subview- map&taxon id 26036 

i h1tns·/twww inahlrn li"'I orv/obscrvatioos?olucc id=! 85 l 36&s11bvicw=map&mxon id=20978 
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because they a.re not readily observed with visual surveys. Mamma.l:s, especiaJly any species. with 
spccial-starus, arc unlikely to be observed duru1g field sutveys, 

Speeies 
34 110 • 81a.ct:Ra1 

3-4.105 • 8ccl-a's ?ocket Goph~ 

• 8roa1Hool80 Mo(e 
Cl> 

i 34.100 
• camom1a Ground Squif,el 

• Coyc:1111 :1 
• Oe!len Colttmtal 

34.096 • Daml!!Slil:Cat 

• F'oKSQulrrel 

34090 • Slftped Slunk 

·lt8.27 -118.26 
• V.9il'liaOJ):)$$,,ll"l'I 

Longitude 

Figure 2. Commu,rity science mammal observaJicms /tom 1/ie Sil,•er Lake Rese,,•oir and 
~urrot.tnding areas. Obser,,arions were downloaded from ;Nalura/isl. 

In order •o cval1111tc the unpoct of the proposed project on wildlife at tho Silver Lake Resctvoir, 
more i.n1ensive biological sUNeys are necessary. Accurate assessmem of mediwn- LO large-si2ed 
mamma l occupallcy requires a sample size or over 20 camera traps for approxima•ely one momh 
(Kays et r,L. 2020). Remo te detection i.s ne.oe:ssary since mimy of these specif-S: art avoidan1 cf 
hun1.:1m. SmalJ mammal surveys should include Shennan traps. Bat species would require njght 
lime call surveys.. Reptile and amphibian surveys require approaches such as cover boards, snake 
traps.~ and/or pitfall Lraps, since milny of these spec ies are not readi]y obser,,.,ed by simple .... isual 
surveys.. 

Understanding which species cuTTently reside ln our utilize 1he Si lver Lake Res.ervoir l essentifll 
fo r evaluat ing the impact of the propos.ed changes. For in.-raance, opening ,,ooess to the resetvoir 
by remov ing feocuig will anrac1 more people for recreatio tL Recreational activities are known 10 
impac• nwnerous wild life species (LarS<ln et al.20 16). Furthennore, «tme of ilie prop<>sed wonc 
has the p,o•cntIB I •o degrade habila• for some species. For rnunple, l!f"ding ,viii compac• soil nml 
eliminate habitat fo r sround dwellu.ig spcdcs and walkins podi.s witl1 frasmcn• cxistu.ig habita._ 
However. wit11ou1 knowing which spec ies are presen1 it will be difficult 10 determine t11e impact 
of these a.ctivitle$. 

3. The proposed plans for hablt:U r tstonuiun are llndtrmlntd b,.. development for 
bu.man use. 
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As noted in the DEIR, !here is high potential fu r habitat within the Silver Lake Reservoir to be 
rcstor«I in such • way that it helps the City achieve multiple goals for conscrvation of natural 
resources within the City. However, as described., the plans for habit.al restoration are 
und.erwhehning and in multiple cases~ Lhe p]ans for development within the proposal undermine 
1u:tions taken to restore habira.L 

In Chapter 3.1 on Land Use, Table 3.1 1-1, the DEIR lists the proposed plan for the Silver Lake 
Reservoir as consistent with the City's Open Space and Conservation Goals: "Objective 6.1: 
Protect lhc City's lllltural scnings from tho cncroactunent of urban developmeru, allowing for the 
development, use, managemen~ and maintenance of each compor>ent of lhe City's natural 
resources to contribute to the sustainability of the region." Specifically, the DEIR s1'1tcs that the 
prop<>Sed work is not at odds with this objc,:.~ive because "The propos«l Proj ect would include 
improvemenls to habitat within the SLRC. ·111e proposed Project would no t oonven the exisling 
land use and zoning designation oflhe. site. The Project site would remain open space and would 
include the addition of now passive and active recreational spaces for use by tho public, and 
enhancement ofhobitat areas. The proposed Project would no t conflict with policies that protect 
the City's natural settings from the encroachmem of urban development, allowing for the 
development, "'"' ma!lllgcment, and maintenance of each component of lhe C[ty's lltltural 
resourees to conrrl\Jute 10 lhe sustainability oro,e region.'' 

However, lhere are mullipleaspects of the proposed plan lhat will degrade rather than enhance the 
namral resources of the City. First, retno,•a1 of fencing will allow for uncased human presence 
within natural areas such as the Knoll and within the Eucalyptus Grove. llwnan activity in these 
areas will reduce the quality or these habitats for use by wildlife (Kowari.k 2011). Second, proposed 
added Sllltclltrnl throughout lhe Silver ut.ke Reservoir will add to incrcas«l encroachment of urbon 
development within ex.isling naruraJ areas. Finally. the creation of a Promenade and walking paths 
that cross through the Knoll and the Eucalyptus Grove will fragment e:xLsting habitat, both 
phy,;ically and becau~ of the increase of human activity along these trails. Whi le walking trails 
may not bo a dotmem to larger-bodied wildlife species, smaller species and ground-dwelling 
species such as snakes will experience habitat fragmenta tion as• result ofodded trails. 

To medilltc the impact, of the proposed work on the quality of c,i>ting habitat within lhe Silver 
Lake Reservoir, the fo llowing steps should be taken: 

I. Maintain areas: that are accessible to wildlife and inaccess:ible to huma:n!li thro-ugh 
tho use of wildlife friendly fencing that does not impede movemont of wildlife but 
at the same time detracts humans from entering the habitat. 

2. Reduce nighttime lighting throughout the Silver Utke Reservoir. Lights that remain 
should be dirccl<d toward the ground. 

3. In addition to stalT horliculrurists, staff biologists should be lilied to monitor 
biodiverslty of animals within tire Silver Lake Reservoir. 

4. Reduce the number of buildinw;, path.<, and structures to he built a., port of the 
proposed project. 'Ille project's proposed development would reduce and degrade 
habitat and would increase urban encroachment on natural areas. 

S. Properly assess lhe Silver Lake Reservoir's wildlife biodiversity and work with a 
biologist to determine habitat restoration nc<Xls specific to wildlife. 
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011<:mber 29~, 2022 

Prepared by Jodhan Fine 
Undcrgrnduale Biology Student, OccidcntnJ College 

Thank you for the oppornn1lry co review and voice concerns regarding the SiJver Lake Reservoir 
Dra0 Environmenud lmpocl Rep0n (DEIR). 

I am ao undorgradllrue m Oecide,uol CoUege with relevllllt experienoe in ovian behavior and 
biology. Beyond mlllly ye= of experience as an avid birder observing and studying birds, l',·e 
publfahed aniclcs in North American Birds Magazine, Birding Magazine, and We,i,rn Birds aod 
voluntett for the Cornell Lab of Orni thology reviewing rare bird records and ensuring quality 
dma on the citizen science database eB ird (hnps:1/ebird.orglhome). Addilionally, I'm on the 
board of my local Audubon Chapter, have experience in museum -based science al the Moore 
Lab of Zoology, and receiving funding from the Notional Science Foundarion. studied BeU's 
Vireo popul.atioa.s in soulhern New Mexico. 

With 204 n,corded species on eBird, Silver Lake Reservoir is raokl:d 541h in L<J5 Angelos 
Coomy fornumber of species per location. 111.is is an impressive ranking in a coumy wicil 17.5 
thousand eBird usc,s, 478 thousand user submined chcc klisi., and 541 recorded species. Beyond 
tligll numbers of taxa. Like l5 different wruerfowl species. the Silver Lake Reservoir hoslS 
crncmcly higll numbers of individual birds. During winter, thousands of ducks, guUs, and coots 
can be found oo the re.sctvolr and hundreds of wintering songbirds can be found throughout 
surrounding tcrrcslrial habitat. During spring and fall migralioo. hundreds of swifts and swallows 
can be foond f1yi.ng overhead. and on Lhe right day almost a hundred indi"idual migratOt')' 
warblers: can be seen. 1 hl the swumer mon Lhs. several rapt or nes.ts have been denoted b)' the Los 
Angeles Raptor Study in trees surrounding the rcsc:n1oh-. 

With an undeniably higb counm of birds., 1 have several concerns regarding the lad: of artemion 
avifauna received in several c lements of Ille DEIR. Fim, the proposal 10 add an education ccmcr 
brings the po4ential for window caused bird deaths, In tbe United States, up 10 one biluoo birds 
die becouse of window strikes and collisions.' A building with windows erected in u,e ntiddle of 
the meadow, a popular area for many birds, could be-a de.-h trop for tho species th at uso tho 
reservoir as n migra1ion stop over, as a wintering ground, or a breeding ground. The plan 
proposes restoration and habit al that could bring in e,·cn more birds at risk of fatal collisions w itb 
the proposed building. With such an inherent dang.er, I hoped 10 s.ec mention of mitigu1.ion efforts. 
that would make the windows safe for birds., however I saw no acknowledgment of this risk. and 
cenainJy no possible solutions in 1hc DEIR. 

Regarding bird numbers, the Biological Technical Rep011 neglected to mention many w,.ort,irds 
present 01 the reservoir, only Listing wi11l five of the 25 waterfowl species and ignoring the gull, 
coot, grebe, ond heron Specie;; prc\enL The aforementioned raptor ncsLS found by the Los 
Angele. RAptot Study also were never brought up in the DEIR. RopU>r$ llke me Rcd-1ai.led 
H•wkli nesting mound Silver Lake Reservoir arc susceptible 10 abandoning !heir territories when 

1 t,ttpsj/etiird.orw/checkliif/S61891S22 
1 t,npsjJwww,allaboutbi"ds..org/news/Wtly-blrds-hit-windows-and-hD'W-you-can-help-prevent-it/ 
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in ~,c presence of human dis111rt,ancc.3 The Dl:.IR docs oot acknowledge thi, risk even ,hough 
the p,mposcd pl.ms would likely drnstica l.ly increase disn11baocc. 

To (Jf'C\'Cnt rnptor.i;; from nb;indoning their ne5t~ project Ahcrn::ltlvc I (no projcc·t) ;;ind project 
AJternaaive 3 (open space preser\'e) \\1ould be n'k>St ideal as they are the least likely 10 auracl high 
recreru.iona.l u-a.ffic to lhe park. To pre,·em wi_ndov.• st rikes. the three alternatives s.uflic.e. as none 
include Lhc <-"Ons lructfon o f nn educa tio n center. ln the c11-ent the proposed purk plnn is 
implemented. bird safe windows mu I be ooop1ed and the plan for 1hese windows should be 
ollde<l to 1he DE.J R. Furll!Ortnore. I believe the DEIR should make on effort 10 include bet1er darn 
on the bird densi1y ru)d .species diversity m Sil,,.er Lake Re,.'ieNoir. and 10 rte know ledge. the posed 
ri sk"- to tile nesting populat ion of Red-ltd led H1;1wk ,;; , 

J tn1pi.:Jkalcnsion Uflh. ctlulgood forom:/1Mmlf6.I O hµn 
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Of PAR™ENT Of FISH ANO Wli.OUFE 
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Sttn Diego, CA !':12123 
j.8581467...-ZCl 
www.wlldl1fe..ai.go111 

Via E!ectronic Mail Ontv 

February 4, 2022 

Shltpa Gupta 
Glry of Los Angeles 
11 49 S, Broadway, Sune 600 
Los Angeles, CA 90015 
Shllpa .Gu pta@laclty.org 

GAlnN 1VlW10M, ~~mror 

CWIRI.TON H. BONHAM, """rvr 

Subj ect : Notice of Preparation of a Draft Envi ronmental lmpacl Report for the Sliver Lake 
Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project, SCH #20220100SS, City of Los Angeles, 
Los Angeles County 

Dear Shllpa Gupta: 

The California Departmenl ol Fish and Wild fe (CDFW) has reviewed a Notice o f Preparation 
(NOP) of Dratt Environmemal Impact Report (DEIR) lrom llle Cily of Los Angeles (City) for the 
Silver lake Reservoir Complex Mas1er Plan Project (Project). CDFW ap~eciales llle 
opportunity to provide comments regarding aspects o f the Project that could alfect fish a,,d 
wildl ife resources and be subjec.t to COFW's regula tory authority unde r lhe Fish and Game 
C«le. 

CDFW's Role 

CDFW is Calffomia's Trustee Agency lor fash and widl ffe resoorces and holds 111ose resources 
in trust by statute for all \lie people of tiie State (Fish & G . Code,§§ 711 ,7, sut,cjvision (al & 
t 802; Pub. Resources Code,§ 21070; Cali fornia Environmental Quality Act (CEOA) Guidelines. 
§ 15386, subdivision (a)]. CDFW. In ils truSlee capacily, has jurisdiction over lhe conservation. 
protection, and management of fish. Odldlife, native plants, and llabnat necessary for blologlcally 
suslainable populations of those species (Id., § 1802), Similarly, for purposes ol CEOA, CDFW 
is charged by law lo provide, as available, biological e,pertise during public agency 
environmental review efforts , fOCtJsing specttically on projects and related activities lllat have the 
potential to adversely affect State fish and w[ldlife resouroes. 

CDFW Is also submitting comments as a Respons,ble Agency under CEOA ( Pub. Resources 
Code,§ 21069; CEOA Guidelines, § 15381). CD FW expects 1hat i1 may need to exercise 
regulatory authorily as provided by llle Fish and Game Code, including lake and slreambed 
alteration regulatory authorily (Fish & G. Code, § 1600 et seq,), Likewise, to the extent 
Implementation of the PA>jeet as pA>posM may result In •take", as define<! by St.ate law, o r any 
species protected under the Califorri.l Endang81'ed Species Act (CESA) !Fish & G. Code, 
§ 2050 er seq.), 0t CESA-listed rare plant P4,Jrsuan1 to lhe Native Plant Pro1ecllon Act (NPPA; 
Fish & G. Code,§ 1900 et seq,), CDFW recommends the Project propooent obtain appropriate 
authorizalion ooder the Fish and Game Code , 

Conservi119 Ca(ifomia's Wi(dTife Since 1870 
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Project Description and SUmmary 

Objective: The Project would redesign 116 aOfes ol the 1 V-acre Silver Lake Reservoir 
Compre, (Project area), which inclodes the e>dstlng out of service Silver Lake Reservoir and 
Ivanhoe Reservoir. The PToj9CI envisions a new park as a hybrid nrastruC1ure that blends 
urban wlldernBSs with human USBS. The Project's themes are lo provide a place lor nature, 
wellness, community, chlkten play, education, and water access. The Project would cooslst OI 
seven pal'k zones coonected by a 2.5-mie tree~ined promenade. The seven park zones would 
consist of the following; 

1) Ivanhoe Overlook: halM!at len-aces, wetland habltal Islands In the Ivanhoe Reservoir, 
observation platlOfms, shade pavilion, sloped walk to water, and embankm..-it 
enhancemenls; 

2) Eucalyptus Grove; habilal terraces, overlook, sealing terraces, and restored upland 
habitat; 

3) Habrtat Islands; wetland haMal islands in the Siver Lake Reservoir, fish introduction, 
4) East and West Narrows: promenade, embankment enhancements, seating terraces, 

adult fitness circuit, and overlook; 
5) South Valley; picnic area, expanded recreation center, new multi·pulJJOse room, outdoor 

plaza and sealing, basketball court, soccar field, and an expanded and renovaled dog 
park; 

6) Meadow: lawns, seating terraces, habitat terraces, kayak launch, walking paths, 
ornamental gardens, picnic grove, informal play, promenade, obSErvation plafforrns, 
floaijng dock, and restrooms; and 

7) Knoll; restored upland habitat, picnic grove, ornamental gardens, play area, 
environmental education center, and walking pallls, 

Locadon: The Project is located at 111e Silver Lake Reservoir Complex at 2300 Silver Lake 
Boulevard Los Angeles, CA 90039. The Project is in 111e Silver lake neighbodlood, which 
consists primarily of residential uses with some commercial a,eas, and some existing p.,blie 
acooss in and around the Silver Lake Reservoir Corrc,lex 111at allow park uses, 

Comments and Recommendat ions 

CDFW offers the comm'"1ts and recommendalions below to assist the City in adequately 
icentifying, avoiding, and/or miligati11911le Project'• •i!Jnificant, or potential ly significant, direct, 
and Indirect Impacts on fish and wildate (blologicaQ resources. The DEIR should provide 
adequate and complete disclosure OI the Proj9Cl's potertlal Impacts on blo>logleal msou rces 
[Pub, Resources Code, § 21061; CEOA Guidelines, §§ 150030), 15151], CDFW looks forward 
to commenting on the OE IA when it is available. 

Specific Comments 

1) lmpaCls of R9Ct&alion on Wildlife. The Project proposes to restore, create, and maximize 
habilal for wildlile (woodlands, serublands, and wetlands), as wel as provide public access 
and recreation opportuni1ies 111roug holll the Projec:I area, The Project area cur,ently 
provides nesting and breeding habitat for tirds and rapiers (see Comment #3), The Projec:I 
area may support mote wildlife alter the Projee1 Is complele. CDFW supports the Project's 
goal to maximite habitat ror wildlife, particularly weUand and aquatic habitat, which is 
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extremefy rare within the City. However, CDFW is concerned that the Project's proposal to 
increase p,,blic access and create rooreai;on oppMunities that currenlly do not exist may 
result in disturbances to habital and wildlife. The Projoot proposes new footpath$, trails, 
terraces, play areas, pienic areas, floating dockS, and opportunities tor fishing and l<ayaking. 
These opporturities colti result in the following: 

• Increased numbers of people and dogs; 
• Increased area of influence; 
• Increased noise lewls; 
• Increased lighting; 
• Increased trash or pel waste; 
• Increased wildlife 1r;ury and mortality through harassmen! and entanglemenl (e.g., 

fishing line, encroachmenl, approach); 
• Introduction ol unnallnl food sources via trash and trash receptacles; 
• Habitat eraoachmenl and disturbance; and, 
, Loss ol habllat due to erosm frQlll non-official footpaths. 

Recreation and increased human activities can have the following effects on wildlife: 

• Non-consumptive recreation can lead to detrimental ooanges in animal behavior, 
rep,oduction, growth, and Immune system h.Jnctlon (Lucas 2020). 

• Blue 111 { Cyanlstes cae111leus) nest6ngs na.,r recreation faclllUes d.evelop slower and 
tledge with low body mass and poor body oondition (Remacha at al. 2016). 

, Beldtng•• savannah sparrow (P,..serculus sandwlchensis beldng~ Is sensUve 10 
pedestrtan and vehicle traffic. An approaching dlslance of 3 meters and 2.8 meters 
during the pre-nesting and nesting season, respeaively, alert Beld ing'• savannah 
sparrows o tal<e flight {Fernande,-Juricic et al. 2009). 

, Being approaooed by a person may trigger a change in the betiavior or physiological 
processes in a bi"d (e.g., Hight responses 0< increased heart rate) . Although these 
responses tend to be short in duration, they can have longer term effects as is the 
case ol breeding b.-ds being 0U'ltled from nests leaving eggs or chicks vulnerable to 
predat;on {Steven et al. 2011). 

• Relatively 'low' Impact activities such a.s walking or h, Inge.an slll have negative 
effects on birds (Steven ~ al. 2011 ). 

• Increased noise may alter or ma$!< the auditory signals reQulred tor Information 
exchange in bi"ds {Hillman et af. 2015). 

The Project coolcl resutt in energetic costs lo wildlile, nest abandonment, reduced 
reproductive success, and reduced fitness. For example, Figure 5·2 In the Chapter 5 of lhe 
Master Plan depicls the 2$-mae promenade going lhrough !he aucalyptus grove where red
la~ed hawk$ ( Buteo famaicensis) have been documented to nest 

As suet,, CDFW recommends the City thoroughly analyze how the Prcject through incraases 
in human activity, ligh~ng, noise, ard other arthropogenic effects may impact habitaL 
wildlile use ot the Project area, and wildlite behavior (e.g ., for!lging, nesting). The 
assessmenl should include a study meas..-ing and comparing pr&- and post-Project activity 
types (e.g., fishing, kayaking), visitor use frequency, assess points, area ol inlluence, level 
al lighting, ambient noise levels, trai routes, and trai wiclh. The DEIR should discuss how 
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tile Projecl would avoid and/or miligale for 1he effectsf,mpac1S of recreruion on habiIaI and 
wildlife. The DEIR shOu ld explain how proposed Project designs (e.g., fenoes, trail 
alignmenl , opera.lion hOurs, lighling , aooess reslriction, restriclion of certain aclivities) would 
elfeaively avoid illldlor m~igate for lhose effectsfimpac:4s. If the Project would have 
significant impacts on wildlife as a ,e.sult of increased recreation, CDFW recommends lhe 
Cily provide measures to mitigate for tllose impacts below a level of significance. Mitigation 
may include avoiding koown breeding and nll'sel)I si1es for sensilive and special slalus 
spooies by reslricting or mooi1ying trails {e.g .. <Jmensions, number of trails, spalial 
arrangement), access points, activity types (e .g., dog walking), and slruclures. COFW also 
recommends appropriate se1back.s from kslown breeding and nLJ"sery sites. An awopriate 
selbacl< should oonslder lhe species (e.g., alen and fllghl Initiation dlslances) and lype and 
Intensify of recreallonal use p,oposed. 

2) Potenlial lmoods on Monarch Butterffy. Accorcing to the NOP and the Biological Resource.s 
Repolt for tile Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan (GPA Consulting 2019), 
approximately 14 acres of eucalyptus woooland is located in the Projea area. Eucalyplus 
trees could provide habitat for oveiwimerlng monarch bunerfly (Danaus plexlppus population 
l - Calllomla overwln1erlng popula11on; monarch). 

a} Pwledion Sta!YS: The western migra•ory monarch po~ lation tllat overwinters aJo~ the 
Califom'8. coasl has declined by more tllan 99 percent from an eslimated four mi lion 
butterflies Jusl twenty years ago (C DFW 2022a; Maroum and Darsi 2021 ). Habitat loss 
and rr~mentalion, including grove senescence, are among tile primary tllreats to Ille 
populalion (Thogmarlin el al. 2017). Given tile preci)itous decline, the monarch is 
curTently slated to be listed in 2024 under tile Endangered Species Act (CDFW 2022a) . 
The monarch is included on CDFW's TerTestrial and Vernal Pool lnvenebrates of 
Conservation Priority list and idemified as a Species of Grealesl Conservation Need in 
Califomta·s Slate Wildlife Action ptan (CDFW 2017; CDFW 2015). The monardl meals 
tile CECA definition of rare, tllreatened, or endanger..d species (CECA Guidelines, 
§ 15380). Impacts on monarchs may require a mandatory finding of signil'tcance 
because the Project may tllrsaten 10 eDminate an animal community and/or substantially 
reduce the nll'nber or restrict the range ol an endangered, rare. or tllrsatened species 
(CECA Guidelines,§ 15065). 

b) ~ - CD FW recommends the City relain a qualttied biologist lo assess the Project 
area for monarchs and overwintering habitat A quali1ied biologist should survey the 
eucalyplus groves and other lrees within tile Project area 1hal are suitat:le for 
overwlnlerlng monarchs. A qualified biologist shOuld conducl mulllple sll'V8ys for 
overwinlering monarchs where potential overwintering habital has been identified. 
Monttoring should be done as frequently as possible during the ove,v,;ntering season 
(typically Seplember 15 tllrough March 11) to caplLOe changing distributions through lhe 
season and In response 10 storm events. 

c) Annlvsi;; and Oiscbsure, The DEIR shwld evaluate the Project's potential impact aod 
cumulative impacl on monarchs. The DEIR should assess impacls on monarchs as a 
result of the following; loss and reduciion of oveiwinlering habilat; loss or reduclion ol 

' The O\'erwintefing period is the es~m.aled 1imel'rama when monarc:h& are ~kety present, The ove,-wiltering period 
COUid v.'lry by IOCMion ,ltld .Should bt- deletmined in coordinaUon wllh a Ql.lahtied biOI0gis1. 
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nectar plants: ah8fing overwin1ering habitat climatic conditions such as such as 
temperatt.l'e, humic,ity, and wind ; and use 01 pestickles to ma intain the Project's 
proposed lawns, landscaping, and ornamental gardens. The DEIR should assess 
potenual impacts on monarchs during Project construction and activities. In addition, tile 
DEIR should assess potential impac1S on monarchs under proposed Project condilions. 
New trails and overlooks oouk:1 result increased anthropogenic disturbances thaJ may 
alter overwintering habl1al climatic conditions for monarchs (soo Commen1 # 1 ). 

d) Mililllllilll!, If the Project would have impacts on monarchs, the DEIR should include 
measures lo firs, avoid and minfmiz-e impacts on monarchs and overwintering habilat If 
the Project would re.suit In loss of overwintering habl1a1, CDFW recommends lhe City 
provide compensatory ml1l9a1ion so 1hat there Is no net loss of overwintering habitat. 
CDFW also recommends the City e.xplore Project design alternatives (e.g ., allgmient of 
trailslpromenooe) that would avoid, reduce, or restrict distt.l'bances lo overwintering 
habitat (see Comment #1 and General Comment #5). 

Mitigation for monarchs should be developed In conS1Jlttlllor, wl1h a qualified biolog ist 
CDFW recommerr:ts 111• Cl1y also consull 1he following resources to develop appropriate 
measures to mitigate ror the Project's potential impacts on monarchs. 

• Western Mmarch Butm~tv Commrvation Piao (WAFWA 2019) ; 
• 9Yerwjolerirn Site Pf!anaaement aOO Pmtectian cwestem Monarch Count 2022) ; 
• Protecting C;,lttornia's Butterfly Groyes rxerces Society 2017); 
• Manaqipg Monarch Habitat in the West (Xerces Society 2021 a); 
• Ponlnator-Friendly Nallvo Plant Lls1s (Xerces Society 2021b): 
• Monarch Bunerflv Nec1ar Plant Lis1s for Conservation Planlings (Xerces Socloty 

2018) ; 
• Tropical Mil weed (Wheeler 2018); and, 
• CDFWs Monarch Buttertly webpage (CDFW 2022a). 

3) Nesting Birds. According 10 1he Blologlcal Resources Report for 1he SilWlr Lake Reservoir 
Complex Master Plan (GPA Consulting 2019), the Projec1 area provides an important year
round rosource for wildlifo, especially for birds. The Project area provides nesting and 
breeding habitat lor birds ir,cluding great blue heron (Aruea Herodias), great horned owl 
(Bwo virgin/anus), northern mockingbird (Mimuspolyglottos), and red-tailed ham (Buteo 
jamaicensis) . 

a) Prolectlon S1atus. Migratory nongame native bird species are protec1ed by lnlernallonal 
treaty under 1he Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Acl (MBTA) of 1918 (Code ot Federal 
Regulalions, Tiije 50, § 10.13). Sections 3503, 3503.5, and 3513 ol 1he California Fish 
and Game Code prohibit lak.e of all birds and their active nests ir<:luding raptors and 
o1her migratory nongame birds (as llst.ed under lhe Federal MBTA). II Is unlawful to take, 
possess, or n98dlessly destroy the nest or eggs of any raplor. 

b) Anal'tSiS and Disclosure, The Biological Resources Report for the Silver lake Reservoir 
Complex Mas1er Plan relies on bird surveys conducted in 2004, 2015, and 2018. In 
preparation ol the DEIR, CDFW recommends the City retain a qualified biologist 10 
conduct a recenl nesting bird survey within the Project area (see General Comment #31). 
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The DEIR soould disclose species of nesting IMrds and raptors on site and locati011 of 
nests based on a more recent survey in addition to SCl'll8y results kom 2004, 2015, and 
2018. The DEIR ohould diOOJS!l the Pr<lje<:l'o polential impect on nesting birdo and 
rapl01$. A discussion of potential impaCls ShOIJld inciude rrnpaCls that may occ.,r during 
Project construction, ground-disturbing activities (e.g .. mollilizing, staging, drilling , and 
excavating), and vegelation rerooval. In addition, the DEIR should discuss i~ts that 
may occur under proposed Proj9Cl condltloos (see Comment #1 ). The DEIR should 
disclose wheU,er the Project would remove any lre<>s that have been documented lo 
supporl nesting birds and rapiers. 

c) ~ - CDFW recommends that the DEIR Include measures to fully avoid Impacts 
on nesting birds and raptorSs To the extent feasible, no Project-related cooslluellon , 
ground-disturbing aellvltles (e.g., mobilizing, staging, drill"'II , and excavating) , and 
vegetation removal soould oocur during the avian breeding season which generaUy runs 
from February 15 through September 15 (as early as January 1 for some rapto,s) lo 
awid take of birds, raptors, or their eggs, CDFW recommends 111al 111e City proteCI lrees 
where great blue herons, red-tailed ha..t(s, and owls nest. 

d} Minimizipq PotantiB I Impacts. II impacts on nesting birds and rap tors cannot be avoided, 
CDFW recommends 111e DEIR include measures to minimize i"1)8.cls on nesting birds 
and raptOfS, Prior to starting grO<Jnd-<lis1urbing activities and vegetation removal, CDFW 
recommends a quaified bio~ist condui;j nesting bird and raptor sut\Nlys to idenUfy 
nestSs The qualified biolog ist should establish no-disturbance buffers to minimi,e 
impacts on those nests. CDFW recommends a minimum 300-foot no-distu rbance buffer 
around active bird nests. For raptors, the no-disllJrbance buffer should be expanded to 
500 feet and 0.5 mile for special status speciBs, if feas,blB, Project personnel, including 
all contractors worl<ing on site, shOIJld be instructed on the ..-esence of nesting birds, 
area sensitivity, and adherence lo no-dslu<banoe buffers. Redudions in the bt,ffer 
distance may be ap..-opriate depending on the avian species involved, ambient lell81s of 
human activity, screening vegetation, or possibly o111er factors determined by a qualified 
biologist. 

4) .!!rul,. According to Appendix D in the Biological Resources Repon for the Silv..- Lake 
Reservoir Complex Master Plan, lhe following species of bats may oocur in the Project area: 
pallid bat (Antrozous pa/lidus); western mas1iff bat (Eumops perolis ca/ilomicus) ; hoary bat 
(Lasiurus cine,eus) ; and big lree-lailed bat (Nyclinomops macrotis). These four species of 
bats a,e designated as Cafifom'8 Species ol Special Ccncern (SSC) . 

a) Projedjon Sjatus. Bats are considered 0011ijame mammals and are afforded protection 
by State law hom take and/or harassment (Fish & G, Code, § 4150; Cal. Cede of Regs., 
§ 251 , I), In addi1ion, some bals are considered SSC. CEOA provides proleclioo ool only 
for CESA-listed species, but for any species lrcltrdlng bll1 not 6mlted to SSC which can 
be shown to meet the crllerla for State liSllng. These SSC me&t U,e CEQA definition of 
endangered, rare, or threaiened Sl)e(les (CEQA Guidelines.§ 15380). Tal<e of SSC 
could require a mandalory finding of significance (CEOA Guidelines,§ 15065) , 

b) survey. In preparalion of the DEIR, CDFW recommB11ds the City retain a qualified bal 
speciaJisl identify potB11Ual daytime, nighttime, wintetlng, and hibemallon l'OOst sites and 
conduct bat sut\Nlys within these areas (plus a 1 OO~OOl buffer as access allows) to 
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identify roosting bats and any maternity roosts. CDFW recommends using acouSlic 
recognition tech no logy to ma,im i~e deteclion of bats. 

C) An,aly5i5 and Qi§clOSUre. The DEIR should discuss the Project's potenli:.al impact on bals 
and habiuu supportir,g roosting bat& A discussion of potential impacts should include 
impacts that may occur during Project construction, ground-disturbing activities (e.g ., 
mobilizir,g. staging. drillir,g, and excavating), and vegetation removal. In addition, a 
discussion should include impacls Illa.I may ocour under proposed Projecl cond~•>ns 
(see Comment #1) , 

d) Avoidance and Minimization. If the Prnject would Impact bats. CDFW recommends the 
DEIR Include meas~es to av~d/mlnimize lmpacls 011 bats. roosts, a~ matemity roosts. 
The DEIR should incorporate mitigation measures In acoordance wllh California Bal 
Mitiaation Meas1Jres (Johnston et al. 2004). 

5) Stream Delineallon and Impact Assessment. CDFW recommends the DEIR include a 
stream delineation and analysls ol lmpacls on any rl,er, stream, or lake2. The de~neatlon 
should be conducted pursuant to the USFWS welland definition adopted by CDFW 
(Cowardin el al. 1979). Be advised that some welland and riparian habitats subject to 
CDFW's authori ty may extend beyond the jurisdictional limits of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers' Section 404 permit and Reg ional Water Quality Control Board Section 401 
CMificatlon. The DEIR should dlsolose the linear leet and acres o f streams and assooiated 
plan1 communities Impacted by the Project. Impacts may include channei~lng or dlve<ling 
streams, Impairing a walereourse, erosion, and removing and deg rading vegetation through 
habitat mod~ication (e.g., loss of water source, encroachment, and e<lge etfee1s leading to 
introduction of non-native plants). In addilion, the DEIR should discuss whether the Project 
would require water diversion ordeiNatering during Project construction and for the Project's 
lifetime. 

a) ~ - U the Project would impact streams, the City Should provide meas ... es lo 
mitigate the Project's potential Impacts on sl reams and associated plant communities. 
Mitigation may indude avoiding impaCls by establishing effective unobstructed vegetated 
buffers and setbacks adjoining streams and associated plant communities. If lhe City 
proposes buffers and se1backs as mitigation, the DEIR should include justillcation for the 
etfectrYeness o1 chosen butter and setback distances to avoid impacts on the stream 
and associated planl communities. If avoidance is not feasible, the City should provide 
compensalory miigatlon for lmpaCls on Slreams and associaled planl communllles at no 
less than 2:1. The City should pro,lde higher mitigatlon for Impacts on sensitive plant 
commumies (see General Comment #3a) and presence of rare, sensitive, or special 
status flora and fauna. 

b) Fish and Game Code section 1602. C DFW e"8rcises its regulatory alllhorlty as provided 
by Flsh and Game Code section 1600 el seq. lo consarve ~sh and wildlife resources 

i "Arr, river. Sham , or lake'" •ncludM lhos• 1ha1 a,c dry lor periods ot time (ephtmcra.L'cpisodic} as ~I as tlt(ise ~al 
flow year•round (perennial~. Th.ti inciuOO:S ephomoral litreams, de:sourl walihei; , and walen:ioorsei; with a i;ub5urfaoo 
flow_ If ~)' ~ISO "1P'Y 10 W(lrk ~rUl.kerl witriin ct\ot tlood plain d i211 watet boc.ty. 
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which indudes rivers, streams, or lakes and associated na1ural communrties . As a 
Respo,,sible Agency under CEOA, COFW has authOrity over activities in s~eams ancl'or 
lakes 1hat will divert or ObStruC1 1he natural now , or change Ule bed, eha1'11el, or bank 
(including vegetation assoooted wi1h lhe stream or lake) ol a river or stream or use 
ma1eriat from a streambed. For any such acUvltles, lhe project a ppl lea nl ( or •• ntity') must 
notify CDFw>. Accordingly, if the Project would impact streams, 1118 DEIR should include 
a measL.We whereby the Clly would notify CDFW pursuant to Fish and Game Code 
section 1602pnor to starting activities that may ir11paC1 streams. Please vis~ CDFW's 
Lake and S1reembed Atterntion Proaram webpage tor more informalion (COFW 2022b), 

6) Use of Rodenllcldes. The Project proposes a ~anting design that lncorporales ornamental 
gardens and lawns. Om am ental gardens and lawns may need to be managed via chemical 
melhods. HOfblcides, pesticides, and rodentkides may Impact wildlife. Second genara11on 
anticoagulant rodenticides are known to have hanmrul el1eds on the ecosystem and wildlife. 
Assembly Bill 1788 orohibits lhe use of any second-generation anlicoagulant rodenlicides 
because second generation ant icoagulant rodenticicles nave a higher toxicity and are more 
dangerous 10 nontarget wildlife such as mountain lions, bobcats, foxes, and ooyotes 
(Calilomla Legisla1lve In formation 2020). ODfW recommends 1he DEIR Include a discussion 
as to the Pro;ecf s use of herbicides, pesticides, and second-genera1ion antiooagulant 
rodent.icides to maintain the Project's grounds in perpetuily . The DEI R should discuss when 
and where these chemicals would be used and ""1at impaas those chemicals may have on 
habitat and wi ldlife. CDFW recommends the City pro hibit the use or any second-genera tion 
anliooagula,_ roden lieides during Project implementalion and fOf' maint.enanoe or the Sil'ller 
Lake Reservoir Complex in perpetuity. 

7) Wildlife Friend ly Fencing. CDFW suwcns the use of wi ldlife-frien<ty fences for the Project. 
Wildlife,lriendly lences should replace chain,6nk fencing 10 1he maximum extent feasible 
because chain~ink fencing oould result in wildlife ir,ury or mor1al~y due to impalement and 
entaoglement. Wildtif,..friendly fences should be used and stiategicaUy placed in areas o f 
high biolo{lical resources value lo protect tiological resources and hatitat. For information 
wildli fe-friendly fences, CDFW recommends A LandownMs Gulde to Wi dlife Friendly 
Fences {MFWP 2012). 

81 Use gf N •\ill• Plants and Trees. CD FW supports the use or native plants tor the Project . 
COF\111 strongly recommends avoiding nOl'l-native, invasive plants for landscaping and 
,.,,t.o.,,t,on, particula rly any specie• l isted as 'Mode.,,te' or 'High' by the California Invasive 
Planl Council (Cal-lPC 2022). CDFW s'-"P(lltS the use ol native species round In naturaly 
occu rring planl communilies within or adjacent to the Project area. In addilion , CDFW 
supports planting species of tiees, such as oaks (Ouercvs genus), and understory 
vegetation (e.g ., ground oove, , subsh1ubs , and shrubs) that create habitat and provide a 
tood source for birds. COFW recommerlds retaining any standing, dead, or dying tree 
(snags) where possible because snags prolli!!e perching and nesting habi'Uat for birds and 

> COFW'a l88Uance of a l.SA Agee meri t b a IJfo,ed. that is &1Jbjec1 b:l CE.QA ...,.- require OEQA oomi:lanoe actions 
byCDFW as a Rosponsible Agency, ~ a Flf151)011sble A.goncy, CDFW may c~idor tho OrNironmun.aMocumont o( 

the locaJ ;iri&cliction (lead ~ enc.)'> fo, 1he project To rrtrimize add lion.al requiremeRIS by COFW pt1rs.uanl to sectfon 
1600 el aeq.. ardlm under CEOA. the enwonmental doct1ment 9h00d 1ulty Identify the polerjlal impact.9 to the 
s.tream Of ripafian ro:so1Jttes and p-o,,rida adoQU'ale avoidance, rriti!1il-tion , moni'hn1g, arKI reporting oornmitrABnts bf 
iearanc.e of the LSA AQreemenl. 
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raptoo;, Finally, CDFW supports planting species of vegetation with high insect and 
pollinator value. 

9) l'rohibtl l!)e use of Drooes. To protect wildlife aOCI hallitat when the l'roject is fully built-out, 
CDFW recommends the City prohibit the use of drones in the Silver Lake Reservoir 
Complex. Drones disrupt wikJ life ar,(I coold affect bird breeding aOCI neslir,g b<lhaoor, 
potentially rasulllng In loss of fertile lljJQS and nestings. CDFW recommends the City Install 
educational materials aro signllQe prohibiting tt,e use of <lones aOCI e<\Jcatirig 1he public 
aboul the i111pacts drones can have on wildlile an<! habitats. 

General Comments 

1) Disclosure. The DEIR should pro.ide an adequate, complete, aro delaHed dsclosure about 
1he effect which a proposed project is ikely lo have on the environment (Pub. Resources 
Code,§ 20161 ; CEOA Guidelines, § 15151). Adequale disclosure is necessary so CDFW 
may provide comments on the adequacy of proposed avoidance, milirri•atioo. or mttigation 
measures, as well as to assess the slgnlllcance of the speolic: lmpacl relatille to plant aOCI 
wildlife species Impacted (e.g ., OJrrent range, dlsVibutlon, population vends, and 
connecllvily) . 

2) Mmoation Measures. Public agencies ha\18 a duty under CEQA lo pre\18nl signfficant, 
avoidable damage to the environment by requiring changes in a project through the use of 
feasible allernalives or mitigation measures (CEQA Guidelines,§§ 15002(a)(3), 15021 J. 
PtJrsuant to CEQA Gu idelines :section 15128.4, an environmental document •shall describe 
feasible measures which oould mrtigate for impacts below a signfficant le\18I under CEOA.' 

a) Level of Derail. I\Ntigation measures must be feasible, effective, implemented, and fuly 
enfon:eable/imposed by the lead ilQer>C'f through permit conditions, ilQreements, or 
othe< legally binding instruments (Pub. Reso..-ces Code, § 21081.S(b); CEQA 
Guidelines,§ 15126A). A public ogency •shall provide the meawres that are fuDy 
erfon:eable through pennll condrtions. agmemenls. or other measums" (Pub. 
Resources Code, § 21081.6). CDFW recommends the City provide mitigation measures 
that ate specific. detailed (i.e., responsible party, ~ming, specific actions_ location), aOCI 
clear in order for a measure to be tuly enforceable and implemented suooessMy via a 
mitigation monijoring aro/or reporting pr"llram (Pub. Resources Code,§ 21081.6; 
CEOAGuide~nes, § 15097). 

b) Disclosure of Impacts. If a proposed mitigation measure would cause one or more 
significant effects, in addition lo impacts caused by \he proposed Project, the DEIR 
shou Id include a disoossion of \he effects of proposed mitigation measures [CE QA 
Guidelines,§ 15126.4(a)l1)). In 1hal regard, the DEIR should provide an adequate, 
c0ff1)Jete, and derailed disclosure abourt the Project's proposed mltlgaflon measure(s). 
Adequate disclosure Is necessary so CDFW may assess the potential lmpacis of 
proposed mitlgallon measures. 

31 Biological Baseline AssessmenL An adequate biological reso..-ces assessment should 
provide a compfele assessment and impac1 analysis ol lhe flora and launa within and 
adjacent to Iha Project area and where the Projec1 may result in ground distu1banee. The 
assessmanl aOCI analysis should place emphasis on idenUfying endangered, threatened, 
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and Monitoring Protocols and Guidelines for established survey protocol for select 
species (CDFW 2022d). Acceptable speeies•speeifie survey pro<:edures may be 
developed in eonsu•ation witn CDFW and USFWS; and, 

Q A rnceni wildlile and rare plant survey. CDFW generally considers biological field 
assessm9n1s for wildlife to be valid for a one-year period, and assessments fOf ra,e 
plants may be considered valid for a period o f up lo lhroo years. Some aspects of the 
proposed Project may warrant periodic-updated surveys for certain sensitwe taxa, 
particularly ii Projecl implementation build out couid oocur over a p,otracloo time frame 
or in phases , 

4) Biologlc:.al Direct lnd[rect and Cumulative Impacts . The DEIR should provide a thorough 
discussion ol direct, indirect, and cumulative Impacts e,p9Cled to adversely affect biological 
resources with specific measures to offset such impacts. Tlle DEIR should adaess the 
following: 

a) A discussion regarding Project-related Indirect Impacts on biological resources, Including 
resources In nearby public lands, open space, adjacent naiural habitats, rt,arlan 
ecosystems, and any designated and/or proposed or existimJ reserve lands (e.g .• 
preserve lands associated with a Natural Community Conservation Plan (Fish & G. 
Code, § 2800 e seq.)), Impacts on , and maintenance ol , wildlife corridor/movement 
areas , including access to undisturt>ed habilats in areas adjacent to the Project, should 
be fully analy•ed a.nd discussed in lhe DEIR; 

b) A discussion of both the short-term and long-term effects or the Project on species 
population distribution and concentration, as well as alterations of the ecosystem 
supponing those species impacted [CEOA Guidelines, § 15126.2(a)]; 

c) A discussion ol potential adverse impacts lrom lighting, noise, temporary and permanent 
human activity, and exolic species, and identification of a.ny miligalion measures; 

d) A discussion of posl-Project fate of drainage patterns , surtaoe flows. and soil erosion 
an<Vor sedimentation in slreams and wat01 bodies. The discussion should also address 
the polential water e><lraclion ac41vilies and the potential resulting impacls on habitat (if 
any) supported by the groundwater. Measures to miligale such impacts should be 
included; 

e) An analysis or Impacts from proposed chan;ies to land use designations and zoning, and 
existing land use designation and zoning localed nearby or •*cent to natural areas lhat 
may inaclvertenlly contribute lo wildlife-human interactions. A discussion ol possible 
conflicts and mitigation measures to red uce these oonffo::As shol.Jd be included in the 
DEI R; and, 

Q A cumulative 81fec4s analysis as desc,ibed under OEQA Guidelines seclion 15130. 
General and specific plans, as well as pas~ present, and anticipaled future projects, 
should be analyzed relative to their impacts on similar planl and wildlife species, habitat, 
and naJural commurities . If the City determines that the Project would not have a 
cumulative impact , the DEIR should Indicate why the cum.Aative trnpact Is not significant. 
The City's determination should be supported by facts and analyses [CEOA Guidelines, 
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§ 15t30(a)(2)]. 
5) Project Desqiption and Arternafo,es. To enatle adequate re•iew and comment on lt'le 

proposed Projee1 1rom the standpoint of the protection of fish, wildli!e, and plants, COFW 
re<:ommends the following information be included in the DEIR: 

a) A complote discussion of the purpose and nood for, and description of the proposed 
Project: 

b) Pursuant lo C~OA Guidelines oeC1ion 15126.6(0), on environmental document "shall 
describe a reasonable range o1 potentially feasible allernatwes to lhe Projecl, or lo lhe 
localion of the P10ject, which would feasibly analn most of lhe basic otieC1h1es of the 
Project bu, would a.old or substantially lessen any of the significant effecls of the 
Project.• CEQA Guidelines seC11on 15126.6(~(2) stales tt Ille lead agency cordudes Iha! 
no feasible aliernatille locatK>ns exist, it must disclose the reasons ,or this conclusion; 
and, 

c) A range of feasible al1ernallves 10 the ProjeC1 location 10 avoid or Olherwlse minlml~e 
direct ar<I lndlrecl lmpae1.s on sensill•e biological resou,ces and wildlife movement 
areas . COFW recommer<ls lhe City select Project designs and allernallves lhal would 
avoid or otherwise minimize direct and indi:rect iTipacis on biobgical resources. CDFW 
also recommends the Crty consider establishing appropriate setbacks from sensitive and 
special status biological resou,ces. Setbacks should not be impacted by ground 
disturbance 01 hydrological changes lrom any futi,re Project-related cons1ruction, 
aetiviNes , maintenance, and deve10i:-,,en1. As a general rule, CDFW recommends 
reducing or clustering a development f001print to retain unobstrue1ec spaces for 
vegetation a11d wildlife and prol'ide connee1ions for wildlife between propenies and 
minimize obstac1es IO open space. 

Project alternatives should be thOroughty e-alualed, e•en if an allernalive would impede, 
to some degree, 1/'le attainment ol lhe Project ot:jeetives or would be more cosily (CECA 
Guidelines, § 15126.6). The DEIR "shall" Include sulfociont lllfonnaUon aboot each 
alternative to allow meaninglul evaluation, public panicipation, analysis, and comparison 
with the proposed ProjeCI (CEOA Guidelines, § 15126.6). 

d) Where the F"roject may impact aquatic and riparian resources, CDrw recommends the 
City selecl Projecl designs and alternatives that would lully avoid impads lo such 
resources. CDFW also recommer<ls an ahematl•e thal would nol lmpede, alter, or 
otherwise modify existing surface flow. wateroo,-se and meander, and wa1er-dependen1 
eoosystems and natural communities. Project designs should consider elevated 
crossings to avoid channeli.ting or narrowing ol watercourses. Any modifications 10 a 
river, creek. or stream may cause or magnify upstream bank erosion, channel incision, 
and drop in waler level and cause the walercourse to ahe, Its course ol flow. 

6) Data. CEOA requires thal Information developed in envlronmenlal impact repMs ~ 
incorporatec into a database which may be used to make subsequent or supplemenlal 
em,;rnnmental dete,minations (Pub. ResouroesCode, § 21003, subd. (e)). Accoidingly, 
please repon any special status species and nat,-al cornmuni1ies deteC1ec by completing 
and subml ling CNDDB Field Survey Forms (COFW 2022e). To s'°"it information on 
special status nalive plant POPulations and sensitive naiural communities, the ~ 
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Rapid Assessment and Releve Form should be completed and submitted to CDFW's 
Vegetation Classification and Mapping Program (CDFW :?022fj . The City shOuld ensure 
data corrected for the preparation ot the DEIR be propedy submitted, with all data fields 
applicable lilied OUL 

7) Translocation/Salvage of Plams and Animal Specias. Translocation and uansplantation is 
the process of removing plants and wildlile Imm one location and permanently moving it to a 
new location . CDFW generally does not support Ille use ol transloca.lion or trnnsplantat;on 
as the primary mitigation strategy for unavoidable impacts to endangered, rare, or 
threatened plants and animals. Studies have shown thal these ellorts are experimental and 
the outcome unreliable. CDFW has 1ound that permanent preservation and management of 
habitat capable ol supporllng these species Is often a more ellec:tive long,te,m strategy for 
conserving plants and animals and their habitats. 

81 Compensatory Mitigation. The DEIR should include compensatory mitigation measll'es Jor 
the Project's sgnilicant direct and indirect impacts to sensitive and special status plants, 
animals, and habltals. M,tlgation measures should emphasize avoidance and minimization 
ol Projec:t-relaled inpacts. ~or unavoidable impacts, on-site hal::itat restoration or 
enhancement should be ciscussed in detail. IJ on-site mitigation is not leasii:.t ex woi.jd not 
be biologically viable and therefore inadequale to mrtigale the loss of biological !unctions 
and values, off-site miligation through habitat aeation and/or acquisition and preservation in 
perpetuity shou~ be acklresse<!. Areas proposed as mitigation lands should be protected in 
perpetuity with a oonservation easement and financial assurance and dedicated to a 
qualified en~ty tor long-temi management and monitoring. Under Govemment Code , sedion 
65967, the Lead Agency must exercise due di6gence in reviewing the qual!lications of a 
governmental entity, special district, or nonprofit organization to elfec:ti\lely manage and 
steward land, waler. or natural resources on mi1igatio11 lands it approves. 

9) Lpng-term Management pf MlJlgaJlon Lands- For proposed preservation and/or restoration, 
the DEIR should include measures to protect the 1a,geted habitat values from direct and 
indirect negative impacts in perpetuity. The objective should be to olfset Project-induced 
qualitative and quantitative losses of wildlife habitat values. Issues that should be ad<tessed 
include (but are not limited to) restrictions on access, ~oposed land d9dicalions, monitoring 
and management programs, oontrol of illegal dumping, water pollution, and increased 
human intrusion. An apprq:,riate non-wasting endovnnen, strJuld be set aside to provide for 
long-lemn management of mitigation lands. 

10) CESA. CDFW conslde1s adverse Impacts to a species protected by CESA to be slgn~lcant 
wilhoul mitigation under CEOA. As to CESA, take ot any endangered, threatened, candidate 
species, or CESA-listed plant species thal results lrom a projecl is prohibiteo, except as 
authorized by Stale law (Fish & G. Code§§ 2080, 2085; Cal . Code Regs., ti t. 14, §786 .9). 
Consequendy, If a projec:t and any prolect-related actlvlty during lhe Ille ol a prolecl will 
result in take ol a species designated as endarr;iered a, threatened, or a candidate Jor llsling 
under CESA, CD FW recommends that the project proponent seek approprlale take 
authorization under CESA prior to implementing the project. Appropriate auth0<ization from 
CDFW may include an Incidental Take Permit (ITP) or a Consistency Determination in 
cenain ciroomstances. amoog other options [Fish & Game Code, §§ 2080.1, 2081 , subds . 
(b) and (cl). Early oonsuttation is enco,,raged , as significant modification to the project and 
mitigat;on measures may be requited to obtain an ITP. Revisions to the Fish and Game 
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Code, effective January 1998, may require lhal CDFW issue a separale CEOA document fa, 
tM issuance of an tTP url&ss the project's CEOA docu~nl addresses an project impacts to 
CESA-listed species and speclies a mitigation monitoring and rep0<1ing program that will 
meet the requiremenls ot an ITP. For these reasons, biological mitigation monitoring and 
reponing proposals should be of sufficiem delai t and resolulion 10 sa1isfy lhe requiremenls 
for an ITP. 

1 1 l Wejland Resources. COFW, as describoo in Fish and Game Code section 703(a), is guided 
by tile Fioh and Game Commission·s (Commiooion) policies. The Wetlands Resources 
pol icy the Commisoion • ... seel<(s] lo provide fo• the protection, preservation, restoration, 
enhancement and expansion of wetland habl1a1 In Calllomla" (C FGC 2020). Funher, ii Is tile 
policy ol lhe Fish and Game Commission lo strongly discourage development In or 
converslon ol wellands. II opposes, consistent with its legal aulhorlty, any developmem or 
conversion that wol«I resiJt in a reducOOn of wetland acreage or wetland habita1 values. To 
I/lat end, the Commission opposes wetland development proposals unless, al a minimum, 
project mitigation assures there wll be ·no net loss' of e ilher weUan<I habilal values or 
acreage. The Commission sirongly prefers mI1I9a1ion which would achieve expansion o f 
weltand acre.age and enharn:tment orwe tl.and habitat values." 

a) The Wetlands Resources policy proVKles a lramework lor main1llinir,g wetland resources 
and establishes mitigation guidance, CDFW encourages avoidance of wetland resources 
as a primary miligalion measure and discourages lhe development or type conversion ol 
wetlands 10 uplands . CDFW encourages activities 1ha1 would avoid lhe reduction of 
wetland acreage, fundion, o, habitat values. Once avoidance and minimi•alion 
measures have been exhausted , a project should include mitigalion measures to assure 
a ·no net loss" of either weUa nd habttat values, or acreage, for unavoidable impacts to 
wetland resources. Conversions include. but are oot limited lo, conversion 10 subsurface 
drains, ~cement ol lill or building of structu,es Mthin the wetland, and channeliz.alion or 
removal of mater,a.ls lrom the slreambed. All wetlands and watercourses, whether 
ephemeral, intenmilienl, or perenn.a.I, should be retained and provided wilh substanliaJ 
setbacks, which prBServe the riparian and aquatic value-sand functions beneli1ing local 
and 1ransient wildlif• populations. CDFW recommends mitigation measures 10 
compensate lor unavoidable impacts be included in the DEIR and 1/lese measures 
should compensate lor the loss ol lunction and value. 

b) The Fish and Game Commi..,.ion·• Waler pol icy guides C DFW on lhe quantity ar>d 
quallty of the walers of this Slate tha1 should be apportloned and maintained respectively 
so as to produce and sustain maximum numbets ol lish and wildlife ; to provide 
maximum protection and enhanoemenl of fish and wildltte ar>d lheir habitat; encourage 
and suppon programs to maintain or restore a high quality of tile waters of this Stale; 
preven, the degradation thereof caused by po11ution and contamination; and, endeavor 
to keep as much water as possible open and aocessible to the public for 1he use and 
enjoyment of lish and wlldlile. CDFW recommends avoidance ol waler practices and 
siructures lhat use excessive amounts of water, and minimization of Impacts lhat 
nega1ively al1ea water quality, to tile extent feasible (Flsh & G. Code, § 5650) . 

Conclusion 
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We appreciate 1he opportunity to comment on the NOP for 1he Silver Lake Reservoir Complex 
Master Plan Project to assist the City 01 Los Angeles in prepartng lt>e Project's environmental 
document and i</entilying and mitigating Project impacts on bi0iogieaI reoourees. 11 you have 
any questions or comments regarding this letter, please contact Ruby Kwan-Davis, Senior 
Environmemal Scien1ist (Specialist). at Ruby.t<wan-Davis@wildlne.ca.gov or(562) 619-2230. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Victoria Tang signing for 

Erinn WIison-Dig in 
Environmental Program Manager I 
South Coast Region 

ec: CDFW 
Erinn Wilson-Olgjn, Los Alamitos - Erinn Wilsgn-Olqjo@wjkUi1H ca ggy 
Victoria Tang. Los Alamitos - Yictorja Tang@wildlneca.gov 
Ruby Kwan- Davis. Los Alamitos - Rubv.Kwafl-Davis@wildlife.ca.gov 
Felicia Srlva, Los Alamitos - Felicia .Sil,a@wildlife.ca.gov 
Julisa PMugal, Los Alamitos - Julisa.PQduoal@wildlife.ca.oov 
Frederic (Fri~) Rieman, Los Alami1os - Frederip.Riemar@wildlile.ca.qov 
c ;ndy Hailey, San [);ego - Cindy. Hailev@w,ld1iJa.ca.gov 
CEOA Program Coordinator, Sacramento - CEOACommentLeners@wildlife.ca.gov 

State Clearinghouse, Office of Planning and Research - State.Cleannghouse@opr.ca.gov 
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Jane Choi 
City of Los Angeles 
Cily Pla11ning 
200 N. Spring St. Room 621 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
lane.choi@laclty.org 

GAVIN M:'WSOM, Govemor 
CHA RL TO/'IH, BONHAM, Oire~tor 

G,c,it,n,or'i O .Kl! of Plaooir,J &flne.-... h 

APR 17 2020 

SfATE CLEARINGHOUSE 

Subject: Onyx32 - 32 Small LOI Homes, Mitigated NegaVve Declarat ion (MND), SCH 
#2020039066, Los Angeles Coun1y 

Dear Ms. Choi: 

The Calitomia Department ol Fish and Wildlile (CDFW) has reviewed lhe above-relerenced 
Ony,<32 - 32 Small LOI Hooies Project (Prnject). The Initial Study's supporting documentalion 
lndudes a Biological Asssssment (Assessment) aoo a Protee/sd Tr•• Repon (Tree Ropon). 
Tllat1k you for 1he opponuni1y to provide comments and recommendations regarding those 
adivities involved in the Projeot that may affect Calilornia lish and wildile , Likewise, we 
app<eciate the oppo~unily to provide comments regarding those aspects ot the Project that 
CDFW, by law, may be required to can y out or approve through the exercise of its own 
regulatory authority under 1h9 Flsll and Game Code. 

CDFW's Role 

CDFW is Calijomia's Trustee Agency ror frsh and wi dl~e resoorces, and hdds those resources 
In l rust by slatute for all the people of the State (Fish & G. Code, §§ 711.7. subdhllslon (a) & 
1802; PIJbllc Resources Code. § 21070 ; Cahfornla Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
Guidelines, § 15386, S<Jbdlvlsion (a)]. CDFW, In ifs 1rustee capacity , has Jurisdiction over the 
cons.ervation, protection, and management of fish , wildlife, native plants, and habitat necessary 
for biologically sus1ainable populations of those species (Id., § 1802). Similarly, for purposes of 
CEQA, CDFW is charged by law to provide, as available, biological expertise durif(l public 
agency ensironmentaJ reYiew eHorts, loeusing specillcaJly on projects and relaled acllvllles that 
hase the potenllal to adversely a ffect state fis/1 and w,ldhle resources. 

CDFW is also submitting commems as a Responsible Agency under CEQA (Public Resources 
Code,§ 2Hl69; CEQA Guidolines, § 15381 ). CDFW expects that i1 may need to exercise 
regulatory authority as provided by lhe Fish and Game Code. induding lake and strearnood 
alteration regulatory authority (F',sh & G. Code, § 1600 et seq .). Likewise, lo the extent 
implementation ol lhe Project as proposed may re,,u lt in "lake", as defined by slate law, ol any 
species prOleeted under the Calilomia Enoa,,gered Spooies Act (CESA) !Fish & G. Code, § 
2050 et seq .), o, state-lis1ed rare planl pursua111 10 1he Naliva Plant PrOlection Act (NPPA; Fish 
& G. Code, § 1900 et seq. ) mnhorization as provided by the applicable Fis/1 and Game Code will 
be required. 
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Project Description and SUmmary 

Objective: The p,oposed Project would oonsist of the subdivision of the existing 186,956 
square foot vacant s~e (four parcels) into 32 parcels that range in area from 1,673 square feet 
to 15,381 .,.,are feei . The development of 32 small fol residences (one per parcel) would also 
lndude the ronstruclion of related i~vements (new public roads, curb and gutlers. re1airing 
walls, driveways, common access areas (public access staltcases and private pocket parks) , 
and utilities]. Earlllwor!\ for the proposed Project would result in approximately 22,474 cubic 
yards of cut, 4,960 cubic yards of fill , and 17,514 cubic yaJds of soil e,cpo,t. Project construction 
would also require remOYaJ ol 31 Protected Trees (Cal~orria Black walnut trees) , whicll would 
be replaced , with review and apprO\lal by lhe Board of Public Works. 

Locadon: The subleci property Is localed at 4103 E. Supreme Court, 4108 E. Superior Court, 
4102 E. Supreme Court, and 2730 N. Onyx Drive, Los Angeles, California, 90032. The Project 
site occupies an east-southeast-lac,ng slope within the waterslled of the Los Angeles River. 
Elevation on the property ranges from approximately 965 feet at lhe northeastern comer of tile 
propeny to 1,1 60 feet al Ille western tip. ForeS1 Park Drtve runs roughly nortl\lsouth through the 
westem part ol lhe propeny. 

Comments and Recommendations 

CDFW otters the comments and recommendalions below 10 assiSl lhe C,ty of Los Angeles 
(City) in adequately identifying, avoiding, and/or mft igalir,g the Prnjecf• sig.nifican~ or polenlially 
signifiean~ direct and indirect impacts on fish and wildr.fe (biological) resources. CDFW 
raoorrvnends the measures or revisions below be indudad in a science-based monitoring 
program Iha.I oonlains adapli\le managamem stralegies as pan of tile Project's CEQA 
mi1igruioo , monaoring and reponing program (Pwlic R8SOUrces Code,§ 21081.6 ard CEOA 
Guidelines, § 15097). 

C.omment #1 : lmpects to Sensttl•e Plent Specle.s 

Issue: The Initial Study recognizes the need for mitigation for lhe SOUlhern Califomia black 
walnul lrees due to lhe required removal of numeroos individuals to conduct Project activities . 
However, Mitigation Measures IV-01 and IV-80 in lhe lritial Study do not determine a specttic 
replacement ratio for each of the induvial Southern Calijomia black walnut (Jug/ans calilornica) 
trees thal will be removed during Project activities. 

Spaclllc Impacts: Mltlgallon Measure IV-01 states. "C.llfornla black walnut trees covered 
under the C~y's Protected Tree Oroinance ard lhat would be removed, "'place them on a 1:1 
basis with 1he same specie• lreeo." However, M~igation MeaS\J re IV-80 otales, ·A minimum of 
fou r trees (tree size to be deteTTTJined by the City) shal be planted for each protected tree lhat is 
removed." H Ille replacement ratio Is 1 :I , this may not be sulllclent when acrounling lor lhe 
temporal loss of mature Southern California black walnu1 trees. CDFW consid&rs walnut 
woodlands distinct biological com mu n~les, oonsisling ol 1rees, shrubs, vines, and herbaceoos 
understory vegetation. The MN D only ronsiders tt,e value of the trees and does ool appear to 
cllaracterize the value of these unique commurities in a biological setting. Removal or tt,inning 
of an understory in walnut woodland directly impacts the functions and values of the entire 
walnut woodland. 
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Why Impact would occur: Project implemenIaIi:m includes grading, vegelalion clearirlg, 
building construction, and other activities thal may rewlt in direct mortality, populalion deelines, 
or local extirpation of sensitive plant species. 

Evidence Impact would be significant : Southern California black walnut is a sensitive and 
declining hat:ital type, is difflCUlt 10 restore, and lakes ma11y years oolore habl1al lunctions and 
values In rastoratlon areas are equivalent to Impacted amas. The Southern Calilornla blad< 
walnut is also designated S-3, wliich is considered vulnerable in the stale due lo a restricted 
range v.ith relative few populations. An S-3 ranking indicates there are 21 lo 80 oocurrenoos of 
this community in exis\enoe in California, S-2 has 6 to 20 occurrences, and S-1 has less than 6 
oCCtJrrences. COFW considers plant communities, all ances, a11d associations wllh a slatewide 
ranking of S• t , S-2, S-3 and S•4 as sensitive and declining at the local and regional level 
(Sawyer el al. 2008). In addition, the Southern Callfomla blad< walnut \Jee (JusiJa,ns call/om/ca) 
is covered under the City of Los Angeles Protected Tree Ordinance. Given Iha\ these species 
meet the CEClA definition ol Endangered, Rare or Ttl'eatened Species that may qualify for 
lisbng (CEOA Guidelines,§ 15380(<1)), impacts to these locally rrue resouroes and adequate 
mitigation measures that reduce the lmpa,:::ts to less tha11 signmcant should be deSCllbed and 
lnoorporated into the final environme,_al document (CEQA G'6:telines, § 15125(c)) . 

Recommended Potenllally Feasible Mttfgatlon Measure(s): 

MIUgatlon Measure #1: The Tree Report , which is to be submitted to tha Urban Forestry 
Division of the Bureau of Slreet Services, Department of P\Jblic Worls, City of Los Angeles, 
should provide a thorough discussion on the presence/absence of sensitive plants on-site arid 
identify measures to proteCI sensitive plant oommunities from ProjeCl-relatad direct and indirect 
impacts. 

For example, larger southern Calitornia blad< walnut traes may be over 100 yea,s old and are 
not readily replaced, which would be considered signlicanl under CEQA. CDFW recommends 
the Tree Report clarify the size and number of indivicuats anticipated 10 be permanently 
impacied, analyze the sigrificance ol impact wilhin Ihe Project footprint, and provide adequate 
miligalion, tt necessary, to reduce impacts to less lhan signilicam. Feasible mitigation oould 
lndude long•lerm protection in place; on-site nuts/seed collec11on for an on- or off•site miligalion 
enhancemenVrestoration area sultable lo lhe species; and/or of1-si1e land acquisi1ion of similar 
or belt er habrtal, all to be preserved in perpetuity with the necessary management and 
endowment funds. 

MIUgatlon Measure ,2, CDFW also reoommends avoiding any sensitive natural communities 
found on lhe Project H avoidaroce is nol teasible, mttigating al a ratio of no less than 5:1 for 
impacts lo S-3 ranked communities and 7:1 for S-2 communities should be implemented. This 
ratio is tor the acreage and the individual plants thal comprise each unique oommuntty. CDFW 
also recommends ~nae removal' be mlligaled at a comm unity-level Iha I has been m pact ed. This 
mlligalion shou ld Include a oomblnallon of native trees and/or approprlale unders1ory and lower 
canopy plan,lngs. 

All revegetationlresloration areas thal wil serve as mitigation should include preparalion ol a 
restoration plan, o be approved by U .S, Fish and Widlile Service and CDFW prior to any 
ground disturbance. The restoration plan should Include restoration and monitoring methods; 
annual success criteria; contingency actions should sucoess etileria not be met; long-term 
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management and main1enance goals; and, a funding mechanism to assure for in perpetuity 
management and ,epo~ing. Areas proposed as mitigation should have a recorded conservation 
easement and be dedicated to an enlity which has been approved to nold/manage lands 
pursualll to Ass..mbly Bill (AB) 1094 (2012), which amende<! Government Code s..ctions 65965· 
65968. 

RocommendaUon #3: Please oote, In 2007, the State Legislature required CDFW to develop 
and maintain a vege1ation mapping standard tor the stale (Fish & Game Code, § 1940). This 
standard complies wilt, toe National Vegetation ClassiticaUon System, whioh utili•es alliance
and association-bawd classification ol unique vegetation stands. COFW utili,es vegetation 
descriptions found In the Manual cf California Vegetation (MCV), found oollne at 
hnp:J/veostation.cnps.orq/. To determine the rarity rarl<lng cf vegetation communities on the 
Project stte, !he MCValllancetassoclallon communiy names should be provided as CDFW only 
tradc;s rare nat1JaJ communities using this classification system. 

Comment #2: Impacts to Elal Species 

Issue: The Project Includes activities that ..ill result In the removal of Southern Calllornia black 
walnut trees and surrouOOing environment ,hat may provide roosting or foraging habitat for bat 
species. A review ol California Natural Diversity Oalabase (CNDOB) indicates occurrences of 
bat species within five (5) miles east of the Project site. In additioo, Table A (Special-Status 
Species) ldenlifies two bat species, both of which are Ca.i fomia Species of Special Co~rn 
(including pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus) and western mashfl bat (E'umops perotis ssp. 
calilomicus)) as possible I ikelrhood 10 oceut on site. 

Specific Impacts: Project activities include the removal of ttees, vegetation, and'Of structures 
that may provide maternity roost (e.g., in cavities or under loose balk) or foraging habitat, and 
tnerelore has the potential for the direct loss of bats. 

Why Impacts would occur: The removal of trees and conversion 01 open space lo a residential 
area will potentially resutt in the loss ol habitat for bats. 

Evidence Impacts would be significant: Ba1s are consideted non-game mammals and are 
alfordec:I proteciion by State law lrom lak.e and/or harassment, (Fish 8, G. Code,§ 4150; Cal. 
Code ol Aegs, § 251 .1). Bat species, such as lhe western yellow bat, can be tound year-round 
in urban areas througnout the south coast region (Miner & Stol<es, 2005). Several bat species 
are considered California Species cf Special Coocem and moot the CEQA definition cl rare, 
threatened or endangered species (CEQA Guidelines. § 15005). Taka of Callfomla Species ol 
Special Concem could require a mandatory finding ol significance by the Lead Agency (CEOA 
Guidelines, § 15065). 

Recommended Potentlally Feulble Mitigation Measure(s): 

Mldgatlon Mea,ure #1: To the e.ient feasible, tree removal or reloca tion should be s,;heduled 
between Octobef 1 and February 28, outside of the matemily roosting season. Maternity season 
lasts from March I to September 30 . Trees and/or structures determined to be maternity roosts 
should be left in place until the end of the maternity season. 
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City ol Los Angeles 
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Sincerely, 

[ ..... _.,, 
,,l.d,;,,_,.,,_ 

Sig;;'i;,g~fnn Wilson 
Environmental Program Manager I 

ec: CDFW 
Victoria Tang - Los Alamitos 
Felicia Silva - Los Alam I tos 
Andrew Valand - Los Alamitos 
Malinda San1onll - Los Alamttos 
Susan Howell - San Diego 
C laOA Program Coordinator - Sacramen1o 

Slate Clearinghouse 
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Criteria Cr1terlo1 QuaMf)'lna R'lo1cleace 

Salldltd? 

Cri11Crioti5: SuJ!P0115 X 

BrccdiJ1g/FocdioJ!'R<&ti~ligrating 
Grotmdis with L..imib::d Availability 

Su.pporu: a variety of bird spccics, 8fld is impol'IIIU 

for prc&er'L'in.g biodivcrsit)'. 

in Southern Cali~ Aqch::s 

Cri111=rio1116: Re:Mt1Til riou Pc:n:sCCMlc 

3.4.5.3 Echo P11rl<. PAW 

The Echo Parle PAW co~is.1.s oh m.an-mitde lake :IDd sumn:mdi1,g Limd,caped area, \llithin -11 

deru:e.ly dBVeloped ~idential and cornmerci al area of Echo Psrk (Figure 9). Although this PAW 
docs not support native vegetation, it providc!i an island of landscaped habitat in a highJy 
w-oonizc:d area.. This PAW 15. located wlllhwcst cf lnti:J"Stale 5 ood northwest cf State Route I I 0 
wilhin the wcSl.cm purtim of the East L05 Angeles APC. The Ecbo Perk PA \V is Bpprox.lllliltcly 
23.7 ocres. 

VogotaUon 

l1lis PAW coatains landscaped ucas with aon-narlvt: trcc-s, aquatic plimts, and rnanicl.lttd lawns. 

Wlld llfe 

This PAW has• moderate p01eotlal to support medi um mammals ond a low p01eotlol to sUppOn 
large """'"1W!. There is • high pooential 10 supp0n birds llJJd • moderate pOtenti.al for oober 
wildlife species (e.g., in,ec,s lllld small mammals). 

IM/dllfe Mo""menl 

Because lhis PA \V is isola•ed and surrounded by deve lopm1m~ movemem or wildlife .s:peci es is 
limited m \llithi11 the PAW, excep1 fori l'L'.ect and avian species tha1 can fly in and urhan-adflpted 
terrestrial s:pccics that may be: in the area 

Seru~ttlve Biological Re&ources 

Sen~iJiva Natural Plant Communiliffts 

No documented s.ensit:ive o."!tural plant commlmilies were found within lh.is PAW. 

Sl)eoili-Sratus Plant Species 

No documented :s.pe:cial._,;um,l.'!i plant spcci~ were found within this PAW. 

Sl)ociol-SWws \Mldlife Sp,ocies 

No documented spe<inl~uitus w,ldtife •peeies were found wi1hio thi> PAW. 

---•llol'W_I_.__,__,.. 77 -- t'IIA I D11'044(1.01 ---
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  C-30-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Funding and Operations. 
 

C-30-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

C-30-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 
As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Fire Department and City of Los Angeles Police 
Department. Operations would not require additional fire or hazard services 
such that substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of 
new or physically altered governmental facilities would occur. LAFD would be 
able to serve the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new 
or altered fire facilities. In addition, the proposed Project was designed in 
order to allow LAFD to continue to use the reservoir for water for emergency 
purposes. 
 
The comment expresses support for Alternative 1 and 2. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

C-32-1 

C-30-2 

C-30-3 

C-30-1 

Re: South Va lley, Recreation Center (for example) 

The expansion of the Rec Center in the South Valley, with the construction of 
the Multi-Purpose structure containing an indoor basketball court, the moving 
of the soccer field and outdoor basketball court, as well as adding event 
spaces, will bring in more visitors and vehicles to an already crowded area . 

Presumably, this is one of the "attractions" of the Master Plan. Organized teams 
will use it, as this is how these facilities are used and pa id fo r. How greatly 
will the need for parking increase as players and parents crowd in for 
competitions? The DEIR offers no numbers. 

A "mitigation" proposed in the Plan is to convert the 10 parallel parking spaces 
on W. Silver Lake Drive just to the west of the Recreation Center to 25 spaces 
of 90 degree parking. (still pitifully inadequate for this overlarge "sports 
facility") Such a mitigation would only cause increased dangerous congestion. 

Cars backing out of the Rec Center parking will be at constant risk of collisions, 
as drive rs have a hard time see ing around them with this kind of 
parking. How many walkers with children and strollers in tow; how many 
bicycl ists will be greatly endangered? This is not considered in the DEIR. 

Other dangerous problems with this "mitigation" remain unresearched by the 
DEIR. There will be massive congestion on west Silver Lake Drive where three 
streets turn onto it. It is the major artery linking residents and visitors to Silver 
Lake Blvd. and thence to the rest of the city. Will this greatly narrowed, clogged 
street be able to let fire trucks and paramedics safely through? 

The leafy, pleasant aesthetic of this green picnic area , and its peace that 
residents and visitors love, would be replaced by a threatening snarl of traffic. 

No new parking, plus Alternatives 1 or 2 specifying "no new sports facility" are 
the only good alternatives here if the integrity, safety and peace of the South 
Va lley residents and visitors are to be preserved. 
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  C-31-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety and Master Response - Fence 
Removal. 
 
As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Police Department. LAPD would be responsible for crime 
prevention, law enforcement, and apprehension of suspected violators in the 
proposed Project area. The Northeast Community Police Station would be able 
to serve the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new or 
altered police facilities. During operation, the proposed Project would 
incorporate an Operations and Maintenance Plan, which would include 
security considerations, to address the safety of park visitors. Staff would have 
a daily presence within the proposed Project area to provide oversight of the 
proposed Project area. The proposed Project assumes that five full-time staff 
would be required daily at the proposed Project area. 
 

C-31-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 
As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Police Department. LAPD would be responsible for crime 
prevention, law enforcement, and apprehension of suspected violators in the 
proposed Project area. Under the purview of CEQA, environmental impacts 
associated with the construction of new or expanded police facilities would be 
considered a significant impact. As concluded in the Draft EIR, the Northeast 
Community Police Station would be able to serve the proposed Project and 
would not result in the need for new or altered police facilities. During 
operation, the proposed Project would incorporate an Operations and 
Maintenance Plan, which would include security considerations, to address the 
safety of park visitors. Staff would have a daily presence within the proposed 
Project area to provide oversight of the proposed Project area. The proposed 
Project assumes that five full-time staff would be required daily at the 
proposed Project area. 
 

C-31-1 

C-31-2 

C-31-3 

Without Perimeter Fencing - Impact? Analysis? Loss of Wildlife and Safety? 

Comment: Re Public Services Impacts. The DEIR team's omission of in-depth study 
of possible severe impacts to public safety and wildlife welfare caused by 
eliminating the 8-72' perimeter fence now protecting the Reservoirs is a serious 
flaw in this report. Their finding of "Less than Significant Impact; no mitigation 
proposed" [Table 3.74-4] is wrong , because this DEi R ignores critica I security 
changes that would be brought by fence removal. They also ignore the need for 
increased policing in urban parks in general , and in large unfenced areas. These 
dangerous omissions in fact render the DEIR estimations of necessary police 
presence entirely invalid. The DEIR provides no research comparing crime statistics 
after drastic changes to urban environments such as opening up 776 acres to easy 
public access, all night, and all day w ithin residential neighborhoods near two 
freeways. There is no research at all on the special security needs of public parks. 
The w riters of the DEIR appear to have consulted only one LAPD captain, an 
organization chart, and a general LAPD contacts tally on line. This is egregiously 
insufficient research. The current perimeter fence provides a baseline condition of 
safety and protection from criminal incursion into the Reservoirs area. All DEIR 
projected policing needs are derived from this baseline condition. There is no 
discussion at all of changes in opportunistic criminal activity that certainly will be 
brought by the a Iteration of these critica I va riables: rem ova I of the fence, opening 
so w ide a land area within an urban setting, enabling incursions around the clock. 
The DEIR provides only an undetailed description with very general statistics about 
current citywide LAPD numbers and anti-crime activity. They are not specific to 
the Project area, or of parks as a special public environment. "An increase in 
vis itorship of approximately 390 park vis itors daily is anticipated. However, these 
visitors and the new proposed full-time employees wou ld not reside in or 
permanently occupy the project site and service demands per person w ithin the 
area would not increase." [Impact 3.74-73] 

This obtuse statement ignores the fact that crime in parks is often a problem due 
to the difficulty of policing a wide land area containing many freely -moving people 
and the ease, for criminal elements, of escape. 

"LAPD would be responsible for crime prevention, law enforcement, and 
apprehension of suspected violators in the proposed Project area . The closest 
station to the proposed Project area wou ld be LAPD Northeast Community Police 
Station located approximately 7.3 miles to the northeast, near Tesla Avenue. The 
Northeast Community Police Station would be able to serve the proposed Project 
and wou ld not result in the need for new or altered police facilities . (LAPD Pers 
comm 2022)." [3.74-77] 
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C-31-3 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed Project 
prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR for 
a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Public Safety, Master Response - Fence Removal, 
and Master Response - Homelessness. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content of 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-31-4 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
 

 

  

C-31-3 
cont. 

C-31-4 

"Accordingly, new or altered government fire and police facilities would not be 
needed for the operation of the proposed Project, and impacts w ould be less than 
significant." [3.74 -72] 

Where specified in the SLRCMP, the fencing described is of a kind that has proven 
entirely ineffective in protecting the area it encloses. "To protect wildlife and keep 
people out of planted areas, habitat fences would be installed along all nature trails 
(Figure 2-4). Habitat fencing would be approximately 3 feet high with sw ing gates 
where necessary to allow for walkways to be closed at night and as needed 
seasonally to protect wildlife." [DEIR, 2-75] 

Such fencing, w ith signage posting park hours and rules, is now in use in the 
Meadow . They are regularly disregarded. Noisy disturbances and trash routinely 
plague the neighborhood across from it. Firew orks have been set off there, 
imposing severe fire danger. Along West Silver Lake Drive, low rails and foliage 
would serve as barriers to entry. Again, these w ill not provide any security, as they 
are easily breached. The result would be, the Master Plan's specified public access 
hours of 5:00 a.m. to 70:30 p.m. (DEIR, 2-57) w ould be irrelevant; the park would in 
fact be v ulnerable to incursion 24/7. Criminal elements w ould be able to prey on 
homes and hide in this large area, near ready escape on the 2 and the 5 freew ays. 

Examples of the results in urban Los Angeles of lack of secure fencing in wide park 
areas are Echo Park and McArthur Park. Both were overrun w ith encampments, 
with surrounding neighborhoods reporting robberies, break-ins, vagrancy and 
vandalism. Both had instances of dead people pulled from the lakes. Both had to 
be closed for expensive and lengthy restorations. Alternative 3 of the Master Plan 
specifies a perimeter fence of the same height of the present fence, open during 
day light hours and closed at night. Hence, the presence of park visitors during the 
day, and the activity around neighboring homes would deter much illegal 
incursion. The extent of this deterrence, of course, available in numerous 
"Neighborhood Watch" statistics, should also be researched far more; this DEIR 
Team has not even considered it . At night, w hen criminal elements take 
advantage of the lack of w atching eyes, the Park would be protected by this 
perimeter fence. 
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  C-32-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please also refer to Master Response – Biological 
Resources. Please also see Response to Comment C-24-1 on GHG impacts, and 
Section 3.1 of the Draft EIR on aesthetic impacts, which concluded the impacts 
would be less than significant.  

 

 
  

C-32-1 

SLWS supports and published this comment: 

A n-ee's POV 

Comment: 
If you're on the meadow path and you stop at the water fountain .... The one 
near the crosswalk entrance, you might be awa re of the Richard Neutra studio 
on the other side of Silver Lake Blvd. Well, actually, you would ha ve to take a 
couple steps further to the west to look at it because there's a magnificent 90 
year old Canary Pine and its two companions in that line of sight. 
Dion Neutra had a remedy to this. He wrote in his blog: 
'To have this view so blocked is unacceptab le, much as we would never like to 
see a tree lost, since we lost 30 other trees further south to create the 
walkway•, surely a case can be made here, to lose three more in this area." 
He petitioned the Neighborhood Council, who reacted with horror and 
dismissed his appeal but here it is again locked into the Master Plan. We are 
going to spend our days watch ing many others of our trees and their habitats 
destroyed. Hell- OUR habitat is being destroyed. 
The fate of our trees is buried in the Environmental Report under the heading, 
wa it for it, ..... Biological Services. This devastation of habitat, .... is reported as 
a" less than significant effect" 
The Master Planners might, for once, spare us the "We're going to replace 
them four to one" nonsense like we are little children who don 't know that 
multiplied saplings, if they live, do not equal mature trees and ca nnot provide 
the comparable carbon sequestration, habitat and beauty that we need right 
now. 
•Emphasis mine 
- Written, submitted and sent by Hugh Kenny, Silver Lake resident 
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  C-33-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would include 
the restrooms and the Education Center. The comment is noted and does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-33-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

C-33-3 
 

As described in Section 3.5.1, Cultural Resources, the SLRC itself is a Los 
Angeles Historic Cultural Monument (#422), designated in 1989. The SLRC has 
also been previously recorded by SurveyLA with a status code of 5S1, meaning 
that it is a designated City landmark. Further analysis of historical resources 
and impacts analysis is based on the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master 
Plan: Supplemental Historical Report and Impacts Analysis (2022) (Historical 
Report) provided within Appendix F of the Draft EIR. 
 
The Draft EIR is the most extensive description, analysis, and catalog of the 
features and history of the SLRC written to date. While the SLRC was 
evaluated as a district, rather than a Historic Cultural Landscape, that is 
merely a difference in terminology and organizational tools. The 
characterization of the SLRC as a “district” versus a “landscape” did not 
originate with the Draft EIR; it dates to its listing as a LAHCM and therefore 
predates the DEIR. The Draft EIR confirms that the SLRC is a historical resource 
for the purposes of CEQA and includes numerous character-defining features 
that are landscape features. The original HCM nomination form is short and 
limited on details and does not contain an inventory or description of what 
the contributing and/or non-contributing resources are contained within the 
district, let alone inventory, categorize, and analyze its character-defining 
features. The Draft EIR contains an extensive history of the SLRC, including 
categorizing and prioritizing the character-defining features of the SLRC, which 
previously had not been analyzed, including landscape features that 
previously had not been identified and/or included in analysis. In addition to 
the ESA report and analysis, consultant GPA clearly states on page 11 of their 
2020 memorandum that “The Complex is a historic designated landscape.” 
Their 2019 report provided a description of the Site, a summary of its 
development and history, an illustrated inventory of landscape characteristics 

C-33-1 

C-33-2 

C-33-3 

C-33-4 

SLWS says YES to these restrooms, NO to the Educa tion Center, an event space 
masquera ding as an education space. 

Award-winning, self-cleaning, stand-alone restrooms - already here at North 
Hollywood Recreation Center 

Some have said they wa nt the Educa tion Center built beca use it'll give them 
restrooms, which many would like. 

Instead - how about just the restrooms? 

These were: 
- voted a FINALIST in 2022•s Best Public Restrooms (USA). 
https://www.bestrestroom.com/other-fina list{?fina list= 3307 &bryea r= 2 02 2 

Installed by LA Rec reation and Pa rks with Councilmember Krekorian, 

Cost under $2 00,000 in 2019, 

"The self-cleaning restrooms at North Hollywood Recreation Center are holding 
to its promise in a community with a large homeless population. They cut 
maintenance clea ning times considerably. The restrooms· interior is sanitized 
automatica lly after a set number of flushes. Touchless features include toilet 
ti ssue dispenser, soap dispenser, faucet and hand dryer. Exit ing the restroom is 
also touchless. Graffi ti is easily removed from the stainless steel and porcelain 
interior. An alarm will sound off if someone attempts to sta y inside for too long 
and the door will open." 

These restrooms will actually be used. 
proposed Educa tion Center, a building that : 
They are a fa r less impactful mit igation for the nega tive impacts of the 

Would destroy already sca nt land habitat for both wildlife and education; 

w ould violate several Historic-Cultural Monument Standards (our Reservoir is 
HCM #422); 

- Is also called an 'event space· or 'community space· which implies the noise. 
crowds and traffic that come with those; 
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and character defining features of the SLRC, and an analysis of its status as a 
historical resource. Per The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the 
Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for the Treatment of Cultural 
Landscapes (National Park Service, 1996), organizational elements of a historic 
cultural landscape can include spatial organization, topography, vegetation, 
circulation, and water features; all of these are included and addressed within 
the Draft EIR. 
 
Additionally, with the number of buildings, structures and physical 
infrastructure associated with the SLRC, a district is not an inappropriate 
organizational tool. Landscape features can and are considered character 
defining features in historic districts, including the SLRC, and do not 
necessarily require separate evaluation as “cultural landscape.” More 
importantly, the landscape features of the SLRC that would be defined, 
inventoried, and evaluated for impacts in a cultural landscape evaluation are 
all defined, inventoried and evaluated within the Draft EIR, including various 
landscaping and landscape areas, the knoll, and the meadow. The resulting 
analysis of impacts more than adequately addresses the potential impacts of 
the project, and an analysis of impacts under the auspices of a “cultural 
landscape” would be no different. More importantly, the Draft EIR 
acknowledges that the Master Plan will have an impact on the historic 
features of the SLRC; it simply states that these impacts do not reach the level 
of a “substantial adverse change.” 
 

C-33-4 
 

The event and community spaces referred to are analyzed and, as shown in 
Table 3.12-21 of the Draft EIR, on-site noise levels without amplified speakers 
would be less than significant. Please see Master Response – Noise.  
 
Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

C-33-5 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-33-5 

C-33-6 

C-33-7 

C-33-8 

, - would propose a bus parking lot along SL Blvd for intended visitors; 

, - Duplicates other indoor resources already built (Recreation Center); 

Does not comply with the Open Space Zon ing directives to preserve open 
space as a ba lance to urban density; 

- And is promoted by some as necessary because it would provide restrooms. 

Really? An entire building just for its restrooms? No need! 

Let's get what we need - restrooms - rather than what we don't need - another 
building. 
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C-33-6 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

C-33-7 
 

The comment states the proposed Project was not analyzed for consistency 
with the Los Angeles Zoning Code. As described in Land Use Section 3.11.5 of 
the Draft EIR, the proposed Project would be consistent with applicable 
provisions of the LAMC – which include Open Space Zoning. The entirety of 
the proposed Project area is zoned as Open Space (OS), which allows for the 
following applicable uses of the SLRC; parks and recreation facilities, including: 
bicycle trails, walking trails, nature trails, park land/lawn areas, children’s' play 
areas, child care facilities, picnic facilities, and athletic fields, public water 
supply reservoirs (uncovered) and accessory uses which are incidental to the 
operation and continued maintenance of such reservoirs, water conservation 
and flood plain areas. The proposed Project would redesign existing park 
facilities. The zoning designation of the entire proposed Project area will not 
change with proposed Project implementation. The proposed uses would 
continue to be consistent with existing uses described above, which are 
permitted under the LACM. Therefore, the Draft EIR concluded the proposed 
Project would not result in significant environmental impacts related to 
inconsistency with the LAMC’s land use regulations and impacts with respect 
to the land use provisions of the LAMC would be less than significant. 
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C-33-8 
 

Please see Draft EIR Chapter 2.4 for an explanation of what objectives the 
Education Center would fulfill besides bathroom access. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
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  C-34-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-34-2 
 

This comment expresses opposition to the construction timeline. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. This comment does not specifically point to any deficiency in 
the analysis or conclusions of the Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR 
are required in response to this comment. 
 

C-34-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-34-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-34-5 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 

C-36-7 

C-36-1 
C-36-2 

C-34-4 

C-34-1 

C-34-2 
C-34-3 

C-34-5 

SLWS supports and published this submitted personal comment from Gerry 
Ha ns, President of Friends of Griffith Park: 

RE: SLRCMP Draft EIR 

Support for No Project or Alternative 3 Na tural Lands/Open Space Preserve 

I am not a resident of the Silver Lake area , but am a resident of Los Angeles 
who wa nts to do everything possible to fend off the prec ipitous loss of 
biodiversity in a City striving to retain it for a liva ble and healthy environment. 

Just as the public comment ends for this proposed Project, California is being 
represented at the COP15 Conference of Biodiversity in Montreal by members 
of the California Global Biodiversity Working Group, many from the Los Angeles 
Area. Ca lifornia is the UN's first and only offic ial state (non-country) observer, 
as Ca lifornia makes a strong stand for biodiversity, which is insepa rably 
connected to the climate change issue. 

Silver Lake's local residents remain divided on the proposed Project. When 
there is controversy, it is best to err on the side of NOT losing what we have by 
doing nothing. Why take the risk? Why suffer through a relentless construction 
period? It seems much of the community is happy with the present condition, 
short lack of maintenance and a fence that's an eyesore. 

I'm sure some residents are swayed with the far-fetched renderings in an EIR 
which show lush habitat, birds perching within reach, and children with 
hip-waders at the water's edge. This Is all unrealistic marketing brought to the 
public by those who will benefit the most: the planners, consultants and 
construction contractors. over-selling and over-promising the public will only 
result in the community's later disappointment and discontent, should the 
Project proceed. 

Los Angeles countywide Comprehensive Park & Recreation Needs Assessment, 
Appendix A, clearly shows this area as a "Very Low" needs community. The 
focus of park improvements should be directed to "Very High" and "High" 
needs areas, of wh ich there are many. The Assessment recognizes the 
abundance of nearby parks and recreational facilities. Passive recreation 
should remain the foc us fo r Silver Lake Reservoir, without build ing out new 
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Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

C-34-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Noise.  
 

C-34-7 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The comment expresses support for Alternative 1 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-34-8 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

C-34-6 

C-34-7 

C-34-8 

active sports infrastructure, and certainly not yet another spec:ial events venue. 

Most importantly, f rom a biodiversity perspective, fenc:ing is essential in order 
to preserve the tremendous and important function these waters now serve 
migratory birds. This should absolutely be the highest priority. Along the same 
thinking, the addition of any light ing is adverse to bird migration. For these 
reasons, only No Project (A lternative l) or Alternative 3 should be on the table 
for further consideration. 

I have a preference for Alternative 3, since the fence would be improved 
aesthetically. And along with this improvement, enhanced mobility for small 
wildlife could be addressed. 

Gerry Hans 
LOS Angeles 
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  C-35-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 
As described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project 
analyzed in the Draft EIR included a floating dock which would launch guided 
kayak tours. Based on comments received during the public review period, the 
City has made minor revisions to the proposed Project. The proposed Project 
would no longer include the floating dock component or opportunities for 
guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist 
for educational purposes. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the 
revisions to the proposed Project would not result in any new significant 
impacts that were not already identified in the Draft EIR, nor would these 
changes substantially increase the severity of any impacts identified in the 
Draft EIR. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

C-35-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

C-35-3 
 

As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Fire Department and City of Los Angeles Police 
Department. LAPD would be responsible for crime prevention, law 
enforcement, and apprehension of suspected violators in the proposed 
Project area. The Northeast Community Police Station would be able to serve 
the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new or altered 
police facilities. During operation, the proposed Project would incorporate an 
Operations and Maintenance Plan, which would include security 
considerations, to address the safety of park visitors. Staff would have a daily 
presence within the proposed Project area to provide oversight of the 
proposed Project area. The proposed Project assumes that five full-time staff 
would be required daily at the proposed Project area. 
 
Please refer to Master Response - Homelessness. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, 

C-35-1 

C-35-2 

C-35-3 

C-35-4 

C-35-5 

C-35-6 

Remember all those Master Plan Community Workshops? This is what the Silver 
La ke Community agreed that we wa nted. 

However, The DEIR is fa iling us. 

The DEIR Biologica l Resources section is inaccurate and ill -resea rched .. The 
Ma ster Plan"s "Floating Islands," the "Wetland Terraces" and "fish stocking" that 
are supposed to benefit birds, will not do so ! The expert opinion of Dan Cooper, 
Chief conservation Biologist of the Santa Monica Mountains conservancy: This 
DEIR is "lacking in both rig or and specific ity .... Without current, accurate, and 
credible data on the biological resources ... , efforts at restoration will either fall 
short, or could actually result in further degradation of the site." 

Ironically, the massive excavation, grading and construction 
of much-touted "nature trails," the "scenic overlooks," and "nature education" 
structures will instead uproot and destroy Nature. 

The Knoll"s lost natural forest is now vita l habitat for an ecosystem of 
ground-dwelling animals and loca l birds that will lose nests, burrows and 
food. Disruption of the open waters drives away migratory flocks we love. The 
DEIR fails to even mention the loss of these birds and animals. 

The Master Pla n wou ld remove the Reservo irs' Perimeter Fence. Th is will ha ve 
major impacts on wildlife welfare and neighborhood safety. Va ndalism, 
vag rancy and crime have been documented as serious problems in other 
unfenced parks in Los Angeles. There is no Public Safety mitigation for the loss 
of the Perimeter Fence suggested in this DEIR. 

The horrific noise, vibration, mess and traffic blockages caused by massive 
construction could last from five to fifteen yea rs. Nevertheless, this Deir calls 
this, incredibly, a "Less Tha n Significant Impact." As to noise and vibration 
mitigations: "None Required." [DEIR 3.16-18] 

The DEIR predicts an "average of 390 add itiona l visitors per day", as well 
as higher attendance with proposed monthly "Special Events" with ampl ified 
sound. Neighborhoods packed with visitors' cars plague the Reservoirs area 
even now. And with the DEIR's plan to cut down lane widths to add parking 
spots on these already conqested and qridlocked streets, traffic will 
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it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for 
their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

C-35-4 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. This comment does not specifically point to any deficiency 
in the analysis or conclusions of the Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the 
Draft EIR are required in response to this comment. 
 
Please see Master Response – Noise. 
 

C-35-5 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise. 
 

C-35-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

C-35-7 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

C-35-7 

C-35-6 
cont. 

enormously increase and become more dangerous. 
Yet, DEIR's Transportation Study cla ims "Less than Sign ificant Impact." and "No 
m itigation measures are requ ired." (DEIR Tobie 3.16-3 ] 

The DEIR also claims, "significant irreversible changes to our community have 
been deemed acceptable." (DEIR 4.3] 

They are not! 

The DEIR cla ims the negative impacts of construction , the years of disturbance, 
and when finished , the increased da ily noise , crowds, traffic , and harm to our 
wildlife with be worth it. 

It is not! 

The commun ity"s ideals of "Peaceful," of "Nature," and "Wildlife" will be 
destroyed. It must not. 
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  C-36-1 
 

Please see Master Response – EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

C-36-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3+2. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

C-36-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process and Master 
Response - Funding and Operations. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
This comment does not specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or 
conclusions of the Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are 
required in response to this comment. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C-36-1 

C-36-2 

C-36-3 

The Draft EIR MUST be Revised and Recirculated 

The submitted expert comments on the DEIR, are listed below. 

SLWS is disappointed to find the Draft Environmental Impact Report wholly 
inadequate. If the Project as proposed is to move forward, a revised DEIR must 
be recirculated to address the many failings in this first effort. 

Further, as proposed, the Project would have significant and unavoidable 
negative effects. Because there are environmentally superior Alternatives 
within this proposal that can be used, we maintain that the City under CEQA 
cannot approve the Project as proposed. 

Instead, if the City wants to approve a Master Plan for the Silver Lake Reservoir 
Complex without a revised Draft, it must choose one of the three less impactful 
alternatives conta ined in the DEIR. 

SLWS has also advocated for another alternative , one that is a hybrid of the 
alternatives Included in the DEIR and importantly, that is science and data 
driven. We are calling this: Alternative Hybrid 3+2 .* 

The Inadequacy of The DEIR 

The DEIR fails to comprehensively address the impacts of the proposed Project 
based upon specific scientific and community data. 

Of the impacts that it does list, many are not judged by the repeatedly 
expressed values of the community. Instead, it ignores our values and thereby 
labels these impacts as "of little significant effect" except for the unmitigable 
impacts of years of construction under a vague and unsubstantiated timel ine. 

Look at the recently built North Atwater bridge whose City budget quadrupled 
from a 'gifted' $4 million to over $16 million. 

https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-river-bridge-20170525-htmlstory.html 

This bridge ballooned from a simple bridge requested by horseback riders for a 
safe river crossing to one whose inadequate attention to equestrian safety 
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C-36-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

C-36-5 
 

The comment states that the Knoll area is treasured by the Gabrieleno/Tongva 
tribes and that walnut trees should not be removed. The Draft EIR assesses 
the project's potential effects on Tribal Cultural Resources in Section 3.17. The 
City has consulted with local tribes with interest in the project area as 
described in the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR includes a Mitigation Measure TCR-1 
resulting from this consultation that would provide for Native American 
monitoring of excavations conducted as part of the project. Regarding the 
black walnut trees, the Draft EIR provides an extensive explanation of the 
potential for mature black walnut trees to be removed and compensated with 
re-planting at a minimum 4:1 ratio in compliance with local ordinances. Also, 
please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

C-36-6 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project as proposed. Please see 
also, Master Response - Funding and Operations. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C-36-4 

C-36-5 

C-36-6 

C-36-3 
cont. 

design caused the death of a horse within the first week . 
. https: //www. th eea stsiderla .com/neighborhoods/a twa ter _village/the-death-of-a -horse-s~ 

The North Atwater bridge wa s a relativel y contained and simple project 
compa red with the huge and complex Project proposed for our Silver Lake 
Reservoir. We must have a far better DEIR than this one which contains "an 
inadequate level of ana lysis given the massive amount of changes they are 
proposing for the site." (Amy Minteer, CBCM CEQA lawyer, 11/17/2022) 

Silver Lake Reservoir is Unique Among LA's Green Spaces 

Not another Echo Park Lake. Not another MacArthur Park. Not even another 
Hollywood Reservoir. Unlike the Holl ywood Reservoir, th is Reservoir is smack in 
the middle of the City, as shown in the photo added. Like the Hollywood 
Reservoir, our Reservo ir needs perimeter fencing for the wild and the urban to 
exist side by side. 

Did you know we ha ve an inva luable ecosystem of oak/ wa lnut/ elderberry on 
the Knoll, treasured by the Gabrieleno/Tongva tribes? The DEIR didn't either. 

It inaccurately identifies and devalues this area. proposing 
instead the destruction of two of the rare CA wa lnut trees currently holding the 
hillside in place with their matured so· deep root systems. 

Silver Lake Reservoir is a biodiversity stronghold for migratory birds, resident 
birds, terrestrial mammals and amphibians that Is already an unmatched 
resource not only for Los Angeles, but for the region, as will be seen once the 
Regionwide Wildlife Habitat Connectivity Plan initiated by Counc ilmember 
Raman is mapped out. 

It would take a bare minimum of $260 million dollars and years of disturbance 
to turn this biod iversity stronghold into another City Park like Echo Park Lake or 
MacArthur Pa rk. To do so on the basis of a flawed DEIR, would be a loss of such 
magnitude that it can properly be called tragic. 

Don't take our word for it. Read the experts' comments just on the 
Bioresources and Land Use topics of the DEIR . Even they were surprised at how 
extraord inary the Reservo ir is. 
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C-36-7 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

C-36-8 
 

The comment expresses support for a hybrid Alternative. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

  
 

C-36-7 

C-36-8 

C-36-6 
cont. 

In a time when so much of our world is threatened, we can do something! We 
have an unparalleled local opportun ity for a better future IF we have the 
foresight to preserve this open space and its wildlife as a permanent part of our 
City and the world. 

NOT A LOSS BUT A GAIN 

With much less money and alterations, we can meet the objectives of this 
Open Space's future by supporting its unique character and strengths, not by 
destroying that singularity. 

We are a "Very Low" needs community for parks and recreation as evaluated 
by LA County. The focus of park improvements should be directed to "Very 
High" and "High" needs areas, of which there are many. 

Our Alternative Hybrid 3+2* is in harmony with the City's forward thinking on 
environment, wild life biodiversity, and climate issues in general rather than 
going against It. 

This is why we share the experts' reports with you now, which show how 
valuable the Reservoir is and how inadequate this DEIR is. 

Dan_Cooper_RCDSMM_memo_l.2 

https://3a20fcbb·3beb·4ed8·ada9·b72c8ddddS0f.usrfiles.com/ugd/3a20fc_d6c4bb78ce 
Amanda_Zellmer_Silver Lake DEIR Comment.pdf 

https://3a 2 0fc bb-3beb-4ed 8-a da 9-b 7 2 c 8 d dddS0f.usrfiles.c om/ugd/3 a 2 0fc _fd844d5e0 9c 
Silver _La ke_DEIRcommentjodha n_Fine.pdf 

https:f/3a 2 0fc bb-3beb-4 ed 8-a da 9-b 7 2 c 8 d dddS0f.usrfiles.c om/ugd/3 a 2 0fc _ e 2f04b2 91 b< 
CDFW_Scoping_Comments_Silver_Lake 

https://3a 2 0fc bb-3beb-4ed 8-a da 9-b 7 2 c 8 d dddS0f.usrfiles.c om/ugd/3 a 20fc_a 7 4fc8bece i 

* Alternative Hybrid 3+2 = 
Most of Alternative 3 except for the South Va lley which would instead be 
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C-36-8 
cont. 

Alternative 2's choices but without any new lighting. 
In addition, Alt. Hybrid 3+2 would feature these individual exceptions that 
would override anything in Alt. 3: 
NO ornamental or rain gardens In the Meadow due to drought 
NO wetland terraces in the Meadow without reeva luation 
NO habitat fences needed in the Knoll without trails 
ALL wa lking paths/ promenades to have an effective buffer zone from the 
water's edge for safety 
NO habitat terraces in the Eucalyptus Grove without reevaluation 
NO new lighting anywhere 
Bike improvements should be provided but NO new parking 
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  C-36-9 
 

The attachment does not contain comments regarding the adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. The information is noted for the record. 
 

 

   
 
  

C-36-9 
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  C-37-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The comment expresses support for Alternative 1 and 2+3 hybrid. Please see 
Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

  

C-37-1 

RE: Gerry Hans' Comment on the SLRCMP Draft EIR 

we applaud and agree with Gerry Hans who submitted this comment "Support 
for No Project or Alternative 3 Natural Lands/Open Space Preserve" because 
like her, we also want" to do everything possible to fend off the precipitous loss 
of biodiversity in a City striving to retain it for a livable and healthy 
environment." 

As she points out "When there is controversy, it is best to err on the side of NOT 
losing what we have by doing nothing. Why take the risk? Why suffer through a 
relentless construction period? It seems much of the community is happy with 
the present condition, short lack of maintenance and a fence that's an 
eyesore." 

Most importantly, from a biodiversity perspective, fencing is essential in order 
to preserve the tremendous and important function these waters now serve 
migratory birds. This should absolutely be the highest priority. Along the same 
thinking, the addition of any lighting is adverse to bird migration. For these 
reasons, only No Project (Alternative 1) or Alternative 3 should be on the table 
for further consideration. 

We have a preference for Alternative 3, and the Alternative 2 South Valley 
element . 
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  C-38-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. As discussed in the Project 
Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, construction of the proposed park 
zones may occur simultaneously or sequentially. This 2-phased approach was 
developed in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum 
amount of construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case 
construction scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. 
 

C-38-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR.  
 

 

  

C-38-1 

C-38-2 

On behalf of the children who live within "ea r-shot" of the proposed 
construction under the Master Plan, we are spea king out LOUDLY regarding how 
their health and well-being will be affected by the additional 5 years of noise 
pollution. How will, for example, the hearing of a 5 year old attending 
kindergarten at Ivanhoe who walks home to a residence within yards of the 
SLRC area be diminished by the time that child enters 4th grade? Perhaps all 
children should ta ke a "benchmark" hea ring test before the construction 
begins to determine the lost by compa ring it to be ing tested aga in when 
construction ends and at interva ls throughout the 5 yea rs to determine any 
hearing loss, diseases and da mage to their well-being and then the City of Los 
Angeles should bear the cost of healthcare for these children if loss is 
considered permanent. Many studies such as this are proof of: 
"Noise Pollution and Its Effects on Children: noise-induced hearing loss is just 
one of them; others include increa sed blood pressure, insulin resista nce, 
hypertension, and ca rdiovascular diseases. Noise po llut ion is too serious to 
ignore," is from another sc ient ific resea rched arti cle, (Noise Po llut ion and 
Impa ct on Children Hea lth by 
Alok Gupta l , Anant Gupta 2, Khushbu Jain 3, Sweta Gupta ,. DOI: 
10.1007/sl2098-017-2579-7 , Epub 2018Jan 9. 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/2 9313308/): 

"Indoor and outdoor environmenta l noise pollut ion have been documented as 
a serious hea lth haza rd with increasing adverse effects on fetus, infa nts, 
children, adolescents and adults. Noise induced hea ring loss and non-auditory 
adverse effects due to noise pollution, are being increa singly diagnosed in all 
age groups including the fetus. Outdated motorized vehicles, machinery, 
increasing traffic, congested residential areas, crowded educational institutions 
and workplaces. unregulated commercial and industrial noise ha ve become a 
source of noise pollution with long-term disability. Areas of noise pollution must 
be identified and corrective measures be taken." This was recommended by 
the resea rchers of this published study for the NIH. "Pregnant women, fetus, 
newborns, infa nts and children are most susceptible to noise induced hea lth 
haza rds and should be given utmost protection. Public must be educated 
repeatedly regarding health hazards of noise. Traffic noise should be regulated 
to be within safe limits." 

To this end, we who live within wa lking distance of the SLRC and have neighbors 
of families, question how many fa milies with young children and/or pregnant 
women live within "hea ring" distance of the added noise pollution that will be 
caused by first the mult iple years of construction and then the future years of 
increased tra ffi c congestion and additional human activities. What about the 
children who attend the pre-school located on the Silver Lake property and 
those children ages 5-12 who walk to and from school around the SLRC dail y to 
attend Iva nhoe? 
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The comment states that the conclusions of the Draft EIR are not based on 
substantial evidence. The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA 
statutes and the State CEQA Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological 
Resources is consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds 
Guide, Section C Biological Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 
Biological Resources was prepared using industry standards for biological 
analysis. Draft EIR Section 3.4 provides a detailed characterization of the 
existing conditions at the SLRC and documents the potential impacts of 
replacing existing conditions with proposed improvements. The Draft EIR 
provides substantial evidence of the existing resources on site. The Project 
objectives include the goal of habitat improvements as the core of the Project 
vision.  
 
No specific reference within the Draft EIR is provided, therefore no further 
response is required.  
 

 

  

C-39-1 

LO< Angeles Alldubou Socie1y 
P.O. Box 411301 
LO< Angeles. Califomio 90041-3301 

Dcccmbc:r 15, 2022 

Dr. Jan Green Rebs1oek 
CiLy o f Los Ange les 
Public \Vorks, Bureau of Ei1gineerin :t 

11 49 S. Broadw,y, 6th Floor, Mai l Stop 939 
Los Angeles, Californ ia 90015-22 13 

AUDUBON 

Re; Sih'er 1...ii ke Reservoir omplex Msster Plan Projoct Draft Emrironm ental lmpac·r 
Repon; California ' m e Cleori.u• bo11se #20Zl010055 

Dear Dr. Green Rebstoek; 

Los Angeles Audubon Society has been a voice for birds and conser.1a1ion in Los Angeles for 
o-..•er 110 years. Our mLs ion is to pr-om(>te the study and pn:,tection of bird!;, o thtr wi ldl ife:, and 
their habitats 1.hroughoU11he diverse landscapes of 1he Los Angeles area~ We have over 4,800 
members and supporters. most of whom live ill tl1e City of Los Angeles, 

In 201 7. Los Angeles Auduoon Socie1y released a statement of priorities (attached) for the rcu5" 
of the Silver L.a.ke Reservoir Complex, ident ifying Lite rnajor features of vaJue lo bird 
co nservalion, namely a large body of water lhat is used extensively by Large nocks of migratory 
wHiterbirds and a fence contro lling human access and thereby protecting birds. from di.s1urbtmce. 
We no1ed 1he imponance orthe heron rookeries on 11,e site and presence of migra tory pa erines 
as well. The Si lver Lake Reseivoir Comp lex is well known and enjoyed by local birders. 

In 2020, we published an aniele in our newsletter The W,•srem Tariager (attacl1cd) high lighting 
the h.a.rmful na1ure of some oflhe active recreation proposals emerging from lhe Sihrer Lake 
Resa:rvoir Complex Mi:1:s-tcr Plan ~aster Phm) pr()C~S and these concerns were rai.sc:d by our 
members and s;up]l<)r1 t.:rS par1lcipating In th1u prOCCfiS. Wh ile some of the most d,i1m1:1.ging 
proposals considered in the Master Plru.1 process were not brought foJ\va.rd., the fina] plan. and the 
Drl}ft Environmental tmpacl Report (DETR). lack a me.aningfu l appreci1uion of the biolo,ti;rical 
lmportance of 1he s.i1e as a migratory bird stopover location 011d fa.i i to show ~ •idenc.e of any 
careful considcra1 ion by eoru;eivmion biologists in both the formula1ion of the Master rlan and 
1he analysis in the DEIR. n,e DEIR rel ies on Li>e Master Plan. wh ich in 1urr1 relies on a woefully 
in•dcquatc bio logical assessment that is lo'l!ely ignored except 10 ri:p,.ut plali tudcs obou1 
"hubita1·· that are (l h,•orced from the sclcnaifie detai l 1;1c:tm1l ly net.-CSS11ry 10 re:.tore. enhance, ;111d 
man.1ge native ecosystem 

The conclusions in an EIR must be based on substantia l evidence. which is dise11Sscd in 1he 
Californ ia Environmental Quality Ac1 as fo llows (Pub. Res. Code§ 21080, subd. (c)): 
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The comment provides background on the history of the site and values 
including for migratory and nesting birds. The Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, provides an assessment of the existing conditions of the site and 
recognizes the high values for migratory birds and nesting birds mentioned in 
the comment. The comment suggests an approach that prefers enhancing 
these habitat values rather than adding new habitat types such as wetlands. 
The proposed Project focuses on maintenance and improvement of native 
habitats including the introduction of water-reliant habitats not already 
present to provide more habitat diversity. Currently the open water within the 
asphalt-lined reservoirs provides resting areas for some waterfowl, but the 
intent of the additional aquatic habitats is to diversify habitats to support 
other species not currently present. 
 
Please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

C-39-2 

C-39-1 
cont. 

Argwi1Gnt, spoculatio~ umubs.tanti.aICd opinion or narrntivc, evidence which il5. clearly 
inaccurate or crronoom. or evidence of social or economic impacts whieh do not contribwc 
10 or are not caused by, physical impacts on the cnvirorune:nt, is: not sllmtantiaJ C\i dcnce. 
Substantial evidence s.hal1 include fucti , n:a.wr111ble ass.Umptiom. predicated UpOn facts, and 
expert opinion s.upp:med by fuds. 

As dcx.."'1.1:rnented in the Mmments that fo llow, many of the concluSiiOTL'i and 8...f;SieftioTL'i in the 
DEIR are not in fact supported by substantial evidence, and significant adverse impacts of 
the proposed project can be reasonably foreseen but are not cons idered by the preparers of 
the Master Plan and DEIR, even though they would be obvious to any professional ecologist 
or conservation biologist considering the proposal. 

Undentanding ltlt! Ecologjcal Value of the Sile 

The Silver Lake Reservoir Complex was cottstructed at the headw:nen. of a small st.ream near the 
eastern end of the Santa Monica Mountains.. The location was chosen along a canal that carried 
water from the Los Angeles River that split off from lhe river in tl1e an Fernando Valley. The 
canal wrapped around what would later become Griftith Park and then headed south from the 
Elysian Valley towatd the d:unmed Echo Lake. II mn parallel to the original stream in the little 
valley that was d&mmcd lo become lhc Silver L&ke Rcsc,voir. Tl,c reservoir originally had 
earlhen banks wilh emergent vegelalion at the edge oflhe shore (visible in historical 
photographs~ which were later replaced with steeper oonks and the paved banks CUJrently 
prt"Sent. Roth Tvanhoe: and Silver- l ake reservoirs arc there:forc entirely artificial h.nbiuu.s, while 
the surrounding uplands inc ludo some areas tha.t have never been developed, in particular the 
Knoll, which the current '\1egetation c.over s-uggest.s, despite presence of planted trees, is in fuct a: 
remnant of the historical Coast Li.e Oak-California Walnut Woodland lhel was pre,•alent in the 
ca,tcm Santa Monica Mountains (Elhingwa ct al. 2020, Loagcorc and oujdina 2022). The 
conservation value of the site today arises from a combination of its narurnl and anificial features 
in three Important ways: a!i: a . topover. ite for migratory waterbird.1;:, as a nestin8 site fur 
wate..birds, and as a habitat for mlgrtnory passerlnes. 

First, the site is a regionally important stopover site for migratory waterbirds. This value 
transcends whether any oac of the species using the silc happens to be identified as rare or 
special slams and needs to be considered as an integrated phcoomcnou with impacts to it 
triggering a finding of significance under CEQA guidelines addressing substantial interference 
with migratory wildlife. Again, this does not depend on any one of tho <p<eies being rare iL-;elf, 
b111 rather is necessary to fulfill the intent of CEQA to ''prevent the elimina1io11 of fish or wildlife 
species due to man'• activities, insure that fish and wildlife popt1lations do not drop below self• 
perpetuating levels, and preserve for future ge,,enuions representations of all plant and animal 
communities" (Pub. Res. Code§ 2100l(c)}. 

The value of the reservoirs as a migratory stopo,•et site is that there are large surface areas of 
watc:r where birds a.re not disturbed, or are at least loss disturbed, by humans. This limited 
disturbance i• the baseline condition from a CEQA pcrspective. The value as a mign,mry 
stopover site does not need to be enhanced by introducing fish, "marine invertebrates," or other 
elements to the reservoirs. Indeed, these introductions would ht11m the current habitat 
conditions. Tho mign,tory species thal use the rcscivoirs arc in general no t piscivorc11 a.nd only a 
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C-39-2 
cont. 

row conswne larger iuvenebratos, For example, the migrarory spe<:ics found in greatOSI numbers 
and their diets include Ruddy Duck (seeds., roots, and insects), Canada Goose (plants, insects, 
sometimes small fish), American Wigeon (pumts), onhcrn Shoveler (seeds, tiny c,ruslaccarn), 
Ring-necked Duck (aquatic plants, insects), Earcd Grebe (insects., crustaceans, and sometimes 
smalJ fish), 1be species of federal conservaiion management conoem (per the Dl!IR) are 
similarly not piscivores: orthem ?intaiJ (seeds. snails, ~taceans, insects), Greater Scaup 
(snails, insects, crustaceans, plants), and Lesser caup (aquatic invenebra1es, planlli, seeds). 

The value to these birds is lhat they h.a,•e a place of refuge wilh limited human disturbance in an 
othawise highly di>turbcd urban landscarc, Any project design that reduces that area lhrough 
habit.al conversion or introducLion of disturbance should be considered to be an adverse impacl 
and either avoided or mitigated (see re\1iew of recreation impacts on wildlife in Larson et al. 
2016). 

Second, the site contains• rookery for Great Blue Heron and nest sites for raptors, which are 
vulnerable to disturbance. The heron rookery is located ai the nonhwestem corner or lhe 
propcny, where the Master Plan envision> «tensive human access to the Ivanhoe Reservoir, 
following a period of co,,struction, The DEIR does not describe or analy£e the impacts of the 
project on th is rookery, save for a cursory assessment of amplified sound levels. The DEIR does 
not evaluate the impac:1 of human 11ctivity under the: nests. nor follow published 
recommendatio 11s for buffers around Great Blue Heron nests (Rodgers and Smith 1995), 
Ironically, th.is source: is cited in Lhe biological technical memorandum regarding the habjtat 
islands, but illi conclusions an, not applied to existing biological resoUI0CS on the site. Rodgers 
and Smith ( I 995) recommend that pedestrians be kept I 00 m (328 ft) from Great B luc Heron 
nest sites. Raptor nest sites are similarly sensitive to disturbance, yet the DEIR only proposes 
mitigation, (aka pmjtc-t design rcatu,t,;) for im])"Cts during con_;ll\Jction (PDF-BI0-2) and no 
mitigation for park operations that would inlroduce additional disrurbance imo areas where n.es1s 
would be disturbed (Richardson and Miller l 997). 

Third, the site is irnporurnt for migrating passerinc birds, which forage as they move through the 
vegetation around the reservoirs. Ago.in, the value here is from the presence of vegetation 
suitable for foraging (including native species, blll also non-native ures 11Sed extensively by 
many m)8J11tOry speci"! during mi8J11tion, such as "1.!Calyplu ) and the lack of disnutance by 
humans and their pets in those habitalli . The MaSler Plan would introduce widespread 
disturbance into these areas, removing SWo of the trees within a I 5-year period and replacing 
them with other oonnati\1e trtts and a few native species, thereby degrading the value of the site 
for migrating passcrincs. This assessment i,; based on knowlcd!!" of the litcrarurc on llllJ""Clli of 
pedestrians and dogs on birds (Miller et al. 2001) and of the value of eucalyptllS to migrating 
warblers. OmithologlS1S have noted tha t cucalyptuS tn:<:S can provide large food rt:8<lun:cs for 
foraging birds in the form ofr«lgum lerp pSyllids (Garrett 2000, Lockwood and Gilroy 2004). 
Gradual conversion of eucalyprus to native species would provide benefits over the long tenn, 
bUI only if lhe human disturbance in these areas is no t increased. Unrortunately, the pmpcsed 
project n,lics on a project design feature thal will not be effective at restricting hlllilan access (scc 
below, p. 8). 

Rotltcr than focusing the Master Plan arotntd protccthtg and enhancing these three con, habita1 
values for wildlife (migratory waterfow~ breeding waterfowl, and migrating passerines), lhe 
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The comment provides an opinion that the proposed aquatic habitats would 
not create beneficial habitat values. The FEIR includes revisions to the 
statement regarding the floating islands creating habitat and increasing 
species diversity, to potentially increasing diversity. See Chapter 3, 3.2.2. 
Additionally, the Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and 
the State CEQA Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is 
consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C 
Biological Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources 
was prepared using industry standards for biological analysis. See Master 
Response - Biological Resources. 
 
 

 

  

C-39-2 
cont. 

C-39-3 

approach, as d .. cribed in 1he DEIR. appears 10 be 10 try to introduce now habiw.t t}']JeS, ju5'ifood 
simply by a 'more is beuer' ' rationale and lhoroughly ignoring the many downsides of this 
approach. 

Va.Jue or '4-IJabltat lsla.nds" 

A prime example of 1he "more habit>t lypes is belier" approach in lhe DEIR is tire proposal to 
include noating habltnt Lda.nds in the r~t'1W irs . The introd:uction of these feanires i!1 
characterized as ucreating• wetland hahita.L It i:s noL The habitat is.lands and shoreline wetlands 
rcprcselll conversion ofono wedlmd habi1at typo (lacustrine) to anofuer (emergm1), 001 hab iw.t 
creation. The area of the habitat islands comes at lhe expense of the open water oflhe reservoirs 
and needs to be analyzed within the ccnt""t of the specific location of the proposed islands and 
how they break up the open water habitat that is •~urent ly so a1trac1ivc to migrating duc ks and 
geese. 

Tlle assertion 1hat 1he islands provide an ecological benefit is not well developed or supported by 
subsw.ruiBI evidence. Mo5' oflhe peer-reviewed literature on floating habita1 islands documents 
benefi ts 10 water quality (Pork et al. 2001, Masters 2012, Lu et al. 201 S, Yeh et al. 201 S, Cllang 
ct al. 2017), not babiw.t benefits. Assertions of bcncfits to birds are made in the DEIR. but lhc 
Master Plan and DEIR fail to specify what bird species ore lhe 1arge1 species at Silver Lake atld 
Ivanhoe reservoirs. For example, loons can benefit froin floaling islands for nes1ing [Hancock 
2000, Piper et al. 2002), and duck< and geese use them. Ruddy Duck (Giroux 198 1) , Cinnamon 
Teal, Redhead, and Canada Geese (Getz and Smilh 1989) will nest on floating is lands although 
whether they are superior to other habitats is debatable (Getz and Smith 1989). Oddly, the DEIR 
and Master Plan do not consider what species might use the is lands at all, and in lllct do nol 
specify a design thal would necessarily provide habiw.t for the species that might ooncc:iv•bly use 
1hem. For example, lhe floating isla,l.ds in nearby MacArthur Park should be showillg signs of 
benelitting native bird<, yet the DEIR issilent on the ""fl<'"' """" of the City of Lo Angeles with 
those i<l•nds and the bird, tlun might n,st on them. 

Introducing floating islands and concluding thal Ibey will benefit local ecology requires for 
greater dew.ii and analysis than provided in the Master Plan and DEIR. h would be a significant 
adverse impact if the floating islands w 011: to be used by Canada Gcc,;c IO nest as a resident 
population (Conover and Chasko 1985, Gosser et aL 1997, Gorham and I.re 2016) . Canada 
Goose wa• no1 hi t<>rically a bn:<dingspecies in Los Angeles (Willett 1912) •nd was only 
discovered ix-ting ill 1993 (Allen et al. 2016}. 1110 introduction or a lawn essentially down 10 
tl1e water's edge in lhe project design would increase the attractiveness oftl,e site to Canada 
Geese. A similar situation ofla"rn adjacent to a large water body at Earvin '"Magic:" Johns.on 
Rccrca tion Arca in Willowbrook resulted in the nood for a n:dcsign of the site lo minimize its 
attractiveness to Canada Geese (pees. obs.). 

The proposed design of th.c floating is lands docs not include any reference to appropriate native 
species !hat mighl conceivably neSI on them. (Any benefit would be predicated on keeping 
humans a sufficient di~ nce from the L lands..) For ex.ample, Ruddy Duck wa.'i n •'t.olerabty 
oommon" species in Los Angeles in the late 1800s (Grinnell 1898) and early 1900s, bM!diug 011 
''tule-bordcred ponds and lakes" tha1 wero subsequently drained (Willen I 912). The same story 
holds true for Cinnamon Teal, which was an "abundant" breeder (Willett I 912) ond oon1inues as 
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  C-39-4 
 

The comment asserts the Draft EIR does not provide adequate analysis of 
impacts resulting from floating islands, public access to the water, invasive 
aquatic species, and fish stocking. Based on comments received during the 
public review period, the City has made minor revisions to the proposed 
Project. The proposed Project would no longer include the floating dock 
component or opportunities for guided kayak tours. No public access to water 
activities would be allowed, including through guided kayak and/or canoe 
tours conducted by an ecologist for educational purposes. Final EIR Section 
3.2 discusses changes to the project design which includes removal of 
kayaking and recreational access to the water. Please see Master Response - 
Biological Resources (Public Access Impacts). 
 

 

  

C-39-3 
cont. 

C-39-4 

• fuirly eo nm10n breeder (Allen ct al. 2016 ), Redhead bred • poringly .. in local frcshwatcr 
marshes in O,e late I 800s (Grinnell I 898~ bu1 was only a "'probable" breeder by the early 1900s 
(Wil lett 1933). If d isturbance bY people were to be kept 11way from the reservoirs by• perimeter 
fence (which j., not the L'1Jm.."flt proposal), it is oon<.."eivablc that float ing islands could be designed 
th:u provided h.abi ta( for these once-breeding SJ>eeies of 1he Los A11geles Basin w hile no t 
incre.ns ing the n11mber of anada Geese. But fo r the project as current ly proposed, the 
sul>s1a111ial risk of increasing Canada Goose numbers would tieed 10 be considered a sigt1iftcanl 
adverse impac1 of the project on water quality and eeo logica l fmclion (Conover and Chasko 
1985. Gosser 01 al. 1997. Gort.tun and Lee 2016). 

The Master Plan and DEI R lack a detailed approach as 10 t.,w the floating islands would be a 
bcnctit to birds withoU1 introducing 1hc obvious ttdvcrse impacts tlli1t wou)d be associtttcd wit h 
thcin if lllC.")' bt.'(.1tme anada Goose nesting kxau ions. Tht DEIR also has not a~se:s cd the 
impacls of conven ing open water habilat to the noa Ling islands and how Lhal would affect 
roosting and disl'urbanc:e of migra tory wnle:rfowl. The DE TR doh nol even follow 1he advice in 
lts own technical memorandum to place die islands lar from human dlsrurbancc to ma.ximizc 
their i>io logical value (GPA 2020, cited in the DECR. which stales,, '"In general. the farther 
oITshore an isla.1td is the higher the chances are of successful 1\esti.ng.")- Nor have project 
pliuIDcrs lmplcmCfltcd the advice in 1hc 1cchnica l mc1norandum to ::.; izc the is lands uppropri,1tc ly 
for 1he species being targeled. The memorandum states, "The best i2e for noating wellands 
varies according Lo the species being targe Led." ApparenOy, no 011e on the Master Plru1 or DEIR 
team hfls. gone through 1he exercise of oon1emp!A1ing what species are- tc> be benefilted by the 
fkrnting isbmds in any deta il. If then: is one requirement of effective habitat creation and 
restoration it is that each individual spec ies needs 10 be considered in demil, lest there be 
unln1ended co1tsequences. The floating islands project element is 1101 suff"JCiently developed to 
co nclude it will have a bcnefil, and.,. currently dcscrib<:d, risks causing a sign ifi<,ull l\dv,:rse 
impact Lo key known l)e,neficial auribuLes of the site. 

l'nllu r, to Con ld<r Im pacts or borellne Acetss 

Jus1 as the Master Pl•n and DEIR fai l 10 antkipiue the possible downsides of 1he habita t is lunds. 
they also ignore adverse impacts of promoling public access 10 the site down to the water' s edge 
and into the water in the fonn of kaytl and canoe tours (DEIR. p. 2- 1 l ). These project elements 
would have obvious s ignifiC"'"dfll advene impacts on the environmenl if not mi1i_ga1ed in at Leas t 
two areas: 1) introduction of"invasivc c."<otic species, and 2) disturbance of migratory bird 
species. 

, ,, w,sfre Species 

The only mention of invfls.ive species in the entire DEIR invo lves controlling invssive plflnl 
species (1>, 3.18-26), peciftcally in the ornamemo l g.-u-don area (p. 2-55) and on wge1alcd 
embankment< (pp. 2-56, 3.9- 17). Although controlling invasive plant species wou ld be an 
important pan of the project, and require a much inore sophisticated weed management plan thru; 
pn.-scntc<d thus for, the more <:<o logically dcvastoling impacl woukl be the i111roduction of exotic 
pesl species such as Cham,eled Apple Snail (Pom(ltxa cair<1//cu/a1a; see 
h11ps://file.laco11nty.gov/SDSln1erlacwm/2 l 5649 Channelednpplesnit ll.pdQ- The i1y's own 
relmbi li1a1.:>n of Echo Park Luke i111roduced this h igh ly invasive species. (see e.8., 
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C-39-4 
cont. 

hu1•r (lwww \mcc orgl20l4-Ql-02/rc-ope1~ - h -i;i.'\C - , - n1m'..it , . Channeled 
Apple Sn11ils ea1 vei)eL0lio11 ,1oracious ly and ii is e11tire ly foreseeab le tha t Lhey could be moved 
by visitors from Ec ho P'.urk Lake and inlo the reservoirs ifpL-oplc nrc givc-11 a.<..-ccs.s lo lhc 
shorel ine. This snail shifts wct l,11 nd systems to hl1vc t11rbid water!.>. increased nutrit."l1l 
co ncentration. and increased phytoplankto n dotninance (Carlsson e1 al. 2004) . and is idemified as 
one of the world's worS t invas ive species (Lowe et al. 2000). O nce intrO<;lu ed , 1hey cannot be 
eradicated save drniJ1ing the we1 land and leaving ii dry for an extended period oftlme. Jus t laSI 
year the City of Los Angeles entered a $99,000 one-year co n1rnc1 for control of Channeled Apple 
Snail (incorrec1ly ca.lied Girutl Apple Snail) and trash clerutup in Echo Park Lake 
(hup,;-1/hoc.Jacity orJ1(docsld~v1awcnd;is/202W02)011202 JO 115/b,!1202 101 15¾20AFE¾20JON 
~ -

hanr,e le(i Apple Sna ils pose a public heo hh risk They arc vector.; ofra• lu11gwom1 , a parasite 
that affiicts hu1n.1ns and other animals, and is expand.ing in the Uni1ed S Liues (Liu et al. 2018). 
The nematode ct1.uses a fo rm of meningit is that can lead to COITIJ} , paralysis, and death, or o ther 
chronic ncurologic scquelae (Cowie C1 al. 2022). The po tential for Channeled Apple Snail ,o act 
as a host of 1his ci11erging parasite should indica1c a stro ng need 10 take mitigative steps to 
pl\."Ver'IL the s,..ails from spt'eading fan.her wilhin the City or Los Angeles, po tentially using Silver
Lake and Ivanhoe reservoir.; a> stcppin!!Sloncs 10 1hc Los An!!"ICS River less 1han ha lf • 111ilc 
away. Snail eggs could be moved inad enenlly by a •.iisitor traveling from one site to the other. 
such as a City parks worker, or imroduced wi1h plamings as presumably lrnppened a• Echo Park 
Lake. his the height of municipa l irrespo n.'iibility tha.t control of invasive and damaging aquatic 
i1wcrt-cbra tes is not even mem ioncd in the DELR. given their potentia l for significant atxl 
Lrreversible adverse environmental and fi ruin.ei.al impacts, as evidenced by lhe City's own curren1 
expenditures to oonlrol lhem in a much smaller wa1er body. 

ll~e DEIR does not pul into place any milig_a1 ion measure to avoid the l,uroduction of e.xotic 
plllnts or un imals. 'Waler le11uce-is an Invasive: spc.~ies thal h~,s vexed the rdrnbi lit111 ion ofEd 'l() 
P11rl: L11ke (h1tgs:/l;w»'W.theeil..-;t-siderl11.comlnt:ighborh,>ocls/ec:ho .varkfwuter-le1tucc:--tumin~
s:5l19•park•lakc•jn10-aquauc::,p lad-bowUanjc)e 12 )d5•¢· I lb I· I I ca-a0a6-ffc3d 1 67 5b96 h1ml). 
ye1 the prospec t ofcross-conlaminalion from the wetland just over a mile away does not appear 
to have been cons idered by the preparers of the Master Plan and D · IR. 

TI,e renderings for tl1e Master PJa,1 i11dica1e that 1urtles il l be illtroduced 
(h1tp://www.hllrgrea\rts.comfwp-c:<mtent/up k>11ds./202 1 /04/H1trgrea:ves,..Jo no -Silver-Lake
Reservoi r-09 ipa). described as a .. mruine rcpi ile.'' which we assume means '·aqurnic" rcp1 ite 
since ··marine" indicates a saltwater species. TI1c DEIR also indicates introduc1 ion of·'marlnc 
lnvertebra tes.,·• which also probably means ·-.iquatic" invertebr.:.tes:. Both of these suggestions are 
problematic. Whal •un lcs arc suggested to be introduced'.' Ccnainly p,coplc. if given access 10 
the shore o f1he reservo irs, will rele.ase pet tun lei, which will invade the habi1a1 and preclude use 
by any nat l e species. l l, is has occurred a1 every other we( l.and habital where humans are 
allowed acces~ from Kenneth H~1lm Sime Recreat ion Area, IO South Los Angeles \Vetbmd!i. Park 
(a City of Los Angeles 1ll'Oject), 10 tile Les Angele River. l l ie many species of exot ic 1Urtles 
that would be relea.11ed wou ld eliminate habitat v11Jue for nmive species such as. the Western Pond 
Turtle (Eno'l" marnrorala, a Cali fornia Species of Special Concern), which might o therwise be 
u1troduccd if approprio1c habi1at were created (Spinks ct al. 2003). but only if there we re a 
oo rrun itmeni ro kill exotlC 1un.les that wou.ld inev itably be dumpal an action 1ha1 wou ld swi ft.ly 
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  C-39-5 
 

The comment asserts that the Draft EIR fails to analyze and address impacts of 
human access to the water edges and that it would have significant impacts to 
waterbirds. As described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the 
proposed Project analyzed in the Draft EIR included a floating dock which 
would launch guided kayak tours. Based on comments received during the 
public review period, the City has made minor revisions to the proposed 
Project. The proposed Project would no longer include the floating dock 
component or opportunities for guided kayak tours. No public access to water 
activities would be allowed, including through guided kayak and/or canoe 
tours conducted by an ecologist for educational purposes. Additionally, the 
comment asserts that buffers for waterbirds would be eliminated. However, 
the access to the shoreline is a relatively small area when considered in the 
context of the larger size of the reservoirs. The majority of the reservoirs 
would be still inaccessible to the public and would provide similar conditions 
for waterbird use that currently exists.  
 

 

  

C-39-4 
cont. 

C-39-5 

be met with public resis1ance were i1 to be proposed. Similar concerns arise for lho introduction 
of unnamed and wtidentilied "marine invertebrates." This level of deuli~ with no species named, 
is inadc:quatc for a compctcnt project description wider CEQA. 

How would the introduction of invas ive and ecologically damaging bullfrogs (Rana cai,sbelnna) 
be pmiented, and the adverse impacts of this pecies avoided? Is ii currently present? (No 
swveys for amphibians are reponod in the DEIR attd all the wildllfe surveys are wholly 
inadequate for the pmpose of conservation plaruting,) Bullfrol!$ are implicated in the decline of 
Westem Pond Turtle (Nicholson et al. 2020} and so would need to be excluded as well to achie\'e 
environmental benefits that could conc<:ivably arise-from ti"' project. 

The Mas...- Plan blithely asscns that bo th P"'daccou,; and planktivorou,; fish would be 
introduced to the reservoirs, on the logic that they would provide forage for wading birds (the 
heron species). None of these fish species would be naLive lo the site (as it is an an.ificial 
impaundment) it.n,d lh~ir presence would have significant im(lilCts on ecological interactions. with 
otlter species, such as amphibians, Predatory fish have sil!llilicant impacts on the distribtllion 
and persistence of amphibians, with amphibian diversity being significantly lower where 
predatory fish are present (Hecnar and M'Closkey 1997). The DEIR does not even mention if 
any amphibian,; arc cum:ntly present at the silC but claims that suppon.ing •mpb.ibiorn is an 
objective oft.be project design ("The project design focuses on lncreaslng habila1 diversity aod 
value 10 suppon a dtverse am,y of birds, fish, amphibians, invertebrates, and other aquatic 
•pecies," p. 2 or Appendix D). If one i 10 take the DEIR seriously that it intend< to restore 
habitat for amphibians, then the Ci1y must grapple with the implications of introducing invasiv,: 
predators lhat hMm runphibiaos. It is biological nonsense to claim that both will be done. In 
fact, in 20 IO the Cil)' concluded for Echo Prut Lake th•~ "Few amphibians ere likely to be 
present in the Lake due to the presence of predatory fJSh'' (City of Loo Angeles, Draft 
Environmental Impact Report for Echo POik Lake Rehabilitat.ion Project, State Clearinghouse 
No.: 200909 1036) . It is entirely likely that no one aware of the ecological interaction< between 
predaceou• fi hand amphibian, w•• involved in the drafting of the Master Plan, lhat the 
preparers of the DEIR simply accepted text from lhe landscape architects in the Master Plan as 
having been well-researched, and tha t the responsible officials a1 the City relied on the 
con,;uhants aod never bothered 10 have at1y biodiversity CJ<pcrts review the document for obvious 
comradictions or oven cross-<:hcck it agaln,;t similar City projccl5. 

Dis1J1rhance to llfigratory Birds 

Another for~abte adverSe impac.t ofeiJlowing unfettered Hcce!i$ to the hore nfihe res.etvoirs is 
the disturbance of the large flocks of waterbirds that .._,e the site as• migratory stopover and 
wintering loca1ion. The conclusion in the DEIR Olllt Ullconstrained access to the shoreline and 
pennitted canoe and kayak tOul'S of the reservoirs would have no impact at all on migratory 
species is neither rcasombh:: nor based on substantiaJ c1,1idcncc,. 

A review of impacts of disturbance on waterbirds by Audubon California (Borgimnn 2012) 
provides some guidance ror dei.•elopment of an appropriate buffer around the reservoirs. To 
accommodate the most seositive wa1erl,ird species, buffers on the order of 100- 200 m (328-656 
ft) are recommended, based on disturbances that range from personal watercraft to pedestriat1S 
(Borgmann 2012). The DEIR should be re\'ised to describe, and then mitigate, the reduction in 
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  C-39-6 
 

The comment states that removing fencing would adversely impact wildlife 
habitats. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources (Public Access 
Impacts and Perimeter Fencing Removal Impacts). 
 

 

  

C-39-5 
cont. 

C-39-6 

effe,:tivc habitat area com;sponding to areas llllll are 150 m (492 ft) or le from the closest 
points of human access when movll\8, from baseline to project corxlitions. Because the reservoirs 
arc only 400 m (l ,312 ft) across al their widest, signifkant additional an::a relative to the total 
area would be affcc tc-d beyond wh,it is already impacted l,y the existing con/igurarlon. It ts 
likely, oosed on the studies cited in Borgmann (2012) , that migr.uory species such as Greater 
Scaup (246 m [807 fl) recommended setback), Les<er Scaup (252 m [827 fl) recommended 
se1back), ,invasback (144 m [472 ft] recommended setback), Ruddy Duck (144- 20') m [472-
868 ft] recommended setback), other diving ducks (I 03 m [338 ft] recommended se1back), and 
other dabbling due.ks (I 08 m [354 II] recommended setback} are already inlluenced in their use 
oflho reservoirs l,y disturoonccs along !he edge,. The DEIR concludes, based on no evidence al 
all, Jet alone oubs1antial evideoce, that the additional human and pet disturbance along the shore 
and on the water would cause no significaru impact. Reference to the relevant literature, 
however, shows this oom:: lll'iion to be false and il lll'>trates signifir::ant adverse DTlpact!> tn 

migratory species under CEQA that are not disclosed or mitiga1ed. 

ReU.anc.e on lnferpretive Sii;:nai;:e to Offset lncreaHd Disturba.nce from Remova l or 
Perimeter Fence Is Not Supponed by Evidence 

Tho DEIR describes intcrp.-elivc sign11gc as a project design feature that is re lied on to conclude 
tluu pooplo would be kept out of habitat areas. This projecl dcsign fea ture plays the functional 
role of a mitig;, tion measure and therefore must be feasible and there must be evidence in the 
record that it wil l wori<. The measure, spedfically, state$ that, "lnte,pretive signage will be 
lnstalled 11ear all wildlife friendly fencing to educate the public on wildlife and hllbitat 
sensitivity, and to encourage the public to 1101 enter the restricted areas." TI1e habitat foncin.g 
would be 3 feet tal l. With PDF-B10-3, !he DEIR concludes, on the basis ofno evidence 
whatsoever, th•~ "Overall, the wildlife-friendly fencing would minimize impae1S 10 habim from 
human interference" (p. J .4-31). Elsewhere, ii couches the removal of the existing peri.meler 
fence as being beneficial 10 wildlife: 

Removal of the cha.in-link perimeter fence would eliminate barrier.; to wildlife 
and provide access. for larger wildlife to access the "rater and wetlands areas. 
Areas with 1.he most habitat value for wildlife such .as the K.nol~ would be closed 
at niglu and off limits to the public. No impacts to wildlife are anticipalod from 
!he installation of the proposed hllbitat fencing or ihe removal of the perimeter 
fence. 

Common sense and !he recent history of public use of aty of Los Angeles parks cot1tradicts !his 
siatemem. Since coyotes are already traversing tlie project site and reponed as being observed 
on • ite in the DEIR (p. 3.4--8), it makes no sen.se for the City to clllim that the curren1 fence is a 
bonier and tha1 removing it would allow access for larger wildlife. What larger wildlife would 
the City like to provide access for? A mOUnta.in lion could jump the fence if that were !he intent 
The simple fact that coyotes are already present with the ex.isling fence is ample evidence to 
dlscard the ludicrous 11s.scrtfon that n:moving the pcrimcir:r fence LS occdr:d to providr: ace~ for 
wiJdlife. l be removal of the peri.rneter fence and its replacement wilh a J..foot fence and signage 
would, in contrast. be an adver!ie impact because it wnukl not be sufficient to eliminate 
dLsturbanre by human.s and peL< in o.r<as that the DEffi •• umes are off limi!S. The DEIR 
presents no evidence !hat a 3-foot fence would be effective. Evidence offeasibility and 
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The comment states that the Draft EIR is deficient in its analysis of Southern 
California black walnut woodland. The Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, states that Southern California black walnuts and coast live oaks 
observed onsite are not likely naturally occurring. As stated in Section 3.4, the 
entire Knoll and Silver Lake Meadow Park is underlaid with Urban land-
Dapplegray-Soper complex soils resulting from human-transported material. 
Additionally, remnants of an irrigation system were observed adjacent the 
Southern California black walnut and coast live oak trees. These two tree 
species need to be dominant or co-dominant in the tree canopy and attaining 
30% to 50% relative cover (Keeler-Wolf and Evens 2006). As stated in the 
Section 3.4 of the Draft EIR, neither of these species acquire that level of 
dominance or co-dominance as all woodlands present within the project site 
are dominated by non-native species (see Impact 3.4-2).  
 
CNPS currently considers southern California black walnut (Juglans californica) 
a List 4 plant (CRPR 4.2). CRPR 4 species do not per se meet the definition 
under CEQA Section 15380(b) as an Endangered, Rare or Threatened Species 
(“special-status”). Information for these species is often limited due to the 
difficulty in obtaining current data on the number and condition of the 
occurrences and few if any of these CRPR 4 species are eligible for state listing 
(CNPS 2023). CDFW does not include southern California black walnut in their 
State and Federally Listed Endangered, Threatened, and Rare Plants of 
California (CDFW 2023). Therefore, according to both CNPS and CDFW, 
southern California black walnut does not meet their criteria as List 1 or 2 
species or as Endangered, Threatened, and Rare Plants of California, 
respectively. 
 

 

  

C-39-6 
cont. 

C-39-7 

effe,:tivcncss tnust be presented for any mitigation measure to be relied upon m1""1- CEQA. 
Furthermore, the City's own experience at its parks provides ample evidence that a 3-foot fence 
would not be sufficicrn to eliminate t:rcsJ)llSsing. A 3-foot fence surrounds Ebe constructed 
wetland al the South Lo, Angeles \Vctlonds Parl<. Dense vegetation (hobitat) was established 
within the fence. People then hopped the fence and engagi,d in 1t11desirable activ ities in tile 
veg,tation (according to park staff, per,;. oormn.), re<ulting in the habitat created as part of that 
project being a.ln-.ist entirely removed, completely widennining U1e intent o(lhe landscape 
design and its use as wildlife nabitoi. There is no rational reason 10 beliC\le !hat U,e areas opened 
up and only protected by a 3-foo t fence at the Silver Lake Reservoir complex would oot similarly 
be oveITUll by trespassers. PDF-B10-3 cannot be relied upon to mitigate impact, from human 
ac.cess and therefore lhe project would have a s ignificru1t adverse impact on the environmem. 

Ca lifornJ.a \Valnut h Found io Wfypical Habitat" and May Con.stitute a Senslth:e atural 
Community 

Tllo preparers 011he DEIR go to grca1 pains to assert tllat C.lifomia Walnut (Jug/mt, 
ct1/ifornica) is no1 a spe,:ial starus sped"" bccawe it is ''not " ' itrun typical habitai" (p. 3.4- 13). 
This is incorrect. The DEIR relies on the City's 2006 CEQA Guidelines as to whether tho 
species is a scn:; itivc species under CEQA. Contrary 10 the =crtioas in the DEIR, California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) considers !he califomia Walnut 10 be a rare species 
OJ1d one requiring analysis under CEQA. As noted in Longcore and Noujdina (2022), from 
which we dreiw in this section, California: \Va:lnut mu.'it be considered in CEQA review because it 
meets U,e criteria listed in Section 15380 of the CEQA Guidelines (l 4 C R § 15380 (b)(2)), 
which defines a species as "rare" iP. 

(A) Although not presently threatened with extinction, the sp«:ic.s i:s. c:~;jsting in such 
small numbers throughout all or a significant portion ofits range that it may become 
cndangcrOO irim environment worsens; or (B) The species ~ lik.dy to bcoomc 
endangered within the foresee.able future throughout all or a sigoifica.at ponioa of iu 
range and may be considered "'lhreil•ened'• as that 1enn js med in lbe Federal 
Endongered Spec,,. Act. 

These conditions are met (Longcore and oujdina 2022). The City of Loo Angeles, and other 
local jwisdictions, should look to DFW for guidance on oonsidcration ofCalifomla Walnut 
during review. CDFW has a special role as the Trustee A!!"llcy for biological resources during 
CEQA review (Fish and Game Code.§§ 711.7, sulxliv ision(a) & 1802; Public Resources Code, 
§ 21070; California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA J Gulde! ines § 1538 6, •ulxlivi<ion (a))) . 
CDF\V w1equivocally stat"" tha1 California Walnut is a rare spe,:ios rnider Section 15380 ofU1c 
CEQA Guide Imes (Letter from Califomia Department of Fish and Wildl ife commenting on Mt. 
San Antonio College 201 S Facilities Master PIJln Update (FMPU) Supplemental Environmental 
Impact Rcpon, dated August 8,2016): 

Sootbem CoLi lomio black walnut r,,Juglans ,x,/ifornim) trees foond on tbe Project si1e 
should be considered"' a locally and regiolllll r,ue,, unique and/or uncommon (•od/or) 
rr.glonnlly ran: plant species; that is., species that em ran:: or uru:::omroon in a local or 
regional context, as such, woold meet the CEQA definition of a rare spc,cics (CEQA 
~Sec 15380~ CEQA directs that a special emphasis be ploced oo ''eovirorunental 
re,ources" tha t are rare or unique to the region and would be affemd by a proposed 
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C-39-7 
cont. 

project [CE:QA ~ 15 125 (c)) CH' is so dc!lignn tcd in local or regional plans, policies or 
ord inances (Cl!:QA Guidelines. Appendix G). Public age ncies h::ivc ::i dmy under 
CEQA to avoid or mi ni mize cnviron1n€nta l damage and to give major oonsidcm1io11 to 
preventing enviromnental dam•!!" (CEQA §Section 15021). Southern California blAck 
walnut5 are Californi a N.at1 e Pl11nt Society (CNPS) Rani:: 4.2 £'ind 11re oonsic:lered 
locall}' sensith•e specie:s. [n addition. the southern 0 :1liforni11 black walnw is 
designated SJ, which i!l cCN1sidcrcd vulnerable in lhe s:tme due 10 ::i res1ric 1ed range 
wi1b relative f,ew popula tions. CDFW ..,,--0~1!d oonsickr toss of Oll•S.ite popul.:t 1ion.~ of 
sou1hern ::ilifornia black walnu110 be ll01enti:ill y .sig.niflc;rnt frotn a pr(liee1 ::md 
cumul ati e ~rspe'-"1ive under CEQA. According!)'. impacts to these ICK:ally rare 
resoun::cs ,1.1.nd .w..h,quete midgation measu.n:s th.u.1 reduce the impOCt5 to Less. thun 
signi fic::m1 :shoo Id be; dt2!ieri bed :md i 1"1CQrpor~m?d . .. . 

The oc..'t.-d to reviC\'\' bnp,ucts 10 Ca1lfomia \Va lnut h11 bita1 is fu rt her estab li"'ih~d lhrough lhc stat11s 
o fLhe vegetal io n A:ssocial ions lh.tt ha\ 'C the species as a compone:111 pan . All natural 
comrnun i1ies. (defined as veo,aetal ion Alliii nces and Associa.1 ions:) that ind ude JugJmrs califonrica 
arc identified as Scnsi1ivc Namra l Communit ies in the Calitomia .numl Community List from 
the Ca lifornia Department of Fish and Wildlife 
(https:llnnn.dfa.ca.gov/Filellandler.ashx?Docu,nentID 153398). linpacLS to a Sensit ive Natural 
Co1nmunity 1nus1 be corl!iidcrcd when conducting review under the ~lHfornk1 Environmental 
Quality Act. ensili e Naltirn l Communities are designated as uch by the State of CaHfom ia 
because u,ey prov ide habitat for rare spec ies. CDFW requires cons ideration ofimpacts to 
. ens.hive Nah,1ra l Com muni ties. in env ironmental review: 

N':.in.1r:;ll Qmmuniries wi1h ran~ ofSI..SJ are: coffiiderecl Sen.,;,irive N:,111,1ral 
CommlDlitia. to be addrcncd 1i1 tfie ern·i,·01m1e1rtol re,·icw procctiSCti ofCEQA and hs 
equi'<il<nts [<:m ph,~is illldedJ ht tps·l/w, ldli fe.ca.gov/DJtalV<).-CAMP a111nll
Cornnnmities*.;.ensiti\fe%J"On;m1rn l%10oommunities. 

Furthermo re, lhc projccl s.itc is nol only tyrical habiu11 . it is.~11 the hc.., irt of 1he range of the 
species (Swanson 1967). It is enlirely likely 1ha11he California \Va l.mus found on lhe Knoll are 
remnants of1.he hi~torica l habimt that stretched u.c:ro. s 1he e.lSlern pan of1.he Santa Monica 
Mountains through the hills of east Los Angeles to the P11cme Hills (Longcor• and Noujdino 
2022} and 1h01 was• cr itica l pa11 of the cultural landsoapc before European cot1tac1 as a food 
source for ative peoples (Anderson 2005). 

llte vege1a tion mappingsupponing the DEIR does no t contain critica l infomtalion aboul die 
m inimum mapping unit. l lte number and concennmio n of Californ ia \Jlalnuts in and 
surrounding the 0re 11 mapped 11s nideru l on the Knoll raise the pcssibilily thuit ii should properly 
h•vc been mapped as a different veg,mtion All iance defined by California Walmll. which would 
be a Sens it ive N atuml Commw1 ity. The other spec ies commonly found wilh Califom ia Walnuts, 
Coaot Live Oak and Blue Eldemerry, are also present. lending credence 10 lhe interpretation 1ha1 
this area is in foci a rcin1111 nt walnut or oo k-wolnut woO<luutd . Giv,.i, the profcs~"<l focu:; in Ilic 
Maste.r Pion 011 biodiven.ity and restoralio11 for 11at ive species. rerogni2ing diis biological legacy 
would seem 10 be tlQ11.sistent with project g0a ls. ln<te•d, lh< pn:p<iren. of the DEIR d n>w the 
improperoonelu.~ion Lhitt these .u.lifom ltt \Va ln\rtS tme .. not within typica l l1;;1bitilt'' and reject the 
ide.a that they might constitute a Sensitive NatU1111 Community (DEIR, p. 3.4-13). 
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  C-39-8 
 

The Final EIR includes revisions to the statement regarding the floating islands 
creating habitat and increasing species diversity, to potentially increasing 
diversity. See Chapter 3, 3.2.2. Creation of these islands is not considered 
restoration. 
 
The comment states that the Draft EIR does not identify what specific 
ecosystems or communities that would be restored. The Draft EIR, Section 
3.4.5, Impacts and Mitigation Measures, discusses the creation of 23-acres of 
native habitat including upland and wetland habitats. This creation of native 
habitat replaces non-native landscape and developed areas and is not 
considered restoration. The Draft EIR baseline conditions were analyzed and 
summarized consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State CEQA 
Guidelines. Additionally, the Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological Resources is 
consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C 
Biological Resources. Please also see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

C-39-7 
cont. 

C-39-8 

The project proposos to mnovo two California Walnuts for the project. There is no good =n 
to do this, since the proposed park could easily be des igned around the e.isting trees and use 
them instead as the t.isis for an actual upland habitat restoration based on the species native to 
the site (Coast Live Oak, California Walnut, and Blue Elderl,crry) and tended over thousands of 
)'ears by aiive American inhabitants. 

"Restoradon" Are-as H ave Improper Plant Palettes 

The analysis in the DEIR relies on the kle• that habitats ore being "restored" as a means 10 assert 
that the environmentally damaging elements of the project will be offia01. /Is noted already, u., 
ln.stal"1tion of U.. habilat is!Jlnds is not creation of new habit•~ but conversion of one eitisti.ng 
wetland habitat type 10 another. Equally concerning is that lhe upland areas that are described as 
being "restoration" areas are not going 10 be restored at all, but rather would be subject to the 
planting ofa mishmash of plant species that would never be fotilld together as a narural habiiat. 
The lirst red flag that the "'restorations" are not anything of the sort is that the Mast~ Plan does 
nm name the vegotation community that is the goal of the plantings. The planting lists in the 
Master Plan arc for areas referred to as " Upland" and "Transition." The "Upland" plant lisi is 
U1tended to be used for p"1ntings on the Knoll and in the Eucalyptus Grove. The species list, and 
the rendcrin8S of thc:;c """'5, indicoic that the landscape architects think thal there will be a 
combU10tion of ,a ll trees with a <ruasi-chaparral under.llory, which is nothing like a nath·e habilJlt 
that would have been fotilld here. The species of trees proposed for the "Uplantf' areas are as 
fo llows (Masttt Plan, p. 186): 

• Western Redbud Cenis [sic~ Cercis] occide11ta/is (nm naLive to s:iLe) 
• Western Hackberry Celli.1 reti<.ulata (not native to COWl.ty) 
• Catalina Ironwood Lyo,roJl1onrnus flaribtmdus :!iSp. asplenifoJius (nol native to site) 
• California Sycamore PlalamJS racema.,a (native, but belongs in moister locations:) 
• Torrey Pinc Pim,s lor,eyvna (not native to oounty) 

ata lina Oary Pnmus ilicifoUa SSp- lJ•or1ii (nr:,t native to mainland) 
• Coast Live Oak Qr,ercus agrifolln (native; the one appropriate species on the list) 
• Pasadena Oak Quem,,r engelmannii (not native to site) 
• Cork Oak Quert.u.t Juber (not native to continent) 

It Is baffling why thL~ ·"rcstoraticm .. contains tTCe ~ecies from around the state and the world, and 
yet omits, and lndeed proposes to remove two specimens of, the rare native tree species that i.s 
found on the site, Califbrnia Walnut (DEIR, p. 3.4-S). 

The species of"shrubs and groundcovcr'' proposed for the "Upl•nd" areas arc: 

• l ester Rowntree Manzanita Arctostaphylas Lester Rowntree (cultivar, which would 
ne'\r"er be used in ill restoration) 

• John Dourlcy Manzanita Arctosraphylos John Dourley (cultivar) 
• Coyote Bush Bacclraris p.ifulari:,. (nath·e) 
• Flannel Bush Fremon/0</endron oolifor,./cunr (not native to site) 
• Toyon 1-le.terome.les arbutifolia (native1 but grows 8- 30 feet tall) 
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The comment asserts the Draft EIR does not properly cover impacts due to 
fuel modification. The location of the proposed new structure is within an 
area currently vegetated with non-native vegetation primarily consisting of 
mature eucalyptus and pine trees and generally open understory dominated 
by Chilean pepper trees and invasive grasses. The proposed Project will 
reduce wildfire hazards at the site compared to exiting conditions by imposing 
fuel modification standards, while at the same time replacing invasive 
vegetation with native vegetation that will improve habitat values on the site. 
The proposed native plantings and fuel modification of habitat up to 200-feet 
from the proposed Education Center would increase the habitat value of this 
area. Comments regarding additional information as it relates to irrigation and 
invasive species will be noted for the record and forwarded to the decision-
makers. 
 

 

  

C-39-8 
cont. 

C-39-9 

• Shrub [ =Scmb) Oak Quercus berberidifo/ius [sic-; berberidifolia) (ru,tivc, but grows 6- 12 
feet 1'111) 

• California Coffeebeny RJ,amnus [=Frangula] californic,, (native but tol<nt<:$ only 
partial shade and grow< up to I:; fee, tall) 

• Lctoonadc Berry Rhus intcgrifo/ia (native, but grows 10-'30 feet tall) 
• Hununingbird SagcSaMa spathacea (native, the only native groundcovcr on lhc luil at 

1- 3 feet tall) 
• Blue Elderberry Sambucus mexicm,a (native, but grows 8,-30 feet tall) 

The undcrstory plants are modcsdy mor,; appropriate, but taken as a whole, the planting list is 
incoherent as 11 plan for restoration because most of the "shrubs lllld groundcover" species are 
either cultivars or grow l 0- 30 feel tall. A proper restorallon plan for a California .site would 
name the specific vegetation Alliance as dcfmcd in A Ma,rual o/Califon,ia VegetotiOIJ (S.wycr 
et al. 2009) that is the target oftl1e restoration and pro idea rationale for wh)I that vegew.tion 
community is appropriate to the site (see e.g., Brooks et al. 2019). 

The pla.Jll list for the "Transi1ioa" zone be1Wccn Silver Lake Reservoir and surrounding upla.JJds 
is not much better (Master Plan, p. 187). II has a few species that could arguably be eeologically 
appropriate iflhc edge configuration increased water availability (e.g., White Alder, Fmnont 
Cottonwood, Red Willow), but lhcn proposes spec ies that arc out of their ranges (Bigbcrry 
Mlinzanilll) or would not be compatible with the moisture level needed to support the trees (e.s., 
California . og,,brush, White Sag,,). 

The pla.Juing plan does no t reference the historical ecology of the site or watershed and makes no 
attempt to discern what plants would be ecologically appropriate, instead choosing• mix of 
species that allowed tt.: designers IO produce r,;ndcrings that combine taller trees wilh lower 
ground cover species I.bat no California naturalist would recogni2':e H being a nali\•e habit.al type. 
Th.is is both a Jost opportunity - a restoration of a biodiverse Coast Lh•e Oak-California Walm.JJ 
Woodland could have been proposed - and vitiates the claim, in the DEIR that ''restoration" 
will offi;et the impacts of additional recreational disntrbance, noise, ligbis, atid olher impac1s on 
local wildlife. 

DEIR Lacks Discussion of Impact of ew Structures on Fuel Manaiement for Upland 
Ilabllais 

Although the DEIR acknowledges that the education center and other stmctures will require fuel 
management activities to talle place within 200 feet of the structure (p. 2-50), it does not quaniify 
or mitis-ite the adverse impac.t.-c. ari'-ing from fuel management on habitabi. Th~ impact'i range 
from the obvious, such as reRXlval ofnarive vegetation. to those invisible to the non-specia.lis.1, 
such as the introduction of invasive exotic insects such as Argentine ants: (longcore 2003). The 
fuel management zone will preclude any true restoration of habitat within 200 feet of the 
education center, while lhc anoly,is assumes that lhc ''restoration"' of those areas will offisct lhc 
imp<1cts caused by the education center and other active recreation activities to be introduced to 
the ite. The undenlt<>ries of areas subject to fuel management are rapidly dominated by inva.,ive 
exotic grasses and forbs (Keeley 2003): 
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The comment overall asserts that the Draft EIR lighting analysis is inadequate 
and that mitigation measures and design guidelines to minimize impacts of 
lighting are absent. Draft EIR Section 2.5.3 states that no lighting would be 
implemented for paths within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended 
to be used at night by the public. The section continues stating that all lighting 
would be shielded and pointed away from the surrounding neighborhood or 
wildlife area. Specifically, Draft EIR Section 3.1, Impact 3.1-4 states that 
lighting would not be included along secondary pathways within habitat areas. 
Additionally, Mitigation Measures AES-1 requires that all new permanent 
exterior lighting shall be shielded and directed downward to avoid light spill 
onto surrounding land uses including natural habitat areas, open water, 
residential areas, or into the night skies. The habitat areas including planted 
areas of native vegetation and open water would not be significantly impacted 
by proposed lighting and the SLRC would continue to function as usable 
wildlife habitat. 
 
 

 

  

C-39-9 
cont. 

C-39-10 

Prn6rc fuel manipulations. such as fuirl breaks produce: ttmditions. that fai.·or weedy aliens: 
and lhus act to increase the aliirn presirncc, increase: the movement of alirns into wildlands., 
and inc-rca11c s~d sources capable of invading after tire. 

Fuel managemem usually requires the introductfon of a permanent wa.tersource in the form of an 
'•irrigated zone" surrournling structures and tho project plan introduces a largo lawn adjacent to 
the oduoation cemer and areas that arc planned to be ''restored." An irril!lltod zone, along witl1 
the disturbance or clearance, promotes the invasion or alien insect species, such as the Argentine 
ant, into fuel management zones and adjacenJ nati,•e habi tats. The deleterious errec1 or 
Arp tine ants on native arthropods is well documented, wi th numerous studies reporting a 
decrease in artliropod divers ily as Argentine ant abundance increases (Erickson 1971, Co le et al. 
1992. Human and Gordon 1997, Holway 1998a). Fuel management increases the abundance of 
Argentine ants by providing two oonditions that increase inva!tion: a. water somc:e and increased 
disturbance (Holway 1998b, Human cl al. 1998). Argentine ants invade far beyond lhc wawr 
sources and into surrounding undisturbed habitats, with increased abundat.tce docwnented to a 
distance ofup to 6,0 feet (Suarez ct al. l 998). Community-level analy,;is indicates toot 
arthropod SpCCics oomposition will change and Ovttall diversity wil l decrease when hobitats are 
subjected to fuel management. These changes in artl,ropod species diversity will have resonating 
impact< on vertebrates that u.se arthropods as prey <pecies. 

The DEIR does not contain an assessment of the adverse impacts of fuel manogement that will 
be required becau.,e of the des ign of the project. The preparers have not done even the basic 
assessment of the inscc1 communities in tho areas that would be disturbed . An assessment of the 
impacts or the introduction of additiona l irrigaiion would r-1 to be informed by lmowing if, fur 
c,camplc, native harvester ants J)Cl1ii51 in the upland habiu.ts urroltllding the =i:rvoil,;, IIS they 
do at othc:, local.Ions in Silvc:, Lake (see iNaturalist observations ii 23570 179, 3509407). 

Lighting Analy,1, b Ab, unlly lnade11uat, 

The decis ion to include additional lighting and illwninated niglutime activities as part or the 
Master Plan is inconsistent with the project's stated objective of enhancing and expanding 
wildlife habitat and improving upland habilaL The proposed proj ect would dramatically extend 
nighttime lightingaroWld the rese,voirs and within the project site (DEIR, Figure 2-ll). The 
purpose or the proposed increase in lighting is to allow public use after dark, which use would 
lt...••clf l_ncrea!ie disturbance iJTl))licts to wildlife spcc:ic:s. i_nto the nighttime hour,;, and direct ly 
disturb wildlife. Such action would cause s ignificant adverse impacts. l1le perimeter path 
would be illuminated at 0.5 fc (-5 IW<) which is 50 I.Im .. hdght• r than the illumination of a 
typical full moon and fur exceeds thresholds for environmental impacts on wildl ife (Grubisic et 
al. 2019), including for roosting shorebirds, which can show decreased presence at 0.05 I"" 
(Simons et al. 2022), • hundred times dimmer than the proposed lighting. The lighting along the 
perimeter !)11th would illuminate the-n:scrvoirs, which would be an advcr.;e impact (Grubis ic et 
al. 20 17). In pcral, •dditional light hllS to be considered an a,h,cn;e impact on biodivcnsity, as 
documented in extensive published literature (Longcore and Rich 2004, Rich and Longcore 
2006, H61ker et al. 2010, Gaston etal. 2013, Longcor, and Rich 2016, Kemboch et al. 2019, 
Owens ct al. 2020, Sanders et al. 202 1 ) . 
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  C-39-11 
 

The comment asserts the Draft EIR did not adequately address the impacts. 
The SLRC is an urban park which currently has high levels of public access and 
anthropogenic influence to the majority of the site. The increase in public 
access would not elevate the SLRC exposure above the existing high levels of 
exposure to night lighting and amplified sound. For instance, the Draft EIR 
Section 3.1, Impact 3.1-4 states that lighting would not be included along 
secondary pathways within habitat areas. Additional Mitigation Measures 
AES-1 requires that all new permanent exterior lighting shall be shielded and 
directed downward to avoid light spill onto surrounding land uses including 
natural habitat areas, open water, residential areas, or into the night skies.  
 
The comment asserts that the removal existing fencing preventing access to 
habitat by humans and pets would be a significant change from current 
baseline conditions, adversely impacting wildlife, and that the Draft EIR failed 
to disclose, analyze and mitigate these impacts. In the Draft EIR, the perimeter 
fence will be removed in phases as different park zones are constructed. The 
Draft EIR concludes that the removal of the perimeter fence would eliminate 
barriers to wildlife and provide access for large wildlife to access the water 
and created wetlands. Areas with the most habitat value will have low-level 
habitat fencing to demarcate access restricted areas (see Figure 2-4 in the 
Draft EIR). Additionally, these areas will be closed at night and off limits 
entirely to the public (see Master Response – Biological Resources (Public 
Access)). No impacts to wildlife are anticipated from the removal of the 
perimeter fence. 
 
Additionally, in the Draft EIR, Section 3.4.5, PDF-BIO-7 through PDF-BIO-9 have 
standards for removing perimeter fencing and increased human use of the 
site. 
 
The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. Section 3.4, Biological Resources of the Draft EIR is 
consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C 
Biological Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources 
was prepared using the industry standards for biological analysis. 
 

C-39-12 
 

Comment noted. The references and attached articles written prior to the 
publication of the Draft EIR do not contain comments regarding the adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. The information in the articles is noted for the record. 

 

  

C-37-12 

C-39-10 
cont. 

C-39-11 

C-39-12 

Mit.igation measwes and des!Bll guidelinc, to minimize hnpacts orlighting arc absent from the 
DEIR. Strategies lo reduce impacts on biodiversity generally have been published by lhe 
Notional Park Service (Longcort: and Rich 2017), and guidance for e>pcciaUy sensitive truca such 
.. bal5 •re also avall•blc (Voigt ct al. 2018). Although it is true that th.is area of Los Angeles bas 
subslfillli>.l existing light pollution, measuremonts iJ1 nearby Griffith Park place the sky glow 
(renected light) at being somewhat higher than the light ofa full moon (--0. 15 hoc). Thi< t< still 
substantially lower lhan the illumination proposed for lhe project, so lhe aJJ!lllllOnt that the site is 
already degraded at night is not valid. The DEIR indicates lhal ligt,ts would be pointed away 
from "habitat" (p. 2-29) but does not articulate wruu areas would be included in that del'inition 
(all open waler, alJ vegetated art:as?) and its enforcement would need to be incorporated into 
binding and clearly articulated project conditions to be a va lid mitigation measure under CEQA. 
1l1e DEIR does not even provide guidance on 01e spectrum (color) of light to be used to reduce 
impact.< on wi ldlife, even Chough fu ll -spectrum LED light< typically u"'-1 fo r outdoor lighting are 
more damaging and altemativc, are available lhat could reduce these impacts (Longoore 2018, 
Longcore et al. 2018). 

Conclusioo 

Tho adverse impacts of lhe increased dcve~lpm<nt ard •cavity prop<lsed in the Ma<ter Plar 
would degrade lhe importsnt vulue of the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex fur birds. Any 
marginal benefit from converting open waler along the edges 10 emergent wetlands would be 
small in comparison wilh the ach•erse impacts ofremo"'ing the perimeter fcnc.e and promoting 
extensive human activities. including night lighting and amplified ,ound. The Master Plan and 
associated analys is evince litLle undcrstandingoflhe biological values of th,; project site and 
miss the mark entirely if their intention was, as staled, to be beneficial for native biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Travis Lon1,,core, Ph .D. Catherine Rich, J.D. , M.A. 
Pr<:sidclll, Conservation Co-Chair Vice Prcsidcn~ Conservation Co-Chair 

About the Author, 

Dr. Travi Longcore is an Adjunct Professor a1 the UCLA lnstiltll< of tho Enviromnont •nd 
Susiainability . He has 1'1ugh.~ among otl1er courSC>, BioresoW'Co Management, Environmental 
Impact Analysis, Field Ecology, and Ecological factors in Dc,ign. He was grad..,ted summa 
cum laude from the University of Delaware with an Honors B.A. in Geography. holds an M.A. 
and a Pli.D. in Geography fi"om UCLA, and is profossionally ccnificd as a Senior Ecologist by 
the Ecological Society of America and as a GIS Professional by the Geographic Information 
Sysiem Ceni.flcation Institute. He is a 25-year member of the Los Angeles County 
Emironmentol Review Boan:I. O,therine Rich is Exe<,1.1tive Officer of The Urban Wild land. 
Group. She holds an A.B. with houo,. from lhe Unive,.ity ofColifornia, Berkeley, a J.D. from 
the UCLA School of Law, andru, M.A. in Geography from UCLA. She is lead editor of 
Ecological Conseq1mrces of Artificial Night lighting (Island Press, 2006) with Dr. Longcore. 
Longcon: and Rich have authored or co-authored over 60 scientific papc,. in top pccr-rovicwed 
journals such as Auk, Biological Canservalion, Conservatfon Bio logy, Environmental 
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cont. 

Mallilgemem, Fromier, in Eco/og,• and ,he Enviro,1me111, Trends io E"ol•rioo aod Ecology, and 
Urban Fo,-e:rtry and Vrba,, Greening. 
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  C-40-1 
 

The introductory comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-40-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the addition of parking in the South 
Valley. As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, 
there are currently 10 parallel parking spaces along this segment of West 
Silver Lake Drive. By converting to 90-degree parking, the proposed Project 
would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley. As identified in 
Section 3.16.5 the proposed Project has been designed in consultation with 
City Planning, and would be consistent with the LAMC 12.37 and Mobility Plan 
2035. Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option and Master Response 
- Traffic/Transportation. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C-40-1 

C-40-2 

We, the SILVER LAKE RESIDENTS FOR LESS IS MORE, love our neighborhood. 
We are long-term residents, some of us born and raised here. 

w e want to preserve and nurture what we have: we have an abundance of 
green space, we have ample recreational opportunities. we have Wildlife, and 
we ha ve community. We are fortunate. 

The proposed project is full of promises, lovely rendered images, which 
strangely resemble scenes from the 1950's-a safe time when families strolled 
about in verdant parks with birds abounding, ready to land on their shoulders. 

Sadly, the proposed Project, despite the paid artists' renderings and the 
politicians "dream big" rhetoric, would create the opposite. 

We must, yet aga in, vo ice our concerns about the Silve r Lake Reservoir 
Complex Master Plan Project (SLRCMP) Draft Environmental Impact Report 
(DEIR). 

All of us could be in support of some aspects of the Project, but as written, as 
presented, we cannot support any of the Alternatives except Alternative 1: No 
Project. 

Let us begin with our concerns in the South Va lley, the most heavily congested 
area of the entire Reservo ir Complex. 

The GRASSSY KNOLL: 

- No New Parking Spaces-

we are strongly opposed to 25 parking spaces at 90-degree angles to the curb 
at the Grassy Knoll. 

We st Silver Lake Drive is less than 50 feet at the south end, and narrowing th is 
thoroughfare would most definitely create traffic congestion, cause traffic 
acc idents, and endanger pedestrians. That the DEIR claims this would ha ve no 
impact on traffic is really quite incredible. 

Beautification is a key objective of the Project. Twenty-five vehicles parked 
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C-40-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the installation of picnic tables. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-40-4 
 

This comment expresses opposition to relocation of the basketball court and 
construction of the multi-purpose building and night lighting, but requests 
shade trees in the dog parks. As specified in Section 2.4 - Project Objectives, in 
addition to repurposing the SLRC into a public park while preserving and 
enhancing its unique character, another key goal is to expand existing active 
recreational uses and increase passive recreational uses. The proposed multi-
purpose building would be consistent with the proposed Project's goals. While 
the 5,800 square foot facility would require some tree removal during 
construction, as stated in Section 3.4 Biological Resources, PDF-BIO-13, the 
City Tree Ordinance would require these to be replaced at a 4:1 ratio for all 
protected trees. Additionally, per RAP Policy, whenever trees are removed, 
the existing trees' diameter, measured at diameter at standard height, shall be 
replaced at an equal or greater caliper of new trees. Also, please see Master 
Response - Biological Resources. 
 
Regarding the dog park, as shown in Figure 2-13 Proposed South Valley 
Renderings and Figure 2-14 Proposed Dog Park Rendering, shade trees would 
line the small dog park and the perimeter of the larger dog play area. 
 
Please see response to Comment C-40-2 with regard to the parking and traffic 
issue identified. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C-40-3 

C-40-4 

lengthwise at the Grassy Knoll, however, wou ld greatly detract from what is now 
a beautiful sloping la wn that the community loves. This increase in parked 
vehicles, sticking out into the street, would diminish the grace and charm for 
those relaxing in the Grassy Knoll; for those walking, biking, or driving by; and 
for those simply looking out their windows or sitting on their porches. In 
addition, more cars would create more heat from the metal bodies and more 
pollution from the vehicle emissions. No thank you. 

-No New Picnic Tables or Barbecue Facilities-

The sloping, tree-lined Grassy Knoll ls a lovely, shaded area where people like 
to spread out blankets and relax, read, and write. Plein air pa inters come to this 
ve rdant area to capture the beauty in acrylic or wa tercolor. Installing a 
plethora of picn ic tables on the Grassy Knoll demonstrates a stunn ing lack of 
understanding of what the community loves about this very little, very special 
park at the south end of the Lakes. More picnic tables and barbecue fac ilities 
would not only spoil the beauty, but also, encourage more litter and more 
trash, bad for the neighborhood, the park goers, and the nearby residents. 
Good for the rats though. 

RECREATION CENTER AREA-

- No Demolit ion, Construction, Expansion, Multi-Purpose Building, Night 
Lighting, or Relocation of the Basketba ll Court-

- Dog Parks: Add Shade Trees and Make Some Improvements Within the 
Existing Footprint-

A major Project objective in the DEIR is to expand and enhance green space, 
yet the Project as presented, would actua lly diminish green space by expa nding 
the concrete footprint in this Area with a 5,800 square foot Building. Aga in, th is 
is contrary to the goa ls of beautification and creating more green space. The 
two-story build ing will ruin the view of the trees, if the trees are even permitted 
to rema in. 

In addition, attracting more people to this location would mean more traffic 
and more parking. (And the proposed twenty-five. 90-degree angle parking 
spots, on West Silver Lake Drive, as aforementioned, is ne ither tenable nor 
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C-40-5 Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation 
 

C-40-6 
 

The comment expresses support for the addition of shade trees and other 
non-invasive improvements within the existing footprint of the current dog 
park. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.  
 

C-40-7 
 

This comment asserts night lighting would be disruptive to residents and 
wildlife and that the proposed relocation of the basketball court is 
undesirable. As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, 
new lighting would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow 
the public to use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The 
proposed park hours would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park 
areas would not include additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and 
Eucalyptus Grove (refer to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be 
implemented for paths within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended 
to be used at night by the public. As specified within Section 3.4 of the Draft 
EIR, bat colonies and nesting birds utilizing the site are adapted to living in an 
urbanized setting with the existing lighting on-site, including the adjacent 
residential areas and traffic along roads. The proposed Project would be 
designed to limit lighting within areas with the most habitat value for wildlife 
species and all lighting would be shielded and pointed away from the 
surrounding neighborhood and habitat areas. Therefore, indirect impacts 
from lighting, noise, and human activity during proposed Project operation 
would not impact or diminish long-term survival of wildlife species, including 
nesting birds or roosting bat species. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with implementation of the proposed Project, thereby limiting noise 
impacts to hours where other noise would usually be present. Additionally, by 
moving the basketball court to the north, the court would be moved further 
away from sensitive residential receptors. As shown in Section 3.12 of the 
Draft EIR (Noise and Vibration), Table 3.12-21, the combined noise levels from 
mechanical equipment, loading activities and refuse, and open spaces without 
amplified music would not exceed the significance threshold of 5 dBA over 
ambient noise levels at any of the receptor locations. 

 

C-40-5 

C-40-6 

C-40-7 

C-40-8 

C-40-9 

C-40-10 

welcome). Van Pelt is congested as is. More congestion from increased traffic 
would have a significant negative impact on this narrow street. 

Regarding the two Dog Parks: we do support adding shade trees and making 
other non-invasive improvements within the current footprint. 

The proposed night lighting would be highly disruptive to the residents and to 
the Wildlife. In addit ion, a new Multi-Purpose Building is predicated on 
demolishing the current Basketball Court and relocating it in a highly 
undesirable location that will have significant negative impact. The current 
location Is in an open area that does not create echo against nearby buildings. 
Silver Lake Boulevard on its west helps to absorb the sound. The new location 
will create significant Noise from the Basketball Court as well as Noise from the 
echo ing off the bu ildings on either side. Residents in close proximity will have 
significant negative impact from the Noise and the Night Lighting. Residents 
who live in the hills will have significant negative impact from the Noise 
because sound rises and from the new Lighting that will diminish the stars and 
the beauty and peace of the night sky. Further, additional Lighting will 
significantly disrupt the nocturnal patterns of the Wildlife. 

-Impact of Demolition and Construction in south Valley and Throughout 
Reservoir Complex-

The proposed demolition and construction will , the DEIR concedes, create 
Noise that "unavoidably" exceeds "acceptable" limits. This will create 
significant negative Impact for residents; companion dogs, cats, and Birds; and 
Wildlife-especially over an extended period, yet the DEIR offers no mitigation 
for this negative impact. 

The Demol ition of "hardscaped" areas from the Meadow, the Knoll, and the 
Iva nhoe Reservoir to the Euca lyptus Grove and the South Va lley will create 
significant negative impact for residents, their companion animals, and the 
Wildlife as outlined in the DEIR: 2.6.2. The south Valley alone will be subjected 
to the Demolition of 8,200 square feet of building material. we were all living in 
the neighborhood during the DWP Bypass Project and were subjected to the 
harmful air quality created during Demolition and Construction. What are 
often referred to as dust or dirt, mere nuisances during construction, are 
actually Particulate Matter 10 (PM 10), which irritates the nose, throat, and eyes, 
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C-40-8 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding additional lighting impacts to 
wildlife. The Draft EIR Section 3.1, Impact 3.1-4 states that lighting would not 
be included along secondary pathways within habitat areas. Additional 
Mitigation Measures AES-1: Shielded Fixtures requires that all new permanent 
exterior lighting shall be shielded and directed downward to avoid light spill 
onto surrounding land uses including natural habitat areas, open water, 
residential areas, or into the night skies. The habitat areas including planted 
areas of native vegetation and open water would not be significantly impacted 
by proposed lighting and the SLRC would continue to function as usable 
wildlife habitat. 
 

C-40-9 
 

The comment expresses concern for noise impacts. Noise impacts are 
discussed in Chapter 3.12 of the Draft EIR and impacts to biological resources 
are discussed in Chapter 3.4 of the Draft EIR. PDF-BIO-2 would require pre-
construction nesting bird surveys and the implementation of avoidance 
measures during construction if nests are found to be active within 300 feet of 
construction activities or to the outer limits of the park area bounded by West 
Silver Lake Drive, Van Pelt Place, and Silver Lake Boulevard.  
 

C-40-10 
 

This comment is concerned about Particulate Matter and fugitive dust 
emissions, groundborne vibration and impacts associated with truck 
trips. Regarding Particulate Matter, please see Section 3.3 Air Quality of the 
Draft EIR. As shown in Tables 3.3-12 to 3.3-19, the increases in localized 
emissions of NOx, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 during construction would not 
exceed the SCAQMD-recommended localized significance thresholds at 
sensitive receptors in proximity to the Project Site. As shown in Table 3.3-20, 
the increases in localized emissions of NOx, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 emissions 
during operation of the Project would not exceed the SCAQMD-recommended 
localized significance thresholds at sensitive receptors in proximity to the 
Project Site. With implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1 the regional 
NOx and PM2.5 emissions would be reduced to a level below the SCAQMD 
regional thresholds of 55 pounds per day, as shown in Table 3.3-11. With 
implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1, regional NOx and PM2.5 
emissions from operations would be reduced to below the regional threshold 
for NOx and PM2.5, and impacts related to regional NOx and PM2.5 
operational emissions would be mitigated to a less-than-significant level. 
 
Regarding groundborne vibration, as indicated in Table 3.12-23 of the Draft 
EIR, the estimated vibration velocity levels from construction equipment 

C-40-10 
cont. 

and the more insidious Particulate Matter 2.5 (PM 2.5). much sma ller particles 
that can penetrate the lungs and the blood. The DEIR, however neither 
specifies the size of the particulate matter nor the daily levels that will 
permeate the air during the proposed Demolition and Construction. State 
regulations during the DWP Bypass Project in 2012, capped the daily limit at 50 
micrograms per cubic meter. The Particulate Matter in the air, however, 
regularly exceeded the allowable limits. 

The pollutants in the air led to respiratory illness, sometimes severe, espec ially 
for residents in close proximity to the Demolition and Construction. Both young 
and old were affected by the pollutants in the air. An extraordinary number of 
absences were recorded at Ivanhoe Elementary School because of respiratory 
illness. Residents' beloved animal companions suffered : At least three dogs 
and two cats died from resp iratory related illnesses during this period of 
extensive Demolition and Construction. others had to be treated for anxiety. 

The DEIR must do due diligence: The air, in and around the Reservoir 
Complex, must be tested-according to EPA standards-prior to the final EIR, 
prior to any Demolition or Construction In conjunction with this proposed 
Project. We must have a legitimate, accurate baseline that can be used to 
determine allowable leve ls of PM 10 and PM 2.5 if the project were to go 
forward . The proposed Demolition and Construction-especially over an 
extended period-poses a tangible danger to residents, their an imal 
companions, and the Wildlife, yet the DEIR offers no mitigation. We were here 
though. We know what to expect. And we don't wa nt it. 

-Ground-Borne Vibration-

Ground-borne vibration-as noted in the DEIR: 3.5-32-from heavy equipment 
including vibratory pile driver, backhoe, dozer, excavators, drill rig, loader, 
scraper, and haul trucks- "generate vibrations that propagate through the 
ground." These vibrations have the potential to damage historic buildings in 
the south Va lley as we ll as to exceed allowable Noise thresholds for nearby 
residents. During the DWP Bypass project, some residents sustained physical 
damage to their homes. On Rokeby, for example, some had windows and 
foundations crack from this kind of vibration. Residents in close proximity to 
the south Va lley Recreation Center Area are understa ndab ly concerned about 
this significant negative impact shou ld the Project go forward. We were here. 
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would not exceed the significance thresholds of 0.12 in/sec PPV and 0.2 in/sec 
PPV at any of the sensitive receptors, with the exception of the historic 
resources located within the Project site’s South Valley. However, inclusion of 
Mitigation Measure NOISE-5 would ensure the operation of construction 
equipment that generates high levels of vibration during any phase of 
construction occurring in the South Valley will be limited to setback distances 
from the South Outlet Chlorination Station and Meter House receptors. With 
implementation of Mitigation Measure NOISE- 5, potential structural vibration 
impacts on receptor V8 would be mitigated to less than significant. 
 
Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation for further information 
regarding the Transportation analysis undertaken for the Project. 
 

C-40-11 
 

The comment is concerned about human interference with wildlife. The Draft 
EIR acknowledges that the SLRC accommodates existing human utilization for 
recreational uses as a component of baseline conditions. Draft EIR Section 3.4, 
Biological Resources, describes the existing biological resources under the 
current intensity of recreational use, with inference to existing use by visitors. 
Draft EIR Section 3.4.5, Impacts and Mitigation Measures, analyzes the 
probable increase visitation of the SLRC to special-status species and 
concludes that impacts to wildlife will be less than significant. 
 
This comment also expresses concern regarding additional lighting impacts to 
wildlife. The Draft EIR Section 3.1, Impact 3.1-4 states that lighting would not 
be included along secondary pathways within habitat areas. Additional 
Mitigation Measures AES-1: Shielded Fixtures requires that all new permanent 
exterior lighting shall be shielded and directed downward to avoid light spill 
onto surrounding land uses including natural habitat areas, open water, 
residential areas, or into the night skies. The habitat areas including planted 
areas of native vegetation and open water would not be significantly impacted 
by proposed lighting and overall the SLRC would continue to function as 
usable wildlife habitat. 
 
The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA. Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent 
with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological 
Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was 
prepared using industry standards for biological analysis.  
 

C-39-11 

C-40-10 
cont. 

C-40-11 

We know what to expect. And we don't want it. 

-Significant Negative Impact from Truck Trips-

The proposed number of Truck Trips to and from our residential community 
during this extended project is consequential-19,625-and that astounding 
number is, of course, just an estimate. Nobody actually counts the number of 
truck trips once a project starts either. Add itional Truck Trips, if needed, would 
simply be deemed "unavoidable." Big Trucks create Noise; increase Traffic, 
Traffic Congestion, and Parking Congestion. They would awaken residents as 
they pull In and set up between 5:45 and 6:45 am- as they did during the 
Bypass Project-in order to be ready to start work at 7:00 am when Noise is 
permissible . Further, they would damage our streets, which had to be repaired 
after the Bypass Project. The DEIR deems these truck trips to be insignificant 
and offers no mitigation. But we know better. We were here. We know what to 
expect. And we don't want it. 

-Significant Impact to Wildlife-

We are fortunate to live among an amazing diversity of Wildlife, in the midst of 
a Wildlife Corridor. 

Amanda Zellmer, Associate Professor at Occ idental College, asserts, "The DEIR 
disregarded the role of stepp ing-stone habitat as an important source of 
connectivity between significant open habitat spaces within Los Angeles." 

This natural open space is special to residents and nonresidents alike because 
it is peaceful and wild. It is special because it is home to an amazing host of 
Wildl ife and Birds-over 203 that reside here or visit on their migratory 
journeys. 

The Silver Lake Wildlife Sanctuary has done a stellar, comprehensive 
commentary on the negative impact this project poses to the Birds and other 
Wildlife. The Experts with whom they have consulted are credible because 
they have no ulterior motives for their statements. They have clearly shared 
critical information that DEIR must considered in the subsequent EIR-if there 
indeed is one. We SILVER LAKE RESIDENTS FOR LESS IS MORE are not even 
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C-40-12 
 

This comment is concerned with the impact resulting from amplified events.  
 
Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Section 3.16 
Transportation of the Draft EIR for further information on how vehicle trips for 
the proposed Project were derived. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

C-40-11 
cont. 

C-40-12 

going to attempt to cover all the shortcomings in the DEIR Biological Technical 
Report. Still, we have a few key thoughts to share. 

A stated goal of the DEIR: 2.2 is to "Enhance and expand Wildlife habitat by 
introducing wetland and aquatic ecologies and improving upland habitat." 
Experts, however, say the Construction, Grading, Noise, and Pollution may 
actually drive the Wildl ife away. Promenades, Terraced Seating, and Sloping 
Lawns will increase human and canine activity in and around the Lakes and 
increase litter and other hazardous materials, wh ich Wildlife and Birds, 
especially the Water Birds, may ingest. The DEIR says Project planners will 
consider nesting periods and other avian needs in sequencing the Demolition 
and Construction, but we reall y don't really know the impact this would have on 
the Birds and other Wildlife. Removing the Perimeter Fence wou ld further 
decrease any Wildlife population that survive the Demolition and Construction. 

Daniel S. Cooper, PhD and Senior Conservation Biologist, says the DEIR 
Biological Technical Report "Is lacking in both rigor and specificity, particularly 
for such a large, visible site as Silver Lake Reservoir." 

Erinn Wilson-Olg in Environmental Program Manager I south Coast Region 
Californ ia Department of Fish & Wildlife shared, in his Scoping Comments, 
stated multiple concerns about the nega tive impact on the Wildlife including 
the adverse effect of increased numbers of people and dogs, noise levels, night 
lighting, unnatural food sources via litter and trash receptacles, and 
encroaching footpaths. 

The "reimagining" of this special Wildlife Area is a risk: We could lose what we 
already have if this project were to go forward . 

- Negative Impact of Amplified Events in the Meadow-

The DEIR concedes that amplified events in the Meadow will "unavoidably" 
exceed allowable Noise Levels, and mitigation is Impossible. How can this even 
be a consideration? Amplified Events will effect not only nearby residents, of 
whom there are many, but also residents throughout the community from 
Silver Lake Boulevard and West Silver Lake Drive to the hills east and west of 
the Meadow- because sound rises. The DEIR 2: Project Description and Table 
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C-40-13 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

C-40-14 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to put the SLRC to a 
beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing potable 
water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain 
the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including maintaining the 
dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to 
benefit area residents. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Funding & Operations.  
 
Infrastructure available to serve the proposed project is analyzed in Utilities 
and Service Systems, Section 3.18 of the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR concluded 
that the proposed Project would not require or result in the relocation or 
construction of new or expanded water, wastewater treatment or storm 
water drainage, electric power, natural gas, or telecommunications facilities 
and impacts would be less than significant. 
 
This comment also expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

C-40-12 
cont. 

C-40-13 

C-40-14 

2.9 states, despite conceding that the Events could have a "regional draw, that 
only 30% of the up to 600 attendees for these events will come from outside 
neighborhood. 70% of the attendees then are quixotically expected to wa lk or 
tra vel to and from the Meadow by "other non-vehicle means." Table 2.9 alleges 
Peak Use Vehicle Trips of 134 to the Meadow and 134 from the Meadow. Will 
Granny be skateboarding to the events? And what of those with disabilities? 
This data , claiming that the traffic increase would be insignificant, is almost as 
ridiculous as the claim that the 25 proposed 90-degree angle pa rking spots at 
the Grassy Knoll would have no impact on traffic. Silve r Lake residents have a 
right to quiet on their streets and certa inly in their homes. We sa y a firm "no 
thank you" to the proposa l for Amp lified Events that will congest our streets 
and disturb our peace. 

-Ma inta in Perimeter Fence, but Replace with More Attractive Wildlife-Friendly 
Fence-
The DEIR: Table 3.14.4 asserts, "The impact [of removing the Fence ] is less than 
significant." This assumption lacks even a mod icum of credibility. Increased 
crime and vagrancy has been documented in other unfenced parks in Los 
Angeles. Our recent experiences at Echo Park should provide a sober lesson 
about what happens when the Fence comes down. The Perimeter Fence is a 
crucial aspect of neighborhood safety. Easy access to 116 acres of 
parkland-day and night-will clea rly create a situation that cannot be 
controlled. We have only two Park Ra ngers, and our hardworking LAPD is busy 
patroll ing our neighborhood streets; they ca nnot possibly patro l an area of th is 
scope and character. And removing the Perimeter Fencing would ha ve a dire 
negative impact on the Wildlife. The Fence is integral to the preservation of the 
terrestrial animals and over 203 species that reside here or visit seasonally. 
According to the Los Angeles Audubon Society, "The fence is the single most 
important conservation management tool at the site after the presence of 
wate r." We do support replacing the current Fence, however, with one that is 
more attractive and Wildlife -friendly. 

-Cost of Project is Astronomical, and who Benefits?-

The cost of this project is inordinate, especially in light of the fact that Silver 
Lake already has a beautiful park from the Grassy Knoll and Vista over the 
south Dam to the Meadow, Northern Knoll, and Eucalyptus Grove. We have 
wa lking paths around the Lakes, we have a Recreation Center that hosts 
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C-40-15 
 

As described in Section 3.5.1, Cultural Resources, the SLRC is a multi-
component historic district that is both the focal point and historic setting of 
the surrounding residential area. As such, the proposed Project has the 
potential to impact historical resources in the immediate surroundings 
through changes to the historic setting. Archival research was conducted to 
identify previously recorded historic resources located within 0.25-mile of the 
perimeter of the Project site. Due to the density of the existing development 
in the area, a search for previously identified historical resources was limited 
to a 0.25-mile radius of the Project site (study area). This study area is where 
the Project has the greatest potential for indirect impacts to adversely affect 
the eligibility of nearby historical resources. Due to the high number of 
previously identified historic resources (see Appendix F of the Draft EIR), only 
those resources that have views of the SLRC and the potential to experience 
an impact to their setting were analyzed for potential impacts. . The search 
identified 103 previously recorded resources within 0.25-mile of the SLRC that 
have either direct or indirect views of the Project site. Direct views are defined 
as views of the open water from the resource's primary elevation from the 
public right-of-way. Indirect views are defined as watershed views that are 
partially obscured by other residences or foliage, or that have a direct view of 
the perimeter or parks around the complex but not of the water. 
 
Under CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5 (b), the changes to a resource and its 
setting would only cause a substantial adverse change if they would detract 
from the integrity (location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, 
association) of the historical resource such that the historical resource’s ability 
to convey its significance would be materially impaired to the degree that it 
would no longer be eligible as a historical resource pursuant to CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15064.5 (b). The Draft EIR concluded that although there 
would be slight view changes for some residences which may marginally affect 
the integrity of setting, the setting would largely remain intact. The historic 
resources would all still be located in a residential neighborhood around the 
reservoir, which would remain a neighborhood nucleus. The layout of the 
streets would not change as a result of the proposed Project, nor would the 
topography or scale. The residences would still have views of the SLRC. The 
changes would not affect the eligibility of individual resources or historic 
districts. Consequently, the minor change in views and setting would not 
detract from these resources’ ability to convey their significance and impacts 
were concluded to be less than significant. 
 

C-40-14 
cont. 

 
C-40-15 

C-40-16 

community activities throughout the yea r, we have a much-used Basketba ll 
Court, and two Dog Parks. Silver Lake, designated by the Los Angeles 
Countywide Comprehensive Park and Recreation Needs Assessment as a "low 
needs" community, does not need an extravagant Disneyland-type-of park. The 
funds that would be allocated for this Project should be used to benefit 
residents in "high needs" commun ities that do not ha ve parks or recreation 
centers or to benefit existing city parks in need of repa ir. This proposal, with its 
high price tag, is an arrogant extravaga nce for Silver Lake, and construction 
cost usually goes up once a project is in progress. We don't really know what 
this project, should it be allowed to go forward, would cost. We don't need this. 
w e don't want to be a "world-class recreational destination" as city offi cials and 
planners have encouraged. our community neither has nor could support the 
infrastructure that would be required. We, the Silver Lake Residents for Less is 
More are not fooled by the commissioned idyll ic renderings or the highfalutin 
"drea m big" talk. We want to preserve the peace and beauty that we have. 

The DEIR falls short. It is a fanciful proposal that will benefit the consultants, 
the planners, and the contractors. It will not benefit those who actually live 
here. It will not benefit residents In park poor communities throughout the city. 
And it will not benefit the Birds and other Wildlife. 

We, the Silver Lake Residents FOR Less 15 More, do not wa nt this project, which 
will have significant, irreversible, negative impact on our community-the 
people and their animal compan ions, and the myriad of Birds and other 
Wildlife. 
w e wantto maintain the cultural landscape and the character-defining features 
of the Reservoir- Historical-Cultural Monument #422. 

We do not wa nt to lose the serenity, the beauty, and the Wildlife that insp ired us 
to live in Silver Lake in the first place. We wa nt to preserve and mainta in it. The 
risks this Project poses a re too great. 

We, the members of SILVER LAKE RESIDENTS FOR LESS 15 MORE, strongly 
oppose the Project as presented in the DEIR. Because we love our community, 
and because the DEIR is sadly lacking in data, in mitigation, and in reality, we 
are compelled to support Alternative 1 : No project. 

Thank you for the opportunity to share our thoughts. 
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The Draft EIR confirms that the SLRC is a historical resource for the purposes 
of CEQA. The original HCM nomination form is short and limited on details and 
does contain an inventory or description of what the contributing and/or non-
contributing resources are contained within the district, let alone inventory, 
categorize, and analyze its character-defining features. The Draft EIR contains 
an extensive history of the SLRC, including categorizing and prioritizing the 
character-defining features of the SLRC, which previously had not been 
analyzed. Information from three separate reports was synthesized for the 
impacts analysis on these features. 
 
As described in Section 3.5.1, Cultural Resources, the SLRC itself is a Los 
Angeles Historic Cultural Monument (#422), designated in 1989. The SLRC has 
also been previously recorded by SurveyLA with a status code of 5S1, meaning 
that it is a designated City landmark. Further analysis of historical resources 
and impacts analysis is based on the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master 
Plan: Supplemental Historical Report and Impacts Analysis (2022) (Historical 
Report) provided within Appendix F of the Draft EIR. 
 
The Draft EIR contains the most extensive description, analysis, and catalog of 
the features and history of the SLRC written to date. While the SLRC was 
evaluated as a district, rather than a Historic Cultural Landscape, that is 
merely a difference in terminology and organizational tools. The 
characterization of the SLRC as a “district” versus a “landscape” did not 
originate with the Draft EIR; it dates to its listing as a LAHCM and therefore 
predates the Draft EIR. Additionally, with the number of buildings, structures 
and physical infrastructure associated with the SLRC, a district is not an 
inappropriate organizational tool. Landscape features can and are considered 
character defining features in historic districts, including the SLRC, and do not 
necessarily require separate evaluation as “cultural landscape.” More 
importantly, the landscape features of the SLRC that would be defined, 
inventoried, and evaluated for impacts in a cultural landscape evaluation are 
all defined, inventoried and evaluated within the Draft EIR, including various 
landscaping and landscape areas, the knoll, and the meadow. The resulting 
analysis of impacts more than adequately addresses the potential impacts of 
the project, and an analysis of impacts under the auspices of a “cultural 
landscape” would be no different.  
 

C-40-16 
cont. 

Sincerely, 

Jul ie Grant: Westerly Terrace-90026 
Mara I Gharib: Westerly Terrace- 90026 
Frederick Yo ung: West Silver Lake Drive-90026 
Caren Singer: w est Sliver Lake Drive- 90026 
Robert Wol in : West Silver Lake Drive- 90026 
Christi Moore: West Silver Lake Drive-90039 
Gary Moore: West Silver Lake Drive- 90039 
Eileen Marcussen: Ivanhoe Drive-90039 
Stephen Marcussen: Ivanhoe Drlve- 90039 
Bea DeRusha: Edgecllffe Drive-90026 
Joey DeRusha: Edgecliffe Drive-90026 
Gian Carlo Sevilla: Tularosa - 90026 
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C-40-16 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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  C-41-1 
 

This comment expresses opposition to the project and asks why Alternative 1 
was not given as an option. Please see Master Response - Alternative Analysis. 
 

C-41-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project based on traffic, 
new buildings, and increased visitors. The fundamental Objective of the 
Project as stated on page 2-6 of the Draft EIR is to make the best use of the 
SLRC as a public park to benefit area residents since it is no longer needed to 
support water supply to the City. The Draft EIR provides detailed assessment 
of impacts from increased visitorship, traffic and new buildings. Please see 
Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. Please see Master Response – 
Community Engagement Process.  
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

C-41-1 

C-41-2 

Long-time Silver Lake residents, we have attended all the meetings for the 
proposed new Master Plan as well as other meetings held by different 
neighborhood organizations and councils. Our neighbors and we ha ve vo iced 
our concerns about the project from the beginning. Why were we never given 
the option of Alternative 1- No Project? 

"Dream big," we have been told . .. over ... and ... over. 

Our dream, however, is to maintain the peace and beauty in our community 
and to nurture and protect the Birds and other Wildlife we have. We do not 
wa nt to live in a " world class recreational destination for all of Los Angeles as 
well as visitors to the city." 

o ur small community cannot sustain the kind of traffic and crowds this plan 
hopes to bring. We do not have the infrastructure nor could we support the 
infrastructure required for this sweeping, unrea listic proposa l. We do not want 
new buildings, and we do not want more concrete where we currently have 
green space. 

Fortunately, we ha ve an amazing public park with lots of green space and 
recreational opportunities from the open Meadow at the northeast end to the 
shaded Grassy Knoll at the south end. Surmounting the Grassy Knoll, we have a 
Wa lkway and a Vista overlooking the Lakes. We have a Recreation Center that 
hosts community meetings, workshops, yoga classes, voting, and children's 
events. We have two Dog Pa rks, a recently reconstructed Children's Playground, 
and a well used, much loved Basketball Court. We have Wa lking Paths around 
the Lakes. In addition, we ha ve an abundance of nearby parks and 
recreational facilities. 

We would be happy to see certa in improvements that enhance passive 
recreation in and around the Reservoir Complex- beautification; more trees 
and plants; a more attractive , wildlife -friendly perimeter fence; level sidewalks; 
more shade in the Dog Pa rks as well as other improvements within the existing 
footprint- but we cannot support any aspect of this Master Plan as presented 
because one item we might support is attached to another we cannot. 

Green space is a priority in the Master Pla n, a noble objective. Why then build a 
5,800 square foot, two-story bu ilding in the South Va lley where we now have 
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C-41-3 
 

The comment expresses concern for the relocation of the basketball court and 
associated noise and lighting impacts. The Recreation Center, located in the 
South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is closed on Sundays. Operational hours 
for the South Valley facilities would not change with implementation of the 
proposed Project, thereby limiting noise impacts to hours where other noise 
would usually be present. Additionally, by moving the basketball court to the 
north, the court is being moved further away from sensitive residential 
receptors. As shown in Section 3.12 of the Draft EIR (Noise and Vibration), 
Table 3.12-21, the combined noise levels from mechanical equipment, loading 
activities and refuse, and open spaces without amplified music would not 
exceed the significance threshold of 5 dBA over ambient noise levels at any of 
the receptor locations.  
 

C-41-4 
 

This comment expresses opposition to the proposed 25 parking spaces at The 
Knoll. As discussed in Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project 
would include the addition of 90-degree parking along the north side of West 
Silver Lake Drive, east of Redesdale Avenue adjacent to the Silver Lake 
Recreation Center. Currently, there are 10 parallel parking spaces along this 
segment of West Silver Lake Drive. By converting to 90-degree parking, a total 
of approximately 25 parking spaces would be added, resulting in a net 
increase in parking of 15 spaces at this location. As identified in Chapter 3.16 
Transportation, Section 3.16.5 - Impacts and Mitigation Measures, the 
proposed Project has been designed in consultation with City Planning, and 
would be consistent with the LAMC 12.37 and Mobility Plan 2035. 
While adding additional parking could introduce new conflict points (such as 
opening doors from parked cars, cars crossing the bike lane to park or re-enter 
traffic, and cars waiting in bike lanes to park their car), the additional parking 
spaces would improve congestion by accommodating existing visitorship and 
reduce parking within the neighboring residential streets. Additionally, since 
trees would be avoided along this area and parking would be added in a way 
that it would not encroach on existing trees, the impacts to The Knoll would 
be minimal. Finally, as discussed in Section 3.1 - Aesthetics, the proposed 
Project is consistent with Silver Lake Reservoir Master Plan Design Guidelines 
and impacts to scenic vistas would be less than significant. 
 

C-41-5 
 

This comment asserts the transportation assessment was incorrect and 
expresses concern at demolition and construction impacts.  
 

C-41-3 

C-41-4 

C-41-5 

green space? The proposed two-story Multi -Purpose Building wou ld mar the 
beauty; the view of the trees would be obscured by concrete. The proposed 
Night Lighting would be highly disruptive to the residents and to the Wildlife. In 
addition, the proposed 5,800 square foot Building would require the Demolition 
of the present Basketball court, which is located in an open area, not abutting 
buildings that create echo; the sound is absorbed by traffic on Silver Lake 
Boulevard whereas the new Basketba ll Court would be located in an 
undesirable location for nearby residents who would have no buffer from the 
Noise and the Night Lighting. Sound travels upwards, which means the Noise 
from the Ba sketball Court would disturb not only nearby residents but also 
those high in the hills. 

Regarding the Zone the DEIR refers to as the Picnic Area: This is a misnomer 
and testifies to how out of touch with the neighborhood those who conceived 
this plan are. We fo lks in the community who fought long and hard to save this 
jewel of a park during the DWP Bypass Project ca ll it the Grassy Knoll. People 
frequent this lovely shaded grove of mostly London Planes and Sycamores not 
just to picn ic but also to set down blankets, read, write, pa int, listen to the birds, 
and converse with friends and famil y. At least one young man proposed 
marriage to his sweetheart on the Grassy Knoll. Th is beautiful, sloping-green 
area is visually and emotionally soothing to those who wa lk or drive by. More 
picnic tables would mar the natural beauty and bring more trash, more litter, 
and more rodents. 

And the proposed twenty-five parking spots at ninety-degree angles to the 
Grassy Knoll would dramatically mar the beauty. The view from the street or 
from residents' homes would look more like a parking lot than an Icon ic green 
space. and those rela xing within the Grassy Knoll would look to ward a tangle of 
cars. The vehicles would make the area hotter and release more pollutants into 
the air. From a traffic and safety standpoint, this plan is beyond ill conceived . 
West Silver Lake Drive atthe south end is about 48 feet from curb to curb. 
Pa rking vehic les perpendicular to the curb would radica lly stra iten this 
thoroughfare, compromise pedestrian safety, and cause traffic congestion and 
accidents- especially during rush hour, as cars attempt to pull out or wait for 
parking spots. The DEIR is absolutely and blatantly incorrect in its assessment 
that impact on traffic would be minimal. 

The South Va lley, the southernmost end of the Lakes by the Grassy Kno ll, the 
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Regarding the transportation assessment, please see Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 
With regard to demolition and construction, as discussed in the Project 
Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, construction of the proposed park 
zones may occur simultaneously or sequentially. Since the construction 
sequence is currently unknown, for purposes of this environmental analysis, a 
2-phased approach was developed in order to capture the worst-case 
scenario, where the maximum amount of construction may be occurring 
simultaneously. This worst-case construction scenario would result in a 5-year 
construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-3, park zones may be constructed 
individually or sequentially as funding becomes available. 
 

C-41-6 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-41-7 
 

This comment expresses concern over Particulate Matter. Regarding 
Particulate Matter, please see Section 3.3 Air Quality of the Draft EIR. As 
shown in Table 3.3-12 to 3.3-19, the increases in localized emissions of NOx, 
CO, PM10, and PM2.5 during construction would not exceed the SCAQMD-
recommended localized significance thresholds at sensitive receptors in 
proximity to the Project Site. As shown in Table 3.3-20, the increases in 
localized emissions of NOx, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 emissions during operation 
of the Project would not exceed the SCAQMD-recommended localized 
significance thresholds at sensitive receptors in proximity to the Project Site. 
With implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1 the regional NOx and 
PM2.5 emissions would be reduced to a level below the SCAQMD regional 
thresholds of 55 pounds per day, as shown in Table 3.3-11. With 
implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1, regional NOx and PM2.5 
emissions from operations would be reduced to below the regional threshold 
for NOx and PM2.5, and impacts related to regional NOx and PM2.5 
operational emissions would be mitigated to a less-than-significant level. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

C-41-5 
cont. 

C-41-6 

C-41-7 

Recreation Center, the Playground, the Basketball Court, and the Dog Parks is 
the most congested area of the entire Reservoir Complex. Van Pelt, the access 
street between Silver Lake Bouleva rd and West Silver Lake Drive, is narrow and 
already hea vily congested at rush hour. we do not want any more traffic, 
accidents, crowds, buildings, demolition, or construction here. 

The impact of the Demolition and Construction itself is of serious concern. 
Noise Levels, espec ially over an extended period of t ime, would pose 
significant health and emotional prob lems for residents, their an imal 
companions, and Wildlife in the immediate vicinity. 

Per page 44 of Chapter 2 of the DEIR : Project Description 2.6.2, va rious Park 
Zones including the Meadow, Knoll, Ivanhoe Reservoir, Eucalyptus Grove, and 
South Va lley wou ld require demolition of hardscaped areas. 8,200 square feet 
of building material would be demolished in the South Va lley alone. This means 
harmful po llutants would be released into the air- not just dust and dirt- but 
particulate matter 10 and 2.5 (PM 10 and PM 2.5). PM 10 irritates the eyes, 
nose, and throat. PM 2.5, finer particles, are more dangerous because they can 
permeate deep Into the lungs and even Into the bloodstream. The current DEIR 
fa ils to say what size particulate matter would be released into the air of our 
residential neighborhood and at what daily levels. In 2012 , during the DWP 
Bypass Project, state regulations capped the da ily microgram limit at 50 
microgra ms per cubic meter, but over the sampling period during Demolit ion 
and Construction, limits were regularly exceeded. 

People suffered from respiratory-related illnesses during the extended 
Construction of the Bypass Project: A young healthy 23-year-old, for example, 
an underwater cameraman, had to start using steroid inhalers. An elderly 
woma n had to go on 24-hour-a-day oxygen. Ivanhoe Elementary School 
reported more absences from respiratory illnesses than they had ever had. 
Three dogs and two cats died from respiratory-related illnesses. 

The current project cannot possibly proceed without first testing current air 
quality- per EPA standards-in and around the neighborhood, so that there is a 
base for allowable particulate matter during Demolition and Construction. The 
nature and scope of the proposed Demolition and Construction poses a literal 
health haza rd to residents and their animal companions as well as to the Birds 
and other Wildlife that share this lovely green space with us. 
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C-41-8 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding health hazards from demolition 
and construction. Please see Section 3.3 Air Quality of the Draft EIR. As shown 
in Table 3.3-12 to 3.3-19, the increases in localized emissions of NOx, CO, 
PM10, and PM2.5 during construction would not exceed the SCAQMD-
recommended localized significance thresholds at sensitive receptors in 
proximity to the Project Site. As shown in Table 3.3-20, the increases in 
localized emissions of NOx, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 emissions during operation 
of the Project would not exceed the SCAQMD-recommended localized 
significance thresholds at sensitive receptors in proximity to the Project Site. 
With implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1 the regional NOx and 
PM2.5 emissions would be reduced to a level below the SCAQMD regional 
thresholds of 55 pounds per day, as shown in Table 3.3-11. With 
implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1, regional NOx and PM2.5 
emissions from operations would be reduced to below the regional threshold 
for NOx and PM2.5, and impacts related to regional NOx and PM2.5 
operational emissions would be mitigated to a less-than-significant level. 
 
Regarding groundborne vibration, as indicated in Table 3.12-23 of the Draft 
EIR, the estimated vibration velocity levels from construction equipment 
would not exceed the significance thresholds of 0.12 in/sec PPV and 0.2 in/sec 
PPV at any of the sensitive receptors, with the exception of the historic 
resources located within the Project site’s South Valley. However, inclusion of 
Mitigation Measure NOISE-5 would ensure the operation of construction 
equipment that generates high levels of vibration during any phase of 
construction occurring in the South Valley will be limited to setback distances 
from the South Outlet Chlorination Station and Meter House receptors. With 
implementation of Mitigation Measure NOISE- 5, potential structural vibration 
impacts on historic resources receptors would be mitigated to less than 
significant. 
 

C-41-9 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding groundborne vibration, inundation 
from a dam breach, and impacts associated with traffic, noise and Particulate.  
Regarding groundborne vibration, as indicated in Table 3.12-23 of the Draft 
EIR, the estimated vibration velocity levels from construction equipment 
would not exceed the significance thresholds of 0.12 in/sec PPV and 0.2 in/sec 
PPV at any of the sensitive receptors, with the exception of the historic 
resources located within the Project site’s South Valley. However, inclusion of 
Mitigation Measure NOISE-5 would ensure the operation of construction 
equipment that generates high levels of vibration during any phase of 

C-41-8 

C-41-9 

C-41-10 

Page 304 of the DEIR: 3.5-32 discusses "ground-borne vibration from hea vy 
equipment - vibratory pile driver, backhoe, dozer, exca va tors, drill rig, loader, 
scraper, and haul trucks-"that generate vibrations that propagate through the 
ground." These vibrations ha ve the potential to damage historic buildings as 
well as to exceed allowable Noise thresholds for nearby residents. During the 
DWP Bypass project, folks at the north end of the Lakes-on Rokeby-sustained 
physica l damage: Some had windows and fo undations crack from this kind of 
vibration. Residents in close proximity to the South Va lley Rec reation Center 
Area would be hard hit If the proposed construction were to go forward. 
Yet another significant concern for residents In Sliver Lake and as far awa y as 
Wilshire Boulevard is that Demolition, Construction, Grading, and Terracing on 
and around two Reservo irs that conta in 795 million gallons of water and span 
77 acres results In ground borne vibrations that could compromise the integrity 
of the Dams. The city Inundation Map shows the devastation that could result 
from a breach in the Reservo irs. The geotechnica l impacts of any and all 
proposed Demolit ion and Construction in this area of liquefaction and high 
seismic activity must be duly analyzed. 

The effects of increased Traffic, Noise, and Particulate Matter 10 and 2.5 during 
construction are not mere nuisances as some ha ve said. These are 
consequential impacts that would surely take a toll-dangers to the physical 
and emotional well being of the residents, their animal compa nions, and the 
Wildlife. The DEIR offers no m itigation for these negative impacts, however. 

And the onslaught of trucks-In and out of our residential neighborhood over 
the course of the extended project-ls also consequential. The DEIR tallies the 
number of trips for each separate Area, but fails to give the stunningly scary 
grand total of truck trips in and out of our community-19,625. How is this 
insignifica nt? Increased Traffic , Pa rking, and Noise , as we ll as the pummeling of 
our residential streets, are sign ificant factors. And our streets needed repair 
after the pummeling of trucks and other vehicles during the DWP Bypass 
Project, and would probably need repair after this project too-should it go 
forward. 

Residents of Sliver Lake, as well as residents from other neighborhoods 
throughout the city, have enjoyed this natural space for decades. It is special 
because it is peaceful and wild. It is special because it is home to a myriad of 
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construction occurring in the South Valley will be limited to setback distances 
from the South Outlet Chlorination Station and Meter House receptors. With 
implementation of Mitigation Measure NOISE- 5, potential structural vibration 
impacts on receptor V8 would be mitigated to less than significant. 
 
Impacts associated with a potential dam breach are analyzed in Section 3.10 
Hydrology and Water Quality of the Draft EIR which concludes that 
compliance with applicable regulations, monitoring requirements, and 
notification procedures during operation of the proposed Project would result 
in less than significant impacts to flooding. Geotechnical impacts are assessed 
in Section 3.7 Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources of the Draft EIR which 
summarizes there are less than significant impacts associated with seismic 
hazards, soil erosion, unstable geologic units or soil and expansive soil. 
 
Regarding Particulate Matter, please see Section 3.3 Air Quality of the Draft 
EIR. As shown in Table 3.3-12 to 3.3-19, the increases in localized emissions of 
NOx, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 during construction would not exceed the 
SCAQMD-recommended localized significance thresholds at sensitive 
receptors in proximity to the Project Site. As shown in Table 3.3-20, the 
increases in localized emissions of NOx, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 emissions 
during operation of the Project would not exceed the SCAQMD-recommended 
localized significance thresholds at sensitive receptors in proximity to the 
Project Site. With implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1 the regional 
NOx and PM2.5 emissions would be reduced to a level below the SCAQMD 
regional thresholds of 55 pounds per day, as shown in Table 3.3-11. With 
implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1, regional NOx and PM2.5 
emissions from operations would be reduced to below the regional threshold 
for NOx and PM2.5, and impacts related to regional NOx and PM2.5 
operational emissions would be mitigated to a less-than-significant level. 
 
Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation for further information 
regarding the Transportation analysis undertaken for the project. 
 

C-41-10 
 

The comment asserts the increase in construction noise and pollution would 
interference with wildlife. The Draft EIR acknowledges that the SLRC 
accommodates existing human utilization for recreational uses as a 
component of baseline conditions. Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological Resources, 
describes the existing biological resources under the current intensity of 
recreational use, with inference to existing use by visitors. Draft EIR Section 

C-41-10 
cont. 

Birds and other Wildlife. It is a resting spot for hundreds of migratory birds on 
their seasonal journeys. The so-called "reimagining" of this space threatens 
the delicate balance that makes the Lakes and Surrounding Areas special and 
beloved. 

One of the stated objectives of the Master Plan per page 6, Chapter 2.2 is to 
"Enhance and expand Wildlife hab itat by introducing wetland and aquatic 
eco log ies and improving upland habitat." All the Construction, Grading, Noise 
and Pollution, however, may actually drive the Birds and other Wildlife away. 
Promenades, Terraced Seating, and Sloping La wns would increase human and 
canine activity in and around the Lakes and increase litter and other hazardous 
materials, wh ich animals and birds, especially the water birds, may ingest. 

If the Birds and other Wildlife survive the construction phases, remova l of the 
Perimeter Fencing would lead to a decreased Bird and Wildlife population. The 
DEIR says planning will consider nesting time and other considerations, but the 
project is most certa inly a gamble in this respect. 

From all we have read of experts· op inions, thanks to the Sliver Lake Wildlife 
Sanctuary, the DEIR falls sadly short In its evaluation of the impact of this 
proposed project on the Birds and other Wildlife. Per Daniels. Cooper. PhD 
and Senior Conservation Biolog ist, the DEIR Biolog ical Technical Report "is 
lacking in both rigor and specificity, particularly for such a large, visible site as 
Silver Lake Reservoir." 

The Sliver Lake Reservoirs are home to an amazing diversity of aquatic and 
terrestrial animals. We are fortunate to live in a Wildlife Corridor. Amanda 
Zellmer, Associate Professor at Occidental College, asserts. "The DEIR 
disregarded the role of stepp ing-stone habitat as an Important source of 
connectivity between significant open habitat spaces within Los Angeles." 

Erinn Wilson-Olgin Environmental Program Manager I South Coast Region 
Californ ia Department of Fish & Wildlife is concerned about the deleterious 
effects of the proposal on the Wildlife too. He cites many causes of concern 
including Increased numbers of people and dogs, noise levels, night lighting, 
unnatural food sources via litter and trash receptacles, and encroach ing 
footpaths. 
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3.4.5, Impacts and Mitigation Measures, analyzes the probable increase 
visitation of the SLRC to special-status species and concludes that impacts to 
wildlife will be less than significant. Additionally, this section analyzes 
construction impacts to Candidate, Sensitive, or Special-status Species, 
provides mitigation measures and concludes there will be less than significant 
impacts with mitigation incorporated. Impact 3.4-4 also assessed whether the 
proposed Project would interfere substantially with the movement of any 
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native 
resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife 
nursery site, determining there would be a less than significant impact. 
 
The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA. Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is consistent 
with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C Biological 
Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources was 
prepared using industry standards for biological analysis.  
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. As specified within Section 3.4 of the Draft EIR, bat colonies and 
nesting birds utilizing the site are adapted to living in an urbanized setting 
with the existing lighting on-site, including the adjacent residential areas and 
traffic along roads. The proposed Project would be designed to limit lighting 
within areas with the most habitat value for wildlife species and all lighting 
would be shielded and pointed away from the surrounding neighborhood and 
habitat areas. Therefore, indirect impacts from lighting, noise, and human 
activity during proposed Project operation would not impact or diminish long-
term survival of wildlife species, including nesting birds or roosting bat 
species. 
 

C-41-11 
 

As identified in Section 3.12 Noise and Vibration of the Draft EIR, while 
Mitigation Measure NOISE-4, would require a special event permit and 
establish guidelines for speaker placement and directionality, operating hours, 
and the use of temporary noise barriers, blankets, or baffles may be required 

C-41-11 

C-41-12 

C-41-13 

C-41-10 
cont. 

The proposed Project is a risk to the Birds and other Wildlife. We could lose 
what we ha ve if th is project were to go forward . 

The Amplified Events proposed for the open Meadow is beyond preposterous. 
Silver Lake Is like a giant bowl, and as aforementioned, sound rises. Residents 
are entitled to have peace in their own hom es. Even with all the doors and 
windows closed, not Ideal in the summer months when most events would be 
scheduled, residents in close proximity to the Meadow, as we ll as those who live 
In the hills, would be forced to hear whatever is being amplified. Page 54 of 
Chapter 2: Project Description and Table 2.9 on page 55 says 70% of the 
possible 600 attendees for these events would come from the immediate 
neighborhood and either wa lk or use other non-vehicle means to come and go. 
Only 30%, according to the DEIR, would drive to the location. According to 
Table 2.9 on Page 55, this translates into Pea k Use Vehicle Trips at a mere 134 
In and 134 out. Really? This data lacks credibility. That the proposed project 
cou ld have a "reg ional draw" for spec ial events is conceded but m inim ized. 
These events would congest our streets and disturb our peace. Th is represents 
a significant negative impact on our community. 

Regarding the Perimeter Fence: The DEIR states in Table 3.14.4 "the impact [of 
removing the Fence ] Is less than significant." How can this be? w e ha ve seen 
crime and vagra ncy documented in other unfenced parks in Los Angeles. Have 
we learned nothing from the recent experience at Echo Pa rk? The Perimeter 
Fence is a critica l aspect of neighborhood safety. The idea of easy access to 
116 acres of parkland day and night is reall y quite incredible . w e have only two 
Park Ra ngers and our LAPD are overworked patrolling the neighborhood 
streets. They cannot possibly patrol the area at night. 
And fina lly, the Perimeter Fencing is integra l to the preservation of the 
Wildlife-the terrestri al animals and over 203 species of Birds who share this 
space with us- those that reside here and those that visit on their migratory 
journeys. According to the Los Angeles Audubon Society, "the fence is the 
single most important conservation management tool at the site after the 
presence of wa ter." 
The cost of this project is astronomica l. These funds could be far better used to 
benefit residents in commun ities that do not ha ve a park or a recreation center 
or to benefit existing city parks in need of repair. This proposa l, with its high 
price tag, is an arrogant extravagance for Silver Lake, designated by the Los 
Ancieles Countvwide Comprehensive Park and Recreation Needs Assessment, to 
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C-41 Caren and Robert Singer and Wolin / Silver Lake Residents for Less is More 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

on either side of and behind speakers to limit the amount of excess noise 
reaching nearby sensitive receptors, noise from the amplified speaker system 
for special events may still temporarily exceed the significance threshold at 
sensitive receptors near to the amplified speaker system at location 
R3. Because special events may include outdoor concerts, movie nights, 
luncheons, or other similar types of events that draw members of the 
community, it may not be feasible to reduce the volume of the amplified 
speaker system to a level below the significance threshold while still retaining 
a sufficient volume level for people in the Meadow park zone to adequately 
hear and enjoy the special event. Therefore, while Mitigation Measure NOISE-
4 would minimize sound from the amplified speaker systems for special 
events to the extent feasible, noise impacts would be significant and 
unavoidable even after mitigation is applied. However, allowable event hours 
would be from noon to 10:00 p.m. as the L.A. City Municipal 
 
Code prohibits the use of amplified sound within 500 feet of any residential 
zone from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. As such, special events would generate 
noise outside of anti-social hours and would be limited to approximately 12 
events annually. Please see Master Response – Noise.  
 
Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Section 3.16 
Transportation for further information on how vehicle trips for the proposed 
Project were derived. 
 
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

C-41-12 
 

This comment expresses opposition to the removal of the perimeter fence.  
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

C-41-13 
 

This comment expresses concern at the cost of the project. Please see Master 
Response - Funding & Operations. 
 

C-41-14 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project.  The 
fundamental Objective of the Project as stated on page 2-6 of the Draft EIR is 
to make the best use of the SLRC as a public park to benefit area residents 
since it is no longer needed to support water supply to the City. Please see 
Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. Please see Master Response – 
Community Engagement Process. 
 

 

  

C-41-14 

C-41-13 
cont. 

be a "low needs" community. And construction cost usually goes up once a 
project has begun, and unforeseen circumstances arise. We don't really know 
what this project-should it be allowed to go forward-would cost. 

The "dream big" mantra has been a nightmare for residents since the idea was 
introduced, especially residents in close proximity to the proposed projects. 
The city counc il members of Districts 4 and 13 to ld us-on multiple 
occasions- "The voices of those who would be most impacted by the project 
would be given the most weight. " This has not happened, however. We keep 
saying "no," yet the same proposals keep coming back, usually worse than 
before. None of the three council members who made these promises still 
serve in City Ha ll. We, the residents of Sliver Lake, however, are still here and 
are still trying to save our neighborhood from the planners, developers, and 
others who have grandiose ideas and little concern for the wishes of those who 
actua lly reside here. 

Some may be persuaded to support the project because the talk is big, and the 
artists· renderings are beautiful. even idyllic. our intimate neighborhood. 
however, cannot support such a grand scheme, "a recreational destination for 
the entire city." In the greedy, arrogant. opportunistic reaching for the 
impossible, we cold lose what we have-the seren ity, the beauty, the Birds and 
other the Wildlife that inspired us to live in Silver Lake in the first place. Let's 
please protect what we have. The risks are too great. Let's cut the losses here 
and now. 

As members of the SILVER LAKE RESIDENTS FOR LESS 15 MORE, we strongly 
reject the Master Plan, which is woefully lacking in data and in reality: 
Alternative 1- NO PROJECT - is the only sane, safe solution in light of the DEIR 
as presented. 

Thank you for the opportun ity to share our thoughts. 

Sincerely, 

Caren Singer and Robert Wolin 
West Silver Lake Drive: 90026 
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C-42 Michael Schneider / Streets For All 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  C-42-1 
 

The comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
  

C-42-2 
 

The comment expresses support for bike Option 2. Please see Master 
Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
  

C-42-3 
 

The comment expresses support for bike Option 2, but suggests instead of the 
proposed 12’, traffic lanes for cars should be reduced to 10.5’. Please see 
Master - Response Parking/Bike Option. This comment does not raise any 
specific issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
  

C-42-4 
 

The comment expresses support for bike Option 2, but suggests if traffic lanes 
are reduced, an additional 3’ of space can be used as a buffer zone between 
the cycle track and traffic lanes. Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike 
Option. This comment does not raise any specific issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C-42-1 

C-42-2 
 

C-42-3 
 
 

C-42-4 

Dr. Jan Green Rebstock 
City of Los Angeles 

ttt 
u•~ 

1\QWENA 

Public Works, Bureau of Engineering 
1149 S Broadway, 6th Floor, Mail Stop 939 
Los Angeles, CA 90015-2213 

LOS ANGELES RIVER 
COMMUNITIES ,., 

ENVIRONMENTAL EQUITY 

Sent via email (engslrcmp@lacity.org, jan.green.rebstock@lacity.org) 

Re: Comments on Oran Environmental Impact Report for Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master 
Plan Project, SCH #2022010055 

Dear Dr. RebstocK, 

I 
The above organizations care deeply about fighting climate change and providing safe 
alternatives to the car in Los Angeles. Upon reviewing the Bureau of Engineering's plans for the 
redevelopment of the Silver Lake Reservoir. we feel compelled to weigh in on the options for 
people on bikes. 

I Of the two options, Option 2 1s the safest for people on bikes. Option 1 features too many 
opportunities for cars to mix with cyclists. and also induces more driving by providing even more 
parking. While option 2 is the best of the options presented, it's missing some key components: 

1. Instead of the proposed 12', traffic lanes for cars should be reduced to 10.5' Wider 
traffic lanes encourage more speeding by cars, exactly what we want to avoid near an 
area where people are walking and biking. 

2. If traffic lanes are reduced, an additional 3' of space can be used as a buffer zone 
between the cycle track and traffic lanes 
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C-42 Michael Schneider / Streets For All 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

C-42-5 
 

The comment expresses support for bike Option 2 but suggests a larger 
concrete buffer zone. Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. This 
comment does not raise any specific issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

C-42-6 
 

The comment expresses support for bike Option 2 but suggests that the cycle 
track should be raised to the sidewalk level. Please see Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. This comment does not raise any specific issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

C-42-7 
 

The comment expresses support for protected bike lanes to aid with the 
reduction of VMT and climate goals while connecting bike infrastructure. This 
comment does not raise any specific issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
  
 

  
 

 

C-42-5 
 
 

C-42-6 
 
 
 
 

C-42-7 
 

3. A larger concrete buffer zone not only creates safer separation. but can also be used to 
plant more trees along the route for add itional protection, and the addition of shade for 
people using the cycle track. 

4. The cycle track should be raised to the sidewalk level; the current bike lane is full of 
gutters that are extremely dangerous for people on bikes. Being sidewalk level would 
provide even more physical protection for people on bikes. 

The Silver Lake Reservoir project is an exciting one. but these new protected bike lanes need to 
be done thoughtfully and in a way that makes people feel safe. With fully protected bike lanes. 
more area residents will be inclined to walk and bike to the park rather than drive. The more 
safe bike infrastructure the city builds, the more we can reduce VMT and adhere to our climate 
goals. Lastly, truly protected bike lanes will serve the commun ity better by connecting to 
potential future bike infrastructure in the area, such as the proposed protected bike lanes on 
Sunset Bl . 

Sincerely, 

Michael Schneider 

Streets For Al l 

Damian Kevitt 
Streets Are For Everyone 

Terence Heuston 
Sunset4AII 

Christine Louise Mills 
LA River Communities for Environmental Equity 
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I-1 Alyssa Reponen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-1-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

Excellent plan. We hope you get it built as quickly as possible . I see no 
problems with the draft EIR. I do hope that the final plan includes publ ic 

1-1-1 bathrooms, as that is a huge concern for sanitary reasons with the current 
setuo of the Silverlake Meadow. T hank vou. 
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I-2 Robert Ashton 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  

  I-2-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-2-1 

The Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan is a brilliant initiative. It is a 
bold and imaginative use of a now redundant resource. But, more importa ntly, 
it will significantly improve the quality of life of the people of Los Angeles. 
I am originally from London and was lucky enough to have lived very close to 
two of the best kno wn• and biggest • parks in the city, Hyde Park and Regents 
Park. 
One of the biggest ta keaways from my experiences of regularly wa lking 
through these gardens was how they transformed the pace of the city and my 
own well being: I might be on ly a few hundred yards from hectic and noisy 
Marble Arch or the Euston Road, but the parks provided much needed peace 
and solace from the hustle and bustle of life. I believe the Silver Lake 
development can offer similar benefits. 
It will also be a ve ry welcome addition to the existing types of parkland in LA 
because it offers a completely unique experience. At present LA parks can be 
broadly be divided into two types: 
l)neat, genteel, pretty and accessible, but quite sma ll (eg Ba rn sda ll, Echo Park, 
MacArthur) 
2) rugged, wild and expa nsive, but not necessarily easily negotiated (eg. 
Elysian, Griffiths) 
The experiences they offer are, therefore, quite binary • either a gentle walk 
and rest stop or a pulse pumping hike with views. The nearly 120 acre Silver 
La ke project appea rs to combine both these experiences with an ornamental 
garden, meadow, picnic area, seating, overl ook and observation platform for 
those seeking a more genteel experience and a nature trial, steep knoll, fitness 
circuit, basketball court, soccer field and promenade for the more adventurous 
and athletic. 
I have visited the reservoir over the past 20 years (I ran around the lake well 
before the running path was built when other runners could be counted on one 
hand) and have lived on W Silver Lake Drive for the past eight yea rs. During 
that time I have seen and experi enced the massive upshift in activity and 
enjoyment of the fac ility as new, sma ll improvements (the lnanhoe footpath 
inside the fence etc) have been added. 
However, the scale and scope of this new Master Plan can only serve to 
improve peoples' leisure time and enhance their pleasure and experiences of 
LA exponentially. 

is not for eight yea rs, although I have visited the area regularl y since 1992. 
develoo 
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I-3 Jesse Gillan  

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-3-1 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. In 
addition, please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation for a discussion 
on parking evaluations related to CEQA. 
 

 

  

1-3-1 

This is go ing to severely impact parking for lakefront residents. Most dwellings 
on W Silver Lake Dr. have no driveway, therefore limiting residents to street 
parking. The current traffic from visitors makes parking challenging enough. 
Once this site becomes even more of a "destination" matters will only get 
worse. Will there be any planning to implement parking permits or other 
restrictive measures for access from visitors? 
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I-4 Michael Hayes 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-4-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. The commenter requests 
that a food and beverage component be added to the Master Plan. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-4-2 
 

The comment requests removal of the fitness circuit. The comment is noted 
and does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-4-3 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.6 of the Draft EIR, bike 
parking or bike share stations would be located at all key pedestrian 
connection points shown on Figure 2-17 of the Draft EIR. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-4-1 

As a resident of Silver Lake, I truly cannot wa it for the day that I will be able to 
walk around what Is planned to be the best park in Los Angeles. The proposed 
renovation of the reservoir looks to be about as good as can be asked for. 

I feel the only improvements could come from the following changes. 

1) Recreation center to have a food & beverage component like the boat house 
in Echo Park. The despite a number of restaurants nearby, the area offers very 
little in terms of qu ick affordable bites that could be enjoyed while at the park. 

2) Drop the "fitness circuit" in favor of almost any other planned use within the 
park. Anecdotally, these fitness equipment areas throughout the city seem 
expensive and useless. If nothing else, study the use or utilization rate of 

1_4_2 existing facilities throughout the city. I have NEVER seen a public fitness area 
being used in earnest. Best case scenario, curious kids use them as park toys ... 
and only for a short time. 

3) Add metro bike docks at North and South ends of the park. With the loss of a 
previous --yet problematically infrequent-- metro bus (Line 201) The city 
provides almost no affordable or convenient way to access this park for those 

1-4-3 that Al don 't live within walking distance or BJ don"t have/ want access to a 
personal car. 
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I-5 Linda Okamura 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-5-1 
 

Please see Master Response – Drought Conditions. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content or 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

We will be facing a future of worsening droughts - Silver Lake Reservoir should 
be returned to water storage for an uncerta in future - cover the 'lake ' and 

1•5.1 create a •reflecting pool to keep the aesthetics closer to the original 'lake'. 
Recreation areas around the 'lake ' can still happen • but •· much greater 
thought needs to be done to the future of droughts & emergency use water 
storage. 
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I-6 Alex Freedman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-6-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-6-1 

Having participated in a number of the community wo rkshops, and knowing 
how many competing visions there were for this space, I think this final plan 
looks like a really nice compromise among interests. It seems to balance 
diverse kinds of uses while also centerino the ecoloaical restoration work . 
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I-7 Isaac Rubinstein  

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-7-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-7-2 
 

The environmental impacts associated with implementation of the proposed 
Project have been analyzed in Chapter 3, Environmental Setting, Impact 
Analysis, and Mitigation Measures of the Draft EIR. 
 

I-7-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation for a discussion of 
transportation and parking. 
 

I-7-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Homelessness. 
 
As discussed in Section 2.7, Project Operations and Maintenance litter 
removal would be part of the proposed Project's onsite maintenance 
activities. In addition, the proposed Project would include removal of portions 
of the existing perimeter fence over time as the park zones are constructed. 
Please see Master Response - Homelessness and Master Response - Fence 
Removal. 
 

I-7-5 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-7-1 

1-7-2 
1-7-3 

1-7-4 

It is a shame that in 2022 (and beyond) we are contemplating spending millions 
of dollars to "renovate" an already beautiful , purposeful center of our 
community wh ich thousands of people enjoy everyday. 

Why is money not being spent on severely underserved communities in Los 
Angeles who desperately need simple play structures and parks for their 
children. Why is this money not being spent on addressing homelessness in 
our city? 

What will the environmental impact be on this community? There is already not 
enough parking. What makes Silver Lake so beautiful is its quietness. Who will 
dea l with the traffic? the litter? The neighborhood will. 

Who will deal with the homeless people who will inevitably be attracted to 
these facilities? Will there be a fence built around the lake like Echo Park to 
keep people out? 

This project is clearly serving special interests somewhere. WHO IT IS NOT 
SERVING ARE THE RESIDENTS OF SILVER LAKE. I emphatically reject these 
plans, as they are aga inst the interests of the actual people who live here. They 
also perpetuate an unjust, unequal society. Many local residents we have 
discussed these plans with are actua lly talking about moving from Silver Lake 

1-7-5 because of this project wh ich is a more honest "temperature check" of the true 
fee ling of the community. 

Sincerely, 
Isaac Rub instein. Ainslev Cohen. Malcolm Rubinstein . and Leila Rub instein 
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I-8 Ainsley Cohen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-8-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. In addition, the 
comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-8-2 
 

The comment on using the funds from the proposed Project to the homeless 
issue does not raise any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Currently, neither funding sources nor a named operator have been identified 
for the proposed Project. Please see Master Response - Funding and 
Operations. 
 

 

  

Pis do not touch the reservoir. Nobody in our neighborhood wants this change. 
1-8-1 We do not want the traffic and the area cannot support the additional traffic!!!! 

We do not need school buses and tour buses coming thru residential streets. Pis 
use the funds towards the homeless issue that is devastating to all of us. Pis 

1•8.2 leave the reservoir alone. Pis allocate these funds somewhere where they are 
needed. 
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I-9 Andrew Lush 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-9-1 
 

Chapter 2 Project Description of the Draft EIR includes a detailed description 
of the proposed Project's components. The comment requests that the 
Master plan include access to outdoor swimming opportunities. The proposed 
Project is described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR and does not include 
swimming. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-9-1 

The Master Plan misses a huge opportunity, which Is to provide equitable, local 
access to urban outdoor swimming. Currently those living near Silver Lake or 
farther east who do not own a car or cannot devote the significant amount of 
time needed to visit beach cities many miles away will never be able to swim 
outdoors in Los Angeles, a city known for its hot, sunny weather. Please look at 
the way outdoor swimming in natural bodies of water is part of civic life in 
Berlin or Copenhagen. The floating dock in the current Master Plan could be 
larger and include swim ladders and a designated area water rope to keep 
swimmers far from waterfowl, or the meadow could include a small beach (or 
both). This can be done but only requires imagination. We can have BOTH 
increased wild life conservation AND urban outdoor swimming access as seen in 
Eurooean cities. Thank vou for vour consideration. 
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I-10 Mary Anne Hattemer 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-10-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-10-1 1 I love the entire plan. Great job . Hope it is completed as soon as possib le. Ca n't 
wa it to wa lk around the beautiful lake. 
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I-11 Anonymous 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-11-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-11-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-11-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-11-1 
 
 

I-11-2 
 

I-11-3 

Hargreaves is a self interested firm out of their element and loca le. Their 
terrible urbanization proposa ls will RUIN, not improve, the Silver La ke reservoir. 
A grossly d isruptive and irresponsib ly heavy handed approach that will cause 
chaos during construction and chaos if completed - for the community and 
v isitors a like. What parking strateg ies are be ing implemented for v isitor 
access?? Nobody rides public transportation to get here. Everyone drives. 
There's not enough parking to faci litate the onsla ught of th is recreational 
absurdity. Nobody wants terribly designed education centers or islands. You are 
not welcome here Harareaves. Stav in the Bav. 
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I-12 Anonymous 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-12-1 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

Parking??? 
No parking solutions on the map. 

1-12-1 Where will people park? 

Eoitome of nealiaence. 
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I-13 Anonymous 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-13-1 
 

The comment discusses the lack of bus lines to the site. Although Metro is a 
separate agency from the City that would be responsible for bus lines and the 
Project does not have any elements requiring changes to Metro bus lines, the 
Metro Micro line would service the Project area. Please also note PDF-TRA-6, 
which calls for City of LA departments to coordinate to look for additional 
opportunities to expand public transit services to the Project area. The 
impacts associated with the proposed Project are analyzed in Chapter 3 of the 
Draft EIR. The Transportation Impact Assessment (TIA) included as Appendix K 
of the Draft EIR provides an estimate of increased public use of the SLRC and 
impacts to public transit systems and parking. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1·13·1 

The Metro line 201 doesn't stop on Silver Lake Dr anymore. No adjacent bus 
lines come close to being convenient for visitors to utilize. 

What are the justifications for stating there will be little Impact on the 
neighborhood? Th is will be a catastrophe, drawn out for several years. Dark 
times. 
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I-14 Glen Beard 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-14-1 
 

The areas of known controversy listed in Section 2.5 are addressed 
throughout sections included in Chapter 3.0, Environmental Setting, Impact 
Analysis, and Mitigation Measures of the Draft EIR. 
 
Also, please see Master Responses – Homelessness, Public Safety, Noise, 
Biological Resources, and Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-14-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. Also, please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

I-14-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding parking, traffic, and circulation 
impacts. Impacts related to traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 
3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less 
than significant. Also, please see Master Response – Traffic/Transportation 
and Master Response – Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-14-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to habitat and trees. 
Impacts to these resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, 
of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Please see Master Response – 
Biological Resources. 
 

I-14-5 
 

Please refer to Section 3.12, Noise of the Draft EIR for a detailed discussion on 
the impacts from construction activities.  Please also see Master Response – 
Noise. 
 

 

  

What are the plans to address the Areas of Known Controversy? How do citizens 
who live right off the reservo ir raise their vo ices aga inst this? Noise, parking, 
traffic, wildlife displacement, homelessness. more noise during events? How 
do we stop th is from happening? 

1.5 Areas of Known Public Controversy 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15123 states that an EIR shall identify areas of 
controversy known to 
the Lead Agency, including issues raised by the agency and the public . Based 

1_14 _1 on comments 
1. Introduction 

1-14-2 I 

1-14-3 1 

1-14-4 I 
1-14-s I 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 1-4 October 2022 
Draft Environmental Impact Report 
received during the scop ing meetings and NOP comment period, the following 
issues are known 
to be of concern and may be controversial. Each issue is further eva luated in 
the EIR: 
• Remova l of the perimeter security fenc ing and related concerns regarding 
homeless 
encampments, public safety, and impacts to wildlife 
• Increased parking and traffic circulation on local streets 
• Pedestrian connections and pedestrian safety 
• Connectivity with the bike network and cyc list safety 
• Potential Impacts to habitat and tree remova ls 
• Noise impacts from construction activities and ampl ified sound during special 
events 
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I-15 Kristen McGrath 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-15-1 
 

The commenter was contacted via email and mail prior to the public meeting 
and was forwarded information on the public meeting details. 
 
A virtual public meeting was held on October 26, 2022, at 6:00 pm on Zoom 
during the public comment period for the Draft EIR. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, no additional response is needed. 
 

 

  

I-15-1 I Where is your meeting on 26th 
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I-16 Paul McGrath 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-16-1 
 

The commenter was contacted via email and mail prior to the public meeting 
and was forwarded information on the public meeting details. 
 
A virtual public meeting was held on October 26, 2022, at 6:00 pm on Zoom 
during the public comment period for the Draft EIR. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, no additional response is needed. 
 

 

  

1-16-1 I Where is meeting 
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I-17 Beth Rabin 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-17-1 
 

As shown in Figure 2-13 of the Draft EIR, the existing playground within the 
South Valley will remain as part of the proposed Project. In addition, the 
comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-17-1 

Hello, we are glad for this plan to be moving forward! However, looking at the 
map, we notice a GLARING omission: the playground! Where is the 
playground??? We see the basketball court, the community center, and the 
play field, but no play structure . We raised our ch ildren here and the 
playground was an importa nt gathering place for families with young children. 
Please make sure that a olav structure is included in the olan! ! 
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I-18 Michelle Faucheux 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-18-1 
 

The comment expresses concern for current conditions onsite. The analysis of 
impacts associated with construction of the proposed Project components 
are described in Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, 
it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for 
their review and consideration. 
 

I-18-2 
 

Please see Master Responses – Traffic/Transportation and Community 
Engagement Process. In addition, the comment expresses opposition to the 
proposed Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-18-3 
 

The comment expresses concern for increased visitation and impacts to 
parking. The Transportation Impact Assessment (TIA) included as Appendix K 
of the Draft EIR provides an estimate of increased public use of the SLRC and 
impacts to public parking. The TIA evaluates parking demands caused by the 
proposed Project in Section 4.5 page 129 of Appendix K. The Draft EIR 
provides two options for increasing parking to accommodate visitors to the 
park. The limited increase in parking would improve parking availability 
compared to existing conditions. However, impacts to parking availability are 
not an environmental impact that CEQA identifies as potentially significant to 
the environment. Nonetheless, the TIA provides an assessment conforming to 
the City's DOT TAG requirements. No additional analysis is required. Please 
also see Master Response – Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-18-4 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise. 
 
In addition, the comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1- 18-1 

1-18 -2 

1-18-3 

1- 18 -4 

Hi There, 

I understand that this project is going through despite a lot of concern in the 
neighborhood. Outside of the continual concern about traffic and parking in an 
already congested neighborhood, I wanted to speak directly to the Ivanhoe 
section of the plans. I've lived fa cing Iva nhoe fo r 15 years. I moved into a quiet 
neighborhood with a natura l setting. While other sections of the proposed plan 
are set we ll away fro m the residences the Iva nhoe section is basica lly just 
across a small quiet street. We already feel the impact of people be ing able to 
see directly into our bedrooms when the upper section opened, and people 
illegally smoking on the park benches that blows directly into our home 
windows. Now an education center. outdoor classroom. and ampl ified speaker 
systems are being discussed in this tight small area? I honestly feel like no 
concern has been given to the long term residents who have supported this 
area fo r yea rs and yea rs. Build a pa rk if you must, but do we need to also ma ke 
it a theme pa rk? Has any thought been given to the fa ct that this neighborhood 
wa s not designed for this type of heavy use? I kn ow a lot has been said in 
reference to Echo Park Lake, but Echo Park Lake was converted Into a public 
park in 1895 in a yet to be congested city. not 2022, it was designed and 
expanded with parking etc in m ind. We already see the weekends overrun with 
wa lkers where people have to wa lk in the street. what is your proposed solve 
for that when there are thousa nds of more people coming here every 
weekend? Where will they pa rk? Most of us on W. Silver La ke only have street 
pa rking ava ilable to us. Where will we pa rk? What about buses with school 
children showing up all da y to visit the outdoor classrooms? Where will they 
park? The LA Zoo has a massive parking lot to accommodate these things, 
where do you intend to bu ild that in this small congested neighborhood? I've 
yet to see ANYTHING addressing parking concerns. You've designed something 
that is not rea listic for the scope of an existing neighborhood. The LADWP may 
have donated their land but what about all the land surrounding the reservo ir 
that is private and will be heavily impacted? Aga in I understa nd a desire for a 
better designed wa lking tra il and expanded dog park, but is it possible to scale 
back the outdoor classroom plans, use of speaker systems, anything that 
involves events and theme parking the area up? The meadow for instance is a 
quiet place where people go to sit and spend time with their famil ies. This is 
what a park should be and what the neighborhood can support. not a mini 
Griffith Pa rk or Sa nta Monica Pier. Thanks fo r you attention to this. 
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I-19 Theresa Sterling 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-19-1 
 

The comment asks to see traffic and parking mitigation plans. The 
Transportation Impact Assessment (TIA) included as Appendix K of the Draft 
EIR provides an estimate of increased public use of the SLRC and impacts to 
traffic and parking. The TIA evaluates parking demands caused by the 
proposed Project in Section 4.5 page 129 of Appendix K. The Draft EIR 
provides two options for increasing parking to accommodate visitors to the 
park. The limited increase in parking would improve parking availability 
compared to existing conditions. However, impacts to parking availability are 
not an environmental impact that CEQA identifies as potentially significant to 
the environment. Nonetheless, the TIA provides an assessment conforming to 
the City's DOT TAG requirements. No additional analysis is required. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. Please also see 
Master Responses – Traffic/Transportation and Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

   

1-1g-i I Traffic and parking mitigation plans: what are they? I don't see any parking or 
traffic upgrades. 
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I-20 Shirley Egbert 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-20-1 
 

Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR discussed the proposed Project's 
impact on transportation. Also, please see Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-20-2 
 

Offsite improvements are discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of 
the Draft EIR and shown on Figure 2-17. To further improve the safety of 
pedestrian crossings around the reservoir a few changes have been proposed 
in Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. In addition, based on comments received during 
the Draft EIR, the City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake 
Boulevard. Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-20-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-20-4 
 

Please see Master Response – Homelessness. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, 
it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for 
their review and consideration. 
 

I-20-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-20-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 

I-20-7 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 

I-20-8 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

1-20· 1 I 
1-20-2 1 

1-20·3 I 
1-20·4 I 
1-20·5 I 
1-20·6 I 

The Masterplan looks beautiful and well thought out, however, 
1. How would the Masterplan impact parking and traffic in the area? 
2. What safety measures are implemented to cross both Silverl ake Blvds? 
3. Where is the budget to build and maintain the parks? 
4. What assurance does the Masterplan not become the next Echo Park or the 
Los Angeles River homeless encampments? 
5. Is this the right time to use taxpayer funds where the City of Los Angeles has 
other pertinent crises to address? 
7. Will 24/7 multiple LAPD cars be patroll ing the surrounding hills and the 
reservoir? 

1.20_ 7 I 8. Should we expect crime to increase in the surrounding neighborhoods? 
1_20_8 I 9. As the reservoir is a wildlife sanctuary, what assurance is the building of the 

Masterplan won"t impact their current ecosystem? 
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I-21 John Butcher 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-21-1 
 

As stated in the Draft EIR, the proposed Project would remove portions of the 
existing perimeter fence over time as the park zones are constructed while 
maintaining or introducing new fencing needed to secure existing LADWP 
facilities, protect habitat, and protect the public. Please see Master Response- 
Fence Removal and Master Response - Homelessness. Additionally, the 
comment expresses opposition to the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

Put in a better fence, llike the Rowena Reservoir fence, all the way around the 
reservoir. At minimum, keep the old fence! Stop inviting homeless and 

1-2 1-1 druggies without a fence.! 

I do not suooort a 15 vear oro iect. Cal ifornia is swimmina in monev. Tao thatl 
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I-22 Mary Frauchiger 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-22-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. Please see Master 
Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-22-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise. 
 
As discussed in Section 3.12, Noise and Vibration, potential noise and 
vibration impacts of the proposed Project from construction activities and 
operations were analyzed utilizing factors and considerations identified in the 
City’s 2006 L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide and the FTA’s groundborne vibration 
and noise criteria for assessing potential impacts relating to building damage 
and human annoyance were used, as appropriate. Although implementation 
of mitigation measures would reduce noise level and associated impacts at 
noise-sensitive receptors, noise levels could still exceed local jurisdiction 
significance thresholds when taking into account the potential worst-case 
overlap of the various construction phases. Therefore, noise impacts during 
construction were determined to be significant and unavoidable. 
 

I-22-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-22-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety for a discussion on the 
implementation of a Security Plan. In addition, this comment expresses 
concern regarding traffic, congestion, and crime which are analyzed in 
Sections 3.14, Public Services and 3.16, Transportation of the Draft EIR. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-22-5 
 

The comment expresses concern related to the duration of construction of the 
Project. Impacts are addressed throughout Chapter 3, of the Draft EIR. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 

 

  

I-22-3 
I-22-4 
I-22-5 

1-22-1 1 

1-22-2 I 
I 

My Husband and I are strongly opposed to the proposed project and have 
serious concerns. Our top concerns are removal of the perimeter fence; noise 
nuisances caused by special events and amplified music; construction noise; 
negative impacts on wildlife; traffic, congestion and crime; duration of the 
project; disruption of the quality of life for residents living with in 500 feet of the 
complex. 
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I-23 Hugh Kenny 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-23-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-23-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Fence Removal. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

Gentlepersons 

1•23.1 You may remember that the consensus of the citizens at the meetings was to 
have as little impact on the property and surrounding area as possible. Yet you 
insist on prevailing with your plan which will produce more harm then good .. 

I 
Please reduce your goals. Don't take down the fence. 

1.23_2 Thank you, 

Hugh Kenny 
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I-24 Jayson Matthews 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-24-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. For a discussion 
on traffic-related impacts, please refer to Section 3.16, Transportation of the 
Draft EIR. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I Why do you want to ruin silverlake further with this nonsense project? We don't 
1_24 _1 wa nt to live next to echo park lake. The traffic around here is already 

unbearablv bad. Th is is a horrid idea. 
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I-25 John Butcher 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-25-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. Also, please see 
Master Response – Funding and Operations. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-25-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Fence Removal. The comment is noted and 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-25-2 

I-25-1 
I oppose the plan. 180 months to renovate Silver Lake Reservo ir is absurd! ! 
California is swimmig in money .. Tap that! 

There needs to be a fence, like the fence around Rowena Reservoir, around the 
reservoir to protect it from homeless and drug use gatherings 
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I-26 Scott Stemberg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-26-1 
 

Please see Maser Response – Homelessness. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-26-2 
 

Traffic-related impacts of the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.16, 
Transportation of the Draft EIR. Also, please see Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. In regard to funding, please see Master Response - 
Funding and Operations. The comment is noted and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-26-1 

1-26-2 

I've lived in the area for over 10 yea rs now and am gravely concerned about 
these ambitious plans. First and foremost, I feel that this Is an unfortunate and 
ill-timed misallocation of financial resources away from those most in need .. 
The homeless population of Silverlake and surround ing areas are part of our 
community, whether we like it or not; the population has grown and spread 
since COVIO. These people need our financial resources and community 
management to rehabilitate and find temporary and new housing. It's the clear 
priority, much more so than recreation for both immediate residents and those 
from surrounding areas. second, this area of Silverlake simply cannot support 
the traffic influx and parking requirements of th is plan. You simply cannot drive 
to this area without hitting an already over-trafficked part of the city - each side 
bottlenecks already, so an increase in traffic flow will m ake living here and 
tra veling to and from nearly impossible . w e are simply not set up for this and 
while the intent is positive and many good people ha ve put hard work into this 
project, it should be shelved, resources should be allocated to those who are 
truly in need, and we can all be grateful for the beautiful reservo ir and existing 
resources that we are lucky to take adva ntage of. Thank you for your 
consideration. 
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I-27 McShane Murnane 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-27-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

In response to the Draft EIR dated act 6, 2022, our local household and local 
business still maintain enthusiastic support of this project. The overa ll impact 
of the quality of life for residents, expanded natural habitats, and added city 

1_27 _1 resource greatly outwe ighs the inconven ience of the construction process. 
This is a project LA needs to be in conversation with Globa l Cities. 
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I-28 Elzie Whitlow 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-28-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-28-1 I I am tota lly for Alternative 2. 
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I-29 Woody Thompson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-29-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-29-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

 

  

1_29 _1 I Alternative 2 is the fa r superior plan with the least amount of environmental 
1-2g-2 I impact while still allowing for significant aesthetic renova ti ons. Pa rking is still 

the #1 which is not adequately addressed in any proposal or alternative. 
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I-30 Sherry Walker 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-30-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1_30_1 I I am very strong to support it! We all , I mean the wild creatures and us, live in 
the same world. and It Is the home for all of us!! we have to orotect it!!! 
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I-31 Lenore Dowling 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-31-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternatives 2 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-31-1 

I have been a resident of Silver Lake for 46 years. My children attended 
Ivanhoe, King Jr. High, and Marshall HS. We have always va lued Silver Lake 
from our deck and from dog wa lks by the lake. The wild life present here are 
important residents that enrich our lives, and should not be endangered by 
development. Alternatives 2 or 3, 3 preferably, are closest to preserving this 
treasure to Silver Lake residents -- newly arrived and old timers. w e join with 
our neighbors who insist on saving the character and profile of this beloved 
lake. thank vou 
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I-32 Joy Boyajian 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-32-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-32-1 

1 am vo icing my agreement with the Sllverlake Wildlife sanctuary on supporting 
alternative 3. 
I believe that more is not always better especially when it come to altering 
nature and the needs of the wildlife. Wildlife can be pushed either out of our 
area comp lete ly or move even more into resident streets to adapt to loss of 
habitat. It took some time for the heron to return but I am not sure it is the 
numbers it once wa s. If climate change has taught us nothing it is to preserve 
what we have and be better stewards. We "improve" on nature then struggle to 
regain it's delicate ba lance. Pis consider the recommendations of the 
Silverlake wildlife sanctuary. They have no gain in This but to preserve the 
peace and beauty that comes from nature and nature alone. 

Thank you, 
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I-33 Wendy Klein 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-33-1 
 

The proposed Project is described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR and does not 
include a bocce ball court. The comment expresses support for the Project. 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-33-l I I am in support of the plans. It would be nice to have a bocce ba ll court. 
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I-34 Brian Wakil 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-34-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternatives 2 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. Please also see the responses to 
Comment Letter C-28. 
 

 

  

1-34-1 

I concur with the SLWS recommendation below: 
SLWS has proposed several alternatives and mitigation measures to the 
intensive 
development proposed under the Master Plan that would provide the public 
with 
excellent opportunities to interact with nature, maintain needed open space in 
an area 
where ava ilable open space is quickly diminishing and protect and enhance the 
habitat for 
the many wildlife and bird species that rely on the reservoir complex. o pen 
space areas 
nea r urba n land uses function as a visual amenity, as a passive recreational 
asset, a 
groundwater recharge site, and a "storehouse" for natural species populations. 
We urge 
you to ca refully consider the Reduced Intensity Alternative and the Natural and 
Open 
Space Preserve Alternative, as well as mitigation through elimination and 
modification of 
orooosed oro iect comoonents. 
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I-35 Brian Wakil 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-35-1 
 

Refer to response to Comment Letter I-34. 
 

 

  

1-35-1 

I concur with the SLWS as per below: 
SLWS has proposed several alternatives and mitigation measures to the 
intensive 
development proposed under the Master Plan that would provide the public 
with 
excellent opportunities to interact with nature, maintain needed open space in 
an area 
where ava ilable open space is quickly diminishing and protect and enhance the 
habitat for 
the many wildlife and bird species that rely on the reservoir complex. o pen 
space areas 
nea r urba n land uses function as a visual amenity, as a passive recreational 
asset, a 
groundwater recharge site, and a "storehouse" for natural species populations. 
We urge 
you to ca refully consider the Reduced Intensity Alternative and the Natural and 
Open 
Space Preserve Alternative, as well as mitigation through elimination and 
modification of 
orooosed oro iect comoonents. 
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I-36 Mike Jordan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-36-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

fail to see the value add here. so people can dip their toes? say they got their 
way? what's the problem you are solving? at considerable expense and 
disruption just to enhance something trendy? publ ic safety is questionable. 

1_36_1 disruption of the neighborhood is certa in. cost as wel l. and for what? what 
return on the investment? the place already looks gorgeous. many other 
parts of the city could use the upgrade. this is more about local pol it ics than 
oraamatic intent. 
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I-37 Guillermo Bordarampe 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-37-1 
 

The Project Description, Section 2.5.4 and Figure 2-10 of the Draft EIR describe 
the proposed edge treatments around the reservoir. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-37-2 
 

The comment expresses support for the habitat islands. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-37-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to construction of buildings as part of the 
proposed Project. Please see Master Response – Alternatives Analysis. Also, 
please see Master Response- Public Safety. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-37-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Please also see Master Response – 
Biological Resources. 
 

I-37-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. The comment expresses 
opposition to the proposed Project. This comment does not raise any issues 
with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-37-1 
I-37-2 
I-37-3 
I-37-4 

 
I-37-5 

Just make the sides of the reservoir prettier, like the ones in the Iva nhoe dam. 
Maybe a few floating islands could work for the fowl to make nests there. No 
new buildings are necessary, maybe it could be opened during the day for 
people to walk around and close at dusk for safety reasons. All that 
construction could be very disruptive for the wildlife, and in particular for the 
coyotes that would be displaced. The extra traffic and reduced parking for 
residents, in particular the ones who live across the street from the reservoir 
and pay property taxes would be affected in a very negative way. Leave good 
enough alone!!! 
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I-38 Karen Cusolito 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-38-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2 or 3 as well as fencing and 
park access during daylight hours only. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

  

As a resident, I endorse Alternative 3 Silver Lake Natural Lands and Open 
Space Preserve. Gated perimeter fencing should allow access only from dawn 

1_38 _1 to dusk. 
As a second choice, I would prefer Environmentally Superior Alternative 2. 
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I-39 Lena Najarian 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-39-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I support the evolution of the. SLRC. The draft EIR revea ls no m ateria l 
environmental impact wh ile the master plan would offer both people and 

1-39-1 wildlife a bea utifu l respite from the city surrounding it. As responsible stewards 
of this orooertv. we're charaed with see ina that it fulfill its fu llest ootentia l. 
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I-40 Adam Kopald 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-40-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-40-1 

Let's get the reservoir complex master plan completed, and soon! Los Ang eles 
is, and has always been, a park poor city. The SRCMP is a thoughtful, useful, 
beautiful and only partial so lut ion to th is great problem! 

Thank You, 

Adam Kooald. CD4 
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I-41 August Brown 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-41-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-41-1 

I strongly support the new proposals In the master plan for the reservoir from 
Silver Lake Forward. Restoring the site to be a vibrant, biodiverse home for 
plant and wildlife is incredibly important, as are the renovations to make it a 
more accessible and pleasant recreation site. The plan is a careful balance of 
broad community needs, and as a Silver Lake resident, it will greatly enhance 
qual ity of life In the neighborhood for residents and the city as a whole. 1 don"t 
see any adverse impacts in the plan and would strongly encourage its swift 
adootion and construction. 
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I-42 Annie Arsha 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-42-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1_42 _1 I Can't wa it for th is project to be completed so that we could utilize th e reservoir 
to Its fu llest caoacitv! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-43 Donald Parker 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-43-1 
 

Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4 of the Draft EIR, 
impacts to population and housing are analyzed in Section 3.13, and impacts 
to noise are analyzed in Section 3.12. As described in the Project Description, 
Section 2.7.1, a Security Plan would be prepared as part of the proposed 
Project. Also, please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-43-1 

I am and ha ve been appalled at the idea of doing anything with Silverlake 
reservoir other than simply lea ving it as it is from the inception of the current 
master plan. 

For me. the devastation of wildlife hab itat alone is enough to object but the 
addition of crowding, noise and trash make the entire project repugnant. 

The Silverlake community around the reservoir has been peaceful and quiet, 
devoid of gang or other criminal activity 
for a century and now; developers are go ing to be allowed to kill the tranqu illity 
and nature because of greed. This plan will result in a scar rather than a beauty 
mark! 
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I-44 Debbie Slater 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-44-1 
 

Please see Master Responses - Funding and Operations and Homelessness. 
Also, the 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan 
(Community Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake 
region of the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related 
to the proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of 
implementing the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. 
Although the Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for 
the City’s potable water needs, they are considered an important 
neighborhood-defining characteristic. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I am not in favor of moving forward with the Master Plan . 
I feel it is really arrogant to think that Silver Lake Reservo ir is more in need of 
Green Space than the rest of Los Angeles. With all the density housing and TOC 
projects being erected across the city there are much needier communities 

1·44 -l where design and money would be more beneficially used. 
Spending money on these modifications wou ld be better served in other areas 
of Los Angeles: Homelessness, Education , Infrastructure, City Council 
restructuring, etc. We do not even know how much it will cost or who will be the 
caretakers of the space. 
DO NOT APPROVE THIS PLAN! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-45 Doris Slater 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-45-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and identifies a 
preference for Alternative 1. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

I The EIR shows significant impact to the community, I am in favor of Alternative 
1_45_1 1 • no changes. I don"t th ink these changes will enrich the neighborhood I have 

lived in for 50 vears. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-46 Peter Taylor 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-46-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1_46 _1 I This is a terrific plan, a result of years of input. It strikes an excellent ba lance 
among all stakeholders. Let's move forward without changes! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-47 Terence Heuston 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-47-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

Hi, 

I support Silver Lake Forward's vision for the reservoir complex. Publ ic space 
1-47-1 should be opened for use by the publ ic. Thank you for your time. 

Best, 
Terence Heuston 
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I-48 Dan Gaffey 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-48-1 
 

As described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project 
analyzed in the Draft EIR included a floating dock which would launch guided 
kayak tours. Based on comments received during the public review period, the 
City has made minor revisions to the proposed Project. The proposed Project 
would no longer include the floating dock component or opportunities for 
guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist 
for educational purposes. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the 
revisions to the proposed Project would not result in any new significant 
impacts that were not already identified in the Draft EIR, nor would these 
changes substantially increase the severity of any impacts identified in the 
Draft EIR. 
 

 

  

Hi, 

A lot of us would love to go kaya king on the reservoir! Letting people use the 
1_48_1 water would significantly expand the city's scarce park/recreational acreage. 

Thanks, 
Dan 
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I-49 Chris Young 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-49-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the lack of activities available for 8- to 
18-year-olds. The proposed Project design is described in Chapter 2 of the 
Draft EIR. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

How did this go through without a skatepark? Or anything for kids older than 
toddlers in a playground? Promenades, picnicking, ornamental ga rdens, 
benches and viewing, "outdoor classrooms," an "education center," a dog park, 
a basketba ll court always occupied by adult men. There's just nothing for 

1•49.1 someone 8 to 18 years old. There's a lot for parents of young ch ildren and the 
20 to so year olds (and all of us older than that) love to wa lk and jog. Same 
with the picnicking and "viewing." But it 's a real shame no actual 'a ctivities' 
could have been included for kids, tweens, and especially teenagers in a 
neiahborhood full of vouna oeoo le. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-50 Waseem Jafar 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-50-1 
 

The proposed Project is described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR and does not 
include a pétanque or bocce ball court. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-50-1 

please consider add ing a petanque/bocce court ideally in or around a shaded 
area in the south va lley part located somewhere around the proposed 
basketball court. there are severa l residents who would like to have such a 
court. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-51 Christi Moore 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-51-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. The commenter is also 
referred to Master Response – Funding and Operations. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-51-2 
 

The comment regarding the adequacy of the location of the existing 
basketball court and recreation center is noted. As described in the Project 
Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an Operations and Maintenance plan 
would be prepared for the proposed Project prior to construction. The routine 
operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would include the 
routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park facilities, clearing 
paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and cleaning of park 
facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the Silver Lake 
Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility similar to 
existing conditions. The comment is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-51-1 
I-51-2 

I vote for Alt 3. Why spend a lot of money wh ich no has. The Basketball 
Court is fine where it is and so is the Rec center. There is not really space for 
busses of children to take field trips. A field trip to the Los Angeles River would 
show more nature. Bathrooms would need to be locked and cleaned 
continually. Keep it simple. Use some funds to fin ish the sidewalk near the 
basketball courts. 
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I-52 Charles Herman-Wurmfeld 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-52-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-52-2 
 

The comment recommends that the proposed Project include swimming and 
the addition of a community garden. The proposed Project is described in 
Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR and would not include these uses. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

Well this is wonderful. 

I am thrilled to see so much Infrastructure for use by people, children, nature 
lovers and families. 

I am glad to know chain link fences will come down everywhere. They are a 
psychic scourge on our neighborhood and da ngerous for wildlife that needs to 

1_52 _1 move smoothly and safely around the va lley. Anyone who says the status quo 
fence and concrete scene is good for wildlife is making a smoke screen to try 
and derail this beautiful park. Do not be swayed by the "sa ve the coyotes" 
crowd championing do nothing in support of wildlife. These were the same 
failed arguments used to try and derail the meadow project and now 
thousands of people annually enjoy that outdoor space, romantic sunsets and 
quiet places to wa lk or kick a ball. 

1-52-2 

My only critique is that there is nowhere to swim. I am part of a large 
community of silver lake swimmers who are eagerly awa iting a reve rsal on this 
front and the inclusion of swim infrastructure intro this beautiful plan. I'm not 
going to be angry if I don't get it, but I will say this is a great opportunity to 
create a world class wild swimming area at the south end by the dam. 

Oh · and I'd love to see a community garden space up by the coop preschool at 
the north end near the little parklet It's the perfect location with community/ 
wa lking path and school access. 

That's my two cents. 

Thank you for all. 

Charles Herman-Wurmfeld 
Silver lake neiahborh ood council 2009-20 14 
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I-53 Hope Arnold 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-53-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-53-1 

As a Home owner of over 18 years in silver lake. I am thrilled to finally see the 
creation and implementation of a plan that will bring, environment and 
community to the lake. This can only help grow our worth and our experiences. 
Thank you to everyone that's spent time creating and seeing this through. The 
plan looks fantastic. Bravo. 
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I-54 Andrew May 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-54-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-54-1 I I use the SLR for my morning run 4 days a week. I support the Silver Lake 
Reservoir comolex Master Plan Prolect Draft Environmental lmoact Reoort 
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I-55 Andrew May 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-55-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-55-1 I I use the SLR for my morning run 4 days a week. I support the Silver Lake 
Reservoir comolex Master Plan Prolect Draft Environmental lmoact Reoort 
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I-56 Sailor Made 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-56-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-56-2 
 

The proposed Project operational hours are described in the Project 
Description, Section 2.7.2 of the Draft EIR. Also, please see Master Response - 
Public Safety. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-56-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-56-4 
 

The comment describes existing conditions at the Project site. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-56-5 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-56-1 

1-56-2.1 

As a resident of Silverlake (on Edgewater Terrace) for 28 years I vehemently 
oppose this plan for a build. Our hamlet now has entirely too muc:h automobile, 
foot traffic: and noise where there was onc:e peace. The reservoir has become 
a destination and this is very violating to the neighborhood. 
If the reservoir is open even more than it has already been, it will welcome 
more trouble and ec:ho woes of Ec:ho Park. 

1.56_3 I That sa id, wildlife has also already been completely disrupted with the opening 
of the meadow. 

There are also non-permitted music: groups that come to play live music on 
Sunday evenings in the park and it is very unwelcome to many neighbors 

1·56·4 including myself. 

I 
Thank you for your time. Please do no not open our doors to more traffic and 

1.56.5 visitors and problems that the neighborhood cannot absorb as it is. 

Thank you. 
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I-57 Florence Rosen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-57-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-57-1 I IM AGAINST ALL IMPROVEMENTS AS A RESIDENT OF 65 YEARS 
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I-58 Julia Stuart Yilmaz 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-58-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-58-2 
 

The comment requests that the project design include equipment and space 
for children. As described in Chapter 2, Project Description of the Draft EIR, 
an Education Center is proposed that would provide educational 
opportunities. The proposed Environmental Education Center and other 
outdoor educational features would be implemented to provide immersive 
educational programs for K-12 schools. In addition, seating terraces, the picnic 
grove, information play area, overlooks, walking path expansion, and updates 
to the South Valley facilities would also occur. The comment is noted and does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-58-3 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-58-4 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, a 
Security Plan would be prepared. In addition, as described in Section 2.7.2 of 
the Draft EIR, the routine operations and maintenance of the proposed 
Project would include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces 
and park facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti 
removal, and cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and 

I-58-1 I 

1-58-2 

1-58-3 1 

1-58-4 1 

1-58-5 

I am excited that the city is making plans to beautify the Silver Lake Reservo ir 
and add additional green space to our neighborhood. I also have several 
concerns that I hope are considered as this project moves forward. First, please 
consider more opportunities for children in this plan. While there is plenty in 
here fo r dogs, children 's play equ ipment and opportunities to engage in the 
natural beauty are missing! Second, please consider how this resource will be 
managed--where will bathrooms, parking, trash pick-up and drinking wa ter be 
located? How will the space be monitored to ensure people using the space 
fo llow the guidelines (for example, the meadow is not supposed to have 
amplified music, but it happens all the time). I live very close to the meadow 
and no public agency takes responsibility for this space, and despite outreach 
to Mitch O'Farre ll"s office, LAPD, and Parks and Rec . I want to ensure that there 
is a management plan in place BEFORE problems occur, like what happened at 
Echo Park Lake. Thank you . 
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manage the Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-
Purpose Facility similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog 
Park. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-58-5 
 

See response to Comment I-58-3. 
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  I-59-1 
 

The comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-59-2 
 

The comment discusses current conditions of the Project site and expresses 
opposition to the proposed Project. This comment does not raise any issues 
with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-59-1 1 

1-59·2 I 

My husband and I are long-time residents of Silverlake (since 1964)) and our 
neighborhood is defin itely not the quiet, peaceful one it used to be. The traffic 
congestion and parking issues are atrocious. The Meadows was planned for 
quiet relaxation . we definitely did not anticipate the countless visitors who 
further add to the congestion and noise . Therefore, we oppose the Master Plan 
in its entirety. 
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  I-60-1 
 

Aesthetic impacts related to the implementation of the proposed Project are 
analyzed in Section 3.1, Aesthetics of the Draft EIR. All impacts were 
determined to be less than significant with implementation of mitigation 
measures. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-60-2 
 

Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR discussed impacts of the 
proposed Project related to traffic and transportation. Also, please see Master 
Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-60-3 
 

This comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and discusses 
other recreational opportunities within the City. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-60· 1 I 

1-60·2 I 

1-60-3 

The development plan will definitely take away from 
the natural and peaceful beauty of the meadow and 
the reservoir. 
It will also create more traffic and less parking for 
the residents and the wa lkers. 
Griffith Park is so close by and has picnic areas and 
large spaces and playground equipment for 
families and their children plus pa rking. 
I see no reason for this project to take place. 
What you need to work on is our major traffic jams 
we have EVERYDAY on Glenda le Blvd and 
Fletcher! 
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  I-61-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-61-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. The 
commenter is referred to Master Response - Traffic/Transportation 
and Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-61-3 
 

The comment states that Bus Line #201 is discontinued. As noted in 
Transportation, Section 3.16.1, the Draft EIR notes that according to LA 
Metro’s NextGen Bus Plan, Line # 201 will be discontinued. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-61-4 
 

The comment raises general concerns regarding aesthetics, air quality, 
greenhouse gas emissions, water quality, land use, noise transportation, and 
population and housing impacts. Impacts associated with these resources are 
analyzed throughout Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR. 
 
Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-61-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding aesthetics impacts. Impacts 
related to aesthetic resources are analyzed in Section 3.1, of the Draft EIR. All 
impacts were concluded to be less than significant with mitigation 
incorporated. 
 

I-61-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety and Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 
As described in Transportation Section 3.16.5 of the Draft EIR, in consultation 
with LADOT, an emergency access analysis for the proposed Project was 
performed. Construction activities would be confined primarily to within the 
perimeter of the SLRC and would not impact surrounding roadways or restrict 
access for emergency vehicles. The proposed Project would include 
implementation of PDF-TRA-1 and PDF-TRA-2, requiring the implementation 

I-61-6 

1-61-1 

1-61-2 1 

1-61-3 

1-61-4 

1-61-s I 

As a 31-year Silver Lake homeowner residing a block from the reservoir, I want 
to make clear that the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan remains 
replete with negative environmental impacts, several of which can only be 
remedied if the plan is scuttled and the complex is left as it currently is 
(Alternative 1). 
Table 3.16-3 stating that the impact to transportation and traffic and parking 
are less than significant without mitigation being needed is a total joke. 
The plan also contains severa l misconceptions, misstatements or worse, such 
as in 3.16-2, where it continues (as the draft EIR did) in stating that County 
Metro bus service is provided to the reservo ir by the #201 bus along West 
Silver Lake Drive. That bus service was discontinued in June 2021, long before 
even the draft Master Plan was completed and made public. (The fact that I 
pointed this out in comments on the draft plan, but this plan still talks of the 
#201, probably speaks volumes). 
Even though the draft plan stated, that there is limited parking and traffic 
congestion and that plentiful alternate modes are "paramount" to the plan 
working, the current plan still does not contain adequate traffic, parking (or 
public transportation) solutions and thus should be summarily rejected on 
environmental grounds because without a decent solution, there will be 
deleterious impacts on transportation and traffic. on aesthetics. on air quality, 
on noise. and on the neighborhood's population, among other impacts. 
Is there a way to sufficiently mitigate these problems? No, there is not. There is 
no logica l place to add the necessary road widths or parking for a projectthis 
size and adding parking would again create environmenta l impacts that could 
not be mitigated in terms of aesthetics, air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, 
water quality, land use and planning, noise, transportation and traffic and 
impact on population and housing. 
The plan would further compress motor traffic on streets that are already 
frightfully narrow and are often made even more narrow by parked vehicles 
and pedestrians/runners who use the street instead of the wa lking path. Most 
Silver Lake side streets don 't even have sidewa lks because they are so narrow. 
The few cyclists who use city bike paths in the area would not be much of an 
"alternate mode" of transportation while further parking and traffic congestion, 
not to mention reduced neighborhood aesthetics, would have an additional 
negative environmental impact, including life-threatening consequences due 
to the inability of LA Fire Dept. trucks and ambulances and other emergency 
vehicles to access these narrow streets which would be utterly clogged with 
parked cars of Complex users and additiona l traffic. Anything other than 
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of a traffic management plan and construction staging plan which would 
include detour routes and BMPs, as well as coordination with and advance 
notice to local emergency providers. In addition, PDF-TRA-3 would require 
construction trips to be scheduled during off-peak hours, and PDF-TRA-4 
would ensure that temporary access shall be provided to any parcels that may 
be impacted by construction. As part of the Operations and Maintenance Plan 
to support operations, an Evacuation Plan would be prepared. Ingress and 
egress within the Project site would continue to operate similar to existing 
conditions, and no changes to emergency access would occur. During public 
events PDF-TRA-5 would ensure that event permittees develop a site-specific 
traffic control plan to minimize congestion and vehicle miles traveled. Traffic 
control strategies for events will include inbound/outbound flex lanes and 
sheriff-controlled intersections. Traffic control plans will also identify nearby 
public parking facilities and identify passenger pick-up/drop-off locations. 
Permittees will be required to consider the cumulative traffic impacts of their 
event in relation to other events in the Project Area. The traffic control plans 
will also identify emergency service egress and access. Impacts to emergency 
vehicle access were concluded to be less than significant in the Draft EIR. 
 
The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-61-6 
cont. 

Alternative 1 would guarantee a much heightened chance, probably an 
inevitabil ity over the long run, of otherwise unnecessary fatalities and 
increased fire danger due to the lack of transportation accessibility if this wildly 
over-the-top project is undertaken in a compressed, clogged residential 
neiohborhood. 
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  I-62-1 
 

Impacts related to wildlife are discussed in Section 3.4 of the Draft EIR. Please 
see Master Response - Fence Removal. This comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision makers for review and consideration. 
 

I-62-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Also, please see Master Response - 
Public Safety. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-62-1 

1·62·2 

An ongoing significant (and unsolved) environmental issue with this plan is 
caused by the absence of perimeter fencing around the complex. That fencing 
should rema in in place, as would occur fully only in Alternative 1, in order to 
protect and enhance now-abundant wildlife. The plan has called for so-called 
habitat islands to be floated on the water. But it also makes clear that there will 
be a whole lot more intera ction and by nature, interference, by human beings 
on the water, the Knoll, the overlook, the Eucalyptus Grove and other areas. 
The planners have conceded that the Reservoir already provides "an important 
year-round resource of fresh water for wildlife, particularly for local and 
migratory waterfowl." Birds on the Reservoir grounds, according to the master 
plan CURRENTLY (without 'habitat islands') include "hummingbirds, crows. 
blackbirds, gulls, herons, egrets and ducks .... Great Blue Herons, Great-Horned 
Owls, Northern Mockingbirds and Red-Ta iled Hawks." Observers also see 
squirrels, rabbits, lizards, possums, bobcats, coyotes, and particularly apt for 
the creators of th is master plan •·· skunks. 
Yet the current plan declares "less than sign ificant damage" would occur if the 
perimeter fencing were removed and in 3.4-31, the report writers actually ha ve 
the gall to say "No impacts to wildlife are anticipated from the installation of the 
proposed habitat fencing or the removal of the perimeter fence. Overall, 
operational Impacts of the proposed Project to wildlife are considered less than 
significant." 
It doesn 't take a degree in rocket science • and it shouldn 't take a job touting 
development for a planning firm hired by the city - to know that an area like 
this without a perimeter fence will prove less comfortable or enticing for 
wildlife, while making it more enticing for unhoused people who the city has 
failed to offer suffic ient assistance for. A major open dark space like th is smack 
dab in the middle of a residential neighborhood (with no major arteries and 
precious little parking) is a recipe for disaster, creating safety problems for 
both the wildlife and the general public. 
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  I-63-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-63-2 
 

The Draft EIR evaluates construction of the proposed Project throughout 
Chapter 3, including potential impacts to traffic, hazardous materials, noise, 
air quality, greenhouse gases, aesthetics, and biological resources. As 
discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, construction 
of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or sequentially. Since 
the construction sequence is currently unknown, for purposes of this 
environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed in order to 
capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of construction 
may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction scenario would 
result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-3, park zones 
may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding becomes available. 
 

I-63-3 
 

As described in Public Services, Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Fire Department. The proposed Project was designed in 
order to allow LAFD to continue to use the reservoir for water for emergency 
purposes as outlined in Section 3.14.1, of the Draft EIR. The SLRC is currently 
used as a source of water for firefighting operations. Under an agreement 
with LADWP, both the City and County of Los Angeles Fire Departments may 
use reservoir water storage for firefighting purposes, and both departments 
have used the water in the past. The SLRC would continue to be available for 
use by City and County Fire Departments. 
 

I-63-4 
 

As described in Hydrology and Water Quality, Section 3.10.1 of the Draft EIR, 
LADWP maintains water levels in the reservoirs several feet below the 
overflow elevation. As such, the existing overflow spillway does not discharge 
water from within the SLRC to the LACFCD storm drain system west of the 
proposed dam under normal operating conditions. Operation of the proposed 
Project would not require physical alterations to overflow spillway or result in 
substantial increases to water levels in the reservoirs due to proposed 
drainage facilities and groundwater pumping, which could increase the 
likelihood for discharge. As required under DSOD regulations, LADWP would 
continue to monitor weather and lower the water levels in the reservoirs in 
advance of an anticipated storm event to prevent overtopping the reservoirs 

I-63-6 

1-63-1 

1-63-2 

1-63-3 

I-63·4 I 

1-63-5 

As a 31-year Silver Lake homeowner residing a block from the reservoir, I want 
to reiterate that the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan is full of 
negative environmental impacts, several of which can only be remedied if the 
plan is scuttled and the complex is left as it currently is. (In other words, the 
only solution is Alternative 1). 
For one thing, the EIR fails to adequately address the negative environmental 
impact of construction. Issues which include traffic, haza rdous materials, noise. 
air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, aesthetics and bio logica l resources. 
Unless this wasteful , unnecessary project is scuttled, thousands of truck trips 
would be necessary for months or years to cart out the concrete and other 
materials to change the face of the reservoir complex . The environmental 
Impacts are Indeed hugely significant, in terms of noise, dirt and other 
substances in the air, causing a negative impact for humans and wildlife alike. 
Even if the walls were pushed into the existing reservoir area, the same 
problems, with just as much noise, dirt and other substances in the air, would 
have an unmitigated immediate and long-term impact on humans and wildlife. 

As well , there is the folly of not keeping a reservoir in place in case it's needed 
again in the long run -- or simply to continue serving as a source for 
firefighters to draw water from in order to combat the increasing wildfires and 
structural fires in Northeast Los Angeles and beyond due in part to climate 
change. 
Lowering the walls could also create flooding ha za rds in the neighborhood and 
in others downhill toward the Echo Park and MacArthur Park districts. 
Construction and the final results would increase the already overloaded 
traffic, particularly during rush hour, throughout the neighborhood and 
Northeast Los Angeles. both already highly congested. Not to mention the 
clogged parking that already exists in the neighborhood and would only 
intensify - making most streets that are already inadequate in width totally 
inaccessible to fire trucks, ambulances and other emergency life and property 
saving equ ipment. 
The plan has severe problems that are impossible to remedy, and alternatives 
2 and 3 do not do enough to address these issues .. The only logical plan is 
Alternati ve 1 -- doing noth ing. 
The need for continued perimeter fencing and the issues of wildl ife safety, 
construction chaos and insufficient parking, were made t ime and aga in by a 
voca l majority of residents and stakeholders who attended the pub lic sessions 
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or exceeding the stormwater drainage capacity west of the reservoir. 
Stormwater falling on the outer boundary of the SLRC would drain southwest 
to the Ballona Creek watershed similar to existing conditions and routed into 
the municipal stormwater system. 
 
Therefore, the proposed Project would continue to capture stormwater within 
the proposed Project site. Compliance with applicable federal, State, and local 
regulations, such as those regulating stormwater runoff in the MS4 and 
LADPW Hydrology Manual, would ensure impacts remain less than significant 
with regard to flood flows, erosion, and runoff. 
 

I-63-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
As described in Public Services Section 3.14.1 of the Draft EIR, in consultation 
with LADOT, an emergency access analysis for the proposed Project was 
performed. 
 
Construction activities would be confined primarily to within the perimeter of 
the SLRC and would not impact surrounding roadways or restrict access for 
emergency vehicles. The proposed Project would include implementation of 
PDF-TRA-1 and PDF-TRA-2, requiring the implementation of a traffic 
management plan and construction staging plan which would include detour 
routes and BMPs, as well as coordination with and advance notice to local 
emergency providers. In addition, PDF-TRA-3 would require construction trips 
to be scheduled during off-peak hours, and PDF-TRA-4 would ensure that 
temporary access shall be provided to any parcels that may be impacted by 
construction. 
 
As part of the Operations and Maintenance Plan to support operations, an 
Evacuation Plan would be prepared. Ingress and egress within the Project site 
would continue to operate similar to existing conditions, and no changes to 
emergency access would occur. During public events PDF-TRA-5 would ensure 
that event permittees develop a site-specific traffic control plan to minimize 
congestion and vehicle miles traveled. Traffic control strategies for events will 
include inbound/outbound flex lanes and sheriff-controlled intersections. 
Traffic control plans will also identify nearby public parking facilities and 
identify passenger pick-up/drop-off locations. Permittees will be required to 
consider the cumulative traffic impacts of their event in relation to other 
events in the Project Area. The traffic control plans will also identify 

 
 

I-63-6 
cont. 

prior to the master plan being completed. 
And time and again, the firms developing the master plan have ignored these 
concerns, making a mockery of the clear desires of the majority of 
stakeholders, who would now be asked to fund most of this project. 
Ignoring public sentiment, the designers have plowed ahead, for God knows 
what reasons, with a plan that would leave large portions of the complex open 
24/7 to any humans who care to be there - regardless of the welfare and safety 
of the wildl ife or the general public and residents of what is one of the few 
remainina coherent and workable neiahborhoods in the citv of Los Anaeles. 
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emergency service egress and access. Impacts to emergency vehicle access 
were concluded to be less than significant in the Draft EIR. 
 

I-63-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 
The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
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  I-64-1 
 

Impacts associated with the proposed Project are addressed in Chapter 3 of 
the Draft EIR and include the environmental issues outlined in the comment. 
Also, please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. The comment 
expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

As a 31-year Silver Lake homeowner residing a block from the reservoir, I want 
to make clear that the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan is replete 
with negative environmental impacts, several of which can only be remedied if 
the plan is scuttled and the complex is left as It currently is. (As In Alternate 1). 
Section 2 of the plan talks about a Green New Deal and about LA seeking to 
achieve zero waste. 

1-64-1 unfortunately, the serious. Impossible to mitigate. problems in this plan - on 
issues including traffic, parking, truck trips, length of construction, haza rd ous 
materials, noise, air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, water quality and 
aesthetics - make it a total zero (except for all the zeros in the price tag) and 
a complete waste of taxpayers' money, while provid ing new deals that could 
well put lots of green Into the coffers of chosen developers, construction 
companies and, perhaps, campaign war chests. 
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  I-65-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3 with elements of 
Alternative 2. Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis for a 
discussion on hybrid alternatives. This comment is noted for the record and 
will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-65-1 

Regarding the Silver Lake Draft EIR, I would like to express my support for 
Alternative 3 with the following elements of Alternative 2: 
- The Knoll - no shade structure/ pavilion to be built on Knoll or Meadow 

- The south Va lley - all changes here to match Alternative 2: updating the Rec 
Center, minor updates to the Dog Park, no add/relocate picnic tables, no 
relocate or resize play field and basketball court, no construction of entry 
plaza/ seating or new Multi -Purpose Facility, yes tree planting. 

- Other Improvements - no new street parking along w SL Drive or Silver Lake 
Blvd 

I appreciate the desire to give the public increased exposure to the wildlife of 
the reservoir, however, the delicate nature of the ecosystem requires a very 
light touch. I ve ry much lean toward the maintenance of a nature preserve 
situation over a human recreational/educational condition . 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Yours truly, 
Robert Moore 
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  I-66-1 
 

This comment expresses concern for crowds and does not raise any issues 
with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
 

I-66-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. For a discussion on traffic and 
transportation please refer to Section 3.16 Transportation of the Draft EIR. 
 

I-66-3 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-66-4 
 

This comment relates to project design. As described in Chapter 2, Project 
Description, of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes a total of 
approximately 33 acres of redeveloped useable space, including 
approximately 10 acres for active and passive recreation and approximately 
5.5 miles of walking paths and trails to provide public access throughout the 
Project area. The expanded walking paths are intended to expand public 
access. 
 

I-66-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-66-6 
 

The comment provides suggestions related to the design of the dog park. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-66-7 
 

The comment requests that the project remain simple. The proposed Project 
is described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR. This comment is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

I·66·1 I 
I-66-2 I 

1-66-3 

I-66·4 I 

1-66-5 I 
I-66·6 I 

I·66·7 I 

I have lived in Silverlake close to 30 
Years. I love it here. I am concerned about a few key issues: 
Crowds, lack of parking, traffic 
There needs to be more open space in Los Angeles 
And less building ! 
This small park 
Is mobbed now. Too many joggers with no consideration 
For people with small children, pets and older fo lk. Ever time I wa lk the lake I'm 
afra id of someone 
Kn ocking into me as they run . Perhaps ha ve a seperate track for runners! 
Also where are the wild animals, coyotes etc that live in the reservoir complex 
supposed to go . Leave it wild! 
Leave the pa rk simple. 
Clean up the disgusting dog park it's gross. 
What about installing a wadding pool for dogs 
And a doggy water fo unta in. 
Pa rking, t raffic, over use, native animal space without humans. Keep it simple! 
Thank you 
Ma rsea Goldberg 
323 8392340 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-67-1 
 

This comment expresses opposition to the project and concern regarding 
impacts to wildlife. Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, 
Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less 
than significant with implementation of mitigation measures. The comment is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-67-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project due to crowding. 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-67-3 
 

Noise impacts are addressed in Section 3.12, Noise and Vibration of the Draft 
EIR. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-67-4 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 
As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, routine 
operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would be guided by the 
Operations and Maintenance Plan prepared for the Project, which would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 

I-67-1 
I-67-2 
I-67-3 
I-67-4 
I-67-5 
I-67-6 

The idea of developing Silverlake reservoir has been absurd from the 
beginning. I am against any development which will affect wildlife negatively 

1 and cause crowding, noise and trash. 
The reservo ir is nearly empty now so almost all of the points of the master plan 
are useless. Silverlake residents and stakeholders ha ve, as a majority, 
expressed displeasure with the master plan from its inception yet we get closer 
and closer to implement ing it . Please halt ALL further plans to develop 
Silverlake reservoir! 
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I-67 Donald Parker 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. 
 

I-67-5 
 

Please see Master Response – Drought Conditions. 
 

I-67-6 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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I-68 James Ellsworth 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-68-1 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.1 of the Draft EIR, public 
restrooms would be included as a part of the proposed Meadow Park Zone 
and would be directly accessible from the promenade to serve the proposed 
Project area as a whole. 
 

I-68-2 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. The routine operations and maintenance of the 
proposed Project would include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park 
spaces and park facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti 
removal, and cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and 
manage the Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-
Purpose Facility similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog 
Park. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-68-3 
 

As described in the Project Description, Section 2.5.5, the planting design for 
the proposed Project would be aligned with the City’s New Green Deal goals 
of increasing tree canopy and protecting native biodiversity. The proposed 
Project would include eight planting zones ranging from gardens within the 
promenade, ornamental gardens, and embankment slope planting, to habitat 
areas. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-68-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

 

  

Plan seems like a good start. 

1-68-1 I see no mention of any ADDITIONAL BATHROOMS. Expecting every park user 
to walk all the way to the rec center is unrea listic, especially for anyone with 
mobility issues or young children. 

1.68.2 1 I see no mention of where, or how trash is going to be collected. THERE WILL 

I BE TRASH . I suggest NOT planting pointy succulents or cactus that inevitably 
1-68-3 capture wrappers and plastic and become VERY hard to clean out. 

1-68-4 

WHEREVER POSSIBLE I would prefer to eliminate the barbed wire fence . I 
understand security concerns regarding the fence. But barbed wire cyclone 
fencing is not a good vibe for a community park. Most people agree we need 
something better than that. Building new fencing will of course be expensive, 
(but probably a DWP requirement in areas to protect infrastructure). 

My preference is to remove the fence and HIRE A PARK RANGER to handle 
security concerns. Having a small team of rangers available to help with 
security, cleanliness, emergencies, and community outreach is a more humane 
and inclusive way to keep the park safe and clean. Let's have a face, not a 
fence. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-69-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-69-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-69-3 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the proposed Project is to put 
the SLRC to a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for 
storing potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is 
required to maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, 
including maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the 
reservoirs as part of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

1-69 -1 

1·69·2 

1-69 -3 1 

1·69·4 I 

I thank you for keeping myself and others, "In -The-Know!" OMG! Who are these 
people who have infiltrated the commun ity, that always want to make these 
changes in a community that many(not all) are clearly a guest of! Every piece 
of land does not have to be developed/enhanced into a wild life sanctuary, and/ 
or Leisure World! The problem continues to expand, especially with all of the 
"Newbies" I've observed in and around the area. I don't mea n to sound selfish, 
but this community used to be one of Los Angele s's "Best Kept Secrets." Now, 
as I walk or drive through and around the reservoir, and streets, I observe 
people driving, parking and walking the area ... and you can almost bet, they are 
not residents. No longer can one have a stroll around the reservoir without 
bumping into folk in droves! Is the ultimate idea/plan, to make the area look 
like NYC's Central Park? Or, even more relatable, like the area up around the 
residential area of Lake Hollywood? Residents have been fighting that for yea rs 
because so many people park on the narrow streets, etc. 

I am definitely opposed to this proposal. There are houses, surrounding our 
reservoir that will be directly impacted by the increase in traffic • both vehicles. 
public transit, and cyclists. My God ... the streets are not that wide to support 
parking that has been proposed. We don't need it! There are plenty of spots 
throughout Los Angeles, that already exists, fo r pleasure and or concert venues 
(just heard that possibility mentioned)®! And let's not forget about the 
increase in crime that may become inflated, a we already have an influx of 
people casing out our bedroom community. 

So ... how, when and where do I get my vote in? And aga in ... what is the name of 
the group in f avor of th is? Please share. I've had my head in the sa nd, and 
recently had left hip replacement. I can't thank you enough, for making me 

1_69 _5 aware! 

Ilene Thompson© 
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I-69 Ilene Wilson-Thompson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

I-69-4 
 

As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Police Department. LAPD would be responsible for crime 
prevention, law enforcement, and apprehension of suspected violators in the 
proposed Project area. The Northeast Community Police Station would be 
able to serve the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new 
or altered police facilities. During operation, the proposed Project would 
incorporate an Operations and Maintenance Plan, which would include 
security considerations, to address the safety of park visitors. Staff would have 
a daily presence within the proposed Project area to provide oversight of the 
proposed Project area. The proposed Project assumes that five full-time staff 
would be required daily at the Project Site. 
 
Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 

I-69-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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I-70 Chris Aaron 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-70-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I am a third generation LA native from Silverlake. I am in fa vor of the the 
revised option # 2 instead of the alternative plans fo r the Silverlake reservo ir. 

1-7 0-1 Thank you, 

Chris 
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I-71 Erica Goebel 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-71-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not address a specific environmental 
issue in the Draft EIR. This comment does not raise a specific issue related to 
the adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of the analysis of physical 
environmental impacts presented in the Draft EIR.  
 

I-71-2 
 

The comment discusses current conditions at the site. To note, as described in 
the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an Operations and 
Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed Project prior to 
construction.  This plan would include a section on Wildlife Management, 
Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, and Security. 
Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR for a basic 
outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration.  
 

I-71-3 
 

Based on comments received during the Draft EIR comment period, the City 
has decided to implement Option 2, the bike-only improvement as part of the 
proposed Project. Please refer to Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. The 
comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers 
for their review and consideration. 
 

I-71-4 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 

I-71-5 

I-71-4 

I-71-6 

I-71-7 

I-71-8 

I-71-9 

1-71-l I A home-owner of Silverlake, I have wa lked regularly around the reservoir for 
the last 38 years. The meadow is a good addition, however, its maintenance is 
poor: plants are not trimmed; sprinklers are not fixed, paths are not repaired, 

1• 71.2 trash is not removed. Dog owners bring their pets into the meadow despite the 
rule of not dogs. Joggers run in the streets; they take risks among the ever 
increasing traffic. The flower vender and food truck park on curved parts of the 
street, endangering the traffic and pedestrian flow. 

I Adding more parking spaces, removing and narrowing traffic lanes will make 
1-71-3 the traffic worse, bike riding more dangerous, and put pedestrians that ignore 

safety precautions more at risk. 
The evidence of the poor maintenance of the existing path/meadow portents 
increased problems for the area if ever the project occurs. Who will maintain 
the floating islands? The suggested picnic tables and benches (currently 
marked by vanda ls)? Clean up trash regularly? Replace and trim plants in the 
water and in the landscape. 
We do not want our narrow-streets neighborhood to have an education center 
with parking spaces for school buses. Field trip groups should go to other sites 
for wetland examples: not a man-made one in the midst of homes and 
personal sanctuaries. 
Also, the money should be spent in another neighborhood in LA that needs 
green space or improved recreation. Silverlake has many parks nearby 
already. Give a community that doesn't have sufficient green space this 
unnecessary project's budget. 
Like others, I feel no option should be offered; maintain the paths, meadow, 
streets that we currently have. Offer that option to to Silverlake residents. 

, Address the horrible traffic build-up at Glendale Blvd. and Fletcher. 
I don't want to make my serene neighborhood a destination/attraction beyond 
what we already offer for ourselves and others that discover our peaceful 
reservoir. 
Finally, I would like to see an honest summation of the remarks by people who 
oppose the change. 'Exciting opportunity" and "No significant impact" and 
"wide community support" pepper the Master Plan process by the leadership 
vo ices. There must be equal reporting of the concerned residents who oppose 
this project 
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I-71 Erica Goebel 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration.  
 

I-71-5 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the Education Center uses proposed. 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-71-6 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of the 
City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing the 
Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the Silver Lake 
and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s potable water 
needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

I-71-7 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-71-8 
 

The comment requests that traffic be addressed. The Draft EIR evaluates the 
proposed Project's contribution to the existing baseline condition including an 
assessment of cumulative impacts to local traffic. The traffic study included in 
Appendix K provides recommendations for off-site improvements that are not 
part of the proposed Project. Please see Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

I-71-9 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  

  I-72-1 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 

I-72-2 
 

Section 5.3.1 of the Draft EIR includes a description of the No Project 
Alternative and Section 5.5.1 of the Draft EIR includes an analysis of the No 
Project Alternative. Also, please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-72-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-72-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-72-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations and Master Response - 
Community Engagement Process. 
 
The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 

 

 
  

1-72 -1 

1-72-2 

1-72-3 

1-72-4 

1-72-5 

In my two-minute audio comment at the virtual meeting tonight (Oct. 26). I did 
not have time to address the either misguided or disingenuous comments of 
certain supporters of the master plan who said that the plan was favored by the 
community at public meetings. As a 31-year Silver Lake resident, I take 
umbrage at any such suggestion. 
What happened at those meetings was the planners' equivalent (with the 
assistance of so-called community stakeholder groups) of a three-ca rd monte 
game, in wh ich the public was never provided an opportunity to just simply and 
clearly state whether or not they wanted a development project to move 
forward . 
Instead, meeting-goers were given 'options• to choose among several 
pro-active development plans and could not simply state their preference for 
leaving the reservoir complex (which already includes the meadow, the 
recreation center facility and playground and ball fields and dog parks etc.) 
alone. Nor was one of the options leaving the complex (and the wildl ife within) 
alone except for, say, nothing but construction of a new, more aesthetically 
designed, outer fence, or simply add ing nothing more than a handful of small 
Islands for birds out on the water. 
The first time that the public truly has had a chance to sa y there should be no 
project is in the alternatives section of this report. But. big surprise, the report 
by the handsomely paid planners says that Alternative 1 (no changes) is now 
not even an option. Why? Because. the report states, "the fundamental 
objective of the proposed Project, to repurpose the SLRC as a public park, 
would not be met." 
The 'fundamental objective ' of the project is the fundamental objective ONLY 
because the planners never provided the public with the opportunity to simply 
say that what wa s actually wanted wa s to NOT go ahead with such a project. 
(The planners. Hargreaves, by the way, have said in the past they have never 
previously even undertaken such a small project in the midst of residential 
neighborhood and their majestic drawings are about as releva nt these days as 
the designs prepared more than a half-century ago to reduce LA's smog by 
carving holes in the Santa Monica Mountains and blowing the dirty air out to the 
desert). 
The only reasonable and fair-minded approach at this point· after hearing the 
clear, widespread community opposition on the Zoom meeting tonight• is to 
return to the earlier EIR process and actually poll the community and any other 
necessary stakeholders to find out what is really wanted, particularly 
considering that, according to the earl ier draft EIR report, it would be the Silver 
Lake community, through a Mello-Roos taxing scheme, that would eventually 
be asked in a formal voting process whether it would pay for a large portion of 
the hundreds of millions of dollars of so-called "imorovements." 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-73-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-73-2 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include group exercise classes at the rec center, outdoor yoga, or escorted 
nature walks. The comment is noted and does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-73-3 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-73-4 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer to 
Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths within 
habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog Park 
is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays from 
6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog Park 
would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

I-73-5 
 

Please see Master Response – Homelessness. 
 

I-73·1 I 
I-73·2 I 

I-73·3 I 

Like many, I cherish the Reservo ir and am concerned that working plans to 
expand it are overly ambitious in terms of neighborhood impact. I advocate for 
Alternative 2 with some elements of the work ing plan, le: wetlands footpaths. 
I'd like to see an expanded offering of group exercise classes at the rec center 
as well as The Meadow (outdoor yoga), maybe weekly escorted nature wa lks. 
But outdoor events for up to 600 people would enorm ously alter the quiet, 
low-key neighborhood feel! Who would be in charge of the programming? 

I I'm also concerned about the Reservo ir being open until 10:30pm and 
1-73-4 becoming a party space, though some lighting for later evening wa lks would be 

welcome. 

1·73 ·51 

1-73-6 

1-73 -7 

Also didn't see specifics on homeless protocols to prevent an Echo Park-type 
situation developing. In the same vein, the many structures and seating areas 
will require a lot of upkeep. Wondering if that"s been budgeted, espec ially as 
it"s highly likely we"re heading into a recession. The source of the funding for 
this project has always been a bit of a mystery ! 

Finally, regardless of the scope, once construction has begun, my neighbors 
and I would GREATLY appreciate no work on Saturda ys or holida ys and a start 
time no earl ier than 7:30.am. We're construction-weary as there has been so 
much in our neighborhood over the last few years. I have 3 major construction 
projects to the north, east and south of my house currently, and I'm near the 
Reservoir so 5 years of more construction will take a toll! 

1. 73.8 1 Thank you for listening and trying to bring us all together around a plan 
acceptable to most. It"s not an enviable job ! 
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I-73-6 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-73-7 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding the proposed timing of 
construction. This comment does not specifically point to any deficiency in the 
analysis or conclusions of the Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR 
are required in response to this comment. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
Construction work hours would comply with Bureau of Engineering Master 
Specification and/or as allowed by LAMC § 41.10 - Construction Noise. LAMC 
Section 41.40 prohibits construction between the hours of 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 
a.m. Monday through Friday, 6:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. on Saturday, and at any 
time on Sunday (i.e., construction is allowed Monday through Friday between 
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7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.; and Saturdays and National Holidays between 8:00 
a.m. to 6:00 p.m.). 
 

I-73-8 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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  I-74-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-74-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is referred to Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation, regarding operational parking and traffic activity. 
 

I-74-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-74-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

For some reason Silver Lake Forward is aggressively pushing this project. I 
don"t trust that there is not monetary motiva tion amongst city officials and 

1_ 74_ 1 others. Something about this does not make any sense- at every meeting thus 
far, the number of people who DO NOT want this to happen are in the 
overwhelming majority yet the project continues to move forwa rd. 
I live by the reservoir. I welcomed the meadow and the new wa lking path. 

1. 74.2 However, these two additions have resulted in a marked increase in traffic in 
the neighborhood. Those and any other recent improvements can not be 
compared to this extravaga nt and unnecessary plan. For all the 'sta keholders' 

1. 74.3 who live even a few streets away f rom the reservoir, the ongo ing construction 
and horrific traffic implications will not impact them to the degree that it will 
those living directly at the reservo ir. I and others have chosen to live in this 

1•74.4 neighborhood because it is a refuge In the chaos of Los Angles. 1 vote for NO 
IMPROVEMENTS. Thank YO U 
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  I-75-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-75-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option and Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 

 

 
  

I-75-1 
I-75-2 

. I No Loud concerts or extra parking spaces. Traffic is insane as it is. 
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  I-76-1 
 

As outlined in Section 2.7.2 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project could 
include weekly special events up to a total of 12 events. Please see Master 
Response - Noise. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. The comment is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-76-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR. Also, please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-76-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-76-1 1 

1-76·2 I 
1-76-3 1 

if what's being proposed is to repurpose the reservoir complex and surrounding 
streets to accommodate weekly concerts or events of either regional or local 
scope for up to 600 persons and employing amplified sounds, then I 
VEHEMENTLY OBJECT!! I this will cause a regular disruption of the peaceful 
neighborhoods surrounding the reservoir. and sound does travel qu ite well 
around the reservoir. so we residents will ha ve to put up with all the noise and 
flux of attendees. NOT A GOOD PLAN. there are more reasonable altern atives 
that not so extreme. please defer to someth ing more considerate of the needs 
and quality of life for local residents. 
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  I-77-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-77-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, 
it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for 
their review and consideration. 
 

I-77-3 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-77-1 

1-77-2 1 

I-77·3 I 

what i really don 't get about this plan is why we need to re-purpose the 
reservoir property for th ings like outdoor events and concerts, which would be 
noisy and disruptive in a residential neighborhood, when there is a venue 
already in existence a couple of miles away that has the space, the parking, the 
accessibility needed for such activity - griffith park, why go all this expense to 
do something so redundant? the plan on the table would be very costly and 
also nightmarish for people who just want to live their lives in peace. what is so 
magical about having an outdoor concert venue in silver lake? why must silver 
lake be the target? whose interests are served? don't the residents matter any 
more? 
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  I-78-1 
 

Comment noted. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-78-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-78-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-78-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to proposed Project components 
associated with the recreation center. This comment does not raise any issues 
with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-78-5 
 

The Project Description, Section 2.5.1 of the Draft EIR, describes the updates 
proposed at the Dog Park. As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 
of the Draft EIR, an Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for 
the proposed Project prior to construction. The routine operations and 
maintenance of the proposed Project would include the routine cleaning and 
maintenance of park spaces and park facilities, clearing paths and walkways, 
trash removal, graffiti removal, and cleaning of park facilities. RAP would 
continue to operate and manage the Dog Park similar to existing conditions. 
The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-78-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-78·1 I 

I-78·2 I 
I-78-3 I 
1-78 -4 1 
1-78-5 

I-78-6 I 

this is classic design by committee. the whole is not greater than the sum of its 
parts. for example. re-do the rec center. that happened about 25 years ago 
when the original rec center was replaced. the facility is currently in good 
condition and serves the commun ity. do the proponents of th is new plan even 
know this? or is this just some territorial power grab by a special constituency? 
like the reservoir has become a political football being bandied about in a 
pointless power struggle. the rec center is fine as is. next: the dog park. well 
used, and each and every day. it 's a place for dogs and their owners, as It has 
been for the last 30 years. re -do the dog park and it will just get worn back to 
the run it is now in no time. th is proposal is a waste of funds better allocated 
for more important th ings. 
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  I-79-1 
 

The comment expresses concern regarding the proposed Project. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-79-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to removal of the fence. Please see 
Master Response - Fence Removal. This comment does not raise any issues 
with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-79-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the terraced seating component of the 
proposed Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-79-4 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. 
 
Also, please see Master Response - Fence Removal for a discussion associated 
with impacts of fence removal on wildlife. 
 
The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-79-7 
I-79-8 

1-79-1 

1-79-2 

Hello, 

I am a long time resident of Silver Lake and mother of two young girls who love 
to take advantage of the Reservoir wa lking path and playground daily. 

I'd like to offic ially voice my concerns over the EIR and Silver Lake Master Plan 
as I feel some, if not most, of it will be detrimental to the neighborhood. Based 
on the information outlined in the EIR: 

1. I strongly oppose the removal of the barrier fence. 
1_ 79_3 I 2. I strongly oppose construction of terraced seating areas. 

1-79-4 1 

1-79-5 

1-79-6 

1-79-9 1 

1-79 -10 

First and foremost, the removal of the barrier fence surrounding the reservoir is 
incredibly concerning. Not only does it currently protect wildlife and prevent 
litter, it also protects our little ones learning to ride bikes, use scooters, or in the 
instance of my youngest, wa lk on these paths. I'd be extremely uncomfortable 
letting my children explore on their own (in one of the only pedestrian only 
areas ava ilable in Silver Lake) should the fence be removed. The appea l of 
water, for young children, is remarkably strong. Without that fence, the 
likelihood of a serious accident seems exponentially increased and I adamantly 
disagree with removing it. 

Second, I oppose the construction of multiple terraced seating areas based on 
the information provided by the EIR. Residents and visitors alike happily take 
advantage of the meadow and the grassy areas by the rec center for this very 
reason already. To being construction on man-made seating areas seems 
needless, disruptive to wildlife and incred ibly disruptive to the many residents 
surrounding the reservoir who will endure construction noise. 

As I've voiced throughout the collaborative master plan process, the master 
plan as it stands seems to achieve the opposite of its stated objective : 
construction in the area will inevitably disrupt existing wildlife, migratory birds 
will look elsewhere for habitat, and the quality of life for those who enjoy the 
existing benefits of the reservoir, such as the current running path, playground 
and rec center as it stands will be unable to do so for yea rs to come based in 
the information laid out in the EIR. 

1•79 . ll I Please reconsider th is overall plan. As a resident, I'm incred ibly concerned by 
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I-79-5 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.4, for safety purposes the 
proposed project would remove the steep, slippery surface around the reservoir 
by installing different edge treatments. In addition, the proposed Project design 
would maintain a consistent 6- to 12-inch curb around the edge of the reservoir 
to provide a barrier between the walking path and edge of slope, and signage 
would state public access restrictions, including no swimming. 
 

I-79-6 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the terraced seating component of the 
proposed Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and 
will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-79-7 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-79-8 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 

I-79-9 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Also, please see Master Response - 
Biological Resources. 
 

I-79-10 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, construction 
of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or sequentially. Since the 
construction sequence is currently unknown, for purposes of this environmental 
analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed in order to capture the worst-case 
scenario, where the maximum amount of construction may be occurring 
simultaneously. This worst-case construction scenario would result in a 5-year 
construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-3, park zones may be constructed 
individually or sequentially as funding becomes available. 

I-79-11 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise. 
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  I-79-12 
 

The comment requests consideration of the fence removal surrounding the 
proposed Project area. Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and 
Master Response - Public Safety for a discussion related to removal of the 
fence. The comment is noted and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for 
their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
 

1-79-12 

the noise reports (for personal reasons) and fence remo va l objectives for the 
overa ll commun ity. 

Thank you for your attention; Best, 
Meghan Rogers 
401-316-5200 
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  I-80-1 
 

Please see Master Response – Homelessness and Master Response - Funding 
and Operations. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-80-1 

I have attached a photo today (10/29/22) of Silverlake Blvd . and the 101 
freeway offramp. Pictured is a huge pile of trash on the sidewalk, one of many 
-- some larger, more dangerous, occupied or not -- that is the reminder, every 
time we venture out, of our city's horrible homeless crisis. Yet only 1.8 miles 
away, the Silverlake Reservoir that is NOT in crisis, is the focus of an expensive, 
unnecessary "face-lift",a so-called, improvement project, for an affluent, 
resourced neighborhood. 

SHAME< SHAME< SHAME on you and the city leadership that barrels on with 
blinders, apparently inside its silos, unable /unwilling to re-direct financial 
resources, repurpose staff and consultant talent and energy to help reduce 
human suffering,. Shouldn't the needs of the thousands of desperate, 
unhoused people come before leisure-time viewing platforms, wa lking paths, 
and floating islands??? It is wrong, an embarrassment for the city, and a waste 
of money and solutions that should be addressed elsewh ere. You are fiddling 
while Rome burns. 
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  I-80-2 The attachment is noted. 
 

  

I-80-2 
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  I-81-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-81-2 
 

This comment expresses concerns about the construction duration. As 
discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, construction 
of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or sequentially. Since 
the construction sequence is currently unknown, for purposes of this 
environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed in order to 
capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of construction 
may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction scenario would 
result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-3, park zones 
may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding becomes available. 
 

 
 

As discussed in Air Quality, Section 3.3.5 of the Draft EIR, in the amicus curiae 
brief submitted for the Sierra Club v. County of Fresno case (Friant Ranch Case) 
(SCAQMD 2014; SJVAPCD 2014), the CEQA criteria pollutants significance 
thresholds from the air district were set at emission levels tied to the region’s 
attainment status, they are emission levels at which stationary pollution 
sources permitted by the air district must offset their emissions and CEQA 
project must use feasible mitigations, and they are not intended to be 
indicative of any localized human health impact that a project may have. This 
is further supported by the City’s guidance document, Air Quality and Health 
Effects (Sierra Club v. County of Fresno), that addresses the potential for 
identifiable health impacts to result from air pollutants analyzed in City 
environmental documents prepared pursuant to CEQA in response to the 
California Supreme Court decision on December 24, 2018, the Sierra Club v. 
County of Fresno case (Friant Ranch Case) (City of Los Angeles 2019). The 
City’s guidance document focuses on significant impacts identified in City EIRs 
and the feasibility of directly relating any identified significant adverse air 
quality impact to likely health consequences. The City’s guidance document 
provides information to the public regarding the health consequences 
associated with exposure to air pollutants and explains why direct correlation 
of a project’s pollutant emissions and anticipated health effects is currently 
infeasible, as no expert agency has approved a quantitative method to reliably 
and meaningfully translate mass emission estimates of criteria air pollutants 
to specific health effects for the scale of projects typically analyzed in City 
EIRs. Therefore, the project’s exceedance of the mass regional and localized 

I-81-2 
 
 
 
 

I-81-3 
I-81-4 

 

I-81-5 
I-81-6 

 
 
 

I-81-7 
 
 
 

I-81-8 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-81-9 
 
 
 

I-81-10 
 

I-81-11 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1-B l-l I Regarding the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex (SLRC) Master Plan Draft EIR I am 
all for DOING NOTHING. I am against the Silver Lake Master Plan. 

Reasons why: 

Reservoir Footprint 
Removes Reservoir from Recreation for over a Decade - Negatively impacting 
my health as a neighbor who uses the area 
Commercializes a Non-Commercial Space 
Noise Pollution 
Bathrooms= Homeless Encampment 
Urbanizes Natura l Settings 
Maintenance - Cannot be Ma intained & Will Fall Into Neglect 
Interrupts What is Now Great 
Cost - The design isn 't better than what is there now. Not for the cost. 

Water is the reason why this lake is so appealing. The Master Plan reduces the 
reservoir's footprint by quite a lot. 
The Master Plan fills in the lake with islands that will become plastic trash and 
debris magnets. And visually these cut up the clean line of just a huge expanse 
of water. This alone diminishes the beauty of all the water in the reservoir. 
People love go ing to the ocean for the wide openness of the water. People fight 
aga inst putting anything into it for a reason. We need to keep the water a big 
uninterrupted expanse. There is plenty of land around the city to create native 
habitats. But there are very, very, very few expanses of water in the city, and 
none like the Silver Lake reservoir. Keep it uninterrupted. 
Read Blue Mind by Wallace J. Nichols to understand. 

The Master Plan defeats the purpose of the lake as a recreational space as a 
park. I am 60 years old. I've used this park for the last 20 years for exercise. It 
has been a beautiful freely accessible local amenity as is. One I cherish. This 
plan will diminish my ability to stay healthy by being able to access the park for 
the next decade. I don't have access to anything so close and easy to get to w/o 
crossing a freeway. 

The Master plan commercializes a non-commercial neighborhood setting. No 
600 person concert venue. Absolutely not. This is not beneficial to the 
neighborhood and only serves commercial interests. This neighborhood is a 
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emissions threshold (i.e., pounds per day NOx thresholds) from project-
related activities does not necessarily indicate that the project will cause or 
contribute to the exposure of sensitive receptors to ground-level 
concentrations in excess of health-protective levels. 
 
Furthermore, available models today are designed to determine regional, 
population-wide health impacts, and cannot accurately quantify O3-related 
health impacts caused by NOX or VOCs emissions from project level. 
Therefore, it is infeasible to connect the Project level NOX emissions to O3-
related health impact at this time. 
 
The primary health concern with exposure to NOX emissions is the secondary 
formation of O3. Based on discussions with air quality management district 
staff (SCAQMD 2016b), and as the amicus curiae briefs submitted for the 
Friant Ranch Case suggested, because of the complexity of O3 formation and 
given the state of environmental science modeling in use at this time, it is 
infeasible to determine whether, or the extent to which, a single project’s 
precursor (i.e., NOX and VOCs) emissions would potentially result in the 
formation of secondary ground-level O3 and the geographic and temporal 
distribution of such secondary formed emissions. Meteorology, the presence 
of sunlight, seasonal impacts, and other complex chemical factors all combine 
to determine the ultimate concentration and location of O3. Furthermore, 
available models today are designed to determine regional, population-wide 
health impacts, and cannot accurately quantify O3-related health impacts 
caused by NOX or VOCs emissions from local level (project level). 
Notwithstanding these scientific constraints, the disconnect between Project 
level NOX emissions and O3-related health impact cannot be bridged at this 
time. See also the City‘s supplement discussion on Air Quality and Health 
Effects, providing further detail and concluding the same regarding why direct 
correlation of a project’s pollutant emissions and anticipated health effects is 
currently infeasible, as no expert agency has approved a quantitative method 
to reliably and meaningfully translate mass emission estimates of criteria air 
pollutants to specific health effects for the scale of projects typically analyzed 
in City EIRs, at https://planning.lacity.org /odocument/e1a00fbf-6134-4fa9-
b6fd-54eee631effb/City_of_LA_-
_Air_Quality_and_Health_Effects_and_Attachments.pdf 
 
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1 would reduce short-term and 
temporary NOX emissions, including from construction equipment, as shown 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-81-11 
cont. 

 
 
 

I-81-12 
 
 
 

I-81-13 
 

 
 

I-81-14 
 
 
 
 

I-81-15 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I-81-16 

bowl and any amplified noise reverberates. It will negative ly impact any 
summer activity I would like to have on my own property in my own back yard . I 
wouldn "t be able to set my own music because the amplified music from the 
lake would drown out mine. I know this because this last summer some jerk had 
amplified music down on the great lawn and it sounded like it was almost next 
door. This proposal is the work of a lobbyist. I call BULLSHIT on the benefit to 
the immediate neighborhood. It only benefits commercial interests. Any onl ine 
booking system is also a nightmare, as is the required structural safety 
requirements for large gatherings. That doesn't benefit the neighbors or 
neighborhood. This is criminal. 

The educational center at the base of that hill will be constantly booked by 
city-connected commercial interests, or turn into a homeless encampment. 
The bathrooms will become a source of crime, filth, and homelessness. NO 
BATH ROOMS. The "educational center" sounds like a Trojan Horse. o n the 
waterfront? C'mon. Create a geo location app that educates one about the 
reservoir, or about nature, about the herons, about the geese, about the 
coyotes who all make a home here. Make another app as a sound scape for the 
reservoir. More flexible and easier to maintain. No buildings on the grounds. 
How much will that cost to maintain. 

No opening up more park space for people to trash. Lot"s of alcoholic hipsters 
visit here. You can see by the twelve packs, six packs, vodka, whiskey, wine 
bottles they set out on the sidewalks along Silver Lake Blvd, Glendale Blvd, 
Brier, etc., after a night of partying. One sees it on the great meadow as well. 
Opening more land to people just trashes it. It's lovely uninterrupted nature 
right now. One can nature bathe by walking past the hill along Armstrong 
Avenue. It isn"t trashed. No one is sleeping in it. One can just enjoy. It's a 
blessing. 

The added parking creates congestion and dangerous driving/parking 
conditions. No additional parking along the reservoir. Abso lutely not. There is 
no room to safely place any parking. No room to get in or out of one's car 
safely in south facing traffic on the east side of the reservoir. The geometry of 
the street driving south creates blind spots and people will get hit. No room for 
perpendicular parking on the west side of the lake. One can"t pull out of a spot 
without blocking both directions of traffic. It creates a dangerous situation. 
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in Table 3.3-23 of the Draft EIR. With implementation of Mitigation Measure 
AIR-1, short-term construction NOX emissions would be reduced to below the 
localized emission significance threshold for NOx. Therefore, short-term and 
temporary impacts related to localized NOX construction emissions would be 
less than significant with mitigation. 
 

I-81-3 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise. 
 

I-81-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Homelessness. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 

I-81-5 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-81-6 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-81-16 
cont. 

 
 
 
 

I-81-17 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-81-18 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-81-19 

People ca n take the bus. The 92 or the 182 takes one a block away from the 
reservoir. Isn't that the way things are sold in this town? Like density housing? 
People can take the bus or ride a bike. There is even an e-bike metro station at 
the 92 bus stop a block away one can ride a bike to the reservo ir with. 

The Master Plan urbanizes many natural settings. 
Trees are better to look at for the hea lth of the neighboring homes rather than 
a shade pavilion or educational center. The herons do just fine without peop le 
invad ing their hab itat. It's a primal and hea lthy thing to experience nature 
uninterrupted. The plan is like sa ying the city will landscape Angeles Na tional 
Forest so that people can use it more. It defeats the purpose of why It Is so 
attractive now. 

The Master Plan cannot be maintained. The existing landscaped areas, while 
mainta ined, aren't maintained that well. Things are usable, but uh, sometimes 
icky. The trash overflows the trash ca ns after a weekend, and in the 
summertime after wa rm evenings. The great meadow's "la wn" is a patchwork 
of mowed weeds and different grasses. (Rec & Parks might look into planting 
Kurapia as a beautiful green ground cover. It mows well, is a beautiful green, 
and is extremely drought resistant. And it packs tight. pushing out weeds. I have 
it along the side of my house. along the wa lkway. It's green and I hardly water it. 
It wa nts more room to grow too.) All the designed spaces with different 
designations will never be ab le to be maintained like they should be. They will 
fall into disrepair like it is so common in Los Angeles. Not enough resources per 
capita to keep things nice. 

Currently people bring their own chairs and picnic items. Currently homeless 
people command a few benches at the great lawn. The reservo ir should be 
considered a "beach". It should be a blank slate where people create their 
experience. It diffuses the cost of enjoying the reservo ir to those enjoying the 
reservoir. 

There is no overcrowding of the land around the reservo ir. The land doesn't 
need to expand to cater to current demands of the space. There is no need for 
more space to meet the needs of those currently recreating at the space. The 
cost of this project doesn't make what is already there better. 

One word to describe the plan: Interruption 
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I-81-7 
 

As described in Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project would maintain water levels similar to existing conditions with the 
additions or some wetland habitat around the perimeter of the reservoirs and 
new habitat islands as shown on Figure 2-4 of the Draft EIR. The wetland 
habitat would cover a small percentage of the overall reservoir footprint. 
 
See response to I-81-5 regarding maintenance. 
 

I-81-8 
 

The comment expresses an opinion that the wetland islands will not improve 
the visual resource. The DEIR evaluates impacts of the proposed Project on 
visual resources in Section 3.1. Views of the reservoir from surrounding 
viewpoints are provided to assist with the evaluation. The DEIR concludes that 
the proposed Project would result in softening some view of the reservoir 
edges through the installation of vegetation and floating islands. Alternative 3 
was evaluated without the islands. See Master Response - Alternatives 
Analysis. 
 

I-81-9 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 

I-81-10 
 

As discussed in Lane Use, Section 3.11 of the Draft EIR, the Project site is 
zoned Open Space and the City of Los Angeles Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian 
Valley Community Plan designates the Project site as Open Space. The 
proposed Project would not include changes to the existing zoning or open 
space land use designation and would not result in land use or development 
patterns inconsistent with the existing use. 
 
The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I-81-19 
cont. 

 
 
 

 
 

This plan interrupts the beauty of the expanse of water. 
It interrupts the beauty of the expanse of uninhibited nature. 
It interrupts wildlife using that uninterrupted expanse of nature. 
It interrupts my use, as a neighbor, and everyone else's use of the space for 
physical exercise and social engagement. 
It interrupts the tranquil nature of the basin where the reservoir resides, and 
where many people have chosen to live because of that tranquility. 
It interrupts a non-commercial residential area, opening it up to 
commerc ialization. 
It interrupts immediate neighborhood's environmental well being in the name 
of being good for the planet. This project Is bad for the planet. It builds hard 
scapes that are too costly to maintain, and ones that will turn into blight. 
It interrupts the blank slate that is a meadow, lake, and wa lking/running path. 

Basically, it"s the water. The water and only the water that makes this space 
magical. Let's save our money and put it towards this. Keeping that water in the 
basin. 

And aga in, this Master Plan is not better than what currently exists. This isn't 
someone"s yard where they wa nt to entertain and can maintain its repair and 
how it is used, it's got a different purpose. The Master Plan definitely isn't wo rth 
the time or cost to build it. It can never be maintained. Too many weirdos ready 
to break shit. Look at the Sixth Street Brldae. 
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Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

I-81-11 
 

Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-81-12 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-81-13 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety and Master Response - 
Homelessness. 
 

I-81-14 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the Education Center proposed under 
the Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-81-15 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-81-16 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
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Impacts related to traffic and transportation including geometric hazards are 
analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were 
concluded to be less than significant. Please see Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-81-17 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. The commenter is also referred to 
Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

I-81-18 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-81-19 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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  I-82-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3 with elements of Alternative 
2 (hybrid alternative). Hybrid Alternatives are covered in Section 5.5.4 of the 
Draft EIR. Also, please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 
This comment also expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-82-2 
 

Please see response to Comment I-82-1. 
 

 

  

1-82-1 

1-82 -2 

Because I am very concerned with wildlife that has resided in the reservoir 
area, including many birds that use the area as a protected refuge currently, I 
am urging the City to use Alternative 3 to the proposed project plan, with some 
elements taken from Alternative 2, as detailed below: 

- The Knoll - no shade structure/ pavilion to be built on Knoll or Meadow 

- The South Valley - all changes here to match Alternative 2: updating the Rec 
Center, minor updates to the Dog Pa rk, no add/reloca te picnic tables, no 
relocate or resize play field and basketball court, no construction of entry 
plaza/ seating or new Multi-Purpose Facility, yes tree planting. 

- Other Improvements - no new street parking along W SL Drive or Silver Lake 
Blvd 

There are Environmental Impacts, if the Master Plan Project were to move 
forward, that cannot be mitigated and ma y cause lasting harm to both the 
community and the wildlife that shares our land. 

Alternative 3 with these Alternative 2 elements is an environmentally superior 
alternative that is feasible and still meets the Project objectives, with open 
habitat as an irreplaceable educational resource. 
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  I-83-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-83-2 
 

The comment discusses current traffic and parking conditions and expresses 
concerns regarding future lack of parking. As discussed in the Project 
Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project would add 15 
new parking spaces along the South Valley on West Silver Lake Drive. Based 
on comments received during the Draft EIR, the City has decided not to add 
parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. Also, please see Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-83-3 
 

The comment describes existing conditions at the Project site. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-83-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-83-1 
I-83-2 

 
 

I-83-3 

I-83-4 

We definitely oppose the Silver Lake Reservo ir Complex Draft EIR in its entirety. 
We already are inconvenienced by hea vy traffic and lack of parking spaces -
why do we need to tolerate add itional inconven ience to the residents, 
especially wh en coveted street parking will be flooded with visitors. The 
Meadows was designed as a quiet place - now all rules are ignored and 
residents ha ve to deal with noise in addition to traffic and parking issues. We 
vote NO on this proposal. 
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  I-84-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-84-2 
 

The proposed Project is described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR. The proposed 
Project does not include the addition of a parking lot. The comment is noted 
for the record. 
 

I-84-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-84-4 
 

The proposed Project, which is described in Chapter 2, Project Description, of 
the Draft EIR did not include fishing. As discussed in Section 2.5.1 of the Draft 
EIR, as a habitat enhancement feature, Silver Lake Reservoir would be 
stocked with fish species that would provide food supply for wading birds. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-84-5 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-84·1 I 
I-84·2 I 
I-84 -3 I 

I-84·4 I 

1-84 -5 I 
I-84-6 I 
I-84 -7 I 

I think this project is a really fucking stupid idea. The idea that this will 
positively impact the niche environment that silverlake has in any was Is idiotic. 
Why don't you have the big parking lot that needs to go in in the advertisement 
for the project? That's a whole lotta concrete, doesn't sound very 
environmentally friendly to me. This will do nothing but displace the animals 
that live in the reservoir and are protected by the fence around it. Another 
thing. If you have access to water, there will be fish, and no matter how hard 
you try to stop people from fishing there, people will Introduce Invasive species 
to fi sh for them. Look at echo park, who le lotta fish in there that shouldn't be. 
on that note, the amount of trash that people will bring into the this new area 
will be immense. People are dirty, I know this is just an attempt to make more 
money that won't get funded, but if it goes through, silverla ke will turn into 
echo park in a few months, green, stinky, and full of trash. We should keep the 
natural environment that is there and leave it the fuck alone. Griffith park is a 
stone throw away, get off your lazy ass and drive there, takes 10 minutes. 
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I-84-6 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-84-7 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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  I-85-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-85-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-85-3 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to put the SLRC to a 
beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing potable 
water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain 
the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including maintaining the 
dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to 
benefit area residents. 
 

I-85-4 
 

The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-85-5 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 

1-85-1 

I-85-2 I 

1-85-3 1 

1-85-4 1 

1-85-5 

As a longtime resident and homeowner in Silver Lake, I participated in the 
many public meetings prior to the Pandemic: to develop a Master Plan for Silver 
Lake Reservo ir Complex. It seems that none of the valuable input given by 
residents who will be the most affected were actua lly taken into consideration 
in the drafting of the EIR. 
In a neighborhood that already has access to numerous green areas and parks, 
there is no valid reason for such a major redevelopment plan. The community 
made it clear that they did not support any new construction and development, 
however improving and modernizing current features such as the dog park and 
recreation center would be welcomed and apprec iated. There are other more 
important community issues that could be addressed with the funding that 
would be spent on this unneeded cosmetic facelift for the reservoir. The joy 
ga ined in the presence of the Silver Lake Reservoir is in its natural beauty and 
wildlife habitat. Please let's not let it be destroyed by this fool ish plan. 
1 am strongly in favor of Alternative #l (DO NOTHING) rather than the proposed 
plan in the EIR. Thank you. 
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  I-86-1 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-86-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. 
 

I-86-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-86-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-86-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding pedestrian safety. Impacts related 
to pedestrian safety are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft 
EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. The commenter is 
also referred to Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-86-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-86-7 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding parking impacts. Impacts related 
to traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of 
the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. 
 

 

 
  

1-86· 1 I 
1-86·2 I 
1-86·3 I 
1-86·4 I 

1-86-5 I 

1-86·6 I 

1-86·7 I 

The current EIR significantly underestimates the ava ilability of parking spots as 
it does not account for on-street neighborhood parking with in the half-mile 
radius of the reservo ir. While efforts to reduce VMT and to shift park users to 
alternative transport modes is laudable, the area will still experience significant 
parking and traffic congestion. The study does little to discuss or quantify 
neighborhood impacts. I would recommend further analysis on this topic as 
well proposed recommendations, such as greater permit restrictions within 
park vicinity. 

Additionally, there is little discussion on pedestrian safety beyond ensuring 
walking safety on Silver Lake Blvd . Aga in, because the EIR underestimates 
neighborhood parking impact, residents within the l/2 -mile vicini ty will 
experience more traffic as well as vehicles that exceed safety limits as 
envisioned in the Vision Zero Program. I encourage the EIR to be considerably 
more holistic in its impact ana lysis and expand the boundary in its 
considerations of available pa rking so as to be more comprehensive in 
discouraging car-based transport. 
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  I-87-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-Bl-l I I commented earlier before the meeting. I am in favor of Alt # 1. Previously I 
voted for #3 before I understood. 
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  I-88-1 
 

The commenter is referred to Section 3.3, Air Quality of the Draft EIR 
regarding impacts to air quality and Section 3.12, Noise and Vibration 
regarding noise impacts. The comment expresses opposition to the proposed 
Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-88-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-88-3 
 

The comment asserts that the removal existing fencing preventing access to 
habitat by humans and pets would be a significant change from current 
baseline conditions, adversely impacting wildlife, and that the Draft EIR failed 
to disclose, analyze and mitigate these impacts. As discussed in the Project 
Description, Section 2.5 of the Draft EIR, the perimeter fence would be 
removed in phases as different park zones are constructed. This comment 
expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Also, please see Master 
Response - Biological Resources and Master Response - Fence 
Removal. Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, 
Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. No impacts to wildlife are anticipated 
from the removal of the perimeter fence as described in the Draft EIR. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 3 of the Final EIR, based on comments received during 
the public review period, the City has made minor revisions to the proposed 
Project. The proposed Project would no longer include the floating dock 
component or opportunities for guided kayak tours. Therefore, no public 
access to water activities would be allowed, including through guided kayak 
and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist for educational purposes. As 
discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the revisions to the proposed Project 
would not result in any new significant impacts that were not already 
identified in the Draft EIR, nor would these changes substantially increase the 
severity of any impacts identified in the Draft EIR. 
 

I-88-4 
 

As discussed in response I-88-3, the proposed Project would not include public 
access to open water. 
 

I-88-5 

Regard ing: The Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 

My husband and I own a home in Silver Lake and we enjoy the reservoir area 
1.88.1 on a near-daily basis. we cherish this beautiful, peaceful urban oasis and we 

believe that it should be improved, making It more hospitable for humans and 
for wildlife. But we are dismayed by the city's Master Plan, which does not 
prioritize wildlife and green space, and will, in fact, actually increase air and 
noise po llution in Silver Lake. Instead, we enthusiastica lly support "Alternative 3 
- Silver Lake Reservoirs Natural Lands and Open Space Preserve Alternative ." 
Here is why we do not support the city's Master Plan: 

1-88-2 1. The Master Plan does not put the environment first: there is too much 
hardscaping - too much concrete - and too few green spaces. The City of Los 
Angeles does not need more built environments. Its people need more green 
spaces and environmentally sensitive areas that protect and susta in the city's 
wildlife. 
We are particularly dismayed that the plan does not protect birds. Per the 
Audubon Society: "the two most important features as a habitat for birds are 
the presence of water in the reservoir and the presence and maintenance of a 
fence that limits disturbance within the water: The presence and ma intenance 

1_88 _3 of the fence. keeping people away from the water and wate r's edge, maximizes 
the va lue of the site as a wildlife refuge. Humans and pets disturb birds, such 
that birds can abandon a site, and the fence is the single most important 
conservation management tool at the site after the presence of water." 
Without a fence or similar barrier, unleased dogs will enter the water and so 
will people. The LAPD has already been forced to rescue people who have 
illegally entered the reservoirs, twice in 2019. 

2. We are opposed to the introduction of special events in the reservoir area, 
specifically amplified events. These events will increase both air and noise 

1_88 _4 pollut ion, and will be disruptive for the wildlife in the reservoir area and for 
people who enjoy the area's tranquility. These events will, as the plan states, 
draw car drivers to an already congested area, generating more air pollution. 
These events will also increase noise pollution in a neighborhood already 
over-burdened with noise pollution, includ ing from area bars. 

3. We are also gravely concerned by the proposal to add 135 parking spots to 
Silver Lake Boulevard, an already badly congested road . More parking spots 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

Please see Master Response – Noise. The proposed Project would include up 
to 12 special events. Impacts associated with the addition of special events 
were analyzed throughout Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR, including Sections 3.3 
Air Quality, 3.4 Biological Resources, 3.12 Noise and Vibration, and 3.16 
Transportation. 
 

I-88-5 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-88-6 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-88-5 
Cont. 

means more cars means more pollution . Per the American Lung Assoc iation, 
Los Angeles has the worst ozone pollution in the u nited States. The City of Los 
Angeles shou ld be doing everything in its power to encourage residents and 
visitors to wa lk, ride bicyc les and use public transportation! To that end, the city 
should focus its resources on developing and improving bike lanes; fi xing 
sidewa lks fo r disabled and able-bod ied people; and add ing and improving 
public transportation. The world is in a climate emergency and anything that 
encourages car use is wrong. 

The city shou ld instead embrace the far more environmenta lly sensit ive 
Alternative 3. 

1_88_6 Sincerely, 
Ma nohla Darg is 
November 3, 2022 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-89-1 
 

As shown on Figure 2-17 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project would include 
2.5 miles of promenade and there would also be 3 miles of paths and trails 
throughout and around the reservoir. No offsite/street improvements are 
proposed along Armstrong Avenue; however, the proposed Project would 
include bike lane improvements along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-89-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

 

 
  

I-89-2 

1-89-1 

on Armstrong Ave, just to the north of Silver Lake Blvd where the new path at 
the ridge will be accessible, we are seeing a growing number of joggers and 
cyclists in the street rather on the dirt path or Armstrong sidewalk. The ability to 
stay in one lane with oncoming traffic is becoming a safety issue for both 
automobiles and the pedestrians and cyclists in the street. How can this be 
mitigated especially since there will be a new access point to the path at the 
top of the hill at Edgewater Ter? And this hill is a blind hill to vehicles until they 
reach the peak. The Issue is heightened at dusk and late in the day when both 
the auto traffic flow and the joggers are at their highest rate of use. In addition 
Armstrong has become a vehicle short cut to Glendale Blvd or Silver Lake Blvd 
depending on direction of flow. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-90-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-90-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-90-3 
 

The comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

 

  

I-90-1 
I-90-2 
I-90-3 

Please leave our reservoir and surround ing areas as it is. These changes 
proposed by the Silver Lake Master Plan wi ll increase traffic and harm the 
wildlife. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-91-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1·91·1 

I am a resident of Silverlake and have lived here for over 25 years. I walk the 
reservoir every day and want to send this note and express my full SUPPORT for 
the plan. I believe that it is a thoughtful holistic idea that would allow for the 
public to take advantage of the amazing resource that is this fenced off space, 
and open it up for celebration and enjoyment of nature in an area that is 
underserved for public space . Really hoping this gets done! 

all the best 

lames Chinlund 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-92-1 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-92-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Drought Conditions. 
 
As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wetlands 
Management. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 

I-92-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to some improvements proposed in the 
South Valley park zone. This comment does not raise any issues with respect 
to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-92-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

 

  

1-92 · 1 I 

1-92·2 

1-92 -3 

1·92·4 I 

I and m y family have been reviewing and participa ting in this planning proce ss 
since It started. Although some of our suggestions were not fa vored with 
inclusion, it looks like a good plan in general. There are two comments we 
have. First, has consideration been given to the potent ial lack of water during a 
more severe drought period than we are experiencing now ··- in terms of all the 
floating habitats, connections of pathways over water, etc: . A plan for this 
eventuality, tempora ry or permanent, needs to be included in the overall 
planning. Second, I see there in planning to reorga nize South Va lley recreation 
fields and structures. The present community center building was recently 
rebuilt and there doesn't seem to be any additional utility added, just relocating 
playing fi elds and basketba ll courts that already exist and are quite functional. 
We don't see any purpose in recreating public: fa cilities that are already in 
place and functioning . w e and our grandchildren use them all the time and, 
while such facilities always require maintenance, they don't seem to be 
defective or unusab le. Seems like that one, two or three million do llars could 
be better spent elsewhere·· for instance, subsidizing a bus line so more people 
could take advanta ge of the facilities. This is more than just a local recreational 
fac ility now, but most people have to dri ve to get here from any dist ance. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-93-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-93-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 
Also, please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-93-3 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project but is concerned 
about impacts to neighborhood streets. Please see Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-93-4 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-93-1 1 
1-93·2 I 
1-93 -3 I 

1-93-4 1 

I am a longtime home owner on the 1600 block of N Benton Way. My street is 
already a cut-thru for the morning/evening commuter traffic. I see NO 
remediation for the impact that this project will have on the streets such as N 
Benton way that feed into the project area. I see no discussion of where 
people using the project will park. Though I think the project is worthwhile, the 
impact on the neighborhood streets is not addressed sufficiently. Also, the 
project may inspire further sma ll lotfapartmenttcondo development in the area 
that has already seen many old homes bu lldozed. Enough with the destruction 
of old homes. Please address these issues! 
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I-94 Noah Baylin 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-94-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to special events. Please see Master 
Response – Noise. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-94-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-94-3 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise.. 
 

 

  

1-94-1 1 

1·94·2 I 

1-94-3 1 

Respond ing to proposa ls for the renovated Silver L8ke Complex, while I am in 
favor of many of the improvements, I would like to register my opposition to 
h8ving public event concerts held in the reservoir meadow 12 times a ye8r 
between 12pm-10pm as well as my concern about the impact of adding 135 
8ddition81 p8rking spots. The 8rea 8round the reservoir is prized for being 
pedestrian-friendly and adding all these spots would add to the increasing 
traffic congestion. The are8 8round the reservoir is also an echo ch8mber -
holding concerts in the meadow would be an imposition on all the residents 
who live 8round the perimeter -- plus there's no shortage of nearby areas 
where concerts programming"s ava ilable. 
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I-95 Anonymous 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-95-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record and 
will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-95-2 
 

Chapter 2 Project Description of the Draft EIR contains a detailed description 
of proposed Project components. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-95-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-95-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-95-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. As discussed in the Project 
Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, construction of the proposed park 
zones may occur simultaneously or sequentially. Since the construction 
sequence is currently unknown, for purposes of this environmental analysis, it 
is assumed that construction of certain park zones would need to occur before 
other park zones to maximize usage of the proposed Project site during 
construction. For example, the Ivanhoe Overlook and Eucalyptus Grove would 
need to be constructed before the East and West Narrows to avoid potential 
damage to any of the new facilities (e.g., new pathways). Table 2-3 of the 
Draft EIR lists total construction durations for each proposed park zone. For 
the purposes of the environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was 
developed in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum 
amount of construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case 
construction scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As 

1-95·1 I 
1-95·2 I 

1·95·3 I 
1·95·4 I 
1.95.5 I 
1-95·6 I 
1-95·7 I 

1-95·8 I 
1-95-9 • 

,-95-10 I 

We moved to Silver Lake to escape the madness and chaos of other areas of 
Los Angeles. It Is a quiet, semi-private 'best-kept secret' kind of place, bucolic 
and placid and peaceful. This plan wants to turn the entire reservoir complex 
into a tourist trap with schools, museums, live events with music, walking tours. 
floating islands, sitting areas. athletic areas. and who knows what else. A clown 
show, for all we know. 

The residents that live just oft the reservoir do not want this park Implemented. 
It will increase traffic, cause complete parking chaos (where is everyone 
supposed to park?), it will be clangy, bangy, ongoing noise all day for YEARS 
while it gets built- and after that, even MORE noise after people start flocking 
there! People will show little or no respect for the residents that make their 
homes oft the reservoir. 

Wildlife: where are they going to go? we already have massive problems with 
coyotes; now you want to displace them into the hills surrounding the 
reservoir? 
What about the surplus of homelessness that th is park will encourage? 

Why are incredibly much-needed funds going to this park? The city is so 
desperate for plans to be Implemented to help out Issues that go way above 
and beyond the building of a park, a very unnecessary and astonishingly 
neglectful plan. 

1·95·111 Who Is going to maintain this park? That's more money right there, and before 
1·95·12 long the city will Increase the amount of property tax on every resident around 

the reservoir to pay for the upkeep of this tourist monstrosity. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

shown on Table 2-3, park zones may be constructed individually or 
sequentially as funding becomes available. 
 

I-95-6 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 

I-95-7 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-95-8 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-95-9 
 

Please see Master Response – Homelessness. 
 

I-95-10 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of the 
City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing the 
Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the Silver 
Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s potable 
water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-defining 
characteristic. Also, please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-95-11 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-95-12 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding & Operations. 
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I-96 Silka Luisa 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-96-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-96-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Also, please see Master Response - 
Biological Resources. 
 

I-96-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-96-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to noise. Impacts related 
to noise are analyzed in Section 3.12, Noise and Vibration, of the Draft 
EIR.  Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-96-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to the site's ecosystem. 
Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than 
significant with implementation of mitigation measures. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-96-1 
I-96-2 
I-96-3 
I-96-4 
I-96-5 

As a current resident of Silver Lake, I do not wa nt the project to proceed. After 
reviewing the proposal, I'm too worried about the environmental impact to 
wildlife from what will be such a sustained period of construction and an 
increase in traffic and noise. Th is seems like it will only damage our already 
incredibly special ecosystem at the reservoir. 
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  I-97-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2 and opposition to Alternative 
3. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-97-2 
 

The comment makes suggestions regarding different Project elements. The 
proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR. The comment is 
noted and does not raise any issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft 
EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-97-1 

I-97-2 

I would like to show my support for "Alt 2: Reduced Project" as proposed in the 
plan. I believe this is a beautiful plan that will bring in necessary greenery, 
trees, and wildlife habitat for the area, while making this a more sceninc place 
for all Angelenos to visit. And I believe it will be more cost effective for the city, 
allow the city to put money into maintaining the greenery and paths ways, 
instead of letting them get overcrowded by unintended shrubs and weeds as 
they ha ve been for years, and keep the paths maintained as they are slowly 
eroded. I th ink we need to make the Silver Lake Reservoir the best possible 
version of what it already is-a place for exerc ise, greenery, and 
nature-without planning so big that we can't afford the project or especially 
the necessary maintenance that comes after. 

I oppose Alt 3 because this area does not need the 8-foot fence all around the 
reservoir and we do need to restore habitats for an imals and wildlife. We 
should make this more welcoming by removing as many fences as possible, but 
using the more subtle designed separation between wildlife and humans that 
are proposed in the plan. 

CONS OF THE MAIN PROPOSED PROJECT: 

I feel strongly we should be working to increase the functionality of the 
reservoir with natural elements, not structures, as much as possible. Silver 
Lake and Los Angeles in general needs more shade trees that are 
appropriately sized. The shade pavilions proposed for the plan is not as 
necessary and planting large shade trees that can add to the natural 
environment and provide the shade the area needs and habitat for birds and 
animals. Structures will also attract graffiti and will need regular maintenance 
that the city thus far does not adequately provide to other neighborhood parks 
in this area. We also need many many more shade trees in the Meadow which 
currently provides almost zero shade for park-goers. Look at where people 
congregate (or don 't) on a hot sunny summer day when we should be 
encouraging people to be outside. If we want people to keep their ACs off, we 
need to provide them peaceful shaded areas outside to use consistently. 

Regarding the living laboratory and observation platform, I think we again don't 
need to be building an observation platform in a place that can be natural and 
rea lly connect the water to new greenery without a structure. The observa tion 
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I-97-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. In addition, as 
described in the Project Description, Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. The routine operations and maintenance of the 
proposed Project would include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park 
spaces and park facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti 
removal, and cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and 
manage the Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-
Purpose Facility similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog 
Park. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-97-4 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, it is assumed that construction of 
certain park zones would need to occur before other park zones to maximize 
usage of the proposed Project site during construction. For example, the 
Ivanhoe Overlook and Eucalyptus Grove would need to be constructed before 
the East and West Narrows to avoid potential damage to any of the new 
facilities (e.g., new pathways). Table 2-3 of the Draft EIR lists total 
construction durations for each proposed park zone. For the purposes of the 
environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed in order to 
capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of construction 
may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction scenario would 
result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-3, park zones 
may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding becomes available. 
 
As described in Air Quality, Section 3.3 of the Draft EIR, the localized effects 
from the on-site portion of the Project’s construction emissions, including 
dust, were evaluated at the nearby sensitive receptor locations that would be 
potentially impacted by Project construction in accordance with the 
SCAQMD’s Final Localized Significance Threshold Methodology. During its 
construction phase, the Project would comply with CARB’s requirements to 
minimize short-term emissions from on-road and off-road diesel equipment 
and with SCAQMD’s regulations, such as Rule 403 for controlling fugitive dust 
and Rule 1113 for controlling VOC emissions from architectural coatings. 
Furthermore, the Project would utilize construction contractors in compliance 
with state on-road and off-road vehicle rules, including the ATCM that limits 

I-97-2 
cont. 

I-97-3 

I-97-4 

platforms on the east and west sides of the reservoir are unnecessary built 
structures that will not add to the plans and will attract graffiti and need regular 
ma intena nee. 

I'm so glad that LADWP will continue to use their facility, but I believe if we wa nt 
this reservoir to feel like we are bringing nature into the community, we need 
to provide more trees and other coverage for the many cars and storage that 
they place on their property. There has to be a way to shield these from the 
elements and from public view to make the area more appealing. Please plan 
for more trees or screening plant life in this area . 

Please provide green ground cover or fake grass for the dog park, and please 
provide shade trees. I do not ha ve a dog, but I see so many people hanging out 
in direct sun in the heat of summer when there could be beautiful trees to help 
them stay cool. 

And please, if we are going to spend a hundred million dollars on this project, 
can we please allocate money to maintain this area? I know money is tight, but 
we should be ha ving crews come out at least once a month (or at least once a 
quarter) to remove weeds from pathways that are sometimes 4 feet high! We 
also need to fill gaps in paths after ra in sto rms. 

And for those of us who use this park and the paths every day, can there please 
be noise and dust mitigation so we are not left without a usable park for the 10 
years of construction? 
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I-97 A T 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

heavy-duty diesel motor vehicle idling to five minutes at any location (13 CCR, 
Section 2485), the Truck and Bus regulation that reduces NOX, PM10, and 
PM2.5 emissions from existing diesel vehicles operating in California (13 CCR, 
Section 2025) and the In-Use Off-Road Diesel Fueled Fleets regulation that 
reduces emissions by the installation of diesel soot filters and encouraging the 
retirement, replacement, or repower of older, dirtier engines with newer 
emission controlled models (13 CCR, Section 2449). The Project’s construction 
contractor would be required to comply with these regulatory control 
measures. Compliance with these regulatory control measures would ensure 
the Project would not conflict with AQMP control strategies intended to 
reduce emissions from construction equipment and activities. Impacts were 
concluded to be less than significant. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Noise. 
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I-98 Sue Iri 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-98-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-98-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-98-3 
 

Please see Master Response – Drought Conditions. 
 

I-98-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-98-1 

I-98-2 

I-98-3 

I-98-4 

ll/17/22 

Or. Jan Gre n Rebstock 
Ci ty of Los Angeles, Public Works, Bureau or Engineenng 
1149 S. Broadwa -6• Floor 
Mai l top939 
Los An!ll'les, CA 90015-2213 

Dear Or. Rebstock: 

1 am a 44 year resident of Sil ver uike, jllSt north or the Reservoir, and have great 
affection for the area and parllc ularty the Reservoir. It has been a source of l>eauty 
and J>e•ce in a stressful ti me. The wildlife it suppons is key to tha t i;eace- the 
feeli ng that In spite of the worJd•s problerns, n.'.l ture a rrlcs on. 

The propc)s«l Re5'erv\lir Master Plan is Oawed, and sirice the env ironmental 
impacis c-anno, be mitigated and may caL>Se lasting ha1m 10 both the communil}' 
nd the "''ildlire the R.es rvoi r support , I do not support it. The d,1r,,,1ge to 

e isting communides of l>lrrls and anim,'J ls would be S(!vere. and add to the 
already , haky environment there, brought about by me many construction projects 
over the years within d1e Reservoi r property. Importam!y, s.lnce we arc ln .1 

historic drough t, possibly permu.ne.nt, I'm not convi nced lhat our \\'clter will be 
sufficient to 611 the Reservoir co ndnually, or to support the rllclny proposals 
in the Plan. 

Silver Lake has Griffilh Park as a wonderful assel, one of the largest city porks in 
Lhe country and withj n 10 minutes of us. \•Ve aJ so have lhe meadow, witltin the 
Reservoir propcn;r, for residents 1hat wam a ncarb green space i:o res1 a11d 
recrea te widi dieir families and friends. If we are to retain die commlffiity spirit 
and calm beauty or tile Silver Lake area, we musi nm rusll 10 revise and control 
this lovely space. The planned lack of fencing and nighttime access alone are 
recipe$ fo r unintended and unwanted conseguenceg, and ..,,,ould 1'X)se p rma nt nt 
problems for the comm uni(}'. 

Altho ugh this Plan has had e.x 1cnslvc aucntJon, and much work has been done 10 
put ii in motion, I think ii is ill considered and \,•rong for our community. 

Sue lri 
2755 Angus treet 
Los An!ll'les, CA 90039 
fil rlerilfx@ePM II rnm 
323-533-94S1 
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I-99 Nathaniel Koenig 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-99-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-99-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-99-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternatives 2 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-99-1 

1-99-2 

1-99-3 

I am 24 and grew up in silverlake by the reservoir. I played sports at the rec 
center as a child, hung out with my friends in the meadow as a teenager and 
now run around the reservoir a few times a week. Could there be some 
Improvements? Sure. But a 300 million/ 5-15 year project is not where i think 
Los Ange les and Silverlake NEED to spend money time and energy. I am all for 
a combination of alternatives 2 and 3. 
Nathaniel 
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I-100 Grigor Bakchajian 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-100-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-100-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-100-3 
 

The comment describes the existing Project site. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. No 
changes to the Draft EIR are required in response to this comment. 
 

I-100-4 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-100-1 
I-100-2 

 
I-100-3 

I-100-4 

The reservoir complex does not need an elaborate and expensive makeover. I 
live on Ken ilworth and the traffic is already out of control in this neighborhood. 
Since the building out of the meadow, there is even more traffic, noise and 
garbage . Th is proposal is over the top and this community can not absorb even 
more traffic, parking, and the noise and disruption of yea rs of construction. 
Please consider alternatives 2 and 3. 
Koko 
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I-101 Brian Wakil 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-101-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-101-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-101-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-101-1 
I-101-2 

 
 

I-101-3 

 

I would like to vote aga inst the proposed project in all of its 'Alternatives·. 
I have lived in this community for 30 years and have learned that the perimeter 
fence around the lake is the best protection for the wildlife it conta ins and 
preserves. 
Please lea ve our lake and it's surrounding land just the way it is. 
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I-102 Janet Upjohn 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-102-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-102-2 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-102-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-102-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-1 02 -1 I 

1· 102 ·2 I 
1· 102·3 I 
1-102-4 1 

I have lived in the neighborhood since 1987 and have seen many positive 
changes including those to the reservo ir specifically the pathway and the 
meadow. My children loved the rec center, the playground and played many 
years of sports. What worries me is that you are talking a much loved and well 
used neighborhood park (used by folks not just in the neighborhood but local) 
and creating a destination. At one meeting I believe the goal was to compare it 
to Disneyland. The reservoir is already a success and I worry about increased 
traffic and it's impact. Most specifically as the reservo ir and its surrounding 
area are already well used and loved this does not seem like the best use of 
city money. 
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I-103 Carol Ng 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-103-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-103-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-103-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to removal of the perimeter fence. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-103-4 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.4, of the Draft EIR. The 
proposed Project would include edge treatments all around both reservoirs as 
shown on Figure 2-10 of the Draft EIR. Also, please see Master Response - 
Public Safety for a description of the Project's Security Plan implementation. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-103-5 
 

The comment expresses support for a passive recreation project. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-103·1 I 
1-1 03 ·2 I 

1-103·31 
1-103-4 

1-103-5 

I have been a Silver Lake resident for 61 years and have a strong interest In 
what happens here. After attend ing the October 2022 meeting and reviewing 
pertinent parts of the Draft EIR, I choose Alternative 1. This alternative would 
best minimize the Impact on the neighborhood and the wildlife therein. 

For sure, this space should never have the perimeter fence removed! Silver 
Lake is not a lake and, as a reservoir, it is paved with straight sides. Anyone 
falling in would be hard-pressed to get out of it. Some people have compared 
it to Echo Park Lake, but that is a man-made lake with earthen sides. Oh and 
the depth of SL is comparatively much deeper th an EP. 

SL Reservo ir is most suitable as a passive recreation area. 
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I-104 Peter Alexander 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-104-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is referred to Master Response - Traffic/Transportation 
regarding operational traffic activity. 
 
The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

I-104-2 
 

The comment expresses support for some components of the proposed 
Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-104-3 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 

I appreciate the concept of turning Silver Lake into a more useful parcel but 
because of the overly-enthusiastic scope of the proposal, the time-span need to 
finish the proposed work and the disruption it would cause due to where the 

1•104.1 lake is· situated in a traffic path between 3 major freeways, the gridlock traffic 
that already exists, and the cost outlay of the city to enhance a park in an 
already affluent and park rich neighborhood when so many other parts of the 
city have a vastly greater need, I cannot endorse the scope of th is proposal. 

1-104-2 

I fully endorse addressing the immediate and obvious existing needs: an 
expanded and renovated dog park (it's currently an unsightly health hazard). 
grading and improvement of the pedestrian paths around the lake and adding 
more drinking fountains and benches. 

Restoring wetland habits, enhancing all upland habitats, and perhaps adding an 
overlook pathway could be acceptable and/or worthy additions that enhance 
the existing environment and not designed to dra w crowds. 

I do not endorse building new parking lots, a new recreation center, new 
educational centers, classrooms, a floating deck, anything involving kaya king, 
or regrading the Meadow, the Knoll or the Grassy Patch. The impact that would 
have on the area is untenable and not needed. 

I've lived and worked in silver Lake since 1986 and I have enjoyed the 
improvements that have been made since that time, but we are a privileged 

1-104-3 community that has reached a saturation point of attractiveness and 
functionality. The city should do what"s needed up upkeep/upgrade our existing 
lake infrastructure and and spend more it's money on less fortunate areas of 
the city in greater need of public amenities 

Thank you, 
Peter Alexander 
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I-104 Peter Alexander 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
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I-105 Joyce Peyton 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-105-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding the creation of wetland habitats 
and the potential to create an increase in the mosquito population at the 
SLRC. Mosquito control is under the purview of the Greater Los Angeles 
Vector Control District. The SLRC is currently a large body of water under the 
purview of this vector control agency. The Operation and Maintenance Plan 
will include mosquito control methods. The remainder of the comment 
consists of a general opinion and does not address a specific issue related to 
the adequacy or completeness of the DIER. No further response is necessary. 
 

I-105-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to removal of the perimeter fence. Please 
see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public Safety. 
 

 

  

1-105-1 

1-105-2 

I am concerned with the current plans to add Wetland Hab itat Islands and 
Shallow Wetland Shoreline ltanstion Habitat to the Silver Lake Reservoir 
Complex Master Plan. These changes will add many new habitats that didn't 
previously exist for mosquitoes to breed and multiply. I could not find a mention 
of a potential m osquitoes problems in the MP Study documents. What are your 
plans for mosquitoe abatements? WE ALREADY HAVE A MOSQUITOES 
PROBLEM IN SL AND MUST ELIMINATE ALL STANDING WATER IN OUR YARDS ! 

I AM ALSO EXTREMELY OPPOSED TO REMOVING THE FENCES BECAUSE OF 
CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES AND SAFETY REASONS FOR THE CHILDREN, ADULTS AND 
THE ANIMALS! 
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I-106 Pamela Burian 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-106-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-106-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-106-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and requests that 
funds be spent elsewhere in the community. Please see Master Response - 
Funding and Operations. This comment does not raise any issues with respect 
to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-106-1 I 
1-106-2 I 

1·106·3 I 

I am opposed to the millions of dollars proposed for Silverlake resorvior 
project. Not only is it a total waste of money it will be extremely disruptive to 
our community. This money could be spent addressing homelessness, sports 
for kids, upgraded parks in underserved communities and so on. I do not 
understand spending mill ions on unnecessary project that majority in this 
community oppose. 
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I-107 Jeff Lindfors 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-107-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

I-107-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. In addition, as 
described in the Project Description, Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. The routine operations and maintenance of the 
proposed Project would include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park 
spaces and park facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti 
removal, and cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and 
manage the Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-
Purpose Facility similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog 
Park. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-107-1 
I-107-2 

Looks good! Hope it moves forward. I hope there is money budgeted for 
upkeep. The existing Meadow and plants always look so sad. 
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I-108 Anonymous 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-108-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a community garden. The comment is noted and does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

  

As a new resident of Silver Lake, I have noticed the lack of available community 
garden space in our neighborhood. There are two community gardens at 
Micheltorena Elementary School and Manzanita Street. but they are not large 
enough to serve the needs of the community and they are removed from the 
heart of Silver Lake. The Silver Lake Reservoir Master Plan is a perfect 
opportunity to establish a new community ga rden that will be more accessible 
to residents of Silver Lake. Community gardens bring a myriad of benefits, 

1-108-1 Including fresh produce with a lower carbon footprint, physical exercise. mental 
wellbeing, and community bonding. There is plenty of space in The Knoll and 
the Eucalyptus Grove that could be set aside for a community garden. Ga rden 
plot rent can cover the cost of water. and the garden could also be a 
convenient site for neighbors to bring their orga nic waste for composting. In 
summary, I encourage the Burea u of Engineering and the rest of the Master 
Plan team to consider adding a community garden to their vision for the Silver 
Lake Reservo ir Complex. 
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I-109 Geoffrey Booth 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-109-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-109-2 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. The comment 
requests the addition of a playground on the north side of the Project. The 
proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not include a 
playground. The comment is noted and does not raise any issues with respect 
to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-109-1 I strongly support the Silver Lake Reservo ir Complex Master Plan (SLRCMP) 
project. I do not wish for it to be scaled back in any way. If anything, I feel that 

1_109.2 the current plan removes too many recreational features present in earlier 
desians: and I wish there were a olavaround at the narth end af the site. 
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I-110 Paul Feldman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-110-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and support for 
Alternative 1. The Draft EIR evaluates impacts to air quality, noise, greenhouse 
gas emission, and hazardous materials for both construction and operation of 
the proposed Project in detail in Chapter 3. Mitigation Measures have been 
identified to avoid or minimize impacts. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-110-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 

I-110-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. The City has 
coordinated with the Department of Transportation (DOT) in preparing the Draft 
EIR through the scoping process. Impacts related to traffic and transportation, 
including emergency vehicle access are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, 
of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. The 
commenter is also referred to Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-110-4 
 

As described in the Project Description, Section 2.7.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would also allow for large, scheduled public events, including 
outdoor concerts, movie nights, or luncheons, and requiring amplified sound. It 
is anticipated that up to approximately 600 visitors would attend such events, 
with a mixture of approximately 70 percent of attendees coming from the 
immediate neighborhood by walking or other non-vehicle means, and 30 
percent driving in to attend the event. The proposed Project is anticipated to be 
a local serving recreational Project. However, the proposed Project could have a 
regional draw during special events. For purposes of this analysis, a special event 

I-110-1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-110-2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-110-3 
 

 

I-110-4 
 
 
 

I-110-5 
 
 
 

I-110-6 
 
 

I-110-7 

The authors of the master plan and draft eir disp lay unmitigated ga ll, if not 
utter negligence or legally dubious trickeration, to contend that there is no 
need to mitigate the multiple severe impacts on the environment - including air 
quality, noise, greenhouse gas emissions and the spread of hazardous 
materials - by choosing any plan other than Alternative I (doing nothing). 
Chapter 3.12 of the eir (noise and vibrations, page 33 of 62) states (boldface 
added) : Project construction activit ies would generate a maximum of up to 335 
worker trips per day, and a maximum of up to 494 truck trips per day. These 
worker and truck trips would be distributed throughout the Project area at up to 
a maximum estimated 5 work sites assumed. It is anticipated that these trips 
would occur primarily on collector and arterial streets as well as freeways 
throughout the Project area .... Page 30 of the same chapter sa ys construction 
would be underway from 2025 to 2030: Construction o n-Site Construction 
Noise Construction of the Project is anticipated to begin in the first quarter of 
2025, pending Project consideration and approva l, and is estimated to be 
completed in the third quarter of 2030. How do the planners reach the 
conclusion that such a massive project in a residential neighborhood should 
move forward? In part by providing no data from the DOT assessing how much 
traffic (and parking during construction and afterward) would clog substandard 
residential streets where vehicles already routinely block adequate access for 
emergency vehicles including tire trucks and ambulances and at times. 
garbage and delive ry trucks. Another example of the trickery is on Page 28 of 
the sa me chapter, which indicates that the project will not have a major impact 
on the neighborhood because it will bring in fewer than 400 more people to the 
complex than at present - for entire we ekends.On one hand, that means 
hundreds of millions of dollars would be spent and unmitigated, unwa nted and 
environmentally no ise, traffic etc. would be infl icted on the neighborhood - all 
for changes expected to draw fe wer than 250 people more than now on an 
average weekend dayon the other hand, the figures are more likely to be 
ludicrous underestimates, designed to tamp down the estimated impact in 
rega rd to noise , traffic etc. so that the planners can maintain that there are no 
serious problems that would require quashing the project. 
The authors/designers of this monstrosity are arguing out of both sides of 
their mouths. If their mouths were triangular, they'd likely be arguing out of all 
three sides. Of course, the other thing the eir doesn't consider, or even discuss 
after several meetings where the public was shown gorgeous utopian drawings 
of a completed project. is how on earth one goes from the current 
configuration to the final plan. Where are the drawings of the project while it is 
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would be assumed to occur weekly during the three months of summer vacation 
(presumably June, July, and August), for a total of 12 events annually. These 
events would require a permit from the City and would be staffed appropriately. 
 
Please see Master Response – Noise. 
 

I-110-5 
 

The Draft EIR evaluates potential impacts of noise and traffic congestion in 
Chapter 3. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-110-6 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-110-7 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-110-8 
 

This comment requests further details about the proposed timing of 
construction. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 

I-110-8 
 
 

I-110-9 

I-110-10 

I-110-11 
 
 

 
 

I-110-12 
 
 

 
I-110-13 

under construction over a five yea r peri od? Why does the draft eir not address 
the actual construction project? could It be an effort to to hide the football 
while the monied interests seeking to ruin this lovel y neighborhood are conned 
into submission?The only clue is the number of da ily t ruck trips, worker trips 
and the t ime involved . No consideration appea rs to have been given in the eir 
to what would actually be torn down, where It would be taken and how that 
configures with the current roadways, the water currently in the reservoir and 
the wa ter supply in the future. Nor does it make clea r what would happen if the 
city bega n work without having full funding --- and what the city"s obligation 
would be if m assive chunks are ca rved out of the existing reservoir complex 
and the project is then stopped because the money has run out.Not to mention 
maintaining the facili ty after it is completed, if it ever were to be. At this point, 
the city is so ridiculously incapable that it ca n't make adequate sidewa lk 
repa irs nea r the rec center, for yea rs the barrels along the wa lking path had to 
be picked up personally by late Councilman La Bonge because the city couldn"t 
be bothered --- and to this da y, a community vo lunteer wa ters the fledgling 
t rees along the wa lking path to keep them alive beca use the city doesn't do 
it. If the suggestion is that eventually an outside vendor would be hired to run 
and maintain the complex, that Is a true tra vesty, rife with the possibilities of 
further making the complex a Disney-like space in order to pay for the 
maintenance. Alte rnative 1 is the onlv fair. loa ica l and correct solut ion. 
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This comment does not specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or 
conclusions of the Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are 
required in response to this comment. 
 

I-110-9 
 

As described in Utilities and Service Systems, Section 3.18.5 of the Draft 
EIR, Table 2-6 provides an estimate of the amount of construction-related 
waste that would be exported during Project construction. Across all park 
zones approximately 21,450 cubic yards of demolition debris (asphalt, 
earthwork, and general construction debris) and approximately 13,264 cubic 
yards of site preparation debris (vegetation and minor earthwork) would be 
generated. The volumes of solid waste generated during construction would 
contribute to the diminishing of available landfill capacity. It is anticipated that 
the City would deliver the majority of its non-hazardous construction waste to 
the privately-owned Sunshine Canyon Landfill and/or LACSD’s Scholl Canyon 
Landfill, which are located nearest to the Project site and permitted to accept 
12,100 TPD and 3,400 TPD, respectively. 
 

I-110-10 
 

Please see Master Response – Drought Conditions. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content or 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-110-11 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-110-12 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
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is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-110-13 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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  I-111-1 
 

Please see Recreation and Parks, Section 3.15.5 of the Draft EIR for analysis of 
anticipated new visitors and potential impacts which were concluded to be 
less than significant. 
 

I-111-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option and Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and support 
for Alternatives 1 and 2. This comment does not raise any issues with respect 
to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I believe it is likely that the EIR and the master planning documents I have seen 
severely, and possibly intentionally, underestimate the number of net-new 
visitors to this park. The renderings show a park that is meant to be world-class, 
with the habitat islands, the promenades looping over the water, and the 
gathering areas. This is a $300M+ project - by comparison, Manhattan's new 
"Little Island" cost only $260M, and that park is so busy it requires ticketing and 

1-111-1 queues on the weekends. 
The average number of da ily visitors to the top-10 city parks in the U.S. over 
42,000 (2009 numbers: 
https:f/www. sta tista .com/sta ti stics/19005 7 /number-of-visitors-to-city-pa rks-in-the-us-2 oo 

Based on the renderings, it is clear an "attraction" park is desired. So, even if 
the numbers are just a fraction of those parks, the idea that the new reservoir 
master plan would only net a max capacity of 400 strains credulity. 
It also seems all too convenient that those 400 net new visitors fits EXACTLY 
into the number of new parking spots that could be made available. 
I am in the neighborhood, and I could have been pro-park, but right now I am 

1-111-2 strongly anti-park because the estimates of visitation and parking needs make 
it clear to me that the most likely thing is numbers are being fudged, willfully or 
subconsciously, by planners want to "do something". 
I advocate for no park or a scaled down version that is not meant to be a 
city-wide and tourist attraction. 
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  I-112-1 
 

Please see response to Comment I-111. 
 

 

  

I-112-1 

I believe it is likely that the EIR and the master planning documents I have seen 
severely, and possibly intentionally, underestimate the number of net-new 
visitors to this park. The renderings show a park that is meant to be world-class, 
with the habitat islands, the promenades looping over the water, and the 
gathering areas. This is a $300M+ project - by comparison, Manhattan's new 
"Little Island" cost only $260M, and that park is so busy it requires ticketing and 
queues on the weekends. 
The average number of da ily visitors to the top-10 city parks in the U.S. over 
42,000 (2009 numbers: 
https:f/www. sta tista .com/sta ti stics/19005 7 /number-of-visitors-to-city-pa rks-in-the-us-2 oo 

Based on the renderings, it is clear an "attraction" park is desired. So, even if 
the numbers are just a fraction of those parks, the idea that the new reservoir 
master plan would only net a max capacity of 400 strains credulity. 
It also seems all too convenient that those 400 net new visitors fits EXACTLY 
into the number of new parking spots that could be made available. 
I am in the neighborhood, and I could have been pro-park, but right now I am 
strongly anti-park because the estimates of visitation and parking needs make 
it clear to me that the most likely thing is numbers are being fudged, willfully or 
subconsciously, by planners want to "do something". 
I advocate for no park or a scaled down version that is not meant to be a 
city-wide and tourist attraction. 
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  I-113-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. Please also see 
Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

This entire process has been steered towa rd the approva l of a plan that few of 
the "stakeholders" wa nted. From the beginning- we were asked to choose 
which company should design the project- not whether we wanted the project. 

1•113.1 Then we were asked to choose between" overblown" designs or sl ightly scaled 
down , but still ostentatious.designs . Never were we allowed to vote to not 
proceed with any project. We were told to drea m big. This is a nightmare and 
will never vote to increase my taxes, which is in the Masterplan, as an option to 
pay for something that we do not need. 
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  I-114-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-114-2 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Also, please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

If you're on the meadow path and you stop at the water fountain . The one 
near the crosswalk entrance, you might be aware of the Richard Neutra stud io 
on the other side of Silver Lake Blvd. Well, actually, you would have to take a 

1_ 114_ 1 couple steps further to the west to look at it because there's an magnificent 90 
year old ca nary Pine and it's two companions in that of sight. 
Dion Neutra had a remedy. He wrote this In his blog: 
To have this view so blocked is unacceptable, much as we would 
never like to see a tree lost. Since we lost 30 other trees further 
South to create the wa lkway*, surely a case ca n be made here, to 
loose three more in this area . 
He petitioned the Neighborhood Council, who reacted with horror and 
dismissed his appeal but here it is again locked into the master plan. We are 
going to spend our days watching many other trees and their habitats 

1-114-2 destroyed. Hell- our habitat is being destroyed. 

The fate of our trees is buried in Environmental Report under the heading, 
Biologica l Services, God help us. Their devastation of habitat, .... is reviewed as 
a "insignificant effect"And the Master Plans barkers might spare us the"We're 
going to replace them 4 to 1" sleight of hand trick and take their tents and 
circus with them to a less aware neighborhood. 
*Emphasis. mine 
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  I-115-1 
 

As analyzed throughout Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR, mitigation measures would 
be implemented to reduce the significance of environmental impacts. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-115-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Traffic/Transportation 
and Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-115-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-115-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-115-5 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-115-4 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-115-5 

1-115·1 

1- 115-2 

1-115-3 

The authors of the master plan and draft eir display unmitigated gall, if not 
utter negligence or legally dubious trickeration, to contend that there is no 
need to mitigate the multiple severe impacts on the environment - including air 
quality, noise, greenhouse gas emissions and the spread of hazardous 
materials• by choosing any plan other than Alternative l (leaving things 
basically as is). 
Chapter 3.12 of the eir (noise and vibrations, page 33 of 62) states Project 
construction activities would generate a maximum of up to 335 worker trips per 
day, and a maximum of up to 494 truck trips per day. These worker and truck 
trips would be distributed throughout the Project area at up to a maximum 
estimated 5 work sites assumed. It is anticipated that these trips would occur 
primarily on collector and arterial streets as well as freeways throughout the 
Project area .... 
Page 30 of the same chapter says construction would be underway from 2025 
to 2030: 
How do the planners reach the conclusion that such a massive project in a 
residential neighborhood should move forward? In part by providing no data 
from the DOT assessing how much traffic (and parking during construction and 
afterward) would clog substandard residential streets where vehicles already 
routinely block adequate access for emergency vehicles including fire trucks 
and ambulances and at times. garbage and delivery trucks. 
Another example of the trickery is on Page 28 of the same chapter, which 
indicates that the project will not have a major impact on the neighborhood 
because it will bring in fewer than 400 more people to the complex than at 
present - for entire weekends. 
On one hand, that means hundreds of millions of dollars would be spent and 
unmitigated, unwanted and environmentally noise, traffic etc. would be 
inflicted on the neighborhood• all for changes expected to draw fewer than 
250 people more than now on an average weekend day 
o n the other hand, the figures are more likely to be ludicrous underestimates, 
designed to tamp down the estimated impact in rega rd to noise, traffic etc . so 
that the planners can maintain that there are no serious problems that would 
require quashing the project. 
The authors/designers of this monstrosity are arguing out of both sides of their 
mouths. If their mouths were triangular, they'd likely be arguing out of all three 
sides. 
As a 31-year homeowner a block from the reservoir, I say that this eir bears no 
relationship to environmenta l re alities and should be tossed where it be longs -

in the recvclino bin. Alternative 1 is the onlv looical and leoal solution. 
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  I-116-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 

I-116-2 
 

This comment requests further details about the proposed timing of 
construction. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
This comment does not specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or 
conclusions of the Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are 
required in response to this comment. 
 

I-116-3 
 

Please see Air Quality, Section 3.3.5 of the Draft EIR for analysis related 
to temporary regional criteria pollutant emissions through the use of heavy-
duty construction equipment, vehicle trips generated by workers and haul 
trucks traveling to and from the Project Site, and fugitive dust emissions which 
would result from demolition. 
 
Table 2-6 in Section 3.18 of the Draft EIR provides an estimate of the amount 
of construction-related waste that would be exported during Project 
construction. Across all park zones, the Project would export approximately 
21,450 cubic yards of demolition debris (asphalt, earthwork, and general 
construction debris). It is anticipated that the City would deliver the majority 
of its non-hazardous construction waste to the privately-owned Sunshine 
Canyon Landfill and/or LACSD’s Scholl Canyon Landfill, which are located 
nearest to the Project site and permitted to accept 12,100 TPD and 3,400 TPD, 
respectively. 
 

I-116-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-116-5 
 

Please see Master Response – Drought Conditions. 
 

1-116-1 1 

1-116-2 

1·116·3 I 
1-116-4 I 
1-116-s I 

1·116·6 

1·116·7 

1-116-8 I 

The eir before us doesn 't consider, or even discuss after severa l meetings 
where the public was shown gorgeous utop ian drawings of a completed project, 
how on earth one goes from the current configuration to the final plan. Where 
are the drawings or descriptions of how the demolition and construction would 
actua lly be underta ken and accomplished over the five yea r period? Why does 
the draft eir not actually address the specifics of the construction project? 
Could it be an effort to to hide the footba ll while the monied interests seeking 
to ruin this lovely neighborhood are conned into submission? 
The only clue In the eir is the number of daily truck trips, worker trips and the 
time involved. No consideration appears to ha ve been given in the eir to what 
would actua lly be torn down. where it would be taken and how that configures 
with the current roadways, the water currently in the reservoir and the water 
supply in the future . Nor does it make clear what would happen if the city 
began the demolition without having full funding --- and what the city's 
obligation would be if massive chunks were carved out of the existing reservoir 
complex and the project wa s then halted because the money has run out. 
Not to mention maintain ing the facility after it is completed, if it ever were to 
be. At this point, the city is so ridiculously incapable that it can 't make adequate 
sidewalk repairs near the rec center, for years the barre ls along the wa lking 
path had to be picked up personally by late Councilman La Bonge because the 
city couldn't be bothered •·· and to this day, a community vo lunteer wa ters the 
fledgling trees along the wa lking path to keep them alive because the city 
doesn 't do it. 
If the suggestion is that eventua lly an outside vendor would be hired to run and 
mainta in the complex, that is a true travesty, r ife with the possibilities of further 
making the complex a Disney-like space In order to pay for the ma intenance. 
As a 31-year Silver Lake homeowner. I say that Alternative l(not moving 
forwa rd with this half-ba ked travesty) is the only fair, log ical and correct 
solution. 
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I-116-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-116-7 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-116-8 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
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  I-117-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-117-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. In addition, the 
comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1·117· 1 

1-117-2 

I strongly support only minimal improvements to the reservoir. If it were only 
the considerable toll on the community, the extravagant alternative would be 
outrageous. But the cost, at a time when there are FAR more urgent city issues 
to be addressed, starting with homelessness, makes the grandiose plan 
obscene! Please. □ lease don't enaaae in such irresoonsible recklessness! 
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  I-118-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

I-118-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-118-3 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include the addition of bathrooms at these locations. The comment is noted 
and does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-118-1 
I-118-2 

 
 
 
 

I-118-3 

I'm very exc ited to see this plan come to life. However, I'm concerned about 
the idea of having "horizontal/ head-in" parking on SLB. That style is currently 
on Glendale and Brand BLVDs. in Glendale and requires that the driver BACKS 
out into traffic, which there is a lot of. It's a hazard to the driver and those cars 
heading their way in the traffic lanes. It will be worse around the reservoirs 
since there are few lights to slo w traffic and it's used as a bypass to the 2 fwy. 

I also hope that the bathrooms that will/ must be placed near the Meadow and 
hopefully on the West side of the property will be low profile and may even 
have planting on the roof or sides to add a more natural look and be less 
"invasive". 
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  I-119-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the environmental analysis and proposed 
Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I'm in favor of the Environmental impact report as presented as I th ink th is is a 
once-in-a-generation opportunity to transform an area of the city that has been 

1-119-1 underutilized for decades. 
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I-120 Karen Cusolito 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-120-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment expresses concern 
regarding traffic associated with the proposed project. The commenter is 
referred to Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Funding and Operations. The comment is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-120-2 
 

This comment expresses concern with regard to parking. Please see Master 
Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-120-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Please see 
Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. The commenter is also referred to 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 
As described in Transportation, Section 3.16.5 of the Draft EIR, emergency 
access analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with LADOT. The 
proposed Project would include implementation of PDF-TRA-1 and PDF-TRA-2, 
requiring the implementation of a traffic management plan and construction 
staging plan which would include detour routes and BMPs, as well as 
coordination with and advance notice to local emergency providers. In 
addition, PDF-TRA-3 would require construction trips to be scheduled during 
off-peak hours, and PDF-TRA-4 would ensure that temporary access shall be 
provided to any parcels that may be impacted by construction.  
 

I-120-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 
The comment expresses support for Alternative 1 and 2. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-120-1 

My name is Karen Cusolito. I live at 2508 Armst rong Ave . 

Re: South Valley, Recreation center 

The expansion of the rec center in the South Valley, with the construction of 
the multi-purpose structure containing an indoor ba sketba ll court, the moving 
of the soccer field and outdoor basketba ll court, as well as adding event 
spaces, will bring in more visitors and vehicles to an already crowded area . 

Presumably, this is one of the "a ttractions" of the Master Plan. Organized teams 
will use It, as this is how these facilities are used and paid for. How greatly will 
the need for parking increase as pla yers and parents crowd In for 
competitions? The DEIR offers no numbers. 

1_120_2 A "mit igation" proposed in the Plan is to convert the 10 pa rallel pa rking spaces 
on W. Silver La ke Drive just to the west of the Recreation Center to 25 spaces 
of 90 degree pa rking. (still pitifully inadequate fo r this overlarge "sports 
facility" ) Such a mitigation would only cause Increased dangerous congestion. 

1-120-3 

1-120-4 

Cars backing out of the Rec Center parking will be at constant risk of collisions, 
as drive rs have a hard time see ing around them with this kind of pa rking. How 
many wa lkers with children and stro llers in tow; how many bicyclists will be 
grea tly enda ngered? This is not considered in the DEIR. 

other dangerous problems with this "mitigation" remain unresearched by the 
DEIR. There will be massive congestion on w est Sliver Lake Drive where three 
streets turn onto it. It is the major artery linking residents and visitors to Silver 
Lake Bouleva rd and thence to the rest of the city. Will this greatly narrowed, 
clogged street be ab le to let fire trucks and pa ramedics safe ly through? 

The leafy, pleasa nt aesthetic of this green picnic area , and its peace that 
residents and visitors love, would be replaced by a threatening snarl of traffi c .. 

No new parking, plus Alternatives 1 or 2 specifying "no new sports facility" are 
the only good alternatives here if the integrity, safety and peace of the South 
Va lley residents and visitors are to be preserved. 
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I-121 La Ship 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-121-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to a specific mature 
Canary Island pine and two adjacent trees. Impacts to biological resources 
including trees are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft 
EIR. The PDFs are outlined in Chapter 2, Project Description of the Draft EIR 
and with implementation of mitigation measures outlined in Section 3.4, all 
impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Mitigation measures and 
project design features specific to mature trees include Mitigation Measures 
BIO-4, BIO-5, and Project Design Features PDF-BIO-13 and PDF-BIO-14. Also, 
please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

1-1 2 1-1 1 

SAVE our 90yr. CANARY PINE + 2 compa nion t rees - such bea uty, 
environmental benefits are a long lived loved symbol of Silver Lake Sanctuary -
Buried in the Environmental Report, under the heading Biological Services 7 
Your immediate attention to this matter much appreciated 
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I-122 Ethan Gold 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-122-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All biological impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures, as applicable (see also Master 
Response - Biological Resources). The comment also expresses concern for 
traffic, Impacts to traffic area analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation and 
impacts were concluded to be less than significant (see also Master Response 
- Traffic/Transportation). 
 
Overall, the comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1·122·1 

Remember, those of us who actually live at the lake - who desperately oppose 
the massive increases of traffic, and decreases of quiet - live here 24/7. The 
idea to turn Silver Lake into a kind of amusement park, in an area of the city 
that already has such a lake at Echo Park, and one of the world's biggest urban 
parks at Griffith Park, misses what makes this corner of the city special and 
livab le. Please take into consideration those who are most impacted. I know 
that gets called NIMBYism, but it really does affect us more. And by "us" I am 
also including the blue herons, Canada geese, and myriad other WILDLIFE that, 
having been driven from clean spaces to live and breed, call Silver Lake home. 
Let this remain a auiet soace. PLEASE limit develooment. 
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I-123 Jackson Sweeney 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-123-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-123-1 I T his proposal is incredibly exciting. We very much look forward to this project 
movina ahead. 
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I-124 Rolando Riggio 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-124-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include hyrdovoltaic technology. The comment is noted and does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-124-2 
 

The comment is noted and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1· 124· 1 

There needs to be: 

1) HydroVoltaics involved in this project. 
It will drastically reduce evaporation and generate power for the surrounding 
community. That's too much open still wa ter to be used for power generation. 

I 2) Chinampas need to be implemented in order to preserve historical 
1-124-2 horticultural practices. 
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I-125 Austin Lozano  

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-125-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-125-2 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include swimming or other water interactions. In addition, as discussed in 
Chapter 3 of the Final EIR, the use of kayaking by docents has been eliminated 
as a Project feature. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-125-1 1 

1-125-2 1 

I think the draft EIR Is a great plan to turn the current walking path and meadow 
Into a fully Integrated park. It provides more space and better interaction with 
the water and surrounding greenspace. The city should move forward asap! My 
only critique is I had hoped the plan included some actua l interaction with the 
water such has a swimming zone or a launching point for kayaks, peda l boats, 
etc. 
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I-126 Dene Feldman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-126-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-126-1 

I hope your organization understands that there are people who are involved 
with Silverlake Forward who are consistently pushing a narrative that more 
people are for this master plan than are against it. I think they think that by 
repeating this falsehood over and over, it will become truth. However, in every 
meeting that has occurred, the majority of people at these meetings have 
made It known that they are opposed to this plan. If this plan Is pushed through 
regardless of the obvious opposition to it, there will be huge pushback and a 
stink will be made. 
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I-127 Pat Saperstein 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-127-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

While it 's even more important to upgrade parks in lower-income, less-served 
areas, parks in general in Los Angeles do not live up to the standards set In 

1.127.1 other cities. The Silver Lake reservoir could be a jewel in a string of wonderful 
L.A. parks and needs updating from its previous usage as a reservoir to be able 
to serve residents more fullv. 
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I-128 Yasmin Grewal-Kok 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-128-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

l- l2B-l I It's critically important that the fences come down around the reservoirs - I fu lly 
approve this master plan! 
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I-129 Andrew Sears 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-129-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-129-1 

I've lived here 30 years and support all the plans for new projects at the 
reservoir complex. The concept of parks should always be more than keeping 
thing the same and uninspired just to keep people from visiting. New 
technologies for ecology and environment, comb ined with education are 
necessary to keep new generations engaged. That is our on ly hope for the 
future. I am primarily submitting these comments because I'm worried that 
only people living in fear of change will submit comments and comp laints. 
Thanks fo r all vour hard work! 
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I-130 Morgan Blair 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-130-1 
 

As described in the Project Description, Section 2.5.1 under Habitat Islands, 
the proposed Project would include stocking of the reservoir with fish species 
that would provide food supply for wading birds. The proposed Project would 
not include fishing. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

I I'm mostly advocating "No Fishing" I have seen wha t happens to non fish 
1_130_1 wildlife@ Echo Park le Turtles, Geese & Ducks on the receiving end of the hook 

from kids and some adults. 
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I-131 Casey Wollenberg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-131-1 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I Given that once this project is completed, it will attract visitors from far and 
1-131-1 wide, residents need to be protected at the very least with permit-only parking 

so that the neighborhood is still livable. 
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I-132 Patricia McGrath 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-132-1 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

  

l- l32-l I Where is any new parking are or parking structure in the plan? 
The Nelly built DWP Office may have space for a public strucure. 
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I-133 Bruce Burke 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-133-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-133-2 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-133-3 
 

The proposed Project is described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR and would not 
include the installation of charging stations in the DWP parking lot. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-133-4 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-133-1 

1-133-2 

1-133-3 

1-133-4 

Hello! 
I attended most of the scheduled community discussions on the proposed 
Silver Lake Master Plan. Recently, I have received emails from a group opposed 
to any and all renovations to the complex. As someone who enjoys proximity to 
the reservoir, those ema ils compel me to add my own thoughts and opinions. 
1. I am impressed with the thoughtful, community-oriented design of the 
proposed complex and am very excited to see it implemented. 
2. I feel there is a missed opportun ity in the design. Given the state's move to 
elim inate sales of combustion engine vehicles by 2035, it would be a perfect 
opportunity to insta ll charging stations in the DWP parking lot that's adjacent to 
the complex. Many loca l residents (including me) live in older, multifamily 
housing stock for which installation of on-site charging stations is both difficult 
and prohibitively expensive. Given that current technology requires a 
significant time commitment to charge vehicle batteries, having the 
opportunity to do so while also enjoying the bea utifully revitalized pa rk would 
enable our community to more fully participate in the state"s ambitious carbon 
reductions goal. To facilitate turnover, the stations could charge market rates 
for the first hour and then increase the rate significantly for additional 
time/energy used. The additional revenue generated could be used to offset 
park maintenance. 
Thank you for the opportun ity to share my thoughts. Aga in, I am very pleased 
with the proposed design. Based on what I learned during the community 
meetings, I feel it effectively balances the community"s often opposing 
reauests for both develooment and wildlife oreservation. 
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I-134 Maryann Kuk 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-134-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-134-1 

This DEIR should (must) be approved. The "no project" option really means 
that the City, County and the LADWP will not ha ve any mitigation projects 
outlined for the work that will (must) be done in order to utilize this asset for 
more than a view lake. Only as a view lake, with more and longer droughts, its 
future is in jeopa rdy. Much needed projects like storm water run off, the Pacific 
Flyway improvement, urban wildlife encouragement/tolera nce and, not the 
least, an improved and enhanced community amenity that will be needed 
more than ever as the City inevitably gets more crowded and hotter. Th is 
community amenity will be an asset to the immediate and expa nded 
neighborhood. The fears expressed are common from people who don"t want 
change. Not to change is not an option .. Surely improving this unproductive, 
(as other than a view lake) unattractive wa ter body would benefit greatly by the 
ultimate, community agreed-to mitigation. Moving forward with the guidance 
of the EIR orooosa ls will not onlv be nice . It is a necessitv. 
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I-135 Nicole Antoine 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-135-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include additional stand-alone restrooms. Also, the comment expresses 
support for Alternative 3 with aspects of Alternative 2. Please see Master 
Response - Alternative Analysis. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

  
 

 
  

Some have said they want the Education Center bu ilt because it'll give them 
restrooms, which many wou ld like. Instead - how about just the restrooms like 
at the North Hollywood Rec Center? See attached photo. 

- voted a FINALIST in 2022·s Best Public Restrooms (USA) 
https://www.bestrestroom.com/other-fina listt?fina list= 3307 &bryea r= 2022 

Installed by LA Recreation and Parks with Council member Krekorian 

Cost under $200,000 (in 2019) 

"The self-cleaning restrooms at North Hollywood Recreation Center are holding 
1•135_1 to Its promise In a community with a large homeless population. They cut 

maintenance cleaning times considerably. The restrooms' interior is sanitized 
automatically after a set number of flushes. Touch less features include toilet 
tissue dispenser, soap dispenser, faucet and hand dryer. Exit ing the restroom is 
also touch less. Graffiti is easily removed from the stainless steel and porcelain 
interior. An alarm will sound off if someone attempts to stay inside for too long 
and the door will open." 

These restrooms will actua lly be used and the cost is minimal to the amount to 
install a new building that will have restrooms. Please protect the open space 
and consider Alternatives 3 with aspects of 2. 

Thank you for reading. 
Nicole 
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I-135 Nicole Antoine 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-135-2 
 

The attachment is noted. This comment does not raise any issues with respect 
to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-135-2 
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I-136 Mandy Kaiser 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-136-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include stand-alone restrooms. The comment is noted and does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-136-2 
 

The proposed Project is described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR. This comment 
expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife and cultural resources. 
Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than 
significant with implementation of mitigation measures. As described in 
Section 3.5, Cultural Resources, of the Draft EIR, the SLRC itself is a Los 
Angeles Historic Cultural Monument (#422), designated in 1989. Proposed 
Project impacts were concluded to be less than significant. 
 
The comment also expresses opposition to certain aspects of the proposed 
Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1·136·1 

1-136-2 

Some have said they wa nt the Education Center bu ilt because it'll give them 
restrooms, which many would like. Instead - how about just the restrooms? 
Awa rd-winning, self-cleaning, stand-alone restrooms· already here at North 
Hollywood Recreation Center 

These were: voted a FINALIST in 2022·s Best Public Restroom s (USA), insta lled 
by LA Recreation and Pa rks with Councilmember Krekorian, and cost under 
$200,000 in 2019. These restrooms will actually be used. 

They are a far less impactful mitigation for the negative impacts of the 
proposed Education Center, a building that: 

Would destroy already sca nt land habitat for both wildlife and education; 

Would violate several Historic-Cultural Monument Standards (our Reservo ir is 
HCM #422); 

- Is also called an 'event space' or 'community space' which implies the noise, 
crowds and traffic that come with those; 

Would propose a bus parking lot along SL Blvd for intended visitors; 

Duplicates other indoor resources already built (Recreation Center); 

Does not comply with the Open Space Zoning directives to preserve open 
space as a ba lance to urban density; 

- And is promoted by some as necessary because it would provide restrooms. 

Really? An entire building just for Its restrooms? No need I 

Let's get what we need - restrooms - rather than what we don't need - another 
building. 
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I-137 Joshua Shenk 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-137-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-137-2 
 

As described in the Project Description, Section 2.2 of the Draft EIR, LADWP 
currently operates various facilities within the SLRC in support of water supply 
operations, and some of these facilities would be preserved for LADWP 
operations, staff, and future projects. LADWP has, and will continue to have, 
operational responsibilities within the SLRC, such as maintaining the integrity 
of the dams and active use, maintenance of LADWP onsite facilities, and 
conveying water to both reservoirs. This comment does not raise a specific 
issue related to the adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of the analysis of 
environmental impacts presented in the Draft EIR. No changes to the Draft EIR 
are required in response to this comment. 
 

 

 
  

I'm writing to make two points. 

Firs,t I enthusiastica lly support all aspects of this plan that convert land around 
the reservoir--and the reservoir itself-- into usable space for recreation. A 

1· 137·1 healthy urban life requires parks the way a body requires a heart and lungs. LA 
is severely deficient in spaces to gather, recreate, and experience a touch of 
nature. 

1-137-2 

Second, I drastically oppose any LADWP operations in and around the 
reservoir, other than vita l work forthe site itse lf. The location of office space on 
the reservo ir and the use of reservoir land as a parking area for LADWP trucks 
is severely disruptive to the neighborhood. 

I'm glad to support this conversation in any way I can. Thanks. -

loshua Shenk 
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I-138 Wendy Mitchell 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-138-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-138-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. As discussed in the Project 
Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, construction of the proposed park 
zones may occur simultaneously or sequentially. Since the construction 
sequence is currently unknown, this 2-phased approach was developed in 
order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. 
 

I-138-3 
 

The comment provides an opinion on the effects to wildlife and surrounding 
fence. Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-138-1 

1-138·2 I 

1- 138-3 

I live in Silverlake, quite close to the north end of the lake. I went to multiple 
community meetings (Friendship Hall, Marshall HS) when the master plan was 
being prepared. I thought there wa s a great deal of community Input, and that 
the plan was a compromise In many ways. Now I see some groups claiming 
there was "no input". Some very vocal community members are asking that 
NOTHING BE DONE, basically saying they don't want any impact on traffic, no 
more people visiting, THEIR neighborhood. The same outcry was heard when 
the meadow was opened : "they" will come, "they" will park on our streets, "no 
one will use It", "we don't need It". The meadow is loved by many neighbors and 
in full use on sunny days without any noticeable disruption. 
The only impact of the master plan that can 't be fully mitigated is noise from 
construction and possibly noise from events. This can be addressed by limiting 
construction hours (which I believe the city already does), and limiting events to 
daylight hours on weekends. The floating islands will enhance wildlife habitat 
not in any way limit them. There will be plenty of space for the multitude of 
coyotes, squirrels, rats, as well as both native and nonnative birds. I think the 
inner paths should be limited to daylight use, thus a fence surrounding the 
reservoir would be benefic ial. 
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I-139 Sandy Kaye 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-139-1 
 

The City coordinated with LADOT during the preparation of the Draft EIR. 
LADOT approved the assumptions used for the Traffic Impact Assessment 
included as Appendix K of the Draft EIR and used to prepare Section 3.16, 
Transportation. Also, please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-139-1 

I move that the LADOT do the officia l traffic count for the EIR. I move that the 
traffic count needs to be inclusive of and focus on t imes when there are no "left 
turn restrictions" in effect, and inclusive of Saturdays and Sundays. 
I move that the traffic count in the current EIR be disqual ified on the basis that 
it is misrepresenting the actual traffic. 
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I-140 Christopher Covella 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-140-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, includes 
restrooms as part of a proposed Community Center, not as a stand-alone 
structure. The comment is noted and does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-140-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. Please see Master 
Response – Alternatives Analysis. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

l- l40-l I I am in favor of the self-clean ing, stand-a lone restrooms. 
It would be nice to see them on both ends of the rese rvoir. I also support 
alternative 3 with regard to all proposals. 

1·140·2 
Thank yo u, 

Chris Covella 
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I-141 Geoffrey Lower 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-141-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. The 
commenter is also referred to Master Responses - Traffic/Transportation and 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

The 90 degree parking that is proposed on the south end of the lake will add 
congestion to an already chaotic traffic situation. The road is barely wide 

1•141. 1 enough as It is to accommodate parallel parking and two lanes of traffic. Cars 
backing out into the road while another car wa its to come into that spot will 
stop traffic. Parking is already hard to come by for residents all around the lake. 
I don't feel this was adequately addressed in the DEIR. 
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I-142 Geoffrey Lower 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-142-1 
 

The City coordinated with LADOT during the preparation of the Draft EIR. 
LADOT approved the assumptions used for the Traffic Impact Assessment 
included as Appendix K of the Draft EIR and used to prepare Section 3.16, 
Transportation. Also, please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-142- l 

I move that the LADOT do the official traffic count for the EIR. 

I move that the traffic count needs to be inclusive of and focus on times when 
there are no "left turn restrictions" in effect, and inclusive of Saturdays and 
Sundays. 

I move that the traffic count in the current EIR be disqual ified on the basis that 
it is misrepresenting the actual traffic. 

Thank you. 

Chris Covella 
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I-143 Kate Schley 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-143-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

 

  

The beauty of the rese rvoir is how local and low key it is, it's simple beauty. 
Nature has found its home here, and we ha ve the fortune of witnessing 
everyday. 

The plans scare me a little, the orig inal photos somehow hold more peace. due 
to them being less "designed" I worry the work will make the area fee l 
commercialised/a destination in a different way, but hopefully over time, 

1-143-1 nature will take Its place again. 

The biggest goal shou ld be to ensure nature, wildlife, an imals and humans can 
live United in the space. w e get pleasure from the nature surrounding the 
reservoir, that must be the priority and come before all else. Not commodities. 
Just nature. Please, please don't overdo this space for humans (E.g. do we really 
need more than 2 toilets like there currently are in the REC) wildlife and nature 
first - that's what brings us the calming, peaceful pleasures. 
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I-144 Jonathan Schley 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-144-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the addition of public restrooms. The 
proposed Project would include the addition of restrooms. Please see Master 
Response - Public Safety for a discussion on the proposed Project's Security 
Plan. In addition, please refer to Section 3.13, Population and Housing of the 
Draft EIR, for a discussion on homeless strategies within the City. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1·144 ·1 

As a resident who currently enjoys the reservoir da ily, I think that while the 
existing faci lities can be improved/expanded, it should be entirely repurposed. I 
think areas like the meadow wh ich currently act as natural public space should 
not be changed and left as is. Additiona lly, I wou ld in no way add add itiona l 
restrooms. This creates a situation in which people stay and linger too long and 
it moves from being a local amenity to an attraction like echo park wh ich I 
would not like. There's already a problem at the existing rec center with 
homeless people using the toilets as bath ing areas with the sinks and we don't 
need or want more of that in the neighborhood which is genera lly well 
contained to such thinos. 
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I-145 Kelly Coyne 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-145-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-145-2 
 

The comment expresses support for swimming and contact with the water. 
The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include swimming. The comment is noted and does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-145-1 

1-145-2 

I fully support the creation of an open park around the reservoir. Lakes are rare 
and precious in LA and for too long a few privileged people have fought to keep 
this lake unusable, and its grounds just a backdrop for their million dollar views. 
But th is lake belongs to all of us, and the popularity of Echo Park Lake shows 
how much these spaces are needed. 

My wildest dream for that space would be to open a portion of it to swimming. 
This may not be possible but any way possible to allow people to interact with 
the water - dangling our feet off a dock, even row boats- wou ld be amazing and 
life affirmina. 
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I-146 Brandon Depriest 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-146-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding the use of native plants and the 
perceived impression that the project plans are creating a eucalyptus grove. 
The commenter has misunderstood the plans for the future status of the 
existing eucalyptus groves. In Section 3.4.5, Biological Resources, of the Draft 
EIR,  the future creation of a tree succession plan to complete the phased 
removal of eucalyptus trees from the SLRC within a 15-year timeframe is 
discussed. No new eucalyptus trees are proposed for planting at the SLRC. 
Also, please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

For this project to be environmenta lly friendly and align with the name 
"conserva tion" then it needs to have 100% native Ca liforni a plant species. In 
the plans I have seen, there is an entire section called the eucalyptus grove. 

1•146.1 Eucalyptus are water competing, invasive non-native trees to Californ ia and 
should NOT be included in th is plan whatsoever and It 's rankle embarrassing to 
have made it to the first draft. 

Consult an environment sc ience expert for this project, li sten to them. 
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I-147 Rita Valencia 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-147-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1_147 _1 I T hanks for a beautiful , thorough, well considered and we ll researched plan. Our 
Iconic reservo ir is trulv a treasure and this clan will unlock Its ootential. 
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I-148 Susan Borden 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-148-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include benches along the paths. The comment is noted and does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The suggestion to include benches has been noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. 
 

 

  

1-148-1 

Please make sure there are plenty of benches along the paths. I am 76 years 
old and definite ly need frequent opportun ities to sit down on a wa lk. More 
benches will get me to walk further. 
Thank vou . 
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I-149 Chris Young 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-149-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include the skatepark. The comment is noted and does not raise any issues 
with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1
1 just feel like the skatepark was overlooked - there's not really anything for all 

1-149-1 the great kids in the neighborhood • especially teenagers, Thanks for 
considerina /there are no skateoarks in the areater neiahborhoodl 
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I-150 Andrew Bush 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-150-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-150-1 I yes, I'm in favor of making this a park! 
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I-151 Cash Mcbride 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-151-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

I-151-2 
 

This comment suggests use of gravel or soil for walking paths and does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-151-1 
I-151-2 

Hi there! This looks exceptional! My suggestion • it seemed this was the case 
actually from the concept photos. but I wanted to make sure there is care for 
the importance of gravel or dirt running and walking paths. As a runner silver 
lake reservoir is one of the only parks in the area that has a runn ing path that is 
not cement. This is extremely valuable to folks of all ages (and dogs!) to avoid 
iniurv and stra in on knees. ankles. hios. etc. Thank vou! 
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I-152 David Jones 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-152-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Community Engagement 
Process. 
 

 

  

1-152-1 

I support Alt 1 (No project alternative) . Alt 1 will beautify the reservoir, provide 
improved areas for natu re to thrive , and allow the community to enjoy 
improved recreational areas. Thank you for this amazing plan and effort. Will 
there be a communitv votina orocess to ioin? 
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I-153 Pilar Munoz 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-153-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1, however, is discussing 
support for the proposed Project and removal of the perimeter fence. The 
commenter does not support Alternatives 2 and 3. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-153-1 

I would like to add my support to proceed with the environmental report as it 
stands with Alt 1- No Project Alternative. I am not in favor of Alt 2 or 3. Is there a 
ballot or voting process? I am a resident and homeowner on West Silver Lake 
Drive. I bel ieve that Alt 1 option provides a perfect balance between preserving 
nature and providing the community with recreation and education. Above all 
the wire fence creates a jail look which defects the beautification of the area. 
Thank vou! It is a wonderful olan. 
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I-154 Karen Lower 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-154-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-154-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Also, please see Master Response - 
Biological Resources. 
 

I-154-3 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. The routine operations and maintenance of the 
proposed Project would include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park 
spaces and park facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti 
removal, and cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and 
manage the Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-
Purpose Facility similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog 
Park. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. Also, please see Master 
Response - Public Safety. 
 

I-154-4 
 

As stated in the comment, the Draft EIR discloses significant and unavoidable 
impacts for on-site construction noise and groundborne vibration related to 
human annoyance. The Draft EIR, as required by CEQA Statutes and Guidelines 
Section 15126.4, identifies all feasible and relevant mitigation measures 
related to the significant and unavoidable impacts. These mitigation measures 
include NOISE-1 through 3 and NOISE-5 as shown in the Chapter 3.12, Noise, 
of the Draft EIR. These mitigation measures would reduce but not completely 
eliminate the impacts. Further, the CEQA Statutes and Guidelines Section 
15126.2 states that "significant environmental effects which cannot be 
avoided if the proposed project is implemented" or "where there are impacts 
that cannot be alleviated without imposing an alternative design, their 
implications and the reasons why the project is being proposed, 
notwithstanding their effect, should be described". Chapter 5, Analysis of 
Alternatives, of the Draft EIR describes in detail the alternatives considered. 
Chapter 5 determined that while Alternative 1 (No Project Alternative) is the 
environmentally superior alternative, pursuant to Section 15126(e)(2) of the 

1-154-1 

1-154-2 1 

1-154-3 1 

1-154-4 

1-154-5 

The DEIR raises many concerns as there are numerous proposed 
"improvements" with negative impacts on the Silver Lake Reservo ir 
environment, nearby residents, and community that are categorized with No or 
Less than Significant Impact. 

Section 3.15 New Park Faci lities Impacts - Less Than Sign ificant 
The loss of land for the existing wildlife habitat is Significant. The knoll is home 
to coyotes and other wildlife . There is no mention of where these animals are 
to go. 

The DEIR makes no mention of who will maintain the improvements. police the 
use of the space, or stop people from throwing unwa nted fish, turtles, and more 
into the water like Echo Park - has anyone visited Echo Park reservoir lately? It's 
a disaster. Filthy. Restrooms shou ld be closed by the pub lic health department. 

Chapter 4.2 
unavoidable Significant construction noise and vibration. 
This alone shou ld end this unnecessary "improvement project". 
There is mention of "temporary" noise impact. 
5-15 years. The use of the word "temporary" is debatable. 
It took about 5 yea rs for the DWP to lay the new pipe under the reservoir. It 
caused disruptive traffic flow from Rowena to W Silver Lake Drive, endless dust 
and debris in the air, noise, and vibration to homes on the reservoir, and 
complaints were disregarded by many people. o ur friends lived on W Silver 
Lake Drive at that time. They worked from home. It caused high stress from 
noise, their home shook, and their many calls to DWP went unanswered. 

Ch 2. 4.6 Traffic impact - Less Than Significant 
To whom I would like to know. 
500 Construction-crew round-trip daily commuter cars in the reservoir area . We 
can barely move easily today around the reservoir. Silver Lake Blvd is 

1-154-6 bumper-to-bumper during rush hours. 
Ch.2-6 19000 truck haul trips in total. Less Than Significant? Really? This begs a 
question, "how flawed is this report"? Anyone who lives in the direct vicinity of 
the reservoir knows this is a lie. 
Ch. 4.2 Ta ble 2-9 
600+ person amplified events with Significant and Unavoidable Noise". 

1-154-7 12 X Year. This is part of mv Question 3.15 New Park Facilities. Events should be 
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I-154 Karen Lower 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

CEQA Statutes and Guidelines, when the No Project Alternative is the 
environmentally superior alternative, the EIR must also identify an 
environmentally superior alternative from the remaining options. Alternative 
2 is considered the Environmentally Superior Alternative. However, CEQA 
Guidelines do not require an agency to select the environmentally superior 
alternative (CEQA Guidelines 15042-15043), and allow for the selection of 
alternatives that more effectively meet project objectives and obtain project 
benefits. Alternative 2 would meet all of the project objectives, but to a lesser 
degree than the proposed Project. Eliminating the ability to provide special 
events at the park diminishes the objective to “increase spaces for community 
and family gatherings.” In addition, by eliminating all built structures, 
Alternative 2 would not provide all the recreational and community benefits 
included in the proposed Project and envisioned in the primary project 
objective. 
 
As described in Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, the Project's 
construction activities are expected to occur over a five-year period. Section 
3.12, Noise, of the Draft EIR does not identify any permanent noise increases 
resulting from Project operation and impacts related to operations and 
permanent noise increases would be less than significant. 
 

I-154-5 
 

The comment expresses concern for a previous project that occurred at the 
Project site. The proposed Project is described in Section 2 of the Draft EIR. 
 
Noise and vibration impacts associated with the proposed Project are discussed 
in Section 3.12, Noise, of the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. Air quality 
impacts are discussed in Section 3.3, Air Quality, of the Draft EIR. 
 

I-154-6 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are fully analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of 
the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, 
please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-154-7 
 

As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, based on comments received 
during the Draft EIR comment period, the City has decided to remove the use 
of amplified speakers for special events during operations of the proposed 
Project. As shown in Table 3.12-21 of the Draft EIR, on-site noise levels during 
special events without amplified speakers would be less than significant. 
 

I-547-7 
Cont. 

included in this and not designated as Less Than Significa nt. 

Fig. 2-4 No perimeter Fencing. 
Go look at Echo Park. 

1· 154·8 This suggestion is reckless. Will destroy the integrity of the wildlife 
environment. Anytime you introduce people to these areas you are agreeing 
to dest roy them. 

I 
Ta ble 2-8 New Structures. 

1.154.9 This will destroy the wildlife in the area. They will never return. The Herons 
never returned after the DWP's construction lasted or years la ying the pipe. 
This is will cause exhaustive damage. 

Ta ble 2-7,-2-8 
2300+ new visitors per week. The area ca nnot handle the current leve l of 

1-154-10 visitors. People disrega rd pa rking signs and pa rk on both sides of neighboring 
streets constraining the flow of traffi c. Adding 160 parking spaces is not going 
to handle 2300 + new visitors. That's just simple math. 

1-154-11 

1-154-12 

1-154-1 3 1 

I 

The DEIR recommends Alternate 2. 

I support Alternate 3. 

After reading every single comment from the meetings it is more than clea r the 
real stakeholders do NOT wa nt this project, they did not vote for it, and there 
was never an option provided at the community meetings which I attended, to 
sa y NO. Many people stood up and sa id "NO", and yet somehow this continues 
to move forward. 

The cost of the project is exhaustive. As with any project, the projected cost will 
be higher. The funding options in Ch. 7 are simply naming possible funding 
sources. Nothing is ava ilable and will require effort to raise funds. The Mello 
Roos funding option is buried and people do not re alize what that would mean 
to them. As a homeowner who does not support the project as a whole, why 
would I want to pay for a proposed "improvement" that will destroy the wildlife, 
keep migratory birds from returning • The Canadian geese are rarely seen 
anymore and stay fo r shorter periods of time since the DWP project installing 
the pipe on the bottom of the reservoir took yea rs. Furthermore, why would 
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I-154 Karen Lower 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

I-154-8 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-154-9 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-154-10 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-154-11 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. The comment 
expresses opposition to the proposed Project and support for Alternative 
3. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-154-12 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-154-13 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Also, please see Master Response - 
Biological Resources. 
 

I-154-14 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 

1-154-14 

any community wa nt to invite in more people when it is already stressed by the 
numbers? More trash, graffiti, and crime. You just need to walk through the 
meadow Monday morning to see the trash left behind. People don't clean up 
after themselves or their dogs - that are not supposed to be in the meadow! I 
am a dog owner, I love dogs. I rea lly don't mind them running in the meadow, 
but I do mind seeing their poop everywhere ! People don't clean up after 
themselves. 

Trees are dieing. Why plant more trees that will die? Who is going to maintain? 

Why build new structures at the pain and cost to the community that does not 
need improvements? 

I Gain, I have to mention, the DEIR doesn't mention who will maintain all these 
1-154-15 proposed improvements. This is a huge consideration. 

1-154-16 

I will close with one final comment (I have a hundred more but this is all 
overwhelming). The reservoir is an important resource for wildfires. 
I don't think that should change. Helicopters should ha ve access at any time. 
Water should never be dra ined as EVERY DROP COUNTS! 
Whatever is ultimately dec ided on, I think it would be very important to keep it 
as such. 

Thank You for reading. 
Karen Lower 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 
Also, please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-154-15 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. The routine operations and maintenance of the 
proposed Project would include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park 
spaces and park facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti 
removal, and cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and 
manage the Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-
Purpose Facility similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog 
Park. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-154-16 
 

The SLRC is currently used as a source of water for firefighting operations for 
both the City and the County of Los Angeles Fire Departments. As discussed in 
the Project Description, Section 2.7.2 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project 
would be designed to include minimal vegetation along the south end of 
the reservoir, where water could be drawn from via helicopter by the City and 
the County of Los Angeles Fire Departments in order to continue to support 
the use of the reservoir for firefighting needs. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-155-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-155·1 

I am a homeowner in Silver Lake and I want to express my support for the 
Silver Lake Reservoir Master Plan. I've felt for years that the park's unsightly 
and dangerous fenced pathways are a missed opportunity for a beautiful, 
thriving commun ity commons. We should be working together toward making 
the urban landscape better in Los Angeles, rather than blocking any progress in 
fear of the area becoming a destination for 'outsiders' coming in to use the 
park. A park is a public place that should be enjoyed by all - not just the 
wea lthy homeowners that live next to it. Making it more beautiful and 
sustainable for wildlife would have a positive impact on the surrounding area 
and its residents. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-156-1 
 

Please see Appendix D - Biological Technical Report of the Draft EIR for more 
information about what trees will be affected by the proposed Project.  
 
The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Also, please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

Gentle persons: 
I would very much appreciate seeing a list of the trees that you plan to take 
away. I am in dread that I will see a tree that I am particularly fond of, or 
possibly provided some care to, being cut away. I wou ld like an opportunity to 

1-156-1 come to terms with these "removals" , or when appropriate , advocate for a 
particular tree . 
I imagine that information is on hand now, and if I would be particularly pleased 
to receive it sooner than later. Many thanks. 
Hugh Kenny 
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  I-157-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record. 
 

I-157-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-157·1 I 

1-157-2 

I have lived in Silver Lake since 1976, 46 years and love this neighborhood. 
The lake and environs are treasures enjoyed by residents who want to protect 
this treasure. I agree with comments -- written and verbal -- that want to 
protect the lake with adequate fencing, (#3), and not develop public places, 
expand parking, and make the area vu lnerable to the consequences of unwise 
decisions about the future of the lake. It is not being selfish to protect the 
wildlife and environment. As one responder noted -- we don 't need a 
developed recreation area . Residents and dogs have happily walked around 
the lake for many years. I oppose plans that would disrupt the neighborhood 
(albeit, for only a few years) and potentially destroy the peaceful place that we 
residents value and want to protect. 
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  I-158-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-158-2 
 

Please see response to Comment I-61-3 
 

I-158-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-158-4 
 

Aesthetics impacts are discussed in Section 3.1 of the Draft EIR. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. Air quality impacts are discussed 
in Section 3.3 Air Quality. The Draft EIR concluded that impacts would be 
reduced to less-than-significant levels with implementation of mitigation. 
 

I-158-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 
The comment raises general concerns regarding aesthetics, air quality, 
greenhouse gas emissions, water quality, land use, noise transportation, and 
population and housing impacts. Impacts associated with these resources are 
analyzed throughout Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR. 
 

I-158-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. As described in Public Services Section 3.14.1 of the Draft 
EIR, in consultation with LADOT, an emergency access analysis for the 
proposed Project was performed. 
 
Construction activities would be confined primarily to within the perimeter of 
the SLRC and would not impact surrounding roadways or restrict access for 
emergency vehicles. The proposed Project would include implementation of 
PDF-TRA-1 and PDF-TRA-2, requiring the implementation of a traffic 
management plan and construction staging plan which would include detour 
routes and BMPs, as well as coordination with and advance notice to local 

1·158·1 

1·158-2 

1-158-3 

1-158·4 I 

1-158-5 

1· 158·6 

As a 31-year Silver Lake homeowner residing a block from the reservoir, I want 
to make clear that the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan remains 
replete with negative environmental impacts, several of which can only be 
remedied if the plan is scuttled and the complex is left as it currently is 
(Alternative 1). 
Table 3. 16-3 says the impact to transportation and traffic and parking are less 
than sign ifi cant without mitigation being needed. That is a total joke. 
The plan also contains several misconceptions, misstatements or worse, such 
as in 3.16-2, where it continues (as the draft eir did) in stating that County Metro 
bus service is provided to the reservoir by the #201 bus along West Silver Lake 
Drive. That bus service was discontinued in June 2021, long before even the 
draft Master Plan was completed and made public . (The fact that I pointed this 
out in comments on the draft plan, but they were ignored, probably speaks 
volumes). 
Even though the draft plan stated that there is limited parking and traffic 
congestion and that plentiful alternate modes are "paramount" to the plan 
working, the current plan still does not contain adequate parking (or 
transportation) solutions and thus should be summarily rejected on 
environmental grounds because without a decent solution, there will be 
deleterious impacts on transportation and traffic, on aesthetics, on air quality, 
on noise, and on the neighborhood's population, among other impacts. 
Is there a way to sufficiently mitigate these problems? No, there is not. There is 
no log ical place to add the necessary road widths or parking (particularl y at 
the already congested area cited at the grassy knoll near the rec center) for a 
project this size and add ing parking would aga in create environmental impacts 
that could not be mitigated in terms of aesthetics, air quality, greenhouse gas 
emissions, water quality, land use and planning, noise, transportation and 
traffic and impact on population and housing . 
The plan would further compress motor traffic on streets that are already 
frightfully narrow and are often made even more narrow by parked vehicles 
and pedestrians/runners who use the street instead of the walking path. Most 
Silver Lake side streets don 't even have sidewalks because they are so narrow. 
The few cyclists who use city bike paths in the area would not be much of an 
"alternate mode" of transportation while further parking and traffic congestion, 
not to mention reduced neighborhood aesthetics, would have an additional 
negative environmental impact. including life-threatening consequences for 
the inability of fire trucks and other emergency vehicles to access these narrow 
streets which would be utterly clogged with parked cars of Complex users and 

additional traffic. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

emergency providers. In addition, PDF-TRA-3 would require construction trips 
to be scheduled during off-peak hours, and PDF-TRA-4 would ensure that 
temporary access shall be provided to any parcels that may be impacted by 
construction. 
 
As part of the Operations and Maintenance Plan to support operations, an 
Evacuation Plan would be prepared. Ingress and egress within the Project site 
would continue to operate similar to existing conditions, and no changes to 
emergency access would occur. During public events PDF-TRA-5 would ensure 
that event permittees develop a site-specific traffic control plan to minimize 
congestion and vehicle miles traveled. Traffic control strategies for events will 
include inbound/outbound flex lanes and sheriff-controlled intersections. 
Traffic control plans will also identify nearby public parking facilities and 
identify passenger pick-up/drop-off locations. Permittees will be required to 
consider the cumulative traffic impacts of their event in relation to other 
events in the Project Area. The traffic control plans will also identify 
emergency services egress and access. Impacts to emergency vehicle access 
were concluded to be less than significant in the Draft EIR. 
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  I-159-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and support 
for Alternative 1. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-159-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and response to 
Comment I-61-1. 
 

I-159-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. Please see Master 
Response - Traffic/Transportation. This comment does not raise any issues 
with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-159-1 

1-159-2 

1-159-3 

As a 31-year Silver Lake homeowner residing a block from the reservoir, I want 
to make clear that the Sliver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan remains 
replete with negative environmental impacts, several of which can only be 
remedied if the plan is scuttled and the complex is left as it currently is 
(Altern ative 1). 
The plan would further compress motor traffic on streets that are already 
frightfully narrow and are often made even more narrow by parked vehicles 
and pedestrians/runners who use the street instead of the walking path. Most 
Silver Lake side streets don 't even have sidewalks because they are so narrow. 
The few cyclists who use city bike paths in the area would not be much of an 
"alternate mode" of transportation while further parking and traffic congestion, 
not to mention reduced neighborhood aesthetics, would have an additional 
negative environmental impact, including life-threatening consequences due 
to the inability of LA Fire Dept. trucks and ambulances and other emergency 
vehicles to access these narrow streets which would be utterly clogged with 
parked cars of Complex users and additional traffic. Anything other than 
Alternative 1 would guarantee a much heightened chance, probably an 
inevita bility over the long run, of otherwise unnecessary fatalities and 
increased fire danger due to the lack of transportation accessibility if th is wildly 
over-the-top project is undertaken in a compressed, clogged residential 
neighborhood. 
Table 3.16-3 stating that the impact to transportation and traffic and parking 
are less than significant without mitigation being needed is nonsensical and 
would be laughed out of court. 
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  I-160-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and support 
for Alternative 1. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-160-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
The comment raises general concerns regarding aesthetics, air quality, 
greenhouse gas emissions, water quality, land use, noise transportation, and 
population and housing impacts. Impacts associated with these resources are 
analyzed throughout Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR. 
 

I-160-3 
 

Please see Master Response – Drought Conditions. 
 

I-160-4 
 

The proposed Project would not contribute to flooding hazards. LADWP will 
continue to operate the SLRC consistent with existing dam safety 
requirements. The proposed Project would not affect any of the dams or their 
operations. The sanitary wall modifications described in the Project 
Description, Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not change water level 
objectives of LADWP's SLRC operations plan. The comment is noted and does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-160-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
This comment addresses various construction impacts, provides suggestions 
for reducing the Project’s impacts during construction, or request further 
details about the proposed timing of construction. This comment does not 
specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or conclusions of the Draft 

I-160-8 

1· 160· 1 

1·160·2 

1·160·3 

1-160-4 1 

1-160-5 I 

1-160-6 

1-160-7 1 

As a 31-yea r Silver La ke homeowner residing a block from the reservo ir, I wa nt 
to reiterate that the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan is full of 
negative environmental impacts, several of which can only be remedied if the 
plan is scuttled and the complex is left as it currently is. (In other words, the 
only solution is Alternative l). 
For one thing, the EIR fails to adequately address the nega tive environmental 
impact of construction. Issues which include traffic , haza rdous materials, noise . 
air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, aesthetics and biolog ica l resources. 
Unless this wasteful, unnecessa ry project is scuttled, thousands of truck trips 
would be necessary for months or years to cart out the concrete and other 
materials to change the face of the reservoir complex. The environmental 
impacts are indeed hugely significant, in terms of noise, dirt and other 
substances in the air, causing a negative impact for humans and wildlife alike. 
Even if the wa lls were pushed into the existing reservo ir area , the sa me 
problems, with just as much noise, dirt and other substa nces in the air, would 
have an unmitiga ted immediate and long-term impact on humans and wildlife. 
As well, there is the fo lly of not keeping a reservoir in place in case it's needed 
again in the long run -- or simply to continue serving as a source for 
firefighters to dra w water from in order to combat the increasing wildfires and 
structural fires in Northeast Los Angeles and beyond due in part to climate 
change. 
Lowering the wa lls could also crea te flooding haza rds in the neighborh ood and 
in others downhill towa rd the Echo Pa rk and MacArthur Pa rk districts. 
Construction and the final results would increase the already overl oaded 
tra ffi c, particularly during rush hour, throughout the neighborho od and 
Northeast Los Angeles, both already highly congested. Not to mention the 
clogged parking that already exists in the neighborhood and would only 
intensify • making most streets that are already inadequate in width totally 
inaccessible to fire trucks, ambulances and other emergency life and property 
saving equipment. 
The plan has severe prob lems that are impossible to remedy, and alternatives 
2 and 3 do not do enough to address these issues .. The only logica l plan is 
Alternative l -- doing nothing . 
The need for continued perimeter fencing and the issues of wildlife safety, 
construction chaos and insufficient parking, were made time and again by a 
vocal majority of residents and stakeholders who attended the public sessions 
prior to the master plan being completed. 
And time and aga in, the firm s develop ing the master plan have ignored these 
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EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are required in response to this 
comment. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 

I-160-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-160-7 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-160-8 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

 

 
  

 
I-160-8 

cont. 

concerns, making a mockery of the clea r desires of the majority of 
stakeholders, who would now be asked to fund most of this project. 
Ignoring public sentiment, the designers ha ve plowed ahead, for God knows 
what reasons, with a plan that would leave large portions of the complex open 
24/7 to any humans who care to be there • regardless of the welfare and safety 
of the wildlife or the general public and residents of what is one of the few 
remainina coherent and workable neiahborhoods in the citv of Los Anaeles. 
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  I-161-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and support 
for Alternative 1. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-161-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-161-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

 

 
  

I-161-1 
 
 
 
 
 

I-161-2 
 
 

I-161-3 
 

As a 31-year Silver Lake homeowner residing a block from the reservoir, I want 
to make clear that the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan is replete 
with negative environmental impacts, several of which can only be remedied if 
the plan is scuttled and the complex is left as It currently is. (As In Alternate 1). 
Section 2 of the plan talks about a Green New Deal and about LA seeking to 
achieve zero waste. 
unfortunately, the serious. Impossible to mitigate. problems in this plan - on 
issues including traffic, parking, truck trips, length of construction, haza rd ous 
materials, noise, air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, water quality and 
aesthetics - make it a total zero (except for all the zeros in the price tag) and 
a complete waste of taxpayers' money, while provid ing new deals that could 
well put lots of green Into the coffers of chosen developers, construction 
companies and, perhaps, campaign war chests. 
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  I-162-1 
 

Please see response to Comment I-72-1 
 

I-162-2 
 

Please see response to Comments I-72-2 and I-72-3. 
 

I-162-3 
 

Please see response to Comments I-72-4 and I-72-5. 
 

  
  

 

 
  

1-162-1 

1-162-2 

1- 162-3 

In my two-minute audio comment at the virtual meeting on Oct. 26 I did not 
have time to address the either misguided or disingenuous comments of 
certain supporters of the master plan who said that the plan wa s favored by the 
community at publ ic meetings. As a 31-year Silver Lake resident, I take 
umbrage to such statements. 
What happened at those meetings was the planners' equiva lent (with the 
assistance of so-ca lled community stakeholder groups) of a three-ca rd monte 
game, in wh ich the public was never provided an opportunity to just simply and 
clearly state whether or not they wanted a development project to move 
forward . 
Instead, meeting-goers were given 'options' to choose among several 
pro-active development plans and could not simply state their preference for 
lea ving the reservo ir complex (which already includes the meadow, the 
recreation center facility and playground and ball fields and dog parks etc .) 
alone. Nor was one of the options leaving the complex (and the wildlife within) 
alone except for construction of a new, more aesthetica lly designed, outer 
fence, or simply adding nothing more than a handful of little islands for birds 
out on the wa ter. 
The first time that the public truly has had a chance to sa y there should be no 
project is in the alternatives section of this report. But. big surprise, the report 
by the handsomely paid planners sa ys that Alternative 1 (no changes) is now 
not even an option. Why? Beca use, the report states, "the fundamental 
objective of the proposed Project, to repurpose the SLRC as a public park, 
would not be met." 
The 'fundamental objective ' of the project is the fundamental objective ONLY 
because the planners never provided the public with the opportunity to simply 
sa y that what was actually wanted was to NOT go ahead with such a project. 
(The planners, Hargrea ves, by the way, ha ve said in the past they ha ve never 
previously even undertaken such a small project in the midst of residential 
neighborhood and their majestic drawings are about as relevant these days as 
the designs prepared more than a half-century ago to reduce LA 's smog by 
carving holes in the Santa Monica Mounta ins and blowing the dirty air out to the 
desert). 
The only reasonable and fair-minded approach at this point - after hearing the 
clear, widespread community opposition on the Zoom meeting - is to return to 
the earlier EIR process and actually poll the community and any other 
necessary stakeholders to find out what is rea lly wa nted, particularly 
considering that, accord ing to the earlier draft EIR report, it would be the Silver 
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  I-162-4 
 

Please see response to Comment I-72-5. 
 

I-162-5 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I 

1-162-4 1 

1-162-s I 

Lake community, through a Mello-Roos taxing scheme, that would eventually 
be asked in a formal voting process whether it would pay for a large portion of 
the hundreds of millions of dollars of so-called "improvements." 
As such, the only reasonable alternative at this point is Option 1, not moving 
forward at this ooint with the oroiect. 
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  I-163-1 
 

Please see response to Comment I-110. 
 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-163-1  

The authors of the master plan and draft eir display unmitigated gall, if not 
utter neg ligence or lega lly dubious trickeration. to contend that there is no 
need to mitigate the multiple severe impacts on the environment - including air 
quality, noise . greenhouse gas emissions and the spread of haza rdous 
materials - by choosing any plan other than Alternative I (doing nothing). 
Chapter 3.12 of the eir (noise and vibrations, page 33 of 62) states: Project 
construction activities would generate a maximum of up to 335 worker trips per 
day, and a maximum of up to 494 truck trips per day. These worker and truck 
trips would be distributed throughout the Project area at up to a maximum 
estimated 5 work sites assumed. It is anticipated that these trips would occur 
primarily on collector and arterial streets as well as freeways throughout the 
Project area .... 
Page 30 of the same chapter sa ys construction would be underway from 2025 
to 2030: Construction o n-Site Construction Noise Construction of the Project is 
anticipated to beg in in the first quarter of 2025, pending Project consideration 
and approva l, and is estimated to be completed in the third quarter of 2030. 
How do the planners reach the conclusion that such a massive project in a 
residential neighborhood should move forward? In part by providing no data 
from the DOT assessing how much traffic (and parking during construction and 
afterward) would clog substandard residential streets where vehicles already 
routinely block adequate access for emergency vehicles including fire trucks 
and ambulances and at times, garbage and delivery trucks. 
Another example of the trickery is on Page 28 of the same chapter, which 
indicates that the project will not have a major impact on the neighborhood 
because it will bring in fewer than 400 more people to the complex than at 
present - for entire weekends. 
o n one hand, that means hundreds of millions of dollars would be spent and 
unmitigated, unwa nted and environmentally noise, tra ffi c etc. would be 
inflicted on the neighborhood - all for changes expected to draw fewer than 
250 people more than now on an average weekend day 
On the other hand, the figures are more likely to be ludicrous underestimates. 
designed to tamp down the estimated impact in regard to noise, tra ffic etc . so 
that the planners can maintain that there are no serious problems that would 
require quashing the project. 
The authors/designers of this monstrosity are arguing out of both sides of their 
mouths. If their mouths were triangular, they'd likely be arguing out of all three 
sides. 
Of course. the other thino the eir doesn't consider, or even discuss after several 
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I-163-1 
cont.  

meetings where the public was shown gorgeous utop ian drawings of a 
completed project, is how on earth one goes from the current configuration to 
the final plan. Where are the dra wings of the project while It Is under 
construction over a fi ve year period? Why does the draft eir not address the 
actual construction project? could it be an effort to to hide the footba ll while 
the monied inte rests seeking to ruin this lovely neighborhood are conned into 
submission? 
The only clue is the number of daily truck trips, worker trips and the time 
involved. No consideration appears to have been given in the eir to what would 
actually be torn down. where it would be taken and how that configures with 
the current roadways, the wa ter currently in the reservoir and the water supply 
in the future. Nor does it make c:lea r what would happen if the city bega n work 
without ha ving full funding --- and what the city's obligation would be If massive 
chunks are carved out of the existing reservoir complex and the project is then 
stopped because the money has run out. 
Not to ment ion maintaining the fac ility after it is completed, if it ever were to 
be. At this point, the city is so ridiculously incapable that it can't make adequate 
sidewa lk repairs near the rec center, for years the barrels along the wa lking 
path had to be picked up personally by late Councilman La Bonge because the 
city couldn 't be bothered --- and to this da y, a community volunteer waters the 
fl edgling trees along the wa lking path to keep them alive because the city 
doesn't do it. 
If the suggestion is that eventually an outside vendor would be hired to run and 
maintain the comple x, that is a true tra vesty, r ife with the possibilities of further 
making the complex a Disney-like space in order to pay for the maintenance. 
Alternative 1 is the only fair, log ical and correct solution. 
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  I-164-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and support for 
Alternative 1. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and 
will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-164-2 
 

Comment noted. This comment does not raise any specific issues with respect 
to the content of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-164-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to community character. 
Impacts to aesthetics are analyzed in Section 3.1, Aesthetics, of the Draft EIR. 
All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with implementation of 
mitigation measures. 
 

I-164-4 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Alternative Analysis. 
 

I-164-5 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to put the SLRC to a 
beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing potable 
water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain 
the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including maintaining the 

I-164-7 

1-164-1 

1-164-2 1 

1-164-3 1 

1-164-4 

1-164-5 

1-164·6 I 
I 

This draft letter, submitted for discussion and vote at the Nov. 14 meeting of the 
Silver Lake Reservoir Committee of the Silver Lake Neighborhood Council, was 
supported by an overwhelming number of community stakeholders. Due to 
parliamentary stalling tactics, no final vote on the letter was taken that night --
despite the clearly overwhelming support for it due to its endorsement of 
Alternative 1 (no project). The letter clearly cites flaws, inadequacies and 
outlandish assertions in the deir, wh ich I, as a 31-year Silver Lake resident, 
who leheartedly believe to be true and should be considered so that Alternative 
1 is the option chosen .. 
DRAFT LETTERFrom: Debbie Slater To: Deborah Weintraub, Mary Nemick, 
Wendy Delgado, & Dr. Jan GreenRebstock - L.A. Department of Public Works, 
Bureau of EngineeringElena Maggioni - L.A. Department of Recreation and 
Parkscraig Weber Mehendale - LA. Planning Departmentcouncilmember 
Mitch O'Fa rrell (CD-13)Councilmember Nithya Raman (CD-4)Meghen Qu inn -
Hargreaves Jones 
DRAFT EIR COMMENTS FROM THE SILVER LAKE NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL 
To whom it may concern: Although the Silver Lake Neighborhood Council 
(SLNC) finds that the draft Environmental Impact Report(DEIR) for the Silver 
Lake Reservoirs complex Master Plan (SLRCMPJ describes some Impacts of the 
proposed project. there are significant omissions. Proposed changes would 
significantly alter the unique character of the bucolic Silve r Lake community, in 
particular the neighborhoods surrounding the body of water and green space 
known as the Reservoirs.It is important to understand that the vast majority of 
our Stakeho lders strongly fee l the existing Reservoirscomplex - a gem of our 
community- should NOT be modified in any way (DEIR Chapter Five, table 
S·lAlternative 1.) Some Stakeholders also support options described in 
Alternatives 2 and 3 (Chapter Five, tableS -1.) Therefore, as representatives of 
its community, the SLNC supports Alternative 1. and very few aspects of 
Alternatives 2 and 3. * Listed Belowwe agree Los Angeles needs more parks 
and green space. However, Silve r Lake is a park-proud community with access 
to numerous parks and open spaces, including Griffith Park, two recreation 
centers and the LA.River. We do NOT believe Silver Lake is one of the 
communities in need. We urge the city to focus funds and future design plans 
on communities which are park poor, which will benefit Los Angeles as a whole. 
Furthermore, our community is confused about the proposed timeline of this 
project: how much money it will truly cost; where exactly that money will come 
from; who will maintain; who will pay to maintain? We question the use of city 
funds being put toward a "Recreational Want" above city needs and strongly 
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dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to 
benefit area residents. 
 

I-164-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 
As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-164-7 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations and Master Response - 
Homelessness.  This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and 
will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-164-8 
 

Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

I-164-9 
 

Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-164-10 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-164-7 
Cont. 

I-164·8 I 

1-164·9 

1-164-10 

1-164-11 1 

I-164 -12 I 
I-164-13 I 

1·164-14 1 

1-164-15 

oppose any Corporate Contributions with naming opportunities. Homelessness, 
infrastructure, and affordable housing are much more urgent needs and should 
be the focus of the city's budget, along with Improving green space throughout 
Los Angeles.we ask that our community's concerns be carefully considered 
and that every city official involved in decisions regarding the Reservoirs 
complex carefully read Chapters of the DEIR and consider the impact this 
project would have on residents, Stakeholders and wildlife.In addition: • The 
DEIR states that, of the types of impacts considered, the most significant and 
unavoidable impact is noise and vibration associated with construction and 
operation of the proposed complex. While the DEIR proposes measures to 
mitigate this noise, the SLNC urges that the City ALWAYS prohib it amplified 
music or other loud activities in the complex. regardless of the project. and that 
construction noise mitigation measures are adhered to strictly and expanded 
beyond the proposed measures.Page 3 of 4 
Page 4 of 4 Silver Lake Reservoir Advisory Committee Agenda - Page 4 of 4 • 
Alternatives two and three in the DEIR propose improvements to the dog park 
and recreation center, as well as the re-grading and restoration of pedestrian 
paths around the reservoir. These improvements wou ld address pressing safety 
concerns in the area and serve the recreational needs of the community 
without disturbing the serene beauty of the community's core element. We 
would support replacing the current fence with a new. wildlife-friendly fence. • 
Access should continue to be from dawn to dusk and new lighting should not be 
installed. • We disagree with the propose parking enhancements around Silver 
Lake Reservo ir. We do not feel traffic was accurately observed due to Covid-19 
restrictions and therefore downplays existing traffic patterns. We are 
concerned no additional ADA parking accommodation has been included. 
Adding more parking will worsen an already overloaded corridor in our 
community and is in violation of the city's mobility goals. • The community has 
vo iced a desire for the reservoir complex to be a space for quiet gatherings, 
communing with nature and exercise. We appreciate the decibel level studies 
carried out, but those studies do not take into consideration the way sound 
carries through the "bowl" created by the surround ing hills. Sound may not 
quite be crossing over the legal threshold, but these reverberations last longer, 
and carry further at barely acceptable volumes. The Silver Lake Reservoir 
should not become another city event space, as it will disturb neighbors that 
live within this reverberant bowl as well as displace wildlife. • The Los Angeles 
Department of Water and Power (LADWP) is required to maintain the reservoirs 
for other environmental purposes. including maintaining the dams. An 
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I-164-11 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to use 
the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours would 
be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include additional 
lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer to Figure 2-8 
in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths within habitat 
areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by the public. 
 

I-164-12 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-164-13 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-164-14 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-164-15 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. Please see Master Response – 
Noise. 
 

I-164-16 
 

Please see Master Response – Biological Resources (Wildlife Corridors).  
 

I-164-17 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 

I-164-18 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of the 
City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing the 
Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the Silver Lake 
and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s potable water 
needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that repurposes 
the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its unique character. 
The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the SLRC as a beneficial 
public park use because it is no longer usable for storing potable water due to 
government regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain the reservoirs 

1-164-16 

1- 164·17 I 
1- 164-18 I 

1-164-19 

opportunity exists to repurpose a decommissioned drinking water fac ility in a 
way that could benefit the community, restore habitats. and provide ecolog ical 
benefits to ecosystems within the complex. However, SLRC has been 
designated a Protected Area for Wildlife (PAW) as part of the City's Wildlife 
Ord inance. Therefore, slow and incremental changes should be implemented 
rather than wrenching wholesale upheaval proposed in the DEIR.The 
community deserves a clearer and more decisive EIR and Master Plan. We 
believe that the missing factor for the project's impact on the community is a 
direct point of contact for the public to express concerns, ask questions and get 
real time responses. And. as previously stated, ALL communities in Los Angeles 
deserve equitable access to recrea tional and green spaces. Upwards of $300 
million shou ld not be spent on the privileged park-proud community of Silver 
Lake. 
Sincerely, 
Silve r Lake Neighborhood Council 
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for other environmental purposes, including maintaining the dams, the proposed 
Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

I-164-19 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
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  I-165-1 
 

The comment expresses support for maintaining the perimeter fence. Please 
see Master Response - Fence Removal. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-165-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

Adding my appreciation and support for the maintenance of the reservoir 
perimeter fence as is. The need for security in the last 45 years that I have 

1-165-1 lived in the same house on Kenilworth Ave., a block from the reservoir shore, 
has grown, despite any "gentrification" of the neighborhood. 
We lived near the Luxemburg Gardens in Paris for a while . It is an interesting 
observation how relunctant the French are to alter, renovate, modernize their 
traditional urban spaces. So the same wooden toy boats for children are along 

1-165-2 the banks of the pond, the same rod iron cha irs, the same Iron wrought 
entrance gates .... and the expectation of this simplicity is infectious ... so even 
tourists love going there .. . We love the way the meadow is untouched ... the 
water is only for viewing, etc. you get my po int. 
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  I-166-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-166_1 I Nothing is perfect but I strongly approve of going forward with this plan. Thank 
you . 
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  I-167-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 

I-167-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-167-3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Community Engagement 
Process and Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 
 

I-167-3 

1·167·1 

1-167-2 

As a 31-year Silver Lake homeowner living a block from the reservoir, I 
question the legality of the draft eir process and frankly, of the entire master 
plan process for the Silver Lake Reservo ir complex. 
The lengthy exercise has been marred by obfuscation, misdirection, lies and 
failures to follow proper procedures •· all , it appears, for the benefits of political 
and monied interests that want to develop a so-called "world-class" attraction 
on what for a century has served as a pristine, beloved community resource 
both for humans and wildlife. 
Chapter 5.5.1 of the draft eir says that under Alternative 1, the no project 
alternative, the "fundamental objective of the proposed Project, to repurpose 
the SLRC as a public park, would not be met." But the ENTIRE master planning 
process, which came up with this alleged "fundamental objective," never gave 
residents of the community and other stakeholders the opportunity that so 
many begged for -- a simple yes or no vote on whether there should be a 
repurposing project. 
Rather, city officials and the design team directed meeting-goers at every 
session on the master plan to choose between various "improvements" to the 
complex and the mantra they kept repeating was "think big." 
At no time, even under the protests of speakers at the meetings, wa s the public 
ever asked whether it actually wanted a re-purposement of the complex, wh ich 
already features a meadow, rek center, dog park, walking paths, the dam, the 
grassy knoll etc. etc. 
Thus, the eir"s fancy-footing language disda ining Alternate 1 is based on an 
entirely unfounded assumption that there is community support for a 
massive re-purposement of the complex (for which , I might add, the master 
plan says the community would then be on the hook to pay for). 
This comment process has also been conducted In a manner that a court would 
most surely be bound to dismiss. 
When the draft eir was released and the deadline for submitting comments was 
set, the document posted by the city did not even conta in Chapter 5, wh ich 
spells out the alternatives to the proposed plan. Thus, early comments were 
based on an incomplete plan in which people were not afforded alternatives to 
consider. 
Then, when the city realized it had a problem, it extended the comment period 
to December 2. HOWEVER, even as of today (Nov. 28 ), the 'submit a comment' 
page on the draft eir link: 
https://comment-tracker.esassoc.com/silverlake_master/index.html#/27/welcome. 
STILL says the deadline for submitting comments was Nov. 21. 
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I-167-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

 

  

I-167-3 
cont. 

I-167-4 

Not only that, but the site for submitting comments has been down for 
unknown periods of 
ti me: https:/ /co mment-tra cker.esa ssoc.com/ silverla ke _ master/index.html# /2 7 /welcome 

And not only that, last week, I received an email from the city Burea u of 
Engineering saying that one of m y previous comments wa s "blank" because "of 
a technical error." I ha ve since written back twice to ask for the date of the 
allegedly blank comment so I could resubmit it (since I have sent several 
comments over the past fe w weeks). What did I get In reply? Nothing but an 
automated ema il with no useful information in rega rd to m y question. 
Please toss out this eir and start the process over. Or just lea ve the complex 
alone. Period. 
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  I-168-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, 
please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR (for a discussion related to the 
removal of amplified sound from the proposed Project). 
 
Light would be added to the proposed Project as shown on Figure 2-8 of the 
Draft EIR and described in Chapter 2, Project Description. All lighting would be 
shielded and pointed away from the surrounding neighborhood or wildlife 
areas. 
 
The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for consideration. 
 

I-168-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternatives 1 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-168-1 1 

1·168·2 I 

This neighborhood can barely handle the traffic as is and the area around the 
reservoir is already a traffic accident wa iting to happen with current use. Plus, 
adding light and noise to a small neighborhood where sound carries is 
unbearable. Please consider options 1 or 3 (personally I support 3). Thank you 
for your time. 
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  I-169-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternatives 1 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

This neighborhood can barely handle the traffic as is and the area around the 
reservoir is already a traffic accident wa iting to happen with current use. Plus, 

1-169 -1 adding light and noise to a small neighborhood where sound carries is 
unbearable. Please consider options 1 or 3 (personally I support 3). Thank you 
for vour time. 
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  I-170-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-170-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. Also, please see Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 
As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. The routine operations and maintenance of the 
proposed Project would include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park 
spaces and park facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti 
removal, and cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and 
manage the Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-
Purpose Facility similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog 
Park. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1- 170-1 1 

1-170·2 I 

I'm a 35 yea r resident of Silver Lake and I am aga inst having a "globa l tourist 
destination " in our quiet neighborhood. 

This project will transform the area negatively. Parking and trash are but a few 
of the negative impacts on the reservoir and surrounding areas. 
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  I-171-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-171-1 

Thanks to everyone for all of the work on this. I fully support the master plan 
that we developed through two years of community outreach and consensus 
building. I'm ready for us to get to work transforming the reservoir into a space 
for wildlife and for humans to eniov toaether. 
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  I-172-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include swimming or water use. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-172-1 

We'd like to see an annual 
1. crossing of the lake swimming event 
2. Mini sail boat regata 
Once per year that's all. 
Would be super exc it ing. 
Thank vou 
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  I-173-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition and concern regarding funding for the 
proposed Project. Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations for a 
discussion on potential funding sources for the Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-173-1 

My fear is that the DEIR will be approved by the City of Los Angeles. against the 
wishes of the loca l community, and construction funds will be initiated by an 
already financially strapped city. Once draining and demolition have begun and 
funds dry up, the Melli Roos that is buried in the DEIR will be brought up for a 
vote . It is like asking the patient to pay for surgery after opening them up but 
before the operation is begun. If this project were brought up for a vote NOW, 
as opposed to after it has been sprung, the vote would be overwhelmingly 
aoainst. 
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  I-174-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-174·1 

I am a Silverlake resident and I strong support moving forward with the Master 
Plan. The three alternatives to the Master Plan considered in the DEIR 
undermine the community"s goals identified during the planning process. 

If we do nothing to the reservoirs, we are do ing ourselves and our wildl ife a 
disservice. 

Please go forward with the Master Plan. 

Thank vou . 
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  I-175-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-175-1 

I strongly support moving fo rwa rd with the master plan for the fo llowing 
reasons. 

1. The community strongly supports moving forwa rd with the Master Plan, 
which reflects the consensus reached at the culmination of a comprehensive 
two-yea r planning process. 
The three alternatives to the Master Plan considered in the DEIR each fa ll short 
of the goals the community Identified during the planning process. 
2. Doing nothing to the Reservoirs would ha ve severe negative impacts on our 
community and on our wildlife . The community strongly supports moving 
forwa rd with the Ma ster Plan, which reflects the consensus re ached at the 
culmination of a comprehensive two-year planning process. 
3. The three alte rnatives to the Master Plan considered in the DEIR each fall 
short of the goa ls the community identified during the planning process. 
4. Doing nothing to the Reservoirs would ha ve severe negative impacts on our 
community and on our wildlife. 
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I-176 Mike Pessah 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-176-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I As a long time (15 years!) Silver Lake resident and homeowner. I support this 
1-176-l plan. Thank you for all the hard wo rk that went into this thoughtful and 

aesthetica llv □ leasina desian. 
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I-177 Jason Mcdade 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-177-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. In addition, as described in 
Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, the proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. The proposed Project, described in 
Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not permit overnight camping. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

l- l 77-l I Whatever is created needs to have a tasteful fence around it like the do at 
LACMA with park hours clearly stared and no overn ight camping 
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I-178 Louise Steinman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-178-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-178-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 

I-178-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-178-4 
 

This comment expresses concern for construction parking and duration. As 
described in the Project Description, Section 2.6.2, it is assumed that all 
staging of materials and vehicles would be accommodated within the SLRC, 
and no on-street parking would be impacted for construction of the proposed 
park zones within the SLRC. Construction of offsite improvements would 
require partial road closures and equipment may be staged near the proposed 
work areas along Silver Lake Boulevard and West Silver Lake Drive, as needed. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of the analysis in the Draft EIR, it is assumed that construction of 
certain park zones would need to occur before other park zones to maximize 
usage of the proposed Project site during construction. For the purposes of 
the environmental analysis, the 2-phased approach was developed in order to 
capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of construction 
may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction scenario would 
result in a 5-year construction schedule. Table 2-3 of the Draft EIR lists total 
construction durations for each proposed park zone if constructed individually 
as funding becomes available. This comment does not specifically point to any 
deficiency in the analysis or conclusions of the Draft EIR. Therefore, the 
comment is noted and no changes to the Draft EIR are required in response to 
this comment. 
 

I-178-3/178-4 
I-178-5 

 

1-178 -1 

It looks to us like a fait accompli/inside job to foist this SLMP on the community 
and the City; no matter the seriousness of the objections already submitted at 
public meetings. 

As 26 year neighborhood home-owners (located a block from the reservoir), we 
initially enthusiastically supported the study and conceptual plan to improve 
wildlife protection and public access. We attended meetings, submitted 

I 
surveys, went on open house tours. Missing from that study until VERY recently, 

l-l 78-2 when we reviewed the DEIR, were details and discussion of the 
multi-dimensional impact upon the neighborhood during the prolonged 

, construction phase: noise. traffic, construction parking, the duration itself; 
, wildlife displacement, etc. 

I-178-6 I 

1· 178·7 

1-118-8 I 
1- 118-9 I 

1- 178-10 1 

1-178-11 1 

1- 178-12 

1·178-13 

Especially concerning is that th e DEIR (LADOT) states traffic would be a ·no 
impact' Issue resulting from the project. w e all know that is LUDICROUS, 
especially given that the DEIR allows public events drawing 600 people, 
allo wed 12x a year. w e have no confidence that these events would be well 
monitored . We are STRONGLY aga inst this. 

As has been sa id, this neighborhood is not lacking in recreationa l amenities. 
(The Meadow; the LA River bike path; Griffith Park, for goodness sake.) w e also 
have serious social issues- homelessness being a top priority. The objectives 
of the current plan require a process and dictate an outcome that will radically 
diminish the quality of life and character of this neighborhood for the 
significant future. (probably the duration of our lives here.) w e are firmly 
opposed to the plan DEIR under consideration and endorse alternatives #1 and 
#3. 

Together with our neighbors (both homeowners and renters al ike) on Earl 
Street, we have fought long and hard to reduce the cut-through traffic on our 
narrow street. What remains out of our control is frequent overwe ight truck 
traffic. Without this issue being addressed in the DEIR, we can only expect this 
situation to worsen should the plan go forward . 

Thank for considering my comments. I will be deeply disheartened if, in spite 
of wide community push-back, this plan is rammed through. 
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I-178 Louise Steinman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

I-178-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-178-6 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-178-7 
 

The comment expresses opposition to special events that would occur under 
the proposed Project. As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.6 of 
the Draft EIR, during special events, a special events permit from the City 
would be obtained and would require shuttles be available to the Project site 
if deemed necessary. Multimodal transportation would be encouraged 
through the inclusion of mobility hub elements such as bikeshare and drop-off 
locations for ride share services. Also, as outlined in Section 2.5.8 of the Draft 
EIR, PDF-PS-2, would include security lighting for nighttime events and PDF-
TRA-5, would include the development of a site-specific traffic control plan. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-178-8 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-178-9 
 

Please refer to Section 3.13, Population and Housing of the Draft EIR, for a 
discussion on homeless strategies within the City. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-178-10 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

Louise Steinman 
2414 Earl Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90039 
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I-178 Louise Steinman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

I-178-11 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-178-12 
 

As outlined in the Project Description, Section 2.5.8 of the Draft EIR, PDF-TRA-
1: would require the development of a Construction Traffic Management Plan 
prior to the start of construction. In addition, as shown on Table 2-11, a haul 
route permit would be obtained from the City of Los Angeles, Department of 
Building and Safety. Also, please see Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. The comment is noted and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for consideration. 
 

I-178-13 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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I-179 Louise Steinman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  

  I-179-1 
 

Please see response to Comments I-178-1 through I-178-13 
 

 

  

1-179-1 

To Engineering Dept: It looks to us like a fa it accompli/inside job to foist this 
SLMP on the community and the City; no matter the seriousness of the 
objections already submitted at public meetings. 

As 26 year neighborhood home-owners (located a block from the reservoir), we 
initially enthusiastically supported the study and conceptual plan to improve 
wildlife protection and public access. We attended meetings, submitted 
surveys, went on open house tours. Missing from that study until VERY recently, 
when we reviewed the DEIR, were details and discussion of the 
multi-dimensional impact upon the neighborhood during the prolonged 
construction phase: noise, traffic, construction parking, the duration itself (180 
months??); wildl ife disturbance, etc. 

Especially concerning is that the DEIR (LADOT) states traffic would be a 'no 
impact' issue resulting from the project. We all know that is LUDICROUS, 
especially given that the DEIR allows public events drawing 600 people, 
allowed 12x a year. We have no confidence that these events would be well 
monitored . 

As has been said, this neighborhood is not lacking in recreational amenities. 
(The Meadow; the LA River bike path; Griffith Park, for goodness sake.) We also 
have serious social issues-homelessness being a top priority. The objectives 
of the current plan require a process and dictate an outcome that will radically 
diminish the quality of life and character of this neighborhood for the 
significant future. (probably the duration of our lives here.) We are firmly 
opposed to the plan DEIR under consideration and endorse alternative #3. 

Together with our neighbors (both homeowners and renters alike) on Earl 
Street, we ha ve fought long and hard to reduce the cut-through traffic on our 
narrow street. What remains out of our control is frequent overwe ight truck 
traffic. Without th is issue being addressed in the DEIR, we can only expect this 
situation to worsen should the plan go forward. 

Thank for considering our comments. w e will be deeply disheartened if, in 
spite of wide community push-back, this plan is rammed through. 

Lou ise Steinman 
2414 Earl Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90039 
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I-180 Lloyd Hamrol 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  

  I-180-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding noise, traffic, and wildlife impacts. 
Noise impacts associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, 
Noise, of the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. Impacts related to traffic 
and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR. 
All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please see Master 
Response - Traffic/Transportation. Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in 
Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to 
be less than significant with implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, it is assumed that construction of 
certain park zones would need to occur before other park zones to maximize 
usage of the proposed Project site during construction. For the purposes of 
the environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed in order to 
capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of construction 
may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction scenario would 
result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-3, park zones 
may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding becomes available. 
 
The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for consideration. 
 

I-180-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-180-3 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 

1-180-1 

1-180-2 

I-180-3 I 

1-180-4 

1-180-5 

1-180-6 

It looks to us like a fait accompli/inside job to fo ist this SLMP on the community 
and the City; no matter the seriousness of the objections already submitted at 
public meetings. 

As 26 year neighborhood home-owners (located a block from the reservoir), we 
initially enthusiastically supported the study and conceptual plan to improve 
wildlife protection and public access. We attended meetings, submitted 
surveys, went on open house tours. Missing from that study until VERY recently, 
when we reviewed the DEIR, were details and discussion of the 
multi-dimensiona l impact upon the neighborhood during the prolonged 
construction phase: noise, traffic, construction parking, the duration itself (180 
months??); wildlife disturbance, etc. 

Especially concerning is that the DEIR (LADOT) states traffic would be a ·no 
Impact' issue resulting from the project we all know that is LUDICROUS, 
especially given that the DEIR allows public events drawing 600 people, 
allowed 12x a yea r. we have no confidence that these events would be well 
monitored . 

As has been sa id, this neighborhood is not lacking in recreational amenities. 
(The Meadow; the LA River bike path; Griffith Park, for goodness sake.) we also 
have serious social issues- homelessness being a top priority. The objectives 
of the current plan require a process and dictate an outcome that will radically 
dim inish the quality of life and character of this neighborhood for the 
significant future. (probably the duration of our lives here.) We are firmly 
opposed to the plan DEIR under consideration and endorse alternative #3. 

Together with our neighbors (both homeowners and renters alike) on Earl 
Street, we have fought long and hard to reduce the cut-through traffic on our 
narrow street. What remains out of our control is frequent overweight truck 
traffic. Without this issue being addressed in the DEIR, we can only expect this 
situation to worsen should the plan go forward. 

Thank for considering our comments. We will be deeply disheartened if, in 
spite of wide community push-back, this plan is rammed through. 

Lloyd Hamrol 
2414 Earl Street 
LOS Angeles, CA 90039 
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I-180 Lloyd Hamrol 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to enhance the 
SLRC to become beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for 
storing potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is 
required to maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, 
including maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the 
reservoirs as part of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

I-180-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Homelessness. 
 
The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-180-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-180-6 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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I-181 Leo Malek 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-181-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

My family and I are extremely excited to welcome the changes highlighted in 
the Master Plan. These modifications wou ld ha ve a massive posit ive impact on 

l- lBl-l the commun ity as well as the wildlife we are keen on preserving. The Master 
Plan is an immense benefit to Silver Lake residents and we cannot wa it to enjoy 
the imorovements to our iewel. 
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I-182 Brent Butler 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-182-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

My family and the community strongly support moving forward with the Master 
Plan, which reflects the consensus reached at the culmination of a 
comprehensive two-year planning process. We spent a lot of time getting a 
plan the vast majority of the community is behind. 
The three alternatives to the Master Plan considered in the DEIR each fall short 

1·182·1 of the goals the community identified during the planning process. 
Doing nothing to the Reservoirs would have severe negative impacts on our 
community and on our wildlife. 
The Master Plan provides real benefits, with only minimal temporary impacts 
limited to the construction orocess itself. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-183-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. Also, please see Master Response 
- Noise. 
 

I-183-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Also, please see Master Response - 
Biological Resources. 
 

I-183-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternatives 1 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

As a lake facing resident I am extremely concerned about the impacts the 
DEIR identifies as" not less than significant effect." Here are a fe w of the many 
cancers I have: 

1_183_1 1. I am pa rticularly concerned about the lasting sound in the bowl that we ca ll 
SilverLake. As it stands from across the lake we hea r illegal nighttime 
gathering on the meadow. Even a few drums can be heard well into the night. 
The thought of open fences and 600 person events is horrifying. Not to mention 
the impact on the resting wildlife. 

2. An additional concern is the original masterplan's construction impact on the 
birds and wildlife in our area. I do not believe the data in the DEIR even touches 
on the depth of effects. Having lived her for 20 years I can tell you that each 

1_ 183 _2 time we have human activity (construction) we loose birds/a nimals. For 
exa mple, we no longer have the blue heron hab itat in the Euca lyptus grove in 
front of out house (lost with the bypass line). The meadow knocked out the 
ground squirrels and rabbits and coyote habitat, the coyotes now roam the 
streets on the hills being fed by humans. 

I Short of having NO masterplan (Alternative 1) .... Alternative 3 with the add ition 
1-183-3 of NO BUILT STRUCTUR ES and eleva ted trails is the ONLY solution that 

minimizes the impact and is the best environmentally responsible solution I 
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I-184 Adam Kopald 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-184-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 

1-184-1 

The city of Los Angeles is notoriously park poor. The Silver Lake Ma ster Plan, as 
finalized, will allow generations of Angelenos to appreciate this tranquil spot, 
rich in wildlife and beauty, and will provide much needed recreational and 
educational opportunities. Lets push past the NIMBYS and the na ysa yers and 
give L.A. a park amenity that will serve the entire North east of the city for yea rs 
and years to come. Please, approve the Master Plan without delay! 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  

  I-185-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-185-2 
 

The proposed Project would include the removal of the perimeter fence (see 
Master Response - Fence Removal) and would also include the preparation of 
a Security Plan (see Master Response - Public Safety). 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-185-3 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. See also, 
Master Response - Public Safety. The comment is noted for the record and will 
be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-185-1 

1- 185-2 

Observa tion #1: 
I have been attending community meetings and hearing how the utmost 
objective of the development of the SL Reservoir per the Master Plan is to make 
sure it addresses equity and inclusion. Ironically, this fervor and dismissive 
push for the Master Plan is in fact sowing division, stirring problems. provoking 
and agitating, and pitting neighbors aga inst one another. I would say that if we 
step back from the brink of development fervor and hysteria, and respect the 
SL Reservo ir as-is, the SL Reservo ir is actually already in its most equitable 
state of access to all. c urrently, anyone and everyone is able to wa lk, jog , 
wheelchair, relax, observe, meditate, engage. This equ itable state is achieved 
regardless of race, creed, lifestyle (active or passive). social economic group, 
zip code of residence, left or right of the political spectrum, 
preservation ist/development minded. I urge the BOE to scrap the Master Plan 
and bring harmony back to the community that was unnecessarily riled. 

Observation #2 
At a time when throughout the city fencings are going up to protect and 
maintain the peace and safety of public spaces, for example: 
a. The underpass of the 101 Freeway on Sliver Lake Blvd 
b. The underpass of sunset on Silver Lake Blvd 
c. The entire Echo Park Lake 
d. The median at the co rner of Duane and Glendale Blvd 
e. The list goes on and on 
We yet unwisely are taking steps back to the future to remove the current fence 
around the SL Reservo ir. Please remember it's a lot easier to break something 
than it Is to put back together. Don't break up this neighborhood . 

Observation #3 
We must learn from our previous errors in decision and judgment. Case in 
point, when the Silve r Lake meadow pa rklet was opened on the Northeast end 
of the SL reservoir, the developer soon afte r quickly disappeared along with all 
the grand opening fanfare. The hard work of fo llow-up has fallen on the 
residents of the community to undo the damage caused by the opening of the 
parklet, to maintain the quality of life and safety for the resident. These actions 
ha ve included: 

1· 185·3 a. Installing no overnight 2AM·6AM pa rking sign 
b. Enforcing no large campers overnights 
c. Cit ing illega l vendors that pop up in the area without operating and Dept of 
Hea lth permit 
d. Installing signs to remind violators of the Meadows rules 
The LAPD statistics for the Meadows bring facts and reality to wishful th inking. 
Why would we Ignore history and let history repeat itself? It is not common 
sense. Do ing the wrong thing once is shame on you, doing the wrong thing 
aga in a second t ime is shame on usl 
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I-186 John Kerr 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-186-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include swimming. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-186-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I-186-1 
 
 
 

I-186-2 

The park is beautifully designed here, but one element I wish was Included was 
swimming opportunities in the lake. Add it iona lly, I th ink the bi-directiona l bike 
lane element on Silver Lake Bl vd needs to be re-thought. If only between 
Duane and Armstrong, the process of moving from the northbound, east side 
bike lane to the westside bi-directiona l lane, will add time and stress to cyclists 
using th is heavy commuter route and result in more cyc lists riding in mixed 
traffic . Ideally, instead of Option l with extra parking, you should have the 
bi-directiona l lane so park users can cyc le closer to the park on the west side of 
SLB while bike commuters can maintain a northbound bike lane along the 
eastside of SLB. 
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I-187 D Mcarthur 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-187-1 
 

The comment is a general opinion and does not address a specific aspect of 
the adequacy or completeness of the Draft EIR. No further response is 
necessary. 
 

 

  

1· 187-1 

The East Narrows overlook at Chapter 5.2.4 of the Master Plan is to be 
positioned "over the water and above a habitat island" but that seems a recipe 
for direct public access to that island -- even with fencing in place on the 
overlook. That juxtaposition, together with the flimsiness of the overlook 
bridge fencing shown in View c page 161, would be entirely self-defeating for 
preserving habitat. Please ask your engineers to create a decent separation 
between the publicly accessible overlook itself and the adjacent habitat island. 
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I-187 D Mcarthur 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-187-2 
 

This is a portion of a figure from the Master Plan. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1- 187-2 
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I-188 Jennifer Stoller 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-188-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. The comment 
lists desired project components. The proposed Project is described in Chapter 
2 of the Draft EIR. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

Additional note: I would like to point out that this master plan was forced upon 
us. The direct neighbors were NEVER asked if we want a "master plan ' and 
when one appeared it wa s designed around someone 's Idea of what the entire 
neighborhood desired. The confusion process of surveys and meetings were 
mislead ing. We were only ever asked what part of each plan we wa nted, not if 
we wa nted one. or better yet... a choice of plans/ideas with sca ling 
environmental impact. 

As a 30 year long environmental graphic designer. who deals with architectural 
plans daily, even I wa s confused by the way this information wa s presented to 
the community. It is a shame that th is has been an incredibly poorly run 

1-188-1 project. It could have been a uniformly embraced improvement on the existing 
property if it was handled better. 

What do the neighbors wa nt? (there wa s an informa l 100 person sampling of a 
door to door survey submitted to Ru) - - - Change the fence to someth ing 
beautiful and wildl ife friend ly (do not remove it or we will have Echo Park 2.0) 
- clean up the paths and add an elevated overlook area or two 
• remove dying trees 
• add native plants/grasses and a responsible water recapture irrigation plan 
• leave the newly renovated rec center as is. It was just improved and has 
served the larger community perfectly for the last 20 + yea rs. 
- spend the surplus on under service communities in los angeles. 
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I-189 Andrew Foster 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-189-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

The community strongly supports moving forward with the Master Plan, which 
reflects the consensus reached at the culmination of a comprehensive 
two-year planning process. 
The three alternatives to the Master Plan considered in the DEIR each fa ll short 

1-189-1 of the goals the commun ity identified during the planning process. 
Doing nothing to the Reservoirs would have severe nega tive impacts on our 
community and on our wildl ife . 
The Ma ster Plan provides real benefits, with only minimal temporary impa cts 
lim ited to the construction orocess itself. 
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I-190 Kabir Akhtar 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-190-1 
 

The comment requests that ornamental gardens not be added to the 
Meadow. As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.1 of the Draft EIR, 
the gardens would be a mix of native and regionally adapted water-wise 
(drought-tolerant) plants with an emphasis on attracting pollinator species. 
Within the gardens, there would be a series of depressions in the ground to 
function as rain collectors during rain events. Adjacent to the gardens would 
be picnic grove spaces lined with design elements such as berms and 
depressions that offer spaces for gathering and play. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

About the Meadow: 

The "ornamental gardens" is a mistake - do not add it. The meadow"s 
popularity since day l is mostly due to its wide open space - the 
neighborhood's backyard. 

According to the Project Description, you plan to take the existing 3.4 acre 
1.190. 1 Meadow and expand it to 7.5 acres (wh ich is good!) - but then you replace LS 

acres of the very popular current flat grassy area with gardens which feature "a 
series of depressions in the ground", and which are illustrated in Figure 2-6 as 
not suitable for anyone to sit or play on. 

So while the "Silverlake La wn" and the "Great La wn" serve this function, please 
consider leaving the entirety of the Meadow as usable open grassy space, 
where the neiahborhood has aathered for a decade. 
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I-191 Jeff Carr 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-191-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-191-l I The Master Plan looks great! Let's implement it! 
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I-192 Robert Soderstrom 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-192-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-192-1 

I enthusiastically endorse the proposed plan of the Master Plan! The EIR 
process has been level and fair and I believe all issues of concern have been 
properly addressed by the city in DEIR. Members of our community voted 
repeated ly in surveys to elect features they'd like to see in the Master Plan, and 
the city has done an excellent job studying those features in th is DEIR. thank 
vou for vour work. 
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I-193 Laurien Alexandre 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-193-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation regarding parking and 
traffic impacts. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-193-1 

w e ha ve lived one block off the Reservoir, on Armstrong Ave. for over 25 years. 
We are not supportive of this master plan --- the time involved feels way too 
long and a tremendous burden on the neighborhood. The parking problems 
and other related issues feel very difficult We would like space opened for 
more people to walk and sit and enjoy the grounds. But beyond that, we do not 
suooortive exoansive arowth olan. 
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I-194 Joy Boyajian 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-194-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-194-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. This comment 
does not raise any issues with content and adequacy of the Draft EIR and is 
noted for the record. 
 

 

  

1-194-1 

1· 194·2 

I believe that protection of the ecosystem and nature should be the priority. 
We've already seen the changes with the building happening in Silverlake and 
the displacement of animals. I no longer see skunks, possums and raccoons 
like I used to but am seeing more brazen coyotes and rodents with the 
changes. Having gone to all the meetings, I do agree it seemed like there was 
an under current agenda that was pushed through and not what I heard people 
say. I'm not opposed to changed but it must be by the people and for the 
people especially the residents who will live with the consequences. And 
reviewed and approved by an independent wildlife preservation group. Thank 
you . 
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I-195 Joy Boyajian 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-195-1 
 

Please see response to Comment I-194. 
 

 

  

I believe that protection of the ecosystem and nature should be the priority. 
We've already seen the changes with the building happening in Silverlake and 
the displacement of animals. I no longer see skunks, possums and raccoons 
like I used to but am seeing more brazen coyotes and rodents with the 

1·195·1 changes. Having gone to all the meetings, I do agree it seemed like there was 
an under current agenda that was pushed through and not what I heard people 
say. I'm not opposed to changed but it must be by the people and for the 
people especially the residents who will live with the consequences. And 
reviewed and approved by an independent wildlife preservation group. Thank 
you. 
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I-196 Marsian De Lellis 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-196-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

I-196-2 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a pool or self-cleaning restrooms. The proposed Project would include 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. The comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-196-3 
 

The proposed Project is described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR. In addition, as 
outlined in PDF-TRA-6 states that the future site operator and City 
departments will work together to explore options to expand public transit 
connection to the Project site. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

I-196-1 
I-196-2 
I-196-3 

I am in support of the proposed improvements to the Silver Lake reservoir. I 
only wish that there could be a community pool with a sauna . I hope there will 
be bike lanes with physical barriers and self cleaning restrooms. I'd like the 
sidewalks to be fixed and ADA compliant so that the area can be accessible to 
more people. we could also get rid of some parking and make dedicated bus 
lanes so that residents of other ne ighborhoods can have better access to our 
park. I hope that we can figure out how to better share our park with others. 
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I-197 Janice Tanaka 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-197-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-197-1 

Follow the Money 
who is really profiting by creating this environmental disaster? 
I love this area and visit often 
olease don't let anvone destrov it. 
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I-198 Jackson George 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-198-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1- lgB-l I Fully support this plan. It's such a great opportunity to re-naturalize the 
reservoir and to make it a real point of pride for the neighborhood and the city. 
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I-199 Debbie Slater 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-199-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
This comment does not raise any specific issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-199-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife during 
construction. Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, 
Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less 
than significant with implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-199-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-199-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding air quality impacts during 
construction and operation. Impacts related to air quality are analyzed in 
Section 3.3, Air Quality of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less 
than significant with implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-199-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR, and the supporting Traffic Impact Assessment included as Appendix 
K of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, 
please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-199-6 
 

The comment expresses that the Draft EIR analysis is missing information. This 
comment does not raise any direct issues with respect to the content of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 

 

  

I-199-1 
I-199-2 
I-199-3 
I-199-4 

1-199-5 I 

1-199-6 1 

This is my additional comment. I have had more time to review the DEIR and I 
don"t think it accurately describes the environmental impacts to the SLRC of the 
PROPOSED master plan. In specific, it does not accurately show traffic impacts, 
wildlife/nature impacts during construction or from removing the fence. There 
is no reference to air quality wh ich will be greatly affected from construction 
and long term increased traffic . The other main street. west Sliver Lake Blvd, 
was not included in traffic study nor were any side streets. Our streets are too 
narrow to absorb an increase of 380+ visitors a day. 
Our community has held several meetings regarding the DEIR and the majority 
feel this report has some huge holes. I urge you to continue to sturdy before 
submitting to the city. 
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I-200 Christopher Covella 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-200-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-200-2 
 

This comment addresses various construction impacts. This comment does not 
specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or conclusions of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are required in response to this comment. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response -Traffic/Transportation. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-200-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

Hello, 

I am a third generation resident and the traffic in my street Duane that acts as 
a passthrough from the 2 freeway and the reservoir at Silverl ake blvd is a 

1_200_1 pa rking lot mornings, evenings, and especially on weekends all day and night. 

It's so bad that I can't pull in or out of my driveway without ha ving an awkward 
confronta tion with th ose blocking the way. They honk their horn s, toss their 
t rash from the window of the ca r, and occasionally urinate on the street or 
people's yards because the traffic is so congested . 

I The nega tive impacts of construction, the yea rs of disturba nce, and when 
1-200-2 fini shed, the increased da ily noise , crowds, traffic , and harm to our wildlife are 

not worth moving forward with the master plans that have been proposed. 

1-200-3 
If I supported an alte rnative it would be #3. 

Thank you, 

Chris Covella 
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I-201 Louis Guin 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-201-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

 

  

1-201-l I Please, do NOT remove the perimeter fence. this is vital for the safety our 
neighborhood. 
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I-202 Simon Miller 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-202-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-202-l I Strongly support implementation of the master plan as soon as possible. 
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I-203 Elizabeth Bougart-Sharkov 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 
 
 

  I-203-1 
 

The comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-203-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the ornamental and rain gardens. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-203-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to specific components of the proposed 
Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-203-4 
 

The comment notes Project components they would like to see implemented, 
removed, or modified from the proposed Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-203-5 
 

The comment notes Project components they would like to see implemented, 
removed, or modified from the proposed Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
  
  

 

  

I-203-1  

November 30, 2022 
Re : PROPOSED SILVER LAKE RESERVOIR MASTER PLAN 

Dear LA BOE and LA DPW Officers: 
As a longtime resident in Silver Lake. I am taking the liberty to write and bring 
to your attention an opinion I share with most of the Silver Lake Residents. 
We feel very strong ly about any possible intervention projects affecting the 
Reservoir Grounds and the adjacent residential neighborhoods. 
Here is my input and I hope it will be taken under consideration: 

I The Meadow: 
1-203-2 • Expend ornamental and ra in gardens. 

No Education Center seating terraces. informal play area, or floating 
docks! 

1-203-3 No special events to be held overthere. The area needs to retain its 
passive recreation character! 
The Knoll: 

Remove damaged or dying trees only. 
1-203-4 Reduced tree succession plan tree planting. 

None of the proposed shade structures, trails and seating terraces 
installed. 

No additional new lighting! 
Ivanhoe Reservoir: 

None of the features would be implemented 
No new lighting! It will harmfully interfere with the adjacent residential 

homes. 
The Eucalyptus Grove: 

Remove damaged or dying trees only. 
Reduced tree succession plan tree planting. 
No overl ook. seating terraces, or habitat fences 
Move promenade away from the water edge. 
Preserve the existing and unique wildlife habitat. 
No new lighting to interfere with the blue heron nests. 

The East and West Narrows: 
Leave it the way it exists now! No features to be implemented! 

1.203 _5 No new lighting. 

Pg . 2 - PROPOSED SILVER LAKE RESERVOIR MASTER PLAN 
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I-203 Elizabeth Bougart-Sharkov 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-203-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-203-7 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-203-8 
 

This comment is conclusory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

  
 

 
  

I-203-5 
Cont. 

The South Va lley: 
Updates to the Rec. Center - yes. 
Minor update to Dog Park. 
Add new trees. 
No new features. 
Improve the existing lighting. 

Habitat Islands: 
No fish in the Reservoir. 
Preserve existing wildl ife populated areas by using nonobstructive 

methods. Preservation of the wildlife must be PRIORITY! 

I 
other Improvements: 

1-203-6 • No extra parking on the periphery of the Reservoir! Traffic as it is now is 
heavy enough. 

I • Ma intain the existing fence. 
1-203-7 No nighttime access - open from dusk to dawn! 

Thank you for your considerations! 

Sincerely, 
Elizabeth Bougart-Sharkov, Intl. Assoc. AIA 

1_203 _8 /Former SLNC Board Member & Chair SLNC Urban Design & Preservation 
Committee/ 

3040 Silver Lea Terrace 
LOS Angeles, Ca 90039 
323.662.4741 
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I-204 Martin Gottlieb 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-204-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-204-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations for a discussion related 
to Project funding. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-204 -1 1 

1·204·2 I 

I'm SO aga inst th is. I've lived in Silver Lake since 1986. I've gone through the 
necessary disruption of new water piping. We needed that. We do not need 
another recreational park area and all the construction/disruption/congestion 
that comes with it. 

Griffith Park and Echo Park Lake are easily accessible, open to all and 
convenient. Renovating the rec center might have merit, but any other money 
might be better suited to expand parks in communities that don't have such 
easy access to outdoor recreational spaces. 
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I-205 Julia Grant 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-205-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and concern for 
the wildlife environment. Impacts to biological resources are analyzed 
in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were 
concluded to be less than significant with implementation of mitigation 
measures. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I Please resist doing anyth ing to our Silver Lake Reservo ir. You will only disturb 
1-205-1 the wildlife environment and ecosystems as well as the viability of the 

neighborhood .. 
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I-206 Frederick Silny 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  

  I-206-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-206-1 

SUPPORT FOR ALTERNATIVE 3 

My name is Frederick G. Sllny and I ha ve lived in Sliver Lake with my family 
since 1980 and in my current home at 2247 w est Silver Lake Drive since 1986. 

I have reviewed the DEIR and taken part in many commun ity meetings 
rega rdin g the planned development of the reservoir. 

After careful deliberation, I support Alternative 3. 

Alternative 3 accomplishes the primary objective of the project - "Create a 
clear, bold design that repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving 
and enhancing its unique character." 

Alternative 3 would repurpose, preserve and enhance the reservoir, but with a 
priori ty to preserve open space for wildlife and limit public access to the fac ility. 

Alternative 3 is focused on Improving/maintaining current habitat va lues in 
much of the park, while ma intaining some recreational features in the South 
Valley. 

Alternative 3 avo ids significant environmental impacts by reducing 
construction impacts and by eliminating the significa nt and unavoidable impact 
associated with operational noise during permitted special events at the SLRC. 

Alternative 3 avo ids many other environmenta l problems inherent in the 
"larger" project such as -

a lack of perimeter fencing which impacts wildlife and public safety, 
greatly increased traffic and visitors and the inevitable negative 

environmental impact, 
construction that goes on for yea rs and the significa nt and unavoidable 

impact, 
and many other environmental issues. 

I hope that you will take my thoughts into account as you eva luate the DEIR and 
that you will support Alternative 3. 

Sincerely, 

Frederick G. Silny 
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I-207 Dana Duff 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-207-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-207-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-207-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any specific issues with respect to the content and adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I I live in the neighborhood and am very concerned about the impact on 
1-207 -1 traffic-Silver Lake Boulevard is already severely backed up every morning 

and evening. 

1.207.2 1 I'm also very concerned about the negative effect the construction and 
removal of the fence will have on wildlife. It sounds like the environmental 
impact evidence is be ing minimized. 

1-207 -3 
We are happy with the way the lake and parks are now. 

Thank you. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-208-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
expresses concern regarding impacts to visual resources, wildlife, and 
homelessness. Please see Section 3.1, Aesthetics and Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources of the Draft EIR. Please see Master Response – Homelessness. 
 

 

  

Until 2 years ago when I sold my house I lived at 2178 Moreno Drive in the 
house my step-father built in 1934. I do live north now, but my heart is still in 
Silverlake. As one of the original residents of the neighborhood, the plans for 
developing the lake in the way described is particulalry sickening. This oasis, 
the visua l retreat we all enjoyed, and where we welcomed those who lived 

1•208.1 elsewhere. may very likley be altered both in character and certainly function. 
forever. Remove the fence and add islands, fish, restrooms and we have a 
public park In a time when bird flyways are being disrupted and the homeless 
need places to camp. The lake has always been a blessed presence within 
Silverlake, but never meant to be an activity center. Aga in, the changes 
orooosed are sickenina. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-209-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-209-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-209-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. The comment 
expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-209-4 
 

The comment described existing conditions. Impacts related to traffic, parking 
and noise as they relate to the proposed Project can be found in Sections 3.12, 
Noise and Vibration, and 3.16, Transportation (see also Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation). This comment does not raise any issues with respect 
to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-209-5 
 

The comment describes an existing noise issue at the Project site. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-209-5 

1-209-1 

1-209-2 

1-209-3 

1-209-4 1 

Hello, 

I have lived in wonderful Sliver Lake for almost 40 years. I am a homeowner 
and business owner in Silver Lake and live on the east side of the reservoir. 
Regarding the Draft EIR, I vote for ALTERNATIVE l . NO PROJECT. 

Here are my reasons: 

1) The reservoir is one of the last PASSIVE, SERENE places left in this busy city. 
THAT is already a huge resource, enjoyed by so many, including EXISTING PARK 
FACILITIES: the Silver Lake walking paths, neighborhood recreation center, 2 
dog parks, basketball court, playground and The Meadow (its crowding and lack 
of parking notwithstanding); not to mention the VIEW and the ability to enjoy 
the PASSIVE space. No need to 'entertainment-ize ' the space! 

2) Silver Lake already HAS an abundance of riches in regard to parkland in 
our area . In addition to the above, in zip code 90039 there 's Tesla Pocket Pa rk, 
Sunnynook River Pa rk, Glenhurst Park, North Atwa ter Park, Bond Park, Red Car 
River Park, Marsh Street Nature Park, Chevy Chase Park, Rattlesnake Park, 
Elysian Valley Gateway Park. In zip code 90026: Echo Park, Bellevue Recreation 
Center, Laurel and Hardy Park, Rockwood Community Park, Elysian Park Section 
6. Within a few miles we also have the LA River if we wa nt bike paths and kaya k 
rides; and, for goodness· sa ke, Griffith Pa rk - that offers practically everything 
under the sun. Public pa rks and improvements should be championed in 
less-fortunate areas of the city. This EXPENSIVE PROJECT is just NOT necessary! 

3) We are a NEIGHBORHOOD - not a commercial zone - not created to 
support this kind of activity - why turn a residential area into Disneyland? 

4) People point to The Meadow as a triumph. Perhaps on a serene Tuesday. 
But on the weekends and holidays, I beg to disagree. As someone who lives on 
the east side of the reservoir (just ½ block up from the meadow). the TRAFFIC, 
PARKING and NOISE are sometimes unbearable. And that's when it's being used 
appropriately. "Bad actors" further misuse the space, bringing alcohol, 
trespassing after hours, holding numerous for-profit activities, blaring amplified 
music, bringing their dogs. The Meadow's purpose is noble, its actual misuse is 
trag ic. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

I-209-6 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-209-7 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. Also, please see Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-209-8 
 

Please see Master Response – Drought Conditions. 
 
Also, as described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wetlands 
Management as outlined in Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR. 
 
This comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-209-5 
Cont. 

I-209-8 

There was particularly one (of several) loud concerts with amplified music held 
at the Meadow during the summer. Ok, ok, not to be a killjoy, I just let it be -
even though it wa s disturbing our even ing with invading noise AND past 
Meadow hours AND an activity not allowed on the grounds. When it was STILL 
blaring past 10:00pm, I thought that it wa s late enough•· time for It to end. I 
called the loca l police department (and it was 'after hours' so I had to go 
through many other departments and phone numbers to finally speak to 
someone) and when I to ld the desk clerk about the incident, he sa id they were 
·well aware· of it (as it had been going on all night and they had received many 
compla ints). I asked why it hadn't been shut down and he said it was 'just a 
noise disturbance· - therefore a very low priority. It wa s MORE than a 'noise 
complaint' - it was a proh ibited activity, after hours, in a public space. The 
police didn't seem to care about that. How are we, as citizens, neighbors and 
'sitting ducks' supposed to get any professional satisfaction to a complaint if 
this is the passive response? 

I went through my lnstagram account and took screen shots of over 35 
incidents posted publicly on IG invo lving misuse of The Meadow - va rious 

1•209.6 fitness classes (for profit). concerts, dogs, alcohol, organized meetings, ALL 
against the purpose of The Meadow. Check out @silverlakemeadow on IG for 
documentation. A few are posted here with these comments. 

5) The parking mitigations in the DEIR make a mockery out of Silver Lake 
Blvd. and Silver Lake Drive - thoroughfares for the neighborhood and overused 
by commuters. Para llel parking? 135 spaces on the east side alone, from 
Armstrong to the dog park? Ha I Traffic flow would come to a standstill as a 
queue of cars awaits a car in their lane waiting to back into a parallel space. 
Impatient drivers would go around into oncoming lanes. Let's not be na'ive. LA 

1_209 _ 7 drivers are aggressive, and this parking 'solution' make s the thoroughfares 
UNSAFE for us all. Let alone the CONSTRUCTION TIME to create the parking -
taking away the use of the thoroughfares for months at a t ime. 

Also, parking options were NEVER presented at community meetings prior to 
the DEIR. NOW they show up·· without prior vetting or comment ·· and are 
crouched in there for approval. BAD BUSINESS. 

6) Drought. It's getting worse. The DEIR proposed areas make this is a 
water-based project, counting on 'access to the water' for its success. Right 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

I-209-9 The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 

I-209-10 Please see Appendix F, which includes ESA's Supplemental Historic report
(2022), a 2004 report by Greenwood and Associates, a 2005 report prepared 
by CH2Mll, a 2019 report by GPA Consulting and a 2020 memo by GPA 
Consulting. There is substantial and significant amount of history included in 
all of those reports. The HCM nomination form that is currently used did not 
exist when the SLRC was listed in 1989 and the narrative that was originally 
included was limited. In an effort to address this shortcoming, the reports 
listed above include large histories of the SLRC.  

I-209-11 Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. The comment is noted
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for review and consideration. 

I-209-8 
Cont. 

1-209-9 

1-209-10 I 

1-209-ll 

now, the reservoir can be any height without impacting its beauty, the wildlife , 
or current use. The proposed project demands that the water be maintained at 
a particular leve l. What happens when there Just isn't enough wa ter to meet the 
newly remodeled banks? Not enough water to provide the kind of 'destination 
entertainment' it's being designed for? 

7) NIMBY. We've been ca lled that at meetings. We've been to ld that we (who 
have been here a long t ime) do not welcome change. You know what? We who 
have been here have experienced NOTHING BUT CHANGE, ha ve HISTORY and 
EXPERIENCE to back up what we say and are NOT AFRAID of projects and 
changes, WE JUST HAVE TH E WISDOM TO KNOW BETTER! 

HISTORY. We are supposed to learn from HISTORY. What about the HISTORY of 
Echo Pa rk Lake and its shameful homeless encampments? What about the 
HISTORY of developing the (very modest) Meadow and its resulting traffic, 
parking and misuse issues? What about the HISTORY of wildlife interruption as 
the result of past changes? The HISTORY of construction and noise and air 
quality disruptions when the reservoir wa s dry? The HISTORY of "another white 
affluent neighborhood getting more stuff" while less fortunate neighbors are 
overlooked? A HISTORY of water safety (or lack of safety)? The HISTORY of 
fire -fighting helicopters needing access to the water? Tom LaBonge's legacy for 
a passive space? The HISTORY of the reservo ir as a designated cultural 
monument and prudent remodeling restrictions that come with that 
designation (that I didn 't see addressed in the DEIR)? 

8) Traffic mitigation. The DEIR sa ys there will be no negative effects of traffic to 
the area as a result of this proposed project. HOW CAN THAT BE DECLARED???? 
How could LADOT determine that. when the DEIR allows for amplified concerts 
- up to 12 per yea r occurring - with an estimated 600 in attendance???? This is 
just a joke, don 't waste my time. My neighborhood organ ized ourse lves and it 
took us THREE YEARS to sign petit ions, work with LADOT and CD13 to 
implement signage and mitigations for tiny Earl Street so that WAZE would stop 
sending cut-through traffic down our narrow neighborhood street, which 
disrupted our living conditions, caused vehicle accidents, stuck a tour bus in 
place, hit a pedestrian, resulted in daily fistfights among frustrated drivers, kept 
us from being able to use our driveways, and made our day-to-day a living hell. 
The situation has improved slightly, but drivers DO NOT pay heed to the sign 
limitations, just like over on Dwayne Street (I feel for those poor fo lks). So DO 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

I-209-12 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-209-13 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-209-14 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-209-15 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and support for 
Alternative 1.. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 
 

 

  

 
 

I-209-11 
Cont. 

NOT TELL ME that adding public EVENTS and a NEW EXCITING DESTINATION 
and GATHERING PLACE at the reservo ir would "NOT NEGATIVELY IMPACT 
TRAFFIC." Shame on LADOT and the authors of the DEIR. 

1_209 _12 Silver Lake. I will defer to the experts in our area who are anti-project to I 
9) Wildlife. They were here first. They are one of the main reasons I adore 

1-209-13 

1-209-14 

1-209-15 

address their concerns in this rega rd, with my full support. 

10) As a tax-paying homeowner, we bought property here fo r the SERENITY of 
Silver Lake within a metropolis, not fo r TH IS, the antithesis of our va lues. 

11) I ha ve attended practicall y every community meeting regarding th is issue, 
in person and via zoom. At every live meeting, and at the last two online 
meetings held rega rding the DEIR, the overwhelming MAJORITY were aga inst 
the project. NO PROJECT (Alternative #1) was the #1 choice. The president of 
the SLRC was AT a recent zoom meetin g I attended and was WITNESS to the 
resulting straw poll, yet his group and their interests did NOT represent the 
MAJORITY with a motion presented a few weeks later. And at THAT meeting, it 
was shot down. Other than asking to mitigate the noise levels after the projects 
are completed, they want to 'blank check' everything else: including the fact 
that LADOT said this project as presented would have 'no traffi c impact· on the 
neighborhood .. . that alone is a huge JOKE. 

WHO ARE THE ADVOCATES OF THIS PROJECT? I don't know why we, as 
individuals, are not being heard nor represented, it astounds me. Maybe now 
that Mitch O'Farrell has been out-voted f rom returning as a Councilperson for 
CD 13, this 'vanity project' will go away? 

LEAVE IT BE! FIX OUR SIDEWALKS INSTEAD ! LET UNDERREPR ESENTED 
NEIGHBORHOODS USE FUNDS ! 

NO PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE #1. 

Sincerely, 
Linden Waddell 
2341 Cove Avenue 
Los Angeles. CA 90039 
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I-209-15 
Cont. 

< silver-lakemeadow 

ashleyretana 

261 l ikes 

November 5, 2018 

classhausfemme 

-

•• 

Follovv 

Follovv 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

    

  

I-209-15 
Cont. 

< s i lver-lak emeadow 

novemberprojectlax O 
Si lver Lake Meadovv 

93 li k es 

•• 

Follow 

novemberprojectlax ~ It's New Years Eve and 6.5hrs 
into 2016 you' ll have a chance for some #freefitness. 

Tomorrow, bring your hugs and your hangovers to 
the Silverlake Meadovv at 6 : 27am to ring in the nevv 
year right vvith your tribe. There may o r may not be 
s arkling vvine present. #byobvvorkout #resolutions . . ... 
December 31, 2015 

elliedelaplaya F o llow 

(ri) 0. 
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I-209 Linden Waddell 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

    

  

I-209-15 
Cont. 

•• 

< s i lver-lak emeadow 

nat_johns 
Si lver Lake Meadovv 

Follovv 

0 
1 76 l ikes 

nat_johns Babes in the hood. #GoldClassWorkout vvith 
@jamiequeue outdoors a ll summer long at Silverlake 
Meadovv. 7:3Qa -8:15a /Tuesday+ Thursday. Killer 
soundtrack ... it's a bloody fantastic vvay to start your 
day. Repetition builds strength, consistency builds 
confidence . Come bust it out vvith us . 

(ri) 0. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

    

  

I-209-15 
Cont. 

•• 

< s i lver-lak emeadow 

cosm i c . shanti 

0 
8 3 l i k es 

cosmic.Shanti Sat Narn! Join me for Kundalini Yoga @ 
the Park th i s Sunday August 21st at Barn! We w i ll 
physically cleanse our bodies, balance our nervous 
systems, and tap into the divine with meditation while 
practicing in nature under the sky and amidst the trees . 
C lass is located at t h e park within the Silver Lake 
Reservo i r and Meadows, right off of Si lver Lake 
Boulevard . • P lease note there i s a suggested donation 
of $5 • 

(ri) 0. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-210-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-210-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-210-3 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-210-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-210-5 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 

1-210-1 

1-2 10-2 i 
1·210·3 • 

1-210-4 I 

1-210-5 I 

Birders have recorded observations of over 140 species at the reservoir and 
have visited it annually during the winter season since the early 1900s. 
Surrounding neighborhoods and the entire city of Los Angeles welcomes Silver 
Lake as being a Wildlife sanctuary. It perpetuates and adds to the iconic beauty 
and historic nature of Silver Lake. To create a wildlife sanctuary and migratory 
bird refuge, establ ishing a permanent protected habitat for them, fencing must 
be retained . All current public use facilities should remain . 
The parking slots, created by cutting down lanes that are already narrow, is a 
backward solution to an already congested area . Anyone who has visited this 
site regularly would never agree to it. 
Who are the people that deem these changes to be acceptable? What is at 
stake? 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-211-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-211-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

 

  

1-211-1 1 

1·211 ·2 I 

I am a longtime homeowner in Silverlake. I want to vo ice my deep opposition 
to the Master Plan as presented. The 15 year construction plan is 
unacceptable. It places tremendous burden on all of those who live near the 
Reservoir. As well, the plan to have much more traffic in the area is also 
unacceptable. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-212-1 
 

This comment is introductory and expresses general support for the proposed 
Project. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-212-2 
 

The commentor introduces information that discuss the effects of climate 
change cited from the Jane Goodall Institute, a community conservation 
organization, and a Los Angeles Times news article that references a California 
Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Environmental Health Hazard 
Assessment report, Indicators of Climate Change in California, Fourth Edition 
(November 2022). Similar information that discusses the effects of climate 
change is provided in section 3.8.1, Environmental Setting, of Chapter 3.8, 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, of the Draft EIR, which provides information on 
the effects of climate change related to water supply, public health, increased 
risk of forest fires, and loss of habitat and ecosystems, and weather and 
temperature impacts. 
 
The commentor requests that the EIR analyze the effects of the Master Plan 
on climate change. As explained on pages 3.8-32 and 3.8-33, of Chapter 3.8, 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, of the Draft EIR, the Office of Planning and 
Research (OPR) released a technical advisory on CEQA and climate change 
that provided guidance on assessing the significance of GHG emissions for 
individual projects. The OPR technical advisory states that “lead agencies may 
undertake a project-by-project analysis, consistent with available guidance 
and current CEQA practice,” and that while “climate change is ultimately a 
cumulative impact, not every individual project that emits GHGs must 
necessarily be found to contribute to a significant cumulative impact on the 
environment.” In addition, as stated on page 3.8-24 of the Draft EIR, the 
effects of GHG emissions are cumulative and should be analyzed in the 
context of a cumulative impact analysis. Consistent with state guidelines, the 
EIR analyzes the effects of the Master Plan on climate change in a cumulative 
context. CEQA Guidelines Section 15064(h)(3) allows a lead agency to make a 
finding of non-significance for GHG emissions if a project complies with a 
program and/or other regulatory schemes to reduce GHG emissions. CARB’s 
2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan, SCAG’s 2020-2045 RTP/SCS, City’s Green 
New Deal, and the Los Angeles Green Building Code all apply to the Project 
and are all intended to reduce GHG emissions to meet the Statewide targets 
set forth in AB 32 and amended by SB 32. As discussed on pages 3.8-50 
through 3.8-62 in Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, of the Draft EIR, and 
as shown in detailed consistency tables 4, 5, and 6 in the Air Quality and 

1-2 12-1 I 

1-212-2 

1-212-3 1 

1-212-4 

1-212 -5 

1-2 12-6 I 

Submitting this as a loca l resident, and as a garden designer. 
I support the Master Plan, and this EIR, but there are 3 elements I am very 
concerned about, that this EIR does not analyze or adequately mitigate. 
l. Plastic grass/artificial turf is proposed as a surface for the renova ted dog 
park. This material breaks down. creating microplastic debris, including 
aerosols that can injure dogs, pollution impacts (not reviewed in EIR) and also 
expensive replacement cost burdens and landfill waste as often as every 10 
years. These impacts are not reviewed in the EIR and are of considerable 
concern. 
As a garden designer, I work with plant selection. The MP and EIR do specify 
native plants and trees. But they also include options for climate 
adapted/drought tolerant non-native ornamental plants and trees. The EIR also 
sa ys that the BSA "does not support black wa lnut woodland" and this is 
Incorrect. Not only are there already 4 black walnuts growing there already, but 
the BSA is located between several native stands of this endangered local tree 
species, and the Knoll presents an excellent opportun ity to establ ish a new 
co lony of Black Wa lnut Woodland, which would also offe r greater biodiversity 
support. Throughout the project, loca lly native plants and espec ially trees 
should be planted exclusively, especially in Upland habitat and Promenade 
areas. 
#3 • wildlife connectivity through the park Is not analyzed, specifically access to 
the water. Ramps must be included in the wetland terraces to accommoda te 
fli ghtless and juven ile birds. The Education Center should also be moved into 
the Seating Terraces, allowing unimpeded access from the Knoll habitat area to 
the water. Additionally, tunnels/pipes and/or bridges should be added to allow 
wildlife to access water while pedestrian paths are occupied by humans. 
Thank you! I otherwise support the plan and the EIR, and am grateful for the 
opportuniti es that th is offers us all. 
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Greenhouse Gas Technical Appendix for the Project, which is provided in 
Appendix B of the Draft EIR, the Project would be consistent with the 
applicable provisions of these plans. Therefore, the Draft EIR properly 
concludes, based on substantial evidence, that the Project’s GHG impacts are 
less than significant and mitigation measures are not required. 
 
Regarding GHG impacts into future years through 2050 (i.e., approximately 
the next three decades), CARB adopted the 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan 
Update to ensure that California meets its 2030 GHG reduction targets in a 
way that promotes and rewards innovation, continues to foster economic 
growth, and delivers improvements to the environment and public health. The 
Scoping Plan also demonstrates that various combinations of policies, 
regulations, and advancing technologies would allow the Statewide emissions 
level to remain very low into future years to enable the State to meet the 
2050 targets. Based on the above, the Project would not conflict with CARB’s 
Scoping Plan, and there would be an anticipated decline in Project emissions 
once fully constructed and operational; the Project would not conflict with the 
State’s GHG reduction targets for 2030 and 2050. 
 
With respect to the Project’s additional water usage, as described on page 3.8-
44 of the Draft EIR, GHG emissions associated with the Project’s water usage, 
were considered within the Project’s operational GHG emissions and presented 
in Table 3.8-6. As discussed in Chapter 2.0, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, 
the Project has been designed and would be constructed to incorporate 
environmentally sustainable building features and construction protocols 
required by the Los Angeles Green Building Code and California Green Building 
Standards (CALGreen) Code, which would include, but not limited to, the 
installation of low-flow toilets, low-flow faucets, low-flow showers, and other 
water conservation measures. In addition, as described in Section 3.18, Utilities 
and Service Systems, of the Draft EIR, the Project would include strategies to 
reduce irrigation water demand. The Project would include ornamental garden 
areas consisting of a combination of native and drought-tolerant species 
appropriate to the Los Angeles region to provide a plant palette adapted to 
climate change. Transition habitat zones would be irrigated with reservoir 
water on a separate cycle appropriate for the drought-tolerant, coastal scrub 
planting palette proposed under the proposed Project. This irrigation strategy 
would be validated by reservoir water quality testing and soil analysis under 
proposed operations. Remaining upland habitat, lawn areas, and ornamental 
gardens would be irrigated via a potable water supply available from the 
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LADWP distribution system which would require a dedicated meter. If recycled 
water is available in the future, it could be used to irrigate ornamental planting 
(see Chapter 2.0, Project Description, and Section 3.18, Utilities and Service 
Systems, of the Draft EIR, for additional details). 
 

I-212-3 
 

Comment noted. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-212-4 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR is incorrect in its analysis that the BSA 
does not support black walnut woodland. The Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, identifies the Southern California black walnuts and coast live oaks 
onsite but states that they are not likely naturally occurring. As stated in Section 
3.4, the entire Knoll and Silver Lake Meadow Park is underlaid with Urban land-
Dapplegray-Soper complex soils resulting from human-transported material. 
Additionally, remnants of an irrigation system were observed adjacent the 
Southern California black walnut and coast live oak trees. These two tree species 
need to be dominant or co-dominant in the tree canopy and attaining 30% to 
50% relative cover (Keeler-Wolf and Evens 2006). As stated in Section 3.4 of the 
Draft EIR, neither of these species acquire that level of dominance or co-
dominance as all woodlands present within the project site are dominated by 
non-native species (see Impact 3.4-2 in the Draft EIR). The occurrences of these 
two species are not related to a remnant stand of native woodlands but rather 
likely planted trees in an urban ruderal landscape. Lastly, the City’s Protected 
Areas for Wildlife & Wildlife Movement Report found that no documented 
sensitive natural plant communities were found within SLRC. 
 
Additionally, the comment states that the project should use locally native 
plants and trees exclusively, especially in the upland habitat and Promenade 
areas. The Draft EIR and SLRC Master Plan have stated that the upland habitat 
areas (12 acres) will be planted with site appropriate native plant species 
including southern California black walnut. Baseline- conditions for trees 
located along the Promenade consist primarily of non-native trees species 
planted and maintained by the Bureau of Street Services. Street trees are not 
proposed for removal or replacement at this time. Areas in which the 
Promenade enters the proposed native habitat areas will be planted with 
native species. 
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I-212-5 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR did not analyze wildlife connectivity 
through the SLRC specifically access to water. Currently, access to the water at 
the SLRC is restricted through perimeter fencing and the steep concrete and 
asphalt covered basin edges. Access to water is currently restricted to birds 
capable of flight. The comment continues with the further recommendations 
concerning wildlife access to water and has been noted. As currently 
designed, the proposed Project would increase wildlife access to the water’s 
edge. Please see Impact 3.4-4 of the Draft EIR for further analysis of impacts 
to wildlife corridors, which were found to be less than significant. 
 

I-212-6 
 

The comment expresses support for the overall proposed Project. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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  I-213-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-213-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response – Parking/Bike Option and Master Response – 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-213-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-213-4 
 

As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, based on comments received 
during the Draft EIR comment period, the City has decided to remove the use 
of amplified speakers for special events during operations of the proposed 
Project. As shown in Table 3.12-21 of the Draft EIR, on-site noise levels during 
special events without amplified speakers would be less than significant. 
Please also see Master Response – Noise. Other impacts of the proposed 
Project related to noise are analyzed in Section 3.12, Noise, of the Draft 
EIR. The comment noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-213-5 
 

Please see Master Response – Traffic/Transportation. 
 

 

  

1-213-1 

1-2 13-2.1 

I-213·3 I 
1-2 13-4 

1-213-5 

I am in opposition to any of the proposed "improvements" being proposed to 
the Silver Lake Reservoir and surrounding areas. The reservoir is already a 
beautiful, welcoming and enjoyable place to be because it is quiet and 
peaceful - it "s also why people desire to visit or move to the neighborhood. The 
proposed changes would disrupt that peacefulness entirely. Even after the 
construction phase, parking would still be so limited for residents and visitors 
alike, which also affects access to loca l businesses. Preserving the wildlife is 
negated comp letely when capacity is expanded for more visitors, let alone 
allowing outdoor events. The mere idea of accommoda ting outdoor events is a 
thoughtless one. Anyone living near the lake can hear music playing from 
someone li stening to a boom box at the park or having a house party - sound 
reverberates off the hills easily and the sound pollution from events at the lake 
would be a huge disturbance to the residents. Traffic Is already an Issue 
around the lake and through the small streets of the neighborhood as people 
cut through at peak t imes of day and allowing for more activit ies and events at 
the site would dramatically hinder traffic flow and cause congestion. Tra ffic 
would be a huge problem during construction, as well. The reservoir, pa rks and 
paths are useful and enjoyable as is - keep it that way. 
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  I-214-1 
 

Please see Master Response – Fence Removal. 
 

I-214-2 
 

The comment expresses concern regarding new pathways, special events, and 
increased visitor traffic as they relate to impacts on the neighborhood and 
wildlife. Please see Master Response – Traffic/Transportation. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, based on comments received 
during the Draft EIR comment period, the City has decided to remove the use 
of amplified speakers for special events during operations of the proposed 
Project. As shown in Table 3.12-21 of the Draft EIR, on-site noise levels during 
special events without amplified speakers would be less than 
significant. Please see Master Response – Traffic/Transportation. 
 
Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than 
significant with implementation of mitigation measures. Also, please see 
Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

214-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is referred to Master Response – Community Engagement 
Process. 
 

 

  

I-214-3 

1-2 14-1 

1-214-2 1 

I am opposed to the proposed plan to take down the fence, more visitors for 
special events hosted at the lake. Th is is not a NIMBY issue; everyone In Los 
Angeles Is welcome to visit the meadow and to enjoy the peaceful wa lk around 
the lake. I am concerned about safety Issues If the fence is taken down. I am 
concerned about destroying the habitat that currently live inside the perimeter 
of the fence. The plans for new pathways, special events. and increased visitor 
traffic is going to completely disrupt the peacefulness of the neighborhood, as 
well as the wild life that already live here. When the meetings began, no one 
asked the residents if the improvements were even desired or needed and the 
initial survey that was sent out covered a s mile radius, allowing people who 
had no vested interest in the neighborhood"s peace and serenity a vo ice in the 
direct impacts to actual Silver Lake residents. We were never told that 
construction could last up to 15 years. The noise and congestion will be 
unbea rable. I can see no benefit to the neighborhood except to the developer 
that gets awarded the project. Who is really behind this project that stands to 
profit from unneeded changes to this neighborhood gem?? 
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  I-215-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-215-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-215-3 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-215-4 
 

Please see Master Response – Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-215-5 
 

Please see Master Response – Community Engagement Process. 
 

I-215-6 
 

Please see Master Response – Traffic/Transportation and Master Response – 
Public Safety. 
 

I-215-7 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-2 15·1 I 
1-2 15·2 I 

1·215·3 I 

1-215-4 

1-215-5 

1-215-6 

I am opposed to any changes to the Silver Lake reservo ir and surrounding 
parks and paths. Everyone enjoys the experience of visiting and living around 
the lake as it Is currently. I have huge concern about the disruption to the 
wildl ife that call Silver Lake home. The construction would be an obvious 
disturbance to the ir current habitat 

The reservoir welcomes any and all visitors that wa nt to enjoy the paths and 
parks as they exist currently, so this is not a question of excluding people from 
our neighborhood. I have big concerns about the impact of accommodating 
more visitors to this small neighborhood given the parking and high traffic 
issues we already dea l with on a da ily basis. Many areas of Silver La ke have no 
sidewalks and as someone who enjoys wa lking through the neighborhood 
streets daily, having more cars in the area Is a safety issue since people use the 
side streets to cut through trying to avoid traffic on the main streets. I've tried 
to raise these issues many times at the meetings, as did many of my neighbors 
and the option of not taking any action to "improve" the area was dismissed. I 
have fe lt very unhea rd while others were entertaining ideas of swimming and 
boating in the lake! No one wa nts these changes to our beautiful and peaceful 
neighborhood. 

Has anyone polled the local businesses and restaurant owners about the 
impact of lack of parking if these plans get approved? It's hard to find parking 
spaces currently when visiting these loca l spots. 

After all this time I have not read any research that seems adequate enough to 
1.215.7 1 address issues of safety and crime, let alone traffic. I want the lake and its 

perimeter to stay the same and keep the peace. Thank you. 
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  I-216-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

Writing to oppose the Silver Lake improvements plan. PLEASE leave the Silver 
Lake reservoir as it is. It is functional to the community as a wa lking path, and 
to the wildlife inside the fence and on the water. We do not need to waste 

1·216·1 money on this project, nor do we need the noise, disruptions, and problems of 
such a huge project. 

Leave the Lake alone, spend the money elsewhere! 
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  I-217-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
expresses concern regarding traffic, parking, and noise impacts. Impacts 
related to traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, 
Transportation, of the Draft EIR, also please see Master Response – 
Traffic/Transportation. Impacts related to Noise are analyzed in Section 3.12, 
Noise and Vibration of the Draft EIR, also, please see Master Response – 
Noise. This comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-217-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise. 
 

I-217-3 
 

Please see Master Response – Funding and Operations and Master Response – 
Homelessness. 
 

 

  

1-217-1 1 

1·217·2 I 

1-217-3 1 

I oppose the plan for improvements to the silverlake reservoir. This is an 
already full and beautiful area that does not need development and cannot 
handle 
More traffic, more parking and more noise. The noise is already over an 
acceptable threshold with normal park and walking path use. This money wou ld 
be much better spent helping the homeless situation in silverlake. Please leave 
the reservoir alone. 
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  I-218-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

l-21B-l I I support enrich ing the park with the proposed plan. Let's make the most of our 
public spaces. 
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  I-219-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to parts of the proposed Project and 
support for either Alternative 2 or 3. Please see Master Response – 
Alternatives Analysis. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-219-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. Also, please see Master Response 
– Noise. Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR describes the proposed lighting plan for 
the proposed Project and Figure 2-8 of the Draft EIR shows the location of the 
different lighting levels throughout the proposed Project area. All lighting 
would be shielded and pointed away from the surrounding neighborhood and 
wildlife areas. 
 

I-219-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-219·1 I 
1-219-2 

1-219-3 

As a 25 yr resident in this neighborhood, I support Alternative 2 or 3. I think we 
need improvements to the reservoir but I am very much against making this 
area a pub lic park focused either on education or recreation. I live on the 
northern end, we st side of Ivanhoe and we are in a fairly tight amphitheater; 
noise travels up. I hear loca l events loud and clear. I am fine with the rare event 
like the nursery schoo l fundraisers, but the idea of regular after hours visitors 
aides by night lighting Is not why I moved to this neighborhood. 1 hate to be a 
NIMBY but I th ink this is a very spec ifi c situation and the impact on those who 
live here is being ignored or mocked. I fully supported development of the 
Meadow and am glad to see it successful but that big open space is not similar 
to the north end/Ivanhoe. I am all in for habitat development but please do not 
ruin my neighborhood and my living experience by capitulating to pressure 
groups who do not live in the immediate area. Thank you. 
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  I-220-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-220-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-220-3 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety for a discussion on safety 
measures proposed by the Project. 
 

I-220-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

NO! NON! STOP! CEASE ! DESIST ! NEGATIVE ! NEIN! ABSOLUTELY NOT! NO WAY ! 
NIX! NYET! DISAGREE! HALT! 

Please make no mistake about my sentiments about the proposed project In 
any form. My wife and my daughter--Dorothy and Brittany, respectively--are 
similarl y opposed. So be sure to count th is as three votes AGAINST, and not 

1_220_ 1 just one. 

We've been residents of the Silver Lake neighborhood for nearly 40 years. 
There have been additions and improvements--mostly by private 
enterprise--that have made the neighborhood more attractive. Ivanhoe 
Elementary School. Trader Joe"s. Starbucks. Gelson"s. several eateries are some 
examples. 

I This proposal will make vehicular traffic even more of nightmare. I pred ict a 
1·220·2 radical Increase In gridlock, fender benders, road rage, and car-on-pedestrian 

accidents. 

With a higher number of out-of-neighborhood visitors, I also predict an increase 
in crime. Actually, that has already happened. Since the last improvement of 

1_220_3 the reservo irs several yea rs ago, car thefts and home robberies--and the 
concomitant addition of home alarms and security systems--have gone up over 
previous 10-year periods. 

I 
In a word, NO ! 

1-220-4 
Also: NON! STOP! CEASE ! DESIST! NEGATIVE ! NEIN! ABSOLUTELY NOT! NO 
WAY ! NIX! NYET! DISAGREE! HALT! 
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  I-221-1 
 

This comment expresses the opinion of the virtues of planting native plant 
species and does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

When selecting plants and trees, it's very important to choose 100% native 
plants (and not cultivars/hybrids/clones) and help restore native ecosystems 
and fight invasive species. 

1•221.1 They provide important, ecolog ical benefits and help heal the land and our 
communities. One simple example- the leaf litter our native coast live oak 
trees acidifies the ground and prevents invasive species like the dreaded 
aggressive tree of heaven (ailanthus) from growing. Of course, native plants 
are drought friendly too, which makes them a no-brainer. 
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  I-222-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response – Funding and 
Operations. 
 

I-222-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-222-3 
 

Noise impacts associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 
3.12, Noise, of the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. Also, please see 
Master Response – Traffic/Transportation. The comment expresses opposition 
to the proposed Project. The comment is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-222 -1 

I-222 -2 I 

1-22 2-3 

The EIR makes clear what the residents of Silver Lake already kno w: the 
Reservoir Master Plan will cause serious disruption to the community for the 
next 10-20 yea rs. The neighborhood simply does not have the infrastructure to 
support such a massive and ridiculously expensive construction project. Given 
the scope of the project $250 million seems much too low. Silver La ke Blvd. 
and West Silver Lake Drive can barely handle the morning and evening 
commutes as is. Any construction project in the area, no matter how small, has 
a severe impact on traffic and major and side streets. Dust, t raffic, noise, 
parking issues for the (un)fo reseeable future are going to destroy the quality of 
life in Silver Lake for both tenants and property owners. There are much less 
intrusive improvements that ca n be made to the reservoir complex that will 
beautify the area while maintaining the quality of life for all residents of the 
Community. 
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  I-223-1 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. Also, impacts to habitat are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than 
significant with implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

 

  

1-223-1 1 

Are we improving the quality of the habitats at the Reservoir? By disturbing the 
current ecosystems. Should we not just leave it as is and let corrosion take 
place naturally? Would it be more eco-friendly to repurpose the existing 
materials into someth ing new instead of bu ild ing a new structure? 
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  I-224-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-224-1 

UpdAting the reservoir is needed, it will bring up property value and be a 
c:ommunity area that we are m issing in silverlake . There is a lot of wasted 
spac:e that c:ould be better used as park spac:e, playgrounds, running tra ils and 
more. 
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  I-225-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I sincerely hope this master plan goes through and my children get to grow up 
with an improved reservoir. At ages 1 and 3, we usually walk the reservoir loop 

1-225-1 once a week and play in the meadow or park on weekends. It would be 
incredible for the space to offer even more shaded wa lking trails, and wetland 
and woodland educational exoeriences. 
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  I-226-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-226-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Alternatives Analysis. Please see Master 
Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 

I-226-3 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-226-1 

1-226-2 

1-226-3 

I strongly support the master plan and the findings of the EIR: 

- The community strongly supports moving forward with the Master Plan, which 
reflects the consensus reached at the culmination of a comprehensive 
two-year planning process. 
- The three alternatives to the Master Plan considered in the DEIR each fall 
short of the goals the community identified during the planning process. 
- Doing nothing to the Reservo irs would have severe nega tive impacts on our 
community and on our wildlife . 
- The Master Plan provides real benefits, with only minimal and temporary 
impacts limited to the construction process itself. 

Thank you for moving th is process forward! 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-227-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-227-1 

It is incredibly short sighted to dera il a multi generational improvement to the 
neighborhood by stating the construction will be disruptive . With that view no 
progress wou ld ever occur. I am in full support of the master plan and the 
process that has led to the plan. Please don't let provincial perspectives derail a 
perfectly implementable project that is sure to benefit many people now and in 
the future! 
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  I-228-1 
 

The Draft EIR evaluates impacts from construction for each of the issues 
raised in the comment including air emissions, noise, greenhouse gas 
emissions, hazardous materials and vibration in Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR. 
Mitigation measures have been identified where impacts may be considered 
significant. The Draft EIR complies with CEQA requirements to identify 
environmental impacts and to evaluate the feasibility of alternatives to the 
proposed Project that would meet the project objectives and reduce impacts.  
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. Also, please see Master Response - Community 
Engagement Process. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I-228-1 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I-228-1 

The authors of the master plan and draft eir display unmitigated gall, if not 
utter negligence or legally dubious trickeration, to contend that there is no 
need to mitigate the multiple severe impacts on the environment - including air 
quality, noise, greenhouse ga s emissions and the spread of hazardous 
materials - by choosing any plan other than Alternative 1 (doing nothing). 
Chapter 3.12 of the eir (noise and vibrations, page 33 of 62) states: Project 
construction activit ies would generate a maximum of up to 335 worker trips per 
day, and a maximum of up to 494 truck trips per day. These worker and truck 
trips would be distributed throughout the Project area at up to a maximum 
estimated 5 work sites assumed. It Is anticipated that these trips would occur 
primarily on collector and arterial streets as well as freeways throughout the 
Project area .. .. 
Page 30 of the same chapter says construction would be underway from 2025 
to 2030: Construction on-Site Construction Noise Construction of the Project is 
anticipated to beg in in the first quarter of 2025, pending Project consideration 
and approva l, and is estimated to be completed in the third quarter of 2030. 
How do the planners reach the conclusion that such a massive project in a 
residential neighborhood should move forward? In part by providing no data 
from the DOT assessing how much traffic (and parking during construction and 
afterwa rd ) would clog substandard residential streets where vehicles already 
routinely block adequate access for emergency vehicles including fire trucks 
and ambulances and at times, garbage and delivery trucks. 
Another example of the trickery is on Page 28 of the same chapter, which 
indicates that the project will not have a major impact on the neighborhood 
because it will bring in fewer than 400 more people to the complex than at 
present - for entire weekends. 
On one hand, that means hundreds of millions of dollars would be spent and 
unmitigated, unwa nted and environmentally noise, traffic etc. wou ld be 
inflicted on the neighborhood - all for changes expected to draw fewer than 
250 people more than now on an average weekend day 
on the other hand, the figures are more likely to be ludicrous underestimates, 
designed to tamp down the estimated impact in regard to noise, traffic etc . so 
that the planners can ma inta in that there are no serious problems that would 
require quashing the project. 
The authors/designers of this monstrosity are arguing out of both sides of their 
mouths. If their mouths were triangular, they'd likely be arguing out of all three 
sides. 
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I-228-2 
 

Comment noted. Impacts related to traffic and transportation are analyzed 
in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded 
to be less than significant. The commenter is also referred to Master Response 
– Funding and Operations. 
 

I-228-3 
 

Please see response to Comment I-110-13.  
 

  
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

I-228-1 
Cont. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-228-2 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-228-3 

Of course, the other thing the eir doesn't consider, or even discuss after severa l 
meetings where the public was shown gorgeous utopian drawings of a 
completed project, is how on earth one goes from the current configuration to 
the final plan. Where are the drawings of the project while it is under 
construction over a fi ve-yea r period? Why does the draft eir not address the 
actua l construction project? Could it be an effort to to hide the footba ll while 
the monied interests seeking to ruin this lovely neighborhood are conned into 
submission? 
The only clue is the number of da ily truck trips, worker trips and the time 
invo lved. No consideration appears to ha ve been given in the eir to what would 
actually be torn down, where it would be taken and how that configures with 
the current roadways, the wa ter currently in the reservo ir and the wa ter supply 
in the future. Nor does it make clear what would happen if the city began work 
without having full funding --- and what the city's obligation would be if massive 
chunks are carved out of the existing reservoir complex and the project is then 
stopped because the money has run out. 
Not to mention maintaining the facil ity after it is completed, if it ever were to 
be. At this point, the city is so ridiculously inca pable that it can't make adequate 
sidewalk repairs near the rec center, for years the barrels along the wa lking 
path had to be picked up personally by late Councilman La Bonge because the 
city couldn 't be bothered --- and to this day, a commun ity vo lunteer waters the 
fledgling trees along the wa lking path to keep them alive beca use the city 
doesn 't do it. (Addendum: the city has in the last week or so finally begun fixing 
the sidewalks near the rec center --- including tearing up perfectly good 
sidewalks next to the hilly area from the rec center left toward the dam. Not 
only is this work a complete waste of funds in and of itself, it demonstrates how 
incapable the city is fo r building a massive project around the complex and 
then being responsible for maintaining it. Moreover, the clogging of that area 
of W. Silver Lake Drive this week shows how complete ly foo lhardy and 
untenable the eir proposal to add a bunch of diagonal parking spaces in this 
specific area is. What a joke ). 
1f the suggestion is that eventually an outside vendor would be hired to run and 
maintain the complex, that is a true tra vesty, rife with the possibilities of further 
making the complex a Disney-like space in order to pay for the maintenance. 
Alternative 1 is the on lv fa ir. loaica l and correct solution. 
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  I-229-1 
 

Please see response to Comments I-110 and I-228. 
 

  
  
  
  
  
  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-229-1 

The authors of the master plan and draft eir display unmitigated gall, if not 
utter negligence or legally dubious trickeration, to contend that there is no 
need to mitigate the multiple severe impacts on the environment - including air 
quality, noise, greenhouse ga s emissions and the spread of hazardous 
materials - by choosing any plan other than Alternative 1 (doing nothing). 
Chapter 3.12 of the eir (noise and vibrations, page 33 of 62) states: Project 
construction activit ies would generate a maximum of up to 335 worker trips per 
day, and a maximum of up to 494 truck trips per day. These worker and truck 
trips would be distributed throughout the Project area at up to a maximum 
estimated 5 work sites assumed. It Is anticipated that these trips would occur 
primarily on collector and arterial streets as well as freeways throughout the 
Project area .. .. 
Page 30 of the same chapter says construction would be underway from 2025 
to 2030: Construction on-Site Construction Noise Construction of the Project is 
anticipated to beg in in the first quarter of 2025, pending Project consideration 
and approva l, and is estimated to be completed in the third quarter of 2030. 
How do the planners reach the conclusion that such a massive project in a 
residential neighborhood should move forward? In part by providing no data 
from the DOT assessing how much traffic (and parking during construction and 
afterwa rd ) would clog substandard residential streets where vehicles already 
routinely block adequate access for emergency vehicles including fire trucks 
and ambulances and at times, garbage and delivery trucks. 
Another example of the trickery is on Page 28 of the same chapter, which 
indicates that the project will not have a major impact on the neighborhood 
because it will bring in fewer than 400 more people to the complex than at 
present - for entire weekends. 
On one hand, that means hundreds of millions of dollars would be spent and 
unmitigated, unwa nted and environmentally noise, traffic etc. wou ld be 
inflicted on the neighborhood - all for changes expected to draw fewer than 
250 people more than now on an average weekend day 
on the other hand, the figures are more likely to be ludicrous underestimates, 
designed to tamp down the estimated impact in regard to noise, traffic etc . so 
that the planners can ma inta in that there are no serious problems that would 
require quashing the project. 
The authors/designers of this monstrosity are arguing out of both sides of their 
mouths. If their mouths were triangular, they'd likely be arguing out of all three 
sides. 
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I-229-1 
Cont. 

Of course, the other thing the eir doesn't consider, or even discuss after severa l 
meetings where the public was shown gorgeous utopian drawings of a 
completed project, is how on earth one goes from the current configuration to 
the final plan. Where are the drawings of the project while it is under 
construction over a fi ve-yea r period? Why does the draft eir not address the 
actua l construction project? Could it be an effort to to hide the footba ll while 
the monied interests seeking to ruin this lovely neighborhood are conned into 
submission? 
The only clue is the number of da ily truck trips, worker trips and the time 
invo lved. No consideration appears to ha ve been given in the eir to what would 
actually be torn down, where it would be taken and how that configures with 
the current roadways, the wa ter currently in the reservo ir and the wa ter supply 
in the future. Nor does it make clear what would happen if the city began work 
without having full funding --- and what the city's obligation would be if massive 
chunks are carved out of the existing reservoir complex and the project is then 
stopped because the money has run out. 
Not to mention maintaining the facil ity after it is completed, if it ever were to 
be. At this point, the city is so ridiculously inca pable that it can't make adequate 
sidewalk repairs near the rec center, for years the barrels along the wa lking 
path had to be picked up personally by late Councilman La Bonge because the 
city couldn 't be bothered --- and to this day, a commun ity vo lunteer waters the 
fledgling trees along the wa lking path to keep them alive beca use the city 
doesn 't do it. (Addendum: the city has in the last week or so finally begun fixing 
the sidewalks near the rec center --- including tearing up perfectly good 
sidewalks next to the hilly area from the rec center left toward the dam. Not 
only is this work a complete waste of funds in and of itself, it demonstrates how 
incapable the city is fo r building a massive project around the complex and 
then being responsible for maintaining it. Moreover, the clogging of that area 
of W. Silver Lake Drive this week shows how complete ly foo lhardy and 
untenable the eir proposal to add a bunch of diagonal parking spaces in this 
specific area is. What a joke ). 
If the suggestion is that eventually an outside vendor would be hired to run and 
maintain the complex, that is a true tra vesty, rife with the possibilities of further 
making the complex a Disney-like space in order to pay for the maintenance. 
Alternative 1 is the on lv fa ir. loaica l and correct solution. 
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  I-230-1 
 

Please see response to Comments I-110 and I-228. 
 

  
  
  

 

I-230-1 

The authors of the master plan and draft eir display unmitigated gall, if not 
utter negligence or legally dubious trickeration, to contend that there is no 
need to mitigate the multiple severe impacts on the environment - including air 
quality, noise, greenhouse ga s emissions and the spread of hazardous 
materials - by choosing any plan other than Alternative 1 (doing nothing). 
Chapter 3.12 of the eir (noise and vibrations, page 33 of 62) states: Project 
construction activit ies would generate a maximum of up to 335 worker trips per 
day, and a maximum of up to 494 truck trips per day. These worker and truck 
trips would be distributed throughout the Project area at up to a maximum 
estimated 5 work sites assumed. It Is anticipated that these trips would occur 
primarily on collector and arterial streets as well as freeways throughout the 
Project area .. .. 
Page 30 of the same chapter says construction would be underway from 2025 
to 2030: Construction on-Site Construction Noise Construction of the Project is 
anticipated to beg in in the first quarter of 2025, pending Project consideration 
and approva l, and is estimated to be completed in the third quarter of 2030. 
How do the planners reach the conclusion that such a massive project in a 
residential neighborhood should move forward? In part by providing no data 
from the DOT assessing how much traffic (and parking during construction and 
afterwa rd ) would clog substandard residential streets where vehicles already 
routinely block adequate access for emergency vehicles including fire trucks 
and ambulances and at times, garbage and delivery trucks. 
Another example of the trickery is on Page 28 of the same chapter, which 
indicates that the project will not have a major impact on the neighborhood 
because it will bring in fewer than 400 more people to the complex than at 
present - for entire weekends. 
On one hand, that means hundreds of millions of dollars would be spent and 
unmitigated, unwa nted and environmentally noise, traffic etc. wou ld be 
inflicted on the neighborhood - all for changes expected to draw fewer than 
250 people more than now on an average weekend day 
on the other hand, the figures are more likely to be ludicrous underestimates, 
designed to tamp down the estimated impact in regard to noise, traffic etc . so 
that the planners can ma inta in that there are no serious problems that would 
require quashing the project. 
The authors/designers of this monstrosity are arguing out of both sides of their 
mouths. If their mouths were triangular, they'd likely be arguing out of all three 
sides. 
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I-230-1 
Cont. 

Of course, the other thing the eir doesn't consider, or even discuss after severa l 
meetings where the public was shown gorgeous utopian drawings of a 
completed project, is how on earth one goes from the current configuration to 
the final plan. Where are the drawings of the project while it is under 
construction over a fi ve-yea r period? Why does the draft eir not address the 
actua l construction project? Could it be an effort to to hide the footba ll while 
the monied interests seeking to ruin this lovely neighborhood are conned into 
submission? 
The only clue is the number of da ily truck trips, worker trips and the time 
invo lved. No consideration appears to ha ve been given in the eir to what would 
actually be torn down, where it would be taken and how that configures with 
the current roadways, the wa ter currently in the reservo ir and the wa ter supply 
in the future. Nor does it make clear what would happen if the city began work 
without having full funding --- and what the city's obligation would be if massive 
chunks are carved out of the existing reservoir complex and the project is then 
stopped because the money has run out. 
Not to mention maintaining the facil ity after it is completed, if it ever were to 
be. At this point, the city is so ridiculously inca pable that it can't make adequate 
sidewalk repairs near the rec center, for years the barrels along the wa lking 
path had to be picked up personally by late Councilman La Bonge because the 
city couldn 't be bothered --- and to this day, a commun ity vo lunteer waters the 
fledgling trees along the wa lking path to keep them alive beca use the city 
doesn 't do it. (Addendum: the city has in the last week or so finally begun fixing 
the sidewalks near the rec center --- including tearing up perfectly good 
sidewalks next to the hilly area from the rec center left toward the dam. Not 
only is this work a complete waste of funds in and of itself, it demonstrates how 
incapable the city is fo r building a massive project around the complex and 
then being responsible for maintaining it. Moreover, the clogging of that area 
of W. Silver Lake Drive this week shows how complete ly foo lhardy and 
untenable the eir proposal to add a bunch of diagonal parking spaces in this 
specific area is. What a joke ). 
If the suggestion is that eventually an outside vendor would be hired to run and 
maintain the complex, that is a true tra vesty, rife with the possibilities of further 
making the complex a Disney-like space in order to pay for the maintenance. 
Alternative 1 is the on lv fa ir. loaica l and correct solution. 
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  I-231-1 
 

Please see response to Comments I-110 and I-228. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-231-1 

The authors of the master plan and draft eir display unmitigated gall, if not 
utter negligence or legally dubious trickeration, to contend that there is no 
need to mitigate the multiple severe impacts on the environment - including air 
quality, noise, greenhouse ga s emissions and the spread of hazardous 
materials - by choosing any plan other than Alternative 1 (doing nothing). 
Chapter 3.12 of the eir (noise and vibrations, page 33 of 62) states: Project 
construction activit ies would generate a maximum of up to 335 worker trips per 
day, and a maximum of up to 494 truck trips per day. These worker and truck 
trips would be distributed throughout the Project area at up to a maximum 
estimated 5 work sites assumed. It Is anticipated that these trips would occur 
primarily on collector and arterial streets as well as freeways throughout the 
Project area .. .. 
Page 30 of the same chapter says construction would be underway from 2025 
to 2030: Construction on-Site Construction Noise Construction of the Project is 
anticipated to beg in in the first quarter of 2025, pending Project consideration 
and approva l, and is estimated to be completed in the third quarter of 2030. 
How do the planners reach the conclusion that such a massive project in a 
residential neighborhood should move forward? In part by providing no data 
from the DOT assessing how much traffic (and parking during construction and 
afterwa rd ) would clog substandard residential streets where vehicles already 
routinely block adequate access for emergency vehicles including fire trucks 
and ambulances and at times, garbage and delivery trucks. 
Another example of the trickery is on Page 28 of the same chapter, which 
indicates that the project will not have a major impact on the neighborhood 
because it will bring in fewer than 400 more people to the complex than at 
present - for entire weekends. 
On one hand, that means hundreds of millions of dollars would be spent and 
unmitigated, unwa nted and environmentally noise, traffic etc. wou ld be 
inflicted on the neighborhood - all for changes expected to draw fewer than 
250 people more than now on an average weekend day 
on the other hand, the figures are more likely to be ludicrous underestimates, 
designed to tamp down the estimated impact in regard to noise, traffic etc . so 
that the planners can ma inta in that there are no serious problems that would 
require quashing the project. 
The authors/designers of this monstrosity are arguing out of both sides of their 
mouths. If their mouths were triangular, they'd likely be arguing out of all three 
sides. 
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Cont. 

Of course, the other thing the eir doesn't consider, or even discuss after severa l 
meetings where the public was shown gorgeous utopian drawings of a 
completed project, is how on earth one goes from the current configuration to 
the final plan. Where are the drawings of the project while it is under 
construction over a fi ve-yea r period? Why does the draft eir not address the 
actua l construction project? Could it be an effort to to hide the footba ll while 
the monied interests seeking to ruin this lovely neighborhood are conned into 
submission? 
The only clue is the number of da ily truck trips, worker trips and the time 
invo lved. No consideration appears to ha ve been given in the eir to what would 
actually be torn down, where it would be taken and how that configures with 
the current roadways, the wa ter currently in the reservo ir and the wa ter supply 
in the future. Nor does it make clear what would happen if the city began work 
without having full funding --- and what the city's obligation would be if massive 
chunks are carved out of the existing reservoir complex and the project is then 
stopped because the money has run out. 
Not to mention maintaining the facil ity after it is completed, if it ever were to 
be. At this point, the city is so ridiculously inca pable that it can't make adequate 
sidewalk repairs near the rec center, for years the barrels along the wa lking 
path had to be picked up personally by late Councilman La Bonge because the 
city couldn 't be bothered --- and to this day, a commun ity vo lunteer waters the 
fledgling trees along the wa lking path to keep them alive beca use the city 
doesn 't do it. (Addendum: the city has in the last week or so finally begun fixing 
the sidewalks near the rec center --- including tearing up perfectly good 
sidewalks next to the hilly area from the rec center left toward the dam. Not 
only is this work a complete waste of funds in and of itself, it demonstrates how 
incapable the city is fo r building a massive project around the complex and 
then being responsible for maintaining it. Moreover, the clogging of that area 
of W. Silver Lake Drive this week shows how complete ly foo lhardy and 
untenable the eir proposal to add a bunch of diagonal parking spaces in this 
specific area is. What a joke ). 
If the suggestion is that eventually an outside vendor would be hired to run and 
maintain the complex, that is a true tra vesty, rife with the possibilities of further 
making the complex a Disney-like space in order to pay for the maintenance. 
Alternative 1 is the on lv fa ir. loaica l and correct solution. 
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  I-232-2 
 

Please see response to Comments I-110 and I-163. 
 

  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-232-1 

The authors of the master plan and draft eir display unmitigated gall, if not 
utter negligence or legally dubious trickerati on, to contend that there is no 
need to mitigate the multiple severe impacts on the environment - including air 
quality, noise, greenhouse gas emissions and the spread of hazardous 
materials - by choosing any plan other than Alternative 1 (do ing nothing). 
Chapter 3.12 of the eir (noise and vibra tions, page 33 of 62) states: Project 
construction activit ies would generate a maximum of up to 335 worker t rips per 
day, and a maximum of up to 494 truck trips per day. These worker and truck 
trips would be distributed throughout the Project area at up to a maximum 
estimated 5 work sites assumed. It Is anticipated that these trips would occur 
primarily on collector and arterial streets as well as freeways throughout the 
Project area .... 
Page 30 of the same chapter says construction would be underway from 2025 
to 2030: Construction o n-Site Construction Noise Construction of the Project is 
ant icipated to beg in in the first quarter of 2025, pending Project consideration 
and approva l, and is estimated to be completed in the third quarter of 2030. 
How do the planners reach the conclusion that such a massive project in a 
residential neighborhood should move forward? In part by providing no data 
from the DOT assessing how much traffic (and parking during construction and 
afterwa rd ) would clog substandard residential streets where vehicles already 
routinely block adequate access for emergency vehicles including fire trucks 
and ambulances and at times, ga rbage and delivery t rucks. 
Another exa mple of the trickery is on Page 28 of the sa me chapter, which 
indicates that the project will not have a major impact on the neighborhood 
because it will bring in fewer than 400 more people to the complex than at 
present - for entire weekends. 
On one hand, that means hundreds of milli ons of dollars would be spent and 
unmitigated, unwa nted and environmentally noise, tra ffi c etc. would be 
inflicted on the neighborhood - all fo r changes expected to draw fewer than 
250 people more than now on an average weekend day 
o n the other hand, the fi gures are more likely to be ludicrous underestimates, 
designed to tamp down the estimated impact in regard to noise, traffi c etc . so 
that the planners can maintain that there are no serious problems that would 
require quashing the project. 
The authors/designers of this monstrosity are arguing out of both sides of their 
mouths. If their mouths were triangular, they'd likely be arguing out of all three 
sides. 
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Cont. 

Of course, the other thing the eir doesn't consider, or even discuss after severa l 
meetings where the public was shown gorgeous utopian drawings of a 
completed project, is how on earth one goes from the current configuration to 
the final plan. Where are the drawings of the project while it is under 
construction over a fi ve-yea r period? Why does the draft eir not address the 
actua l construction project? Could it be an effort to to hide the footba ll while 
the monied interests seeking to ruin this lovely neighborhood are conned into 
submission? 
The only clue is the number of da ily truck trips, worker trips and the time 
invo lved. No consideration appears to ha ve been given in the eir to what would 
actually be torn down, where it would be taken and how that configures with 
the current roadways, the wa ter currently in the reservo ir and the wa ter supply 
in the future. Nor does it make clear what would happen if the city began work 
without having full funding --- and what the city's obligation would be if massive 
chunks are carved out of the existing reservoir complex and the project is then 
stopped because the money has run out. 
Not to mention maintaining the facil ity after it is completed, if it ever were to 
be. At this point, the city is so ridiculously inca pable that it can't make adequate 
sidewalk repairs near the rec center, for years the barrels along the wa lking 
path had to be picked up personally by late Councilman La Bonge because the 
city couldn 't be bothered --- and to this day, a commun ity vo lunteer waters the 
fledgling trees along the wa lking path to keep them alive beca use the city 
doesn 't do it. (Addendum: the city has in the last week or so finally begun fixing 
the sidewalks near the rec center --- including tearing up perfectly good 
sidewalks next to the hilly area from the rec center left toward the dam. Not 
only is this work a complete waste of funds in and of itself, it demonstrates how 
incapable the city is fo r building a massive project around the complex and 
then being responsible for maintaining it. Moreover, the clogging of that area 
of W. Silver Lake Drive this week shows how complete ly foo lhardy and 
untenable the eir proposal to add a bunch of diagonal parking spaces in this 
specific area is. What a joke ). 
If the suggestion is that eventually an outside vendor would be hired to run and 
maintain the complex, that is a true tra vesty, rife with the possibilities of further 
making the complex a Disney-like space in order to pay for the maintenance. 
Alternative 1 is the on lv fa ir. loaica l and correct solution. 
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  I-233-1 
 

Please see response to Comment I-229. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-233-1 

Resubmitted after receiving word from Dr. Jan Rebstock that this comment 
space appeared blank when previously submitted: The authors of the master 
plan and draft eir display unmitigated gall, if not utter negligence or legally 
dubious trickeration, to contend that there is no need to mitiga te the multiple 
severe impacts on the environment - including air quality, noise, greenhouse 
gas emissions and the spread of haza rdous materials - by choosing any plan 
other than Alternative 1 (doing nothing). 
Chapter 3.12 of the eir (noise and vibrations, page 33 of 62) states: Project 
construction activities would generate a maximum of up to 335 worker trips per 
day, and a maximum of up to 494 truck trips per day. These worker and truck 
trips would be distributed throughout the Project area at up to a maximum 
estimated 5 work sites assumed. It is anticipated that these trips would occur 
primarily on collector and arterial streets as well as freeways throughout the 
Project area .. .. 
Page 30 of the same chapter says construction would be underway from 2025 
to 2030 : Construction On-Site Construction Noise Construction of the Project is 
anticipated to beg in in the first quarter of 2025, pending Project consideration 
and approval, and is estimated to be completed in the third quarter of 2030. 
How do the planners reach the conclusion that such a massive project in a 
residential neighborhood should move forwa rd? In part by providing no data 
from the DOT assessing how much traffic (and parking during construction and 
afterward) would clog substandard residential streets where vehicles already 
routinely block adequate access for emergency vehicles includ ing fire trucks 
and ambulances and at times, garbage and delivery trucks. 
Another example of the trickery is on Page 28 of the same chapter, which 
indicates that the project will not ha ve a major impact on the neighborhood 
because it will bring in fewer than 400 more people to the complex than at 
present - for entire weekends. 
on one hand, that means hundreds of millions of dollars would be spent and 
unmitigated, unwanted and environmenta lly noise, traffic etc. wou ld be 
inflicted on the neighborhood - all for changes expected to draw fewer than 
250 people more than now on an average weekend day 
On the other hand, the figures are more likely to be ludicrous underestimates, 
designed to tamp down the estimated impact in regard to noise, traffic etc . so 
that the planners can maintain that there are no serious problems that would 
require quashing the project. 
The authors/designers of this monstrosity are argu ing out of both sides of their 
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I-233-1 
Cont. 

mouths. If their mouths were triangular, they'd likely be arguing out of all three 
sides. 
Of course, the other thing the eir doesn"t consider, or even discuss after several 
meetings where the public was shown gorgeous utopian drawings of a 
completed project, is how on earth one goes from the current configuration to 
the final plan. Where are the drawings of the project while it is under 
construction over a five yea r period? Why does the draft eir not address the 
actual construction project? Could it be an effort to to hide the footba ll while 
the monied interests seeking to ruin this lovely neighborhood are conned into 
submission? 
The only clue is the number of daily truck trips, worker trips and the time 
involved . No consideration appears to have been given in the eir to what would 
actually be torn down, where it would be taken and how that configures with 
the current roadways, the wa ter currently in the reservoir and the water supply 
in the future . Nor does it make clear what would happen if the city began work 
without having full funding --- and what the city's obligation would be if massive 
chunks are carved out of the existing reservoir complex and the project is then 
stopped because the money has run out. 
Not to mention maintaining the facility after It Is completed, if it ever were to 
be. At this point, the city is so ridiculously inca pable that it can't make adequate 
sidewa lk repairs near the rec center. for years the barrels along the wa lking 
path had to be picked up personally by late Councilman La Bonge because the 
city couldn't be bothered --- and to this day, a community vo lunteer waters the 
fledgling trees along the wa lking path to keep them alive because the city 
doesn 't do it. (Addendum: In the last week or so, the perfectly good sidewa lk in 
the hilly area west of the rec center on the way to the dam has been torn up as 
part of a sidewalk project that has finall y, after many years, and starting just 
prior to a councilmanic election, begun. This work, as opposed to fixing the 
broken sidewa lks on the other side of the rec center, is a complete wa ste of 
taxpayer money and speaks volumes about the city's inability to efficiently and 
adequately undertake construction projects the size of the S.L. master plan, or 
to maintain them afterward. It's even more of a waste of money if the master 
plan actually moves forward, considering no work needed to be done in that 
area in the first place. Moreover, the clogging of the roadway this week 
demonstrates just how ludicrous the master plan is in callinf for a bunch of new 
diagonal parking spaces at this already clogged and dangerous stretch of thin 
roadway). 
If the suggestion is that eventually an outside vendor would be hired to run and 

maintain the complex, that is a true travesty, rife with the possibilities of further 
making the complex a Disney-like space in order to pay for the maintenance. 
Alternative 1 is the onlv fair. loa lcal and correct solution. 
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  I-234-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. Please see 
Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public Safety. Also, 
impacts to wildlife are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Police Department. LAPD would be responsible for crime 
prevention, law enforcement, and apprehension of suspected violators in the 
proposed Project area. The Northeast Community Police Station would be 
able to serve the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new 
or altered police facilities. During operation, the proposed Project would 
incorporate an Operations and Maintenance Plan, which would include 
security considerations, to address the safety of park visitors. Please see 
Master Response – Public Safety. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

The current plan will destroy the reservoir's animal life and the adjoining 
neighborhoods as well. This Plan protects NOONE AND NOTHING and endangers 

1•234.1 an entire community. To take down the fencing will be catastrophic. And what is 
now a secure and peaceful little ha ven will become a crime-ridden and 
disgusting place. 
Rosalyn Steiner 
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  I-235-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-235-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
As described in Population and Housing, Section 3.13.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would occur in a developed area and would not result in 
growth (i.e., new housing or employment generators) or accelerate 
development in an undeveloped area that exceeds projected/ planned levels 
that would result in an adverse physical change in the environment. As noted 
above, although the proposed Project would enhance the facility for use by 
the local community including providing additional parking, it would not be 
expected to result in a new desirable destination or neighborhood feature 
that would attract a local housing boom. The SLRC is already an anchor 
destination for the local community. Furthermore, the proposed Project 
would not introduce unplanned infrastructure that was not previously 
evaluated in the adopted Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan 
or General Plan. The proposed Project involves the enhancement and addition 
of public park amenities within the SLRC. The proposed Project would not 
induce new residential development or result in population growth in the 
service area. The proposed Project is not intended to facilitate growth, but 
instead serve the recreational needs of the surrounding communities. 
 

I-235-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding construction and operation 
impacts to wildlife. Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, 
Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less 
than significant with implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

 

 

I-235-1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-235-2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-235-3 

My comment is attached below . 

Marol Butcher 

DRAFTEIR 
Public Comment on the Draft BR for the Sliver Lake Reservoir Complex 

Master Piao Project 

Wednesday, November 30, 2022 

As a resident of Silver Lake, living on Edgewater Te«ace since 1999, ii is 
important I comment on the SLR Complex Master Plan EIR. The Draft EIR 
does not accurately represent the numerous negative effects a. large 
development - proposed as the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan -
will have on our nejghborhood. 

Silver Lake is a small "community· that includes single ramily residences 
alongside multi-family apartment complexes - situated closely together on 
windy, narrow streets. The surrounding neighborhood consists of a rapidly 
growing urban area. The community has managed to coexist within the 
current structure - however, oot without severe growing pains. The 
neighborhood has almost reached its limit. Developing the current Silver 
Lake Reservoir into a "major recreational destination• within an area exploding 
from the growth ancl influx of an ever-growing city, is negligent as well as 
irresponsible. 

The Draft 8 R is not taking into consideration existing issues within the 
community and how a development of this massive size will put a huge 
burden on the neighborhood. 

Below are a few of many errors that the Draft EIR fails to address: 

• Significant Environmental Effects on WIidiife 

Although it is addressed in the Draft EIR that measures will be taken to 
respect nesting birds and their migration habits, it is impossible to stop and 
start construction oo matter how large the "buffer zone" is. The many years 
of construction noise will disturb any wildl~e. driving them away. 

The EIR does not address large crowds of people gathering around the 
reservoir - especially if all the fencing is removed there is no way the wildlife 
can be protected from human visitors. 
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  I-235-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-235-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-235-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I-235-4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-235-5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-235-6 

DRAFTEIR 
Public Comment on the Draft ElR for the Sliver Lake R8S81V01r Complex 

Mester Piao Proiect 

• I nllux of Visitors to the Reservoir Complex 

The EIR does not take into consideration that making Silver Lake a "Los 
Angeles Recreation Destination· will overwhelm this relatively small residential 
area - adding massive oongestion with no way to support the visiting 
population. See Traffic and Parking. 

• Traffic 

The Draft EIR has detennined traffic issues to be a low priority and does 
not see any increase with the Master Plan. This is unrealistic and entirely 
incorrect. The current ever growing traffic patterns in the surrounding area are 
already massively congested. Silver Lake Blvd. / Glendale Blvd./ Fletcher 
Blvd. are overburdened wrrh commuters ALL DAY as they are used as 
options for freeway access. How could adding a major recreation facility 
NOT add to traffic? Expecting visitors to take public transportation or ride 
bikes is a dream but not realistic. 

Is t possible the assessment was made during the pandemic - when traffic 
was at a low point? That is the only explanation I can find for this gross error. 

• Pari<lng 

Street parking in areas surrounding the reservoir is extremely limrred 
due to the narrow streets. Multi-family apartments lack garage parking for 
many residents. Adding a large inflLJX of daily visrrors w ill create even more of 
a parking issue. The Draft EIR proposing 15 addrrional parking spaces is an 
insult to the residents that will be giving up access to their homes on a daily 
basis and an irresponsible ·solution". 
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 I-235-7 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 
The Draft EIR evaluates impacts of fence removal on wildlife in Section 3.4 on 
page 3.4-31 and concludes that removing the fence would increase 
accessibility to the water for wildlife. 
 
As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Fire Department and City of Los Angeles Police 
Department. LAPD would be responsible for crime prevention, law 
enforcement, and apprehension of suspected violators in the proposed 
Project area. The Northeast Community Police Station would be able to serve 
the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new or altered 
police facilities. During operation, the proposed Project would incorporate an 
Operations and Maintenance Plan, which would include security 
considerations, to address the safety of park visitors. Staff would have a daily 
presence within the proposed Project area to provide oversight of the 
proposed Project area. The proposed Project assumes that five full-time staff 
would be required daily at the proposed Project area. 
 

I-235-8 
 

The Silver Lake Reservoir has unique geography and is surrounded by hills on 
all sides. This can potentially lead to sound reverberations and amplification 
due to Project activities. The on-site operational noise from the Project was 
analyzed using the CadnaA noise modeling software. CadnaA is a Windows-
based software Project that predicts and assesses noise levels in the vicinity 
of noise sources based on International Organization for Standardization 
9613-2 algorithms for noise propagation calculations. CadnaA considers 
environmental factors, such as topography, intervening structures, and 
distance (both horizontally and vertically) from a noise source. This is 
particularly relevant for projects containing outdoor meeting, performance, 
and gathering areas at varying elevations that would have amplified sound 
and could potentially affect surrounding land uses and receptors. Since the 
Project has various open-air areas that create a relatively complex 
soundscape, the CadnaA model was used to estimate the various noise 
sources and their effects on the ambient noise environment. The CadnaA 
modeling accounted for 14 receptor points surrounding the Project site. 
Operational noise from the Project was evaluated at each modeling point and 

I-235-7 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-235-8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-235-9 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-235-10 

DRAFTEIR 
Public Comment on the Draft ElR for the Sliver Lake R8S81V01r Complex 

Mester Piao Proiect 

• Proposed Removal of Fencing Surrounding the Reservoir 

As mentioned previously, the Oran EIR does not address the effect 
visitors will have on the wild life if the fencing is removed. Security will beoome 
a major issue to protect the wildlife as well as the surrounding neighborhood. 
Currently, there are only 2 Park Security Rangers to handle the entire LA city 
park system. 

• Sound - Construction & Ampllfled Music 

The Draft EIR does not address the fact that the area surrounding the 
reservoir acts as a natural amphrtheater - every sound is amplified and 
echoes around the surrounding neighborhood. Sound from years of 
construction, followed by additional recreation activities with amplfied music 
events (600+ people 12 times per year or more) would oe unoearable for 
wildlfe as well as the neighboring residents. 

A Few Thoughts From a Resident: 

• The &noundlng Neighborhood Is Park Poor 
Supporters of the Silver Lake Reservoir Master Plan have stated that 

there are not enough park areas within a 2-mile radius. Currently there are 
existing park areas within the Silver Lake Reservoir complex itself. Parks in 
close proximity to Silver Lake include Griffrth Park (one of the largest park 
spaces in the country), Elysian Park, and Echo Park Lake. We are not a ·park 
poor" neighborhood. 

•Cost 
The quoted "budget" for the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan 

is $268 million - an unrealistic estimate when rt was proposed and will be 
even higher in today's market. Where are these funds coming from? How 
will the Complex maintenanoe and security be handled and paid for? Never 
once has this been addressed. Both issues are extremely ronceming wrth a 
project of this scope. 
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compared to the closest ambient noise levels measured at R1 through R8 for 
each respective modeling point. 
 
Thus, the Draft EIR analysis considers the topography of the surrounding area 
and the results of the CadnaA modeling are reported in Tables 3.12-19 
through 3.12-22. The results show that impacts would be less than significant 
for all on-site operational noise excluding special events with amplified noise. 
However, special events with amplified noise are no longer being considered 
under the Project and therefore, there would be no impact due to amplified 
noise. 
 

I-235-9 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to put the SLRC to 
a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing potable 
water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

I-235-10 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
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  I-235-11 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please refer to Section 3.13, Population and Housing of the Draft EIR, for a 
discussion on homeless strategies within the City. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-235-11 

DRAFTEIR 
Public Comment on the Draft EIR for the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex 

Master Plan Project 

In Summary: 

Do we NEED this expansion or do supporters WANT it out of entitlement and 
greed? ConsislentJy the wishes of the majority of residents have been 
ignored • to leave the reservoir as t is - making only minor improvements, 
preserving the tranqu ilty and sanctuary the current complex already provides. 

The fact our city is currently in a homeless crisis is an issue that cannot be 
pushed aside. It 's time to step back and get our priorities in check -
spending funds wllere they can benefit !tie residents of the city most. 

Sincerely, 

Marol Butcher 
Resident of Silver Lake Since 1999 
2362 Edgewater Terrace 
Los Angeles, CA 90039 

Email: weeegee®amail com 
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  I-236-1 
 

The comment expresses that the analysis in the Draft EIR is inadequate. This 
comment does not raise any specific issues with respect to the content of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

I-236-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition for the Project. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-236-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project objective. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 

I 
The DEIR fails to adequately analyze the environmental impacts caused by the 

1-236_1 proposed project and any justification for this very expensive project when 
other neighborhoods need parks. 

1-236-2 1 

1-236-3 

I OPPOSE the proposed project because of the short-term and long-term/ 
permanent negative impacts it will have on the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex 
natural resources, wildlife, and the neighborhood as a whole. I OPPOSE the 
project objective which calls for a "bold design that repurposes the Silver Lake 
Reservoir Complex into a public park" (pg ES-2). 

At the numerous community meetings people said the peacefulness and 
serenity of the Reservoir are some of the most appealing features and these 
would be lost if the proposed plan is allowed to go forward. 

I SUPPORT the project objectives that "enhance and expand wildlife habitat (pg 
ES-2) which is what the majority of neighborhood property owners and 
residents stated at the numerous commun ity meetings, well-attended by 
hundreds of people per meeting. The protection of wildlife and improvements 
to their ha bi tats must be priorities. 

The neighborhood did not request this massive project, it was DUMPED on us. 
We recognize there needs to be repairs to the sidewalks, pathways, drainage, 
the removal of damaged and dead trees and plants, the need for new trees and 
plants, an on-going funded plan for maintenance of the trees and plants, and 
upgrades to the existing recreation center building, dog park, and existing 

l·236·4 lighting. However the scope of the proposed project Is too big for the project 
site and too expensive for a neighborhood that has easy access to several 
parks with active and passive recreational activities: Griffith Park, Echo Park, 
Elysian Park, Glenhurst Park,Juntos Family Park, and Glassel! Park and 
Recreation Center. There are other neighborhoods in Los Angeles that are 
park-poor, clea rly not the case for Silve r Lake. The DEIR must justify the need 
for this project when other neighborhoods need parks and recreational 
facilities .. 

We did NOT request additional buildings, an education center, new 
multi-purpose facility, shade structures and pavilions, floating docks, new 
construction, additional lighting, seating and viewing terraces and observation 
platforms, increased parking and new parking configuration, or the proposed 
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Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to put the SLRC to a 
beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing potable 
water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain 
the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including maintaining the 
dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to 
benefit area residents. 
 

I-236-4 
 

The comment expresses support for the enhanced and expanded wildlife 
Project objective; however, expresses general opposition to the proposed 
Project. 
 
The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

1-236-5 

I-236-6 I 

1-236-7 

special events for up to 600 people with amplified sound which would be 
intensified because of the natural bowl configuration of the project site and 
adjacent neighborhood. 

The DEIR analysis "determined that the proposed project would result in 
significant and unavoidable environmental impacts related to construction 
noise, operationa l noise associated with an ampl ified speaker system during 
special events, construction vibration associated with human annoyance, and 
cumulative construction and operational noise. In addition, recreation would 
result in significant and unavoidable impacts due to the associated noise 
Impacts." 

The DEIR erroneously claims that "All other potentially significant impacts 
would be reduced to a less than significant level with implementation of 
mitigation measures." This is not true especially because the impacts of 
increased traffic and parking were not analyzed realistically and the issue of 
crime did not get sufficient analysis and input and review by the Los Angeles 
Po lice Department. 

The DEIR fails to adequately analyze the environmental impacts caused by the 
following: 

Removal of the Perimeter Fencing: Perimeter fencing is absolutely necessary 
for pub lic safety, to prevent crime and vandal ism, and to protect wildlife. If the 
project site were accessible 24/7 It would attract encampments and exacerbate 
crime as seen In Echo Park, MacArthur Park and some parks In the Va lley. 
"Fencing off perimeters to secure park area grounds" is part of the LAPD 
Maturing Safe Parks Program begun in the late 1990s. There needs to be 
proper perimeter fencing of 8'-12' for public safety and to further enhance and 
protect wildlife wh ich is extremely stressed because of loss of habitat due to 
real estate development, increased traffic and human activity and the climate 
catastrophe. There is no mitigation for the severe impacts that would be 
caused by the loss of perimeter fenc ing. 

1-236-8 Installation of new habitat fencing: Existing habitat fencing and signage is 
disregarded so this needs thorough analysis and a better system. 

Massive Grading and Construction These will degrade, uproot and destroy 
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This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-236-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 
Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-236-6 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. The 
commenter is also referred to Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-236-7 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety and Master Response - Fence 
Removal. 
 

I-236-8 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-236-9 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise and vibration impacts. Noise 
and vibration impacts associated with the proposed Project are discussed 
in Section 3.12, Noise, of the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-236-10 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. The 
commenter is also referred to Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-236-11 
 

Please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

I-236-12 
 

Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 
 
 
 

I-236-8 
Cont. 

1-236-9 

1-236-10 

1-236-11 

1-236-12 

J J , 

natural habiti:lts and the existing ecosystem which will Ci:luse the loss of birds 
and ground-dwelling an imals, nesting and borrowing areas and degrade the 
open water that supports wildlife including migratory birds. The DEIR fails to 
ana lyze these issues. 

Noise and Vibration: These issues will last between five and fifteen years and 
will severely impact the residents, traffic and wildlife yet the DEIR calls these a 
"Less than Significant Impact" These need further ana lysis and clearly 
presents more reasons not to go forward with this project. 

Parking and Traffic: The proposed parking plans are insane and must be further 
ana lyzed and ultimately eliminated. The streets are not wide enough for the 
proposed parking plan. cars backing out of spaces will cause accidents 
because of the increased number of parking spaces and the reconfigured plan, 
the volume of traffic and the large number of people walking and running 
around the reservoir and going to the dog park, playing basketball atthe 
existing courts, and attending activities at the Recreation Center. Emergency 
vehicles would be blocked or have difficulty getting through when there is a 
high vo lume of activities and traffic. And if there were 600 people attending 
special events traffic and parking would be a nightmare. The DEIR falsely 
claims a "Less than significant Impact and No mitigation measures required" 
while it also states that an "average of 390 add itiona l visitors per day" will visit 
the Reservoir. How would any of these issues be mitigated? These issues need 
thorough ana lysis. 

The Biological Resources Section is "inaccurate and ill-researched" according 
to the Santa Monica Mounta ins Conservancy Chief Conservation Biologist Dan 
Cooper. He wrote that the DEIR is "lacking in both rigor and specificity ... without 
current, accurate, and credible data on biological resources ... efforts at 
restoration will with fall short or could actually result in further degradation of 
the site ." While experts can disagree, his comments must be addressed and 
thorough i:lni:llysis is needed. 

Regarding Project Alterni:ltives: Alterna tive l No Project is i:lccepti:!ble but it 
doesn't address some improvements that are necessary such as walkway 
repairs and drainage grading. Some elements of Alternative 2 and Alternative 
3 would be acceptable: The Meadow - Alternative 3; The Knoll - Alternative 3 
with add itions to increase/ expand the tree succession plan; Ivanhoe Reservoir 
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I-236 Barbara Hoff 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

I-236-13 
 

See Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

I-236-14 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog Park 
is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays from 
6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog Park 
would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

 

 
  

 
I-236-12 

Cont. 

1-236-13 

1-236-14 1 

- Alternative 3; The Eucalyptus Grove - Alternative 3 with additions to increase 
/ expand the tree succession plan; The East and West Narrows - Alternative 2; 
The South Valley - Alternati ve 2 with modifications for no additional lighting 
poles; Habitat Islands - Alternative 3 unless they can be created properly and 
not cause degradation of the site and in consultation with Dan Cooper, Chief 
Conservation Biologist of the Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy. The site 
MUST create proper habitat to protect and support ducks and migrating and 
regional bird populations in consultation with dan Cooper and the Audubon 
Societies. 

other Improvements: Alternative 3 but NO new parking, and the Installation of 
appropriate perimeter fencing to protect wildlife and prevent criminal 
activities. Add itionally, the site must be locked down from dusk to dawn to 
protect wildlife and prevent crime. 
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I-237 Amelia Casanova 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-237-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and support for 
Alternative 1. Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-237-1 1 

No estoy de acuerdo con el DEIR. Como pueden pensar en gastar mas dee 
$260 millones cuando hay comunidades sin un parque. 
Mi voto es para Alternativo 1. 
Favor de recordar todos de nosotros sin parque. 
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I-238 Daniel Weidlein 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-238-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, based on comments received 
during the Draft EIR comment period, the City has decided to remove the use 
of amplified speakers for special events during operations of the proposed 
Project. As shown in Table 3.12-21 of the Draft EIR, on-site noise levels during 
special events without amplified speakers would be less than significant. 
 

I-238-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 

 

  

The community throughout the yea rs has repeatedly emphasized a desire for 
the Silver Lake Reservoir to be a quiet place to commune with nature, exercise, 
and gather as a community. While construction noise is inevitable, amplified 

1_238 _1 noise is not. The notion of amplified noise in the park complex seems 
antithetica l to a plan that otherwise rea lly beautifully restores a bea utiful 
natural resource and finds a great way to allow people to integrate into that. As 
an advocate for the community, I vehemently urge you to reconsider any plans 
that would lead to amplified noise around the reservoir. 

Furthermore, while construction noise is understa ndable and inevitable, I hope 
that measures taken to minimize construction noise can be taken to their 
fullest extent, exceeding legal requirements that are often blind to the reality 
of a specific situation. One issue in particular is the decibel study published in 
the draft EIR. While I accept the findings that most of the dB readings were 
below legal thresholds, it does not take into account that the hills around the 

1_238_2 reservoir form a natural bowl that reflects sound in a way that it lingers longer 
and carries further. A sound that is ba rely below the dB threshold but lasts 
longer is just as disturb ing to neighbors as a sound that crosses the threshold. 

The community has complained in the past about backup beeps from DWP 
cars, loud construction noise, and DWP construction traffic . Please look further 
in to ways to fully minimize the impacts of the construction on the day to day 
lives of community members, and not just meeting minimum standards. 
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I-239 Eric Krikorian 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-239-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-239-1 

My partner and I live nearby and walk our dog around the reservoir weekly. We 
bring all of our out of town guests on the same walk and we all come to the 
same conclusion- this would be such a beautiful park. Please move forward with 
this olan and vision. It would brina our communitv so much haooiness and iov. 
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I-240 Kerry Hannawell 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-240-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. The proposed 
Project described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR would not include a fence. As 
shown on Figure 2-8 of the Draft EIR, some habitat areas would be closed at 
night. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-240-1 1 

"We support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anyth ing, we 
recommend replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. We also believe 
closing the Internal paths from dusk to dawn would be benefic ial to the 
community, as they are now. Thank you." 
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I-241 Andrew Parker 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-241-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I'm a Silverlake resident writing in support of the master plan and the Draft EIR. 
I want to see the reservoir turned into a true wild life space that can also 
function as a true park and recreation space for the whole commun ity. I believe 

1_24 1_1 the master plan delivers on both of these objectives and I support its adoption 
and implementation. 
Sincerely, 
Andrew Parker 
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I-242 Lynda Obst 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-242-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. In addition, as described in 
Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting would be 
added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to use the 
public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours would 
be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 

 

  

we support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anything, we 
recommend replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. we also believe 

1-242-1 closing the internal paths from dusk to dawn would be benefic ial to the 
community, as they are now. Thank you." 
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I-243 Tanya Peacock 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-243-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I strongly support the Silver Lake Master Plan and the Draft EIR. I ha ve lived in 
Silver Lake for the last 29 yea rs and run or wa lk around the reservoir almost 
every day. The naturalized banks and floating islands envisioned by the Master 

1_243 _1 Plan will create a bird and wildlife habitat and sanctuary that will benefit the 
environment, the community, and the entire City of Los Angeles for 
generations to come. Thank you to the City of LA and LA DWP fortheir support 
for the Master Plan orocess and for oreoarino the DEIR. 
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I-244 Michael Elowitz 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-244-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-244-1 

I am exc ited about the Silver Lake master plan, which will enhance th is 
amazing resource for the broader community, and help to make the area even 
more beautiful. I fully support the master plan and the draft environmental 
imoact reoort. 
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I-245 Morgan Blair 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-245-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include fishing activities. Also, please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
The comment is noted and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-245-l I I support everything EXCEPT FISH ING & To keep a fe nce 
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I-246 Suzanne Obdrzalek 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-246-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog Park 
is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays from 
6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog Park 
would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

I-246-2 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. 
 

 

  

1-246-1 I 
1-246-2 1 

Please keep the fence up and close the area from dusk until dawn. If possible, 
replace the fence with a more attractive fence. This is a quiet residential 
neighborhood near an elementary school, and it is very Important to keep the 
neighborhood safe and clean. Thank you! 
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I-247 Steven Klein 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-247-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. As discussed in 
Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes removal of the 
perimeter fence as park zones are constructed. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

Our family - long-term residents, homeowners, attendants to the local public 
schools, board members of local nonprofits, etc. - support the master plan 

1.247 _1 process and the Draft EIR. If anyth ing, we recommend replac ing the fence, but 
keeping one in place. we also believe closing the internal paths from dusk to 
dawn would be beneficial to the communitv. as thev are now. Thank vou. 
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I-248 James Cory 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-248-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. Thank you for the 
additional suggested uses, the proposed Project is described in Chapter 2 of 
the Draft EIR and does not include these uses. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-248-1 1 

I 100% SUPPORT the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anything, we 
recommend replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. We also believe 
closing the internal paths from dusk to dawn would be benefic ial to the 
community, as they are now. Thank you. 
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I-249 Julia Grant 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-249-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-249-1 I I'm voting for Less is More. 
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I-250 Peter Benoit 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-250-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-250-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-250-3 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog Park 
is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays from 
6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog Park 
would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

 

  

1-250-1 I 

1·250·2 I 
1-250-3 1 

I support the master plan process and the Draft EIR, and hope for expedited 
approval as soon as possible . I think the existing chain link fence around the 
rim of the reservoirs should rema in functionally, but be replaced with a well 
designed black metal fence (black recedes into shadows and is easier on the 
eyes to look through than a bright or light colored fence). I th ink it 's important 
to have the option to close off the internal paths inside the reservoir from dusk 
to dawn for community safety. 
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I-251 Peter Benoit 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-251-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-251-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-251-3 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. 
 

 

  

1-251-1 I 

1·251·2 I 
1-251-3 1 

I support the master plan process and the Draft EIR, and hope for expedited 
approva l as soon as possible . I think the existing chain link fence around the 
rim of the reservoirs should remain functionally, but be replaced with a well 
designed black metal fence (black recedes into shadows and is easier on the 
eyes to look through than a bright or light colored fence). I think it's important 
to have the option to close off the internal paths inside the reservoir from dusk 
to dawn for commun ity safety. 
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I-252 Christi Moore 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-252-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-252-l I I am a Silverlake resident. I support Less is More. 
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I-253 Suvi 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-253-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-253-2 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. 
 

 

  

I-253-1 
I-253-2 

We recommend replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. We also believe 
closing the internal paths from dusk to dawn would be beneficial to the 
community, as they are now. Thank you. 
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I-254 L Cohn 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-254-1 
 

This comment discussed current conditions and does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted 
for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review 
and consideration. Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-254-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-254-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-254-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-254-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft 
EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Please see Master 
Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-254-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 

I-254-7 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. Please see Master Response - 
Noise . 
 

I-254-8 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 

I-254-1 
 

I-254-2 

I-254-3 
I-254-4 

 
I-254-5 

I-254-6      

I-254-7 
I-254-8 
I-254-9 

I-254-10 

I-254-11 

I-254-12 
 
 

I-254-13 
 
 
 

I-254-14 

Our Hamlet already has much more destination traffic than years prior due to 
the meadow and trail. These things have already negatively effected our 
quality of life, and therefore we are vehemently opposed to this plan for the 
reasons below: 

~ Signifi cant Environmenta l effects on Wildlife 
~ Massive influx of visitors to our sma ll community - increasing traffic 
congestion around the reservoir and into residential streets 
Im Lack of public parking • placing the burden on nearby residential street 
Im Removal of the perimeter fence will cause issues on wildlife • also Security 
problems fo r neighborhood 
:; Noise nuisances caused by random events and amplified music 
:; Construction noise for years 
:; Congestion and crime - no plan for nightly security 
,. Disruption of the quality of life for residents living within in neighborhood 
nearest to the reservoir 
Im Maintaining the facility • prevention from falling into disrepair 
~ Silver Lake is not "Park Poor " as are other areas within the city of Los 
Angeles. Parks within a close proximity to the community are Silver Lake 
Recreation Complex including Silver Lake Meadow, Griffith Park, Elysian Park, 
Echo Pa rk to name a few. 
[U] Cost of project · $268 million? Where are the funds coming from? 

Tha nk you for your time and possible understanding in what would further 
deteriorate the community. 

Thank you, 
L. Cohn 
2340 Deane Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90039 
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I-254 L Cohn 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

purposes of this environmental analysis, it is assumed that construction of 
certain park zones would need to occur before other park zones to maximize 
usage of the proposed Project site during construction. For example, the 
Ivanhoe Overlook and Eucalyptus Grove would need to be constructed before 
the East and West Narrows to avoid potential damage to any of the new 
facilities (e.g., new pathways). For the purposes of the environmental analysis, 
a two-phased approach was developed in order to capture the worst-case 
scenario, where the maximum amount of construction may be occurring 
simultaneously. This worst-case construction scenario would result in a 5-year 
construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-3, park zones may be constructed 
individually or sequentially as funding becomes available. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding construction noise impacts. Noise 
impacts associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, 
Noise, of the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 

I-254-9 
 

As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Police Department. LAPD would be responsible for crime 
prevention, law enforcement, and apprehension of suspected violators in the 
proposed Project area. The Northeast Community Police Station would be 
able to serve the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new 
or altered police facilities. During operation, the proposed Project would 
incorporate an Operations and Maintenance Plan, which would include 
security considerations, to address the safety of park visitors. Staff would have 
a daily presence within the proposed Project area to provide oversight of the 
proposed Project area. Also, please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 

I-254-10 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-254-11 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 
As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
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I-254 L Cohn 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-254-12 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community Plan) 
establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of the City. The 
Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the proposed Project, 
including the promotion and facilitation of implementing the Project as a valuable 
community and recreational asset. Although the Silver Lake and Ivanhoe 
Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s potable water needs, they are 
considered an important neighborhood-defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that repurposes 
the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its unique character. 
The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the SLRC as a beneficial 
public park use because it is no longer usable for storing potable water due to 
government regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain the reservoirs for 
other environmental purposes, including maintaining the dams, the proposed 
Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

I-254-13 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-254-14 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-254-15 
 

Please see responses to Comments I-254-1 through I-254-14. 
 

 

 
  

I-254-15 

Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and the Silver Lake Reservoir 
Complex Master Plan Project 

Our H111mlet !'lread)' ha$ ml.leh more dfflin.11ition traffic: than )'t!;!!lr, pno, due to 1he meadow ,t1;.nd 
trail. TI-tese things have already negativefy effe-cted our quality o f life, and lherefore we are 
vehemently opposed to lhii; plan fOf the reasons below: 

· Significant Erwiroirmental effect! on Wildtife 

· Ma»ive influ>c of vis:itors to our small comrnvnity- incre3sin9 t,a,ffte congestion Mound the 
re$.CNoir &nd lnt·c re,ident&fll Streett 
- lack of public parking - placing the bwden on ne-arby residential street 
- Removal of the perimeter fence will cause issues on wild ife - also Security problems for 

nei9hbc:thood 

· Noise nuisa.nees caused by l'andom events and amplif.ed Music 

· Construction noise for )'@&rs 

· Coni;,c5000 an:d (;Jlmc - no plan for nightly &ccurfty 

· Oisilpllon orlhe q u;:,lity of ll fo· for rcsldcnt:s livvi9 with in in neighborhood ne.:,rcr;;t to the 

reservoir 

· Mailltaining the facility - pr1:1vention from fa lling int o dsrepair 
• Sil~ Lah 1$ r\(t,1 " P•rk Po0t" J$ , ~ 0th.et $.re-'$ within the, city of Los Angele-$. Pal"k$ .,ilthln .l'l 

e:lose ptoxlmlty to lhie comm\fflity are Sil.,el' Lake Reaeation Cornpte:ic lncludlng Silv-er Laite 
Me.adow, G,iffith Park. E.fy'sian Park. Ed,o Park to name a few. 
- Cost or pro;ect - S268 million ? Whorn .ire the funds comin,g from? 

Thank you for )'Otlr t ime c11'1d po!15ible undef"!ltanding in what would f\A't her & teriorate the
community, 

Th&.nk you, 

L. Cohn 
2340 Oe,ane StrGet 

Los AAgeie,, CA 90039 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-255-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project and makes 
suggestions for additional uses. The comment is noted and does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-255-2 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a fence around the perimeter of the SLRC. Please see Master 
Response - Fence Removal. The comment is noted and does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-255-2 

My family and I are very excited at the prospect of enjoying more natural 
spaces in and around the Silver Lake Reservoir complex. w e really enjoy the 
Iva nhoe Reservoir path and benches as well as the Meadow. I'd love to see 

1_255 _1 additional and similar paths thru the Eucalyptus groves and other appropriate 
areas. w e also support changes or enhancements that harmonize the natural 
space and wildlife. It's amazing to witness the nesting of Great Blue Herons 
every sp ring! 

While I understand the need (and certainly support) to have the perimeter of 
the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex fenced off, I do wish that the chain link and 
barb wire could be replaced by something less industrial/less visually abrasive. 
The green metal fencing around the Rowena Reservoir is very handsome and 
it would be great to have someth ing similar to that around Silver La ke 
Reservoir Complex. 

Thank you! 
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I-256 Aaron Burrows 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-256-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-256-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-256-3 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. 
 

 

  

I-256-1 
I-256-2 
I-256-3 

We support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. We would like to see a 
border fence remain but recommend replac ing the fence for improved 
aesthetics. We also believe closing the internal paths from dusk to dawn, as 
they are now, would be beneficial to the community. 
Thank you! 
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I-257 Quyen Tran 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-257-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-257-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-257-3 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. 
 

I-257-4 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-257-1 
I-257-2 

 

I-257-3 
I-257-4 

We support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anything, we 
recommend replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. We also believe 
closing the internal paths from dusk to dawn would be beneficial to the 
community, as they are now. As long time residents of Silverlake, and living as 
close to the reservoir as we do, we don't mind the noise and construction it will 
take to improve our community. We support and love the wildlife around here, 
and love what the master plan will bring to the neighborhood we love so much. 
Thank you. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-258-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

Hello, I'm writing to say that I'm in support of th is plan. It looks beautiful and 
nature-forward , which I th ink is most important in a city, and we should be 

1-258-1 doing more in Los Angeles where we can. 

Thank vou. 
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I-259 Josh Warner 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-259-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I strongly oppose the current DEIR plan wh ich would require millions of tax 
payer dollars and years of construction disruptions to residents and relocation 

1•259.1 of wildlife. And for what end? I live walk the Reservoir and don"t see any sense 
of need or urgency to what is being proposed. People and wildlife flock to 
Reservoir now not because of what it is lacking • as the plan suggests • they 
enjoy it for what is already. 
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I-260 Laura Gowen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-260-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-260-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 

 

  

1-260-1 

1-260-2 1 

I'm writing to express my support for the Master Plan. Having participated in 
some of the early planning events, putting stickers on proposed ideas I liked 
and discussing these issues with neighbors, I'm pleased with how the Plan 
incorporates the preferences of Silver Lake residents and concerns for wildl ife. 
While I agree that the current fence needs to be replaced, I'm in favor of 
considering a new fence so that dusk-to-dawn access could be restricted . Doing 
so would address local safety concerns and protect wildl ife. 
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I-261 Alan Berman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-261-1 
 

Comment noted. Please see Master Response - Community Engagement 
Process. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

It's not too late to use a different approach. Instead of hiring a firm to come up 
with multiple possibilities and then attempting to force those through at 
"workshops" that didn't really allow for much true input, what would work better 
would be a true citizens assembly. Petaluma had a similar divisive issue: a large 
fairgrounds that brought the city council to a standstill when it came to 
renegotiating their contract with the fairgrounds commission. Finally the city 
council was persuaded to put their money, instead of to a commercial firm, to a 

1-261-1 citizens assembly project that sa w participation from commun ity members and 
true input that was compiled into a report that was delivered to the city counci l. 
Full transparency was enforced and the community was involved in a positive, 
non-political approach. It's not too late! And it would be a way better use of 
funds than dealing with the problems that the current proposal is going to 
create. The org that delivered the training and resources is Healthy 
Democracy: https://healthydemocracy.org/ Here's a brief video about the 
process at Petaluma: https://youtu.be/a2IRBoleUYE 
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I-262 Joseph Hogg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-262-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 
 

 

  

I-262-1 I Please see the attached fil e: slproject.pdf 
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I-262 Joseph Hogg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-262-2 
 

The comment expresses support for a scaled back version of the proposed 
Project. Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-262-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-262-4 
 

As described in the Project Description, Section 2.5.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
planting design for the proposed Project would be aligned with the City’s New 
Green Deal goals of increasing tree canopy and protecting native biodiversity. 
The proposed Project would include eight planting zones ranging from 
gardens within the promenade, ornamental gardens, and embankment slope 
planting, to habitat areas. 
 
All habitat plant communities would be composed of native species 
representative of four distinct regional ecological zones: southern oak 
woodland; riparian woodland; coastal sage scrub; and freshwater wetland. 
The ornamental garden areas would be a combination of native and drought-
tolerant species appropriate to the Los Angeles region to provide a plant 
palette adapted to climate change. Lawn would be used sparingly and 
strategically distributed where needed to support multifunctional cultural and 
recreational uses. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-262-5 
 

As described in the Project Description, Section 2.5.6 of the Draft EIR, the 
promenade would be a 2.5-mile continuous walking/running loop connecting 
all the park zones to one another and the reservoirs. The promenade is 
envisioned as both place and connector. On average, it would be 25 feet wide 
with seating and 5-foot-wide ornamental planting bands along its edges. 
These would double as rain gardens during winter months. At a minimum, the 
promenade would maintain a 15- foot clear pathway for LADWP maintenance 
and operations. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 
 

I-262-1 
Cont. 

 
 

I-262-2 
 
 

I-262-3 
 

I-262-4 
 

I-262-5 
 

I-262-6 
 

I-262-7 
 

I-271-8 

Response to the LA Department of Engineering on the Pro
posed Sitver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan 

1 Personal 

My name is Joe Hogg and I uve at 2467 Hidalgo Avenue, Los Angeles, 
CA 90039. Myemsil address is: jooeph . bogg;g,,.a il. cca. I have lh'ed 
in the Silver' Lake ;area for more than forty-flve yean, and walked the 
i,;lreets nud pat..lis around t.he ~noir. I can S!:!e U1e Resuvoir from 
my house and have cnjoyod the beauty and peaoo of the neighborhood. 

2 Recommendation 

I .-eoommend ~ "·ery f:ICa led-OOCk p roject clooer to a Maint r1nm;e AJte:r-
11 0.t.h·u LO the cur rent. Sih·er Lake Complox wiLb no new buildiug_s and 
no Reservoir access. 

2.l pedfics 

Fencing Replace ~he current fencing with a sturdier, more attract:i\fe 
fence that keeps the public away lrom the Reservoir. 

Meadow P lant t r eB to p rovide Bhad , no nev,r constrnction , a. nd en
fon:ll;!l t.he H<.>-dog.':i rule for t.he Meudow. Ma.inta,.iu Lhf;! b1wn and 
uar.ivc shrubs. 

Walking and Bike Paths Improve the safety of both waking paths 
and bike paths around the Reservoir. 

R ecreation Center MfLintfLio the pla.y st ructures, the gFdSSY area 
next to the basketball court, and consider planting trees fo:r shade. 
Add no new parking. 

Dog Parks Mainta in th dog parks. Do not pla nt grass. Dogs will 
d~t.-oy it q1.1idd y. Plant trees fo r sh ru;le. Dogs like lrf;!es. 

LAD\,VP L.ADVVP sho uld oontiuuo to maiutai.n the Reservo ir. 
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I-262 Joseph Hogg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

I-262-6 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR. The comment is 
noted and does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. The commenter is 
also referred to Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-262-7 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-262-8 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
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I-262 Ryan Parmenter 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-262-9 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option and Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-262-10 
 

The comment identifies nearby recreational resources identified in Figure 
3.15-1 Map of Neighborhood, Community, and Regional Parks, in the Draft 
EIR. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-262-11 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations and Master Response 
Homelessness. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

  
 

  

I-262-9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-262-10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-262-11 

3 Traffic 

I . S ih:f;!r Lake tllld C le.ndJl.le Boul,e,.'Rn;b a re con0,re1;1ted with at.ffl d u r
ing rush hours a nd busy st reets lh roughouL Lhe day. 

2. These stroots, a.long wilh Rowcoa, fwmel ioto a bottle-oock,d 
Fletcher. They are esseotially on-ramps to the 5 and 2 freeways. 

3, Additional t raffic in and around Silver Lake should be d.iscour
"ll d. 

4 earby R esources 

I. Criffi ll1 P ark a.ud T'l1e LQ6: An~lei;i Z<W F,1.nd Botaidc;:nl Cnrdem:L 

2. The Los Angeles IUver betv.-oon Fletcher and Figueroa has several 
exoolleot small parks with parking~ a bike path 1 and viewing of 
a. variety or ducks, cormorants, egrets 1 and Great Blue Httons 
that feed in the rlver and oeat in trees around lhe Sil" r Lake 
Rei,er.--vir. 

3. Vii-;ta Hermoc!la. N0.Lu r 0.l Park aL 100 N. Toluca $ Lril:!f!L 

4. Bellevue Recreation Center at 8'26 Lucile Avenue 

5. E~y5ia,n Pa.rk 

6. Ec110 Park and Lake 

5 Conclusion 

l ment ion nearby resouroes above that are establlihed . easily aYai.la ble, 
and worthy or support. 

And, in view of the. size or the horn<iless population, housing affordabil
ity, rood shortages, and the general financial condition of the the City, 
I woukl be ashamed to support a $300m, multi-year Sih-er Lake Com
plex Master Pinn P roject until .some or these more urgent chs.llengtm 
are being rt!$0lved . 
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I-263 Larry Bamberger 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-263-1 
 

Please see Master Response – Homelessness. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, 
it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for 
their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I have lived across fro m the euca lyptus grove since 1948 in a house my Dad 
built. I see the lake thru the trees. Keep people out of the grove. No artificial 
islands that replace the water. No bleachers. Fence off the grove. Keep out the 

1•263 . 1 homeless. 
Larry Bamberger 
2201 W. Silver Lake Dr. 
Los Angeles, CA 90039-3114 
(323) 66 1-8735 
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I-264 Joseph Hogg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-264-1 
 

Please see response to Comments I-262. 
 

 

 
  

1·264 · 1 

I submitted my comments in pdf file, slproject.pdf, th is morning. How will I know 
that you have received my comments? 

Thank you, 

Joe Hogg 
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I-265 Marlys Gilgen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-265-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-265-2 
 

The comment expresses support for a scaled down version of the proposed 
Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-265-1 1 

1-265-2 

I have lived in Silverlake for 55 years and have enjoyed the beauty and serenity 
of this neighborhood every day. Wa lking around the reservoir, through the hills, 
enjoying the migrating birds, ducks and geese flying towards the lake. 
I SUPPORT a much scaled down version of the proposed plan: 

1. Plant trees in the meadow for shade and add a much needed 
Bathroom. 
2. Replace the Reservoir fence with a more attractive one. 
3. MAINTAIN the beautiful amenities we have now. 
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I-266 Leigh Jacoby 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-266-1 
 

The comment expresses support for elements of Alternative 2 and 3. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-266-2 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. 
 

I-266-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

I-266-4 
 

This comment expresses a general opinion concerning floating islands, 
wetland terraces, and fish stocking and the effectiveness of these types of 
habitats are preserving wildlife. The comment continues by referencing Dan 
Cooper's letter in which he states that the Draft EIR is inadequate in analyzing 
and summarizing existing baseline conditions and that restoration efforts will 
fail. Responses to portions of this comment pertaining to Dan Cooper's letter 
are presented in Comment Letter L-1. The Draft EIR baseline conditions were 
analyzed and summarized consistent with the CEQA statutes and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. Additionally, the Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological Resources 
is consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, 
Section C Biological Resources. Lastly, the comment states the opinion that 
the construction of the education center will destroy natural habitat. The 
proposed location of the education center is located in a portion of land that 
is currently vegetated with non-native trees and understory. 
 

I-266-5 
 

As described in Section 3.5.1, Cultural Resources, the SLRC itself is a Los 
Angeles Historic Cultural Monument (#422), designated in 1989. The SLRC has 
also been previously recorded by SurveyLA with a status code of 5S1, meaning 
that it is a designated City landmark. Further analysis of historical resources 
and impacts analysis is based on the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master 
Plan: Supplemental Historical Report and Impacts Analysis (2022) (Historical 
Report) provided within Appendix F of the Draft EIR. 
 

1-266-1 

1-266-2 

1-266-3 

1-266-4 

1-266-5 

I support elements of alternatives 2 and 3 to the Master Plan which would 
create a wildlife sanctuary and migratory bird refuge, establishing a permanent 
protected ha bitat for them, with fencing retained. As recommended by the 
Audubon Society. 
The Master Plan would remove the Reservo irs' Perimeter Fence. This will ha ve 
major impa cts on wildlife welfare and neighborhood safety. Va ndalism, 
vagra ncy and crime have been documented as serious problems in other 
unfenced pa rks in Los Angeles. There is no Public Safety mit iga tion for the loss 
of the Perim eter Fence suggest ed in this DEIR. 
Alternative 3 of the Master Plan specifies a perimeter fence of the same height 
of the present fence, open during da ylight hours and closed at night. Hence, 
the presence of park visitors during the da y, and the activity around 
neighboring homes would deter much illegal incursion. 

The proposed floa tin g islands, wetland terraces and fish stocking will do 
nothing to preserve wildlife . Da n Cooper, Chief Conservation Biolog ist of the 
Santa Monica Mountains Conserva ncy states: This DEIR is "lacking in both rigor 
and specificity ... . Without current, accurate, and credible data on the biological 
resources ... . efforts at restoration will either fall short, or could actually result 
in further degradation of the site." 

Another urgent concern is construction of an education center which will 
destroy precious natura l habita t and would violate severa l Historic-Cultura l 
Monument Standards (our Reservo ir is HCM #422); 

Would propose a bus parking lot along SL Blvd for intended visitors; 

Duplica tes other indoor resources already built (Recreation Center); 

Does not comply with the Open Space Zoning directives to preserve open 
space as a balance to urban density; 

- And is promoted by some as necessary because it would provide restrooms 
(which could easily installed without building an Education Center). 
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The Draft EIR is the most extensive description, analysis, and catalog of the 
features and history of the SLRC written to date. While the SLRC was 
evaluated as a district, rather than a Historic Cultural Landscape, that is 
merely a difference in terminology and organizational tools. The 
characterization of the SLRC as a “district” versus a “landscape” did not 
originate with the Draft EIR; it dates to its listing as a LAHCM and therefore 
predates the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR confirms that the SLRC is a historical 
resource for the purposes of CEQA and includes numerous character-defining 
features that are landscape features. The original HCM nomination form is 
short and limited on details and does not contain an inventory or description 
of what the contributing and/or non-contributing resources are contained 
within the district, let alone inventory, categorize, and analyze its character-
defining features. The Draft EIR contains an extensive history of the SLRC, 
including categorizing and prioritizing the character-defining features of the 
SLRC, which previously had not been analyzed, including landscape features 
that previously had not been identified and/or included in analysis. In addition 
to the ESA report and analysis, consultant GPA clearly states on page 11 of 
their 2020 memorandum that “The Complex is a historic designated 
landscape.” Their 2019 report provided a description of the Site, a summary of 
its development and history, an illustrated inventory of landscape 
characteristics and character defining features of the SLRC, and an analysis of 
its status as a historical resource. Per The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 
for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for the Treatment of 
Cultural Landscapes (National Park Service, 1996), organizational elements of 
a historic cultural landscape can include spatial organization, topography, 
vegetation, circulation, and water features; all of these are included and 
addressed within the Draft EIR. 
 
Additionally, with the number of buildings, structures and physical 
infrastructure associated with the SLRC, a district is not an inappropriate 
organizational tool. Landscape features can and are considered character 
defining features in historic districts, including the SLRC, and do not 
necessarily require separate evaluation as “cultural landscape.” More 
importantly, the landscape features of the SLRC that would be defined, 
inventoried, and evaluated for impacts in a cultural landscape evaluation are 
all defined, inventoried, and evaluated within the Draft EIR, including various 
landscaping and landscape areas, the knoll, and the meadow. The resulting 
analysis of impacts more than adequately addresses the potential impacts of 
the project, and an analysis of impacts under the auspices of a “cultural 
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landscape” would be no different. More importantly, the Draft EIR 
acknowledges that the Master Plan will have an impact on the historic 
features of the SLRC; it simply states that these impacts do not reach the level 
of a “substantial adverse change.” 
 
Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis for details on the differing 
alternatives regarding open space. 
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  I-267-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-267-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-267-3 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. 
 

I-267-4 
 

Comment noted. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-267-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-267·1 I The scope of the entire project is too large for this reservoir, a few smaller 
changes would enhance the neighborhood without these extreme updates. 

I 1. The fencing should be replaced with an updated version, opening the area is 
1· 267 ·2 not desirable. 

I 2. The facility should be closed at the end of each day, only open during 
1-267-3 daylight hours. 

I 3. No viewing areas that would destroy the knoll at the eastern border of the 
1-26 7-4 reservoir. 

1•267 .5 I 4. Provide parking as the neighborhood has insufficient areas to accommodate 
anyone coming to the park by car from a distance. 
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  I-268-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-268-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-268-3 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for review and consideration. 
 

I-268-4 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on 
Table 2-3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as 
funding becomes available. 
 

 

  

I-268-1 
 

I-268-2 
 
 

I-268-3 
 
 

I-268-4 

I support the master plan process and the Draft EIR .... , EXCEPT 

l. I INSIST on keeping a fence but replacing the fence with one like the 
Rowena Reservo ir. KEEP A FENCE IN PLACE. 

2. I also bel ieve cl osing the internal paths from dusk to dawn is absolutely 
necessa ry and beneficial to the community, as they are now. 

3. The construction needs to be closer to 5 yea rs instead or some 20 yea rs. 

Thank you. 
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  I-269-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-269 _1 I I support a new SL Resevoir Park! High time we had some change and the new 
design looks incredible. Can't wa it to bring my fam ily! 
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Attached is a PDF of my comments regarding the Draft EIR 
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  I-270-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-270-2 
 

Per Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines, the Draft EIR has fulfilled its 
obligations with regard to selecting a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
project. As mentioned within that section. an EIR need not consider every 
conceivable alternative to a project. Additionally, under CEQA, alternatives do 
not need to be described or analyzed at the same level of detail as the 
proposed Project (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(d)). 
 
Please also see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis for further details. 
 

I-270-3 
 

Please see response to Comment I-270-2. 
 

 

  

 
 

I-270-1  
 
 
 

I-270-2 
 
 

I-270-3 

Response to Draft Environment.ii lmpai:;t Report on the Sllverlake Master Plan~ 

M.,, name is Terry lin::lson, and I w.a:s a board mcmM'r of tM Sllvertakc NC!ighborhood COunCII iSI.NC] for 

three '((!311'! and was co-chair of the Reservoir Comple): COmmitltt, The SLNC e-npe;e-d the Loyola 
Marymount conter for Urban Resilienco to dcslsn ond lmplom•nt • survey ol the people'• use of the 
rese:f'o'oir complex. This study irwofved near1v 300 In per50n interviews o"f peop'° as they were at the 

re~.rvolr complex and over 1,000 addltional responses Obtained from the onl[ne Surv@y. Most of t he 

resPQ(1dent5 were Sitverlake re:ddoot5, .and they were In livor or better mointe.nance or the existing 
facility. 

1he Draft EIR 1a00 ill clear oomparison of t he range of a lternatives. There netd to bt: til btc-s tha t show the 

t ime frame and the :amount of work im,otved in each phase- amount of e>ceavation, number of trucking 
haul s, areas of new asphalt paving, t raffic impacts, time for wtiich areas impa,a:.rd will no, M' :tvallab le for 

pub lft I.J$e, et c.. For e.ach phase there needs to be an estimate of the cO:Sts. Without the slde-by-i-lde 

c:om~rfson, the fess lmpactful ailtematfves have been releg;;ited to a brief section at the end of the report 

The draft EIR fai ls to provide a fatr presentation and analysi:s that supports the gellt!!ral ror.clusions or "'no 
signffitant mtti8atlon. reQu red"'. Wit hout a slde-bv-side comparison of alterna1:ives the LOS Ane,@' lit-!1: Qty 

Councll wtll not be uble to make lnfcmned decisions regardlng the scale of the proposed projetl:. 
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  I-271-1 
 

Please see responses to Comment I-262. 
 
 

 

  

I-271-1  I Please see the attached file: slproject.pdf 
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I-271-1 
Cont. 

Response to the LA Department of Engineering on the Pro
posed Silver Lake R eservoir Complex Master Plan 

1 Personal 

My na me is Joe Hogg and I have lived in the Silver Lake area for 
more than fortyr6ve years and walked the streets and pat hs around the 
Reservo ir. 1 a m .see the Rese rvoir from my ho03e: and have njoyed the 
hunu ty o.ud peru::e of U1e ue.ighborhood . 

2 Recommendation 

I recommend a. very ecaled-back p roject cLoaer to a M.ajnten ance Alter
nnthr to t h cu rrent ihre r Lak Complex " '1 th no new building:; and 
JJO fw9e:rvoir acc@88_ 

2.1 Specific, 

Fencing Replace the current fencing with fl sturdier, more a ttractive 
feooe that koep, the public away lrom the Reservoir. 

Meadow P lant t rees to provide shade, no oew const ruction , and en-
force the no-dogs n:tl for the M adO\v . Maintain the la,...-n and 
11J11.i, ·e shrul:1t:1-

Walk.ing and Bike P aths lmp1·m·e the safety of both wakin g pa ths 
and bike paths around the Reservoir. 

ll.ecreatiol'I Ce11te.r l\•lai.nt a in Lhe p lay ~Lruc..-tu r~ , the g~y area 
next t.o Lhe basketball court, and oon.sidor 1>lanting li-ee.s fo r shade. 
Add no oew parking. 

Dog Park, Maintain the dog park,. Do not plant gra,,, Dogs will 
destr-oy it quickly. PIM t t rees for shade. Dogs lik trees. 

LA DWP LADVVP sho\lld oontin\le to m.1;1. inhll n t.h,e Reser voir. 
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I-271-1 
Cont. 

3 Traffic 

I. Sih:er Lake a11d le.ndJJe Boule-.'al"d~ a r oon~ted with ai..n4 d u r
ing rush hours a nd busy st n;-et.s t.h rou.g houL Lhe clay. 

2. These streets, along with R.owc:oa1 funnel into a bottlo-neckcd 
Fletcher. They are essentially on-ramps to the 5 and 2 freeways. 

3. Additional t raffic in and around Sit,..,, Lake should be discour
aged. 

4 earby Resources 

I. C riffill1 P :1:U"k a nd T h e ~ Angeles Zoo a.m:;I Bota.ii.ic;:al 1:1rdem:1. 

2. The L-OS Angeles Hive.- bctWt..">Cu Fletcher aud Figueroa has. isc vcn-1.l 
exoellent small parks wi'th parking, a bike path , and viewing of 
a variety or du cks, connorants1 egrets, and Great Blue Hef'ons 
that feed in the r-iver M d nest in trees around the Silver Lake 
Rei,ervoir . 

3. Vista HtirHKJSa. Natu ral Park a l 100 N. Toluca S tree t 

4. Bellevu e Recreation Center a t 8'26 Lucile A-\>·enue 

5. Elyf:liar1 Pa.rk 

6. Ecllo Park and Lake 

5 Conclus ion 

I mention nearby resouroes above that are establ'5hed . easily avaHa.b]e, 
!Uld worthy of •upport. 

And , in view of the size or t he homeless population, housing affordabil
ity, food shortages, aod the general financial condition of tbe the City1 

I woukl be ssharned to oupport a $300m, mul ti-year Si lver Lake Com
plex :\-taster Pinn P roject unti l $Orne o f these more urgent che..llengea 
&ru beillg resolved . 
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  I-272-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SL Reservo irs Master Plan DEIR Comments 

December 1, 2022 

Dear City of LA, 

I write in support of the Master Pan for the Silver Lake Reservoirs Complex. I'm 
a long-term homeowner who has lived across from the reservoir for nearly 30 
years, since 1994, and I am 100% behind the Master Plan! 

Further developing and naturalizing the reservoir and surrounding property for 
wildlife and passive recreation, and walking at the water's edge!, has been a 
dream of mine for 25 yea rs - a once in a generation opportunity to create a 
climate resilient urban wetland oasis for Silver Lake and all of Northeast LA ! 
This is a jewel of a city asset and should be put into service as urban green 
space! 

I'm particularly passionate about these aspects: 

1-272-1 Habitat Islands. Adds 3.5 acres of floating islands to provide undisturbed 
nesting and foraging for birds (2.5.1, p. 2-22) - though I think these should be 
significantly increased in size to maximize the type of shadow water areas 
needed for wetland habitat. 

500 new trees (Urban Ecosystems and Resilience, 2-33) 

50% Increase in tree canopy coverage (Urban Ecosystems and Resilience, 2-33) 

Improved maintenance and security (2 -5, 2.7.1 p. 2-49) 

Native plants (2.5.5) 

Ra in gardens and l acre of new wetland planting (2.3.2) 

Surface Stormwater Dra inage, runoff to be treated by various landscape 
features before 
draining into the Reservoirs. (2.7.3, p. 2-57) 
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I-272-2 
 

The comment states that the Meadow Native Garden should be preserved 
since it is a mature habitat. The City’s Protected Areas for Wildlife & Wildlife 
Movement Report found that no documented sensitive natural plant 
communities were found within SLRC. Additionally, the Draft EIR and SLRC 
Master Plan have stated that the upland habitat areas (12 acres) will be 
planted with site appropriate native plant species. The Draft EIR identifies 
trees that meet the City ordinance criteria for special protections or 
replacement ratios. As pointed out in the comment, replacement may result 
in temporary impacts to complex habitat assemblages. The proposed Project 
includes a Tree Succession Plan to maintain some existing mature vegetation 
while new vegetation is maturing to reduce the impact of temporal losses in 
specific areas. Also, please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

I-272-3 
 

The comment states that native plants existing on site should be given priority 
over non-native plants. The proposed Project outlines an impact footprint that 
will affect existing vegetation in specific areas. These areas will be revegetated 
with native plants to enhance the habitat values in the SLRC. 
 

I-272-4 
 

The comment provides suggestions for plant pallets. The City appreciates the 
thoughtful suggestions. The Draft EIR and SLRC Master Plan have stated that 
the upland habitat areas (12 acres) will be planted with site appropriate native 
plant species. Baselines conditions for trees located along the Promenade 
consist primarily of non-native trees species planted and maintained by the 
Bureau of Street Services. Street trees are not proposed for removal or 
replacement at this time. Areas in which the Promenade enters the proposed 
native habitat areas will be planted with native species. The City will consider 
the suggested plant pallet. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Areas for Concern or Reconsideration: 

1) Having founded and tended the Meadow Native Garden for yea rs, we also 
ask that in the redesign of the Meadow section (& protected during 
construction). you preserve the northern bed of the Meadow Na tive Garden. 
This area is now a vibra nt, mature native ecosystem of interconnected toyons, 

1_272 _2 ironwoods, fairy dusters, coyote bush, milkweed, cea nothus, sages, western 
redbuds, elderberry and more, hosting an array of wildlife , from birds, owls, & 
bees, to rabbits and the recently enda ngered monarchs. The native trees in this 
bed are now we ll beyond 4" in diameter and thus deserving protection. Even a 
4: 1 remediation scheme for these specimens, if lost, is insufficient and cannot 
replace a mature landscape of interconnected species. 

2) Native pla nts and tree species should be given priority over non-native 
plants, in habitat areas and "Ornamental Gardens." This will better align it with 

1_272 _3 section 2.5.5 Planting (2 -30) with PDF-UTIL-1: Drought-Tolerant La ndscaping 
(2-39). 

3. Additionally, the suggested planting of a "single tree species" along the 
Promenade should be further reviewed. Given recent invasive insect 
infestations, climate change, and improved scientific understanding of forest 
resilience, planting a variety of Riparian and Oak Woodland tree spec ies would 
be more benefic ial. Further, we reject the list of non-native spec ies proposed in 
the Master Plan (5.6.1 p. 182) when severa l loca lly native spec ies would provide 
significantly better habitat function and climate resilience. We instead propose 
Coast Live Oak (Quercus agrifolia, and va riety agrifolia), Californ ia Laurel 
(Umbellularia callfornica ), and California Walnut 0uglans californica ). Yellow 
Willow (Sal ix)lasiandra var. lasiandra ) and Red Willow (Salix Laevigata ) are both 
fast growing (to 50' within 10 yea rs) and can be planted along the permeable 
banks, in conjunction with stormwater infiltration. Sma ller, understory trees 
shou ld also be mixed into this planting and ca n includeHollyleaf Cherry (Prunus 

1-272-4 illicifo lia ssp. illicifo lia), Black & Blue Elderberry (Sambucus nigra,Sambucus 
nigra ssp. caerulea) and Toyon (Heteromeles arbutifolia).proposed in the 
Master Plan (5.6.1 p. 182) when several locally native species would provide 
significantly better habitat function and climate resilience. We instead propose 
Coast Live Oak (Quercus agrifolia, and va riety agrifolia), California Laurel 
(Umbellularia californica). and California Wa lnut 0uglans californica). Yellow 
Willow (Salix lasiandra va r. lasiandra) and Red Willow (Salix Laevigata) are both 
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I-272-5 
 

The comment states that the Draft EIR is deficient in its analysis of Southern 
California black walnut woodland. The Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, states that Southern California black walnuts and coast live oaks 
observed onsite are not likely naturally occurring. As stated in Section 3.4, the 
entire Knoll and Silver Lake Meadow Park is underlaid with Urban land-
Dapplegray-Soper complex soils resulting from human-transported material. 
Additionally, remnants of an irrigation system were observed adjacent to the 
Southern California black walnut and coast live oak trees. These two tree 
species need to be dominant or co-dominant in the tree canopy and attain 
30% to 50% relative cover (Keeler-Wolf and Evens 2006). As stated in Section 
3.4, neither of these species acquire that level of dominance or co-dominance 
as all woodlands present within the project site are dominated by non-native 
species (see Impact 3.4-2). The occurrences of these two species are not 
related to a remnant stand of native woodlands but rather likely planted trees 
in an urban ruderal landscape. Additionally, the City’s Protected Areas for 
Wildlife & Wildlife Movement Report found that no documented sensitive 
natural plant communities were found within SLRC. 
 

I-272-6 
 

The comment expresses the opinion that the stormwater capture projects 
should be returned to the project description. The comment does not address 
the adequacy of the Draft EIR analysis. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration.  
 

 

  

1-272-5 

1-272-6 

fast growing (to so· within 10 yea rs) and ca n be planted along the permeable 
banks, in conjunction with stormwa ter infiltration. Smaller, understory trees 
should also be m ixed into this planting and can include Hollyleaf Cherry 
(Prunus ill icifol ia ssp. ill icifolia). Black & Blue Elderberry (Sambucus nigra, 
Sambucus nigra ssp. caerulea) and Toyon (Heteromeles arbutifolia). 

4. Wa lnut habita t assessment (4.3, p. 22). I wholly disagree with the statem ent 
that "the BSA does not support black wa lnut wood land" and the subsequent 
decision to "not consider Southern California Black Wa lnut a special-status 
species for the project site." As black walnut woo dlands are found in the nearby 
neighborhood and extensively in both Mount 
Washington and Griffith Park, we agree with horticultural assessment that 
establishing a black wa lnut plant community on the Knoll would benefit and 
help to mainta in this most enda ngered loca l tree species, allowing wind 
pollination to connect separate communities and preserve 
genetic diversity of wild populati ons, while also offering significant habitat 
value. 

5. Further, I strongly encourage the LADWP to reconsider its decision to halt 
plans to implement the Stormwa ter Capture Projects (3.10-20, 2.7.4). These 
plans will qualify for many stormwater-related funding grants, and the costs 
associated with their implementation could 
be grea tly reduced if undertaken in conjunction with the va rious stormwa ter 
capture and wetland remediation elements proposed herein. Specifically 
relevant are the Ra in Gardens, Reservoir Edge n-eatments, Meadow, and 
Ivanhoe Reservoir projects proposed for phase 1 
construction. This will allow fo r a more stable, if va riable, source of wa ter given 
Emergency Drought Contingencies and curta iled groundwater pumping to 
replace annual evaporation. 

Sincerely, 
Kathleen Johnson 
2365 Edgewater Terrace 
LA. CA 90039 
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  I-273-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-273-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Drought Conditions. 
 

I-273-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-273-1 
I-273-2 

 
 

I-273-3 

Alternative #1, no project. Why are we continuing to plan a fifteen year water 
based project in the midst of an historic drought and looming wa ter crisis in the 
western United States and Mexico.? We'll be lucky to keep it filled for another 5 
years. we only need a "drop" to fill it, but risk a bad case of entitled hubris to 
ask. It's time to stop, and maybe put the effort into reclaiming the eastslde of 
Silverlake Boulevard from nature and the Meadow from the gophers. 
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  I-274-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-274-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

 

  

1-274-l I It seems clear that the community supports moving forward with the Master 
Plan. The three alternatives to the Master Plan considered in the DEIR fall short 

1-274-2 
of the goa ls residents identified during the plann ing process. The Master Plan 
provides real benefits, with only minimal temporary impacts limited to the 
construction process itself. Doing nothing to the Reservoir would have severe 
negative impacts on our community and on our wildlife. 
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  I-275-1 
 

The commenter expresses support for no parking. As discussed in the Project 
Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project would add 15 
new parking spaces along the South Valley on West Silver Lake Drive. Based 
on comments received during the Draft EIR, the City has decided not to add 
parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I am a CD4 resident that has loosely followed the commun ity engagement 
around this project. A main point of controversy surrounding the approval 
seems to be the addition (or lack of) new parking. 

I see that there are design plans for a "no parking" and "parking" option. I 
would like to voice my support for the NO PARKING option and my reasoning is 
as follows; 

It seems to me that most of the loudest voices in the community engagement 
process are local property owners who are concerned that the "no parking" 
option will drive traffic into their prec ious neighborhoods. It is understandable 

1-275-1 why this opinion seems to be most prevalent, because only property owners 
are SO investing in the issue that they are motivated to participate in the 
community engagement process and speak up. 

But I th ink there is also a quieter, yet significant, group of residents that admire 
the ambition to make the Silverlake Renewal Project a project that does not 
induce traffic with new parking and also provides safe and protected bike 
accommodations. I myself am one of these people, but I am too busy to 
contend with the loud voices trying to protect their property interests. 

I am hopeful that my voice will be heard during the EIR process, and that the 
city realizes that there are some residents that are willing to support the "no 
parking" option. 
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I-276 Lorraine Sarles 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-276-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-216-i I I think the plan is amazing. I am a home owner that lives a block from the north 
side of the reservoir and fully support this plan. Thank you! 
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I-277 Joseph Sarles 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-277-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-277-l I I am a homeowner who lives less than half a mile from the reservoir and I fu lly 
support this plan and would love to see it proceed with all haste. 
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I-278 Rattanawadee Salukkam 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-278-1 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. 
 
In addition, as described in Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed promenade would be a 2.5-mile continuous walking/running loop 
connecting all the park zones to one another and the reservoirs. Further, new 
lighting would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the 
public to use the public park spaces after dark and for safety (see Figure 2-8 in 
the Draft EIR). High-level lighting (2 foot-candle [fc]) would only be used at the 
park facilities in the South Valley, where lighting already exists. Medium-level 
lighting (0.5 fc) would be implemented along the proposed Promenade, on 
select primary paths and within the proposed seating terraces at the water’s 
edge. Low-level lighting (0.25 - 0.5fc) would be introduced along many of the 
proposed paths between the park and neighborhood. No lighting would be 
implemented for paths within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended 
to be used at night by the public. All lighting would be shielded and pointed 
away from the surrounding neighborhood or wildlife areas. 
 

 

  

1-2 78-1 1 

I hope there is still a good path for running and please install lights to keep it 
safer at night. 
The reservoir is very popular for both runners and walkers so I hope the new 
design can accommodate both comfortably. Thank you. 
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I-279 Paul Tzanetopoulos 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-279-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

As a 40-year resident and property owner directly adjacent to the reservoir, I 
have lived through the transformation of the reservoir and the addition of 
recent Meadow improvements, and want to recommend, with extreme 

1•279.1 urgency, that only Alternative #1 · NO PROJECT • be implemented. 

All the recent work has impacted my family and neighbors negatively and I 
hope that no more of this type of renovation, construction and negative traffic 
impacts will be considered. 
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I-280 Kim Fisher 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-280-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-280-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Noise. 
 

I-280-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Homelessness. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 
The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
 

 

  

1-280·1 I 
1-280·2 I 

1-280-3 

I am writing to express my disapproval of the proposed Silver Lake Reservoir 
Complex Master Plan. I am a resident in the immediate area that will be 
affected by this project. I do not want more congestion, street parking issues, 
loud public: events, an "enhanced" native nature experience. The reservoir is 
beautiful as it is and it doesn't need "improving". I live in the immediate area 
and do not want the reservoir turned into a destination or major attraction that 
invites crowds in. Why don't propose this for Griffith Park instead. 
Not to mention the millions of dollars this project will cost. All funds should be 
used to address the ever growing homeless issue. Shelter, medical care, food 
and basic living needs I wou ld think are a priority over constructing built in 
seating areas in an already beautiful outdoor area. Take it somewhere else! 
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I-281 Donald Parker 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-281-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I am a 40+ year resident of this area and have always enjoyed the reservoir as 
it is. The idea of radically changing it to what is proposed is appall ing to me. I 

1·28l · l have been aga inst the proposed changes from the plan's inception and 
continue to reject any plan other than leaving the reservoir just as it is. Please 
consider the massive disruption to residents and nature these changes will 
cause and vote to stop the plan now! 
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I-282 Mara Kuge 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-282-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-282-1 

The proposed changes to the Reservo ir are a much-needed upgrade that will 
benefit those In the community and beautify the area . It will Increase property 
va lues surrounding it. It will look better and the wildlife will be happier. 

Please do not let the nuts who are afraid of increased traffic and crime overrule 
the beautiful olan vou ha ve out tooether. 
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I-283 Elsie Acevedo 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-283-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1· 283 · 1 

Keep the park as it is. I am not for this at all as th is will create a lot of issues. I 
oppose this master plan and don"t wa nt this to be approved. iT is a terrible idea . 

Elsie Acevedo 
2372 edgewa ter terrace 
LA 90039 
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I-284 Ramon Chi 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-284-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-284-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-284-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-284-1 

1-284-2 

1-284-3 1 

I have been a Silver Lake resident and Home Owner for over 30 yea rs and love 
this area because of the diversity of people from all part of the world and 
economic back ground. I am totally against a development project (Silver Lake 
Reservoir Complex Master Plan) that will transform the Silve r La ke area into a 
Theme Park. We need to keep our community and environment as peaceful 
and well maintained as possible. currently we can't even maintain and repair 
the reservo ir areas that needs improvement and maintenance. It's also unclear 
to me, where the funding will come from, and I will not vote for an increase in 
our property taxes to fund a project that most of the residents do not support! 

The Draft EIR references many areas of concerns for the environment and the 
disruptions of the community area durin g construction. The wildlife that have 
settled around the lake after the construction of the Pipe Project will leave due 
to all the noise and disruption. This project is estimated to take over five years 
to complete, and meanwhile there's no guarantee the wildl ife will return to 
Silver Lake. People already come to Lovely Silver La ke to wa lk, jog, picnic, 
exercise , wa lk their dogs, etc. I highly recommend to leave the Silver Lake 
area as is, and make small improvements while repairing and maintaining the 
current needs. 
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I-285 Patricia Wong 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-285-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-285-2 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-285-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 
The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-285-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-285-5 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-285-1 

1-285-2 

1-285-3 1 

I am against spending an estimated $3M on the Silverlake Masterplan, when 
that amount Is the annual budget of Parks and Recreation. It's also unclear 
where the funding is coming from, and I will not vote for an increase in our 
property taxes to fund a project that most of the residents do not support! 

The money could be better spent on creating more green spaces In poor 
communities that have none. our community already has a lake with wildlife, a 
meadow for fam ily gatherings, a recreation center and park. However, the 
meadow and the jogging/walking pathways have fallen in disrepa ir. The 
meadow is covered with gopher holes, the plants have not been cared for, and 
people walk their dogs there In spite of the "No dogs allowed" signs. The 
pathway in the southern area has roots that create uneven pavements making 
it dangerous to m aneuver. The cost to maintain the existing area would be a 
fraction of the cost of creating th is "wonderland". Griffith Park, the LA River 
and Echo Park Lake are all within reach. This Is not a community lacking in 
green space or recreation. 

I The wildlife that have settled around the lake will leave with all the noise and 
1-285-4 disruption. This project will take years to complete, and meanwhile there's no 
l-285-5 I guarantee the wildlife will return to Silverlake. People already come here to 

jog, picn ic, exercise, etc. I say lea ve the lake area as is, and just mainta in it. 
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I-286 James Martin 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-286-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-286-2 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR does not include 
changes to bus access. The comment is noted and does not raise any issues 
with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-286-3 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR does not include 
a designated parking area for food trucks. The comment is noted and does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-286-1 
 

I-286-2 
 
 

I-286-3 

Looks cool, please start the improvements asap. 

Please encourage improved bus access to the area so neighbors from echo 
park, koreatown and ateater can access the area easily. 

Please set aside a parking area near the rec center/dog parks for food trucks. 

Thank you. 
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I-287 Amanda Lasher 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-287-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-287-2 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-287-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-287-1 I 

1-287-2 

1-287-3 1 

Please do not do any of this. Leave it alone. We have plenty of green spaces 
and resources in this neighborhood. Allocate the money for another 
neighborhood that could benefit from it. The situation with the unhoused could 
use funding. Community food banks. Neighborhoods with no green spaces. 
And if that is not possible, then do the cheapest. least disruptive version . There 
are so many more communities that could use these resources. our city and 
the issues happening here have changed dramatically since this project was 
first introduced. I get that is a painful reality and it is hard to let th is go, but 
have some humility. Please do not do this. 
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I-288 Vivien Kotler 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-288-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-288-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

 

 
  

1-288-1 1 

1·288·2 I 

Hi, 
I am voting for # 1- No Project. 
We live right in front of the Reservoir. Traffic and parking are already difficult, 
this would make it much worse. 
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I-289 Courtney Allen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-289-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-289-2 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. The comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-289 _1 I I support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. I greatly enjoy walking 
1-2ag-2 I around the reservoir. Please consider replacing the fenc ing and closing at dark 

for safety reasons. Thank you! 
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I-290 Eli Bonerz 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-290-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-290-1 I I'm voting for #1- No Project. Thanks. 
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I-291 Chris Hogan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-291-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-291-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Please also 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-291-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2 or 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-29 1-1 

1-29 1-2 

Thank you for taking the t ime to read this. I am a 15 yea r resident of Angus 
Street right by the lake, I ha ve been aware of this conversation about a master 
plan for many years now. Including a meeting back in the day, when we had 
just moved into the house, with loca l architects who were trying to figure out a 
plan for the lake. I say that so you don't think I'm just responding refl exive ly. I 
also attended many of your meetings, and I am grateful to you and the hard 
work that went into this plan. 

That sa id, we endure a lot of haza rdous traffic in the mornings and afternoons 
especially on Angus Street - when we didn't before. If that sounds NIMBY it's not 
meant to be, we just ha ve so many kids within houses around the intersection 
of Angus and Kenilwo rth. When I was a parent at Iva nhoe a couple of yea rs ago 
for three yea rs around the wa lking bike to school events in the fa ll and spring 
with the help of LAPD stopping traffic. This is a walkable neighborhood and 
many of those streets don't have sidewalks and are also the walk to school 
route fo r Iva nhoe. 

I What we reall y need Is an updated rec center. I said that as a parent and 
1-29 1-3 former coach. I'm so. I am in fa vo r of alternative three, but I could live with 

alternative two. 
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I-292 David Magid 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-292-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-292-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to previous contract work on the Project 
site. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-292-1 

1· 292 · 2 

To Whom it May Concern; 
I support the DEIR for the proposed Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan 
Project. It will be a fantastic renovation of a gemstone in our community! 
Please get it going! 

(However, please DO NOT have the same contractors who created the 
Silverlake Meadow project (6 to 10 years ago) work on this new project. The 
drainage of that Meadow is horrible; soggy for days after sprinklers or rain, with 
sinkholes everywhere!) 

Thank you , 

David Magid 
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I-293 Susan Simon 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-293-1 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. 
 

I-293-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to specific components under the 
proposed Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-293-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

 

  

I-293-1 
I-293-2 

 
I-293-3 

Leave the perimeter fence ! Access to promenade only to dusk. Leave the 
concrete embankments. No educational center. No floa ting islands. The less 
invasive the better. No grand la wn. No seating areas close to the water. Too 
much money being proposed for changes that are unwanted. Where will the 
money come from? 
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I-294 Ja Lu 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-294-1 
 

As shown in Table 3.12-21 in Section 3.12 of the Draft EIR, noise impacts from 
operational noise would be less than significant and the maximum increase in 
noise levels would be 0.1 dBA over current ambient noise levels. This 
represents a change in noise levels that is imperceptible to the human ear. 
Further, the comment represents an opinion of what noise standards should 
be. Section 3.12.3, Significance Thresholds, states the thresholds used to 
assess operational noise per the City of Los Angeles' LA CEQA Threshold Guide. 
 

I-294-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-294-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 

I-294-4 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7. 2, special events would 
require a permit from the City and allowable event hours would be from noon 
to 10:00 p.m. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 

  
I-294-5 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include these requirements. The comment is noted and does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-294-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 
As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the environmental 
analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the City of Los 
Angeles Fire Department and City of Los Angeles Police Department. Operations 
would not require additional fire or hazard services such that substantial 

I-294-1 
 

I-294-2 

I-294-3 

I-294-4 
 
 
 
 

i-294-5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-294-6 

The adjacent areas of the reservoir are mostly single family residential. The 
current sound leve ls are not much over standard noise levels of 60dBa mainly 
from traffic. The maximum sound level allowed at anytime of day should 
remain 60dBa for any events. Amplified sound should not be permitted. 
Shouting and singing should not be permitted. Everyone has different music 
preferences, and to have to live with night club dance music with cursing, or 
loud live music of ethnic music would not be conducive to a single family 
residential neighborhood, especia lly for fam ilies with young ch ildren up to high 
school children who need quiet, peaceful study environments, elderly, working 
professionals that need to wa ke up early for work. 

If people would like loud events they should reserve spaces at Griffith Park that 
is less than a mile away. Griffith Park is large enough to buffer the noises of 
many events, and is able to separate residential neighborhoods that are close 
by. 

All events should end one hour before sunset to allow for people and event 
equipment to leave the premises by dark. This will also limit light pollution. All 
set up and removal of equipment should be done on the same day. 

Events should ha ve a maximum of three hours in on day, and a maximum of 
events per month, such as only one event per month maximum, or two events 
per year. I suppose a very small event of 20 persons could have more 
frequency of maybe one event per week. These are deta ils that should be 
figured out on the number of people at an event including staff. 

These events will affect the current use of the reservoir with joggers, walkers, 
and pets who use the spaces for the routine exercise. Events will undoubtedly 
create a bit more stress in the environment. 

Parking for event goers should not interfere with residential parking, which 
currently is an issue in the area I live on in Silverlake. For example, during 
Ha lloween, many people drive to Silverlake to go trick or treating plus parties, 
and there is no street parking ava ilable for residents that are coming back 
home from work. The streets on the hills are narrow and windy with some 
sections only ha ving enough space for one moving vehicle to pass parked cars. 
So, this will be an issue, and more parked cars will have car damage. 
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I-294 Ja Lu 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of new or physically 
altered governmental facilities would occur. LAFD would be able to serve the 
proposed Project and would not result in the need for new or altered fire 
facilities. In addition, the proposed Project was designed in order to allow LAFD 
to continue to use the reservoir for water for emergency purposes. 
 

I-294-7 
 

LAPD would be responsible for crime prevention, law enforcement, and 
apprehension of suspected violators in the proposed Project area. The 
Northeast Community Police Station would be able to serve the proposed 
Project and would not result in the need for new or altered police facilities. 
The proposed Project is being designed to include wetland habitat and other 
edge treatments, where feasible, around the reservoir that would allow 
separation from the public to the water’s edge. In the unlikely event that 
someone would enter the reservoir water, these wetland areas and edge 
treatments would also provide places where one could exit the reservoir (as 
opposed to the current smooth surface and slope of the concrete walls). 
During operation, the proposed Project would incorporate an Operations and 
Maintenance Plan, which would include security considerations, to address 
the safety of park visitors. Staff would have a daily presence within the 
proposed Project area to provide oversight of the proposed Project area. The 
proposed Project assumes that five full-time staff would be required daily at 
the proposed Project area. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Public Safety. 
 

 

  

I-294-7 
There is also a potential for more crime with having an area that is more 
exposed and populated by non residents using the idyllic neighborhood of 
Silverlake. 
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I-295 John Paul Drayer 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-295-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-295-1 

I oppose creating an Olympic destination that will negatively impact 
ne ighboring streets with overflow parking, traffic, & noise. Let's reduce the size 
& cost [ITJ of th is project especially before the recession hits us on top of all the 
inflation. Sensible improvements Yes. 
No to oversized & costly projects that don't have the consensus of Silverlake 
ne ighbors. 

Reduce. Rethink and consult with us and the new council & mavor. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 
 
 

  I-296-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-296-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-296-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-296-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Please see 
Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - Parking/Bike 
Option. 
 

I-296-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 

I-296-6 
 

Please refer to Section 3.13, Population and Housing of the Draft EIR, for a 
discussion on homeless strategies within the City. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 

 

  

I-296-1 I 

1-296-2 

1-296-3 

I-296-4 I 

1-296-5 I 

1-296-6 

I have lived in Silverlake for upwards of 25 years and am very concerned about 
the impact of the master plan. Although Silver Lake is in the midst of the City, 
we have animal and bird life that says otherwise. It's magical to hear the hoot 
of an owl or the caa of crows or see geese flying in formation overhead .... and 
coyotes ... yes, they too are magical. Th is project will have a significant 
impact and I believe, negative impact, on bird and an imal life. 

This project is focused on our species. It shouldn't be. This project should be 
about creating a living space for those who live in Silver Lake ... and that should 
include the birds and animals and P22. . .. the balance between people and 
the natural world. 

The fence is importa nt-- it keeps the two leggeds out. 

The space is small - and I have concerns that it is being built out as a 
destination area. This is a neighborhood. I want a park that serves the 
neighborhood. Plans for this space - size appropriate, neighborhood 
appropriate, and which takes into account the residents (inc. herons, coyotes, 
and coots, ducks, and hawks, etc.) 

Traffic hasn't been taken into consideration and there is considerably more 
now than ever before. There is a lack of public parking ..... The cars also 
create more noise as will the "activities" planned for the space. If I am not at 
the park to hear music, I should not be forced to hear it. 
Everything echoes in this community. 

Lately there are more homeless living in the park or in their cars around the 
park. I would rather see money spent on housing for the homeless and care for 
the mentally challenged. We can also spend some of those millions on 
purchasing green space in other parts of the district or City for areas that need 
a pocket park or additional green space. 

I have attended several meetings and have continually raised these concerns. 
Many of my neighbors have done the same. I hope the City listens. 

Judith Serlin 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-297-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-297-1 I Love it! Please move forward 
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I-298 Jonathan Gluckman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-298-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-298·1 

Does every winner here represent one or more losers? The situation is nowhere 
near well enough now, but certainly well enough to be left alone. Koreatown is 
next to MacArthur Park. Clean it up instead of busing people to Silver Lake. 
Griffith Park has plenty of recreation facilities and hiking trails. Who invented 
the term "park-poor", and who created its criteria? If the city has no plan but to 
grow like Topsy, then the loudest will, as always, prevail. Those who wa nt to live 
quietly in this city will increasingly be up aga inst negative forces, and those 
imposing the latter will soon find themselves in the sa me posit ion. Ask not for 
whom the bell tolls, density-lovers. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-299-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-299-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog Park 
is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays from 
6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog Park 
would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

 

  

1-299-1 1 

1·299·2 I 

I fully support the plan as presented and proposed. I am a resident of the area 
and I vote. I also frequentl y use the park in the area around the reservoir. 
I support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anything, we recommend 
replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. we also believe closing the 
internal paths from dusk to da wn would be beneficial to the community, as they 
are now. Thank you 
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I-300 Janet Carol Norton 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-300-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the scale of the proposed Project. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-300-2 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. Impacts to biological 
resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. 
All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with implementation of 
mitigation measures. 
 

I-300-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-300-4 
 

This comment is conclusory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-300-1 

I-300-2 I 

1-300-3 1 
1-300-4 

Thank you for all of the ideas and work that have gone into this plan. While I am 
a supporter of improvement, I OPPOSE the scope of this project. Let's focus on 
restoring what we have, and not add more parking and lake access. While I 
love the idea of being able to go near wa ter, this is a reservoir we all live 
around and not a real lake. I am greatly concerned that access to the reservoir 
would lead to unnecessary activity and put children and wildlife in danger. 
We do not need parking and access which will attract more cars and traffic. We 
have lots of parks nearby and the meadow and grass area near the community 
center are love ly ... but let's focus on it and add more shade. Thank you . 
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I-301 Sascha Rice 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-301-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-301-2 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. 
 

I-301-3 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

Hello 
My husband I moved to sllverlake 22 years ago and we've raised our two 
children here. 

We've wa tched the reservoir go through updates and we support the master 
1-301-1 plan process and the Draft EIR. 

I-301·2 I 
I-30 1·3 I 

If they need to drain the reservoir we 'd like assurance that it will be filled. 

I've appreciate your transparent process and your ability to take community 
input. The designs are beautiful. 

w e hope the fence will be replaced with one that is more aesthetically pleasing. 
closing the internal paths from dusk to dawn would be beneficial to the 
community. 
Keep up the good work. 
Thank you. 
Sascha Rice and Joe Mellis 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-302-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-302-1 1 

I, without hesitation recommend: 
Alternative #1 - No Project on the Silver Lake Recreation Master Plan. 
Tha nk you, 
Dana Balkin, Silver Lake resident 
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I-303 Juliann Budimir 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-303-1 
 

The comment expresses support for limited improvements at the Project Site 
and discusses current improvements to the SLRC. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-303-2 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-303-1 

1-303-2 

Overa ll, I am for limited improvements as I love the wild urban nature of our 
Silver Lake 

As for things that have already been done and are in the works: 

It"s a shame the LADWP(?) erected those 3 new boxes r ight in front of the 
meadow, blocking the best view of the lake from the meadow. They"re about 5 
feet tall and should ha ve been placed even 15 feet to the left or right. I hope 
the wonderful new bathroom is not blocking the view of the lake. I look forward 
to a bathroom near the meadow, but hope the building is sma ll and tucked 
away out of view. Also, if the top portion could be open air for freshness and 
light (sim ilar to those along Ocean Ave. in Santa Monica, but with the sinks 
inside each individua l bathroom), that would be great 

Also, why was the cement sidewalk removed on W. Silver Lake near the curves 
along the park near the Recreation Center? I hope the sidewa lk will be 
replaced with cement aga in. 

Speaking of this, Is there any way to make the dirt portions more sta ble with 
less billowing dirt? I have no problem wa lking on soil; however, it gets 
incredibly dirty (with big clouds of dust billowing from the Dog Park across the 
street to the apartments). The sidewa lk on the east side of Silver Lake Blvd. is 
particularly dirty, with the dirt from the area between the curb and the sidewalk 
covering most of the cement sidewalk. Is there something we can do about 
this? Either plant something and/or add some kind of divider so that the 
existing cement sidewalk can remain clean, safe, and attractive? 
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I-304 John Southern 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-304-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-304-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Drought Conditions. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content or 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-304 -1 I 

1-304-2 

As a local stakeholder in the area and a licensed architect in the State of 
California, I whole-heartedly support this master plan. However, my 
professional recommendation is that, in recognition of the dry-future fac ing our 
region, that a better solution would be to arrive at a design where a majority of 
the SL Reservoir be re-ima gined as dry ground with native habitat, rather than 
the present body of water, which is subject to evaporation. If the eng ineering 
intent is to retain the current storage of non-potable wa ter, then It should be 
stored in a covered cistern, like the one"s being constructed near Griffith Park, 
and leave only a sma ll body of water for pleasure seekers and the aesthetic 
comfort of property owners. Having an ornamenta l lake, such as the current 
reservoir, is not only insulting to the future of our ch ildren in a more arid 
Ca lifornia, but also an ongoing slight to the residents of the Owens Va lley- one 
of the many fara way places that L.A. has exploited in order to maintain the 
wa ter needs of it's residents. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-305-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-305-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-305-3 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-305-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-305-5 
 

Please see Draft EIR Chapter 5.7 for an explanation on the purpose of 
selecting an "Environmentally Superior Alternative" as it pertains to CEQA and 
decision making. 
 
Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

I-305-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-305-7 
 

Please refer to Section 3.13, Population and Housing of the Draft EIR, for a 
discussion on homeless strategies within the City. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

1-305-1 

I-305·2 I 
1-305-3 1 

1-305-4 1 

1-305-5 

1·305·6 

1-305-7 1 

The Silver Lake Reservoir Complex is a precious asset just as is. It grounds and 
undergirds a peaceful and natural environment for residents, wildlife and 
natural habitat. The Master Plan as submitted would utterly wreck that peace 
and is a far cry from what's actually needed. 

Living within 500 feet of the reservoir, I am one of a large number of local area 
residents who have attended meetings and submitted comments throughout all 
the years of the SLRCMP design and review process including at recent well 
attended DEIR-specific meetings. While taking every opportun ity to offer 
comments and finding myself among the overwhelming majority voicing 
serious concerns, our Input has nevertheless gone largely Ignored. The 
overwhelming majority of public comments have consistently focused on how 
the plan is ill-suited and overblown, how it would be damaging to the quality of 
life for residents and wildlife habitat, and how astronomically and misguidedly 
expensive it would be. Yet somehow an unidentified constituency seems to 
have steamrolled Hargreaves Jones' plan through based on pie-in-the-sky 
public enticements disconnected from all proportion, fiscal reality, and majority 
resident input. 

While some of the DEIR's findings seem highly questionable (little to no traffic 
and parking impact? Really?) what it actually confirms is that our concerns are 
well-founded. The DEIR clearly states that the Master Plan would have long 
lasting negative impacts including years of construction noise, public 
disturbance and facility closures. Many commenters agree based on their 
intimate familiarity with the local roadways that there "s simply no way that 
traffic and parking wou ld not be negatively impacted. The DEIR also clearly 
states that the Master Plan is environmentally unsound. Instead it 
suggests ALTERNATIVE l (maintain the reservoir complex as Isl 
and ALTERNATIVE 3 (the Natural Lands and Open Space Preserve Alternative) 
as more environmentally and fiscally responsible plans. 

Most importantly, THERE MUST CONTINUE TO BE A NON-SCALABLE SECURITY 
FENCE CONTROLLING ACCESS to the reservoir complex. Whether we maintain 
the existing chain link as with ALTERNATIVE l or replace It with a more esthetic 
option as an a la carte item from ALTERNATIVE 3, there can be no other option. 
Having no such fence would invite chaos similar to the homeless encampment 
debacle at nearby Echo Park and the street takeovers and vandalism at the 
newly rebuilt 6th Street Bridge, as just two analogous examples. 
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I-305 Andras Kanegson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

I-305-8 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-305-9 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-305 -8 I 

1-305-9 

The Master Plan blows out of all proportion what should ideally be a simple 
maintenance and upkeep project. It would likely inflict more than a decade of 
construction disturbance and noise and thereafter would decimate a rare and 
naturally peaceful neighborhood. While a possibly entitled minority may 
<want> a massively expensive boondoggle the huge majority of participants in 
this process have been clear that they do not <need> it. The resulting de facto 
urban camping ground would be terribly damaging to our qua lity of life. The 
overwhelming majority agree that the exorbitant resources necessary for this 
Master Plan would be far better used elsewhere. 
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I-306 Michael Mahler 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-306-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-306-1 I NO PROJECT 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-307-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-307-1 I NO PROJECT! 
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I-308 Michael Sweeney 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-308-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-308-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Drought Conditions. 
 

 

  

I-308-1 I 

1-308-2 

As a resident of Los Angeles and a licensed architect in the State of California, I 
whole-heartedly support this master plan. However it falls to adequately 
acknowledge and plan for our drier future in Southern Californ ia. Instead of 
looking backwards and focusing on the preservation the current aesthetics of 
the -man-made- reservoir, we should be looking forwards and preserving 
Silverlake as a livable, equitable community. Instead using Owens Valley runoff 
for pure aesthetics, th is space should be reimagined as a space of conservation 
and recreation. A better so lution is to return the majority of the original Canyon 
Reservoir to native habitat, instead of mainta ining the fiction of it as a natural 
body of water. 

The water we see is not ours and is not natural. If it is required to nourish the 
City of Angels, then it should be stored in a covered cistern, like the one's being 
constructed near Griffith Park. and lea ve only a small body of wa ter for 
recreation. If the purpose is ornamental, then this is an insult to the future of 
our children, an insult to the more arid parts of Ca lifornia, and also an ongo ing 
slight to the residents and First Na tions of the Owens Va lley. 

As a city, we can and must do better. 
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I-309 Anil Baral 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-309-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project, This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-309-2 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR. The comment is 
noted and does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-309-3 
 

As described in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would include offsite improvements along areas surrounding 
the SLRC in areas shown on Figure 2-15 of the Draft EIR. One improvement 
would include the addition of 90-degree parking along the north side of West 
Silver Lake Drive, east of Redesdale Avenue adjacent to the Silver Lake 
Recreation Center. Trees would be avoided along this area and parking would 
be added in a way that it would not encroach on existing trees. Currently, 
there are 10 parallel parking spaces along this segment of West Silver Lake 
Drive. By converting to 90-degree parking, a total of approximately 25 parking 
spaces would be added, resulting in a net increase in parking of 15 spaces at 
this location. 
 
Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the City has decided not to 
add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-309-4 
 

As described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project 
analyzed in the Draft EIR included a floating dock which would launch guided 
kayak tours. Based on comments received during the public review period, the 
City has made minor revisions to the proposed Project. The proposed Project 
would no longer include the floating dock component or opportunities for 
guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist 
for educational purposes. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the 
revisions to the proposed Project would not result in any new significant impacts 
that were not already identified in the Draft EIR, nor would these changes 
substantially increase the severity of any impacts identified in the Draft EIR. 
 

1-309-1 

1-309 -2 

I-309 -3 I 
I-309-4 I 

1-309-5 I 

I appreciate the master plan and think Silverlak Reservo ir could become a 
world-class park and augment many strengths already present in the 
neighborhood. I particularly like the increased number of trees, the increased 
habita ts, increased public spaces, the education centers, added fields and 
recreation centers, the fitness centers, and the floating dock Battery Pa rk in 
NYC was redesigned and improved the life of the residents and this could do 
the same. My only comments are: 1) It would be great if a park for kids was 
installed that is more interactive for older kids. The current pa rk in the south is 
more fo r young kids. Something akin to Zipline park at Riverside and Los Fe liz 
Blvd, or Bellvue Park, or even something super ambitious with lots of la yers for 
kids to pla y and let their imaginations run wild. The Washington De Area has 
some incredible pa rks. See: 
https://www.bea uvoirschool.org/abouttvisit-our-p layground# - Too much of Los 
Angeles Is structured and a nice environmental park that allows older kids to 
meet up and pla y together would be great. 2) Please incorporate as much new 
pa rking as possible 3) It would be great if kaya k access is open to the public, at 
least during certain hours? 4) Please make sure there are enough restrooms. 
There are currently no restrooms In the meadow and I've seen young kids use 
the bushes because there is not alternative. This shouldn't be the case. Thanks 
for all the hard work! 
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I-309 Anil Baral 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

I-309-5 
 

As described in the Project Description, Section 2.5.1 of the Draft EIR, public 
restrooms would be included and would be directly accessible from the 
promenade to serve the proposed Project area as a whole. 
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I-310 Susie Fukuhara 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-310-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-310-l I NO PROJECT! Richard Neutra built our hom e for us 60 yrs. ago. NO PROJECT! 
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I-311 Joyce Peyton 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-311-1 
 

As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Fire Department and City of Los Angeles Police 
Department. Operations would not require additional fire or hazard services 
such that substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of 
new or physically altered governmental facilities would occur. LAFD would be 
able to serve the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new 
or altered fire facilities. In addition, the proposed Project was designed in 
order to allow LAFD to continue to use the reservoir for water for emergency 
purposes as outlined in Section 3.14.5, of the Draft EIR. 
 

 

 
  

One of my Red Fags associated with this project is probably the most important 
issue to me ... Silver Lake is in a RED ALERT FIRE ZONE with narrow streets and 
few unclogged exits during peak traffic hours! We will be greatly increasing 
human exposure from the current small area of the Meadow to the entire 
Reservoir. Humans do human things, they tend to set off fireworks. 
smoke/dispose of their cigarettes and build fires. LAFD is consistently 

1.311. 1 extinguishing these fires daily in our surrounding areas. Los Feliz homeowners 
discovered the dangers when a homeless person built a fire near the Griffith 
Park golf course on a windy afternoon, fires spread quickly and they are 
unpredictable. Fortunately, their homes and the Observatory were saved! 
Silver Lake is surrounded by many palm & mature trees, vegetation and 
grasses. o ur terrain is like the Oa kland Fire disaster hills. Griffith Park is also a 
Red Fire Alert zone, but because of the vast area, it has a large buffer zone 
before fires spread to homes ... Silver Lake does not! 
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I-312 Casey Wollenberg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-312-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include permit only parking. The comment is noted and does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-3 12-1 1 

The master plan sounds grea t, but it's impact on both foot and ca r traffic in our 
already busy neighborhood will be ca tastrophic. 
Neighbors should be guaranteed support and assistance with designating the 
area permit-only parking. 
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I-313 Christopher Rogers 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-313-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

Hello, I am a homeowner and pa rent living across from the reservoir. I strongly 
oppose the full master plan, especially the taking down of the fence and 
additional seating on West Silverlake Drive. While I would urge the council to 

1•313.1 expand wildlife sanctuaries and existing green space, I feel additional parking, 
and bringing outside vendors and an events space and programming into the 
reservoir complex is wildly at odds with preserving the functional, natural 
t ra nquility that makes it so special. Please do not approve the "full" master plan 
· there is no need to fix something that isn't broken. 
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I-314 Paul Byrne 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-314-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-314-1 

I live right above the reservoir and have lived in the neighborhood for 22 years! 
I can't tell you how excited I am about the future plan of the Reservoir. It looks 
dynamite we desperately need it. I have three kids ages 9,5 and 2 and I really 
hope you can get started working on it so they can enjoy it in their youth!! 
You crushed it!! 
Now ao secure the funds and make LA beautiful! I 
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I-315 Gerry Hans 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-315-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-315-2 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

I-315-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to use 
the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours would 
be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include additional 
lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer to Figure 2-8 
in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths within habitat 
areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by the public. 
 

1-315•1 

1-315-3 

December 2, 2022 

RE: SLRCMPDrart EIR 

Support for o P?ltject or Altl!rnarlve J atural Lands/Open Space Pr1!51!nl! 

I am not a resident or the Sliver Lake area, but am a resident of IAs Angeles who wan vi to do 
everything possible to feral off the precipitous loss of biodiversity in a Qty saiving to retain ii 
for a livable and heathy environ.rnent. 

Just as the public comment end, for tlti s proposed Project, California is being represented at the 
OOP15 Conference of Biodiver,,ity in Montreal by membei,; of lhe California Global 
Biodiversity Working Group, many from the Los Angeles Atta. California is the UN's fir.st and 
only of!lclal st,11e (non-eounuy) obseiver, as Callfomla makes a suong stand for biodiversity, 
which is inseparably comected to the climate cl-.ange issue. 

Silver Lake's local resldems remain divided on the proposed Project. When there is controversy, 
it is best to error on the side of NOT losing what we have by doing nothing. Why take the risk? 
Why suffer lhrough a relendess cons11t1ction period? IL seems much ol Lhe community is happy 
wi th ti>e present condldon, short lack of maintenance and a lence that's an eyesore. 

l 'm sure some residents ore swayed with the for-fetched renderings in an EIR which show lush 
habitat b!rtls pcrchlng within reach, and chlJdrcn whh !up-waders at the water's edge. This Is all 
unrealistic markeling brought to the public by those woo will benefi t the most: the planners, 
consultants and construction contractors. Over-selliag and over-promising the public with only 
resulL in the community 's laier disappoinun,n1 and discontent, should the Project proceed 

Los Angeles Co1D1tywide Comprehensive Park & Recneation Needs Assessmen~ Appendix A, 
dearly shows this area as a "Very Low'' needs community. The focus of parl< improvements 
should be dlrected 10 "Very 111gb" and "High" needs areas, of which there arc many. The 
Assessment recognizes the ab1D1dance of nearby parks and recreational facilities. Passive 
recneation should remain the focll'l for Silver Lake Reservoir, wiLhom building Olll new active 
spons inf'rastn.J:cture, and c.-e.nainly nm ye, anolher sped.al evems venue. 

Most bnportandy, from a biodiversity perspective, fencing is essential in order to preserve the 
u,,numdoll'l and lmponant (unction th•se waters now serve migratory blrds. This should 
absollllely be the ltlGhost priority. Along the same thinking, the addidon of any lighting Is 
adverse to birtl migration. For these reasons, only o Project (Alternative l) or Alternative 3 
should be on the @ble for funher consideration. 

I have a ('.lrtlference for Alterna tive 3, since the fence would be improved a sth tically. And along 
wi lh this improvement, enhance<! mobility for small wildli fe could be addressed. 

Geny Hans 
LosAJlgeles 
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I-315 Gerry Hans 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
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I-316 Jeremy Benjamin 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-316-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

 

 
  

I-316-1 I Protect wildlife , thank you. 
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I-317 Alessandra Franco 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-317-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - 
Community Engagement Process. 
 
Please refer to Section 3.13, Population and Housing of the Draft EIR, for a 
discussion on homeless strategies within the City. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-317-2 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. 
 

I-317-3 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on 
Table 2-3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as 
funding becomes available. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this 
Final EIR, based on comments received during the Draft EIR comment period, 
the City has decided to remove the use of amplified speakers for special 
events during operations of the proposed Project. As shown in Table 3.12-21 
of the Draft EIR, on-site noise levels during special events without amplified 
speakers would be less than significant. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-317-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

Why makes spend time going to meetings and send ing you our feedb ack if 
you "re now ready to dismiss and ignore it all? Do you want to turn the reservoir 

1•317 .1 into another underpass encampment? Because that IS what is going to happen 
if you remove the perimeter fencing. It will be hugely detrimental to all of us 
who live here as well as to all the wild life that depend on the reservoir for their 
surviva l. I beg you to PLEASE reconsider this. 

1.317_2 Va ndalism, vagrancy and crime have been documented as serious problems in 
other unfenced parks in Los Angeles. There is no Public Safety mitigation for 
the loss of the Perimeter Fence suggested in this DEIR. 

The horrific noise, vibration, mess and traffic blockages caused by massive 
construction could last from five to fifteen years. Nevertheless, this Deir calls 

1_317_3 this, incred ibly, a "Less Than Significant Impact." As to noise and vibration 
mitigations: "None Required." The DEIR pred icts an "average of 390 addit ional 
visitors per day", as well as higher attendance with proposed monthly "Special 
Events" with amplified sound. Neighborhoods packed with visitors' cars plague 
the Reservoirs area even now. And with the DEIR's plan to cut down lane widths 

1.317.4 to add parking spots on these already congested and gridlocked streets, traffic 
will enormously increase and become more dangerous. Yet, DEIR's 
Transportation Study cla ims "Less than Significant Impact." and "No mitigation 
measures are required." 

1-317-5 

The DEIR also claims, "significant irreversible changes to our community have 
been deemed acceptable." 

They are not! 

The DEIR cla ims the negative impacts of construction, the years of disturbance, 
and when finished, the increased da ily noise, crowds, traffic, and harm to our 
wildlife with be worth it. 

It is not! 

The commun ity's ideals of "Peaceful," of "Nature," and "Wildlife" will be 
destroyed. It must not. 
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I-317 Alessandra Franco 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

I-317-5 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
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I-318 Donna Barstow 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-318-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-318-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-318-3 
 

As discussed in Project Description, Section 2.5.5 of the Draft EIR, the planting 
design for the proposed Project would be aligned with the City's New Green 
Deal goals of increasing tree canopy and protecting native biodiversity. Figure 
2-8 of the Draft EIR includes a preliminary planting diagram. 
 

I-318-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-318-4 

Hello! 

I'm on the Housing Committee of the SLNC. I was on the Griffith Park Neigh 
Council until it disbanded. I also wrote about coyotes and wildlife for the LA 
Weekly and was a reviewer for a scientific journal. I've been a birdwatcher 
since I was 7, and I'm a naturalist. I know more about trees than the unlicensed 
workers LADWP uses. 

1_318_1 I have the unique experience of observing evening activity by running around 
the Silver Lake reservoir for the last 25 years, at 1 AM or later. I know all about 
the traffic (none, most nights) and any animal or bird activity. 

Before DWP turned Silver Lake into a construction zone for 6 years and dra ined 
it, I observed: great horned owls, coyotes, bats, skunks, raccoons, mice, herons, 
canada geese, grebes, geckos ... and this is just what I have seen myself at 
night. I also wrote a blog on what happened there (Including DWP malfeasance 
with the water) which, in fact, caused the empty lake to be refilled a month 
before the DWP original date. 

In my observations, after the construction and drought. and DWP's failure to 
keep the reservoirs full, all life is gone. Not a sighting nor a peep. 

This is when a qualified naturalist or field manager should step in, before it 
1_31 8 _2 really is too late. I haven't seen any reptiles in 2 years - the city of LA has 

reported that they have been missing for a few years, and now they are 
endangered .. They can't just fly or run away, and they at least did have water 
here. If you had had an EIR done - as we did for Griffith Park - you would 
already know this. And as the small animals disappeared. including mice and 
rats, so do the owls and coyotes and raccoons leave. 

This "Master Pl an" adds no habitat. Trees planted like an English garden, 
spaced so many feet apart, don't create shade for people (most common 

1_318_3 compla int about the Silver Lake Meadow), and don't allow pollinating insects to 
get from one tree to another, or create safety for any small creature. They 
don't even allow safe places for birds to build nests. Whoops, there goes 
another songbird, leaving Silver Lake! 

Of course, just as importantly, the infrastructure of the Reservoirs as a source 
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I-318 Donna Barstow 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

I-318-5 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-318-6 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-318-7 
 

Please refer to Section 3.13, Population and Housing of the Draft EIR, for a 
discussion on homeless strategies within the City. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-318-8 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 
Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-318-9 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-318-4  
Cont. 

I-318-5 

I-318-6 

of emergency water for fire management can't be underestimated. For 
decades, the LAFD has been using the reservoirs for water drop helicopters to 
tamp out fires In the Burbank and Glendale mountains. Not to mention the 
destructive Griffith Park fire!! And we shouldn't forget about possible 
earthquakes ... 

You already have the perfect test case: Silver Lake Meadow.A complete Fa il. 
No one goes.It's almost empty. Lots of signs for no dogs, but lots of dogs there 
anyway. Acres of muddy grass, because grass needs so much water, and 
there's DWP, pouring millions of water into keeping it alive . Go there yourself, 
and be sure to read the Yelp reports 

What we need in LA are green spaces, not extended public sidewalks, which is 
what all these plans look like. What happened to the wetland plan? 

Other observations: 
Our honored forefathers built a reservoir in this ravine so the water wouldn't 
evaporate. The houses act as walls. It's as still as bathtub water. That's why It 
(and the Meadow) are so hot. 
Did you know Silver Lake is part of a Migratory Bird Path? We have federal 
protections for these waterfowl 
Griffith Park, the 2nd biggest urban park in the country, is only 1.2 miles away 
for those looking for green. It's terribly underused. 
Is Silver Lake the next Echo Park for the homeless, with food, bathroom 
facilities, and lots of empty spaces? 

1•318.7 Food deliveries and storage adds another problem: tree rats. That would be 
great if we had any predators left. That wou ld be terrible if they put out poison. 
There is also the problem of pollution and smoke from cooking food that will 
drastically lower the valuation of houses surrounding the lake, which again, 
gets no breeze. 

1-318-8 1 Parking. Parking. Parking. 
Question: since Mia Lehrer is now on the Board of LADWP, is there a conflict of 
interest with her own business on the Master Plan? 

1•318.9 Don't do this, I beg you. You won 't be able to pay money, to get everything back 
that you will lose for the city, the green and the environment. 

I am ava ilable and happy to talk with anyone looking for information and 
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I-318 Donna Barstow 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

I-318-10 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Section 2.5 of the Draft EIR for details on pathway resurfacing and 
planting. 
 

 

  

answers about the usability and protection of this area . 

Attachments: 
Na il in Silver Lake running path. There are several pieces of metal sticking up 
through the dirt, waiting to trip walkers and runners. 1 know where most of them 
are, since I've almost fallen on my face on them. 
Tree molested by LADWP a few days ago. They keep cutting them in haft . This is 

1-318-10 propped up by a stick in the roadway 
Migrating birds at 2AM. They fly in in the middle of the night, have a rest for a 
few hours, then go on their way. Do not destroy this importa nt habitat 

My Silver Lake blog: https://donnabarstow.com/park_blog/ 

Very Sincerely, Donna Barstow 
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I-318 Donna Barstow 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 
 

  I-318-11 
 

Attachment noted. 
 

 

  

I-318-11 
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I-318 Donna Barstow 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

    

  

I-318-11 
Cont. 
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I-318 Donna Barstow 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

    

  

I-318-11 
Cont. 
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I-319 Kristen Gutoskie 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-319-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR. The comment is 
noted and does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-319-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

 

 
  

1-3 19-1 

1-3 19-2.1 

Hi there, 

The meadow/ field area that is currently at the reservo ir is a good size and an 
important place for people to commune, picnic, play frisbee, and hang out, 
especially on the weekends. It has been a special place for my friends and I to 
get together. kids to run around or to hang on a blanket. People even come to 
do yoga, or sit with book there. It looks here like you have signifi ca ntly shrunk 
that meadow area down the fit other things. Please don't shrink it. It would 
become over packed and therefore inaccessible to a lot of people wanting to 
sit out on blankets or ha ve picnic birthday gatherings, etc. It is one of the only 
areas to do that near water on the east side, that is flat (unlike much of echo 
park reservoir, which slants). Please keep the meadow size the same and keep 
it open and accessible for many spacious. and not crowded with too other 
things, etc . It's simple beauty is what we love and do not wa nt it to create 
overcrowding. Also we don't wa nt it to create extra traffic in the already hea vily 
trafficked area, so keeping It simple, rather than attracting hundreds more 
people a day would be Idea l. Thank you! 
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I-320 Jake Grandchamp 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-320-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-320-l I I am a resident currently in favor of Alternative #1 - No Project. 
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I-321 Rocky Collis 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-321-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

l-32 l-l I Very exc ited about the prospect for much needed renovations of the Reservoir, 
and hopeful that they will happen!! 
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I-322 Howard Foon 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-322-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

 

  

I We are in favor of perimeter fencing to keep the Coyotes from browsing our 
1-322-1 neighborhood, similar to the fencing at the Rowena Reservoir. 
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I-323 Fredrik Lidskog 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-323-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-323-1 

Having reviewed the "master plan" materials and the draft EIR, as well as 
browsed some of the arguments for and aga inst, I am firmly in favor of moving 
forward with the Silver Lake Reservo ir Complex init iative and would consider it 
a welcome add iti on to the neiahborhood. 
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I-324 Barbara Hoff 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-324-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include self-cleaning bathrooms. The comment is noted and does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-324-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There are alternatives to provide a bathroom at the SL Reservo ir if it's 
determined that it's really needed. Here is information about 
the Award-winning self-cleaning restrooms at the North Hollywood Recreation 
Center. Th is is preferable to constructing another building that we don 't need 
or wa nt. 

"Award-winning, self-cleaning, stand-alone restrooms - already here at North 
Hollywood Recreation Center 

Some ha ve said they wa nt the Education Center bu ilt because it'll give them 
restrooms, which many would like. 

Instead - how about just the restrooms? 

These were: 

1-324-1 - voted a FINALIST in 2022's Best Public Restrooms (USA). 
https://www.bestrestroom.com/other-fina list/?fina list= 3307 &bryea r= 2 022 

Installed by LA Recreation and Parks with Councilmember Krekorian, 

Cost under $200,000 in 2019, 

"The self-cleaning restrooms at North Hollywood Recreation Center are holding 
to its promise in a community with a large homeless population. They cut 
maintenance cleaning times considerably. The restrooms· interior is sanitized 
automatically after a set number of flushes. Touchless features include toilet 
tissue dispenser, soap dispenser, faucet and hand dryer. Exiting the restroom is 
also touchless. Graffiti is easily removed from the stainless steel and porcelain 
interior. An alarm will sound off if someone attempts to stay inside for too long 
and the door will open." 

These restrooms will actually be used. 

I 
They are a far less impactful mitigation for the negative impacts of the 

1-324-2 proposed Education Center, a build ing that: 

- Would destroy already scant land habitat for both wildlife and education; 
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I-324 Barbara Hoff 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

I-324-3 
 

As described in Section 3.5.1, Cultural Resources, the SLRC itself is a Los 
Angeles Historic Cultural Monument (#422), designated in 1989. The SLRC has 
also been previously recorded by SurveyLA with a status code of 5S1, meaning 
that it is a designated City landmark. Further analysis of historical resources 
and impacts analysis is based on the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master 
Plan: Supplemental Historical Report and Impacts Analysis (2022) (Historical 
Report) provided within Appendix F of the Draft EIR. 
 
The Draft EIR is the most extensive description, analysis, and catalog of the 
features and history of the SLRC written to date. While the SLRC was 
evaluated as a district, rather than a Historic Cultural Landscape, that is 
merely a difference in terminology and organizational tools. The 
characterization of the SLRC as a “district” versus a “landscape” did not 
originate with the Draft EIR; it dates to its listing as a LAHCM and therefore 
predates the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR confirms that the SLRC is a historical 
resource for the purposes of CEQA and includes numerous character-defining 
features that are landscape features. The original HCM nomination form is 
short and limited on details and does not contain an inventory or description 
of what the contributing and/or non-contributing resources are contained 
within the district, let alone inventory, categorize, and analyze its character-
defining features. The Draft EIR contains an extensive history of the SLRC, 
including categorizing and prioritizing the character-defining features of the 
SLRC, which previously had not been analyzed, including landscape features 
that previously had not been identified and/or included in analysis. In addition 
to the ESA report and analysis, consultant GPA clearly states on page 11 of 
their 2020 memorandum that “The Complex is a historic designated 
landscape.” Their 2019 report provided a description of the Site, a summary of 
its development and history, an illustrated inventory of landscape 
characteristics and character defining features of the SLRC, and an analysis of 
its status as a historical resource. Per The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 
for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for the Treatment of 
Cultural Landscapes (National Park Service, 1996), organizational elements of 
a historic cultural landscape can include spatial organization, topography, 
vegetation, circulation, and water features; all of these are included and 
addressed within the Draft EIR. 
 
Additionally, with the number of buildings, structures and physical infrastructure 
associated with the SLRC, a district is not an inappropriate organizational tool. 
Landscape features can and are considered character defining features in 

I -Would violate several Historic-Cultural Monument Standards (our Reservoir is 
1·324-3 HCM #422); 

I -Is also called an 'event space' or 'community space' which implies the noise, 
1-324-4 crowds and traffic that come with those; 

1-324-s I 

1-324-6 1 

1-324-7 1 

Would propose a bus parking lot along SL Blvd for intended visitors; 

Duplicates other indoor resources already built (Recreation Center); 

Does not comply with the Open Space Zoning directives to preserve open 
space as a balance to urban density; 

- And is promoted by some as necessary because it would provide restrooms. 

Really? An entire building just for its restrooms? No need I 

1_324_8 Let's get what we need - restrooms - rather than what we don't need - another 
building. 

1-324-9 

Let's SAVE THE GREEN for the wildlife that need it! 

.... the fence is the single most important conservation management tool at the 
site after the presence of wa ter." 
- LA Audubon Society: Statement on the Future Management of Silver Lake 
Reservoir." 

Also a Perimeter Fence 8' - 12' MUST be In place to protect wildlife, prevent 
encampments, prevent criminal activities, and prevent people and children 
from going Into the water. 
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I-324 Barbara Hoff 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

historic districts, including the SLRC, and do not necessarily require separate 
evaluation as “cultural landscape.” More importantly, the landscape features of 
the SLRC that would be defined, inventoried, and evaluated for impacts in a 
cultural landscape evaluation are all defined, inventoried and evaluated within 
the Draft EIR, including various landscaping and landscape areas, the knoll, and 
the meadow. The resulting analysis of impacts more than adequately addresses 
the potential impacts of the project, and an analysis of impacts under the 
auspices of a “cultural landscape” would be no different. More importantly, the 
Draft EIR acknowledges that the Master Plan will have an impact on the historic 
features of the SLRC; it simply states that these impacts do not reach the level of 
a “substantial adverse change.” 
 

I-324-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 

I-324-5 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a bus parking lot along Silver Lake Boulevard. The comment is noted 
and does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-324-6 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-324-7 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
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I-324 Barbara Hoff 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to put the SLRC to a 
beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing potable 
water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain 
the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including maintaining the 
dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to 
benefit area residents. 
 

I-324-8 
 

As described in the Project Description, Section 2.5.1 of the Draft EIR, public 
restrooms would be included as part of the proposed Education Center and 
would be directly accessible from the promenade to serve the proposed 
Project area as a whole. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-324-9 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
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I-325 Nicole Antoine 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-325-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft 
EIR. A detailed Biological Technical Report was provided as Appendix D of the 
Draft EIR. The comment does not state what is lacking from the analysis. As 
noted, beginning on page 2-49 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project would 
include preparation of a Wildlife Management Plan, a Wetlands Management 
Plan, a Tree Succession Plan, and a Brush Clearing Plan. The habitat improvement 
elements of the proposed Project would be installed under the direction of these 
plans to ensure successful implementation. All impacts were concluded to be less 
than significant with implementation of mitigation measures. Please see Master 
Response – Biological Resources. 
 

I-325-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. The proposed Project would increase native vegetation at the site. 
The Tree Succession Plan would ensure that habitat values of mature trees are 
replaced over time. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Also, please see Master Response – 
Biological Resources. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

I-325-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
LAPD would be responsible for crime prevention, law enforcement, and 
apprehension of suspected violators in the proposed Project area. The 
Northeast Community Police Station would be able to serve the proposed 
Project and would not result in the need for new or altered police facilities. The 
proposed Project is being designed to include wetland habitat and other edge 
treatments, where feasible, around the reservoir that would allow separation 
from the public to the water’s edge. In the unlikely event that someone would 
enter the reservoir water, these wetland areas and edge treatments would also 
provide places where one could exit the reservoir (as opposed to the current 
smooth surface and slope of the concrete walls). During operation, the proposed 
Project would incorporate an Operations and Maintenance Plan, which would 
include security considerations, to address the safety of park visitors. Staff 
would have a daily presence within the proposed Project area to provide 
oversight of the proposed Project area. The proposed Project assumes that five 
full-time staff would be required daily at the proposed Project area. 
 
Please see Master Response - Public Safety 

 
 

I-325-1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-325-2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-325-3 
 
 
 
 
 

I-325-4 
 
 
 
 

I-325-5 

The DEIR Biologicc;ll Resources section is inc;lccurc;lte c;lnd lll· resec;lrched .. The 
Master Plan's "Floating Islands," the "Wetland Terraces" and "fish stocking" that 
c;lre supposed to benefit birds, will not do sol The expert opinion of Dan Cooper, 
Chief Conservation Biologist of the Santa Monica Mounta ins Conservancy: This 
DEIR is "lacking in both rigor and specificity .... Without current, accurate, and 
credible data on the biological resources ... , efforts at restoration will either fall 
short, or could actually result in further degradation of the site." 

Ironically, the massive excavation, grading and construction 
of much-touted "nature trails," the "scenic overlooks," and "nature education" 
structures will instead uproot and destroy Nature. 

The Knoll's lost natural forest Is now vital habitat for an ecosystem of 
ground-dwelling an imals and loca l birds that will lose nests, burrows and 
food. Disruption of the open waters dri ves away migratory flocks we love. The 
DEIR f ails to even mention the loss of these birds and animals. I have been up 
on The Knoll and I saw coyote homes, and other critters up there that do not 
come around on the path. The owls live in that area as well. 

The Master Plan would remove the Reservoirs' Perimeter Fence. This will have 
major impacts on wildl ife welfare and neighborhood safety. vanda lism. 
vagrancy and crime have been documented as serious problems in other 
unfenced parks in Los Angeles. Look at every other park, including the LA 
River, there is no way to control the graffiti and destruction of property. There 
is no Public Safety mitigation for the loss of the Perimeter Fence suggested in 
this DEIR. 

The horrific noise, vibration, mess and traffic blockages caused by massive 
construction could last from five to fifteen years. Nevertheless. this Deir calls 
this, incredibly, a "Less Than Significant Impact." As to noise and vibration 
mitigations: "None Required." [DEIR 3.16-18] 

The DEIR predicts an "average of 390 additional visitors per day", as well 
i;!S higher c;lttendance with proposed monthly "Special Events" with c;lmpl ified 
sound. Neighborhoods packed with visitors' cars plague the Reservoirs area 
even now. And with the DEIR's plan to cut down lane widths to add parking 
spots on these already congested and gridlocked streets, traffic will 
enormously increase and become more danqerous. 
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I-325 Nicole Antoine 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

I-325-4 
 

Section 3.12 of the Draft EIR analyzes the construction noise impacts from on- 
and off-site construction noise in Section 3.12.5, Impacts and Mitigation 
Measures. As analyzed, the Draft EIR determined that construction noise and 
vibration would have potentially significant impacts prior to implementation 
of mitigation measures. Section 3.12 outlines four mitigation measures 
intended to reduce construction noise and vibration impacts (NOISE-1, NOISE-
2, NOISE-3, and NOISE-5). After implementation of all feasible mitigation 
measures, construction noise would be significant and unavoidable, 
construction vibration related to structural vibration would be less than 
significant with mitigation, and construction vibration related to human 
annoyance would be significant and unavoidable. A summary of impacts can 
be found in Table 3.12-26 of the Draft EIR. 
 

I-325-5 
 

As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, based on comments received 
during the Draft EIR comment period, the City has decided to remove the use 
of amplified speakers for special events during operations of the proposed 
Project. As shown in Table 3.12-21 of the Draft EIR, on-site noise levels during 
special events without amplified speakers would be less than significant. Also, 
please see Master Response – Traffic/Transportation 
 

I-325-6 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 

 

  

 
 

I-325-6 

Yet, DEIR's Transportation Study claims "Less than Significant Impact." and "No 
mitigation measures are required." (DEIR Table 3.16-3] 

The DEIR also claims, "significant irreversible changes to our community have 
been deemed acceptable." (DEIR 4.3) 

They are not! 

The DEIR claims the negative impacts of construction, the yea rs of disturbance, 
and when finished, the increased da ily noise, crowds, traffic , and harm to our 
wildlife with be worth it. 

It is not! 

The community's ideals of "Peaceful," of "Nature," and "Wildlife" will be 
destroved. It must not. 
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I-326 Sara Greene 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-326-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-326-1 

Ecstatic to see this project moving forward. Abso lutely thrilled we will be within 
walking distance of such a wonderful , sustainable park for both humans and 
wildl ife to enjoy! Thank you for all of your work towa rds expanding more usable 
areen soace far aur neiahbarhood. It's so excitina! 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-327-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-327-2 
 

As discussed in Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver 
Lake Boulevard. Also, please see Master Response – Parking/Bike Option. As 
discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.6 of the Draft EIR, bike 
parking or bike share stations will be located at all key pedestrian connection 
points shown on Figure 2-17 of the Draft EIR. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-327-1 I 

1·32 7·2 I 
I wholehea rtedly support the reservoir master plan. The reservoir belongs to all 
of Silver Lake and Los Angeles and we are a park poor area. I hope that traffic 
reducing measures will be implemented to promote walking biking and public 
transportation because I remember the bus that went here for removed 
recently. Thank you. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-328-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1
1 fully support the master plan for the silver lake reservo ir! I think its a fantatrsic 

1_328 _1 idea to make a beautiful green space for animals and humans in this beautiful 
neiahborhood! LET'S DO IT ! 
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I-329 Alyssa Reponen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-329-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

As a 16-year resident of Silverlake, I fully support the plan and eagerly 
anticipate construction . Priorit izing natural restoration is Important and should 

1-329-1 be the first phase we tackle . I also vote for rehabbing the dog park sooner 
rather than later. It is widely used and has been underserved fo r decades. Also 
oriorit izino bathrooms bv the meadow. Let's make it haooenl 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-330-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1
1 am very excited about the master plan for the Silver Lake Reservoir! The 

1_330_1 addition of this balance between recreational and natural space is a wonderful 
addition to our neiahborhood. Let's □et it started! 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-331-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I Commenting to voice support of the planned upgrades to the Silver Lake 
1_331 _1 Resevoir. I wa lk o r run my dog around the reservoir daily and the Sliver La ke 

Master Plan would be an enormous imorovement. 
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I-332 James Speed 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-332-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-332-2 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus 
Grove habitat areas would not include lighting, and these paths would be 
closed at night (refer to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). Also, please see Master 
Response - Fence Removal. 
 

 

  

I support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. 

1-332-1 The three alternatives to the Ma ster Plan considered in the DEIR each fall short 
of the goals the commun ity identified during the planning process! 

1-332 -2 I do recommend replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. 
I also believe closing the internal paths from dusk to dawn, the same way that it 
is now will be beneficia l to the community. 
Thanks 
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I-333 Ward Wolff 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-333-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-333-1 

I am proud to support the master plan and environmental review. Th is Is a once 
In a generation opportunity to transform an outdated piece of urban 
infrastructure into a vibrant community space that will be enjoyed by fam ilies 
and generations to come. Yes there will be short term disruptions. But the 
legacy we will be leaving for our kids and future generations of neighborhood 
residents Is somethina we can all be oroud of and should rall v behind. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-334-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

As someone who has lived in th is neighborhood for over 15 years, I cant wa it 
for this long-a waited open ing up of the lake to the public . 

Extending the pathways, adding the meadow, open ing the path across the dam 
- every project to date has shown how these improvements are just that -
improvements. 

The latest proposal is incredible. It's tasteful, sustainable, and accessible. 
1•334.1 Seeing the reservoir transformed from an asphalt pit surrounded by chainlink 

fences to what's in this proposa l will make the most of a spec ial place with so 
much potential. 

Thank you for moving this forward in the way that you ha ve. I can't wa it to see it 
in real life . 

Thank Yo u, 
Erik Reoonen 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-738 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-335 Olga Lexell 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-335-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-335-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-739 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-336 Hillary Mushkin 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-336-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I strongly support moving forward with the Master Plan, which reflects the 
consensus reached at the culmination of a comprehensive two-year planning 
process. The three alternatives to the Master Plan considered in the DEIR each 

1-336-1 fall short of the goals the community identified during the planning process. 
Doing nothing to the Reservoirs would have severe negative impacts on our 
community and on our wildlife. The Master Plan provides rea l benefits, with 
onlv minimal temoorarv imoacts limited to the construction orocess itself. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-740 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-337 Lane Mcfaddin 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-337-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I live very close to the reservoir and would love bike lanes around it. I bel ieve 
Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 

1_337_1 The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make It a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-741 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-338 Aaron Small 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-338-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Hello. Here are my thoughts. 

Option 2 is the safest option for cycl ists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 

1•338.1 added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area . 

Please highly highly consider option 2 and stop more needless cyclist and 
oedestrian murders. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-742 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-339 Michael Schneider 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-339-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Between these two, option 2 Is a no bra iner. However, the traffic lanes should 
be narrowed to 10.5 feet to curtail speeding. Use the extra 3' of space to 
increase the buffer between the cycletrack and moving cars. Secondly, you 

1_339 _1 need to raise the cycletrack to sidewalk level. There are very dangerous grates 
in the road that really are a hazard for cycl ists; raising the cycletrack to 
sidewalk level would fix th is. Lastly, please plant trees in the buffer! In addition 
to more orotection. this would add shade and beautifv the street. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-743 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-340 Adam Linder 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-340-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-340-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-744 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-341 William Wilbur 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-341-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. The proposed 
Project would include the addition of an Education Center within the SLRC. As 
described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project 
analyzed in the Draft EIR included a floating dock which would launch guided 
kayak tours. Based on comments received during the public review period, the 
City has made minor revisions to the proposed Project. The proposed Project 
would no longer include the floating dock component or opportunities for 
guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist 
for educational purposes. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the 
revisions to the proposed Project would not result in any new significant 
impacts that were not already identified in the Draft EIR, nor would these 
changes substantially increase the severity of any impacts identified in the 
Draft EIR. In addition, as discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, based on 
comments received during the Draft EIR comment period, the City has decided 
to remove the use of amplified speakers for special events during operations 
of the proposed Project. As shown in Table 3.12-21 of the Draft EIR, on-site 
noise levels during special events without amplified speakers would be less 
than significant. 
 

 

  

I I want to have a peaceful reservoir. Not one with special events, learn ing 
1-341-1 centers and kayak/canoe facilities. I am opposed to the current EIR plan for 

extensive bu ilding and disruption 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-745 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-342 Neale Stokes 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-342-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1
1 support option two-it's the safest option for cyclists. I use this corridor to bike 

1_342 _1 for recreation and transportation and would feel most comfortable with option 
2 . 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-746 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-343 Natalie Karic 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-343-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-343-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10 .5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-747 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-344 Natalie Chyba 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-344-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-344-1 

Comments on bike facility options -
I support Option 2 as it's the safest option for cyclists. Please consider 
narrowing the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet to utilize the ROW for a 3 foot buffer with 
landscaping/bioswales and a raised concrete median (no more plastic bollards 
please!) In the final design, consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or 
stormwa ter features fall outside of the cvclina area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-748 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-345 Elias Platte Bermeo 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-345-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-345-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10 .5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-749 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-346 Peter Abraham 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-346-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I Safe areas for bikes are important for any city, including Los Angeles, where 
1_346_1 I've lived for 40 yea rs. Please approve o ption 2 of the Silver Lake Reservoir 

b ike lanes. Thank vou! 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-750 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-347 Aida Ashouri 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-347-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Option 2 is the safest option for cycl ists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 

1-347-1 area . 

Whenever there's an option to make It safer for cyclists that should be taken. 
Alternatively traffic can get slowed down so streets can be multi use as they 
were originally. The goal ultimately is to create the safest options for all road 
users and make our streets safer. Thanks. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-751 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-348 Nick Cron-Devico 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-348-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-348-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-752 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-349 Kyle Traynor 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-349-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Please please please use option 2 for the bike lanes. Protected bike lanes make 
a MASSIVE difference to riders. I live and work in the area and a protected bike 

1-349 -1 lane would make all the difference in the world to me and to many other 
cvclists in the citv. Thank vou! 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-753 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-350 Diego Tamayo 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-350-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant shade trees on the buffer and make it a concrete 

1_350_1 barrier for added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider 
raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the 
cycling area. This is a very necessary asset to improve accessibility to and from 
Silver Lake Park/Reservoir. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-754 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-351 Henric Nieminen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-351-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-351-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-755 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-352 Stephen Schaller 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-352-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

As an avid bicycle commuter. often with my two young children on the back of 
our cargo bike, I much prefer Option 2, which offers the greatest protection for 
bicycl ists. Ideally these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet 

1-352-1 and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city should also plant trees on the 
buffer and make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. 
Additionally, the city should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or 
stormwater features fall outside of the cvcl ina area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-756 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-353 Jesse Brown 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-353-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-353-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-757 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-354 Kelsey Stefanson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-354-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I'm so excited that the reservoir and surrounding area are continuing to be 
Improved- It Is one of my favorite places in LA. We should ensure we are 
choosing the right method for improvements and that's why I'm writing about 
these proposed options. Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal 
setup for these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.s feet and add 

1•354.1 an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and 
make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. Additionally, the city 
should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features 
fall outside of the cycl ing area . 

Thank vou! 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-758 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-355 Preston Melbourneweaver 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-355-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-355-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-759 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-356 Jesse Paster 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-356-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Cycl ists of all sorts deserve safe places to ride. This type of location is perfect 
for families and kids. Option 2 protects the most vulnerable ride uses the best 

1_356_1 with buffets and barriers from speeding cars driven by distracted drivers. Lets 
give our kids a safe place to ride. There are so few opportun ities to get them a 
started ridina in verv safe environments. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-760 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-357 Nolan Thomas 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-357-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I Protected bike lane please! There's plenty of room. A concrete curb with 
1_357 _1 bollards would be awesome and really encourage fam ilies to ride around the 

lake. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-761 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-358 Lindsay Kerby 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-358-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1·358·1 

I bike around the reservoir almost weekly for exercise and for dc1 lly errands. A 
protected bike line around the entirely would significantly improve safety. 

Option 2 is the sc1fest option for cycl ists. The idec1I setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle trnck so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-762 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-359 Joseph Gawor 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-359-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-359-1 

For the potential Sliver Lake Resevoir bike lanes, Option 2 Is the safest option 
for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes 
and add extra buffer space. The city should also plant trees on the buffer and 
make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. Additiona lly, the city 
should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features 
fall outside of the cvclina area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-763 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-360 James Hernandez 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-360-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-360-1 

Hello, 

I live along the Silver Lake Reservoir and I am strongly supportive of true 
protected cycling infrastructure. That would be option 2 wh ich is the safest 
option by far for cyclists (safety should be your top priority). 

Some detailed feedback as well: The ideal setup for these bike lanes would 
narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city 
could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier fo r added 
protection from cars. 

Additionally, the city should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or 
stormwater features fall outside of the cycling area. These features can be 
danoerous for cvclists. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-764 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-361 Reed Alvarado 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-361-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-361-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. As a car-free Angeleno. I depend upon 
safe corridors to cycle to where I need to go. Option 2 will provide me and my 
neighbors the safety to access th is landmark. The ideal setup for these bike 
lanes would narrow the tra ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a 
buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete 
barrier for added protection from cars. Add itionally, the city should consider 
ra ising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the 
cvclina area . 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-765 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-362 Elizabeth Korelitz 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-362-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-362-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-362-1 

1-362-2 

We just visited Silverlake for the first time last we ekend. While we really loved 
the city and all that had to offer I wa s kind of surprised that there wa s such a 
disconnect between the reservoir and humans. I'm so excited that you're 
planning a re-design. Cities always do best when people can feel safe and away 
from cars. That's why people love Europe so much. 
Please consider Option 2 as it's the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for 
these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 
feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a 
concrete barrier for added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should 
consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall 
outside of the cyc ling area . 

Tha nk vou! 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-766 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-363 Joel Weinberger 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-363-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-363-1 

I'm really exc ited about Option 2 because of what it affords cycl ists. In a perfect 
world, these bike lanes would narrow traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 
3 feet as buffer. And there's no reason the buffer can't be beautiful in its own 
right! It can have trees and plants on top of concrete protection for bikers. An 
addit ional ra ised cycle track that shoots stormwater into the gutter would make 
this an amazing experience to boot. 

Thank vou for considerina ootion 2! 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-767 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-364 Michael T 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-364-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-364-1 I Option 2 for the silve r lake reservoir! I ride my b ike around there and always 
worrv about the soeedina cars. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-768 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-365 Mollie Goldberg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-365-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

option 2 is the safest option for cycl ists. Whatever is safest for cycl ists also 
inherently makes things safer for runners as we ll and i am a long time reservoir 
runner. The ideal setup for these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 

1_365_1 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees on 
the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. 
Additionally, the city shou ld consider ra ising the cycle track so that gutters or 
stormwater features fall outside of the cvcl ina area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-769 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-366 Trevor Reed 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-366-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-366-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-770 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-367 Robert Brown 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-367-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

The Sllverlake reservoir is a great place to run and take my dog however It 
would greatly benefit by having protected bike lanes as well. I had a friend that 
was hit by a car wh ile ri ding their bike around the lake and it has discouraged 

1_367 _1 me and some of my friends from riding our bikes around that area. A protected 
bike lane would be beneficial to riders and pedestrians by closing the total 
street width and making it more obvious of any potential motor vehicle danger 
to cvclists. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-771 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-368 Nicole Antoine 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-368-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-368-2 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-368-1 

1-368 -2 

I would love to see two bike lanes in both directions closer to the lake, what I 
don't understand Is how you will cross the street when you get to Glendale Blvd . 
See map of crosswalks that exist now at this intersection. 

I do agree that Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for 
these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 
feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a 
concrete barrier for added protection from cars. I bel ieve cars will slow down 
with these new barriers because now they go over the lines in the road when 
cars are speeding. 

I think the crossing at Glendale and SLB should be addressed first because if 
not it will be at a bikers expense In how to cross the street safely at Glendale 
Blvd. I hope this intersection has been considered in the new plan. Thank you 
for your time in reading my comment. 

Happy Holida ys, 
Nicole Anto ine 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-772 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-368 Nicole Antoine 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-368-3 
 

Attachment noted. 
 

 

 
  

I-368-3 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-773 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-369 Ayelet Ifrah 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-369-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Hi! I'm super excited to hear the reservoir redesign will support bike lanes. I 
sincerely hope they are designed to separate the lane from cars. Option 2 is 
the safest option for cycl ists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes would narrow 

1_369 _1 the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffe r. The city could 
also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for added 
protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider ra ising the cycle 
track so that outters or stormwater features fall outside of the cvclino area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-774 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-370 Jeff Hallstead 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-370-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Option 2 Is the safest option for cyclists. The Ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 

1·370·1 cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 

Please support adding bike lanes so people who live a short distance from the 
reservoir comolex can safelv bike there and therebv reduce car trios. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-775 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-371 Tieira Ryder 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-371-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I We must have protected bike infrastructure across Los Angeles county. 
1-371-1 Pedestrians and cyclists MUST have access to equitable land usage. It's a 

matter of oublic safetv. it's a matter of climate cha nae! 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-776 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-372 Zeke Wapner 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-372-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-372-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-777 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-373 Fred Le 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-373-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I support the implementation of protected bike lanes around Silverlake. As 
someone who uses the streets several times a week for cycling, it is much too 
dangerous as it is. I often have to barge into the auto lanes to keep myself safe 

1-373-1 which frequently results In honking and Increased animosity between LA'S 
drivers and cyclists. 
Thank you. 
Fred Le 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-778 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-374 Ryan Leifield 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-374-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-374-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it ionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-779 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-375 Kevin Massoudi 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-375-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-375-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fa ll outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-780 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-376 Joseph O 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-376-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-376-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-781 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-377 Ross Cussen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-377-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include food and beverage use, such as a cafe or restaurant. The comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-377-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 
The comment to provide two-way protected bikeways around the reservoir 
and adjacent vehicle lanes is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. The proposed Project is 
described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR and would not include these suggested 
project components. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
 

 

  

1-377 -1 

1-377-2 1 

Hello, 

I am supportive of turning the reservoir into a recreation area, however I 
strongly feel that it should inc:lude a food and beverage use such as a cafe or 
restaurant. 

Please also provide two-way protected bikeways all the way around the 
reservoir and narrow adjacent vehic:le lanes as much as possible to keep 
speeds down. When measuring the widths of bike lanes, do not inc:lude the 
concrete gutter. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-782 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-378 John Farren 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-378-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-378-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-783 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-379 Kyle Kramer 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-379-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I would love to see the city install option 2! Protected bike lanes are the best 
option for cyclists and for safety. Additionally, the city should consider installing 

1_379 _1 concrete protectors and landscaping while narrowing the traffic lanes. Bike 
infrastructure would be a huge asset here, and we should make it as safe as 
oossible while also slowina traffic. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-784 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-380 Mike Royce 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-380-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-380-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-785 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-381 Jeffrey Hawkins 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-381-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-381-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-786 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-382 Robert Funke 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-382-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-382-1 I T his city is menac ing towards cycl ists and pedestrians. A ny effort to make any 
roads safer should be viaorouslv oursued. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-787 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-383 Steven Massey 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-383-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-383-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-788 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-384 Claire Levinson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-384-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-384-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it ionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-789 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-385 Gabriel Marcus 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-385-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project would 
include the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. 
Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-385-1 I Bike Lanes are needed to further segment vulnerable cyclists from fatal traffic! 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-790 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-386 Steven Stanton 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-386-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and m ake it a concrete barrier for 

1_386_1 added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider ra ising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-791 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-387 Christina Fan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-387-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project would 
include the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, 
please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

  
 

  

I bike multiple times a week along silver lake reservoir instead of driving. It's an 
essential entry point for me to get on the river path and I would greatly value 

1-387-1 better paved roads (my bike often risks sliding into the road cracks) and also 
protected lanes on this high-traffic street. Thank you so much for considering 
bikers! 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-792 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-388 Gina Kosty 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-388-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 

1_388 _1 added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider ra ising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. The paved surface of the roads is in bad shape and needs to be 
resurfaced. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-793 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-389 Hannah Gray 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-389-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-389-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-794 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-390 Sarah Gray 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-390-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-390-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-795 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-391 Le Wang 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-391-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-391-1 

To Whom it May Concern. 
I'm commenting regarding the new proposed Silver Lake renovation project. I 
am in favor of option of the off site improvement bikelane option. We do not 
need more parking around the lake. More parking would encourage more 
traffic and more people to drive to enjoy the lake. We want to nudge people to 
walk, bike, or use public trasnit to the lake. It is already an area of high 
congestion. Giving more space for bikes and veh icle traffic, as well as a buffer 
would helo keen evervthino flowino and make SL safer for evervone to eniov. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-796 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-392 Nik Syam 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-392-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project would 
include implementation of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. 
Also, please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-392-2 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-392-l I I'm raising children in the area and the number one priority for me is safe bike 
1-392-2 I lanes, protected! More green, open space would be great for the little ones to 

play and feel safe. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-797 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-393 Mark Saul 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-393-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-393-1 

Option 2 would be a dream come true. I ride my kids to Micheltorena from 
Glendale Blvd and am tired of cars speeding by, utility trucks blocking the bike 
lane, trying not to hit joggers, and lastly the debris that fa lls off cars getting in 
the way. I recently picked up 50 rusty nails from the bike lane after getting a flat 
tire on the way to school. God forbids jogger should step on one. I just think 
having a buffer there would make everyone feel much safer. 

Option 2 is the safest option for cycl ists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additiona lly, the city shou ld consider ra ising the 
cycle track so that gutters or storm wa ter features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-798 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-393 Mark Saul 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-393-2 
 

Attachment noted. 
 

 

  

 
I-393-2 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-799 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-394 Auguste Miller 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-394-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I-394-1 I Go with Option 2 for the bike lanes. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-800 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-395 Leslie Ridings 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-395-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-395-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-801 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-396 Robert Kinsfather 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-396-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-396-2 
 

The comment identifies examples of bike lane obstructions. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-396-1 

1-396-2 

As someone within driving distance of Silver Lake Blvd. who has had to drive 
through the area multiple times, I support a version of Option 1 that does not 
include the extra parking and instead uses the 8' to grant each bike lane an 
extra 4'. Having a physical ba rri er between bikes and cars helps keep cyclists 
safe & narrow lanes help slow down drivers. Not putting up any physical barrier 
between the bikes and cars had lead to cars blocking bike lanes rega rdless of 
the visual markers used to separate the two. 
Many soft bollards/pylons end up ran over as drivers know there's no risk to 
them for running them over. Additionally a lack of physical barriers would run 
the risk of drivers cutting into the bike lane to bypass any perceived 
traffic/obstacles putting all cyclists at risk. 
Attached are examples around the LA metro area (including some from the 
recent Venice Bouleva rd bike lane addit ions) that disp lay the use of bike lanes 
by cars despite clear markings not to. One LA resident (@EntitledCycling) has 
compiled 340 examples of divers blocking cycling lanes and sidewalks as of 
12/5/2022. Physical barriers are a must for cyclists to feel safe! 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-802 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-396 Robert Kinsfather 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-396-3 
 

Attachment noted. 
 

 

  

 
I-396-3 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-803 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-396 Robert Kinsfather 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

    

 
  

 
I-396-3 

Cont. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-804 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-396 Robert Kinsfather 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

    

  

 
I-396-3 

Cont. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-805 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-396 Robert Kinsfather 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 
 

    

  

 
I-396-3 

Cont. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-806 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-396 Robert Kinsfather 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

    

 
  

 
I-396-3 

Cont. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-807 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-397 John Carrera 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-397-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I love to cycle as a mode of transportation and exercise but hardly ride 
anymore because a lack of safe routes. Option 2 is the safest option for 
cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 

1_397 _1 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees on 
the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. 
Additionally, the city should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or 
stormwater features fall outside of the cvcl ino area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-808 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-398 Bradley Bain 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-398-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I live right in the area , PLEASE proceed with the option that has safest bike 
lanes. This is the crown jewel of the neighborhood, as the success of the 
Meadows shows, and bike lanes would be absolutely amazing and used so 
much. 

1•398.1 Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-809 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-399 Colin Kronholm 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-399-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Hi! Love to visit the Silverlake Reservo ir. would LOVE option 2 to allow for 
biking around the area (which would also hopefully inspire protected lanes 

1-399-1 down the main BLVD's in the future). 

Thank vou for this ootionl 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-810 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-400 Colin Kronholm 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-400-1 
 

Please see response to Comment I-399. 
 

 

  

Hi! Love to visit the Silverlake Reservo ir. would LOVE option 2 to allow for 
biking around the area (which would also hopefully inspire protected lanes 

1-400-1 down the main BLVD's in the future). 

Thank vou for this ootionl 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-811 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-401 Michael Schafler 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-401-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I have lived in Silverlake since 2005. I go to the reservoir not less than 75 times 
per year. I love it and enjoy it so much, but not could be improved and made 
better. My comment focuses on how it could be better for cyclists, like myself. 

Option 2 is the best and safest option for cycl ists. The ideal setup for these bike 
1•40 1.1 lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a 

buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete 
barrier for added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider 
raising the cyc le track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the 
cycling area. This would be an Important improvement that would befit this 
wonderful oublic soace. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-812 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-402 Marius Facktor 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-402-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I The second option is the safest option for bicycles. If we truly want bicyc les to 
1-402 -1 be a legit mode of tr ansportation we need a netwo rk of b ike lanes to be 

seoarated or orotected from fast movina cars. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-813 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-403 Patrick Mcnally 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-403-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-403-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The best option for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add itionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-814 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-404 Steve Skripnik 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-404-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Option 2 is the safest option for cycl ists, cars, and pedestrians. It will encourage 
biking and reduce the reliance on cars and parking fo r those cars around Silver 
Lake. 

1.404 . 1 The Ideal setup for these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet 
and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees on th e buffer 
and make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. Add itionally, the 
city should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater 
features fall outside of the cvclina area . 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-815 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-405 Nathan Fan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-405-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-405-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add itionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-816 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-406 Aryeh Cohen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-406-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Hello, 

As a resident of Silver Lake, bike commuter, and frequent visitor of the 
reservoir, I strongly support Option 2 as the safest option for cyclists. The ideal 
setup for these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.s feet and add 

1•406.1 an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and 
make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. Additionally, the city 
should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features 
fall outside of the cycl ing area . 

Can't wa it to see this oroiect imolemented! Thank vou . 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-817 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-407 Taylor Tobin 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-407-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Please pick option 2, it 's much safer. I love the reservo ir and already bike it a lot 
and I wa nt to feel safer, please! 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The Ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to l0.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 

1-407-1 The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider ra ising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-818 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-408 Riley Mcnair 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-408-1 
 

As described in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
bike improvements along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

l-40B-l I Biking infrastructure is vital to the livability and susta inability of a world class 
city like Los Angeles! 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-819 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-409 Laura Michet 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-409-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-409-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier fo r 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 

The city must prioritize cycling, wa lking, and other human powered transport in 
order to minimize climate crisis and ensure we all survive Into the next 
generation. Protecting cycli sts isn"t just a bout saving our lives as vulnerable 
tra velers but also about sa ving the life of everyone on the planet. This is 
absolutelv not an exaaaeration. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-820 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-410 Matthew Wehner 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-410-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-410-1 

Please choose option 2 for the bike lanes. It is critical that these bike lanes are 
built we ll, with full protection from cars, and WIDE lanes for lots of bicycle 
traffic . Angelenos living in the area have few options for safe cycling, and this 
route could attract thousands of cyclists like the beach paths in Venice, the 
Beach Cities, Long Beach, etc. 

It would be even better if the travel lanes could be narrowed to 10.5 feet. Th is 
would allow for a wider buffer for enhanced protection for cyclists, and also 
calm traffic on the road. A park like this needs to prioritize the needs of cyclists 
over drivers since it is the areen and eauitable solution. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-821 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-411 Arnav Patel 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-411-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-411-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10 .5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-822 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-412 Elliott Hanson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-412-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-412-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. Thank vou! 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-823 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-413 Andrew Yeo 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-413-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Option 2 seems like a great place to start with bike lanes. The 4' buffer should 
include a protective barrier, many cars speed around those turns after they 

1-413-1 come out of traffic in the surrounding areas. I would be much more likely to 
cycle through here from Glendale/Los Fel iz to get to the eating or shopping 
destinations on Sunset! 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-824 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-414 Katharine Towne 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-414-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-414-l I I support the insta llation of a protected bike lane. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-825 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-415 Sean Gilbreath 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-415-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Any protected bike lanes are a step further in making our city bikeable. We 
need this now more than ever. This city is a capable city for bike infrastructure 

1-415-1 and it will help to encourage bike commute and will 
Ultima tely be better for the environment. Please buil d more protected bike 
lanes 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-826 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-416 Arjun Kolachalam 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-416-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-416-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-827 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-417 Michelle Fink 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-417-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

I option 2 is the safest ab best choice for all of us! protected bike lanes make the 
1-417-1 city safer and more accessible. please approve what we all so desperately 

want!! 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-828 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-418 Nathan Adair 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-418-1 
 

As discussed in Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver 
Lake Boulevard. Also, please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Bikes don't have to only be a mea ns of commute for middle aged, single men 
who have a death wish. If we make bike lanes safe by building protections 

1.4 18 . 1 around them then we can entice teenagers and grandparents to join in on all 
the fun ! Th is will eventually result in less cars being on the road which will 
reduce traffic issues while also reducing our emissions and fighting cl imate 
change! 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-829 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-419 Samuel Shapiro-Kline 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-419-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-419-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10 .5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-830 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-420 Matt Barnes 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-420-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-420-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-831 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-421 Garrett Smith 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-421-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-42 1-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-832 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-422 Peter Foster 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-422-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-422-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-833 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-423 M. David Lopez 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-423-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Please go with Option 2 ! 

It's the safest option for cyclists. The Ideal setup for these bike lanes would 
narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city 

1•423.1 could also plant trees on the buffer and make It a concrete barrier for added 
protection from cars. 

Additionally, the city should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or 
stormwater features fall outside of the cvcl ino area . 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-834 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-424 Giovani Ramirez 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-424-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I Please go with option 2 for silver lake reservoir, our outdoor spaces should not 
1_424 _1 be reliant on a car. If possible anything being re -done in LA should always carry 

an ooen ended aooroach for d ifferent forms of transoortation. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-835 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-425 Kevin Ferguson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-425-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-425-1 

I am an East LA resident who uses a bicycle for about 50% of my transportation 
needs and option 2 would help me not die and would encourage me to use 
sustainable transit more. 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-836 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-426 Brett Max Kaufman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-426-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-426-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10 .5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-837 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-427 Rebecca Snavely 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-427-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

As a local who walks the reservo ir often, I vote for Option 2 as the safest option 
for cyc lists. The idea l setup for these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes 
to 10.s feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees 
on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. 

1.427.1 Additionally, the city should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or 
stormwater features fall outside of the cycling area . 

Thank you, 
Rebecca 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-838 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-428 Kevin Cao 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-428-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-428-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-839 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-429 Jessica Warren 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-429-1 
 

The commenter's support for protected bikes lanes around Silver Lake 
Reservoir is noted. Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-429-1 1 

So excited about the idea of protected bike lanes around Silverlake Reservoir! I 
live on Rowena, a block from the reservo ir. I cyc le regularly (against all odds) 
and these improvements would help bikes, pedestrians, and frustrated 
motorists! This would make the area even more beautiful and livable. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-840 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-430 Russell Bates 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-430-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-430-1 

In Figure 2·16 of the Project Description (page 27) I strongly support option 2, 
labeled "Silver Lake Bou levard Bike Lane." In fact, the car traffic lanes in this 
scenario should be narrowed to 10.5 ' and the extra space given to a larger 
buffer between the bike lane and car traffic. 

The bicycle lane should also be a ra ised track so that water from storm runoff 
does not collect on the ridina surface. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-841 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-431 Jessica Warren 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-431-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I forgot to add that option 2 is sign ifi cantly safer! The idea l setup for these bike 
lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a 

1·43l · l buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete 
barrier for added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider 
raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the 
cycling are a. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-842 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-432 Amy Seidenwurm 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-432-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-432 -1 

Hi - I ride my bike around the reservoir often and feel strongly that option 2 is 
the best and safest solution . In add it ion, it would be great to have a way to 
ma intain those lanes better - they are very uneven and rutty and quite 
danaerous with cars ziooina bv. Thank vou! 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-843 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-433 Katie Edgerton 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-433-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I-433-1 I Include protected bike lanes!! We need more bike infrastructure . Thank you! 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-844 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-434 Lionel Mares 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-434-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-434-1 

I've bicycled in Silverlake Reservoir, and I th ink it would be great to have 
protected bicycle lanes. A lot of motorists drive way too fast. Which makes me 
feel unsafe and fearful. Installing protected bicycle lanes would add a sense of 
safetv and securitv for all. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-845 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-435 Declan Kamonka 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-435-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1_435 _1 I Bikes provide multiple benefits to a city and are often overlooked, don't be one 
of those cities. Make the riaht choice and orovide a safe soace fo r cvcl ists 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-846 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-436 Heather Hoffman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-436-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-436-1 

I'm writing in support of option 2; dedicated, protected bike lanes will ensure 
cyclists can safely commute in this area . It is crucial for the city to implement 
road design that will protect cyclists and pedestrians from drivers, and this is 
the wav to do it! 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-847 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-437 James Ingram 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-437-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-437 -1 

The city should absolutely install protected bike lanes around the Silver Lake 
Reservoir. Study afte r study shows the effectiveness of such infrastructure, and 
the city needs to commit to healthy, green, intermoda l infrastructure at every 
cho ice oossib le in order to address affordabilitv and c limate aoa ls. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-848 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-438 Geoffrey Booth 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-438-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-438-2 
 

Attachment noted. 
 

 

 
  

I-438-2 

1-438 -1 

Hi, I live two blocks from Ivanhoe Reservoir and I bike with my children in the 
area . I read that the city is considering fully protected bike lines around the 
reservoir. I strongly support such improvements, and anyth ing that can 
increase safetv and seoaration between cars and cvclists. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-849 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-439 Peter Norwood 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-439-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-439-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-439-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-439-1 

Silver Lake blvd has okay bike infrastructure now. Still, there are some spots 
that are severely lacking, notably a spot near the dog park going towa rds 
sunset where the lane hits a dangerous gutter and forces c:yc: lists to either risk 
getting stuck in the gutter or go out into traffic: unexpectedly. 

There is no reason this street should serve as a fast cut-through for c:ars, they 
have Hyperion and Glendale for that. It's for people accessing a park in a 
densely populated part of town, so we should make it safe for everyone to 
ac:c:ess it with or without using a c:ar. 

1-439-2 1 We also need muc:h better pedestrian crossings, especia lly on Silver Lake blvd. 

1-439-3 1 I think option 2 is definitely the best. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-850 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-440 Alex Guillemette 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-440-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-44 0 -1 

I bike around Silverlake Reservo ir almost every day and would greatly 
appreciate a protected bike lane. Currently the small bike lane on Silverlake 
Blvd is riddled with cracks and bumbps that are problematic to bike on. Plus 
cars offer drive fast around the windv corners. often meroina into the b ike lake 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-851 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-441 Benjamin Feldman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-441-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Please, Class IV bike lanes. Also, please connect the lanes to the Sunset 4 All 
plan with Metro's Sunset/ Cesar Chavez BRT, and and extension of West 

1.44 1. 1 Hollywood 's Founta in Blvd Class IV bike lanes to Sunset. It would create a true 
network of bike lanes. I've been cycling in the area for awhile now. And it's 
obvious that the number of bikes have increased. Let's keep folks safe and 
promote susta inable transportation 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-852 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-442 Gregory Kay 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-442-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I'm writing to support option 2 wh ich is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal 
setup for these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add 

1_442 _1 an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The buffer should be a concrete barrier for added 
protection from cars. Add itionally, the city should consider raising the cycle 
track so that □utters or stormwater features fall outside of the cvclina area . 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-853 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-443 Ilana Saul 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-443-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-443-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1 lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-854 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-444 Brendan Cheng 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-444-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-444-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1 lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-855 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-445 Alex Marchinski 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-445-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-445-1 

I live 1 mile away from the reservoir and run and bike around it regularly. The 
pedestrian spaces can get crowded and I often run In the road to avoid people 
on the sidewalks. When I bike, people are often double-parked in the bike lanes 
and it feels that there isn"t enough space for cyclists. 

The reservoir is a unique and friendly place for people. It already attracts 
people who wa lk and bike. The best option would increase this capacity to not 
only keep people safe but to continue this legacy and build upon it. 

People should feel more separated from cars to feel safer, more peaceful, and 
more engaged with the natural world that is being designed. To do so, the car 
lanes should narrow to 10.5 feet in order to add an extra 3 feet as a buffer and 
carbon-sequestering shade trees should be planted for further separation. In 
addition, the bike lanes often get cluttered and unusable, so the city should 
raise the bike lanes to keep all stormwater infrastructure cleared . Let's make 
this as good, dare I say better. than parks being designed in every other 
American citv - oro-oedestrian and cvclist! Thanks! 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-856 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-446 Carter Moon 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-446-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I-446-1 I Save lives, put in protected bike lanes. LA needs as many safe alternatives to 
cars as possible . One traffic death is too many. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-857 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-447 Giancarlo Marayag 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-447-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I Hi, I am a local cyclist who frequents this route. From my understanding me and 
1_447 _1 my fellow bike riders agree that o ption 2 is the best possible option that safety 

considers oedestrians. cvcl ists. and drivers. Thank vou 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-858 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-448 Matt Stewart 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-448-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-448 -1 

Please prioritize Option 2 for protected bike lanes on Silver Lake Boulevard. 
The Silver Lake Master Plan envisions amazing improvements to the reservoir, 
and it"s important to encourage people to walk, bike, or take transit to the 
reservoir. 4' bike lanes are too narrow. esoeciallv on a hillv and curvv road. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-859 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-449 Margaret Douridas 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-449-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-449-1 

Hi, I am a resident of Silver Lake and a local bicycle infrastructure advocate 
who is writing in support of option 2. The ideal setup for these bike lanes would 
narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city 
cou ld also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for added 
protection from cars. Add itionally, the city should conside r ra ising the cycle 
track so that autters or stormwater features fall outside of the cvclina area . 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-860 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-450 Susannah Lowber 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-450-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I bike commute through here dally and Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. 
Currently it is not super safe but there aren't really any great options. The ideal 
setup for these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add 

1-450-1 an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and 
make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. Additionally, the city 
should consider ra ising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features 
fall outside of the cvclina area. Thanks. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-861 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-451 Lambda Moses 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-451-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-451-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1 lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-862 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-452 Kyeong Hoon Jung 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-452-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Please choose option 2 which is the safest option for cyclists. I have had a crash 
on Silverlake Blvd. not too far from the reservoir because a car cut me off the 
in bike lane. The ideal setup for these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes 

1.452.1 to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees 
on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. 
Additionally, the city should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or 
stormwater features fall outside of the cvclina area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-863 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-453 John English 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-453-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 

1•453•1 added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-864 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-454 Joe Linton 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-454-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

My famil y and I live just down the hill from the Silver Lake Reservoir. My 
daughter went to pre-school there, and played on basket ball teams at the Rec 

1-454-1 Center. w e bicycle on Silver Lake Blvd and w est Silver Lake Blvd often. I 
encourage the city to include protected bike lanes in the design. Kids and their 
families need a safe all -aaes bikewav • make it orotected. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-865 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-455 Charles Mulford 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-455-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I-455-1 I Bike lanes around the silver lake reservoir wou ld be amazing! I hope this can 
come to pass! 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-866 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-456 Cristina Jung 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-456-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

We are so exc:ited for the protected bike lanes around the reservoir! 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The best plan for these bike lanes 
would be to narrow the traffic: lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a 
buffer. The barrier should be bu ilt out of concrete & the city should consider 
planting trees on the buffer as well. This plan gives cyclists the greatest 

1-456-1 protection from cars and would add to the neighborhood's beauty. 

It would be wonderful if the c:ity would also consider raising the c:yc:le trac:k so 
that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling area . 

My husband was in a collision with a car In this area while cycling and we want 
to ensure that never haooens to him aaa ln or anvone else In the future. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-867 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-457 Nate Koller 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-457-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-457-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1 lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-868 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-458 Aaron Stein-Chester 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-458-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Option 2 is the safest option for cycl ists because it offers a spacious two way 
cycle track, but I'd like to see it go further. We have the opportunity to build a 
world class bike fac ility from scratch, so I'm surprised the city is considering 12 
ft car lanes and no physical protection. Wide car lanes encourage vehicle 
speed ing, and this is the main driver of bike/ped fatalities. They should be 
narrowed to 10.5 ft as in Option 1 to ensure vehicle traffic drives slowly in areas 
like th is with a lot of non-vehicle traffic. 

Likewise, any comfortable bike lane needs physical protection from cars. I 
doubt anyone would fee l comfortable letting a ch ild ride in these bike lanes 
without some kind of substantial barrier between them and veh icle traffic. We 
need to design these bike fac ili ties with the most vulnerable users and the 

1·458·1 worst drivers in mind (that is, imagining the worst possible circumstances, how 
do we physically prevent one from coming into contact with the other?) . I 
would love to see either a concrete barrier or a wider cement median with 
trees or shrubbery. 

Finally, I'd also like to see the cycle track raised. Th is is an addit iona l level of 
protection from vehicles, and it prevents the phenomenon that I've observed 
recently in LA bike lanes where riders are forced to ride in gutters (that is, they 
are included measuring the width of a bike lane). This is uncomfortable for 
cyclists. 

Thank vou! Excited about the imorovements beina considered. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-869 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-459 Nick Robinson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-459-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Los Angeles is a beautiful city, a complex city, a unique city. Covering a vast 
amount of space the best way to see LA is on a bike. Fast, but not too fast, ca n 
stop and explore spaces, it's a great city to bike. However. bikers are not 
protected enough! Bikes need space, they need barriers, they need lanes of 

1.459.1 their own that are protected! Even as a driver, I wish that bikes weren't put so 
close to traffic lanes - every bike lane next to the road adds an extra degree of 
worry that a cycl ist may be in your blind spot and a quick accident can lea ve 
somebody dead. Ba rriers of trees and other greenery would beautify our 
soaces and orotect our cvclists and our drivers. Ootion 2 is a clear wav to ao. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-870 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-460 Todd Munson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-460-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

We just across the river from Silver Lake in Glassel! Park and as a person who 
choses to ride a bike whenever possible, Silver Lake Blvd is a route I often take 

1-460-1 when heading west and the addition of protected bike lanes can't be added 
soon enouah. Thank vou. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-871 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-461 Robert Goldberg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-461-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

As a resident who lives within wa lking distance of the Silver Lake Reservo ir, 
frequentl y visits it on foot. and would like to visit it by bike but does not feel safe 
do ing so, I am commenting to urge the city to implement Option 2 for the bike 
lanes surrounding the lake . 

Option 2 is the better and safer option for the bike lanes, giving cyc lists 
sufficient space to ride side-by-side and also providing a buffer space that can 

1_461_1 house trees or other decorative elements. Sliver Lake Boulevard Is a busy 
automobile artery. Placing pa rking spaces on the lake side of the street will 
cause endless issues as drivers search for parking and attempt to parallel park 
in front of cars that come racing around the curves. 

I am ve ry excited to have protected bike lanes around the Reservoir and 
eagerly await their completion, along with that of the full Silver Lake Master 
Plan. which I wholeheartedlv suooort. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-872 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-462 Jason Couse 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-462-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-462-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10 .5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-873 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-463 Akeem Street 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-463-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-463-1 

These bike lanes are absolutely necessary. A friend of mine was sideswiped 
there by someone texting and driving. In order for us all to be safe we need 
these lanes. This area is a gem in Silver Lake. This would be a huge 
imorovement for the communitv. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-874 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-464 Stefani Manger 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-464-1 
 

The proposed Project as described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR would include 
the planting and replacement of trees. The replacement of mature trees 
would occur over time to maintain nesting opportunities, while increasing the 
number of native trees on site. As described in Project Description Section 
2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree 
Succession Plan to phase the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow 
for new tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value 
as the new vegetation is planted over time. Please see Master Response – 
Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

I-464-1 I Please plant more trees 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-875 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-465 Richard Burnam-Fink 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-465-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-465-1 

Hi there, 

I'm a bike-commuter who takes Silverlake Blvd often by the reservoir. I strongly 
believe th at option 2 is the better bike-line layout. Having the fu ll barrier from 
c:a rs and wider bike lanes (especia lly since it ca rri es 2 line bike traffic) will be a 
much better and safer cvc lina exoerience. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-876 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-466 Eric Chu 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-466-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-466-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-877 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-467 Ben Bressette 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-467-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-467-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-467-3 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
 

 

  

I-467-1 I 

I·467 ·2 I 

I support option 2 - the addition of bike lanes. This is a great spot to work 
towards getting people out of cars and using more active transportation. 
Existing cond it ions lead to veh icles trave ling at unsafe speeds, especially 
considering how many people/children/animals are around. 

I_467 _3 I I support any and all improvements to the dog park -- some grass and shade 
would be nice. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-878 ESA / D202100123 
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I-468 Ethan Stockwell 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-468-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-468-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-879 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-469 Andrew Reich 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-469-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-469-1 

As a cyclist who rarely feels safe biking in Los Angeles, I think Option 2 is the 
safest option for cycl ists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes would narrow the 
traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city could also 
plant trees on the buffer and m ake it a concrete barrier for added protection 
from cars. Add itionally, the city should consider raising the cycle track so that 
autters or stormwater features fall outside of the cvc llna area . 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-880 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-470 Patrick Cleary 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-470-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-470-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-881 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-471 Stuart Selonick 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-471-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Option 2 is by far the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike 
lanes would definitely narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 
feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and m ake it a 

1•471.1 concrete barrier for added protection from cars. Also, the city should consider 
raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the 
cycl ing area. We need protected bike lanes!!! 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-882 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-472 Nicholas Bottomley 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-472-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-4 72 -1 

I am fully in support of this plan. I love to ride my bike around LA, and Silver 
Lake 's proximity to the LA River Path makes it a great place to do a loop 
around. The roads, however, do not fee l safe or maintained well enough for 
b ikina on. Ha vina a orotected lane is ideal for this location. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-883 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-473 Anonymous Street 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-473-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-473-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1 lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-884 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-474 Sherin Bennett 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-474-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Option 2 is the safest option for bike riders. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffe r. 
The city should also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protecti on fro m ca rs. Addit ionally, the city should ra ise the cycle track so 

1-4 74-1 that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the biking area. 
I am conce rned about bike rider safety around the reservo ir because I bike 
there often. I've seen a friend get hit by a car near the south end of the 
reservoir · something must be done, and segregated, protected bike lanes are 
the best ootion for all road users. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-885 ESA / D202100123 
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I-475 Annie Zaruba 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-475-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-475-1 

Option 2 is the best option for our ne ighborhood! The ideal setup would include 
a buffer for cycl ists and pedestrians, perhaps the city could also plant trees on 
the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. Very 
hooeful for this oroiect and makina LA a safer citv for oedestrians and cvclistsl 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-886 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-476 Michael Salazar 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-476-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Hi, 

1 feel that Opti on 2 is the safest and best option for everyone. Using this option 
allows for narrowing the ca r lanes to 10 .5 ' with an added 3' as a buffe r. Please 

1.476.1 also plant trees as a buffer and place a concrete barrier for protection from 
ca rs. Finally, please raise th e cycle track so that gutters and etcete ra fa ll 
outside of the cycling area . 

Thank vou! 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-887 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-477 Walid Bizri 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-477-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 

1•477•1 added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-888 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-478 Jason Knoll 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-478-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-478-1 I I support option 2 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-889 ESA / D202100123 
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I-479 Byron Smith 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-479-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-4 79 -1 

Cycling is a growing activity and way of life for commuters. Giving pedestrians 
and traffic a break, more people are utilizing bicycles than ever before. We 
need more bike lanes, this plan is a great opportun ity to strengthen our 
communitv. 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-890 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-480 Sarah Lippai 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-480-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I Option 2 would provide the best protection for bicyclist. I've seen people run on 
1_480_1 the current bike lane and I find it to be hazardous since it's so curvy. It would 

orotect bicvclist and oedestrians. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-891 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-481 Austin Chase 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-481-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-48 1-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1 lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-892 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-482 Erial Tompkins 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-482-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety and Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 

 

  

1-482-1 

Greetings, thank you for this platform. It's imperative that we provide safe 
passage for citizens, young and old, through the streets of Los Angeles. With 
gas prices, environmental concerns, and neighborhood safety, we must start 
thinking about the future . California is often the shining example for the rest of 
the nation -- let's lead safe streets. 



2. Response to Comments 

 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-893 ESA / D202100123 
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I-483 Eric Pierce 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-483-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I am submitting this comment in favor of protected bike lanes around 
Silverlake Reservoir. I am a cyclist and ride my bike to work daily. I also live 
near Silverlake Reservoir and take my West Silverlake Blvd to Trader Joes and 

1-483-1 Sllverlake Blvd. to Whole Foods and CVS. Trash days are hard for a cyclist 
because the cans are often blocking the existing bike line. Finally I will be 
much safer in a protected bike lane from cars and their distracted drivers. 
Please out these orotected bike lane in asao. Thank Yo u 



2. Response to Comments 

Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 2-894 ESA / D202100123 

Final Environmental Impact Report July 2023 

I-484 John Baierl 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-484-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-484-1 

While I do not live in the immediate area, I am a frequent visitor for recreation 
in the Silver Lake area . I feel that Option 2 is clearly the best option being 
considered. Narrower traffic lanes (10.5 ft) calm traffic, making a safer 
environment for both cycl ists and pedestrians. Additiona lly, the 4 ft buffer 
between the cycl ing lanes and traffic is essential for safety and comfort, since 
most cyclists only feel comfortable with a clear barrier between traffic and 
cycling space. A further improvement would be to elevate the cycling lanes to 
the same grade as the sidewalk, crating a grade separation to enhance the 
physical and psychological barrier with car travel lanes. This would also allow 
□ utte r and drainaae to be moved off of the cvclina lanes and onto the street. 
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I-485 Anastasia Baran 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-485-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-485-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1 lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-486 Mason Makram 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-486-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I 2.5.2 Offsite Improvements - Option 2 for cyclists please! We don't need more 
1_486_1 parking and traffic, especially as bike paths improve for the neighborhood. And 

make that buffer CONCRETE . not oaint on a road 
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I-487 Michael Chen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-487-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I-487-1 I the city shou ld insta ll protected bike lanes around Silver Lake Reservoir if they 
care about children and protecting their safety. 
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I-488 Karen Canady 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-488-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-488-1 

Thank you for considering improvements to the bike lanes for Silver Lake Blvd! 
Option 2 is the safest option for cycl ists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city shou ld consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area . See photo for example of unsafe bike lane design (current bike lane 
around Silver Lake Reservoirl. 
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I-488 Karen Canady 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 
 

  I-488-2 
 

Attachment noted. 
 

 

  

I-488-2 

Si lver Lake Reservoir 
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I-489 Mark Jacobsen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-489-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-489-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1 lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-490 Andy Wong 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-490-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-490-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. Slowing car traffic around the reservoir 
and this area in general is worth the benefits. A separated lane is ideal 
especially because of the curved road. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city cou ld also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 
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I-491 Sidney Sherland 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-491-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-491-1 I I think the who le project is just beautifu l, it' s great for the commun ity and 
wildlife as we ll, Great job !!! 
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I-492 Ben M 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-492-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-492-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1 lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-493 Johnathan Cahill 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-493-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-493-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or storm-water features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 

The city is in the midst of a traffic death crisis with pedestrians. in particular 
pedestrians of color, being effected the most; the city MUST take action on 
makino the built environment more wa lkable. safe. and healthier. 
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I-494 Michael Velarde 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-494-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-494-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1 lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-495 Ian Lundy 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-495-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Plec1se support sc1fe options for c1II trc1velers. In the sc1me wc1y we design streets 
to be safe for drivers they should be safe for walkers and bikers as wel l. 

Option 2 is the safest option for cycl ists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 

1-495-1 The city cou ld also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
c1rec1 . 
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I-496 Benjamin Morris 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-496-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Please choose Option 21 

I would love to bike more in Los Angeles and help take cars off the road. To do 
that, we need to prioritize safe bike infrastructure! 

1•496.1 Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer or make a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwa ter features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 
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I-497 Andrew Soto 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-497-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-497-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1 lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-498 Philip Labes 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-498-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-498-1 I I live near the reservo ir and b ike th is a rea often. It' s dangerous! We need 
orotected b ike lanes to helo imorove th is area badlv! 
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I-499 Philip Labes 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-499-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-499-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1 lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-500 Adam Kearney 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-500-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-500-1 

As a frequent cyclist around the Silver Lake Reservoir, I strongly support Option 
2 as the safest option for cyclists. Ideally, the bike lanes would narrow the 
traffic lanes to 10.5 feet, and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The narrower 
lanes for cars would also incentivize drivers to travel slower and more 
thoughtfully, thus protecting drivers and the numerous pedestrians and cyclists 
in the area . The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete 
barrier for added protection from cars and providing shade. Additionally, the 
city should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or storm water 
features fall outside of the cycling area . The downhill section of Silver Lake 
Boulevard, adjacent to the dog park, currently features a bike lane that (a ) 
narrows while go ing downhill and (b) goes over drainage gutters, necessitating 
cyclists to pull out into traffic to avo id crashing on the slatted gutters. A raised 
cycle track, particularly in this portion of Sliver Lake Boulevard, would increase 
the safetv of both cvcl ists and drivers in this currentlv danaerous seament. 
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I-501 Haley Thompson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-501-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-501-1 I As someone who frequents th is area on my bicycle, Option 2 is the one that 
seems the safest bv far. I hooe vou seriouslv consider imolementlna action 2! 
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I-502 Daniel Kwan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-502-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I love the Sliver Lake Reservoir. Love taking my kid there, love walking around 
the park and watching the dogs. 
But if we have a chance to make it safer for bikers, children, and pedestrians 

1-502-1 then I think we have to at least try. Any chance to make our city a little less car 
dependent, and little more human-centric, the better. It makes us healthier, 
haooler. and Is better for the environment. Thank vou l 
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I-503 Renata Keck 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-503-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

Silver Lake Boulevard is currently a hostile environment for cyclists, who are 
often competing for space with cars who are driving significantly faster than 
the posted speed limit, cars using the bike lane as a dropoff zone. and 
pedestrians who use it as overflow when the trails are too busy. Having green 
spaces in the city of Los Angeles. particularly a green space that serves many 
communities on the East side of LA, needs to have proper infrastructure for 
safe travel. Prioritizing a car-first design will only serve to create a barrier for 

1.503. 1 those who are able to use and enjoy the reservo ir. 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area. 
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I-504 Nancy Hoven 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-504-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to mature trees and 
wildlife. Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than 
significant with implementation of mitigation measures. Mitigation measures 
and project design features specific to mature trees include Mitigation 
Measures BIO-4, BIO-5, and Project Design Features PDF-BIO-13 and PDF-BIO-
14. Mitigation measures and project design features specific to blue herons, 
nesting birds, small mammals, and invertebrates include Mitigation Measures 
BIO-1, BIO-2 Mitigation for Crotch's Bumble Bee and Monarch Butterfly, and 
BIO-3 Special-Status Bats, and Project Design Features PDF-BIO-2 and PD-BIO-
3. Also, please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

I-504-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Biological Resources, and Special Events 
Impacts. 
 

I-504-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-504-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise and traffic impacts. Noise 
impacts associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, 
Noise, of the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. Impacts related to traffic 
and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft 
EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. 
 

 

  

1-504-1 1 

1-504·2 I 
1-504·3 I 
1-504·4 I 

Please do not remove mature trees along the shore line of the reservoir. Those 
trees along West Silverlake Boulevard have been proven nesting sites for great 
blue herons. They also provide shade, food, and nesting habitat for numerous 
Birds, small mammals, and invertebrates. Add itionally minimizing Wildl ife 
disturbances, such as large publ ic events should be a priority. Large masses of 
people, loud noises and or music is not only deserving to Wildlife but to a 
completely residential area. Finally, where are people supposed to park when 
they visit the reservoir? And increase in human activity will certa inly create 
traffic noise, pollution, and impact neighboring residential areas.w 
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I-505 Andy Kadin 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-505-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1_505 _1 I Please choose option 2 for b ike lanes! We should have the absolutely best safe 
ri d ino ootions for cvclists in th is c ltv! 
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I-506 Jamie Farrell 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-506-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1·506·1 

I'm very exited for the Silver Lake reservoir upgrades! This is such an 
underutili zed resource and will make for a great park and commun ity resource. 
1 strongly support adding protected bike lanes around and leading up to the 
reservoir. Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these 
bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as 
a buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete 
barrier for added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider 
raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the 
cvdina area . 
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I-507 Pat Chow 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-507-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any specific issues with respect to the content and adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-507-1 

From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

chdsmpbec adarns@lacll¥ ocg on behalf of ..Eng_S_LBCMf 
Jan Green Rehstnrk; Wendy Pelgadcr Nirnlle Ianem Steiner 
Fwd: Silver lake project 
Tuesday, December 6, 2022 8:11: 47 AM 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Pat Chow <pchow828@yahoo.com> 
Date: Tim. Dec 1. 2022 at 4: 12 PM 
Subject: Silver lake project 
To: eng.slrcmp@lacitv.org <eng.slrcmp@lacitv.org> 

I have lived in Silverlake for over 40 years and oppose this project! 

The Si lver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project Team 
Bureau of Engineering I Department of Public Works 
1149 S. Broadway 
Los Angeles, CA 90015 

lilii 
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I-508 Samuel Digiovanni 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-508-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-508-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-509 Samuel Digiovanni 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-509-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-509-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-510 Caro Vilain 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-510-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

This is such an excit ing opportun ity for a protected bike lane! A truly protected 
one with trees, bell bollards, concrete, or maybe even a truly creative sturdy 

1_510_1 form of protection? concrete bollards or planters pa inted by local artists? w e 
all know that a stripe of pa int alone does not offer any protection, so let's do 
th is r ioht! 
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I-511 Toni Wells 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-511-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-511·1 

Hello, 
Thank you for planning bike paths in Silver Lake, and accepting comments on 
the design. 
Of the two options I've seen, I believe Option 2 would be ideal if it also Included 
elevating the bike path from the street, adding a curb with storm-wa ter 
management, and planting trees in the buffer zone to provide protection from 
fast-moving cars. 
Please see attached jpg for a mock-up. 
Best regards, 
Toni 
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I-511 Toni Wells 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-511-2 
 

Attachment noted. 
 

 

  

I-511-2 

Option 2 - Silver lake Boulevard Bike Lane 

surrrR 

I 

+ elevate bike path, 
1 add curb and tree 

buffer zone 

Sltver Lake Boulevard 
r----------- 50' ------------j 
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I-512 David Matsu 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-512-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

As someone who regularly visits and rides through this area, I would like to 
recommend Option 2 as the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these 
bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as 
a buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete 
barrier for added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider 

1•512.1 raising the cycle track so that gutters or storm water features fall outside of the 
cycling area . 
I would also like to emphasize that it is important that any cycle fac ilities in the 
reservoir area be linked up to lane and trails nearby so that they are useful as 
part of the city wide transport network. 
Thank vou 
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I-513 Charlie Sponsel 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-513-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-513-1 

Please go with option 2 and give Silver Lake Reservoir protected bike lanes all 
the way around. Let's move LA into the 21st century and give our residents safe 
access to their streets, to recreation, and beyond. We want safe streets for 
evervonel 
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I-514 Dani Gonzalez 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-514-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

option 2 would be the best option . cyc lists need space to feel safe considering 
much of the bike lane is right where cars open their doors after parking. many 
people, myself included use the ir bikes as the main form of transportation. 

1-514-1 Creating a physical barrier will protect people, as cyclists die often in Los 
Angeles because of improper bike lanes. Additionally diverting the gutters or 
ra ising the bike lane will allow for bikers to feel safe after storms or surges. 
Thank vou. 
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I-515 Ithyle Griffiths 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-515-1 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-515-1 I I strongly support bike lanes at the reservo ir!! 
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I-516 David Fenn 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-516-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-516-1 

As a downtown resident and frequent visitor to the Silverlake Reservoir, I am 
happy to see that bike lanes are being considered as part of the project. While 
that is a great sta rt, these lanes rea lly need to be protected bike lanes, idea lly 
with planted concrete barriers and street trees rather than flex posts or 
bollards. Metro bike share sta tions should also be included around the 
reservoir. 

Option 2 is the sa fest option for cyclists. The idea l setup fo r these bike lanes 
would narrow the tra ffi c lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffe r and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection f rom ca rs. Addit ionally, the city should consider ra ising the 
cycle track so that gutters or storm water features fall outside of the cycling 
area . 
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I-517 Suzana Ajib 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-517-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-517-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-518 Stephen Messer 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-518-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-518-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-519 Malia Schilling 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-519-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-519-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-520 Dustin Ebert 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  

  I-520-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Hello! As a cyclist who often enjoys riding along the reservoir, I'd like to 
comment on the options for the Silver Lake Blvd offsite improvements. 

Option 2 is best. It increases total bike lane width available from - 12' (including 
buffer) to 14'. This will help users maneuver around the large cement cracks 
and potholes that currently occupy the bike lane on this stretch of Silver Lake 
Blvd (I don't know how preventable these road deformations are but it should 
be a major concern in planning). As well, converting this unidirectional bike 
lane to bidirectional definitely justifies the increase in width. Please, please, 
please do not shrink the bike lane width to 4' each way (as option l proposes)! 
This just makes the challenge of avoiding cracks with riders traveling the 
opposite direction even more dangerous and stressful. 

Another great thing about Option 2 is it avoids Option l 's add ing of parking to 
the western side of Silver Lake Blvd. If Option 1 were implemented, it would 
encourage more car traffic (since parking is more likely to be ava ilable) and 
then double the number of times cars will stop traffic in order to parallel park. 
New parking on this side will also invite pedestrian/bicyclist conflicts as 
pedestrians lea ving their parked car to wa lk to the reservoir can wander 
unimpeded across the new sidewalk into the bike lane. Groups especially like to 
spread out side-by-side across all available space (hard to blame them. feels 

1-520-1 natural), which would include the bike lane. 

I'd also like to suggest these improvements to option 2: 
1. Add a so lid barrier like trees or a concrete wall inside the buffer. With the 
scenic reservoir and the curvy shape of the street, the probability of a vehicle 
veering into the bike lane is high. we know this will happen at some point and 
so we should physically separate the driving lanes from vulne rable bicyclists. 
2. Decrease the driving lane width from the current 12' to 10.5' and add the 
extra 3' to the bike lane buffer. The tighter driving lanes will slow car traffic, 
which will increase safety for bicycl ists, pedestrians, and drivers. This also 
reduces noise pollution from veh icles, improving the experience for park goers 
and residents. From my experience, faster driving speeds do not even pay off 
here as cars tend to pile up around intersections at Duane St, Armstrong Ave, 
and the ped crossing in between. 
3. Another great improvement would be to raise the bike lane to avoid these 
lanes running through gutters. manholes, or other destabilizing road features. 
This might also solve that problem with large cracks and potholes. 

Thank you! 

Dustin 
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I-521 Erik Abriss 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-521-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-521-1 

Please consider Option 2, wh ich is by and large the safest option for cyclists. 
The ideal setup for these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet 
and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer 
and make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. Additiona lly, the 
city should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater 
features fall outside of the cvcllno area . 
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I-522 Amanda Gail Plott 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-522-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-522-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-523 Rosie Dwyer 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-523-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

PLEASE ADOPT OPTION 2. Our streets are deadly, and people are killed every 
day simply walking or biking to access basic necessities. employment and 
family. We know that striped bike lanes do next to nothing to protect cyc lists. 
and the longer we wa it to install fully protected lanes, the more people 
(mothers. fathers. children. family) will be killed . w e know that reducing traffic 
lanes and narrowing lanes are proven to make streets safer (for people inside 
and outside the cars). The beautiful silverlake reservoir deserves truly safe, 

1.523.1 stress-free streets for families and children to bike. walk and play on . 

I STRONGLY support Option 2. It is the safest option. The ideal setup for these 
bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10 .5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as 
a buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete 
barrier for added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider 
raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the 
cvcl ina area . 
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I-524 Katherine Harrison 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-524-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

1-524-l I Please don't cut down mature trees to create parking espec ially along 
Silverlake Boulevard where traffic backs up daily. 
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I-525 Danny Vega 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-525-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I Option 2 is a great way forward for Los Angeles. Cycl ing needs to be safe and 
1_525_1 encouraged. I am not a cyclist because of how dangerous it is, and th is would 

be a areat steo forward. 
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I-526 Jonah Roth-Verity 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-526-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-526-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-527 Sun Yu 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-527-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. Additionally, the 
replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

1-5 27-1 

Please build option 2. 

We need protected bike lanes at sidewalk height(with bollards). 

We need protected bike lanes that are part of a connected network throughout 
the city so that riding a bike for transportation (school, work and recreation-to 
enjoy a park etc) is a safe viable option for kids, seniors, women and not just 
the brave. 

Na rrow the width of travel lanes for cars. The road infrastructure should 
support/encourage car drivers to drive at the idea l safe lega l speed limit vs a 
speed limit sign that gets ignored. 

Wide roads encourage car drivers to speed (highways ha ve wide lanes) making 
it dangerous for people outside. 

Please add trees/greenery. 

We ha ve an opportunity to make a safe pleasant welcoming calming 
susta inable option prioritizing public use for the Park visitors over car drivers 
speed ing through putting Park users in danger. 

Please choose Option TWO. 

Thank vou . 
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I-528 Ross Rivas 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-528-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option.  
 

 

  

1-528-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-529 Paula Outon 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-529-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

Bike lanes are a necessity in our city, they not only present great opportunities 
for exercising but the y also transport, more efficiently than cars, a lot of 
people, to and from work. The city of Los Angeles has 70% of its land covered 
in spaces dedicated to cars. From streets to parking structures and junk ya rds. 
It's unsusta inable to keep giving space to cars when in 2020, the least deadly 

1•529.1 year of the decade in Los Angeles, 3,500 people lost their lives on car related 
accidents. We need spaces free of cars and bike lanes should be one of them. 
Bike lanes should not be used as disabled vehicle alternatives, or as temporary 
parking spots for quick errands, we need to have secluded and protected bike 
lanes that show the commitment of Silverlake to its residents and visitors and 
to lead the wav into the future of mobilitv. 
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I-530 Jay Helberg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-530-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Homelessness and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content of 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-530-l I I am worried about homelessness. Please have security to prevent 
homelessness in the new open park. 
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I-531 Addie Daddio 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-531-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

Please don't cut down the trees on Sliver Lake Blvd to make room for "visitor 
parking!" Trees are so important to our environment and for healthier living. I 
sure I don't need to list the benefits of trees In an Urban area but to name a 

1-531·1 few, they improve air quality, create cooler temps for our scorching summers. 
provide habitat for birds/Wildlife. It takes years for trees to reach maturity. 
Visitor parking is a huge issue for the changes being made at the reservoir. A 
huge reason to leave it as is. 
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I-532 Benjamin Climer 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-532-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I-532-1 I I don't live in LA, but I ride my bike in Silver Lake all the time. Please, use option 
2 that gives the most protection for cyclists and make us all happy and safe! 
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I-533 Rick Corsini 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-533-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I Yes, protected bike lanes should be installed around Silver Lake and extend 
1_533_1 south to sunset Blvd and north to Riverside Drive along Fletcher Drive and 

Glendale Blvd. and connect to the LA River bikewav. 
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I-534 Kristen Studard 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-534-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-534-1 

I'm excited to see more bike lanes around the reservoir. 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider ra ising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area . 
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I-535 Luke Allen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-535-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-535-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-536 Laurie Pepper 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-536-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

I I have seen the maps for the master plan. I strongly object to the removal of so 
1-536-1 many of our trees in order to create a parking lot off Silver Lake Blvd. Please do 

not destroy our trees, our neighborhood. 
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I-537 Katelan Cunningham 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-537-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

I Protected bike lanes around the park would foster a a great destination for 
1-537-1 cyclists. The city needs more support for c:arless activity and this wou ld be a 

areat wav to encoura ae that. 
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I-538 Chelsea M 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-538-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

Option 2 is the safest option for cycl ists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 

1•538.1 The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider ra ising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwa ter features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area. 
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I-539 Matthew Feige 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-539-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-539-1 

Please select option 21 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area . 
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I-540 Khaia Brogan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-540-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I-540-1 I Go with option 2 for the bike lanes (bike lanes protected by a barrier) 
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I-541 Sam Junio 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-541-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-541-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-542 Valerie Veg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-542-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 

 

  

1-542-l I Please add these on! Would be huge for the safety of our commun ity! 
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I-543 Jodhan Fine 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-543-1 
 

The comment asserts the analysis of birds that occur within SLRC is 
inadequate. The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and 
the State CEQA. Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is 
consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C 
Biological Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources 
was prepared using industry standards for biological analysis. 
 
Draft EIR Section 3.4.4 Project Design Features and 3.4.5 Impacts and Mitigation 
Measures, includes preconstruction surveys for nesting birds and other special-
status wildlife in PDF-BIO-2 and Mitigation Measures BIO-2 and BIO-3 which 
offer additional opportunities for wildlife protection during construction. The 
Draft EIR concludes that the proposed project would increase the native habitats 
and vegetation on site compared with existing conditions and increase the 
ecological values and diversity of wildlife at the site. As a result, the Draft EIR 
concludes that construction and operation of the proposed project would not 
result in significant impacts to biological resources including birds. 
 

I-543-2 
 

The comment asserts that the Draft EIR fails to analyze and mitigate the 
potential for window bird strikes at the Education Center. Section 3.1, Aesthetics 
of the Draft EIR identifies mitigation measure AES-2 which requires that all new 
structures and buildings shall be designed to include non-glare exterior materials 
and coatings to minimize glare or reflection. The use of these non-glare 
materials would result in less than significant impacts to birds. 
 

I-543-3 
 

The comment asserts the analysis of birds that occur within SLRC is 
inadequate. The Draft EIR was drafted consistent with the CEQA statutes and 
the State CEQA. Guidelines. The Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources is 
consistent with the City of Los Angeles 2006 CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section C 
Biological Resources. In addition, Draft EIR Section 3.4 Biological Resources 
was prepared using industry standards for biological analysis. 
 
The Draft EIR includes a species list observed on site during site visits that includes 
raptor species. The Draft EIR also provides mitigation for nesting bird avoidance 
that includes raptors. Draft EIR Section 3.4.4 Project Design Features and 3.4.5 
Impacts and Mitigation Measures, includes preconstruction surveys for nesting 
birds and other special-status wildlife in PDF-BIO-2 and Mitigation Measures BIO-2 
and BIO-3 which offer additional opportunities for wildlife protection. 
 

 

  

1.543. 1 

1-543-2 

1-543-3 

owmber 29~, 2022 

Prepared by Jodhan Fine 
Undergraduate Biology Student, Occidcntnl Collc11c 

Thank you for the opportw1ity 10 review and voice concerns regarding che Silver Lake Reservoir 
Draft Environmcnhll lmpllC t Rcpon (DEIR) . 

I ant ao undergroo.u~ at OocidMt.lll College wilh relevant expttjenoe in ovian behavior and 
biolog)'. Be)'ortd n1any years of experience as an avid birder observins and studying birds, 1',·e 
pubushcd orticlcs in Nor,h America/I Birds Magazine, Birdiog Magazirie, wui We,tern Birds aod 
volunu,,r for the Cornell Lab of Ornilhology reviewing rare bird records and ensuring quality 
data ou the citizen science database eB ird (https:1/ebird ,orglhome), Additionally, I'm on the 
board of my local Audubon Ch3pter, have experience in museum, b:1sed science :.u the Moore 
Lab of Zoology, and receiving funding from the Nadonru Science Foundation. studied BeU's 
Vireo populations in soulhern New Mexjoo_ 

With 204 recorded species on eBird, Silver Lake Reservoir is raokl:d 54th in Loo Angeles 
Coumy fornumber of species per localion, 1l1is is an impressive ranking in a county wicil 17.5 
thousand eBird use~. 478 thousand us.er .submiued chec.kli.sts., and 541 recorded species. Beyond 
hiigh numbers of taxa. Like 25 different wruerfowl species. the Silver Lake Reservoir bosrs 
c.ircmcly hi!J)t numbers of individual birds, During wintcr, lhousands of ducks. gulls, and coots 
can be found on !he rcmvoir aod hundreds of wintering ongbirds can be found throughout 
sumnmding terrestrial habitat. Durillj! spring aad fall migration. hundreds of swifts and swallows 
can be found flying overlie.ad. and on the right day almost a hundred indi,,.idual migratory 
warblers: can be seen. 1 ln the summer mon Lbs. several rapt or nests have l>eien denoted by the Los 
Angclc-5 Raptor S1ucly in trees surrounding the rc!;Cn1oh-. 

With an undeniably hig,11 counu. of birds., l have several concerns regarding the lack: of attention 
avifauna received in several clements of Ole DEIR. First, the proposal to add an education center 
brings the poecntial for window caused bird deaths, Ia tbe United States, up to one biluoo birds 
die bec.ause of wiJldow scrites and collision.s .. 2 A building with wiJldows erected in the middle of 
the meadow,• popular area for many birds, could be a dead, lrop for the species th at use the 
reservoir as u migra1ion :stop over, as a winteri ng ground, or a breeding ground. The plan 
proposes restoration and habital dlat could bring in e,·en more birds at risk of fatal collisions witb 
the proposed building. With $uch an inh~rent dang.er, I hoped 10 sec mention of mitigu1.icn effort§. 
that v.•ou.ld make the windows safe for birds, howc,,.cr I saw no acknowledgment of this risk. and 
certainly no possible solutions in the DEIR. 

Regarding bird numbers, the Biological Technical Report neg lected to mention many w,.crt, irds 
presem 01 the reservoir, on.ly Listing wi11l five of the 25 wateJ1'owl species and igooril1g !he gull. 
coot, grebe, and heron specie.; present. The oforcmentionc:d rnptor nesLS found by the L<l$ 
Angeles R•p,or Study also were never brought up in the DEIR. Rapt0r$ llke tho Red•hliled 
Hawks nesting around Sil vcr Lake Reservoir arc su sccptjhlc to abandoning their territories when 

1 t,ttps;J/ebird.orw/checxlis.f/SSl891S22 
1 t,r:q,s~/Jwww ,allaboutbi"ds..org/news/Wtl-.,-blrdi-hlt--windows-and-how-you-can-h~-prevent-it/ 
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I-543 Jodhan Fine 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-543-4 
 

The comment prefers Alternative 3 and would like more assessment of the 
density of birds using the site. The Draft EIR provides an assessment of 
potential impacts to nesting birds on site and provides mitigation measures to 
minimize effects. The Draft EIR concludes that the proposed project would 
increase native habitats and vegetation and increase ecological values and 
diversity of wildlife using the site. Please see Master Response – Alternatives 
Analysis. Please see Master Response Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

1-543-4 

in die p1,,,;ence o( human dis1u11>ance.3 The DlolR docs 001 acknowledge !hi, risk even 1hough 
1hc proposed plmis would likely drastica lly increase disn,11>,rnee. 

To IJl"C\'Cnt rnptor.;; from nb;1ndoning thei r nc:i-t'i project Altcrn::1dvc I (no project) ond projccl 
AJterna1ive 3 (open space preserve) ,,,ould be most ideal as Lhey are 1he le.1st likely to ;1uract high 
recremfonal unffic to lhe park. To pre\·em wi.ndow strikes. the three il ltemative:s suflice. as none 
include Lhc: <.-nns lructiun o f an education center. ln the c•tcn1 the proposed park plan is 
implemented. bird safe windows must be adopted mid the plan for 1hesc windows should be 
riclded to the DElR. FurtJ1enntm.~. I believe the DEIR should make rui effort to indude better da1 u 
on the bird densi1y and .species diversi ty m Si l.,.er Lake Rese.rvoir. irnd 10 :1cknow ledge the !)OSed 
rio;k._ to 11,c: nesting popuktlioo of Rcd-li1ilcd Howk,;;. 

' buns:lkMco:-. ioo uob glµ(gooofoITTf.o:tblml/6-10 htrn 
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I-544 Nelson Flores 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-544-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-544-1 I please. it is a no bra ine r to install b ike lanes around silver lake. p lease make 
sure thev are orotected and cars wont be able to oark In them. 
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I-545 Patrick Lewis 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-545-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I support the Silver Lake Blvd Bike Lane Option 2, which is the safest option for 
cyclists! 

The best-designed bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and 
add an extra 3 feet as a buffer between bikes and motor vehicls. The city of LA 
should also plant trees along the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from motor vehicles. Add itiona lly, the city of LA should 
consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall 

1-545-1 outside of the cycling area . 

Please make the Silver Lake Reservoir bicycle facilities best-in-class examples 
of how the city should build spaces for bikes and pedestrians going forward. 
Let's not cut corners or give in to outdated car parking requests when most 
people visit or travel through the reservoir area on foot, on scooter, on bike, in 
mobility devices, etc. 

Thanks! 
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I-545 Patrick Lewis 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-545-2 
 

Attachment noted. 
 

 

  

I-545-2 

Option 2 - Sliver Lake Boulevard Bike Lane 
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I-546 Jennifer A. Gill 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-546-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

I am writing to voice enthusiastic support for protected bike lanes around the 
Silver Lake Reservoir. I firmly believe that creating a safe cycling network is 
essential to this vision . I specifically advocate for Option 2 of the plan's offsite 
improvements, which calls for protected bike lanes and a 4-foot physical 
barrier to safely sepa rate cyclists and vehicle traffic. This physical barrier 
would ensure that the reservoir area offers a safe space for people to ride 
bikes, whether they're commuting or riding for leisure. 

While I am happy to see protected bike lanes represented in this option, I also 
want to encourage the City to ensure that gutters and/or stormwater features 
are designed to not impact the rideability of the bike lanes in order to make 

1.546.1 this infrastructure truly safe and accessible to all kinds of cyclists from 8 to 108. 
I know that safe, protected bike lanes around the reservo ir will encourage more 
Angelenos and tourists to ride bikes, in turn helping reduce traffic congestion 
and improving air quality in Silver Lake in particular and for the greater region 
as a whole. And as active streets are good for businesses, the many shops, 
restaurants and bars on Silver Lake Bouleva rd wou ld also reap meaningful 
economic benefits, with more people coming to the area on bike to shop, dine 
and play. 

Thank you for moving forward with the Silver Lake Master Plan and for 
including options for bike lanes in the plans. I hope to see Option 2, without 
stormwater features inside the lanes. selected in the final ootion 
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I-547 Daniel Weidlein 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-547-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-547-2 
 

As described in Section 3.16.1, Transportation of the Draft EIR, the SLRC is 
currently connected to the Metro bus system via lines #201 that runs West 
Silver Lake Drive with multiple stops adjacent to the Complex and #92 which 
runs on Glendale Boulevard with multiple stops which are a short walking 
distance from the SLRC (Figure 3.16-1 of the Draft EIR). Line #92 connects to 
Burbank, Glendale and downtown LA. According to LA Metro’s NextGen Bus 
Plan, Line # 201 will be discontinued. Portions of Line #182 and #603 will stop 
in the project vicinity and connect to Hollywood and Echo Park. The 
Vermont/Sunset Metro Station is approximately 1.45 mile west of the Project 
Site and the Vermont/Santa Monica Metro Station is approximately 1.42 miles 
southwest of the Project Site. 
 

 

  

1-547-1 1 

1-547·2 I 

Any development project in our city is a golden opportunity to increase 
accessibility and alternative transportation methods. Having protected bike 
lanes around the reservoir seems like a no-brainer if the reservoir is going to 
be redeveloped and I sincerely hope you can work this into the plans. On a 
similar track, having an easily accessible bus from one of the nearby metro 
stops (Hollywood or Koreatown) would make the new park more accessible for 
our community at large. 
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I-548 Kevin Rutkowski 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-548-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

The ideal setup for bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and 
add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and 

1_548 _1 make It a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. Additionally, the city 
should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features 
fall outside of the cvclina area . 
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I-549 Nicole Antoine 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-549-1 
 

As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Fire Department and City of Los Angeles Police 
Department. Operations would not require additional fire or hazard services 
such that substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of 
new or physically altered governmental facilities would occur. LAFD would be 
able to serve the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new 
or altered fire facilities. In addition, the proposed Project was designed in 
order to allow LAFD to continue to use the reservoir for water for emergency 
purposes as outlined in Section 3.14, of the Draft EIR. 
 
LAPD would be responsible for crime prevention, law enforcement, and 
apprehension of suspected violators in the proposed Project area. The 
Northeast Community Police Station would be able to serve the proposed 
Project and would not result in the need for new or altered police facilities. 
The proposed Project is being designed to include wetland habitat and other 
edge treatments, where feasible, around the reservoir that would allow 
separation from the public to the water’s edge. In the unlikely event that 
someone would enter the reservoir water, these wetland areas and edge 
treatments would also provide places where one could exit the reservoir (as 
opposed to the current smooth surface and slope of the concrete walls). 
During operation, the proposed Project would incorporate an Operations and 
Maintenance Plan, which would include security considerations, to address 
the safety of park visitors. Staff would have a daily presence within the 
proposed Project area to provide oversight of the proposed Project area. The 
proposed Project assumes that five full-time staff would be required daily in 
the proposed Project area. 
 
Please also see Master Response - Public Safety and Master Response - Fence 
Removal. 
 

I-549-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

 

  

The DEIR provides no resea rch comparing crime statistics after drastic changes 
to urban environments such as opening up 116 acres to easy public access, all 
night, and all day within residential neighborhoods near two freeways. 

The current perimeter fence provides a baseline condition of safety and 
protection from criminal incursion into the Reservo irs area. All DEIR projected 
policing needs are derived from this baseline condition. There is no discussion 
at all of changes in opportunistic criminal activity that certa inly will be brought 
by the alteration of these critical va riables: remova l of the fence, opening so 
wide a land area within an urban setting, enabling incursions around the clock. 

1-549-1 The DEIR provides only an undetailed description with very general statistics 
about current citywide LAPD numbers and anti-crime activity. They are not 
specific to the Project area , or of parks as a special public environment. 

1-549-2 

"An increase in visitorship of approximately 390 park visitors daily is 
anticipated. However, these visitors and the new proposed full-time employees 
would not reside In or permanently occupy the project site and service 
demands per person within the area would not increase." [Impact 3.14-13] 

This obtuse statement ignores the fact that crime in parks is often a problem 
due to the difficulty of pol icing a wide land area containing MANY freely-moving 
people and the ease, for criminal elements, of escape. 

I believe that we should KEEP the fence. This is the only way to PROTECT the 
wildlife and keep the reservior SAFE. 

The gate to the reservior should be artistic as the new ga rdens COULD ALLOW 
this. We ca n update the fence and m ake it more welcoming without having it 
open for 24 hr access. 

See photo attached of the LA River gate that is beautiful. 
https://ea rthiro n. netJlos-a ngeles-river-ga te 
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I-550 Ann Phillips 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-550-1 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard (please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option). In addition, please see Master 
Response - Traffic/Transportation for a discussion on parking evaluations 
related to CEQA. 
 

 

 

1-550-1 

After go ing over the Silver Lake Reservoir plans, I see no consideration for a 
small slice of neighborhood being turned into multipurpose free for all without 
adequate parking, traffic patterns (wh ich are already inadequate and 
congested) impacting the immediate neighborhood as well as the entire Silver 
Lake area . As a reminder we have the largest city park 3 miles away! Th is is a 
TERRIBLE PLAN! 
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I-551 John Butcher 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-551-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-551-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to use 
the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours would 
be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include additional 
lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer to Figure 2-8 
in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths within habitat 
areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change under implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog Park 
is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays from 
6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog Park 
would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

I-551-3 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, construction 
of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or sequentially. Since the 
construction sequence is currently unknown, for purposes of this environmental 
analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed to capture the worst-case 
scenario, where the maximum amount of construction may be occurring 
simultaneously. This worst-case construction scenario would result in a 5-year 
construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-3, park zones may be constructed 
individually or sequentially as funding becomes available. 
 
This comment does not specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or 
conclusions of the Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are 
required in response to this comment. 
 

 

  

I-551-1 
I-551-2 

I-551-3 

I support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. However, I object to the 
fence coming down. It MUST be replaced with a fence like the one at Rowena 
Reservoir. A fence MUST be kept one In place in order to close the Internal 
paths from dusk to dawn. It would make the commun ity safer. I also think the 
construction must be reduced from 12 years to a few years. Get the damned 
job done! 
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I-552 Howie Goldklang 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-552-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-552-l I I support the proposed plan as is. Espec ially if public restrooms are ava ilable 
near the meadow f great lawn. 
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I-553 Jennifer Mirabile 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-553-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-553-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-553-3 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with the implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog 
Park is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays 
from 6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog 
Park would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-553-1 
I-553-2 

I-553-3 

I support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. I recommend replacing the 
fence, but keeping one in place. 

I also believe closing the internal paths from twilight to sunrise would be helpful 
for the community, as they are now. 

Thank you. 
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I-554 Jim Pfenninger 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-554-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-554-1 I We fully support th is Master Plan!! Thank you all for your dedication to ou r 
nelahborhood with vour time and commitment to enhance livina in Silverlake. 
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I-555 Lynda Obst 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-555-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-555-1 

This is a intensively studied and extremely well conceived plan for our 
reservoir. It wc:1 s written by denizens of silver lake- our neighbors and friends
not business or commercial interests. It seems to ma intain and develop the 
reservoir as a haven for birds and animals as well as something beautiful to 
spa rk our pride in our neighborhood and all of our walking paths and views. I'm 
oroud of the work the drafters have done and suooort it unaualifedlv. 
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I-556 Roanne Wahba 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-556-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. The comment expresses overall 
support for the proposed Project. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration.  
 

I-556-2 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decisions-makers for review and consideration. Please see Master Response - 
Public Safety. 
 

 

  

1-556-1 I 
1-556-2 1 

We support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anything, we 
recommend replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. We also believe 
closing the Internal paths from dusk to dawn would be benefic ial to the 
community, as they are now. Thank you. 
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I-557 Laura Kruper 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-557-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-557-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Homelessness This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-557-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-557-1 I 
1-557-2 1 

1-557·3 I 

My main concern is that these plans are overly "idealistic" .... just like the plans 
for Echo Park. And we know what happened with Echo Park: homeless 
encampments, drugs, and increased lack of sanitation. We do NOT want this to 
happen to Silverlake. All of the people suggesting these changes have 
rose-colored glasses on. A minority of people are making decisions for the 
majority. 
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I-558 Jordan Wilson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-558-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. As described in Project Description Section 2.5.2, parking 
would be added in a way that it would not encroach on existing trees. Please 
see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

I It's absolutely unacceptable to destroy and remove so many mature trees to 
1-558-1 put in a parking lot! They beautify and provide so much life to our street. 

Deva stating! DO NOT CUT DOWN TH E TREES. 
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I-559 Sydney Simmering 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-559-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. As described in Chapter 2, Project Description of the Draft 
EIR, trees would not be removed to create parking. Please see Master 
Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

   

1-ssg-l I Please don 't cut down mature trees for parking. 
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I-560 Lucy Spriggs 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-560-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-560-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-560-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with the implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog 
Park is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays 
from 6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog 
Park would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 
 

 

 
  

I-560-1 
I-560-2 
I-560-3 

I support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anything, we recommend 
replac ing the fence, but keeping one in place. We also believe closing the 
internal paths from dusk to dawn would be beneficial to the commun ity, as they 
are now. Thank you . 
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I-561 Susan Matranga 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-561-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-561-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise. 
 

I-561-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-561-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 

 

  

I-561-1 
I-561-2 
I-561-3 
I-561-4 

I am strongly aga inst your plan. I am very concerned about the noise and lack 
of adequate parking.Silverlake Blvd is already congested at rush hour. If you 
don't replace fence immediately, people will be swimming In the reservoir. 
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I-562 David Warren 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-562-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-562-1 I We support the master plan and the DEIR as is. Let's get it done! 
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I-563 Amanda Lasher 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-563-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. Please see 
Master Response - Funding and Operations. The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–
Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community Plan) establishes policy and land 
use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of the City. The Community Plan 
identifies several opportunities related to the proposed Project, including the 
promotion and facilitation of implementing the Project as a valuable 
community and recreational asset. Although the Silver Lake and Ivanhoe 
Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s potable water needs, they are 
considered an important neighborhood-defining characteristic. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

   

I do not think we should be spending another dime on this project. We should 
walk away. It was conceived during a very different time in our community and 

1.563.1 it is no longer appropriate to move forward with this plan. Silver Lake has 
plenty of resources, we do not need this too . Please divert the funds to 
building out a green space in a neighborhood with more acute needs than 
Silver Lake. 
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I-564 Guy Vidal 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-564-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

 

 
  

I We support the Master Plan and the DEIR as is. Thank you ." 

1-564-1 
We want the fence down now!!! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-565 Donna Zweig 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-565-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

Silverlake has been a. safe space for families to walk around, the 
Neighborhood Nursery School where my now 46 year old went is revered by so 
many families for decades. This area should not become a parking lot for any 

1.565.1 rea son. It has been a picturesque spot to be viewed by the surrounding homes 
that people now have to pay huge mortgages and deserve to have the view 
they paid for. Not to mention the anima ls and birds that rely on what is left to 
this property. I hope that the lake is left the way it is, and not recontructed into 
the project that can only bring disaster to th is long loved space. Thank you 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-566 Raff Rushton 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-566-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-566-1 I We support the Master Plan and the DEIR as is. T hank you." 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-567 Andrew Takeuchi 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  567-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

567-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

567-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with the implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog 
Park is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays 
from 6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog 
Park would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

 

  

I I support the master plan which I believe will offer benefits for both the human 
567-1 residents of the area as well as the wildlife. 

567 -2 

567-3 

I also support replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. I believe that 
closing the internal paths from dusk to dawn would be benefic ial to the 
community, as they are now. 

Thank you ! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-568 Marisa Miller 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-568-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-568-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with the implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog 
Park is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays 
from 6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog 
Park would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

 

 
  

I support the master plan. It is beautiful and will benefit the environment. I 
bel ieve closing the internal path from dusk to dawn will be safer for the 
community. 
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I-569 Jango Sircus 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-569-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Fence Removal 
 

I-569-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with the implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog 
Park is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays 
from 6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog 
Park would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

 

 
  

1-569-1 I 
1-569-2 1 

We support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anything, we 
recommend replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. We also believe 
closing the Internal paths from dusk to dawn would be benefic ial to the 
community, as they are now. Thank you. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-570 Helmi Hisserich 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-570-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-570-1 

I support the Silverlake Masterplan DEIR as it is. The process for developing the 
plan involved extensive community outreach and the proposed plan does 
reflect a community consensus. I took part in several meetings and was 
impressed with the extensive community participation and with the 
professional ism of the design team's final master plan proposal. I think this 
plan balances the goals of supporting natural habitat for nesting birds with the 
goal of creating a community amenity that will be accessible to all Los Angeles 
residents. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-571 Ralph Sanchez 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-571-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

   

l-57l-l I Your going to cut down all these trees for a parking lot? ! Please don't do this 
just for a parking lot. This is insane!!! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-572 Andrew Wenzlaff 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-572-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. The proposed Project description is described in Chapter 2 
of the Draft EIR and does not include the addition of a parking lot. Please see 
Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

1-572-l I PLEASE don't cut down mature trees to put in a parking lot ! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-572 Andrew Wenzlaff 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-572-2 
 

Attachment noted. 
 

 

 
  

I-572-2 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-573 Polly Estabrook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-573-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

Please choose OPTION 2 in Fig. 2-16 for the bike lane design! 

Congratulations on this beautifully designed and carefully thought through 
Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project Description (Chapter 2). 
You ha ve incorporated so m any user desires (info centers. shade, bike lanes, 
gathering spaces .. ) and ecologica l considerations (water, hab itat islands, ... ). 
can"t wa it till you start work on th is! 

I do have ONE COMMENT regarding the two options for bike lanes (figure 2-16). 

I believe Option 2 is the best so lution. Here is why: 
- Wider bike lanes. Since so many whee led structures, like skateboards & 
Ebikes, are included on bike paths, all with va rying speeds, we need wide bike 
lanes so vehicles can pass eachother. I've bicycled a lot in NYC and this is a 
definite issue there. Plea se don"t make it an issue for us. Let's learn from their 

1-573-1 experimentation. 
- 4 ft buffer Is IMPORTANT for bicycle safety given car speed. Let's not re-create 
the bike safety issue on LA's new 6th Street Bridge where I understa nd the city 
is requesting $30M to fix the bike path designs through the state's Active 
Transportation Program. 
• I understand there will be less parking for cars. HOWEVER Section 2.5.2 talks 
about additional parking and 2.5.8 PDF-TRA-5 about public parking at nearby 
facilities. 
-Finally, I understand that vehicle speed on Silver Lake Blvd may be reduced. 
THAT IS FINE. This is a RECREATIONAL SITE not a dri ve though. Drivers ca n use 
Glenda le Blvd to access highways. 

Please keep us in touch and let us know when building will begin. I am happy to 
advocate for FUNDING I!! I! 

THANKYOU !!!!! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-574 Josh Logan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-574-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-574-1 

Regarding cycling infrastructure, Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The 
Ideal setup for these bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and 
add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city could also plant trees on the buffer and 
make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. Additionally, the city 
should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features 
fall outside of the cvclina area 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-575 Marilyn Oliver 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-575-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

 

 
  

I I like the master plan, but would prefer some kind of fence . Perh aps remove 
1-575-1 the present one and put up something more esthetic to keep the area safe 

during night time hours. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-576 Janelle Brown 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-576-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-576-1 I I support the Master Plan and the DEIR as is. Thank you . 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-577 Sam Riegel 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-577-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1_577 _1 I I support the Master Plan and the DEIR as is. Let's make this park! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-578 Ida Dambrauskas 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-578-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

   

l-5 7B-l I Please stop ruining all of our neighborhoods. Work on reducing crime and 
encampments and the filth you have caused with your policies. No. No. No. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-579 Indu Subaiya 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-579-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-579-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option and Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 

 

  

I-579-1 
I-579-2 

Please do not cut down any trees at the meadow to create space for a parking 
lot. We should be promoting healthy behaviors like walking and biking and 
certa inly not inviting more traffic into an already congested part of the 
neighborhood. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-580 Karen Numme 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-580-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-580-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-580-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog Park 
is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays from 
6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog Park 
would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

 

  

I-580-1 
I-580-2 
I-580-3 

We support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anything, we 
recommend replacing the fence but keeping one in place. We also believe 
closing the Internal paths from dusk to dawn would be benefic ial to the 
community, as they are now. Thank you. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-581 Christine Weir 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-581-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-581-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I support the master plan and draft EIR. We can keep a fence and close it at 
night but I feel this is a great add ition to our neighborhood and is beneficial to 
the wildlife. Tha nks! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-582 Daniella Southgate 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-582-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-582-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-582-3 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with the implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog 
Park is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays 
from 6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog 
Park would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
 

 

  

I-582-1 
I-582-2 
I-582-3 

We support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anything, we 
recommend replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. We also believe 
closing the Internal paths from dusk to dawn would be benefic ial to the 
community, as they are now. Thank you, Dan iella 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-583 James Stathas 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-583-1 
 

The proposed Project would not include the addition of a parking lot but 
would include select tree removal to accommodate Project design. The 
replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting and 
foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

I'm submitting ghis comment to oppose the cuttng of ature trees fo r the sake of 
a parking lot. I"ve ha d several interacti ons with the forestry dept. and 
requesting trimming of trees all with inane and incredibly stupid outcomes .. 
trees were cut at the stump though not removed only to be replaced with trash 
needles and endless debris. Mature t rees need to be conserved as vita l orga ns 

1.583.1 for shade cl imate m it iga tion, aesthetics, and property value. remova l of these 
trees will result in m ore trash, po llution, hea t and asphalt. I"ve lived in this area 
for over 35 yea rs and this would be a big mistake as the meadow and other 
areas aren 't used excessively throughtut the year to warrant th is permanent 
degradation and disruption. 
thx, 
jas 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-584 Jozef Bilman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-584-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-584-1 I I reject all the proposed work 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-585 Helen Levenson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-585-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-585-1 

As a regular cyclist and resident here, I think Option 2 is the safest option for 
cyclists. The best setup for the bike lanes would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 
feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. The city should plant trees on the 
buffer and make it a concrete barrier for added protection from cars. 
Additionally, the city should consider raising the cycle track so that gutters or 
stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing area. It would make for a safer 
experience of the city for all! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-586 David Henry 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-586-1 
 

The proposed Project would include removal of select trees to accommodate 
the Project design. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 
The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Also, please see Master Response – Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

1-s86_1 I Do not cut down trees. Trees are more important than granting parking to 
further congest our neighborhood. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-587 Anonymous 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-587-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-587-2 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with the implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog 
Park is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays 
from 6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog 
Park would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

 

  

I-587-1 
I-587-2 

We support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anything, we 
recommend replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. We also believe 
closing the Internal paths from dusk to dawn would be benefic ial to the 
community, as they are now. Thank you. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-588 Cailyn Nagle 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-588-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

I'd love to ride my bike more, but I don't feel safe doing so the way the streets 
are now. Protected bike lanes around the Silver Lake Reservoir would be a step 

1-588 -1 in the right direction. I would also love to see them on Verdugo Rd and along 
Eaalerock. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-589 Dorcas Tokes 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-589-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Fence Removal 
 

I-589-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with the implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog 
Park is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays 
from 6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog 
Park would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

I-589-3 
 

Please see response to comment I-589-2. 
 

 

  

I-589-1 
 

I-589-2 
 

I-589-3 

We support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. 
However, we strongly recommend fencing around the entire park area . 
We also believe closing the internal paths from dusk to dawn is necessary to 
protect the area. (as are parks in Paris and other major metropolitan parks 
and gardens. (universally) 
I would also recommend "no dogs" a restriction that will encourage the 
presence of wildfowl especially in the internal areas. 
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I-590 Cheryl Brock 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-590-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project, except removal of 
trees along Silver Lake Boulevard. The proposed Project would include select 
tree removal to accommodate the Project design. The replacement of mature 
trees would occur over time to maintain nesting and foraging opportunities, 
while increasing the number of native trees on site. As described in Project 
Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the 
preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the removal of trees in a 
scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub plantings to mature and 
provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is planted over time. 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

1-sgo-l I I'm not up for all the trees on silverlake blvd.being removed. But i support the 
rest 
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I-591 Dan Gordon 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-591-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-591-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Add itiona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-592 Traci Yee 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-592-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

1-592-1 1 

This would we a shame to cut all the mature and green trees to make way for 
veh icles. I visit and drive by this park every day. You will leave less homes for 
natural wildlife and make this park ugly and turn it in to a concrete jungle. I 
implore you not go thru this urban planning disaster. 
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I-593 Nora Paller 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-593-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. As described in Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft 
EIR, the proposed Project would not include construction of a parking lot. 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

1-593-l I Please do not cut down all the trees for the parking lot 
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I-594 Alicia Bleier 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-594-1 
 

The proposed Project would include some tree removal. The replacement of 
mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting opportunities, while 
increasing the number of native trees on site. As described in Project 
Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the 
preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the removal of trees in a 
scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub plantings to mature and 
provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is planted over time. 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-594-2 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include off-site parking near the Silver Lake Library. The comment is noted and 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-594-3 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park.  
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Funding and Operations 
and Master Response - Homelessness. 
 

 

  

1-594-1 I 
1-594-2 • 

1-594·3 I 
Please don 't cut down existing trees for the implementation of the Silve r Lake 
Park project. Please put parking off-site near the Silver Lake Library. 
Also, please, for the love of g-d, make sure monies are ava ilable to upkeep of 
the park and rangers on the ground to make sure it doesn't turn into a 
homeless encampment 
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I-595 Martin Morales 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-595-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 

 

  

As a resident of over 20 yea rs in Silver La ke, who lives on W Silver La ke Dr, I 
have always been a supporter for change for the better. I've always thought the 
chain link fence was very unattractive, but appreciated its purpose. I would love 
to see a new and more beautiful fence with entrances that would be locked up 

1-595-1 from dusk til for the sake of safety. I would hate to see the beautiful new work 
being done, destroyed with gra ffi ti, theft, plant damage, drug pa raphernalia 
being left behind, not to. mention the trash beca use there is no fence to keep 
people invade and destroy our new community. 
DO NOT TAKE TH E FENCE DOWN, REPLACE WITH A BEAUTIFUL ONE ! 
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I-596 Nancy K 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-596-1 
 

The proposed Project would include some tree removal to accommodate 
Project design. However, no trees would be impacted by the installation of 
parking spaces in the South Valley along Silver Lake Drive. The City has 
decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. The replacement of 
mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting and foraging 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

1-s96 _1 1 Please do not cut down the trees for parking! 
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I-597 Gary Williams 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-597-1 
 

The proposed Project would include the select removal of trees to 
accommodate the Project design. The replacement of mature trees would 
occur over time to maintain nesting and foraging opportunities, while 
increasing the number of native trees on site. As described in Project 
Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the 
preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the removal of trees in a 
scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub plantings to mature and 
provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is planted over time. 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

l-59 l-l I Please do not destroy any trees in your plans. 
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I-598 Marsian De Lellis 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  

  I-598-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. The Metro Micro line 
would service the Project area. In addition, as discussed in the Project 
Description, PDF-TRA-6, the future site operator and other City departments 
will work together to explore options for expanding public transit connections 
to the Project site. 
 

I-598-2 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a community pool. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-598-3 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-598-4 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a shower, room for those experiencing homelessness, and no area 
particularly designated for yoga. Please see Master Response - Homelessness. 
The comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-598-5 
 

The comment proposes dust and noise mitigation. Dust and noise mitigation 
are outlined in Section 3.3, Air Quality and Section 3.12, Noise and Vibration, 
of the Draft EIR. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

I-598-3 

 
I-598-5 

 

I would like for there to be protected bike lanes on all sides of the Silve r La ke 
that incorporate physical barriers. So that there is a sidewa lk, then a bike lane, 
then a physical barrier, then cars or a dedicated bus lane. TBH it would be nice 
if there were fe wer cars. There should be lots of signage for bikes and green 

1·598·1 stripes on the street to indicate conflict zones. 

1·598·2 

If there was a dedicated bus lane then this could help people from communit ies 
who do not have pa rks to visit the reservoir. I would like our community to be 
more generous with our resources and sharing public space is one way to do 
that. 

w e could also use a commun ity pool and this would be an excellent location for 
that. 

We need some se lf clea ning bathrooms in the meadow. The bathrooms in the 
recreation center are hard to access especially for older and disabled fo lks. 
The sidewa lks must be repa ired and made to be compliant with the ADA. 

The recreation center could be more robust· with more than one room and a 
pool. The voting center could use some upgrades. We could ha ve more of a 
place for us to assemble as a community. 

We need more public art, like the names peop le tied to the fence and a process 
to propose works to disp lay. There could be a ga llery. 

There needs to be more and safer places to cross the street on the meadow 
end. 

I'm glad the animals who live at the Silve r La ke will have islands and prey to 
eat. I'm glad they won't have to cross the street into traffic to get food. 

I'm glad that there will be an education center fo r children. We could bolster 
that with an arts and crafts room. 

I 
There could be a shower for anyone experiencing homelessness and a room 

1-598-4 with extra food and clean socks. 

There could be a process for people who wa nt to use areas fo r yoga classes. 

Construction harm mitigation: If the neighbors experience more sound, 
perhaps a compromise could be that the city could purchase some sound proof 
windows and/ or white noise machines. If construction causes dust, perhaps the 
city could purchase the immediate neighbors air filters. 

I look fo rwa rd to oroaress at the silver lake 
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I-599 Vince Meghrouni 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-599-1 
 

The proposed Project would include removal of select trees to accommodate 
the Project design. The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to 
maintain nesting and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of 
native trees on site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the 
Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession 
Plan to phase the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new 
tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the 
new vegetation is planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological 
Resources. 
 

 

 
  

1-599-1 1 

You can't be serious about ripping out all those mature trees. Those trees are 
beautiful, they are part of the commun ity, and they take in carbon dioxide and 
give off oxygen. They shade the ground and keep it from wa rming. Are you 
crazy? 
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I-600 Stephanie Brown 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-600-1 
 

The proposed Project would not include the addition of a parking lot but 
would include removal of select trees to accommodate the Project design that 
may include enhanced street parking. The replacement of mature trees would 
occur over time to maintain nesting and foraging opportunities, while 
increasing the number of native trees on site. As described in Project 
Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the 
preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the removal of trees in a 
scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub plantings to mature and 
provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is planted over time. 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

Do not cut down Silver Lakes Trees to put in a parking lot. The City has enough 
parking lots. A parking lot will ruin the charm of this area . This is a place for 

l·G00· l people to walk, relax, and enjoy a bit of Nature. A parking lot will destroy why 
people would want to come in the first place. Not to mention the trees are al ive 
and older than most of us. Leave the trees alone. 
There is already enough pavement. 
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I-601 Kora Brown 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-601-1 
 

The proposed Project would include removal of select trees to accommodate 
the Project design. The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to 
maintain nesting and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of 
native trees on site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the 
Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession 
Plan to phase the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new 
tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the 
new vegetation is planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological 
Resources. 
 

 

 
  

1-6 o l-l I Don't cut down the trees. Find an alternative way in the plan to keep the trees. 
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I-602 Kelly Sharbaugh 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-602-1 
 

The proposed Project would include removal of select trees to accommodate 
the Project design. The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to 
maintain nesting and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of 
native trees on site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the 
Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession 
Plan to phase the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new 
tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the 
new vegetation is planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological 
Resources. 
 

 

 
  

1-602-l I please don't cut down any trees that are healthy! Leave the living spaces that 
exist for a nature habitat!! 
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I-603 Charlton Mcmillan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-603-1 
 

The proposed Project would include removal of select trees to accommodate 
the Project design. The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to 
maintain nesting and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of 
native trees on site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the 
Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession 
Plan to phase the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new 
tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the 
new vegetation is planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological 
Resources. 
 

 

 
  

1-60 3-1 

The extensive tree remova l indicated by this plan is a travesty, certainly 
counterproductive to the creation of a "pa rk". You should leave the mature 
and healthy trees and add more if needed. For the sake of our climate, our 
health, and sake of the many creatures that depend on this life giving resource, 
rethink this park renovation to incorporate the existing canopy of nature trees. 
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I-604 Karen Mccluskey 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-604-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

1-604 -1 

Oh. There are some wonderful ideas fo r this plan, but removing a significa nt 
number of mature trees is a detriment to the environment. Planting saplings as 
replacements is shortsighted. Please figure out how to make the plan work 
without cutting down mature trees. The trees protect our environment and 
health by cleaning the air. save our mature trees. 
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I-605 Joshua Stamberg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-605-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-605-2 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 

 

 
  

1-605-1 I 
1-605-2 1 

We support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anything, we 
recommend replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. We also believe 
closing the Internal paths from dusk to dawn would be benefic ial to the 
community, as they are now. Thank you. 
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I-606 Kerry Hannawell 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-606-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-606-1 I I am a longtime Silverlake resident and support the new Silverlake reservoir 
plan with enthusiasm! 
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I-607 Diane Zurn 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-607-1 
 

The proposed Project would include removal of select trees to accommodate 
the Project design that may include enhanced street parking. The replacement 
of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting and foraging 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

I I support a PARK, with TREES, and an already beautiful place for the residents 
1-607-1 to enjoy. A parking lot here doesn't make sense ... it wouldn't be big enough to 

alleviate street parking, would it? 
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I-608 Robin Raida 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-608-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. This 
comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers 
for their review and consideration.  
 

 

  

1-608-1 1 

I oppose the removal of more than 40 mature trees around the existing silver 
lake meadow and Silver Lake Blvd! Planting new trees is not a substitute for 
mature trees. There should be a way to preserve more than half of the trees 
and still accomplish the proposed plan. 
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I-609 Janet Wolsborn 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-609-1 
 

The proposed Project would include some tree removal. The replacement of 
mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting opportunities, while 
increasing the number of native trees on site. As described in Project 
Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the 
preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the removal of trees in a 
scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub plantings to mature and 
provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is planted over time. 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

   

1-609-1 

Please, please, please do not cut down the mature trees slated for removal 
from Silver Lake Blvd at the end of the Meadow (figure 8B from SL Master 
Plan). We"ve few enough trees in this city as it is and it will take decades for 
anything planted as a replacement to reach maturity and provide a similar 
shade canopy. 
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I-610 Tamara Braun 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-610-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. The 
comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project.  
 
Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-610-1 

I strongly oppose the proposal for the project for the Silver Lake and Ivanhoe 
reservoirs. There is already too much traffic, not enough parking, lots of dog 
feces everywhere because people do not clean up after their dogs. We do not 
have the infrastructure to support this project. And cutting down mature trees? 
Nope. Not a fan at all. 
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I-611 Kelly Donahue 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-611-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. This 
comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers 
for their review and consideration. 
 
 

 

  

1-611-1 

I am contacting you to say I think we should NOT take down the trees outl ined 
in red on the Silver Lake Blvd street line. These trees are extremely charming, 
they are a home to wildlife, and it gives much needed shade in a city that has a 
lot of sunlight. Plan tog new trees will take decades to come to fruition. There is 
nothing wrong with the current trees. They are all beautiful and different and 
make Silver Lake Reservoir area what it is today. Please keep the mature trees 
in place and beautify the area in other ways. 
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I-612 Laura Burhenn 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-612-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-612·1 

I'm elated for the proposed renovation plan and support it 100%! As a resident 
of the neighborhood who enjoys the reservoir and dog park daily, I can't wa it to 
see the space transformed into a more environmentally friendly watershed that 
will support wildl ife, encourage biodiversity, migrating bird visits and provide 
more natural habitat for animals, plants, and insects. Any increased traffic in 
the neighborhood to spend time in our updated parks system will be worth it -
to be a model of what a neighborhood can and should be, to leave a lasting 
legacy for future generations to enjoy (that will inspire environmental 
stewardship I). and to welcome others to enjoy the same thing on their daily 
walks and dog parks adventures and picn ics. I'm all for it!! Ps no doubt this will 
also be great for property values. Silverlake is already the jewel of the east 
side. and this renovation will make it even more soecial and desirable. 
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I-613 Kristian Martinez 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-613-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

I Why are you plann ing to remove mature trees? Planting new ones that will take 
1-613-1 decades to grow is counter productive to proving a peaceful retreat for 

residence. You are doing more harm than good!!! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-614 Hope Arnold 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-614-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-614-1 

I whole heartedly support the silver lake master plan as do all my neighbors 
and friends. I'm not sure what NIMBYS or special interests are trying to bad 
mouth it but Silver Lake needs this. Our children, the community, the property 
values. wildl ife and for beautification. 
This plan is extremely conscience, well thought out and helpful to all of the 
above. 
We only stand to benefit! 
Let's move forward and make our home a joyous place to congregate and 
celebrate . I want to utilize the lake as it's always been meant to be used. 
Cheers. thank vou 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-615 Adriana Leal 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-615-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-615-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-615-3 
 

As described in Utilities and Services Systems, Section 3.18 of the Draft EIR, 
impacts associated with infrastructure would be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measure UTIL-1 which would ensure during 
design and prior to construction of Project facilities, the City would conduct an 
underground utilities search and coordinate with all utility providers that 
operate in the same public rights-of-way impacted by construction activities. 
 
 

 

 
  

I-615-1 
I-615-2 
I-615-3 

Increased traffic without a workable plan to deal with it make this a no vote. 
Residents that live near the reservoir will be impacted even more by the 
construction. Our city infrastructure can not accommodate this plan. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-616 Robert Szeles 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-616-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-616-1 I "I support the Master Plan and the DEIR as is. Thank you." 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-617 Cathy Thornburn 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-617-1 
 

The proposed Project would include the removal of trees to accommodate the 
Project design. The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to 
maintain nesting and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of 
native trees on site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the 
Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession 
Plan to phase the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new 
tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the 
new vegetation is planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological 
Resources. 
 

 

  

1-617-1 1 

Please do not cut down mature trees for this project. There is no point in 
cutting mature trees to then replant young trees to replace them. Please, revise 
this plan around these valuable trees. The city needs to consider matures a 
valuable asset to be protected in the current climate crisis/ drought. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-618 Diana Wagman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-618-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 
 

 

  

1-618-1 

Please do not cut down any of the mature, healthy trees surrounding Silver 
Lake Reservoir. Trees are important, good for the environment, offer shade 
and shelter, and are hosts to birds and squ irrels. Plant a new tree and it won't 
be able to do any of that for many years. 

Improvement doesn't mean destruction. Like a great arch itect, work around the 
existing trees, incorporate them into your design, let them enhance your plan. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-619 Melissa Libertelli 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-619-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I support the Master Plan and the DEIR as is and would like to see th is project 
finally break ground. Particularly the renovation and expansion of the dog 

1-619-1 park. 
Thank you, 
Melissa Libertelli 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-620 Dylan Jones 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-620-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

hello, my name is Dylan, I am a filipinotown resident who bikes around the 
reservoir regularly to access the bike network along the LA river. I am writing to 
vo ice support for protected bike lanes around the reservoir for the sake of 
cyclist safety and also for the sake of motorists, who will no longer have to 
worry about sharing the road with cyclists. Specifically I am In favor of option 2 
because it offers more robust protection for cycl ists and pedestrians and 
allocates more road space to people who are not in cars, which is something 

1.620.1 the city needs to do quickly, on as many streets as possible, if we are ever 
go ing to reach vision zero. I hope that the final plan. however. does not include 
the stormwater infrastructure inside the bike lane. Metal grates and vents are 
not a big deal for cars to roll over. but for cyclists they can cause serious 
accidents. Its a small but important detail that I hope is not overlooked. 
sincerely, 

Dvlan 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-621 Kathy Tardy 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-621-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - 
Homelessness. 
 

I-621-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-621-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-621-4 
 

Comment noted. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-621-1 I 

1·62 1·2 I 

1-621·3 I 

1-621 -4 1 

.,The fencing should remain in order to prevent ehat happened at Echo Park 
Lake (homeless encampments) . 
., Loud music will disrupt the tranquility of the neighborhood and nocturnal 
wildlife . 
., Silver lake does not have good enough (easy access) surrounding streets to 
bring in more traffic and parking . 
., Adjacent parks on Riverside & Griffith Park have the infrastructure go 
accommodate cars snd traffic fot sports & music events. 
-- Kathy Ta rdy 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-622 Linda Guthrie 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-622-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. The 
comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers 
for review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I We need oxygen to breathe n these trees provide that cutting down releases 
1-622-1 more Co2intothe air. Get with the program n stop destroying shit. Do 

something radical for a change 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-623 Rhonda Casper 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-623-1 
 

The proposed Project would include the removal of trees to accommodate 
Project design. The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to 
maintain nesting and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of 
native trees on site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the 
Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession 
Plan to phase the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new 
tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the 
new vegetation is planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological 
Resources. 
 

 

  

1-623-l I Please don't cut down mature trees around the Hollywood Reservoir. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-624 C Ellis 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-624-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

1-624-l I Do not remove these trees. Parking should be the least of your concerns. This is 
unbelievably backward thinking. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-625 Denise Miyakawa 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-625-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

I-625-1 I Don't cut the tree p lease !! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-626 Rose Aleman 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-626-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. This 
comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers 
for their review and consideration. 
 
 

 

 
  

I Please do NOT cut down the wonderful mature trees along the reservoir or 
1-626-1 anywhere in Silver Lake. They give shade, oxigenate our air and are beautiful 

to look at. I walk around there and it would be a crime to remove them. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-627 Gwen F 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-627-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

I Please consider passing Option 2, it would be a great step in the direction of 
1-627-1 progress! I love LA and know it could be even greater with more viable cycling 

ootions. Let's be a citv of the future! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-628 Julia Difrancesco 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-628-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-62a-l I We need to keep the reservoir natural. This proposal is too much for the 
neighborhood. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-629 Alisia Stone 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-629-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-629-1 I We support improvements add SLJlvanhoe. We do bel ieve that traffic, parking 
and llahtina ha ve not been sufflcientlv addressed. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-630 Noelle Armand 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-630-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

I just read in the Nextdoor that you are planning to cut down over 50 t rees! ! ! 
This is unacceptable. What do you think absorb a all the carbon dioxide and 
pollution that is emitted in our neighborhood? You guessed it; TREES [ill]. You 
can't get back the growth of 50 year old trees. Once you chop them down they 

1.630.1 are gone forever and your tiny trees will take forever to grow, certainly not in 
my lifetime or yours. That's more than 2 genera tions of lost time. 
Please be kind to the environment and to your neighbors and Don't eliminate 
these god given t rees for Pete's sa ke. They ca n't ta lk but all t rees are useful 
and are selfless and giving. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-631 Wendy Yao 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-631-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 
 

 

 
  

I Do not cut down the trees as noted in the current plan by the meadow! I'm 
1-631-1 very concerned about the Silverlake reservoir plans. Please leave our existing 

beautiful trees. Thanks 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-632 Alvina Louie 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-632-1 
 

The proposed Project would include some tree removal to accommodate the 
Project design. The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to 
maintain nesting and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of 
native trees on site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the 
Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession 
Plan to phase the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new 
tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the 
new vegetation is planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological 
Resources. 
 

 

 
  

1-632-l I Please do not cut those beautifu l trees. They're part of the reservoir charm 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-633 Mike Mcgill 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-633-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I Please find it in your hearts to improve th is HORRENDOUSLY UGLY silver lake 
1_633_1 reservo ir! It needs change and for the prices we pay to live here we frankly 

deserve it! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-634 Jennifer Mcgill 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-634-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

Hello I am a property owner in the area on Panorama Terrace Neighbor above 
the Silverlake reservoir and want to voice my opinion to improve th is ugly 

1_634_1 Reservoir. I know there is a lot of pushback and I for one am all for moving th is 
project forward, please do your best and get it done. Thank you for your 
consideration! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-635 Ron Mcgill 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-635-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-635-1 

I wholeheartedly support the improvements to the Silverlake reservoir and 
surrounding area . Right now it looks like a concrete pit, flanked by a dirt lot 
where the dogs can run around. So many amazing improvements are in the 
works and I think it's time for all of these . Thanks for takina mv comment. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-636 Dana Buchanan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-636-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I support the improvements to the Silver Lake Reservoir! I think more nature, 
more greenery, more facilities for people to use and an Improved dog park will 

1_636_1 be amazing! 

Thank vou ! Dana 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-637 Amie Farquhar 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-637-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-637-1 I This looks amazing! I strong ly support it! 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-638 Adam Mekrut 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-638-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-638-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-639 Judie Itzin 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-639-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities and other wildlife use, while increasing the 
number of native trees on site. As described in Project Description Section 
2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree 
Succession Plan to phase the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow 
for new tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value 
as the new vegetation is planted over time. Please see Master Response – 
Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

1-6 39-1 1 

Please do not destroy the trees surrounding the meadow! These are m ature 
trees that provide habitat fo r squirrels hawks - shelter for other wildlife and 
generally part of the sanctuary that Is this reservo ir!!! 
What arborist would recommend this extreme measure? 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-640 Dylan Campbell 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-640-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-640-1 

Prioritize bike lanes please! 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The idea l setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city cou ld also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city shou ld consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fa ll outside of the cycling 
area. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-641 Brian Latimer 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-641-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-64 l-l I Not a fan . We already have enough congestion and crime without creating 
Silver Lake as a theme park destination point. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-642 Charles Mack 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-642-1 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-642-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 

I-642-3 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Traffic/Transportation 
regarding pedestrian safety. 
 

I-642-1 
I-642-2 

 
 

I-642-3 
 
 

I-642-4 

 

This is a very nice plan. However Many of the improvements will worn out, 
broken, dead or in need of repair in less than two yea rs. Then who pays for the 
repairs. Also since LADWP will no longer be the responsible entity for the lake, 
current security and safe surroundings will disappear. Too many users will avoid 
any rules posted (current example The Meadow). There are already runners 
who run on the street in traffic so how many more will there be after all the 
improvements that will attract more people. Finally who will clea n out all the 
trash and refuse from the lake from the Increase In use of lake facilities. Who 
will clea n the water when it becomes too polluted and the visitors complain 
about the smell? Phase land ma ybe Phase 2 should be completed but the rest 
no. Thank you for taking m y opinion into account. 



2. Response to Comments 
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I-642 Charles Mack 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

I-642-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  



2. Response to Comments 
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I-643 Jacqueline Sloan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-643-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Alternatives. 
 

 

  

I-643-1 I Please see attached .pdf comments. 
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I-643-1 
Cont. 

December 11, 2022 

Re: Silverlake Reser;oir Complex Master Plan Project, Draft Environmental l~acl 

Report 

I have been a Sllverlake resident since 1996. My family and I regularly walk around the 

reservoir, and use the exlsling reservoir complex for recrealion. I offer my comments on 

the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) and urge you to adopt Alternative 3 of 

the DBR, with elements of Alternative 2, Alternatives 2 and 3 are environmentally 

superior in that they both meet the community's needs for recreation, and still preserve 

and protect wild life habitat and the environment. 

Both Ntemative 2 and Alternative 3: 

1) elfminate the years or extensive grad ing, heavy construclion, noise poAulion and 

invas ive traffic necess itated by the proposed Project. II is doubtfu l that the migratory 

birds and ground an imals thal rQW live in the park WQuld withstand this. 

2) do not despoil the landscape with concrete pavement and structures nor obstruct the 

lake. 

3) would preserve the Complex's integrity as a recognized Historic-Cultural Monument. 

4) would preserve a unique and precious wild life habitat of serenity within an 

increasingly congested Los Angeles. 

Alternative 3 • the Silver Lake Natural Lands and Open Space Preserve, is an 

Environmentally superior Allemalivc which encompasses the posrtive attributes of 

Allemalive 2 while adding essentials such as perimeter gated fencing for community 

access dawn to dusk and wildlife privacy al night. 

This Open Space Alternative also welcomes additional pubHc participation elements 

including: 

-a Knoll-lop viewing platform 

-shore side viewing platforms for enjoyable educational bird-watching in a few strategic 

locations 

-free public telescopes on the platforms. 

In addition , I offer these specific comments about the DEIR: 
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  I-643-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 

I-643-3 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 

I-643-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-643-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-643-6 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-643-7 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response – Alternatives Analysis. 
 

 

  

1-643-2 

1-643-3 

1-643-4 1 

1-643-5 

1-643-7 

1. RETIAN the PERIMETER FENCE: The Master Plan would remove the 
Reservoirs' Perimeter Fence. This wi ll have major impacts on wi ldlife welfare and 
neighborhood safety. Vandalism, vag rancy and crime have been documented as 
serious problems in other unfenced parks in Los Angeles. There is no Pub lic 
Safety mitigation for the loss of the P,:rimet,:r F,:nc,: suggested in this DEIR. 

2. SCALE BACK CONSTRUCTION: The horrific noise, v ibration, mess and traffic 
blockages caused by massive construction could last from live to fifteen years . 
Nevertheless, this Deir calls tt, ls a "Less Than Slgnmcant Impact.· As 
to noise and v ibration mitigation.s: "None Required.• [DEIR 3.16-18] 

The DEIR predicts an "average of 390 additional visitors per day'', as well 
as higher attendance with proposed monthly "Special Events" with amplified 
sound. Neighborhoods packed with visitors' cars plague the Reservoirs ' area 
even now. And with the DE i R's plan to cut down lane widths to add parking 
spols on these already oongesled and gridlocked streets, traffic will enormously 
increase and become more dangerous. 

Yet, DE/R's Transportation Study claims "Less than Significant 
Impact. • and "No mitigation measures are required.• [DBR Table 3.16-3] 

The DEIR also claims , "significant Irreversible changes to our community 
have been deemed acceptable." [DEIR 4.3) They are not 

Tho DEIR claims the nogativo impacls of construction, the years of distu rbance, 
and when finished , the Increased daily noise, crowds, traffic, and harm lo our 
wildl ~e with be worth ii. It is not. 

The community's Idea ls of "Peaceful," of "Nature," and "Wildlife" wlll be 
destroyed. It must not. 

3. DELETE the Environmental Education Center. The Education Center 
proposed for the base of the Knoll immediately stands out for poss ible negative 
impacts. 

Constructing this building would require extensive regrad ing and habitat 
destruction that could not be restored. Maintaining the possib~ity of restoration 
is mandatory under the rules of the Reservoir's Historic-Cultural Monument 
designation, 

It makes no sense to talk about environmental education when you're destroying 
the very environment you want to study. As many have said, Nature Is the 
classroom. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-643-8 
 

As described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project 
analyzed in the Draft EIR included a floating dock which would launch guided 
kayak tours. Based on comments received during the public review period, the 
City has made minor revisions to the proposed Project. The proposed Project 
would no longer include the floating dock component or opportunities for 
guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist 
for educational purposes. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the 
revisions to the proposed Project would not result in any new significant 
impacts that were not already identified in the Draft EIR, nor would these 
changes substantially increase the severity of any impacts identified in the 
Draft EIR. 
 
Please see Master Response – Alternatives Analysis. 
 
The comment is noted and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-643-9 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 
 

 

  

1-643-8 

1-643-9 

Instead of the Environmental Education Cent.er, please consider these 
alternatjves: 

Al the base of the Knoll oould be an outdoor creative free-play area for chi ld ren 
and an onshore educational bird-viewing platform with free 
telescop&s , inst&ad of a kayak launch site. Why bring kids from one indoor 
location to another? And why build a kayak launch site when the community has 
been clear about not wanting boating of any kind on our waters? 

These alternatives would have very lltUe impact and could lroo up education 
money for birding and wildlife docents, for nature trips with LAUSD's Office of 
Outdoor and Environmental Education 

4. ADD Freestanding Self-Cleaning RESTROOMS - Some residents are In favor 
of the Education Center because it would provide restrooms near the Meadow. 
Instead of building an entire Education Center, simply build freestanding self
cleaning restrooms such as the one Councilmember Krekorian installed in the 
North Hollywood Recreation Center. They are well-designed, and have automatic 
limited time use. 

5. The DEIR Biological Resources section is inaccurate and ill• 
researched. The Master Plan's "Floating Islands," the "Welland Terraces" and 
"fish stocking" that are supposed to benefit birds, will not do so. The expert 
opinion of Dan Cooper, Chief Conservation Biologist of the Santa Monica 
Mountains Conservancy This DEIR is "lack.Ing In both rigor and specificity ... . 
Without current, ac,curate, and credible data on the biological resources ... , 
efforts at restoration will either fall short, or cou ld actually result in further 
deg radation of the site." 

Ironically, the massive excavation. grading and construction ot much-
touted "nature trails," the "scenic overlooks," and "nature education" structures 
will instead uproot and destroy Nature. 

The KnoU's loot nature I forest is now vital habitat for an ecosystem of ground
dwelling animals and local birds that wi ll lose nests , burrows and 
food. Disruption of the open waters drives away migratory Jlocks we love. The 
DE IR fails lo even mention the loss of these birds and animals . 

Thank you for oon.s idering my ideas. 

Yours , 

~ Sloan 
2330 Moreno Drive 
Los Angeles, CA 90039 
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  I-644-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-644-1 I See .pdf comments attached. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-644-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-644-3 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-644-4 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include self-cleaning restrooms. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Alternatives. 
 

 

  

I-644-1 
Cont. 

1-644-2 1 

1-644•3 1 

1-644-4 

December 11, 2022 

Re: Silverlake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project, DEIR 

My w~e and I have been Silverlake residents for 2 and a half decades, since 1996. 

regular1y run around the resel'\/Olr with my daughter. I urge you to adopt Alternative 3 

of the DEIR, with elements of Alternative 2. Al ternatives 2 and 3 are environmenlally 

superior in thal they both meet the community's needs for recreation, and stil l preserve 

and protect wi ldlife habltal and the environment. 

Alternative 3 • the Silver Lake Natural Lands and Open Space Preserve is an 

Environmentally Superior Alternative which encompasses the positive attributes of 

Afternative 2 while adding essentials such as perimeter gated fencing for community 

acoess dawn to dusk and wildli fe privacy at night. 

In addition, I offer these specific commenls about the DEIR: 

1. RETAIN the PERIMETER FENCE. 

2. SCALE BACK CONSTRUCTION to preserve the community's ideals of 
"Peaceful: of "Nature," and -Wildlife .· 

3. DELETE the Environmental Education Center. 

4. ADD Freestanding Self-C leaning RESTROOMS such as the ones installed in 
the North Hollywood Recreation Center. 

Thank you for your time. 

Y~rst 
sl:C.~er 
2330 Moreno Drive 
Los Angeles, CA 90039 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-645-1 
 

As shown in the legend on Figure 2-2, Existing Conditions, in the Draft EIR, the 
perimeter fence is illustrated as a dashed line. Also, as shown in the legend of 
Figure 2-4, Proposed Park Zones, the dashed orange line represents the 
proposed LADWP fence. 
 
The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-645-1 

I th ink this new plan looks good. I'd just like something to happen to make the 
lake better. 

Question about the map .... what is the orange line? Is that a fence? Why isn't 
there an explanation in the key? 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-646-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1_646_1 I Please do finish w ith this project. It has been in planning phase for something 
like 6 vea rs?!?? What is ao lna on? we NEED TH IS. Thank vou! 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-647-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

I believe option 2 will be the best and safest option for all. LA needs to 
drastically improve its safety for pedestrians and cyclists, as it's currently one 

1_647 _1 of the deadliest cit ies In the country. This is an easy project to give at least 
some respite for cyclists and pedestrians in this city, and would greatly increase 
the usabilitv and beautv of the oark. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-648-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

We participated in some of the meetings where various options for the complex 
were discussed. The plan as it stands now does a good job of blending much of 
the community input. This project will be a vast improvement over what is there 
now. The complex sits in a central location in Silver Lake and is used by 
hundreds of residents every day. To have an area that is so vita l to Silver Lake 

1•648.1 look as shabby as it does now is a disservice to the community. In addition to 
beautifying the area, the project will make improvements for wildlife and 
provide educational opportunities. Yes, it may draw more people, but the 
tradeoffs in terms of beautification and encourag ing better use of a public 
resource make that worth it. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-649-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-649-2 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to put the SLRC to a 
beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing potable 
water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain 
the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including maintaining the 
dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to 
benefit area residents. 
 

I-649-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
Please also see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 
 
 

1-649-1 

1-649-2 

Support for No Project or Alte rnative 3 Natura l La nds/Open Space Preserve 

I am not a resident of the Silver Lake area, but am a resident of Los Angeles 
who wants to do everything possible to fend off the precipitous loss of 
biodiversity in a City striving to retain it for a livable and healthy environment. 

Just as the public comment ends for this proposed Project, Ca liforni a is being 
represented at the COP15 Conference of Biodiversity in Montrea l by mem bers 
of the Ca lifo rnia Globa l Biodiversity Working Group, many from the Los Angeles 
Area. California is the UN's first and only offi cial state (non-country) observer, 
as Cal iforn ia makes a strong stand for biodiversity, which is inseparably 
connected to the climate change issue. 

Silver Lake's local residents rem ain divided on the proposed Project. When 
there is controversy, it is best to err on the side of NOT losing what we have by 
doing nothing. Why ta ke th e risk? Why suffer through a relentless construction 
period? It seems much of the community is happy with the present condition, 
short lack of maintenance and a fence that's an eyesore. 

I'm sure some residents are swayed with the far-fetched renderings in an EIR 
which show lush habitat, birds perching within reach, and children with 
hip-wa ders at the wa ter's edge. This is all unrea li stic marketing brought to the 
public by those who will benefit the most: the planners, consultants and 
construction contractors. over-selling and over-promising the public will only 
result in the community's later disappointment and discontent, should the 
Project proceed. 

Los Angeles Countywide Comprehensive Park & Recreation Needs Assessment, 
Appendix A, clearl y shows this are a as a "Very Low" needs community. The 
focus of pa rk improvements should be directed to "Very High" and "High" 
needs areas, of which there are ma ny. The Assessm ent recognizes the 
abunda nce of nea rby pa rks and recreational facilities. Passive recrea tion 
should remain the focus for Silver Lake Reservoir, without building out new 
active sports infrastructure, and certa inly not yet another special events venue. 

I Most importantly, from a biodiversity perspective, fencing is essential in order 
1-649-3 to preserve the tremendous and important function these wa ters now serve 

I migratory birds. This should absolutely be the highest priori ty. Along the sa me 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

I-649-4 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public. 
 
This comment also expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
Please also see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

I-649-5 
 

Please see responses to Comments I-649-1 through I-649-4. 
 

 

1·649·4 

thinking, the addition of any lighting is adverse to bird migration. For these 
reasons, only No Project (Alternative 1) or Alternative 3 should be on the table 
for further consideration. 

I have a preference for Alternative 3, since the fence would be improved 
aesthetica lly. And along with this improvement, enhanced mobility for small 
wildlife could be addressed. 

Gerry Ha ns 
Support for No Project or Alternative 3 Na tural Lands/Open Space Preserve 

I am not a resident of the Silver Lake area, but am a resident of Los Angeles 
who wants to do everything possible to fend off the precipitous loss of 
biodive rsity in a City striving to retain it for a livable and hea lthy environment. 

Just as the public comment ends for this proposed Project, Ca liforni a is being 
represented at the COPlS Conference of Biodive rsity in Montrea l by members 
of the California Global Biodiversity Working Group, many from the Los Angeles 
Area. California is the UN's first and only official state (non-country) observer, 
as California makes a strong stand for biodiversity, which is inseparably 
connected to the climate change issue. 

Silve r La ke's loca l residents remain divided on the proposed Project. When 
there is controversy, it is best to err on the side of NOT losing what we have by 
doing nothing. Why take the risk? Why suffer through a relentless construction 
period? It seems much of the community Is happy with the present condition, 
short lack of maintenance and a fence that's an eyesore. 

I'm sure some residents are swayed with the far-fetched renderings in an EIR 
which show lush habitat, birds perching within reach, and children with 
hip-waders at the water 's edge. This is all unrea li stic ma rketing brought to the 

1.649 .5 public by those who will benefi t the most : the planners, consultants and 
construction contractors. Over-selling and over-promising the public will only 
result in the community's later disappointment and discontent, should the 
Project proceed. 

Los Angeles countywide Comprehensive Pa rk & Recrea tion Needs Assessment. 
Appendix A, clea rly shows this area as a "Very Low" needs community. The 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

 
  

I-649-5 
Cont. 

focus of park improvements should be directed to "Very High" and "High" 
needs areas, of which there are many. The Assessment recognizes the 
abundance of nearby parks and recreational facilities. Passive recreation 
shou ld remain the focus for Silver Lake Reservoir, without building out new 
active sports infrastructure, and certainly not yet another special events venue. 

Most importantly, from a biodiversity perspective, fencing is essential in order 
to preserve the tremendous and important function these waters now serve 
migratory birds. This should absolutely be the highest priority. Along the same 
thinking, the addition of any lighting is adverse to bird migration. For these 
reasons, on ly No Project (Alternative 1) or Alternative 3 shou ld be on the table 
for further consideration. 

I ha ve a preference for Alternative 3, since the fence would be improved 
aesthetica lly. And along with this improvement, enhanced mobility for sma ll 
wildlife could be addressed. 
Dogan ozkan 
Fairbanks 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-650-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-650-1 

The Silverlake reservoir is a natural refuge for many in LA and these 
renovations wou ld be happily embraced by my family and friends. I hope to see 
these changes implemented so that ind ividuals can enjoy this space even 
further. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-651-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-651 -1 

I love the plan! More green spaces and nature for LA= fantastic!! 
I live in Silver Lake and I am not concerned about the "parking" issues at all. 
Please make our reservoir more beautiful for our children and community 
Thank vou! 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-652-1 
 

The comment expresses that no project be construction or provides support 
for the Alternative 3. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-652 -1 

Hello, 

I support No Project or Alternative 3 Na tural Lands/Open Space Preserve. 

Thank you, 

Chris Covella 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 
 

  I-653-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-653-1 
 
I See attached comments as a .pdf 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

    
I-653-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 

I-653-3 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-653-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-653-5 
 

As described in the Project Description, Section 2.5.1 of the Draft EIR, public 
restrooms would be included and would be directly accessible from the 
promenade to serve the proposed Project area as a whole. 
 
The comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

 
I-653-1 

Cont. 

 

1,653-2 

1-653·31 

1·653-4 I 

1-653•5 1 

December 12, 2022 

Re: Sitverlake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project, DEIR 

I have tived in Los Angeles since 1991. I regula~y walk around the reservoir with my 

family. I urge you to adopt Alternative 3 of the DEIR, with elements of Alternative 

2. Alternatives 2 and 3 are environmenlally superior in that they bolh meet the 

community's needs for recreation, and still preserve and protect wildlife habitat and the 

environment. 

Alternative 3 • the Sliver Lake Natural Lands and Open Space Preserve Is an 

Environmentally Superior Alternative which encompasses the positive attributes of 

Alternative 2 while adding essentials such as perimeter gated fencing for community 

access dawn to dusk and wildlrte privacy at night. 

In addition, I offer these specific comments about the DEIR: 

1. Retain the perimeter fencing, to al rm reasonable daytime aocess for humans, 
and to protect wi ldlife and the neighboring community at night. 

2. Scale back cons truction to preserve the community's stated Ideals for this 
project of •Peaceful; "Nature." and "Wikllrte." 

3. Delete the Environmental Education Center. 

4. Add Freestanding Self-Cleaning restrooms (instead of an Education 
Center) such as the ones Installed in the North Hollywood Recreation Center. 

Thank you for your lime. 

Yours, 

Judy Sloan 
2252 Cheswic Lane 
Los Angeles, CA 90027 
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I-654 William Sloan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  

  I-654-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-654-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 

I-654-3 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-654-4 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include self-cleaning restrooms. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

December 12, 2022 

Re: Silverlake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project, DEIR 

My wife and I ha ve lived in Los Angeles since 1991. For many years, my 
wa lking group regularly wa lked around the reservo ir together. I also took wa lks 
with my grandchildren who live in Silverlake, and attended my grandson's 
basketba ll and sports activit ies at the Silverlake Reservoir Complex. 

1-654-1 I urge you to adopt Alternative 3 of the DEIR, with elements of Alternative 2. 
Alternatives 2 and 3 are environmentally superior in that they both meet the 
community's needs for recreation, and still preserve and protect wildlife habitat 
and the environment. 

Alternative 3 - the Silver Lake Natura l Lands and Open Space Preserve is an 
Environmenta lly Superior Alternative which encompasses the positive 
attributes of Alternative 2 while adding essentials such as perimeter gated 
fencing for community access dawn to dusk and wildlife privacy at night. 

In addition, I offer these specific comments about the DEIR: 

I_654_2 I 1. Retain the perimeter fencing, to allow reasonable daytime access for 
humans, and to protect wildlife and the neighboring community at night. 

I 2. Scale back construction to preserve the community's stated ideals for this 
1-654-3 project of "Peaceful," "Nature," and "Wildlife." 

3. Delete the Environmental Education Center. 

4. Add Freestand ing Self-Cleaning restrooms (instead of an Education Center) 
such as the ones insta lled in the North Hollywood Recreation Center. 

1-654-4 Thank you for your time. 

Yours, 

William R. Sloan, MD, FACS 

2252 Cheswic Lane 
Los Anae les. CA 90027 
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I-655 Paul Franceschi 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-655-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record and 
will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-655-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 

I-655-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. Please see Master Response - 
Noise. 
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with the implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog 
Park is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays 
from 6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog 
Park would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

I-655-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft 
EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with implementation of 
mitigation measures. Also, please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-655-5 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

1-655-1 

I-655·2 I 
I-655-3 I 
I-655-4 I 

1-655-5 

We are grateful for the draft EIR. It raises many of the concerns that we and 
many of our neighbors that would be directly impacted by the proposed large 
footprint development of the reservoir raised in the design review meetings. 
The master plan designers never fully addressed those concerns and 
encouraged the public to "dream big", but never responsibly, and never with 
any discussion about the the impacts of the proposed development. The few 
minor concessions that the designers did make are not enough. The DEIR is an 
important step in giving vo ice to very significant design issues and impacts. 

However, we see several issues with the draft EIR. We agree with Silverlake 
Wildlife Conservancy, LA Audubon, and Dan Cooper of the Santa Monica 
Mountains Conservancy that the draft EIR does not go far enough In review of 
impacts and that the draft EIR INCORRECTLY STATES THAT "the irreversible 
impacts to our community have been deemed acceptable" That is an 
absolutely false statement - the great majority of residents in close proximity to 
the reservoir to do want this large footprint development for the reservoir. That 
has been stated in the design meetings, in on line forums and in comments and 
feedback to the design team. 

() Besides the massive destruction of habitat and the massive impact on a quiet 
neighborhood with small secondary streets, there are significant safety and 
noise concerns by removing the fences, allowing large events allowing 24/7 
access and large events. Removal of the fence will also have significant 
impacts on wildlife welfare. 
() The present reservoir plan is a massive development that relies heavily on 
public transportation and cars to bring visitors to the park. That 
wou ld decimate the character of this quiet neighborhood and the current 
wildlife ecosystem. There are already several other existing facilities in close 
proximity that are better served by public transportation, have better parking, 
and do not require massive development for infrastructure, including Griffith 
Park, Riverside Park, and Glassel! Park, and the proposed future development 
of the LA River Park in Frogtown. We feel the current public facilities including 
the Meadow, walking path, picnic area, rec center and dog park are sufficient. 
0 A 10·15 yr project scope is totally unacceptable to us. That is generations in 
terms of impacts to migrating birds and other wildlife. Many species will leave 
and never come back. It is a totally unacceptable impact on quality of life of 
our community. 
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I-655 Paul Franceschi 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

I-655-6 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1 and concern for wildlife. 
 
Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than 
significant with implementation of mitigation measures. Also, please see 
Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

The Communities ideals of "Peaceful", of "Nature" and "Wildlife" will be 
destroyed by the proposed reservoir development plan. It must not! 

1.655.6 Every version of the Silver Lake Master Plan presented to date is unacceptable, 
and unnecessary, especially considering the close proximity of the several 
other facilities we noted above. The only development plan we support is a 
wildlife sanctuary, completely fenced that is not accessible to the public. At 
this time there have not been any project proposals that meet that criteria so 
we support the "No Project" option. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Paul Franceschi & Allison Amon 
2388 Kenilworth Ave. 
Los Anaeles. CA 90039 
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I-656 Ryan Perella 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-656-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I As a resident of the reservoir community, I strongly support moving forward 
1_656_1 with the master plan and DEIR as is. I support all endeavors to improve access 

and increase naturalization of the reservoir comolex. 
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I-657 Ted Marsden 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-657-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-657-2 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, the proposed Project includes 
the addition of a protected bike lane along Silver Lake Boulevard. Also, please 
see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. The proposed Project would not 
include improvements beyond Silver Lake Boulevard. The comment is noted 
for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review 
and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-657-1 
 

I-657-2 

Please please please go w ith option 2. option 2 is the safest option for all b ike 
r iders. Please make it grade separated so it can be and feel as safe as it needs 
to be. This is a park for a community and should consider all ages when 
incorporating bike routes. 

Also please make efforts to connect this park to the LA river, they are so close, 
but in terms of b ikina thev ,,,., so far. 
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I-658 Georgette Pillen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-658-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

I-658-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-658-1 1 

1-658·2 I 

I wa lk the Silverlake reservoir da ily along with many other residents and enjoy 
the beautiful eucalyptus trees. Please keep these trees and all trees - our 
green canopy safe. Please do not cut down these historic trees. Please do not 
cement our neighborhood with parking lots and more concrete, leading us to 
increased heat and global warming! we need to preserve this beautiful green 
area . 
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I-659 Inta Krukle 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-659-1 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-659-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. Please see Master 
Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-659-3 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
This comment does not specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or 
conclusions of the Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are 
required in response to this comment. 
 

I-659-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-659-1 I 
I-659-2 I 
I·659·3 I 
I·659·4 I 

I would agree to additions exclusively related to the reservoir itself and the 
wildlife such as a fence and habitat islands and resurfac ing the sides . No 
buildings and classrooms and viewing decks. etc. etc. I'm tired of all the 
construction and do not wish 15 yrs of it on our ne ighborhood . So if it is all or 
nothing then I will have to say 'No Project. ' 
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I-660 Jim Royce 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-660-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I I am fully in SUPPORT of the Silverlake Master Plan. It's a solution to a bl ighted 
1-660-1 and much needed Improvement. I can"t wa it to join my neighbors to celebrate 

its ooen ina in a few vears. 
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I-661 Jeff Carr 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-661-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

1-66 1 _1 I Please minimize or do not at all cut down existing mature trees. Thank you 
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I-662 D Wood 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-662-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-662-1 I Looks wonderfu l. Can't wa it. 
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I-663 Mark Phillips 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-663-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

I-663-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could also plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-664 Brendon Bolin 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-664-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

 
  

1-664-1 

Option 2 is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the trc.1ffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The city could c.1 lso plant trees on the buffer and make it a concrete barrier for 
added protection from ca rs. Add it iona lly, the city should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycl ing 
area . 
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I-665 Adrianna Decter 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  

  I-665-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-665-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 

I-665-3 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-665-4 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include self-cleaning restrooms. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

December 13, 2022 

Re : Silverlake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project, DEIR 

I have lived in Silverlake my entire life, since 1996. As a kid, I played in the 
playground at the Rec Center. And as an adult, I run around the reservoir at 
least 3 times a week. 

1-665-1 I urge you to adopt Alternative 3 of the DEIR, with elements of Alternative 2. 

1-665-2 

Alternatives 2 and 3 are environmentally superior in that they both meet the 
community's needs for recreation, and still preserve and protect wildlife habitat 
and the environment. 

Alternative 3 - the Silver Lake Natural Lands and Open Space Preserve is an 
Environmentally Superior Alternative which encompasses the posit ive 
attributes of Alternative 2 while adding essentials such as perimeter gated 
fenc ing for community access dawn to dusk and wildlife privacy at night. 

I 
In addition, I offer these specific comments about the DEIR: 

l. Retain the perimeter fencing, to allow reasonable daytime access for 
humans, and to protect wildlife and the neighboring community at night. 

I 2. Scale back construction to preserve the community's stated ideals for this 
1-665-3 project of "Peaceful," "Nature," and "Wildl ife ." 

3. Delete the Environmental Education Center. 

4. Add Freestanding Self-Cleaning restrooms (instead of an Education Center) 
such as the ones installed in the North Hollywood Recreation Center. 

1-665-4 Thank you for your time. 

Yours, 

Adrianna Sloan Deeter 
2330 Moreno Drive 

Los Angeles, CA 90039 
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I-666 Jim Shippee 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-666-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-666-2 
 

As described in Project Description Section 2.5.1 of the Draft EIR, the existing 
Dog Park covers approximately 48,790 sf of space and would be expanded to 
approximately 56,400 sf of space and renovated to include two separate 
spaces for both small and large dogs. The area would be regraded and surface 
materials would be updated from decomposed granite to synthetic turf or 
other dog-friendly surfacing. Integrated seating, benches, lighting, and shade 
structures would be added to provide dog owners and visitors with shaded 
seating areas. Refer to Figure 2-14 in the Draft EIR for a rendering of the 
proposed Dog Park. 
 

 

  

I-666-1 
I-666-2 

Overa ll, I th ink the master plan looks awesome. Can anyone elaborate on the 
expanded dog park? Will it be level? Will it have grass ratherthan being a dirty 
dustbowl? Any details would be amazing. 
Thank you! 
Jim Shippee 
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I-667 Virginia Watson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-667-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

Please do not remove oxygen producing trees to crea te a pa rking lot for 
pollution producing autos. Considering climate change, of which many 

1•667.1 geographic areas are experiencing the negative effects, plus pollution from our 
continuing efforts to increase economies via industrialization, killing trees is 
counterintuitive to any future H. sapiens might hope to have on this planet. 
Bottom line: very bad idea. 
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I-668 M Choy 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-668-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-668-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-668-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-668-1 I 
1-668-2 1 

1-668-3 

I am c:onc:ern on the loss of biodiversity in City and particularly around the 
Sllverlake Reservoir and tremendous amount of traffic: this new over 
development would bring. Are you planning to widening the streets to 
ac:c:ommodate the heavier traffic:? It's already diffic ult to get around, now. This 
unrealistic: development will make the area less livable environment for our 
families. It wa s good news to discover at less a third of the users of the 
Reservoir are from outside the immediate area, I surveyed this in 20 16 over 
two weekends to assess who really uses it. 

We have through the yea rs, evolved and built out the Reservoir with wa lking 
paths, viewing stations, parklet, large meadow area , dog parks and bigger 
offerings at the recreation center. 
With all these developments, we kept a good balance with safe fenced areas 
for migratory an imals and wildlife and needs of the community. We are doing 
just fine, Keep the fenc:e up and I vote fo r NO project at this time. 
Thank you. 
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I-669 Thomas Parnell 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-669-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 

 

 
  

1-669 _1 I I would recommend keeping the fence in place, but replac ing it so the internal 
paths can be closed from dusk to dawn. Thank you . 
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I-670 Christopher Covella 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-670-1 
 

Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

I-670-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2 and 3. Please see Master 
Response - Alternatives Analysis. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-610-l I i support a revised and recirculated DEIR - because this one has demonstrab ly 
failed at its job. 

1-670-2 

I also support Alternative Hybrid 3 + 2. 

Thank you, 

Chris Covella 
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I-671  Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-671-1 The comment expresses support for a hybrid Alternative 3+2 and additional 
suggestions for the proposed Project. The proposed Project is described in 
Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR. Also, please see Master Response – Alternatives 
Analysis. 

  
 

 
  

I-671-1 

 

I support Silver Lake Wildlife Sanctuary's 
* Alternative Hybrid 3+2 as defined in their SLWS DEIR Comment, to be 
submitted by the Dec. 16, 2022, 5pm deadline. 
As shown in DEIR Ch. 5, Table 5-1, this Alt. Hybrid 3+2 would be: 
Most of Alternative 3 choices except for in the south Va lley which would instead 
be Alternative 2's choices but without any new lighting. 
In addition, Alt. Hybrid 3+2 would feature these individual exceptions that 
would override any choices in Alt . 3 as featured in DEIR CH . 5, Table 5-1 : 

NO ornamental or rain gardens in the Meadow due to drought 
NO wetland terraces in the Meadow without reevaluation 
NO habitat fences In the Knoll 
ALL walking paths/ promenades to ha ve an effective buffer zone from the 
water's edge for safety 
NO habitat terraces in the Euca lyptus Grove without reeva luation 
NO new lighting anywhere 
Bike improvements should be provided but NO new parking 

There are Environmental Impacts, if the Master Plan Project were to move 
forward, that cannot be mitigated and may cause lasting harm to both the 
community and the wildlife that shares our land. 
Alternative Hybrid 3+2 is an Environmentally Superior Alternative that is 
feasible and still meets the Project objectives, with open habitat as an 
irrep laceable educational resource. 
In addition, I advocate for:: 
- 2 or 3 wood viewing platforms with free public telescopes, at strategic 
locations on the shore, able to be closed off by gated fencing which, if opened, 
would be open only da wn to dusk, to view the birdlife that comes to the 
Reservoir. Construction of these would be contingent upon collaboration with 
eco log ical design group such as Urban Wildlands; 
- 24-hr trail cameras, to be accessible to all online, and to be insta lled 
strategically and maintained by either Natural History Museum or informed 
naturalist/ photographers such as Miguel Ordenana or Johanna Turner. 
• perimeter fencing to remain or to be replaced in total with wildlife-friendly 
perimeter fencing of equal height featuring gates designed by Tongva and 
Silver Lake artists, to be opened only at times determined by LAAS or similar 
organ ization as non-intrusive for wildlife; 
- any pathways to be permeable, to promote groundwate r recharging and 
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I-671  Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

    
  

 

 
 
  

 

I-671-1 
Cont. 

reduce runoff. 
Furthermore, all changes made are dependent upon the City ensuring 
sufficient financing to provide: 
- ma intenance of all trees and plants on the grounds 
- consistent litter and food clean-up 
- no use of rodenticides, pesticides or other toxic maintenance products 
detrimental to the health of the SLRC 's flora and fauna and to children, now 
and in the future. 
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I-672 Freda Shen  

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-672-1 
 

Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements 
 

I-672-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2 and 3. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-672-3 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-672-1 1 

I·672 ·2 I 
1-672-3 

I support the Silver Lake Wildlife Sanctuary's find ing that this DEIR is 
inadequate and that the proposed Project under CEQA must revise and 
rec:irculate a far better DEIR based upon comprehensive analysis and sc:ientific 
data . 
Without such a revised and recircul ated DEIR, th is proposed Project cannot go 
forward and must select an alternative. 
That alternative should be SLWS's Alternative Hybrid 3+2. Refer Change.org 
Update 
https://www.c hang e.org/p/I et-s-esta blish-a -si Iver-la ke-wildlife-sa nctua ry/u/3 116 2 660 
called FIRST, DO NO HARM, on the Change.org Petition, LET'S ESTABLISH A 
SILVER LAKE WILDLIFE SANCTUARY. 
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I-673 Freda Shen  

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-673-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
 

 

  

1-673-1 

Love dogs, love wildlife, but they cannot be in the same location. Dogs must 
not be allowed within the perimeter fence onto the Reservoir grounds. Signage 
is not enough. There"s signage at the Meadow but people bring their dogs in 
anyway. There MUST be a perimeter fence that can be closed and there MUST 
be enforcement of No Dogs Allowed. 
• humans and pets, In particular dogs, have been shown to have defin ite 
adverse impacts on birds. 

A study by Banks and Bryant published in Biology Letters, discovered that 
allowing dog wa lking in a wood land environment led to a 35% reduction in bird 
diversity and a 41% reduction In bird abundance. 

We have the dog park on the south bank OUTSIDE the fence. Let's improve 
that dog park! We ha ve over 2 miles of walking path for dog walks OUTSIDE 
the fence. In fact. we have the whole Silver Lake neighborhood which we are 
lucky is beautiful for dog wa lking. I've wa lked my dog and explored all over the 
Silver Lake hills. Let's leave the contained space within the fence for the birds 
and wildlife, and leave the fence up for the protection of all. I love dogs, I'm a 
dog owner, and I love wildl ife• we have room for both if the fence stays up. 
Good fences make good neighbors! 
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I-674 Karen Cusolito 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-674-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-674-2 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. Also, please see Master Response - Funding and 
Operations. 
 

I-674-3 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3+2 (hybrid 
alternative). Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

I-674-4 
 

Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

 

 
  

1-674-1 

The current DEIR has failed to take many items into account. 

With much less money and alterations, we can meet the objectives of this 
Open Space's future by supporting its unique character and strengths, not by 
destroying that singularity. 

I We are a "Very Low" needs community for parks and recreation as evaluated 
1-674 -2 by LA County . The focus of park improvements should be directed to "Very 

High" and "High" needs areas, of which there are many. 

I The Alternative Hybrid 3+2• is in harmony with the City"s forward thinking on 
1-674-3 environment, wildlife biodiversity, and climate issues in genera l rather than 

going aga inst it. 

1-674-4 , The DEIR should be revised and recirculated. 
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I-675 Joseph Hogg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-675-1 
 

Please see responses to comment I-262. 
 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-675-1 

Response to the LA Department of Engineering on the Pro
posed Silver Lake R eservoir Complex Master Plan 

1 Personal 

My name is Joe Hogg and I Uve at 2467 Hidalgo Avenue, Los Angeles1 

C A 90039 . My email address is: jooeph . bogg~s-il. coa. I h ave lh..,.f 
in the Silver Lake ;(U"e{l for more than forty-fi ve y s.n, and wa lked the 
Nlrl!etS tl.ucl patlt.s a.rouud Ll.te Reservoir . I cw:1 Sl!!e Ute fleNf!r\'Oir from 
my house and have cnjoyod the beauty and peace of the neighborhood. 

2 Recommendation 

I re<X)rnme nd a ,:ery ocalcd-back p roject. clrn:ier to a Ma.i nt mmce AJLe:r
unLi..,,.l:! t.o t.he current. Sih·e 1· Lnke Com p lex wiLL lib new b uiJding8 aud 
no Rose:rvoir access. 

2.l Specifics 

Fencing Replace the current fencing wi t h a sturdier, more attracti\fe 
fence that keepa the public away from t he Rea,rvoir . 

Meadow Pl311 t t r es to provide eh.a.de, no new con:stn1ction , a nd en-
fon:e Lhe uo-dogs rule for- Lhe Mcndow. Maintai n Lhe Lnwn rutd 
uat.ivc shrubs.. 

Walking and Bike P aths lmprm·o the snfoty of both waking paths 
and bike patba around the Reservoir. 

R.ecreation Center Mai11tain the play st.ruct uros, the gr-c&SSy a rea 
next to the basketball COW't, and consider p lanting trees Co:r shade. 
Add no new parking. 

Dog P a rks Mainta in the dog parks. Do not pla nt gn UJs. Dogs will 
dil;!!jLn,J)' it q1.1ick:Jy. Plant L1'!eS for slu:1.dll;!. DQg!:I like lre1i!1:1 -

LADWP LA D\.VP sho uld oontiuuo to nlAUl ta.in the Reser vo ir. 
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I-675 Joseph Hogg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

    

  

 
 
 

I-675-1 
Cont. 

3 Traffic 

I. Sih:er Lake a11d le.ndJJe Boule-.'al"d~ a r oon~ted with ai..n4 d u r
ing rush hours and busy st n;-et.s t.hrou.ghouL Lhe clay. 

2. These streets, along with R.owc:oa1 funnel into a bottlo-neckcd 
Fletcher. They are essentially on-ramps to the 5 and 2 freeways. 

3. Additional t raffic in and around Sit,..,, Lake should be discour
aged. 

4 earby Resources 

I. C riffill1 P :1:U"k a nd The ~ Angeles Zoo a.m:;I Bota.ii.ic;:al 1:1rdem:1. 

2. The L-OS Atl"Cles lljvc.- bctWt.."'Cu Fletcher aud Figueroa has. isc vcn-1.l 
exoellent small parks wi'th parking, a bike path , and viewing of 
a variety or ducks, connorants1 egrets, and Great Blue Hef'ons 
that feed in the r-iver M d nest in trees around the Silver Lake 
Rei,ervoir. 

3. Vista HtirHKJSa. Natu ral Park al 100 N. Toluca S tree t 

4. Bellevue Recreation Center at 8'26 Lucile A-\>·enue 

5. Elyf:liar1 Pa.rk 

6. Ecllo Park and Lake 

5 Conclus ion 

I mention nearby resouroes above that are establ'5hed . easily avaHa.b]e, 
!Uld worthy of •upport. 

And , in view of the size or the homeless population, housing affordabil
ity, food shortages, aod the general financial condition of tbe the City1 

I woukl be ssharned to oupport a $300m, mul ti-year Silver Lake Com
plex :\-taster Pinn P roject unti l $Orne o f these more urg nt che..llengea 
&ru beillg resolved . 
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I-676 Robert Moore 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-676-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. Please see Master 
Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

I-676-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative a hybrid alternative. Please 
see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

I-676-3 
 

The proposed Project includes removal of the perimeter fence. Please see 
Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

 

 
  

I-676-1 I 
I-676-2 I 
I·676·3 I 

I'm writing to express my opinion that the DEIR should be withdrawn and 
reevaluated. Please consider adhering to the recommendations of Alternative 
Hybrid 3+2. The maintenance of the perimeter fencing is essential to the 
protection of reservoir wildlife. Thank you. Robert Moore 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-677-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 
Please see Master Response – Noise. 
 

I-677-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
Also, as described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 

 

 
  

I-677-1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-677-2 

Thank you for the chance to comment. 

I've read the EIR and my concern Is the amount of time residents living around 
the site will be exposed to the high levels of "significant and una vo ida ble 
noise ." Mobil noise ba rriers are likely not any kind of solution. 

Living around the reservoir is already a noisy proposit ion, with the DWP 
building activity and "backup noise/beep ing of trucks" ongoing for long periods 
of time. This alone can drive anyone crazy and many people now work at 
home. An improved construction worker safety alert should and must be 
developed for this type of ongoing project; one that is not so disturbing to those 
exposed to the sounds fo r hours on end. 

The significa nt leve l of noise fo r such a long period will be intolera ble. Since we 
don't know how long the project will take, this could ha ve a negative, 
life-altering impact on those homes and the people who live there, closest to 
the construction. 

The EIR doesn't seem to have accounted for the noise ca rried across the 
wa ter/bowl lake, which will likely impact fa r more areas/people than is 
indicated and will unquestionably amplify noise levels that already appear to 
be a terrible burden to those around the lake. 

Finally, I don't see any mention of provisions fo r the coyote population who has 
made the reservoir their habita t. Also, I don"t see any provisions fo r the many 
owls who use the tallest trees to spot their prey and to 
nest. 

Thank you, Pamela Dreyfuss 

See their descri ption below 
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I-678 Alan L 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-678-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1_678 _1 I I think this is a fantastic idea . Los Angeles cou ld use more green space, an 
amenity for everyone! 
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I-679 Dogan Ozkan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-679-1 
 

The comment expresses support for a hybrid alternative. Please see Master 
Response - Alternatives Analysis. Also, please see Master Response - Fence 
Removal. 
 

 

  

1-679-1 

Alternative Hybrid 3+2 = 
Most of Alternative 3 except for the South Va lley which would instead be 
Alternative 2's choices but without any new lighting. 
In addition, Alt. Hybrid 3+2 would feature these individual exceptions that 
would override anything in Alt. 3: 
NO ornamental or ra in ga rdens in the Meadow due to drought 
NO wetland terraces in the Meadow without reeva luation 
NO habitat fences needed in the Knoll without trails 
ALL wa lking paths/ promenades to ha ve an effective buffer zone from the 
wate r's edge for safety 
NO habitat terraces in the Euca lyptus Grove without reeva luation 
NO new lighting anywhere 
Bike improvements should be provided but NO new parking 

... the fence is the sing le most important conservation management too l at the 
site after the presence of wa ter." 

- LA Audubon Society: Statement on the Future Management of Silver Lake 
Reservoir 

http ://www.silverla ke wildlifesa nctua ry.org 
https://www.instagram.com/silverlakewildlife/ 
https://www.change.org/p/let-s-establish-a-silver-lake -wildlife-sanctuary 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-680-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-680-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, it is assumed that construction of 
certain park zones would need to occur before other park zones to maximize 
usage of the proposed Project site during construction. For the purposes of 
the environmental analysis, the 2-phased approach was developed in order to 
capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of construction 
may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction scenario would 
result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-3, park zones 
may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding becomes available. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding trucks, dirt, and noise 
impacts. Impacts related to traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 
3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR. Impacts related to air quality are 
analyzed in Section 3.3, Air Quality, of the Draft EIR. Noise impacts associated 
with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of the Draft 
EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 

I-680-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-680-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to blue herons. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Mitigation measures and project 
design features specific to blue herons include Mitigation Measure BIO-1 and 
PDF-BIO-2. 
 

I-680-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to mature trees. Impacts 
to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Mitigation measures and project 
design features specific to mature trees include Mitigation Measures BIO-4, 

1-680-1 

1-680-2 1 

1-680-3 

NO Silver Lake Reservo ir Complex Master Plan 

The residents of Silver Lake sa y NO ! 
I am extremely concerned about the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master 
Plan. 

I'm insanely frustrated. The outcome of the last two public Silver Lake Master 
Plan meetings resulted in resounding "NO"s", (Alternative #1) to the DEIR. Silver 
Lake residents have expressed their opposition over and over again over the 
past 3 years, yet the Bureau of Engineering, and certain special interest 
groups, continue to ignore us. 

How long will this take ... 10 or 15 years? And at what expense? After enduring 
the three year LADWP Bypass Project with end less trucks and dirt and noise I 
can"t imagine another endless interruption of this quiet community. I ha ve lived 
here over 25 years and I feel the improvements of upgrading the walking path, 
the meadow and new fencing ha ve been great additions. But this is a 
neighborhood of small narrow streets where only one car can pass at a time. 
There are already huge issues with traffic and parking. Th is isn't Echo Park by a 
freeway and 4 lane road. This qu iet but congested neighborhood cannot 
absorb 300 to 400 new daily visitors. 

I-680·4 I The blue herons just started to come back to nest but that won't last with what 
looks like an enormous amount of construction. The extensive remova l of 

1-680-5 

I-680·6 I 

mature trees along Silver Lake Blvd will guarantee they will not return. 
Replac ing trees with sap lings does not equa l mature trees. 

Please reconsider. It is ridiculous to spend this kind of money on a community 
that doesn't need it and doesn 't wa nt it. I imagine that there are many, many 
parts of Los Angeles and even Silver Lake that could use this funding for 
essential improvements. 
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I-680 Susan Murphy 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

BIO-5, and Project Design Features PDF-BIO-13 and PDF-BIO-14. Please see 
Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

I-680-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. Also, the 2004 Silver 
Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community Plan) establishes 
policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of the City. The 
Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the proposed 
Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing the Project 
as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the Silver Lake and 
Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s potable water needs, 
they are considered an important neighborhood-defining characteristic. 
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I-681 Rebecca Ruben 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-681-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

 

  

1-68 1-1 

I reside and work in Silver Lake and have been very disappointed by the DEIR. I 
bel ieve the DEIR needs revising and recirculating. Important environmental 
considerations about biodiversity and protection of it are absent from this 
report. Do not move forward with this report- it puts a critical habitat and 
resource for Angelenos and our wildlife in gra ve danger. 
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I-682 Marnie Aulabaugh 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-682-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1_682 _1 I We love every aspect of the plan and can 't wa it to enjoy it! 
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I-683 Tony Michaelis 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-683-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 1. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-683-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-683-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response - 
Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-683-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - 
Homelessness. 
 

I-683-5 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to put the SLRC to a 
beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing potable 
water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain 
the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including maintaining the 
dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to 
benefit area residents. 
 

I-683-6 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 

I-683-1 

I-683-2 

I-683-3 

I-683-4 

I-683-5 

I-683-6 

As a 30+year resident of Silver Lake, I believe the Reservo ir Master Plan 
Alternative 1 is the best option to maintain the historic character of our 
neighborhood and avoid years long construction and ongoing parking and 
traffic increases wh ich will irreparably damage our neighborhood"s quality of 
life. The current state of the Reservoir complex allows for reasonable usage of 
the area without damaging the quality of life and unique character of th is 
neighborhood. To think that traffic and parking increases will not damage 
quality of life and that removing fences or adding additional open space will 
not result in increased homelessness occupancy and overuse of this area is 
naive at best. I think the EIR misses an important issue which is the Reservoir 
was built to supply water to our City and it should remain an example of historic 
usage of our City. Many proponents of the Master Plan talk of the need for more 
City park space but in our area of Los Angeles we have the largest park in the 
City right next door to us in Griffith Park. I strongly urge the City to rethink the 
Master Plan and adopt Alternative 1 as part of the EIR process. 
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I-683 Tony Michaelis 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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I-684 Keith Schofield 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-684-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-684-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-684-3 
 

Please refer to Master Response – Public Safety. 
 

 

  

I-684-1 
I-684-2 
I-684-3 

 

We wholeheartedly back the master plan process and the Draft EIR. We suggest 
that a fence should remain, but should be replaced. Additionally, we think it 
wou ld be advantageous to the community If the Internal paths were closed 
from dusk till dawn, as is the current situation. Thank you. 
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I-685 Mike Mcgill 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-685-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. In addition, as described in 
Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, the proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Please see Master Response – Public 
Safety for further information regarding park safety. 
 

 

 
  

1-685-1 

We support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anything, we 
recommend replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. We also believe 
closing the internal paths from dusk to dawn would be beneficial to the 
communitv. as thev are now. Thank vou 
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I-686 Ron Mcgill 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-686-1 
 

Please see response to Comment I-685-1.  
 

 

 
  

1-686-1 

I support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anything, I think 
replacing the fence, but keeping one in place is a good idea. We also believe 
closing the internal paths from dusk to dawn would be beneficial to the safety 
of the communitv. as thev are now. Thank vou 
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I-687 Joshua Stamberg 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-687-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-687-1 I Plan looks Fa ntastic 
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I-688 Jeremy Lubin 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-688-1 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. The routine operations and maintenance of the 
proposed Project would include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park 
spaces and park facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti 
removal, and cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and 
manage the Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-
Purpose Facility similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog 
Park. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-688-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

 

  

1-688 _1 I Who will be ma intaining this? Keeping the paths clean, caring for all these new 
1-688 _2 I plants, clean ing the restrooms and locking them up at night, etc . And what will 

be the costs of ma intenance per year? 
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I-689 Kevin Droke 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-689-1 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

We would like to see generous diagonal parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. It 
wou ld provide the parking that will be needed but not create inconvenience 

1•689.1 that will surely occur if the spaces are Maxed Out (in terms of numbers). If the 
spaces are ample and generous people should be able to move in and out 
quickly and safely 
Thanks 
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I-690 Rachelle Arslan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-690-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Also, please see Master Response - 
Biological Resources. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-690-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 

I-690-3 
 

As discussed in Project Description, Section 2.5.5 of the Draft EIR, the planting 
design for the proposed Project would be aligned with the City's New Green 
Deal goals of increasing tree canopy and protecting native biodiversity. Figure 
2-8 of the Draft EIR includes a preliminary planting diagram. The replacement 
of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting opportunities, 
while increasing the number of native trees on site. As described in Project 
Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the 
preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the removal of trees in a 
scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub plantings to mature and 
provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is planted over time. The 
proposed Project would also comply with the City Tree Ordinance and RAP 
Tree Policy as discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.8, PDF-BIO-13 
and PDF-BIO-14. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

I-690-1 

I-690-2 

I-690-3 

I-690-4 

I am writ ing as a resident of Silver La ke who lives within wa lking dista nce of 
the Reservoir Complex. I have enjoyed visiting the Reservoir fo r the past 25 
years that I ha ve lived here. The most special part of the Reservoir to me is the 
biodiversity of bird species. Whether it is watching a great blue heron raising its 
chicks in the eucalyptus grove or spotting a hooded merganser or a bufflehead 
swimming quietly on the wa ter, I am always amazed that we get to enjoy such a 
va ried array of winged wonders in the middle of one of the largest urba n areas 
of the country. 

With the rapid expa nsion of commercial development and the planned 
"reimagining" of the L.A. River, we are at great risk of losing major habitat for 
migratory birds. The Silver Lake Reservoir Complex is an extremely important 
environment for these birds as it is a stop between the L.A. River and the Pacific 
Ocea n. Developing the Reservo ir for human recrea ti on is not a necessity, 
especially in an area that the Los Angeles Countywide Comprehensive Pa rk 
&Recreation Needs Assessment Appendix A designates as a "Very Low" needs 
community. There are plenty of other "High" and "Very High" needs area s that 
are better suited to park development that do not threaten to strip away 
valuable wildlife habitat. It would be a huge mistake to take away such an 
important natural wildlife habitat in a city that is in desperate need of 
preserving such areas. 

The remova l of old growth trees to be replaced with "four new sap lings" is an 
insulting and unacceptable proposa l. It doesn't take a world-c lass ornitholog ist 
to kn ow that a sapling is no replacement for a mature, established tree when it 
comes to nesting birds. Even the removal of one mature tree is detrimental to 
birds in a city that Is well below average when it comes to tree population. The 
DEIR's proposal of the destruction of two rare California walnut trees overlooks 
the fact that their va luable ro ot systems prevent soil erosion and help to 
stabilize a hillside. These trees not only benefit our wild bird populations but 
our neighborhoods too. 

Allowing public access to protected areas is another DEIR proposal that will 
drive away birds and other wildlife who now call these areas home. 
Unsupervised children, off-leash dogs and careless visitors who will inevitably 
leave trash behind are all realities to consider when it comes to protecting all 
wildlife at the Reservoir Complex. To permit public access to these area s is 
inviting disaster. 
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I-690 Rachelle Arslan 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

I-690-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife and support for 
Alternative 3+2. Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, 
Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less 
than significant with implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal, Master Response - Biological 
Resources, and Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 
Also please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 
 

 

   

I-690-4 
Cont. 

One of the most Important factors in protecting birds and other wild life at the 
Reservoir Is the Issue of fencing. According to the Los Angeles Audubon Society 
" ... the fence is the single most important conservation management tool at the 
site after the presence of water." To remove or reduce the size of the current 
fence will fo rce out migratory birds and other wildlife permanently. The whole 
reason the Reservo ir Complex has been such a successful site for migratory 
birds is that it has been protected for all these years by fencing, keeping birds 
safe from the public and the undeniable noise and trash that follows. This is the 
most significa nt factor in preserving our reservoir and the magnificent 
biodive rsity it supports. 

I am urging you to revise and recirculate the current DEIR to address the many 
failings contained In the first draft. The most responsible thing to do in regard 
to the Reservoir Complex would be to leave it alone, as is, with the exception of 
possibly upgrading the fence to something more aesthetic and improving the 
site's maintenance. The only other acceptable possibility is to adopt Alternative 
Hybrid 3+2 as it Is In consistency with protecting the site's biodiversity rather 
than destroying it. 

Rachelle Arslan 
Rowena Avenue for Conservation 
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I-691 Joy Boyajian 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-691-1 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
Please see Master Response – EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

 

  

1-69 1-1 

I am a resident of the area and I was at all the community meetings and have 
been reading all comments of people and interested groups. It seems like the 
plan was initiated prior to any Independent evaluation and recommendations 
from wildlife experts. So, it begs the question what is the goal here?.. .. to 
reinvent the reservoir or preserve the wildlife . I believe that preservation of 
the wildlife should be the priori ty. Once it's gone it may never return. This 
elabora te plan will also send more coyotes into neighborhoods ca using more 
residents distress. I would ask that this plan be reeva luated with independent 
wildlife offi cials PRIOR to finalizing any decision. Thank you 
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I-692 Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-692-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
 

 

I am commenting in support of this article and in support of Mr. Kenny's 
suggested plan to plant those 500 saplings now and later, in a few years after 
we see how the young ones are cared for and grow, to cull older trees only if 
necessary. 

Who is Getting the Ax in Silver Lake? 
By Hugh Kenny, Resident and Silver Lake Green 
Committee Member 
The Silver Lake Reservoirs Draft Environmental Report 
claims that only a few mature trees would be destroyed 
for the Reservoirs Master Plan. And that those trees 
would be replaced by 500 trees. 
I count almost 100 going down. Look for yourself at the 
map above. You will see eighty-five trees, right there. 
Each blood red circle represents a stump. Yo ung, old, ill, 
healthy, "protected," native or exotic, tidy or rowdy. If 
they are in the path of a landscape designer's pencil, they 
will be erased. 
Thirty trees on this same path were destroyed when it 
was built in 2.008. Several trees were re-planted, half 
died. The rest have been mangled by incompetent 
pruners. One of them leans o'er the path, like Damocles 
sword, wa iting to fall. (I let 311 know and spoke to Mr. 
Dupree of Rec and Parks, urging them to cut it down) 

1-692-1 I' 

II go for a park. The laid-back park that the community 
agreed upon. One that supports nature and does no harm 
to her. 
What we have now is an odd-ball ecosystem that works 
s 
I welcome the 500 trees. We all adore youth. But it' 
going to be decades before we see much of a tree. Why 
not plant the "500 trees," and if a considerable amount of 
them survive and mature, THEN start looking at culling 
the herd? It may not wind up being as ideal as the 
designer's conception, or maybe it will. It may 
cause some inconven ience. But as planned, it's like 
cutting away sections of our lungs to provide slick venues 
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I-692 Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  

 
I-692-1 

Cont. 

to view ourselves in the pages of Los Angeles Magazine. 

somehow. The trees get along. The birds seem to like it as 
do the bees and the insects. our neighbors and visitors 
stroll by it-in turn, oblivious or delighted. People are subdued, cooled, 
oxygenated, and 
shielded from the fumes and the clamor of Silver Lake Blvd. 
I don't doubt that I will enjoy the "amenities" in whatever award winning place 
of repose is 
invented as a reolacement. But I will alwavs know that we have been cheated. 
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I-693 Mike Krose 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-693-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. The comment is noted 
for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for review and 
consideration. 
 

I-693-2 
 

This comment expresses concerns with impacts during construction. This 
comment does not specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or 
conclusions of the Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are 
required in response to this comment. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
 

 

  

I-693·1 I 

1-693-2 

The infrastructure at, and around, the Silver Lake Reservoirs Complex, cannot 
support the over development that this Master Plan includes. This Is a closed 
residential community, with no major streets on its perimeter. Recent increases 
in cut-through traffic have made things worse. 
In the Construction section of Chapter 2, Project Description, the DEIR states, 
with respect to the 19,000+ truck trips for this project, this tuck traffic will be 
kept off residential streets, if possible. This is such a ridiculous statement, as 
anyone familiar with the community knows, all streets are residential streets. 
At the beginning of this process, I asked the Design Team if they have ever 
done a project in a totally enclosed residential community, and the answer was 
no! And It is obvious that this Master Plan shows that point, as this project will 
adversely affect the residents, both human and an imal, more than I could 
imagine. One of my neighbors lives on W. Silver Lake Drive, across the street 
from the Complex. He is under 75' away from a major construction area . That 
is unconscionable, selfish, unmitlgatable, and cruel. There will be lengthy loud 
noise, construction vibrations, poor air quality, and traffic for a project many do 
not want, the community does not need, and unfairly affects those living the 
closest to the site. 
As the attached picture shows, this is a residential community that should not 
be exposed to these conditions. 
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I-693 Mike Krose 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-693-1 
 

Attachment noted. 
 

 

  

I-693-3 
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I-694 Mike Krose 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-694-1 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 
 

 

  

I am writing in opposition to the new parking proposal, described in DEIR 2.5.2 
and Figure 2-16. 
I feel the proposed new parking on Sliver Lake Blvd. Introduces new traffic 
hazards to this busy street. that is gridlocked every morning and evening, 
already, and has forced turning restrictions on Earl St. and Duane St. Option 1 
with 2 bike lanes. buffer. new south bound parallel parking, 2 traffic lanes. and 
north bound parallel parking, seriously crowds the street. Further, this will 
cause extremely dangerous conditions as drivers attempt to pull into the 
parking spots on both sides of the street. This configuration will also add to the 
traffic situation as drivers will have to stop while wa iting for parkers to 
complete their parking. And those seeing a space about to be vacated, will stop 
for the spot, stopping traffic. This is such poorly thought-out proposal. that you 
had to, simultaneously, propose Option 2. 
An equally dangerous and traffic-exacerbating proposal is the 25 90-degree 

1.594.1 parking spots at the Grassy Knoll on w. Silver Lake Drive. The street is 
approximately 48' wide. Let's do the math. Subtract 8' for the parallel parking 
across the street. and 22' for two lanes of parking, that leaves 18' for the 
90-degree parking, with no buffers. Most cars, these days, are 17'+ . and trucks 
and SUVs even more. Now think about how much danger and traffic you will 
cause, even if the math allowed. If you couldn't have imagined it from the start, 
one trip to CVS on Glendale Blvd. or a drive down Brand Blvd. In Glendale, will 
easily tell you the problems produced by these parking spots. Drivers can't see 
oncoming cross traffic, and drivers must stop wa iting for parkers to park. or 
worse. those who are double-parked wa iting for a spot to open. 
You are creating a mess. Yo u are creating dangerous cond it ions for drivers and 
pedestrians. You are creating worse traffic conditions than already exist (the 
traffic that you , amazingly, claim is not significant). The infrastructure 
surrounding the SLR Complex already will not support the overdevelopment 
the plan presents. and these parking proposals would make it worse. 
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I-695 Mirelle Lindquist 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-695-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Also, please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-695-2 
 

The comment requests further evaluation of the need to grade the native 
gardens, the wildlife goals, and an assessment of wildlife movement from 
habitat to the water. The Draft EIR concludes that the proposed project would 
increase the native habitats and vegetation on site and enhance ecological 
values and wildlife diversity compared with existing conditions. Several 
project design features and mitigation measures have been developed that 
minimize impacts to biological resources during construction and operation. 
The Draft EIR concludes that the removal of the perimeter fence would 
increase access to the water for wildlife compared to exiting conditions. 
Please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

I-695-3 
 

As discussed in Project Description, Section 2.5.5 of the Draft EIR, the planting 
design for the proposed Project would be aligned with the City's New Green 
Deal goals of increasing tree canopy and protecting native biodiversity. Figure 
2-8 of the Draft EIR includes a preliminary planting diagram. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-695-4 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include non-plastic dog park surface material options. The comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-695-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-695-6 
 

The comment requests that grading and disturbance in the meadow be 
minimized. The Draft EIR concludes that the proposed project would increase 
the native habitats and vegetation on site and enhance ecological values and 
wildlife diversity compared with existing conditions. Several project design 
features and mitigation measures have been developed that minimize impacts 

I-695-2 
 
 
 

I-695-3 
I-695-4 
I-695-5 

 
 
 

I-695-6 

These are the aspects that I support 
· 43 acres of new useable space, including 10 acres of active and passive 
recreation and 22 acres of new and restored habitat and wetlands to support 
local wildlife 
• 5.5 miles of wa lking paths and trails 
- Reservoir edge treatments (aesthetic and functional) 
- 500 new native trees and plans for succession of ag ing tree stock 
- Nesting birds monitored and protected during construction and maintenance 
- Invasive plant species removed, and pesticide-free ma intenance planned 

1-695-1 · Wildlife, Wetlands Management, Ma intenance and Security Plans 
• Ra in gardens and wetlands to filter stormwater and replenish reservo ir water 
• Zero Waste: recycling and compost receptacles throughout the park 
- Ecosystem Resilience: creating a cooler city with 50% increased tree canopy 
coverage 
- Mobil ity and Public Tra nsit: bike lanes, EV charg ing, public transit service 
- Bathrooms accessible from the Meadow, in the new education center 
· Dog park and Recreation Center improvements south of the South Dam 
· On-site bicycle parking spaces and improved, protected bike lanes along 
Silver Lake Boulevard. 
• Increased parking along Silve r Lake Blvd (Option 1) 

These are the items that I think require further eva luation and analysis 
- Proposed regrading of the native gardens in the Meadow and along 
Arm strong Ave. 
- Establishment of specific habitat and wildl ife goals 
- Assessment of wildlife movement and corridors from habitat areas to water 
- Reconsider single-tree species along promenade 
• Explore non-plastic dog park surface material options 
- Assess 90-degree parking proposal -vs- angled parking for safety 
- Reassess large-scale grading, soil disturbance and tree removal in the 
Meadow 

Sustainability and wildlife preservation should be the ma in focus of this master 
plan and I really hope you will reconsider the few aspects that I mentioned here 
to ensure that you are doing everything you can to protect our native 
ecosystems and create better integration between human-centered spaces 
and natural ones. 
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I-695 Mirelle Lindquist 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

to biological resources during construction and operation. The Draft EIR 
concludes that the removal of the perimeter fence would increase access to 
the water for wildlife compared to exiting conditions. Please see Master 
Response - Biological Resources. 
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I-696 Jiyoung Carolyn Park 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-696-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-696-2 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Also, please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-696-3 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I live in Silver Lake and use the Reservoir walking path and meadow frequently. 
I am a Silver Lake Neighborhood Council Governing Board Member and Lia ison 

1_696_1 to the Neighborhood Council sustainability Alliance, but submit this comment 
as an individual. 

I support the proposed Master Plan, and strongly support the installation of 
protected bike lanes. Cars drive at high speeds on the streets adjacent to the 

1_696_2 Reservoir, so the painted lanes do not provide the safety that people need to 
feel comfortable using the bike lanes. Only experienced cyclists ride on the 
roads adjacent to the Reservoir when there should be families, children, and 
casual cycl ists using safe, protected bike lanes. 

I support the Plan's increase of tee canopy by nearly 50%. 

1_696_3 The thousands of people who provided input over the years and years of work 
by civil servants should not be disregarded because a few dozen opponents of 
the Plan are vociferously claiming there has not been a meaningful process 
over the years. 
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I-697 Jamie York 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-697-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-697-1 I I support the plan. We need more parks. This comment is made in my capacity 
as an ind iv idual. 
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I-698 Barbara Ringuette 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-698-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-698-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-698-3 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis and Master Response - 
Funding and Operations. 
 

I-698-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal, Master Response – Biological 
Resources, and Master Response - Public Safety. 
 

I-698-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 

 

1-698-1 

I-698·2 I 

1-698-3 

1-698-4 

1-698-5 

Stop - do no harm. Unfortunately, the Draft EIR for the Silver Lake Master Plan 
Project fails in a number of areas. 

First let me speak on something I ha ve kno wledge of. As a Neighborhood 
council Budget Advocate for 10 years, I ha ve met with the Mayor, Los Angeles 
City Council members and 18 separate Departments, some many times. 
Because City funds are limited , priorities for various projects must be set. The 
proposed options cost hundreds of millions, and then there is ongoing 
maintenance to pay for. 

This project does not meet the test of a priority need, not for my Sliver Lake 
neighbors and not for the City of Los Angeles. These funds could be better 
spent on building over 400 units of housing maybe a thousand when matched 
with other sources of funds; repa iring sidewalks to prevent injuries; or even 
building a park in an under-served community. 

Next, residents of Silver Lake by and large do not wa nt a Reservoir project. 
Residents state they were never given an option of "no project" until now. 

Nonetheless, most Silver Lake residents including myself, would like to see an 
upgraded, more attractive fence which we believe is essential for the 
protection of wildlife as we ll as to prevent vanda lism and entry into the wate r. 

The Draft EIR does not accurately reflect traffic conditions. I served as co-chair 
of the Silver Lake Tra nsportation Committee for four years, and am familiar 
with the concerns of the community. 

Silver Lake Blvd. is a major transportation artery. For several hours in each 
of the morning and evening commutes, streams of traffic on Silver Lake Blvd. 
wa it through the change of severa l signa l lights. To add to exist ing traffic is to 
add to pollution in our commun ity. 

Should diagona l parking be insta lled, there would be further disruption of 
traffic as vehicles park coupled with more collisions. 

Reducing the width of traffic lanes would result in more collisions. 
Especially concerning would be colliding with an 18-wheeler that provides 
supplies to local markets and other local businesses. 

Installing diagonal parking on the West side of Silver Lake Blvd. would add 
to the ha za rd. 
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I-698-6 
 

As discussed in Section 2.5.8 of the Draft EIR, the project would require that 
the future site operator and relevant City departments work together to 
explore options for expanding public transit connection to the project site as 
outlined in PDF-TRA-6.  
 

I-698-7 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Also, please see Master Response -
Biological Resources. 
 

I-698-8 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - Public 
Safety. 
 
LAPD would be responsible for crime prevention, law enforcement, and 
apprehension of suspected violators in the proposed Project area. The 
Northeast Community Police Station would be able to serve the proposed 
Project and would not result in the need for new or altered police facilities. The 
proposed Project is being designed to include wetland habitat and other edge 
treatments, where feasible, around the reservoir that would allow separation 
from the public to the water’s edge. In the unlikely event that someone would 
enter the reservoir water, these wetland areas and edge treatments would also 
provide places where one could exit the reservoir (as opposed to the current 
smooth surface and slope of the concrete walls). During operation, the proposed 
Project would incorporate an Operations and Maintenance Plan, which would 
include security considerations, to address the safety of park visitors. Staff 
would have a daily presence within the proposed Project area to provide 
oversight of the proposed Project area. The proposed Project assumes that five 
full-time staff would be required daily at the proposed Project area. 
 

I-698-9 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, construction 
of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or sequentially. Since the 
construction sequence is currently unknown, for purposes of this environmental 
analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed to capture the worst-case 
scenario, where the maximum amount of construction may be occurring 
simultaneously. This worst-case construction scenario would result in a 5-year 
construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-3, park zones may be constructed 
individually or sequentially as funding becomes available. Please see Master 
Response Noise and Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 

I-698-6 

I-698-7 

I-698-8 

I-698-9 

I-698-10 

I 
• It should be noted that the previously existing Metro bus line 92 that ran 
along Silve r La ke Blvd. West was term inated a few yea rs ago fo r lack of riders. 
There is no bus line that goes near the Sliver Lake Recreation Center. 

The Draft EIR does not reflect the protections required to protect wildlife . 
Quoting from the Silver Lake Wildlife Sanctuary Newslette r : 

"The DEIR Biolog ica l Resources section is inaccurate and ill -resea rched. The 
Master Plan's "Floating Islands," the "Wetland Terraces" and "fish stocking" that 
are supposed to benefit birds, will not do so ! The expert opinion of Da n Cooper, 
Chief conservation Biologist of the Santa Monica Mountains conservancy: This 
DEIR is "lacking in both rig or and specificity .... Without current, accurate, and 
credible data on the biological resources ... , efforts at restoration will either fa ll 
short, or could actually result in further degradation of the site." 

Ironically, the massive excavation, grading and construction of much-touted 
"nature trails," the "scenic over looks," and "nature education" structures will 
instead uproot and destroy Nature. 

The Knoll"s lost natural forest is now vita l habitat for an ecosystem of 
ground-dwelling animals and loca l birds that will lose nests, burrows and food. 
Disruption of the open waters drives away migratory flocks we love. The DEIR 
fails to even mention the loss of these birds and animals. 

The Master Pla n would remove the Reservo irs' Perimeter Fence. This will ha ve 
major impacts on wildlife welfare and neighborhood safety. Vandalism, 
vag rancy and crime ha ve been documented as serious problems in other 
unfenced parks in Los Angeles. There is no Public Safety mit igation for the loss 
of the Perimeter Fence suggested in this DEIR. 

The horrific noise. vibration. mess and traffic blockages caused by massive 
construction could last from fi ve to fifteen years. Nevertheless, this Deir ca lls 
this. incredibly, a "Less Than Significant Impact." As to noise and vibration 
mitigations: "None Required." [DEIR 3.16-18] 

The DEIR predicts an "a verage of 390 add itiona l visitors per day", as well as 
higher attendance with proposed monthly "Special Events" with amplified 
sound. Neiqhborhoods packed with visitors' cars plaque the Reservoirs area 
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I-698-10 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise and Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-698-11 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

 
I-698-10 

Cont. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-698-11   
 
 

even now. And with the DEIR"s plan to cut down lane widths to add parking 
spots on these already congested and gridlocked streets, traffic will 
enormously increase and become more dangerous. 
Yet, DEIR"s Transportation Study cla ims "Less than Significant Impact." and "No 
mitigation measures are required." [DEIR Table 3.16·3] 

The DEIR also claims, "significant irreversible changes to our community have 
been deemed acceptable." [DEIR 4.3) 

They are not! 

The DEIR cla ims the negative impacts of construction, the years of disturbance, 
and when finished, the increased daily noise, crowds, traffic, and harm to our 
wildlife with be worth it . 

It is not! 

The commun ity's ideals of "Peaceful," of "Nature," and "Wildlife " will be 
destroyed. It must not." 

Thank you for your attention to the concerns of our Silver Lake community. 

Barbara Ringuette 
816 Parkman Avenue 
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  I-699-1 
 

The comment expresses general support for the proposed Project and 
opposition to amplified speakers during special events. Please see Master 
Response - Noise. 
 

I-699-2 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-699-2 

1-699-1 

I am in full support of the DEIR plan, minus a few issues that can be ea sily 
eliminated. The use of amplified sound in a canyon is a bad idea, so I'd remove 
that, and let events be done by permit through the department managing the 
property. That way local schools, conservancy's etc., could hold graduations, or 
educational talks in the future. 

Like the stakeholder groups that thoughtfully care for the Mea dow, and other 
native areas, I believe that overa ll the plan increases access to more natural 
spaces and safe immersion in nature, including: 

43 acres of new useable space, Including 10 acres of active and passive 
recreation and 22 acres of new and restored habitat and wetlands to support 
local wildlife 

Approximately 5.5 miles of wa lking paths and trails 

Reservoir edge treatments (aesthetic and functional) 

500 new native trees and plans for succession of aging tree stock 

Nesting birds monitored and protected during construction and maintenance 

Invasive plant species removed, and pesticide-free maintenance planned 

Wildlife, Wetlands Management, Ma intenance and security Plans 

Rain gardens and wetlands to filter stormwater and replenish reservoir water 

Zero Waste: recycling and compost receptacles throughout the park 

Ecosystem Resilience : creating a coo ler city with 50% increased tree ca nopy 
coverage 

Mobility and Public Transit: bike lanes, EV charging, public transit service 

Bathrooms accessible from the Meadow, in the new education center 

Dog park and Recrea tion Center improvements south of the South Da m 
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I-699-3 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-699-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-699-5 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is referred to Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

 

  

I-699-3 
 

I-699-4 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-699-5 

I-699-2 
Cont. o n-site bicycle parking spaces and improved, protected bike lanes along Silver 

Lake Boulevard. 

Increased parking along Silver Lake Blvd (Option 1) is essent ial to resolving 
existing conflicts with park users and residents. The dog park and recreati on 
center alone generate significant traffic Issues, with drivers circling the blocks 
and doing u turns to grab a prec ious available spot to unload their dogs, baby 
ca rriages, bikes, (yes! Bikes), who'd be looney enough to ride a bike up and 
over Duane street or Micheltorena with their kids & dogs??? Adding the 
protected lanes, and buffering them with a parking lane, is safe, smart, and in 
no way in conflict with the current utop ian ideals of the city's va rious 
transportation plans that do not take into consideration rea l life situations of 
peoples day to day lives, rather opt to embrace pie in the sky goa ls for coffee 
culture tweeters. 
Thank you for the hard work you've done on addressing the real concerns of 
real residents who treasure this loca l amenity and wa nt to see it evolve into it's 
next best ve rsion, post decommissioning as a potable source of water. 
Rega rds, 
Cristina 
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  I-700-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-700-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Please also 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
 

 

 
  

I love the vision of this plan, and think it could be improved by considering bike 
lanes and traffic a little further. 

Bike Lanes 
First off, I love that there will be bike infrastructure around the lake! And I would 
highly suggest using the second option on Figure 2-16, but I don't think it goes 
far enough. There should be some kind of physical separation for the bike 
lanes from car traffic. Cars move so fast on Silverlake and they cheat through 

1·700·1 every corner. 1 bike to and from work daily, along this very stretch of Silverlake, 
and regularly have close calls. If the plan is to cultivate a space for the 
community to gather, it must provide a safer option for children and families to 
bike safely around the lake. 

1-700-2 

Additionally, I did not see any consideration for dra in grate management on 
the bike path. There are several on Silverlake that are dangerously placed and 
force cyclists to ride in traffic with cars instead of risking a grate-induced crash 
in the bike lane. 

Traffic 
I am a resident on Duane St. and it is regularly overwhelmed by gridlock that 
runs up and over the hill. It functions as the extended offramp of the 2, even 
though the grade and length of the street doesn't functionally support it. 
Additionally, the "No Left Turn" where Duane meets Silverlake is virtually 
unenforceable. My concern is that the improvements around the reservoir will 
make it even more of a destination than it already is. How can this plan take 
the surrounding neighborhood streets into consideration? Is there a way to run 
Duane St. as a one way West to East like Baxter in Echo Park? That would still 
allow the offloading of traffic pressure from the reservoir but not add to it with 
new traffic from the 2. 

Thanks for your time and good luck! 
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  I-701-1 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that repurposes 
the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its unique character. 
The underlying purpose of the Project is to put the SLRC to a beneficial public 
park use because it is no longer usable for storing potable water due to 
government regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain the reservoirs 
for other environmental purposes, including maintaining the dams, the proposed 
Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-701-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. Please 
see Master Response - Funding and Operations. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-701-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-701-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife as a result of 
construction. Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, 
Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less 
than significant with implementation of mitigation measures. Compliance with 
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act would be required, as discussed in Section 3.4 of 
the Draft EIR. 
 

1·701·1 

1-701-2 

I-701·3 I 
I-701·4 I 
1-701-5 I 

1-701·6 

The cost of the Master Plan, $268,000,000 is ridiculous by itself. But, our 
community does not need another park especially in light of the Los Angeles 
countywide comprehensive Park & Recreation Needs Assessment Appendix A 
that designates Silver Lake as a "Very Low" needs community. They further 
point out that there are plenty of other "High" and "Very High" needs areas 
that are better suited to park development. It is also important to note that the 
high price tag is based on 2020-2021 estimates, pre-inflation. A conservative 
estimate of 2023 dollars would approach $400,000,000. And since the actual 
project, if it is unfortunately approved, is a few years away, so how does a half a 
billion dollars sound for a "Very Low" Needs Community? And when have you 
seen a large project sta y on schedule? If the City decides to spend all th is 
money on us, will they agree to protect the wild life, as the BOE and Design 
Team promises. If so, there will be restrictions on when and where construction 
can be done, based on the mating/reproduction/fledging cycles of our 
protected wildlife. All of this will affect the length of t ime and cost of the 
project. So, the cost can't be accurately estimated, and the time the project will 
take cannot, and has not been properly estimated. 
Another Important issue, if th is project Is built, Is who will pay for Its operation 
and ma intenance FOREVER! Despite the poor track record of the City's abil ity 
to adequately provide for the upkeep of similar properties, the DEIR has some 
suggestions. and without specifying the funding source. but have included 
ideas like loca l tax districts, asking those residents, many who do not want th is 
project in the first place, to foot part of the cost. Then there are the suggestions 
of a Conservancy or a non-profit. But, the most sinister of them all has just 
appeared in Chapter 2, Project Description, sec . 2.7.2, Routine operations and 
Maintenance, pg.2-51, 2·52, where the term VENDOR shows up. During the MP 
process it was debated that there should be no commercialization of the 
Complex. The Cafe, for one, was vigorously discussed and defeated, as well as 
boating was discussed and defeated (although by some trickery it is back under 
an educational cloak). But now we are being told an option is to have the 
Complex run by a VENDOR, "a person or company offering something for sale" . 
So the Silver Lake Reservoirs Complex becomes "for profit" enterprise. It 
seems to that this might have been the idea all along. This possibility must be 
thoroughly investigated, and squashed, and reported back to the community, 
AND TO THE CITY COUNCIL. 
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I-701-5 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, it is assumed that construction of 
certain park zones would need to occur before other park zones to maximize 
usage of the proposed Project site during construction.  
 

I-701-6 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 
As described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project 
analyzed in the Draft EIR included a floating dock which would launch guided 
kayak tours. Based on comments received during the public review period, the 
City has made minor revisions to the proposed Project. The proposed Project 
would no longer include the floating dock component or opportunities for 
guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist 
for educational purposes. 
 
Please see Master Response – Funding and Operations. 
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  I-702-1 
 

Please see Master Response – Funding and Operations. 
 

I-702-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please also see Master Response – Funding and Operations. 
 
 

 

 
  

1-702-1 

1-702-2 

The following was part of a previous comment I submitted, but it so important, 
In my opinion, of course, that I am resubmitting it alone. Thank you . 

Another Important Issue, if this project Is built, is who will pay for its operation 
and maintenance FOREVER! Despite the poor track record of the City's abil ity 
to adequately provide for the upkeep of similar properties, the DEIR has some 
suggestions, and without specifying the funding source, but have Included 
ideas like local tax districts. asking those residents. many who do not want this 
project in the first place, to foot part of the cost. Then there are the suggestions 
of a Conservancy or a non-profit. But, the most sinister of them all has just 
appeared in Chapter 2, Project Description, Sec. 2.7.2, Routine Operations and 
Maintenance, pg.2-51, 2-52, where the term VENDOR shows up. During the MP 
process it was debated that there should be no commercialization of the 
Complex. The Cafe. for one. was vigorously discussed and defeated, as well as 
boating was discussed and defeated (although by some trickery it is back under 
an educational cloak). But now we are being told an option is to have the 
Complex run by a VENDOR. "a person or company offering someth ing for sale". 
So the Silver Lake Reservoirs Complex becomes "for profit" enterprise. It 
seems to that this might have been the idea all along. This possibility must be 
thoroughly investigated, and squashed, and reported back to the community, 
AND TO THE CITY COUNCIL. 
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  I-703-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-703-2 
 

Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR discussed impacts of the 
proposed Project related to traffic and transportation. Also, please see Master 
Response – Traffic/Transportation and Master Response – Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-703-3 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise and Traffic/Transportation. 
 
Additionally, the Tree Succession Plan would include the incorporation of 
native plants in the understory thus providing food sources and habitat for 
native wildlife including native sages (Salvia sp.) and milkweeds (Asclepias sp.) 
which are necessary nectar sources for special-status species like Crotch’s 
bumble bee and monarch butterfly respectively. The native plant palette 
would take into account the surrounding habitat quality and site 
appropriateness. 
 

I-703-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-703-5 
 

As described in Hydrology and Water Quality, Section 3.10 of the Draft EIR, 
the predominant source of water used to fill the reservoirs since 2017 has 
been a mix of potable water and non-potable treated groundwater from 
Pollock Well #3, with very little precipitation. The only stormwater that can 
currently enter the SLRC comes from precipitation that falls on the SLRC. 
 
As required under DSOD regulations, LADWP would continue to monitor 
weather and lower the water levels in the reservoirs in advance of an 
anticipated storm event to prevent overtopping the reservoirs or exceeding 
the stormwater drainage capacity west of the reservoir. Stormwater falling on 
the outer boundary of the SLRC would drain southwest to the Ballona Creek 
watershed similar to existing conditions and routed into the municipal 
stormwater system. Therefore, the proposed Project would continue to 
capture stormwater within the proposed Project site. 
 

I-703-1 

I-703-2 

I-703-6 

1-703-3 

1-703-4 

1-703-5 I 
I 

I might we ll have accidentally hit "send" on some prior comments, but i wa nted 
to get this all in one place. I work with the Silver Lake Reservo irs Conserva ncy, 
and I know our organization has sent you a compendium of our comments. 
Furthermore a few folks I work with there ha ve shown me what they"re going to 
sa y, and they are smarter, more industrious, scientific and thorough than I am. 
So in short, this is a guy piping up to say that his input wa s in that larger letter. 
But also as a waywa rd guy who lives on Silver La ke Blvd, I am in favo r of the 
master plan overall for a few reasons. One be ing that we ca n't do nothing -
leaving the place as an industrial water st orage area where the birds die off 
from lack of food isn't appealing to me. Further, the alternate options provided, 
while Interesting, don't fulfill the purpose of the transformation we're go ing for. 

I think the EIR can be improved and made more thoughtful in some places (I 
don't understand how parkin g ca n be added seemingly cavelierly; I think the 
rec center changes are far more intense -- and as of now vague -- than we 
reckoned with when having the 2018/19 meetings at Ma rshall and elswhere; I 
don't comprehend why amplified music will be allowed; transit from other 
neighborhoods is much more Important to spell out than Is shown in the EIR; 
pa ying closer attention to native plantings over the older-school methods of 
being purely aesthetics-driven would make me happy.) All these and more is 
expressed, as I sa y, by my collea ges. 
What I wa nted to brin g up is that I'm a historian (write the stuff for a living in 
fact) and a fo rmer resident of an apa rtment on La ke Merritt in Oakland. As I'm 
sure you know, the first wildlife sa ncturary in the USA was establi shed there in 
1870 or so - three islands for birds to remain unhunted - in an urban setting 
that has developed over the last 150 years through all kinds of economic, 
social and demographic shifts. And the birds have continued to flourish, even 
when the city might not. There was no roadmap for how nature and humanity 
might co-exist, no EIRs filed in 1869, no care taken to make sure it worked. And 
yet it did. 
That said, we"re at a fa r more crucial crossroads now than 19th century 
Oa kland. This project has a chance to show how cities ca n cont inue to exist with 
nature at a time when climate change is making that balance much more dire. 
w e need to use stormwater capture and to remove the asphalt and so on not 
just because we think it's go ing to be prettier (it will be!) but because we ha ve 
moved from the manifest destiny thing to being stewards of a land that is only 
ours for a bri ef moment. It's unconscionable not to see how we can improve 
flora and fa una's chance at making it through the next century. Let's be good 
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I-703 Glen Gold 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

I-703-6 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-703-6 
Cont. 

stewards - carbon sequestration, stormwater capture, making habitat for the 
birds and animals, 500 new trees(!), etc, etc . For the last few years, anyone 
paying attention to the future doesn"t have a lot of optimism that something 
good can come of human endeavor. Here is a plan that is clearly ready to do 
something good. The cynical th ing is to promise it won't work. I believe that 
cities and citizens can actually leave the place better than how we found it. 
Very excited to see this plan do exactly that. 
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I-704 Michael Masterson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-704-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or conclusions of 
the Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are required in response 
to this comment. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available.  
 

I-704-2 
 

Please see Chapter 5.3.1 of the Draft EIR for a description of Alternative 1. 
Also, please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

I-704-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
As described in the Project Description Section 2.5.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would include a floating dock which would launch guided 
kayak tours. Based on comments received during the public review period, the 
City has made minor revisions to the proposed Project. The proposed Project 
would no longer include the floating dock component or opportunities for 
guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist 
for educational purposes. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the 
revisions to the proposed Project would not result in any new significant 
impacts that were not already identified in the Draft EIR, nor would these 
changes substantially increase the severity of any impacts identified in the 
Draft EIR. 
 
The comment expresses support for Alternative 1 and 2. Please  see Master 
Response - Alternative Analysis. 
 

I-704-1 

I-704-2 

I-704-3 

I have lived in Silver Lake for 34 years and was the founding co-chair of the 
Silver Lake Neighborhood Council Reservo ir Complex Committee. It was during 
the time that the DWP was routing the pipeline from the new underground 
reservoir in Griffith Park to the pumping station at the base of the Silver Lake 
dam. Although that was a federally required mandatory project, the 
inconvenience of it impacted our neighborhood for years. Dust, noise, constant 
truck trips, drilling, removal of trees, etc. caused misery for everyone in the 
area . I cannot imag ine the horrific impact this proposed project will have on us 
for up to 15 years! 
This entire process has been flawed from the beginning. The powers-that-be 
push ing these proposals never offered the option of doing nothing. It was 
always, "Which you like better? Option 1, 2 or 37" There wasn 't a choice for the 
status quo. 
I am adamantly opposed to sweeping proposal especially the completely 
unnecessary "Education Center" which will require parking, driveways, truck 
access, a dumpster, etc. and completely mar the view and remove 
much-needed native habitat. It is a boondoggle and I cannot imagine who 
thinks we need such a thing. 
The same goes for the floating dock, shade pavilion, observation platforms, 
elevated boardwalk, "special events," required add itional parking and wetland 
terraces. And the upheaval that will be caused by the proposed plans around 
the current rec center will add to further displacement, traffic problems and 
noise. 
All completely unnecessary. We are blessed with a pastoral, quiet refuge in the 
middle of our lovely community. I am firmly in the camp of Alternative l - No 
Project. If the majority of the community feels that way I would tentatively 
support Alternative 2 - Reduced Project with some modifications. I am not a 
NIMBY but I favor the least disruption possible in our bucolic community. Please 
consider doing nothing. 
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I-704 Michael Masterson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
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I-705 Nina Woodson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-705-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 
Regarding impacts to noise, please see Master Response - Noise 
 
Please also see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master 
Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

I-705-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-705-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. This comment expresses 
concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to biological resources are 
analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were 
concluded to be less than significant with implementation of mitigation 
measures. 
 

I-705-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 

I-705-1 

I-705-2 

I-705-3 

1-705 -4 

Re : Plans to revamp the Silver Lake Reservoir 

I am gravely concerned about the plans to massively disturb the Silver Lake 
Reservoir, tear down trees, and institute activities that wou ld draw thousands of 
people to the area . Moreover. the environmenta l impact report seems to be 
faulty, with information withheld from the public. 

It is vital to preserve this extremely rare natural resource in the midst of an 
urban environment that draws thousands of migratory birds and is home to a 
plethora of wild animals. Any plans to revitalize the are must include provisions 
to protect the wildlife, which includes··· at the very least-· perimeter fencing. 

I live nearby and use the Silver Lake Reservoir regularly, and it is ALREADY a 
heavily trafficked space. We do not need more "recreation" here, and this is, on 
top it, not an appropriate place for it. People ca n go to the beaches or the 
mountains or Griffith Pa rk. We do not need more "entertainment" places: there 
are plenty of options for that in Los Angeles, from Grand Plaze to the Gene 
Autry to Hollywood Forever Cemetery and on and on. 

All th is project seems to do is line the pockets and the planners and developers. 
I beg of you to do the least harm possible . Once a natural resource such as we 
have there (with, e.g., the eucalyptus grove) is gone, it is gone forever!!! 

Respectfully, 
Nina c. Woodson 
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I-705 Nina Woodson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
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I-706 Kamille Mosqueda 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-706-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-706-2 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
 

 

 
  

1-706-1 

1-706-2 

While I do not ha ve specific comments on the Draft EIR, a copy of which I ha ve 
seen over time, I will sa y this: 

ENVIRONMENT: I fully support a plan that would protect the native flora and 
fauna already native to the area . To the extent that the environment will foster 
additional visits from animals that may find the place safe enough, that is the 
essence of the plan I would support. Keep what's already thriving in the area to 
continue thriving. 

HUMANS: The park belongs to the citizens of Los Angeles and those who visit. 
While concerns of loca ls are va lid, the park is not for them exclusively. Los 
Angeles is a global city and we should ta ke that into consideration when 
planning for the people-friendly access to the park. w e deserve this as citizens 
of the city and our guests deserve to feel welcomed, too. 
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I-707 Anne Johnson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-707-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the EIR. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-707-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-707-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
 

 

 
  

I-707· 1 I 

1-707-2 

1-707-3 

Good afternoon: 
I am aga inst the SLRC DEIR. If I am forced to choose an Alternative. it would be 
#l. All that is needed is general clean-up, continued and professional 
maintenance, more staff, more enforcement of LAMC's, and more attention 
given to neighborhoods in need of recreation space. Silver Lake is NOT one of 
those neighborhoods. Please stop the madness and/or greed of a very small 
minority of people. Based on public comments in the DEIR, comments made 
during the 2019 workgroups and recent publ ics meetings hosted by the BOE 
and other city agenc ies, the overwhelming majority of those who express an 
opinion are AGAINST most of what is being presented in the DEIR. Thank you. 
Anne Johnson 
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I-708 Ben Louis 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-708-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-708-1 I Full support! 
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I-709 Lisa Hart 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 
  

  I-709-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. Additionally, please see Master 
Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 

I-709-2 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-709-3 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-709-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. Additionally, please see 
Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft EIR for details of the proposed 
pathways. 
 

I-709-5 
 

As discussed in Project Description, Section 2.5.5 of the Draft EIR, the planting 
design for the proposed Project would be aligned with the City's New Green 
Deal goals of increasing tree canopy and protecting native biodiversity. Figure 
2-8 of the Draft EIR includes a preliminary planting diagram. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-709-1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-709-2 

1-709-3 1 

1-709-4 

Overall. I am supportive of and excited by the proposed project. Below is a list 
of concerns. 

I wa s very impressed by the pre-lockdown outreach and underwhelmed by 
the post-lockdown outreach. Why host forums that do not allow us to see each 
other or have questions answered? And the technical Issues would have been 
much more easily addressed if we could have seen each other and had more 
of a dialogue format. 

I rema in appa lled that DWP is taking so much of the park (and some of the 
most beautiful parts of the park I) for .. .for what? Why make it inaccessible to us? 
At the very least, why not let us wa lk through the area they are keeping for just 
themselves? 

While the ground at the dog park clearly needs some love, I was shocked 
to learn that fake grass has been proposed. Fake grass is horrible for too many 
reasons to list here. 

I wa s also disappointed to learn that some of the Ivanhoe reservoir banks 
will remain paved. I don't know the reason, but really really would like it not to 
be. 

I grew up in Oregon, and the primary way we capture stormwater there is 
we let it hit the ground and get absorbed into the soil - a real nature-based 
solution .. For reasons I don't understand, it's gotten so complicated (and 
expensive!) at the reservoir .... I support the Silver Lake Reservoirs 
Conservancy's request that DWP reconsider its decision to halt plans to 
implement the Stormwater Capture Projects. 

I have spent years citing the Echo Park Lake as proof that we don't need a 
fence at the reservoir. I can 't use that argument anymore ... sigh. But I would 
really really really love to not have a fence. 

I want to be sure the trails are composed of something soft enough to run 
on. 

I also support the Silver Lake Reservoirs Conservancy's recommendation 
to select only locally native plants for all landscaped areas, including tree 
planting, throughout the project area, except when no locally native plant 

1· 709 ·5 species is determined appropriate or available. And I support planting a variety 
of trees along the Promenade, and suggest (as recommended by the Silver 
Lake Reservo irs Conservancy) considering the California Black Wa lnut at the 
site. 

1· 709 ·6 I • I think we need to be super careful about large public events for so many 
reasons. 

1•709.7 1 • Reoardino the bike lane options 1 and 2, I th ink I prefer option 1- we will 

need the parking! But let's be sure to keep cyclists safe. 
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I-709 Lisa Hart 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

I-709-6 
 

The proposed Project would allow for 12 special events to occur during the 
summer months, with an assumed visitorship of up to approximately 600 
people per event. Allowable event hours would be from noon to 10:00 p.m. 
Events occurring during the nighttime would result in increased noise, light 
and general disruption, but these events would be temporary and infrequent. 
The Draft EIR concludes that the use of the area for special events would not 
degrade habitat values and would not significantly impact wildlife using the 
urban area since any wildlife using the site would be accustomed to an urban 
environment. Special events would occur at the Meadow, which is an area 
currently in frequent use by the public. Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-709-7 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
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I-710 Andrew Werner 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-710-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-710-2 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed offsite improvements -
Option 2. The commenter is referred to Master Response - Parking/Bike 
Option. 
 
 

 

 
  

1-710-1 

1-710-2 

As a long time resident that walks to and around the reservoir several times a 
month, my family and I would highly va lue the improvements to the complex 
of reservoirs described in the dEIR. We love the addition of so many trees, 
accessibility for all members of the community, interpretation and education, 
bathrooms(!). and connectivity. We also support Option 2 described in the 
"Offsite Improvements" in Section 2.5.2. These improvements will provide safe 
alternatives to driving to the Sliver Lake Reservoirs, connectivity outside of 
Silver Lake and alleviate impacts of car traffic . 
As residents of multifamily housing nearby, had the dEIR been implemented 
when our kids were young and had there been a safe way to bike to the area, 
we would have enjoyed and used the reservoir amenities much more 
frequently and wish the same for families to come after us particularly as 
nearby areas density and more nearby greenspace is in ever greater demand. 
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I-711 Hollis Sherman-Pepe 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-711-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-711-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

 

 
  

As a neighbor and frequent user of the Silverlake Reservo ir park, I am excited 
to hear these proposed plans for beautification and renovation of our beloved 
Reservoir Park. 

In a time where urbanization is consistently cutting down old growth trees in 
favor of new construction, It Is more critical than ever to plant more native 

1-711-1 habitat for our wildlife brethren. 

Growing up in small town Pennsylvania, I va lued my relationship to nature. I 
pray for this generation of youth that they too may be filled with the joy, peace, 
and wonderment of the natural world around us. Creating a more enviting 
habitat for humans to enjoy and learn and better suited refuge for our delicate 
wildlife is a win win. 

My only concern is for the population of coyotes, ha wks and such that currently 
reside in Silverlake Reservoir area should not be harmed or driven out by these 

1-711-2 intended renovations. 

H 
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I-712 Nicholas Constant 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-712-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-712-2 
 

Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

 

 
  

1-712-1 

1-712 · 2 

I am an attorney that lives directly adjacent to the project and the current 
"Meadow". The back of my property is on Silver Lake Blvd. and was purchased 
in 1999. 

I am opposed to any and all further development of the Silver Lake Reservo ir 
Complex. The DEIR is legally deficient according to CEQA. I reserve all legal 
rights to litigate based on any and all deficiencies. misrepresentations. cost 
analysis, nuisance, and any and all other lega l rights at present or in the future. 

Looking forward to the challenge presented. 
Sincerely, 
Nikos Constant, Esq. 
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I-713 Anthony Burton 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-713-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. The comment also 
expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-713-1 

As a resident of the Silver Lake Reservoir surrounding neighborh ood, I strongly 
support the redesign and Improvement of the reservoir complex to make it 
more attractive and enjoyab le fo r visitors. 

Option 2 Is the safest option for cyclists. The ideal setup for these bike lanes 
would narrow the traffic lanes to 10.5 feet and add an extra 3 feet as a buffer. 
The City should also plant t rees on the buffer and make it a concrete ba rrier for 
added protection from cars. Additionally, the City should consider raising the 
cycle track so that gutters or stormwater features fall outside of the cycling 
area . 

I also support redesign of Silver Lake Boulevard to include features that slow 
down speeding ca rs. It is hard to enjoy the reservoir when you are concerned 
about getting maimed by a speeding car while crossing the street. 

I also suooort exoeditina the deliverv of thi s oroi ect however oossible. 
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I-714 Betsy Isroelit 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-714-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

I-714-2 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and support for 
Alternative 1. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-714-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-714-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-714-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 

I-714-6 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

I-714-7 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. 
 

I-714-8 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, it is assumed that construction of 
certain park zones would need to occur before other park zones to maximize 
usage of the proposed Project site during construction. This 2-phased 
approach was developed in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where 

I-714-1 
 

I-714-2 
I-714-3 
I-714-4 
I-714-5 
I-714-6 
I-714-7 

 
 

I-714-9 
 
 
 
 

I-714-10 
 
 
 
 

I-714-11 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-714-12 

I-714-8 

Regrettably, the highly-a nticpated Silver Lake Reservo ir Complex Master Plan 
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) is limited in scope and does not address 
the needs of the community - or the wildlife that depend on the reservoirs for 
a safe habitat. I am strongly opposed to the proposed project, the DEIR as 
written, and can only support Alternative o ne ... No Project Alternative .. My top 
concerns are remova l of the perimeter fence; noise nuisances caused by 
special events and amplified music; constru ction noise ; negative impacts on 
wildlife, such as hab itat removal and nighttime lighting,; traffic ; congestion; 
duration of the project; and disruption of the quality of life for residents living 
within 500 feet of the complex. In add ition, many of the current Silver Lake 
Recreation Complex· features, including the dog parks, walking paths, the 
Meadow, and the recreation center will be CLOSED TO THE PUBLIC for years 
during the multiphase construction plan. The community and the urban wildlife 
that live among us ca nnot sta nd 180 months of construction, thousa nds and 
thousands of truck trips, and multiple closures mentioned in the document with 
little explanation. Many residents are asking why their strong objections to the 
original Master Plan and the draft Environmental Impact Report appear to be 
ignored. 

In addition, I am deeply concerned that the DEIR and Master Plan calls for 
removing almost 100 trees, whether they are young, old, 
healthy, "protected," native or exotic and replace them with 500 trees, which 
may or may not grow and will take yea rs if not decades to reach the size of the 
trees being destroyed, What will happen to the wildlife that live In the destroyed 
trees? And what will replace the shade and protection the trees offer all of us? 

Finally, Silver Lake is NOT a park poor community and the funding proposed for 
this project should be put to use in areas of Los Angeles that need and deserve 
parks and open spaces. As CPA Terry Jackson wrote in a recent community 
newsletter, "The project, as proposed, is overblown and needs to be scaled 
back to something achievable and realistic. If we were to ask members of the 
Park and Recreation department what they would do with a $300 million capital 
improvement budget, I don't think they would sa y, "Let's spend it all in Silver 
Lake." 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

the maximum amount of construction may be occurring simultaneously. This 
worst-case construction scenario would result in a 5-year construction 
schedule. As shown on Table 2-3, park zones may be constructed individually 
or sequentially as funding becomes available. 
 

I-714-9 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 

I-714-10 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. The comment 
expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-714-11 
 

The comment expresses concern with tree removal. The replacement of 
mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting opportunities, while 
increasing the number of native trees on site. As described in Project 
Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the 
preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the removal of trees in a 
scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub plantings to mature and 
provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is planted over time. 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

I-714-12 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
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As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
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  I-715-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-715-1 I Comments attached 
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I-715-2 
 

The proposed Project includes a Tree Succession Plan developed to manage 
the tree removals to ensure full compliance with the ordinances and policies 
and to minimize impacts to habitat values. The Tree Succession Plan would 
include the incorporation of native plants into the understory thus providing 
food sources and habitat for native wildlife including native sages (Salvia sp.) 
and milkweeds (Asclepias sp.) which are necessary nectar sources for special-
status species like Crotch’s bumble bee and monarch butterfly respectively. 
The native plant species planting palette would take into account the 
surrounding habitat quality and site appropriateness. 
 
The preparation of a Tree Succession Plan as outlined in Chapter 2, Project 
Description, calls for the phased removal of trees over 15 years to allow for 
new tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as 
the new vegetation is planted over time. Additionally, these trees can be 
selectively identified for removal thus avoiding trees with active rookeries, 
nests, and roosts. As the new tree plantings mature, new habitat would be 
established over time. The successional tree removal practice would ensure 
that nesting and foraging habitat would not be eliminated during 
implementation. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 
See Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

I-715-3 
 

The proposed Project will result in direct impacts to native shrubs and trees 
regulated by the City Tree Ordinance, RAP Policy, and the BSS tree permit 
application. The proposed Project includes a Tree Succession Plan developed 
to manage the tree removals to ensure full compliance with the ordinances 
and policies and to minimize impacts to habitat values. The Tree Succession 
Plan would include the incorporation of native plants into the understory 
thus providing food sources and habitat for native wildlife including native 
sages (Salvia sp.) and milkweeds (Asclepias sp.) which are necessary nectar 
sources for special-status species like Crotch’s bumble bee and monarch 
butterfly respectively. The native plant species planting palette would take 
into account the surrounding habitat quality and site appropriateness. Please 
see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

I-715-4 
 

The comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 

I-715-1  
Cont. 

 

1-715-2 

1-715-3 

1-715-4 1 

1-715-5 1 

December 16, 2022 

RE: the Si ver Lake Resarvoi Complex Master Plan dEIR 

rm 1Miting as a Silver Lake resident to commenl on the S iver Lake Reservoi" Complex Master 
Plan dEIR. I supporl the Plan's goals to crea te more accessible, natural spaoes. Transforming 
the Reservoir Complex Is not a zero sum equation be~veen park spaoe and wi dlae habltal 

By the Countys own data, Sliver Lake Is not a park rich eomrrunlly. It i. a oommunily wi th 
moderate p,i1k need in tho norlh, intermediate nee<I north of Sun.a Boulevard, high ne<><I south 
or Sunsot and Includes pockets of very high need In its southern and western comers'. Dlrecdy 
south of Sllv..- Lake Is the densest population in Los Angelos and the area with tho highest park 
need . Tile 1ransformation al the S ilver Lake Reserve.- complex is an opportunity Lo ease some 

of this need, but must be accompanied by robust publ ic transit options to ameliorate impacts on 
residents living di'ectly by the oomplax. Metro has ellmlrated the 201 bus l ine that used to run 
ncrlhlsouth along Siver Lake Boulevard and accessed tho Reservoir Complex; rest0<atlon or 
thio service ohould be p,irt of the plan ao one component of public conneaivily lo the complex. 

Generally, I wpporl elements of lhe Complex Moster Plan wch as the addilional walking paths 
and trails, the creation or new rebilat (and wedands), Increasing the tree canopy, adding rain 
gardens and native plants. and imp-oving the maintenance and security of the ov..-all complex, 
induding removing non-nauve invasNe stiecies. 

However. lhere are areas where lhe plan needs improvement Specifically: 

• Ttie proposed regrading ard lree removals in the Meadow and along Armstrorg Aver'l.le 
rrust be emended or reoo,..,.ptuellz.ed. Our city res a lor,;i history of gaps bal'w8en its 
rhetoric and aclion; by policy and proclamation lrom public officials and agencies , the 
Master Plan should be working lo pres"'ve the mature trees on the p-operty. It sho,jd be 
adding lo tile tree canopy ralher than deotroying what currendy exisls. The cily hao open! 
significant public lunds researching the benefits ol mature tree c.al'l:lpy {The OIJdek 
Report', el al); these trees have value and should be Incorporated into the project 
design. 

• Only nalive planto and tree opecies should be planted - and the opecios of native tree• 
considere<l for the planting in the PromeRade area should be diverG.ified. This is a 
wood..-iul opportunity lo acid native oak !roes (Ou..-cus agr~ol ia) and lo croal8 a robust 
supporlive ecosystem for birds, pallinatora, and i~ te as w~I as the mare charfsmallc 
local animals, 

• The use of arlilicial turf in the dog park area sl"w:iuld be reconsidered. A.rtif1Cfal turf has 
boon shown to exacerbate heat island effect and can be a source of PFAS. lnlroclJcirg 
persistent p!Mlle Into the area Is unnocossary and a slap in the wrong drection. 

1 hl"P"tlwt:W ilIHi" Csm'ilrmetlil'ihlxme:rt~Jcrb'.Y?Wfl:!?4kMQ1b2er'tl?ffl3rt IZ Oiiia s.c:uat: Caunlly al L.m.Mgcl~ Parks 
MN~ A888Umel'II (Up(litled 2021) 
2 DudekRi:p:rt 
htl!ffl[..ltwww.dtypl!WUorgl'ilm-callmlllt1pl~,.rX)Ulf12f10ltlAi LA..Cl!'t;Flir!l!i Fh15tap ~W! Fl'IIAL HIV12-7-18.pgr 

Thank you for yo<¥ t.ime and attention and the opportunity to oomment on this dEIR. 

Slnoerely, 

Ianthe Zevos 
301 I> Marathc<l Street 
Los Angeles, CA90026 

Attachment 
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I-715-5 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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  I-715-6 
 

Attachment noted. 
 
 

 

  

 
I-715-6 
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  I-716-1 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-716-2 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-716-3 
 

The preparation of a Tree Succession Plan as outlined in Chapter 2, Project 
Description, calls for the phased removal of trees over 15 years to allow for 
new tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as 
the new vegetation is planted over time. Additionally, these trees can be 
selectively identified for removal thus avoiding trees with active rookeries, 
nests, and roosts. As the new tree plantings mature, new habitat would be 
established over time. The successional tree removal practice would ensure 
that nesting and foraging habitat would not be eliminated during 
implementation. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. This 
comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers 
for their review and consideration. 
 

I-716-4 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-716-5 
 

As described in the Project Description, Section 2.5.1 of the Draft EIR, public 
restrooms would be included and would be directly accessible from the 
promenade to serve the proposed Project area as a whole. 
 

I-716-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

 

 
  

1-716· 1 I 
1-716-2 I 

1-716·3 I 
1-716·4 I 
1-716-5 I 
1-71 6 -6 

I believe the reservoir needs an upl ift, and I believe it should be accessible to 
all. I believe we need to have spaces for leashed dogs, not ban them all 
together, save for the dog park. I believe we can work with protecting the 
environment and serving our community with a green space. I do not believe 
that we should remove any mature trees, and should be planting more, with a 
plan for their ma intenance in place, starting now. I fully support the wetland 
plan. I do not believe we should ignore other areas for green spaces in the city 
either. We need our commun ity to have access to restrooms. Can Quimby 
funds be used for this, as there is so much development happening in this area, 
which is where those funds come from? I do not wish to pull funds that could 
serve park poor areas in the city. 
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  I-717-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-71 7·1 

Hello! 

The plans for the Silver Lake Reservoir look incredible so far! My only comment 
would be to please consider putting in an outdoor ro ller rink in the Pa rk & Recs 
section of the pa rk. There is only one small dedica ted space for roller skating in 
the entire city of LA (Venice Beach Dance Skate Plaza ) and it is unaccessible to 
many LA residents because of traffic and distance. There are city funded and 
free basketba ll and tennis courts all over LA and nea rly no where to roller 
skater, many skaters get yelled out and have the police ca lled on them simply 
for trying to find a place to skate and get some exerc ise outside in public 
spaces. There are many other cities that ha ve outdoor roller rinks across the 
country including Oa kland (UMOJA rink). Sa n Francisco (6th Avenue Skate Pa rk 
in Golden Ga te Pa rk), Brooklyn (Lakeside in Prospect Pa rk), and D.C. (Anacost ia 
Park), and Salt Lake City (Millcreek Common). The Silver Lake Reservoir is in the 
perfect position to be the next destination for an outdoor roller rink to benefit 
the community and serve the needs of a population that are not currently 
being met. 

Thank you for your time. 
Sidnev 
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  I-718-1 
 

The proposed Project would include some tree removal. As discussed in 
Project Description, Section 2.5.5 of the Draft EIR, the planting design for the 
proposed Project would be aligned with the City's New Green Deal goals of 
increasing tree canopy and protecting native biodiversity. Figure 2-8 of the 
Draft EIR includes a preliminary planting diagram. The replacement of mature 
trees would occur over time to maintain nesting opportunities, while 
increasing the number of native trees on site. As described in Project 
Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the 
preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the removal of trees in a 
scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub plantings to mature and 
provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is planted over time. The 
proposed Project would also comply with the City Tree Ordinance and RAP 
Tree Policy as discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.8, PDF-BIO-13 
and PDF-BIO-14. Section 3.4 Biological Resources includes an analysis of tree 
removal and replacement requirements for the proposed Project. Please see 
Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

I-718-2 
 

The Draft EIR evaluates impacts to ecological resources including trees 
beginning on page 3.4-27. An assessment of impacts to trees being on page 
3.4-35 of the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR concludes that with implementation of 
mitigation measures and compliance with local ordinances, impacts to the 
trees and existing ecology at the SLRC would be less than significant. The 
Project Description includes the implementation of a Tree Succession Plan 
that would schedule tree removals over time to allow for new trees to 
mature, reducing the loss of mature trees all at once. The proposed Project 
would increase the overall acreage of native habitats within the SLRC. Please 
see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

I-718-3 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

I-718-2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-718-3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ANY TREE LOSS IS UNACCEPTABLE; NO EXPERT ANALYSIS DONE IN DEIR 

BURIED in appendix " D" Biological Technical Services is a map of most of the 
BELOVED MATURE TREES that will be DESTROYED by th is Master Plan Project. 

I-718-1 This renders the Project entirely UNACCEPTABLE. Some of the trees have 
PROTECTED STATUS, as part of native Wa lnut/Oa k woodland. Others are 
Protected Species. i.e. Deodar Cedar. et al. The DEIR Biolog ical Technical 
Resources utterl y FAILS TO ANALYZE THE SEVERE IMPACTS of the loss of these 
many aesthetically, historically, ecologically prominent trees. 

The DEIR FAILS to analyze the ecological impact of killing these trees. 
Numerous species of sma ll animals and an entire eco logy of sma ller creatures 
make their homes in these trees, and will be displaced and destroyed as a 
result. Raptors, herons, numerous bird species depend on this existing tree 
ecology for shelter and food. An accurate depiction would take extensive 
biological analysis as these dependent communities have developed over the 
long decades of the trees' existence. The DEIR FAILS TO NOTE THESE TREE
DEPENDENT BIOLOGIAL COMMUNITIES AT ALL. Nor, the effect of all this on the 
existing thriving bird population of the area . A qualified, authoritative 
ARBORIST'S report is essential; yet there is NONE IN TH IS DEIR. This ecological 
disaster is Ignored by the "Biologic Consultants" engaged for this DEIR, and is a 
reason it should be disallowed as a reliable description of environmental 
impacts. 

The loss to Historical and Aesthetic landscape is incalcuable. The trees are 
defining, iconic features of this area, and ha ve been since the 1940's; they are 
a prominent feature of many photographs. While the Historical Commission 
vetted this Project, they fa iled to note this, no doubt because these IMPACTS 
WERE NOT ADEQUATELY PRESENTED TO THE LOS ANGELES HISTORICAL 
COMMISSION at the time the Ha rgreaves Design Team approached them for an 
approval. This wa s a gross oversight, and it will not be overlooked by the SL 
Community. 

The "500 trees" proposed in the "mitigation plan" are INADEQUATE AND 
UNACCEPTABLE AS A MITIGATION. First, the existing trees ha ve been there for 
four to six decades. The TINY SAPLINGS that would "replace" this lost 
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I-718-4 
 

The Draft EIR Project Description includes a Tree Succession Plan that would 
outline methods to ensure trees are replanted over time to minimize 
disruptions to ecosystems currently in the SLRC. Successful plantings are 
assumed in the mitigation strategies that would focus on appropriate soil 
preparation and management of young vegetation to achieve high survival 
rates.  
 

 

 
  

I-718-3 
Cont. 

landscape would take MANY MORE YEARS, DECADES to atta in any size 
approaching theirs. The existing trees were planted in an era of more rainfall 
that enab led their roots to grow down to the sustaining wa ter table. The exc ess 
watering efforts required to get new trees to live may well outstrip city 
resources, and the new trees will die. The Project will present this Community 
with a BARREN MOONSCAPE of stunted, undersized trees that fa il to provide 
aesthetics, shade, or bio log ic support of animal ecolog ies. 

Finally, the SOILS REPORT in th is DEIR is DANGEROUSLY INADEQUATE. While we 
know there are no dead Native Americans buried here, there is NO 
INFORMATION as to how EFFECTIVELY TH E SOILS IN TH E COMPLEX WILL 
SUPPORT THE PLANTINGS proposed. Where are the ANALYSES of ORGANIC 
CONTENT of reservoirs soils? Where is there mitigation of the effects of the 
many cubic yards of FILL that have been dumped there in the course of raising 
the Reservoir banks? What are the plant nurturance implications of "clayley silt" 
and "silty cla ys"? The DEIR FAILS TO DETAIL THE MASSIVE SOILS 
AMENDMENTS THAT WILL BE CRITICAL to make any of the lush imag ined "rain 
gardens", "great lawns", rep lacem ent "tree groves" etc. thrive or even 

1-718·4 SURVIVE. Aga in, the FAILINGS OF TH IS DEIR will leave the Silver Lake 
Community with a BARREN MOONSCAPE OF DEAD PLANTINGS. 

Of this, I speak with experience. I have worked hard at watering and prodding a 
financ ially overwhe lmed city agency to do mulching to keep the trees along the 
southwest edge of the Reservoir alive. Severa l reliable arborists have told me 
my efforts are doomed. The soil never had the very extensive amendment it 
needed to support ANY vegetation, let alone trees. It has been a pa inful 
experience to see that much of m y wa tering efforts ha ve come to naught. it will 
be disastrous if this LACK OF EXPERT ANALYSIS IN PLANNING will be extended to 
the entire Complex. 
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  I-719-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I An outdoor roller rink would be a great addition to the commun ity! So many 
1-719-1 people ha ve picked up the activity since COVID but there are very few spots in 

the citv to safe Iv skate. 
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  I-720-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-720-1 I I would love to see a Roller Rink or a nice smooth concrete area to skate in. 
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  I-721-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller skating rink. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-721-1 

Please consider adding an outdoor rollerskating rink for the community. There 
are many parks for skateboarders but barely anything exists for the many 
people who rollerskate. We then wind up trying to skate in the plentiful 
basketball and tennis courts which always ends up in us getting kicked oft the 
courts. 
Th is is a sport that includes people of all ages. from small children to senior 
adults. Outdoor rollerskating and blading is not just fortra ils. Please give us a 
safe olace to skate. 
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  I-722-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a designated place to skate. The comment does not raise any issues 
with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

Hello hello! I am a local skater and creative In Los Angeles and having a safe 
and local space to skate would be huge for people to have a fun creative outlet. 
There is a who le community of people in LA and beyond finding new zest for 

1.722.1 life on their rollerskates. The reservoir is already a great outdoor community 
space and I truly believe having a dedicated skate space could only elevate the 
positive effect of this public recreational space. Truly hope it will be considered 
and hooefullv oranted! Tha nk vou for vour time! 
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  I-723-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I An outdoor roller rink designated for recreational skating and not hockey would 
1_ 723_1 be a very useful part of community building activities for healthy families and 

bodies 
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  I-724-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

Rollerskating is a growing recreational activity loved by all ages young and 
older. 

1-724-1 Not constructing a rink would be missing out on an opportun ity to be at the 
forefront of a movement towards the inclusion of all people 's and types. 
Skatino Is artistic and exoressive. Nothino but oood enerov. 
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  I-725-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-725-1 I Outdoor Skating Rink would be great great therapy .. Im 5 7 and still skate 
outdoor and in door 3 to 4 times a week. It's very therapeutic .. 
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  I-726-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Also, please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 

 

  

1·726· 1 

No there should not be any development or considera tion of expa nding the 
Sliver Lake neighborhood reservoir. Regardless of the veiled attempts at good 
faith community outreach and involvement there is nothing put forth in the 
DEIR or any of the planning, that has ever ta ken into consideration or made it 
an option to not exercise any project or pour good money after bad into 
expanding the Silver Lake neighborhood reservoir and turn It into something 
that it was never intended to be. There should not be any attractions or spaces 
for non-residents. At this po int after all thi s nonsense a ga ted community 
seems more desirable. 

Do not build anything. Do not increase traffic. Do not increase pollution. Do 
not disturb the flora and fauna that already exists. Do not increase noise. Do 
not build anything. 

Spend your money where it is more urgent. Silver Lake doesn't need this. 

Leave the Silve r La ke Reservoir Neighborhood reservoir alone. 

Sincerely, Alfred Bie 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-727-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-727 -1 

I have been born and raised in Los Angeles and have been rollerskating for 
over 10 years. I believe having an outdoor roller rink would be amazing and so 
useful to the community. Everyone could utilize from children to adults. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-728-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

I-728-1 I You should consider putting in an outdoor ro ller rink in their Park & Rec section 
of the park. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-729-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller skating rink. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-729-1 

Hello : 
Please consider adding an outdoor roller skating rink space to this project. The 
skating community has grown by leaps and bounds and yet there are very few 
places within Los Angeles where the community can skate outdoors, safely and 
comfortably. We sincerely appreciate your consideration regarding this 
request. 
Kind regards, 
Alli Belli 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-730-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

I-730-1 I Please build an outdoor rink for ro llerskating 
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  I-731-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

I-731-2 
 

The proposed Project will result in direct impacts to native shrubs and trees 
regulated by the City Tree Ordinance, RAP Policy, and the BSS tree permit 
application. The proposed Project includes a Tree Succession Plan developed 
to manage the tree removals to ensure full compliance with the ordinances 
and policies and to minimize impacts to habitat values. The Tree Succession 
Plan would include the incorporation of native plants into the understory thus 
providing food sources and habitat for native wildlife including native sages 
(Salvia sp.) and milkweeds (Asclepias sp.) which are necessary nectar sources 
for special-status species like Crotch’s bumble bee and monarch butterfly 
respectively. The native plant species planting palette would take into account 
the surrounding habitat quality and site appropriateness.  
 
The preparation of a Tree Succession Plan as outlined in Chapter 2, Project 
Description, calls for the phased removal of trees over 15 years to allow for 
new tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as 
the new vegetation is planted over time. Additionally, these trees can be 
selectively identified for removal thus avoiding trees with active rookeries, 
nests, and roosts. As the new tree plantings mature, new habitat would be 
established over time. The successional tree removal practice would ensure 
that nesting and foraging habitat would not be eliminated during 
implementation. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 
 

 

 
  

1-731-1 

1-731-2 

Silver Lake Reservoirs Masler Plan DEIR Comments 

oecem be r 16, 2022 

Dear Bureau of Engineering, 

Thank you for this thoughtful reimag ining of the Silver Lake Reservoirs Complex as a 
high-value habitat area with a multiple opportunities for pass ive enjoyment and 
immersion In nature by the public, especially those in park-poor surrounding areas. 

As a longlime resident of Si lver Lake, I have long hoped for the transformation of the 
"tiger-slrtped' asphalt banks Into wlldllfe-frlendly terraces of native plants and wetlands. 
lr>d""d, alter observing the failure of countless mallard duck fami lies in the area, the 
idea of adding floating islands to the vast open water led me to an interest in the future 
of the reservoirs and increased community involwment. 

We are presenled here with a unique opportunity to transform what is essentially a 
decommiss ioned industrial facility into a natural oasis, a crucial resource for our 
beleaguered wildlife, and an example for cities around the \11/0rld. 

Elements I especJaly appJa,d and support 

• Habital islands and weuands to provide oodisturbed nesting and foraging for 
birds (2.5.1, p. 2·22), though I would advocate for even grealBr acreage for both 

• 500 new trees (Urban Ecosystems and Resilience, 2-33) 
• 50% increase in tree canopy coverage (Urban Ecosystems and Resilience, 2·33) 
• Improved maintenance and security (2-5, 2.7.1 p, 2-49) 
• Increase in native planls (2.5.5) 
• Rain gardens and new wetlands plantings (2 .3.2) 
• Surface stormwater capture and natural filtration features (2.7.3, p. 2-57) 
• Protected bike lanes and Increased parking along Silver Lake BIVd (Option 1) 
• Removal of invasive species 

Elements for Concern or Reevaluation 

1. The amount ol grading called for in the expanded sloping Meadow is substantial 
and disruptive (impacts in tem,s of So~s. GHG, and Noise). A reduced slope or 
reimagined design in this area could preserve dozens of trees and shrubs, 
particularty those in the we\1 -e.stablished native garden al the north end of the 
meadow. The native trees in this area are now well beyond 4" in diameler and 
thus deserving of protectlon, Even a 4;1 remediation scheme for these 
specimens, If lost, is Insufficient and cannot replace a mature landscape of 
interconnected species. The many maw re and significant trees slated for 
potential removal along Silver Lake Blvd. provide nesti~ sites for raplors, and 
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  I-731-3 
 

The comment requests that native vegetation be used. The Draft EIR 
concludes that the proposed project would increase the native habitats and 
vegetation on site and enhance ecological values and wildlife diversity 
compared with existing conditions. Several project design features and 
mitigation measures have been developed that minimize impacts to biological 
resources during construction and operation. The Draft EIR concludes that the 
removal of the perimeter fence would increase access to the water for wildlife 
compared to exiting conditions. Please see Master Response - Biological 
Resources. 
 

I-731-4 
 

The proposed Project includes a Tree Succession Plan developed to manage 
the tree removals to ensure full compliance with the ordinances and policies 
and to minimize impacts to habitat values. The Tree Succession Plan would 
include the incorporation of native plants into the understory thus providing 
food sources and habitat for native wildlife including native sages (Salvia sp.) 
and milkweeds (Asclepias sp.) which are necessary nectar sources for special-
status species like Crotch’s bumble bee and monarch butterfly respectively. 
The native plant species planting palette would take into account the 
surrounding habitat quality and site appropriateness.  
  
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.  
 

I-731-5 
 

The proposed Project includes a Tree Succession Plan developed to manage 
the tree removals to ensure full compliance with the ordinances and policies, 
and to minimize impacts to habitat values. The Tree Succession Plan would 
include the incorporation of native plants into the understory, thus providing 
food sources and habitat for native wildlife. 
 

I-731-6 
 

The comment expresses concerns related to stormwater diversion.  
Stormwater diversions into the reservoirs would be subject to water quality 
objectives outlined in Table 3.10-2 of the Draft EIR. Stormwater BMPs such as 
bioswales and the proposed wetlands would assist in maintaining stormwater 
quality. As described in Section 2.7, Project Operations and Maintenance, and 
PDF-UTIL-3, decentralized drainage strategies would be incorporated into the 
design of the proposed Project. The natural bioremediation processes present 
in the wetland plants and soils would filter out contaminants in water, and are 
a treatment control BMP as described in the LACDPW LID Standards Manual. 

I-731-2 
Cont. 

 
I-731-3 

 
 

I-731-4 
 
 

I-731-5 
 
 
 
 

I-731-6 
 
 

I-731-7 
 

I-731-8 
 
 
 

I-731-9 
 
 
 

I-731-10 
 
 
 

I-731-11 

shade and beauty for residents, and should also be given strong consideration 
against removal. 

2. Native plants and tree species should be givsn priority over non-native plants, 
In habitat areas and "Ornamental Clardens.• Thls will better align It with section 
2.5.5 Planting (2-30) with PDF-UTIL-1: Drought-Tolerant Landscaping (2-39). 

3. The suggested planting or a "sing le tree species" along the Promenade should 
be further reviewed given the susoeptibil ity Of any given species to pests and 
disease. 

4. Walnut habitat assessment (4.3, p. 22). Arborlsts and biologists will document 
this better than I can, but the assessmsnt of the black walnut population on the 
knoll in the dEIR downplays the significance of th@se lr88S to na!iv• fauna, and 
as a keystone species for the entire ecosystem. They must be protected to the 
greatest extent possible. 

5. The DWP recently scrapped plans to divert stormwater from our surrounding 
hills Into the reservoirs (the high cost was ci ted) but given the ralngardens and 
biolog ical fi ttration included in the Master Plan, a reassessment of stormwater 
divers ion would seem to be in order. 

6. Eliminate any use of the park as an event venue with amplified sound. 
Experience has shown us that amplified sound in the meadow is highly disruptive 
to a surprisingly large area of the surrounding community. 

7. Open the park only during daylight hours and to protect wildlife, eliminate or 
minimize any plans for artificial lighting . 

8. Conduct a thorough census of resident birds, mammals , and significant 
insects with the objective of creating specific habitat and wildlife goals. Do we 
know lhat the habitat being planned will benefit lhe species Who live here or 
could potentially live here? Will we attract or support any endangered species? 
(useful for funding!) 

9. Minimize hardscape to th& extent possible (there is a IOI of cement in this plan). 
We need permeable surfaces to recharge groundwater ancl to add to the 
atmosphere of an IIlSpoiled habitat for wildlile and a place of passive recreation 
and contemplation for people. 

Thank you for your thoughtlul work and for this opportunity to reflect on and respond to 
it. 

Best regards , 
Cynthia Hubach 

Kenilworth Ave., LA 90039 
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In other areas, stormwater runoff would be treated by infiltration gardens 
located throughout the SLRC. Stormwater falling on the outer boundary of the 
SLRC would drain southwest to the Ballona Creek watershed similar to existing 
conditions and routed into the municipal stormwater system, and would be 
required to comply with the standards of the MS4 permit and LADPW 
Hydrology Manual discussed in Section 3.10.2, Regulatory Framework. With 
implementation of the decentralized drainage strategy and compliance with 
MS4 and LADPW requirements, the water quality impacts of the proposed 
Project related to stormwater runoff would remain less than significant. 
 

I-731-7 
 

Please see Master Response - Noise.  
 

I-731-8 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths 
within habitat areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by 
the public.  
 
The Recreation Center, located in the South Valley is operated from 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays, and is 
closed on Sundays. Operational hours for the South Valley facilities would not 
change with implementation of the proposed Project. Currently the Dog Park 
is open every day from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays from 
6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. for maintenance. Operational hours for the Dog Park 
would not change with implementation of the proposed Project. 
 

I-731-9 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife species. All 
wildlife species identified are provided in Appendix D of the Draft EIR. Impacts 
to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures and project design features. 
Mitigation measures and project design features specific to blue herons 
include: Mitigation Measure BIO-1 and PDF-BIO-2. 
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I-731-10 
 

As described in Hydrology and Water Quality, Section 3.10.5 of the Draft EIR, 
operation of the proposed Project would result in direct alteration of the 
landscape, including approximately 11.5 acres of asphalt paving that would 
impact the site’s capacity for groundwater recharge. The addition of paving 
would reduce recharge within the footprint of the new pavement. However, 
the proposed Project would implement a decentralized drainage strategy to 
redirect that stormwater into the reservoirs. The existing footprint of the 
reservoir would continue to be a source of recharge to groundwater at 
existing levels through seepage as the bottom of the reservoir would not be 
altered. Any reduction in seepage to the groundwater basin from within the 
unpaved park areas would be negligible. Further, stormwater on the outer 
boundaries of the SLRC would runoff into the existing storm drain network to 
the Ballona Creek Watershed or infiltrate into the ground similar to existing 
conditions. Site improvements would be required to comply with applicable 
MS4 regulations. 
 

I-731-11 
 

This comment is conclusory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
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  I-732-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-732-2 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller-skating rink. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

I-732-1 
 

I-732-2 

I love the new plans for improvem ents of this public space. With improvements 
should come considerations of what is needed in the community with changing 
times. Roller skating has become very popular recently and as a skater myself I 
can say the rollerskating community isn't going anywhere. With that said, a 
space for such activity would benefit the community by making rollerskating 
accessible, keeping the surrounding rollerskate community off the streets, 
keeping law enfo rcement foc used on their job and not responding to brea k up 
a ro llerskate session fo r simply using a space not intended for ro llerskating, 
and many more. 
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  I-733-1 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. This includes providing education benefits 
via the education center. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. The commenter is also referred to 
Master Response – Noise. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 
 

 

  

1·733·1 

THE "EDUCATION CENTER" IS A COST WITH NO BENEFIT 

This "Education Center" was first desired by certain people as an Event center, 
which VIOLATES the City's Open Space plan for the Reservoirs Complex. 
"Education" facilities, however, are a permitted incursion. In addition, it was 
pointed out that the truly outsize expense and severe impacts (grading and 
destabilizing the nose of a hillside, insta lling a "planted roof") could be covered 
by grants -- if those grants were for "education." Thus, this is a dishonest, 
deceptively conceived element in the Project. The DEIR does not address this 
issue at all. 

it is probable that this purported "Education Center" would in fact, devolve to 
use as an event cente r (with attenda nt noise and parking impacts) since few 
educators would actually use it, let alone justify its cost. The bathrooms it 
contains can be provided by far less environmentally impactful, costly 
alternatives. I am a teacher who has assisted in field trips taken by science 
teachers. THEY DO NOT WANT AN INDOOR FACILITY FOR NATURE EDUCATION. 
The Audubon Soc iety built a facility for educational use. A perusal of their 
schedule shows that the building is overwhelmingly used as a rented-out event 
center. Audubon tours take off from there, but are all conducted OUTDOORS 
over the expanse of Debs Pa rk. The Na ture Study organiza tion at the Ba Ilona 
Wetlands militated against an offered Annenburg grant for a similar education 
building, because they said it would cost too much habitat space, and they DID 
NOT NEED AN INDOOR FACILITY AT ALL FOR NATURE EDUCATION . 

in addit ion, I have queried LAUSD area directors of Outdoor education. None 
expressed any interest or intention to use such a bu ilding as this proposed 
"Education Center." The DEIR, in anticipating future impacts of this spuriously 
conceived element, should ha ve conducted a "needs assessment" for such an 
impactful, environmentally costly building. The DEIR has NOT done this, and in 
its dereliction, is gra vely inadequate. 
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  I-734-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 
The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

I-734-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
This comment does not specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or 
conclusions of the Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are 
required in response to this comment. 
 

 

  

1-7 34-1 

1-734 -2 

December 16, 2022 

We are lan9standin9 hc:meowners in Silver Lake who !lave partk:ipated in the many canmLrJlty 
meetings and stakeholder woricshc:ps wring the Master Plan development proces. As 
Production Designers with extensille e,penence with huge multi.faceted projects, we are 
trained to see th ings simuhaneously from aesthetic, logisticail, and pr.actica l viewpoints. 

Whereas many of the aspirational ideas. in the proposed Master Plan are compelling and 
desirable, we feel that an e5sential part of the equation was atmost entirely ignored In the 
Master P Ian prc:po5al, and by exten5ion, in the DEIR. We refer to the fact that the SLRC sits in 
the middle of a quiet residential neighborhood. Much ol the cha,m and al lure of the 
community is how it is closely intertwined with the tranquility and notwol beauty of the 
rM&l'\'Oir. 

We admire the beoutlul renderings in tr.e Moster Plan proposal, We do renderings like these 
for ii livin.g, and a.re awtely "'ware of their seductive power. Bvt we al5,o knON the risk5, of 
overread-iing without thoroughly considering all the consequences.. We, and most of our 
neighbors, have concerns that the magnitude of tfie ,:,rq::,osed ,=,roject has huge ,=,otential to 

peimanontly diminish or dostroy the simple, placid nature or the community. 

The DEIR identifies short-term negative impacts of the Master Pl:1n project on the ccnimunity 

during construction, but we find 1',e findings to be inadequate. 

During construction, the impact and deleterious effects of the noise, dust, vibration, and t ralfic 

congestion will be in flicted on the adjacent neighborhood for an indeterminate am01.Jnt of 
time. Ahhoud, the mitigatioo methods cited in the DEIR would attempt to keep a few of the.se 

things within legal limits, we contend that the cumulative, aggregate stress plooed on this quiet 
community will be much more significant than Mtimated in the DEIR. 

We offer an example from our first-hand experience as residents overlooking the SLRC. The 

reservoir wa.s dr,i,lined in the summer of 201 S for the bypass pipel ine project. It was projected 

tha t rt would be empty for one yea r. During the construction process, we observed daily 

:1ttempts to m itig:1te the dust by spraying or water on the oonstf\Jction areas. Nonetf-teless, we 

wt:!'r8 not ab,e to o~n our windows for the e,ntire du1dt ion of coost.J\Jction be-cause o f the evel'-

p resent and significant c;i.Jst and noise. As us.uaUy happens, the project took longer to 

com,=,lete and the reservoir was not refilled until summer of 2017, twice the original precflCtion_ 

There is a lack of clatity in the DEIR •• to the potentia I duration of const,oction, and we ca.n 
find no mention ol how long tr.e la e woo Id have to be drained. We believe that o/1 
envlronmt:!'ntal impam of thB construct ion proc:8::s.s :sl-lw ld be rr,ore cl~ely eval.iated and 
considered, as part of the full picture. 

I of 2 
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  I-734-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. The commenter is also referred to 
Master Response – Noise. 
 

I-734-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-734-5 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-734-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-734-7 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-734-8 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 
As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Fire Department and City of Los Angeles Police 
Department. Operations would not require additional fire or hazard services 
such that substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of 
new or physically altered governmental facilities would occur. LAFD would be 
able to serve the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new 
or altered fire facilities. In addition, the proposed Project was designed in 
order to allow LAFD to continue to use the reservoir for water for emergency 
purposes as outlined in Section 3.14, of the Draft EIR. 
 
LAPD would be responsible for crime prevention, law enforcement, and 
apprehension of suspected violators in the proposed Project area. The 
Northeast Community Police Station would be able to serve the proposed 
Project and would not result in the need for new or altered police facilities. 
The proposed Project is being designed to include wetland habitat and other 
edge treatments, where feasible, around the reservoir that would allow 
separation from the public to the water’s edge. In the unlikely event that 
someone would enter the reservoir water, these wetland areas and edge 
treatments would also provide places where one could exit the reservoir (as 

1-734-3 1 

1-734-4 1 

1-734•51 

1-734~6 I 
1-734-71 

1-734-8 

1,.734.9 

1-734-10 

The DEIR also identlfles po1ential long-term negative impacts after completion of the project, 
which, primarily as• result of increa~ Paik anendonce, include: 

• Increased niol se 

• lnaea~ traffic, not only on the main thoroughfares adjacent to the pork, but in the 
sun-ounding residential streets. 
Increased demand for parkin.g, not only on the main thoroughfares adjacen to the 
pa&:, but in the surroun.ding residential streets. 

However, we find all thes.e findings to be gros,sJy underestimated in the DEIR. 

Regarding traffic and palking, we question the sampling methodology, as our doily first-lland 
observations of trafftc and parking patterns on lhe residential streets adJacent to the SLRC 

contradict their conclusions. We s.ee the potential for serious problems. with int;reas.ed vol1.1me. 

Another thing we notably find astounding is the lad< of a perimeter fence in the full Master Plan 
p,opo<al. 

We firmly bebeve that rt is na'ive and irresponsib!e to not have enforceable hoors of operation 
and a bilrrier aigain!>t crime. vandalism. noise, and homeless encampments within this vast 
p,opo~ park immediately surrounded by re,idcntiol streets. We find the roseord, and 
conclusions of the DEIR team regarding crime in city parks in general, and this location irl 

particular. to be totalty insufficient and their condusionis to be several~ flawed. More study of 

this topic is needed. 

We maintain that not onl~ is the perwlleter fence e5,sentia1 for both the comm1,,111ity and the 

wild ife within the park, but there am cnom'lous creative opportunit.ies '°'this.fence to be an 
M istie and iconic feature of the park, Referencing the Great Heron Gate at the Fletcher Drive 
Bridge entrance to the Los Angeles RIYer. we can envision a well-designed fence with each of 
the YaflOus entrarice:s ta the park being a sculptural tribute ta the vanous species of wild]ife 

within the park. It would be a v isual enhancement 3S well as providing much-needed security. 

The full Master Pion project i• overly ombitiollS. Obviou,ly, one way to ameliorate tho negotise 
effect,s oo the resadentia l COITVTiunity, both during construction and after completion, is to 

roduce the scope of the project. 

Therefore, we do not endorse the full Proposed Project. inst~d prefening a more measured 
approao,. A plan .,,d, •• Alternative Hybrid 3•2 •• proposed by Silver L.,ke Wildlife 
Sonctuo,y, i• closest to our way of thinking . It is not only an ensironmentally superior plan, but 
also a m01e fiscally responsible, more adiievable. and certainly more cognizant of, and 
reopectful to, the need• of the •urrounding community. 

Ge,ry Ha riton and Vicki Baral 

1953 Rock.lord Road 

dvo@desigoduo com 
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I-734 Gerry Hariton 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

opposed to the current smooth surface and slope of the concrete walls). 
During operation, the proposed Project would incorporate an Operations and 
Maintenance Plan, which would include security considerations, to address 
the safety of park visitors. Staff would have a daily presence within the 
proposed Project area to provide oversight of the proposed Project area. The 
proposed Project assumes that five full-time staff would be required daily at 
the proposed Project area. 
 

I-734-9 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Draft EIR section 3.1 for discussion on Aesthetic impacts.  
 
The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include this use. The comment is noted and does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-734-10 
 

The comment expresses support for a hybrid alternative. Please see Master 
Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
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I-735 Becky Patel 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-735-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1_ 735 _ 1 I I would like to make a request for an outdoor ro ller rink 
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I-736 Elisa Cortez 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-736-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1-736-1 I Please, we NEED this! If you build it they will come. 
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I-737 Sylvia Cziglenyi 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-737-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller-skating rink. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I Please consider building an outdoor roller skating r ink in the park. It would be a 
1_ 737 _1 great use of the space that would encourage physical activity and bring people 

toaether. 
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I-738 Gary Byrd 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-738-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-738-1 I you all should consider putting in an outdoor roller rink in their Park & Rec 
section of the oark. 
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I-739 Joan Watanabe 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-739-1 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-739-2 
 

This comment addresses various construction impacts. This comment does 
not specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or conclusions of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are required in response to 
this comment. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, it is assumed that construction of 
certain park zones would need to occur before other park zones to maximize 
usage of the proposed Project site during construction. Table 2-3 of the Draft 
EIR lists total construction durations for each proposed park zone. For the 
purposes of the environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed 
in order to capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of 
construction may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction 
scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-
3, park zones may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding 
becomes available. 
 
Please see Section 3.12, Noise of the Draft EIR for a discussion on the 
proposed Project's noise impacts and Section 3.3, Air Quality, for a discussion 
on the dust impacts associated with the proposed Project. 
 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I'm a long time Silver Lake resident and live a block away from We st Silver Lake 
Blvd. I've experienced many outcomes to the community and wildlife with the 
creation of the wa lking path, opening of the meadows, and dra inings of the 
reservoirs. I'm in favor of no improvements to the reservo ir or any of the 

1-739-1 alternatives. 

1-739-2 1 

1-739-3 

1-739-4 

1-739-5 I 

1-739-6 

The project is the creation of a city park and special events venue for an area 
that's not in high need of one. There already exists many surrounding parks in 
nearby areas. The project is a spectacular waste of funds that could better 
serve the community for things that are more urgent 

I cannot support the scale of the project's construction which will create 
unwanted noise, dust, and traffic to loca l residents and for an unknown amount 
years. After project comp letion, there will be an increase of traffic and spec ial 
events noise in the residential area . 

Creation of a bike lane and parking on Sliver Lake Blvd. will add traffic 
congestion during high volume traffic times. Silver Lake Blvd . is already 
backed up during rush hour. It's impacted by rush hour traffic on Rowena and 
Glenda le Blvd. as we ll. 

The current proposa l offers a possible fitness area , new wa lkways, viewing 
area , more seating, new landscaping, access to wetlands, lighting, speaker 
system for special events. support for wildlife and creating a space for 
migratory birds are a slim afterthought. More area access for humans, 
increased human activity, as well as closer access to wildlife habitats will 
disturb and impact wildlife protection. Construction will disturb and displace 
existing wildlife. Their habitats will be unnecessarily destroyed for new 
landscap ing. Older trees add to the biodiversity, it's unknown as to what will 
happen to them. 

With increased human activity, what real guarantee will there be for regularly 
securing the reservo ir in the evening? As of now it's very inconsistent. 

Joan Wata nabe 
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I-739 Joan Watanabe 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

I-739-3 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise, Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation, and Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-739-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-739-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to biodiversity. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. The commenter is also referred to 
Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

I-739-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
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I-740 Jane Cook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-740-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility. As 
a component of the proposed project, the Multi-Purpose Facility is analyzed 
throughout Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR. As discussed in Section 2.7.2 of the 
Draft EIR, the RAP would continue to operate and manage the Silver Lake 
Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility similar to 
existing conditions and closed on Sundays. This comment does not raise any 
specific issues with respect to the content of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-740-2 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed Project 
prior to construction. The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed 
Project would include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and 
park facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. 
 
Please see Master Response – Noise. 
 
The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-740-3 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, it is assumed that construction of 
certain park zones would need to occur before other park zones to maximize 
usage of the proposed Project site during construction. For the purposes of 
the environmental analysis, a 2-phased approach was developed in order to 
capture the worst-case scenario, where the maximum amount of construction 
may be occurring simultaneously. This worst-case construction scenario would 
result in a 5-year construction schedule. As shown on Table 2-3, park zones 
may be constructed individually or sequentially as funding becomes available. 
 
Construction impacts of the proposed Project are analyzed throughout 
Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR. 
 

1-740-1 

1-740-2 I 
1-74 0 -3 I 

1-740-4 

1-740-5 I 

NO "MULTIPURPOSE FACILITY" IN SOUTH VALLEY ! 

The "Multi-Purpose Facili ty" planned in the South Va lley is potentially a 
problematica lly impactful feature of the project. Yet, absolutely no analysis of 
Its "purposes" at all has been conducted In this DEIR! Gatherings of people are 
implied; the traffic and parking impacts in this congested area would be 
prohibitive. Would pa rties and da nces be permitted? The noise and litter 
impli ca ti ons would be profound. This, of course, in addition to all of its 
construction impacts. unroofed green space would be far more useful, enjoyed 
and environmenta lly harmonious. Look at the numerous people who now love 
to relax on the green shaded lawn on the west side of the south va lley. This is 
the use this Community wants. More intensive use of this area, of course, has 
brought a parking plan has been roundly rejected as dangerous and 
inadequate in previous comments. The DEIR has egregiously fa iled to assess 
either the uses, the resultant impacts, and the better ALTERNATIVES that exist 
for the space devoted to the south valley Multipurpose center. 
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I-740 Jane Cook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

This comment does not specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or 
conclusions of the Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are 
required in response to this comment. 
 

I-740-4 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would include 
lawn areas. Also, please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. The 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-740-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Alternative Analysis. 
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I-741 Betty Lourie 

 COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-741-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a designated rolling skating area. The comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-741-1 

Please, will you consider adding an outdoor roller skating? It is a wholesome 
activity for all ages, and it reall y brings people together. There is a commun ity 
of rollerskaters who represent Los Ange les in all its diversity - end it would be 
wonderful to have a safe outdoor space for skating on the east side. 

Thank voufor vourcon~deratlon! 
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I-742 Rochelle Peterson 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-742-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller skating rink. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-742-1 

Please please please. A roller skating rink! Every other sport has access to a 
space that caters to their needs. We lack safe places to skate. Rinks are beyond 
limited in this area . There is one rink which is very costly if you skate on a 
regular basis and there are so many people skating now! There are seven 
parks dedicated to skate boarding but none for roller skaters. We really need 
this. It will helo out vouth ha ve a healthv and fun ootion as well. Thank vou. 
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I-743 Jesse Southern 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-743-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I Los Angeles could really use a roller rink for hockey, roller skating, and derby! 
1-743-1 Many of ou r rinks shut down in 2020, and with such a huge surge in skating a 

new rink would offer a safe soace for evervone to skate . 
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I-744 Jesse Southern 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-744-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I Los Angeles could really use a roller rink for hockey, roller skating, and derby! 
1-744-1 Many of ou r rinks shut down in 2020, and with such a huge surge in skating a 

new rink would offer a safe soace for evervone to skate . 
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I-745 Paige Hubbard 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-745-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a designated area for roller skating. The comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-745-1 

Please consider adding a place for roller skaters to peacefully skate. Finding 
areas to roller skate is very difficu lt and we wou ld love to be included in the 
plans. The only designated outdoor roller skating area in all of LA is Venice 
Beach dance plaza, which is very difficult to get to for some folks. Ro llerskating 
is a wonderfu l, artistic activity that serves as a great way to meet friends and 
exercise. our sport is often overlooked, and given its popularity in recent years. 
it's an expand ing activity that needs attention. Thanks so much for your 
consideration! 
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I-746 Laurie Pepper 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-746-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Biological Resources, 
Tree Removals. 
 
The attached table is noted for the record. Furthermore, under the referenced 
Council File, 15-0499-S2, the City Council has instructed City departments to 
prepare a report on biodiversity strategies, and no ordinance has been 
proposed or adopted. 
 

 

 
  

Dea r Burea u of Engineering 

our tree canopy is vital for a livable Los Angeles. 
Please back off on the harm proposed to our trees. 

Thank you 
Hugh Kenny 
Silver Lake Neighborhood Council Green Committee 

1- 746- l This attached table was taken from Council File 
15-0499-52 
Tree Canopy Ordinance Protection 

This moti on passed City Council and is wa iting fo r a report back for 
implementation.s 

Every Council District Is deficient In tree canopy and this Sliver Lake project 
creates no canopy (planted trees take 2.0 years to catch up to what they 
remove) . They are diminishing the existing canopy. 

Please fee l free to use this table and council motion in your comment on the 
Silver Lake project that will remove trees and create no housing. Plus the 
building of ADUs causes tree removals and backyard trees were supposed to 
compensate for the lack of park trees. 
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I-746 Laurie Pepper 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-746-2 
 

Attachment noted. 
 

 

 
  

I-746-2 

The shortage of trees is illustrated by the very low tree canopy coverage percentag in al 
,ncll Districts. As noted in the Los Angeles Urban Forest Equity Street.s Guidebaok prepared in P 
.1 by CAP A Strategies, the following chart provides the tree canopy coverage distribution by 1 

mcil District, with very low percentages Citywide, as follows: 

Council District Tree Canopy Covera11.e Perceot.a11.e 
15 10.03% 
9 11.71% 
8 12.20% 
10 15.46% 
6 15.68% 
14 15.80% 
13 18.56% 
1 20.36% 
12 20.59% 
2 24.99% 
7 25.16% 
3 25.61% 
5 35.20% 
11 36.43% 
4 36.66% 
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I-747 Elizabeth Fillmore 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-747-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a skating area. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

I-747-1 I Yes please more outdoor skate spaces 
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I-748 Elizabeth Fillmore 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-748-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a skating area. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

I-748-1 I Yes please more outdoor skate spaces 
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I-749 Elena Siantz 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-749-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

I-749-1 I Please utilize some space for ro ller rink- the skate community (roller hockey/ 
roller skating/ roller derby) in the area is huge! 
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I-750 Elena Siantz 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-750-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

I-750-1 I Please utilize some space for ro ller rink- the skate community (roller hockey/ 
roller skating/ roller derby) in the area is huge! 
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I-751 Mike Krose 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-751-1 
 

Please see Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources, Section 3.7.5  of the Draft 
EIR for discussion regarding Seismic Ground Shaking and DSOD 
recommendations. 
 

 

  

1-751-1 

Construction vibrations are considered more significant by local residents that 
BOE. The possible effects on the dams, however, cannot be overlooked, and 
most definitely, must not be underestimated. The dams are obviously closer to 
the construction vibrations than the residents, and must be given strong 
consideration Desp ite DSOD's courtesy visit. BOE must develop and publ ish a 
regular schedule for D50D visits to guarantee the safety of the dams and the 
residents living below. 
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I-752 Nancy Torres 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-752-1 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-752-1 I For the people ~ 
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I-753 Genevieve Lozano 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-753-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-753-l I Yes please build a rollerrink that would be great!! 
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I-754 Mike Krose 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-754-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. The Draft EIR considers the regulatory authority of the California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife throughout the analysis. The Draft EIR 
identifies the monarch butterfly on page 3.4-13 as potentially present and 
includes Mitigation Measure BIO-2 Preconstruction Surveys and Mitigation for 
Crotch’s Bumble Bee and Monarch Butterfly to ensure that any potential 
impacts are avoided, minimized, or compensated. Since the reservoir is not a 
natural waterbody, invasive fish were not identified as a potential impact of 
the proposed project. Migratory and nesting birds are assessed on page 3.4-
29. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
Please see Master Response - Fence Removal and Master Response - EIR 
Recirculation Requirements. 
 

I-754-2 
 

Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

 

  

1-754-1 

1-754-2 1 

The Scoping Comments offered for consideration in the preparation of the 
DEIR offered, I some cases, expert recommendations for the writing of the 
report. One stunning report was presented by the Ca lifornia Depa rtment of Fish 
and Wildlife. It seems that a good portion of their expert advice was ignored, 
somehow, not finding its way into your report. Specifically, construction and 
operational effects on Monarch Butterfl ies, invasive fi sh species, fencing, and 
parameters for raptor and other bird and wildlife species during reproductive 
cycles seem to be absent or under-considered. Silver Lake Wildlife Sanctuary 
commissioned severa l expert contributors who fo und this DEIR seriously 
lacking. Their recommendations deserve more respect than the CDFW 
received. 
It is for th is reason that I feel that the BOE needs to redo and recirculate a new 
Draft Environmental Impact Report for consideration. 
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I-755 Mike Krose 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-755-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise and vibration impacts. Noise 
and vibration impacts associated with the proposed Project are discussed in 
Section 3.12, Noise, of the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. Also, 
please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-755-2 
 

As described in Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources, Section 3.7.12 of the 
Draft EIR, the reservoirs have undergone several seismic stability 
improvements to ensure safety in the event of an earthquake, including using 
modern compaction methods based on recommendations of the Division of 
Safety of Dams (DSOD). As the proposed facilities would be founded on 
bedrock underlying the proposed Project site, well-designed structures are 
not anticipated to experience serious damage or collapse. 
 

 

  

1-755-1 

1-755-2 1 

Tab le 2-4 in Chapter 2, Project Description, discusses the Equipment List, which 
Included backhoes, jackhammers, exca vators, dozers, graders, cementtmortar 
mixe rs, forklifts, cranes, trucks, trenchers, and tractors, among all the others. In 
Chapter 3, Environmental Setting, Impact Ana lysis, and Mit igation, Section 3.12, 
Noise and Vibration, impacts are discussed. This section is an exhausting, 
selfish, underestimated list of the Impacts of noise and vibrations that we will 
have to endure. We, the local receptors, will be bombarded by this pa inful, 
unhealthy barrage of stimuli for yea rs. We are told that the fo lks living closer, 
as close as 45 ', to construction will get it the worst, but it will be worth it. We are 
told the topography of the area has hills, but the farther away from the 
construction. the less impact. ignoring the fact that noise tra vels uphill. which 
will enlarge the effected area . The impacts that we will endure are 
unconscionab le, and it is unimaginable that you, who do not live here, can tell 
us this will all be worth it. 
With respect to vibrations, the underestimation of effects is no less stunning. 
But one last comment. The possible effects on the dams ca nnot be overlooked, 
and most definitely, must not be underestimated. Despite osoo·s courtesy 
visit, BOE must develop and publish a regular schedule for DSOD visits to 
guarantee the safety of the dams and the residents living below. 
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I-756 Blair Dowis 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-756-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-1s6-l I Would love to see a ro ller rink in this space ! 
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I-757 Oscar Garza 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-757-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR discussed impacts of the 
proposed Project related to traffic and transportation. Also, please see Master 
Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-757-2 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

I-757-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-757-4 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-757-1  
 

I-757-2 
I-757-3  

 
I-757-4 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I have owned my home just off the north end of the reservoir since 1996 and 
have seen many changes in the neighborhood, wh ich have resulted in a 
dramatic increase in traffic. The full-scale development of the lake property 
would make th ings exponentially worse. Silver Lake is not a "park-poor" 
neighborhood and doesn't need these so-called "improvements." I am not 
opposed to modest changes to enhance the reservoir property, but nothing 
that would add parking or allow noisy events to take place. There's nothing 
wrong with the reservoir remaining a low-traffic oasis instead of an attraction 
that wou ld draw hordes of people., I hope the powers that be are sensible about 
this matter. 
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I-758 Caroline H Mankey 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  758-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-758-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise. 

I-758-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding parking and traffic impacts. As 
discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option and Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-758-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 
As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-758-5 
 

As described in Public Services Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Police Department. LAPD would be responsible for crime 
prevention, law enforcement, and apprehension of suspected violators in the 

I-758-1 

I-758-2 

I-758-3 

I-758-4 

I-758-5 

I-758-6 

I have been a stakeholder and homeowner on West Silver Lake Drive across 
the street from the Silver Lake Reservo ir for over 25 years, since 1997. I am 
deeply concerned about the failure of the DEIR to adequately address the 
impacts of the following proposed changes to the Silver Lake Reservoir 
community: 
1. Noise : The impact of ANY additiona l noise cannot be overstated. The area 
around the Reservoir is a canyon and noise echoes through it at all hours of 
day and night. During the recent Elton John concerts at Dodger Stadium, the 
noise was so loud when I was trying to go to sleep that it sounded like it was on 
my front deck on West Silver Lake Drive. My next door ne ighbor texted me to 
ask which of our immediate neighbors wa s playing the loud music late at night. 
This negatively impacts both the residents of the community and the wildlife. 
The prospect of ha ving construction noise and/or noise from events at new 
facilities around the Reservo ir is unfair and deleterious to the neighborhood"s 
residents. 
2. Parking: Adding parking spaces at the south end of the Reservoir on West 
Silver Lake Drive would have tremendously deleterious effects to the 
community. As it is, there Is too much traffic on West Silver Lake Drive and Va n 
Pelt near the Rec Center and the picnic grove such that cars can"t get past, cars 
are trying to make illegal u-turns, cars consistently run the stop sign at Va n Pelt 
and West Silver Lake Drive, and all of this puts the pedestrians and particularly 
the children at high risk. There are already too many cars speeding down West 
Silve r Lake Drive , running stop signs, and squea ling around the curves at the 
south end of the Reservo ir late at night. These cars hit sma ll animals at night, 
create no ise, congestion, pollution, and a hazard to the many pedestrians. We 
absolutely should not encourage more of them. 
3. Necessary services: Add ing parking and other new facilities around the 
Reservoir would require the dedication of substantial additional services, 
including ga rbage collection, janitorial services, police patrols, maintenance, 
and more. These services, too, will add to the congestion and noise that the 
addit ional development would bring to the neighborhood. 
4. Crime: As it is, the Reservo ir draws people who leave litter on the street and 
sidewalk in front of my house on West Silver Lake Drive -- and on my front stairs 
-- every single da y. This often includes empty alcohol bottles and drug 
paraphernalia . My white retaining wall also gets tagged with graffiti se veral 
times a yea r. Attracting more people to the area will attract more littering, 
graffiti, and other vanda lism and crime. 
5. Fencing the Reservo ir: The Reservo ir abso lutely needs a fence. Once every 
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I-758 Caroline H Mankey 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 
 

proposed Project area. The Northeast Community Police Station would be 
able to serve the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new 
or altered police facilities. During operation, the proposed Project would 
incorporate an Operations and Maintenance Plan, which would include 
security considerations, to address the safety of park visitors. Staff would have 
a daily presence within the proposed Project area to provide oversight of the 
proposed Project area. The proposed Project assumes that five full-time staff 
would be required daily at the proposed Project area. 
 
As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-758-6 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

 

 
  

I-758-6 
Cont. 

few yea rs, someone gets over the fence and goes for a swim in the Reservo ir. 
The last time I am aware of It happening was In the summertime when It was 
wa rm and the man still suffered hypothermia within a very short time and had 
to be rescued, beca use It Is difficult or impossible to get back out of the 
Reservoir once in. Without a fence, the Reservoir would be a legal nuisance, 
frequently attracting and inviting people who think a dip in the water would be 
refreshing or fun, creating both liability for the City for creating a legal 
nuisance that is hazardous fo r peop le, and incurring high costs to the City fo r 
rescuing individuals and paying liability claims. The fence must be wildlife 
friendly in order to satisfy the project objectives and it should also be 
aesthetically pleasing to satisfy the needs of the community. 
In summary, many of the aforementioned concern s have not been addressed 
adequately, or at all , in the DEIR. As the proposed project presently stands, it 
does not meet numerous project initiatives of preserving the character and 
Integrity of the neighborhood, protecting and enhancing the wildlife habitat, 
and benefittlng the area residents. 
Please further analyze the Impacts of this project and reconsider it in its 
entirety. o ur quiet neighborhood with its narrow streets and peaceful 
atmosohere cannot accommodate a oroiect of this maanitude. 
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I-759 John Wingler 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-759-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

I-759-2 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a fence around the perimeter of the site. Please see Master Response 
- Fence Removal. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-759-3 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to 
use the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. As shown on Figure 2-8 of the Draft 
EIR, certain park areas would not include additional lighting, such as portions 
of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove and these habitat areas would be closed at 
night. 
 

I-759-4 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-759-1 
I-759-2 
I-759-3 
I-759-4 

I fully support the master plan process and the Draft EIR. If anyth ing, we 
recommend replacing the fence, but keeping one in place. We also believe 
closing the Internal paths from dusk to dawn would be benefic ial to the 
community, as they are now. Thank you for the great work ! Well done. 
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I-760 Jane Cook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-760-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Please see 
Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
The comment expresses support for Alternatives 1, 2, and 3. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
 

 

  

TRAFFIC ANAYLYSIS OF DEIR IS GROSSY INACCURATE 

The traffic projections, and parking mitigations proposed in the present DEIR 
are fundamentally, entirely UNDERCOUNTED, INADEQUATE AND WRONG. At the 
present time, even with the greater lane widths now enjoyed on Silver Lake 
Blvd. the gridlock is at the breaking point on weekdays. Adjoining narrow 
residential streets are even now unsafe for several hours on most days. There 
was a fatal ity and several totaled cars on Westerly Te rrace, which was once a 
quiet, narrow back street. Many units of add itional housing are in the works on 

1•760.1 Sunset Blvd. This will impact movement on Silver Lake Blvd. as well. 
"Mitigating" by narrowing lanes. and attempting to cram more parking onto 
Silver Lake Blvd. will be disastrous. Putting bike lanes into this mix will invite 
horrible accidents. Add ing to all this. projections of user/a uto numbers at the 
Reservoir park spaces are widely regarded as woefully low. This DEIR fails to 
see a traffic Armageddon if this Master plan is built out as written. Ma ss transit 
and possible bike travel is grossly inadequate to prevent this. Many of the 
people coming to the park bring dogs and small children. The DEIR must 
immediately explore the factors of surrounding density, speed of travel and 
rush times far more thoroughly to protect public safety. Less intensive use 
Alternatives 1. 2, or 3 are the only possible effective mitigations. 
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I-761 Edward Songaila 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-761-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

Hello! 

Please consider using the park and rec space for an outdoor roller rink! There 
1•76 1.1 is only one small space in Venice Beach for roller skating so it would have a 

huge impact to have another space on the east side for roller skaters! 

Tha nk you, 
Ed 
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I-762 Joan Harrison 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-762-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. The Draft EIR characterizes the 
ecological values of the existing conditions at the SLRC and concludes that the 
proposed project would increase native habitats and vegetation compared to 
existing condition in an effort to enhance ecological values and increase the 
diversity of biological resources on the site. 
 
Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements and Master 
Response - Biological Resources. 
 

I-762-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.5.3 of the Draft EIR, new lighting 
would be added throughout the proposed Project area to allow the public to use 
the public park spaces after dark and for safety. The proposed park hours would 
be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include additional 
lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer to Figure 2-8 
in the Draft EIR). No lighting would be implemented for paths within habitat 
areas or in areas that are not intended to be used at night by the public. 
 

I-762-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-762-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-762-5 
 

Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

I-762-6 
 

The comment expresses support for a hybrid of Alternatives 2 and 3. Please see 
Master Response – Alternatives Analysis for a discussion on hybrid 
alternatives. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 

 

  

I-762-1 

I-762-2 

I-762-3 

I-762-4 

I-762-5 

I-762-6 

Comments rega rdi ng the Silver Lake Project DEIR 

After studying the DEIR. and concerns and recommendations by the Cali forn ia 
Department of Fish and Wildlife , Amanda J. Zellmer ,Associate Professor of Biology, 
Occidenta l College, Dr. David S. Cooper, PhD of RCDSMM, the Los Angeles 
Audlbon·society·s Statement on the Future Management of Silver Lake Reservoir, 
and SLWS, I believe that the draft DEIR is inadequate and cannot be accepted under 
CEPA> . 

The DEIR does not provide adequate data on the numbers of existing birds , both 
migratoty, (example, the thousan ds of Gu lls I see each winter) and nesting, (Great 
Blue Herons, Homed Owls, Red-Tailed Hawks) mammals, and Monarch butterflies. 

The report also undercounts, or does not provide adequate data on sensitive, 
native plant species , especially pol linators. Elderbenty and Walnut trees. 

The DEIR does not adequately address the impact of proposed development on 
sensitive habitat. native plant community areas, such as the Knoll. The plan does 
not provide adequate data on the outcomes of human encroachment upon 
habitat/rooki ng areas, such as the eucalyptus grove. wh ich is a documented 
nesting/rooking area for both Red Tai led Hawks and Great Blue Herons , 

Also, the use and Impact of additional lighting and noise, es peel ally at night, is not 
adequately addressed in the DEI R. Department of Fish and Wildli fe notes this. 

The issue of wildlife- friendly fencing Is dismissed in the DEIR, which Is unacceptable. 

While I am not a biologist or botanist. I do not understand how It Is acceptable to 
make cla ims about proposed alt.eratlons to the habitat/nesting/rooking, native plant 
communlty areas and open water spaces without citing evidence as to how 
alterations would be in harmony with existi ng fauna and flora at the site, 

we are in th e midd le of a massive, decades long. bird and Insect die-off. The 
revisions to the Silverlalce Reservoir MUST preserve and increase safe 
habitatJnesting/migratoty resources for wildlife species. 

I do not bel ieve that the DEIR is rigorous enough, to be accepted under CEPA. 
b@l iev@ that the DEIR must be revised and re-submitted for comments. 

I believe that the City must choose one of the 3 alternatives contained in the DEIR> 

I agree with SLWS that th eir proposed alternative, Hybrid 3=2• would provide 
human access to the site without causing harm to the rich, diversity of creatures 
and flora who d~pend upon tf1@ Silver Lal<@ ~s@rvoir Compl@X for survival . not just 
recr@ation. 

Thank you, 

Joan Harrison 
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I-763 Jane Cook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-763-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Also, please see Master Response - 
Biological Resources. 
 

 

  

AUDUBON SOCIETY RECOGNIZES SL RESERVOIR AS ESSENTIAL STOP ON 
PACIFIC FLYWAY · DO NOT DESTROY IT. 

All expert, scientifically informed opinion asserts that the noise, disruption, and 
habitat demolition during construction, the inadequate mitigations, and 
misconceived "habitat improvements" would be disastrous to th is 
internationally important environmental asset. The Master Plan project should 
be halted until re -study by qualifed wildlife experts. The lack of sound 
authoritative data and ana lysis threatens to destroy forever a precious natural 

1.763.1 resource for both forest habitat (the Knoll) and migratory bird resting place. 
An irreplaceable, rare place, as the Silver Lake Reservoirs now are , should NOT 
be destroyed and lost because of inaccurate, inadequate and unauthoritative 
theorizing motivated by the desires of developers. 
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I-764 Megan Shaw 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-764-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

Hi! I would love if we could build an outdoor roller rink central to LA The LA 
skate community has grown exponentially over the last few years and we are in 
need of a safe, smooth, community centered space to continue to build our 

1• 764.1 practices. Skating is so much more than simply rolling · it is used by many as a 
source of both solace and expansion, for physical and mental health, and as a 
foundation on which to build social connections. It nourishes the body, mind, 
and soul, and the skate community is incredibly welcoming of any and all 
looking to do so. 
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I-765 Michelle Luna 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-765-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

It would be so beneficial to so many people if we could ha ve an outdoor roller 
skate rink not only could the area be used for recreational fitness, Having a 
designated rollerskate area would also lend itself to be multi use could 
certainly host a va riety of different activities not just rollerskating yoga , outdoor 
cinema night. even holiday bazaar. 1 would urge you to consider the benefits of 
creating an outdoor rollerskating rink the daily joy of ro llerskating is a great 
way to stay in shape but also one that families, adults children and all ages can 

1-765 -1 bond together and create community by doing this together any level. . Having 
been born and ra ised in Los Angeles I've grown up my entire life since the 70s 
rollerskating as a recreational activity and there are very few considerations 
for this group sport when planning a park and or street/ sidewalk area . There 
are many skate groups in the immediate area with roller skating & roller 
blading making a huge resurgence in popularity and this would be heaven 
sent, please consider the benefit for Silverlake when planning. With gratitude. 
m[fil] 
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I-766 Marianne King 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-766-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

A greater effort needs to be made to preserve the existing large healthy 
mature trees in th is area even if they are non-native or not classified as 
protected trees. This is a park project - please build around them and find a 
way. You can plant other native plants near these trees. The Silver lake Master 

1• 766.1 PLan Design Guidelines specifically state" Preserve existing trees in the Euc. 
Grove, RAP area, Ol ive Grove and the Knol l. It will take 20 - 50 years to get 
newly planted trees of this size and they will need a lot of water, therefore the 
impact of removal is far greater given than is being noted noted in the DEIR .. 
Also , wildlife and humans dont care in these are naturally occurring trees or 
not - the benefit from the tree is the same. 
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I-767 Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-767-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-767-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

 

  

1-767-1 1 

! am OPPOSED to all elements of the proposed Project's Iva nhoe Reservoir/ 
Iva nhoe Overlook Zone : habitat terrac es, shade pavilion, wetland footpaths 
and observation platforms, embankment Improvements, habitat fences as well 
as any new lighting. 

I am OPPOSED because all these elements pose a threa t to our grea t blue 
heron rookery, In the NW end of the Iva nhoe Reservo ir. 

The Iva nhoe Reservoir area is the newly established rookery for our Grea t Blue 
Herons, who left the ir historic Eucalyptus Grove rookery at the end of their 
2015 nesting season. The ir departure most likely was occasioned, because 
throughout the summer of 2015, the Reservoir was dra ined and extensive 
construction and construction truck traffic traversed the herons' territory with 
noise , vibrations and air pollution. 

They did not return in 2016 or 2017. The herons only returned in the spring of 
2018, with a single nest at Tesla/ Rokeby, the north end of the Ivanhoe 
Reservoir, outside the perimeter fence. 

In 2019, 2 nests showed up in the Aleppo pines inside the perimeter fence, at 
1-76 7-2 the NW corner of the Iva nhoe Reservoir. Also, the 2018 nest at Tesla/ Rokeby 

was occupied aga in. 

Since then, this rookery has established itself and grown. Any construction of 
the kind that would be necessary for all these elements to be developed, 
whatever the timeline schedule, runs the unnecessary risk of once more 
destroying our iconic herons' roosting and nesting area. 

Once constructed , the amount of human use and interaction with the birds and 
other wildlife also poses an unacceptable risk of losing both the herons and 
other wildlife. 

w e do not need the constructed elements. we do need our wonderful herons 
to return and be welcomed in a rookery that is one of the few nesting waterb ird 
colonies in the Los Angeles area (Shuford et al., 2020 - referenced by Da n 
Cooper in his comment on this DEIR Da n_Cooper_RCDSMM_memo_l.2) . 
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I-768 Alec Rice 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-768-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller-skating rink. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-768-1 I Please include a ro llerskating rink! 
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I-769 Jane Cook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-769-1 The Draft EIR Project Description includes a Tree Succession Plan that would 
outline methods to ensure trees are replanted over time to minimize 
disruptions to ecosystems currently in the SLRC. Successful plantings are 
assumed in the mitigation strategies that would focus on appropriate soil 
preparation and management of young vegetation to achieve high survival 
rates. Also, please see Master Response – EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

 

  

SOIL ANALYSIS OF RESEROVIRS AREAS IS INADEQUATE ! 

Plants DIE If they are planted in inappropriate soil. The soil analysis in this 
1• 769.1 DEIR does not analyze any soil sectors in light of what the Master plan envisions 

for those areas. The entire Project will look like the dead trees now seen on 
the southeast portion of the wa lking path. Instead of lush green, the dusty bare 
spaces will be all that is left of what we see now. The DEIR MUST be re-done, 
and all soils analyzed for their rea l ab ility to support plantings. 
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I-770 Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-770-1 
 

Please see Master Response – Fence Removal. 
 

 

 
  

1

1 SUPPORT KEEPING AND MAINTAINING A WILDLIFE-FRIENDLY PERIMETER FENCE 

1-770-1 
Such a fence, whether new or old, protects wildlife and the community, and 
allows both to live peaceably with each other in our small area of the world. 
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I-771 Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-771-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-771-2 
 

The comment expresses support for a suggested Alternative Hybrid 3 + 2. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

 

  

I 
Less is more. This proposed Project tries to cram too much into our peacefu l 

1_ 771 _ 1 space and will end up destroying it for both the City and for all the wildlife and 
birds who need it. 

1· 771·2 1 Alternative Hybrid 3+2 is the only alternative that is acceptable. 
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I-772 Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-772-1 
 

Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

 

  

1-772-1 1 
This DEIR is demonstrably inadequate, as so many experts have pointed out. 
Please revise it and recirculate as so many community members have asked. 
This is far too important an area to be treated this way. Reconsider, revise , and 
focus. 
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I-773 Sandra Wisot 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-773-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. Impacts related 
to the proposed Project are fully analyzed throughout Chapter 3 of the Draft 
EIR. This comment does not raise any specific issues with respect to the 
content of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-773-2 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.4 of the Draft EIR, for 
safety purposes the proposed project would remove the steep, slippery 
surface around the reservoir by installing different edge treatments. In 
addition, the proposed Project design would maintain a consistent 6- to 12-
inch curb around the edge of the reservoir to provide a barrier between the 
walking path and edge of slope, and signage would state public access 
restrictions, including no swimming. Also, please see Master Response - Fence 
Removal. 
 
Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological 
Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than 
significant with implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-773-3 
 

Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR analyzes the proposed Project's impacts. Please see 
Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
 

 

 
  

1-773-1 

1-773-2 1 

I-773-3 I 

Please keep in mind FIRST DO NO HARM 
THE DEIR IS ABSOLUTELY INADEQUATE IN ITS RESPONSE TO THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS TH E PROJECT AS PRESENTED WILL HAVE ON BOTH 
THE RESIDENTS OF The community as well as the wildlife with which we are 
privileged to share this unique space. 
The long term disruption on safe passage through the neighborhood of 
children has not been addressed, the issue of no fenced easy access to water 
is not addressed regard ing safety. an ima l habitat is not adequately addressed. 
Mitigation of disruptive issues is by no means clearly addressed. The DEIR must 
be considered for examination. 
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I-774 Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-774-1 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. The routine operations and maintenance of the 
proposed Project would include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park 
spaces and park facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti 
removal, and cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and 
manage the Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-
Purpose Facility similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog 
Park. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. Impacts to historic 
resources are analyzed in Section 3.5 and Appendix F of the Draft EIR. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to several of the South Valley 
components. This comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-774-2 
 

The “Grassy Patch” is a character defining feature of the HCM #422 as noted 
in Appendix F of the Draft EIR. The proposed addition of picnic tables would 
introduce enhancements for enjoyment of the Grassy Patch, but would not 
alter the character of the area (Draft EIR, Appendix F page 59).  
 
Further, as discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, 
the proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley 
on West Silver Lake Drive. These new spaces would be created at the edge of 
the Grassy Patch, adding to the current use of the street for parking. As noted 
in Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, trees would be avoided along this area and 
parking would be added in a way that it would not encroach on existing trees. 
The area would otherwise maintain its existing use and character consistent 
with the HCM as noted on page 59 of Appendix F.  Please see Master 
Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

I-774-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-774-1 
 
 

I-774-2 
 
 
 

I-774-3 

The South Va lley needs maintenance and improvements as dog owners have 
po inted out for the Dog Parks. It needs the Rec Center refreshed, perhaps 
remodeled per residents" discussion based on their needs and usage. It does 
not need a land-gobbling Multi-Purpose Fac ility - the Rec Ctr can already be 
remodeled as such. It does not need new land-gobbling sports areas. It does 
not need picnic tables which take up grassy lawn space, a Grassy Lawn that is 
one of the HCM #422 elements that is characte r-defining. It does not need new 
parking that will cause further con gestion. 

It needs not to be considered a world-destination as part of the Reservo ir 
Complex, it needs to be continued with the peace and neighborhood 
gatherings it currently has. 

Do not make it into an overloaded facility that becomes an 'attractive nuisance· 
and a stressed out co rner of Silver Lake. 
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I-775 Jane Cook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-775-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic, noise, and construction 
impacts. Impacts related to traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 
3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less 
than significant. Also, please see Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. Noise impacts associated with the proposed Project 
are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final 
EIR. Construction impacts are analyzed throughout Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR. 
 
The comment requests an analysis of the proposed Project's impact on home 
property values which is not an issue analyzed within the purview of CEQA. 
 

 

 
  

1-775 -1 

Overdevelopment of an area DEGRADES property va lues. The traffic 
congestion, noise and construction impacts will result in may homeowners 
losing investment va lue. This issue has NOT been studied in the hDEIR, though 
it is critica l to the welfare of th is community. This MUST be authoritatively 
analyzed. 
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I-776 Gregory Borchardt 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-776-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-776_1 1 Yes, a roller rink wou ld be amazing for Silverlake! 
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I-777 Daisy Lynn Austin 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-777-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller-skating rink. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-777-1 I Outdoo r ro llerskating rink, please !!!! 
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I-778 Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-778-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

Let's take a step back. 

This proposed Project is a developer"s dream, not a neighborhood 's desire. It is 
being sold on unrealistic dra wings, very little scientific data and analysis, no 
baseline conditions for anything anywhere. 

1-778 -l It sa ys it seeks to attract and enhance habitat for wildlife when what it's actually 
doing is convertin g habitat fo r one of the rare waterbird nesting areas in LA 
into habitat that it has not analyzed as attractive to which bird species. 

You may ask us to dream big, but every dream needs to start with sma ll, 
throughly considered steps. Start small, re -evaluate as we go, and ma ybe that 
dream will happen. otherwise, what we 'll ha ve is a nightmare. 
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I-779 Diana Lopez 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-779-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller-skating rink. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-77 9·1 

Being a Los angeles ro ller skater, it's tough to fin d spaces that cate r to us. It's 
either driving to Mar Vista & being kicked out for hockey practices. Or 
trespassing on tennis/ basketball courts just to find smooth ground. 
unfortunately our city streets are not safe enough to cruise, and we wait for 
Cicla via events in order to do so safely. The beaches are the only way to skate 
properly, but it'd be fantastic to finally have a local skating rink where we can 
thrive. There are so many Los Angeles skaters wa iting fo r more rinks, and only 
our indoor options are slowly closing. Please consider this to happen. It would 
benefit the community vastly. 
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I-780 Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-780-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the Education Center component of the 
proposed Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

NO to the Education Center. It's blatantly being proposed so that there can be 
an event space at the water"s edge, useful for political and developer 
gatherings. It"s only be ing called an education center because there are many 
grants out there for education purposes. Call it an Education Center and you 
might get the money for it. Call it by its name, an event space, and there are 

1-780-l many fewer grants. 

We need that green space for famil ies to gather on the green, for birds to fly 
without fear of window crashes and death, for the eye to see an uninterrupted 
line of lawn and water. 

We don't need another building taking up public green space. 
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I-781 Alexandra Arellano 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-781-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I A roller rink 
1-78 1-1 
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I-782 Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-782-1 
 

The proposed Project is described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR and does not 
include trail or nesting cameras. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. It is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-782 - l 

YES to 24-hr online trail cameras carefully set up by wildlife experts such as 
Miguel Ordenana . Johanna Turner or Raptor Study. 

These would be fascinating educational experiences where people would be 
allowed to watch what happens in the Reservoir in the dark, without frightening 
off the wildlife or being frightened themselves by other humans. 

There might be nesting cams set up by the Raptor Study experts, so we can 
watch the awesome growth of young hawks or owls or even our great blue 
herons. 

All this would be possible for people to interact but not Interfere. what wonders 
we would be privileged to see. 
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I-783 Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-783-1 
 

As described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project 
analyzed in the Draft EIR included a floating dock which would launch guided 
kayak tours. Based on comments received during the public review period, the 
City has made minor revisions to the proposed Project. The proposed Project 
would no longer include the floating dock component or opportunities for 
guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist 
for educational purposes. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the 
revisions to the proposed Project would not result in any new significant 
impacts that were not already identified in the Draft EIR, nor would these 
changes substantially increase the severity of any impacts identified in the 
Draft EIR. 
 

 

 
  

1-783-1 

NO water activit ies, as the commun ity has overwhelmingly said from Day One. 
Not even kayaks. 

The only water activit ies allowed are those by our water birds! And DWP 
ma intenance I 
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I-784 Julia Grant 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-784-1 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-784-1 I Less is more! 
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I-785 Jane Cook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-785-1 
 

As described in Section 2.5.1 of the Project Description, the proposed Project 
analyzed in the Draft EIR included a floating dock which would launch guided 
kayak tours. Based on comments received during the public review period, the 
City has made minor revisions to the proposed Project. The proposed Project 
would no longer include the floating dock component or opportunities for 
guided kayak tours. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
including through guided kayak and/or canoe tours conducted by an ecologist 
for educational purposes. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, the 
revisions to the proposed Project would not result in any new significant 
impacts that were not already identified in the Draft EIR, nor would these 
changes substantially increase the severity of any impacts identified in the 
Draft EIR. 
 

 

 
  

NO KAYAKS ON THE WATER!! 

WHAT are people thinking, with "Kaya k Tours? " 
Any birds in view would promptly fl y away! 

1-785 -1 There would be NOTH ING to see, educational or otherwise. 
Only lots of li ability, people overreaching their kaya king ab ility ... noise, rescue 
vehicles .... 
Not to mention the great lumbering vehicles necessary to store and launch 
kayaks. Please. Let's ha ve some Common sense here. 
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I-786 Joseph Silva 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-786-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller rink. The comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-786-1 I Roller rink please!! !!! 
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I-787 Jane Cook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-787-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

 

 
  

NO FENCE = NO WILDLIFE 

When dogs and outdoor cats invade the Reservoirs space, the wildlife will 
depart ... except for coyotes. The Reservoirs land area is too small to buffer 

1-787-1 invasions of invasive domestic an imals. Documented studies establish this. 
Billions of songbirds are lost every year to cats. The ducklings and goslings we 
del ights in will be gone. There is a 38% reduction of bird species if dogs are 
even walked, onleashes, in a bird habitat area . 
KEEP THE FENCE. IMPROVE IT , BUT KEEP IT 
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I-788 Jane Cook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-788-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

 

 
  

NO FENCE = NO WILDLIFE 

When dogs and outdoor cats invade the Reservoirs space, the wildlife will 
depart ... except for coyotes. The Reservoirs land area is too small to buffer 

1-788-1 invasions of invasive domestic an imals. Documented studies establish this. 
Billions of songbirds are lost every year to cats. The ducklings and goslings we 
del ights in will be gone. There is a 38% reduction of bird species if dogs are 
even walked, onleashes, in a bird habitat area . 
KEEP THE FENCE. IMPROVE IT , BUT KEEP IT 
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I-789 Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-789-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
and foraging opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on 
site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Furthermore, under the referenced Council File, 15-0499-
S2, the City Council has instructed City departments to prepare a report on 
biodiversity strategies, and no ordinance has been proposed or adopted. 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 

 

 
  

Silver Lake has a Tree Canopy Coverage Percentage that is surprisingly low -
only 18.56% This DEIR has many mature trees proposed for removal, with 
young sap lings - which may or may not ever mature, even in the estimated 20 
yea rs, depending upon ma intenance and cl imate - to rep lace them. This will 
diminish our n-ee canopy even further. 

1_ 789 _1 Underthe Tree Canopy Protection Ordinance, Council File 15-0499-52 , passed 
by City Council and awa iting implementation, this DEIR would be seriously out 
of line. 

We cannot destroy our urban forest like this, a forest that takes decades to 
reach maturity. Please reconsider this proposed Project and its ina dequate 
DEIR in th is rega rd. For the sa ke of our children who wa lk and play in the shade 
of the great trees. 
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I-790 Jane Cook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-790-1 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project would plant approximately 500 trees. The Project would include a Tree 
Succession Plan that would provide guidance for the gradually removal of 
mature trees to avoid temporary elimination of habitat value within the SLRC 
and replant areas primarily vegetated with non-native trees with native trees 
and understory. The plan would be prepared by a qualified arborist. The Tree 
Succession Plan would identify trees to be removed in the initial year of 
construction giving priority to trees that are dead, in poor health, and/or pose 
a safety risk to the public, including those with fungal and/or pest infestations. 
The plan would identify a sequence of phased removals for selected trees on a 
schedule throughout the 15-year period. Additionally, it would include the 
replacement of 80 percent of existing non-native trees over a 15-year 
timeline. 
 
According to the California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) User’s 
Guide, Appendix A, “planting trees will sequester CO2 and is considered to 
result in a one-time carbon-stock change. Trees sequester CO2 while they are 
actively growing.” Modeling was conducted in CalEEMod to estimate 
sequestered CO2 for the Project’s 500 new trees, based on the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assumed active growing 
period of 20 years and annual CO2 accumulation factors for miscellaneous 
trees, which is the average of all broad species classes and should be used if 
the specific tree types are not known. The results of the modeling indicate a 
total sequestration of approximately 354 metric tons of CO2 (or 
approximately 17.7 metric tons of CO2 per year during the 20-year growing 
period). Modeling results are provided in Appendix B of the Final EIR. 
 
Also, please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 
 

 

   

TREES ARE #1 CLIMATE PROTECTION KEEP THEM ALL! 

It ma kes NO sense to destroy any mature tree. 
The ca rbon sequestra tion of a mature tree is MANY times th at of a group of 
new trees. w e are in a global warming crisis: a carbon generation crisis: 
cutting down NY mature tree is one more shove l of ea rth into the grave of our 

1_ 790_1 atmosphere. 
Other cities demand hearings and deliberation before even small street trees 
are cut down: this project will destroy tens of our large, mature trees. 
The DEIR abso lutely MUST ACCURATELY MEASURE AND DOCUMENT the effect 
of the elimination of each and every tree PROPOSED to be lost! 
The outcome will surely show that NO TREE SHOULD BE CUT DOWN. 
The Project should be PLANNED AROUND THE CONTINUED EXISTENCE OF EACH 
PRECIOUS TR EE the Reservoir possesses. 
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I-791 Jane Cook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-791-1 
 

Please see response to Comment I-790-1. 
 

 

 
  

TREES ARE #1 CLIMATE PROTECTION KEEP THEM ALL! 

It ma kes NO sense to destroy any mature tree. 
The ca rbon sequestra tion of a mature tree is MANY times th at of a group of 
new trees. w e are in a global warming crisis: a carbon generation crisis: 
cutting down NY mature tree is one more shove l of ea rth into the grave of our 

1_791 _1 atmosphere. 
Other cities demand hearings and deliberation before even small street trees 
are cut down: this project will destroy tens of our large, mature trees. 
The DEIR abso lutely MUST ACCURATELY MEASURE AND DOCUMENT the effect 
of the elimination of each and every tree PROPOSED to be lost! 
The outcome will surely show that NO TREE SHOULD BE CUT DOWN. 
The Project should be PLANNED AROUND THE CONTINUED EXISTENCE OF EACH 
PRECIOUS TR EE the Reservoir possesses. 
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I-792 Deborah Hart 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-792-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller-skating rink. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-Jg2-l I An outdoor ro ller skating rink would be an amazing addit ion 
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I-793 Jennifer Swirtz 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-793-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include a roller-skating rink. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 
 

 

  

I-793-1 I An outdoor ro ller rink. Flat smooth surface. For kids and adults to enjoy. 
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I-794 Jane Cook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 
 

  I-794-1 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. 
 

I-794-2 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project would plant approximately 500 trees. The Project would include a Tree 
Succession Plan that would provide guidance for the gradually removal of 
mature trees to avoid temporary elimination of habitat value within the SLRC 
and replant areas primarily vegetated with non-native trees with native trees 
and understory. The plan would be prepared by a qualified arborist. The Tree 
Succession Plan would identify trees to be removed in the initial year of 
construction giving priority to trees that are dead, in poor health, and/or pose 
a safety risk to the public, including those with fungal and/or pest infestations. 
The plan would identify a sequence of phased removals for selected trees on a 
schedule throughout the 15-year period. Additionally, it would include the 
replacement of 80 percent of existing non-native trees over a 15-year 
timeline. 
 
According to the California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) User’s 
Guide, Appendix A, “planting trees will sequester CO2 and is considered to 
result in a one-time carbon-stock change. Trees sequester CO2 while they are 
actively growing.” Modeling was conducted in CalEEMod to estimate 
sequestered CO2 for the Project’s 500 new trees, based on the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assumed active growing 
period of 20 years and annual CO2 accumulation factors for miscellaneous 
trees, which is the average of all broad species classes and should be used if 
the specific tree types are not known. The results of the modeling indicate a 
total sequestration of approximately 354 metric tons of CO2 (or 
approximately 17.7 metric tons of CO2 per year during the 20-year growing 
period). Modeling results are provided in Appendix B of the Final EIR. 
 
As provided in Table 3.8-6 of Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, of the 
Draft EIR, the Project would result in approximately 1,486 metric tons of 
carbon dioxide equivalents (MTCO2e) per year without account for 
sequestration. Accounting for sequestration, the Project would result in 

I-794-3 

This is no doubt LEGALLY ACTIONABLE: 

Silve r Lake has a Tree Canopy Coverage Percentage that is surprisingly low -
1.794.1 only 18.56% This DEIR has many mature trees proposed for removal.This will 

diminish our Tree canopy even further. 

"Five hundred new sapl ings" will be diminished to a fraction of that, given the 
poor soil and harsh growing conditions at the Reservo irs. And, they will have to 
be extensive ly ma inta ined to achieve any canopy at all. the climate change 

I-794-2 implications are obvious -- exacerbated by the thousands more carbon 
belching cars this project would accommodate. The effects within Silver Lake 
for air quality, heat island generation and carbon generation are truly dire. 

Under the Tree Canopy Protection Ordinance, Council File 15-0499-52 , passed 
by City Council and awaiting implementation, th is DEIR would be seriously out 
of line. 

A lawsuit from the Air Quality Management District, not to mention many other 
Environmental groups, would not be surprising, given the DESTRUCTIVE effect 
on our Tree Canopy this Master Plan project wou ld wreak. 
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I-794 Jane Cook 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

approximately 1,468 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (MTCO2e) per 
year during the 20-year growing period. Project GHG emissions impacts would 
be less than significant as was determined in the Draft EIR. 
 

I-794-3 
 

As discussed in Project Description, Section 2.5.5 of the Draft EIR, the planting 
design for the proposed Project would be aligned with the City's New Green 
Deal goals of increasing tree canopy and protecting native biodiversity. Figure 
2-8 of the Draft EIR includes a preliminary planting diagram. The replacement 
of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting opportunities, 
while increasing the number of native trees on site. As described in Project 
Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes the 
preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the removal of trees in a 
scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub plantings to mature and 
provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is planted over time. The 
proposed Project would also comply with the City Tree Ordinance and RAP 
Tree Policy as discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.8, PDF-BIO-13 
and PDF-BIO-14. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
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I-795 Amy G 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-795-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. The comment expresses 
opposition to the proposed Project. This comment does not raise any specific 
issues with respect to the content of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-795-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-795-3 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. The routine operations and maintenance of the 
proposed Project would include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park 
spaces and park facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti 
removal, and cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and 
manage the Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-
Purpose Facility similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog 
Park. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. Also, please see Master 
Response - Public Safety. 
 

I-795-4 
 

Please see Master Response - Homelessness. 
 

I-795-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. The comment 
expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment does not raise 
any specific issues with respect to the content of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-795 -1 

I-795-2 I 

1-795-3 

I do not support the Master Plan . 
This draft EIR is not accurate. Anyone who lives near The Reservoir knows th is. 
1) Traffic around the Reservoir is already a nightmare and will only get worse 
with a massive development. 
2) Your parking proposa l is a joke. The side streets are already overly impacted 
for parking. I live on a street that is heavily used by the bars on Glenda le Blvd 
and we have non-stop crime and va ndalism because of it. 
3) Noise, crime. and litter will increase massively with th is development. I don 't 
th ink that has been accounted for in the draft EIR. 
4) WE DON'T HAVE ENOUGH POLICE OFFICERS AS IT IS. THERE WILL BE NO 
BUDGET OR POLICE AVAILABLE TO DEAL WITH CRIME AND TRAFFIC IF THE 
MASTER PLAN WAS TO BE CREATED. ENOUGH! PLEASE CONSIDER THE PEOPLE 
THAT LIVE AROUND TH E RESERVOIR AND THE MASSIVE DISRUPTION THIS WILL 
BE TO OUR HEALTH AND DAILY LIVES. 
5) TH IS DEVELOPMENT WILL BECOME A HUGE HOMELESS ENCAMPMENT. WE 
CAN'T AND SHOULDN'T FUND ANYMORE DEVELOPMENTS UNTIL WE HAVE 

I-795-4 SOLVED OUR HOMELESS CRISIS. IT IS SHAMEFUL TO EVEN CONSIDER SPENDING 
ALMOST 300 MILLION ON THIS WHILE WE HAVE 50,000 HOMELESS PEOPLE 
LIVING ON OUR STREETS. 

AGAIN, TH IS DRAFT EIR IS NOT EVEN CLOSE TO BEING ACCURATE. 
BUT IT IS A MASTERPIECE IN GASLIGHTING. ALSO, WE NEED WAAAAAAAAY 

1-795 -5 MORE TRANSPARENCY REGARDING WHAT IS GOING ON BETWEEN TH E CITY 
GOV AND LADWP. THIS ENTIRE MASTER PLAN REEKS OF CORRUPTION AND 
SOME UNETHICAL AGREEMENTS MADE BEHIND CLOSED DOORS. DISGUSTING. 
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I-796 Carolyn Wessling 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 

  I-796-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 2. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-796-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding noise impacts. Noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Project are discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, of 
the Draft EIR and Chapter 3 of the Final EIR, which includes construction noise. 
Also, please see Master Response - Noise. 
 

I-796-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Noise. 
 
This comment also expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-796-4 
 

Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR discussed impacts of the 
proposed Project related to traffic and transportation. Also, please see Master 
Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-796-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. The 
commenter is also referred to Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-796-6 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
Also, please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

I-796-1 I 

1-796-2 

1-796-3 

I-796·4 I 

1-796-5 

1-796-6 

1-796-7 

The scale of the proposed plan is out of scope with the neighborhood. I think at 
a minimum on ly Alternative 2 should be considered. I am concerned about 
many aspects of the plan, Including the protracted construction that would be 
required. When DWP was working on its building(s) on the east side of the 
reservoir, even though we are on the west side, we could hear all the loud 
activity very clearly. The backup beep of the work trucks sounded like it was 
right outside our window. The "bowl" effect of the Silver Lake hills amplifies 
noise. I cannot image the noise of 5-15 years of construction. 3.12 of the EIR 
states outright that the impacts of construction would be "significant and 
unavoidable" with "no feasible mitigation." And that doesn't even take into 
account the construction traffic, or the traffic disruption created by the 
construction. Even DWP's recent project to repair its driveway/ entrance by 
the nursery school, a relati vely small project, caused a surprising amount of 
disruption to traffic flows. In addition, I can't imag ine the noise disturbance of 
amplified (or even un-amplified) special events. Ask anyone who lives in the 
area surrounding the reservoir: the sounds of a house party carry all over the 
hills-let alone the noise of a major open-air event. And all the noise and 
increased traffic will impact animals/wildlife as unfavorably as it will 
neighborhood residents. I also find the transportation portion of the EIR 
confusing. It seems to say that there won 't be a big impact with respect to 
traffic because the 'revised reservoir' won't draw people from far outside the 
neighborhood? And yet the whole point of the over-development seems to be 
to make the reservoir a major city attraction? And yet we won't need many 
additiona l parking spaces? And yet the traffic impact will be negligible? 
Because there is a defunct bus line that runs along the west side of the 
reservoir? (there is not) The mixed messages in that portion are legion and 
seem to be designed to obscure the fact that of course a giant build-out of the 
reservoir will substantially and unfavorab ly impact the streets/parking/traffic in 
the area. I don't understand who exactly is driving the high level of construction 
and alteration of the reservoir that is contemplated by the master plan, at a 
huge cost, but I can only think, follow the money. Someone somewhere has to 
be planning on benefiting (i.e., profiting) from this project in some way. Are 
private interests going to be granted concessions? What about the construction 
firms themselves? Where is the huge amount of money needed to do all of this 
even going to come from? Grants? (I find that hard to believe.) I am sorry to say 
I also have no faith in the city's ability to manage a project and a park/facility of 
this size and nature now or going forward. There is a city garbage can on 
Glendale Blvd in front of the Bank of America, across from the Silver Lake 
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I-796 Carolyn Wessling 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

I-796-7 
 

As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan.  
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-796-8 
 

Please see response to Comment I-796-7. Also, please see Master Response - 
Fence Removal and Master Response - Public Safety. 
 

I-796-9 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the scale of the proposed Project. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-796-7 
Cont. 

library, that I drive by every day. It is OVERFLOWING with garbage and poop 
bags from dog walkers; the trash spills over onto the sidewalk around it. It is an 
eyesore and really quite d isgusting. And yet, it never gets emptied on any kind 
of appropriate, timely schedule. And that is just one garbage can. Here's 
another example: the lack of enforcement of, and frequent violation of, rules 
covering the use of the Sliver Lake meadow, an area that is much smaller in 

1_ 796_8 scope than the planned reservoir complex. How is the city going to maintain 
and keep clean and safe an area the size of the reservoir project, especially 
with no perimeter fence? can anyone even say with a straight face that they 
have confidence the reservoir area, unfenced, will be a clean, safe, 
well -maintained, constantly kept-up place for people to enjoy? Why the unicorn 
status for th is one project? No matter the circumstances, the master plan as it 
stands now is vastly overreaching. I would like to th ink that the reservoir area 
could be improved and more of it opened in a reasonable fash ion to people for 

1-796-9 their enjoyment. I think there are definitely improvements that can be made 
and I am not arguing for it to remain unchanged and unimproved for the rest of 
time. But the scale of the improvements set forth in the master plan as it stands 
is unreasonable and unwanted and unachievable without great detriment to 
the neiahborhood. 
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I-797 Chip Mcdonald 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-797-1 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-797-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any specific issues with respect to the content and adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-797-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 

I-797-4 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-797-5 
 

Please see Master Response – Noise and Master Response - Public Safety. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft 
EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

1•797-1 

1-797-2 

1-797-3 

1-797-41 

1-797-5 

12/15122 

s .. eau 01 Enginee,mg 
1149 S. Broadway, Suile 700 
Los Angeles, CA 9001~2213 

Dea, 81.neau ol Engineering, 

I am a long-time resident of Silver Lake (15 years). I chose lhis neighbomood over several others 
when I moved lo lhe cily many years ago, and have even planted roots h e<e in an ownership 
capacity . This was no easy feat for myself and my lamily as home prices in lhe neighborhood 
skyrocketed. Bui for us, ii was wo,u, ii. SIM!r Lal<e Is one of lhe Jewels 011ne cify of LO$ Angeles. 
Unfortunately, lhis dralt EfR does not treat it that way. 

I must urge yoo to reject lhis clrafi EIR. 

On top of ll>e fact !hat the overwhelminQ majority ol 1he Silver Lake commU11ily is opposed to the 
Reservo~ Master Plan enlirely, I have spoken to hundreds of people who a,e dismayed tha t nol only 
are their voices oonsiste nlly disregarded on the Master Plan matter as a whole, there seems to be 
an equally dismissive reception to the~ valid and deep corcerns regardu,g the Ora~ EIR. 

There is no plan for security once lhe Masler Plan is finished. A p~em surrouncing Cl0f1lmurwl:ies 
have experienced lo greal deufmenl. l'riends and colleagues living In lhese comroonllles have 
e,pressed shock at ll>e repeated pattern o1 disfl>Qllfd lor safety once these types of projecis ore 
complete. We shotJd leam from !heir experilence ralhe< that lrudge forward In lhe same myopt and 
misguided watJ. 

In addition to blatanlly disregarcing the safety of Silwer Lake in any signilicanl way, the draft EIA also 
claims lhal lhere will be no Impact on uafllc lrom lhe Masler Plan. 11 ls lnconcet.<able how anyone 
who has truly and reasonably stuclied the siluation could come to this conclusion. ~ smad<s of a 
willful lgnoranoe of the lraff,c panems that aJ1eady exlsl around lhe Sliver Lal<e ResBtVolr now. 

Finally, the plan to open the Silver Lal<e Meadow to public eve,,ls is frarjciy a slap in lhe laoe to lhis 
neighborhood. The Meadow was p,QPO$ed, and agreed 10, \\llh lhe l.llderstandlng lhal it would be a 
place of tnanqumty lor oor oorrwnunily. And ~ has bee,,, shoft of recenl violations ol •• int.en! and 
rules (s ruatlons lhal foreshadow what's to come should the entire Sllve< Lake complex fall into lhe 
absence of oec .. ily attenlion The Meo.<low has). OpenillQ this na1 .. a1 park space to the absolute 
opposite of 11" Intent Is no1 only baffnng, bu1 also. as mentionoo, lnsultlng. 

My perspective Is oot solo. The vasl majority ot Sliver Lake Is deeply oonc:emed aboul !he negl9C1 
this draft EIR shows the Rese,voir Complex itself, as well as the repeated pleas to consCer the true 
slngularlly lhe Slt.<ar Lake Ros .. volr Is, as well as lhe perspectives of lhe residents who love !he 
rlOighborhood so dearly. 

SlncBfely, 

Chip McDonald 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-798-1 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
The comment also expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-798-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

 

  

1-798-1 1 

1-798·2 I 

It is so disturbing that everyone is so focused on re-doing an already beautiful 
park of the Silver Lake neighborhood. The reservoir doesn't need all these 
changes, trees don"t need to be cut down, the wildlife wants us to lea ve them 
alone. If you want to spend money, spend it to improve the torn up roads & 
sidewalks in the neighborhood. Give it to those that need help. This is such a 
waste! 
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I-799 Freda Shen 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-799-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to ornamental gardens that would 
function as rain collectors. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

1-799·1 

NO to rain gardens in the Meadow. 

Because we don"t get rain in continuous moderate rainfalls, but In heavy 
flooding storms, rain gardens are not a good solution for us in the Meadow. 
The best solution is to not bu ild concrete structures that'll produce runoff. 

With ra in gardens and runoff, we will get flooding and erosion and a soggier, 
very unevenly surfaced Meadow even when dry, depending on where they put 
these rain gardens .... whlch uneven surface will not be good for a picn ic blanket 
or kids lying down and rolling on blankets the way they can now in the Meadow. 

For instance, especially to prevent flooding during rains, our horseback riding 
arena was dug 7 feet deep, then filled with a mix of sand and gravel that allows 
wate r to soak through the top layer and quickly percolate down through the 7 
feet of drainage. Even so, every year, with the first major storm of the season, 
the arena floods and must have a narrow sloping channel dug by the guys from 
the center to the side to allow a path for the water to run off to the sides of the 
arena. After that first storm, the arena usually doesn't flood out in a rain and 
can be ridden in the next day, although it remains heavily wet for a day or two. 

Any rain garden created for the Meadow will not be dug 7 feet down and 
receive the daily constant care and twice yearly remix of sand that our arena 
does. As even this promotional blurb notes, a rain garden takes a lot of care 
and maintenance. These rain gardens are like the floating islands - they seem 
like a good Idea until you study them in detail, as Dan cooper showed us. 

Leave the Meadow alone - it does fine as long as they don't build concrete 
paths and a concrete bulding that produce heavy runoff. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-800-1 
 

Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR discussed impacts of the 
proposed Project related to traffic and transportation. Also, please see Master 
Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

I-800-2 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

The EIR itself proves that the best option is clearly to do nothing with the space 
and leave the situation as it is. As a resident who lives immediately next to the 

1_800_1 reservoir, the significant amount of work that the EIR entails would seriously 
disrupt the peace and tranquility of the neighborhood for years, and be a huge 
burden to those of us who moved here precisely because the reservoir isn't an 
"attraction" that brings traffic , crowds, and trash. 

If I had to pick one of the EIR's options, then I'd choose number 3. I can only 
1-800-2 support an option that includes some kind of security perimeter that lim its 

entry and prevents people from accessing and using the site at all hours. We 
only have to look at the disaster of Echo Park for an example of what happens 
when there is no way to control access. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

 
 

  I-801-1 
 

This comment addresses various construction impacts. This comment does 
not specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or conclusions of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are required in response to 
this comment. 
 
As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, it is assumed that construction of 
certain park zones would need to occur before other park zones to maximize 
usage of the proposed Project site during construction. This worst-case 
construction scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As 
shown on Table 2-3, park zones may be constructed individually or 
sequentially as funding becomes available. 
 

I-801-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation and Master Response – 
Public Safety. 
 

I-801-3 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-801-4 
 

Please see Master Response – Homelessness. The commenter is also referred 
to Master Response – Funding and Operations. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, 
it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for 
their review and consideration. 
 

I-801-5 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. Please see 
Master Response – Public Safety. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-801-2 
 

I-801-3 

 
I-801-4 

 
I-801-5 

1-801-1 1 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I am a local resident and have significant concerns about the way the proposed 
changes will affect the quality of life for those of us that live near the reservoir. 
Significant construction will have a negative impact for a lengthy period of 
time. If these changes all go into effect I am also very concerned about 
increased crowds. parking challenges. safety/security, and worsening traffic. 
Any studies saying there will be no impact to traffic do not make sense as there 
is already significant traffic around the reservoir, particularly during peak 
periods. The fact that add itiona l fundraising needs to occur for this plan makes 
me also believe that the proposed changes are quite ambitious. The funds 
would be better used to address the homeless crisis and for improved safety for 
our local areas. I am not in favor of the current master plan proposal and 
recommend only minor enhancements to the current reservo ir such as 
improved lighting and additional safety features. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-802-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-802-1 I This is a great idea! It brings hea lthy outdoor activities to the community. 
Highly recommend it ! 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-803-1 
 

Please see Master Response – Fence Removal and Master Response - 
Homelessness. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and 
will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I We do not want another Echo Park. Keep Silverlake wild; keep the humans out. 
1-803-1 By all means, make the fence a lot prettier. But we know what humans do to 

"our" parks. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-804-1 
 

The proposed Project, described in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR, would not 
include an outdoor skate area. The comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

 
  

1-804-l I Would like to see an outdoor skate area , smooth concrete floor where the 
publ ic can roller skate Similar to the skate plaza in Venice., 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-805-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-805-2 
 

Please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-805-3 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-805-4 
 

As described in Public Services, Section 3.14.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
environmental analysis in this section was conducted in consultation with the 
City of Los Angeles Fire Department and City of Los Angeles Police 
Department. Operations would not require additional fire or hazard services 
such that substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of 
new or physically altered governmental facilities would occur. LAFD would be 
able to serve the proposed Project and would not result in the need for new 
or altered fire facilities. In addition, the proposed Project was designed in 
order to allow LAFD to continue to use the reservoir for water for emergency 
purposes as outlined in Public Services Section 3.14.1 of the Draft EIR. 
 

I-805-5 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project site,  including the promotion and facilitation of 
implementing the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. 
Although the Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for 
the City’s potable water needs, they are considered an important 
neighborhood-defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 

I-805-1 
I-805-2 
I-805-3 
I-805-4 

 
 

I-805-5 

Please leave the reservoir complex alone ! The neighborhood cannot handle 
ant more traffic. The wildlife cannot handle any more interruptions. We have 
already lost a number of the Heron rookeries due to construction .. I have not 
seen any reference to the most important use of the reservoir for the the tire 
departments' helicopters getting wa ter from the lake to tight the tires that we 
all know will be more frequent, there should be NO obstruction for th is purpose. 
We are very blessed to have a number of parks in loca l area and the money for 
this Master Plan should be used to make parks in park poor ne ighborhoods. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
This comment is conclusory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
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I-806 Karen Lower 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-806-1 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-806-2 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-806-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-806-1 
 

 
I-806-2 

 
I-806-3 

I am submitting the entire Silver Lake Wildlife Sanctuary recommendations 
because they have done what the DEIR has NOT. 
The Master Plan as it stands in my opinion is criminal. 
It calls for "necessary Improvements" that will destroy the existing wildlife. 
The damage done during the draining of the reservoir and laying of the 
pipeline previously has NOT been restored. The proposed Master Plan will 
destroy everything existing. 
The noise, disturbance, and disruption cannot be tolerated by the existing 
wildlife. 
I'm not sure what deals are being made behind all of these proposed 
improvements but it is clear that had there been a truthful eva luation the 
recommendation would have been a completely different EIR. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-806-4 
 

Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

I-806-5 
 

Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

I-806-6 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.6 of the Draft EIR, 
construction of the proposed park zones may occur simultaneously or 
sequentially. Since the construction sequence is currently unknown, for 
purposes of this environmental analysis, it is assumed that construction of 
certain park zones would need to occur before other park zones to maximize 
usage of the proposed Project site during construction. This worst-case 
construction scenario would result in a 5-year construction schedule. As 
shown on Table 2-3, park zones may be constructed individually or 
sequentially as funding becomes available. 
 
Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process and Master 
Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

I-806-7 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

I-806-4 

I-806-5 

I-806-6 

I-806-7 

The Draft EIR MUST be Revised and Reclrculated 

For You , the submllled expert comments on the DEIR, listed below. 

SLWS is disappointed to fi nd the Draft Envi ronmental Impact Report wholly 

inadequate, II the Project as proposed is to move forward, a revised DEIR must be 

recirculated to address the many fai lings in lh is firs t effort. (Read b.!llil lor detai ls on its 

failure.) 

Further, as proµosed, the Project would have sign~icant and unavoidable negative 

effects . Because there are environmentally superior Alternatives within this proµosal 

thal can be used, we maintain that the City under CEQA cannot approve the Project 

as proposed. 

Instead, II the City wants to approve a Master Plan for the Sliver Lake Reservoir 

Complex without a revised Draft, it must choose one of the t hree less impactful 

alternatives contained in the DEIR. 

SLWS has also advocated for another alternative, one that is a hybrid of the 

alternatlves Included In the DEIR and lmportanll'y, that Is science and data 
driven. We are calling this: Alternative Hybrid 3+2.• 

The Inadequacy of The DEIR 

The DEIR fails to comprehensive ly address the impacts of lhe proposed Proj~ t based 

upon specific scientific and community data. 

Of the impacts that it does list, many are not judged by the repeated ly expressed values 

of the communi ty, Instead, It Ignores our values and thereby labels these Impacts 

as " of little significant effect" except for the unmrtigable impacts of years of 

construction under a vague and unsubstantiated time li ne. 

Look at the recently built North Atwater bridge whose City budget quadrupled from a 

'gifted' $4 million to °"er $ 16 milllon httDS;/IWww latlmes ooml1ocall]anowlla-me-ln-riyer
llcid9't:2PJ ZO,S25-htmlsto1Y html 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-806-8 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any specific issues with respect to the content and adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-806-9 
 

Please see Master Response - Fence Removal. 
 

I-806-10 
 

As described in Tribal Cultural Resources, Section 3.17.5 of the Draft EIR, the 
City submitted request to consult letters to nine Native American individuals 
and organizations on the City’s AB 52 Notification List on December 13, 2021, 
as part of the AB 52 Tribal consultation effort. As determined through the 
City’s consultation with Native American Tribes who requested consultation, 
no known Tribal cultural resources have been identified within the Project 
Site. 
 
Consultation between the City and the Gabrielino Tongva Indians of California 
Tribal Council and consultation with the Gabrieleno Band of Mission Indians-
Kizh Nation was completed prior to circulation of the Draft EIR. Mitigation 
Measure TCR-1 was revised after consultation and the consultation was 
concluded in good faith. No Tribal cultural resources as defined in PRC 
Section 21074(a)(1) that are listed or eligible for listing in the California 
Register of Historical Resources, or in a local register of historical resources as 
defined in PRC Section 5020.1(k), or that are determined by the lead agency, 
in its discretion and supported by substantial evidence, to be significant 
pursuant to PRC Section 5024.1, have been identified within the Project site. 
 

I-806-11 
 

Please see Master Response - Biological Resources. 
 

I-806-12 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

  
  

 

  

I-806-8 

I-806-9 

I-806-10 

I-806-11 

I-806-12 

This bridge ballooned from a simple bridge requested by horseback ridera for a safe 

river crossing to one whose inadequale attention to equestrian safety design caused 

the death ol a horse within the first 

week. https://www. theeasls idarla. com/naighborhoods/atwater villagellhe-death•ol•a • 

horse:saarks .. satety .. poncerns•about .. a•new•l•a•river-bridga/article ee4617ac•3cd4· 
lle.a:a5.9_e_:3ZZ9ldA91alllrtrnl 

The NMh Atwater bridge was a re lative ly contained and simple project compared with 

the huge and complex Project proposed for our Sliver Lake Reservoir. We must have a 

far better DEIR than this one which contains "an inadequate level of analysis given 

the massive amount of changes they are proposing for the site. '" (Amy Minteer, 

CBCM CEOA lawyer, 1111712022) 

Sliver Lake Reservoir Is Unique Among LA's Green Spaces 

Nol another Echo Park Lake. Nol another MacArthur Park. Nol even another 

Hollywood Reservoi r. Un like the Hollywood Reservoir, this Reservoir is smack in the 

middle of the City, as s hown in the photo above. Like the Hollywood Reservoir, our 

Reservoir needs perimeler lencing for lhe wild and the urban lo exist side by side. 

Did you know we have an invaluable ecosystem of oak/ walnuV elderberry on the Knoll , 

treasured by the Gabriele~o/fongva tribes? The DEIR didn1 either. 

It inaccurately identifies and devalues th is area, proposing instead the destruction of 

two of the rare CA walnut trees currently holding the hillside in place wrth their 

matured 50' deep root systems. 

Silver Lake Reservoir is a biodiversity s tronghold for mlgra101y birds, resident birds, 

terrestrial mamma.ls and amphibians that Is already an unmatched resou rce nol only for 

Los Ange les, but for the region. as will be seen once the Regionwide Wildlife Habilat 

Connectivity Plan is mapped out. 

It would take a bare minimum of $260 million dollars and years of disturbance to turn 

this biod iverslty strong hold i nlo another C ily Par!( Ii ke Echo Park Lake or MacArthur 

Park. To do so on the basis of a flawed DEIR, would be a loss of such magnitude 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-806-13 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-806-14 
 

This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-806-15 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to repurpose the 
SLRC to a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to 
maintain the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including 
maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part 
of a park to benefit area residents. 
 

I-806-16 
 

The comment expresses support for the Alternative Hybrid. 
 
Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

I-806-17 
 

Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

 

  

 
I-806-13 

 
 

I-806-14 
 
 
 
 
 

I-806-15 
 
 
 
 
 

I-806-16 
 
 
 
 
 

I-806-17 

that it can properly be called tragic. 

Doni ta.ke our word for it Read lhe experts' com ments just on lhe Bioresou rces and 

Land Use loplcs of the DEIR. Even they were surprised at how extraordinary the 

Reservoir is . 

In a time when so much of our world is threatened, we can do somelhingl We have an 

unparalleled local opportuntty tor a better future IF we have the foresight to preserve 

this open space and ~s wildlife as a permanent part of our City and lhe world. 

NOT A LOSS BUT A GAIN 

With much less money and alterations, we can meet the objectives ot th is Open 

Space's future by supporting its un ique character and strengths, not by 
destroying lhat singularl1y. 

We are a ·very Low· needs community for parks and recreation as evaluated by LA 
County . The focus of park improvemenls should be di rected to -Very High" and "High" 

needs areas, of which there are many. 

Our Alternative Hybrid 3+2" is in harmony with the City's forward thinking on 

environment, wildlife biodiversity, and climate issues in general rather than going 

against it. 

These experts' reports show how valuable the Reservoir is and how inadequate th is 

DEIR is. 

•The OEIR demonstrably tailed al ils job. 

Dan Cooper RCDSMM memo 1.2 

Amanda Zellmer Sliver Lake DEIR Commeo1 pdf 
Sil'leLLa!le.. DE I RcommeOI Jod hao floe ggt 

CDFW Scoping Comments Silver Lake 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  I-806-18 
 

Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
 

 

  

I-806-18 

• A lternative Hybrid 3+2" Best solution. 

Most of Altemative 3 except for the South Val ley which wou ld instead be Ahemative 2's 

choices but without any new llghling. 

In addltion, Alt. Hybrid 3+2 would feature these individual exceptions that would override 

anything in Alt. 3: 

NO ornamental or rain gardens in the Meadow due lo drought 

NO wetland te rraces in the Meadow without reevaluation 

NO habitat fences needed In the Knoll without trails 

ALL walking paths/ promenades to have an effective buffer z.one from the water's edge 

for salety 

NO habitat terraces in the Eucalyptus Grove without reevaluation 

NO new lighting anywhere 

Bike improvements s hould be provi,;led but NO new parking 

... the fence is the $inglr, most important conservation management tool at the site 
after the prefience of water." 

- LA Audubon Society : Statement on the Future Management of Silver Lake 

Reservoir 
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  I-807-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Public Safety. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-807-2 
 

This comment discusses current conditions at the site as it relates to existing 
wildlife and habitat, noise, and solid waste. For a discussion on the proposed 
Project's impacts, please see Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-807-3 
 

Please see Master Response – Homelessness and Master Response - Public 
Safety. This comment describes current conditions on site and does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, 
it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for 
their review and consideration. 
 

I-807-4 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. In addition, please refer to Master 
Response - Traffic/Transportation for a discussion on the CEQA analysis 
included in the Transportation section of the Draft EIR. 
 

I-807-5 
 

Please see Section 3.12, Noise and Vibration of the Draft EIR, for a discussion 
on the noise impacts associated with the proposed Project. 
 

I-807-6 
 

As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.7.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project could have up to 12 special events annually. As discussed in 
Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, based on comments received during the Draft EIR 
comment period, the City has decided to remove the use of amplified 
speakers for special events during operations of the proposed Project. 
 
 

I-807-4 
I-807-5 
I-807-6 
I-807-7 

1-807-1 

1-807-2 1 

1-807-3 

1-807-8 1 

I oppose the SLRCMP for several re asons. As a stakeholder and resident of 
Sliver Lake my home is located directly across from the Reservoir, and our 
entire neighborhood has been CURRENTLY negatively impacted by illegal 
activity that has been occurring at the Silver Lake Meadow for months now, 
activity such as late night amplified music, DJ booths, raves, large group 
gatherings, alcohol use/ public Intoxication, littering, parking issues In the 
entire area, etc. All of this activity Is Illegal and has been reported to LAPD, 
Councilman O'Farrell "s office, SLNC, Parks & Rec, Silver Lake Forwa rd, and is 
well documented. There has been zero enforcem ent of any of this activity to 
make it stop. The negative impact this has caused in our community cannot be 
underscored enough, specifically amongst homeowners that live across from 
the Reservoir. The environmental impact of this activity already has been seen, 
hea rd, felt. Noise. Trash. Distrupition of the sensit ive wildlife and plant habitat of 
the Meadow. People sleeping and defacating in the bushes along the Meadow 
and Silver Lake walking path. 
Moving forward with development of the SLMP would be a disaster for those of 
us in the community that ha ve to deal with these issues that are ongo ing RIGHT 
NOW. 
I sa w no plan in the SLRMP or EIR for mitigation of parking, noise, events, late 
night activity, crowd control, safety protocol, or responsibility for 
ENFORCEMENT of any of these activities. 
I oppose the Plan. 
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I-807-7 
 

As described in Project Description, Section 2.7.2 the proposed park hours 
would be from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Certain park areas would not include 
additional lighting, such as portions of the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove (refer 
to Figure 2-8 in the Draft EIR) and would be closed to public access at 
night. Operations in the South Valley would remain consistent with current 
conditions. Also, please see Master Response - Public Safety for a discussion 
on the proposed Project's Security Plan. 
 

I-807-8 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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  I-808-1 
 

The proposed Project includes a Tree Succession Plan developed to manage 
the tree removals to ensure full compliance with the ordinances and policies 
and to minimize impacts to habitat values. The Tree Succession Plan would 
include the incorporation of native plants into the understory thus providing 
food sources and habitat for native wildlife including native sages (Salvia sp.) 
and milkweeds (Asclepias sp.) which are necessary nectar sources for special-
status species like Crotch’s bumble bee and monarch butterfly respectively. 
The native plant species planting palette would take into account the 
surrounding habitat quality and site appropriateness.  
 
The preparation of a Tree Succession Plan as outlined in Chapter 2, Project 
Description, calls for the phased removal of trees over 15 years to allow for 
new tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as 
the new vegetation is planted over time. Additionally, these trees can be 
selectively identified for removal thus avoiding trees with active rookeries, 
nests, and roosts. As the new tree plantings mature, new habitat would be 
established over time. The successional tree removal practice would ensure 
that nesting and foraging habitat would not be eliminated during 
implementation. 
 
Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. As stated in Section 3.4 
Biological Resources, PDF-BIO-13, and the City Tree Ordinance would require 
replacement at a 4:1 ratio for removal of all protected trees under the 
ordinance. The City Tree Ordinance has established this replacement ratio as 
an acceptable practice to mitigate for the loss of trees valued under the 
ordinance. A replacement ratio is intended to compensate for the loss of 
mature trees taking into account the temporal loss of the trees including the 
time required for a replacement tree to mature and establish equal habitat 
values. The replacement trees would mitigate loss of mature trees taking into 
account their maturity (trunk diameter) and species type and would require 
replacement of like-to-like species within the SLRC at a 4:1 ratio. The 
replacement requirements in the ordinance including the 4:1 replacement 
ratio is established to compensate for the habitat values of the trees to be 
affected resulting in a less than significant impact of the Project.    
 
Also, please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
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Comment on the Sliver Lake Reservoir Complex M aster Plan Project (Proj ect) 

F'rom Joanne D'Anton1o email: trees.@ncsa.la 

I ~r~ on the Community Forest Advisory Committee (CFAC), a group of tre~know1edg4!!able 

represe ntat ives vetted and chosefl by City Council members to keep a watchf\1 1 stewa rd eye on 

01,1r 1.1 rban fores.t . We ~ rve under t he C.1ty Board of Public: Wor~. vol11,1nteering for the 
community. 

I also served for th@ fu ll 10 month~ o n the Working Group that w;u Firs:t St@p D~eJoping an 

Urban Forest Management Plan for the City of Lo, Angeles (commonly known as the "Dudek 
Report"" ) https:JJwww.cityplants_org/wp-contentJuploads/2018/12/10939 LA-City; 
Plants FirstS tep Report FINAL rev12-7-18.pdf 

I am also the founder and chair of the Neighborhood Council So:stainability Alliance Tree:5 

Committee, which has between 100-200 tree advocat e stakeholders from t hro ughout the City 
of Loo Angele• and has exioted •inte 2016 . Our mi .. ion io: to protect the city's urban forest arc 
to promote its can, on beh,i/f of the commun/ry through advocacy; ovttooch, and education. 

NCSA Trees Co mmittee stake holders f rom the Silve r l ake area brought t his project to my 
attention, an<I I musuay I tan't imagine that the resi<lents of Silver Lake want to looe over 100 
mature trees. Many people don' t know how to respond to a DEIR, but my guess Is If you did 
outreach ar.d talked about how ma ny trees wo uld be removed, you wou ld lose most of the 
support_ One upset resident, Hugh Kenny, wrote this artlcle in Sil~ r Lake Together: 

bttps·Umajl gooBle comfma jl/ u/0llp.• akgy40rbaS3j#inbox{WbctKKXppWzZNvtQkTG3gSklhPvt 
hzFxzKkschfGj~cffccjrzSQJDdkQz,wKidbPmfnCI/Wsrpro iector=l 

Also accessible here: https://3a20fcbl>-3beb-4ed8-ada9-
b72c8ddddS0f.usrflles.com/ugd/3.a20fc da365ba5fd7c407ca9c58dd2e6169169.pdf 

I think many would concur w ith Ml'_ Kenny. 

What can happen in in itial outreach: the public is asked what amenities t hey want, and then 
they much late r sadly come to find out the cost in tree removals and w ildlife disru ption (usua lly 
leading to death of wildlife) t hat <0mes w ith their wish fu lfi llment, I real i.e thi• happen• when 
ttylng to locate spaces for the amenit ie s, but It Is at th is juncture that we need to rethink how 
Important are these .. bold re .. purposlngs" of an area at t he expense of t he dwindling nature In 

out Cit','-

I have seen hundreds of angry postings on Nextdoor after hun dreds of mature t rees were 
rE!moved by de>.E!loi:,e.-s and civic projects. People arE! bu:sy and not aw.are of CEQA proc-edurE!S 
or Planning Dept. notifi-cation.s unti l it is too late. Ttien they get f rustrated and just vote in new 
Politica l leaders hoping tha t will so lve the problem -- as we can see j1.1st happened. 

Why is it importar.t to immediately retain exist ing t rees and nature? Is it just aest het te:57 Why 
can't w@ depend o n mitigation? l.s t he mitigat ion teally mitigation ? I wil l ptovld@ some a11.s.wers 

f rom scientific experts. 
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This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
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15°04!1!1 

BIODIVERSITY HOTSPOT 

Los Ange les Is In the o nly designated blodlverse region In the Un~ed States. l.ASAN spent 
taxpayer mo ney on th is scientific veri:fkation of our biodiversity hotspot st ,nus, demonstrat ing 

that we. are in fact losing our rich heritage of diverse flora and fa una: 
hUPi-/twww lec"YMO pmfyoi'facftrJbCHJJWpartalf&-tsb-mx'i-llib1s--&ifk:llh-'ffi::fii• 
~= )0Z!l223232829002&.B1r'Mnd,,..Moo=._arrw1ndo-unll,adl.ctr1-
stilt1:mOovwtt?i 1112'4°"40'tft3F ofrWlndowld'tit3[)lull2'26 afrl.OOD2'301070223232829602%26 aWi!dowM 
oda4f,3009'26 adf ctlt::1Ultft9'3DmCbYww9& $ 

The recomme ndation City Councll was to d irect all departments to confer with t he LA.SAN 
expert biodiver$ity a:ia nel to follow w hat i$ nece-~ry to pre$erve nature. Th ~ wM ltt~m 21 on 

the LA Ctty Counci l Agenda ol August 18, 2021 and was passed al that session: 

ENERGY, CLIMATE <>iii.NG~ EM/IRONo'IENlAL Jl,ISTICE, AN□ RNER OOMMITTEE REPORT rtl"'ll~ 11;1 lhA p«:q~tilll UJ ~ II Njjqll)' 
Matv..andpik:11~. 

R~101111t:wC:i.n::11Jdia'l j 
IN!i'TRLICT N Bur.AU of S,an:t.atlnn (BOS) b 

R~~ b«l,; ttQl,liflltJ' (WI, pt(lgtMII ~ biocl""'"ly ri:1(1~ 

Cir,trw.a llD lHd and IMX2: w• 'ha llodt;msll)' EXparl Ca.mdl,_ N Blodwnll)' rllaid~art"Mrllal Tairn and 1h11 8 ~ 511bt'cidlll'I I 
()'l;ll[lr to ~IJlli.l ... 11n,1 l)Nel~ mij8Wlifflli.lO~ of h I.A 0'1 S~lty loQjill:l 

Cll"lll'UIII ID 5aek run111ng b" blod'o'a"!iilty lnltaltws ancl r:ilot proJa,:11; 

~ w111 1h11 8illdMIBl!y Teem1 ID D:lfflull 'llrit, balh tl11 Clmale Emerg1ncy Mabill.lll«ln Ofb and 1h11 CM lll"O Humll'1 Righlls lll"O E'ql.,i ly 
□~•11menl 1111d ~ bad! mat:11 1'1Xl.151t)'on i..:zlwnltf equ., ancl .BIIIGR IDon lll~IB,, H Pfl' 1111 ~Ml blodlWnll)' IKdon. F'llrllllpa lormlng 
(II 1;10,:H·•..,~I)' equty E4lii11rt Otcq) m'1't t:ilill In Ofdlr 

INSTFILCT ltle 805 and hi! IIIXII~)' h'lllrdl!pll rlrmn111 Team dapal1mllflll , and tnl! GIi)' propt111tartes, Lm ~I DIIPIIITient cf 'i'l':a 
iAd PQ 11'jJij' (.1.AO\\'P), 11'Qf1 Qt I.A)i. ~. ~ I.°' AoQJil lN \\\~Id A.ifJXYlt,. 10 

~IIPll!twllh till l:fHdon cf d11p;artmmt.~lc,blodh'ersll)' pta115,, haudhg hes t!ach dl!pallm!nl h1cn;111Di wlll nn'IHII bl~ty lsaiUll!II, 
hQl,o lo,prQI~ .,-.;lliinhr!nc. O(llt ... tjQ,;11 ... ' 'fln.(ay clipi,flmllnt CIP(l'llliQl"ti .,-id if{iiil:tC/W'jf ...N~ lt'$C:ltf t'l{l• l).-(tll)\'N., ilf)i;l fl;ll' l hl[lffl lo 
MYO!ll rKa1J1Mmdl!~b11~l~P111"~t1nl-.h 1'Nr'-Dlit-•.:hhr,,io,11 -n~~goj~ty~!Pll ••1100 1 
p:ISSbl11. 

~ .-d A!P011 -.,t, R.nn!ill in fw INd, on ~ lo edUGllla tho Cit,, buOd!n. llf!d h, publ.;. 11bwl hei 1,1ratilam r:J brd-b!Mllll GOfilillfl4 
m n:txnrneJ1dlltblS on how b ~ d 1hllm. lnd\llfe .i examN1cn of be!III Pf~ an:a.nd h ax,ooy; tlCI Ccrql!:nJonaJ :l'!llnJ.Sa 
allll119'1Ad, ... he lt'lr1)'(1N1doin9,oeN(lld ltWlffllntJAWYOl'kCit)' , Ctf.ee9~st,n F~oo. a111n.J'-indOfhWOIIQ1, f(ld ... llEl t h11ClyMAd 
lo do 1D adQpl bilO-Nlftl bulditg 11landardis 

.sot,' 91\id rcipolt lt.'ilh 1t10-0iap.t1 m111'11 or Re«0:9ton and F'Art!li In. N 1o,11. on. ha,,' ID AdDJf \hi, AtdtlbCll'I CO!lplVi:ilNII Silflt!UoWy Prag~,. 

~ ~ -
INSTR.VCT N 80e lo~ rn N nexii ftt:O"\ "11 040 Clfe. Ut.en N8'.l.l'e D«-a•ion rtc9nltf ,11r19 i,1 br lJte Meyo,. lbr Co..int;;r 
1PaminabJn imd knnal 11dq:ili11 

CIR~CTMCI.A,&111.1 CA010- f,V8 Ciul hl)w't=, 8CCUJ flit it;.dflO Mot e€ioJt:t,,, oo~r Ntwtcm..prt~l&il~ tit' IM, f'NiJ'f~IOlt , ir\.Wllo 
alla,grw,l!Mill!f, 1r1dbt1lillttmcu:t:eait'IIIO'oWllll llffllll 
Eill!i:tlhnO&Afilfth)rmlUtlMBOS,91)Crliltllnrtw ..... 1Ieou1i'UtDWOriil wifl. UteB1od;.'ilft;l'f~Cwt'lcllU1& 8 odr.er.il~llililrd~1tfl&lili 
lnlnl, he l!lbdvm5ty S1nkeh)llll!rs, and- 5llldffi5 -.im loGa ~Ill b ad'Bocl! bbdN11rsit, -15ml!OOI and rt!Sl!llrdl ~ lhll' fidd. &0s 
ill oot raqulllolflg _.,, adclUoNl'l lin::lhg ftlr blod"-.Jty during FiillCIIII Yur 2001.22. r..--.itthiAr Che CAO nor tha cu.. h'1IS Clllmplawl A llnAnlfAI 
~!lit OIi !Jilt 
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As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project would plant approximately 500 trees. The Project would include a Tree 
Succession Plan that would provide guidance for the gradually removal of 
mature trees to avoid temporary elimination of habitat value within the SLRC 
and replant areas primarily vegetated with non-native trees with native trees 
and understory. The plan would be prepared by a qualified arborist. The Tree 
Succession Plan would identify trees to be removed in the initial year of 
construction giving priority to trees that are dead, in poor health, and/or pose 
a safety risk to the public, including those with fungal and/or pest infestations. 
The plan would identify a sequence of phased removals for selected trees on a 
schedule throughout the 15-year period. Additionally, it would include the 
replacement of 80 percent of existing non-native trees over a 15-year 
timeline. 
 
According to the California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) User’s 
Guide, Appendix A, “planting trees will sequester CO2 and is considered to 
result in a one-time carbon-stock change. Trees sequester CO2 while they are 
actively growing.” Modeling was conducted in CalEEMod to estimate 
sequestered CO2 for the Project’s 500 new trees, based on the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assumed active growing 
period of 20 years and annual CO2 accumulation factors for miscellaneous 
trees, which is the average of all broad species classes and should be used if 
the specific tree types are not known. The results of the modeling indicate a 
total sequestration of approximately 354 metric tons of CO2 (or 
approximately 17.7 metric tons of CO2 per year during the 20-year growing 
period). Modeling results are provided in Appendix Final EIR-2 of the Final EIR. 
 
As provided in Table 3.8-6 of Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, of the 
Draft EIR, the Project would result in approximately 1,486 metric tons of 
carbon dioxide equivalents (MTCO2e) per year without account for 
sequestration. Accounting for sequestration, the Project would result in 
approximately 1,468 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (MTCO2e) per 
year during the 20-year growing period. Project GHG emissions impacts would 
be less than significant as was determined in the Draft EIR. 
 

I-808-4 
 

The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to maintain nesting 
opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees on site. As 
described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase the 

 
I-808-2 

Cont. 
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I-808-4 

We ca nnot afford recreat ional amenities at the expense of our trees, and the wildlife they 
support, even for 1he 20 years lhal ii w i l l take to fully restore these. We appreciate th at very 

few "protected" trees are slated to be removed w it h tMs project, but there are non-natura l Iv 
ocoorrlng nat ive spec~s t hat are sorely needed becaus-e only 3% of our urban forest consists of 

native trees.. This w as calculate<l by a CFAC mem ber utiliz ing t he Los Ange les City Tree 

Inventory httos · // losa □ Be lesa treekeeDersoftware com/index dm?devic.eWidtb=-1 667 
In faa, all plan t ing fo r this- projet:t need to be native t rees and plants. The "'orna mental garden" 
set s a bad eKample and shourd be a "nat ive ga rden", not a combination w ith drought -t olerant 
planting. If an exa mple of a bea!Jtiful native area is needed, visit t he Westwood Gree nw ay in 
West Los Al>geles. w e can have aest hetics with all new pla nt ing as native. 

CARBON SEQUESTRATION LOSS 

Utilizing the just.cited tree inventory we ca n find out the arm ual loss of carbon sequestratio11 of 

eac.h of the removed part t rees, which are on t he inventory. Note that these calculat ions are 
ve ry ca reful ly done by iTree, tha t pro<l uced t he software used by Davey Tree that conduct ed 

our Clti,, Tree Inve ntory): https://www.ltreetools.org:/support/resources•overvlf!W/l-t ree
met hods .. and•files/new•carbon•eq uatlons .. and•methods.2020 

sap lings at be•t only do half as much carbon seque,tration as a mature t ree: 
httos://onet reep lanted.org/blogs/sto rl es( h<YW•mueh-co2-<loes-trees,bsorb 
And not all sap!ings survive - mortality is 19% according ta the study citecl by the US Fo rest 
Se rvice: htt r,s://www.f s. usda .gov/ resea re h/treesearch/18718 

{N<YWak, David J.; McBride, Joe R.; Beatty, Russell A. 1990. Newly Qlan ted stree t tree growth and 

mortal ity. Journal of Arboriculture. lG{S): 124-130.) 

NEW WATER USAGE DURING A D ROUGHT 

sap lin.gs and young trees req ui re w atering,. unlike mast mature t rees that r~uire almost no 
wate-ring sin.ce the,.. r'Outine ly ac-c::ess ground water. Ar'ld we are In a dro ught. Though we ge-l 
OC.Qsiona l years of respite from the drought, it keeps to ming bac;k. Sac;rifi,ing mature tree5, for 

amenities l ike pa rking are not an environ mentally se nsible trade~off. 

UNPROTECTED TREES 

Just because a t r'ee is not one o f the 6 currentl,.. li~ted in tl,e Protected Tree Ordinance does not 

mean it should not be protected . We should not just follow the codes. but do better. Our C~y 
takes a 1011g time to add new ordinances but t his is tl,e recommendation from the City• 
spons.ored .,Dudek Report". a w orking group of City entit ies involved w ith t rees: n • • • the City 
shou l<i examine lhe overa ll definition of• prote<lecl tree and examine the ordlnonc<>s of 
other dtles1 such as Pasadena1 which protect both select: n:attve tr~ species and other t:rees 
w ith defined significant charaw,rlstlc:s (o .g, size, herltago va lue, location, etc.) This may 

mean t hat there is a sliding scal,e fo r tree value based on speci l:!!s and sin~-" 
ht tos·ljwww.dtyplants.org/wp-conte nt/uploads(2018(12(l0939 lA-C1ty-

Plant5 f irstStep RePort FINAL rev12·7·18-cdf Pilge 50 
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removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
  
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 
  

I-808-4 
Cont. 

SHADE ANO CANOPY LOSS 

Though native trees are our be!>t biodiversity clloice, we need to bear in mind that the Cit y is 
canopy and shade poor. And ~o m@ no n-native t«!es l i k@ the @uca lyptu~ that this project is 

proposing to remove are util ized in monarch butterfly migrat ions., w hich may not have been 
ta king place w hen the area was st ud ied fo r this DEI R. 

A City Council moticn 15-0499-S2 p~secl in 2021 https:j/d krep.lacity.o rg/onl inedocsO Dl S/15~ 
0499-52 mot 04-08-22.pdf which states "Tr""• are not being elfeeti\le ly prote<ted or 
prloritiied In policy, development, or enforcement." and it depicts our City's deficient tree 
canopy with this table: 

The 11bortag.c: o(trcci is illusual.Cd by U\111 ~U")' l-0w tftll canopy cenra~ pe:l'c:tnta&:,n: m all IS 
Co1nu:iL Oistric:ts, As ooc.cd in lhc Loi A11Ple.t Urbmt Fores, Eqldty SiTuts Guidebook prepan;d in i'\pril 
2D2J b)' CAPA Stn1r:sie1,, ltie £g1J0wina: dii'lrt providel. 1hc me i;:ll.flopy cove-age d1~b«Jlx;'m by C3C:h 
Countll Dtl[rict, w[tb ,-ery luw pertmrages. Cl1)'\l'lde-, a.1 followt: 

Ccurn.d l 0 15U ld. 1·ree Canop" C(.i,•erttt Pt:r tentlhl.~ 
15 10.03% 
9 11.71% 
8 IUO% 
10 ll-46% 
6 LS.68% 
l4 15.80% 
13 18.56¾ 
1 20.36¾ 
12 20.59¾ 
2 24.99% 
7 2l. l6% 
J 25.61¾ 
s 35.10% 
II l6.4J% 
4 l6./i6% 

Urban t ree canopy Is over 40% In Beverly HIiis. P~tsburgh has a 42% canopy, and according to 
the US forest Service it estimates it ca n support anot her 33% and has in fact set a goa l of 60% 
canopy In 20 ye-a,s 

ht tps;//www.fs.usda.gov/s.tes/de fault/files/ls medla/ fs documenl/Urban%20Tree%2ocanopy 
%20paper .pdf page 11. 

Removi ng trees should not be- approached wit h the idea t hat "we ca n just replant'"' bec-ause thi.s 
approach deprives lhe area of canopy for many years. 

CFAC an.d t he NCSA Trees Committee scrutinize every t ree remo\tal request the comes t hrough 
the Urban Forestry Division, and we chal lenge any t hat are insufficiently jwt ified. 
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  I-808-5 
 

This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-808-6 
 

The SLRC would continue to function at the baseline conditions for biological 
diversity and wildlife connectivity. Please see Master Response - Biological 
Resources for a discussion of baseline conditions. This comment does not 
raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
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RECREATION AT WHAT EXPENSE? 

I ha"' seen children li1ernlly CRY a1 tree removals, If you were to put up photos of t he 
b@auti ful trees that were removed so the kids coulcl play on asphal t or artificial turl or even 
lawns, I think the s@nsitlv@ ones would be upset . And w@ watit t hem all to grow up to be 

sensitive to t he en-.iironment. I P(!rsonally boycott a ll new s hopping are as t hat remove trees . 
Now I will boycott a pa rk that removed t rees to bui ld "rEc" . I have alwa.,.!i abj@ct~ to " rec" 

coming before ..,parks" in RAP, and the funding is in that order. We have to cha nge our 

priorities if we w~ nt to hove fut1.1re he~ lth in t he City. Wildlrfe oreas ;;1 re not 50mething yo 1,.1 just 
"b uild" and the wild life comes, II is more orga nic , Yes, you can plan! the nat ive plants and help 
the wi ldlife. But why remove their habitat in the first place1 Wi ldlife does not just "live more 
cramped" until the new areas at@ built. This is what happens: " ... habitat loss takes place by 
alterlng the land In aw~ that confuses the animals and disrupts their natura l wav of llvlng, 
This is called habitat fragmentat ion and it occurs when we create roads and place attractio ns 
In the midst of woodlands and other natural areas. . • . By fragmentlnc habttats, areas may llOt 
be tompletety destroyed but lt 5tlll t.i1U5e5 environmental chaos. Fragmentation tan 5eparate 
anlma ls from one another and from their food sources."' h1tps·(lwww con~~nei:g)'.! 
fuhire.tom/causes-effec:b-s<,h11ion!t.-for-hahitat- los.."i-ilncl-dblnJCtion.php 

BIODtVERSrTY NECESSARY FOR HUMAN HEALTH 

From the World Health Organiza tion: 

" KEY FACTS 

BIO<llver.;lty provides many gocxl• and 5efVlces essenlLo l to life on earth, The 

management ol nalUral resources can determine tho baseline health stal!Js ol a community. 

E.nvlmnmenlal stewardship can contribute to serurn l tvel,hoods and lmprow, the r<>sll lence of 

communities. The loss of th&se resources can create the conditions responsib le for 

morbidity or mortallty. 

BIO<llverslty supports human and societal needs, Including lood and nutrition security, 

energy, dovalopment of medicines and ptarmacoo tlcals and fr8Shwater, which together 

underpin good heallh. II also '"'J>l'Orls economic opport.onities, and leisure activities lhal 

contribute to overall wellbeing. 

Land use change, pcllul ion, poor water qual ity. diemical and waste contamination. climate 

change and o ther causes of ecosystem degradation all contribute to biodiversity loss and , can 

pose considerable 1i-.eeto lo human heellh, 

Human health and well-be ing are Influenced by the health of loca l plant and animal 

communltle5, and the integrity of the local ecosystems lhal lhey form." 
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The proposed Project will result in direct impacts to native shrubs and trees 
regulated by the City Tree Ordinance, RAP Policy, and the BSS tree permit 
application. The proposed Project includes a Tree Succession Plan developed 
to manage the tree removals to ensure full compliance with the ordinances 
and policies and to minimize impacts to habitat values. The Tree Succession 
Plan would include the incorporation of native plants into the understory thus 
providing food sources and habitat for native wildlife including native sages 
(Salvia sp.) and milkweeds (Asclepias sp.) which are necessary nectar sources 
for special-status species like Crotch’s bumble bee and monarch butterfly 
respectively. The native plant species planting palette would take into account 
the surrounding habitat quality and site appropriateness.  
 
The preparation of a Tree Succession Plan as outlined in Chapter 2, Project 
Description, calls for the phased removal of trees over 15 years to allow for 
new tree and shrub plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as 
the new vegetation is planted over time. Additionally, these trees can be 
selectively identified for removal thus avoiding trees with active rookeries, 
nests, and roosts. As the new tree plantings mature, new habitat would be 
established over time. The successional tree removal practice would ensure 
that nesting and foraging habitat would not be eliminated during 
implementation. Please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 
As stated in Section 3.4 Biological Resources, PDF-BIO-13, and the City Tree 
Ordinance would require tree replacement at a 4:1 ratio for removal of all 
protected trees under the ordinance. The City Tree Ordinance has established 
this replacement ratio as an acceptable practice to address the loss of trees 
valued under the ordinance. A replacement ratio is intended to compensate 
for the loss of mature trees taking into account the temporal loss of the trees 
including the time required for a replacement tree to mature and establish 
equal habitat values. The replacement trees would address loss of mature 
trees taking into account their maturity (trunk diameter) and species type and 
would require replacement of like-to-like species within the SLRC at a 4:1 
ratio. The replacement requirements in the ordinance including the 4:1 
replacement ratio is established to compensate for the habitat values of the 
trees to be affected resulting in a less than significant impact of the Project.   
 
RAP Tree Policy states that whenever trees are removed, the existing trees’ 
aggregate diameter, measured at DSH (diameter at standard height) shall be 
replaced at an equal or greater rate of caliper of new trees. For the proposed 

 
I-808-7 

ht tps;f/www.who.int/news-room/fact·;;bem/detail/biod ivers~y-and· 
hea~hff :-:1ext=Biodiver.;ity%20supports%20human%20and%20.ocieta l,lhat%20tontribut e%20t 
o%20overall%20wellbelng 

PUBLICIZE THE TREE LOSS AND RE-ADJUST YOUR PLAN 

Why would we remove trees to cre:ate a park? A park needs to be a place for people to recover 
f rom the bustle of the c~y and experience calm. They ca n play basketball just fine in a gym. 
Sure ly there are treeless places to build rec ce nters. We do not have to destroy trees where 
birds can perch nea r water Just to accommodate sports. 

Pl@ase publidze- and check. again with the people of the nelgliborhood lnduding the 
neighborhood councils because I am hea ring t hey are ve"I upset at the amount of tree loss that 
w ill take place to build th is; "'park ... Make sure vou take another listen to th eir reaction - I don' t 

th ink th~ inittal ly rea 1i.ZE! this exte-nsive tree loss. 

I 5,uggest you do what vou tan to put in facilities around the trees with minima l disturbante. 
Yes, scale It down . You will have a happie r nell!hborhood. Removing 105 trees to bui ld• pa rk 
makes oo ~ose. Kafkaesque. Outrageousl 

Joanne D'Antonio 
Neiglbortood Ccuncl Sustiinabm'ty Aliis;x:e /NCSA!, r,... Com,ru'~ee Char 
C<>nm,,,,ify Fo,o$I A<M"'Y C<mmitteo (CFAC) Rop.....,..t,.,, re, CD 2, •nd CFAC En..,.._nt S,,,t,conwnit,_. 
Chair 
en- l,lr,\\oy Gowl ,..;gt<>orl-oo<;! oovnci//GVGC); llooRI Mwnoor, SV.tai/wo•~ty --••""• PC.UC momoor 
NCSA ~r~ · UIO;M.Fom$try~ Pitlrt it)FMP,I W1:11i1ing Gst)UJ) 

~ 
ioaoo:<t ~ com 
cd2c{pc0gmap/ cam 
/818)387-8831 
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Project, the City would be required to replace trees protected by the RAP Tree 
Policy at a 1:1 ratio for total trunk diameter. Additionally, RAP Tree Policy 
requires at least a 4:1 ratio for native species regardless of the caliper 
requirements. PDF-BIO-14 outlines the RAP Tree Policy requirement by stating 
that replacement trees would mitigate loss of mature trees taking into 
account their maturity (trunk diameter), habitat value, and species type. The 
1:1 replacement requirement sufficiently compensates for the values of the 
trees to be affected resulting in a less than significant impact of the Project. 
 
BSS Tree Policy, as adopted by the Board of Public Works and implemented by 
BSS Urban Forestry Division and the Board of Public Works, require tree 
replacement at a 2:1 ratio for removal of all street trees. The BSS Tree Policy 
was adopted by the Board of Public Works in 2015 with expert analysis 
concluding that it was an acceptable practice to address the loss of any 
removed street tree. For the proposed Project, the City would be required to 
replace street trees at the 2:1 replacement ratio. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Community Engagement 
Process. 
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  I-809-1 
 

This comment is introductory although it also questions the adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. 
 
Please see Master Response - EIR Recirculation Requirements. 
 

I-809-2 
 

This comment does not raise any specific issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-809-3 
 

The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
This comment also expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

I-809-4 
 

Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR discussed impacts of the 
proposed Project related to traffic and transportation. Also, please see Master 
Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 

I-809-5 
 

Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR discussed impacts of the 
proposed Project related to traffic and transportation. Also, please see Master 
Response - Traffic/Transportation. 
 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

I-809-3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-809-4 

1-809-1 

1-809·2 I 

My husba nd, son and I have lived adjacent to the reservoir since 1996. Prior 
that I have lived nearby (Los Feliz and Silver Lake ) since 1987. 

My position is quite simple: Anything that positively impacts the natural 
environment I am for. Anything that negatively impacts the human 
environment I am aga inst. 

This should be the priori ty fo r the Master Plan, and a revised DEIR (which is 
grea tly needed as it does not fully address the actual impact of the Master 
Plan); the priority being to only implement changes or upgra des that provide a 
more supportive environment for the ecosystem as it currently exists In and 
around the reservoir. No amenities for human usage should be implemented 
except in the southern end (dog park, gym/community center, etc.) as needed 
for safe and enjoyab le use of this spec ific area . 

This neighborhood and the reservo ir were not built to be a huma n destination 
like the one current ly proposed. 

FOR EXAMPLE: the way the reservoir area is currently used is for short periods 
of time - approximately up to an hour or less. But the proposal would increase 
that period of time to hours and hours, up to a full da y of use. This would 
grea tly impa ct the surrounding neighborhoods and the quality of life of those 
people living in the vicinity of the reservoir, along with the natura l wildlife that 
make their homes in and around the reservoir. 

So related to that, does anyone know how many hundreds and hundreds of 
cars park temporarily in our neighborhood on a daily basis? And what is the 
expectation for how many more cars will park on a long-term basis - for hours 
and hours or all day which would further clog up our human environment both 
physically, and in term s of air quality and noise. Despite the add it ional pa rking 
spaces proposed (which are inadequate and would further clog up traffic) the 

1-809-5 surrounding streets would become long-term pa rking fo r this misguided, and 
under eva luated Master Plan. 

There already is a human impact on our neighborhood that we accept as a 
resident, but it is a human friendly use of the reservoir. What I oppose is a more 
intense human impact on our living environment and on the natural 
environment of the reservo ir. 
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I-809-6 
 

The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. Although the 
Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s 
potable water needs, they are considered an important neighborhood-
defining characteristic. 
 
As described in Project Description, Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project’s fundamental objective is to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its 
unique character. The underlying purpose of the Project is to put the SLRC to a 
beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing potable 
water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain 
the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including maintaining the 
dams, the proposed Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to 
benefit area residents. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response - Funding and Operations. 
 

 

  

1-809-6 

In addition I believe the funds expended to fulfill the Master Plan should be 
used to create or enhance green space in neighborhoods that desperately 
need it, not in a neighborhood that sits a mile from one of the largest urban 
parks in the country, that being Griffith Park. The amenities proposed for this 
Plan are unneeded, unnecessary, and only fulfill the sensibility that space 
needs to always be filled in and built upon in order to fulfill the human desire 
to uoend and leave a human mark on the natural environment. 
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  I-810-1 
 

The comment expresses support for Alternative 3. This comment expresses 
concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to biological resources are 
analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were 
concluded to be less than significant with implementation of mitigation 
measures. This comment does not raise any specific issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

  
  
  

 

  

October 21 , 2022 

Dear Dr Rebstock , 

1 am voicing my agreement with the Silverlake Wildlife sanctuary on supporting alternative 3 . 

I believe that more is not always better especially when it come to altering nat ure and the needs 

r.gi0-, of t he wiidlife. Wildlife can be pushed eit her out of our area complet ely or move even more into 

resident streets to adapt to loss of habitat . It took some time for the heron to return but I am 

not sure it is the numbers i t once was. If climate change has taught us nothing it is to preserve 

what we have and be better stewards. We "improve" on nature then struggle to regain it's 

delicate balance. Pis consider the recommendations of the Silverlake wildlife sanctuary. They 

have no gain in This but to preserve the peace and beauty that comes from nature and nature 

e1lone. 

1-!esident $ 1lverlake neighborhood 
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  I-811-1 
 

The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any specific issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
  
  

 

  

~811-1 

From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date~ 

= 518CMEf'm1fct 
Re: SBilet Lat-e ReseMMr Coolp4ex Masts F'\an oratt fIR 

Hcoday, Octd>er 2"1, 20221: 18:"ID :PK 

I !ov" this proj..ct md v;hat it has come lJl) with so mucli I could scream it across h=hoe to the .,,,,:! of Sih,.,- Lak" 
wli£re do I get to do that in writing 
h 's gorgeous .md is a point of pride for all of us that this is u<bat we all want and accomplished 
Bravo 
Lynda Ob,t 
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  I-812-1 
 

Please see Master Response - Community Engagement Process. 
  

I-812-2 
 

The comment expresses concern regarding dogs allowed at the Project site. As 
described in the Project Description, Section 2.3 of the Draft EIR, a Dog Park 
operated and maintained by RAP is currently located adjacent to the Silver 
Lake Recreation Center along the southeastern side of the SLRC. The existing 
Dog Park covers approximately 48,790 sf of space and would be expanded to 
approximately 56,400 sf of space and renovated to include two separate 
spaces for both small and large dogs. The area would be regraded and surface 
materials would be updated from decomposed granite to synthetic turf or 
other dog-friendly surfacing. Currently the Dog Park is open every day from 
6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., closing on Wednesdays from 6:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. 
for maintenance.  
 
As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an 
Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the proposed 
Project prior to construction. This plan would include a section on Wildlife 
Management, Wetlands Management, Tree Succession Plan, Brush Clearance, 
and Security. Refer to the Project Description, Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR 
for a basic outline of each plan. 
 
The routine operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would 
include the routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park 
facilities, clearing paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and 
cleaning of park facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the 
Silver Lake Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility 
similar to existing conditions, as well as the enhanced Dog Park. The comment 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration.   
 

I-812-3 
 

Please see response I-812-2. This comment does not raise any specific issues 
with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 

 

  

VASKEN HAGOPIAN 
P.O. BOX 39582 
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90039 

NOVEMBER 5-2022 

CITY OF L.A. BUREAU OF ENGINEERING 

1-812-1 I THIS LETTER ARRIVED ON NOV-4-22 AT MY HOME. 
YOUR HEARING DATE WAS IN OCTOBER. 

MY CONCERN IS THE DOG OWNERS. AS IT IS, IT STINKS WITH DOG 
POOP AND PEE, AND DOG HAIR. 

1~ 12-2 IF YOU ALLOW THESE DOG OWNERS IN THESE NEW AREAS!!! 

1-812-3 

YOU MIGHT AS WELL CALL IT "THE SILVER LAKE RESERVOIR DOG 
OWNERS HEAVEN" 

WE LIVE ON WAVERLY DR. FOR OVER 26 YEARS. USED TO BE ONE 
DOG OWNERS, BUT NOW IT IS 2-4 DOGS FOR EACH HOME. 

YES THEY WALK THEIR DOGS IN FRONT OF OUR HOME, THE DOGS 
PEEP, AND POOP IN FRONT OF OUR HOME, SOME PICK UP AND SOME 
JUST LEAVE IT THERE. 

THERE IS NO LAW, NO RULES FOR THESE DOG OWNERS, AND WE 
SUFFER WITH THE STINCH OF DOG PEE AND POOP. 
WHEN WE HAVE GUESTS, ESPECIALLY AT NIGHT WE HAVE TO GO AND 
ESCORT THEM IN TO OUR HOME SO THEY DON'T STEP ON THE 
POOPS. 

WHERE THE HELL ARE THE LAWS AGAINST THESE CARELESS DOG 
OWNERS??????? 

~ 
VASKEN HAGOPIAN 
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  I-813-1 
 

The comment notes that the 201 bus line does not run on Silver Lake 
Boulevard. As described in Section 3.16.1, Transportation, the SLRC is 
connected to the County Metro bus system via lines #201 that runs West 
Silver Lake Drive with multiple stops adjacent to the Complex and #92 which 
runs on Glendale Boulevard with multiple stops which are a short walking 
distance from the SLRC (Figure 3.16-1 of the Draft EIR). Line #92 connects to 
Burbank, Glendale and downtown LA. According to LA Metro’s NextGen Bus 
Plan, Line # 201 will be discontinued. Portions of Line #182 and #603 will stop 
in the project vicinity and connect to Hollywood and Echo Park. The 
Vermont/Sunset Metro Station is approximately 1.45 mile west of the Project 
Site and the Vermont/Santa Monica Metro Station is approximately 1.42 miles 
southwest of the Project Site. 
 

  
  
  

 

  

I-813-1 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Barbara Ringuette <ltrbab@att.net > 
Thursday, December 1, 2022 10:22 PM 
SLNC board; transportation@silverlakenc.org; reservoir@silverlakenc.org 
SLRCM PProject 
SLNC Newsletter - Correction 

Hello Silver Lake Neighborhood Council Board and Transportation & Safety Committee and SLNC Board, 

Thank you for the December 1" Newsletter. 

A correction: Metro elim inated the 201 bus line a couple of years ago. Thus, there is no bus line on Silver Lake Blvd . 

Likely you have already seen that the deadline for comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the 
Silver Lake Master Plan has been extended to 5 pm December 16"'. 

Sincerely, 
Barbara Ringuette 

Barbara and Lee Ringuette 
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  I-814-1 This comment is introductory and does not raise any specific issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 

  
 

 
  

I-814-1 

Phyl van Ammers 
Ronald van Ammers 

2300 Moreno Drive 
Los An geles, CA. 90039 

Qhylvanammers@ gmail .com 
October 16, 2022 

Re: Written comment on Silv er Lake Draft EIR 

Andrew Salas 
Gabrielino Band of Mission Indians - Kizb Nation 
admin@gabrielinoindians.org 

Anthony Morales 
Gabrielinoffongva San Gabri el Band of Mission Indians 
GTTriba1council@aol.com 

Christina Conley 
Gabrielino Tongva Indians of 
Christina.marsden@alumni.us 

Robert Dorame 
Gabrielino T ongva Indians of 
gtonva@gmail.com 
Sandonne Goad 
Gabrielinoffongva Nation 

California Tribal Council 
c.edu 

California Tribal Council 

sgoad@gabrielino-tongva.co Ill 

Charles Alvarez 
Gabrielino-Tongva Tribe 
roadkinE!charles@aol.com 

Jairo Avila, Tribal Historic an d Cultural Preservation Officer 
fMission Indians F ernandeiio T ataviarn Band o 

Jairo.avila@tataviam-nsn.us 

Dr. Jan Green Rebstock 
City of Los Angeles 
Public Works, Bureau of En gineering 
Jan.2reen..rebstock@ laci!J: .or~ 

Silver Lake Reservoir Comple x Master Piao Project 
"Submit a Comment" 
httQs:/lcomment-tracker.esass oc.com'silverlake master/inde.x.html#/27/v.relcome. 
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I-814-1 
Cont. 

Silver Lake Neighborhood Council (SLNC) . 
board@silverlakenc.org 

phillip.kim@silverlakenc.org 
--, 

a rden .grie r@silverla ke nc.o rg 

iiyoung.park@silverlakenc.org 

david .omenn@silve rfakenc.org 

maebe.a.girl@si lverlakenc.org 

m arsia n. de lellis@silverla ke nc.o rg 

seth .gottesdiener@silverlakencorg 

kristen .egermeier@silverfakenc.org 

robbie. b urto n@s ilve rlaken c. org 

., 

-----, 
nicole.antoine@silverlakenc.org 

kevin.rutkowski@silverfakenc.org 

anthony.crump@silvertakenc.org 

braulio .sotomayor@silverlakenc.org 

jp.drayer@silverlakenc.org 

a I exa ndra .auris c h@silverla ke ncorg 

rya n.moore @si lverlakenc.org 

eric. b rightwell@silverlakenc.org 

andrew wecoer@Silvedakenc om 
daniel weidlein@silve:rlakenc org 
etha n .m cgue rrey@silverlake nc. erg 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Silver Lake DEIR. 
The proposed Project would redevelop approximately 11 6 acres of the. 127-acre Silver 

Lake Reservoir Complex with a contemporary design that would create seven park zones 
blending vegetated areas with public spaces. ("The Project") 

Chapter 2 of the Project Description states the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex (SLRC) is 
a designated Historic Culrural Monument, designated as a Historic-Cultural Monument primarily 
for its association with the development of the Silver Lake neighborhood, its significant 
association with William Mulholland, and as an early and important exaruple of a hydraulically 
sluiced reservoir. 
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  I-814-2 
 

This comment is introductory and does not raise any specific issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

I-814-3 This comment includes general background and history of development in the 
City of Los Angeles and vicinity of Silver Lake. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR.  Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

 

  

I-814-2 

I-814-3 

I-814-1 
Cont. 

The California Environmental Quality Act establishes a policy of sustainability. 
Historic.al resources (buildings, struc!w"es, or archeological resources) are considered part of the 
environment and are subject to review under CEQA. It is well-established that a sense of place 
motivates stewardship. 

In I 770, when the Gaspar de Portola expedition passed through the area now occupied by 
the Silver Lake Reservoir complex, it was the site of an Indian village, probably Kizh ( or 
Tongva) people. 

The village was on the road that led from the village most usually called Yang-Na, and 
the road led from the village in the long valley to today's Griffith Park, through a predecessor 
road of Crystal Springs Drive to a road in the San Fernando Valley. The road, which Griffith J_ 
Griffith called "the river road,"on the San Fernando Valley side of Griffith Park led to a fording 
place in the river. The river on that side - before it turned south and flowed through the 
Glendale Narrows - was more like a creek, much of its flow there was subterranean. The river 
could be easily forded on that side. 

The road before it entered what became known as the Rancho Los Feliz - land granted to 
ranchera Maria Ygancia Verdugo in 1843 - is gone. Her 1845 irrigation ditch was possibly the 
beginning of later irrigation projects, including eventually Silver Lake and then Ivanhoe 
reservoirs. 

The road through the long valley the Spanish, Mexican, and then American settlers 
traveled is under the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex 's concrete basins. The road where it left 
the long valley is about Rowena Avenue. An approximation of the route to the San Fernando 
Valley may be followed today, and the river may be easily crossed on that side today on the short 
bridge called Riverside Drive Bridge, which leads from Zoo Drive into Burbank. The road 
becomes RiveISide Drive, but branches to three streets: Sonora Avenue, RiveISide Drive and 
Victory Boulevard. 

The area the SLRC occupies may have been the site of the house that Jose Vicente Feliz 
or his daughter and her husband constrncted in 1780 - meaning the beginning of Los Angeles's 
non-Indian built environment was possibly where Los Angeles began. 

The area around the reservoirs was not well developed until the 1920s, but the "paper 
town" called Ivanhoe was subdivided in the late 1880s. The bulldozer was invented in 1923, 
making it easier to build in the hilly tract. 

In 1903, L.C. Brand' s workers dynamited open the long hill called Hard Luck that 
separated land near the river from land around today 's reservoir complex to create a trackbed for 
the inurban electric train that ran through a tunnel from dov.'lltowu to Glendale. In the 1920s, a 
metal struch1re replaced part of the wooden viaduct and the hill or a hill was exc.avated to create 
Fletcher Drive on the west side of the river. (fhere was a short Fletcher Drive in Glassell Park 
before then.). 

When private automobile ownership was rare, Los Angeles electric intemrban trains 
provided public transportation first, to open areas to real estate speculation, and then to allow 
c.ommuters to live in Glendale, Atwater, Silver Lake, and Echo Park when the downtown area 
was the c.enter of commerce. 

The municipal staiiways in the Silver Lake and Echo Park neighborhoods were critic.al to 
the sprawling open developmenr of Los Angeles and tracts on the east side of the river. 

The Silver Like Reservoir Complex land is an area of historic importance. 

Introduction 

3 
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  I-814-4 This comment includes general background and history of development in the 
City of Los Angeles and vicinity of Silver Lake. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

  
 

  

I-814-4 

Understanding the geology of the area once called the Rancho Los Feliz is the beginning 
of seeing the history of the land occupied by the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex. 1 

Today's Silver Lake, Echo Park and Los Feliz neighborhoods were and are in a hilly area 
with one long valley called at one time El Portezuelo. The Silver Lake Reservoir Complex 
occupies a large part of El Portezuelo. As may be seen from the Carlson map, the valley was 
fairly large on the north - where the reservoirs are located -- narrowed, and extended south of the 
Silver Lake reservoir dam to where Echo Park Lake is today. 

If you stand on the Silver Lake dam and look straight ahead looking to the south, you can 
see a bank building on Sunset. Echo Park Lake is a linle to the east of there, corresponding to 
the blue painted areas of the long valley in which the reservoirs are located. Looking from Echo 
Park Lake by the statue called the Lady of the Lake and looking straight ahead, you see the 
skyscrapers on Bunker Hill. 

Bunker Hill used to be higher than it is now. 
Late 1960s, early 1970s redevelopment of the old district - which John Fante and Jack 

Kerouac wrote was the center of Los Angeles during the years tenements, boarding houses, 
«pensioners" living in the skeletons of once elite Victorian houses , bars, milk stores, newspaper 
stands, drugstores stood on the hill - lowered Bunker Hill. 

There was another valley between the hill occupied partly by what realtors the Moreno 
Highlands and the Franklin hills. There was -- at the time the below map was created -- a large 
gulch, which could be called a valley, and a canyon that also could be called a valley, in the area 
of today 's Elysian Park. Elysian Park and Elysian Heights were once part of the tract called 
«s tone Quarry hills." 

City government sold or gave away 80 percent of its pueblo land, beginning in 1853. 
Some of the Stone Quarry Hills could not be given away. Elysian Park, dedicated in 1886, was 
land that could not be given away.' 

194 5 Carlson map3 

C,,00,...,.. .. ... c,"'I 
C.N •1- •1•,. •Ill- • 

An ancient Indian road once went from the Indian village sometin1es called Yang-Na to 
the portezuelo. During the time real estate speculators attempted to subdivide and sell land 
during the ·'Boom of the Eighties" (1880s), the portezuelo was renan1ed Ivanhoe Canyon. 

The road continued through today's Griffith Park into the San Fernando Valley and from 
there to the Central Valley, turning west to reach what was the Oakland estuary, now Lake 
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Merritt A branch of the road went further north, into Mendocino County, occupied by the Pomo 
people. Th.e road also went east, into the Mojave. 

The firs t European land expedition in Alta California that traveled from San Diego north 
to search for Monterey. Tue expedition members crossed the Los Angeles River on August 3, 
1769. 

A steep hill descended into the river in the Glendale Narrows , seen on a survey of "the 
Stone Quarry Hills" (largely occupied today by Solano Canyon, Dodger Stadium, Elysian 
Heights, and Elysian Park) in 1868.4 That hill still descends almost into the edge of the river, 
even though the river now flows - when it flows - in a concrete sepulchure. 

According to H . E. Bolton' s 1927 translation of f ather Crespi's diary, Crespi wrote the 
members of thePortol:\ expedition followed the plain they had been in. Tue plain they were in is 
considered part of the Los Angeles plain although the river separates the two areas. The Porto!:\ 
expedtion bad been in the San Gabriel Valley. 

On August 2, 1769, from the western edge of the Los Angeles plain before it reaches the 
river, they "entered a very spacious valley, well-grown with cottonwoods and alders, an10ng 
which ran a beautifhl river from the north northwest, and then doubling the point of a steep hill, 
it went on afterwards to the south . To the north northeast there is another river bed which forms 
a spacious water-course but we found it dry. This bed unite.s with the river . .. .''' 

Bolton wrote, in an asterisked note explaining the location of the can1psite on the eastern 
side of the river, "Los Angeles River, where Los Angeles now stands. The dry river bed to the 
north was Arroyo Seco. Camp was probably near Downey Avenue." Downey Avenue is now 
North Broadway. North Broadway after it crosses the river to the east side intersects with North 
Spring Street. The Broadway Bridge is at the end of the Glendale Narrows , and the water in the 
Glendale Narrows was deep, thrust upwards by bedrock. 

One of the other men1bers of the Portola expedition, Catalan engineer Miguel Costans6, 
wrote about crossing the river from the eastern bank to the western bank: 

"B(V)adeamos el Rio de la Porcinc1i/a que baja con mucha rapidez de la caiiada por 
donde desemboca de la sierra para entrar el llano .. . "6 

Canada may be interpreted as ravine, canyon, gorge, strait, arroyo. A "narrow" is a 
restricted land or water passage. 

That the ex pedition members waded through the river suggests they did not ford the river 
in the Narrows, where water descended rapidly. The expedition forded the river below the 
Narrows, where it spread olll. This was in August, in the rainless season. 

The likeliest place for the expedition to have crossed the river was about where the 
Spring Street Bridge crosses it today. The river changed its course in 1825, but that change 
occurred further to the south. Tue expedition crossed the river again in January I 770, Portola 's 
return to San Diego. 

On August 3, 1769, the ex pedition traveled about half a league - about 1.3 miles - from 
the crossing place through the area commonly called Dogtown after the Ann Street anin1al 
shelter, which was to become the city's first industrial area after the arrival of the Southern 
Pacific Railway in 1876. This area included what is today' s Los Angeles State Historic Park, 
commonly called "the cornfield," once the SPPR railyarcl In 1849, E.O.C. Ord and William Rich 
Hutton depicted a cornfield at about that location in their Plan dB la Ciudad de Los Angeles. 

One day, it may be possible to reconstruct the route from the river to what is today' s 
Olvera Street and the plaza. From a description by landscape painter Willian1 Henry Jackson it 
was "a very winding street." 
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011 January 29, 1867, Jackson camped at the settlement of El Monte. Tue plain extended 
many miles from where he was camped, and thousands of wild horses lived 011 the plain. 

011 January 31, 1867, he wrote : 
"Up pretty early & baked grub and afterwards we all posted off ro town. Passed a few 

low flat-roofed whitewashed & solitary looking Mexican houses on the right & left. Passed over 
the Los Angeles river 011 a narrow foot bridge & followed a very winding street up into the 
central part of the town ._. 7 Blake Gumprecht, in The Los Angeles River Its Life, Death and 
Possible Rebirth, page 147, wrote about a foot bridge washed away by debris from rhe dam in 
1868. The dam was above today' s Broadway Bridge, so Jackson's description was probably 
about the area at the Broadway Bridge. 

If the road was very winding in 1867, it had probably been winding in 1769. 
At 1.3 miles, Portola encountered Indians coming from their village, the village usually 

called Yang-Na. 011 today 's streets, it is 1.3 miles from the Spring Street bridge to today ' s plaza 
area. Although it's just about never acknowledged, Yang-Na was 011 the apron of Fon Moore 
Hill, where the church, the plaza, Olvera Street, the firehouse, the Chinese history museum are. 
Indians, possibly not descendants of the people that lived there in 1769, had That area taken from 
them in the 1830s, and they were given Rancheria de los Poblanos, and then that was taken from 
them and they were moved across the river to El Pueblito, and then that was taken from them. 

Ponola then took a branch of what was called by the end of the Hispanic eras El Camino 
Viejo and went in a westerly direction, passing the La Brea tar pits . The expedition climbed over 
the mountains, purpon edly over what in the Americ.an era became the Sepulveda Pass, into the 
San Fernando Valley. There was 110 pass there in 1769 , and Crespi described a difficult ascent. 

On January 16, I 770, the Portola expedition returned from its journey 11on h. Pon o la 
went through a gap in the Santa Monica Mountains at the location of today' s William 
Mulholland Memorial Fountain. The e.xpeditio11 then went over "small knolls" to reach the 
valley, where they encountered Indians living in a village. 

The road went through the valley, and emerged at about the bottom of today's Echo Park 
Lake, entering the Los Angeles plain. Plan de la Ciudad de Los Angeles showed a branch of El 
Camino Viejo went through the hills at that point. 

On their second trip non h, Father Juan Crespi named the gap in the mountains and the 
hills "pon ezuelo." 

On Febmary 21, 1776, the Juan Bautista de A.nza expedition crossed the rive.r, probably 
at about the same place as had the Portola expedition, traveled up El Camino Viejo, took the 
branch through the hills, and camped in the valley, by then called by the Spanish El Portezuelo. 
This expedition traveled the next day through today's Griffith Park to Toluca Lake and then went 
\vest. 

The portezuelo was a large meadow, and the Indians living in the village in the valley 
may have gathered plants and dug for tubers and seeds in it. The road through the valley was a 
ponion of the primary road to the Central Valley in the Hispanic er a, El Camino Viejo a Los 
Angeles. Vaqueros drove cattle along the route to reach hungry Argonauts during the California 
Gold Rush, going through the route that went through the valley. The other route into the valley 
was over a hil.l about where Lake Hollywood is today. Below the river was a ravine or gorge, 
with a creek mnning through it. 

This area was part of the cattle raucho ofranchera Maria Ygnacia Verdugo, a rancho 
granted on March 22, 1843. Her rancho, until the American era, when it was reduced as a result 
of the Land Act hearings because it conflicted with the clain1 of the city of Los Angeles for land 
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within what had been pueblo limits, included Echo Park, Angelino Heights, Victor Heights, and 
East Hollywood. 

There is no photograph or painting of Maria Ygnacia Verdugo . Below is a photo of one 
of her daughters - Raynmnda, who was married to Ju.1n Domingo, the Gennan immigrant who 
arranged with Pio Pico to have the Indians ren1oved from Rancheria de los Poblanos so that 
Domin~o could ex11an..,..d_hi_._s _v_in_e.._ar_d. ___________ _,, 

Photo of Raymunda and her son Torio Domingo. • 
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Maria Ygnacia Verdugo' s 1843 diseiio.9 

Title records indicate her ditch was in the San Juan enclosure or her pasture, but there is 
no map showing her San Juan enclosure and nothing extant shows where her pasture was. The 
pasture or San Juan enclosure could have been the portezuelo; on the other hand, her ditch 
probably did not reach it. To reach the portezuelo from the river, her ditch would have gone 
uphill. It is unlikely Maria Ygnacia used a pwup to lead the water in her ditch uphill in 1845. 

A ditch for water existed in l 870 in the portezuelo. In the map below. the portezuelo was 
called the potrero. 
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H. M. Johnston, "El Potero or Irrigable F1at of the Rancho Los Feliz." Huntington digital 
library, Huntington Library, San Marino. 
https:1/hdl.huntin!!lon.org/di~ital/collection/p I S I S0co114/id/11397 /rec12. 
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A ditch through the portezuelo fed Reservoir No. 4 and the Elysian Reservoir. Reservoir 
No. 4 and the Elysian Reservoir - constmcted before Silver Lake - served the domestic and 
agricultural uses of the growing city, supplementing the zanja systen1 of irrigation first 
constructed in about 1781 , and which served the pueblo and later the city of Los Angeles until 
1903. 

Real estate speculators arranged for carriages came up the route through the portezuelo to 
view proposed subdivisions. Carriages - perhaps the same carriages - took residents of 
downtown Los Angeles to see ostriches kept in the Charles Sketchley and Griffith J_ Griffith 
ostrich farm. 

Detail from .. Boulevard Tract. "10 

In 1887, a few structures existed in what real estate speculators named the town of 
Ivanhoe, when the Ostrich Farm Railway traveled from Sisters' Hospital to the ostrich farm in 
what is today Griffith Park. 

The artist for «Boulevard Tract" stood on a hill that is in today's Forest Lawn Memorial 
Park. The detail of the drawing shown below showed a tiny train on the west side of the river. 
The tiny train represented the Ostrich Farm Railway, which went from Griffith's ostrich farm in 
what is today Griffith Park through the portal in the hills. 

10 
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umber 3 on the drawing indicated the ostrich fann. Number I indicated the train to the 
ostrich fann. No. 2 was Ivanhoe in 1887. 

In 1887, Griffith J. Griffith named a street Rowena after the love interest in Sir Walter 
Scott 's novel Ivanhoe.11 A predecessor road to Rowena was a stretch of the old road, called the 
Camino Publico or Camino Real for a time after 1851. 11 
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Ivanhoe subdivision map_ll 

The route of the Ostrich Farm Railway depicted on the subdivision map existed in reality. 
Looking at the subdivision map, the train ran along today' s Griffith Park Boulevard. The 
reservoir did not exist. Tue streets were named, but did not exist, and - if the plots were sold no 
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record remains showing they did, building permits were not issued until later. Ivanhoe 
Elementary School began in a two-story farmhouse in 1886. Presumably, the farmhouse existed 
before 1886. 

Ou December 8, 1887, the embryo city Ivanhoe was established. It did not manage to 
survive in the form its promoters intended. "Ivanhoe was situated on the Los Feliz Rancho, 
comprising the eastern portion of the Lick Tract; it was recorded June 2, 1887, and consisted of 
700 acres divided into 1,300 lots .... A free carriage went to the tract daily."1• 

There were three ways to get to the former Rancho Los Feliz for a time. One was on the 
road by then through the Cahuenga Pass and then along the river road, on the valley side, then 
along the road through the park. The second route was the Ponezuelo route - shown on state 
engineer William Hammond Hall ' s 1880 map which, was where carriages also went - possibly 
the same carriages at the san1e time - to the Ivanhoe subdivision. The third route was the 
railway to the ostrich farm. The Ostrich Farm Railway opened a pollion of what is today Sunset 
Boulevard. Sunset Boulevard burrowed through Fon Moore Hill - excavated first for dirt for 
Union Station and then for the 10 I Freeway - in 1904. 

The 1909 "Birdseye" view of Los Angeles showed one lake, undivided. It looks like three 
houses stood on the flank of the hill facing the reservoir. 
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etail om 1 1rdseye 1ew. 

Before Mulholland flooded what he - according to his granddaughter Catherine 
Mulholland in her biography William Mulholland and the R;se of Los Angeles (University of 
California Press, 2002)- called Ivanhoe Canyon. 
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The name Ivanhoe Canyon may have begun with the "'paper town" of Ivanhoe created 
during the Boom of the Eighties. Until the popular success of Helen Hunt Jackson' s Ramona, 
Anglo real estate promoters erased the Spanish and Mexican era history. After 1888, "boomers" 
created a synethetic romanticized Hispanic past.16 The street named AUesandro is a misspelling 
of the nan1e of the charncter Romana ' s Indian husband. 

William Mulholland, in an interview by the Los Angeles Times on May 8, 1927, said: 
"Forty years ago, I lived within a half-mile of what is now Silver Lake and used to picnic 

along the stream that flowed through the meadows. In 1903, I built the danl that made Silver 
Lake. We used to walk to the top of the surrounding hills, which were considered the finest 
viewpoints in Los Angeles."17 Mulllolland probably lived a mile and a half from what became 
Silver Lake, ra ther than "within a half-mile." 

It is possible Mulholland lived in another house, but Catherine Mulllolland wrote in 
William Mulholland that her grandfather lived in what he called "an old shack" during the years 
beginning in I 886 that he worked on the Crystal Springs project. 

Ernest Garcia-one of Rafaela Feliz' s children- recalled that William Mulholland 
roomed with his family at their ranch house. Rafaela Feliz was one of Maria Ygnacia Verdugo' s 
grandchildren. 18 

His mother had lived ne.xt door to where Ernest was living at the time of his interview -
she died in 1939 - at 2854 Rowena Avenue.19 An apartment building is today at 2854 Rowena 
Avenue. It is a peculiar stmcture. The front stmcture looks like a modified house. The roof is 
unusual, typical of houses in Los Angeles built around the turn of the twentieth century. 

Los Feliz Ranch House."26 

13 
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In the 1880s, the "old ranch house" was where the William Mulholland Memorial 
Fountain, dedicated in 1940, stands. A little shack was attached to the house at the time of the 
undated photograph. 

Another ranch house, always referred to as "the new ranch house," was built possibly in 
the 1850s, possibly by either Antonio Feliz or Anastacio Feliz.. Archivists from different 
libraries state different men built the "new ranch house," at different times. That house - "the 
new ranch house" -- became the ranger station in Griffith Park. 

Because Ernest Garcia lived in the"old ranch house" when he was a child does not 
necessarily mean either that house or the attached house was a house built in the early years 
Maria Ygnacia lived on the rancho. The houses in the photograph show steeped roofs. The main 
house had a chimney. Spanish era houses had flat roofs. It is, for the same reason., unlikely the 
houses in the photograph had been a house belonging to Vicente Feliz or to either of his sons that 
had sitios on the rancho . 

In 1852, William Rich Hutton sketched a house in or near "El Portezuelo." This house 
also had a steeped roof. 

'1.. 

"Near Los Angeles September 18, 1852." 21 

No other place near Los Angeles looked like the scene in Hutton' s sketch other than the 
area in front of the low hills between the valley and the river. The San Gabriel Mountains 
showed behind the hills, which were then unexcavated. The house stood on flat land. No 
intermediate hills were shown. The house was probably, therefore, al about what would be at or 
near today's Fletcher Drive and Glendale Boulevard. 

14 
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After secularization of the missions in 1834, emancipated Indians often went to the 
ranchos to get work. Any munber of structures could have been on the rancho that were intended 
to house Indian vaqueros. 

There is no record of a deed or grant to anyone else before 184 3. Maria Y gnacia ' s 
husband Juan Jose Anastacio Feliz was a relative of Vicente Feliz -- cornisionado of the pueblo 
from 1787 to 1800. Juan Jose Anastacio 's father Anastacio Maria Feliz had lived on the rancho 
from the early 1790s until his death in 1810. Juan Jose Anastacio and Maria Ygnacia Verdugo 
and their family moved to the rancho in 1828. Although it is generally believed a governor 
granted the rancho to Vicente, on.ly two bits of evidence imply someone granted him a rancho. 22 

Vicente had been a soldier with the Anza expedition. He may have built a home on what 
became the Rancho Los Feliz as early as I 780. One of his grandchildren was born in Los 
Angeles in 1780. There is no indication his daughter and her family lived anywhere in Los 
Angeles other than on the rancho. 
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"Map of the Rancho de los Felis showing the Division-Line between the parts of Coronel! 
[Coronel] and Lick"13 Crystal Springs was depicted with blue dashes. The "Puerta Suela" was 
near a bump in the river on the right side of the sketch that is still there. The bump went around 
Elysian Valley (Frogtown). It still does. 

The name "Puerta Suela" was meaningless, because it means "door sole-of-shoe". The. 
map shows the entrance to the Portezuelo, Portezuelo means little door. It was a gap in the Santa 
Monie.a Mountains. 

The area where the river formed a hoop ar the top of the survey went around a hill in 
what is today Griffith Park. 
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Vicente Feliz's (probable) cousin Anastacio Maria Feliz and his wife Gertrudis 
Valenzuela lived on the rancho until his death in 1810 and her death in 1816. Their son Juan 
Jose Anastacio, his wife Maria Ygnacia Verdugo, and their children lived on the rancho from 
1828. Two of Vicente's sons lived on the rancho, both listed in Guillermo Cola 's 1816 as 
having been granted a sitio by the rancho. Francisco continued to live on the rancho until his 
death. His son was murdered in 1836. Francisco' s wife died in 1836. Their daughters and their 
families lived near Francisco . On the 1844 census, Francisco was living on the rancho with a 
daughter. 

Antonio probably lived on the rancho, and Anstacio Mauricio and his fantily lived on the 
rancho with their children. Anastacio, Jr. , lived on the rancho . 

The old ranch house, the new ranch house, and the ·'Puerta Suela" may be seen on the 
~ap of the Rancho de Felis" above. 
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Detail from "Plat of Rancho Los Feliz, line from Nopa lero to Portezuelo."24 "Ra.stradero" meant 
the Arastradero, probably the location where bulls were slaughtered and their hides roughly 
tanned, which was a little below today' s Echo Park Lake. The "Puerta Suela" is in this map at a 
somewhat different location from where it was in "Map of the Rancho de los Feliz." 

The Arastradero may be seen in the detail from "Los Felis and Providencia." 

Detail from "Los Felis and Providencia. "25 

Ao irrigation ditch, possibly an extension of what was called the "Feliz ditch," went 
through the valley, and may have fed Reservoir No. 4, now Echo Park Lake. Maria Ygnacia 
Verdugo requested permission from the ayuntamiento to use water from the Los Angeles River 
in 1841 . She requested permission in 1841, which was two years before Governor Manuel 
Michellorena granted her the rancho for the benefit of herself and her family. 26 In 1845, Vicente 
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de la Osa granted a right of way for a zanja, to use water from the river, to Maria Ygnacia 
Verdugo , acrnss the "pasture land of Feliz or the enclosure of San Jose."27 We have not come 
across any map showing the "enclosure of San Jose." Some maps refer to the portezuelo as the 
"potrero." A potrero is a paddock. A paddock is a small field or enclosure where horses are 
kept or exercised. It is sin1ilar in meaning to a field, a meadow, or pasture. 

Twenty years later, the Feliz (sometimes called Felix) Ditch reaclled the Elysian 
Reservoir.28 Along the way lo the reservoir, the ditch joined the Chavez ditch. 

In the 1860s, a ditcll ran through the valley today occupied by the Silver Lake Reservoir 
Complex. 

In 1873, the city filed a lawsuit against Mc.L. Baldwin, then owner of the valley through 
which an irrigation ditch ran, to quiet its title to two heads of water on the river and ended up 
buying the two heads for SS0.000. 29 The Silver Lake Reservoir Complex occupies part of the 
valley: the Portezuelo. 

There was a second portemelo - or portillo. That lirtle door opened to a plateau of land 
occupied by the Indian 'l'illage called Cahuenga, possibly until 1810, when the San Fernando 
Mission absorbed Rancllo Portezuelo, owned by Maria Ygnacia 's uncle Mariano de la Luz 
Verdugo. Universal Studios occupies that platform of land. A road went over the hill behind the 
village and desce.nded to the Los Angeles plain. The road over the hill was the Cahuenga Pass 
until sometime in the 1870s, when a road was established in the ravine below the hill. The 
ravine went from the San Fernando Valley to the Los Angeles plain. In about 1860, telegraph 
poles were erected in the ravine . 

An ancient road that was called El Ca111ino Viejo by the end of the Hispanic eras went 
both over the hill in the Cahuenga Pass and through the portezuelo on the Rancho Los Feliz. It 
was part of El Camino Viejo a Los Angele,, the oldest route from the Central Valley to Los 
Angeles . Los Angeles County designated it as a ca111i110 pziblico in 1851.30 

E.O.C. Ord and William Ricll Hutton drew part of El Camino Viejo as it was in 1849 in 
their Plan de la Ciudad de Los Angele,_ One branch turned to the west, ending in Boca de Santa 
Monica. The Gaspar de Portola expedition - the first European land expedition in California -
took this branch on August 3, 1769. One branch went to the Cahuenga Pass. The third went 
through the hills at what was called the Arastradero into the Rancho Los Feliz. 
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Detail of Plan de la Ciudad de Los Angeles 31 
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Detail from William Hammond Hall topog,.,phic map32 
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In 1880, State Engineer William Hammond Hall ' s topographic map showed El Camino 
Viejo then began at the edge of downtown Los Angeles. at about 8"' Street. The road had shrunk 
as the city grew. 

The road, which was a length of El Camino Viejo a Los Angeles, Camino Pilblico in 
1851 , and part of which was later Los Feliz Road, went through the Portezuelo on the Rancho 
Los Feliz. Hall depicted the route with dashes. The road went from the subdivided portion of 
downtown Los Angeles. A small circle adjacent to a railroad tract near the bottom right of the 
in1age represented the plaza . 

The old road went to Rese.rvoir No. 4, around Angelino Heights, bumped up to about 
where Swiset Boulevard would be, and slid through the portezuelo to where the Mulholland 
memorial fountain is today. The Silver Lake Reservoir Complex was built over a portion of the 
old road. The road turned towards what is today Griffith Park at about the intersection of 
Fletcher Drive and Riverside. Drive. The other line composed of dashes - about today's 
Riverside Drive - did not connect with the old road. This was because of the hills between the. 
two roads. Today's Rowena Avenue, somewhat modified, is a portion of the old road. The Los 
Angeles River ran through the Glendale arrows. The Southern Pacific Railroad tracks were on 
the east side of the river. 

A pond or small lake was in the land in the portezuelo - a few years later called Ivanhoe 
Canyon, now occupied in part by the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex. A creek ran from the 
bottom of the pond. 

Hall ' s topographic map showed the old road - not seen in the detail -- continued to the 
predecessor road to Crystal Springs Drive, which leads into the San Fernando Valley. 

The pond may be seen in Herman Herzog' s "A valley near Los Angeles," painted about 
1873. It is the faint blue area. 
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Hennan Her zog painting of "A valley near Los Angeles. "33 

In the middle ground of Herzog ' s painting is a hill shaped something like a triangle. That 
hill may be seen today from the Silver Lake dam. That steep sided hill is pan of the Verdugo 
mounta ins. 
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Feride Diri photograph34 

In 1903, L.C. Brand's workers dynamited open "Hard Luck Hill" to create an easement 
ove.r which they constructed tracks for the intemrban railway from downtown to Glendale. Part 
of the easement still exists as a dirt road. 

In a beginning sequence of the 1914 fihn Tillie 's Punctured Romance, Charlie Chaplin 
stood on stunt rider Winna Brown's ranch. Brown's ranch became Tom Mix 's fihn site calle.d 
"Mixville" in 1919. Mixville became an auto camp, and it is now the Silver Ridge shopping 
center. 
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Mixville35 

Marc Wanamaker generously provided this photograph from Bison Archives. Someone 
found the photograph in an attic and gave it to him. T11e photo is not dated but, because the 
trolley viaduct can' t be. seen, it was shot before the low hill was excavated to create Fletcher 
lliive. A windmill may be seen in this photo, partly obscured by a telephone pole. Previous 
occupants may have dug a well 

The hill in the backgroU.lld of the Chaplin' s first full length film had a road leading over 
it. The "Red Car" viaduct could not be seen. The wood viaduct went over a flat are.a. Its 
concrete pediments still stand on the hill above what is today, Fletcher Drive. The viaduct 
cannot be seen in the fihn, meaning it is likely, although not certain, that a portion of the hill 
remained between what is today Riverside Drive and Winna Brown' s ranch. 

The image below is from Tillie 's Punctured Romance on YouTube. 
https://www.voumbe.com1watch?,=TdFEq2AlkrY. 
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In the 1920s, the center part of the viaduct was replaced with metal beams, and Fletcher 
Drive was probably excavated at that time. 
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Detail from 1920 official transportation and city map of Los Angeles and suburbs_;, Although 
this map showed an area indicating the Ivanhoe reservoir, the 1921 Bridwell map showed one 
undivided lake. 

The re.d and yellow lines indicate trolley routes. On this map what is today Sunset Boulevard is 
marked Hollywood Boulevard. In 1920, Riverside Drive was Los Feliz Boulevard. «Ivanhoe 
Avenue" went to Waverly. There was no Fletcher Drive on the west side of the river, only a 
short street called Fletcher Drive in Glassell Park. There is still an Electric Avenue, but it does 
not connect to where the trolley went. The route before Fletcher Drive was excavated appears to 
be the same as after it was excavated. 
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Red Car on partly metal trestle.38 
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Silver Lake from the east." 
In the 1921 silent film Hard Luck. Buster Keaton fished in a lake. Although Keaton also 

filmed a scene in MacArthur Park, it appears from the background hills that Keaton was fishing 
in Silver Lake. 
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The view is from the east side of Silver Lake in 1907. Water and Power Associates. 
https:1/waterandpower.on,/museum/Early LA Water Reservoirs.html . 
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Buster Keaton fishing in Hard Luck. https://www.voumbe.com/watch?v=L4wZja2uu1M. It 
looks like there is a road in about the middle of this still. On the 1922 unrecorded Bridwell map, 
the street called "Fanning" was on the east side of the lake . The street called "Redesdale" was 
on the west side of the lake. Redesdale Avenue exists on the west side of the lake today, but it 
thre.ads through a higher elevation than appears on the photograph. The hills have no houses, 
yet, in the 1921 still from the film, which means the hills in the photograph are the hills on the 
west side. TI1e Verdugo Mountains may be seen behind the hills. Buster must have been sitting 
on a flank ofMulholland' s reinforced earthen dam. 

Developers deeded rights to the city for stairways that ascended the hills that surround the 
reservoirs in what had been El Portezuelo. From photographs of the construction of the dam it 
appears there were no stairways in 1903. These may have been wood stairs in the early years 
after 1903. The concrete stairs are stamped "1926" with contractor's stamps on the Moreno 
Highlands hill. The Westerly stairs were probably constructed so that travelers could reach the 
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A general history of the City of Los Angeles was included in the confidential 
archaeological report included as Appendix E of the Draft EIR, as well as 
substantive research on the precontact history of the area, the history of the 
Reservoir complex, and a substantive land use history was compiled for the 
portions of the complex that could be impacted by the project. 
  

I-814-6 
 

The possible location of the Féliz Ranch House is outside of the Project Site. 
Evidence of the El Camino Viejo is not known to extant within the project site 
or related to potential impacts of the project. 
  

I-814-7 
 

As described in Tribal Cultural Resources, Section 3.17.1 of the Draft EIR, in 
compliance with the requirements of AB 52, the City of Los Angeles Bureau of 
Engineering provided formal notification of the Project via certified mail to 
Native American groups that are listed on the City’s AB 52 contact list which 
included a detailed project description. Two of the Gabrielino tribes requested 
to consult on this project. During consultation the tribes did not indicate that 
the acknowledgement of indigenous trails or roads were of concern to them 
for this particular project and therefore they had no comment on this issue. 
  

I-814-8 
 

As described in Tribal Cultural Resources, Section 3.17.5 of the Draft EIR no 
Tribal cultural resources as defined in PRC Section 21074(a)(1) that are listed 
or eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources, or in a 
local register of historical resources as defined in PRC Section 5020.1(k), or 
that are determined by the lead agency, in its discretion and supported by 
substantial evidence, to be significant pursuant to PRC Section 5024.1, have 
been identified within the Project site. 
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The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for review. 
  

I-814-10 
 

Impacts to archaeological and tribal resources were evaluated in Cultural 
Resources, Section 3.5.5 and Tribal Cultural Resources, Section 3.17.5 of the 
Draft EIR and were concluded to be less than significant after mitigation. 
 

I-814-11 
 

Impacts or changes to the Fargo Stairway and the Westerly Stairway are not 
part of the proposed Project and beyond the scope and recommendations of 
the Draft EIR. 
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I-814-5 

I-814-6 

I-814-7 

I-814-8 

I-814-9 

I-814-10 

I-814-11 

I-814-12 

trolley that went along Sw,set Boulevard. Sunset Boulevard 's predecessor was the Ostrich Fann 
Railway that went from Sister' s Hospital to the ostrich farm in what is today, Griffith Park. 

The City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Engine.ering illegally closed the Fargo Stairs. The 
Bureau of Engineering, in Revocable Pennit No . CEB-94-05-04-A, closed the stairs. They have. 
been closed for about fony years, without approval from the City Council. The City Cow1cil 
illegally closed the Westerly stairs. These are still locked to the public, although the people 
living on the stairs have keys. 

There are no educational plaques that reflect the Indian village once in the portezuelo . 
No information is provided about the Portola expedition' s January 16, 1770, journey through the 
porte:zuelo. No information is provided about the February 21, I 776, Anza expedition campsite 
in the portezuelo. No noticeable information is provided about Maria Ygnacia Verdugo or 
Vicente Feliz. 

Nothing yet indicates the old route, part of the ancient Indian route that went through the 
land now occupied by the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex. 

Recommeodatioos: 

o Funher and deeper research should be done into history of the area. Father 
Crespi 's description of the. area indicates the.re was au Indian village in the long 
valley that the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex occupies. There should be at least 
signage indicating an Indian village was in the valley 

o Acknowledgment that the branch of El Camino Viejo that went through the Feliz 
rancho was a prinlary route during the Hispanic eras and in the. early years of 
American occupation. 

o Acknowledgment that the road through the rancho was an Indian road, not a road 
built by Spanish speaking people . 

o Acknowledgment that the resource is a Tribal Cultural Resource and thus 
significant under CEQA. It is NOT "Less than significant. " 

o Signage should inform the public of, about Vicente Feliz, a soldier with the Anza 
expedition, that lived on the rancho, about the I 770 Ponoli expedition ' s campsite 
in the valley, about the Anza expedition' s campsite in the va lley on February 21, 
1776, and about Maria Ygnacia Verdugo, granted the Rancho Los Feliz in 1843. 

o The Project is NOT "less than significant" as a historical resource or as a culmral 
resource. 

o The City Council should open the Fargo stairway and the Westerly stairway to the 
public . It should open the streets it illegally closed to allow the gated Hathaway 
development. These stairways and streets are not only historica lly significant but 
allow greater public pedestrian access to the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex. 
Global wanning will mean walking will increase by necessity. Sustainability of 
the environment reqnires more walking places, not fewer. The illegal closures 
were not then and are not now in the public interest. 

I Los Angeles from about 13,000 years ago until the al'lival of the Portola 
expedition 
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This comment provides general background City of Los Angeles around 
downtown and in the vicinity of the Project Site and pre-contact through to 
the modern era history. This comment does not raise any issues with respect 
to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
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Remains of ancient camels found in the La Brea tar pits measured 7 feet from the 
shoulder. Mammoths, giant sloths, bison antiquus, dire wolves and saber tooth cats once roamed 
Los Angeles . It is possible the Indians followed the megafauna on the animals ' migratory trails 
for thousands of years before the large animals became extinct. Indian roads through Los 
Angeles may have been created by megafauna. 

Archeological evidence. points to human habitation of Southern California as early as 
13,000 years ago. 40 

Tongva people - also called Kizh and Gabrielifio - superseded or absorbed an earlier 
people living in Los A . .ngeles. 41 Tataviam villages were mostly in the San Fernando Valley42 

The native people of California are often referred to as "'proto-agriculnlfal." 43 This 
description is somewhat misleading when applied to California Indians becanse it presumes that 
Indian pruning, burning, irrigation and seed harvesting would have inevitably led to agriculmre. 

Lowell John Bean and Harry W. Lawton' s '"Some Explanations for the Rise of Culn1ral 
Complexity in Native California, with Comments on Proto-Agriculmre and Agriculmre," 
re.printed in Before the Wildemess: Environmental Management by Native California, listed two 
clearly proto-agriculmral people: the Pauite peop le that inhabited the Sierra Nevada Mountain 
Range in e.ast central California and the. Cahuilla in the Palm Springs area. 44 

Bean and Lawton did not describe Southern Californian native people as "proto
agriculmral. " They felt "quasi-agriculmre" better described Southern Californian land 
management. 

Bean and Lawton fow1d one explanation for Southern California Indians remaining as 
hunter-gatherers in the fact of the abundance of California ' s food resources and highly developed 
techniques of enexgy extraction that made it uunecessary to adapt agriculmre, "except in some of 
the marginally productive desert areas." 

That is, a Bean and Lawton proposition is that in Southern California the Indians had no 
need to develop agriculmre. This is not a sufficient explanation. 

Bean and Lowell, however, provided an additional explanation: 
... (I)n southern California, where there were few barriers to interculmral 

communications, trade alliances associated with military conunitments extended from the west 
coast across the state into Arizona. Several such alliances provided routinize.d trade routes 
allowing a considerable exchange of goods across several ecological zones and directed that flow 
along ecological lines rather than cultural or linguistic ones. Agricultural products also must 
have. occasionally passed along these trade routes in addition to shell bead~. obsidian, and other 
goods, and undoubtedly knowledge of agriculmral practices along the Colorado River." 

Extensive contained burning in southern California promoted the growth of desired 
grasses and herbs in the following season. 45 Bean and Lawton documented quasi-agriculn1ral 
patterns of acorn gathering and plant manipulation, wild tobacco planting, methods of harvesting 
mesquite, pine-nut and agave, the transplantation of plants to better environments, weeding, and 
seed gathering of wild grasses in fields near their villages. 

Florence Shipek., in her article "Kumeyaay Plant Husbandry: Fire, Water, and Erosion 
Control Systems," described effective systems adapted to the climate by water management to 
maintain ground waters close to valley surfaces, and to keep the main springs and surface 
streams at usable levels. 46 

Yang-Na was locate,d on the Native American road that led from (if the sea routes can be 
considered a road) from the Channel Islands on the west to the Mohave and from there as far as 
St. Louis, Missouri on the east. 
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The Indian roads roads also stemmed fro m Baja California and went as far north as Pomo 
villages in Mendocino Collllty, although the primary road north was the road later called El 
Camino Viejo a Los Angeles tl1at crested the Tehachapi Mountains, descended into the Central 
Valley and then mrned west to tl1e Oakland esmary (today' s Lake Merri.rt) .'' 

If there had been no Indian roads to follow, there could have been no Spanish land 
expeditions in the eighteenth cenmry. 

Father J uan Crespi's name for the opening in the Santa Monica Mountains was the 
portezuelo. This was " the gap" between today's G1iffith Park and the long line of hills -
topped in pa11 by \Vaverly DriYe -- that extended to and the steeper hills in Elysian Park. 

J. M. Guinn stated the Porto la expedition returned to Los Angeles from the San Fernando 
Valley by way of the Cahuenga Pass, writing, '"Portola discovered the Pass on his return trip and 
the main traveled road up the coast afterwards went through the Pass. "48 

Guinn wrote, "In compiling the history of the Spanish and Mexican eras, I have taken 
Bancroft's History of California as the most reliable authority. I have obtained much original 
historical material from the Procee.dings of the Ayuntamiento or Municipal Council of Los 
Angeles (1828 to 1850) _' ... , 

Ayuntarniento records are in the municipal archives in the Piper Tech building-the 
building behind Union Station and across from a Dell11y 's. Nothing in these records disc usses 
the Portola expedition' s journey through Los Angeles . 

Bancroft did not offer an opinion about where it was that Portola was when the 
expedition came. from the San Fernando Valley, writing in a footnote, "January 16th to 18th, their 
[Portola' s] route through the Los Angeles region was also different [from their August 5, 1769, 
route] but not very clear. ";o Bancroft's primary assistant Thomas Savage was born and raised in 
Cuba. Savage also traveled from San Francisco to Los Angeles to interview older residents. He 
probably translated the Costans6, Crespi and Portola journals as predicate for Bancroft's 
conclusion; yet the route the expedition took was not clear to Bancroft. 

J. M. Guinn had no evidence or any authority to support his claim that Portola discovered 
the Cahuenga Pass and went through it in January I 770. H. E. Bolton adopted the Guinn 
conclusion and the Teggart translation_; , Herbert Eugene Bolton annotated his translation of Fr. 
Juan Crespi' s diary entry for January 16, I 770, writing that Portola ren1rned to tl1e Los Angeles 
plain by way of the Cahuenga Pas s_;, 

Frederick J. Teggart added to Guinn ' s error with a dubious interpretation of one word in 
engineer Miguel Costans6 's journal. According to Adolph van Hebert-Engert and Fredrick J. 
Teggart, the expedition found a "gorge" that penn irte.d passage to the "plain of the Ojo de Agua 
de los Alisos." 

The previous summer, the Portola expedition had stopped at the Ojo de Agua, the spring 
of water of the alders. The campsite was on the Los Angeles plain; that is, the plain of Ojo de 
Agua was the same thing as the Los Angeles plain.;, 

The Spanish version provided with Teggart' s translation, however, did not say "gorge" in 
Castilian. The Spanish read, " ... haciendonos hallar un abra que sin dificultad 110 s franqueo 
paso al llano de/ Ojo de Agua de los Altsos.. ." "" "Abra" in both Castilian and Cata lan means 
"open" and "opening." s; "Abra" on the island of Cuba , however, meant gorge. The explorers ' 
writings were in Cas tilian. None of then, came from Cuba. ;o 
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It is possible Teggart' s translation was initially drawn from Thomas Savage ' s translation 
for Bancroft, although he did not attribute it to Savage. Teggart had positions at UC Berkeley, 
becoming an associate professor in 191 1. H . H . Bancroft sold his library of materials to UC 
Berkeley in 1905. H.E. Bolton was also a professor at. UC Berkele.y. 

There was a ravine or gorge (a narrow valley between hills or mountains) that went from 
the San Fernando Valley to the Los Angeles plain. It was possible for peop le on horseback or on 
foot to go through what has become "the Calmenga Pass," although there was a creek in the 
bottom as late as 1880, when William Hall1111ond Hall drew his topographic map of Los Angeles 
and San Bernardino Counties. Governor Micheltorena 's campsite in 1843 was in the ravine. 
The old road, however, did not go through the ravine: it went up a hill fro m the location of what 
had been the Indian village ofCahuenga (The village probably disappeared by 1810.) . 

Describing the ascent up the hills from the valley and descent into the Los Angeles plain 
on January 14, 1846, Willian, Bryant wrote: " It COll1111enced raining heav~ly this morning . 
Crossing a ridge of hills, we entered the magnificent undula ting plain surrounding the city of 
Angeles, now verdant with a carpet of fresh vegetation."" (Italics added for emphasis.) 

The amhors of an 1854 report of explorations and surveys by the United States War 
Department described the ascent into the hills . The expedition left the San Fernando Mission 
buildings and headed towards Los Angeles: "When we reached the base of the hills. we crossed a 
rnnning stream, bordered by grass, which we afterwards found to be the Los Angeles river (sic , 
Los Angeles River). and then the ascent of the hills inunediately coll1111enced."58 (Italics added 
for emphasis .) 

Portola did not find a gorge to go through the Santa Monica Mountains . They found an 
open place that allowed them to pass without difficulty to the Los Angeles plain. 

On January 16, 1770, according to Alan K. Brown' s translation, Crespi wrote: 
"We set out in the morning from the pool here, keeping on eastward through this large 

valley .. . to come directly upon the Porcitmcula River. On going about three leagues tl1rough the 
valley here. tl1e mountains make an opening on the southwest of this plain [the San Fernando 
Valley plain] and in a depression at tlie. foot of it we saw a stream, or ponded up water, at which 
there were two villages belonging to the very good heathens of this place, who came out 
unarmed as soon as they saw us in order to greet us , and we were very happy to see us once 
again. They brought us some grnel, and the chief of one village guided us through the aforesaid 
opening in the southwestern range [Crespi wrote "sueste" - southeast -- not southwestern range.]. 
and we came into a small hollow in which upon two sides we. came across a good deal of water, 
with a good deal of wood and better grass for the mounts. We made camp at this spot, and I 
called it the two small watering places of the small hollow of Los Santos Ma rites San Cleta y San 
Marceli110, the Holy Martyrs Saint Cletus and Saint Marcellinus. Four leagues ' march from the 
pool we. set out from. Course eastward and southeasti.vard.'~59 

A caiiada is a glen, a narrow valley . A caiiadita may be translated as a hollow. A hollow 
is a small, sheltered valley. The diminutive " ita" indicates either sm allness or affection, as doe'" 
the ending "zuelo." The Spanish tex.t did not use a word that could be translated as "aforesaid." 

On today 's roads it is 17 .5 miles from Encino -- where the Portola expedition had 
emerged on August 5, 1769, after going over the Santa Monica Mountains -- to the William 
Mull1olfand Memorial Fountain. A nat11ral spring in Encino State Historic Park provided a ye.ar
round source of water for the ancient native village called Siutcanga. 

It appears from Crespi ' s description that on January 16, I 770, the Portola expedition 
went through the San Fernando Valley fo r about seven leagues (about 18.55 miles) from apoza 
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(small lake or swamp) where they had spent the previous night. Indian people the Spanish had 
previously met - meaning met the first ti.me the expedition came into the valley at or near Encino 
- gave them acorn mush. At this point, the expedition members were eating their mules, so the 
Indians may have saved the. lives of the expedition, possibly explaining Crespi 's exuberant 
writing. 

The "captain" of one of the villages guided them through the opening in the mountains on 
the southeast, and that opening was and still is the area around the Willi.am Mulholland 
Memorial Fountain. Because the Golden State Freeway bit off chunks of land, it is difficult now 
to see that across from the fountain, the lawn dips. That land declined to the river until the 
freeway route was excavated in about 1960. 

People that grew up before the freeway was built may remember emerging from the 
arctic chlorinated water of the Griffith Park swimming pool in summer and running downhill 
past the rusted life-endangering children' s playground (that no longer exists) and into the river, 
where they caught pollywogs in glass jelly jars filled with river water. 

Two of the other openings in the hills - through Fletcher Drive and through Hyperion 
Avenue - did not exist until the 1920s. 

In figuring out where the e.xpedi.tion was, it is important to note what Crespi did not say. 
He did not say the expedition went over a hill. He did not write Spanish travelers went through a 
ravine or gorge. 

On April 26 , 1770, the Portola expedition again can1ped at what Crespi had named The 
Holy Martyrs Saints Cletus and Marcelinus. 

To reach the martyrs ' valley, the expedition went up "some knolls," to a place that had 
two little watering places at the foot of the small pass (In the Spanish text, "small pass" was 
"portezuelo") belonging to what Crespi called the Santa Catalina de Bononia valley, later, the 
San Fernando Valley. A knoll is a small hill or mound. Assun1i.ng the expedition entered 
through the opening at or near the William Mulholland Memorial Fountain, the expedition went 
up a road approximating today 's Los Feliz Boulevard, which may in 1770 have been a small 
knoll or several small knolls. Alternatively, it is possible the knolls referred to the line of hills 
that began at the present fountain and continued to Elysian Park, in which case they may have 
ascended a hill at what is today, Fletcher Drive, which was later excavated. The 1880 Willian, 
Hammond Hall topographic map, however, did not show that route. 

An Indian village stood on one of the creeks. Ten or twelve "very fine heathens" came 
over to the Spanish with bowls full of pi.nole, which Alan K. Brown translated as gruel. Pinole is 
acorn, seeds, and wild grains. 60 

The Si.Iver Lake Reservoir Complex occupies the Holy Martyrs Saints Cletus and 
Marcellinus valley. There was an Indian village in it, and its people had acorns, seeds and wild 
grains, suggesting the meadow had been an extensive gathering field, and that there had been oak 
trees growing either in it or on the hillsides. 

The 1775-1776 Juan Bautista de Anza expedition spent the night ofFehruary 21, 1776, on 
land that would he called the R ancho Los Feliz.. They camped in El Portezuelo. 

Herbert Eugene Bolton, conunenting about the February 21, 1776, Anza journey from the 
San Gabriel Mission, wrote: 
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"The march was west to the Porciuncula River (the Los Angeles River), then northwest 
up the river through the gap to the turn of the mountains west of Glendale, where camp was 
made. "61 

Bolton's interpretation was partly correct. There was a gap between the hills in 
(technically, most of) Griffith Park and the hills partly topped by Waverly Drive that extended to 
Elysian Park where the William Mulholland Memorial Fountain is, and where " the old ranch 
house" had been. This site was a short distance from the river. Another gap was the Arastradero 
on the Feliz rancho. It was not on the river. 

The many people, including children, and many horses and mules in the .-"illza el<pedition 
could not have gone up the river from the crossing place. A steep hill descended to the river' s 
edge, and further along - in the Glendale Narrows - the land was marshy. The diaries of Font 
and Portola did not reflect a journey upriver. 

Indigenous people used reed boats and plank boats to reach the offshore islands. They 
may have used boats in the Narrows, but nothing shows the Spanish did. It was probably rare for 
Spanish era travelers to swim horses upriver on the west side of the river to reach the Rancho 
Los Feliz or for people living on the rancho to ride horses downriver to reach the town. 

An athletic hiker could have clan1bered up the tall hill that descended into the river on the 
west bank of the river in the Glendale Narrows to reach the town part of Los Angeles from the 
rancho, but it would have been hard going for someone on a horse.62 

The location of the Anza campsite was the valley of martyrs where Portola had can1ped 
on January 16, 1770, but the name «portezuelo" had come to mean the valley, rather than 
Crespi ' s portal to the little valley or the dear valley. 

Father Pedro Font accompanied the 1775-1776 Anza expedition. He and Anza can1e up 
with different figures for the number of people that accompanied the expe.dition in 1775-1776.63 

On February 20, 1 776, Font wrote, " ... (I)t was decided to resume the journey tomorrow, leaving 
at the mission of San Gabriel ten soldiers and two settlers, with their families . ... they being 
se lected today in order to continue thejourne.y in the morning with the rest ... " 64 

Anza wrote in his diary, "I have decided to se.t forth with most of the expedition for the 
presidio of Monte Rey ... .''°' He described a journey of three leagues after crossing the river to 
reach El Portezuelo. His measurement was usua lly the san1e as 3 m iles to one league - 9 miles 
from the crossing place. 

Father Pedro Font wrote that the expedition traveled four leagues - J OA miles - on a 
road with many mires after fording the river. •• 

The Anza expe.dition had to go around the hills. Dup licating that route today is hard. To 
today's plaza from the Spring Street Bridge is 1.3 miles. Olvera Street to Pershing Square is 1.2 
miles. Pershing Square to the bottom of Echo Park Lake is 1.9 miles. The el<pedition went 
around An gelino Heights. The bottom of Echo Park Lake to Bob ' s Market is .6 miles. To 
Woodcat Coffee Bar, another .8 miles. To Silver Lake Dog Park is 1.6 miles. Total : 10 miles. 
If Font was correct, they camped somewhere in what is today the Silver Lake Reservoir 
Complex. If Anza was correct, they camped between Echo Park Lake and Silver Lake. 

On Fe.bruary 21, 1776, at 11 :30 in the morning, most of the Anza expedition left the 
second site of the San Gabriel Mission. Today's street address of the mission strucmre, built 
about 1805, is 428 S. Mission Drive. 

Both Font and Anza wrote they traveled two leagues - either 5.2 miles or 6 miles - to 
the river. The shortest distance to any place on the river from 428 S. Mission Drive is 8 miles. 
The expedition probably crossed below the arrows. The crossing place may have been where 
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Portola had crossed or downriver from where Portola crossed.67 If they crossed where Portola 
crossed, Anza was at the Spring Street Bridge. 

The expedition arrived at the campsite that both Fr. Pedro Font and Jnan Bautista de 
Anza referred to as "El Portezuelo" at four-thirty in the afternoon. 

Anzawrote: 
"At half past eleven, when everything was ready for the march, I set forth with seventeen 

of the soldiers and the same numbe.r of the families destined to remain in this California, beside.s 
six of my company. Four of these last are remaining here to awa it Lieutenant Moraga, as has 
been said, and also to escort the cattle belonging to the colonists. I set out on the regular road to 
Monte Rey, which we followed for a little more than a league to the southwest. 68 Continuing 
for another league to the west-southwest, we crossed the Porciimcula River. After this we made 
three more leagues, traveling until five o'clock in the afternoon, having marched five and a half 
hours, when we halted at El Portezuelo, where the night was passed. Notwithstanding that for a 
number of days past it has not rained very hard, the road has been so heavy that many of the 
mules which carried the loads fell down."" 

In H. E. Bolton's translation, Font wrote: 
"I pronounced the blessing with ashes and said Mass .. 
"We set out from the mission of San Gabriel at half past eleven in the morning, and at 

half past four in the afternoon we halted at the Puertezuelo [sic, Portezuelo] having !rave.led six 
leagues [Anza wrote it was five leagues] two to the west with some mms to one side and the 
other, and the rest to the west-northwest. At two leagues we crossed the Porciuncula River, 
which carries a great deal of water and, ru,ming toward the Bay of San Pedro, spreads out and is 
lost in the plains a little before reaching the sea. The land was very green, and flower strewn. 
The road has some liills and many mires caused by ilie rains, and for this reason the pack train 
fell very far behind. At the can1p site there is permanent water, though little, and plenty of 
fire.wood. On the. left at a distance runs the chain of hills which fom1 the Bay of San Pedro in tile 
sea, and on the right the Sierra Nevada and another rough and long one which is in front of it."70 

Brown' s translation of part of the diary was, "At the stopping place there is year-round 
water, although little of it, and sufficient firewood. As one goes along, far off on the left hand, 
upon the sea, lies the hill range forming the San Pedro bight, and on the right rises the snowy 
range, with another steep, steep range lying in front ofit." 

The "rough and long" range was the Verdugo Mountain range. The. snowy range was the 
San Gabriel Mountains. A watercolor painting by William Rich Hutton in about 1847 depicted 
the San Gabriel Mountains covered top to bottom with snow. 71 

Both the snow-covered mo1mtains and the Palos Verdes Peninsula could be seen from -
what is today -- downtown Los Angeles. The Ve.rdugo range could not have been seen from 
today's plaza area although it was possible to see the some of the Verdugo range from the 
crossing place at the bottom of the Narrows. 

The Verdugo range may be seen from the dam walk,vay at the back of the Silver Lake 
Reservoir Complex. It may be seen today from Fletcher Drive before it crosses the river. It 
could not have been seen from Fle.tcher Drive in 1776, because there was then a hill in the way. 

Nothing about Font's description suggests a trip through the river or along the river or up 
a steep hill on the west side of the river. The description does not suggest travel through what 
must have been a watery ravine - the ravine through which today passes the 101 Freeway. There 
were no hills, although probably once some rises in the land, on the. Los Angeles plain. 
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Only a view seen on the Los Angeles plain could be, "As one goes along, far off on the 
left hand. upon the sea .. . " That is, in this sentence Font described the journey from the Los 
Angeles River to the place where El Cam.inc Viejo mmed. Once the expedition traveled in a 
northwesterly direction, the sea could no longer be seen on the left 

The sentence about seeing the sea should have preceded the sentence about the campsite. 
There were "some hills." The campsite had little water. The pond and two creeks in the 
portezuelo would have provided barely enough water for over two hundred people., horses, and 
mules. A campsite at the place Bolton concluded was at about today' s Johi1 C. Ferraro soccer 
field would have been adjacent to the river, which would have had a great deal of water. A 
campsite in the ravine, through which a stream ran, or where Studio City - not far from the river 
-- would have had a lot of water. 

Font did not describe an Indian village. The village of Yang-Na had not disappeared in 
the seven years since the Portola expedition passed through. Mission and church records reflect 
baptisms of people from Yang-Na." The village in the portezuelo may have disappeared. 

The next day, the expedition left El Portezuelo at eight in the morning and halted at El 
Agua Escondido (sic), an unspecified distance before El Triunfo. Triuruo Canyon is a little to the 
east of Westlake Lake, and a little over 12 miles from today's 405 and IO 1 interchange. On 
today' s road, it is 41 miles from the. William Mulholland Memorial Fountain to Triuruo Canyon. 

The expedition traveled nine le.agues on a westward course "with some veering." Font 
measured about 3 miles to the leag11e, so 27 miles. Encino is 18 miles from the William 
Mulholland Memorial Fountain. Agua Escoudida was at about 9 miles west of Encino at today' s 
Calabasas . The City of Calabasas website places the • .<\.nza camp just west of the city, which 
makes the campsite around Juan Bautista de Anza Park. 

"Shortly after setting out from the stopping place." the expedition came into a "very 
spacious valley." At a little over three leagiies from El Portezuelo was the place they called Los 
Nogales . There was "a small spring of water like a little lake, issuing in the midst of the plain, 
near which there were small wahmt trees."73 It is 7.5 miles from the William Mulholland 
Memorial Fountain to Toluca Lake, going through the park from the fountain. 

On hundred and seventy-six years later, Ronald Reagan and Nancy Reagan celebrated 
their marriage at reception in actor William Holden's house in Toluca Lake. 

The historic namral lake that is today' s Toluca Lake was fed by springs ofupwelli.ng 
ground water from the Los Angeles River and San Fernando Valley subterranean aquifers. One 
district was previously a walnut grove, and the residential lots were cut into the grove, preserving 
the original Southern California black walnut trees. Nogales means wahrnt trees. The Southern 
California Black Walnut is a sma ll tree. 

1 For an explanation of the geology, see, Harry W. Carlson, "Geology of the Elysian Park-Silver 
Lake District, Los Angeles County, California," (Pasadena: Cal Te.ch,1945), 8. Typescript 
Caltech thesis. https://thesis.librarv.caltech.edu/565 7/ i /Carlson hw 1945 .pdf 
2 Phy! Diri, «Where the Brake Fern and the Willow Find a Home," California His/01y (Fall 
1983), 162-169. 
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3 Hany W. Carlson, "Ge.ologic map of the Elysian Park-Silver Lake District." Unpublishe.d 
thes is in support of master's degree in geology, Cal Tech (1945). 
httos://thesis.library.caltech.edu/565712/Carlson hw 1945 plate.PDF. 
4 Map of the 35 Acre Tracts of the Los Angeles City Lands, Hancock ' s Survey, simate on the 
Southern Slope of the Stone Quany Hills," August 1863 , Call Number SR_Map_0377. 
https://hdl.huntinirton.org/digital/collectionlpl 5 l 50coll4/idl l 1777 lrecl! 38. 
5 Juan Crespi, Robert Weldown Brower, and Herbert Eugene Bolton, Fray Juan Crespi, 
Missionary Explorer on the Pacific Coast, 1769-1774 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1927), 146-147. 
6 Adolph van Hebert-Engert and Frederick J_ Teggart, The Nan•ative of the Portola Expedition of 
1769 (Berkeley: niversity of California, 1910), 120. 
https://babel.hathitrust. org/cgi/pt?id=ucl .3 182204 30 l 6872&view= l up&seq=98&q 1 =Atumst%2 
ill.a. 
7 " Plat of Rancho Los Feliz, line from Nopalero to Portezuelo," created by Lothar Seebold, date 
1871 , Huntington Digital Library, San Marino, SR_Box_21(09)0 1. 
hrtps://hdl.huntington.org/di gital/collection/pl 5 l 50coll4/id/l 23 70/rec/1, (Retrieved 8/20/2020). 
' "Los Pelis and Providencia," SR-Map_Ol 14, undated but probably the same date as the "Plat of 
Rancho Los Feliz line from Nopalero to Portezuelo. Huntington Library, San Marino. Solano
Reeve collection. https:1/hdl.huntington.orgldigital/collection/p l 5 l 50coll4/id/ l 1453/rec/16. This 
map detail shows the route through El Portezuelo that the "Plat of Rancho Los Feliz" designated 
as "Puerta Suela." 
' William He.nry Jackson, Frontier Photographer ro Ca/ifomia and reh,rn, 1866-1867. (The 
Arthur H. Clark Company, Glendale, CA: 1959), 125. The editors - LeRoy R. Hafen, Professor 
of History, Brigham Young University, and Ann Hafen -- put the word "Aliso" in parenthesis 
after Jackson' s abbreviation "st. " I deleted it because Aliso Street was not a "very winding 
street." It was a straight street. 
8 " Portrait of Senora Reyormunda [sic] Feliz de Domingo and her son, Torio Domingo, [s.d.]" 
California Historica l Society, California Historical Society Collection 1860-1960, Title 
Insurance and Trust, and C.C. Pierce Photography Collection, 1860-1960), niversity of 
Southern California Libraries. httos:1/digitallibrary. usc.edulasset
managem.ent/2A3BF14FJIO?FR =l&W=l920&H=995 . 
• The California State Archives "Spanish Archives Expediente 350 Los Feliz Diseiio" was 
submitted with the Land Commission case filed after 1850. Disello de/ Rancho Los Fe/is," is 
dated 1865 by the Huntington archivist but it is a traced copy ofa map certified by Lauren Upson 
dated 1843. The Huntington Library, San Marino. 
https:1/hdl.huntin"ton.org/digital/collectionlpl 5150coll4/id/11 388. 
10 Detail from "Boulevard Tract: being a part of the San Rafael Rancho and surrounding country 
midway between Los Angele.sand Pasadena" ( 1887?) . Huntington Library, San Marino. 
https:/ lhdl.huntinirton. orgldi gital/collection/p l 5150coll4/id/3 82 5/rec/ 3. 
11 See, R. Renshaw, "Map oflvanhoe" (1887). Huntington Library, San Marino. 
brtps://hdl.huntington.org/digital/collection/p l 5 l 50coll4/id/503 l lrec/5. 
12 h1 1905, J. M. Guinn researched the municipal archives with the objective oflocating the 
commercial roads that existed as of 1850. Benjamin D. Wilson and Wilson Jones signed the 
decree of a Court of Sessions made on May 19, 1851 , establishing Caminos Publicos in the 
County of Los Angeles - which then embraced San Bernardino and Orange Counties and parts 
of Kern and Riverside County. Guinn identified the Santa Barbara Road among the listed roads. 
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This road went from Los Angeles to Cahuenga, to Encino to T riumfo. Neither he nor the Board 
of Sessions members described the road, but there was no other road from the plaza are.a but the. 
road through the Fehz rancho in 1851 that could have carried cattle. J.M. Guinn, 0 'The Old 
Highways of Los Angeles," Annual Publicalio11 of the Historical Society of Southern California, 
vol. 6, no. 3 (1905), 253-257. 
https://v.•ww.jstor.org/stable/41 168597?seg=3#metadata info tab contents. 
13 R. Renshaw, "Map oflvanhoe. Los Angeles County, Cal." 
"Glenn S. Dumke, The Boom of the Eighties in Southern Califomia (San Marino, California: 
Huntington Library, 1944), 187, 188. 
1; "Los Angeles, l 909"(Los Angeles: Birdseye View Pub . Co. , 1909). Library of Congress. 
https://www.loc.gov/resource/ g4 3641.pm0 11 040/. 
16 Carey McWilliams wrote, "With the great Anglo invasion of Southern California after 1880, 
the Spanish background of the region was, for a tin1e, ahnost wholly forgotten .. . " Southern 
Califomia Co11nt1)1: An Island on the Land ( l 946), included in Writing Los Angeles: A Literary 
Anthology, ed. David L. U1in (New York:The Library of America, 2002), 313. In the subsequent 
pages, McWilhams describes the resurrection of the Spanish past under the leadership of Charles 
LUllllllis. 
17 Silver Lake reservoir was flooded in oven1ber 1907, with water from the ground under 
Crystal Springs . https:/ /p lannit1Q.lacity.org/odocument/ f4dd I f4 2-aeSe-49S 1-8342-
a317e30fS0d8/Silver Lake Master Plan Final (8-20).pdf 
" "When he was 16, Ernest F. Garcia got his first job as a water boy for the famed engit1eer 
known as the father of this city ' s water system. Today Garcia will retire at 65 as an electric 
power p lant operator for the ... Department of Water and Power, after a 49-year career that has 
seen the growth of a great metropolis ... Garcia remembers the days when Mulholland roomed 
with his family in their ranch house near the corner of Riverside Drive and Los Feliz Blvd. That 
intersection is now graced by a memorial fountain dedicated to die engineer . . . The Garcia home 
was on the Los Angeles rancho , originally a Spanish land grant to the maternal side o f the 
family ... . Today Ernest Garcia lives with his wife Mary at 2860 Rowena Avenue .... " "City 
Powe.r Employee to Retire after 49 Years," Los Angeles Times , May 3 1, 1954. 
" "Last of Feliz Family W ill Be Paid Final Honors Today" - - One of Los Angeles' last links with 
her colorful Spanish tradition will be severed today when requiem mass is celebrated at 9:30 a.m. 
at the Plaza Church for Mrs. Rafaela De Garcia, 73 , whose father, Anastacio Feliz, was the 
owner of a Spanish grant which covered what is now the Griffith Park area. - - Mrs . De Garcia, 
who died Wednesday at her home, 2854 Rowena Ave., was the last of the p ioneer Feliz family 
after whom Los Feliz Blvd. and Los Feliz School were named. She was born in Los Angeles, as 
was her motl1er. Her father came to California from Spain during the gold rnsh days and was 
given a grant of some. 3015 acres. - - here . . .. " Obituary, Los Angeles Times , August 4, 1939. 

Mrs. Garcia ' s father was Anastacio Maria Mauricio Feliz, one of the children of Juan Jose 
Anastacio Feliz and Maria Ygnacia Verdugo. He didn 't come from Spain, nor did his parents, 
nor his grandparents. Neither of her parents arrived in the Gold Rush. The American 
government did not make land gran ts. Her mother was Juana Maria Va lenzuela, born in Los 
. .<uigeles it, 1827. Juana Maria ' s fathe.r was Jose "Miguel" Segundo Valenzuela, born in the San 
Diego Presidio in 1783, a soldier at the San Diego Mission in 1820. 
20 "Los Feliz Ranch House." (Ca . 1900). Courtesy of Marc Wanamaker, Bison Archives. 
"William Rich Hutton." "'Near Los .-"illge.les" (1852) . Huntington Library, San Marino. 
https: //bdl.hunfinQton.org/di gital/collection/p 15150coll7/id/869/redl 
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" On the 1816 list of"los pobladores, Inva/idos y Vecinos" signed by Comisionado Guillermo 
Cota, the Feliz Rancho was "within pueblo bounds ." Franci sco Feliz was living on the rancho, 
according to this list, on land given to him by his father Vicente Feliz, on land given to Vicente . 
In 1802, Santa Barbara Presidio Commander Goycoechea assumed Borica or some other 
governor grante.d Vicente the rancho., according to H . H. Bancroft, Caltfomia, vol. 2, 111. 
Francisco was living on the rancho when M icheltorena granted the rancho to Maria Y gnacia. 
" George Hansen, "Map of the Rancho de los Felis showing the Division-Line between the parts 
ofCoronell [Coronel] and Lick" (1868). Huntington Library, San Marino. 
https:/lhdl.huntin~ton.org/digital/collection/p l 5 ! 50coll4/id/1 139? /rec/88. 
" Lothar See.bold, surveyor, "Plat of Rancho Los Feliz, line from Nopa lern to Portezuelo." 
(January 24, 187 1). Huntington Library, San Marino. 
https:/lhdUmntington.org/digital/collectionlp I 5 150coll4/idl l 23 70/recll . 
25 "Plat of Rancho Los Feliz, line from Nopalero to Portezuelo," create.d by Lothar Seebold, date 
1871 , Huntington Digital Library. San Marino, SR_Box_21(09)0 1. 
https:/lhdl.huntington.orn/digital/collectionlp 15150col14/id/123 70/rec/ l , (Retrieved 8/20/2020). 
26 C.P. Dorland, "The Los Angeles River - Its History and Ownership," Southern Caltfomia 
Historical Society Quarterly (Los Angeles: Read 1890), 33. In 1855, the "Feliz ditch" drew 
water fro m the river on the San Fernando Valley side of the r ive.r. See, City of Los Angeles v. 
Pomeroy (1899) 124 Cal. 597, 649 [57 P. 5851. The ditch in 1880 snaked around hills and went 
through the portezuelo. See, Joseph A. Bernal, '"Rancho Los Pelis: showing Lyons, Wilson, and 
Pelis properties and the Canal & Reservoir Co. ditch ." (December 23, 1880), Huntington 
Library, San Marino. https:1/hdl.huntington.orgld igita collectionlp!S 150coll4/id/11399/rec/1. 
Antonio Coronel created a "toma " or diversion on the San Fernando Valley side that carried 
water in the Pelis ditch along the bottom Griffith Park hills. The d itch stopped short of the valley 
now occupied by the Silver Lake Re.servoir Complex. George Hansen, "Ranchos Providencia y 
Calmenga: southern portion of Ranchos Providencia y Cahuenga along Los Angeles River. " 
(1864) Huntington Library, San Marino. 
https:llhdl.huntington.orl!/digital/collectionlpl 5150coll4/id/13117/rec/6. 
27 Dorland, "The Los Angeles River," 33. 
28 See, "DWP board votes to cover Elysian Park Reservoir," The Eastsider. (April 17, 20 12). 
lntps:/lwww. theeastsiderla.com/archives/dwp-board-votes-to-cover-up-elysian-park
reservoir/artide 7d344 7f7-8227-5d4c-9869-e45738e3 8d54 .html 
29 Dorland, "Los Angeles River,"34. 
" In 1905 , J. M. Guinn re.searched the municipal archives with the objective of locating the 
commercial roads that existed as of 1850. Benjamin D. Wilson and Wilson Jones signed the 
decree of a Court o f Sessions made on May 19, 1851, establishing Caminos P1iblicos in the 
County of Los Angeles - which then embraced San Bernardino and Orange Counties and parts 
of Kem and Riverside County. Guinn identified the Santa Barbara Road among the listed roads. 
This road went from Los Angeles to Cahuenga, to Encino to Triumfo. J. M . Guinn, "The Old 
Highways of Los Angeles," Annual Publication of the Historical Society o/Southem Caltfomia, 
vol 6, no. 3 (1905), 253-257. 
31The original Ord ' s survey map disappeared from the Mayor' s Office in 1870. A copy 
presumably made by L. Seebold was hung on one of the walls of the City Engineer's Drafting 
Room . Amwal Report of the Engineering Department of Los Angeles (19 18), 72. Google 
Books. 
https:/lwww.google.com/books/edition/Annual Report of the Engineerin" Departm/1 Y 4AOA 
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AMA.AJ?hl=en&gbpv=l &dq=Why+did+the+city+of+-los+an!!eles+have+pueblo+land&p!!=PA 7 
2&printsec=frontcover. The Hlllltington Library has two copies - but not of the original -- and 
so does the USC Library, all four available on-line. The copy showing the clearest route of El 
Camino Viejo is on the Los Angeles Public Library site. E.O .C. Ord, Plan de la Ciudad de Los 
Angeles. Map 0003 9. https://tessa.lapl.org/cdmlsingleitem/collectionlmaps/id/42/red l . 
32 William Hammond Hall, Sta te Engineer, "Los Angeles & San Bernardino Topography," 
David Ramsey Map Collection. https://www.davidrumsey.com/maps3795.html. 
33 He.rmau Herzog, "A Valley Near Los Angeles," (1870s). C Berkeley, Bancroft Library, 
Robert B. Honeyman, Jr. Collection. BANC PIC 1963 .002:1373-FR. 
3-!Feride Diri photograph of Si.Iver Lake. (June 2020). 

H "Tom Mi.x ' s Mixville." Photo courtesy of Marc Wanamaker, Director, Bison Archives. 

30 Ralph Morris, "Two street cars in Si.Iver Lake," Los Angeles Public Library, Ralph Morris 
Collection. https://tessa.lapl.org/cdm/refi'collection/photos/ i.d/105586. 
37 Detail from "Official transportation and city map of Los Angeles, California and suburbs," 
1920, Cunningham., Curtiss & Welcho, Co. publisher. 
https://hdl.hlllltimrton. org/di. gi.tal/collection/p I 5 l 50coll4/i.d/3 673/rec/4. 
38 "Pacific Electric Railway car on Fletcher trestle." (Undated) Huntington Library, Sau 
Marino) . https / /hdl.hunti.ngtou.org/di!!ital/collection/p 15150coll2lid/l 8804/rec/ l . 
39 "Silver Lake Dam.," 1907 UC Riverside, Library, Water Resources Collections and 
Archives Collection Joseph B. Lippincott papers. Permalink: 
https://calisphere.org/item/ark:/13030/hb9g50097h/. 

40 Paleo West Archeology, Technical Report, "Cultura l Resource Investigation in Support of the 
Inglewood Transit Connector Project, Los Angeles County, California." (December 12, 20 18), 6-
8. https://files.ceqauet.opr.ca .l!ov/1893 18-
4/attach.meut/bKLSsXwBujzGWSY7rOOcurw38GsfFZA 712z8pi.x6TsIAvmZN7y-9.mUEIUA
t!!JvBILx7IcwLC I cS lo0P0. 
https://we.b.archive.org/web/20 12040210174 1/hnp://davidchambers.us/?page _id=! 0 
41 Mark Q. Sutton, "'People and Language: Defining the Takic Expansion into Southern 
California.," Pacific Coast Archaeological Society Quarterly, vol. 41 , nos. 2 & 3 (2005 , printed 
2009). http ://v,;ww.pcas .org/assets/documentslTakic.pdf. 
42 John R. Johnson and David D. Earle, "Tatavian1 Geography and Eth.nohistory," Jaumal of 
Califomia and Great Basin Anthropology, 12(2). 
https://e.scholarship.org/uc/item/9b23 j0pt:jsessi.onid=5373CA8 l CBB49D 13C36B8 l CESA828 10 
I,_ 

' "Feruaudetlo Tataviam Baud of Mission Indians Historical Tribal Territory," Tribal 
Consultation Pursuant to CEQA, Appendix, Mccadden Project EIR, 
hrtos:1/planning.laci.ty.org/eir/McCadden/FEIR/files/FEIR A.pdf. 
43 Proto agriculmre occurs when hunter-gatherers engage in practices that assist the growth of 
wild plants. The development of proto-agriculture reflects hunter-gatherers incre.asing 
knowledge of how to make plants grow, which was e.ventually to lead to the knowledge required 
for full -scale agriculture. See, Rochelle Forrester, 'Agriculture and Pastoralism," typescript, 
2006. https://wv.-w.rochelleforrester.ac.nzlagriculmre-and-pastrolism.html. 
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44 Thomas C. Blackburn and Kat A.ndersou, Before the Wilderness: E11vironme11tal Management 
by Native Californians, (Ballena Press Publication, Menlo Park, California: 1993). Henry T. 
Lewis, Lowell John Bean and Harry W. Lawton, eds. "Some Explanations for the Rise of 
Cultural Complexity in Native Califomia, w ith Comments on Proto-Agriculture and 
Agriculture," Patterns of Indian burning in California: ecology and et/mohisto,y. The Owens 
Valley Paiute were also an Uto-Aztecan speaking people, see. , Herbert W. Luthin, Surviving 
Through the Days: A California Indian Reader (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 2002), 
586, note 11. 
45 Henry T. Lewis , "Patterns of Indian Burning in California: Ecology and Ethuohistory," Before 
the Wilderness , op cit., pages 55 to 116, Hau Tin1brook, John R. Johnson, and David D. Earle 
"Vegetation Burning by the Chumash," Before the Wilderness, op. cit., pages 117-149. 
46 Florence Shipek, "Kumeyaay Plaut Husbandry: Fire, Water, and Erosion Control Systems," 
Before the Wilderness , op cit., page 3 79-380. 
47 John W . Robinson., "Winged Feet in the Dust: Long-Distance Trade Routes in Aboriginal 
California," The California Territorial Quarterly, Number 52, Winter 2002, pages 4 to 1 7. Also 
see James T. Davis, "Trade Routes and Economic Exchange Among the Indians of California. " 
Aboriginal California Three Studies in Cult11ral History, edited by Robert Fleming Heizer (The 
University of Californi.~ Archaeological Research Facility, 1963), and Richard I. Ford' s paper 
"Inter-Indian Exchange in the Southwest," published in the Handbook of North American 
Indians: Southwest, edited by Alfonso Ortiz and William C. Sturtevant (Smithsonian Institution, 
1983) Volume 10, pages 711-722. Frank Latta, Jr. presented the story of El Camino Viejo a 
Los Angeles to the Kern County Historical Society in 1936. This is the story as told by 
American pioneers. The organization published Latta' s manuscript in 1936. It is available 
through Bear State Books. Exeter, California. His focus in this manuscript was on the pioneers' 
experience but Latta ' s Saga of Rancho El Tejon documents its use by the Spanish as early as 
1780. This is edited by Monna Olson and based primarily on the narrative of Jose Jestis Lopez, 
Majordomo of El Tejon, It is also available through Bear State Books. 
48 J.M. Guinn, "History of Cahuenga Valley and Rancho La Brea," Annual Publication of the 
Historical Society of Southern Califomia, Vol. 8, No.½ (1909-19 10), 87. 
49 J.M. Guinn, A Histo1y of California and An Extended H isto1y of Los Angele, vi. 
50 H. H. Bancroft, HistOIJ' of California , vol. 1, 163 , fn. 23. 
51 J.M. Guinn was born in Ohio in 1834. He mustered out of the army in 1864 and settled in 
Alameda County. Soon after he reached Alau1eda County, he walked to the Boise Basin to mine 
gold. After three years, he renlfl1ed to California and settled in Anaheim - so he probably passed 
through Los Angeles in about 1867. He moved to Los Angeles to be superintendent of schools 
in 1883. "Guinn was Secretary of the Historical Society of Southern California.," Social 
Networks and Archival Context. https:/lsuaccooperative.org/ark: /99 166/w6rv2 j4f#bioJ>Japhy. 

52 "On January 16, Portola left Sau Fernando Valley by Cahueuga Pass, and camped near its 
mouth uortl! of Hollywood." H. E. Bolton, et al. , Juan Crespi: Missionmy Explorer of the 
Pacific Coast (Berkeley: ·uiver sity of California Press, 1927), 271. His translation is as 
follows: "From this place, without leaving the valley, we went on to the southeast, and instead of 
crossing the mountains which encircle it 10 the east by the same road as the other tin1e, we cut 
across them by the southeast without losing ground. We were aided by onr good fortune in 
discovering a pass which opened the way for us to the pla in of Los Alisos. In this march we 
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made three and a half leagues and campe.d among some hills at the ontlet from the range, 
somewhat distant from a small arroyo which sinks into the sand near its source." Id., 269. 

53 Portola called the Los Angeles plain La Puente, presumably because in 1769, expedition 
members had built a bridge - a Puente - across an arroyo so the.ir horses conld pass over it. This 
place was to become Rancho La Puente in 1840. The place is now the city of?uente. The city of 
Puente is on the plain on the east side of the river. Portola may considered the Los Angeles plain 
and the plain on ilie east side of the river to be the same. Portola was correct "The Los Angeles 
plain is a broad, level expanse of land comprising more ilian 800 square miles.. .. The Los 
Angeles plain is traversed by sevesal large watercourses, most notably ilie Los Angeles, Rio 
Hondo, San Gabriel and Santa .o..na Rivers ... " Google books. "Los Angeles Union Station Run
Tme Tracks Project" (2004), 18. 
https://www.google.com/booksledition/Los Ane:eles Union Stat1on Run t!Jrough Tr/M7E2AO 
AAMAAJ?ltl=en&gbpv=l &dq=Los+Ane:eles+plain&pg=RA I-PA 18&printsec=frontcover. 

54 Miguel Constans6, The Narrative of the Pono/a Expedition of 1769, eds. Adolph van Hemert
Engert and Frederick J. Teggart, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1910), 157 and 158. 
https://babel.hathitm storg/cgi/pt?id=uc 1.3 1822043016872&v~ew=l up&seg= 7 &skin=2021. The 
Reveley translation is in An Historical Journal of the Expeditions by Sea and Land ... Ji-om a 
Spanish Ms., translated by William Reveley , Esq. (A. Dalrymple, 1790). Recent hardcover copy 
is Gale, ECCO, print editions, April 19, 2018. It is a Google book and can be read free on.line. 
https://www.google.com/books/edition/An Historical Journal of the Expeditions/GbRfAAAA 
cAAJ?hl=en&e:bpFI . 

55 In recent Spanish geographic temJS, an "abra" is a bay. In Cuba, "abra" - in 1960 meant 
"gorge." In Chile - 1967 - it meant "pass, cove, bay, fjord ." In Peru in 1955, abra meant 
"pass. "United Nations, Third Session of the Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Geographical Names 
(1971), "A Glossary of Spanish and Portuguese Geographical Terms with English Equivale.nts ." 
https://unstats.un. org/unsd/geoinfo/ungee:n/docs/3rd-gee:n-docs/3rd e:e gn inf! 0 .pdf. 
56 Teggan stated Nelson Croxford Smith made the first draft of the translation and that he and 
Manne! Carpio prepared the final version. Teggart.'s background does not show fluency in 
Spanish Colonial writing. Croxford Smiili ' s 1910 iliesis at ilie Diversity of California, 
Berkeley, was th e introduction to translation of the diary, but he included in his bibliography a 
translation by A. Dalrymple, and the Charles Lunlfllis translation in Land of Sunshine, voL 14, 
pp. 485-496, and vol. 15, 38-4 7. (1901). Nelson Croxford Smith, An Introduction to the 
Translation of the Costanso Diary of the California Expedition of 1769-1770, Maste r's Thesis, 
1910. https://babeLhathitrust.org/ce:i/pt?id=ucl .c29274 1 l&view= lup&seg=60. 
57 Bryant, What I saw in California, 393 . 
58 nited States War Department, Reports of Exp/orations and Surveys to Ascertain the Most 
Practicable and Economical Route fo r a Railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific 
Ocean, }Jade Under the Direction of the Secreto1y of War, in 1853-4, Volume V (Washington, 
D.C.: Beverly Tucker, Printer,1856), 75. 
https://babe.Lhathitrns t.org/cgi/pt?id=uiue:.30 11 206080 131 0&view=l up&seg= I 95&s ize=l 25&q 
l=Los%20An~eles . 
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"Juan Crespi, A Description of Distant Roads: Original Jo11111als of the First Expedition into 
California, 1769-1770 edited and Translated by Alan K Brown (San Diego: San Diego State 
University Press , 200 1), 663. 
" Juan Cresp i, A Description of Distalll Roads, 690 and 691. 
61 H. E. Bolton, Anza 's Califomia Expeditions, vol. 4 (Berkeley: niversity of California Press, 
1930), 245, footnote I. 
62 Seligman stated Domingo Feliz was Juan Feliz' s nephew. He wasn' t. Seligman, Los Feliz , 
27. 
63 Pedro Font counted Juan Bautista de Anza (! ), Fray Pedro Font ( ! ), the commissary of the 
expedition(! ), Don Ma riano Vidal (! ), Lieutenant Don Joseph Joachin Moraga(!), ten veteran 
soldiers, as an escort for the expedition (JO), Twenty soldiers, recmits for Monterey (20), the 
wives of the twenty soldiers, children , and other persons belonging to these twenty families 
( I 06), Muleteers (20), four fan1ilies of settlers and others attached (I 7). H. E. Bolton, Anza 's 
California Expeditions, vol. 4 (Berkeley: University of California Press: 1930), 3. 

Anza counted himself ( !), Fray Pedro Font (1), Fathers Fray Francisco Garces and Fray 
Thomas Eciarc (Garce.s and Eciarc did not go with Anza through Los Angeles on Febmary 21 , 
1776), Alferez Joseph Joachin Moraga (He did not accompany Anza on Febmary 2 1, 1776), ten 
soldiers of the presidio to escort the expedition and return with A.nza (JO), twenty-eight soldiers 
(28) 29 women, wives of the soldiers (29). 136 persons of both sexes and all ages, belonging to 
the same soldiers and to four other volunteer families, who are going to live in California (136), 
IS muleteers (15), 3 cowboys (3), 3 servants of the fathers (3), four of his servants (4), five 
interpreters (5), I commissary( !). He included 25 pack mules, 220 saddle ani.nials belonging to 
the expedition, one hundred and twenty saddle aoi.nials belonging to members of the troop, 302 
beef cattle. H. E. Bolton, Anza 's California Expedition, Vol. 3 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1930), I - 3. 
64 " ... (I)t was decided to resume the journey tomorrow, leaving at the miss ion of Sau Gabriel ten 
soldiers and two settlers, with their families. as was ordered by Commander Ribera in San Diego, 
they being selected today in order to continue in the morning with the rest." H. E. Bolton, Anza 's 
California Expeditions, vol. 4, 243. 
65 H. E. Bolton, Anza's California Expeditions, vol. 3 , 105. 
66 H. E. Bolton, translator and editor, Anza's California Expeditions, vol. 4, 245. "Bolton 
(1930) states that the league reported in his diaries was .. . 2.6 miles. Anza' s leagues were a bit 
longer, 3.0." J. N. Bowman & R.F. Heizer, Anza and the Northwest Frontiero/ New Spain 
(Highland Park: Southwest Museum, 1967), note 11 , 175. 
67 The shortest distance from the San Gabriel Mission to Portola ' s crossing place today is 8 
miles. Anza's campsite near the mission may have been at a distance to the west from today's 
mission building or today 's building may have been built at a location different from where the 
mission structures - probably priniitive - had been built. 
68 The legua or league was 2.597 miles. See, California ,\fissions Foundation, Kenneth Pauley, 
"Weights and Measurements in California 's Mission Period, Part I - Li.near Measurements." 
http://californiamissionsfoundation.orr,/artides/weightsandmeasuresmissionperiod/. 
69 "The route was evidently along the line of the Southern Pacific Railroad through Alhambra to 
Los Angeles River, thence northwest up the river through the Portezuelo. Camp was at the tum 
of the mountains west of Glendale. " Herbert Eugene Bolton, Anza 's California Expeditions, 
Volume 3, 105 , ftL 2. 
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70 The San Gabriel Mountains were once called the Sierra Madre. Both names existed side-by
side nntil 1927, when the -.s. Board on Geographic Names decided in favor of "San Gabriel 
Mountains." "Sierra Madre" passed out of common usage. The Sie.rra Nevada Mountains are a 
range between the Central Valley of California and the Great Basin. Fr. Font may have meant 
the snowy mountains. "'Sierra" means mountain range. «Nevado" means ~'snowy,', feminine is 
"Nevada ." Font had a ··short" diary as well as a complete one. In both, Font counted six leagues 
from the San Gabriel Mission to El Portezuelo. Anza counted five leagues . H. E. Bolton, 
Anza 's Califomia Expeditions, vol 4, 245. Alan K. Brown' s translation of what Father Font 
\\Tote: 
"[Febrnary] 21, Wednesday, I did the blessing of ashes; I said Mass , and during it . .. words to the 
people who were remaining and to the rest of them who were going (who wept a bit since they 
regretted this separation) by using the gospel of the day to reaffirm what I had been saying to 
them in the talks I gave them. That is, that they had come. in order to suffer and give an example 
of Christianity to the gentiles, etc., the whole of it amounting to exhorting both groups to repent 
for their faults and patience in hardship, etc., etc. We went out from Mission San Gabriel at a 
ha.If past eleven in the morning and halted at a half past four in the after.noon at the spot called El 
Portezuelo Ii.wing traveled for five leagues fo llowing a west-northwestward course with some 
veering to one side and the other. At two leagues we crossed the Porciuncula River, which 
carries a good amount of water and mns toward the San Pedro bight and spreads out and loses 
itse.lf upon the plains shortly before reaching the sea. The land was very green and flowery, and 
the. route had a few hills and a great deal of miry grounds created by the rains. This is why the 
pack train fell far in the rear. At the stopping place there is year-round water, although little of it, 
and su fficient firewood. As one goes along, far off on the. left hand, upon the sea, lies the hill 
range forming the San Pedro bight, and on the right rises the snowy range, with another steep, 
steep range lying in front of it. " Alan K. Brown, ed. , Tr. , With Anza to California, 1775-1 776: 
The Joumal of Pedro Font O.F.M. (Norman, Oklahoma: The Arthur H. Clark Company, 20 11), 
2 15. 
71William Rich Hutton, "Los Angeles, April 1848," "Drawings of William Rich Hutton , 1847-
1852," The Huntington Library, San Marino . 
https:1/hdl.huntin~ton.org/digital/collection/pl 5 I 50coll7 /id/8 70/recll . 
72One Mission San Gabriel baptismal record showed the baptism of "Bernardo de la rancheria 
Yabit" on August 20, 1784. "Yabit" was the padre,s' name for Yang-Na. Historian Susan Morris 
provided the baptismal inforn1ation in an e-mail dated April 21, 2020. 
73The s=ary of Font' s diary for Febmary 22 , 1776, is drawn from Pedro Font, With Anza ro 
Ca/ifomia, 1775-1776: The Joumal of Pedro Font, O.F.M. , Translated and edited by Alan K. 
Brown (Norman, Oklanhoma: The Arthur H. Clark Company, 20 11 ), 215-216. 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  P-1-1 The comment notes that the Draft EIR accurately and comprehensively 
describes the impacts of and potential mitigation strategies of the proposed 
Project. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

P-1-2 The comment requests that construction noise mitigation is expanded where 
possible. Section 3.12, Noise and Vibration, of the Draft EIR, discusses 
mitigation that would be implemented to reduce noise impacts during 
construction of the proposed Project. This comment does not specifically 
point to any deficiency in the analysis or conclusions of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 
The comment also requests that amplified music be prohibited during 
operations. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, based on comments 
received during the Draft EIR comment period, the City has decided to remove 
the use of amplified speakers for special events during operations of the 
proposed Project. As shown in Table 3.12-21 of the Draft EIR, on-site noise 
levels during special events without amplified speakers would be less than 
significant. Please see Master Response – Noise.  
 

P-1-3 The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

 

  

00 : 56 : 46.950 --> 00 : 56:48 . 609 
Nicolle Steiner: ~ raise their hand . 

355 
00 : 57 : 09 . 800 --> 00 : 57 : 11 . 370 
Nicolle Steiner : All right. 

356 
00 : 57: 17.540 --> 00 : 57:19 . 949 
Nicolle Steiner : ~ will start with Andrew . 

357 
00 : 57 : 26 . 210 --> 00 : 57 : 43 . 580 
Thomas , Andrew : Hello! Can you hear me? 

358 
00 : 57 : 43.590 --> 00 : 58 : 03 . 529 
Thomas , Andrew : My comment is that the draft eir accurately and 
comprehensively describes the impacts of and potential mitigation 
strategies for t h e proposed project , and I support the City Council 
appr oving the draft Eir , or the Eir at that point of the types of impacts 
considered the most significant and unavoi dable impact , as you mentioned , 
is a noise 

359 
00 : 58:03.540 - -> 00 : 58 : 21.079 
Thomas , Andrew : associated with constructi on and operation of the 
complex . I think the mitigation measures of the Ei are good , but I do 
urge you to prohibit amplified music in the complex at all times , and 
also urge the construction, noise, mitigation, measures are here too 
strictly and expanded upon wherever possible . 

360 
00 : 58 : 21.180 --> 00 : 58 : 33.559 
Thomas , Andrew : Years of expe r ience in the community have convinced me 
that the community members support the goals of the master plan , which 
are an enhanced walking experience, a serene, natural retreat, and a 
place to interact with the neighbors 

361 
00 : 58 : 33.580 --> 00 : 58 : 50 . 869 
Thomas , Andrew : as a participant in the development of the master plan . 
believe the elements of the plan are all there for the reason for this 
reason , and they ' ll all uh help achieve these goals . Without these 
elements the goals will not be met , and the benefits will not be 
realized. And i ' m aware of the proposals to maintain the status quo , 

362 
00 : 58 : 50.910 --> 00 : 59 : 08 . 730 
Thomas , Andrew : which would mean the reservoirs property , would remain 
mainly used as a dwp, storage , and staging facility, and also , as a quote 
you , Lake Unquote , and I think it ' s unfair to restrict the use of the 
complex to these exclus i ve and exclusionary uses . When one l a needs 
parks , 
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COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  P-1-4 The comment expresses support for the recreational and off-site 
improvements proposed by the Project. Based on comments received during 
the public comment period, parking will not be added along Silver Lake 
Boulevard, the City has determined to implement Option 2, Bike Only. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

P-1-5 This comment is conclusory and does not raise any additional issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted 
for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review 
and consideration. 
 

 

 

363 
00 : 59 : 08.740 --> 00 : 59 : 22.370 
Thomas , Andrew : two bi r ds need areas to nest and feed three . The planet 
needs carbon , sequestration and cooling from things like water and more 
trees , and for the city needs stormwater capture . So we have all these 
needs, and we have this opportunity. 

P-1-3con . 364 

P-1-4 

00 : 59 : 22 . 380 --> 00 : 59 : 36.830 
Thomas , Andrew : I thin k it's unwise not to seize this opportunity to 
realize these benefits . Of course , construction will be necessary , which 
will result , as we said , an unavoidable noise . But we can accept this if 
t he noise , mitigation measures are it here too , 

365 
00 : 59 : 36.840 --> 00 : 59 : 53.759 
Thomas , Andrew : and I want to also mention that I support the off - s ite 
improvements that mitigate the tra nsportation impacts , including the 
parking and bicycle lanes that are included in the draft. Their um I 
think the the the plan pro poses a parking lane along Silver Lake Dr i ve 
and a reconfigured parking area o n west over Lake Drive , 

366 
00 : 59 : 53.770 --> 00 : 59 : 57.269 
Thomas , Andrew : and I support t hese measures because I think they should 
believe 

367 
00 : 59 : 57.390 --> 01 : 00 :1 4 . 580 
Thomas , Andrew : the park i ng p r essures on the neighborhood residents , and 
because the proposed protected bike lanes will increase safety for 
pedestrians and bicyclists . So proposed improvements to the Dock Park and 
rec center, too , as well as the regrading and restoration of the 
pedestrian paths, will address safety concerns two hundred and fifty 

368 
01 : 00 :1 4.590 --> 01 : 00 : 2 1. 070 
Thomas , Andrew : in the area and serve the recreational needs of the ,_,_, l ii~;~;;~;;:;::;;;::;;.;;;;:;;;:;,;:;;:;,;;;;;:;;;::;::::;;;,·;;: 

370 
01 : 00 : 30 .45 0 --> 01 : 00 : 35 . 700 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you f o r your comment . You got a few extra seconds 
there . Forgot t he clock. 

371 
01 : 00 : 40.180 --> 01 : 00 : 42.410 
Nicolle Steiner : Um , Scott Sternberg! 
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P-2-1 
 

The comment states that the community does not have recreational needs 
and expresses opposition to the proposed Project. As described in the Project 
Description, Section 2.2 of the Draft EIR, the Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian 
Valley Community Plan (Community Plan) identifies several opportunities 
related to the proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of 
implementing the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset. 
Although the Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no longer in service for 
the City’s potable water needs, they are considered an important 
neighborhood-defining characteristic. The underlying purpose of the Project 
is to repurpose the SLRC as a beneficial public park use because it is no longer 
usable for storing potable water due to government regulations. Because 
LADWP is required to maintain the reservoirs for other environmental 
purposes, including maintaining the dams, the proposed Project would use 
the reservoirs as part of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
Please see Master Response - Homelessness This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

P-2-2 
 

Please see Master Response – Drought Conditions.  
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content or 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

P-2-3 Please see Master Response – Homelessness. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

P-2-4 Please see Master Response – Parking/Bike Option and Master Response – 
Traffic/Transportation.  
 

 

  

P-2-1 

P-2-2 

P-2-3 

P-2-4 I 

372 
01 : 00 : 45.850 - - > 01 : 00 : 48.889 
Scott Sternberg : Hi! Can you hear me? Yes, 

373 
01 : 00 : 49.060 --> 01 : 00 : 57.459 
Scott Sternberg : uh , o kay. I ' ll start . I think you know. I guess the 
first thing I want to start with i ' m a I ' ve looked f or thirteen years of 
a homeowner . 

374 
01 : 00 : 57.510 --> 01:01 : 09.330 
Scott Sternberg : I ' m not a sta keholder uh it seems like the stakeholders 
you ' re referring to , or the people on this call , and the people who who 
have done a great job of putting t h is plan together , and I realized you 
spent a lot of t i me doing that . But 

375 
01 : 01 :1 0.190 --> 01:01 :1 6.969 
Scott Sternberg : the first thing I want to say is this community does not 
have recreationa l needs . We might have recreational once we 

376 
01 : 01 : 17.050 --> 01 : 01 : 36.660 
Scott Sternberg : right . We might want to have a nice place to walk 
around , but we don ' t have recr eati onal needs. Our needs are to mi t igate 
the homeless problem . These a r e people who are part of our community , and 
our tax dollars should be going towards them , not making a nice place for 
us to walk and walk our dogs . I have a dog I love walking around the 
reservoir . 

377 
01 : 01 : 36.670 --> 01 : 01 : 54.989 
Scott Sternberg : Um! Our needs are around an imminent drought . The 
drought that we ' re in t he drought that ' s getting worse . We don ' t have 
rec r eational needs. We have Recreational W. So let ' s be clear about that . 
And as a community member , I don ' t want this. I think maybe alternati ve 
to r eally alternative . Three sound 

378 
01 : 01 : 55.010 - - > 01 : 02 : 1 1 .649 
Scott Sternberg : same t o me when we ' re living living at a time that we're 
living in right now . When I look around every day and nobody is talk i ng 
about homelessness , we ' re talking about this . I feel like I ' m in a in the 
twilight zone. Uh in terms of your study. I appreciate all the work 
you've been into it 

379 
01 : 02 : 1 1.660 --> 01 : 02 : 30 . 860 
Scott Sternberg : that went into it . But honestly , the fact that 
transportation uh showed up as low impact makes me question the efficacy 
of that impact analysis . I' ve lived here again . For thirteen years I ' ve 
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  P-2-5 This comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. The comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
 

  

P-2-4 
Cont. 

P-2-5 

bee n on a ll t he s e str eets . I ' ve walked around all t hese streets . The 
parking solutions that you ' ve suggested are completely insufficient . 

380 
01 : 02 : 30 . 870 --> 01 : 02 : 39 . 880 
Scott Sternberg : We shou l d no t be trying to make t his spec i al event arena 
for people to be driving t h rough t h is place , parki ng It ' s going to r u in 

381 
01 : 02 : 39 . 980 --> 01 : 02 : 44 . 420 
Scott Sternberg : our neighborhood . It ' s going to kill local businesses . 

382 
01 : 02 : 44.430 --> 0 1 : 03 : 00 . 139 
Scott Ste rnberg : Uh nobody want s t h is . I appreciate . All of you have done 
this hard work . You stakeholde r s . You want this , You ' ve done this work. I 
get it , b u t nobody wan t s t h is . Take the fence down, Plan some t r ees . 
Let ' s do stuf f for wildli fe , but l et ' s rea l ly f ocus on our needs . Not a t 
once . Tha nk you for your t ime . 

383 
01:03 : 0 1. 380 --> 01 : 03 : 03 . 119 
Nicolle Steiner : Than k you f o r your comment , 

384 
01 : 03 :1 0 . 010 - - > 0 1: 03 : 11 . 229 
Ni colle Steiner : Ci ndy . 

385 
01 : 03 :1 1 . 770 --> 01 : 03 : 1 5 . 059 
Ni colle Steiner: I ' ll back bac k. I ' m sorry i 1 m gonna 

386 
01 : 03 :1 6 . 450 --> 01 : 03 : 18.320 
Nicolle Steiner : mess up some of t hese names . 

387 
01 : 03 : 1 8 . 620 --> 01 : 03 : 25 . 330 
Cyndi Hubach : Hi , Than k you . That was perfect . Well , hubach um I ' m Ci ndy , 
you back I love on the way . Can you hear us? 

388 
01 : 03 : 2 5 .64 0 --> 01 : 03 : 28 . 750 
Nicolle Steiner : Uh , yes , you are u nmuted . 

389 
01 : 03 : 29.930 --> 01 : 03 : 32 . 550 
Cyndi Hubach : Yes , I hear you . 

390 
01 : 03 : 33 . 3 4 0 --> 01 : 03 : 37 . 580 
Tamseel Mir : I can hear you, Ci ndy , I can hear you. 

391 
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  P-3-1 The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

  
 

  

P-3-1 

01 : 03 : 38.570 --> 01 : 03 : 39 . 819 
Cyndi Hubach : Um 

392 
01 : 03 : 40.330 --> 01 : 04 : 00 . 280 
Cyndi Hubach : so. Yes , Hi, I'm Cindy Hubbach. I live on the west side of 
the Reservoir, and I ' m. A member of the Silver Lake Reservoirs 
Conservancy Um actually joined the Conservancy because of my concerns 
about wildlife Um! Every spring I would see ducklings walking down the 
road to their doom or getting picked off in the reservoir 

393 
01 : 04 : 00.290 --> 01 : 04 : 07.970 
Cyndi Hubach : uh migratory birds were stopping in , but finding no real 
place for food or shelter . Uh! There was water, and there were trees, but 
it wasn ' t working 

394 
01 : 04 : 08.080 - - > 01 : 04 :1 0 . 319 
Cyndi Hubach : for any of them. And um! 

395 
01 : 04: 1 0 . 480 --> 01 : 04 :18.049 
Cyndi Hubach : And I actually thought at the time what we need are some 
floating islands . That's why I got involved actually um in the 
conservancy and 

396 
01 : 04 : 18.500 --> 01 : 04 : 22.030 
Cyndi Hubach : the reservoi r improvements in general , 

397 
01 : 04 : 22.160 --> 01 : 04 : 30.200 
Cyndi Hubach : the reservoi r is , there are not habitat When they were 
built at the turn of the century the banks were earthen and gently sloped 
in the fiftys . They were 

398 
01:04:30.320 --> 01 : 04 : 44.419 
Cyndi Hubach : um steepened and short up with asphalt and cement . We see 
today to increase capacity . So what we have been left with are the 
remnants of an industrial water facility, those steep banks , the ugly 
striped asphalt that one hund r ed and f ifty 

399 
01:04 : 44.490 --> 01:04:50.689 
Cyndi Hubach : people have complained about as long as I've lived here, 
and the large , sterile , i nhospitable pools . 

400 
01 : 04 : 50.970 - - > 01 : 05 : 00 . 300 
Cyndi Hubach : Um ! It ' s true that we ' ve been through a lot of construction 
in this neighborhood, and none of us really wants to go through it again. 
But the fact is that we d i dn ' t be nefit from most of that construction . 
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P-3-1 con 

401 
01:05:00.540 --> 01 : 05 : 05 . 640 
Cyndi Hubach : These improvement s will benefit all o f us . The plans , the 
animals , the people 

402 
01 : 05 : 05.790 --> 01 : 05 : 1 2 . 899 
Cyndi Hubach: um , and there will be some pain . But there wi ll be 
something of your lasting value and beauty at the end of it 

403 
01 : 05 :1 2 . 910 --> 01 : 05 : 36.499 
Cyndi Hubach : this project meets the objectives of the community plan to 
increase some um . It is carefully to cons i der the desires and preferences 
of the process of selecting someth i ng we can. Maybe we could give her 
instructions to if you coul d go down . I would also l ike to say that wh ile 
we may disagree on aspects of the plan , or on the value of having any 
plan at all 

404 
01 : 05 : 36 .510 --> 01 : 05 :45. 2 49 
Deborah Weintraub : as ne ighbo r s and stakeholders , I know we a ll want urn 
what is best for our community to work through this and remain friends . 

405 
01 : 05 : 45.260 --> 0 1 : 06 : 0 1 . 020 
Cyndi Hubach : Um ! As with anything in a democracy . If we do this righ t 

p.3.1 con um, none o f us will be comp letely happy when it ' s over . But I hope we can 
create something tha t we all come up with , and that makes ou r 
neighborhood a better p l ace . Maybe we shoul d go to another person and 
come back to Cindy. 

406 
01 : 06 : 01 .4 90 --> 01 : 06 : 03 . 550 
Nicolle Steiner : Okay , Yup , we can do that . 

407 
01 : 06 : 03 . 910 --> 01 : 06 : 08 . 639 
Nicolle Steiner : So , Cindy , you have to c lick the interpretation button , 
as it says on this screen. 

408 
01 : 06 : 09 .47 0 --> 01 : 06 :1 6 . 639 
Nicolle Steiner : And if everyone could take a time to just l ook a t t he 
screen more time and click that i nterpr etation button so that we ca n all 
hear you . 

409 
01 : 06 :1 6 . 720 --> 01 : 06 :17 . 870 
Nicolle Steiner : Um! 

41 0 
01 : 06 :1 7 . 980 --> 01 : 06 : 27 . 760 
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  P-4-1 
 

The comment requests a second meeting to be held at a later date in order to 
allow more time for public review of the Draft EIR. The comment period was 
open for more than the required 45-day comment period and comments were 
accepted via the project website or by mail as shown on Section 1.6.1, Public 
Review of Draft EIR, of the Draft EIR.  
 

P-4-2 This comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   P-4-2 

Nicolle Steiner : We 1 d appreciate that . So you have to click the button 
twice one to pick the language , and the second time to the original 
audio . That's an important step. 

411 
01 : 06:29.410 --> 01 : 06 : 31.660 
Nico l le Steiner: All right, Frida . Sham 

412 
01 : 06 : 42.020 --> 01 : 06 : 44.460 
Nicolle Steiner: Steven , Can you on me? There we go. 

413 
01:06 : 47.980 - -> 01 : 06 : 49 . 689 
Freda Shen: Okay, You got it . 

414 
01 : 06 : 49.760 - - > 01 : 06 : 59.309 

p.4.1 Freda Shen : Yes , we can hear you . Thank you . Hi! I ' m Frida Shan, 
originator and co-founder of Silver Lake wildlife sanctuary and twenty
four year . Silver Lake res i dent 

415 
01 : 06 : 59.32 0 --> 01 : 07 : 14.92 9 
Freda Shen : I would like to request a second meeting a few weeks from now 
to give people time to review the complex draft eir. It is very complex , 
especially Chapter five , which has just recently become available on the 
Project website 

416 
01 : 07: 1 4.940 --> 01 : 07 : 31.530 
Freda Shen : Chapter Five. The analysis of alternatives is critical to 
understanding our options. Going forward. It has found two alternatives 
which are acknowl edged to be environment ally superior to the proposed 
project. Why should we care? 

417 
01 : 07:31.540 --> 01:07 : 44.339 
Freda Shen : Because we are in a time of severe decline in bird numbers 
and a time of increasing danger of multiple species going extinct . This 
earth needs our care . 

418 
01 : 07 : 44.350 --> 01 : 08 : 00.440 
Freda Shen : These species need space . Our values may be global , but we 
must act locally . The reservoir complex is one of the best open habitat 
spaces left in crowded Los Angeles. It is in our care 

419 
01 : 08 : 00.450 --> 01 : 08 : 17.809 
Freda Shen : we had mitigations for her , and nesting during earlier 
construction. They did not work, and the herons left their eucalyptus 
grove nests only corning back years later in a different location . 
Pictures are pretty, but reality may have different outcomes . 
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  P-4-3 
 

The comment expresses support for implementation of Alternative 3 with 
elements of Alternative 2. Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. 
This comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

P-5-1 The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project at this location. 
As described in the Project Description, Section 2.2 of the Draft EIR, the Silver 
Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community Plan) identifies 
several opportunities related to the proposed Project, including the 
promotion and facilitation of implementing the Project as a valuable 
community and recreational asset. Although the Silver Lake and Ivanhoe 
Reservoirs are no longer in service for the City’s potable water needs, they are 
considered an important neighborhood-defining characteristic. The underlying 
purpose of the Project is to repurpose the SLRC to a beneficial public park use 
because it is no longer usable for storing potable water due to government 
regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain the reservoirs for other 
environmental purposes, including maintaining the dams, the proposed 
Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to benefit area residents. 
 
This comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

P-5-2 As discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. Also, please see Master Response –
Parking/Bike Option and Master Response – Traffic/Transportation. 
 

 

 
  

 P-4-3 

P-5-1 

420 
01 : 08 :1 7 . 990 --> 01 : 08 : 46 . 159 
Freda Shen : At t his po i nt i n our revi ew we ur ge t he c i ty to choose 
alternati ve t hree wi t h e l emen t s from alternative to please email us at 
Silver Lake Wildl ife sanctuar y at Gmail Dot Com. For information about 
alternatives three and two with questions . Details will go in our wri tten 
comments. These two al t ernatives are environmentally superior 
alternatives to the proposed p r oject , and together are the best cho i ce 

421 
01 : 08 : 46.170 --> 01 : 08 : 52 . 049 
Freda Shen : for t h e fu ture o f our reser voi r complex and the lives t hat 
dep end on it . Thank you . 

422 
01 : 08 : 53 . 790 --> 01 : 08 : 55 . 850 
Ni colle Steiner : Than k you f o r your comme nt today , 

423 
01 : 08 : 59 . 990 --> 01 : 09 : 0 1. 759 
Deb bie Sl ater . 

424 
01 : 09 : 07 .450 --> 01 : 09 : 26 . 160 
Deb b i e Sl ate r : He llo! Can you hear me? All right? Thank you so much f o r 
uh allowi ng us to speak tonight . I' m go i ng to start off by saying , j ust 
because you can build something doesn ' t mean that you should build 
somethi ng , and I so appreci ate the gentleman who spoke second , 

425 
01:09 : 26 . 220 --> 01 : 09 : 36 . 460 
Debbie Sla ter : and b r ing i ng up this idea of recreational needs . Uh , t he 
idea of t urning the silver , like rese r voir into a public park , 

426 
01 : 09 : 36.470 - - > 01 : 09 : 48 . 110 
Debbie Slater : is not reall y what the city as a whole needs , with t he 
amount of density , build i ng and Tse . Pr ojects that are goi ng around Los 
Angeles . 

427 
01:09 : 48 . 120 --> 01 : 10 : 03 . 369 
Debbie Slater : There are areas that a r e despe r ate l y in need o f green 
s pace , o f par k Space Si l ver La ke i s ver y green space rich , and t his i s 
not someth ing t hat the city should be spending their money on 

428 
01 : 10 : 03 .420 --> 01 : 10 :1 4 . 739 

p_5_2 Debbie Slater : um f or me. I ag r ee also t hat the idea of them saying t hat 
the traffic increase is not an envi ronmental impact 

429 
01 : 10 :1 4 . 910 --> 01 : 10 : 29 . 020 
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  P-5-3 The comment expresses support for Alternative 1, the No Project Alternative 
or Alternative 3. Please see Master Response - Alternatives Analysis. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
 

 
  

Debbie Slater : is really naive and and quite insulting to those of us who 
live here , and operate here on a daily basis , to think that add ing an 
additional one hundred and thirty-five parking spaces is not going to 
bring congestion 

430 
P-S-2 c0 ·01:10 : 29 .210 --> 01 : 10 : 34.080 

P-5-3 

Deb bie Slater : a hundred times the worse than it already is . Uh , it i s 
fai r ly 

431 
01 : 10 : 34.210 --> 01 : 10 : 38.030 
Deb bie Slater : angry . Um ! On top of which 

432 
01 : 10:38.510 --> 01:10 : 40.700 
Deb bie Slater : I really wi sh that 

433 
01 : 10:40.840 --> 01 : 10 : 47.510 
Debbie Slater : the reservoir had not been taken offline to begin with , 
because this never would have eve n become a vision . 

434 
01 : 10 : 47.560 --> 01 : 10 : 55.180 
Deb bie Slater : So , along with the previous speaker , I really would 
encourage this environmental r eport to 

435 
01 : 10 : 55.260 --> 01 : 11 : 09.530 
Deb bie Slater : be presented to the city , emphasizing the alternatives , Uh 
personally , I in favor of alternative one . But as a sort of compromise 
would say alternative Three is some place t hat we can start 

436 
01 : 11:09.720 --> 01 : 11 :17.620 
Debbie Slater : um not to mention t he expense again back to Speaker to ou r 
city , has so many more important issues at hand . 

437 
01 : 11 :1 8.180 --> 01 : 11 :1 9 . 320 
Debbie Slater : Thank you. 

438 
01 : 11 : 21.350 --> 01 : 11 : 22 . 970 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you for your comme nt , 

439 
01:11 : 26.940 --> 01 : 11 : 28 . 150 
Nicolle Steiner : Sandy . 

440 
01 : 11 : 29.600 --> 01 : 11 : 37.689 
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  P-6-1 This comment is introductory. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

P-6-2 The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. Please see Master 
Response -Noise. 
 

 

 

  

P-6-1 

P-6-2 

Deborah Weintra ub : Um , Nicole . I t h ink that um Steven wanted you to call 
on Adam . See? Next to the accident and lower. 

441 
01 : 11 : 37.710 --> 01 : 11 : 43.709 
Nicolle Steiner : Oh , okay , sor ry , Sandy , when you ' ll be next Adam safe. 

442 
01 : 1 1 : 44.100 --> 01 : 11 : 45 . 579 
Nicolle Steiner : Can I mute yourself? 

443 
01 : 11:47.140 - - > 01 : 11 : 49 . 780 
Adam Sieff : Hi! Can you hear me? Yes , 

444 
01 : 1 1: 50 . 530 --> 01 : 12 : 0 1 .539 
Adam Sieff : tha n k you . Thanks , for let me , despite inadvertently lowering 
my hand . Um . My name is Adam Steve. My wife and I own a home on kennel 
worth one block from the project . 

445 
01 : 12 : 01.590 --> 01 : 12 : 09 . 949 
Adam Sieff : I have the pr i vilege of serving as chair of silver like 
forward, a community nonpro f it , representing hund reds of communi t y 
stakehol ders 

446 
01 : 12:10.470 --> 01 : 12 : 24 . 760 
Adam Sieff : with the understanding that today ' s meeting is focused only 
on the adequacy of the draft environmen t a l impact report , and not to 
relitigate the content of the master plan , or whether it should move 
forward . I just wanted to make three points. 

447 
01 : 12 : 25.000 --> 01 : 12 : 37.020 
Adam Sieff : First , we broadly agree with the draft Eir ' s findings t hat 
the master Plan alternative best achieves the designated project goa l s 
with on l y de mi nimis impacts . 

448 
01 : 12 : 37 . 030 --> 01 : 12 : 50 . 769 
Adam Sieff : In particular , we agree with the Dei I ' s findings that t he 
master Plan alternative would have no significant impacts other than 
noise impacts from construction and potential noise imp acts f rom 
amp lified sound, from speci al eve nts , 

449 
01 : 12 : 50.910 --> 01 : 13 : 04 . 060 
Adam Sieff : especially because the possibility of amplified events sound 
is a discretionary aspect of the plan that the community could control or 
prohibit , and we would be open to , uh removing that from the plan . 

450 
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  P-6-3 The comment expresses support for the analysis included in Chapter 5, 
Analysis of Alternatives. This comment does not raise any issues with respect 
to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration.  
 

P-6-4 The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

P-7-1 This comment is introductory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

 

  

P-6-2 
cont. 

P-6-3 

P-6-4 

P-7-1 

0 1:13:04 .350 --> 01: 13 : 1 4 . 479 
Adam ~ : Uh , we agree with the ~ conclusion that the benefits of 
the master Plan alternative far outweigh t hese limited, sporadic and 
temporary noise i mpacts. 

451 
0 1:13 :14.820 - - > 01: 13 : 24.069 
Adam ~ : Second, we also agree with t h e dra!.U find i ngs t h at each o f 
the other p r oject alternatives fai l t o achieve the designat ed project 
goals . 

0 1:13 : 24 .220 - - > 01: 13 :33 . 179 
Adam ~ : These alternatives onl y margina.l ly reduce adverse impacts and 
yet drastically undercut the proj ect b enefits the master plan is intended 
t o achieve. 

4531 
0 1:13 :33 . 900 - - > 01: 13 :45 . 889 
Adam ~ : Third and finally, I just want t o h i ghlight the mas t.er plan 
alternatives, po s itive environme ntal b enefits, not just as a dverse 
impacts, and these i nclude c reat i ng new habitat wetlands and increased 
biodiversity. 

454 
0 1:13 : 45.960 --> 0 1 : 13 : 58 . 610 
Adam ~ : I want t o thank you all f o r your con3ideration and tiine. We 
encourage the city t o approve the master Plan alternative, and we look 
f on;rard to submitting a formal comme nt b efore the deadline. Thank you, 

455 
0 1:14:00 . 190 --> 01: 14 : 01 .7 90 
Ni colle Steiner: Thank you so rro.ich, 

45 6 
0 1:14:04.380 --> 0 1 : 11 : 05 . 639 
Nicolle Steiner: Sandy . 

45 7 
0 1:14:09 .200 --> 01: 14 : 21 .270 
Sandy: Hi! Can you hear me? 

45 8 
0 1:14:21 . 360 - - > 01: 14 :26 . 899 
Sandy : The Silve r Lake Reservoir f a.mi.al l y reservoir? §9 I 1 ve been here a 
while, 

45 9 
0 1:14:26.950 --> 01:14 : 33 .220 
Sandy: and ~ a pretty cool per9on. I' m pretty chill , and I like people, 
and I like parks, but you people~ 

460 
0 1:14:33 . 420 - - > 0 1 : 14 : 37 . 519 
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  P-7-2 This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation. The comment is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

  
 

  

P-7-2 

Sandy : almost really fra udulent o n this traffic d ata . 

461 
01 : 14 : 37 . 910 --> 01 : 14 : 53 . 730 
Sandy : Wow ! I ' m not surpr i sed . I 'm not surprised , especially with what ' s 
going on with Mitchell , Farrell and Nurse Guy and uh the City Council 
Right now . Good job , man , Good job ! Letting this project go forward with 
all that . Okay . So 

4 62 
01 : 14:53.750 --> 01 : 15 : 00 . 590 
Sandy : I surmise that the criteria that the outlaw to determine t hat the 
uh 

463 
01 : 15 : 00 . 650 --> 01 : 15 :1 5 . 199 
Sandy : there ' s no signif i cant traffic i mpact from turning Lake into a 
party zone . Uh , they probably use the criteria uses tha t the traffic is 
already capacity . So cramming more cars a nd trucks and school buses into 
our faces wouldn't be noti ceable 

4 64 
01 : 15 :1 5 . 350 --> 01 : 15 :17 . 329 
Sandy : because we ' re already dying . 

4 65 
01:15 : 1 7.370 --> 01 : 15:35 . 239 
Sandy : But would like it noted for the record that street services , at 
least city street services al r eady doesn ' t and ca nnot maintain Dwayne 
Street for the amount of traffic t hat it bears as witnessed by this 
facts , my house in yard be i ng run into a run th r ough 

4 66 
01 : 15 : 35 . 250 --> 01:15 : 42 . 640 
Sandy : at least ten times by falling t rucks and cars on the hill street 
that is called Duane St reet . 

4 67 
01 : 15 : 43.400 --> 01 : 15:46.440 
Sandy : Nobody is contacting me for this information , 

4 68 
01 : 15 : 46.510 --> 01 : 15 : 54 . 360 
Sandy : So this dot data sounds a li ttle bit fraudulent , and um not least 
so . No , 

4 69 
01 : 15 : 5 4. 570 --> 01 : 15:56 . 2 40 
Sandy : don ' t do this 

470 
01 : 15 : 57.750 --> 01 : 15 : 59 . 050 
Sandy : this 
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  P-8-1 This comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and concern 
regarding public input being incorporated into the Master Plan. Please see 
Master Response – Community Engagement Process.  
 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
 

  

P-7-2 
Cont 

P-ll-1 

I 

0 1 : 15:59.560 --> 0 1: 16 : 08 . 869 
Sandy : unless you address this. 'iie can ' t get away with t his . You cannot 
get a way with this . It's obviously ~ have a traffic impact. 

fl2 
01:16:10 .830 --> 01:16 :20. 230 
Sandy : Oh , s o sad ! I ' m s o sad and depressed. I can't even take it . You 
guys had a chance to do s omething cool. And you 're lying t o us . That's 
how I feel, and J...:..ro sad . 

473 
01:16: 20 .520 --> 01:16 : 29 .220 
Sandy : ..5.o. i t l ooks l ike I got thirty- eight more seconds to complain . I 
don ' t want t o complain . I 'm just bummed out, and ~ so exhatl5ted 

474 
01:16:29 . 310 --> 01:16 : 40 .699 
Sand y: from being l i ed to. Why don't you do something about. t h e fr·eewa y 
cut through? Wh y don 't you do s omething about the horrible condition of 
Silver Lake Boulevard . 

475 
01:1 6:49 . 110 --> 01:16 : 51 .459 
Sandy : Why don't you do s ome~hing about the terrible bike lanes . I can't 
ride my bike t o CVS from here . It's so danger-0us, are you kidding? Why 
don't you do 5ome~hi ng real? 

476 
0 1 : 16:51 . 690 --> 01:16 :59.110 
Sandy: and be honest with U!L This ha3 been me . Sorry abou t it, but Yeah , 
!,;J:B, against: it. 

477 
0 1 : 16:59 . 300 --> 01:17:00 . 309 
Sandy: B~fe, 

478 
0 1 : 17 : 01 . 880 --> 01:17 : 0~ .130 
Ni colle Stein er: Thank you f or your cormnents . Sandy 

479 
01:17:05 . 760 --> 01:17:07 .599 
Ni colle Steiner: Andres K. 

480 
01:17 : 07.770 --> 01:17 : 09. 25 0 
Ni colle Steine r: Here, next . 

481 
01:17 :12 . 810 --> 01:17 : 29 . 070 
Andras K: Can you hear me? Hi! ~ my name is Andrea ~ and I'm a 
t wenty one year resident of Silver Lake 1 and I live wi t hi n fi ve hundred 
feet of the Reservoi r Complex . I' ve been to eve ry master plan meeting, 
and to 3everal of the related neighborhood council meeting3. 
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  P-8-2 The comment expresses support for Alternative 3, and requests that the 
security fence proposed under Alternative 3 be implemented and other 
Project components be implemented or removed. Please see Master 
Response - Alternatives Analysis and Master Response – Fence Removal. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft 
EIR. The comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
 

  

482 
01 : 17 : 29.080 --> 01 : 17 : 47.329 
Andr as K: erez agrnoni . For years I ' ve thought that the master plan was 

P-8-1 co t. unrealistically grandiose and overwhelming for our little hillside 
neighborhood , and I've heard the majority of neighbors who spoke at the 
meetings likewise voiced serious concerns. But these concerns never seem 
to be reflected in the plan , as it was developed, and repeatedly 
presented one hundred and fifty . 

P-8-2 

483 
01:17 : 47.990 --> 01 : 17 : 57.540 
Andr as K: Given the alternative between the master plan and doing 
nothing , I would enthusiastically choose doing nothing , because I see the 
reservoir as beautiful as it is, 

484 
01 : 17 : 57 . 560 --> 01 : 18 :1 0 . 660 
Andras K: but for the first time , because t he Eir mandates providing 
reasonable alternatives , i' m seeing a compromise option that begins to 
respond to the concerns we ' ve bee n stating for years. I t' s called 
alternative three one 

485 
01 : 18 :1 0.860 --> 01 : 18 : 25.689 
Andras K: without getting too much into the weeds . The sing l e most 
important new feature , I see is a new eight foot non-scalable, continuous 
perimeter fence with gates that would limit public access from dust to 
Don . 

486 
01 : 18 : 25.930 --> 01 : 18 : 44.969 
And r as K: This would be a key step toward preserving neighborhood peace 
and security . Other compromises include keeping the Noel , the eucalyptus 
grove and the waters edge dedicated for wildlife , not adding new bui l ding 
structures anywhere but the South valley, and naturalizing some banks for 
wildlife , habitat , 

487 
01 : 18 : 44 . 980 --> 01 : 18 :47 . 999 
And r as K: habitat , but keeping the water open , as it is now , 

488 
01:18 : 48.600 --> 01 : 19 : 02 . 320 
Andr as K: all other master plan options would radically change the 
reservoir complex into a twenty , four over seven open venue , with weekly 
events and new and unnecessary buildings . Alternative . Three or simi la r , 

489 
01 : 19 : 02 . 330 --> 01 : 19 : 09 . 899 
Andras K: would be best for p r eserving the most natural space , and have 
it in the least negative i mpact, mainly because of the non-scalable fence 

490 
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  P-9-1 The comment expresses support for the proposed Project and does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
 

  

01 : 19 : 09.910 --> 01 : 19 : 32.890 
Andras K: the dawn to dust public access and the Reduced and consolidated 
Uh Consolidated Development and built structures . To be clear Alternative 
three is a compromise . By no means is it complete and perfect , but it 

P-S-2 con . addr esses important concerns . Personally, I could not accept any plan 
t hat didn ' t have the security fence and the daily access limitation 
Alternative three can be found on page five, ten . 

491 
01 : 19 : 32.900 --> 01 : 19:34.850 
Andras K: Check it out . Thank you . 

492 
01 : 19 : 36 .060 --> 01 : 19 : 37 . 290 
Nicolle Steiner: Thank you . 

493 
01 : 19 : 39.410 --> 01 : 19 : 41 . 350 
Nicolle Steiner: London widow . 

494 
01 : 19 : 43.570 --> 01 : 19 : 45 . 080 
Nicolle Steiner : Unrnute yourself, 

495 
01 : 19 : 53.560 --> 01 : 19 : 57 . 509 
Nicolle Steiner: London , when prompted. You'll have to accept to unmute 
yourself. 

496 
01 : 20:04.380 --> 01 : 20 : 06.559 
Nicolle Steiner : It looks like you are still muted. 

497 
01 : 20 :1 8.990 --> 01 : 20 : 24.309 
Nicolle Steiner : Um, I thi nk we'll go down to the next person . We ' ll come 
back to you . Okay , Linden. 

498 
01 : 20 : 24.410 --> 01 : 20 : 25 . 900 
Nicolle Steiner: Uh Rache l. 

499 
01 : 20 : 26.100 --> 01 : 20 : 28 . 720 
Nicolle Steiner : You 1 ll be prompted to unmute yourself . 

500 
01 : 20 : 35.040 --> 01 : 20 : 37 . 820 
Rachel : Hi! My name is Rachel . 

501 
01 : 20 : 37 .900 --> 01:20:44 . 680 

P-9-1 Rachel : Hi , um! I ' m fortunate to be a resident of Silver Lake , and I 
currently serve on the Board of Silver like forward. 
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P-9-1 
cont. 

502 
01 : 20:44 . 770 --> 0 1:21: 00.710 
Rache l: Our organization i3 e xcited to 3ee thi s community- driven project 
continue to move forward and based on the findings outlined in the draft 
EIR. We are pleased . The Silver Lake ~~t~f . .fll~n project poses no 
significant adverse e nvironmental impacts . 

503 
01 : 21:00 . 850 --> 01 : 21 : 16 . 879 
Rachel: J..r:.•.~ clear that the long- term project benefits t o the community 
the environment and al l Angelina ' s out weigh any temporary i nconveniences 
like noise during the construction things. The mitigations the EIR 
carefully cons i d ers are adequate in addressing the short term impacts . 

50 4 
01 : 21:17 . 120 --> 0 1:21:30.969 
Rache l: Furthermore, alternatives that reduce the scope o f the project 
undermines the needs and desires of the community which were _con:9P-stently 
expressed throughout the community engagement process . In the development 
of the plan 

505 
01 : 21:30 . 980 --> 0 1: 21 : 38.129 
Rachel: we l ook f orward t o working t ogether to make the master _plan a 
reality f or all Angel inos present and future to enjoy . 

506 
01 : 21:38 . 170 --> 01 : 21 : 42.760 
Rachel: We appreciate e veryone participating in the public process . Thank 
you . 

507 
01 : 21:46 . 400 --> 01 : 21 : 48.419 
Nicol le Steiner: Than.k you f o r your co:rmnents 1 

508 
01 : 21:49 . 540 --> 0 1: 21 :S~.120 
Nicolle Steiner: London. You'll be prompted again to unmute yourself. 
Nope, 

509 
01 : 21:57 . 690 --> 0 1: 21 : 59 . 110 
Ni colle Steiner: Om! 

510 
01:22 :00 . 150 --> 0 1:22: 07.170 
Nicolle Steiner: Linden I s hand is do\vn, so we wil l move on to mark 

511 
01 : 22:17 . 990 --> 0 1: 22 : 32.529 
Mar-c ~ : Hello ! Can you hear me? 
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  P-10-1 The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

  
 

 

512 
01 : 22 : 32.540 --> 01 : 22 : 42 . 450 
Marc Ernestus : We talk abou t security , and they talk about environmental 
impact . Um , which all of which has been addressed in the Master Plan, and 
it's supported by all the empirical data that we have on the subject . Um , 

513 
01 : 22 : 42.610 --> 01 : 22 : 58 . 119 
Marc Ernestus : if you're complaining about traffic. Um , I see I would . I 
would argue that you have a much larger issue on your hands . Um! And I 
would suggest t hat you start convincing people to start riding bikes . Um , 
because we live in Los Angeles . This is a car centered city . Um! You 

514 
01 : 22 : 58.130 --> 01 : 23 :1 4.130 
Marc Ernestus : uh! You have a much larger issue . If you 're complaining 
about noise again , you live in a city of millions of people . Uh , this is 
unequivocally a good thing , a little bit of noise , for at the end of the 
day what ' s going to be a l ong term benefits to this community . Again i ' ll 
argue You get over yourse l f . 

515 
01 : 23 :1 4.150 --> 01 : 23 : 39 . 310 
Marc Ernestus : Um. I just want to say to the City Council members t hat 
you are elected officials. It is on you to understand these issues at a 
fundamental level at a better level than the average ci tizen. The people 
who come on here and compl ain . They're usually the loudest voices . But 
urn! I think that this is unequivocally a good project it should . One 
hundred percent go forward . I ' m glad to hear that all the environmental 
concerns have been addressed . 

516 
01 : 23 : 39.320 --> 01 : 23 : 52 . 190 
Marc Ernestus : And um yeah , I just think that it is on the City Council 
to be brave and to stand up to these people, and to explain to them 
either wrong to understand the issues and to continue to move forward . 
Thi s. So thank you . 

517 
01 : 23 : 53 . 940 --> 01 : 23 : 55 . 219 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you , 

518 
01 : 23 : 56.600 --> 01 : 24 : 00 . 440 
Nicolle Steiner : Steven . I see that Lyndon Tams back up . Can we try 

519 
01 : 24 : 00.830 --> 01 : 24 : 04 . 060 
Nicolle Steiner: urn again to unmute London? 

520 
01 : 24 :1 2.010 --> 01 : 24 : 24.779 
Linden Waddell : Hi! Can you hear me? Hello, Yes , i ' m sorry we have a a 
couple of people using different computers for this zoom meeting in my 
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  P-11-1 The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
 

 

P-11-1 

house , and I think our profiles were messed up . I apologize . No problem. 
Okay , 

521 
01 : 24:25.410 --> 01 : 24 : 42 . 179 
Linden Waddell : All right . What I wanted to say is, I ' ve been a resident 
in Silver Lake for forty years . I love it here, and we are a fan t astic 
neighborhood , but we are not built to support a recreational commercial 
destination . 

522 
01 : 24 : 42.190 --> 01 : 25 : 00 . 369 
Linden Waddell : You know I cherish it as it is , this is one of the last 
remaining serene , passive places in a very busy city . The reservoir for 
us is already a huge win , you know. I looked up. Um 

523 
01 : 25 : 00.380 --> 01 : 25 : 05 . 340 
Linden Waddell : parks in nine zero, zero , three , nine and nine zero , 
zero , two , six, 

524 
01 : 25:05.350 --> 01 : 25 : 34 . 140 
Linden Waddell : and we already have the Silver Lake Walking Path Wreck 
Center , two Dog Parks basketball playgr ound , Meadow , Tesla Park apart , 
Pocke t Park , Sunny Nook River Park , Glennhurst Park , North Atwater Park , 
Bomb Park, Red Car River Park , Marsh Street, Nature Park, Chevy Chase 
Park , Rattlesnake Park , El ysion Valley Gateway Park, and in nine and ah! 
Two , six. There ' s Echo Park, Bellevue , Laurel and Hardy, Part Park , 
Rockview Community Park , a Lesion Park , six Section six, 

525 
01 : 25 : 34.150 --> 01 : 25 : 42 . 399 
Linden Waddell : I mean . We have. We are a gold mine here , and I just 
can 1 t see how 

526 
01 : 25 : 42.470 --> 01 : 26 : 00 . 599 
Linden Waddell : you know bringing this to our lovely , serene 
neighbourhood is g oing to be good for the community , You know we can ' t 
fix a sidewalk outside the basketball court, and we think something like 
this ca n be made and maintained . 

527 
01 : 26 : 00.610 --> 01 : 26 : 02 . 769 
Linden Waddell : I mean, you know , 

528 
01:26 : 02.780 --> 01 : 26 : 23 . 220 
Linden Waddell : forget the noise , Forget all those things . I 1 m not a big 
naysayer. I'm not a nimbyi st , but I a m an imbeist . I am proud of Silver 
Lake as it is, and I don ' t think we need to be a Disneyland. We've got 
Griffith Park right next door. We ' ve got the La River . I think we have an 
overflow of things already , 
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  P-12-1 The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

P-12-2 The comment notes existing drainage and the state of current trees on the 
Project site. The replacement of mature trees would occur over time to 
maintain nesting opportunities, while increasing the number of native trees 
on site. As described in Project Description Section 2.7.1 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project includes the preparation of a Tree Succession Plan to phase 
the removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub 
plantings to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is 
planted over time. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration.  
 

 

 

529 

+01 : 26 : 23 . 230 --> 01 : 26 : 29.219 
P-11-1 M nden Waddell : and it 1 s j u st not necessary . I wou ld vote for no 

alternati ve . Thank you . 

P-12-1 

P-12-2 

530 
01 : 26 : 30 . 940 --> 01 : 26 : 32 . 610 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you f o r your comme nt . 

531 
01 : 26 : 32.900 --> 01 : 26 : 38 . 360 
Deb orah Weint ra ub : Um , Ni cole . I wondered about getting back to Cindy . 
Did she raise her hand aga i n . 

532 
01 : 26 : 41 . 020 - - > 01 : 26 : 47.809 
Mary Nemick : No , I don 't. She ' s not going to make a comment a gain , 
because s he knows it was reco r ded . 

533 
01 : 26 : 47 . 980 --> 01 : 26 : 5 1. 300 
Deborah Weintra ub : Okay , no pr oblem , thank you . 

534 
01 : 26 : 54 . 960 --> 01 : 26 : 57 . 000 
Leslie Edmonds . 

535 
01 : 27 : 06 . 600 --> 01 : 27 :1 6 . 150 
Leslie Edmonds : Yes , Um , yes , I am a twenty one year member o f t his 
community , and I can r ecall when t he me t a l was be i ng proposed 

536 
01 : 27 :1 6 . 160 --> 01 : 27 : 35 . 629 
Leslie Edmonds : uh about sevent ee n year s ago , and many of the same 
concerns that we hea r now . I heard then where people did not want to ha ve 
two acres of dead rotten trees ope ned up to the community . And now I see 
that it is now t he serene place that peopl e want to protect . 

537 
01 : 27 : 35 . 64 0 --> 01 : 27 : 49 . 379 
Leslie Edmonds : So I am defini t ely f or t he Ei r as it stands . I believe 
it . It dea l s with all t he i ssues um in terms of adding wild l ife uh 
prot ection and habitat . 

538 
01 : 27 : 49.390 --> 01 : 28 :1 8 . 069 
Leslie Edmonds : Uh in t erms of capturing a rain water that now just f l ows 
down t he street i s the vehicle for us to uh r eclaim tha t water . I t i s a 
way for us to e nhance t he tree canop y because trees are dying. Those 
eucalyptus trees a re a t the end of their life cycle , and they ' re dyi ng , 
and we need t o be able to replace replenish the tree canopy to t o create 
that cooling center that now is so required f or human life . 
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  P-12-3 The comment notes impacts associated with construction noise would be 
short term. Construction noise impact are analyzed in Section 3.12 of the 
Draft EIR. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content 
and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

P-12-4 The comment notes traffic impacts and expresses general support for the 
proposed Project. Impacts related to traffic and transportation are analyzed in 
Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to 
be less than significant. Also, please see Master Response - 
Traffic/Transportation. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

P-13-1 The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

  

P-12-3 I 

P-12-4 

P-13-1 

539 
01 : 28 :1 8.150 --> 01 : 28 : 28 . 830 
Leslie Edmonds : Um! I be l i eve that any short term problems and I know 
that noise from constructi on is going to be a short term issue, and I 
know that urn 

540 
01 : 28 : 28.860 --> 01 : 28 : 57 . 300 
Leslie Edmonds : that those things can be handled , and it looks like the 
Eir has realized that I think traffic is going to be something that needs 
to be looked at, so that people have confidence in it . But I think There 
is certainly short term problems that have long term benefits, and t hose 
l ong term benefits will l ast us into decades of be nefits . And so I want 
to support the eir , the dra ft eir as i t stands, and I 

541 
01 : 28 :57. 310 --> 01 : 29 : 0 1. 660 
Leslie Edmonds : ho p e that we can accomplish all that it is set out to 
accomplish . 

542 
01 : 29 : 05 .0 90 --> 01 : 29 : 07 . 079 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you for your comme n t today , 

543 
01 : 29:12.200 - - > 0 1 : 29 : 14 . 050 
Nicolle Steiner: Chip Mcdonald . 

544 
01 : 29 : 14.4 30 --> 01 : 29 :1 6 . 739 
Nicolle Steiner : It ' ll be prompted to unrnute yoursel f . 

545 
01 : 29 :1 9.190 --> 01 : 29 : 38 . 800 
Chip Mc Donald : Uh hello! Can you hear me? Yes, Great urn! I wanted to 
thank everyone uh that was involved in presenting this to us it was 
presented very thoroughly , and it ' s good to have uh an opportuni t y to 
voice uh opinions . It ' s very important that we have civil discourse 
around this . Urn , 

546 
01 : 29 : 39 . 880 --> 01 : 29 : 53 . 289 
Chip Mc Donald : yeah , I ' ve I am a silve r li ke resident. I have been for 
seventeen years. Um , I rented for many of those years , and uh have 
recently uh decide made the conscious decision as dif f icult as it was 

547 
01 : 29 :5 3 . 300 --> 0 1 : 30 : 1 3.189 
Chip McDonald : for me a nd my family to uh stay in silver like urn . It is . 
Some is a neighborhood that I love , and I feel like it is uh my home . And 
uh , I I just had to say , and and this has been said before by a couple of 
people . Um ! But I also wanted t o add my voice to that . That 
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  P-13-2 The comment expresses concern for security during operation of the 
proposed Project and traffic impacts. Please see Master Response – Fence 
Removal and Master Response - Public Safety. Impacts related to traffic and 
transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR. 
All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please see Master 
Response - Traffic/Transportation. This comment is noted for the record and 
will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

P-14-1 This comment expresses concern for wildlife impacts and questions the need 
for the proposed Project. Impacts to biological resources are analyzed in 
Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded 
to be less than significant with implementation of mitigation measures. Also, 
please see Master Response – Biological Resources. 
 
The 2004 Silver Lake–Echo Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community 
Plan) establishes policy and land use guidelines for the Silver Lake region of 
the City. The Community Plan identifies several opportunities related to the 
proposed Project, including the promotion and facilitation of implementing 
the Project as a valuable community and recreational asset.  
 
This comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 

  

548 
01 : 30 :1 3.800 --> 01 : 30 :17 . 940 
Chip McDonald : um I have yet to speak to a n yone 

549 
01 : 30 :1 7 . 970 --> 01 : 30 : 34 .7 50 
Chip Mc Donald : uh that actually wants this . I ' m sure that t here are 
people that do . I ' ve heard someone calling people nimb's . And you know, 

P-13-1 con calling the people that are opposed to this these people. Um, which i s a 
remarkably rude 

P-13-2 

P-14-1 

550 
01 : 30 : 34 . 790 --> 01 : 30 : 52.310 
Chip McDonald : Um , But there a r e a lot of people wh o do not want this to 
happen for a lot of the reasons that people have talked about . Uh , and it 
does seem like t ha t ' s just ove r looked . Uh , by every time I come t o one of 
these things It i s as if t h e re is no push back . But there is , 

551 
01 : 30 : 52 . 350 --> 01 : 31 : 02 . 880 
Chip McDonald : I think , the main reason for me is that , uh , I have no 
faith that there will be a security plan i mplemented other than the 
speaker who pointed out this perimeter fence. 

552 
01 : 31 : 02 . 890 - - > 0 1 : 31 : 29 . 850 
Chip McDonald : I t could be tempted to go wi th alternative three . But uh! 
I n the end . Having no faith in that uh security issue being taken care of 
due to experience in Silver La ke , I would have to uh f irmly be agai nst 
and go wi t h alterna tive one , and r i sking my two minutes here , I will say 
t hat the idea that there wi ll be no t r affi c impact is preposterous, and 
it is if that person has neve r been to si l ver like. Thank you . 

553 
01:31:31.450 --> 01 : 31 : 32.639 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you , 

554 
01:31 : 34 . 920 --> 01 : 31 : 36 . 719 
Nicolle Steiner : Nina Woodson . 

555 
01 : 31 :44.4 60 --> 01 : 31 : 49 . 540 
Nina Woodson (s he /he r ) : Hello , um ! I just I couldn ' t um , 

556 
01 : 3 1 : 50 . 580 --> 01 : 32 : 02 . 169 
Ni na Woodson (s he/he r ) : you know . Echo , what Chip Mcdonald just said more 
and twenty year l ong , Res i dent and Silver Lake , a nd my main concern is 
that 

557 
01 : 32 : 02. 490 --> 01 : 32 :11. 279 
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Nina Woodson (s he/he r ) : t hi s the civil , like reservoir right now , is a 
habitat for migrating birds . And 

558 
01 : 32 :11. 330 --> 01 : 32 :17 . 360 
Nina Woodson (s he/her) : how much of that do we have left in the world in 
our dyi ng earth? 

559 
01 : 32: 17.730 --> 01 : 32 :1 9 . 679 
Nina Woodson (s he/her) : I I 

560 
01 : 32 :1 9.990 --> 01 : 32 : 22 . 870 
Nina Woodson (s he/her) : We really need to protect 

561 
01 : 32 : 23.090 --> 01 : 32 : 35 . 340 
Nina Woodson (s he/her) : um it as a natura l habitat. Urn . And if that means 
fencing , if that me , 

562 
01 : 32:35.550 --> 01 : 32 : 45 . 989 
Nina Woodson (she/her) : we don't need more recreational opportunities in 
Los Angeles , I . You can go to the beach . You can go to the mountains 

P-1 4-1 co t. there . 

563 
01 : 32 : 46.070 --> 01 : 32 : 55 . 619 
Nina Woodson (s he/her) : You don ' t need a recreational opportunity. Um in 
the center of Los Angeles , and I just 

564 
01 : 32 : 56 . 310 --> 01 : 33 : 02 . 240 
Nina Woodson (she/her) : I app r eciate all the effort that ' s been put i nto 
this um 

565 
01 : 33 : 03.740 --> 01 : 33 : 07.759 
Nina Woodson (she/her) : draft proposal. But urn , 

566 
01 : 33 : 08.890 --> 01 : 33 :1 1.590 
Nina Woodson (s he/her) : we don ' t have to rethink t h e wheel . 

567 
01 : 33 :1 1.630 --> 01 : 33 : 23 . 119 
Nina Woodson (she/her) : Let's just leave i t as it is urn simple things. 
recently was at the Si l ver Lake reservoir at the Dog Park this last 
weekend , and 

568 
01 : 33 : 23.290 --> 01 : 33 : 24 . 360 
Nina Woodson (she/her) : a 
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569 
01 : 33 : 24.540 - - > 01 : 33 : 32.179 
Nina Woodson (s he/her) : you know people use it , but there ' s ways to use 
it without it be i ng super intrusive . And 

570 
01 : 33 : 32.740 --> 01 : 33 : 35.850 

P·14·1 CO t. Nina Woodson (s he/her) : I just really hope that um 

571 
01 : 33 : 36.330 --> 01 : 33 : 42 . 409 
Nina Woodson (s he/her) : some thought and consideration will be put into 
that . We don ' t have to overthink this . 

572 
01 : 33 : 43.670 - -> 01 : 33 : 44.790 
Nina Woodson (she/her) : Thank you . 

573 
01 : 33 : 47 . 490 --> 01 : 33 : 48 . 689 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you, 

574 
01 : 33 : 52.270 --> 01 : 33 : 53.940 
Ni colle Steiner : David Whitley 

575 
01 : 33 : 54.230 --> 01 : 33 : 55 . 429 
Nicolle Steiner: Weekly . 

576 
01 : 34 : 00.370 --> 01 : 34 : 01 . 890 
David Wheatley : Hi! Can you hear me? 

577 
01 : 34 : 04.290 --> 01 : 34 : 06 . 250 
Nicolle Steiner : I can ' t hear , David . 

578 
01:34 : 09.050 --> 01 : 34 : 10 . 519 
David Wheatley : How about now , 

579 
01 : 34 :1 0.930 --> 01 : 34 : 17 . 210 
Nicolle Steiner : David? I still can ' t hear you , and it looks like you 're 
unrnuted . Maybe you were on the wron g channel. 

580 
01 : 34 :1 9 . 350 --> 01 : 34 : 23 . 050 
Nicolle Steiner : Can you hear me now? 

581 
01 : 34 : 24.060 --> 01 : 34 : 28 . 850 
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  P-15-1 The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
 

 

  

Nicolle Steiner : Pick Eng l ish and then click it again and put pick, mute , 
original audio . 

582 
01 : 34 : 37.210 --> 01 : 34 : 39.480 
David Wheatley : Can you . Can you hear me now? 

583 
01 : 34 : 39.910 --> 01 : 34 : 40.940 
David Wheatley : Hello , 

584 
01 : 34 : 43.950 --> 01 : 34 : 54 . 920 
Tamseel Mir : Davi d! So I I think only a few of us can hear you , so i ' m 
not sure if you can um in in the option below where it's interpretation 
if you want to click Engl i sh . 

585 
01:35:01.330 --> 01:35 : 09.379 
David Wheatley : Okay . My name is David Wheatley i ' m the co- chair of the 
Urban design and Preservation Advisory Committee to the Silver . Like 
Neighborhood Council , 

586 
01 : 35 : 09.520 --> 01 : 35 :17 . 709 
David Wheatley : we have not had a chance to uh discuss this matter in our 
group , so i ' m here , speaki ng on my own. 

587 
01 : 35:17.900 --> 01:35 : 28.370 
David Wheatley : I 've been involved in appeals of a burdensome , 
overbearing projects that come to Silver Lake and other committees, other 
communities , 

588 
01 : 35 : 28.620 --> 01 : 35 : 39 . 930 
David Wheatley : and I'm . Uh I've noticed the city planning commission for 
it . Yes, on every application brought by usually a developer 
enthusiastically supported by the Government, 

589 
01 : 35 : 40.390 - -> 01 : 35 : 42.530 
David Wheatley : and they deny every appeal , 

590 
01 : 35 : 42.930 --> 01 : 35 : 45 . 879 
David Wheatley : however angry the neighbors are . 

591 
01 : 35 : 46.080 --> 01 : 35 : 50 . 090 
David Wheatley : Turn them down , and then it goes to planning land , use 
management , 

592 
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  P-15-2 The comment expresses general concern for security during operation of the 
proposed Project. Please see Master Response –Fence Removal and Master 
Response - Public Safety. 
 
Please see Master Response – Noise.  
 

P-15-3 The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 

  

01 : 35 : 50.240 - - > 01 : 35 : 53 . 549 
David Wheatley : and we ' ve had some corruption over there. So 

593 
01 : 35 : 53 . 940 --> 01 : 35 : 56 . 840 
David Wheatley : um, I do not t r ust at all 

594 
01 : 35 : 57.720 --> 01 : 36 : 04 . 649 
David Wheatley : anything i n this particular p r ese n t a tion , because it 
reminds me so immediately 

P-15-1 co 1595 

P-15-2 

P-15-3 

01:36 : 05 . 170 --> 01:36 : 08 . 550 
David Whe atley : of what our city governme nt has said to us 

596 
01 : 36 : 08 . 750 --> 01 : 36 : 1 5 . 269 
David Wheatley : these projects , t hat they so unfairly , and , I believe , 
c r uelly supported the 

597 
01 : 36 : 1 5 . 290 --> 01 : 36 : 2 1 . 850 
David Wheatley : and however these many appeals that have been denied , So 
when I hear t hi ngs like 

598 
01 : 36 : 22 .4 30 --> 01 : 36 : 33 . 230 
David Wheatley : uh the security , i f they ' re going to b e six hundred 
people out there twelve t i mes a year , and let ' s say there ' s no ampl i fied 
sound . We r eally t h ink those six hu ndr e d peop le are going to si t t here 
and be quiet . 

599 
01:36 : 33 . 550 --> 01 : 36 : 52 . 1 40 
David Wheatley : Wha t about them? What sort o f noise impac t are t hey going 
to be making? Are we goi ng to e nd up with our own version of the 
Hollywood Bowl , where they have noi se problems for the neighbors all the 
time . I agree with everyone who opposes t his project . The best 
a l te r native is t he one t hat says , don 't do it . Number f our 

600 
01 : 36 : 52 . 150 --> 01 : 36 : 58 . 579 
David Wheatley : tha t needs to be on there as well . It ' s perfectly fine 
the way it is . I t ' s a nature enclave 

601 
01 : 36 : 58 . 910 --> 0 1 : 37 :1 5 . 370 
David Wheatley : uh peopl e get to meditate , relax , chill after a har d day . 
We don ' t need t o turn th i s int o s i x f lags ove r what ever Nots ve r y far 
Disneyla nd or anyth ing else . Let ' s keep it nice , qu iet , calm, and 
relaxed, 

602 
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P-15-3 
Cont. 

01 : 37 :1 5.380 --> 01 : 37 : 22.529 
David Wheatley : and all the Government speak , and this thing needs to be 
challenged every single word of the way . Thank you for letting me speak . 

603 
01 : 37:23 . 390 --> 01 : 37 : 24 . 539 
Nicolle Steiner: Thank you . 

604 
01 : 37 : 25.320 --> 01 : 37 : 33 . 530 
Deborah Weintra ub: I 1 rn Nicole . This is Deborah again . I couldn ' t hear , 
David . It seems like some of you could hear him 

605 
01 : 37 : 34.090 --> 01 : 37 : 35.070 
Deborah Weintraub: right. 

606 
01 : 37 : 35.150 - - > 01 : 37 : 38 . 320 
Nicolle Steiner: Yes, I heard him once he fixed the audio , 

607 
01 : 37:38.440 --> 01 : 37 : 47.980 
Deborah Weintraub: so I i ' m not sure why . I couldn ' t hear , but I don ' t 
know whether the other members of the public are hearing when some of us 
can 1 t hear them. 

608 
01 : 37 : 48.830 --> 01 : 37 : 57 . 310 
Deborah Weintraub: So maybe you could go through one more time what ' s 
needed for each speaker again and choosing their language . 

609 
01 : 37 : 59.210 --> 01 : 38 : 01.170 
Nicolle Steiner : Okay , no problem. 

610 
01 : 38 : 01.560 --> 01 : 38 :17 . 650 
Nicolle Steiner : So if everyone could that wants to speak today could 
take the time to click on this interpretation , Icon , at the bottom of 
your screen and select English or Spanish um , whatever language you want 
to listen in . 

611 
01 : 38 :1 7.810 - - > 01 : 38 : 31 . 519 
Nicolle Steiner: And then , once you ' ve done that click the interpretation 
button a second time and c l ick , mute original audio , so that will put you 
in the main audio urn room, where we can all hear you . 

612 
01 : 38 : 35.980 --> 01 : 38 : 40.299 
Nicolle Steiner : All right. Let ' s get the next 

613 
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Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

  
 

 

  

P-16-1 

01 : 38 :4 2.150 --> 01 : 38 : 47 . 880 
Nicolle Steiner: next commenter , David Jones. You ' ll be prompted to 
unmute yourself. 

614 
01 : 38 : 52.200 --> 01 : 38 : 57 . 500 
David Jones : Yea h . Hello , uh, My name is David . Can you hear me? 

615 
01 : 38 : 57.510 --> 01 : 39 :17 . 040 
David Jones: All right? Thank you. Uh , yeah . I ' ve lived in Silver Lake 
for more than twenty years um both across from the Dog Park on Silver 
Lake Boulevard, and now in West Silver Lake Drive along the path . I 
support the comments from the folks with, uh several lake forward. I'm. 
In favor o f enhancing publ ic enjoyment while taking measures for serve 
wildlife. 

616 
01 : 39 :1 7.050 --> 01 : 39 : 24 . 790 
David Jones : I realize you can't have your cake and eat it too , and noise 
levels are , and of oil and out of oil unavoidable . Excuse me , 

617 
01 : 39 : 24.800 --> 01 : 39 : 43 . 750 
David Jones : but for me the long term benefits outweigh the nuisance from 
temporary development . I 'm. In favor of no fencing natural landscapes 
that replace this met, and bankme nts improve dog parks and increase 
walking past . Um , and of Of course , the measures outlined to support 
wildlife 

618 
01 : 39 : 43.760 --> 01 : 39 : 49 . 899 
David Jones : want the community a nd wildlife to thrive and believe. This 
plan serves all. Um , thank you . 

619 
01 : 39 : 51 . 430 --> 01 : 39 : 55 . 539 
Nicolle Steiner : I can give you time back 

620 
01 : 39 :57.57 0 --> 01 : 40 : 00 . 290 
Nicolle Steiner : I see that Cindy has her hand up. 

621 
01 : 40 : 00.310 --> 01 : 40 : 04 . 519 
Nicolle Steiner: Um , so maybe, even if we can go to her, 

622 
01:40 : 05 . 770 --> 01 : 40 : 08 . 8 49 
Nicolle Steiner : since we didn 't all hear a comment for the last time. 

623 
01 : 40 :1 2.360 --> 01 : 40 : 26 . 730 
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  P-17-1 This comment expresses support for the proposed project and wildlife habitat 
improvements. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration.  
 

  
 

  

Cyndi Hubach : Hi ! Can you hear me? Yes , we can . Hello , Hi! Great! Sorry 
about that . I miss the instructions . I apologize . Um , I ' m Cindy Hubak . I 
live on the west side of t h e r eservoir , and I ' m. A member of the Silver 
Lake Reservoirs 

~4 
01 : 40 : 26.870 --> 01 : 40 : 32.490 
Cyndi Hubach : Conservancy . I I actually joined the Conservancy because of 
my concern about wildlife . 

~5 
01 : 40 : 32.530 --> 01 : 40 : 38 . 860 
Cyndi Hubach : Every spring I would see ducklings walking down the road to 
their d oom , or getting p i cked off in the reservoir . 

~6 
01 : 40 : 38.970 --> 01 : 40 : 55.130 
Cyndi Hubach : Um ! Migratory birds were stopping i n , but finding no real 
place for food or shel t er. Um! There was water , and there were trees , but 
it wasn ' t working for the birds and the a n imals . Um! I really observed 
Wildlife , so I could see t hat they we r e struggling . Um! 

~7 
01 : 40 : 56.180 --> 01 : 41 : 05 . 819 
Cyndi Hubach : So I thought we could do something better , and I actua l ly 
thought of float i ng is l ands uh before they were a glimmer in the eye of 
the uh Silver Lake. Master Plan um , and that ' s why I got involved . 

~8 
01 : 41 : 05.930 --> 01 : 41 : 15 . 149 
Cyndi Hubach : Um , the reservoirs , as they are , are not habitat . When they 
were built at the turn of the century , the twentieth century , the banks 
were earthen and gently s l oped , 

~9 
01 : 41 :1 5.160 --> 01 : 41 : 28.319 
Cyndi Hubach : but in the early n ineteen fifties to increase capacity . The 
banks were made steeper and short up with the as fault and the cement 
that we see today , and what we have been l eft with are the remnants of an 
industrial water facility. The steep 

~o 
01 : 41 : 28.450 --> 01 : 41 : 33 . 539 
Cyndi Hubach : t hanks , the ugly striped asphalt , the large, sterile, 
inhospitable 

~l 
01 : 41 : 33.710 --> 01 : 41 : 43 . 440 
Cyndi Hubach : pools . Um ! I t ' s true that we ' ve been through a lot of 
construction in this neighborhood , and none of us wants to go through it 
again . I I I hear that i ' m with you , 

632 
01 : 41 : 43.500 --> 01 : 41 : 51 . 430 
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Cyndi Hubach : but The fact is that we didn' t benefit from most of t ha t 
construction ; and as I see it , this will benefit all of us . The plants , 
the animals , the people . 

633 
01 : 41 : 51.520 --> 01 : 41 : 57.399 
Cyndi Hubach : Urn ! There wil l be some pain , but there can be some t hing of 
real lasting value and beau ty at the end of it . 

634 
01 : 41 : 57.690 - - > 01 : 42 : 04.770 
Cyndi Hubach : This project meets the objectives of the community plan to 
increase our parkspace, our natural habitats , and improve our climate. 
Resilience! 

635 
01 : 42 : 05.000 --> 01 : 42 :17 . 629 
Cyndi Hubach : Urn ! I don ' t think it ' s perfect. I don ' t think anyone thinks 
it ' s , perfect, but it is a ca r efully thought out plan . It has attempted 
to consider the desires and p r eferences of the community, and I think 

P-17-1 co t. it I s something we can work with 

636 
01 : 42 : 17.790 --> 01 : 42 : 27 . 350 
Cyndi Hubach : um . And fina l ly, would also like to say that while we may 
disagree on aspects of the plan , or on the value of having any plan at 
all , as we have heard urn 

637 
01 : 42 : 27.840 --> 01 : 42 : 33 . 170 
Cyndi Hubach : as neighbors and stakeholders . I know we all want the best 
for our community and for each other , 

638 
01 : 42 : 33.210 --> 01 : 42 : 46.759 
Cyndi Hubach : and I hope we can work through this and remain friends . Um! 
As with anything in a democracy. If we do this right . Um , none of us wil l 
be completely happy when i t's over . That ' s what compromise is all about . 

639 
01 : 42 : 47.020 --> 01 : 42 : 47 . 980 
Thank you . 

640 
01 : 42 : 48.910 --> 01 : 42 : 50.230 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you . 

641 
01 : 42:52.080 --> 01 : 42 : 5 4. 910 
Nicolle Steiner : Keep pressing this button. I apologize , 

642 
01 : 42 : 55 . 890 --> 01 : 43 : 03 . 969 
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  P-18-1 This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation.  
 

P-18-2 The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and states that 
improvements to recreation are not needed by the City. As described in the 
Project Description, Section 2.2 of the Draft EIR, the Silver Lake–Echo Park–
Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community Plan) identifies several 
opportunities related to the proposed Project, including the promotion and 
facilitation of implementing the Project as a valuable community and 
recreational asset. Although the Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs are no 
longer in service for the City’s potable water needs, they are considered an 
important neighborhood-defining characteristic.  
 
The comment expresses concern regarding the community engagement 
process and homelessness. Please See Master Response - Community 
Engagement Process and Master Response – Homelessness. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content of adequacy of the Draft 
EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

 

 

  

P-18-1 

P-1 8-2 

Nicolle Steiner : Lyndon . I see you have your hand raised , if you coul d . 
Please wait till we had a chance for everyone to make a comment . Um , 

643 
01 : 43 : 04.200 --> 01 : 43 : 06 . 919 
Nicolle Steiner : then we can get back to you if we have time at the end . 

644 
01 : 43 : 07.980 --> 01 : 43 : 10 . 339 
Nicolle Steiner : Ainslie Cohen! Cohen! 

645 
01 : 43 :1 5 . 070 --> 01 : 43 : 34 . 120 
Ainsley Cohen : Hi ! Can you hea r me? Hi! Um! I've also been a member of 
this community for a long time now , and i ' d like to agree with Uh , Scott , 
Sternberg and Chip, and so many others who have just voiced all their 
concerns about what kind of an impact this type of a project would have 
on our community . I 

646 
01 : 43:34.130 - - > 01 : 43 : 38 . 989 
Ainsley Cohen : I think it ' s very short-sighted of the team to assume that 
the r e would be no 

647 
01 : 43:39.000 - - > 01 : 43 : 56.419 
Ainsley Cohen : mi t ctl a nd impact with traffic . Traffic is already a huge 
issue . Um! And while everybody in our neighborhood loves to jump on a 
bike or walk , people coming from outside of the neighborhood would 
definitely be driving in. And I think that's what everybody is talking 
about when they refer to t h e traffic concerns one hundred and fifty 

648 
01 : 43 : 56.430 --> 01 : 44 : 03.310 
Ainsley Cohen : originally. But in speaking with all my neighbors and and 
people in the community and people that I see out around the reservoir. 

649 
01 : 44 : 03.320 --> 01 : 44 : 29.759 
Ainsley Cohen : When this plan was originally presented to us . Uh , I don ' t 
think that people were actually given a choice to just say no change . Um! 
It always seemed like you could choose option one or two, but many peop le 
seemed confused, and it d i dn't seem like there was an option to just 
choose . We don ' t want to do anything, and so I urge us to have a vote urn 
within our community for people who live in our neighborhood who live 
within the 

650 
01 : 44 : 29.770 --> 01 : 44 : 5 1 .630 
Ainsley Cohen : zip codes , that we all agree with t hat we should actually 
have a vote to see who really really wants to do this , because I haven't 
spoken to anybody that wants to do this. Urn, I think we ' re all really 
concerned when we see what happened with Echo Park, and I think t he money 
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  P-19-1 The comment expresses concern for impacts to traffic and pedestrian safety 
related to the proposed offsite improvements. Impacts related to traffic and 
transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR. 
All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. As shown on revised 
Figure 2-17 in Chapter 3 of the Final EIR, the proposed Project would add two 
pedestrian high visibility crosswalks, one on the east and one on the west side 
of the SLRC. Also, please see Master Response – Traffic/Transportation. 
 
Also, as discussed in the Project Description, Section 2.5.2 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project would add 15 new parking spaces along the South Valley on 
West Silver Lake Drive. Based on comments received during the Draft EIR, the 
City has decided not to add parking along Silver Lake Boulevard. Please see 
Master Response - Parking/Bike Option. 
 

  
 

 

  

P-1 8-2 

cont. 

P-1 9-1 

needs to be put i nto underserved communities that need green space . Those 
there are plenty of those communities 

651 
01 : 44 : 51.640 --> 01 : 45 : 06 . 700 
Ainsley Cohen : uh within Los Angeles that need the money for their own 
version of green space . Um, the caller who listed all the parks we have 
plenty , and also um the homeless crisis that we ' re facing , and no one 
seems to be talking about i t . But it 1 s 

652 
01 : 45 : 06.710 --> 01 : 45 : 13 . 099 
Ainsley Cohen : we need to put the money there . That ' s who needs it. Those 
people need help . We do not need um 

653 
01 : 45 :1 3.200 --> 01 : 45 : 19.000 
Ainsley Cohen : concerts or f anfare. This neighborhood is already 
beautiful . Thank you . 

654 
01 : 45 : 22 . 900 --> 01 : 45 : 24 . 150 
Thank you , 

655 
01 : 45 : 26 . 960 --> 01 : 45 : 29 . 030 
Nicolle Steiner : Mike Gross . 

656 
01 : 45 : 35.970 --> 01 : 45 : 36 . 860 
mike krose : Bye. 

657 
01 : 45 : 37.150 --> 01 : 45 : 43 . 530 
mike krose : Om, my name is uh Micro, and i'm a on the board of Silver 
Lake Wildlife Sanctuary . 

658 
01 : 45 : 43.560 --> 01 : 45 : 46.420 
mike krose : Can you hear me? Oh, Yeah , there you go. Okay? 

659 
01 : 45 : 46.490 --> 01 : 45 : 53 . 109 
mike krose : Um , I wanted to speak uh about transportation . Uh , 
specifically the 

660 
01 : 45 : 53.1 4 0 --> 01 : 45 : 58 . 109 
mike krose : twenty-five uh ninety degree parking spaces by the Rec . 
Center . 

661 
01 : 45 : 58 . 170 --> 01 : 46 : 17 . 559 
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P-19-1 
cont. 

mike krose : Um, I wanted to reference first from Section three point 
sixteen dash , eight uh transportation from the Deir uh where it talks 
about the Silver Lake Echo Park, or Asian Valley Community plan that 
cited uh from two thousand and four 

662 
01 : 46 : 17.570 --> 01 : 46 : 19 . 359 
mike krose : uh , which I think is 

663 
01 : 46:19.850 --> 01 : 46 : 32.170 
mike krose : reasonable , s i nce things haven't actually gotten bett er since 
then . Uh, and some of the issues stated uh residential neighborhood 
streets are being used to avoid traffic on congested major thoroughfares, 

664 
01 : 46 : 32.270 --> 01 : 46:44 . 059 
mike krose : disturbing the quality of life and making neighborhood 
streets unsafe for children at pedestrians and traffic injection uh 
congestion and circulation issues urn 

665 
01:46 : 44.070 --> 01:46 : 58 . 570 
mike krose : that reflect regional transportation problems and the narrow 
and substandard residential streets in the hillsides that hinder 
circulation and create problems for parking and access by safety vehicle 

666 
01 : 46:59.230 --> 01 : 47 : 08 . 969 
mike krose : and in Section Es Five and areas of known controversy. 
Although I don ' t know Why , it 1 s a controversy . Um! 

667 
01 : 47 : 09.240 --> 01 : 47 :17 . 370 
mike krose : Some of the issues are increased parking and trapping 
circulation on local streets. And uh pedestrian safety . 

668 
01 : 47 : 17.570 --> 01 : 47 : 27.609 
mike krose : So I wanted to reference . Oh , my goodness, only twenty-five 
seconds uh that street that's being talked about is only fifty feet wide, 
and some of the cars and trucks are up to twenty- five feet , 

669 
01 : 47 : 27.620 - - > 01 : 47 : 41 . 490 
mike krose : and they would be sticking out into the street themselves, 
and we know that parking at ninety degrees requires dangerous backing out 
and and stopping of traffi c . And i ' rn sorry I ran out of time. I 

670 
01 : 47 : 41.590 --> 01 : 47 : 42 . 940 
mike krose : talk to you s l ow , 

671 
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  P-19-2 The comment requests that the proposed 90-degree parking spaces be 
eliminated from consideration. Please see Master Response – Parking/Bike 
Options. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
 

 

  

P-19-2 

01 : 47 : 43 . 160 --> 01 : 47 : 47 . 789 
mike krose : but I would hope that this part of the Uh . 

672 
01 : 47 : 47 . 970 --> 01 : 47 : 53 . 919 
mike kros e : The pro jec t is not done, because I thin k it wou l d be terrible 
for the community . Thank you . 

673 
01 : 47 : 55.090 --> 01 : 48 : 02 . 729 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you fo r your comme nt . You always have the 
opp ortuni ty to submit a wr i tten comment . Urn, anytime during the comment 
period . 

674 
01 : 48 : 05 . 780 --> 01 : 48 : 07 . 340 
Nicolle Steiner : Hugh Kenny , 

675 
01 : 48 :1 4 . 990 --> 01 : 48 :18.119 
Ni colle Ste i ne r: you shoul d be promp ted to unmute your self 

676 
01 : 48 : 20 . 800 --> 01 : 48 : 22 . 349 
There you can 

677 
01 : 48 : 22 . 690 --> 01 : 48 : 23 . 750 
um 

678 
01 : 48 : 26 . 880 --> 01 : 48 : 3 1 . 120 
Nicolle Steiner : queue . I can 't hear you 

679 
01 : 48 : 32 . 330 --> 01 : 48 : 33 . 219 
any good . 

680 
01 : 48 : 33 . 910 --> 01 : 48 : 39 . 820 
Nicolle Steiner : I kind of can hear you , which sounds really really far 
away , very faint . 

681 
01 :48 : 41 .150 --> 01 : 48 : 47 . 240 
Nicolle Steiner : I 'm not s ure if you have gone through t he process of 
selecting a language 

682 
01 : 48 :50 . 890 --> 01 : 48 : 54 . 230 
Nicolle Steiner : we can ' t hea r you. I 'm sorry . 

683 
01 : 49 : 02 . 980 --> 01 : 49 : 03 . 830 
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does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

P-20-2 The comment expresses support for walkability in the neighborhood. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration.  
 

 

 

  

P-20-1 

P-20-2 

Nicolle Steiner : Nope , 

684 
01 : 49 : 03 . 9 4 0 --> 01 : 49 : 06 . 440 
Nicolle Steiner : Still can ' t hear you , Hugh . 

685 
01 : 49 : 08.890 - - > 01 : 49 :1 4.530 
Nicolle Steiner : We ' re goi ng to go down to the next person . We 1 ll try you 
again . Um in a in two mi nutes , 

686 
01:49 :1 5 . 630 --> 01 : 49 : 17.820 
Nicolle Steiner : Stephanie Ba r ton. 

687 
01:49 : 23 . 870 --> 01 : 49 : 33.109 
Stephanie Bartron : Hi , everyone! Thank you for being here . Um , i'm a 
thirty . One year resident of Silver Lake. I've lived in different parts 
of the neighbor hood , but I 've lived 

688 
01 : 49 : 33.120 - - > 01 : 50 : 00 . 649 
Stephanie Bartron : around the reservoir for a while . Um , and i 1 m also on 
the board of this over like reservancy. So i'm gonna say first of al l 
that I ' ve talked to lot s of peopl e who do s upport this , and are r eally 
excited about a ll of the i mprovements that we wil l be getting to our 
neighborhood , especially a l l of the wildlife and habitat improvements . 
Um! The migrati ng b i rds wi ll be so much better served by the wetland 
habitats and the floating i slands. The biodiversity um 

689 
01 : 50 : 00.660 --> 01 : 50 : 07.449 
Stephanie Bartron : for the plants . Specifically we ' ll support the birds . 
Um, and be really great . 

690 
01 : 50:07.900 --> 01:50 : 25 . 370 
Stephanie Bartron : Let ' s see what else on my list . Um , also um I There ' s 
been a lot of comments . We i 1m sorry I'm trying to stay positive here , 
but we ' ve had a l ot of people who don ' t seem to think that they want bike 
lanes , but then they're afraid of uh sorry , not afraid. 

691 
01 : 50 : 25.520 --> 01 : 50 : 53 . 169 
Stephanie Bartron : They want bike lanes . They want to increase the 
walkability . We want publ i c safety. We want public health . Um , and we do 
have a lot of people in ou r neighborhood that don ' t have backyards , and 
Don ' t have front yards . Some people live in houses with rea l ly steep 
hillsides , and they don ' t have places to walk . I know there ' s no 
sidewalks in my part of Si lver Lake , so we do need the sort of part where 
we can. We can a l l get , not just get together , but but we can exercise 
and walk and walk with our neighbors . 
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P-20-3 

692 
01 : 50 : 53.180 --> 01 : 51 :17 . 919 
Stephanie Bartron : So um ! I just want to say I really am excited about 
the master plan . I think t he er does a great job. Um , I 1 ve read bot h of 
them cover to cover , and I think t hat it does a really great job of 
talking about t he concerns and the mitigations needed for that . Um! I t 
was really effective , and I look forward to seeing this all gradually 
happen over the next five or ten years . Okay , Thank you very much . 

693 
01 : 51 :1 9.690 --> 01 : 51 : 2 1. 809 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you for your comment today , 

694 
01 : 51 : 23.360 --> 01 : 51 : 24 . 780 
Nicolle Steiner: Hugh Kenny , 

695 
01 : 51 : 25.39 0 --> 01 : 51 : 26 .859 
Nicolle Steiner: try it again . 

696 
01 : 51 : 32 .97 0 --> 01 : 51 : 33 . 860 
My name , 

697 
01:51 : 38.070 - - > 01 : 51 : 39 . 120 
that one 

698 
01 : 51:40 .4 90 --> 01 : 51 : 46.720 
Nicolle Steiner : I 'm: sorry . I look here , very faint someth i ng , but we 
can 1 t make out any sound. 

699 
01 : 51 : 46.890 --> 01 : 51 : 5 1. 180 
Wendy Delgado : Yeah , here, you sure we hear you very faintly . Maybe try 

700 
01 : 51 : 51.340 --> 01 : 51 : 53.309 
Wendy Delgado : uh raising your volume . 

701 
01 : 51 : 55 . 060 --> 01 : 51 : 56 . 160 
Um, 

702 
01 : 52 : 00.220 --> 01 : 52 : 02 . 199 
okay , If I yell , 

703 
01:52 : 03.390 --> 01 : 52 : 05.320 
that's that . That's not enough 
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P-21-1 

704 
01 : 52 : 05.830 --> 01 : 52:13.490 
Nicolle Steiner : kind of I heard you say if you yell , but it's still very 
far away. It's it's we can ' t really make out all the words . 

705 
01 : 52:16.090 --> 01 : 52 : 24 .90 9 
Nicolle Steiner : Okay , cute . What you can do is you can try to dial i n 

706 
01 : 52 : 25 .16 0 - - > 01 : 52:26.260 
Nicolle Steiner : um 

707 
01 : 52 : 27.050 --> 01 : 52 : 28 .3 99 
Nicolle Steiner: on a phone . 

708 
01 : 52 : 28.470 --> 01 : 52 : 3 1. 280 
Nicolle Steiner: Um , and we can try you again . 

709 
01 : 52 : 33.350 --> 01 : 52 : 35.070 
Nicolle Steiner: Sorry about t hat . 

710 
01:52:35.550 - - > 01 : 52 : 39.160 
Nicolle Steiner : Let's move on to James Ellsworth . 

711 
01 : 52:39 . 240 --> 01 : 52 : 42.109 
Nicolle Steiner : You can You'll be prompted to unrnute yourself . 

712 
01 : 52 : 51.750 --> 01 : 52 : 56.000 
Nicolle Steiner : Hi! Hello! Can you hear me? Yes , 

713 
01 : 52 : 56.010 --> 01 : 53 : 14.629 
James Ellsworth : Great sorry. The jobs um started barking right as I 
unmute it. Um , hey? So I just wanted to say that I have been living in 
silver life for fifteen years . And right when we moved here was when the 
introduction of the meadow happened , and 

714 
01 : 53 : 14.640 - - > 01 : 53 :1 9.880 
James Ellsworth : we went to a lot of meetings , and there were a lot of 
people that said , 

715 
01 : 53 : 19.97 0 --> 01 : 53 : 39 . 199 
James Ellsworth: You know what no one ' s gonna go to the beach . There 1 s 
gonna be so much traffic . There ' s gonna be so many people that are 
parking um . There were so many people that were against , you know, the 
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  P-21-2 
 

The comment expresses support for removal of the perimeter fence. This 
comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy 
of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to 
the decision-makers for their review and consideration.  
 

P-21-3 This comment is conclusory and does not raise any issues with respect to the 
content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for the record 
and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

P-22-1 The comment expresses support for the proposed Project. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

 

 

  

P-21-1 
cont. 

the meadow , and I think it's r eally such an example of like , how 
successful 

716 
01 : 53 : 39.310 --> 01 : 53 : 49 . 099 
James Ellsworth: this kind of project can be . Um , I also just you know I 
feel like It ' s sad that we are so used to seeing 

717 
01 : 53 : 49.110 --> 01 : 54 : 01 . 080 

P-21 -2 that we want to keep it that way . Um, I don' t know any place tha t you I 
James Ellsworth: a chain link fe nce with barbed wire around the park 

P-21-3 

P-22-1 

know , has chain link fences with barbed wi re , and wants to keep it. 

718 
01 : 54 : 01.210 --> 01 : 54 :1 4 . 100 
James Ellsworth: So I I really want to thank you all for a ll the work . I 
know there's been a ton of resistance, and it's been really beaut iful to 
see the evolution . It ' s been nice to , you know , When I first moved here 

719 
01:54: 1 4.150 --> 01 : 54 : 30 . 949 
James Ellsworth: everyone was walking on the street on Silver Lake 
Boulevard , because there wasn ' t a path , a nd there were so many people 
that were against the path , and so I guess . Um , I just wanted to say 
thank you , and that I really believe in the future. And the proposals 
that you ' re putting together . Thanks . 

720 
01 : 54 : 33.760 --> 01 : 54 : 35 . 099 
Nicolle Steiner : Okay . 

721 
01 : 54 : 42.010 --> 01 : 54 : 47 . 020 
Nicolle Steiner : Okay . Sorry , Bob, that are strong, so t o Strong 

722 
01 : 54:47.520 - - > 01 : 54 : 49 . 759 
Nicolle Steiner : do we prompt it to unrnute yourse l f. 

723 
01 : 54 : 51.070 --> 01 : 55 : 08 . 579 
Bob Soderstrom : Hey , Nicol e , How are you? Can you hear me? Hello! Yes , 
welcome, hey? Very good thanks for having us tonight . My name is Bob . So 
to i ' m a co - founder of si l ver , like Forward , i ' ve lived in the 
neighborhood for eleven years . My wife and I live in a house. Um , just 
just a few s teps up from the locking path on Armstrong. 

724 
01 : 55 : 08.590 --> 01 : 55 : 25 . 659 
Bob Soderstrom : Um, i ' d l i ke to thank everyone involved for the hard 
work . I know a lot goes into this. Um! What an amazing opportuni t y! One 
hundred and twenty acres uh that has come availab l e because of an 
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P-22-1 
cont. 

abandoned public utility i n the middle of this huge city, at such a 
unique opportunity 

725 
01 : 55 : 25.670 --> 01 : 55 : 35.440 
Bob Soderstrom : that we have, we can either embrace a creative vision for 
the future , or we can hold that i n to the rusty fe nces and the big 
concrete bathtub of the past . 

726 
01 : 55 : 35 .470 --> 01 : 55 : 49.580 
Bob Soderstrom : What if we wrap the reservoir and the spirit of the 
meadow . Woulctn •t that be really beautiful? And that ' s part of the 
questions that came up in this extensive master Plan Survey process that 
happened in two thousand and nineteen and two thousand and twenty , t hat 
we all voted on many times . 

727 
01 : 55:49.910 --> 01 : 56 : 08.200 
Bob Soderstrom : I'd li ke to say that I support the proposed plan in the 
Cir and encourage the city council to adopt it . I will next spring, and 
i 'll remind you that the master Pl an process had many large public 
meetings and five or six public surveys , and the proposed plan reflects 
what the neighborhood voted for . 

728 
01 : 56 : 08.210 --> 01 : 56 : 22.470 
Bob Soderstrom : There were many features that were voted down . I ' ll 
remind people like swimming and boats , and there were features that were 
voted for and approved , that have now been incorporated into this plan 
uh , like more access , and the environmental ed center and t he and the 
floating islands . 

729 
01 : 56 : 22.590 --> 01 : 56 : 33.039 
Bob Soderstrom : I spend a lot of time at the reservoir with my children 
and a lot of the i r friends . I've got a ten year old and a four year old , 
all their school friends who congregate there every day . I appreciate 

730 
01 : 56 : 33 .050 --> 01 : 57 : 01.880 
Bob Soderstrom : the person who me ntioned that some people don't have 
yards at their own homes, and they go out walking in the neighborhood 
looking for spaces to to be uh our group. Silver , like forward, also 
worked with King Middle School over the hill , which has one of La Usd's 
environmental, very few environme ntal magnets . There are five hundred 
students there in an environmental magnet, and they ' re surrounded by a 
sea of asphalt . They're p l anting plants a nd learning about the 
environment by pushing seeds into soi l i n Fo l gers cans. 

731 
01 : 57 : 01.890 --> 01 : 57 :1 5.930 
Bob Soderstrom : So when we talk about underserved communities needing 
green space . It ' s right here where we live , and what an opportunity for 
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P-22-1 cont 

P-23-1 

those students to have access to this reservoir uh to learn about 
environmental stewardship in our own city . 

732 
01 : 57 :1 5.940 --> 01 : 57 : 32 . 120 
Bob Soderstrom : Urn! I just like to mention that a lot of these meetings 
are held when parents are putting their kids to bed or bathing their kids 
or giving their kids dinners , and so often the meetings are sometimes 
skewed towards d i fferent voices in the community . But I just like to 
remind people that There are a lot of parents , 

733 
01 : 57 : 32.130 --> 01 : 57 : 43 . 199 
Bob Soderstrom : uh , with families and chi l dren in this neighborhood that 
voted for these features , and are very , very excited about the proposed 
plan , a nd i ' m one of them. Thank you very much for the time to speak . 

734 
01:57 : 45.020 --> 01 : 57 : 47.359 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you for your comment . 

735 
01:57 : 49.680 --> 01 : 57 : 53 . 690 
Nicolle Steiner : Next up i s Nicole Anton . 

736 
01 : 57 : 57.790 - - > 01 : 58 :17.029 
Nicole Antoine : Hi! Can you hear me . Yes , great Hi! Thank you . Um . So my 
name is Nicole . I ' ve lived in Silver Lake for ten years , and I actually 
live in a region that is very park deprived. It ' s region two. It goes up 
against the one on one . There is no g r een space in that area. Um , 
basically just a freeway 

737 
01 : 58:17.440 --> 01 : 58 : 23 . 470 
Nicole Antoine : and a hil l , and you have to walk to the lake , of course , 
to see any gree n space , or to t his little triangle park 

738 
01:58:23.520 --> 01 : 58 : 33 . 500 
Nicole Antoine : that we called the little triangle, dog , park, laurel, 
and hardy park over there. So anyways um I work with the silver lip , wild 
wildlife sanctuary to um 

739 
01 : 58 : 33.720 --> 01 : 58 : 45.129 
Nicole Antoine : analyze this uh , and I think that the best option is 
definitely alternative . Three um , with some elements of alternative to , 
do think that we should 

740 
01 : 58 : 45.140 --> 01 : 58 : 54.809 
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  P-23-2 The comment suggests review of Hargreaves Jones’ design work and requests 
that the existing perimeter fence be replaced with a wildlife-friendly design 
and features gates with time limits. Please see Master Response – Fence 
Removal, which describes the proposed Security Plan and Project Design 
Features (PDFs) that would be implemented in conjunction with fencing to 
protect biological resources. 
 

P-23-3 Please see Master Response – Funding and Operations. This comment does 
not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration.  
 

 

 

  

P-23-1 
Cont 

P-23-2 

Nicole Antoi ne : have n o thing built on the kno l l or meadow. Um, just to 
mention also 1!~- I am a l~nd.scape designer, and althou gh I l ove che 30 
renderings of 

7 U 
0 1:58: 5 4.920 --> 01:59 :11 .579 
Nicole Antoine: e verythi ng that'3 in the plan. I also loo ked at their 
other renderings 1 and it seems like those other parks that they have 
dev·eloped are ve ryJ __ v e ~v bus y- compared t o what we ha ve at the meadow now, 
s o I encourage everybody to go to their webs i te. 

742 
0 1:59:11.600 --> 01:59 : 15.329 
Nicole Ancoine : Urn , I believe j._,;_'_~ pronounced 

743 
0 1 : 59:15.460 --> 0 1 : 5 9 : 31 . 110 
Nicol e Antoine: Hargreaves and Jones, and you could see all .of their 
other designs, and although t hey 're real ly beautiful, I don't t hink it' s 
really what the neighborhood is l ooking for . N~.'.f~ looking t o maintain urn 
the wildl ife protections that we have now, and 

744 
0 1:59:31 .120 --> 0 1 : 5 9 :38 . 830 
Nicole Antoine : at l east replace the fence wit h s omething that 1 9 

wi ldlife fri endly , featuring g at es that~ 

745 
0 1:59 : 39 . 29 0 --> 0 1 : 59 : 51 . 340 
Ni cole Antoine: you know, time limit s 3 0 t hat we H9!l~f have s omething 
that gets out of control like Echo Park, which, after ~hey spent all the 
mone y i n Echo Park Lake, they had to replace all of it . .5.c in. L.a..a.L 
comment: is about the budget. ~ in l ooking at the budgetfor th"'epro ject , 

746 
0 1 : 59 : 54.350 --> 02 : 00 : 10.369 

P-23-3 Nicole JUltoine : I see t ha t: even the meadow alo ne is about si.xty million 
dollars . Um, :w,~_,_,F~ asking for seventy thousand dol lars t o rehab a 
concrete asphalt circle in .region t o s i l ver, like . So e veryone please 
think about this project. --- -

747 
02 : 00: 11 . 280 --> 02 : 00 :12.150 
Nicole Antoi ne : Thank you . 

748 
02 : 00 :13 .080 --> 02 : 00 :14 .200 
Nicolle St:einer: Thank you . 

749 
02 : 00 :19 . 350 --> 02 : 00 :21 . 089 
Nicolle Steiner: Next is Paro 
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P-24-1 

750 
02 : 00 : 31 .380 --> 02 : 00 : 34 . 909 
Nicolle Steiner : Pam . You 'l l be prompted to unmute yourself, and you have 
to accept that , 

751 
02 : 00 : 47.020 --> 02 : 00 : 52.459 
Nicolle Steiner : Pam . You 'l l have to unrnute yourself on your end when you 
are prompted to do so , 

752 
02 : 01 : 01.630 --> 02 : 01 : 06 . 379 
Nicolle Steiner : we ' ll come back to you . Um ! Let ' s go to Glen David . 
Gold . 

753 
02 : 01 :1 3.160 --> 02 : 01 :1 6.930 
Glen David Gold : I don ' t know if you can hear me now 

754 
02 : 01 :1 7.140 --> 02 : 01 : 22 . 319 
Glen David Gold : tremendou s . Uh , I uh am a silver like resident , and I 
feel 

755 
02 : 01 : 22 . 790 --> 02 : 01 : 30 . 280 
Glen David Gold : well , I guess I feel inadequate because I ' ve only been 
here about four and a half years . Um! But before that I was living in 
Oak land, 

756 
02 : 0 1 : 30 . 700 --> 02 : 01 : 34 . 759 
Glen David Gold : and I lived on the shores of Lake Merritt , and i 'm sure 

757 
02 : 01 : 34.980 --> 02 : 01 : 38 . 630 
Glen David Gold : a lot of you know this already . But Lake Murray was the 
first 

758 
02 : 01 : 38.680 --> 02 : 01 : 45.509 
Glen David Gold : wildlife sanctuary in America , started one thousand 
eight hundred a nd seventy . Somethi n g like that ki nd of 

759 
02 : 01 : 46.340 --> 02 : 01 : 52.180 
Gl e n David Gold : it started before almost any of the other wildlife 
sanctuaries in the country , and o ne o f the things that 

760 
02 : 01 : 52.340 --> 02 : 01 : 55 . 420 
Glen David Gold: what ' s interesting about it is that it wasn ' t planned at 
all . 
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P-24-1 
cont. 

761 
02 : 01 : 55.540 --> 02 : 02 : 00 . 110 
Glen David Gold : And excuse me . I need to turn this o f f here righ t My uh 
my dinner is tel l ing me i t ' s r eady. 

762 
02 : 02 : 00 . 300 --> 02 : 02 : 04.730 
Glen David Gold : I ' ll keep this quick . I always wondered what would 
happen if it had been p l anned . 

763 
02 : 02 :04.880 --> 02 : 02 :11. 740 
Glen David Gold : What if t here had been community environment? What i f 
the r e had been sort of the idea that we could have influenced this i n 
some way , 

764 
02 : 02 :1 1.990 --> 02 : 02 : 24 . 940 
Glen David Gold : and I ' ve been excited all the way along attending t he 
meetings and uh , al l the way up to this one, just hearing people ' s , 
opinions , and hearing peopl e ' s input in t o it, because there ' s so much 
thoughtful ness in the community t hat I feel that 

765 
02 : 02 : 25.500 --> 02 : 02 : 32 . 040 
Glen David Gold : when you walked around the shores of Lake Merritt and 
you saw t hat there was b i rds that were interacting in the worlds of 
people , 

766 
02 : 02 : 32 . 080 --> 02 : 02 : 35 . 190 
Glen David Gold : that everything was okay . And it worked out . 

767 
02 : 02 : 35 .39 0 --> 02 : 02 : 39 . 119 
Glen David Gold : I ' m just a i ' rn really thrilled to know what the future 
will bring to us . 

768 
02:02 : 39.260 --> 02 : 02 : 43 . 960 
Glen David Gold : And what I would just say is that as we live in a 
community 

769 
02 : 02 : 44 . 280 --> 02 : 02 : 46.350 
Glen David Gold : and an environme nt in which 

770 
02 : 02 : 47 . 010 --> 02 : 02 : 52 . 089 
Glen David Gold : we don ' t know what the future is going to be , except 
it ' s going to be drier . It could be more dire . 

771 
02 : 02 : 52 . 580 --> 02 : 02 : 55 . 639 
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P-24-1 
cont. 

Glen David Gold : Any attempt we make to face that head on 

772 
02 : 02 : 55 . 690 --> 02 : 02 : 59 . 470 
Glen Davi d Gold : rather than not p l an , for it can only be a g ood thing . 
Thank you . 

773 
02 : 03 : 02.190 --> 02 : 03 : 03 . 849 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you fo r your commen t, 

774 
02 : 03 : 04.480 --> 02 : 03 : 05 . 590 
Nicolle Steiner : Pam . 

775 
02 : 03 : 05.890 --> 02 : 03 : 08 . 760 
Nicolle Steiner : Let 1 s try that again . Um ! 

776 
02 : 03 : 09.350 --> 02 : 03 :1 3 . 180 
You should be prompted to unmute yourse l ves by our moderator. 

777 
02 : 03 : 25.270 --> 02 : 03 : 29 . 269 
Ni colle Steiner : All ri ght . It It doesn ' t l ook l i ke you a r e unmut ed , 

778 
02 : 03 : 29 . 520 --> 02 : 03 : 33 . 719 
Nicolle Steiner : so we ' ll we ' ll jump to the next comment Turn and we ' ll 
come back to you, 

779 
02 : 03 : 34.280 --> 02 : 03 : 36 . 160 
Nicolle Steiner : Amory Johnson . 

780 
02 : 03 : 44.700 --> 02 : 03 : 47 . 309 
Anne-Marie Johnson : Good evening , everyone . I hope you can hear me . 

781 
02 : 03 : 49 . 330 --> 02 : 03 : 51 . 109 
Anne-Marie Johnson : I ' m assuming you can hear me . 

782 
02 : 03 : 51.300 --> 02 : 04 : 03 . 920 
Nicolle Steiner : I ' m, Mar i e , we can ' t hear you . It looks like your mic is 
going , and you might be speaking . Um , not sure if you have followed . I 
did click on interp the interpretation button , 

783 
02 : 04 : 03.930 - -> 02 : 04 :12 . 210 
Nicolle Steiner : select English , and then click o n it one more time and 
mute the original audio , so we ca n hear you here in the main channel . 
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  P-25-1 This comment expresses support for Alternative 1, the No Project Alternative. 
This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

P-25-2 
 

The commenter supports Alternative 1and provides various recommendations 
to be incorporated into Alternative 3. Please see Master Response - 
Alternatives Analysis. As described in the Project Description Section 2.7 of the 
Draft EIR, an Operations and Maintenance plan would be prepared for the 
proposed Project prior to construction. The routine operations and 
maintenance of the proposed Project would include the routine cleaning and 
maintenance of park spaces and park facilities, clearing paths and walkways, 
trash removal, graffiti removal, and cleaning of park facilities. RAP would 
continue to operate and manage the Silver Lake Recreation Center including 
the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility similar to existing conditions. The 
comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers 
for their review and consideration. Please see Master Response – Fence 
Removal and Master Response – Public Safety. 
 

  
 

 

  

P-25-1 

784 
02 : 04 : 16 . 630 --> 0 2: 04 : 19 . 620 
Ni colle St ein er: Hello! J_~!!J. not able t o hea.r you . 

785 
0 2 : 04 :22. 000 --> 0 2: 04 : 23 .2 90 
Anne - Mari e JohnBon : Hel l o ! 

786 
02 : 04 : 26 .520 --> 0 2: 04 :42.27 9 
Anne - Mari e J ohnson : Hel lo! You 're s ti l l not in t he main cha nnel . Um! 
He l l o ! The r e you go ! He l l o! My name is ~-11:ne-Marie Johns on . J_ ~!!J. t he co 
f ounder o f Si lver Lake Togethe r Advocacy Team . l.~Y~ l ived i n silver l i ke 
my whole l ife . 

787 
02 : 04 : 42 . 2 90 --> 0 2: 05 : 0~.700 
Anne - Mari e Joh n s on : Uh , thank you f o r h o ldin g this meetin g . I b el i e v e t he 
8oE, Ha r greaves, and t he spec ial i nterest gr oups have i gnored t he 
concerns o f the _major it~ o f t he publ ic who oppose this p r oposed global 
t ourist destination. I am a fi rm s upporte r o f a lternative one, and please 
cons ider t he f ol l owing suggestions: that may or may not be i nc l uded in 
a.l terna t i v e 31 

786 
02 : 05: 0 5. 4 10 --> 0 2: 05 : 33 .459 
Anne - Mari e J ohnson: t:.op a nd t hin , al l trees, and r eplac e dead o r dyi ng 
trees with native trees. Um ma i ntain and impr ove al l l andsc api ng, min imal 
remodel i ng of the Rec c ent er. Replac e al l per ime t er fence3 with a 
tasteful r od-iron, gs_™J-.o:!:F •• ~-~ the La River fences . Fences must P.~ .. 
designed f or unencumbe r ed movements of wi l dl ife. Replac e t he meadow grass 
with hybri d uh drought, tolerant g r asses . 

78 9 
02 : 05: 33 . 470 --> 0 2: 06 : 03.44 9 
Anne - Marie Johns on: hire a pe rmanent p ark ranger t o servi ce s i l ver La ke 
r ec center . Hire additional full-t ime sta ff f o r the rec center. Improve 

P-25-2 the dog park with heat resistant a r ti f icial t urf . Plant , shade t r ees . 
Bu i ld pergolas and be nches . Hi r e a f u l l time Biol ogist and urba n 
wi ldlife offi cer. Pr ovide da s h buses t:.o t ranspor t people from t he Rec. 
Ce nter t:.o t he La River , Griffi t h Par k faci l ities and ac tivities, the Pool 
soccer Fi eld ten n i s court s and play area . 

790 
02 : 06: 03 . 4 60 --> 0 2: 06 : 33. 3 60 
Anne - Mari e J ohnson: on Ri versid e Dr i ve . Enfo r ce al l lam, 3eek um wi th 
assistance o f the L.4PD i f nec essar y . There are othe r area s in the city 
who ar e Park deprived . Si lve r Lake Rec Center i s al r eady a par k . I t i s 
already a park, and it didn 1 t take l ong f o r someone to throw the Ni..rnby 
bomb, which is j ust a nother te rm f or racist old white pe r s on uh the stay 
off of my l ong . We bett ers-ca y away from that type of dialogue. 

791 
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  P-26-1 The comment requests that the Draft EIR disclose the number of visitors that 
would attend the proposed Project. Tables 2-7 and 2-8 of the Draft EIR show a 
total increase in park attendance by proposed park space during the weekend 
and weekday. These numbers were calculated in accordance with the added 
resources and park spaces and as discussed on Page 76 of the Transportation 
Impact Assessment included as Appendix K to the Draft EIR. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR, therefore, it is noted for the record. 
 

  
 

 

  

P-25-2 

cont. 

P-26-1 

02 : 06 : 33.370 --> 02 : 06 : 42 . 130 

\
Anne-Marie Johnson : We don't need this other areas. Do I support a 
alternative one with a few adjustments and thank you for the opportunity. 

792 
02:06 : 44.070 --> 02:06 : 45.949 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you for your comme nt, 

793 
02 : 06 : 48.610 --> 02 : 06 : 50 . 729 
Nicolle Steiner : Pam . Let ' s t r y one mor e time . 

794 
02 : 06 : 51.360 --> 02 : 06 : 55 . 499 
Nicolle Steiner: We are going to prompt you to unmute yourself . 

795 
02 : 07 : 03.060 --> 02 : 07 : 05 . 749 
Nicolle Steiner : I still see that you're muted . 

796 
02 : 07 :1 0.470 --> 02 : 07 :17 . 400 
Nicolle Steiner : We ' ll keep moving and get back to you . Urn ! If we are not 
able to unmute yourself , you can provide a 

797 
02:07 : 1 7.680 --> 02 : 07 : 24 . 610 
Nicolle Steiner : written comment . Um! And we can put that screen up um at 
the end of the commentary , 

798 
02 : 07 : 26.240 - - > 02 : 07 : 28 . 510 
Nicolle Steiner : Alex . Magman . 

799 
02 : 07 : 37.880 --> 02 : 07 : 49 . 390 
Alex Magnin : Hi, there! Can you hear me 

800 
02 : 07 : 52.370 --> 02 : 07 : 57 . 870 
Nicolle Steiner : today? We are really only taking comments . We are not 
responding to q uestions . 

801 
02 : 07 : 57.970 --> 02 : 08 :1 2 . 180 
Alex Magnin : Oh, okay , um, yeah . So I I scan the report as best I cou ld , 
and I didn't see those stats which which seem pretty pretty crucial to 
being able to assess the project . Urn , 

802 
02 : 08 :1 2.260 --> 02 : 08 : 40.669 
Alex Magnin : you know I don ' t know if i ' rn for and against it , but I just 
read a seven hundred page report about li ke bats and whatnot . It was 
missing some pretty key facts , you know , like how many people are goi ng 
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P-26-1 
cont. 

to come , and that ' s knowable stuff , r ight like you c a n . You know there ' s 
there ' s been undoubtedly tons of like urban studies research about t hat 
sort of thing . So , anyway , look, I know that there ' s like a movement 
against nimbies , and that ' s p r obably a good thing for society in general , 

803 
02 : 08 : 40.680 --> 02 : 09 : 00.520 
Alex Magnin : but it doesn ' t mean, l ike , you know , that there ' s a specific 
rightness to like building this park , you know , who wou l dn ' t want to 
Pa rk . I get it . Um . Unfortunately , when we read reports where you know , 
if they don 't have basic facts like how many people might vi sit t his 
park, it creates a littl e bit of a crisis of faith , right? 

804 
02 : 09 : 00.530 --> 02 : 09 : 13 . 969 
Al e x Magnin : And so , anyway , I would sort of i ' m neutral on on the park . 
Urn , but i ' rn not i mpressed by the process , I suppose , is what I ' m saying , 
and I have no doubt t hat eve r yone h ere is like a a smar t person . But 

805 
02 : 09 :1 3.980 --> 02 : 09 : 2 1 . 509 
Al ex Magnin : you know , when you don ' t have skin i n the game for getti ng 
outcomes right . I t ' s real l y hard for good decision s to happen . Um . 

806 
02 : 09 : 21.590 --> 02 : 09 : 24 . 499 
Alex Magnin : So . Yeah , I don 't know . I guess uh 

807 
02 : 09 : 24 . 720 --> 02 : 09 : 36 . 010 
Alex Magnin : this stuff i s hard , and then i' rn sorry . Bu t um , we 'd li ke to 
know how many people are going to come every day . You can definitely get 
that right within , you know , twenty o r something . So yeah , please do . 

808 
02 : 09 : 37 . 820 - - > 02 : 09 : 4 1 . 850 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you f o r your commen t . The presentation did mention 

809 
02 : 09 : 4 1. 960 --> 02 : 09 : 43 . 160 
Nicolle Steiner : um The 

810 
02 : 09 : 43.860 --> 02 : 09 : 53 . 900 
Ni colle Steiner : I believe the table o r page number in t he Eir , where 
tha t informat ion c a n be found . Um! So I read you t o loo k at the project 
d e scription , 

811 
02 : 09 : 53 . 910 --> 02 : 10 : 10 . 270 
Nicol le Steiner : and your comment today will be responded to um in t he 
final eir , and i ' ll point you in t h e right direction as wel l. I believe 
Jan mentioned t ab l es t wo , seven, two , e ight , and two nine um o f t he 
draft , Ir : with that information . 
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  P-27-1 The comment discusses reallocation of funds and expresses concern for 
impacts to noise during special events. Please see Master Response – Funding 
and Operations. Please see Master Response – Noise. This comment is noted 
for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review 
and consideration. 
 

  
 

 

  

P-27-1 

812 
02 : 10 :1 5.330 --> 02 : 10 :1 6.570 
Nicolle Steiner : Ja n . 

813 
02 : 10 : 22.8 4 0 --> 02 : 10 : 25.529 
Gian : Hello! Hel l o ! Welcome! 

814 
02 : 10 : 25 . 800 --> 02 : 10 : 29 .4 09 
Gian : Hi! I ' m j us t wonderi ng if I have My! 

815 
02 : 10 : 31.000 --> 02 : 10 : 33.640 
Nicolle Steiner : I ' m sorry . Can you repeat that I didn 1 t catch it . 

816 
02 : 10 : 34 . 160 --> 02 : 10 : 38 . 819 
Gian : Oh , how well can you guys hear me ? Yes , okay. 

817 
02 : 10 : 39 . 630 --> 02 : 10 : 48 . 090 
Gian : Hi, um . My name is Jion . I have lived here . I am in just outside of 
Serbia since I was five years old . I 'm now thirty , three. 

818 
02 : 10 : 48 .1 90 --> 02 : 10 : 5 1. 309 
Gian : Um. So I ' ve seen th i s neighborhood change um . 

819 
02 : 10 : 52.690 --> 02 : 10 : 55.989 
Gian : I basically wanted to speak about um 

820 
02 : 10:56.260 --> 02 : 10 : 57.260 
Gian : just 

821 
02 : 10 : 57.610 --> 02 : 11 : 02.340 
Gian : creating another alternative to the use of the money for this and 
the finances of i t. 

822 
02 : 11:02.510 --> 02 :11 :15 . 980 
Gian : Now i 'm all for improving the neighborhood , and looking towards the 
future , and and having th i s as a foundational basis for it . Um ! But at 
the same time I also don ' t want to disturb what we already have that ' s 
going well for us . 

823 
02 : 11 :1 7 . 850 --> 02 : 11 : 27 . 229 
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  P-27-2 The comment expresses concern for parking and opposition to construction 
and improvement of buildings as part of the proposed Project. Please see 
Master Response – Parking/Bike Options and Master Response 
Transportation/Traffic. This comment does not raise any issues with respect to 
the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration.  
 

  
 

 

P-27-1 
Cont 

P-27-2 

Gian: 1~m: I 1 m thi nking about Griffith Park, and us i ng their exi s t ing 
i nfrastructure over there , s uc h as the Greek Theater f o r the six hundred 
people . 

82 4 
02 : 1 1 :27 . 500 --> 02 : 11:37.980 
Gian: You guys want to '2JlL at t he meadow? And I say t hat b ecause I have 
experience i n e n tertainmen t v e nues and 

825 
02 : 1 1 :38 . 580 --> 0 2: 11 :41 . 760 
Gian: the amount o f noise, the amount o f traffic. The aroo,unt of 

826 
02 :11: 41. 95 0 --> 0 2:11:52 .319 
Gian: e very-thing "that comes along with that kind of set up that happens 
hours and s ometimes days before an event or an e vent that happen s is 
pretty disturbing . Um, 

827 
02 : 11 :52. 620 --> 02 : 11 :58 .320 
Gian: and especially f o r a neighbor hood t hat, like hours o f tranquility, 
and this f or any other people come here f o r, is going to~ 

828 
02 : 11: 5 8 . 640 --> 02 :12 : 02 . 810 
Gian: disturbed f or the least o f anybody 's worries. 

829 
02 : 12: 0 2 . 8 40 --> 0 2 : 1 2 : 03 . 889 
Gian: So 

5301 
02 : 12: 0 4 . 45 0 --> 0 2:12 : 08 . 179 
Gian: you know, for my own personal experience, having mat 

831 
02 : 12 :09 . 110 --> 02 :12 : 19 . 0 60 
Gian: havi ng t::hat appl icator over t here i .n the meadow is noL- a good 
thing . now concerning the t wo o f the build.i ngs thac are going to be built 
t oo , 1 ~ro not f or that e iL-her 

832 
02 : 12 :19 . 150 --> 02 : 12 : 21 .450 
Gian: I woul d like t o have iua.t: 

833 
02 : 12 :21 . 600 --> 0 2:12:30.610 
Gian: an improve ment o f t he current building s that ,ve do have, :=!V.Ji •• ~1~.A 
probabl y some parking a batement rather than i ncreas i ng the parking . 

83 4 
02 :12:30 . 670 --> 0 2:12:41 . 989 
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P-27-2 
cont. 

Gian : I don ' t know how many people he r e have actually been up and been 
around the reservoir late l y , but even whe n you try to go for a walk , and 
you ' re trying to park around there . You ' re gonna have to park a few 
bloc ks away . Just so you can get around , 

835 
02 : 12 : 43.490 --> 02 : 12 : 46 . 370 
Gian : a nd there ' s li ke two minutes. Sor ry . Than k you . 

836 
02 : 12 : 47 . 680 --> 02 : 12 : 49.770 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you f o r your comme nt today , 

837 
02 : 12 : 52.430 --> 02 : 12 : 53 . 830 
Betsy . 

838 
02 : 13 : 00.820 --> 02 : 13 : 02 . 109 
Be tsy Isroelit : Can you hear me? 

839 
02 : 13 : 03 . 810 --> 02 : 13 : 08 . 349 
Nicolle Steiner : Hello , Betsy! I am not able to hear you . 

840 
02 : 13 : 08 . 610 --> 02 : 13 :1 3 . 580 
Nicolle Steine r : I urn . I f you coul d follow the instructions on this 
slide , 

841 
02 : 13 :1 3 . 640 --> 02 : 13 :17 . 180 
Nicolle Steiner : click on the interpretati on button and select Engl i s h 

842 
02 : 13 :1 7 . 280 --> 02 : 13 : 22 . 659 
Nicolle Steiner : a nd click tha t i nterpr etation button one more t ime and 
selec t mute , original aud i o , 

843 
02 : 13 : 23 . 610 --> 02 : 13 : 25 . 190 
Nicolle Steiner : and that she fix i t . 

8 4 4 
02 : 13 : 26 .420 --> 02 : 13 : 27 . 370 
Betsy Isroelit : I 

8 45 
02 : 13 : 27.510 --> 02 : 13 : 29 . 689 
Betsy I sroelit : did both of those 

846 
02 : 13 : 4 1. 320 --> 02 : 13 : 5 1 . 870 
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  P-28-1 This comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project and concern 
regarding traffic impacts, fence removal, and expresses support to reallocate 
funds. Impacts related to traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 
3.16, Transportation, of the Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less 
than significant. Also, please see Master Response - Traffic/Transportation, 
Master Response – Fence Removal, and Master Response – Funding & 
Operation. 
 
This comment is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
 

 

  

P-28-1 

Nicolle Steiner : you can. You need to select the t hat? But interpretation 
button twice , first to se l ect the language and then again to mute the 
original audio . 

847 
02 : 14 : 05.350 --> 02 : 14 : 12 . 040 
Nicolle Steiner : We'll give you a minute to two mi n utes to figure that 
out. We ' ll go to the next 

848 
02 : 14 :1 2.400 --> 02 : 14 :1 4 . 919 
Nicolle Steiner : um , Marti n Gr ay . 

849 
02 : 14 : 21 .81 0 --> 02 : 14 : 24 . 910 
Martin Grey : Hey , can you hear me? 

850 
02:14 : 25.340 - - > 02 : 14 : 33 . 599 
Martin Grey : So? I have so many thoughts and so little time? Uh , I ' ve 
lived in Silver Lake for thirty, s i x years, 

851 
02 : 14 : 33 . 920 --> 02 : 14 : 37 . 889 
Martin Grey : and uh , as much as I l ove the reservoir , 

852 
02 : 14 : 38 . 230 - - > 02 : 14 : 40 . 050 
Martin Grey : I love it as it is 

853 
02 : 14:40.59 0 --> 02 :1 4 : 41. 889 
Martin Grey : the 

854 
02 : 14 : 42 . 610 --> 02 : 14 : 46 . 330 
Martin Grey : scary things about this project , 

855 
02 : 14 : 46.720 --> 02 : 14 : 53 . 690 
Martin Grey : aside from the obvious which is traffic having lived through 
the repiping. The sewer lines. 

856 
02 : 14 : 53.860 --> 02 : 14 : 55 . 110 
Martin Grey : Um ! 

857 
02 : 14 :55.4 00 --> 02 : 14 : 59 .44 0 
Martin Grey : And everybody complained . You know we all We all needed that 

858 
02 : 14 : 59.690 --> 02 : 15 : 03 . 589 
Martin Grey : without a doubt we needed to upg r ade our our infras t ructure . 
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P-28-1 
cont. 

859 
02 : 15 : 04.260 --> 02 : 15 : 08.449 
Martin Grey : Um ! This is not a need so much as a desire for what , 

860 
02 : 15:08.690 --> 02:15 :12 . 720 
Martin Grey : and I hate to say it . But for what really seems like 

861 
02 : 15 : 13.690 --> 02 : 15 :1 6.149 
Martin Grey: a community that has become 

862 
02 : 15 :1 6.520 - - > 02 : 15 : 24 . 639 
Martin Grey : fil l ed with with with just people that seem so entitled that 
we should . We s hould have this . It ' s just 

8 63 
02 : 15 : 25.050 --> 02 : 15 : 33 . 169 
Martin Grey : so. We ' re like , was always a community of diversity uh 
working class as well as well to do. Urn . 

864 
02 : 15 : 33.190 --> 02 : 15 : 34.449 
Martin Grey : I ' ve seen it 

865 
02 : 15 : 34.580 --> 02:15 : 36 . 430 
Martin Grey : just uh 

8 66 
02 : 15 : 36.740 --> 02 : 15 : 40 . 219 
unfortunately deteriorate. In my opinion . I know 

8 67 
02 : 15 : 40.340 - - > 02 : 15 : 41 . 859 
Martin Grey : I may be alone . 

8 68 
02 : 15 : 41.890 --> 02 : 15 : 48.810 
Martin Grey : I understand it . grew up i n Brooklyn. Um saw that 
community change . I ' ve been out here for 

8 69 
02 : 15 : 49.170 --> 02 : 15 : 51 . 259 
Martin Gre y : almost forty ye a r s now , 

870 
02:15 : 51.330 --> 02 : 15 : 53.110 
Martin Grey : and um 

871 
02 : 15 : 53 . 150 --> 02 : 15 : 56 . 050 
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  P-29-1 The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project because of traffic, 
cost, and fence removal. This comment does not raise any issues with respect 
to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 
The commenter is also referred to Master Response – Traffic/Transportation, 
Master Response – Funding & Operation, and Master Response - Fence 
Removal. 
 

  
 

 

  

P-28-1 
cont. 

P-29-1 

Martin Grey : I am so aga i nst this project, for , 

872 
02 : 15 : 56.380 --> 02 : 15 : 58 . 810 
Martin Grey : uh , not only the traffic , but 

873 
02 : 15 : 59.010 --> 02 : 16 : 02 . 669 
Martin Grey : people have talked about the cost . I think that could be 

874 
02 : 16 : 02.830 --> 02 : 16 :1 0 . 970 
Martin Grey : better served to help the underserved communities . We live 
so close to Griffith Park we live so close to E Ec h o Park , 

875 
02 : 16 :1 1.190 --> 02 : 16 :1 2 . 889 
Martin Grey : which , by the way , 

876 
02 : 16 :1 3 . 100 --> 02 : 16 :1 6 . 889 
Mar tin Grey : d i dn ' t ge t c l eaned up unt il Mi tchel l Farre ll put a fence 
around it . 

877 
02 : 16 :1 7.200 --> 02 : 16 : 22 . 169 
Martin Grey : Um ! I can ' t imagine t h is reservoir with no fence . Um! 

878 
02 : 16 : 22 . 200 --> 02 : 16 : 31. 140 
Martin Grey : I I kind of feel like i 'm freely associating , so pardon me . 
I see the time is up . Those a r e my comments . I ' m: against t h is . Thank you 
for the opportunity to speak . 

879 
02 : 16 : 32.790 --> 02 : 16 : 35 . 539 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you fo r your commen ts today , 

880 
02 : 16 : 4 1 .629 - - > 02 : 16 : 42 . 860 
Nicolle Steiner : Mary . 

881 
02 : 16 : 48 . 370 --> 02 : 16 : 55 . 419 
Mary : Hi , Can you hear me? Hello , Yes , Great. Okay , Thank you . 

882 
02 : 16 : 55.520 --> 02 : 17 :1 1 . 400 

'

Mary : I ' ll be brief . Okay , This project is not tethered to any reality . 
We ' ll be facing i n the next fifteen , twenty years . Many of the ideas and 
renderi ng s are fantastica l, and wouldn ' t be out of place on a vision 
boa r d for saudi arabia is the line 

883 
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  P-29-2 This comment expresses concern for security. As described in the Project 
Description Section 2.7 of the Draft EIR, an Operations and Maintenance plan 
would be prepared for the proposed Project prior to construction. The routine 
operations and maintenance of the proposed Project would include the 
routine cleaning and maintenance of park spaces and park facilities, clearing 
paths and walkways, trash removal, graffiti removal, and cleaning of park 
facilities. RAP would continue to operate and manage the Silver Lake 
Recreation Center including the proposed Multi-Purpose Facility similar to 
existing conditions. The comment is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. Also, 
please see Master Response – Fence Removal. 
 

P-29-3 The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. This comment 
does not raise any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the 
Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the 
decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 
As described in the Project Description, Section 2.7.3 of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed Project, through LADWP, would continue to replenish reservoir 
water as needed through the existing Pollock Well No. 3, similar to existing 
conditions. 
 

 

 

  

P-29-2 

P-29-3 

02 : 17 :1 1.490 --> 02 : 17 : 30 . 270 
Mary : uh i'm not hearing any strategies for long-term climate change, 
adoption , seeing many strategies that are not relevant in the upcoming 
decades um seeing unshaded concrete mor e lights , more cars more miss i ons 
more disruption to biodiversity . 

884 
02 : 17:30.280 --> 02 : 17 : 39 . 530 
Mary : Twenty- four access , with no fences, wi ll ensure this area will 
become completely trashed, like so the supportive Basin and the Bologna 
wetlands 

885 
02 : 17 : 40.180 --> 02 :17 : 54 . 979 
Mary : uh the images of c hildren wa i ting in the water and the draft Eri 
are completely ridiculous . We've had summers since two thousand and ten 
that I ' ve hit one hundred and eight , a hundred , e l even and one hundred 
and thirteen degrees . The reservoir has no water . 

886 
02 : 17 : 55.049 --> 02 : 17:56.729 
Mary : You can see the bottom 

887 
02 : 17 : 56.799 --> 02 : 18 :13.339 
Mary : uh t hi s project on t h e surface is being spoken about li ke . It ' s an 
infrastructural initiative, but it ' s very obvious l y an economic 
initiative for what i'm assuming are a few very lucky contractors and 
deve l opers who are going to be gone in fifteen years . When this project 
is pushed through , 

888 
02 : 18 :1 3.480 --> 02 : 18 : 30.999 
Mary : we , the people who actually live in the neighborhood and people my 
age, who are in our thirties . We will be the ones facing the long term 
consequences of this project . It ' s completely ridiculous . It ' s completely 
untenable . I urge you not to push this through . Thank you . 

889 
02 : 18 : 34.799 --> 02 : 18 : 36 . 969 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you for your commen t , 

890 
02 : 18 : 39.150 --> 02 : 18 : 40 . 420 
Nicolle Steiner : Betsy , 

891 
02 : 18 : 41.059 --> 02 : 18 :4 3 . 459 
Nicolle Steiner : and try again . 

892 
02 : 18:46.730 --> 02 : 18 : 48 . 010 
Betsy I sroel i t : Ca n you hear me? 
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893 
02 : 18 : 49 . 250 --> 02 : 18 : 52 . 560 
Nicolle Steiner : I ' m s till no t abl e to hear you , Betsy . 

894 
02 : 18 : 52 . 610 --> 02 : 18 : 59 . 729 
Betsy Isroelit : Unfortunately I do bring up that slide one more t ime 

895 
02 : 18 : 59 . 770 --> 02 : 19 : 0 1. 330 
Nicolle Steiner : you ' ll need to c l ick 

896 
02 : 19 : 0 1. 900 --> 02 : 19 : 03 . 5 49 
Nicolle Steiner : interpreta tion 

897 
02 : 19 : 03.830 --> 02 : 19 : 09 . 9 7 0 
Nicolle Steiner : English , and t he n once again interpretation and mute The 
original audio . 

898 
02 : 19 :1 2 . 809 --> 02 : 19 : 1 4 . 150 
Betsy Isroelit : I s i t work i ng? 

899 
02 : 19 : 17. 95 9 --> 02 : 19 : 2 4. 029 
Nicolle Steiner : I think t he mute origina l audio mi ght be what you ' re 
missing from that step . 

900 
02 : 19 : 25 . 160 --> 02 : 19 : 26 . 359 
Nicolle Steiner : Try that 

901 
02 : 19 : 26 . 520 --> 02 : 19 : 29 . 539 
Nicolle Steiner : interpretation a nd mee t the origina l audio . 

902 
02 : 19 : 29 . 889 --> 02 : 19 : 33 . 220 
Bet sy Isroeli t : I did i t for about t he t enth t ime , so never mind . 

903 
02:19 : 39 . 559 --> 02 : 19 : 43 . 909 
Ni colle Steiner: Sorry we ' re s till not abl e to hear you . 

904 
02 : 19 :4 6 . 0 4 9 --> 02 : 19 : 50 . 980 
Nicolle Steiner : We ' ll try agai n at the e nd . Here , let ' s get to Hug h 
Kenny . 

905 
02 : 19 : 56 . 530 --> 02 :1 9 : 57 . 769 
I do a nyth ing 
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906 
02 : 19 : 58.950 --> 02 : 20 : 00 . 130 
Nicolle Steiner : so 

907 
02 : 20 : 04 . 930 --> 02 : 20 :11. 260 
Nicolle Steiner : could you maybe talk like right next to your computer o r 
audio d evice . Or maybe 

908 
02 : 20 :1 1 . 800 --> 02 : 20 :13.469 
yeah , I guess . 

909 
02 : 20 :1 3 . 500 --> 02 : 20 :1 5.070 
Does that do anything? I 

910 
02 : 20 :15 .720 - -> 02 : 20 :17.369 
I got to over it again . 

911 
02 : 20 : 18.820 --> 02 : 20 :1 9 . 780 
Okay , 

912 
02:20 :1 9.9 4 0 --> 02 : 20 : 22 . 910 
Nicolle Steiner : it ' s reall y not 

913 
02 : 20 : 23 . 210 --> 02 : 20 : 24.420 
Nicolle Steiner : audible. 

914 
02 : 20 : 30 . 590 --> 02 : 20 : 3 1. 480 
Thank you . 

915 
02 : 20 : 32. 450 --> 02 : 20 : 34.580 
Nicolle Steiner : We really can ' t hear you 

916 
02 : 20 : 41.010 --> 02 : 20 : 42.949 
Ni colle Steiner : try one more time . 

917 
02 : 20 : 46.220 --> 02 : 20 : 50 . 280 
Nicolle Steiner : Sor r y . Unfortunately , we really can ' t here 

918 
02 : 20 : 50 . 810 --> 02 : 20 : 54 . 150 
Nicol l e Steiner : or decipher your wor ds . 
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  P-30-1 The comment expresses concern regarding community input being 
incorporated into the proposed Project and the current impacts of the 
previous implementation of the Meadow. Please see Master Response – 
Community Engagement Process. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for 
the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and 
consideration. 
 

  
 

 

  

P-30-1 

919 
02 : 20 :5 4 . 510 --> 02 : 20 : 56.150 
Nicolle Steiner : We will 

920 
02 : 20 : 56.710 --> 02 : 21 :1 3.739 
Nicolle Steiner: jump back to jump down to Paul Hugh . If if you would 
li ke to provide a comment, we will p ut up on the screen the um ways. You 
can provide a written comment during the comment period . 

921 
02 : 21 :1 4.110 --> 02 : 21 : 23.010 
Nicolle Steiner : Or again, you ca n try to dial i n to this call . Urn, 

922 
02 : 21 : 32.700 --> 02 : 21 : 33 . 810 
Nicolle Steiner : Paul . 

923 
02 : 21 : 39.410 --> 02 : 21 : 40.690 
Paul Tzanetopoulos : He llo , everyone! 

924 
02 : 21 : 41 . 960 --> 02 : 21 : 57 . 679 
Paul Tzanetopoulos : Hello, thanks . Everybody um . Let's see . I ' m a forty
five . Well , at l e ast forty-five yea rs residents of of Silver Lake and uh 
the community is obvious l y ve r y precious to me . I own a a number of 
homes . Here . 

925 
02 : 21 :57. 710 --> 02 : 21 : 58 . 880 
Paul Tzanetopoulos : Um! 

926 
02:21:59.280 --> 02 : 22 : 09.559 
Paul Tzanetopoulos : First o f all that I just think it's a little 
offensive when people say this is a commu ni ty-driven project I that ' s 
just completely false . 

927 
02 : 22 : 09.790 --> 02 : 22 : 2 1. 020 
Paul Tzanetopoulos : I I hate hearing things like that when it doesn ' t 
i nclude the community . Oh, and it ' s just i'm pulling this regard for 
reality . I just this is really 

928 
02 : 22 : 21.130 --> 02 : 22 : 31.790 
Paul Tzanetopoulos : hard to uh understand, but the the a lot of the 
practical things like peopl e that have mentioned the meadow . Oh , I 
clearly , you know I certa i nly 

929 
02 : 22 : 31.890 --> 02 : 22 : 37 .4 20 
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  P-30-2 This comment expresses concern regarding traffic impacts. Impacts related to 
traffic and transportation are analyzed in Section 3.16, Transportation, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant. Also, please 
see Master Response – Traffic/Transportation. This comment does not raise 
any issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-
makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
 

 

  

P-30-1 
cont. 

P-30-2 

Paul Tzanetopoulos : uh woul d accept the fact that some there ' s been some 
benefits from t he meadow. But, um! 

930 
02 : 22 : 37.550 --> 02 : 22 : 57 . 460 
Paul Tzanetopoulos : The quality of life , since the meadow has really 
decreased for myself and my neighbors and parts of the neighborhood. 
Watch . It ' s very . It's a lmost unbearable. Here, Post Post meadow . It ' s a 
traffic uh getting out . You just can't get out of your house. You can't 
get it , anyway . I t ' s just awful 

931 
02 : 22 : 57.470 --> 02 : 23 :1 3.200 
Paul Tzanetopoulos : uh . So I don ' t know uh how close people live . That ' s 
say the matter has been a plus thing . Um, it ' s . It ' s been very tough on 
us , uh , and in terms of transportation . Um ! Those of you on the commi ttee 
that uh look at the dot uh 

932 
02 : 23 :1 3.210 --> 02 : 23 : 29.380 
Paul Tzanetopou l os : information . Please l ook at it careful l y. The chances 
that they they l ooked at t h e traffic . Urn , during the pandemic . Are we 
relevant? And you know t hi s the driving in this community . We ' re in 
gridlock even today . 

933 
02 : 23 : 29.500 --> 02 : 23 : 34 . 249 
Paul Tzanetopoulos : Uh , twice a day . Great actual gridlock today 

934 
02 : 23 : 34.260 --> 02 : 23 : 56 . 469 
Paul Tzanetopoulos : uh day to day is what is my point? So the idea t hat 
the r e ' s no effect is just just preposterous . So please check the dates on 
the dots data , cause they uh they simply can ' t be true . The quality of 
life. Uh is , uh, adversely effective . We can ' t leave our homes or come 
home or invite somebody over t o visit . Uh, thank you very much . 

935 
02:23 : 58.780 --> 02 : 24 : 00.870 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you f o r your comme nt . 

936 
02 : 24 : 02.230 --> 02 : 24 :12 . 509 
Nicolle Steiner : If you have joined by phone. Um , please press St ar nine 
in order to raise your virtual ha nd and and be in the virtual line . 

937 
02 : 24 :1 5.510 --> 02 : 24 :17 . 530 
Nicolle Steiner : Paul Newman , 

938 
02 : 24 :1 7.640 --> 02 : 24 : 20 . 589 
Nicolle Steiner : Here ' s what I found . 
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  P-31-1 This comment is an introductory comment. This comment does not raise any 
issues with respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it 
is noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their 
review and consideration. 
 

  
 

 

  

P-31 -1 

939 
02 : 24 : 20 .760 --> 02 : 24 : 2 1 . 690 
Okay , 

940 
02:24 : 22.750 --> 02 : 24 : 25.909 
Nicolle Steiner : My watch is trying to find all in it. 

941 
02 : 24 : 26.130 --> 02 : 24 : 27.619 
Paul Neuman : Hi! Can you hear me? 

942 
02 : 24 : 27.960 --> 02 : 24 : 29 . 640 
Paul Neuman : Hel l o! 

943 
02 : 24 : 29.940 --> 02 : 24 : 31 . 350 
Paul Neuman : Hello ! 

944 
02 : 24 : 32.630 --> 02 : 24 : 35 . 850 
Paul Neuman : Hello! We can't hear you . 

945 
02 : 24 : 35.960 --> 02 : 24 : 39 . 100 
Nicolle Steiner : You 

946 
02 : 24 : 39.790 --> 02 : 24 : 45.470 
Ni colle Steiner : could p l ease click on the i nterpr etation button at the 
bottom of your screen and play, pick Engl i sh , 

947 
02 : 24 : 45.800 --> 02 : 24 : 53 . 629 
Nicolle Steiner : and then again cl i ck the interpretation button a second 
time and click mute , orig i nal audio . 

948 
02 : 24 : 54.290 --> 02 : 25 : 08 . 660 
Paul Neuman : Can you hear me? I uh , I join this midway through so because 
of work stuff . But uh , so I didn ' t know all the instructions. So that was 
my fault. I want mostly want to point out , though , that 

949 
02 : 25 : 08.670 --> 02 : 25 : 26 . 689 
Paul Neuman : at least with two of the callers and Marie and Betsy, I was 
repeatedly . We were here. We 're more than one here. Hearing them say , 
Hello , Hello! Hello! Hello! And the call. You were instructing them that 
they were not to that they had not done things , and that the problem in 
effect was theirs . We were hearing them . So I suggest , 

950 
02 : 25 : 26.700 --> 02 : 25 : 42 . 760 
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  P-31-2 This comment does not raise any issues with respect to the content and 
adequacy of the Draft EIR. Therefore, it is noted for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. 
 

  
 

 

  

P-31-1 
cont. 

P-31-2 

Paul Neuman : maybe as a parable, t hat rather than assuming that the 
problem is elsewhere, that sometimes innocently and and you know no, no, 
no offense , but uh, not in any way immoral or amoral, but that the 
problem sometimes is 

951 
02 : 25 : 42.770 --> 02 : 26 : 04.119 
Paul Neuman : the expec t ati ons of people who are managing a process who 
project onto them What they think is the case , and they don ' t 
necessarily . Uh I mean somebody I heard was talking about other stats. 
know I heard somebody else say that they are in the uh the I guess Rfp . 
Or the proposal expectations . But a lot of Times expectations can be 
wildly uh out of uh, 

952 
02 : 26 : 04.130 --> 02 : 26 :1 4.459 
Paul Neuman : out of actua l reality , in terms of what to what might occur, 
or what is actually occurring at that mome n t . Urn , i ' rn! Probably being 
obscure and rambling . But i'm saying , first of all, that yes , we could 
hear those people 

953 
02:26 :1 4.590 --> 02:26 : 25 . 909 
Paul Neuman : that which is important to know. We could hear them here. If 
you can ' t hear them . Maybe that ' s an issue you guys are having , and you 
should look at your at your communications there , but i ' ll make a quick 
po i nt about urn 

954 
02 : 26 : 25.920 --> 02 : 26 : 39 . 269 
Paul Neuman : expectations . Having lived in Silver Lake a long time , The 
bike path . It ' s great to have bypass . I ' m all for bypass . But uh , for all 
the years it ' s been in place , i ' m surpr ised if I see more than one person 
a month . 

955 
02 : 26 : 39.380 --> 02 : 27 : 08 . 100 
Paul Neuman : I I saw one group of naked bicyclists, which is a thing, I 
guess , and I saw more peopl e in that one group for twenty seconds goi ng 
by . Then I ' ve seen in twenty years , or however long the bike path has 
been there uh ten years . I don't know uh, so it it ' s . Obviously it ' s 
invalid. It ' s just to say that that a spiration does not a lways meet 
reality, and sometimes the problems that approve are far more severe than 
than have ever been allowed to be a possible possible outcome . 

956 
02 : 27 : 08.110 --> 02 : 27 : 08 . 960 
Paul Neuman : Thank you . 

957 
02 : 27 :1 0.700 --> 02 : 27 :1 2 . 750 
Nicolle Steiner : Thank you for your comment, 

958 
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02 : 27 : 12.850 --> 02 : 27 : 28 . 469 
Nicolle Steiner : and to just address the issue with the audio . I I j ust 
want to make sure that the comments are part of the recording, and if 
you 1 r e not in the right audio um , then it won ' t . Be recorded as part of 
the the record . 

959 
02 : 27 : 34.820 --> 02 : 27 : 41.959 
Nicolle Steiner : Um , I see . Hold o n Number one zero eight . 

960 
02 : 27 : 42.570 --> 02 : 27 : 50 . 179 
Nicolle Steiner : But in order to raise your virtual hand , you ' ll have , I 
mean , i n order to accept. You have to press Star Six . 

961 
02 : 27 : 52.190 --> 02 : 27 : 55.200 
1213****108 : Hello ! It ' s Betsy . It ' s really right . 

962 
02 : 27 : 56.210 --> 02 : 27 : 57 . 570 
1213****108 : Ca n you hear me? 

963 
02 : 27 : 58.310 --> 02 : 28 : 00.610 
Nicolle Steiner : I can ' t hear the audio . But 

964 
02 : 28 : 03.030 --> 02 : 28 : 04 . 500 
1213****108 : who ~ speaki ng? 

965 
02:28:07.460 --> 02 : 28 : 08 . 530 
1213****108 : I 

966 
02 : 28 : 10 . 800 --> 02 : 28 :13 . 039 
1213****108 : fi nd Paul ' s parable , 

967 
02 : 28 :1 3 .39 0 - - > 02 : 28 :1 8 . 600 
1213****108 : brilliant, and the best slides I've had in a week , so i 'm 
just going to hang up , 

968 
02 : 28 : 18.980 --> 02 : 28 : 20 . 330 
1213****108 : not working. 

969 
02 : 28 : 26.570 --> 02 : 28 : 3 1 . 550 
Nicolle Steiner : I couldn ' t hear the audio . I 'm not sure is that still on 
seems to have h u ng up . 

970 
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  P-32-1 The comment expresses concern for wildlife, traffic, and noise. Impacts to 
biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the 
Draft EIR. All impacts were concluded to be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures. Section 3.12, Noise and Vibration, of 
the Draft EIR, discusses mitigation that would be implemented to reduce noise 
impacts during construction of the proposed Project. Please see Master 
Response – Noise.  
 
Tables 2-7 and 2-8 of the Draft EIR show a total increase in park attendance by 
proposed park space during the weekend and weekday. These numbers were 
calculated in accordance with the added resources and park spaces and as 
discussed on Page 76 of the Transportation Impact Assessment included as 
Appendix K to the Draft EIR. This comment does not raise any issues with 
respect to the content and adequacy of the Draft EIR, therefore, it is noted for 
the record. 
 

  
 

 

  

02 : 28 : 38 . 770 --> 02 : 28 : 42 . 040 
Nicolle Steiner : All right . Let ' s try , Hugh Kenny . 

971 
02 : 28 : 53.030 - - > 02 : 28 : 58 . 229 
Nicolle Steiner: Here you still have the same problem . 

972 
02 : 28 : 58.820 --> 02 : 29 : 04 . 110 
Nicolle Steiner : Sorry we cannot decipher what you are saying , 

973 
02 : 29 : 04.570 --> 02 : 29 : 06.920 
i 1 m gonna to control my l i fe so , General , 

974 
02 : 29 :1 2.990 --> 02 : 29 :1 9.569 
Nicolle Steiner : and we ' l l put up the slide again on how to provide 
written comments here after we try . Betsy . 

975 
02 : 29 : 27.880 - - > 02 : 29 : 29 . 380 
Betsy Isroelit : Hello, He l lo, 

976 
02 : 29 : 33 . 700 --> 02 : 29 : 36 . 979 
Nicolle Steiner : Betsy! I can ' t hear you on the 

977 
02 : 29 : 37.370 --> 02 : 29 : 39.740 
regular c hannel. 

978 
02 : 29 : 40.190 --> 02 : 29 : 58.880 
Nicolle Steiner : I ' ve I ' ve done what i 1 m supposed to do at l east six 
times um my screen says Maybe if someone can note her comment down t hat 
can hear her , Wendy , I th in k you can hear her Um , if you could write down 
her comments so we can have it for the public record. Um, 

979 
02 : 29 : 58 . 890 --> 02 : 30 : 00 . 329 
Nicolle Steiner : that might be helpful . 

980 
02 : 30 : 00.480 --> 02 : 30 :1 6 . 730 

I 
Betsy Isroelit : Thank you . I ' ll start the clock . Go ahead . Thank you . 
appreciate that. Um. I just just for the record . I at least six times 
did as the instruction sa i d . I t d i dn ' t work , so I find Paul's comment 
about parables 

981 
02 : 30 :1 6.870 --> 02 : 30:29.380 
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  P-32-2 The comment requests concern about project cost and need within the 
neighborhood Project. Please see Master Response – Funding and Operations. 
This comment does not specifically point to any deficiency in the analysis or 
conclusions of the Draft EIR. Therefore, no changes to the Draft EIR are 
required in response to this comment. 
 

  
 

 

  

P-32-1 
cont. 

P-32-2 

Betsy Isroelit : growing in, and the best laugh I ' ve had in about a week. 
So thank you , Paul. Um , I think Frida and Chip expressed out very 
eloquently , concerns about wildlife and 

982 
02 : 30 : 29 . 420 --> 02:30 : 46.200 
Betsy Isroelit : um the impact on the neighborhood as far as traffic 
noise . Um , But I would like to just reference . What ships said uh wants 
versus needs , a nd I think the r e ' s some very basic questions that all the 
people I talk to are asking, 

983 
02 : 30 : 46.570 --> 02 : 30:51. 859 
Betsy Isroelit : which is how many people are going to come . A day which 
has been asked 

984 
02 : 30 : 51.920 --> 02 : 31 : 05.939 
Betsy Isroelit : How much money like , really, how much money is this gonna 
cost? And really, truly , how long is this gonna last? Is it going to last 
five years , ten years , twenty years , two years , three days , I mean, 
that ' s 

985 
02 : 31 : 05.950 --> 02 : 31 : 24.940 
Betsy Isroelit : I t 1 s impossible for the aver age person to determine that . 
Based on what ' s been presented . Urn , I'd a l so like to comment on being 
less selfish and thinking about people who actually don't have parks in 
their communities , and it ' s easy to find that information . 

986 
02 : 31 : 25.430 --> 02 : 31 : 32.250 
Betsy Isroelit : Um, Griffi th Park Swimming Pool . One example . There ' s 
kids who need to learn to swim , 

987 
02 : 31 : 32.370 --> 02 : 31 : 47 . 490 
Betsy Isroelit : and the pool has been closed because there ' s not a little 
bit of money to fix it . There ' s no way for people to get to Griffith 
Park. Don 1 t have cars or bicycles , but yet it ' s right around the corner, 

988 
02 : 31 : 47.510 --> 02 : 32 : 00 . 269 
Betsy Isroelit : so I think we should just open our hearts and think of 
people who aren ' t as wea l thy as the people who live in this community, 
and who actually need 

989 
02 : 32 : 00.750 - -> 02 : 32 : 07 . 620 
Betsy Isroelit : who really truly need a place to play a place to swim a 
place to hike. 

990 
02 : 32 : 07.790 --> 02 : 32 : 08 . 740 
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Public Meeting 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  P-33-1 The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. The comment is 
noted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for review 
and consideration. 
 

  
 

 

  

P-33-1 

Betsy Isroelit : Thank you . 

991 
02 : 32 :1 4 . 110 --> 02 : 32 :15 . 589 
Wendy Delgado : Thank you , Betsy . 

992 
02 : 32 :1 8.280 --> 02 : 32 : 20 . 989 
Nicolle Steiner : The cool. It's ready . Thank you . 

993 
02 : 32 : 21 . 420 --> 02 : 32 : 22 . 920 
Nicolle Steiner : P. Feldman . 

994 
02 : 32 : 29 . 650 --> 02 : 32 : 31. 920 
Nicolle Steiner : Hello, hello! 

995 
02:32 : 33 . 290 --> 02 : 32 : 45.170 
pfeldman : Can you hear me? Our last caller? 

996 
02 : 32 : 45.180 --> 02 : 32 : 59.479 
pfeldman : And I just want to make clear that the plan at this point i s 
just still filled with negative e nv ironmenta l impacts , several of which 
can be remedied only if the plan i s just complete l y scuttled . And so i ' d 
say i ' ll turn it to another . One 

997 
02 : 32 : 59.550 --> 02 : 33 : 10.069 
pfeldman: is the best solution . I think the plan is selfish, and it ' s 
nea r-sighted . The report talks about approximately thirty one 

998 
02 : 33 :1 0.080 --> 02 : 33 : 29.320 
pfeldman: uh green spaces parks uh within a couple of miles of of of 
Silver Lake . I don ' t think that even includes Griffith Park. It also 
doesn ' t include the Reservoir area itself, which we now have . The meadow . 
We have the Rec center area , including the basketball courts and uh , the 

999 
02 : 33 : 29 . 330 --> 02 : 33 : 37 . 409 
pfeldman : uh chi l dren ' s facilities and urn soccer field , Whatever the dog 
park we have , 

1000 
02 : 33:37.580 --> 02:33 : 47.629 
pfeldman : the green space Here we ' re looking at it , and we also have the 
water here which is protected uh t h e wild l ife , and so forth, are 
protected , as is o ne hundred and fifty. 

1001 
02 : 33 : 47 . 640 --> 02 : 34 :17 . 090 
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Public Meeting 

COMMENT   RESPONSE 

  

  P-33-2 The comment expresses concern over existing homelessness in the 
community. Please see Master Response - Homelessness.  
 

P-33-3 Response – Traffic/Transportation. The comment is noted for the record and 
will be forwarded to the decision-makers for review and consideration. 
 

 

 

P33·2 I 

P-33-3 

pfeldm.an: O I t hink i~~.:=! just selfish and near-sigh ted f or people to say , 
we need this . We may want i t . But t:here•s o ther bigger needs i n this city, 
where there's so much h omelessn ess where there's jus t not e nough 
resources for other t hi ngs. But basically the ot her thi ng I want to 
address is traffic . J~~A ludicrous to say that there 1 s no sign ificant uh 
impact, and that needs t o be mitigated with traffic, because that a l s o 
includes parkin~ 

1002 
0 2:34 : 17.100 --> 02 : 34 : 24.209 
pfeldman: uh i n in other factors, r ight now on the streets t o 'the west o f 
uh t he reservoir . J~~A 

1003 
0 2:34 :24.220 --> 02:34:42.540 
pfeldman: very _hard for one car t o e ven get through, because there's s o 
m.any cars parked f or people using the reservoir f or people whose homes 
are there, and s o f orth . Fire trucks ~~n~~ get through at t imes if the y 
had t o . Uh ga r bage trucks £~:f get through, ambulance can ' t get through 

lOM 
0 2:34 :42. 55 0 --> 02 : 34 : 55 . 380 
pfeldman: uh t o put in this kind of 50-cal led worl d - class arneni ty, and 
expect all these peopl e here, and have at most one hundred and fifty more 
parking spaces i s absolutel_y_ bo_gus . 

1005 
02 : 34 : 5 5 . 580 --> 02 : 35 : 03 . 04 9 
pfeldm.an: Uh , I could go on and on , but I guess ~ out o f ti.me, s o I 
~ j ust contin ue making uh writt en comments. 

1006 
02 :35: 04 .200 --> 02:35 : 07.279 
Nicolle Steiner: Thank you very much for your c01t1I\'tent, 

1007 
0 2:35: 07.300 --> 02 :35 :16 .819 
Ni colle Steiner: and with that let me show one more time here on t he 
screen, where and how you can provide written cormnents on the draft . .lli, 

1008 
0 2:35:17.000 - - > 0 2:35 : 25.450 
Ni colle Steiner : um. The comme n t period is extended thr ough December 
second two thousand and t wenty- five, and !1~.'J-1 take i n comments until 
five Pm. On that day 

1009 
0 2:35:25. 480 --> 0 2:35:32.850 
Ni colle Steiner: you could send written comments t o the address on your 
screen as wel l as going to the project website. 

101 0 
02:35: 35.45 0 - - > 02 : 35 :45. 009 
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CHAPTER 3 
Revisions, Clarifications, and Corrections to 
the Draft Environmental Impact Report 

In accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15132(a), this chapter of the Final Environmental 
Impact Report (EIR) provides revisions, clarifications, and corrections to the Draft EIR that have 
been made to clarify, correct, or supplement the information provided in that document. These 
revisions, clarifications, and corrections are the result of the responses to public and agency 
comments received on the Draft EIR, new information that has become available since 
publication of the Draft EIR, or recognition of inadvertent errors or omissions.  

3.1 Revisions and Corrections 
The revisions herein include, but are not limited to, the following minor modifications to the 
proposed Project.  

Modification of Crossing Signal – Offsite Improvement. In addition, the two 
pedestrian-activated flashing beacon crossings along West Silver Lake Drive and near the 
corner of Silver Lake Boulevard and Armstrong Avenue would be converted to high 
visibility crosswalks. 

Removal of Parking Component along Silver Lake Boulevard - Offsite 
Improvement. As described in Chapter 2.0, Section 2.5.2 – Offsite improvements, two 
options were proposed in the Draft EIR for improvements along Silver Lake Boulevard, 
between Armstrong Avenue and Duane Street. However, the City has decided to include 
Option 2, the Bike-only improvement. Option 1, which included the addition of street 
parking would no longer being considered for the proposed Project. All mentions of 
Option 1 have been removed throughout the Draft EIR. Where applicable, the Bike-only 
Option is no longer referred to as “Option 2” throughout the Draft EIR since it is the only 
offsite improvement option that is proposed as part of the Project. 

Removal of Floating Dock and Kayaking Opportunities. The proposed Project would 
no longer include the floating dock component or opportunities for guided kayak tours. 
No public access to water activities would be allowed, including guided kayak and/or 
canoe tours conducted by an ecologist for educational purposes. The only water access 
associated with the proposed Project would include small footpaths through the proposed 
wetland terraces to observational platforms that would be used for ongoing monitoring 
and maintenance of the wetlands, as well as for educational purposes. All mentions of the 
floating dock component and kayak tours have been removed throughout the Draft EIR. 
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Removal of Amplified Speaker Use during Special Events. Based on comments 
received during the Draft EIR comment period, the City has decided to remove the option 
to have amplified speakers during special events as part of the proposed Project. Special 
events would still be allowed up to 12 times per year as detailed in the Draft EIR. Due to 
the removal of amplified speaker use from the proposed Project, the significance 
determinations related to operational noise in Section 3.12, Noise and Vibration and 
operational impacts to recreation in Section 3.15, Parks and Recreation of the Draft EIR 
have been reduced to less than significant. 

The revisions, clarifications, and corrections provided in this chapter do not add significant new 
information or support a conclusion that the Project would result in new or substantially more 
severe significant environmental impacts as compared to those disclosed in the circulated Draft 
EIR.  

More specifically, CEQA requires recirculation of a Draft EIR only when “significant new 
information” is added to a Draft EIR after public notice of the availability of the Draft EIR has 
occurred (refer to PRC Section 21092.1 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5) but before the 
EIR is certified. CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 specifically states the following: 

New information added to an EIR is not ‘significant’ unless the EIR is changed in 
a way that deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a 
substantial adverse environmental effect of the project or a feasible way to 
mitigate or avoid such an effect (including a feasible project alternative) that the 
project’s proponents have declined to implement. ‘Significant new information’ 
requiring recirculation includes, for example, a disclosure showing that: 

• A new significant environmental impact would result from the project or 
from a new mitigation measure proposed to be implemented. 

• A substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact would 
result unless mitigation measures are adopted to reduce the impact to a level 
of insignificance. 

• A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure considerably different 
from others previously analyzed would clearly lessen the significant 
environmental impacts of the project, but the project’s proponents decline to 
adopt it. 

• The draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically inadequate and 
conclusory in nature that meaningful public review and comment were 
precluded. 

CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 also provides that “[re]circulation is not required where the 
new information added to the EIR merely clarifies or amplifies or makes insignificant 
modifications in an adequate EIR … A decision not to recirculate an EIR must be supported by 
substantial evidence in the administrative record.” 

As demonstrated in this Final EIR, including any changes to the environmental analysis in 
Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR, the changes presented in this chapter do not constitute new significant 
information warranting recirculation of the Draft EIR as set forth in CEQA Guidelines Section 
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15088.5. Rather, the Draft EIR is comprehensive and has been prepared in accordance with 
CEQA. Sections 3.1 through 3.10 below reference these revisions to the Draft EIR and are 
incorporated herein as part of the Final EIR. Revised language or new language is underlined. 
Deleted language is indicated by strikethrough text. 

Draft EIR Executive Summary 

Page ES-4 Figure ES-1 has been modified to remove the floating dock from the Project. 
This figure would replace Figure ES-1 included in the Draft EIR. 

See updated Figure ES-1 on the following page. 

Page ES-6 The text under Section ES.6, Summary of Environmental Impacts, Significant 
and Unavoidable Impacts, is revised as follows: 

As discussed in Section 3.12, Noise, while implementation of mitigation 
measures would reduce noise level and associated impacts at noise-sensitive 
receptors, noise levels could still exceed local jurisdiction significance thresholds 
when taking into account the potential worst-case overlap of the various 
construction phases. Noise impacts during construction and project vibration 
impacts from construction activities with respect to human annoyance would be 
considered significant and unavoidable even with implementation of mitigation 
measures. Operational noise impacts associated with amplified music from 
special events would also be considered potentially significant and unavoidable 
with implementation of mitigation measures. 
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Figure ES-1
Proposed Project

SOURCE: Hargreaves Jones Landscape Architects, 2023
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Page ES-14 
to ES-16 These rows on Table ES-1 have been modified as follows: 

TABLE ES-1 
 SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES [REVISED] 

Environmental 
Impact 

Mitigation Measures Significance after 
Mitigation 

3.12 Noise 
3.12-1. 
Noise 
Standards 

NOISE-4: Special Event Permit - Amplified Speaker System. The use 
of an amplified speaker system in the Meadow shall avoid facing north 
or south to limit noise impacts at the nearby sensitive receptors, as 
feasible. Special event permits shall be issued prior to any special 
event with provisions related to speaker directionality, hours of 
operations, and noise level restrictions. Further, temporary noise 
barriers, blankets, or baffles may be required on either side of and 
behind speakers to limit the amount of excess noise reaching nearby 
sensitive receptors 

Significant and 
Unavoidable 
(Construction) 
 
Less than Significant 
(Operation) Significant 
and Unavoidable 
(Operation- Amplified 
Speaker System during 
Special Events)  

3.12-2. 
Groundborne 
Vibration 

NOISE-45: Equipment Setbacks (Construction – Structural 
Damage). The operation of construction equipment that generates 
high levels of vibration during any phase of construction occurring in 
the South Valley will be limited to setback distances from receptor V8. 
Receptor V8 includes the South Outlet Chlorination Station and Meter 
House. Setback distances apply in all directions surrounding the two 
buildings identified as V8. The following equipment shall be prohibited 
from operating within their respective setback distances: 

• Large bulldozers shall be prohibited within 21 feet of receptor V8 

• Loaded Trucks shall be prohibited within 19 feet of receptor V8 

• Jackhammers shall be prohibited within 12 feet of receptor V8 

• Small bulldozer shall be prohibited within 3 feet of receptor V8 

The contractor(s) shall require and document compliance with the 
minimum allowable setbacks in a construction vibration management 
plan, which shall be provided to the City prior to issuance of a 
demolition permit. The construction vibration management plan shall 
detail the types of equipment to be used during demolition, grading, 
and building construction, estimated vibration velocities, and distance 
to vibration receptor V8. Equipment and or alternative construction 
techniques to be used within the required setbacks for large 
bulldozers, loaded trucks, jackhammers, and small bulldozers shall be 
identified to ensure that vibration velocities will not exceed thresholds 
for potential structural damage. 

Less than Significant 
(Construction – Structural 
Damage) 

 

 No feasible and practical mitigation measures are available 
(Construction – Human Annoyance). 
 

No mitigation measures are required (Operation). 

Significant and 
Unavoidable (Construction 
- Human Annoyance) 

Less than Significant 
(Operation) 

3.15 Recreation and Parks 

3.15-3. 
Recreational 
Facilities 

Implement all mitigation measures listed in this table (Construction 
and Operation - Amplified Speaker System during Special Events). 
 
 
No mitigation measures are required (Operation). 

Significant and 
Unavoidable (Construction 
Noise)  

 
Less than Significant 
(Operation) Significant 
and Unavoidable 
(Operation- Amplified 
Speaker System during 
Special Events) 
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Page ES-23 The text under heading Section ES.6, Summary of Environmental Impacts, 
Cumulative Impacts, is revised as follows: 

With implementation of mitigation measures, the proposed Project’s contribution 
to cumulative impacts would be less than significant except for noise impact 
during construction and operational noise related to amplified speaker systems 
during special events, which would remain significant and unavoidable despite 
implementation of feasible mitigation measures. 

Draft EIR Chapter 2, Project Description 

Page 2-8 Figure 2-4 has been modified to remove the floating docks. This figure would 
replace Figure 2-4 included in the Draft EIR. 

See updated Figure 2-4 on the following page. 

Page 2-9 This row on Table 2-1 has been revised as follows: 

TABLE 2-1 
 PROPOSED PARK SPACES, USES, AND ACTIVITIES PER PARK ZONE [REVISED] 

Proposed Park Zone Existing Uses Proposed Park Space, Use, or Activity 

The Meadow Lawn Reconfigure and expand lawn  

Add: Education Center, seating terraces, 
ornamental gardens, picnic grove, informal 
play area, floating dock, wetland terraces, 
lighting 

 

  



Silver Lake 
Reservoir 

SOURCE: Nearmap, 2021; Hargreaves Jones Landscape Architects , 2020; ESA, 2022 
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Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 

Figure 2-4 
Proposed Park Zones 
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Page 2-10 Figure 2-5 has been modified to remove the floating docks. This figure would 
replace Figure 2-5 included in the Draft EIR. 

See updated Figure 2-5 on the following page. 

Page 2-11 The text under Section 2.5.1, Proposed Park Zones, The Meadow, is revised to 
state as follows: 

The proposed Education Center would be connected directly to the Silver Lake 
Reservoir via an accessible pathway leading down to a floating dock. This area 
would provide educational opportunities for visitors. and/or guided kayak or 
canoe tours by ecologists. The roof of the Education Center would be both a 
landing point along the path leading to the top of the Knoll, with a roof terrace 
overlooking the reservoirs and an extension of the landscape with a green roof 
connected to the Knoll’s western slope. The proposed promenade would connect 
the Meadow to the proposed, approximately 3,760-square-foot, Education Center 
along its western edge. 

Page 2-14 Figure 2-8 has been modified to remove the floating docks. This figure would 
replace Figure 2-8 included in the Draft EIR. 

See updated Figure 2-8 on page 3-3-10. 

Page 2-18 Figure 2-10 has been modified to remove the floating docks. This figure would 
replace Figure 2-10 included in the Draft EIR. 

See updated Figure 2-10 on page 3-3-11. 
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Figure 2-5
Proposed Spaces, Uses and Activities Diagram

SOURCE: Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan, 2023
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Figure 2-8
Proposed Lighting Diagram

SOURCE: Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan, 2023
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Figure 2-10
Proposed Embankment Edge Diagram

SOURCE: Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan, 2020
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Page 2-25: The text under Section 2.5.2, Offsite Improvements, is revised to state as follows: 

Additionally, offsite improvements would occur along Silver Lake Boulevard, 
between Armstrong Avenue and Duane Street for a length of approximately 
3,000 feet. Two options for improvement are proposed along this portion of the 
proposed Project. Option 1 would include an improved southbound bike lane on 
the west side of the road, closest to the SLRC, and relocate an existing 
northbound bike lane to the west side of the road. The bike lands would be 
buffered by a 5-foot wide sidewalk running the length of this segment, followed 
by the addition of parallel parking on the west side of the road. Currently, there is 
only parallel parking along the eastern side of Silver Lake Boulevard and the 
proposed design in Option 1 would add approximately 135 new parking spaces to 
the western side of the road. Please refer to Figure 2-16 for a cross section of the 
potential configuration of this option. Option 2 The proposed Project would 
include restriping along Silver Lake Boulevard with improvements to the bike 
lanes, and relocating the existing northbound bike lane to the western side of the 
road and adding a 4-foot buffer along the length of this segment. Alternatively, 
bike lanes could remain on either side of the road. The City would create a design 
committee during the development of final design drawings which would include 
other City entities, such as City Planning, LADOT, and the local Council 
Districts, to determine the final configuration of the bike lane. The committee 
would provide input into final design decisions based on the needs of the local 
area, safety requirements (including lane and buffer widths), buffer design 
features, drainage features, local connectivity, and consistency with existing City 
plans. No additional parking is included in this option would be implemented 
along this portion of the proposed Project. Please refer to Figure 2-16 for a cross 
section of the potential configuration for Option 2 the proposed bike lane 
improvements.  

Page 2-25 The text under Section 2.5.2, Offsite Improvements, has been revised as follows: 

Additional offsite improvements would include two new pedestrian-activated 
flashing beacon crossings high visibility crosswalks added along West added 
along West Silver Lake Drive and near the corner of Silver Lake Boulevard and 
Armstrong Avenue as shown on Figure 2-17. These crosswalks would require 
ramps compatible with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) on either end 
of the intersection, and all changes would be subject to final approval by 
LADOT. 

Page 2-26 Figure 2-15 has been modified to remove “on-street parking” from Silver Lake 
Boulevard and the floating dock. This figure would replace Figure 2-15 included 
in the Draft EIR.  

See updated Figure 2-15 on the following page. 
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Figure 2-15
Proposed Offsite Improvement Location

SOURCE: Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan 2023
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Page 2-27 Figure 2-16 has been revised to remove the cross section for Option 1. This 
figure would replace Figure 2-16 included in the Draft EIR. 

See updated Figure 2-16 on the following page. 

Page 2-28 Figure 2-17 has been updated to show high visibility crosswalks instead of 
pedestrian activated flashing beacons and to remove the floating dock. This 
figure would replace Figure 2-17 included in the Draft EIR. 

See updated Figure 2-17 on page 3-3-16. 

Page 2-29 The text under Section 2.5.2, Offsite Improvements, has been revised as follows: 

Portions of the low concrete wall that surrounds the SLRC would need to be 
removed to provide pedestrian access points into the site that align with street 
connections. On the eastern side of the reservoir, openings could be created every 
100 feet along a 3,000-foot area located between Armstrong Avenue and Duane 
Street, to allow more strategic entry points into the park based on the park entry 
points shown in Figure 2-17if Option 1 is selected. Wall openings would be 
approximately 5 feet in length at each location.  

Page 2-29 The text under Section 2.5.4, Exposed Reservoir Edge Treatment, has been 
revised as follows: 

For safety purposes, the reservoir embankments would be improved to remove 
the steep, slippery surface of the existing reservoir to the maximum extent 
possible and replace it with a combination of soft vegetation, riprap, and seating 
terraces to minimize risk of people getting in the water. No public access to water 
activities would be allowed, except through guided kayak and/or canoe tours 
conducted by an ecologist for educational purposes. Signage would state these 
public access restrictions, including no swimming. The proposed Project design 
would maintain a consistent 6- to 12-inch curb around the edge of the reservoir to 
provide a barrier between the walking path and edge of slope. Consideration in 
the new reservoir edge treatment would be given for emergency egress elements 
to provide ways to exit the water. Wherever possible, an approximate 5-foot 
planted buffer with integrated seating would be maintained between the path and 
the edge of slope. 

Page 2-31 Figure 2-18 has been modified to remove the floating docks. This figure would 
replace Figure 2-18 included in the Draft EIR. 

See updated Figure 2-18 on page 3-3-17. 
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Figure 2-16
Potential Configuration for Offisite Improvements

SOURCE: Jano Baghdanian & Associates (JBA), 2022
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Figure 2-17
Proposed Circulation Diagram

SOURCE: Hargreaves Jones Landscape Architects, 2023
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Figure 2-18
Proposed Planting Diagram

SOURCE: Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan, 2023
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Page 2-47 The text under Section 2.6.2, Construction Activities, Waterside Construction 
(Piles), has been revised as follows: 

Various proposed park zones include structures and other facilities to be located 
within the reservoirs, such as overlooks, and terraces, and a proposed floating 
dock. To support these proposed structures within the water, piling must occur. 
The primary purpose of pile foundations would be to strengthen the soil layers 
within the reservoir beds to make them stable enough for the foundation of a 
structure and to support the weight of pedestrians. Piles would be installed using 
drilling and/or vibratory pile drivers using construction equipment listed in Table 
2-6 as shown on Section 2.6.4 Truck and Worker Commute Trips. 

Page 2-47 The text under Section 2.6.2, Construction Activities, Offsite Improvements, is 
revised to state as follows: 

The addition of parking and/or bike lanes along Silver Lake Boulevard would 
require at a minimum restriping along the area between Armstrong Avenue and 
Duane Street. If the parking option with the sidewalk is chosen (Option1), then 
additional demolition would be required. Construction would require the 
following: removal of asphalt along Silver Lake Boulevard, approximately one 
foot of excavation, placement and compaction of base material, then forming and 
pouring of concrete. This work would require partial road closures along Silver 
Lake Boulevard for a total of approximately 2.5 weeks. 

Page 2-52 This portion of Table 2-7 has been revised as follows: 

TABLE 2-7 
 ESTIMATED POTENTIAL WEEKEND VEHICLE TRIPS GENERATED BY EACH PARK USE [REVISED] 

Park Use 
Existing 

Area/Size 
Proposed 
Area/Size 

Increase 
in Park 

Attendance 

Peak Use Vehicle Trips 

Arrive Depart Total 

The Knoll       
Floating Dock N/A  All internal 

capture 
0 0 0 

Overlook Shade Pavilion/Outdoor 
Classroom 

N/A 1,200 sq. ft. 10 People 2 2 4 

Education Center* N/A 3,760 sq. ft. 15 People 0 0 0 
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Page 2-53 This portion of Table 2-8 has been revised as follows: 

TABLE 2-8 
 ESTIMATED POTENTIAL WEEKDAY VEHICLE TRIPS GENERATED BY EACH PARK USE [REVISED] 

Park Use 
Existing 

Area/Size 
Proposed 
Area/Size 

Increase 
in Park 

Attendance 

Peak Use Vehicle Trips 

Arrive Depart Total 

The Knoll    
Floating Dock N/A  All internal 

capture 
0 0 0 

Overlook Shade 
Pavilion/Outdoor Classroom 

N/A 1,200 sq. ft. 15 People 2 2 4 

Education Center* N/A 3,760 sq. ft. 85 Students (4 buses) 
12 

(4 buses) 
12 

(8 buses) 
24 

 

Page 2-54: The text under Section 2.7.2, Routine Operations and Maintenance, is revised as 
follows: 

The proposed Project would also allow for large, scheduled public events, 
including outdoor concerts, movie nights, or luncheons, and requiring amplified 
sound. The proposed Project would not include the use of amplified speakers for 
special events. It is anticipated that up to approximately 600 visitors would attend 
such events, with a mixture of approximately 70 percent of attendees coming 
from the immediate neighborhood by walking or other non-vehicle means, and 
30 percent driving in to attend the event. The proposed Project is anticipated to 
be a local serving recreational Project. However, the proposed Project could have 
a regional draw during special events. For purposes of this analysis, a special 
event would be assumed to occur weekly during the three months of summer 
vacation (presumably June, July, and August), for a total of 12 events annually. 
These events would require a permit from the City and would be staffed 
appropriately. Allowable event hours would be from noon to 10:00 p.m. The 
L.A. City Municipal Code prohibits the use of amplified sound within 500 feet of 
any residential zone from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. (City of LA 2021b). The 
estimated increase in attendance and the peak use vehicle trips are shown on 
Table 2-9.  

Draft EIR Section 3.1, Aesthetics  

Page 3.1-10 Figure 3.1-3 has been modified to update arrow directions associated with the 
viewpoints. This figure would replace Figure 3.1-3 included in the Draft EIR. 

See updated Figure 3.1-3 on the following page. 
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Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological Resources  

The following text has been added to the Final EIR to include bat survey results conducted by the 
City. 

Page 3.4-3 As additional clarification supporting the Draft EIR analysis, ESA biologists 
conducted a daytime bat habitat assessment, emergence surveys, and nighttime 
acoustic monitoring bat surveys were completed throughout suitable roosting and 
foraging habitat within the proposed approximately 116-acre project footprint 
plus a 100-foot buffer (survey area). The survey area included structures (i.e., 
buildings and reservoir infrastructure) and any trees and shrubs that may support 
roosting bats. A description of each survey type’s methodology is provided 
below. 

 A daytime roost habitat assessment was conducted on May 24, 2022. The survey 
consisted of a visual inspection of all suitable roost locations within the existing 
infrastructure, and any vegetation, such as palm trees and snags, that may support 
roosting bats. Visual inspection included searching for sign of roosting activity 
such as identification of any bats, guano, and/or staining within buildings that 
could be used by bats for ingress/egress or roosting. A high-powered spotlight 
(>300 lumens) and binoculars were used to aid in the visual inspection. All trees 
or existing infrastructure within the proposed Project area were also inspected for 
bat roosting during the assessment. 

 Two emergence surveys were conducted by ESA biologists, one in May 2022 
and the other in July 2022. The biologists conducted the surveys on the east side 
of the Reservoir to the south of the Knoll. This location was chosen to allow for 
visual coverage of individuals emerging from the Knoll vegetation and two fan 
palm trees present on the south side of the Knoll. While the emergence surveys 
were intended to visually capture emergence from potential roost locations, a 
mobile bat detector (Wildlife Acoustics Echo Meter Touch 2 Pro for IOS® [Echo 
Meter]) was also used to capture echolocation calls (vocalizations) of bats 
foraging within the immediate vicinity. The Echo Meter was used during both 
emergence surveys; however, the Anabat Walkabout Active Detector (Anabat) 
was used in conjunction with the Echo Meter during the summer emergence 
survey. A high-powered spotlight (>300 lumens) and binoculars were used to aid 
in the survey. 

The spring and summer nighttime acoustic monitoring was conducted 
immediately following completion of the visual emergence surveys, and was 
intended to record bats foraging within and/or traveling through the survey area 
after dark. The acoustic meter was used at seven locations throughout the survey 
area which were established based on the results of the habitat assessment, for a 
total of 10 minutes each. Similar to the emergence survey, the Echo Meter was 
used during both nights of acoustic monitoring; however, the Anabat was used in 
conjunction with the Echo Meter during the summer nighttime acoustic 
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monitoring. The Echo Meter and Anabat automatically processed and identified 
each pass (defined as a single bat detection) recorded at each point, which was 
later post-processed to verify/reject any questionable or incomplete data. The 
number of passes recorded does not represent the number of individual bats, 
rather, the number of times an individual flew past the acoustic meter. 

 The recorded bat calls were processed using Sonobat Version 4.4.5, using the 
region and subregion classifiers for southwest California. Manual vetting of 
automatically identified calls consisted of manually reviewing subsets of calls for 
each species, as well as reviewing individual calls and comparing them to a 
reference library of bat calls. Where initial manual review indicated automated 
misclassifications of call groups (e.g., groupings by minimum frequency, species, 
season, or time of night), these groups were manually reviewed and identified to 
most likely species. Many bat species have overlapping call repertoires; 
therefore, not all bat calls can be conclusively identified to a species. 
Identifications for inconclusive calls were deferred to the most likely species 
based on a combination of automatic species identification, survey-specific 
trends noted during manual call review, and species expected to occur based on 
known seasonal and geographic distribution. 

Page 3.4-8 Mammal species observed include Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida 
brasiliensis), canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus), coyote (Canis latrans), and 
desert cottontail (Sylvagus audobonii). 

Page 3.4-11 Table 3.4-3 has been revised to add two bat species under the Mammals 
subheading as follows: 

TABLE 3.4-3 
 SPECIAL-STATUS WILDLIFE SPECIES [REVISED] 

Common Name 
Scientific Name 

Sensitivity 
Status 

Preferred Habitat/Known 
Elevational Range 

Presence/Potential to Occur within the 
BSA 

Mammals    
Silver-haired bat 

Lasionycteris 
noctivagans 

--/--/WBWG 
Medium 

Associated with coniferous, mixed 
coniferous, and deciduous forests, 
most closely associated with old-
growth forests. They form maternity 
colonies almost exclusively in tree 
cavities/hollows. They prefer to feed 
in disturbed areas, often in clearings 
and waterways. 

Present. This species was recorded during 
the summer acoustic monitoring survey. It is 
commonly found throughout the arid 
southwest, in areas that support open water 
and an abundant prey base (i.e., insects). 

Yuma myotis 

Myotis yumanensis 
--/--/WBWG 

Low 
Occurs in lower montane coniferous 
forest, riparian forest, riparian 
woodland, and upper montane 
coniferous forest. Roosts in 
buildings, mines, caves, or crevices, 
but has also been seen roosting in 
abandoned swallow nests and under 
bridges. 

Present. This species was recorded during 
the spring acoustic monitoring survey. It is 
commonly found throughout the arid 
southwest, in areas that support open water 
and an abundant prey base (i.e., insects). 
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Page 3.4-12 Silver-haired Bat 

Silver-haired bat is a WBWG species ranked as Medium, which indicates a level 
of concern that should warrant closer evaluation and research. This species 
prefers mature-growth woodland with densities of mature and dying trees for 
roosting, but prefer feeding in disturbed or open areas with clearings and/or water 
sources. There is a high likelihood this species uses the area for feeding. 

Yuma Myotis 

Yuma myotis is a WBWG species ranked as Low, which indicates most of the 
existing data support stable populations of the species, and that the potential for 
major changes in status in the near future is considered unlikely. This species is 
adapted to a variety of habitat types, including mature forest and riparian forests, 
as well as built structures like buildings and bridges. There is a high likelihood 
this species uses the area for feeding. 

Page 3.4-28 Special-Status Wildlife 

A total of two special-status species are known to occur within the bat survey 
area, including silver-haired bat and Yuma myotis. A total of five special-status 
wildlife species, Crotch’s bumble bee, monarch butterfly, hoary bat, western 
mastiff bat, and western yellow bat, were identified as having a low potential to 
occur within the BSA. Habitat for these species occurs primarily within the semi-
natural woodlands located in the Knoll and Meadow areas. No other special-
status wildlife species were determined to have a potential to occur within the 
BSA. 

Direct impacts to the five seven special-status species that are present or may be 
present may occur from direct mortality (loss of individuals) due to construction 
activity or the removal of habitat. While the Project site would be located outside 
of documented overwintering site for monarch butterfly, habitat for the species 
does occur at the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove park zones. Therefore, potential 
impacts to monarch butterfly could result from the removal of large eucalyptus 
and pine tree species. To minimize impacts to suitable habitat resulting from the 
removal of trees, the proposed Project would include the preparation of a Tree 
Succession Plan as outlined in Chapter 2, Project Description, to phase the 
removal of trees in a scheduled manner to allow for new tree and shrub plantings 
to mature and provide interim habitat value as the new vegetation is planted over 
time. The Tree Succession Plan would incorporate native plants into the 
understory thus providing food sources and habitat for native wildlife including 
native sages (Salvia sp.) and milkweeds (Asclepias sp.) which are necessary 
nectar sources for special-status species like Crotch’s bumble bee and monarch 
butterfly respectively. This successional tree removal practice would ensure that 
nesting and foraging habitat would not be eliminated during implementation of 
the Tree Succession Plan. 
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To minimize impacts to biological resources including special-status 
invertebrates Mitigation Measure BIO-1 would be implemented to require a 
preconstruction training for all contractors to note sensitive biological resources 
on-site. To minimize impacts to special-status invertebrates, Mitigation 
Measure BIO-2 would require pre-construction surveys be conducted for 
Crotch’s bumble bee and monarch butterfly. If these species are found on site 
during the surveys the mitigation measure would also require construction area 
delineation, construction vehicle speed reductions, and avoidance of host 
vegetation, to avoid impacts. With implementation of these mitigation measures, 
impacts to these special-status invertebrates would be reduced to a less than 
significant level. 

Special-status bats that occur within the BSA, including silver-haired bat and 
Yuma myotis as well as those that have a low potential such as the hoary bat, 
western mastiff bat, and western yellow bat, may occur within large trees and 
skirted palm trees within the Project site. Bat colonies utilizing the site are 
adapted to living in an urbanized setting with the existing lighting on-site, 
including the adjacent residential areas and traffic along roads. However, 
removal of large trees or skirted palm trees, if required, may result in direct bat 
mortality or disturbance of maternity roosts, and would be considered a 
significant impact. Mature trees would be removed subject to the Tree 
Succession Plan which would be implemented over a 15-year period, allowing 
time for new tree plantings to become established. Additionally, trees can be 
selectively identified for removal thus avoiding trees with active roosts. As the 
new tree plantings mature new roosting habitat would be established over time. 

Page 3.4-30 The text for Impact 3.4-1, Candidate, Sensitive, or Special Status Species, is 
revised to state as follows: 

A proposed Education Center would be constructed within the Meadow along the 
base of the Knoll overlooking the Silver Lake Reservoir. The proposed Education 
Center would include small indoor and outdoor teaching and assembly spaces, 
including two interior classrooms. Accent lighting would be added to the 
proposed Education Center (Figure 2-8). It is expected that the education center 
would be used during the daytime. The proposed Education Center would be 
connected directly to the Silver Lake Reservoir via an accessible pathway leading 
down to a floating dock. No public access to water activities would be allowed, 
except through guided kayak tours conducted by an ecologist for educational 
purposes. The impact of the proposed Education Center would be greatly 
outweighed by the creation of native upland and wetland habitat and would be 
considered less than significant. New native habitat would enhance habitat values 
for numerous wildlife species within the Knoll landscaped areas. Additionally, 
the kayak tour guided by trained ecologists would be temporary, infrequent and 
would not result in degraded habitat values and would be considered less than 
significant.  
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Draft EIR Section 3.9, Hazards and Hazardous Materials 

Page 3.9-22 The text for Impact 3.9-5, Emergency Preparedness, has been modified to state 
as follows: 

Construction activities would be confined primarily to within the perimeter of the 
SLRC and would not impact surrounding roadways or restrict access for 
emergency vehicles. However, during construction of offsite improvements, such 
as trenching of drainage and underground utilities, and restriping along Silver 
Lake Boulevard for the addition of parking spaces and/or bike lanes, partial road 
closures would be required that would temporarily affect emergency response 
times. These closures would be temporary, lasting approximately 2.5 weeks. The 
proposed Project would include implementation of PDF-TRA-1 and PDF-TRA-
2, requiring the implementation of a traffic management plan and construction 
staging plan which would include detour routes and BMPs, as well as 
coordination with and advance notice to local emergency providers. In addition, 
PDF-TRA-3 would require construction trips to be scheduled during off-peak 
hours, and PDF-TRA-4 would ensure that temporary access shall be provided to 
any parcels that may be impacted by construction (Refer to Section 3.16, 
Transportation). Impacts would be considered less than significant. 

Draft EIR Section 3.10, Hydrology and Water Quality 

Page 3.10-25 The text for Impact 3.10-1, Water Quality, is revised to state as follows: 

As shown in Table 3.10-3, the proposed Project may change the water function 
of all or a portion of the SLRC (Refer to Section 3.10.2, Regulatory Framework, 
Water Quality Control Plan for the Los Angeles Region). The proposed Project 
would construct wetland habitats and may introduce fish species to the reservoirs, 
and therefore may result eventually to a change in the designated beneficial uses 
within the Basin Plan as outlined in Table 3.10-3. Public access to the water is 
not being considered as part of the proposed Project except through guided kayak 
tours conducted by an ecologist. The reservoir would remain in compliance with 
designated water quality standards if future water quality conditions do not 
exceed the designated water quality goals established in the Basin Plan, which 
are listed Table 3.10-2 (Refer to Section 3.10.2, Regulatory Framework, CWA 
Section 303: Water Quality Standards and Implementation Plans). 

Page 3.10-29 The Water Quality Report included several modeled scenarios. The proposed 
Project would require 227 AFY from Pollock Well #3 if a stormwater capture 
project, as analyzed in the report under one of the modeling conditions, would be 
implemented. The proposed Project would not include the implementation of a 
stormwater capture project and therefore would operate similar to existing 
conditions as modeled in the Water Quality Report. The edits below reflect that 
change. The text for Impact 3.10-2, Groundwater Supplies, is revised to state as 
follows: 
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The proposed Project includes a suggested water level elevation range between 
elevations 445 and 447 feet for optimal wetland habitats growth and 
sustainability. It is anticipated that continuous flows of Basin 4-12 groundwater 
would be needed when the reservoir elevation is low, and sporadic pumping of 
groundwater would be required every three to six hours when reservoir 
elevations are high. Although it is anticipated that the proposed Project would 
require more frequent pumping to maintain water levels to sustain the proposed 
wetland habitats, the results of the Water Quality Report indicate that the 
proposed Project would maintain the same reduce the average volumes of 
groundwater required to refill the SLRC each year. The proposed Project would 
maintain similar pumping requirements require pumping 227 AFY of 
groundwater from Pollock Well #3, whereas requiring approximately 241 AFY 
are currently needed to maintain water levels within the reservoirs, similar to 
under existing operations (CWE 2020).  

Page 3.10-32 The text for Impact 3.10-4, Flood Hazard, Tsunami, or Seiche, is revised to state 
as follows: 

The proposed Project would construct structures and other facilities within the 
reservoirs, such as overlooks, and terraces, and a floating dock. Pile foundations 
would be installed in waterside construction areas to strengthen the soil layers 
within the reservoir bed, which would make them stable enough for the 
foundation of a structure for supporting the weight of pedestrians. In addition, the 
proposed Project would construct new walkways or improvements along the 
dams to allow connection across the reservoirs. As described in Section 3.10.2, 
Regulatory Framework, Department of Water Resources Division of Safety of 
Dams, SB 92 requires EAPs be updated (at minimum) every 10 years or when 
there are significant changes at a dam, its critical appurtenant structures, or 
downstream hazard classification (DSOD 2019). Construction of the Project 
facilities would not result in changes to the dam or critical appurtenant structures. 
Therefore, updates to the EAP would not be required. 

Draft EIR Section 3.11, Land Use 

Page 3.11-14 
to 3.11-19 Portions of Table 3.11-1 requiring revisions are included below and have been 

revised as follows (other portions of the table remain the same): 
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TABLE 3.11-1 
 CONSISTENCY WITH APPLICABLE PLANS AND GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES [REVISED] 

Goal or Objective Consistency 

Mobility Plan 2035 
Safety 
Policy 1.1: Roadway User Vulnerability: Design, plan, 
and operate streets to prioritize safety of the most 
vulnerable roadway user. 

Consistent. Both The proposed off-site improvements 
options would include the installation of two-way 
protected bike lanes along the western side of the Silver 
Lake Boulevard, closest to the SLRC for ease of access 
to the site. Option 1, which includes additional parking on 
the western side of Silver Lake Boulevard, would include 
a new 5-foot sidewalk between the bike lanes and 
parking, improving bicycle safety on Silver Lake 
Boulevard.  

Access  
Policy 3.1: Recognize all mode of travel, including 
pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and vehicular modes as 
integral components of the City’s transportation system.  

Policy 3.3: Promote equitable land use decisions that 
result in fewer vehicle trips by providing greater proximity 
and access to jobs, destinations, and other neighborhood 
services. 

Consistent. Connections to the proposed Project area 
from the surrounding neighborhood were informed by the 
existing bus stop locations along West Silver Lake Drive 
and Glendale Boulevard as well as the existing 
pedestrian pathways in the neighborhood. To allow for 
public access to park amenities, an accessible vehicle 
and bus parking area would be located at the corner of 
Silver Lake Boulevard and Armstrong Avenue. To create 
safe points of entry into the proposed Project area, new 
pedestrian-activated flashing beacon high visibility 
crossings would be added along Silver Lake Boulevard 
and West Silver Lake Drive. The proposed pathways 
would be implemented as pedestrian only with bike 
circulation around the perimeter. Bicycle parking and/or 
bike-share stations would be located at all key pedestrian 
connection points. These proposed Project circulation 
design elements recognize all modes of travel and would 
aid in the reduction of vehicle trips by providing 
opportunities for public access of the area via public 
transportation and walking/biking. The Project also 
includes the addition of parking along West Silver Lake 
Drive, and the addition of either Parking with an improved 
bike lane (Option 1) or an improved bike lane (Option 2) 
along Silver Lake Boulevard between Armstrong and Van 
Pelt. Both options would include protected bike lanes. 
Option 1 would include a sidewalk between the lanes of 
traffic and a two-way bike lane placed closest to the 
SLRC for ease of access to the site, improving bicycle 
circulation on Silver Lake Boulevard. Refer to Section 
3.16, Transportation for further discussion on the 
Project’s consistency with the Mobility Plan. 

2020-2045 RTP/SCS 
Goal 6: Support healthy and equitable communities  

Goal 7: Adapt to a changing climate and support an 
integrated regional development pattern and 
transportation network  

Goal 10: Promote conservation of natural and agricultural 
lands and restoration of habitats 

Consistent. SCAG’s 2020–2045 RTP/SCS includes 
Goals 6, 7, and 10 that are applicable to the proposed 
Project which would avoid or reduce the proposed 
Project’s environmental impacts. The proposed Project 
would not conflict with applicable strategies of the 2020-
2045 RTP/SCS. The goals of the 2020-2045 RTP/SCS 
are focused on priorities, such as promoting land use and 
growth patterns that facilitate transit use and active 
transportation (e.g., bicycling and walking), thus, reducing 
VMT and increasing energy efficiency. The proposed 
Project would not conflict with the strategy of the 2020-
2045 RTP/SCS to encourage pedestrian and bicycle 
access through the provision of new recreational 
opportunities within the proposed Project area that would 
serve the immediate neighborhood and vicinity. Thus, the 
proposed Project would not conflict with 2020-2045 
RTP/SCS strategies to promote sustainable 
transportation solutions and support healthy and 
equitable communities. The proposed Project would 
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Goal or Objective Consistency 

implement native groundcover and implement replanting 
strategies over time to increase species diversity and 
improve overall habitat value of SLRC areas such as the 
Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove. The ornamental garden 
areas would be a combination of native and drought-
tolerant species appropriate to the Los Angeles region to 
provide a plant palette adapted to climate change. 
Additionally, the proposed Project would add new floating 
habitat islands to both the Ivanhoe and Silver Lake 
Reservoir, and wetland habitat along the perimeter of the 
reservoirs which would create new habitat and potentially 
increase species diversity within the proposed Project 
area, and aid in the overall health/water quality of the 
reservoirs. Therefore, the proposed Project would protect 
and restore habitat, consistent with the 2020-2045 
RTP/SCS. 

Complete Streets  
Goal: The Complete Streets Design Guide provides a 
compilation of design concepts and best practices that 
promote safety, accessibility and convenience for all 
transportation users as described in California’s 
Complete Streets Act of 2008 (AB 1358); including 
pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, and motorists. By 
prioritizing people over cars, the streets of Los Angeles 
can provide lively gathering places that foster community 
building and neighborhood identity, encourage healthy 
recreational activities such as walking, running, and 
bicycling. 

Consistent. As described in Section 2.0, Project 
Description, the proposed Project includes two Options 
associated with parking and/or bike improvements 
surrounding the SLRC. Option 1 would include a two-way 
improved bike lane on the west side of the road, closest 
to the SLRC, buffered by a 2-foot sidewalk running the 
length of this segment, followed by the addition of parallel 
parking on the west side of the road. Option 2 The 
proposed Project would include restriping along Silver 
Lake Boulevard with improvements to the bike lane only 
and no addition of parking. Under Option 2 the two-way 
improved bike lane would be on the west side of the road, 
followed by a marked buffer, and then traffic lanes in both 
directions. Figure 2-16 shows a cross section of both 
options the potential bike lane improvements. Both 
options would include protected bike lanes on the side 
closest to the SLRC allowing for easier access to the 
proposed Project site. Final bike lane design would be 
determined by a final design committee composed of City 
agencies. The proposed Project would promote safety, 
accessibility, and convenience for all visitors, and 
encourage physical activities with the inclusion of various 
recreational amenities.  

L.A’s Green New Deal 
Protect and restore sensitive habitats. Consistent. The proposed Project would plant native 

groundcover and implement replanting strategies over 
time to increase species diversity and improve overall 
habitat value of SLRC areas such as the Knoll and 
Eucalyptus Grove. Additionally, the proposed Project 
would add new floating habitat islands to both the 
Ivanhoe and Silver Lake Reservoir, and wetland habitat 
along the perimeter of the reservoirs which would create 
new habitat and potentially increase species diversity 
within the proposed Project area, and aid in the overall 
health/water quality of the reservoirs. All biologically 
sensitive areas would contain wildlife fencing. Therefore, 
the proposed Project would protect and restore habitat. 
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Draft EIR Section 3.12, Noise and Vibration 

Page 3.12-1 The text in Section 3.12, Noise and Vibration, is revised to state as follows: 

Impacts to noise are significant and unavoidable, even with standard regulatory 
requirements and the implementation of Project Design Features (PDFs) PDF-
NOISE-1: Haul Route and PDF-NOISE-2: Construction Noticing and 
Community Liaison and mitigation measures NOISE-1: Equipment 
Controls, NOISE-2: Mobile Noise Barriers, NOISE-3: Construction 
Equipment Noise Shielding and Muffling Devices, Noise-4: Special Event 
Permit - Amplified Speaker System, and NOISE-54: Equipment Setbacks. 
Project vibration impacts from construction activities with respect to human 
annoyance would also be significant and unavoidable. No feasible mitigation is 
available. Vibration impacts associated with structural damage from on-site 
construction activities would be less than significant. Finally, cumulative noise 
impacts related to construction and operations would be significant and 
unavoidable. 

Page 3.12-26 
to 3.12-27 The text in Section 3.12.3, Significance Thresholds and Criteria, Subsection, 

Methodology – On-Site Stationary Point-Source Noise (Operation), is revised to 
state as follows: 

Operational noise sources for the proposed Project include active and passive 
recreational activities and informal gatherings, outdoor education classroom 
activities, special events with amplified sound, fixed mechanical equipment, 
refuse collection and grounds/landscaping maintenance activities, and on-site 
parking. Stationary noise impacts were evaluated by identifying the noise levels 
generated by outdoor stationary noise sources, such as open spaces, outdoor 
activities, rooftop mechanical equipment, and loading area activity, calculating 
the hourly Leq noise level from each noise source at sensitive receptor property 
lines, and comparing such noise levels to existing ambient noise levels.  

On-site operational noise was modeled using CadnaA noise propagation Project. 
CadnaA is a Windows-based software Project that predicts and assesses noise 
levels in the vicinity of noise sources based on International Organization for 
Standardization 9613-2 algorithms for noise propagation calculations. CadnaA 
considers environmental factors, such as topography, intervening structures, and 
distance (both horizontally and vertically) from a noise source. This is 
particularly relevant for projects containing outdoor meeting, performance, and 
gathering areas at varying elevations that would have amplified sound and could 
potentially affect surrounding land uses and receptors. Since the Project has 
various open-air areas that create a relatively complex soundscape, the CadnaA 
model was used to estimate the various noise sources and their effects on the 
ambient noise environment. The CadnaA modeling accounted for 14 receptor 
points surrounding the Project site and are labeled modeling points A through N 
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in the analysis below. Operational noise from the Project was evaluated at each 
modeling point and compared to the closest ambient noise levels measured at R1 
through R8 for each respective modeling point. 

Stationary noise impacts were evaluated by identifying the noise levels generated 
by outdoor stationary noise sources, such as open spaces, outdoor activities, 
rooftop mechanical equipment, parking facilities, and loading area activity, 
calculating the hourly Leq noise level from each noise source at sensitive receptor 
property lines, and comparing such noise levels to existing ambient noise levels. 
Open spaces and outdoor activities may generate noise from people 
conversing/talking while engaging in activities such as picnicking, exercising, 
recreational sports (e.g., catch, frisbee, etc.) or other similar recreational 
activities. In addition, within the Meadow park zone, park users may apply for 
special events permits, such as for outdoor concerts, movie nights, or luncheons, 
that could potentially be held within the Meadow outdoor open spaces and could 
utilize amplified speakers. The combined noise levels from each operational 
noise source were estimated to evaluate composite noise level impacts at the 
nearest sensitive receptor.  

Page 3.12-28 The text in Section 3.12.3, Significance Thresholds and Criteria, Subsection, 
Methodology – On-Site Stationary Point-Source Noise (Operation), is revised to 
state as follows: 

The Meadow, once completed, would feature two lawn areas that could host local 
events such as concerts and outdoor movie screenings; ornamental gardens; a 
picnic grove; wetland habitat terraces with walkways; floating wetland islands; 
and an observational platform. As such, The Meadow may include the use of an 
amplified sound system for purposes of this noise assessment, an amplified sound 
system is included as a noise source in The Meadow generating a sound level of 
up to 91 dBA Leq at 25 feet from the sound system (University of Michigan 
Department of Environmental Health Science 2016). 

Page 3.12-38 Text was added in Section 3.12.5, Impacts and Mitigation Measures, Subsection, 
Construction – Significance Determination, after the final paragraph before Table 
3.12-14 as follows: 

Short-term noise levels constituting the thresholds of pain and hearing damage 
are 120 dB and 140 dB, respectively (Kinsler, 1982).1 Table 3.12-14 and Table 
3.12-15 show average daytime mitigated construction noise levels at each of the 
studied receptors; the predicted levels are substantially below the thresholds of 
pain and hearing damage. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
require hearing conservation plans when noise levels continuously exceed 85 

 
1 Kinsler et al. Fundamentals of Acoustics, 1982. 
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dBA over an 8-hour period.2 The predicted noise levels at the nearest receptors 
would not exceed 85 dBA, with the exception of occasional use of concrete saws 
and operation of individual pieces of construction equipment. Consequently, the 
significant and unavoidable noise impact is not generated by virtue of noise 
levels that would be considered harmful but, rather, as a result of the magnitude 
of the increase over existing ambient noise levels without construction at certain 
receptor locations. Therefore, Project construction noise would not result in 
adverse health effects related to pain, the onset of hearing loss, or other 
significant health effects. 

Page 3.12-43 The text in Section 3.12.5, Impacts and Mitigation Measures, Subsection, 
Increased Occupancy in Outdoor Spaces, is revised to state as follows: 

As discussed in Chapter II, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, the Project 
would incorporate publicly accessible open space and amenities, available to the 
general public. Special events, including outdoor concerts, movie nights, or 
luncheons could potentially be held at the outdoor open spaces and could require 
amplified sound.3  

The Meadow, which is a publicly accessible open space with lawn and shade 
trees. It is anticipated that most use of this area will be during the hours of 5:00 
A.M. to 10:00 P.M. It is not anticipated that any people would congregate in the 
area during nighttime hours. The Meadow would be closest to sensitive receptor 
location R3. The area is approximately 7.5 acres, and completion of the Project 
would accommodate an increase of an estimated 130 people. Amplified noise 
would be permitted only during special events and is discussed in further detail 
below. No amplified noise would be permitted in this area. 

Page 3.12-46 The text in Section 3.12.5, Impacts and Mitigation Measures, Subsection, Special 
Events, is revised to remove the following text: 

Special Events 
Special events such as outdoor concerts, movie nights, or luncheons could 
potentially be held at the outdoor open spaces and could require amplified sound. 
Under the proposed Project, special events would occur within The Meadow 
analyzed above based on provided maximum occupancy levels of 600 people. 
Noise levels from special events under the proposed Project have been 
encompassed in the analyses of the individual open space areas and are shown in 
Table 3.12-20. Figure 3.12-6 shows the modeled speaker locations. 

 
2 OSHA, Occupational Safety and Health Standards Part 1910.95, Occupational Noise Exposure. Available at: 

https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1910/1910.95 
3 Under the Project, special events would occur within the outdoor spaces analyzed based on occupancy herein. 

Therefore, noise levels from special events under the Project have been encompassed in the analysis of individual 
open space areas. 
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Page 3.12-46 The text in Section 3.12.5, Impacts and Mitigation Measures, Subsection, 
Composite Noise Levels from Project Operations, is revised to state: 

As shown in Table 3.12-2120, the combined noise levels from mechanical 
equipment, loading activities and refuse, and open spaces without amplified 
music would not exceed the significance threshold of 5 dBA over ambient noise 
levels at any of the receptor locations. As shown in Table 3.12-22, the combined 
noise levels from mechanical equipment, loading activities and refuse, and open 
spaces with amplified music from special events would exceed the significance 
threshold of 5 dBA over ambient noise levels at receptor locations R3 and R4. 
Therefore, impacts from on-site operational noise would be less than significant 
without amplified music and would be potentially significant with amplified 
music from special events. 

Page 3.12-47 Table 3.12-20, Special Event Noise Levels, is removed from the Draft EIR: 
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TABLE 3.12-20 
 SPECIAL EVENT NOISE LEVELS [DELETED] 

Modeled 
Receptor 

Corresponding 
Sensitive 
Receptor 

Ambient 
Noise Level  

(dBA Leq) 

Combined Noise Level (dBA Leq) 

Amplified 
Speaker, on 
bluff facing 

east 

Amplified 
Speaker, on 
bluff facing 

west 

Amplified 
Speaker, on 
bluff facing 

south 

Amplified 
Speaker, on 
bluff facing 

north 

Amplified 
Speaker in east 
Meadows facing 

west 

Amplified 
Speaker in 

west Meadows 
facing east 

Amplified 
Speaker in 

south Meadows 
facing north 

Amplified 
Speaker in 

north Meadows 
facing south 

A R1 55.9 56.1 57.0 56.0 58.9 56.1 55.9 56.3 55.9 

B R2 59.3 59.3 59.3 59.3 59.8 59.3 59.3 59.6 59.3 

C R3 56.2 58.0 56.9 57.1 65.6 58.1 56.3 63.4 58.3 

D R3 56.2 59.5 57.2 57.7 66.6 58.2 57.3 59.5 61.2 

E R3 56.2 58.8 56.9 56.6 63.4 58.5 60.8 60.3 67.4 

F R3 56.2 72.5 60.4 62.8 59.2 64.8 63.0 64.4 68.7 

G R4 65.1 66.6 65.4 70.6 65.4 65.6 65.3 68.9 68.3 

H R4 65.1 65.2 65.3 67.6 65.2 65.3 65.2 65.1 66.3 

I R5 51.3 51.3 51.3 52.4 51.3 51.4 51.4 51.3 52.2 

J R6 61.0 61.0 61.0 61.1 61.0 61.0 61.0 61.0 61.1 

K R8 61.4 61.6 63.0 62.8 61.5 62.7 61.6 61.6 62.4 

L R8 61.4 61.6 64.8 61.9 61.7 63.7 61.6 61.6 61.5 

M R7 56.5 56.7 60.0 56.9 56.8 59.1 56.7 56.7 56.6 

N R8 61.4 61.5 65.3 61.6 61.9 64.1 61.6 61.7 61.4 

NOTE: Bold values and shaded cells indicate an increase of 5 dBA or greater over ambient noise levels. 

SOURCE: ESA, 2022. 
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Page 3.12-48 Figure 3.12-6, Special Event Speaker Locations, is removed. 

Page 3.12-49 Table 3.12-21 title is revised as follows: 

TABLE 3.12-2120 
 OPERATIONAL ON-SITE NOISE LEVELS WITHOUT AMPLIFIED SPEAKERS 

 
Page 3.12-50 Table 3.12-22, Operational On-Site Noise Levels with Amplified Speakers, is 

removed from the Draft EIR: 
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TABLE 3.12-22 
 OPERATIONAL ON-SITE NOISE LEVELS WITH AMPLIFIED SPEAKERS [DELETED] 

Modeled 
Receptor  

Corresponding 
Sensitive 
Receptor 

Daytime 
Ambient 

Noise 
Levels 

(dBA Leq) 

Noise Source (dBA Leq) 

Total 
Composite 
Noise (dBA 

Leq) 

Total Sound 
Level 

Increase 
(Composite 
+ Ambient – 

Ambient) 
Significant 

Impact? HVAC 
Amplified 
Speakersa 

Park Zone Occupancy Increase 

The 
Knoll 

The 
Meadow 

East 
Narrows 

West 
Narrows 

The 
South 
Valley 

The 
Eucalyptus 

Grove 

Silver 
Lake 

Perimeter 

A R1 55.9 3.2 55.9 11.8 14 9.6 12.5 1.9 18.6 21.5 58.9 3.0 No 

B R2 59.3 3.4 49.8 11.4 12.4 6.2 17.1 3.3 20 22.4 59.8 0.5 No 

C R3 56.2 0.8 65.1 29 30.6 15.2 12.2 3 -0.8 16.4 65.6 9.4 Yes 

D R3 56.2 6.2 66.2 29.7 31.4 15.5 13.3 5.8 -0.8 17.1 66.6 10.4 Yes 

E R3 56.2 7.3 67.1 25.9 36.6 12.9 15.7 7.3 1.2 17.6 67.4 11.2 Yes 

F R3 56.2 9.0 72.4 12.9 39.9 18.8 20.8 9.2 14.6 22.4 72.5 16.3 Yes 

G R4 65.1 10.8 69.2 10.6 39 29.9 24.7 11.1 16.9 28 70.6 5.5 Yes 

H R4 65.1 15.4 63.9 7.4 27.2 39.9 28.9 14.8 16.1 37.7 67.6 2.5 No 

I R5 51.3 21.5 45.9 -2.9 10.7 19.6 24 25.8 9.6 20.5 52.4 1.1 No 

J R6 61.0 33.0 44.5 -3.2 6.6 18 19.5 40.2 0.5 16.8 61.1 0.1 No 

K R8 61.4 18.9 58 7.1 26.5 24.1 43.1 16 15 34.9 63.1 1.7 No 

L R8 61.4 -0.3 62.1 10 25.9 19.8 40.8 6.1 20 34.4 64.8 3.4 No 

M R7 56.5 -0.5 57.4 6.7 21.3 14.7 26.8 1 15 23.2 60.0 3.5 No 

N R8 61.4 2.8 63.1 11 26.2 18.5 38.9 7.7 30.3 34 65.4 4.0 No 

NOTE: Bold values and shaded cells indicate an increase of 5 dBA or greater over ambient noise levels. On-site operational noise modeling worksheets are provided in Appendix J. 

a Amplified speaker noise levels presented are the maximum noise level from each scenario at each receptor location 

SOURCE: ESA, 2022. 
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Page 3.12-51 Text is revised for Section 3.12.5, Impacts and Mitigation Measures, 
Subsections, Mitigation Measures and Significance Determination, as follows: 

  Mitigation Measures:  
NOISE-4: Special Event Permit - Amplified Speaker System. The use of an 
amplified speaker system in the Meadow shall avoid facing north or south to 
limit noise impacts at the nearby sensitive receptors, as feasible. Special event 
permits shall be issued prior to any special event with provisions related to 
speaker directionality, hours of operations, and noise level restrictions. Further, 
temporary noise barriers, blankets, or baffles may be required on either side of 
and behind speakers to limit the amount of excess noise reaching nearby sensitive 
receptors. None required. 

Significance Determination:  
Significant and Unavoidable Less than significant. 

While Mitigation Measure NOISE-4, Special Event Permit – Amplified Sound 
would require a special event permit and establish guidelines for speaker 
placement and directionality, operating hours, and the use of temporary noise 
barriers, blankets, or baffles may be required on either side of and behind 
speakers to limit the amount of excess noise reaching nearby sensitive receptors, 
noise from the amplified speaker system for special events may still temporarily 
exceed the significance threshold at sensitive receptors near to the amplified 
speaker system at location R3. Because special events may include outdoor 
concerts, movie nights, luncheons, or other similar types of events that draw 
members of the community, it may not be feasible to reduce the volume of the 
amplified speaker system to a level below the significance threshold while still 
retaining a sufficient volume level for people in the Meadow park zone to 
adequately hear and enjoy the special event. Therefore, while Mitigation Measure 
NOISE-4 would minimize sound from the amplified speaker systems for special 
events to the extent feasible, noise impacts would be significant and unavoidable 
even after mitigation is applied. 

Page 3.12-51 
to 3.12-52 Text and Table 3.12-23 heading in Section 3.12.5, Impacts and Mitigation 

Measures, Subsection, Structural Damage – On-Site Equipment, are revised as 
follows: 

Project construction would generate varying degrees of ground vibration, 
depending on the construction procedures and the construction equipment used. 
The PPV vibration velocities for several types of construction equipment 
measured at increasing distances are identified in Table 3.12-2123. Table 3.12-
2123 provides the estimated vibration velocity levels at the nearest off-site 
structures to the Project site, which include V1 (Single-family residential uses to 
the north, west, and northwest of the Project site near the corner of West Silver 
Lake Drive and Tesla Avenue), V2 (Single-family residential uses to the north, 
east, and northeast of the Project site at the corner of Armstrong Avenue and 
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Tesla Avenue), V3 (Neighborhood Nursery School at the corner of Armstrong 
Avenue and Tesla Avenue), V4 (Single-family residential uses to the east of the 
Project site along Silver Lake Boulevard, including the Neutra House), V5 
(Single-family residential uses to the southeast of the Project site along Silver 
Lake Boulevard), V6 (Single-family residential uses to the south of the Project 
site along Silver Lake Boulevard),V7 (Single-family residential uses to the west 
of the Project site along West Silver Lake Drive), and V8 (South Outlet 
Chlorination Station and Meter House north of the existing Recreation Center). 
Note that receptors V1, V2, V5, V7, and V8 are conservatively assumed to be 
historic resources and use a significance threshold of 0.12 in/sec PPV. These 
receptors are assumed to be located within the Neutra Residential Historic 
District (V5), the Silver Lake Residential Historic District (V1, V2, and V7), or 
are historic resources located within the Project site’s South Valley (V8) (FTA 
2018). All other buildings in the area would be located at greater distances to the 
Project site and would experience lower vibration velocities from on-site 
construction activity. 

TABLE 3.12-2123 
 CONSTRUCTION VIBRATION IMPACTS – BUILDING DAMAGE 

 
As indicated in Table 3.12-2123, the estimated vibration velocity levels from 
construction equipment would not exceed the significance thresholds of 0.12 
in/sec PPV and 0.2 in/sec PPV at any of the sensitive receptors. 

Page 3.12-53 
to 3.12-54 Revise text and Table 3.12-24 heading in Section 3.12.5, Impacts and Mitigation 

Measures, Subsection, Human Annoyance – On-Site Equipment, as follows: 

With respect to human annoyance, the FTA’s Transit Noise and Vibration Impact 
Assessment identifies residential buildings as sensitive receptors. As discussed 
above, per FTA guidance, the significance criteria for human annoyance is 72 
VdB for sensitive uses, including residential uses, assuming a minimum of 70 
vibration events occurring during a typical construction day. Table 3.12-2224 
provides the estimated vibration levels at the off-site sensitive uses due to 
construction equipment operation and compares the estimated vibration levels to 
the specified significance criteria for human annoyance. As indicated in 
Table 3.12-2224, the estimated groundborne vibration levels from off-road 
construction equipment would exceed the significance criteria for human 
annoyance at the adjacent sensitive receptor locations V1, V2, and V4 through 
V7. Therefore, potential vibration impacts with respect to human annoyance 
that would result from temporary vibration from off-road construction 
equipment would be significant prior to the implementation of mitigation 
measures at sensitive receptor location V1, V2, and V4 through V7. 
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TABLE 3.12-2224 
 CONSTRUCTION VIBRATION IMPACTS – HUMAN ANNOYANCE 

 
Page 3.12-54 Mitigation Measure NOISE-5 been renumbered as follows: 

NOISE-45: Equipment Setbacks. The operation of construction equipment that 
generates high levels of vibration during any phase of construction occurring in 
the South Valley will be limited to setback distances from receptor V8. Receptor 
V8 includes the South Outlet Chlorination Station and Meter House. Setback 
distances apply in all directions surrounding the two buildings identified as V8. 
The following equipment shall be prohibited from operating within their 
respective setback distances: 

• Large bulldozers shall be prohibited within 21 feet of receptor V8 

• Loaded Trucks shall be prohibited within 19 feet of receptor V8 

• Jackhammers shall be prohibited within 12 feet of receptor V8 

• Small bulldozer shall be prohibited within 3 feet of receptor V8 

The contractor(s) shall require and document compliance with the minimum 
allowable setbacks in a construction vibration management plan, which shall be 
provided to the City prior to issuance of a demolition permit. The construction 
vibration management plan shall detail the types of equipment to be used during 
demolition, grading, and building construction, estimated vibration velocities, 
and distance to vibration receptor V8. Equipment and or alternative construction 
techniques to be used within the required setbacks for large bulldozers, loaded 
trucks, jackhammers, and small bulldozers shall be identified to ensure that 
vibration velocities will not exceed thresholds for potential structural damage.  

Page 3.12-55 Text and Table 3.12-25 heading in Section 3.12.5, Impacts and Mitigation 
Measures, Subsection, Significance Determination (groundborne vibration-
structural damage), are revised as follows: 

With implementation of Mitigation Measure NOISE-45, potential structural 
vibration impacts on receptor V8 would be mitigated to less than significant. 
Table 3.12-2325 shows the estimated vibration levels at V8 with 
implementation of NOISE-45. 

TABLE 3.12-2325 
 MITIGATED CONSTRUCTION VIBRATION IMPACTS – STRUCTURAL DAMAGE 

 
Page 3.12-59 Text in Section 3.12.5, Impacts and Mitigation Measures, Subsection, 

Cumulative Impact, is revised as follows: 

Due to provisions set forth in the LAMC that limit stationary source noise from 
items, such as rooftop mechanical equipment and amplified sound, noise levels 
would be less than significant at the property line for each related project. As 
analyzed above, noise impacts associated with the Project on-site operations 
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would be less than significant, with the exception of amplified speaker systems 
during special events, which would be significant and unavoidable for the 
Project. The nearest related project with an operational component4 is Related 
Project No. 4, which would consist of 6 condominium units across 3 lots and is 
located approximately 800 feet to the east of the Project site. Noise from the 
Related Project’s on-site sources would be limited to areas in the immediate 
vicinity of each related project. Although each related project could potentially 
impact an adjacent sensitive use, that potential impact would be localized to that 
specific area and would not contribute to cumulative noise conditions at or 
adjacent to the Project site. Nonetheless, because the Project would have a 
significant and unavoidable impact from the use of amplified speaker systems 
during special events, operational on-site noise from the Related Project could 
combine with the operational on-site noise from the Project (i.e., amplified 
speaker systems during special events). Therefore, the Project’s contribution to 
operational noise would not be cumulatively considerable, and cumulative 
impacts from on-site noise associated with operation of the Project and related 
projects would be significant and unavoidable less than significant. 

Page 3.12-60 Text in Section 3.12.5, Impacts and Mitigation Measures, Subsections, 
Cumulative Impact- Construction/Operation Noise and Cumulative Impact – 
Construction/Operation – Groundborne Vibration, and Section 3.12.6, Summary 
of Impacts, is revised as follows: 

Mitigation Measures:  
Implementation of Mitigation Measure NOISE-1 through NOISE-34 would 
reduce temporary on-site construction noise and operational noise at the Project 
site. However, the noise levels would remain significant and unavoidable and, 
therefore, could contribute to a significant cumulative construction and 
operational (amplified speaker systems during special events) noise impact. 

Significance Determination:  
Significant and Unavoidable Impact during construction and operations 
(amplified speaker systems during special events) 

Construction/Operation - Groundborne Vibration 
Due to rapid attenuation characteristics of groundborne vibration, only related 
projects located adjacent to the same sensitive receptors would result in 
cumulatively considerable vibration impacts. However, there are no structures 
adjacent to both the Project and any related project that could be impacted by 
potential cumulative vibration from overlapping construction. Vibration 
attenuates at high rates with distance. Therefore, construction vibration would 
only affect sensitive uses located directly adjacent to the Proposed Project and 
another related project. Therefore, due to the rapid attenuation of vibration, 
should construction of a related project overlap with Project construction, it 

 
4 Related Projects No. 12 and No. 13 are also within 1,000 feet of the Project site; however, these related projects are 

City infrastructure projects that upon completion would not generate any operational noise or vibration. 
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would not contribute to the Project’s construction vibration impacts and no 
cumulative impacts associated with related projects would occur. 

Due to the rapid attenuation characteristics of groundborne vibration and distance 
from each of the related projects to the Project site, there is no potential for 
cumulative operational impacts with respect to groundborne vibration. 
Therefore, operation of the Project, considered together with related 
projects, would not result in a significant cumulative impact. 

Mitigation Measures:  
Implementation of Mitigation Measure NOISE-45. 

3.12.6 Summary of Impacts 
Table 3.12-2426 summarizes the impact significance determinations and lists 
mitigation measures related to noise. 

Page 3.12-61 Table 3.12-26 has been revised as follows:  

TABLE 3.12-2426 
 SUMMARY OF PROPOSED PROJECT IMPACTS TO NOISE [REVISED] 

Impact Mitigation Measure Significance 

3.12-1: Noise Standards   

    Construction Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-3 SU 

    Operations Mitigation Measure NOISE-4 None Required SU LTS 

3.12-2: Groundborne Vibration   

    Construction Structural Damage Mitigation Measure NOISE-45 LTSM 

    Construction Human Annoyance None Feasible SU 

    Operations None Required LTS 

3.12-3: Airport Noise None Required NI 

3.12-4: Cumulative Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-5 SU 

    Construction Noise Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-35 SU 

    Construction Vibration Mitigation Measure NOISE-4 LTSM 

    Operational Noise None Required LTS 

    Operational Vibration None Required NI 

NOTES: 

NI = No Impact, no mitigation proposed 

LTS = Less than Significant, no mitigation proposed 

LTSM = Less than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated 

SU = Significant and Unavoidable 
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Draft EIR Section 3.15, Recreation and Parks 

Page 3.15-13 The text for Impact 3.15-1, New Park Facility, is revised as follows: 

The proposed Project would also allow for large, scheduled public events, 
including outdoor concerts, movie nights, or luncheons, and requiring amplified 
sound. It is anticipated that up to approximately 600 visitors would attend such 
events, with a mixture of approximately 70 percent of attendees coming from the 
immediate neighborhood by walking or other non-vehicle means, and 30 percent 
driving in to attend the event. 

Page 3.15-16 The text for Impact 3.15-3, Recreational Facilities, is revised as follows: 

The proposed Project would redesign the SLRC into proposed park zones for 
recreational use; thereby increasing the quantity and quality of recreational 
facilities within the community. The proposed Project’s physical impacts on the 
environment associated with operations are analyzed within Chapter 3, 
Environmental Setting, Impact Analysis, and Mitigation Measures of this Draft 
EIR. The proposed Project would result in impacts related to air quality, 
biological resources, and transportation. With the implementation of mitigation 
measures, operational impacts would be less than significant with the exception 
of noise impacts associated with public events. As discussed in Section 3.12, 
Noise, operational noise would result in a significant and unavoidable impact 
even after mitigation. Impacts to noise during public events would remain 
significant and unavoidable. 

Page 3.15-16 The text for Impact 3.15-3, Recreational Facilities, is revised as follows: 

Less than Significant Impact. Significant and Unavoidable related to Operational 
Noise during special events. While Mitigation Measure NOISE-4, Special Event 
Permit – Amplified Sound would require a special event permit and establish 
guidelines for speaker placement and directionality, operating hours, and the use 
of temporary noise barriers, blankets, or baffles may be required on either side of 
and behind speakers to limit the amount of excess noise reaching nearby sensitive 
receptors, noise from the amplified speaker system for special events may still 
temporarily exceed the significance threshold at sensitive receptors near to the 
amplified speaker system. Because special events may include outdoor concerts, 
movie nights, luncheons, or other similar types of events that draw members of 
the community, it may not be feasible to reduce the volume of the amplified 
speaker system to a level below the significance threshold while still retaining a 
sufficient volume level for people in the Meadow park zone to adequately hear 
and enjoy the special event. Therefore, while Mitigation Measure NOISE-4 
would minimize sound from the amplified speaker systems for special events to 
the extent feasible, noise impacts would be significant and unavoidable even after 
mitigation is applied. 
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Page 3.15-17 Table 3.15-1 is revised as follows: 

TABLE 3.15-1 
 SUMMARY OF PROPOSED PROJECT IMPACTS TO RECREATIONAL FACILITIES [REVISED] 

Impact Mitigation Measure Significance 

3.15-1: New Park Facility None Required LTS 

3.15-2: Neighborhood and Regional 
Parks 

None Required LTS 

3.15-3: Recreational Facilities 
All mitigation measures listed in 
the Executive Summary Table 
ES-4 related to construction and 
operations 

SU during construction (due to 
construction Noise and 

groundborne vibration-human 
annoyance) and during operation 

(due to Special Events Noise) 

3.15-3: Cumulative None Required LTS 

NOTES: 

NI = No Impact, no mitigation proposed 

LTS = Less than Significant, no mitigation proposed 

LTSM = Less than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated 

SU = Significant and Unavoidable 

 

Draft EIR Section 3.16, Transportation 

Page 3.16-14 The text for Impact 3.16-1, Program, Plan, Ordinance, or Policy, is revised as 
follows: 

To minimize conflict points and address this potential incompatibility, the 
proposed Project would improve the bike lanes within Silver Lake Boulevard, 
including the use of lane buffers to create protected bike lanes consistent with 
LADOT design recommendations. Offsite improvements would occur along 
Silver Lake Boulevard, between Armstrong Avenue and Duane Street for a 
length of approximately 3,000 feet. As described in Chapter 2, Project 
Description, two design options for improvement are proposed along this portion 
of the proposed Project (see Figure 2-16). Option 1 would include an improved 
bike lane on the west side of the road, closest to the SLRC, buffered by a 2-foot 
sidewalk running the length of this segment, followed by the addition of parallel 
parking on the west side of the road. Option 2 the proposed Project would 
include restriping along Silver Lake Boulevard to with improvements to the bike 
lane only and no addition of parking. Both options The proposed improvements 
would result in protected bike lanes which would protect cyclists from conflict 
points. In addition, Option 1 would increase pedestrian safety by providing 
parking opportunities adjacent to the site, avoiding the need to cross Silver Lake 
Boulevard. With these project improvements, the Project would not conflict with 
a program, plan, (including the Mobility Plan 2035), ordinance or policy 
addressing the circulation system, including transit, roadway, bicycle and 
pedestrian facilities. Impacts would be less than significant.  
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Page 3.16-15 The text for Impact 3.16-2, Conflict with CEQA Guidelines section 15064.3, 
subdivision (b), is revised to state as follows: 

The Project is considered to be primarily a locally-serving use since it is located 
in a densely populated residential and commercial area. There are no major 
regional serving amenities planned such as golf courses, athletic fields complexes 
(multiple soccer fields and baseball diamonds), boating and fishing. Although the 
Project would support periodic special events within the SLRC such as concerts 
or movie nights (without the use of amplified speakers) that would have a larger 
draw, these events would be subject to PDF-TRA-5: Site-Specific Traffic Control 
and Transit Plan for Large Events. As a result, the proposed Project would not 
result in a significant impact regarding VMT and no mitigation measures are 
required. 

Page 3.16-17 The text for Impact 3.16-3, Geometric Design Features, is revised to state as 
follows: 

To enhance safety in the area, the proposed Project would include improvements 
to two local intersections to enhance safety for pedestrians and vehicles. These 
enhancements would include installing high visibility crosswalks subject to final 
approval by LADOT flashing beacons at the Silver Lake Boulevard and 
Armstrong Avenue intersection (JBA, 2022; Section 3.6.3.1) and at the West 
Silver Lake Drive and Hawick Street intersection (JBA, 2022; Section 3.6.3.2). 
These improvements are included in the Project description and are described in 
Appendix K. 

Draft EIR Section 3.18, Utilities and Service Systems 

Page 3.18-23 The text for Impact 3.18-2, Water Supplies, is revised to state as follows: 

The Water Quality Model (CWE 202) for the proposed Project estimates that the 
annual average volume of Basin 4-12 groundwater which is currently pumped 
into the SLRC is 241 AFY, and would not be changed be reduced to 
approximately 227 AFY following implementation of the proposed Project. 
(CWE 2020). Relative to existing Basin 4-12 capacities, the proposed Project 
would contribute to a beneficial impact on groundwater supplies. Further, over 
the course of the entire 20-year modeled period from 1999 to 2019, the Water 
Quality Model found that the maximum groundwater required by the proposed 
Project would be 338 AFY. If this volume were to be pumped during the 
operational life of the Proposed project, increased pumping from Pollock Well #3 
would be negligible relative to volumes currently pumped from the Pollock 
Wellfield.  
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Draft EIR Chapter 4, Other Environmental Considerations 

Page 4-2 The following text is removed from Section 4.0, Other Environmental 
Considerations, Subsection 4.2, Significant Environmental Effects that Cannot be 
Avoided by the Proposed Project Should it Be Implemented:  

While Mitigation Measure NOISE-4, applicable to amplified speaker systems for 
special events, would require a special event permit and establish guidelines for 
speaker placement and directionality, operating hours, and the use of temporary 
noise barriers, blankets, or baffles may be required on either side of and behind 
speakers to limit the amount of excess noise reaching nearby sensitive receptors, 
noise from the amplified speaker system for special events may still temporarily 
exceed the significance threshold at sensitive receptors near to the amplified 
speaker system at location R3. Because special events may include outdoor 
concerts, movie nights, luncheons, or other similar types of events that draw 
members of the community, it may not be feasible to reduce the volume of the 
amplified speaker system to a level below the significance threshold while still 
retaining a sufficient volume level for people in the Meadow park zone to 
adequately hear and enjoy the special event. Therefore, while Mitigation Measure 
NOISE-4 would minimize sound from the amplified speaker systems for special 
events to the extent feasible, impacts would be significant and unavoidable. 

Page 4-3 The text in Section 4.0, Other Environmental Considerations, Subsection 4.2, 
Significant Environmental Effects that Cannot be Avoided by the Proposed 
Project Should it Be Implemented is revised as follows:  

As discussed in Section 3.15, Recreation and Parks, the proposed Project would 
result in significant and unavoidable construction and operational impacts related 
to recreational facilities as construction noise and noise associated with amplified 
music from special events would remain significant and unavoidable as discussed 
above.  

Draft EIR Chapter 5, Analysis of Alternatives 

Page 5-2 The text in Section 5.0, Analysis of Alternatives, Subsection 5.1.2, Review of 
Significant Environmental Impacts is revised to state as follows:  

The proposed Project would result in significant and unavoidable impacts as 
itemized below: 

• Noise during construction and during operation for special events; 

• Vibration during construction; 

• Recreation and parks due to secondary impacts associated with noise during 
construction and during operation for special events; 

• Cumulative noise during construction and during operation for special 
events. 
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Page 5-3 The text in Section 5.0, Analysis of Alternatives, Subsection 5.3, Alternatives to 
the proposed Project is revised as follows:  

As shown in Chapter 3, Environmental Analysis, of this Draft EIR, the proposed 
Project would not have significant long-term impacts due to Project construction 
that would require consideration of alternatives that would reduce such impacts. 
However, the proposed Project would have significant and unavoidable noise 
impacts during operation activities that cannot be fully mitigated through feasible 
noise control measures, and includes several potential project impacts that were 
reduced to less than significant with the incorporation of mitigation measures as 
described in Section 5.1.3 Review of Significant Environmental Impacts. The 
following alternatives to the Project were selected to inform evaluation of the 
Project in light of the significant and unavoidable environmental impact of the 
Project (i.e., construction noise and vibration, operational noise during special 
events, and recreational facilities due to construction noise and operational noise 
during special event noise), significant impacts of the Project that would be 
mitigated to a level of less than significant, the objectives established for the 
Project (listed above), the feasibility of the alternatives considered, and public 
input received during the scoping period: 

• Alternative 1 – No Project Alternative 

• Alternative 2 – Reduced Project Alternative 

• Alternative 3 – Silver Lake Reservoirs Natural Lands and Open Space 
Preserve Alternative  

Page 5-8 Figure 5-1 has been modified to remove the floating docks. This figure would 
replace Figure 5-1 included in the Draft EIR. 

See updated Figure 5-1 on the following page. 

Page 5-17 The text in Section 5.0, Analysis of Alternatives, Subsection 5.5.1, No Project 
Alternative – Noise is revised as follows:  

Under the No Project Alternative, no physical changes to the environment would 
occur, and therefore would not have any potential to generate noise or vibration 
beyond what currently exists. Because this Alternative would not result in any 
construction activities or planned events and would not modify the existing 
operation of facilities within the SLRC, no impacts related to noise or vibration 
would occur. The Alternative would avoid a significant and unavoidable noise 
impacts associated with planned events at the park and construction and would 
avoid a significant unavoidable impact of construction vibration. Therefore, noise 
and vibration impacts would be less than under the proposed Project. 
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Page 5-17 The text in Section 5.0, Analysis of Alternatives, Subsection 5.5.1, Alternative 1 – 
No Project Alternative, Recreation and Parks is revised as follows:  

The No Project Alternative would not involve the construction or operation of a 
new recreational facilities at the project site. As such, because Alternative 1 
would not provide new recreational facilities to meet the existing or future 
demand, this alternative could result in the increased use of existing 
neighborhood or regional parks or other recreational facilities such that 
substantial deterioration could occur, or could require the construction of new or 
expanded parks elsewhere, which might have adverse impacts on the 
environment not already identified in this EIR. However, Alternative 1 would 
avoid all of the significant and unavoidable impacts associated with recreation 
and parks due to construction and event noise. Therefore, Alternative 1 would 
result in fewer impacts related to recreation compared to the proposed Project.  

Page 5-20 to 
5-21 The text in Section 5.0, Analysis of Alternatives, Subsection 5.5.2, Alternative 2 – 

Reduced Project Alternative, Noise is revised as follows:  
Fewer construction activities would occur under Alternative 2 that could generate 
noise or vibration. As a result, construction noise and vibration would be slightly 
less than the proposed Project. Construction noise would remain significant and 
unavoidable. However, construction related vibration would be eliminated since 
no new structures would be built. Once implemented, the Reduced Project 
Alternative would not allow permitted special events. This would avoid a 
significant and unavoidable impact of the project related to operational noise. 
This would reduce the impact of the proposed Project related to operational 
noise; however, the impacts would remain less than significant. Therefore, 
operational noise and construction vibration impacts would be less than under the 
proposed Project. 

Page 5-21 The text in Section 5.0, Analysis of Alternatives, Subsection 5.5.2, Alternative 2 – 
Reduced Project Alternative, Recreation and Parks is revised as follows: 

Alternative 2 would support public access of the park similar to the proposed 
Project. It would not result in increased use of other neighborhood or regional 
parks or recreational facilities such that substantial deterioration could occur, or 
could require the construction of new or expanded parks elsewhere, which might 
have adverse impacts on the environment not already identified in this EIR. Since 
special events would not occur, Alternative 2 would avoid a significant and 
unavoidable further reduce the less than significant operation impact to 
Recreation and Parks, although construction. However, construction noise would 
remain significant and unavoidable. Therefore, Alternative 2 would adversely 
impact recreation and parks less than the proposed Project.  
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Page 5-25 The text in Section 5.0, Analysis of Alternatives, Subsection 5.5.3, Alternative 3 – 
Silver Lake Reservoirs Natural Lands and Open Space Preserve Alternative, 
Noise is revised to state as follows: 

Fewer construction activities would occur under Alternative 3 that could generate 
noise or vibration. As a result, construction noise and vibration would be less 
than the proposed Project, but still remain significant and unavoidable. Once 
constructed, Alternative 3 would not allow permitted special events with the use 
of amplified sound. This would avoid a significant and unavoidable further 
reduce the less than significant impact of the proposed Project during operations. 
Therefore, operational noise impacts would be less under Alternative 3 than 
under the proposed Project. 

Page 5-25 The text in Section 5.0, Analysis of Alternatives, Subsection 5.5.3, Alternative 3 – 
Silver Lake Reservoirs Natural Lands and Open Space Preserve Alternative, 
Recreation and Parks is revised to state as follows: 

Alternative 3 would support public access of the park in certain areas, but less 
than the proposed Project. It would not result in increased use of other 
neighborhood or regional parks or recreational facilities such that substantial 
deterioration could occur, or could require the construction of new or expanded 
parks elsewhere, which might have adverse impacts on the environment not 
already identified in this EIR. Since special events would not occur, Alternative 3 
would avoid a significant and unavoidable further reduce the less than significant 
operation impact to Recreation and Parks, although construction noise would 
remain significant and unavoidable. Therefore, Alternative 3 would impact 
recreation and parks less than the proposed Project.  

Page 5-26 The text in Section 5.0, Analysis of Alternatives, Subsection 5.6.1, Avoidance of 
Significant Environmental Impacts is revised to state as follows: 

Table 5-5 identifies environmental impacts that would result from the proposed 
Project and each of the alternatives. Table 5-6 compares the severity of the 
impacts resulting from the project alternatives with the proposed Project. The two 
action alternatives would result in reduced construction impacts and would 
eliminate the significant and unavoidable impact associated with operational 
noise during permitted special events at the SLRC.  

Page 5-27 Portions of Table 5-5 requiring revisions are included below and have been 
revised as follows (other portions of the table remain the same):  
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TABLE 5-5 
 SUMMARY OF CEQA ANALYSIS BY ALTERNATIVE [REVISED] 

Environmental Resource 

Alternative 1 - 
No Project 
Alternative Proposed Project 

Alternative 2 – 
Reduced Project 
Alternative 

Alternative 3 – 
Silver Lake Reservoirs 
Natural Lands and 
Open Space Preserve 
Alternative 

Noise No Impact Significant and 
Unavoidable Impact 
for construction noise, 
construction vibration, 
operational noise, and 
cumulative noise 

Less than significant 
impact for operational 
noise 

Less than Significant 
Impact with Mitigation 
for Operational Noise 
and construction 
vibration 

Significant and 
Unavoidable for 
construction noise 
and cumulative noise 

Less than Significant 
Impact with Mitigation 
for Operational Noise 

Significant and 
Unavoidable for 
construction noise and 
vibration and cumulative 
noise 

Recreation and Parks No Impact Significant and 
Unavoidable Impact 
for construction 

Less than significant 
impact during 
operation 

Significant and 
Unavoidable for 
construction noise 

Significant and 
Unavoidable Less 
than Significant 
Impact for operation 
during special events 

Significant and 
Unavoidable for 
construction noise 

Significant and 
Unavoidable Less than 
Significant Impact for 
operation during special 
events 

 

3.2 Clarifications 
In November 2022, the LADWP Board adopted a resolution (No. 023 097) that directed LADWP 
staff to “provide the Board with a status report pertaining to water usage at non-operating 
reservoirs, lakes, ponds, and other water features on LADWP properties,” which would include 
the SLRC. (LADWP 2022, LADWP 2022a.) In addition, the resolution directed LADWP staff to 
“develop a policy for filling and re-filling of non-operating reservoirs and other LADWP 
properties containing ponds, lakes, and other water features, that (1) is consistent with state and 
local mandates and policies regarding the reasonable and beneficial use of water, particularly in 
times of drought; (2) allows LADWP to property maintain its non-operating reservoirs and the 
related real property for Departmental purposes, including for emergencies and future water 
storage; and (3) requires improvements or projects on LADWP properties to be self-sustainable, 
where feasible.” (LADWP 2022, LADWP 2022a.) As part of its duties to manage the water 
supply, in particular in times of drought or other water emergencies, LADWP conducts future 
reviews of water resources (LADWP 2022a), and has determined after review that currently there 
is no feasible alternate source of water for the SLRC (LADWP 2022b). As of preparation of this 
Final EIR, any proposed non-operating reservoirs and water features policy has not been 
considered by the LADWP Board. 

The proposed Project analyzes impacts based on current baseline conditions as required by 
CEQA. Specifically, the Draft EIR on page 2-4 described a historic operational water level 
elevations “between 440 – 451 above mean sea level” and that future water levels may fluctuate 
depending on operational considerations and groundwater conditions, such as drought conditions 
or other emergencies identified by local, state, or federal agencies. In addition, the Draft EIR 
analyzed the proposed Project based on similar conditions to the baseline, as CEQA requires, 
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subject to operational fluctuations due to drought and emergency water conditions that would be 
monitored by the Project’s Wetlands Management Plan (Draft EIR, pp, 2-57, 2-58). If in the 
future, LADWP takes an action consistent with any adopted policy that is in conflict with current 
baseline conditions related to refilling of the Silver Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs, beyond 
exceptions outlined in Section 2.7.4 of the Draft EIR for drought and other emergency conditions, 
a new CEQA assessment to analyze the impacts to the changing operational reservoir water levels 
would be necessary. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Mitigation Monitoring Program 

4.1 Introduction 
The Mitigation Monitoring Program (MMP) has been prepared pursuant to Public Resources 
Code Section 21081.6, which requires a Lead Agency to adopt a “reporting or monitoring 
program for changes to the project or conditions of project approval, adopted in order to mitigate 
or avoid significant effects on the environment.” In addition, Section 15097(a) of the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines requires that a public agency adopt a program for 
monitoring or reporting mitigation measures and project revisions, which it has required to 
mitigate or avoid significant environmental effects. This MMP has been prepared in compliance 
with the requirements of CEQA, Public Resources Code Section 21081.6, and Section 15097 of 
the State CEQA Guidelines.  

The City of Los Angeles (City) is the Lead Agency for the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex 
Master Plan Project (proposed Project) and, therefore, is responsible for administering and 
implementing the MMP. A public agency may delegate reporting or monitoring responsibilities to 
another public agency or to a private entity that accepts the delegation. However, until mitigation 
measures have been completed, the Lead Agency remains responsible for ensuring that 
implementation of the mitigation measures occurs in accordance with the MMP. 

4.2 Purpose 
The purpose of the MMP is to do the following:  

• Coordinate all mitigation monitoring activities.  

• Manage the preparation, approval, and filing of monitoring or permit compliance records.  

• Maintain records concerning the status of all approved mitigation measures and project 
design features (PDF)  

• Provide quality control assurance of field monitoring personnel.  

• Coordinate with other agencies regarding compliance with mitigation or permit requirements. 

• Review and recommend acceptance and certification of implementation documentation. 

• Act as a contact for interested parties or surrounding property owners who wish to register 
concerns regarding environmental issues; verifying any such circumstances; and developing 
any necessary corrective actions. 
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4.3 Organization 
As shown in the following pages, each identified mitigation measure and PDF for the proposed 
Project is listed and categorized by environmental issue area, with accompanying discussion of: 

• Time Frame for Implementation: When the measure will be implemented.  

• Monitoring Period: Indicates when monitoring for compliance with the measure will occur. 

• Monitoring Agency: The agency to which reports involving feasibility, compliance, 
implementation, and development are made. 

• Verification of Compliance: The date that monitoring is complete to ensure compliance with 
the measure.  

4.4 Monitoring Procedures 
This MMP shall be enforced throughout all phases of the proposed Project. The City shall be 
responsible for implementing each project design feature and mitigation measure and shall be 
obligated to provide verification, as identified below, to the appropriate monitoring and 
enforcement agencies that each project design feature and mitigation measure has been 
implemented. The City shall maintain records demonstrating compliance with each project design 
feature and mitigation measure listed below. 

All applicable construction-related mitigation measures and best management practices will be 
included in any bid specification released for construction of the proposed Project. Prior to the 
release of the bid specifications, construction plans and specifications will be provided to the City 
of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering’s (BOE) Environmental Management Group (EMG) for 
review and approval regarding environmental mitigation. Unless otherwise specified herein, the 
City will be responsible for taking all actions necessary to implement the mitigation measures 
according to the provided specifications and demonstrating that each action has been successfully 
completed. The City, at its discretion, may delegate implementation responsibility or portions 
thereof to a licensed contractor. This MMP for the proposed Project will be in place through 
design, construction, and operation. The City will be responsible for administering the MMP, 
ensuring that all parties comply with its provisions. The City may delegate monitoring 
responsibilities to staff, consultants, or contractors. The construction contractor shall submit an 
Environmental Compliance Plan for BOE Construction Management and BOE EMG approval 
prior to the beginning of ground-disturbing construction activities. The Environmental 
Compliance Plan will document how the contractor intends to comply with all environmental 
measures applicable to the contract, including application of BMPs. BOE Construction 
Management will also ensure that monitoring is documented in an Environmental Compliance 
Report and that deficiencies are promptly corrected. A designated environmental monitor with 
BOE Construction Management will track and document compliance with mitigation measures, 
note any problems that may result, and take appropriate action to rectify problems. The City will 
monitor compliance with operational mitigation measures. 
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4.5 Changes to Mitigation Measures 
Under CEQA, mitigation measures may be modified or deleted if the relevant decision-maker 
approves such action, gives a legitimate reason for making the change, and supports those reasons 
with substantial evidence, including an appropriate subsequent CEQA document. Any substantive 
change to the MMP shall be documented in writing. Modifications to the mitigation measures 
may be made by the BOE subject to one of the following findings and documented by evidence 
included in the record:  

1. The measure included in the EIR and the MMP is no longer required because the significant 
environmental impact identified in the EIR has been found not to exist, or to occur at a level 
which makes the impact less than significant as a result of changes in the Project, changes in 
conditions of the environment, or other factors.  

OR 

2. The modified or substitute mitigation measure to be included in the MMP provides a level of 
environmental protection equal to or greater than that afforded by the mitigation measure 
included in the EIR and the MMP. 

AND  

3. The modified or substitute mitigation measure/BMP does not have significant adverse effect 
on the environment in addition to or greater than those which were considered by the City in 
its decisions regarding the EIR and the Proposed Project.  

AND  

4. The modified or substitute mitigation measure is feasible, and the City, through measures 
included in the MMP or other established procedures, can assure its implementation. 

Findings and related documentation supporting the findings involving modifications to mitigation 
measures shall be maintained in the Project file with the MMP and shall be made available to the 
public upon request. 

4.6 Mitigation Monitoring Program 
The following tables outline the proposed Project’s Mitigation Monitoring Program. Table 4-1 
includes mitigation measures required for the proposed Project, and Table 4-2 includes the PDFs 
associated with the proposed Project. 
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TABLE 4-1 
 MITIGATION MONITORING PROGRAM – MITIGATION MEASURES 

Measures 
Time Frame for 
Implementation Monitoring Agency 

Verification of 
Compliance 

Mitigation Measures    

Aesthetic Resources    
AES-1: Shielded Fixtures. All new permanent exterior lighting shall be shielded and directed 
downward to avoid any light spill onto surrounding land uses including natural habitat areas, 
open water, residential areas, or into the night skies. 

Prior to Construction 

Operations 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

AES-2: Non-Glare Materials. All new structures and buildings shall be designed to include non-
glare exterior materials and coatings to minimize glare or reflection. 

Prior to construction City of Los Angeles EMG  

Air Quality    
AIR-1: Haul Trucks and Construction Equipment. The City shall implement the following 
requirements for construction equipment operating at each Project site. These requirements shall 
be included in applicable bid documents and contractor(s) must demonstrate the ability to supply 
such equipment. Construction equipment shall include the following: 

• The Project shall utilize off-road diesel-powered construction equipment that meets or 
exceeds the California Air Resources Board (CARB) and United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA) Tier 4 Final off-road emissions standards or equivalent for 
equipment rated at 50 horsepower (hp) or greater during Project construction where available 
within the Los Angeles region. Such equipment shall be outfitted with Best Available Control 
Technology (BACT) which means a CARB certified Level 3 Diesel Particulate Filter or 
equivalent. A copy of each unit’s certified tier specification, BACT documentation, and CARB 
or Southern California Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) operating permit at the 
time of mobilization of each applicable unit of equipment shall be provided. 

• Contractors shall maintain and operate construction equipment so as to minimize exhaust 
emissions. All construction equipment must be properly tuned and maintained in accordance 
with the manufacturer’s specifications. The contractor shall keep documentation on-site 
demonstrating that the equipment has been maintained in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s specifications. Tampering with construction equipment to increase 
horsepower or to defeat emission control devices shall be prohibited. 

• To import and export of on-site materials shall be scheduled to minimize empty return trips. 

• Use alternatively fueled (e.g., compressed natural gas, liquefied natural gas, propane), 
gasoline fueled, or electrified construction equipment in place of diesel-fueled equipment to 
the extent locally available. 

Prior to Construction 

During Construction 

 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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Measures 
Time Frame for 
Implementation Monitoring Agency 

Verification of 
Compliance 

Biological Resources    
BIO-1: Pre-Construction Training. Prior to construction, a worker environmental awareness 
program (WEAP) training will be provided by a qualified biologist/ISA certified arborist to describe 
biological resources (including protected trees) that could be impacted and summarize the 
construction BMPs and project design features to be implemented. The WEAP will include all 
contractors (including grading, tree removal/pruning, and builders). The meeting shall include a 
focus on instructing the contractors on tree protection practices including information on the 
location and marking of protected trees, the necessity of preventing damage, and the discussion 
of work practices that shall accomplish these tasks. All equipment operators and spotters, 
assistants, or those directing operators from the ground shall provide written acknowledgement 
of receiving training.  

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

BIO-2: Preconstruction Surveys and Mitigation for Crotch’s Bumble Bee and Monarch 
Butterfly. Prior to the start of construction activities, the City shall conduct pre-construction 
surveys for special-status invertebrates, Crotch’s bumble bee and monarch butterfly, within 100 
feet of construction activities near host plant communities (including nectar plants for Crotch’s 
bumble bee and mature eucalyptus and pines trees for monarch butterfly). The pre-construction 
surveys shall be conducted 7 days prior to the start of construction activities. If any of these 
species are determined to be present within 100 feet of construction areas, construction best 
management practices (BMPs) will be implemented to avoid potential impacts to these species. 
BMPs shall include limiting construction vehicle speeds to 15 miles per hour when operating 
within 100 feet of the habitat areas, fencing habitat areas using temporary silt fencing, and 
cleaning up all trash and debris daily. Construction personnel will be instructed to not directly 
harm any special-status species on-site by halting activities until the species can move to off-site 
areas or contact a qualified biologist to move the species out of harm’s way.  

Prior to construction 

During Construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

BIO-3: Special-Status Bats. Prior to construction activities, bat surveys shall be conducted by a 
qualified bat biologist 7 days prior to the start of construction activities to determine if the special-
status hoary bat, western mastiff bat, or western yellow bat could be impacted by proposed 
Project implementation. If special-status bat species are determined to be present within the 
proposed Project impact areas and if removal of roosting habitat (mature trees or palm trees) is 
required, a qualified biologist (a biologist with the ability to identify bat guano and assess habitat 
suitability) shall inspect the base of trees and palm skirts for guano prior to removal of skirted 
palm trees (i.e. palm trees with several layers of accumulated dead fronds).  

If bats are detected, tree removal shall avoid the bat maternity season (April 1 through August 
31). If tree removal cannot avoid the maternity season, bat protection protocols shall be identified 
and implemented by a qualified bat biologist and approved by CDFW. The protocols may require 
installation of bat exclusionary devices, followed by up to four weeks of nightly monitoring by a 
qualified biologist to confirm bats are being excluded without harm until it is determined bats are 
no longer present. Construction of substitute bat habitat (i.e., bat boxes, artificial tree structures) 
should take place one month prior to the start of bat exclusion activities. Substitute bat habitat 
should be in the vicinity of bat-occupied mature trees or palm trees that a qualified biologist has 
been confirmed that bats are using. Bat boxes manufactured by vendors such as Bat 
Conservation and Management should be used. The one-month window prior to the start of bat 
exclusion activities will allow bats sufficient time to acclimate to a new potential roost location. 
The bat boxes shall be installed in an area that is close to suitable foraging habitat as determined 

Prior to construction 

During Construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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Measures 
Time Frame for 
Implementation Monitoring Agency 

Verification of 
Compliance 

by a qualified bat biologist. Bat boxes should be located on poles 10 to 20 feet off the ground. 
Additionally, the bat boxes will be oriented to the south or southwest, and the area chosen for the 
bat boxes must receive sufficient sunlight (at least 6 hours daily) to allow the bat boxes to reach 
an optimum internal temperature (approximately 80-100°F). 

At a minimum monitoring by qualified bat biologist should be required each month during construction 
and quarterly thereafter until it can be established that the bat box is being utilized. A determination 
needs to be made of what bat species are using the box. If the boxes are unsuccessful adaptive 
management measures should be developed in coordination with the CDFW.  

BIO-4: Tree Salvage and Replanting Plan. For impacts to trees protected under local policies 
and ordinances, the City shall prepare and implement a tree salvage and replanting plan. This 
salvage and replanting plan shall be prepared by a certified arborist familiar with the target 
species and in compliance with the specifications of the City Tree Ordinance or RAP Tree Policy 
(dependent on property location). The salvage and replanting plan shall include measures to 
salvage, replant, and monitor the new trees for a total of 10 years. The replanting plan will 
specify for planted trees to occur in the most naturalized habitat areas on-site (e.g., the Knoll) to 
maximize increasing habitat value and establishment success. The replanting plan shall also 
specify the appropriate spacing of planted trees to accommodate growth horizontally, vertically, 
and laterally below ground. The plan shall also specify recommended long-term monitoring, 
maintenance, and inspection until all planted trees survive to produce reproductive structures. 
Follow up inspections by the project arborist should be conducted after construction is completed 
for ten years. Preferably, follow up visits should be conducted quarterly during Years 1 and 2, 
biannually for Years 3 through 5, and annually for Years 6 through 10. More frequent monitoring 
and/or post-construction steps to improve any trees that are doing poorly should be carried out 
as recommended by the arborist. The plan will also include a measure to address if observations 
of stress or potential failure of planted trees occur (e.g., consulting with a certified arborist or tree 
specialist to provide recommendations so there is no net loss of trees). Any replacement trees 
that fail will be replaced at 1:1 with 15-gallon tree of like species. 

Prior to Construction 

During construction 

Post construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

BIO-5: Native Oak Trees. Native oak trees removed as a result of the Project with a trunk at 
DSH less than 12 inches shall be replaced at a 4:1 ratio, and if the diameter is between 12-24 
inches at a 5:1 ratio, and greater than 24 inches at a 10:1 ratio. 

Prior to Construction 

During construction 

Post construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

Cultural Resources    
CR-1: Archaeological Monitoring. The City shall retain a qualified Archaeologist who meets the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards for professional archaeology 
(qualified Archaeologist) to carry out and ensure proper implementation of mitigation measures 
that address archaeological resources. The qualified Archaeologist shall oversee an 
archaeological monitor who shall be present during construction activities on the Project Site 
deemed by the qualified Archeologist to have the potential for encountering archeological 
resources, such as demolition, clearing/grubbing, drilling/auguring, grading, trenching, 
excavation, or other ground disturbing activity associated with the Project in areas of historic fill 
or previously undisturbed sediments, and in the vicinity of the Canal & Reservoir Ditch, within the 
South Valley, the East West Narrows, the Eucalyptus Grove, and areas of quaternary alluvium 
within the Knoll. The archeological monitor shall have the authority to direct the pace of 
construction equipment activity in areas of higher sensitivity and to temporarily divert, redirect or 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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Measures 
Time Frame for 
Implementation Monitoring Agency 

Verification of 
Compliance 

halt ground disturbance activities to allow identification, evaluation, and potential recovery of 
archaeological resources in coordination with the qualified Archaeologist. Full-time monitoring 
may be reduced to part-time inspections, or ceased entirely, if determined appropriate by the 
qualified Archaeologist. 

CR-2: Archaeological Resources Sensitivity Training. Prior to commencement of construction 
activities, a Sensitivity Training shall be given by the qualified Archaeologist for construction 
personnel. The training shall focus on how to identify archaeological resources that may be 
encountered during construction activities, and the procedures to be followed in such an event. 
Within 5 days of completing the training, a list of those in attendance shall be provided by the 
qualified Archaeologist to the City. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

CR-3: Discovery of Archaeological Resources. In the event that historic-period (e.g., bottles, 
foundations, early infrastructure, refuse dumps/privies, railroads, etc.) or prehistoric (e.g., 
hearths, burials, stone tools, shell and faunal bone remains, etc.) archaeological resources are 
unearthed, ground-disturbing activities shall be halted or diverted away from the vicinity of the 
find so that the find can be evaluated. A 50-foot buffer shall be established by the Qualified 
Archaeologist around the find where construction activities shall not be allowed to continue. Work 
may continue outside of the buffer area. All archaeological resources unearthed by Project 
construction activities shall be evaluated by the Qualified Archaeologist. If a resource is 
determined by the Qualified Archaeologist to constitute a “historical resource” pursuant to CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15064.5(a) or a “unique archaeological resource” pursuant to Public 
Resources Code Section 21083.2(g), the Qualified Archaeologist shall coordinate with the 
Applicant and the City to develop a formal treatment plan that would serve to reduce impacts to 
the resources. If any prehistoric archaeological sites are encountered within the project area, 
consultation with consulting Native American parties will be conducted to apprise them of any 
such findings and solicit any comments they may have regarding appropriate treatment and 
disposition of the resources. The treatment plan established for the resources shall be in 
accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(f) for historical resources and Public 
Resources Code Sections 21083.2(b) for unique archaeological resources. Preservation in place 
(i.e., avoidance) is the preferred manner of treatment and shall be explored to see if Project 
activities can avoid archaeological resources, such as: if the archaeological site can be deeded 
into a permanent conservation easement, if the resources can be capped with chemically stable 
soil or if the resource can be incorporated within open space.  

If, in coordination with the City, it is determined that preservation in place is not feasible, and in 
order to mitigate potential impacts to significant resources pursuant to Section 15064.5 of CEQA, 
date recovery is feasible. Appropriate treatment of the resource shall be developed by the 
Qualified Archaeologist in coordination with the City. A data recovery plan shall be implemented. 
A data recovery plan will make provision for adequately recovering the scientifically 
consequential information from and about the historical resources. and may include 
implementation of archaeological data recovery excavations to remove the resource along with 
subsequent laboratory processing, analysis, and commemoration in the form of signage or other 
public education and awareness.  

Any archaeological material collected shall be curated at a public, non-profit institution with a 
research interest in the materials, if such an institution agrees to accept the material. If no 
institution accepts the archaeological material, they shall be donated to a local school or 
historical society in the area for educational purposes. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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Time Frame for 
Implementation Monitoring Agency 

Verification of 
Compliance 

CR-4: Archeological Monitoring Reports. At the conclusion of the archaeological monitoring, 
the qualified Archaeologist shall prepare a memorandum stating that the archaeological 
monitoring requirement of the mitigation measure has been fulfilled and summarize the results of 
any archaeological finds. The memorandum shall be submitted to the City. Following submittal of 
the memorandum, the qualified Archaeologist shall prepare a technical report that follows the 
format and content guidelines provided in California Office of Historic Preservation’s 
Archaeological Resource Management Reports (ARMR). The technical report shall include a 
description of resources unearthed, if any, treatment of the resources, results of the artifact 
processing, analysis, and research, and evaluation of the resources with respect to the California 
Register of Historical Resources and CEQA. Appropriate California Department of Parks and 
Recreation Site Forms (Site Forms) shall also be prepared and provided in an appendix to the 
report. The technical report shall be prepared under the supervision of the qualified Archaeologist 
and submitted to the City within 150 days of completion of the monitoring. The final draft of the 
report shall be submitted to the South Central Coastal Information Center. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources    
PALEO-1: Construction Personnel Paleontological Resources Sensitivity Training. The 
City shall retain a paleontologist who meets the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology’s (SVP 2010) 
definition for Qualified Professional Paleontologist (Qualified Paleontologist) to carry out all 
mitigation related to paleontological resources. Prior to the start of ground-disturbing activities, 
the Qualified Paleontologist or their designee shall conduct construction worker paleontological 
resources sensitivity training for all construction personnel. Construction personnel shall be 
informed on how to identify the types of paleontological resources that may be encountered, 
specific Project activities that would require paleontological monitoring, the proper procedures to 
be enacted in the event of an inadvertent discovery of paleontological resources, and safety 
precautions to be taken when working with paleontological monitors. The City shall ensure that 
construction personnel are made available for and attend the training and retain documentation 
demonstrating attendance. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

PALEO-2: Paleontological Monitoring. Paleontological monitoring shall be conducted during 
ground-disturbing activities that produce visible spoils or cuts for project construction below 10-feet 
in previously undisturbed Quaternary alluvium or at any depth in the Miocene Monterey Formation. 
Monitoring shall be conducted by a qualified paleontological monitor (SVP, 2010) working under 
the direct supervision of the Qualified Paleontologist. Monitoring shall consist of visually inspecting 
fresh exposures of rock for larger fossil remains and, where appropriate, collecting sediment 
samples to wet or dry screen to test promising horizons for smaller fossil remains. If the Qualified 
Paleontologist determines that full-time monitoring is no longer warranted, based on the specific 
geologic conditions at the surface or at depth, the Qualified Paleontologist may recommend that 
monitoring be reduced to periodic spot-checking or cease entirely. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

PALEO-3: Paleontological Resource Discovery. If a potential fossil is found, the 
paleontological monitor shall be allowed to temporarily divert or redirect grading and excavation 
activities in the area of the exposed fossil to facilitate evaluation of the discovery. An appropriate 
buffer area shall be established around the find where construction activities shall not be allowed 
to continue. Work shall be allowed to continue outside of the buffer area. At the monitor’s 
discretion, and to reduce any construction delay, the grading and excavation contractor shall 
assist in removing rock/sediment samples for initial processing and evaluation. If a fossil is 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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determined to be significant, the Qualified Paleontologist shall implement a paleontological 
salvage program to remove the resources from their location, following the guidelines of the SVP 
(2010). If the discovery is considered scientifically significant, the monitor will collect the fossil 
specimen(s) and associated data. For this Project, the SVP (2010) criteria of scientific 
significance will be used to make this determination in the field. In general, small unidentifiable 
vertebrate fossils will not be collected and only well-preserved or representative invertebrates or 
plants will be salvaged if avoidance is not feasible. Any fossils encountered and recovered shall 
be prepared to the point of identification, catalogued, and curated at an accredited repository.  

If construction personnel discover any potential fossils during construction while the 
paleontological monitor is not present, regardless of the depth of work or location, work at the 
discovery location shall cease in a 25-foot radius of the discovery until the Qualified 
Paleontologist has assessed the discovery and recommended and implemented appropriate 
treatment as described in this measure. 

PALEO-4: Reporting. At the conclusion of paleontological monitoring, the Qualified 
Paleontologist shall prepare a report summarizing the results of the monitoring and any salvage 
efforts, the methodology used in these efforts, as well as a description of the fossils collected and 
their significance. The report shall be submitted by the Applicant to the City, the Natural History 
Museum of Los Angeles County, and representatives of other appropriate or concerned agencies 
to signify the satisfactory completion of the proposed project and required mitigation measures. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

Noise    
NOISE-1: Equipment Controls. Noise and vibration construction equipment whose specific 
location on the Project site may be flexible (e.g., compressors and generators) shall be located 
away from the nearest off-site noise-sensitive land uses (at least 100 feet away) if sufficient 
distance on the implementing Project site is available. If 100 feet is not feasible, the equipment 
shall have natural and/or manmade barriers (e.g., berms, intervening construction trailers, etc.) 
or a noise enclosure around the specific equipment location that screens the receptor from 
propagation of noise from such equipment. The barrier and/or enclosure shall block the line-of-
site from the construction equipment to any similarly elevated noise-sensitive receptors. Noise 
enclosures shall provide sufficient space and gate access as needed for the safe operation of 
equipment, construction activities, material deliveries, and equipment access by construction 
personnel. A noise enclosure is not required if it would pose a safety risk or unreasonably 
prevent access to the construction equipment as deemed by the on-site construction manager 
such as in areas that have limited equipment maneuvering space or access. The contractor shall 
provide documentation verifying compliance with this measure. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

NOISE-2: Mobile Noise Barriers. For construction areas within 500 feet of a residential land use 
or other sensitive receptor, the contractor shall install temporary noise barriers between the active 
construction area and the off-site noise-sensitive receptors. The mobile noise barriers shall 
achieve sound level reductions of a minimum of 10 dBA between the Project construction sites 
and the sensitive receptor location. These temporary noise barriers shall be used to block the line-
of-sight between the construction equipment and similarly elevated ground-level noise-sensitive 
receptors. The barriers should allow for repositioning in order to block the noise at the sensitive 
receptor as construction activities move along the Project boundary. A noise barrier is not required 
if it would pose a safety risk or unreasonably prevent access to the construction area as deemed 
by the on-site construction manager such as in areas that have limited equipment maneuvering 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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space or access. Any barrier capable of a reduction greater than 10 dBA would require greater 
height and heavier noise insulation which would make mobility of the barrier infeasible and cause 
safety concerns related to barrier stability. Further, noise barriers would only be effective if they 
block the line-of-sight to sensitive receptors. The elevation of the surrounding area increases 
quickly and receptors within the vicinity of all identified sensitive receptors may still have a direct 
line-of-sight to the Project site and may not benefit from the use of a mobile noise barrier. The 
contractor shall provide documentation verifying compliance with this measure. 

NOISE-3: Construction Equipment Noise Shielding and Muffling Devices. Contractors shall 
ensure that all construction equipment, fixed or mobile, are equipped with properly operating and 
maintained noise shielding and muffling devices, consistent with manufacturers’ standards. Prior 
to the issuance of demolition permits, certification of muffler installation shall be submitted to the 
applicable City for review. The construction contractor shall keep documentation on-site 
demonstrating that the equipment has been maintained in accordance with the manufacturers’ 
specifications. The primary source of noise from construction equipment originates from the 
intake and exhaust portions of the engine cycle. According to FHWA, use of adequate mufflers 
systems can achieve reductions in noise levels of up to 10 dBA. The contractor shall use muffler 
systems that provide a minimum reduction of 10 dBA compared to the same equipment without 
an installed muffler system, reducing maximum construction noise levels. Contractors shall 
include the muffler requirements in contract specifications. The contractor shall also keep 
documentation on-site prepared by a noise consultant verifying compliance with this measure. 
Mufflers providing a noise reduction greater than 10 dBA would be technically infeasible or cost 
prohibitive given the current best available technologies. Further, mufflers are only effective on 
equipment with internal combustion engines and would not result in noise reductions for hand 
tools and other light-duty construction equipment. Therefore, NOISE-3 incorporates muffling 
devices to the maximum extent feasible. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

NOISE-4: Equipment Setbacks. The operation of construction equipment that generates high 
levels of vibration during any phase of construction occurring in the South Valley will be limited to 
setback distances from receptor V8. Receptor V8 includes the South Outlet Chlorination Station 
and Meter House. Setback distances apply in all directions surrounding the two buildings 
identified as V8. The following equipment shall be prohibited from operating within their 
respective setback distances: 

• Large bulldozers shall be prohibited within 21 feet of receptor V8 

• Loaded Trucks shall be prohibited within 19 feet of receptor V8 

• Jackhammers shall be prohibited within 12 feet of receptor V8 

• Small bulldozer shall be prohibited within 3 feet of receptor V8 

The contractor(s) shall require and document compliance with the minimum allowable setbacks 
in a construction vibration management plan, which shall be provided to the City prior to issuance 
of a demolition permit. The construction vibration management plan shall detail the types of 
equipment to be used during demolition, grading, and building construction, estimated vibration 
velocities, and distance to vibration receptor V8. Equipment and or alternative construction 
techniques to be used within the required setbacks for large bulldozers, loaded trucks, 
jackhammers, and small bulldozers shall be identified to ensure that vibration velocities will not 
exceed thresholds for potential structural damage. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 
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Tribal Cultural Resources    
TCR-1: Native American Monitoring. Prior to the commencement of any ground disturbing 
activity at the project site, the City shall reach out to retain a Native American Monitor from both 
the Gabrieleno Band of Mission Indians-Kizh Nation and the Gabrielino Tongva Indians of 
California Tribal Council to provide a Native American monitor. Should neither Tribe be available 
to monitor during ground disturbance, work may continue but should Tribal Cultural Resources 
be encountered work will stop and both Tribes will be immediately notified. The Tribal monitors 
will only be present on-site during the construction phases that involve ground-disturbing activity 
in areas of quaternary alluvium within the Knoll, and will not be necessary in portions of the Knoll 
where the Puente Sandstone bedrock formation is present either at depth or at the surface. In 
addition, any ground disturbance required in the Eucalyptus Grove will be subject to Tribal 
monitoring. Ground disturbing activities are defined by the Tribe as activities that may include, 
but are not limited to, pavement removal, potholing, or auguring, grubbing, tree removals, boring, 
grading, excavation, drilling, and trenching within the areas above. The on-site Tribal monitoring 
shall end when all ground-disturbing activities within the Knoll and the Eucalyptus Grove are 
completed, or when the Tribal representatives and Tribal Monitors have indicated that the project 
site has little to no potential for impacting Tribal Cultural Resources.,  

In the event that cultural resources of Native American origin are identified during construction, 
the City will coordinate with the qualified archaeologist (who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Professional Qualifications Standards), and both tribes that participated in consultation. If the 
City, in consultation with the Gabrieleno Band of Mission Indians-Kizh Nation and the Gabrielino 
Tongva Indians of California Tribal Council, determines that the resource is a Tribal Cultural 
Resource and thus significant under CEQA, a treatment plan shall be prepared and implemented 
in accordance with state guidelines and in consultation with the two Native American tribes. The 
treatment plan may include, but would not be limited to, avoidance, capping in place, excavation 
and removal of the resource, interpretive displays, sensitive area signage, or other mutually 
agreed upon measure. 

Prior to construction  

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

Utilities and Service Systems    
UTIL-1: Underground Utilities Search and Coordination. During design and prior to 
construction of Project facilities, the City shall conduct an underground utilities search and 
coordinate with all utility providers that operate in the same public rights-of-way impacted by 
construction activities. The City shall ensure that any temporary disruption in utility service 
caused by construction is minimized and that any affected parties are notified in advance. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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 MITIGATION MONITORING PROGRAM – PROJECT DESIGN FEATURES (PDFS) 

PDF 
Time Frame for 
Implementation Monitoring Agency 

Verification of 
Compliance 

Biological Resources    
PDF-BIO-1: Ornamental Native Plants. If the proposed Project impacts native planted species 
within the Community Restoration Area, including Nevin's barberry, showy island snapdragon, and 
Coulter's matilija poppy, these species will be replanted onsite at a 1:1 ratio. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-2: Nesting Birds. If construction and vegetation removal is proposed between February 
1 and August 31, a qualified biologist shall conduct a pre-construction survey for breeding and 
nesting birds and raptors 30 days prior to the start of construction, and then weekly, within 300-
feet of the construction limits (or to the outer limits of the park area bounded by West Silver Lake 
Drive, Van Pelt Place, and Silver Lake Boulevard) to determine and map the location and extent of 
breeding birds that could be affected by the Project. Nesting bird surveys shall be conducted at 
appropriate nesting times and concentrate on potential roosting or perch sites. Weekly surveys will 
take place with the last survey being conducted no more than 3 days prior to the initiation of 
clearance/construction work.” If Project activities are delayed or suspended for more than 7 days 
after the last survey, surveys shall be repeated before work can resume.  

If an active nest is located, clearing and construction within appropriate buffers as determined by a 
qualified biological monitor, shall be postponed until the nest is vacated and juveniles have 
fledged and when there is no evidence of a second attempt at nesting. Due to the urbanized 
nature of the Project site, 300-feet for raptors and 150-feet for passerine birds could suffice for 
nesting bird buffers; however, it will be at the discretion of the qualified biologist. The buffer zone 
from the nest shall be established in the field with flagging and stakes. The qualified biologist shall 
retain the ability to increase buffers if needed to protect the nesting birds. Temporary fencing and 
signage shall be maintained for the duration of the Project. Construction personnel shall be 
instructed on the sensitivity of the area and be advised not to work, trespass, or engage in 
activities that would disturb nesting birds near or inside the buffer. On-site construction monitoring 
may also be required to ensure that no direct or indirect impacts occur to the active nest. Project 
activities may encroach into the buffer only at the discretion of the qualified biologist. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-3: Wildlife Fencing Signage. Interpretive signage will be installed near all wildlife 
friendly fencing to educate the public on wildlife and habitat sensitivity, and to encourage the 
public to not enter the restricted areas. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-4: Tree Protection Fencing. Establish tree protection fencing around the tree 
protection zone (TPZ). This area will be marked and avoided during all construction activities near 
the protected trees. This area will be kept clear of any construction material, debris, equipment, 
portable toilets, and foot or equipment traffic. Fencing will be installed prior to construction at the 
edge of the TPZ and remain in place until the entire project is complete. The fence will be chain 
link and a minimum of five feet in height. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 
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PDF-BIO-5: Grading/Trenching in TPZ. Grading/trenching will be restricted to areas outside the 
TPZ of the trees. All grubbing and clearing within the TPZ of a tree will be done manually. All soil 
removal will be done with hand tools, using an air spade or comparable equipment that will 
excavate soil without damaging the roots. Jack hammers will not be used to remove the soil. 
When a root is encountered, soil removal will be done without chipping, marring, or damaging the 
root bark in any way (damaging the root bark will open up the bark barrier so that disease can 
enter the tree, allowing rot to develop or fungus to take over, and can result in root death). 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-6: Avoiding Root Damage. If tree roots must be cut, cuts will be less than one inch. If 
any roots over one inch in diameter are damaged, they will be clean-cut with a sharp and sterilized 
hand tool. Any roots permanently exposed from grading or scraping of topsoil will be cleanly cut 
just below the new soil grade. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-7: Soil Grade. Soil levels will be returned to the original grade, at which trees’ roots 
were first established. Existing fill soil above that original grade will be removed to the extent 
possible; no additional fill soil will be placed over the original grade. If soil is filled back to the 
original grade, compaction will be done manually only (no equipment will be used). Compaction 
will be done in layers of three to six inches depending on soil structure. No gaps or pockets will 
remain in the soil. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-8: Irrigation. During construction, trees will only be watered under the guidance of the 
project arborist. Where it is needed, temporary irrigation (drip, leaking tube, or other) will be 
installed at intervals throughout the fenced protection zone to allow periodic deep watering during 
construction. The entire TPZ of the trees will be watered to a soil depth of four feet. This may 
require slow irrigation for 8-24 hours or more, or may require repeat waterings of shorter duration 
to promote saturation. The soil will be allowed to dry out completely before watering is repeated. 
The period between waterings may be a month or more. The project arborist will monitor the 
protected trees and provide recommendations on the effectiveness and duration of temporary 
irrigation. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-9: Landscaping Around Native Trees. Landscaping near protected trees will be 
drought-tolerant only unless trees are already accustomed to current landscape irrigation (to be 
confirmed by arborist). Irrigation overspray or runoff, as a result of lawn or ornamental irrigation, 
will be avoided in the TPZ of any protected tree with the noted exception above. All landscaping 
will be kept away from the trunk of any protected tree by a minimum of two feet. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-10: Tree Pest Inspection. Prior to tree removal, the City will have a certified arborist 
evaluate the trees to ensure they are free of pests. 

Prior to construction City of Los Angeles EMG 

PDF-BIO-11: Development of Pest Management Plan. If the certified arborist determines trees 
are impacted by infectious pests or diseases, the City will work with the certified arborist to 
prepare an Infectious Tree Disease Management Plan or develop a detailed, robust, enforceable, 
and feasible list of preventative measures. A plan/list will provide measures relevant for each tree 
pest or disease observed. To avoid the spread of infectious tree pests and diseases, infected 
trees should not be transported from the Project site without first being treated using best available 
management practices described Infectious Tree Disease Management Plan or the list of 
preventative measures. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 
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PDF-BIO-12: Prevention of Pathogen Spread. All tree material, especially infected tree material, 
will be left on site, chipping the material for use as ground cover or mulch. Cleaning and 
disinfecting pruning and power tools before use will be completed to prevent introducing 
pathogens from known infested areas, and after use to prevent spread of pathogens to new areas. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-13: City Tree Ordinance. Any tree or shrub covered under the City Tree Ordinance 
which may be impacted by proposed Project construction, either through removal or 
encroachment within the TPZ, shall be replaced with nursery stock at a minimum 4:1 mitigation 
ratio of like species and 15-gallon in size. The City will work with a certified arborist and/or tree 
specialist to acquire appropriately sized, locally sourced trees from a local native plant nursery that 
implements Phytophthora/Clean Nursery Stock protocols. This may reduce the probability of 
introducing replacement trees contaminated with pests, diseases, and pathogens that could 
spread and infect native trees or habitats. A certified arborist and/or tree specialist should inspect 
and potentially quarantine nursery stock before bringing them into the Project site. Replacement 
tree plantings shall be located in areas protected by the habitat fencing to ensure their protection 
from the public. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG 

Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-14: RAP Tree Policy. Any tree or shrub covered under the RAP Tree Policy which may 
be impacted by the proposed Project construction, either through removal or encroachment within 
the TPZ, shall be replaced with nursery stock. The City at a minimum will be required to replace 
impacted trees at a 1:1 ratio for trunk diameter. The impacted trees’ aggregate diameter, 
measured at DSH (multi-trunk trees are to be measured immediately below the lowest trunk) shall 
be replaced at an equal or greater rate of caliper of new trees. Each one-inch DSH of existing tree 
shall be replaced with a minimum one-inch caliper new tree. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

Cultural Resources    
PDF-CR-1: Archaeological Resource Discovery During Construction. If archaeological 
resources are discovered during excavation, grading, or construction activities, work shall cease in 
the area of the find until a qualified archaeologist has evaluated the find in accordance with State 
and local guidelines, including those set forth in California PRC Section 21083.2. Personnel of the 
proposed Project shall not collect or move any archaeological materials and associated materials. 
Construction activity may continue unimpeded on other portions of the Project site. The found 
deposits would be treated in accordance with State and local guidelines, including those set forth 
in California PRC Section 21083.2. If the discovery proves significant under CEQA (Section 
15064.5f; PRC 21082), additional work such as testing or data recovery may be warranted. 
Should any Native American artifacts be encountered, additional consultation with NAHC-listed 
tribal groups should be conducted immediately. The process for contacting the tribal group and the 
timing of the contact should be addressed in the management plan. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 
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PDF-CR-2: Human Remains Discovery During Construction. If human remains are 
encountered unexpectedly during construction demolition and/or grading activities, Section 7050.5 
of the California Health and Safety Code requires that no further disturbance shall occur until the 
County Coroner has made the necessary findings as to origin and disposition pursuant to 
California PRC 5097.98. Remains suspected to be Native American are treated under CEQA at 
CCR 15064.5; PRC 5097.98 illustrates the process to be followed if remains are discovered. If 
human remains are discovered during excavation activities, the following procedure shall be 
observed: 
• Stop immediately and contact the County Coroner: 

− 1104 N. Mission Road 

− Los Angeles, CA 90033 

− 323-343-0512 (8 am to 5 pm Monday through Friday) or 

− 323-343-0714 (After hours, Saturday, Sunday, and Holidays) 

• If the remains are determined to be of Native American descent, the Coroner has 24 hours to 
notify the NAHC. 

• The NAHC will immediately notify the person it believes to be the MLD of the deceased Native 
American. 

• The MLD has 48 hours to make recommendations to the owner, or representative, for the 
treatment or disposition, with proper dignity, of the human remains and grave goods. 

• If the owner does not accept the MLD’s recommendations, the owner or the MLD may request 
mediation by the NAHC. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

Noise    
PDF-NOISE-1: Haul Route. Prior to commencement of construction and operational maintenance 
activities, the City shall establish approved truck haul routes that avoid or minimize, to the extent 
feasible, unnecessary truck travel on local roadways through residential neighborhoods or 
adjacent to schools, and prioritize travel on collector and arterial streets. 

Prior to construction City of Los Angeles EMG 

PDF-NOISE-2: Construction Noticing and Community Liaison. Prior to commencement of 
construction activities, the City shall notify in writing adjacent residents and businesses along the 
Project route or worksite of proposed construction activities and the tentative schedule. The City 
shall require the construction contractor to designate a community liaison to respond to any issues 
and/or concerns related to construction activities, including any noise or vibration complaints. The 
community liaison shall maintain a log of communications and resolutions of issues or concerns 
and share the log with the City. Notices and construction signs will include a hotline and website 
address which will be updated quarterly and will include project-related information. 

Prior to construction City of Los Angeles EMG 
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Public Services    
PDF-PS-1: Construction Security Measures. During construction, on-site security measures will 
include security lighting and a construction security fence with gated and locked entry around 
active construction areas. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-PS-2: Operational Security Measures. For Special Events that occur during the nighttime 
hours, security lighting will be provided. 

Post construction City of Los Angeles EMG 

Transportation    
PDF-TRA-1: Construction Traffic Management Plan. A Construction Traffic Management Plan 
will be prepared for the phases of the proposed Project that affect offsite components or require 
increased vehicle access consistent with the LADOT Construction Traffic Control Guidelines. This 
plan will address the planned Project construction phasing, sequence of construction activities, 
access, and circulation. In addition, the plan would include planned detour routes and BMPs, as 
well as coordination with and advance notice to local emergency providers. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-TRA-2: Construction Staging Plan. A construction staging plan shall be developed to 
reduce impacts related to noise, dust, traffic, and other health hazards In addition, construction 
site BMPs (e.g., fencing, signs, and detours) shall be implemented to minimize hazards and 
prevent safety issues on the roadways and sidewalks surrounding the construction site. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-TRA-3: Construction Traffic. Construction-related trips shall be scheduled with increased 
frequency during off-peak hours to minimize impacts to commuters. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-TRA-4: Access to Parcels. It is not anticipated that access to existing parcels outside of the 
proposed Project impact areas would be impacted. However, if access to any existing parcels is 
removed during proposed construction activities, temporary access shall be provided, and/or new 
points of access shall be constructed. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-TRA-5: Site-Specific Traffic Control and Transit Plan for Large Events. Large event 
permittees shall develop a site-specific traffic control plan to provide information on parking and 
circulation and highlight transit options for event attendees to minimize congestion and vehicle 
miles traveled. Traffic control strategies for events will include inbound/outbound flex lanes and 
sheriff-controlled intersections. Traffic control plans will also identify nearby public parking facilities 
and identify passenger pick-up/drop-off locations. Permittees will be required to consider the 
cumulative traffic impacts of their event in relation to other events in the Project Area. The traffic 
control plans will also identify emergency services egress and access. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-TRA-6: Expand Public Transit Connections. The future site operator and relevant City 
departments (LADOT, Recreation and Parks Department, City Planning, etc.) shall work together 
to explore options for expanding public transit connections to the Project site to expand community 
access and reduce VMT. 

Post construction City of Los Angeles EMG 
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Utilities and Service Systems    
PDF-UTIL-1: Drought-Tolerant Landscaping. The Project will use a mix of native and drought-
tolerant plants appropriate to the Los Angeles region to provide a plant palette adapted to climate 
change. Lawn would be used sparingly and strategically distributed where needed to support 
multifunctional cultural and recreational uses. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-UTIL-2: Water-Efficient Irrigation. Irrigation water would be pumped from the reservoirs to 
wetland habitat areas which would then flow back into the reservoirs. Transition habitat zones 
would also be irrigated with reservoir water on a separate cycle appropriate for the drought-
tolerant, coastal scrub planting palette. Remaining upland habitat, lawn areas, and ornamental 
gardens would be irrigated via a potable water supply available from the LADWP distribution 
system which would require a dedicated meter. Recycled water may also be used to irrigate 
ornamental planting, should such water supplies become available in the future. 

Post construction City of Los Angeles EMG 

PDF-UTIL-3: Decentralized Drainage Strategy. To prevent untreated surface runoff from 
entering the reservoir waters, proposed Project will implement decentralized drainage facilities to 
capture and filter or infiltrate stormwater runoff from the developed portions of the Project site. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

Wildfire    
PDF-WF-1: Fire Code. The Project Manager is responsible for compliance with applicable LAMC 
Fire Code Section 57 et seq. for construction sites on, adjacent to or in the immediate vicinity of a 
VHFHSZ as designated through LAMC Sections 57.4908.1.1 through 57.4908.1.3 and identified 
on City maintained databases such as NavigateLA and Zone information and Map Access System 
(ZIMAS) (which maintain digitalized LA General Plan and zoning maps). 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-WF-2: Open Flame. Pursuant to LAMC Section 57.4908.5 open flame is prohibited upon any 
road, street, or fire road with the VHFHSZ. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-WF-3: Smoking Prohibited. No smoking is allowed where conditions are such as to make 
smoking a hazard and in spaces where flammable or combustible materials are stored or handled 
per Section 310.2 of the California Fire Code. Further, it shall be unlawful for any person to light, 
ignite or smoke any cigar, cigarette, tobacco in a pipe or other form of smoldering substance 
within the VHFHSZ compliant with LAMC Section 57.4908.6. The Section also prohibits open 
flame upon any road, street, or fire road within the VHFHSZ. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-WF-4: Signage. No person, except one authorized and acting within the scope of his official 
duties, shall remove, deface, mar, mutilate, or change the position of any sign, installed by the 
Chief pursuant to this article, designating “CLOSED AREA,” “NO SMOKING,” “NO OPEN FIRES,” 
“RESTRICTED ENTRY,” or other sign or device installed to give warning and to regulate persons’ 
actions within the VHFHSZ as stated in Section 57.4908.9.1. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 
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PDF-WF-5: Brush Clearance Activities. Pursuant to Ordinance No. 185789 which added 
Sections 57.305.5.2, 57.305.5.2.1, 57.322.1.1.10 and 57.322.1.1.10.1, and amended Section 
57.322.1.1 to Article 7, Chapter V of the LAMC, the applicable requirements for brush clearing 
activities in the VHFHSZ would apply including, but not limited to:  

• Use of metal cutting blades for grass or brush clearance shall be limited to those which are 
nonferrous/non-sparking.  

• Brush clearance cannot be done on red flag days, when fire weather conditions are at their 
peak.  

• Individuals engaged in brush clearance operations shall not engage in any other activities 
during their actual clearance of grass or brush.  

• Individuals engaged in grass or brush clearance operations shall use an appropriate 
extinguishing agent immediately to extinguish a fire.  

• All fires, regardless of size, shall be reported immediately via the 9-1-1 system to the Fire 
Department.  

• An approved fire extinguisher, or a pressurized garden hose with attached nozzle shall be 
within 10 feet of any grass or brush clearance operation, to quickly extinguish a small fire 
before it burns out of control.  

• Where a gasoline container is present at the site of the grass or brush clearance operation, a 
minimum 4A 60 BC dry chemical fire extinguisher shall be within 10 feet of the brush clearance 
operation.  

• A cell phone capable of dialing 9-1-1 shall be charged and readily accessible to the grass or 
brush clearance operation.  

• A safety strap shall be used at all times for any tool or appliance with hot exhaust. Hot exhaust 
shall not come in contact with any brush, grass, flash fuels, or other flammable material. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 
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Draft EIR Public Meeting 
Transcript





WEBVTT 

 

1 

00:00:36.420 --> 00:00:44.019 

Nicolle Steiner: Hello, welcome! We are just giving folks a little bit of 

time here to join the call. 

 

2 

00:00:44.080 --> 00:00:46.969 

Nicolle Steiner: Um! You'll see some instructions on the screen. 

 

3 

00:00:47.030 --> 00:00:50.880 

Nicolle Steiner: Um! I'll talk about that in a few seconds. Here, 

 

4 

00:00:50.940 --> 00:00:54.940 

Nicolle Steiner: skip people a little bit. Time to join the meeting. 

 

5 

00:01:11.390 --> 00:01:19.039 

Nicolle Steiner: So before we start the presentation, I like you to give 

you a quick overview here on this meeting format 

 

6 

00:01:19.150 --> 00:01:31.509 

Nicolle Steiner: first. Everyone will need to pick their preferred 

language for the meeting today. Um! You can go ahead and click on that 

interpretation button. You'll see at the bottom of your screen 

 

7 

00:01:31.600 --> 00:01:34.550 

Nicolle Steiner: and pick either English or Spanish. 

 

8 

00:01:34.630 --> 00:01:42.580 

Nicolle Steiner: Then you'll have to click that interpretation button One 

more time and click mute, original audio from the drop down. Menu! 

 

9 

00:01:43.830 --> 00:01:53.110 

Nicolle Steiner: Zeke is here with us. Today is our Spanish translator. 

Um! We'll be going over the instructions in Spanish on how to pick your 

language. 

 

10 

00:01:53.870 --> 00:01:54.920 

Seek. 

 

11 

00:02:37.370 --> 00:02:39.890 

Thank you, and we'll start our presentation. 

 

12 



00:02:45.050 --> 00:03:03.000 

Deborah Weintraub: Good evening, everyone. Thank you for joining us. My 

name is Deborah Weinter I'm. The Chief Deputy City engineer for the city 

of Los Angeles, the Bureau of Engineering. Welcome to the Draft 

Environmental Impact report Public meeting for the Silver Lake Reservoir 

Complex Master Plan Project. 

 

13 

00:03:03.310 --> 00:03:14.319 

Deborah Weintraub: We are joined tonight with representatives from 

Council, Member Brahmins office, which is Council District Four, and from 

Council, Member of Farrell's Office Council District Thirteen, 

 

14 

00:03:14.710 --> 00:03:19.179 

Deborah Weintraub: the Bureau. We are also joined by the Bureau of 

Engineering's Project management team, 

 

15 

00:03:19.350 --> 00:03:26.869 

Deborah Weintraub: and we are supported by our design firm Harvey Jones, 

who are present, and the environmental consulting for an Esa 

 

16 

00:03:27.400 --> 00:03:35.489 

Deborah Weintraub: Boe is acting as the Sequa lead agency and 

administering the environmental review process for this project 

 

17 

00:03:35.880 --> 00:03:45.040 

Deborah Weintraub: We also have representatives from Dwp or the La 

Department of Water and Power, who will continue to be stakeholders for 

the project 

 

18 

00:03:45.500 --> 00:03:56.279 

Deborah Weintraub: we are gathered this evening to continue the 

environmental review process. We started earlier this year in January, 

where we met for a public scoping meeting on the nineteenth. 

 

19 

00:03:56.320 --> 00:04:02.259 

Deborah Weintraub: You submitted scoping comments. You will hear how to 

find that input reflected in the draft. Ir. 

 

20 

00:04:02.490 --> 00:04:15.909 

Deborah Weintraub: Many of you have also been engaged earlier than that 

during our master Plan process, which which we um initially back in July 

of two thousand and nineteen, and worked on together with the Community 

August of two thousand and twenty. 

 

21 

00:04:16.470 --> 00:04:24.290 



Deborah Weintraub: It's good to be here to be making progress on this 

project, and to be together as an important milestone of the planning 

concept. 

 

22 

00:04:24.370 --> 00:04:31.189 

Deborah Weintraub: We're going to make a presentation tonight on the 

proposed project and the draft Environmental impact report, 

 

23 

00:04:31.280 --> 00:04:35.249 

Deborah Weintraub: and we'll follow. Follow that presentation with public 

comment. 

 

24 

00:04:35.670 --> 00:04:52.469 

Deborah Weintraub: Uh, we will receive verbal comments, as you will hear 

later in the presentation. This is not the only way you can comment on 

the draft, e ion, and with that i'm going to turn it over to Nicole from 

Esa to uh take us to the presentation. Thanks and welcome, 

 

25 

00:04:53.970 --> 00:04:55.319 

Nicolle Steiner: thanks, Deborah. 

 

26 

00:04:56.550 --> 00:05:09.939 

Nicolle Steiner: So i'll just go over quickly. The meeting format today. 

Um. As Deborah mentioned, we'll first have a presentation followed by um 

public comment period, where we'll be accepting verbal comments today, 

 

27 

00:05:10.400 --> 00:05:15.580 

Nicolle Steiner: all participants are currently currently muted, and the 

chat feature has been disabled. 

 

28 

00:05:16.100 --> 00:05:22.300 

Nicolle Steiner: The entire meeting is being recorded, and that recording 

will be posted on the project website. 

 

29 

00:05:22.400 --> 00:05:34.769 

Nicolle Steiner: In addition, the recording will be used to create a 

transcript, and all comments received today will be part of the public 

record and responded to um in the final environmental impact report or 

eir. 

 

30 

00:05:35.560 --> 00:05:39.680 

Nicolle Steiner: After the conclusion of that presentation, we will open 

it up to comments. 

 

31 



00:05:39.720 --> 00:05:45.359 

Nicolle Steiner: The common portion is a big part of this meeting, and we 

look forward to hearing your comments today 

 

32 

00:05:45.910 --> 00:05:52.739 

Nicolle Steiner: at this time for this meeting we're only collecting 

verbal comments, and will not be responding to questions. 

 

33 

00:05:53.080 --> 00:05:57.439 

Nicolle Steiner: As I mentioned, we'll be responding to those comments in 

the final ir. 

 

34 

00:05:58.250 --> 00:06:11.819 

Nicolle Steiner: There are other opportunities to provide written 

comments throughout the Eir Comment period which has been extended until 

December second, and we'll talk about that and and show you how to do 

that a little bit later in the presentation. 

 

35 

00:06:12.960 --> 00:06:20.090 

Nicolle Steiner: Once we do open the meeting to comments. Um interested 

participants will be asked to raise their virtual hand. 

 

36 

00:06:20.190 --> 00:06:32.030 

Nicolle Steiner: Um! And in order to do that you will just click the 

little virtual hand, icon at the bottom of your screen, or if you are, if 

you have dialed into this meeting, you'll dial star nine. 

 

37 

00:06:32.850 --> 00:06:41.299 

Nicolle Steiner: We'll then start at the top of the list to kind of 

systematically go down the list and either call out your name or the last 

three digits of your phone number 

 

38 

00:06:42.450 --> 00:06:52.580 

Nicolle Steiner: at that point. That's when we'll unmute you, and you'll 

be prompted to accept to be unmuted. If you're on the phone in order to 

do that, you'll have to press Star Six. 

 

39 

00:06:52.920 --> 00:06:55.719 

Nicolle Steiner: You'll state your name and provide your comment. At that 

time 

 

40 

00:06:56.830 --> 00:07:14.079 

Nicolle Steiner: we're anticipating Today We'll be limiting comments to 

two minutes since we have a limited amount of time. We want to make sure 

we get to as many comments as we can. Um, If we have a large number of 



speakers today, we might limit the um comments to a little bit less, 

Maybe one minute 

 

41 

00:07:15.020 --> 00:07:21.639 

Nicolle Steiner: again. We'll go over all of these instructions at the 

end of the meeting. Um, but we just wanted to give you a little overview 

at the beginning. 

 

42 

00:07:21.710 --> 00:07:29.599 

Nicolle Steiner: Now i'll hand it over to um the Vo project Manager Wendy 

Delgado, who will review the proposed project. 

 

43 

00:07:34.410 --> 00:07:35.850 

Wendy Delgado: Hello, everyone. 

 

44 

00:07:36.760 --> 00:07:40.780 

Wendy Delgado: The media agenda is as follows: The purpose of the 

meeting, 

 

45 

00:07:41.330 --> 00:07:55.389 

Wendy Delgado: the proposed project overview the California Environmental 

quality act also known as sqa overview, and how to provide comments, both 

written comments and verbal comments which you can do today. 

 

46 

00:08:02.800 --> 00:08:14.779 

Wendy Delgado: The purpose of the meeting is to notify stakeholders that 

the City of Los Angeles has prepared a draft Environmental impact report 

for the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project 

 

47 

00:08:15.270 --> 00:08:32.030 

Wendy Delgado: for information sharing to inform stakeholders of the 

proposed project draft tir contents and project impacts, and to provide 

stakeholders with an opportunity to provide verbal comments on the 

content and analysis included in the draft. Eir. 

 

48 

00:08:36.380 --> 00:08:47.890 

Wendy Delgado: Again, If you are just joining us, I want to remind 

everyone to please, be sure to pick your preferred language by clicking 

on the interpretation button at the bottom of the screen. You will need 

to click 

 

49 

00:08:47.900 --> 00:08:56.550 

Wendy Delgado: the button twice, once to pick your language, either on 

English or Spanish, and the second time to mute original audio. 

 



50 

00:09:01.000 --> 00:09:03.010 

Wendy Delgado: How to provide Comments. 

 

51 

00:09:03.820 --> 00:09:10.419 

Wendy Delgado: The comment period is from October sixth, and has been 

extended to December second at five Pm. 

 

52 

00:09:16.050 --> 00:09:19.450 

Wendy Delgado: Or on the Project website at the following link. 

 

53 

00:09:19.510 --> 00:09:22.349 

Wendy Delgado: You can also provide verbal comments. Today. 

 

54 

00:09:28.450 --> 00:09:45.149 

Wendy Delgado: The funnel pro fundamental project that jack objectives 

are to create a clear, full design, to repurpose Silver Lake Reservoir 

complex into a public park, and to allow the City's department of water 

and power to continue its operations and facilities. 

 

55 

00:09:45.380 --> 00:09:52.100 

Wendy Delgado: If you want to read the full text, please seen pages two 

to six at the draft eir text. 

 

56 

00:09:57.490 --> 00:10:11.219 

Wendy Delgado: Other objectives are as follows: to preserve and enhance 

the unique character of the Silver Lake reservoir complex with increased 

points of access, improved internal circulation and access. The water's 

edge one hundred and fifty, 

 

57 

00:10:11.840 --> 00:10:15.939 

Wendy Delgado: and increased spaces for community and family gatherings, 

 

58 

00:10:16.950 --> 00:10:23.909 

Wendy Delgado: also to expand existing active recreational uses and 

increase passive recreational uses 

 

59 

00:10:24.280 --> 00:10:32.300 

Wendy Delgado: to enhance and expand wildlife habitat by introducing 

wetland and aquatic ecologies and improving upland habitat 

 

60 

00:10:33.000 --> 00:10:49.319 

Wendy Delgado: to provide opportunities for the public to connect with 

nature and provide facilities for onsite environmental education and 



stewardship while limiting human wildlife interaction through design and 

operations to protect habitat, 

 

61 

00:10:49.760 --> 00:10:53.289 

Wendy Delgado: and finally to allow for continued underlying, 

 

62 

00:10:53.360 --> 00:10:55.840 

Wendy Delgado: led to the 

 

63 

00:10:56.560 --> 00:11:09.030 

Wendy Delgado: operations, access and future use of designated areas of 

the site, thereby allowing continued use of the reservoirs and adj 

adjacent facilities that are intended to remain for 

 

64 

00:11:09.890 --> 00:11:12.800 

Wendy Delgado: proprietary use By 

 

65 

00:11:17.800 --> 00:11:30.750 

Wendy Delgado: these objectives were a result of the Master Plan 

development that included a year's long community engagement process, 

beginning in June of two thousand and nineteen, and ended in August of 

two thousand and twenty. 

 

66 

00:11:30.890 --> 00:11:35.000 

Wendy Delgado: During this process the master Plan design was created 

which 

 

67 

00:11:37.620 --> 00:11:41.599 

Wendy Delgado: formed the foundation of the proposed project Details 

 

68 

00:11:41.740 --> 00:11:43.570 

Wendy Delgado: in the draft er 

 

69 

00:11:46.680 --> 00:11:53.620 

Wendy Delgado: The proposed project consists of a series of parks, 

spaces, or zones organized around the reservoirs. 

 

70 

00:11:53.760 --> 00:12:08.830 

Wendy Delgado: The orange line represents a promenade that would provide 

a continuous walking loop throughout all of the proposed spaces the 

existing perimeter fence would be removed. As each parkspace is completed 

and operational. 

 

71 



00:12:09.680 --> 00:12:15.389 

Wendy Delgado: A detailed description of the proposed project is 

available in Chapter two of the draft eir 

 

72 

00:12:15.470 --> 00:12:24.959 

Wendy Delgado: to highlight features of the proposed project. I will walk 

you through these park zones, starting at the meadow and moving 

counterclockwise around the site 

 

73 

00:12:30.100 --> 00:12:36.520 

Wendy Delgado: for each of the following views: There is a key plan in 

the upper right corner that shows the location of the view, 

 

74 

00:12:37.050 --> 00:12:42.290 

Wendy Delgado: beginning at the intersection of Silver Lake Drive and 

Armstrong Avenue would be the meadow, 

 

75 

00:12:42.490 --> 00:12:53.990 

Wendy Delgado: a gently sloping lawn and walkways that take visitors 

close to the water's edge. In this view the promenade is in the 

foreground, and the null is in the background. On the right 

 

76 

00:12:58.410 --> 00:13:09.089 

Wendy Delgado: the lawn would terminate in a series of seeding terraces 

with wetland terraces at their edge, and small footpaths for education 

and exploration. 

 

77 

00:13:09.510 --> 00:13:13.020 

Wendy Delgado: Floating wetland habitat islands would also be included, 

 

78 

00:13:13.310 --> 00:13:26.320 

Wendy Delgado: creating new well-in habitat for local and migratory 

waterfowl, as well as operate opportunities for environmental education 

or high community priorities. During the master plan process, 

 

79 

00:13:31.010 --> 00:13:47.490 

Wendy Delgado: moving north is a null, an approximately forty foot hill, 

next to the meadow which enhances and expands the quality of Auckland 

habitat areas, a universal accessible pathways proposed leading to an 

overlook at the top of the null 

 

80 

00:13:47.630 --> 00:14:04.559 

Wendy Delgado: with a small sheet structure for gathering and outdoor 

education. A tree succession plan is proposed to gradually replace trees 



in poor health with native trees, such as oaks to increase food and 

nesting resources for birds and small mammals. 

 

81 

00:14:08.930 --> 00:14:23.210 

Wendy Delgado: At the base of the Noel a small environmental education 

center is proposed that would be comprised of two indoor outdoor 

classrooms, a restroom, and a small outdoor seating area and plaza. 

 

82 

00:14:23.230 --> 00:14:32.889 

Wendy Delgado: The roofs of both classrooms would be connected to the 

null with one proposed as an observation deck, and one proposed as a 

green roof. 

 

83 

00:14:37.350 --> 00:14:45.760 

Wendy Delgado: This bird's eye view shows the meadow and the null with 

the proposed wetland terraces and floating islands. In the foreground 

 

84 

00:14:45.950 --> 00:14:55.469 

Wendy Delgado: a second lawn is proposed, connected to the seating 

terraces with a picnic row and ornamental gardens. Next to it along 

Silver Lake Boulevard, 

 

85 

00:15:01.900 --> 00:15:11.169 

Wendy Delgado: moving north to Ivanhoe Reservoir, an overlook is proposed 

with a second shade structure and integrated seating for outdoor 

education. 

 

86 

00:15:11.520 --> 00:15:16.460 

Wendy Delgado: Wetland terraces and floating islands are proposed at the 

edge of the Overlook. 

 

87 

00:15:22.110 --> 00:15:33.820 

Wendy Delgado: Elevated pathways would be located within the wetland 

terraces for a more immersive education experience, and to allow for 

potential wetland research collaboration. 

 

88 

00:15:39.670 --> 00:15:45.080 

Wendy Delgado: Moving south along West Silver Lake Boulevard is the 

existing eucalyptus grove 

 

89 

00:15:45.120 --> 00:15:58.820 

Wendy Delgado: similar to the null. A tree succession plan is proposed to 

gradually replace existing trees and poor health with native species that 

would provide high quality, food, and nesting resources for birds and 

small mammals 



 

90 

00:15:58.880 --> 00:16:04.750 

Wendy Delgado: to pathways, Take visitors through the eucalyptus grow to 

the water's edge. 

 

91 

00:16:04.780 --> 00:16:15.270 

Wendy Delgado: These pathways would be lined with low, wildlife, friendly 

fences to keep visitors out of these habitat areas, but to allow for easy 

movement by the wildlife. 

 

92 

00:16:15.550 --> 00:16:25.979 

Wendy Delgado: The null would also have the same fences along its 

pathways. Both areas would be closed at night, and as needed seasonally 

to protect wildlife. 

 

93 

00:16:31.600 --> 00:16:38.549 

Wendy Delgado: This pathway would lead to an overlook, with views of the 

wetland terraces and floating islands below. 

 

94 

00:16:43.350 --> 00:16:58.309 

Wendy Delgado: Continuing south along West Silver Lake Boulevard, the 

land area becomes quite narrow. Here the tree line promenade would be the 

the primary feature of the site, with occasional seating terraces that 

take advantage of the views across the reservoir 

 

95 

00:17:03.800 --> 00:17:11.330 

Wendy Delgado: at the southern end of the project referred to as South 

Valley is the existing Silver Lake Recreation Center, 

 

96 

00:17:11.500 --> 00:17:23.540 

Wendy Delgado: based on wreck and parking community. Input, A new multi-

purpose building is proposed at the corner of Van Help Place and silver 

lake boulevard that would house an indoor basketball court 

 

97 

00:17:23.560 --> 00:17:26.820 

Wendy Delgado: which could also serve as a community center. 

 

98 

00:17:27.140 --> 00:17:37.370 

Wendy Delgado: The existing outdoor basketball court and play field would 

be relocated to the north of the space. The existing dog part would be 

expanded and upgraded. 

 

99 

00:17:42.560 --> 00:17:52.349 



Wendy Delgado: Here you see the proposed location of the multi-purpose 

building which would have a small plaza, and is entry next to the 

existing playground. 

 

100 

00:17:57.650 --> 00:18:09.790 

Wendy Delgado: Moving north along Silver Lake Boulevard towards the 

meadow, is the East Narrows. This area would be comprised primarily of 

the tree line promenade, with occasional seating terraces 

 

101 

00:18:09.930 --> 00:18:15.449 

Wendy Delgado: where the land becomes wider, a fitness circus is circuit 

is proposed. 

 

102 

00:18:21.070 --> 00:18:34.580 

Wendy Delgado: Finally, an overlooked south of the meadow is proposed 

that projects visitors over the water to take advantage of the long 

reservoir views, as well as the views of the San Gabriel mountains. 

Beyond 

 

103 

00:18:39.840 --> 00:18:45.360 

Wendy Delgado: In addition, several off-site improvements would be 

included as part of the project. 

 

104 

00:18:45.570 --> 00:18:52.659 

Wendy Delgado: New parking on West Sa Silver Lake Drive is proposed 

adjacent to the existing Recreation Center. 

 

105 

00:18:57.290 --> 00:19:00.900 

Wendy Delgado: Approximately fifteen new spaces would be added. 

 

106 

00:19:01.670 --> 00:19:13.699 

Wendy Delgado: The proposed project also includes two improvement options 

along Silver Lake Boulevard, between Armstrong Avenue and Dwayne Street 

for a length of approximately three thousand feet 

 

107 

00:19:19.700 --> 00:19:28.810 

Wendy Delgado: currently. The existing roadway includes one particular 

lane in each direction, with parallel parking on the east side of the 

street. 

 

108 

00:19:28.890 --> 00:19:39.019 

Wendy Delgado: Existing bike lanes are located on either side of the 

street, and a buffer sits between the southbound bike lane and the 

reservoir complex. 

 



109 

00:19:39.360 --> 00:19:45.919 

Wendy Delgado: Both options along this area the northbound bike lane 

would be relocated to the west side, 

 

110 

00:19:46.080 --> 00:19:55.819 

Wendy Delgado: so that the bike lanes are together closest to the Silver 

Lake Reservoir complex for ease of accessing the proposed project areas 

 

111 

00:19:56.300 --> 00:20:04.699 

Wendy Delgado: for option. One, the bike lanes would be buffered by five 

foot wide, sidewalk running the length of this. This segment, 

 

112 

00:20:04.860 --> 00:20:11.490 

Wendy Delgado: followed by the addition of parallel parking on the west 

side of the road and reduced traffic lanes 

 

113 

00:20:16.820 --> 00:20:36.410 

Wendy Delgado: for option two. The roadway would be restriped, and the 

bike lanes would be buffered by a proximate four foot painted buffer from 

the traffic lanes no additional parking is included as part of option 

two. This figure you see here is included in the project description, 

chapter two 

 

114 

00:20:36.420 --> 00:20:38.789 

Wendy Delgado: as figure two over sixteen. 

 

115 

00:20:41.040 --> 00:20:51.490 

Wendy Delgado: Next Dr. Jan Green, Redstock Ue Environmental Affairs 

Officer will review the sequel process and provide an overview of the 

draft r context and findings. 

 

116 

00:20:54.610 --> 00:20:56.329 

Jan Green: Thank you, Wendy. 

 

117 

00:20:56.530 --> 00:21:04.359 

Jan Green: Okay. So Uh Sqla requires public agencies to conduct 

environmental reviews of proposed projects. 

 

118 

00:21:04.800 --> 00:21:10.830 

Jan Green: This review discloses potentially significant impacts. The 

projects may have on the environment 

 

119 

00:21:11.160 --> 00:21:17.559 



Jan Green: and sequel also requires public agencies to consider these 

impacts prior to approving a project, 

 

120 

00:21:17.580 --> 00:21:22.189 

Jan Green: and they need to consider if the project benefits outweigh 

those as project impacts. 

 

121 

00:21:23.050 --> 00:21:30.550 

Jan Green: During the sequel process. We are able to identify feasible 

mitigation measures and project alternatives to reduce impacts, 

 

122 

00:21:31.080 --> 00:21:41.459 

Jan Green: and Sql also provides a platform for obtaining input from 

interested stakeholders on the proposed project and its environmental 

impacts. And that's why we're here this evening. 

 

123 

00:21:44.100 --> 00:21:56.920 

Jan Green: Okay. So the next slide kind of gives an overview of the Eir 

process, which happens in three phases, the scoping phase, the draft dir 

phase, and the final vir 

 

124 

00:21:57.840 --> 00:22:09.769 

Jan Green: Before we review the sequel process, though i'd also like to 

acknowledge the committee planning process that occurred to shape the 

master plan as an input, to the scope of the proposed project being 

considered 

 

125 

00:22:09.880 --> 00:22:24.310 

Jan Green: as part of the public outreach for the master plan that 

occurred in two thousand and nineteen, through two thousand and twenty 

eight stakeholder. Working group meetings were held. There were five 

community workshops, with an attendance of one thousand five hundred and 

seventy community members, 

 

126 

00:22:24.320 --> 00:22:36.909 

Jan Green: and more than eight thousand four hundred questionnaire 

responses were received. So the proposed project that you're seeing as 

part of the Eir is a reflection of that uh community planning process. 

 

127 

00:22:37.300 --> 00:22:50.880 

Jan Green: So regarding the secret process. We started the scoping phase 

at the beginning of this year. In early January there was a thirty day, 

public review period and a public meeting that discussed the proposed 

project and potential environmental impacts. 

 

128 



00:22:51.070 --> 00:22:57.590 

Jan Green: Twenty six comments were made at the public scoping meeting. 

Two hundred and six comment letters were submitted, 

 

129 

00:22:57.990 --> 00:23:08.369 

Jan Green: and there is a detailed summary table and appendix, a of the 

draft Ir. Regarding how it's received, and where those are responded to 

in the draft. The Ir. 

 

130 

00:23:09.370 --> 00:23:12.490 

Jan Green: We are now in the draft ir phase. 

 

131 

00:23:12.580 --> 00:23:17.119 

Jan Green: I will review the contents of the eir and highlight some of 

the findings shortly. 

 

132 

00:23:17.510 --> 00:23:20.590 

Jan Green: The draft ir is currently under public review. 

 

133 

00:23:20.760 --> 00:23:25.710 

Jan Green: The The comment period has been extended until December 

second. 

 

134 

00:23:26.270 --> 00:23:35.299 

Jan Green: You can download a copy of the draft er for review from the 

Voe's website, and the link is there at the bottom of all of the slides 

for your reference. 

 

135 

00:23:36.100 --> 00:23:44.570 

Jan Green: Once the comment period on the draft Eir closes, we will 

review the comments submitted and begin preparing the final environmental 

impact report. 

 

136 

00:23:44.960 --> 00:23:54.360 

Jan Green: The final ar will include a copy of all the comments that 

we've received, both verbal comments from this public meeting and written 

comments submitted, 

 

137 

00:23:54.400 --> 00:23:58.830 

Jan Green: and the city will provide direct written responses to those 

comments. 

 

138 

00:23:58.950 --> 00:24:07.939 



Jan Green: The final Eir will also include any revisions needed to the 

project description, or the technical analysis that came to light during 

the public review period. 

 

139 

00:24:08.240 --> 00:24:16.360 

Jan Green: Once the final eir is ready, it will be posted to the voe 

website, and presented to city council for their consideration. 

 

140 

00:24:16.680 --> 00:24:30.309 

Jan Green: If city council chooses to certify the eir and approve the 

proposed project, and a notice of determination will be filed, and we 

anticipate. This process would occur in early spring, two thousand and 

twenty-three 

 

141 

00:24:32.290 --> 00:24:36.740 

Jan Green: so moving on to discuss the contents of the draft Ir. 

 

142 

00:24:37.870 --> 00:24:46.170 

Jan Green: So I want to touch on how the draft Ei is organized, so that 

hopefully can find the information regarding the issues that you're 

interested in. 

 

143 

00:24:46.970 --> 00:25:00.960 

Jan Green: The Eir includes an executive summary which includes a very 

condensed project. Description: a summary of the Environmental impacts 

project design, features and mitigation measures, as well as project 

Alternatives 

 

144 

00:25:01.220 --> 00:25:12.749 

Jan Green: Table Ed. S. One is a good reference to get an overall feel of 

the various environmental resource areas that were analyzed and in 

mitigation measures that would be applied to reduce impacts. 

 

145 

00:25:13.330 --> 00:25:21.630 

Jan Green: Table Es: two summarizes the project design features that have 

been integrated into the project design, and I will speak more about 

those shortened 

 

146 

00:25:22.420 --> 00:25:41.829 

Jan Green: chapter two. The project Description provides a detailed 

description of the proposed project indicating the project locations, 

setting background history as well as the proposed project elements, 

objectives, the construction, phasing, and the approval actions that are 

required to implement the proposed project. 

 

147 



00:25:41.840 --> 00:25:54.519 

Jan Green: If you want to know if something is included as part of the 

proposed project, either during the construction phase for the operation 

space, you should look in Chapter Two to see if it's discussed there. 

 

148 

00:25:55.430 --> 00:26:02.520 

Jan Green: We have tried to be very transparent about our assumptions 

regarding what it would take to construct and operate the project. 

 

149 

00:26:02.640 --> 00:26:09.920 

Jan Green: We identified those assumptions in the project description, 

and they relied on them later in the environmental impact analysis. 

 

150 

00:26:11.070 --> 00:26:20.840 

Jan Green: In Chapter three we analyze potential project impacts related 

to all environmental resource areas contained in the Appendix G. Of the 

Sql. Guidelines. 

 

151 

00:26:20.930 --> 00:26:25.229 

Jan Green: There are sections in Chapter three related to each of these 

topics, 

 

152 

00:26:25.260 --> 00:26:43.330 

Deborah Weintraub: and any of the technical studies that we're prepared 

to support. The analysis are included in the 

 

153 

00:26:45.070 --> 00:26:48.529 

Jan Green: I will highlight some of the impacts for you. 

 

154 

00:26:48.750 --> 00:26:57.390 

Jan Green: But again, Table Es: one summarizes all of the environmental 

impacts associated with the proposed project. 

 

155 

00:26:57.570 --> 00:27:01.409 

Jan Green: The mitigation measures that are applied to reduce those 

impacts. 

 

156 

00:27:02.250 --> 00:27:07.410 

Jan Green: Cumulative impacts are also analyzed within each environmental 

resource. Section 

 

157 

00:27:08.550 --> 00:27:21.910 



Jan Green: In chapter four we discuss growth, inducing impacts, and note 

that the proposed project is not intended to facilitate growth, but 

instead to serve the recreational needs of the surrounding communities. 

 

158 

00:27:22.590 --> 00:27:32.630 

Jan Green: And in Chapter five. The Eir includes a discussion about 

project alternatives that have also been considered, and i'll spend more 

time uh talking about that later. 

 

159 

00:27:33.370 --> 00:27:34.710 

Jan Green: See? Next slide. 

 

160 

00:27:36.780 --> 00:27:50.429 

Jan Green: Okay. So here i'd like to touch on some areas of initial 

concern that we're raised by the public and regulatory agencies during 

the scoping process, and during our consultations. 

 

161 

00:27:50.900 --> 00:28:10.400 

Jan Green: Each of these issues are further evaluated in the Er. And 

addressed in either the project, description, or in chapter three, which 

includes the impact analysis related to these various environmental 

resource areas, biology, noise, transportation, population, and housing, 

public services and water quality. 

 

162 

00:28:11.170 --> 00:28:13.739 

Jan Green: So i'll just touch on some of these Now, 

 

163 

00:28:13.850 --> 00:28:22.369 

Jan Green: as part of the proposed project, the perimeter security 

fencing would be removed as construction of each park zone is complete 

 

164 

00:28:22.910 --> 00:28:30.880 

Jan Green: as discussed in Section Two point. Seven of the project. 

Description as part of an as part of the operations phase 

 

165 

00:28:31.470 --> 00:28:39.270 

Jan Green: security plan to address the safety of park visitors would be 

implemented. As the fence is removed. 

 

166 

00:28:39.680 --> 00:28:58.120 

Jan Green: Other operations plans were but required for the proposed 

project include a wildlife management plan, a Wetlands management plan, a 

tree succession plan, and a brush clearance plan, and all of those 

address interest around protecting trees, habitat, and biological 

resources 



 

167 

00:28:58.860 --> 00:29:08.289 

Jan Green: for concerns about traffic parking by connectivity and safety. 

First, I would note tables, two d, seven, 

 

168 

00:29:08.470 --> 00:29:12.279 

Jan Green: two over eight, and two minus nine in the project description. 

 

169 

00:29:12.750 --> 00:29:23.389 

Jan Green: These tables identify the number of visitors to the project 

that we anticipate what happened on the weekends during the week, and for 

special events 

 

170 

00:29:23.470 --> 00:29:33.389 

Jan Green: which would need to be permitted, and could occur up to twelve 

times a year. But we anticipate. They would mostly be focused during the 

summer months of June and July and August. 

 

171 

00:29:33.840 --> 00:29:50.980 

Jan Green: So I will note the offsite improvement design options 

identified in the project description that Wendy discussed earlier. Uh, 

she referenced figure two dash sixteen, which showed those two design 

options uh being considered along Silver Lake Boulevard. 

 

172 

00:29:51.300 --> 00:30:00.020 

Jan Green: So option One added the street, parking with the protected 

bike lanes and option two focused on adding the protected by claims. But 

we're wider. 

 

173 

00:30:00.340 --> 00:30:06.700 

Jan Green: These options are open for public comment about what will best 

serve the needs of interested stakeholders. 

 

174 

00:30:07.440 --> 00:30:13.120 

Jan Green: Section Three point, one, six. In chapter three discusses 

transportation impacts 

 

175 

00:30:13.490 --> 00:30:21.799 

Jan Green: and project design features that we have added related to 

managing construction, traffic and traffic related to special events. 

 

176 

00:30:22.340 --> 00:30:29.760 

Jan Green: Later, I will spend some time highlighting noise impacts from 

construction and special events during the operation. Space 



 

177 

00:30:30.620 --> 00:30:45.550 

Jan Green: regarding the drought conditions as Section two point seven 

point. Four of the project. Description does discuss how, under certain 

drought conditions or emergencies declared by public agencies that water 

levels in Solar Lake 

 

178 

00:30:45.560 --> 00:30:53.520 

Jan Green: and the Ibaho uh, wherever it's, maybe lower to conform to 

emergency water conservation requirements 

 

179 

00:30:54.120 --> 00:30:55.820 

Jan Green: a next slide, please. 

 

180 

00:30:58.170 --> 00:31:03.840 

Jan Green: So here I just want to spend a little time talking about the 

project design features 

 

181 

00:31:03.970 --> 00:31:18.659 

Jan Green: that have been integrated into the project, and they've been 

applied either during the construction or operations phase to demonstrate 

how thoughtful the project team has been to try to design the project to 

address various concerns. 

 

182 

00:31:18.800 --> 00:31:24.270 

Jan Green: These are listed in Section Two point five point eight of the 

project description, 

 

183 

00:31:24.470 --> 00:31:30.369 

Jan Green: and we also highlight any Pdfs at the beginning of each impact 

analysis. Section in chapter three. 

 

184 

00:31:30.700 --> 00:31:40.499 

Jan Green: So there's thirty-three project design features all together 

and again those are summarized in table. Es two in the executive summary 

 

185 

00:31:40.600 --> 00:32:00.319 

Jan Green: um three that I just wanted to highlight for you uh one was 

around biological resources. So with uh, requiring wildlife fencing 

signage which will require interpretive signage to be installed near 

wildlife, friendly fencing, to educate the public on wildlife and habitat 

sensitivity, 

 

186 

00:32:00.330 --> 00:32:03.760 



Jan Green: and to encourage the public not to enter restricted areas. 

 

187 

00:32:05.000 --> 00:32:09.500 

Jan Green: Uh another. One is related to construction activities 

 

188 

00:32:10.430 --> 00:32:27.430 

Jan Green: so requiring a prior to the start of construction, the the 

city would notify Ah! Adjacent businesses and residents about the 

proposed construction activities and tentative schedule, and the city 

would require the construction contractor to designate a community 

Renaissance 

 

189 

00:32:27.440 --> 00:32:42.030 

Jan Green: to respond to any issues related to construction activities, 

including noise or vibration concerns, and the community. Liaison would 

have to manage a log of these communications and show resolution of those 

issues 

 

190 

00:32:42.040 --> 00:32:48.040 

Jan Green: and make a uh telephone hotline number available with the 

signage on the project site. 

 

191 

00:32:49.280 --> 00:32:58.149 

Jan Green: Another project design feature is having a special site-

specific traffic control and transit plan for large events. 

 

192 

00:32:58.410 --> 00:33:02.549 

Jan Green: So um. Large events would require a permit, 

 

193 

00:33:02.870 --> 00:33:15.869 

Jan Green: and they would be required to do a site, specific traffic 

control, plan to provide information on parking and circulation and 

highlight transit options for event attendees to minimize congestion 

 

194 

00:33:15.900 --> 00:33:20.390 

Jan Green: um and vehicle Miles travel associated with the the project, 

 

195 

00:33:21.720 --> 00:33:28.660 

Jan Green: and we're going to move on now and talk generally about the in 

impact analysis, methodology that's applied 

 

196 

00:33:28.710 --> 00:33:30.620 

Jan Green: uh during the sequel process. 

 



197 

00:33:31.450 --> 00:33:32.509 

Jan Green: So next five. 

 

198 

00:33:35.850 --> 00:33:46.979 

Jan Green: Okay. So how do we calculate secret impacts? So here's the 

framework that we use? We look at the baseline environmental conditions 

that are established for each environmental resource area. 

 

199 

00:33:47.530 --> 00:33:54.330 

Jan Green: We consider the regulatory requirements and any project design 

features that have been integrated into the project. 

 

200 

00:33:54.600 --> 00:33:59.759 

Jan Green: And then we look at potential impacts due to project 

construction and operation 

 

201 

00:34:00.120 --> 00:34:06.599 

Jan Green: and then significance. Determinations are made for each 

project impact in these following categories. 

 

202 

00:34:06.700 --> 00:34:09.040 

Jan Green: So there's either no impact 

 

203 

00:34:09.630 --> 00:34:18.129 

Jan Green: uh. There are less than significant impacts where the impact 

does not exceed a an established threshold 

 

204 

00:34:18.330 --> 00:34:27.970 

Jan Green: or um. It is less than significant with mitigation, where 

impacts can be reduced to below the threshold with the application of 

indication measures. 

 

205 

00:34:28.409 --> 00:34:44.810 

Jan Green: And finally, there is a category called significant and 

unavoidable impacts. And this is where impacts cannot be reduced below 

the threshold. And even with the application of reasonable and feasible 

mitigation measures 

 

206 

00:34:46.300 --> 00:34:47.290 

Jan Green: next slide, please. 

 

207 

00:34:49.080 --> 00:34:59.119 



Jan Green: Okay. So now i'm going to briefly summarize the findings of 

the draft, ir and highlight some specific environmental impacts to 

certain resource areas. 

 

208 

00:34:59.880 --> 00:35:11.210 

Jan Green: So we conducted our analysis, and found that the project did 

not result in any impacts where impacts were found to be less than 

significant in these resource areas. 

 

209 

00:35:11.450 --> 00:35:16.949 

Jan Green: Um, I do want to highlight here. That transportation is 

included on this list. 

 

210 

00:35:17.200 --> 00:35:24.549 

Jan Green: The Oe consulted with led ot on our traffic study, and the 

project was found to result in no impacts to 

 

211 

00:35:24.600 --> 00:35:34.599 

Jan Green: transportation and no mitigation Measures were required. In 

fact, none of the environmental resource areas on this list required 

mitigation. We applied to reduce impacts. 

 

212 

00:35:35.090 --> 00:35:40.469 

Jan Green: There are project design features again identified in table es 

two 

 

213 

00:35:40.530 --> 00:35:45.939 

Jan Green: um with, and those are highlighted again in the beginning of 

each section. In Chapter three 

 

214 

00:35:46.020 --> 00:35:56.410 

Jan Green: um, and they are implemented because they are either standard 

best practices or the city is trying to design the project in the 

thoughtful way to respond to stakeholder concern. 

 

215 

00:35:57.830 --> 00:36:00.979 

Jan Green: Okay, let's move on to the next uh impact category. 

 

216 

00:36:01.230 --> 00:36:04.709 

Jan Green: So those are less than significant with mitigation. 

 

217 

00:36:05.680 --> 00:36:14.640 



Jan Green: So for these environmental resource areas we do need to apply 

mitigation measures to reduce environmental impacts to the below the 

threshold of significance. 

 

218 

00:36:15.400 --> 00:36:18.549 

Jan Green: There's twenty four mitigation measures identified. 

 

219 

00:36:18.610 --> 00:36:23.949 

Jan Green: So just to step through these briefly for aesthetics. The 

concern is light and glare, 

 

220 

00:36:23.980 --> 00:36:35.290 

Jan Green: and we require mitigation measures that address shield the use 

of shielded light fixtures, and the use of non glare materials for 

buildings and structures. 

 

221 

00:36:35.790 --> 00:36:44.400 

Jan Green: Okay? Ah, for air quality. We require mitigation measures to 

reduce the construction emissions from hall trucks and construction 

equipment 

 

222 

00:36:45.680 --> 00:36:54.069 

Jan Green: related to biology. Uh, I'm going to spend a little time on 

this, because I know there's a high level of interest around biological 

resources 

 

223 

00:36:54.200 --> 00:37:01.299 

Jan Green: for the project design. We conducted tree surveys. We 

identified several type of protected trees on site, 

 

224 

00:37:01.420 --> 00:37:04.320 

Jan Green: so we have Southern California, Black Walnut 

 

225 

00:37:04.360 --> 00:37:08.219 

Jan Green: Coast, live oak, Mexican, elder, Berry, and Toyon. 

 

226 

00:37:08.420 --> 00:37:23.059 

Jan Green: There are twelve project design features that focus on 

managing biological issues, such as nesting birds, best practices for 

trees related to fencing, avoiding root damage, irrigation, pest, 

management, et cetera. 

 

227 

00:37:24.380 --> 00:37:32.450 



Jan Green: The proposed project will require tree removals, and those 

will be administered under the jurisdiction of the recreation and Parks 

department, 

 

228 

00:37:32.780 --> 00:37:47.370 

Jan Green: and the project is proposing tree replacement ratios that are 

consistent with raft's, requirements, and in relation to some species 

like the coast by oak uh, based on consultation with the California 

Department of efficient wildlife. 

 

229 

00:37:47.880 --> 00:37:50.840 

Jan Green: The project also includes a tree succession plan. 

 

230 

00:37:51.100 --> 00:37:54.220 

Jan Green: You can read more about that in the project. Description, 

 

231 

00:37:54.370 --> 00:38:07.639 

Jan Green: mitigation measures required to reduce construction impacts um 

include requiring a qualified biologist to conduct a worker. 

Environmental awareness, training with construction, Personnel 

 

232 

00:38:07.730 --> 00:38:15.919 

Jan Green: surveys are going to be required prior to construction to look 

for the presence of the crotch's, bumblebee, and monarch butterflies; 

 

233 

00:38:16.240 --> 00:38:22.119 

Jan Green: and if those species are found, protocols will be uh put in 

place to manage impacts 

 

234 

00:38:22.360 --> 00:38:36.600 

Jan Green: that surveys myself would be conducted prior to construction, 

and there will be protocols uh put in place if bats are identified, and 

you can learn more about that by reviewing mitigation measure uh bio, 

three special status backs. 

 

235 

00:38:37.860 --> 00:38:51.700 

Jan Green: Um. Regarding cultural resources, we have four mitigation 

measures that discuss archaeological monitoring requirements during 

construction, training for construction personnel and what to do in the 

event that um resources are discovered. 

 

236 

00:38:51.710 --> 00:39:01.220 

Jan Green: And this also applies to paleontological resources and tribal 

cultural resources which will require native American monitoring. And 

 



237 

00:39:13.300 --> 00:39:15.269 

Jan Green: so um 

 

238 

00:39:15.470 --> 00:39:22.949 

Jan Green: we did end up with a significant and unavoidable impact 

related to noise 

 

239 

00:39:23.900 --> 00:39:24.750 

Jan Green: at 

 

240 

00:39:44.730 --> 00:39:45.839 

Jan Green: um. 

 

241 

00:39:45.870 --> 00:39:55.690 

Jan Green: But we do have construction impacts related to noise and 

vibration especially related to um human annoyance, 

 

242 

00:39:55.990 --> 00:40:07.319 

Jan Green: and we do have noise impacts associated with the the 

operations phase when amplified speakers are used during special events. 

 

243 

00:40:07.970 --> 00:40:14.209 

Jan Green: There are cumulative noise impacts also related to those 

construction and operation phases. 

 

244 

00:40:14.530 --> 00:40:29.749 

Jan Green: So we have applied for mitigation measures to uh reduce sound 

and vibration from construction equipment, and we do have a mitigation 

measure related to um, the amplified speaker. Use, but regardless of that 

 

245 

00:40:29.760 --> 00:40:35.349 

Jan Green: um, we are not able to reduce those impacts to a level of less 

than significant 

 

246 

00:40:35.600 --> 00:40:54.000 

Jan Green: Um. So what that means uh is that the city, you know, would be 

presented with this information, and then make a decision about whether 

the project benefits outweigh um those impacts, and whether a statement 

of overwriting considerations should be adopted. 

 

247 

00:40:58.670 --> 00:41:15.489 

Jan Green: So I will mention, uh, there are recreation impacts that also 

result in a significant, unavoidable finding, because this is a 



recreation facility, and it's a secondary impact associated with the 

noise that occurs. 

 

248 

00:41:16.710 --> 00:41:17.970 

Jan Green: Um, 

 

249 

00:41:18.120 --> 00:41:23.559 

Jan Green: I wanted to just talk again a little bit about the operational 

noise impact. 

 

250 

00:41:24.070 --> 00:41:29.680 

Jan Green: So the special events the assumption we made is that these 

would occur in the meadow 

 

251 

00:41:29.980 --> 00:41:40.740 

Jan Green: they would be concerts or outdoor movie screenings or 

luncheons, something um that would require that could accommodate up to 

six hundred people. 

 

252 

00:41:40.870 --> 00:41:48.190 

Jan Green: They could occur up to twelve times a year. Um! But again 

likely they would uh be concentrated in the summer months, 

 

253 

00:41:48.700 --> 00:42:00.830 

Jan Green: and for those type of events a permit would be required, and 

there would be controls around the duration of the events, the direction 

of the speakers. Um, they would have to avoid facing north or south, 

 

254 

00:42:01.030 --> 00:42:10.990 

Jan Green: and the use of temporary noise, barriers might be required. 

But again, with even with all of those requirements we're not able to 

reduce the anticipated noise 

 

255 

00:42:11.030 --> 00:42:13.929 

Jan Green: to a less significant levels, 

 

256 

00:42:15.020 --> 00:42:23.509 

Jan Green: and if we were to move to the next slide, we can just kind of 

get a sense of the challenge that we're facing here, which is 

 

257 

00:42:23.530 --> 00:42:27.380 

Jan Green: the project area, and then the area in 

 

258 



00:42:27.620 --> 00:42:34.999 

Jan Green: uh light yellow are the sensitive noise receptors which are 

basically residents that surround the project site. 

 

259 

00:42:35.560 --> 00:42:54.350 

Jan Green: Um, so it's. And then just based on the geography, too, with 

the higher elevations and the the hill surrounding the site, it's very 

hard to control um and manage the attenuation of noise that would be 

coming from the site, either from construction or operations. Um, at 

least with the amplified sound. 

 

260 

00:42:55.810 --> 00:42:58.270 

Jan Green: So uh next slide. 

 

261 

00:42:59.230 --> 00:43:13.929 

Jan Green: I'd like to spend a little time now moving on to the 

alternatives analysis. Which is It's again saying, Slow down. You got it. 

Yeah, thank you. 

 

262 

00:43:16.840 --> 00:43:17.840 

Jan Green: So 

 

263 

00:43:18.490 --> 00:43:24.710 

Jan Green: under Sqla, we are required to consider a reasonable range of 

alternatives to the project 

 

264 

00:43:24.900 --> 00:43:35.419 

Jan Green: or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain 

most of the basic objectives of the project, but would avoid or 

substantially lessen, 

 

265 

00:43:35.610 --> 00:43:37.899 

Jan Green: any of the effects of the project, 

 

266 

00:43:37.950 --> 00:43:42.079 

Jan Green: and evaluate the comparative merits of those alternatives. 

 

267 

00:43:43.060 --> 00:43:48.140 

Jan Green: So for this analysis we looked at three project alternatives 

in detail. 

 

268 

00:43:48.930 --> 00:43:52.559 

Jan Green: We have alternative one and no project. Alternative 

 



269 

00:43:52.790 --> 00:43:56.849 

Jan Green: Alternative to the reduced project. Alternative 

 

270 

00:43:57.530 --> 00:44:04.919 

Jan Green: Alternative Three the Silver Lake Reservoir, natural lands and 

open space preserve alternative. 

 

271 

00:44:05.900 --> 00:44:18.529 

Jan Green: If you look at Table five four, we identify the concepts 

considered during the master plan and the feedback that we received 

during the scoping process. 

 

272 

00:44:24.230 --> 00:44:26.589 

Jan Green: Uh limiting, lighting, 

 

273 

00:44:27.040 --> 00:44:37.839 

Jan Green: keeping the perimeter fence in place, reducing hardscape. So 

we considered all of those ideas in the formation of these that project 

alternatives 

 

274 

00:44:39.130 --> 00:44:49.819 

Jan Green: in the alternatives analysis. We look at how well each of 

these alternatives addresses the project objectives. You can look at, uh 

that analysis and table five set, 

 

275 

00:44:50.650 --> 00:45:03.560 

Jan Green: and we considered how each of the project alternatives may 

result in reduced impacts compared to the proposed project. And again, 

tables, five, five and five point six percent. This analysis. 

 

276 

00:45:03.680 --> 00:45:04.950 

Jan Green: And then 

 

277 

00:45:04.980 --> 00:45:09.009 

Jan Green: we select an environmentally superior alternative. 

 

278 

00:45:09.380 --> 00:45:15.899 

Jan Green: So i'm going to talk a little bit about the environmentally 

superior alternative. Now and then. I'm. Going to move on to just 

 

279 

00:45:16.100 --> 00:45:19.620 

Jan Green: giving some more details about these alternatives. 

 



280 

00:45:20.600 --> 00:45:21.839 

Jan Green: Okay, So 

 

281 

00:45:22.250 --> 00:45:33.049 

Jan Green: section one point five, section, one, five, two, six point, 

six of the sequel guidelines requires that an environmentally superior 

alternative be identified. 

 

282 

00:45:33.330 --> 00:45:39.739 

Jan Green: The environmentally superior alternative is the alternative 

that would be expected to generate the least amount 

 

283 

00:45:39.810 --> 00:45:41.959 

Jan Green: of environmental, significant impacts, 

 

284 

00:45:42.590 --> 00:45:51.909 

Jan Green: as shown in Table Five Point five. Each of the alternatives to 

the proposed project would eliminate the significant and unavoidable 

impacts of the proposed project, 

 

285 

00:45:51.930 --> 00:45:55.379 

Jan Green: which is the noise impacts on permitted special events. 

 

286 

00:45:56.250 --> 00:46:08.279 

Jan Green: Although the no project alternative would result in the fewest 

impacts on the existing environment. This alternative would not result in 

the benefits anticipated under the proposed project 

 

287 

00:46:09.340 --> 00:46:12.850 

Jan Green: alternative to or alternative three, 

 

288 

00:46:13.390 --> 00:46:19.179 

Jan Green: or meet the fundamental project objective of repurposing the 

project site into a public 

 

289 

00:46:36.330 --> 00:46:48.580 

Jan Green: as you loaded in table. Five six impacts associated with 

alternative to an alternative three would be less than the proposed 

project due to the reduced amount of construction 

 

290 

00:46:48.600 --> 00:46:51.559 

Jan Green: and elimination of permitted special events, 

 



291 

00:46:56.750 --> 00:47:00.040 

Jan Green: it would result in the least amount of construction 

 

292 

00:47:00.310 --> 00:47:04.019 

Jan Green: and least noise, vibration, and air missions, 

 

293 

00:47:04.070 --> 00:47:10.140 

Jan Green: However alternative three would result in a greater benefit to 

habitat value. 

 

294 

00:47:18.640 --> 00:47:24.600 

Jan Green: Sequel guidelines do not require an agency to select the 

environment superior alternative 

 

295 

00:47:45.930 --> 00:47:50.019 

Jan Green: to increase spaces for community and family gatherings, 

 

296 

00:47:51.070 --> 00:48:01.650 

Jan Green: in addition, by eliminating all new built structures 

alternative to, would not provide all of the recreational and community 

benefits included in the proposed project 

 

297 

00:48:01.670 --> 00:48:05.280 

Jan Green: and envisions in the primary project objective. 

 

298 

00:48:06.320 --> 00:48:14.129 

Jan Green: Okay. So i'm going to move on now to spend a little more time 

talking about um alternative two and three, 

 

299 

00:48:26.070 --> 00:48:29.880 

Jan Green: which would modify the existing um 

 

300 

00:48:30.040 --> 00:48:36.240 

Jan Green: at Silver Lake Reservoir Complex into a public park similar to 

the proposed project. 

 

301 

00:48:36.300 --> 00:48:47.629 

Jan Green: But it would not build a new structures that there is a it's a 

little hard to see. But when you look at the figure in the document, 

there's a a laundry list of items that are included, 

 

302 

00:48:47.770 --> 00:48:52.660 



Jan Green: or i'm sorry that are removed from the project uh as compared 

to the proposed project 

 

303 

00:48:53.770 --> 00:48:59.690 

Jan Green: alternative to would be constructed within a similar overall 

footprint as the proposed project, 

 

304 

00:48:59.840 --> 00:49:03.210 

Jan Green: and would only focus on the habitat enhancement 

 

305 

00:49:03.410 --> 00:49:16.969 

Jan Green: aspect of the proposed project. For example, recreational 

facilities, such as new multi purpose, facility. The play field, the 

expanded dog park, or the reconfiguration of the existing representer, 

would not be constructed 

 

306 

00:49:28.670 --> 00:49:36.830 

Jan Green: an under alternative to the seeding terraces. The informal 

play area and the floating dock would not be implemented in the meadow. 

 

307 

00:49:37.380 --> 00:49:44.330 

Jan Green: The Education Center the multi-purpose facility and shade 

structures would also not be constructed 

 

308 

00:49:45.170 --> 00:49:52.770 

Jan Green: with the removal of the Education Center in the meadow and the 

new multi-purpose facility in the south valley. 

 

309 

00:50:03.300 --> 00:50:05.840 

Jan Green: But the center would not be reconfigured 

 

310 

00:50:06.340 --> 00:50:12.260 

Jan Green: updates to the dog park would include improvements within the 

existing footprint of the dog Park, 

 

311 

00:50:12.530 --> 00:50:15.700 

Jan Green: adding grass and some seeding areas for owners. 

 

312 

00:50:16.460 --> 00:50:19.319 

Jan Green: Lighting throughout the project site would be reduced. 

 

313 

00:50:19.990 --> 00:50:23.709 



Jan Green: Special events would not be allowed as part of this 

alternative 

 

314 

00:50:24.150 --> 00:50:34.199 

Jan Green: similar to the proposed project alternative, two would remove 

the perimeter fence to allow for increased public access and improve 

wildlife. Access to the water 

 

315 

00:50:34.560 --> 00:50:39.759 

Jan Green: alternative to would also be operated similarly to the 

proposed project. 

 

316 

00:50:40.060 --> 00:50:46.890 

Jan Green: Tree removals would still be required of still required 

similar to the proposed project. Those replacement ratios 

 

317 

00:50:47.720 --> 00:50:54.359 

Jan Green: off-site bike improvements would occur along Silverlay 

Beauregard, and no new parking would be added 

 

318 

00:50:54.420 --> 00:50:58.380 

Jan Green: near the South Valley along West Silver Lake Drive. 

 

319 

00:51:07.520 --> 00:51:09.159 

Jan Green: Okay. So next slide 

 

320 

00:51:09.620 --> 00:51:15.740 

Jan Green: uh. So Alternative three is the Silver Lake Reservoir, Natural 

land and open Space Preserve 

 

321 

00:51:16.760 --> 00:51:35.830 

Jan Green: for alternative free. Uh. This was proposed during the public 

scoping period, as it is a result of essentially of a hybrid of project 

components, focusing on improving and maintaining current habitat values 

in much of the park, while maintaining some recreational features, such 

as the multi purpose facility. In the South Valley 

 

322 

00:51:36.040 --> 00:51:47.990 

Jan Green: alternative three would be constructed within a similar 

overall footprint as the proposed project, and would focus on limiting 

public access to the null, the eucalyptus grow and the water's edge. 

 

323 

00:51:48.500 --> 00:52:03.450 



Jan Green: It would include a reconfigured and expanded line in the 

meadow, with expanded, ornamental and green gardens in the null only 

damaged or dying trees would be removed, and as a result the Tree 

succession plan for tree planting would be reduced. 

 

324 

00:52:03.530 --> 00:52:11.899 

Jan Green: There would be no public access to the Knoll and the Education 

Center. Nature trails and seeding terraces would not be constructed 

 

325 

00:52:12.140 --> 00:52:16.670 

for the I of her reservoir. Only the walking paths would be expanded, 

 

326 

00:52:16.940 --> 00:52:22.010 

Jan Green: and eucalyptus grow only damaged or dying trees would be 

removed. 

 

327 

00:52:23.910 --> 00:52:28.709 

Jan Green: Um! And the succession plan for tree planting would be 

reduced, 

 

328 

00:52:29.230 --> 00:52:34.120 

Jan Green: and then east and west narrows. The walking path will be 

updated in the expand 

 

329 

00:52:35.140 --> 00:52:42.079 

Jan Green: as part of this alternative, an eight foot high, non-scalable, 

continuous perimeter fence, 

 

330 

00:52:42.470 --> 00:52:45.090 

Jan Green: with access gates would be constructed 

 

331 

00:52:45.580 --> 00:52:51.999 

Jan Green: alternative. Three would focus on improving up one habitat and 

would include wetland creation along the shoreline. 

 

332 

00:52:52.210 --> 00:53:00.269 

Jan Green: The proposed promenade and walking paths would be constructed 

under this alternative, but they would be moved further away from the 

water's edge as feasible. 

 

333 

00:53:00.860 --> 00:53:08.519 

Jan Green: This alternative would retain all current public use 

facilities while improving the more heavily used facilities in the South 

Valley. 



 

334 

00:53:09.760 --> 00:53:18.669 

Jan Green: Okay. So i'm gonna uh move on to the next slide. And just uh 

generally review again where we are and next steps, 

 

335 

00:53:18.940 --> 00:53:32.769 

Jan Green: which are um. The comment period is open on the draft, the Ar. 

I hopefully, by identified um some helpful references for you while you 

do. Your review and comments are due on December the second 

 

336 

00:54:11.680 --> 00:54:17.299 

Jan Green: um, so you can send written comments to me, or submit them uh 

to the website. 

 

337 

00:54:17.770 --> 00:54:32.549 

Jan Green: And with that I think i'm going to hand it over to Nicole, who 

is going to get ready um to moderate our public comment process, and we 

are going to give our a little break in the Enter 

 

338 

00:54:34.820 --> 00:54:53.160 

Nicolle Steiner: Thanks, Jan um while we're doing that. If you've joined 

the call um recently, please be sure to select your preferred language. 

Um, you will do that by clicking on that interpretation button at the 

bottom of your screen and select either English or Spanish, 

 

339 

00:54:53.580 --> 00:55:00.650 

Nicolle Steiner: and then click that interpretation button one more time, 

um, and select mute original audio, 

 

340 

00:55:00.990 --> 00:55:04.090 

Nicolle Steiner: and that way you'll be listening to the correct 

language. 

 

341 

00:55:07.900 --> 00:55:10.150 

Nicolle Steiner: Um! At this time 

 

342 

00:55:14.710 --> 00:55:25.079 

Nicolle Steiner: you can raise your virtual hand, and we'll get folks a 

few minutes to raise their hand here while we give the interpreter a few 

minutes. Um! 

 

343 

00:55:26.370 --> 00:55:33.220 

Nicolle Steiner: Again. We are only taking verbal comments. We are not 

going to be responding to any questions today. 



 

344 

00:55:33.570 --> 00:55:43.210 

Nicolle Steiner: You can raise your virtual hand by clicking that little 

raised hand button at the bottom of your screen or dialing star nine on 

the phone. 

 

345 

00:55:43.750 --> 00:55:46.180 

Nicolle Steiner: I will be going down the list in order 

 

346 

00:55:46.370 --> 00:55:53.850 

Nicolle Steiner: Um! In which they appear on my screen, and we'll call 

out your name or the last three digits of your phone number. 

 

347 

00:55:55.020 --> 00:56:07.339 

Nicolle Steiner: Um. At that time we will then unmute you and you'll have 

to accept to unmute yourself. And again, if you're on the phone. You'll 

have to press Star Six to unmute yourself. 

 

348 

00:56:08.730 --> 00:56:13.689 

Nicolle Steiner: Um, Once you're unmuted, go ahead and state your name 

and your comment. 

 

349 

00:56:14.010 --> 00:56:19.209 

Nicolle Steiner: So we mentioned. Please stay within the two minute 

allotment that we have 

 

350 

00:56:19.240 --> 00:56:24.210 

Nicolle Steiner: um, so that we give everyone a chance to provide their 

verbal comments tonight. 

 

351 

00:56:24.460 --> 00:56:32.600 

Nicolle Steiner: You'll see the clock over here. It'll run down your 

time, so please start wrapping up your comments. As you see the time 

running out 

 

352 

00:56:34.930 --> 00:56:45.150 

Nicolle Steiner: again. We have a Spanish translator, so we'll give them 

a few minutes. And also when you are giving your comment, please speak 

clearly and into your mic, so he can hear you. 

 

353 

00:56:45.270 --> 00:56:46.880 

Nicolle Steiner: We'll get folks some time 

 

354 



00:56:46.950 --> 00:56:48.609 

Nicolle Steiner: to raise their hand. 

 

355 

00:57:09.800 --> 00:57:11.370 

Nicolle Steiner: All right. 

 

356 

00:57:17.540 --> 00:57:19.949 

Nicolle Steiner: We will start with Andrew. 

 

357 

00:57:26.210 --> 00:57:43.580 

Thomas, Andrew: Hello! Can you hear me? 

 

358 

00:57:43.590 --> 00:58:03.529 

Thomas, Andrew: My comment is that the draft eir accurately and 

comprehensively describes the impacts of and potential mitigation 

strategies for the proposed project, and I support the City Council 

approving the draft Eir, or the Eir at that point of the types of impacts 

considered the most significant and unavoidable impact, as you mentioned, 

is a noise 

 

359 

00:58:03.540 --> 00:58:21.079 

Thomas, Andrew: associated with construction and operation of the 

complex. I think the mitigation measures of the Ei are good, but I do 

urge you to prohibit amplified music in the complex at all times, and I 

also urge the construction, noise, mitigation, measures are here too 

strictly and expanded upon wherever possible. 

 

360 

00:58:21.180 --> 00:58:33.559 

Thomas, Andrew: Years of experience in the community have convinced me 

that the community members support the goals of the master plan, which 

are an enhanced walking experience, a serene, natural retreat, and a 

place to interact with the neighbors 

 

361 

00:58:33.580 --> 00:58:50.869 

Thomas, Andrew: as a participant in the development of the master plan. I 

believe the elements of the plan are all there for the reason for this 

reason, and they'll all uh help achieve these goals. Without these 

elements the goals will not be met, and the benefits will not be 

realized. And i'm aware of the proposals to maintain the status quo, 

 

362 

00:58:50.910 --> 00:59:08.730 

Thomas, Andrew: which would mean the reservoirs property, would remain 

mainly used as a dwp, storage, and staging facility, and also, as a quote 

you, Lake Unquote, and I think it's unfair to restrict the use of the 

complex to these exclusive and exclusionary uses. When one la needs 

parks, 



 

363 

00:59:08.740 --> 00:59:22.370 

Thomas, Andrew: two birds need areas to nest and feed three. The planet 

needs carbon, sequestration and cooling from things like water and more 

trees, and for the city needs stormwater capture. So we have all these 

needs, and we have this opportunity. 

 

364 

00:59:22.380 --> 00:59:36.830 

Thomas, Andrew: I think it's unwise not to seize this opportunity to 

realize these benefits. Of course, construction will be necessary, which 

will result, as we said, an unavoidable noise. But we can accept this if 

the noise, mitigation measures are it here too, 

 

365 

00:59:36.840 --> 00:59:53.759 

Thomas, Andrew: and I want to also mention that I support the off-site 

improvements that mitigate the transportation impacts, including the 

parking and bicycle lanes that are included in the draft. The ir um I 

think the the the plan pro poses a parking lane along Silver Lake Drive 

and a reconfigured parking area on west over Lake Drive, 

 

366 

00:59:53.770 --> 00:59:57.269 

Thomas, Andrew: and I support these measures because I think they should 

believe 

 

367 

00:59:57.390 --> 01:00:14.580 

Thomas, Andrew: the parking pressures on the neighborhood residents, and 

because the proposed protected bike lanes will increase safety for 

pedestrians and bicyclists. So proposed improvements to the Dock Park and 

rec center, too, as well as the regrading and restoration of the 

pedestrian paths, will address safety concerns two hundred and fifty 

 

368 

01:00:14.590 --> 01:00:21.070 

Thomas, Andrew: in the area and serve the recreational needs of the 

community. So to them up quickly, I accept the findings of the Eir 

 

369 

01:00:21.300 --> 01:00:28.580 

Thomas, Andrew: with the additional noise, mitigation measures, and I 

will ultimately urge the city council to approve the eir. Thank you. 

 

370 

01:00:30.450 --> 01:00:35.700 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment. You got a few extra seconds 

there. Forgot the clock. 

 

371 

01:00:40.180 --> 01:00:42.410 

Nicolle Steiner: Um, Scott Sternberg! 



 

372 

01:00:45.850 --> 01:00:48.889 

Scott Sternberg: Hi! Can you hear me? Yes, 

 

373 

01:00:49.060 --> 01:00:57.459 

Scott Sternberg: uh, okay. I'll start. I think you know. I guess the 

first thing I want to start with i'm a I've looked for thirteen years of 

a homeowner. 

 

374 

01:00:57.510 --> 01:01:09.330 

Scott Sternberg: I'm not a stakeholder uh it seems like the stakeholders 

you're referring to, or the people on this call, and the people who who 

have done a great job of putting this plan together, and I realized you 

spent a lot of time doing that. But 

 

375 

01:01:10.190 --> 01:01:16.969 

Scott Sternberg: the first thing I want to say is this community does not 

have recreational needs. We might have recreational once we 

 

376 

01:01:17.050 --> 01:01:36.660 

Scott Sternberg: right. We might want to have a nice place to walk 

around, but we don't have recreational needs. Our needs are to mitigate 

the homeless problem. These are people who are part of our community, and 

our tax dollars should be going towards them, not making a nice place for 

us to walk and walk our dogs. I have a dog I love walking around the 

reservoir. 

 

377 

01:01:36.670 --> 01:01:54.989 

Scott Sternberg: Um! Our needs are around an imminent drought. The 

drought that we're in the drought that's getting worse. We don't have 

recreational needs. We have Recreational W. So let's be clear about that. 

And as a community member, I don't want this. I think maybe alternative 

to really alternative. Three sound 

 

378 

01:01:55.010 --> 01:02:11.649 

Scott Sternberg: same to me when we're living living at a time that we're 

living in right now. When I look around every day and nobody is talking 

about homelessness, we're talking about this. I feel like I'm in a in the 

twilight zone. Uh in terms of your study. I appreciate all the work 

you've been into it 

 

379 

01:02:11.660 --> 01:02:30.860 

Scott Sternberg: that went into it. But honestly, the fact that 

transportation uh showed up as low impact makes me question the efficacy 

of that impact analysis. I've lived here again. For thirteen years I've 



been on all these streets. I've walked around all these streets. The 

parking solutions that you've suggested are completely insufficient. 

 

380 

01:02:30.870 --> 01:02:39.880 

Scott Sternberg: We should not be trying to make this special event arena 

for people to be driving through this place, parking It's going to ruin 

 

381 

01:02:39.980 --> 01:02:44.420 

Scott Sternberg: our neighborhood. It's going to kill local businesses. 

 

382 

01:02:44.430 --> 01:03:00.139 

Scott Sternberg: Uh nobody wants this. I appreciate. All of you have done 

this hard work. You stakeholders. You want this, You've done this work. I 

get it, but nobody wants this. Take the fence down, Plan some trees. 

Let's do stuff for wildlife, but let's really focus on our needs. Not at 

once. Thank you for your time. 

 

383 

01:03:01.380 --> 01:03:03.119 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment, 

 

384 

01:03:10.010 --> 01:03:11.229 

Nicolle Steiner: Cindy. 

 

385 

01:03:11.770 --> 01:03:15.059 

Nicolle Steiner: I'll back back. I'm sorry i'm gonna 

 

386 

01:03:16.450 --> 01:03:18.320 

Nicolle Steiner: mess up some of these names. 

 

387 

01:03:18.620 --> 01:03:25.330 

Cyndi Hubach: Hi, Thank you. That was perfect. Well, hubach um I'm Cindy, 

you back I love on the way. Can you hear us? 

 

388 

01:03:25.640 --> 01:03:28.750 

Nicolle Steiner: Uh, yes, you are unmuted. 

 

389 

01:03:29.930 --> 01:03:32.550 

Cyndi Hubach: Yes, I hear you. 

 

390 

01:03:33.340 --> 01:03:37.580 

Tamseel Mir: I can hear you, Cindy, I can hear you. 

 

391 



01:03:38.570 --> 01:03:39.819 

Cyndi Hubach: Um 

 

392 

01:03:40.330 --> 01:04:00.280 

Cyndi Hubach: so. Yes, Hi, I'm Cindy Hubbach. I live on the west side of 

the Reservoir, and I'm. A member of the Silver Lake Reservoirs 

Conservancy Um actually joined the Conservancy because of my concerns 

about wildlife Um! Every spring I would see ducklings walking down the 

road to their doom or getting picked off in the reservoir 

 

393 

01:04:00.290 --> 01:04:07.970 

Cyndi Hubach: uh migratory birds were stopping in, but finding no real 

place for food or shelter. Uh! There was water, and there were trees, but 

it wasn't working 

 

394 

01:04:08.080 --> 01:04:10.319 

Cyndi Hubach: for any of them. And um! 

 

395 

01:04:10.480 --> 01:04:18.049 

Cyndi Hubach: And I actually thought at the time what we need are some 

floating islands. That's why I got involved actually um in the 

conservancy and 

 

396 

01:04:18.500 --> 01:04:22.030 

Cyndi Hubach: the reservoir improvements in general, 

 

397 

01:04:22.160 --> 01:04:30.200 

Cyndi Hubach: the reservoir is, there are not habitat When they were 

built at the turn of the century the banks were earthen and gently sloped 

in the fiftys. They were 

 

398 

01:04:30.320 --> 01:04:44.419 

Cyndi Hubach: um steepened and short up with asphalt and cement. We see 

today to increase capacity. So what we have been left with are the 

remnants of an industrial water facility, those steep banks, the ugly 

striped asphalt that one hundred and fifty 

 

399 

01:04:44.490 --> 01:04:50.689 

Cyndi Hubach: people have complained about as long as I've lived here, 

and the large, sterile, inhospitable pools. 

 

400 

01:04:50.970 --> 01:05:00.300 

Cyndi Hubach: Um! It's true that we've been through a lot of construction 

in this neighborhood, and none of us really wants to go through it again. 

But the fact is that we didn't benefit from most of that construction. 



 

401 

01:05:00.540 --> 01:05:05.640 

Cyndi Hubach: These improvements will benefit all of us. The plans, the 

animals, the people 

 

402 

01:05:05.790 --> 01:05:12.899 

Cyndi Hubach: um, and there will be some pain. But there will be 

something of your lasting value and beauty at the end of it 

 

403 

01:05:12.910 --> 01:05:36.499 

Cyndi Hubach: this project meets the objectives of the community plan to 

increase some um. It is carefully to consider the desires and preferences 

of the process of selecting something we can. Maybe we could give her 

instructions to if you could go down. I would also like to say that while 

we may disagree on aspects of the plan, or on the value of having any 

plan at all 

 

404 

01:05:36.510 --> 01:05:45.249 

Deborah Weintraub: as neighbors and stakeholders, I know we all want um 

what is best for our community to work through this and remain friends. 

 

405 

01:05:45.260 --> 01:06:01.020 

Cyndi Hubach: Um! As with anything in a democracy. If we do this right 

um, none of us will be completely happy when it's over. But I hope we can 

create something that we all come up with, and that makes our 

neighborhood a better place. Maybe we should go to another person and 

come back to Cindy. 

 

406 

01:06:01.490 --> 01:06:03.550 

Nicolle Steiner: Okay, Yup, we can do that. 

 

407 

01:06:03.910 --> 01:06:08.639 

Nicolle Steiner: So, Cindy, you have to click the interpretation button, 

as it says on this screen. 

 

408 

01:06:09.470 --> 01:06:16.639 

Nicolle Steiner: And if everyone could take a time to just look at the 

screen more time and click that interpretation button so that we can all 

hear you. 

 

409 

01:06:16.720 --> 01:06:17.870 

Nicolle Steiner: Um! 

 

410 

01:06:17.980 --> 01:06:27.760 



Nicolle Steiner: We'd appreciate that. So you have to click the button 

twice one to pick the language, and the second time to the original 

audio. That's an important step. 

 

411 

01:06:29.410 --> 01:06:31.660 

Nicolle Steiner: All right, Frida. Sham 

 

412 

01:06:42.020 --> 01:06:44.460 

Nicolle Steiner: Steven, Can you on me? There we go. 

 

413 

01:06:47.980 --> 01:06:49.689 

Freda Shen: Okay, You got it. 

 

414 

01:06:49.760 --> 01:06:59.309 

Freda Shen: Yes, we can hear you. Thank you. Hi! I'm Frida Shan, 

originator and co-founder of Silver Lake wildlife sanctuary and twenty-

four year. Silver Lake resident 

 

415 

01:06:59.320 --> 01:07:14.929 

Freda Shen: I would like to request a second meeting a few weeks from now 

to give people time to review the complex draft eir. It is very complex, 

especially Chapter five, which has just recently become available on the 

Project website 

 

416 

01:07:14.940 --> 01:07:31.530 

Freda Shen: Chapter Five. The analysis of alternatives is critical to 

understanding our options. Going forward. It has found two alternatives 

which are acknowledged to be environmentally superior to the proposed 

project. Why should we care? 

 

417 

01:07:31.540 --> 01:07:44.339 

Freda Shen: Because we are in a time of severe decline in bird numbers 

and a time of increasing danger of multiple species going extinct. This 

earth needs our care. 

 

418 

01:07:44.350 --> 01:08:00.440 

Freda Shen: These species need space. Our values may be global, but we 

must act locally. The reservoir complex is one of the best open habitat 

spaces left in crowded Los Angeles. It is in our care 

 

419 

01:08:00.450 --> 01:08:17.809 

Freda Shen: we had mitigations for her, and nesting during earlier 

construction. They did not work, and the herons left their eucalyptus 

grove nests only coming back years later in a different location. 

Pictures are pretty, but reality may have different outcomes. 



 

420 

01:08:17.990 --> 01:08:46.159 

Freda Shen: At this point in our review we urge the city to choose 

alternative three with elements from alternative to please email us at 

Silver Lake Wildlife sanctuary at Gmail Dot Com. For information about 

alternatives three and two with questions. Details will go in our written 

comments. These two alternatives are environmentally superior 

alternatives to the proposed project, and together are the best choice 

 

421 

01:08:46.170 --> 01:08:52.049 

Freda Shen: for the future of our reservoir complex and the lives that 

depend on it. Thank you. 

 

422 

01:08:53.790 --> 01:08:55.850 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment today, 

 

423 

01:08:59.990 --> 01:09:01.759 

Debbie Slater. 

 

424 

01:09:07.450 --> 01:09:26.160 

Debbie Slater: Hello! Can you hear me? All right? Thank you so much for 

uh allowing us to speak tonight. I'm going to start off by saying, just 

because you can build something doesn't mean that you should build 

something, and I so appreciate the gentleman who spoke second, 

 

425 

01:09:26.220 --> 01:09:36.460 

Debbie Slater: and bringing up this idea of recreational needs. Uh, the 

idea of turning the silver, like reservoir into a public park, 

 

426 

01:09:36.470 --> 01:09:48.110 

Debbie Slater: is not really what the city as a whole needs, with the 

amount of density, building and Tsc. Projects that are going around Los 

Angeles. 

 

427 

01:09:48.120 --> 01:10:03.369 

Debbie Slater: There are areas that are desperately in need of green 

space, of park Space Silver Lake is very green space rich, and this is 

not something that the city should be spending their money on 

 

428 

01:10:03.420 --> 01:10:14.739 

Debbie Slater: um for me. I agree also that the idea of them saying that 

the traffic increase is not an environmental impact 

 

429 

01:10:14.910 --> 01:10:29.020 



Debbie Slater: is really naive and and quite insulting to those of us who 

live here, and operate here on a daily basis, to think that adding an 

additional one hundred and thirty-five parking spaces is not going to 

bring congestion 

 

430 

01:10:29.210 --> 01:10:34.080 

Debbie Slater: a hundred times the worse than it already is. Uh, it is 

fairly 

 

431 

01:10:34.210 --> 01:10:38.030 

Debbie Slater: angry. Um! On top of which 

 

432 

01:10:38.510 --> 01:10:40.700 

Debbie Slater: I really wish that 

 

433 

01:10:40.840 --> 01:10:47.510 

Debbie Slater: the reservoir had not been taken offline to begin with, 

because this never would have even become a vision. 

 

434 

01:10:47.560 --> 01:10:55.180 

Debbie Slater: So, along with the previous speaker, I really would 

encourage this environmental report to 

 

435 

01:10:55.260 --> 01:11:09.530 

Debbie Slater: be presented to the city, emphasizing the alternatives, Uh 

personally, I in favor of alternative one. But as a sort of compromise I 

would say alternative Three is some place that we can start 

 

436 

01:11:09.720 --> 01:11:17.620 

Debbie Slater: um not to mention the expense again back to Speaker to our 

city, has so many more important issues at hand. 

 

437 

01:11:18.180 --> 01:11:19.320 

Debbie Slater: Thank you. 

 

438 

01:11:21.350 --> 01:11:22.970 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment, 

 

439 

01:11:26.940 --> 01:11:28.150 

Nicolle Steiner: Sandy. 

 

440 

01:11:29.600 --> 01:11:37.689 



Deborah Weintraub: Um, Nicole. I think that um Steven wanted you to call 

on Adam. See? Next to the accident and lower. 

 

441 

01:11:37.710 --> 01:11:43.709 

Nicolle Steiner: Oh, okay, sorry, Sandy, when you'll be next Adam safe. 

 

442 

01:11:44.100 --> 01:11:45.579 

Nicolle Steiner: Can I mute yourself? 

 

443 

01:11:47.140 --> 01:11:49.780 

Adam Sieff: Hi! Can you hear me? Yes, 

 

444 

01:11:50.530 --> 01:12:01.539 

Adam Sieff: thank you. Thanks, for let me, despite inadvertently lowering 

my hand. Um. My name is Adam Steve. My wife and I own a home on kennel 

worth one block from the project. 

 

445 

01:12:01.590 --> 01:12:09.949 

Adam Sieff: I have the privilege of serving as chair of silver like 

forward, a community nonprofit, representing hundreds of community 

stakeholders 

 

446 

01:12:10.470 --> 01:12:24.760 

Adam Sieff: with the understanding that today's meeting is focused only 

on the adequacy of the draft environmental impact report, and not to 

relitigate the content of the master plan, or whether it should move 

forward. I just wanted to make three points. 

 

447 

01:12:25.000 --> 01:12:37.020 

Adam Sieff: First, we broadly agree with the draft Eir's findings that 

the master Plan alternative best achieves the designated project goals 

with only de minimis impacts. 

 

448 

01:12:37.030 --> 01:12:50.769 

Adam Sieff: In particular, we agree with the Dei I's findings that the 

master Plan alternative would have no significant impacts other than 

noise impacts from construction and potential noise impacts from 

amplified sound, from special events, 

 

449 

01:12:50.910 --> 01:13:04.060 

Adam Sieff: especially because the possibility of amplified events sound 

is a discretionary aspect of the plan that the community could control or 

prohibit, and we would be open to, uh removing that from the plan. 

 

450 



01:13:04.350 --> 01:13:14.479 

Adam Sieff: Uh, we agree with the drafts conclusion that the benefits of 

the master Plan alternative far outweigh these limited, sporadic and 

temporary noise impacts. 

 

451 

01:13:14.820 --> 01:13:24.069 

Adam Sieff: Second, we also agree with the drafts findings that each of 

the other project alternatives fail to achieve the designated project 

goals. 

 

452 

01:13:24.220 --> 01:13:33.179 

Adam Sieff: These alternatives only marginally reduce adverse impacts and 

yet drastically undercut the project benefits the master plan is intended 

to achieve. 

 

453 

01:13:33.900 --> 01:13:45.889 

Adam Sieff: Third and finally, I just want to highlight the master plan 

alternatives, positive environmental benefits, not just as adverse 

impacts, and these include creating new habitat wetlands and increased 

biodiversity. 

 

454 

01:13:45.960 --> 01:13:58.610 

Adam Sieff: I want to thank you all for your consideration and time. We 

encourage the city to approve the master Plan alternative, and we look 

forward to submitting a formal comment before the deadline. Thank you, 

 

455 

01:14:00.190 --> 01:14:01.790 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you so much, 

 

456 

01:14:04.380 --> 01:14:05.639 

Nicolle Steiner: Sandy. 

 

457 

01:14:09.200 --> 01:14:21.270 

Sandy: Hi! Can you hear me? 

 

458 

01:14:21.360 --> 01:14:26.899 

Sandy: The Silver Lake Reservoir formally reservoir? So I've been here a 

while, 

 

459 

01:14:26.950 --> 01:14:33.220 

Sandy: and i'm a pretty cool person. I'm pretty chill, and I like people, 

and I like parks, but you people aren't 

 

460 

01:14:33.420 --> 01:14:37.519 



Sandy: almost really fraudulent on this traffic data. 

 

461 

01:14:37.910 --> 01:14:53.730 

Sandy: Wow! I'm not surprised. I'm not surprised, especially with what's 

going on with Mitchell, Farrell and Nurse Guy and uh the City Council 

Right now. Good job, man, Good job! Letting this project go forward with 

all that. Okay. So 

 

462 

01:14:53.750 --> 01:15:00.590 

Sandy: I surmise that the criteria that the outlaw to determine that the 

uh 

 

463 

01:15:00.650 --> 01:15:15.199 

Sandy: there's no significant traffic impact from turning Lake into a 

party zone. Uh, they probably use the criteria uses that the traffic is 

already capacity. So cramming more cars and trucks and school buses into 

our faces wouldn't be noticeable 

 

464 

01:15:15.350 --> 01:15:17.329 

Sandy: because we're already dying. 

 

465 

01:15:17.370 --> 01:15:35.239 

Sandy: But I would like it noted for the record that street services, at 

least city street services already doesn't and cannot maintain Dwayne 

Street for the amount of traffic that it bears as witnessed by this 

facts, my house in yard being run into a run through 

 

466 

01:15:35.250 --> 01:15:42.640 

Sandy: at least ten times by falling trucks and cars on the hill street 

that is called Duane Street. 

 

467 

01:15:43.400 --> 01:15:46.440 

Sandy: Nobody is contacting me for this information, 

 

468 

01:15:46.510 --> 01:15:54.360 

Sandy: So this dot data sounds a little bit fraudulent, and um not least 

so. No, 

 

469 

01:15:54.570 --> 01:15:56.240 

Sandy: don't do this 

 

470 

01:15:57.750 --> 01:15:59.050 

Sandy: this 

 



471 

01:15:59.560 --> 01:16:08.869 

Sandy: unless you address this. We can't get away with this. You cannot 

get away with this. It's obviously gonna have a traffic impact. 

 

472 

01:16:10.830 --> 01:16:20.230 

Sandy: Oh, so sad! I'm so sad and depressed. I can't even take it. You 

guys had a chance to do something cool. And you're lying to us. That's 

how I feel, and i'm sad. 

 

473 

01:16:20.520 --> 01:16:29.220 

Sandy: So it looks like I got thirty-eight more seconds to complain. I 

don't want to complain. I'm just bombed out, and i'm so exhausted 

 

474 

01:16:29.310 --> 01:16:40.699 

Sandy: from being lied to. Why don't you do something about the freeway 

cut through? Why don't you do something about the horrible condition of 

silver like Boulevard. 

 

475 

01:16:49.110 --> 01:16:51.459 

Sandy: Why, it do something real 

 

476 

01:16:51.690 --> 01:16:59.110 

Sandy: and be honest with us. This has been may sorry about it, but Yeah, 

i'm against it. 

 

477 

01:16:59.300 --> 01:17:00.309 

Sandy: Bye, 

 

478 

01:17:01.880 --> 01:17:04.130 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comments. Sandy 

 

479 

01:17:05.760 --> 01:17:07.599 

Nicolle Steiner: Andres K. 

 

480 

01:17:07.770 --> 01:17:09.250 

Nicolle Steiner: Here, next. 

 

481 

01:17:12.810 --> 01:17:29.070 

Andras K: Can you hear me? Hi! So my name is Andrea Kenixen and I'm a 

twenty one year resident of Silver Lake, and I live within five hundred 

feet of the Reservoir Complex. I've been to every master plan meeting, 

and to several of the related neighborhood council meetings, one hundred 

and fifty 



 

482 

01:17:29.080 --> 01:17:47.329 

Andras K: erez agmoni. For years I've thought that the master plan was 

unrealistically grandiose and overwhelming for our little hillside 

neighborhood, and I've heard the majority of neighbors who spoke at the 

meetings likewise voiced serious concerns. But these concerns never seem 

to be reflected in the plan, as it was developed, and repeatedly 

presented one hundred and fifty. 

 

483 

01:17:47.990 --> 01:17:57.540 

Andras K: Given the alternative between the master plan and doing 

nothing, I would enthusiastically choose doing nothing, because I see the 

reservoir as beautiful as it is, 

 

484 

01:17:57.560 --> 01:18:10.660 

Andras K: but for the first time, because the Eir mandates providing 

reasonable alternatives, i'm seeing a compromise option that begins to 

respond to the concerns we've been stating for years. It's called 

alternative three one 

 

485 

01:18:10.860 --> 01:18:25.689 

Andras K: without getting too much into the weeds. The single most 

important new feature, I see is a new eight foot non-scalable, continuous 

perimeter fence with gates that would limit public access from dust to 

Don. 

 

486 

01:18:25.930 --> 01:18:44.969 

Andras K: This would be a key step toward preserving neighborhood peace 

and security. Other compromises include keeping the Noel, the eucalyptus 

grove and the waters edge dedicated for wildlife, not adding new building 

structures anywhere but the South valley, and naturalizing some banks for 

wildlife, habitat, 

 

487 

01:18:44.980 --> 01:18:47.999 

Andras K: habitat, but keeping the water open, as it is now, 

 

488 

01:18:48.600 --> 01:19:02.320 

Andras K: all other master plan options would radically change the 

reservoir complex into a twenty, four over seven open venue, with weekly 

events and new and unnecessary buildings. Alternative. Three or similar, 

 

489 

01:19:02.330 --> 01:19:09.899 

Andras K: would be best for preserving the most natural space, and have 

it in the least negative impact, mainly because of the non-scalable fence 

 

490 



01:19:09.910 --> 01:19:32.890 

Andras K: the dawn to dust public access and the Reduced and consolidated 

Uh Consolidated Development and built structures. To be clear Alternative 

three is a compromise. By no means is it complete and perfect, but it 

addresses important concerns. Personally, I could not accept any plan 

that didn't have the security fence and the daily access limitation 

Alternative three can be found on page five, ten. 

 

491 

01:19:32.900 --> 01:19:34.850 

Andras K: Check it out. Thank you. 

 

492 

01:19:36.060 --> 01:19:37.290 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you. 

 

493 

01:19:39.410 --> 01:19:41.350 

Nicolle Steiner: London widow. 

 

494 

01:19:43.570 --> 01:19:45.080 

Nicolle Steiner: Unmute yourself, 

 

495 

01:19:53.560 --> 01:19:57.509 

Nicolle Steiner: London, when prompted. You'll have to accept to unmute 

yourself. 

 

496 

01:20:04.380 --> 01:20:06.559 

Nicolle Steiner: It looks like you are still muted. 

 

497 

01:20:18.990 --> 01:20:24.309 

Nicolle Steiner: Um, I think we'll go down to the next person. We'll come 

back to you. Okay, Linden. 

 

498 

01:20:24.410 --> 01:20:25.900 

Nicolle Steiner: Uh Rachel. 

 

499 

01:20:26.100 --> 01:20:28.720 

Nicolle Steiner: You'll be prompted to unmute yourself. 

 

500 

01:20:35.040 --> 01:20:37.820 

Rachel: Hi! My name is Rachel. 

 

501 

01:20:37.900 --> 01:20:44.680 

Rachel: Hi, um! I'm fortunate to be a resident of Silver Lake, and I 

currently serve on the Board of Silver like forward. 



 

502 

01:20:44.770 --> 01:21:00.710 

Rachel: Our organization is excited to see this community-driven project 

continue to to move forward and based on the findings outlined in the 

draft eir. We are pleased. The Silver Lake master plan project poses no 

significant adverse environmental impacts. 

 

503 

01:21:00.850 --> 01:21:16.879 

Rachel: It's clear that the long-term project benefits to the community 

the environment and all Angelina's outweigh any temporary inconveniences 

like noise during the construction things. The mitigations the Eir 

carefully considers, are adequate in addressing the short term impacts. 

 

504 

01:21:17.120 --> 01:21:30.969 

Rachel: Furthermore, alternatives that reduce the scope of the project 

undermines the needs and desires of the community which were consistently 

expressed throughout the community engagement process. In the development 

of the plan 

 

505 

01:21:30.980 --> 01:21:38.129 

Rachel: we look forward to working together to make the master plan a 

reality for all Angelinos present and future to enjoy. 

 

506 

01:21:38.170 --> 01:21:42.760 

Rachel: We appreciate everyone participating in the public process. Thank 

you. 

 

507 

01:21:46.400 --> 01:21:48.419 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comments, 

 

508 

01:21:49.540 --> 01:21:54.120 

Nicolle Steiner: London. You'll be prompted again to unmute yourself. 

Nope, 

 

509 

01:21:57.690 --> 01:21:59.110 

Nicolle Steiner: Um! 

 

510 

01:22:00.150 --> 01:22:07.170 

Nicolle Steiner: Linden's hand is down, so we will move on to mark 

Hernestus. 

 

511 

01:22:17.990 --> 01:22:32.529 

Marc Ernestus: Hello! Can you hear me? 

 



512 

01:22:32.540 --> 01:22:42.450 

Marc Ernestus: We talk about security, and they talk about environmental 

impact. Um, which all of which has been addressed in the Master Plan, and 

it's supported by all the empirical data that we have on the subject. Um, 

 

513 

01:22:42.610 --> 01:22:58.119 

Marc Ernestus: if you're complaining about traffic. Um, I see I would. I 

would argue that you have a much larger issue on your hands. Um! And I 

would suggest that you start convincing people to start riding bikes. Um, 

because we live in Los Angeles. This is a car centered city. Um! You 

 

514 

01:22:58.130 --> 01:23:14.130 

Marc Ernestus: uh! You have a much larger issue. If you're complaining 

about noise again, you live in a city of millions of people. Uh, this is 

unequivocally a good thing, a little bit of noise, for at the end of the 

day what's going to be a long term benefits to this community. Again i'll 

argue You get over yourself. 

 

515 

01:23:14.150 --> 01:23:39.310 

Marc Ernestus: Um. I just want to say to the City Council members that 

you are elected officials. It is on you to understand these issues at a 

fundamental level at a better level than the average citizen. The people 

who come on here and complain. They're usually the loudest voices. But 

um! I think that this is unequivocally a good project it should. One 

hundred percent go forward. I'm glad to hear that all the environmental 

concerns have been addressed. 

 

516 

01:23:39.320 --> 01:23:52.190 

Marc Ernestus: And um yeah, I just think that it is on the City Council 

to be brave and to stand up to these people, and to explain to them 

either wrong to understand the issues and to continue to move forward. 

This. So thank you. 

 

517 

01:23:53.940 --> 01:23:55.219 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you, 

 

518 

01:23:56.600 --> 01:24:00.440 

Nicolle Steiner: Steven. I see that Lyndon Tams back up. Can we try 

 

519 

01:24:00.830 --> 01:24:04.060 

Nicolle Steiner: um again to unmute London? 

 

520 

01:24:12.010 --> 01:24:24.779 

Linden Waddell: Hi! Can you hear me? Hello, Yes, i'm sorry we have a a 

couple of people using different computers for this zoom meeting in my 



house, and I think our profiles were messed up. I apologize. No problem. 

Okay, 

 

521 

01:24:25.410 --> 01:24:42.179 

Linden Waddell: All right. What I wanted to say is, I've been a resident 

in Silver Lake for forty years. I love it here, and we are a fantastic 

neighborhood, but we are not built to support a recreational commercial 

destination. 

 

522 

01:24:42.190 --> 01:25:00.369 

Linden Waddell: You know I cherish it as it is, this is one of the last 

remaining serene, passive places in a very busy city. The reservoir for 

us is already a huge win, you know. I looked up. Um 

 

523 

01:25:00.380 --> 01:25:05.340 

Linden Waddell: parks in nine zero, zero, three, nine and nine zero, 

zero, two, six, 

 

524 

01:25:05.350 --> 01:25:34.140 

Linden Waddell: and we already have the Silver Lake Walking Path Wreck 

Center, two Dog Parks basketball playground, Meadow, Tesla Park apart, 

Pocket Park, Sunny Nook River Park, Glennhurst Park, North Atwater Park, 

Bomb Park, Red Car River Park, Marsh Street, Nature Park, Chevy Chase 

Park, Rattlesnake Park, Elysion Valley Gateway Park, and in nine and ah! 

Two, six. There's Echo Park, Bellevue, Laurel and Hardy, Part Park, 

Rockview Community Park, a Lesion Park, six Section six, 

 

525 

01:25:34.150 --> 01:25:42.399 

Linden Waddell: I mean. We have. We are a gold mine here, and I just 

can't see how 

 

526 

01:25:42.470 --> 01:26:00.599 

Linden Waddell: you know bringing this to our lovely, serene 

neighbourhood is going to be good for the community, You know we can't 

fix a sidewalk outside the basketball court, and we think something like 

this can be made and maintained. 

 

527 

01:26:00.610 --> 01:26:02.769 

Linden Waddell: I mean, you know, 

 

528 

01:26:02.780 --> 01:26:23.220 

Linden Waddell: forget the noise, Forget all those things. I'm not a big 

naysayer. I'm not a nimbyist, but I am an imbeist. I am proud of Silver 

Lake as it is, and I don't think we need to be a Disneyland. We've got 

Griffith Park right next door. We've got the La River. I think we have an 

overflow of things already, 



 

529 

01:26:23.230 --> 01:26:29.219 

Linden Waddell: and it's just not necessary. I would vote for no 

alternative. Thank you. 

 

530 

01:26:30.940 --> 01:26:32.610 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment. 

 

531 

01:26:32.900 --> 01:26:38.360 

Deborah Weintraub: Um, Nicole. I wondered about getting back to Cindy. 

Did she raise her hand again. 

 

532 

01:26:41.020 --> 01:26:47.809 

Mary Nemick: No, I don't. She's not going to make a comment again, 

because she knows it was recorded. 

 

533 

01:26:47.980 --> 01:26:51.300 

Deborah Weintraub: Okay, no problem, thank you. 

 

534 

01:26:54.960 --> 01:26:57.000 

Leslie Edmonds. 

 

535 

01:27:06.600 --> 01:27:16.150 

Leslie Edmonds: Yes, Um, yes, I am a twenty one year member of this 

community, and I can recall when the metal was being proposed 

 

536 

01:27:16.160 --> 01:27:35.629 

Leslie Edmonds: uh about seventeen years ago, and many of the same 

concerns that we hear now. I heard then where people did not want to have 

two acres of dead rotten trees opened up to the community. And now I see 

that it is now the serene place that people want to protect. 

 

537 

01:27:35.640 --> 01:27:49.379 

Leslie Edmonds: So I am definitely for the Eir as it stands. I believe 

it. It deals with all the issues um in terms of adding wildlife uh 

protection and habitat. 

 

538 

01:27:49.390 --> 01:28:18.069 

Leslie Edmonds: Uh in terms of capturing a rain water that now just flows 

down the street is the vehicle for us to uh reclaim that water. It is a 

way for us to enhance the tree canopy because trees are dying. Those 

eucalyptus trees are at the end of their life cycle, and they're dying, 

and we need to be able to replace replenish the tree canopy to to create 

that cooling center that now is so required for human life. 



 

539 

01:28:18.150 --> 01:28:28.830 

Leslie Edmonds: Um! I believe that any short term problems and I know 

that noise from construction is going to be a short term issue, and I 

know that um 

 

540 

01:28:28.860 --> 01:28:57.300 

Leslie Edmonds: that those things can be handled, and it looks like the 

Eir has realized that I think traffic is going to be something that needs 

to be looked at, so that people have confidence in it. But I think There 

is certainly short term problems that have long term benefits, and those 

long term benefits will last us into decades of benefits. And so I want 

to support the eir, the draft eir as it stands, and I 

 

541 

01:28:57.310 --> 01:29:01.660 

Leslie Edmonds: hope that we can accomplish all that it is set out to 

accomplish. 

 

542 

01:29:05.090 --> 01:29:07.079 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment today, 

 

543 

01:29:12.200 --> 01:29:14.050 

Nicolle Steiner: Chip Mcdonald. 

 

544 

01:29:14.430 --> 01:29:16.739 

Nicolle Steiner: It'll be prompted to unmute yourself. 

 

545 

01:29:19.190 --> 01:29:38.800 

Chip McDonald: Uh hello! Can you hear me? Yes, Great um! I wanted to 

thank everyone uh that was involved in presenting this to us it was 

presented very thoroughly, and it's good to have uh an opportunity to 

voice uh opinions. It's very important that we have civil discourse 

around this. Um, 

 

546 

01:29:39.880 --> 01:29:53.289 

Chip McDonald: yeah, I've I am a silver like resident. I have been for 

seventeen years. Um, I rented for many of those years, and uh have 

recently uh decide made the conscious decision as difficult as it was 

 

547 

01:29:53.300 --> 01:30:13.189 

Chip McDonald: for me and my family to uh stay in silver like um. It is. 

Some is a neighborhood that I love, and I feel like it is uh my home. And 

uh, I I just had to say, and and this has been said before by a couple of 

people. Um! But I also wanted to add my voice to that. That 

 



548 

01:30:13.800 --> 01:30:17.940 

Chip McDonald: um I have yet to speak to anyone 

 

549 

01:30:17.970 --> 01:30:34.750 

Chip McDonald: uh that actually wants this. I'm sure that there are 

people that do. I've heard someone calling people nimb's. And you know, 

calling the people that are opposed to this these people. Um, which is a 

remarkably rude 

 

550 

01:30:34.790 --> 01:30:52.310 

Chip McDonald: Um, But there are a lot of people who do not want this to 

happen for a lot of the reasons that people have talked about. Uh, and it 

does seem like that's just overlooked. Uh, by every time I come to one of 

these things It is as if there is no push back. But there is, 

 

551 

01:30:52.350 --> 01:31:02.880 

Chip McDonald: I think, the main reason for me is that, uh, I have no 

faith that there will be a security plan implemented other than the 

speaker who pointed out this perimeter fence. 

 

552 

01:31:02.890 --> 01:31:29.850 

Chip McDonald: It could be tempted to go with alternative three. But uh! 

In the end. Having no faith in that uh security issue being taken care of 

due to experience in Silver Lake, I would have to uh firmly be against 

and go with alternative one, and risking my two minutes here, I will say 

that the idea that there will be no traffic impact is preposterous, and 

it is if that person has never been to silver like. Thank you. 

 

553 

01:31:31.450 --> 01:31:32.639 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you, 

 

554 

01:31:34.920 --> 01:31:36.719 

Nicolle Steiner: Nina Woodson. 

 

555 

01:31:44.460 --> 01:31:49.540 

Nina Woodson (she/her): Hello, um! I just I couldn't um, 

 

556 

01:31:50.580 --> 01:32:02.169 

Nina Woodson (she/her): you know. Echo, what Chip Mcdonald just said more 

and twenty year long, Resident and Silver Lake, and my main concern is 

that 

 

557 

01:32:02.490 --> 01:32:11.279 



Nina Woodson (she/her): this the civil, like reservoir right now, is a 

habitat for migrating birds. And 

 

558 

01:32:11.330 --> 01:32:17.360 

Nina Woodson (she/her): how much of that do we have left in the world in 

our dying earth? 

 

559 

01:32:17.730 --> 01:32:19.679 

Nina Woodson (she/her): I I 

 

560 

01:32:19.990 --> 01:32:22.870 

Nina Woodson (she/her): We really need to protect 

 

561 

01:32:23.090 --> 01:32:35.340 

Nina Woodson (she/her): um it as a natural habitat. Um. And if that means 

fencing, if that me, 

 

562 

01:32:35.550 --> 01:32:45.989 

Nina Woodson (she/her): we don't need more recreational opportunities in 

Los Angeles, I. You can go to the beach. You can go to the mountains 

there. 

 

563 

01:32:46.070 --> 01:32:55.619 

Nina Woodson (she/her): You don't need a recreational opportunity. Um in 

the center of Los Angeles, and I just 

 

564 

01:32:56.310 --> 01:33:02.240 

Nina Woodson (she/her): I appreciate all the effort that's been put into 

this um 

 

565 

01:33:03.740 --> 01:33:07.759 

Nina Woodson (she/her): draft proposal. But um, 

 

566 

01:33:08.890 --> 01:33:11.590 

Nina Woodson (she/her): we don't have to rethink the wheel. 

 

567 

01:33:11.630 --> 01:33:23.119 

Nina Woodson (she/her): Let's just leave it as it is um simple things. I 

recently was at the Silver Lake reservoir at the Dog Park this last 

weekend, and 

 

568 

01:33:23.290 --> 01:33:24.360 

Nina Woodson (she/her): a 



 

569 

01:33:24.540 --> 01:33:32.179 

Nina Woodson (she/her): you know people use it, but there's ways to use 

it without it being super intrusive. And 

 

570 

01:33:32.740 --> 01:33:35.850 

Nina Woodson (she/her): I just really hope that um 

 

571 

01:33:36.330 --> 01:33:42.409 

Nina Woodson (she/her): some thought and consideration will be put into 

that. We don't have to overthink this. 

 

572 

01:33:43.670 --> 01:33:44.790 

Nina Woodson (she/her): Thank you. 

 

573 

01:33:47.490 --> 01:33:48.689 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you, 

 

574 

01:33:52.270 --> 01:33:53.940 

Nicolle Steiner: David Whitley 

 

575 

01:33:54.230 --> 01:33:55.429 

Nicolle Steiner: Weekly. 

 

576 

01:34:00.370 --> 01:34:01.890 

David Wheatley: Hi! Can you hear me? 

 

577 

01:34:04.290 --> 01:34:06.250 

Nicolle Steiner: I can't hear, David. 

 

578 

01:34:09.050 --> 01:34:10.519 

David Wheatley: How about now, 

 

579 

01:34:10.930 --> 01:34:17.210 

Nicolle Steiner: David? I still can't hear you, and it looks like you're 

unmuted. Maybe you were on the wrong channel. 

 

580 

01:34:19.350 --> 01:34:23.050 

Nicolle Steiner: Can you hear me now? 

 

581 

01:34:24.060 --> 01:34:28.850 



Nicolle Steiner: Pick English and then click it again and put pick, mute, 

original audio. 

 

582 

01:34:37.210 --> 01:34:39.480 

David Wheatley: Can you. Can you hear me now? 

 

583 

01:34:39.910 --> 01:34:40.940 

David Wheatley: Hello, 

 

584 

01:34:43.950 --> 01:34:54.920 

Tamseel Mir: David! So I I think only a few of us can hear you, so i'm 

not sure if you can um in in the option below where it's interpretation 

if you want to click English. 

 

585 

01:35:01.330 --> 01:35:09.379 

David Wheatley: Okay. My name is David Wheatley i'm the co-chair of the 

Urban design and Preservation Advisory Committee to the Silver. Like 

Neighborhood Council, 

 

586 

01:35:09.520 --> 01:35:17.709 

David Wheatley: we have not had a chance to uh discuss this matter in our 

group, so i'm here, speaking on my own. 

 

587 

01:35:17.900 --> 01:35:28.370 

David Wheatley: I've been involved in appeals of a burdensome, 

overbearing projects that come to Silver Lake and other committees, other 

communities, 

 

588 

01:35:28.620 --> 01:35:39.930 

David Wheatley: and I'm. Uh I've noticed the city planning commission for 

it. Yes, on every application brought by usually a developer 

enthusiastically supported by the Government, 

 

589 

01:35:40.390 --> 01:35:42.530 

David Wheatley: and they deny every appeal, 

 

590 

01:35:42.930 --> 01:35:45.879 

David Wheatley: however angry the neighbors are. 

 

591 

01:35:46.080 --> 01:35:50.090 

David Wheatley: Turn them down, and then it goes to planning land, use 

management, 

 

592 



01:35:50.240 --> 01:35:53.549 

David Wheatley: and we've had some corruption over there. So 

 

593 

01:35:53.940 --> 01:35:56.840 

David Wheatley: um, I do not trust at all 

 

594 

01:35:57.720 --> 01:36:04.649 

David Wheatley: anything in this particular presentation, because it 

reminds me so immediately 

 

595 

01:36:05.170 --> 01:36:08.550 

David Wheatley: of what our city government has said to us 

 

596 

01:36:08.750 --> 01:36:15.269 

David Wheatley: these projects, that they so unfairly, and, I believe, 

cruelly supported the 

 

597 

01:36:15.290 --> 01:36:21.850 

David Wheatley: and however these many appeals that have been denied, So 

when I hear things like 

 

598 

01:36:22.430 --> 01:36:33.230 

David Wheatley: uh the security, if they're going to be six hundred 

people out there twelve times a year, and let's say there's no amplified 

sound. We really think those six hundred people are going to sit there 

and be quiet. 

 

599 

01:36:33.550 --> 01:36:52.140 

David Wheatley: What about them? What sort of noise impact are they going 

to be making? Are we going to end up with our own version of the 

Hollywood Bowl, where they have noise problems for the neighbors all the 

time. I agree with everyone who opposes this project. The best 

alternative is the one that says, don't do it. Number four 

 

600 

01:36:52.150 --> 01:36:58.579 

David Wheatley: that needs to be on there as well. It's perfectly fine 

the way it is. It's a nature enclave 

 

601 

01:36:58.910 --> 01:37:15.370 

David Wheatley: uh people get to meditate, relax, chill after a hard day. 

We don't need to turn this into six flags over whatever Nots very far 

Disneyland or anything else. Let's keep it nice, quiet, calm, and 

relaxed, 

 

602 



01:37:15.380 --> 01:37:22.529 

David Wheatley: and all the Government speak, and this thing needs to be 

challenged every single word of the way. Thank you for letting me speak. 

 

603 

01:37:23.390 --> 01:37:24.539 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you. 

 

604 

01:37:25.320 --> 01:37:33.530 

Deborah Weintraub: I'm Nicole. This is Deborah again. I couldn't hear, 

David. It seems like some of you could hear him 

 

605 

01:37:34.090 --> 01:37:35.070 

Deborah Weintraub: right. 

 

606 

01:37:35.150 --> 01:37:38.320 

Nicolle Steiner: Yes, I heard him once he fixed the audio, 

 

607 

01:37:38.440 --> 01:37:47.980 

Deborah Weintraub: so I i'm not sure why. I couldn't hear, but I don't 

know whether the other members of the public are hearing when some of us 

can't hear them. 

 

608 

01:37:48.830 --> 01:37:57.310 

Deborah Weintraub: So maybe you could go through one more time what's 

needed for each speaker again and choosing their language. 

 

609 

01:37:59.210 --> 01:38:01.170 

Nicolle Steiner: Okay, no problem. 

 

610 

01:38:01.560 --> 01:38:17.650 

Nicolle Steiner: So if everyone could that wants to speak today could 

take the time to click on this interpretation, Icon, at the bottom of 

your screen and select English or Spanish um, whatever language you want 

to listen in. 

 

611 

01:38:17.810 --> 01:38:31.519 

Nicolle Steiner: And then, once you've done that click the interpretation 

button a second time and click, mute original audio, so that will put you 

in the main audio um room, where we can all hear you. 

 

612 

01:38:35.980 --> 01:38:40.299 

Nicolle Steiner: All right. Let's get the next 

 

613 



01:38:42.150 --> 01:38:47.880 

Nicolle Steiner: next commenter, David Jones. You'll be prompted to 

unmute yourself. 

 

614 

01:38:52.200 --> 01:38:57.500 

David Jones: Yeah. Hello, uh, My name is David. Can you hear me? 

 

615 

01:38:57.510 --> 01:39:17.040 

David Jones: All right? Thank you. Uh, yeah. I've lived in Silver Lake 

for more than twenty years um both across from the Dog Park on Silver 

Lake Boulevard, and now in West Silver Lake Drive along the path. I 

support the comments from the folks with, uh several lake forward. I'm. 

In favor of enhancing public enjoyment while taking measures for serve 

wildlife. 

 

616 

01:39:17.050 --> 01:39:24.790 

David Jones: I realize you can't have your cake and eat it too, and noise 

levels are, and of oil and out of oil unavoidable. Excuse me, 

 

617 

01:39:24.800 --> 01:39:43.750 

David Jones: but for me the long term benefits outweigh the nuisance from 

temporary development. I'm. In favor of no fencing natural landscapes 

that replace this met, and bankments improve dog parks and increase 

walking past. Um, and of Of course, the measures outlined to support 

wildlife 

 

618 

01:39:43.760 --> 01:39:49.899 

David Jones: want the community and wildlife to thrive and believe. This 

plan serves all. Um, thank you. 

 

619 

01:39:51.430 --> 01:39:55.539 

Nicolle Steiner: I can give you time back 

 

620 

01:39:57.570 --> 01:40:00.290 

Nicolle Steiner: I see that Cindy has her hand up. 

 

621 

01:40:00.310 --> 01:40:04.519 

Nicolle Steiner: Um, so maybe, even if we can go to her, 

 

622 

01:40:05.770 --> 01:40:08.849 

Nicolle Steiner: since we didn't all hear a comment for the last time. 

 

623 

01:40:12.360 --> 01:40:26.730 



Cyndi Hubach: Hi! Can you hear me? Yes, we can. Hello, Hi! Great! Sorry 

about that. I miss the instructions. I apologize. Um, I'm Cindy Hubak. I 

live on the west side of the reservoir, and I'm. A member of the Silver 

Lake Reservoirs 

 

624 

01:40:26.870 --> 01:40:32.490 

Cyndi Hubach: Conservancy. I I actually joined the Conservancy because of 

my concern about wildlife. 

 

625 

01:40:32.530 --> 01:40:38.860 

Cyndi Hubach: Every spring I would see ducklings walking down the road to 

their doom, or getting picked off in the reservoir. 

 

626 

01:40:38.970 --> 01:40:55.130 

Cyndi Hubach: Um! Migratory birds were stopping in, but finding no real 

place for food or shelter. Um! There was water, and there were trees, but 

it wasn't working for the birds and the animals. Um! I really observed 

Wildlife, so I could see that they were struggling. Um! 

 

627 

01:40:56.180 --> 01:41:05.819 

Cyndi Hubach: So I thought we could do something better, and I actually 

thought of floating islands uh before they were a glimmer in the eye of 

the uh Silver Lake. Master Plan um, and that's why I got involved. 

 

628 

01:41:05.930 --> 01:41:15.149 

Cyndi Hubach: Um, the reservoirs, as they are, are not habitat. When they 

were built at the turn of the century, the twentieth century, the banks 

were earthen and gently sloped, 

 

629 

01:41:15.160 --> 01:41:28.319 

Cyndi Hubach: but in the early nineteen fifties to increase capacity. The 

banks were made steeper and short up with the as fault and the cement 

that we see today, and what we have been left with are the remnants of an 

industrial water facility. The steep 

 

630 

01:41:28.450 --> 01:41:33.539 

Cyndi Hubach: thanks, the ugly striped asphalt, the large, sterile, 

inhospitable 

 

631 

01:41:33.710 --> 01:41:43.440 

Cyndi Hubach: pools. Um! It's true that we've been through a lot of 

construction in this neighborhood, and none of us wants to go through it 

again. I I I hear that i'm with you, 

 

632 

01:41:43.500 --> 01:41:51.430 



Cyndi Hubach: but The fact is that we didn't benefit from most of that 

construction; and as I see it, this will benefit all of us. The plants, 

the animals, the people. 

 

633 

01:41:51.520 --> 01:41:57.399 

Cyndi Hubach: Um! There will be some pain, but there can be something of 

real lasting value and beauty at the end of it. 

 

634 

01:41:57.690 --> 01:42:04.770 

Cyndi Hubach: This project meets the objectives of the community plan to 

increase our parkspace, our natural habitats, and improve our climate. 

Resilience! 

 

635 

01:42:05.000 --> 01:42:17.629 

Cyndi Hubach: Um! I don't think it's perfect. I don't think anyone thinks 

it's, perfect, but it is a carefully thought out plan. It has attempted 

to consider the desires and preferences of the community, and I think 

it's something we can work with 

 

636 

01:42:17.790 --> 01:42:27.350 

Cyndi Hubach: um. And finally, I would also like to say that while we may 

disagree on aspects of the plan, or on the value of having any plan at 

all, as we have heard um 

 

637 

01:42:27.840 --> 01:42:33.170 

Cyndi Hubach: as neighbors and stakeholders. I know we all want the best 

for our community and for each other, 

 

638 

01:42:33.210 --> 01:42:46.759 

Cyndi Hubach: and I hope we can work through this and remain friends. Um! 

As with anything in a democracy. If we do this right. Um, none of us will 

be completely happy when it's over. That's what compromise is all about. 

 

639 

01:42:47.020 --> 01:42:47.980 

Thank you. 

 

640 

01:42:48.910 --> 01:42:50.230 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you. 

 

641 

01:42:52.080 --> 01:42:54.910 

Nicolle Steiner: Keep pressing this button. I apologize, 

 

642 

01:42:55.890 --> 01:43:03.969 



Nicolle Steiner: Lyndon. I see you have your hand raised, if you could. 

Please wait till we had a chance for everyone to make a comment. Um, 

 

643 

01:43:04.200 --> 01:43:06.919 

Nicolle Steiner: then we can get back to you if we have time at the end. 

 

644 

01:43:07.980 --> 01:43:10.339 

Nicolle Steiner: Ainslie Cohen! Cohen! 

 

645 

01:43:15.070 --> 01:43:34.120 

Ainsley Cohen: Hi! Can you hear me? Hi! Um! I've also been a member of 

this community for a long time now, and i'd like to agree with Uh, Scott, 

Sternberg and Chip, and so many others who have just voiced all their 

concerns about what kind of an impact this type of a project would have 

on our community. I 

 

646 

01:43:34.130 --> 01:43:38.989 

Ainsley Cohen: I think it's very short-sighted of the team to assume that 

there would be no 

 

647 

01:43:39.000 --> 01:43:56.419 

Ainsley Cohen: mit ctl and impact with traffic. Traffic is already a huge 

issue. Um! And while everybody in our neighborhood loves to jump on a 

bike or walk, people coming from outside of the neighborhood would 

definitely be driving in. And I think that's what everybody is talking 

about when they refer to the traffic concerns one hundred and fifty 

 

648 

01:43:56.430 --> 01:44:03.310 

Ainsley Cohen: originally. But in speaking with all my neighbors and and 

people in the community and people that I see out around the reservoir. 

 

649 

01:44:03.320 --> 01:44:29.759 

Ainsley Cohen: When this plan was originally presented to us. Uh, I don't 

think that people were actually given a choice to just say no change. Um! 

It always seemed like you could choose option one or two, but many people 

seemed confused, and it didn't seem like there was an option to just 

choose. We don't want to do anything, and so I urge us to have a vote um 

within our community for people who live in our neighborhood who live 

within the 

 

650 

01:44:29.770 --> 01:44:51.630 

Ainsley Cohen: zip codes, that we all agree with that we should actually 

have a vote to see who really really wants to do this, because I haven't 

spoken to anybody that wants to do this. Um, I think we're all really 

concerned when we see what happened with Echo Park, and I think the money 



needs to be put into underserved communities that need green space. Those 

there are plenty of those communities 

 

651 

01:44:51.640 --> 01:45:06.700 

Ainsley Cohen: uh within Los Angeles that need the money for their own 

version of green space. Um, the caller who listed all the parks we have 

plenty, and also um the homeless crisis that we're facing, and no one 

seems to be talking about it. But it's 

 

652 

01:45:06.710 --> 01:45:13.099 

Ainsley Cohen: we need to put the money there. That's who needs it. Those 

people need help. We do not need um 

 

653 

01:45:13.200 --> 01:45:19.000 

Ainsley Cohen: concerts or fanfare. This neighborhood is already 

beautiful. Thank you. 

 

654 

01:45:22.900 --> 01:45:24.150 

Thank you, 

 

655 

01:45:26.960 --> 01:45:29.030 

Nicolle Steiner: Mike Gross. 

 

656 

01:45:35.970 --> 01:45:36.860 

mike krose: Bye. 

 

657 

01:45:37.150 --> 01:45:43.530 

mike krose: Um, my name is uh Micro, and i'm a on the board of Silver 

Lake Wildlife Sanctuary. 

 

658 

01:45:43.560 --> 01:45:46.420 

mike krose: Can you hear me? Oh, Yeah, there you go. Okay? 

 

659 

01:45:46.490 --> 01:45:53.109 

mike krose: Um, I wanted to speak uh about transportation. Uh, 

specifically the 

 

660 

01:45:53.140 --> 01:45:58.109 

mike krose: twenty-five uh ninety degree parking spaces by the Rec. 

Center. 

 

661 

01:45:58.170 --> 01:46:17.559 



mike krose: Um, I wanted to reference first from Section three point 

sixteen dash, eight uh transportation from the D eir uh where it talks 

about the Silver Lake Echo Park, or Asian Valley Community plan that 

cited uh from two thousand and four 

 

662 

01:46:17.570 --> 01:46:19.359 

mike krose: uh, which I think is 

 

663 

01:46:19.850 --> 01:46:32.170 

mike krose: reasonable, since things haven't actually gotten better since 

then. Uh, and some of the issues stated uh residential neighborhood 

streets are being used to avoid traffic on congested major thoroughfares, 

 

664 

01:46:32.270 --> 01:46:44.059 

mike krose: disturbing the quality of life and making neighborhood 

streets unsafe for children at pedestrians and traffic injection uh 

congestion and circulation issues um 

 

665 

01:46:44.070 --> 01:46:58.570 

mike krose: that reflect regional transportation problems and the narrow 

and substandard residential streets in the hillsides that hinder 

circulation and create problems for parking and access by safety vehicle 

 

666 

01:46:59.230 --> 01:47:08.969 

mike krose: and in Section Es Five and areas of known controversy. 

Although I don't know Why, it's a controversy. Um! 

 

667 

01:47:09.240 --> 01:47:17.370 

mike krose: Some of the issues are increased parking and trapping 

circulation on local streets. And uh pedestrian safety. 

 

668 

01:47:17.570 --> 01:47:27.609 

mike krose: So I wanted to reference. Oh, my goodness, only twenty-five 

seconds uh that street that's being talked about is only fifty feet wide, 

and some of the cars and trucks are up to twenty-five feet, 

 

669 

01:47:27.620 --> 01:47:41.490 

mike krose: and they would be sticking out into the street themselves, 

and we know that parking at ninety degrees requires dangerous backing out 

and and stopping of traffic. And i'm sorry I ran out of time. I 

 

670 

01:47:41.590 --> 01:47:42.940 

mike krose: talk to you slow, 

 

671 



01:47:43.160 --> 01:47:47.789 

mike krose: but I would hope that this part of the Uh. 

 

672 

01:47:47.970 --> 01:47:53.919 

mike krose: The project is not done, because I think it would be terrible 

for the community. Thank you. 

 

673 

01:47:55.090 --> 01:48:02.729 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment. You always have the 

opportunity to submit a written comment. Um, anytime during the comment 

period. 

 

674 

01:48:05.780 --> 01:48:07.340 

Nicolle Steiner: Hugh Kenny, 

 

675 

01:48:14.990 --> 01:48:18.119 

Nicolle Steiner: you should be prompted to unmute yourself 

 

676 

01:48:20.800 --> 01:48:22.349 

There you can 

 

677 

01:48:22.690 --> 01:48:23.750 

um 

 

678 

01:48:26.880 --> 01:48:31.120 

Nicolle Steiner: queue. I can't hear you 

 

679 

01:48:32.330 --> 01:48:33.219 

any good. 

 

680 

01:48:33.910 --> 01:48:39.820 

Nicolle Steiner: I kind of can hear you, which sounds really really far 

away, very faint. 

 

681 

01:48:41.150 --> 01:48:47.240 

Nicolle Steiner: I'm not sure if you have gone through the process of 

selecting a language 

 

682 

01:48:50.890 --> 01:48:54.230 

Nicolle Steiner: we can't hear you. I'm sorry. 

 

683 

01:49:02.980 --> 01:49:03.830 



Nicolle Steiner: Nope, 

 

684 

01:49:03.940 --> 01:49:06.440 

Nicolle Steiner: Still can't hear you, Hugh. 

 

685 

01:49:08.890 --> 01:49:14.530 

Nicolle Steiner: We're going to go down to the next person. We'll try you 

again. Um in a in two minutes, 

 

686 

01:49:15.630 --> 01:49:17.820 

Nicolle Steiner: Stephanie Barton. 

 

687 

01:49:23.870 --> 01:49:33.109 

Stephanie Bartron: Hi, everyone! Thank you for being here. Um, i'm a 

thirty. One year resident of Silver Lake. I've lived in different parts 

of the neighborhood, but I've lived 

 

688 

01:49:33.120 --> 01:50:00.649 

Stephanie Bartron: around the reservoir for a while. Um, and i'm also on 

the board of this over like reservancy. So i'm gonna say first of all 

that I've talked to lots of people who do support this, and are really 

excited about all of the improvements that we will be getting to our 

neighborhood, especially all of the wildlife and habitat improvements. 

Um! The migrating birds will be so much better served by the wetland 

habitats and the floating islands. The biodiversity um 

 

689 

01:50:00.660 --> 01:50:07.449 

Stephanie Bartron: for the plants. Specifically we'll support the birds. 

Um, and be really great. 

 

690 

01:50:07.900 --> 01:50:25.370 

Stephanie Bartron: Let's see what else on my list. Um, also um I There's 

been a lot of comments. We i'm sorry I'm trying to stay positive here, 

but we've had a lot of people who don't seem to think that they want bike 

lanes, but then they're afraid of uh sorry, not afraid. 

 

691 

01:50:25.520 --> 01:50:53.169 

Stephanie Bartron: They want bike lanes. They want to increase the 

walkability. We want public safety. We want public health. Um, and we do 

have a lot of people in our neighborhood that don't have backyards, and 

Don't have front yards. Some people live in houses with really steep 

hillsides, and they don't have places to walk. I know there's no 

sidewalks in my part of Silver Lake, so we do need the sort of part where 

we can. We can all get, not just get together, but but we can exercise 

and walk and walk with our neighbors. 

 



692 

01:50:53.180 --> 01:51:17.919 

Stephanie Bartron: So um! I just want to say I really am excited about 

the master plan. I think the er does a great job. Um, I've read both of 

them cover to cover, and I think that it does a really great job of 

talking about the concerns and the mitigations needed for that. Um! It 

was really effective, and I look forward to seeing this all gradually 

happen over the next five or ten years. Okay, Thank you very much. 

 

693 

01:51:19.690 --> 01:51:21.809 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment today, 

 

694 

01:51:23.360 --> 01:51:24.780 

Nicolle Steiner: Hugh Kenny, 

 

695 

01:51:25.390 --> 01:51:26.859 

Nicolle Steiner: try it again. 

 

696 

01:51:32.970 --> 01:51:33.860 

My name, 

 

697 

01:51:38.070 --> 01:51:39.120 

that one 

 

698 

01:51:40.490 --> 01:51:46.720 

Nicolle Steiner: I'm: sorry. I look here, very faint something, but we 

can't make out any sound. 

 

699 

01:51:46.890 --> 01:51:51.180 

Wendy Delgado: Yeah, here, you sure we hear you very faintly. Maybe try 

 

700 

01:51:51.340 --> 01:51:53.309 

Wendy Delgado: uh raising your volume. 

 

701 

01:51:55.060 --> 01:51:56.160 

Um, 

 

702 

01:52:00.220 --> 01:52:02.199 

okay, If I yell, 

 

703 

01:52:03.390 --> 01:52:05.320 

that's that. That's not enough 

 



704 

01:52:05.830 --> 01:52:13.490 

Nicolle Steiner: kind of I heard you say if you yell, but it's still very 

far away. It's it's we can't really make out all the words. 

 

705 

01:52:16.090 --> 01:52:24.909 

Nicolle Steiner: Okay, cute. What you can do is you can try to dial in 

 

706 

01:52:25.160 --> 01:52:26.260 

Nicolle Steiner: um 

 

707 

01:52:27.050 --> 01:52:28.399 

Nicolle Steiner: on a phone. 

 

708 

01:52:28.470 --> 01:52:31.280 

Nicolle Steiner: Um, and we can try you again. 

 

709 

01:52:33.350 --> 01:52:35.070 

Nicolle Steiner: Sorry about that. 

 

710 

01:52:35.550 --> 01:52:39.160 

Nicolle Steiner: Let's move on to James Ellsworth. 

 

711 

01:52:39.240 --> 01:52:42.109 

Nicolle Steiner: You can You'll be prompted to unmute yourself. 

 

712 

01:52:51.750 --> 01:52:56.000 

Nicolle Steiner: Hi! Hello! Can you hear me? Yes, 

 

713 

01:52:56.010 --> 01:53:14.629 

James  Ellsworth: Great sorry. The jobs um started barking right as I 

unmute it. Um, hey? So I just wanted to say that I have been living in 

silver life for fifteen years. And right when we moved here was when the 

introduction of the meadow happened, and 

 

714 

01:53:14.640 --> 01:53:19.880 

James  Ellsworth: we went to a lot of meetings, and there were a lot of 

people that said, 

 

715 

01:53:19.970 --> 01:53:39.199 

James  Ellsworth: You know what no one's gonna go to the beach. There's 

gonna be so much traffic. There's gonna be so many people that are 

parking um. There were so many people that were against, you know, the 



the meadow, and I think it's really such an example of like, how 

successful 

 

716 

01:53:39.310 --> 01:53:49.099 

James  Ellsworth: this kind of project can be. Um, I also just you know I 

feel like It's sad that we are so used to seeing 

 

717 

01:53:49.110 --> 01:54:01.080 

James  Ellsworth: a chain link fence with barbed wire around the park 

that we want to keep it that way. Um, I don't know any place that you 

know, has chain link fences with barbed wire, and wants to keep it. 

 

718 

01:54:01.210 --> 01:54:14.100 

James  Ellsworth: So I I really want to thank you all for all the work. I 

know there's been a ton of resistance, and it's been really beautiful to 

see the evolution. It's been nice to, you know, When I first moved here 

 

719 

01:54:14.150 --> 01:54:30.949 

James  Ellsworth: everyone was walking on the street on Silver Lake 

Boulevard, because there wasn't a path, and there were so many people 

that were against the path, and so I guess. Um, I just wanted to say 

thank you, and that I really believe in the future. And the proposals 

that you're putting together. Thanks. 

 

720 

01:54:33.760 --> 01:54:35.099 

Nicolle Steiner: Okay. 

 

721 

01:54:42.010 --> 01:54:47.020 

Nicolle Steiner: Okay. Sorry, Bob, that are strong, so to Strong 

 

722 

01:54:47.520 --> 01:54:49.759 

Nicolle Steiner: do we prompt it to unmute yourself. 

 

723 

01:54:51.070 --> 01:55:08.579 

Bob Soderstrom: Hey, Nicole, How are you? Can you hear me? Hello! Yes, 

welcome, hey? Very good thanks for having us tonight. My name is Bob. So 

to i'm a co-founder of silver, like Forward, i've lived in the 

neighborhood for eleven years. My wife and I live in a house. Um, just 

just a few steps up from the locking path on Armstrong. 

 

724 

01:55:08.590 --> 01:55:25.659 

Bob Soderstrom: Um, i'd like to thank everyone involved for the hard 

work. I know a lot goes into this. Um! What an amazing opportunity! One 

hundred and twenty acres uh that has come available because of an 



abandoned public utility in the middle of this huge city, at such a 

unique opportunity 

 

725 

01:55:25.670 --> 01:55:35.440 

Bob Soderstrom: that we have, we can either embrace a creative vision for 

the future, or we can hold that into the rusty fences and the big 

concrete bathtub of the past. 

 

726 

01:55:35.470 --> 01:55:49.580 

Bob Soderstrom: What if we wrap the reservoir and the spirit of the 

meadow. Wouldn't that be really beautiful? And that's part of the 

questions that came up in this extensive master Plan Survey process that 

happened in two thousand and nineteen and two thousand and twenty, that 

we all voted on many times. 

 

727 

01:55:49.910 --> 01:56:08.200 

Bob Soderstrom: I'd like to say that I support the proposed plan in the 

Cir and encourage the city council to adopt it. I will next spring, and 

i'll remind you that the master Plan process had many large public 

meetings and five or six public surveys, and the proposed plan reflects 

what the neighborhood voted for. 

 

728 

01:56:08.210 --> 01:56:22.470 

Bob Soderstrom: There were many features that were voted down. I'll 

remind people like swimming and boats, and there were features that were 

voted for and approved, that have now been incorporated into this plan 

uh, like more access, and the environmental ed center and the and the 

floating islands. 

 

729 

01:56:22.590 --> 01:56:33.039 

Bob Soderstrom: I spend a lot of time at the reservoir with my children 

and a lot of their friends. I've got a ten year old and a four year old, 

all their school friends who congregate there every day. I appreciate 

 

730 

01:56:33.050 --> 01:57:01.880 

Bob Soderstrom: the person who mentioned that some people don't have 

yards at their own homes, and they go out walking in the neighborhood 

looking for spaces to to be uh our group. Silver, like forward, also 

worked with King Middle School over the hill, which has one of La Usd's 

environmental, very few environmental magnets. There are five hundred 

students there in an environmental magnet, and they're surrounded by a 

sea of asphalt. They're planting plants and learning about the 

environment by pushing seeds into soil in Folgers cans. 

 

731 

01:57:01.890 --> 01:57:15.930 

Bob Soderstrom: So when we talk about underserved communities needing 

green space. It's right here where we live, and what an opportunity for 



those students to have access to this reservoir uh to learn about 

environmental stewardship in our own city. 

 

732 

01:57:15.940 --> 01:57:32.120 

Bob Soderstrom: Um! I just like to mention that a lot of these meetings 

are held when parents are putting their kids to bed or bathing their kids 

or giving their kids dinners, and so often the meetings are sometimes 

skewed towards different voices in the community. But I just like to 

remind people that There are a lot of parents, 

 

733 

01:57:32.130 --> 01:57:43.199 

Bob Soderstrom: uh, with families and children in this neighborhood that 

voted for these features, and are very, very excited about the proposed 

plan, and i'm one of them. Thank you very much for the time to speak. 

 

734 

01:57:45.020 --> 01:57:47.359 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment. 

 

735 

01:57:49.680 --> 01:57:53.690 

Nicolle Steiner: Next up is Nicole Anton. 

 

736 

01:57:57.790 --> 01:58:17.029 

Nicole Antoine: Hi! Can you hear me. Yes, great Hi! Thank you. Um. So my 

name is Nicole. I've lived in Silver Lake for ten years, and I actually 

live in a region that is very park deprived. It's region two. It goes up 

against the one on one. There is no green space in that area. Um, 

basically just a freeway 

 

737 

01:58:17.440 --> 01:58:23.470 

Nicole Antoine: and a hill, and you have to walk to the lake, of course, 

to see any green space, or to this little triangle park 

 

738 

01:58:23.520 --> 01:58:33.500 

Nicole Antoine: that we called the little triangle, dog, park, laurel, 

and hardy park over there. So anyways um I work with the silver lip, wild 

wildlife sanctuary to um 

 

739 

01:58:33.720 --> 01:58:45.129 

Nicole Antoine: analyze this uh, and I think that the best option is 

definitely alternative. Three um, with some elements of alternative to, I 

do think that we should 

 

740 

01:58:45.140 --> 01:58:54.809 



Nicole Antoine: um have nothing built on the null or meadow. Um, just to 

mention also I'm. I am a landscape designer, and although I love the 

threed renderings of 

 

741 

01:58:54.920 --> 01:59:11.579 

Nicole Antoine: everything Um, that's in the plan. Um. I also looked at 

their other renderings, and it seems like those other parks that they 

have developed are very, very busy compared to what we have at the meadow 

now, so I encourage everybody to go to their website. 

 

742 

01:59:11.600 --> 01:59:15.329 

Nicole Antoine: Um, I believe it's pronounced 

 

743 

01:59:15.460 --> 01:59:31.110 

Nicole Antoine: Hargreaves and Jones, and you could see all of their 

other designs, and although they're really beautiful, I don't think it's 

really what the neighborhood is looking for. We're looking to maintain um 

the wildlife protections that we have now, and um 

 

744 

01:59:31.120 --> 01:59:38.830 

Nicole Antoine: at least replace the fence with something that's 

wildlife, friendly featuring gates that have uh, 

 

745 

01:59:39.290 --> 01:59:54.340 

Nicole Antoine: you know, time limits so that we don't have something 

that gets out of control like Echo Park, which, after they spent all the 

money in Echo Park Lake, they had to replace all of it. So in. Look last, 

a comment is about the budget. So in looking at the budget for the 

project, 

 

746 

01:59:54.350 --> 02:00:10.369 

Nicole Antoine: I see that even the meadow alone is about sixty million 

dollars. Um, we're asking for seventy thousand dollars to rehab a 

concrete asphalt circle in region to silver, like. So everyone please 

think about this project. 

 

747 

02:00:11.280 --> 02:00:12.150 

Nicole Antoine: Thank you. 

 

748 

02:00:13.080 --> 02:00:14.200 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you. 

 

749 

02:00:19.350 --> 02:00:21.089 

Nicolle Steiner: Next is Pam 

 



750 

02:00:31.380 --> 02:00:34.909 

Nicolle Steiner: Pam. You'll be prompted to unmute yourself, and you have 

to accept that, 

 

751 

02:00:47.020 --> 02:00:52.459 

Nicolle Steiner: Pam. You'll have to unmute yourself on your end when you 

are prompted to do so, 

 

752 

02:01:01.630 --> 02:01:06.379 

Nicolle Steiner: we'll come back to you. Um! Let's go to Glen David. 

Gold. 

 

753 

02:01:13.160 --> 02:01:16.930 

Glen David Gold: I don't know if you can hear me now 

 

754 

02:01:17.140 --> 02:01:22.319 

Glen David Gold: tremendous. Uh, I uh am a silver like resident, and I 

feel 

 

755 

02:01:22.790 --> 02:01:30.280 

Glen David Gold: well, I guess I feel inadequate because I've only been 

here about four and a half years. Um! But before that I was living in 

Oakland, 

 

756 

02:01:30.700 --> 02:01:34.759 

Glen David Gold: and I lived on the shores of Lake Merritt, and i'm sure 

 

757 

02:01:34.980 --> 02:01:38.630 

Glen David Gold: a lot of you know this already. But Lake Murray was the 

first 

 

758 

02:01:38.680 --> 02:01:45.509 

Glen David Gold: wildlife sanctuary in America, started one thousand 

eight hundred and seventy. Something like that kind of 

 

759 

02:01:46.340 --> 02:01:52.180 

Glen David Gold: it started before almost any of the other wildlife 

sanctuaries in the country, and one of the things that 

 

760 

02:01:52.340 --> 02:01:55.420 

Glen David Gold: what's interesting about it is that it wasn't planned at 

all. 

 



761 

02:01:55.540 --> 02:02:00.110 

Glen David Gold: And excuse me. I need to turn this off here right My uh 

my dinner is telling me it's ready. 

 

762 

02:02:00.300 --> 02:02:04.730 

Glen David Gold: I'll keep this quick. I always wondered what would 

happen if it had been planned. 

 

763 

02:02:04.880 --> 02:02:11.740 

Glen David Gold: What if there had been community environment? What if 

there had been sort of the idea that we could have influenced this in 

some way, 

 

764 

02:02:11.990 --> 02:02:24.940 

Glen David Gold: and I've been excited all the way along attending the 

meetings and uh, all the way up to this one, just hearing people's, 

opinions, and hearing people's input into it, because there's so much 

thoughtfulness in the community that I feel that 

 

765 

02:02:25.500 --> 02:02:32.040 

Glen David Gold: when you walked around the shores of Lake Merritt and 

you saw that there was birds that were interacting in the worlds of 

people, 

 

766 

02:02:32.080 --> 02:02:35.190 

Glen David Gold: that everything was okay. And it worked out. 

 

767 

02:02:35.390 --> 02:02:39.119 

Glen David Gold: I'm just a i'm really thrilled to know what the future 

will bring to us. 

 

768 

02:02:39.260 --> 02:02:43.960 

Glen David Gold: And what I would just say is that as we live in a 

community 

 

769 

02:02:44.280 --> 02:02:46.350 

Glen David Gold: and an environment in which 

 

770 

02:02:47.010 --> 02:02:52.089 

Glen David Gold: we don't know what the future is going to be, except 

it's going to be drier. It could be more dire. 

 

771 

02:02:52.580 --> 02:02:55.639 



Glen David Gold: Any attempt we make to face that head on 

 

772 

02:02:55.690 --> 02:02:59.470 

Glen David Gold: rather than not plan, for it can only be a good thing. 

Thank you. 

 

773 

02:03:02.190 --> 02:03:03.849 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment, 

 

774 

02:03:04.480 --> 02:03:05.590 

Nicolle Steiner: Pam. 

 

775 

02:03:05.890 --> 02:03:08.760 

Nicolle Steiner: Let's try that again. Um! 

 

776 

02:03:09.350 --> 02:03:13.180 

You should be prompted to unmute yourselves by our moderator. 

 

777 

02:03:25.270 --> 02:03:29.269 

Nicolle Steiner: All right. It It doesn't look like you are unmuted, 

 

778 

02:03:29.520 --> 02:03:33.719 

Nicolle Steiner: so we'll we'll jump to the next comment Turn and we'll 

come back to you, 

 

779 

02:03:34.280 --> 02:03:36.160 

Nicolle Steiner: Amory Johnson. 

 

780 

02:03:44.700 --> 02:03:47.309 

Anne-Marie Johnson: Good evening, everyone. I hope you can hear me. 

 

781 

02:03:49.330 --> 02:03:51.109 

Anne-Marie Johnson: I'm assuming you can hear me. 

 

782 

02:03:51.300 --> 02:04:03.920 

Nicolle Steiner: I'm, Marie, we can't hear you. It looks like your mic is 

going, and you might be speaking. Um, not sure if you have followed. I 

did click on interp the interpretation button, 

 

783 

02:04:03.930 --> 02:04:12.210 

Nicolle Steiner: select English, and then click on it one more time and 

mute the original audio, so we can hear you here in the main channel. 



 

784 

02:04:16.630 --> 02:04:19.620 

Nicolle Steiner: Hello! I'm not able to hear you. 

 

785 

02:04:22.000 --> 02:04:23.290 

Anne-Marie Johnson: Hello! 

 

786 

02:04:26.520 --> 02:04:42.279 

Anne-Marie Johnson: Hello! You're still not in the main channel. Um! 

Hello! There you go! Hello! My name is Amory Johnson. I'm the co-founder 

of Silver Lake together. Advocacy Team. I've lived in silver like my 

whole life. 

 

787 

02:04:42.290 --> 02:05:04.700 

Anne-Marie Johnson: Uh, thank you for holding this meeting. I believe the 

Boe hard graves and the special interest groups have ignored the concerns 

of the majority of the public who oppose this proposed global tourist 

destination. I am a firm supporter of alternative one, and please 

consider the following suggestions: that may or may not be included in 

alternative: Three 

 

788 

02:05:05.410 --> 02:05:33.459 

Anne-Marie Johnson: top and thin, all trees, and replace dead or dying 

trees with native trees. Um maintain and improve all landscaping, minimal 

remodeling of the Rec center. Replace all perimeter fences with a 

tasteful rod. Iron similar to the La River fences fences must be designed 

for unencumbered movements of wildlife. Replace the meadow grass with 

hybrid uh drought, tolerant grasses 

 

789 

02:05:33.470 --> 02:06:03.449 

Anne-Marie Johnson: hire a permanent park ranger to service silver Lake 

rec center hire additional full time. Staff for the rec center improved 

the dog park with heat, resistant artificial turf, plant, shade trees, 

build pergola, and adventures. Hire a full time. Biologist and urban 

wildlife officer provide dash buses to transport people from the Rec. 

Center to the La River Griffith Park facilities and activities. The Pool 

soccer Field tennis courts and play area 

 

790 

02:06:03.460 --> 02:06:33.360 

Anne-Marie Johnson: on Riverside Drive, enforce all lam, seek um with 

assistance of the Lapd. If necessary. There are other areas in the city 

who are Park deprived. Silver Lake Rec Center is already a park. It is 

already a park, and it didn't Take long for someone to throw the Nimby 

bomb, which is just another term for Races old white person uh the stay 

off of my long. We better stay away from that type of dialogue. 

 

791 



02:06:33.370 --> 02:06:42.130 

Anne-Marie Johnson: We don't need this other areas. Do I support a 

alternative one with a few adjustments and thank you for the opportunity. 

 

792 

02:06:44.070 --> 02:06:45.949 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment, 

 

793 

02:06:48.610 --> 02:06:50.729 

Nicolle Steiner: Pam. Let's try one more time. 

 

794 

02:06:51.360 --> 02:06:55.499 

Nicolle Steiner: We are going to prompt you to unmute yourself. 

 

795 

02:07:03.060 --> 02:07:05.749 

Nicolle Steiner: I still see that you're muted. 

 

796 

02:07:10.470 --> 02:07:17.400 

Nicolle Steiner: We'll keep moving and get back to you. Um! If we are not 

able to unmute yourself, you can provide a 

 

797 

02:07:17.680 --> 02:07:24.610 

Nicolle Steiner: written comment. Um! And we can put that screen up um at 

the end of the commentary, 

 

798 

02:07:26.240 --> 02:07:28.510 

Nicolle Steiner: Alex. Magman. 

 

799 

02:07:37.880 --> 02:07:49.390 

Alex Magnin: Hi, there! Can you hear me 

 

800 

02:07:52.370 --> 02:07:57.870 

Nicolle Steiner: today? We are really only taking comments. We are not 

responding to questions. 

 

801 

02:07:57.970 --> 02:08:12.180 

Alex Magnin: Oh, okay, um, yeah. So I I scan the report as best I could, 

and I didn't see those stats which which seem pretty pretty crucial to 

being able to assess the project. Um, 

 

802 

02:08:12.260 --> 02:08:40.669 

Alex Magnin: you know I don't know if i'm for and against it, but I just 

read a seven hundred page report about like bats and whatnot. It was 

missing some pretty key facts, you know, like how many people are going 



to come, and that's knowable stuff, right like you can. You know there's 

there's been undoubtedly tons of like urban studies research about that 

sort of thing. So, anyway, look, I know that there's like a movement 

against nimbies, and that's probably a good thing for society in general, 

 

803 

02:08:40.680 --> 02:09:00.520 

Alex Magnin: but it doesn't mean, like, you know, that there's a specific 

rightness to like building this park, you know, who wouldn't want to 

Park. I get it. Um. Unfortunately, when we read reports where you know, 

if they don't have basic facts like how many people might visit this 

park, it creates a little bit of a crisis of faith, right? 

 

804 

02:09:00.530 --> 02:09:13.969 

Alex Magnin: And so, anyway, I would sort of i'm neutral on on the park. 

Um, but i'm not impressed by the process, I suppose, is what I'm saying, 

and I have no doubt that everyone here is like a a smart person. But 

 

805 

02:09:13.980 --> 02:09:21.509 

Alex Magnin: you know, when you don't have skin in the game for getting 

outcomes right. It's really hard for good decisions to happen. Um. 

 

806 

02:09:21.590 --> 02:09:24.499 

Alex Magnin: So. Yeah, I don't know. I guess uh 

 

807 

02:09:24.720 --> 02:09:36.010 

Alex Magnin: this stuff is hard, and then i'm sorry. But um, we'd like to 

know how many people are going to come every day. You can definitely get 

that right within, you know, twenty or something. So yeah, please do. 

 

808 

02:09:37.820 --> 02:09:41.850 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment. The presentation did mention 

 

809 

02:09:41.960 --> 02:09:43.160 

Nicolle Steiner: um The 

 

810 

02:09:43.860 --> 02:09:53.900 

Nicolle Steiner: I believe the table or page number in the Eir, where 

that information can be found. Um! So I read you to look at the project 

description, 

 

811 

02:09:53.910 --> 02:10:10.270 

Nicolle Steiner: and your comment today will be responded to um in the 

final eir, and i'll point you in the right direction as well. I believe 

Jan mentioned tables two, seven, two, eight, and two nine um of the 

draft, Ir: with that information. 



 

812 

02:10:15.330 --> 02:10:16.570 

Nicolle Steiner: Jan. 

 

813 

02:10:22.840 --> 02:10:25.529 

Gian: Hello! Hello! Welcome! 

 

814 

02:10:25.800 --> 02:10:29.409 

Gian: Hi! I'm just wondering if I have My! 

 

815 

02:10:31.000 --> 02:10:33.640 

Nicolle Steiner: I'm sorry. Can you repeat that I didn't catch it. 

 

816 

02:10:34.160 --> 02:10:38.819 

Gian: Oh, how well can you guys hear me? Yes, okay. 

 

817 

02:10:39.630 --> 02:10:48.090 

Gian: Hi, um. My name is Jion. I have lived here. I am in just outside of 

Serbia since I was five years old. I'm now thirty, three. 

 

818 

02:10:48.190 --> 02:10:51.309 

Gian: Um. So I've seen this neighborhood change um. 

 

819 

02:10:52.690 --> 02:10:55.989 

Gian: I basically wanted to speak about um 

 

820 

02:10:56.260 --> 02:10:57.260 

Gian: just 

 

821 

02:10:57.610 --> 02:11:02.340 

Gian: creating another alternative to the use of the money for this and 

the finances of it. 

 

822 

02:11:02.510 --> 02:11:15.980 

Gian: Now i'm all for improving the neighborhood, and looking towards the 

future, and and having this as a foundational basis for it. Um! But at 

the same time I also don't want to disturb what we already have that's 

going well for us. 

 

823 

02:11:17.850 --> 02:11:27.229 



Gian: I'm: i'm thinking about Griffith Park, and user like using their 

existing infrastructure over there, such as the Greek Theater for the six 

hundred. 

 

824 

02:11:27.500 --> 02:11:37.980 

Gian: He um then you do. You guys want to put at the meadow? Um. And I 

say that because I have experience in entertainment venues and 

 

825 

02:11:38.580 --> 02:11:41.760 

Gian: the amount of noise that might have like the traffic. I'm kind of 

 

826 

02:11:41.950 --> 02:11:52.319 

Gian: everything that comes along with that set up that happens hours and 

sometimes days before an event or an event that happens is pretty 

disturbing. Um, 

 

827 

02:11:52.620 --> 02:11:58.320 

Gian: and especially for a neighborhood that, like hours of tranquility, 

and this for any other people come here for, is going to be 

 

828 

02:11:58.640 --> 02:12:02.810 

Gian: to serve for the for the least of of anybody's worries. 

 

829 

02:12:02.840 --> 02:12:03.889 

Gian: So 

 

830 

02:12:04.450 --> 02:12:08.179 

Gian: you know, for for my own personal experience, having that 

 

831 

02:12:09.110 --> 02:12:19.060 

Gian: having that applicator over there in the middle is not a good thing 

now concerning the the two of the buildings that are going to be built to 

i'm. I'm. Not for that either 

 

832 

02:12:19.150 --> 02:12:21.450 

Gian: I would like to have just. 

 

833 

02:12:21.600 --> 02:12:30.610 

Gian: And then there's an improvement of the current buildings that we do 

have, and also probably some parking abatement rather than increasing the 

parking. 

 

834 

02:12:30.670 --> 02:12:41.989 



Gian: I don't know how many people here have actually been up and been 

around the reservoir lately, but even when you try to go for a walk, and 

you're trying to park around there. You're gonna have to park a few 

blocks away. Just so you can get around, 

 

835 

02:12:43.490 --> 02:12:46.370 

Gian: and there's like two minutes. Sorry. Thank you. 

 

836 

02:12:47.680 --> 02:12:49.770 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment today, 

 

837 

02:12:52.430 --> 02:12:53.830 

Betsy. 

 

838 

02:13:00.820 --> 02:13:02.109 

Betsy Isroelit: Can you hear me? 

 

839 

02:13:03.810 --> 02:13:08.349 

Nicolle Steiner: Hello, Betsy! I am not able to hear you. 

 

840 

02:13:08.610 --> 02:13:13.580 

Nicolle Steiner: I um. If you could follow the instructions on this 

slide, 

 

841 

02:13:13.640 --> 02:13:17.180 

Nicolle Steiner: click on the interpretation button and select English 

 

842 

02:13:17.280 --> 02:13:22.659 

Nicolle Steiner: and click that interpretation button one more time and 

select mute, original audio, 

 

843 

02:13:23.610 --> 02:13:25.190 

Nicolle Steiner: and that she fix it. 

 

844 

02:13:26.420 --> 02:13:27.370 

Betsy Isroelit: I 

 

845 

02:13:27.510 --> 02:13:29.689 

Betsy Isroelit: did both of those 

 

846 

02:13:41.320 --> 02:13:51.870 



Nicolle Steiner: you can. You need to select the that? But interpretation 

button twice, first to select the language and then again to mute the 

original audio. 

 

847 

02:14:05.350 --> 02:14:12.040 

Nicolle Steiner: We'll give you a minute to two minutes to figure that 

out. We'll go to the next 

 

848 

02:14:12.400 --> 02:14:14.919 

Nicolle Steiner: um, Martin Gray. 

 

849 

02:14:21.810 --> 02:14:24.910 

Martin Grey: Hey, can you hear me? 

 

850 

02:14:25.340 --> 02:14:33.599 

Martin Grey: So? I have so many thoughts and so little time? Uh, I've 

lived in Silver Lake for thirty, six years, 

 

851 

02:14:33.920 --> 02:14:37.889 

Martin Grey: and uh, as much as I love the reservoir, 

 

852 

02:14:38.230 --> 02:14:40.050 

Martin Grey: I love it as it is 

 

853 

02:14:40.590 --> 02:14:41.889 

Martin Grey: the 

 

854 

02:14:42.610 --> 02:14:46.330 

Martin Grey: scary things about this project, 

 

855 

02:14:46.720 --> 02:14:53.690 

Martin Grey: aside from the obvious which is traffic having lived through 

the repiping. The sewer lines. 

 

856 

02:14:53.860 --> 02:14:55.110 

Martin Grey: Um! 

 

857 

02:14:55.400 --> 02:14:59.440 

Martin Grey: And everybody complained. You know we all We all needed that 

 

858 

02:14:59.690 --> 02:15:03.589 

Martin Grey: without a doubt we needed to upgrade our our infrastructure. 



 

859 

02:15:04.260 --> 02:15:08.449 

Martin Grey: Um! This is not a need so much as a desire for what, 

 

860 

02:15:08.690 --> 02:15:12.720 

Martin Grey: and I hate to say it. But for what really seems like 

 

861 

02:15:13.690 --> 02:15:16.149 

Martin Grey: a community that has become 

 

862 

02:15:16.520 --> 02:15:24.639 

Martin Grey: filled with with with just people that seem so entitled that 

we should. We should have this. It's just 

 

863 

02:15:25.050 --> 02:15:33.169 

Martin Grey: so. We're like, was always a community of diversity uh 

working class as well as well to do. Um. 

 

864 

02:15:33.190 --> 02:15:34.449 

Martin Grey: I've seen it 

 

865 

02:15:34.580 --> 02:15:36.430 

Martin Grey: just uh 

 

866 

02:15:36.740 --> 02:15:40.219 

unfortunately deteriorate. In my opinion. I know 

 

867 

02:15:40.340 --> 02:15:41.859 

Martin Grey: I may be alone. 

 

868 

02:15:41.890 --> 02:15:48.810 

Martin Grey: I understand it. I grew up in Brooklyn. Um saw that 

community change. I've been out here for 

 

869 

02:15:49.170 --> 02:15:51.259 

Martin Grey: almost forty years now, 

 

870 

02:15:51.330 --> 02:15:53.110 

Martin Grey: and um 

 

871 

02:15:53.150 --> 02:15:56.050 



Martin Grey: I am so against this project, for, 

 

872 

02:15:56.380 --> 02:15:58.810 

Martin Grey: uh, not only the traffic, but 

 

873 

02:15:59.010 --> 02:16:02.669 

Martin Grey: people have talked about the cost. I think that could be 

 

874 

02:16:02.830 --> 02:16:10.970 

Martin Grey: better served to help the underserved communities. We live 

so close to Griffith Park we live so close to E Echo Park, 

 

875 

02:16:11.190 --> 02:16:12.889 

Martin Grey: which, by the way, 

 

876 

02:16:13.100 --> 02:16:16.889 

Martin Grey: didn't get cleaned up until Mitchell Farrell put a fence 

around it. 

 

877 

02:16:17.200 --> 02:16:22.169 

Martin Grey: Um! I can't imagine this reservoir with no fence. Um! 

 

878 

02:16:22.200 --> 02:16:31.140 

Martin Grey: I I kind of feel like i'm freely associating, so pardon me. 

I see the time is up. Those are my comments. I'm: against this. Thank you 

for the opportunity to speak. 

 

879 

02:16:32.790 --> 02:16:35.539 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comments today, 

 

880 

02:16:41.629 --> 02:16:42.860 

Nicolle Steiner: Mary. 

 

881 

02:16:48.370 --> 02:16:55.419 

Mary: Hi, Can you hear me? Hello, Yes, Great. Okay, Thank you. 

 

882 

02:16:55.520 --> 02:17:11.400 

Mary: I'll be brief. Okay, This project is not tethered to any reality. 

We'll be facing in the next fifteen, twenty years. Many of the ideas and 

renderings are fantastical, and wouldn't be out of place on a vision 

board for saudi arabia is the line 

 

883 



02:17:11.490 --> 02:17:30.270 

Mary: uh i'm not hearing any strategies for long-term climate change, 

adoption, seeing many strategies that are not relevant in the upcoming 

decades um seeing unshaded concrete more lights, more cars more missions 

more disruption to biodiversity. 

 

884 

02:17:30.280 --> 02:17:39.530 

Mary: Twenty-four access, with no fences, will ensure this area will 

become completely trashed, like so the supportive Basin and the Bologna 

wetlands 

 

885 

02:17:40.180 --> 02:17:54.979 

Mary: uh the images of children waiting in the water and the draft Eri 

are completely ridiculous. We've had summers since two thousand and ten 

that I've hit one hundred and eight, a hundred, eleven and one hundred 

and thirteen degrees. The reservoir has no water. 

 

886 

02:17:55.049 --> 02:17:56.729 

Mary: You can see the bottom 

 

887 

02:17:56.799 --> 02:18:13.339 

Mary: uh this project on the surface is being spoken about like. It's an 

infrastructural initiative, but it's very obviously an economic 

initiative for what i'm assuming are a few very lucky contractors and 

developers who are going to be gone in fifteen years. When this project 

is pushed through, 

 

888 

02:18:13.480 --> 02:18:30.999 

Mary: we, the people who actually live in the neighborhood and people my 

age, who are in our thirties. We will be the ones facing the long term 

consequences of this project. It's completely ridiculous. It's completely 

untenable. I urge you not to push this through. Thank you. 

 

889 

02:18:34.799 --> 02:18:36.969 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment, 

 

890 

02:18:39.150 --> 02:18:40.420 

Nicolle Steiner: Betsy, 

 

891 

02:18:41.059 --> 02:18:43.459 

Nicolle Steiner: and try again. 

 

892 

02:18:46.730 --> 02:18:48.010 

Betsy Isroelit: Can you hear me? 

 



893 

02:18:49.250 --> 02:18:52.560 

Nicolle Steiner: I'm still not able to hear you, Betsy. 

 

894 

02:18:52.610 --> 02:18:59.729 

Betsy Isroelit: Unfortunately I do bring up that slide one more time 

 

895 

02:18:59.770 --> 02:19:01.330 

Nicolle Steiner: you'll need to click 

 

896 

02:19:01.900 --> 02:19:03.549 

Nicolle Steiner: interpretation 

 

897 

02:19:03.830 --> 02:19:09.970 

Nicolle Steiner: English, and then once again interpretation and mute The 

original audio. 

 

898 

02:19:12.809 --> 02:19:14.150 

Betsy Isroelit: Is it working? 

 

899 

02:19:17.959 --> 02:19:24.029 

Nicolle Steiner: I think the mute original audio might be what you're 

missing from that step. 

 

900 

02:19:25.160 --> 02:19:26.359 

Nicolle Steiner: Try that 

 

901 

02:19:26.520 --> 02:19:29.539 

Nicolle Steiner: interpretation and meet the original audio. 

 

902 

02:19:29.889 --> 02:19:33.220 

Betsy Isroelit: I did it for about the tenth time, so never mind. 

 

903 

02:19:39.559 --> 02:19:43.909 

Nicolle Steiner: Sorry we're still not able to hear you. 

 

904 

02:19:46.049 --> 02:19:50.980 

Nicolle Steiner: We'll try again at the end. Here, let's get to Hugh 

Kenny. 

 

905 

02:19:56.530 --> 02:19:57.769 

I do anything 



 

906 

02:19:58.950 --> 02:20:00.130 

Nicolle Steiner: so 

 

907 

02:20:04.930 --> 02:20:11.260 

Nicolle Steiner: could you maybe talk like right next to your computer or 

audio device. Or maybe 

 

908 

02:20:11.800 --> 02:20:13.469 

yeah, I guess. 

 

909 

02:20:13.500 --> 02:20:15.070 

Does that do anything? I 

 

910 

02:20:15.720 --> 02:20:17.369 

I got to over it again. 

 

911 

02:20:18.820 --> 02:20:19.780 

Okay, 

 

912 

02:20:19.940 --> 02:20:22.910 

Nicolle Steiner: it's really not 

 

913 

02:20:23.210 --> 02:20:24.420 

Nicolle Steiner: audible. 

 

914 

02:20:30.590 --> 02:20:31.480 

Thank you. 

 

915 

02:20:32.450 --> 02:20:34.580 

Nicolle Steiner: We really can't hear you 

 

916 

02:20:41.010 --> 02:20:42.949 

Nicolle Steiner: try one more time. 

 

917 

02:20:46.220 --> 02:20:50.280 

Nicolle Steiner: Sorry. Unfortunately, we really can't here 

 

918 

02:20:50.810 --> 02:20:54.150 

Nicolle Steiner: or decipher your words. 

 



919 

02:20:54.510 --> 02:20:56.150 

Nicolle Steiner: We will 

 

920 

02:20:56.710 --> 02:21:13.739 

Nicolle Steiner: jump back to jump down to Paul Hugh. If if you would 

like to provide a comment, we will put up on the screen the um ways. You 

can provide a written comment during the comment period. 

 

921 

02:21:14.110 --> 02:21:23.010 

Nicolle Steiner: Or again, you can try to dial in to this call. Um, 

 

922 

02:21:32.700 --> 02:21:33.810 

Nicolle Steiner: Paul. 

 

923 

02:21:39.410 --> 02:21:40.690 

Paul Tzanetopoulos: Hello, everyone! 

 

924 

02:21:41.960 --> 02:21:57.679 

Paul Tzanetopoulos: Hello, thanks. Everybody Um. Let's see. I'm a forty-

five. Well, at least forty-five years residents of of Silver Lake and uh 

the community is obviously very precious to me. I own a a number of 

homes. Here. 

 

925 

02:21:57.710 --> 02:21:58.880 

Paul Tzanetopoulos: Um! 

 

926 

02:21:59.280 --> 02:22:09.559 

Paul Tzanetopoulos: First of all that I just think it's a little 

offensive when people say this is a community-driven project I that's 

just completely false. 

 

927 

02:22:09.790 --> 02:22:21.020 

Paul Tzanetopoulos: I I hate hearing things like that when it doesn't 

include the community. Uh, and it's just i'm pulling this regard for 

reality. I just this is really 

 

928 

02:22:21.130 --> 02:22:31.790 

Paul Tzanetopoulos: hard to uh understand, but the the a lot of the 

practical things like people that have mentioned the meadow. Uh, I 

clearly, you know I certainly 

 

929 

02:22:31.890 --> 02:22:37.420 



Paul Tzanetopoulos: uh would accept the fact that some there's been some 

benefits from the meadow. But, um! 

 

930 

02:22:37.550 --> 02:22:57.460 

Paul Tzanetopoulos: The quality of life, since the meadow has really 

decreased for myself and my neighbors and parts of the neighborhood. 

Watch. It's very. It's almost unbearable. Here, Post Post meadow. It's a 

traffic uh getting out. You just can't get out of your house. You can't 

get it, anyway. It's just awful 

 

931 

02:22:57.470 --> 02:23:13.200 

Paul Tzanetopoulos: uh. So I don't know uh how close people live. That's 

say the matter has been a plus thing. Um, it's. It's been very tough on 

us, uh, and in terms of transportation. Um! Those of you on the committee 

that uh look at the d ot uh 

 

932 

02:23:13.210 --> 02:23:29.380 

Paul Tzanetopoulos: information. Please look at it carefully. The chances 

that they they looked at the traffic. Um, during the pandemic. Are we 

relevant? And you know this the driving in this community. We're in 

gridlock even today. 

 

933 

02:23:29.500 --> 02:23:34.249 

Paul Tzanetopoulos: Uh, twice a day. Great actual gridlock today 

 

934 

02:23:34.260 --> 02:23:56.469 

Paul Tzanetopoulos: uh day to day is what is my point? So the idea that 

there's no effect is just just preposterous. So please check the dates on 

the dots data, cause they uh they simply can't be true. The quality of 

life. Uh is, uh, adversely effective. We can't leave our homes or come 

home or invite somebody over to visit. Uh, thank you very much. 

 

935 

02:23:58.780 --> 02:24:00.870 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment. 

 

936 

02:24:02.230 --> 02:24:12.509 

Nicolle Steiner: If you have joined by phone. Um, please press Star nine 

in order to raise your virtual hand and and be in the virtual line. 

 

937 

02:24:15.510 --> 02:24:17.530 

Nicolle Steiner: Paul Newman, 

 

938 

02:24:17.640 --> 02:24:20.589 

Nicolle Steiner: Here's what I found. 

 



939 

02:24:20.760 --> 02:24:21.690 

Okay, 

 

940 

02:24:22.750 --> 02:24:25.909 

Nicolle Steiner: My watch is trying to find all in it. 

 

941 

02:24:26.130 --> 02:24:27.619 

Paul Neuman: Hi! Can you hear me? 

 

942 

02:24:27.960 --> 02:24:29.640 

Paul Neuman: Hello! 

 

943 

02:24:29.940 --> 02:24:31.350 

Paul Neuman: Hello! 

 

944 

02:24:32.630 --> 02:24:35.850 

Paul Neuman: Hello! We can't hear you. 

 

945 

02:24:35.960 --> 02:24:39.100 

Nicolle Steiner: You 

 

946 

02:24:39.790 --> 02:24:45.470 

Nicolle Steiner: could please click on the interpretation button at the 

bottom of your screen and play, pick English, 

 

947 

02:24:45.800 --> 02:24:53.629 

Nicolle Steiner: and then again click the interpretation button a second 

time and click mute, original audio. 

 

948 

02:24:54.290 --> 02:25:08.660 

Paul Neuman: Can you hear me? I uh, I join this midway through so because 

of work stuff. But uh, so I didn't know all the instructions. So that was 

my fault. I want mostly want to point out, though, that 

 

949 

02:25:08.670 --> 02:25:26.689 

Paul Neuman: at least with two of the callers and Marie and Betsy, I was 

repeatedly. We were here. We're more than one here. Hearing them say, 

Hello, Hello! Hello! Hello! And the call. You were instructing them that 

they were not to that they had not done things, and that the problem in 

effect was theirs. We were hearing them. So I suggest, 

 

950 

02:25:26.700 --> 02:25:42.760 



Paul Neuman: maybe as a parable, that rather than assuming that the 

problem is elsewhere, that sometimes innocently and and you know no, no, 

no offense, but uh, not in any way immoral or amoral, but that the 

problem sometimes is 

 

951 

02:25:42.770 --> 02:26:04.119 

Paul Neuman: the expectations of people who are managing a process who 

project onto them What they think is the case, and they don't 

necessarily. Uh I mean somebody I heard was talking about other stats. I 

know I heard somebody else say that they are in the uh the I guess Rfp. 

Or the proposal expectations. But a lot of Times expectations can be 

wildly uh out of uh, 

 

952 

02:26:04.130 --> 02:26:14.459 

Paul Neuman: out of actual reality, in terms of what to what might occur, 

or what is actually occurring at that moment. Um, i'm! Probably being 

obscure and rambling. But i'm saying, first of all, that yes, we could 

hear those people 

 

953 

02:26:14.590 --> 02:26:25.909 

Paul Neuman: that which is important to know. We could hear them here. If 

you can't hear them. Maybe that's an issue you guys are having, and you 

should look at your at your communications there, but i'll make a quick 

point about um 

 

954 

02:26:25.920 --> 02:26:39.269 

Paul Neuman: expectations. Having lived in Silver Lake a long time, The 

bike path. It's great to have bypass. I'm all for bypass. But uh, for all 

the years it's been in place, i'm surprised if I see more than one person 

a month. 

 

955 

02:26:39.380 --> 02:27:08.100 

Paul Neuman: I I saw one group of naked bicyclists, which is a thing, I 

guess, and I saw more people in that one group for twenty seconds going 

by. Then I've seen in twenty years, or however long the bike path has 

been there uh ten years. I don't know uh, so it it's. Obviously it's 

invalid. It's just to say that that aspiration does not always meet 

reality, and sometimes the problems that approve are far more severe than 

than have ever been allowed to be a possible possible outcome. 

 

956 

02:27:08.110 --> 02:27:08.960 

Paul Neuman: Thank you. 

 

957 

02:27:10.700 --> 02:27:12.750 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you for your comment, 

 

958 



02:27:12.850 --> 02:27:28.469 

Nicolle Steiner: and to just address the issue with the audio. I I just 

want to make sure that the comments are part of the recording, and if 

you're not in the right audio um, then it won't. Be recorded as part of 

the the record. 

 

959 

02:27:34.820 --> 02:27:41.959 

Nicolle Steiner: Um, I see. Hold on Number one zero eight. 

 

960 

02:27:42.570 --> 02:27:50.179 

Nicolle Steiner: But in order to raise your virtual hand, you'll have, I 

mean, in order to accept. You have to press Star Six. 

 

961 

02:27:52.190 --> 02:27:55.200 

1213****108: Hello! It's Betsy. It's really right. 

 

962 

02:27:56.210 --> 02:27:57.570 

1213****108: Can you hear me? 

 

963 

02:27:58.310 --> 02:28:00.610 

Nicolle Steiner: I can't hear the audio. But 

 

964 

02:28:03.030 --> 02:28:04.500 

1213****108: who is speaking? 

 

965 

02:28:07.460 --> 02:28:08.530 

1213****108: I 

 

966 

02:28:10.800 --> 02:28:13.039 

1213****108: find Paul's parable, 

 

967 

02:28:13.390 --> 02:28:18.600 

1213****108: brilliant, and the best slides I've had in a week, so i'm 

just going to hang up, 

 

968 

02:28:18.980 --> 02:28:20.330 

1213****108: not working. 

 

969 

02:28:26.570 --> 02:28:31.550 

Nicolle Steiner: I couldn't hear the audio. I'm not sure is that still on 

seems to have hung up. 

 

970 



02:28:38.770 --> 02:28:42.040 

Nicolle Steiner: All right. Let's try, Hugh Kenny. 

 

971 

02:28:53.030 --> 02:28:58.229 

Nicolle Steiner: Here you still have the same problem. 

 

972 

02:28:58.820 --> 02:29:04.110 

Nicolle Steiner: Sorry we cannot decipher what you are saying, 

 

973 

02:29:04.570 --> 02:29:06.920 

i'm gonna to control my life so, General, 

 

974 

02:29:12.990 --> 02:29:19.569 

Nicolle Steiner: and we'll put up the slide again on how to provide 

written comments here after we try. Betsy. 

 

975 

02:29:27.880 --> 02:29:29.380 

Betsy Isroelit: Hello, Hello, 

 

976 

02:29:33.700 --> 02:29:36.979 

Nicolle Steiner: Betsy! I can't hear you on the 

 

977 

02:29:37.370 --> 02:29:39.740 

regular channel. 

 

978 

02:29:40.190 --> 02:29:58.880 

Nicolle Steiner: I've I've done what i'm supposed to do at least six 

times um my screen says Maybe if someone can note her comment down that 

can hear her, Wendy, I think you can hear her Um, if you could write down 

her comments so we can have it for the public record. Um, 

 

979 

02:29:58.890 --> 02:30:00.329 

Nicolle Steiner: that might be helpful. 

 

980 

02:30:00.480 --> 02:30:16.730 

Betsy Isroelit: Thank you. I'll start the clock. Go ahead. Thank you. I 

appreciate that. Um. I just just for the record. I at least six times I 

did as the instruction said. It didn't work, so I find Paul's comment 

about parables 

 

981 

02:30:16.870 --> 02:30:29.380 



Betsy Isroelit: growing in, and the best laugh I've had in about a week. 

So thank you, Paul. Um, I think Frida and Chip expressed out very 

eloquently, concerns about wildlife and 

 

982 

02:30:29.420 --> 02:30:46.200 

Betsy Isroelit: um the impact on the neighborhood as far as traffic 

noise. Um, But I would like to just reference. What ships said uh wants 

versus needs, and I think there's some very basic questions that all the 

people I talk to are asking, 

 

983 

02:30:46.570 --> 02:30:51.859 

Betsy Isroelit: which is how many people are going to come. A day which 

has been asked 

 

984 

02:30:51.920 --> 02:31:05.939 

Betsy Isroelit: How much money like, really, how much money is this gonna 

cost? And really, truly, how long is this gonna last? Is it going to last 

five years, ten years, twenty years, two years, three days, I mean, 

that's 

 

985 

02:31:05.950 --> 02:31:24.940 

Betsy Isroelit: It's impossible for the average person to determine that. 

Based on what's been presented. Um, I'd also like to comment on being 

less selfish and thinking about people who actually don't have parks in 

their communities, and it's easy to find that information. 

 

986 

02:31:25.430 --> 02:31:32.250 

Betsy Isroelit: Um, Griffith Park Swimming Pool. One example. There's 

kids who need to learn to swim, 

 

987 

02:31:32.370 --> 02:31:47.490 

Betsy Isroelit: and the pool has been closed because there's not a little 

bit of money to fix it. There's no way for people to get to Griffith 

Park. Don't have cars or bicycles, but yet it's right around the corner, 

 

988 

02:31:47.510 --> 02:32:00.269 

Betsy Isroelit: so I think we should just open our hearts and think of 

people who aren't as wealthy as the people who live in this community, 

and who actually need 

 

989 

02:32:00.750 --> 02:32:07.620 

Betsy Isroelit: who really truly need a place to play a place to swim a 

place to hike. 

 

990 

02:32:07.790 --> 02:32:08.740 



Betsy Isroelit: Thank you. 

 

991 

02:32:14.110 --> 02:32:15.589 

Wendy Delgado: Thank you, Betsy. 

 

992 

02:32:18.280 --> 02:32:20.989 

Nicolle Steiner: The cool. It's ready. Thank you. 

 

993 

02:32:21.420 --> 02:32:22.920 

Nicolle Steiner: P. Feldman. 

 

994 

02:32:29.650 --> 02:32:31.920 

Nicolle Steiner: Hello, hello! 

 

995 

02:32:33.290 --> 02:32:45.170 

pfeldman: Can you hear me? Our last caller? 

 

996 

02:32:45.180 --> 02:32:59.479 

pfeldman: And I just want to make clear that the plan at this point is 

just still filled with negative environmental impacts, several of which 

can be remedied only if the plan is just completely scuttled. And so i'd 

say i'll turn it to another. One 

 

997 

02:32:59.550 --> 02:33:10.069 

pfeldman: is the best solution. I think the plan is selfish, and it's 

near-sighted. The report talks about approximately thirty one 

 

998 

02:33:10.080 --> 02:33:29.320 

pfeldman: uh green spaces parks uh within a couple of miles of of of 

Silver Lake. I don't think that even includes Griffith Park. It also 

doesn't include the Reservoir area itself, which we now have. The meadow. 

We have the Rec center area, including the basketball courts and uh, the 

 

999 

02:33:29.330 --> 02:33:37.409 

pfeldman: uh children's facilities and um soccer field, Whatever the dog 

park we have, 

 

1000 

02:33:37.580 --> 02:33:47.629 

pfeldman: the green space Here we're looking at it, and we also have the 

water here which is protected uh the wildlife, and so forth, are 

protected, as is one hundred and fifty. 

 

1001 

02:33:47.640 --> 02:34:17.090 



pfeldman: Um! I think it's just selfish and near-sighted for uh people to 

say, we need this. We may want it. But there's other bigger needs in this 

city where there's so much homelessness where there's just not enough 

resources for other things. But basically the other thing I want to 

address is traffic. It's ludicrous to say that there's no significant uh 

impact, and that needs to be mitigated with traffic, because that also 

includes parking 

 

1002 

02:34:17.100 --> 02:34:24.209 

pfeldman: uh in in other factors, right now on the streets to the west of 

uh the reservoir. It's 

 

1003 

02:34:24.220 --> 02:34:42.540 

pfeldman: very hard for one car to even get through, because there's so 

many cars parked for people using the reservoir for people whose homes 

are there, and so forth. Fire trucks can't get through at times if it if 

they had to. Uh garbage trucks can't get through ambulance. Can't get 

through 

 

1004 

02:34:42.550 --> 02:34:55.380 

pfeldman: uh to to put in this kind of so-called world-class amenity, and 

expect all these people here, and have at most one hundred and fifty more 

parking spaces is absolutely bogus. 

 

1005 

02:34:55.580 --> 02:35:03.049 

pfeldman: Uh, I could go on and on, but I guess i'm out of time, so I 

i'll just continue making uh written comments. 

 

1006 

02:35:04.200 --> 02:35:07.279 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you very much for your comment, 

 

1007 

02:35:07.300 --> 02:35:16.819 

Nicolle Steiner: and with that let me show one more time here on the 

screen, where and how you can provide written comments on the draft. Tir 

 

1008 

02:35:17.000 --> 02:35:25.450 

Nicolle Steiner: um. The comment period is extended through December 

second two thousand and twenty-five, and we'll take in comments until 

five Pm. On that day 

 

1009 

02:35:25.480 --> 02:35:32.850 

Nicolle Steiner: you could send written comments to the address on your 

screen as well as going to the project website. 

 

1010 

02:35:35.450 --> 02:35:45.009 



Nicolle Steiner: We really appreciate um your availability tonight to 

join us and be part of the draft dir process. 

 

1011 

02:35:47.170 --> 02:35:49.790 

Nicolle Steiner: Thank you. Hope you have all a good night. 
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CEQA FINDINGS OF FACT AND STATEMENT 
OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS 

Introduction 
The Environmental Impact Report (EIR) prepared by the City of Los Angeles (City) for the Silver 
Lake Reservoir Complex Master Plan Project (proposed Project) analyzes the potential 
environmental effects associated with the redesign of approximately 116 acres of the 127-acre 
Silver Lake Reservoir Complex (SLRC) with community park amenities, which includes the City 
constructing various community park facilities and allowing some new public park uses within 
portions of the SLRC.  

These findings have been prepared to comply with requirements of the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA), California Public Resources Code Sections 21000 through 21189.57, and 
CEQA Guidelines, California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3. Pursuant to Public 
Resources Code Section 21081, and CEQA Guidelines, Section 15091, no public agency shall 
approve or carry out a project for which an EIR has been certified that identifies one or more 
significant environmental effects of the project unless the public agency makes one or more 
written findings for each of those significant effects, accompanied by a brief explanation of the 
rationale for each finding. The possible findings that must be supported by substantial evidence in 
the record are as follows: 

• Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project that avoid or
substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Final EIR.

• Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public
agency and not the agency making the finding. Such changes have been adopted by such
other agency or can and should be adopted by such other agency.

• Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations make infeasible the
mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the Final EIR.

Environmental Review Process 
A Notice of Preparation (NOP) was prepared pursuant to Section 15082 of the CEQA Guidelines, 
to notify agencies and interested parties that the City will be preparing a Draft EIR to evaluate 
potential environmental impacts of the proposed Project (see Appendix A of the Draft EIR). The 
NOP was also posted by the County Clerk in Los Angeles and was mailed on January 6, 2022, to 
a total of approximately 6,500 properties within an approximately 0.5-mile radius of the proposed 
Project area. In addition, the NOP was mailed to 23 interested parties, including local, state, and 
federal agencies and tribes, and emailed to a total of approximately 1,100 agencies, interested 
parties, groups, or individuals who had previously expressed interest in the proposed Project. A 
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Notice of Completion (NOC) was prepared by the City and uploaded to the State Clearinghouse 
website, and information on the proposed Project was posted on the CEQAnet Database. The 
NOP was made available online at the City’s website and at two public libraries: Silver Lake 
Branch Library at 2411 Glendale Boulevard in Los Angeles, and the Los Angeles County City 
Terrace Library at 4025 East City Terrace Drive in Los Angeles. The NOP was published in the 
Los Angeles Times on January 6, 2022, and La Opinión on January 9, 2022, and available on the 
EastSider, a neighborhood news blog and website, for the duration of the 30-day scoping period 
starting January 6, 2022. 

Similarly, after completion of the Draft EIR, an NOC was prepared along with a Notice of 
Availability of a Draft EIR (NOA) by the City and uploaded to the State Clearinghouse website 
and posted with the Los Angeles County Clerk. The public comment period started on October 6, 
2022, and was extended through December 16, 2022. The NOA was made available online at the 
City’s website, and the same two public libraries. The NOA was published in the Los Angeles 
Times on October 6, 2022, and La Opinión on October 9, 2022, and available on the EastSider for 
the duration of the public comment period. In addition, the NOA was mailed to approximately 
1,100 agencies, interested parties, groups, or individuals who had previously expressed interest in 
the proposed Project, and an eBlast was sent to over 3,000 additional interested parties. A virtual 
public comment meeting was held in English and Spanish on October 26, 2022 to present the 
proposed Project, discuss the findings of the Draft EIR, and obtain verbal comments from the 
public.  

Record of Proceedings 
For the purposes of CEQA and these findings, the record of the administrative proceedings for the 
proposed Project includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

Notice of Preparation January 6, 2022 

Public Scoping Meeting January 19, 2022 

Draft EIR and Notice of Availability October 6, 2022 

Draft EIR Public Meeting October 26, 2022 

Final EIR July 19, 2023 

 

Pursuant to CEQA Section 21081.6(a)(2) and CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(e), the documents 
and other materials that constitute the record of proceedings upon which the City has based its 
decision are located in and may be obtained from the Office of the City Clerk, 200 North 
Spring Street, 3rd Floor, Los Angeles, CA; the Bureau of Engineering, 1149 South 
Broadway, Suite 600, Los Angeles CA; and any other relevant City department. 

Project Summary 
The proposed Project would re-develop the SLRC with a contemporary design that would create 
park zones blending vegetated areas with public spaces. The design would enhance the visual and 
recreational quality of the area to be consistent with goals and objectives of the Silver Lake–Echo 
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Park–Elysian Valley Community Plan (Community Plan) and provide the opportunity for the 
public to access natural park space. None of the existing public park facilities within the SLRC 
would be removed; rather, public spaces and facilities would be expanded, renovated, and 
redesigned to improve visitor experience, including the perimeter walking path/promenade. The 
proposed Project would impact approximately 116 acres of the 127-acre SLRC, including 
approximately 77 acres of open water. The existing area would be organized into a series of new 
spaces (park zones) surrounding the reservoirs. The proposed Project design would consist of 
seven park zones connected by a 2.5-mile, tree-lined promenade. These zones would include the 
Meadow, the Knoll, Ivanhoe Reservoir, the Eucalyptus Grove, the East and West Narrows, the 
South Valley, and Habitat Islands. 

The proposed Project would remove portions of the existing perimeter fence over time as the park 
zones are constructed while maintaining or introducing new fencing needed to secure existing 
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) facilities, protect habitat, and protect the 
public. Fences around LADWP facilities would be approximately 8 feet high and with a 
minimum 6-inch clear zone along the bottom for small mammals to pass through. 

The proposed Project would include off-site improvements along areas surrounding the SLRC. 
One improvement would include the addition of 90-degree parking along the north side of West 
Silver Lake Drive, east of Redesdale Avenue along the grassy area adjacent to the Silver Lake 
Recreation Center. Trees would be avoided along this area and parking would be added in a way 
that it would not encroach on trees. Currently, there are 10 parallel parking spaces along this 
segment of West Silver Lake Drive. By converting to 90-degree parking, a total of approximately 
25 parking spaces would be added, resulting in a net increase in parking of 15 spaces at this 
location. Two of the new parking spaces would be dedicated to electric vehicle (EV) parking. 

Additionally, bike lane improvements would occur along Silver Lake Boulevard, between 
Armstrong Avenue and Duane Street for a length of approximately 3,000 feet. The final 
configuration for the bike lane improvements along this area would be determined by a design 
committee during the development of final design drawings, which would include other City 
entities such as City Planning, City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT), and 
the local Council Districts, to determine the final configuration.  

Project Objectives 

As set forth in Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, the fundamental objective of the 
proposed Project is to create a clear, bold design that repurposes the SLRC into a public park, 
while preserving and enhancing its unique character. The underlying purpose of the proposed 
Project is to put the SLRC to a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable for storing 
potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain the 
reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including maintaining the dams, the proposed 
Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to benefit area residents.  
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Other objectives of the proposed Project are as follows: 

• Preserve and enhance the unique character of the SLRC with increased points of access, 
improved internal circulation and access to the water’s edge, and increased spaces for 
community and family gatherings. 

• Expand existing active recreational uses and increase passive recreational uses. 

• Enhance and expand wildlife habitat by introducing wetland and aquatic ecologies and 
improving upland habitat.  

• Provide opportunities for the public to connect with nature and provide facilities for on-site 
environmental education and stewardship while limiting human/wildlife interactions through 
design and operations to protect habitat. 

• Allow for continued underlying LADWP operations, access, and future use of designated 
areas of the site, thereby allowing continued use of the reservoirs and adjacent facilities that 
are intended to remain for proprietary use by LADWP. 

Findings of Fact Required Under CEQA 
Public Resources Code, Section 21002 provides that “public agencies should not approve projects 
as proposed if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which 
would substantially lessen the significant environmental effects of such projects.” The same 
provision states that the procedures required by CEQA “are intended to assist public agencies in 
systematically identifying both the significant effects of projects and the feasible alternatives or 
feasible mitigation measures which will avoid or substantially lessen such significant effects.” 
Section 21002 goes on to state that “in the event [that] specific economic, social, or other 
conditions make infeasible such project alternatives or such mitigation measures, individual 
projects may be approved in spite of one or more significant effects thereof.”  

The mitigation measures and/or the design features and construction measures set forth in the 
Final EIR are included in the Mitigation Monitoring Program (MMP) adopted concurrently with 
these findings. The City will use the MMP to ensure compliance with proposed Project mitigation 
measures. 

The CEQA Guidelines define a significant impact on the environment as “a substantial, or 
potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the physical conditions within an area affected 
by the projects, including land, air, water, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of historic or 
aesthetic significance” (Section 15382). The Final EIR identified all potentially significant 
environmental effects resulting from implementation of the proposed Project. However, these 
significant effects can be fully mitigated through the adoption of feasible mitigation measures, 
except for temporary noise and vibration impacts during construction, and recreation impacts 
associated with those construction impacts. The Final EIR determined that the proposed Project 
will result in significant and unavoidable construction noise, vibration (human annoyance), and 
recreation impacts. 

The findings provided in this document are based on substantial evidence in the entire record 
before the City. The references set forth in these findings to certain pages or sections of the 
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environmental documents for the proposed Project are for ease of reference and are not intended 
to provide an exhaustive list of the evidence relied upon for these findings. These findings do not 
attempt to describe the full analysis of each environmental impact contained in the Final EIR, its 
appendices, and additional documents in the case files for the proposed Project. Instead, a full 
explanation of these environmental findings and conclusions can be found in the Final EIR and 
those documents, and these findings hereby incorporate by reference and adopt the discussion and 
analysis in the Final EIR, its appendices, and additional documents in the case files for the 
proposed Project supporting the determination regarding the impacts of the proposed Project. In 
making these findings, the determinations and conclusions of the Final EIR relating to 
environmental impacts are hereby ratified, adopted, and incorporated in these findings, except to 
the extent any such determinations and conclusions are specifically and expressly modified by 
these findings. In the event these findings inadvertently omit or inaccurately reflect facts stated in 
the Final EIR due to a clerical error, such statements are nevertheless hereby adopted and 
incorporated in the findings below by reference, and the language set forth in the Final EIR shall 
control. 

Project Impacts 
The analyses presented in Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR concluded that the proposed Project would 
result in no impact or a less-than-significant impact, without any required mitigation, for the 
following resource areas: agriculture and forestry resources, energy; greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions, hydrology and water quality, land use, population and housing, public services, 
transportation, and wildfire. 

Based on comments received during the Draft EIR comment period, the City has decided to 
remove the option to have amplified speakers during special events as part of the proposed 
Project. Special events would still be allowed up to 12 times per year as detailed in the Draft EIR. 
Due to the removal of amplified speaker use from the proposed Project, the significance 
determinations related to operational noise in Section 3.12, Noise and Vibration, and operational 
impacts to recreation in Section 3.15, Recreation and Parks, of the Draft EIR have been reduced 
to less than significant. 

Chapter 3 of the Final EIR identifies revisions, clarifications, and corrections as a result of the 
responses to public and agency comments received on the Draft EIR, new information that has 
become available since publication of the Draft EIR, or due to recognition of inadvertent errors or 
omissions.  

Significant Adverse Impacts Mitigated to Less-than-Significant 
Levels Under CEQA 

Having reviewed and considered the information contained in the Final EIR, and the proposed 
Project as designed and proposed for approval, the City did find that several significant adverse 
impacts (from construction or implementation of the proposed Project) were able to be avoided or 
reduced through implementation of feasible mitigation measures pursuant to Public Resources 
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Code Section 21081 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1). Significant adverse impacts not 
mitigated to less-than-significant levels are discussed below.  

The analyses presented in Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR concluded that the proposed Project would 
result in a less-than-significant impact with mitigation incorporated, for the following resource 
areas: aesthetics; air quality; biological resources; cultural resources; geology, soils, and minerals; 
hazards and hazardous materials; tribal cultural resources; and utilities and service systems. 

Significant and Unavoidable Adverse Impacts Under CEQA 

Having reviewed and considered the information contained in the Final EIR and the record of 
proceedings, and pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21081 and CEQA Guidelines 
Sections 15093 and 15091(a)(3), the City adopts the following findings regarding the significant 
and unavoidable effects of the proposed Project. 

The following significant and unavoidable effects of the proposed Project impacts were found to 
occur. The below findings are appropriate because there are no feasible mitigation measures 
available that would reduce the identified effects to below a level of significance. “Feasible” is 
defined in Section 15364 of the CEQA Guidelines to mean “capable of being accomplished in a 
successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, 
environmental, legal, social, and technological factors.” Section 15019(a)(3) of the CEQA 
Guidelines also provides that “other” considerations may form the basis for a finding of 
infeasibility. 

Noise and Vibration 
Significant Adverse Environmental Impacts (Noise Standards): 
As described under Impact 3.12-1 (pp. 3.12-30 to 3.12-39 of the Draft EIR), construction 
activities would generally include demolition, site grading, trenching, excavation, paving, 
landscaping, building construction, and off-site improvements. For the purposes of the 
environmental analysis, the following park zones are assumed to be constructed simultaneously 
within groupings, with the second grouping constructed sequentially after the first: 

1. Ivanhoe Overlook, the Eucalyptus Grove, Habitat Islands, the Knoll, the Meadow (1st half). 

2. The East and West Narrows, the South Valley, Ivanhoe Spillway and Promenade, the 
Meadow (2nd half), and off-site improvements. 

Construction noise levels on the proposed Project site and at noise-sensitive receptors would 
fluctuate depending on the particular type, number, and duration of use of the various pieces of 
construction equipment. Over the course of a construction day, the highest noise levels would be 
generated when multiple pieces of construction equipment are being operated concurrently. The 
proposed Project’s estimated construction noise levels were calculated for a scenario in which all 
pieces of construction equipment would operate simultaneously, with the loudest type of 
equipment located at the construction area nearest to the affected receptors to present a 
conservative impact analysis. The modeled worst-case construction scenario is presented in Table 
3.12-11 and Table 3.12-12 in Section 3.12 of the Draft EIR. As shown, construction noise levels 
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would exceed the threshold of 5 dBA (i.e., A-weighted decibels) over ambient noise levels at 
noise-sensitive receptors R1 through R5, R7, and R8 for the first park zone grouping and at R1 
through R8 for the second park zone grouping. Based on the modeled worst-case construction 
scenario presented in Table 3.12-11 and Table 3.12-12, the proposed Project could potentially 
exceed applicable thresholds, and impacts would be potentially significant1.  

Project Design Features: 
PDF-NOISE-1: Haul Route. Prior to commencement of construction and operational 
maintenance activities, the City shall establish approved truck haul routes that avoid or 
minimize, to the extent feasible, unnecessary truck travel on local roadways through 
residential neighborhoods or adjacent to schools, and prioritize travel on collector and 
arterial streets. 

PDF-NOISE-2: Construction Noticing and Community Liaison. Prior to 
commencement of construction activities, the City shall notify in writing adjacent 
residents and businesses along the Project route or worksite of proposed construction 
activities and the tentative schedule. The City shall require the construction contractor to 
designate a community liaison to respond to any issues and/or concerns related to 
construction activities, including any noise or vibration complaints. The community 
liaison shall maintain a log of communications and resolutions of issues or concerns and 
share the log with the City. Notices and construction signs will include a hotline and 
website address which will be updated quarterly and will include project-related 
information. 

Mitigation Measures: 
NOISE-1: Equipment Controls. Noise and vibration construction equipment whose 
specific location on the Project site may be flexible (e.g., compressors and generators) 
shall be located away from the nearest off-site noise-sensitive land uses (at least 100 feet 
away) if sufficient distance on the implementing Project site is available. If 100 feet is not 
feasible, the equipment shall have natural and/or manmade barriers (e.g., berms, 
intervening construction trailers, etc.) or a noise enclosure around the specific equipment 
location that screens the receptor from propagation of noise from such equipment. The 
barrier and/or enclosure shall block the line-of-site from the construction equipment to 
any similarly elevated noise-sensitive receptors. Noise enclosures shall provide sufficient 
space and gate access as needed for the safe operation of equipment, construction 
activities, material deliveries, and equipment access by construction personnel. A noise 
enclosure is not required if it would pose a safety risk or unreasonably prevent access to 
the construction equipment as deemed by the on-site construction manager such as in 
areas that have limited equipment maneuvering space or access. The contractor shall 
provide documentation verifying compliance with this measure. 

NOISE-2: Mobile Noise Barriers. For construction areas within 500 feet of a residential 
land use or other sensitive receptor, the contractor shall install temporary noise barriers 
between the active construction area and the off-site noise-sensitive receptors. The 
mobile noise barriers shall achieve sound level reductions of a minimum of 10 dBA 
between the Project construction sites and the sensitive receptor location. These 

 
1 ESA, CEQA Findings of Fact – Significant and Unavoidable Noise and Groundborne Vibration Impacts with 

Implementation of Feasible Mitigation Measures Memorandum. 2023.  
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temporary noise barriers shall be used to block the line-of-sight between the construction 
equipment and similarly elevated ground-level noise-sensitive receptors. The barriers 
should allow for repositioning in order to block the noise at the sensitive receptor as 
construction activities move along the Project boundary. A noise barrier is not required if 
it would pose a safety risk or unreasonably prevent access to the construction area as 
deemed by the on-site construction manager such as in areas that have limited equipment 
maneuvering space or access. Any barrier capable of a reduction greater than 10 dBA 
would require greater height and heavier noise insulation which would make mobility of 
the barrier infeasible and cause safety concerns related to barrier stability. Further, noise 
barriers would only be effective if they block the line-of-sight to sensitive receptors. The 
elevation of the surrounding area increases quickly and receptors within the vicinity of all 
identified sensitive receptors may still have a direct line-of-sight to the Project site and 
may not benefit from the use of a mobile noise barrier. The contractor shall provide 
documentation verifying compliance with this measure. 

NOISE-3: Construction Equipment Noise Shielding and Muffling Devices. 
Contractors shall ensure that all construction equipment, fixed or mobile, are equipped 
with properly operating and maintained noise shielding and muffling devices, consistent 
with manufacturers’ standards. Prior to the issuance of demolition permits, certification 
of muffler installation shall be submitted to the applicable City for review. The 
construction contractor shall keep documentation on-site demonstrating that the 
equipment has been maintained in accordance with the manufacturers’ specifications. 
The primary source of noise from construction equipment originates from the intake and 
exhaust portions of the engine cycle. According to FHWA, use of adequate mufflers 
systems can achieve reductions in noise levels of up to 10 dBA.2 The contractor shall use 
muffler systems that provide a minimum reduction of 10 dBA compared to the same 
equipment without an installed muffler system, reducing maximum construction noise 
levels. Contractors shall include the muffler requirements in contract specifications. The 
contractor shall also keep documentation on-site prepared by a noise consultant verifying 
compliance with this measure. Mufflers providing a noise reduction greater than 10 dBA 
would be technically infeasible or cost prohibitive given the current best available 
technologies. Further, mufflers are only effective on equipment with internal combustion 
engines and would not result in noise reductions for hand tools and other light-duty 
construction equipment. Therefore, NOISE-3 incorporates muffling devices to the 
maximum extent feasible. 

Finding: 
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(1), changes or alterations have been required or 
incorporated into the proposed Project that will avoid or substantially lessen the significant 
environmental effects associated with construction noise as identified in the EIR.  

Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 1509(a)(3), specific economic, legal, social, technological, 
or other considerations, including provision of employment opportunities for highly trained 
workers, make infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the EIR.  

 
2 FHWA, Special Report – Measurement, Prediction, and Mitigation, Chapter 4 Mitigation, 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/Environment/noise/construction_noise/special_report/hcn04.cfm. Accessed July 16, 
2021. 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/Environment/noise/construction_noise/special_report/hcn04.cfm
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Facts in Support of Findings: 
While implementation of Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-3 would reduce noise 
levels and associated impacts at noise-sensitive receptors, noise levels could still exceed local 
jurisdiction significance thresholds when taking into account the potential worst-case overlap of 
the various construction phases as shown in Table 3.12-11 and Table 3.12-12, in Section 3.12 of 
the Draft EIR. Table 3.12-14 and Table 3.12-15 in the Draft EIR show the construction noise 
levels at each receptor after the implementation of Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through 
NOISE-3. All receptors would experience a 10 dBA noise level reduction from implementation of 
muffling devices under Mitigation Measure NOISE-3. Mufflers under Mitigation Measure 
NOISE-3 providing a noise reduction greater than 10 dBA would be technically infeasible or cost 
prohibitive given the current best available technologies. Further, mufflers are only effective on 
equipment with internal combustion engines and would not result in noise reductions for hand 
tools and other light-duty construction equipment. Therefore, NOISE-3 incorporates muffling 
devices to the maximum extent feasible. Noise barriers implemented under Mitigation Measure 
NOISE-2 are assumed to reduce noise levels by 10 dBA at receptors where a noise barrier would 
block the line-of-sight between the receptor and the proposed Project site (e.g., R1 through R4, 
R6, and R8). However, the elevation of the surrounding residential areas increases moving away 
from the proposed Project site, and elevated receptors may still have a direct line-of-sight to the 
proposed Project site and may not benefit from the installation of a noise barrier. Noise barriers 
are not capable of blocking noise at noise-sensitive receptors that are elevated above a 
construction work site, such as residential units that are above grade of the proposed Project site. 
It is not feasible to install noise barriers with height sufficient to block the line-of-sight for all 
noise-sensitive receptors located at higher elevation residential units due to barrier foundation and 
wind load restrictions.  

Because there could be receptors elevated above the construction work sites throughout the 
proposed Project area within the upper levels of a noise-sensitive receptor building (R1 through 
R8), construction noise would represent a temporary noise increase in excess of standards for 
receptors R1, R2, R3, R4, R6, and R8, and would be a significant and unavoidable impact. The 
City did not identify any other feasible mitigation available to render the effects less than 
significant. The City concludes, however, that the proposed Project's benefits outweigh its 
significant and unavoidable impacts, as set forth in the Statement of Overriding Considerations, 
below. 

Chapter 3, Revisions, Clarifications, and Corrections to the Draft Environmental Impact Report, 
of the Final EIR further clarifies on page 3-31 that the predicted noise levels at the nearest 
receptors would not exceed 85 dBA, with the exception of occasional use of concrete saws and 
operation of individual pieces of construction equipment. Consequently, the significant and 
unavoidable noise impact is not generated by virtue of noise levels that would be considered 
harmful but, rather, as a result of the magnitude of the increase over existing ambient noise levels 
without construction at certain receptor locations. Therefore, proposed Project construction noise 
would not result in adverse health effects related to pain, the onset of hearing loss, or other 
significant health effects. 
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Significant Adverse Environmental Impacts (Groundborne Vibration-Human 
Annoyance): 
As described under Impact 3.12-2 (pp. 3.12-53 through 3.12-56 of the Draft EIR), the proposed 
Project could potentially exceed applicable thresholds for human annoyance related to 
groundborne vibration. Table 3.12-24 provides the estimated vibration levels at the off-site 
sensitive uses due to construction equipment operation and compares the estimated vibration 
levels to the specified significance criteria for human annoyance. As shown, the estimated 
groundborne vibration levels from off-road construction equipment would exceed the 
significance criteria for human annoyance at the adjacent sensitive-receptor locations V1, V2, 
and V4 through V7. Therefore, potential vibration impacts with respect to human annoyance that 
would result from temporary vibration from off-road construction equipment would be 
significant prior to the implementation of mitigation measures at sensitive-receptor locations V1, 
V2, and V4 through V7. 

Finding: 
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 1509(a)(3), specific economic, legal, social, technological, 
or other considerations, including provision of employment opportunities for highly trained 
workers, make infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the EIR.  

Facts in Support of Findings: 
As stated in the significance determination on page 3.12-56 of the Draft EIR, impacts regarding 
human annoyance at nearby sensitive receptors could exceed the significance thresholds (72 VdB 
[decibel notation] at residential uses). Potential mitigation measures to reduce vibration impacts 
from on-site construction activities with respect to human annoyance include the installation of a 
wave barrier, which is typically a trench or a thin wall made of sheet piles installed in the ground 
(essentially a subterranean sound barrier to reduce noise). However, wave barriers must be very 
deep and long to be effective and are not considered feasible for temporary applications, such as 
proposed Project construction. Constructing a wave barrier to reduce the proposed Project’s 
construction-related vibration impacts would, in and of itself, generate groundborne vibration 
from the excavation equipment. In addition, it is not possible to prohibit the use of construction 
equipment within certain distances of sensitive receptors as such equipment would be required to 
construct the various proposed Project components at the proposed locations. Thus, it was 
concluded that there are no feasible mitigation measures that could be implemented to reduce the 
temporary vibration impacts from on-site construction associated with human annoyance at the 
vibration-sensitive receptors. Therefore, vibration impacts from proposed Project construction 
activities with respect to human annoyance would be significant and unavoidable. The City 
concludes, however, that the proposed Project's benefits outweigh its temporary significant and 
unavoidable impacts during construction, as set forth in the Statement of Overriding 
Considerations below. 

Recreation 
Significant Adverse Environmental Impacts (Recreational Facilities): 
As described under Impact 3.15-3 (pp. 3.15-15 and 3.15-16 of the Draft EIR), the proposed 
Project is itself a recreational facility, and thus the impacts associated with recreational facilities 
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are analyzed throughout Chapter 3, Environmental Setting, Impact Analysis, and Mitigation 
Measures, of the Draft EIR. With implementation of all proposed Project design features listed in 
Chapter 2, Project Description, Section 2.5.8, Project Design Features (pp. 2-34 through 2-40 of 
the Draft EIR), and mitigation measures listed in Executive Summary Table ES-1 of the Draft 
EIR, all impacts from the proposed Project except for those related to construction noise and 
vibration would be less than significant. The Draft EIR concluded that impacts related to noise 
levels at sensitive receptors and vibration (human annoyance) would remain following 
implementation of mitigation measures, as discussed above and in Section 3.12 of the Draft EIR, 
Noise and Vibration. 

Finding: 
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(1), changes or alterations have been required or 
incorporated into the proposed Project that will avoid or substantially lessen the significant 
environmental effects associated with construction noise and vibration as identified in the EIR.  

Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 1509(a)(3), specific economic, legal, social, technological, 
or other considerations, including provision of employment opportunities for highly trained 
workers, make infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the EIR.  

Project Design Features: 
Implement PDF-NOISE-1 and PDF-NOISE-2, as shown above. 

Mitigation Measures: 
Implement Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-3, as shown above. 

Facts in Support of Finding: 
While implementation of Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-3 would reduce noise 
and vibration levels and associated impacts at sensitive receptors, to the extent feasible, 
temporary noise and vibration impacts (associated with human annoyance) during construction 
would be significant and unavoidable even after mitigation is applied. Facts in support of this 
finding are described above under Significant and Unavoidable Adverse Impacts Under CEQA, 
Noise and Vibration, with relevant conclusions from the Draft EIR incorporated therein by 
reference. 

The City did not identify any feasible mitigation available to render temporary noise and 
vibration (human annoyance) effects less than significant. The effects therefore remain 
significant and unavoidable. The City concludes, however, that the proposed Project's benefits 
outweigh its significant and unavoidable impacts, as set forth in the Statement of Overriding 
Considerations below. 

Cumulative Impacts 
Cumulative impacts on aesthetics; agriculture and forestry resources; air quality; biological 
resources; cultural resources; energy; geology, soils, and mineral resources; GHG emissions; 
hazards and hazardous materials; hydrology and water quality; land use; population and housing; 
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public services; transportation; tribal cultural resources; and wildfire were found to be less than 
significant or less than significant with mitigation.  

Significant Adverse Environmental Impacts (Construction Noise): 
The proposed Project’s contribution to cumulative impacts would be less than significant with 
implementation of mitigation measures, except for impacts to noise levels at nearby sensitive 
receptors during construction, which would remain significant and unavoidable despite 
implementation of feasible mitigation measures. It should be noted that only cumulative impacts 
related to on-site construction noise and associated sensitive receptors would remain significant 
and unavoidable. As shown in Table 3.12-13 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project would not 
result in any significant off-site construction noise impacts due to construction trips. Further, 
based on revisions included in Chapter 3 of the Final EIR, operational noise and vibration impacts 
would be less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure NOISE-4.  

As discussed under Impact 3.12-4 (pp. 3.12-57 through 3.12-60 of the Draft EIR), noise from the 
construction of two development projects within 1,000 feet of each other can contribute to a 
cumulative noise impact for receptors located midway between the two construction sites. As 
described on page 3.12-57 of the Draft EIR, Related Projects No. 4, No. 12, and No. 13 are 
located within 1,000 feet of the proposed Project site. Of those three related projects, the discussion 
under Impact 3.12-4 states that only one project (Related Project No. 4, the 2280 North Glendale 
Boulevard Project) would have the potential to create construction noise impacts to nearby sensitive 
receptors should its construction schedule overlap with the construction of the proposed Project. 
Residences located at the corner of Tesla Avenue and Armstrong Avenue Drive and residential 
receptors along Armstrong Avenue and Silver Lake Boulevard are located between the proposed 
Project site and Related Project No. 4 and could be exposed to construction noise from both the 
proposed Project and the related project. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to on-site noise 
generation would be potentially significant. 

Mitigation Measures: 
Implement Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-3 above. 

Finding: 
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(1), changes or alterations have been required or 
incorporated into the proposed Project that will avoid or substantially lessen the significant 
environmental effects associated with construction noise and vibration as identified in the EIR.  

The City did not identify any feasible mitigation available to render these cumulative effects less 
than significant. The cumulative effects therefore remain significant and unavoidable. The City 
concludes, however, that the proposed Project’s benefits outweigh its significant and unavoidable 
impacts, as set forth in the Statement of Overriding Considerations below. 

Facts in Support of Finding: 
As discussed on page 3.12-57 of the Draft EIR, the estimated construction noise levels from the 
proposed Project could exceed the 5-dBA significance threshold and contribute to cumulative 
noise impacts if constructed simultaneously with Related Project No. 4 at 2280 North Glendale 
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Boulevard. While implementation of Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-3 would 
reduce noise levels and associated impacts at noise-sensitive receptors during construction, noise 
levels could still exceed local jurisdiction significance thresholds when taking into account the 
potential worst-case overlap of the various construction phases as shown in Table 3.12-11 and 
Table 3.12-12, in Section 3.12 of the Draft EIR, with cumulative noise that would be generated 
from potential simultaneous construction of Related Project No. 4.  

Furthermore, as discussed above for Significant and Unavoidable Adverse Impacts Under CEQA, 
Noise and Vibration, noise barriers are not capable of blocking noise at noise-sensitive receptors 
that are elevated above a construction work site, such as residential units that are above grade of 
the proposed Project site. It is not feasible to install noise barriers with height sufficient block the 
line-of-sight for all noise-sensitive receptors located at higher elevation residential units due to 
barrier foundation and wind load restrictions. The City did not identify any feasible mitigation 
available to render the effects less than significant. The City concludes, however, that the benefits 
of the proposed Project outweigh its significant and unavoidable impacts, as set forth in the 
Statement of Overriding Considerations, below. 

Land Use Findings 

The City hereby finds that the proposed Project is in substantial conformance with the purposes, 
intent, and provisions of the City’s Framework Element, the City of Los Angeles General Plan 
(General Plan), the Community Plan, as well as development standards in the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code’s (LAMC) Planning and Zoning Code. The extent of the area that would be 
impacted, the nature and degree of impacts, and the type of land uses within that area are 
provided in Table 3.11–1, and discussed in Section 3.11, Land Use, Section 3.11.5, Impacts and 
Mitigation Measures, Land Use Plans (pp. 3.11-11 through 3.11-20) of the Draft EIR. In 
summary, the analysis concluded that the proposed Project is consistent with the adopted land use 
designation for the site in the Community Plan, the General Plan, and adopted environmental 
goals or policies contained in other applicable plans described in Table 3.11-1.  

As discussed on page 3.11-19 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project would be consistent with 
applicable provisions of the LAMC – which include Open Space Zoning. The entirety of the 
proposed Project area is zoned as Open Space (OS), which allows for the following applicable 
uses of the SLRC: parks and recreation facilities (including bicycle trails, walking trails, nature 
trails, park land/lawn areas, children’s' play areas, child care facilities, picnic facilities, and 
athletic fields); public water supply reservoirs (uncovered) and accessory uses that are incidental 
to the operation and continued maintenance of such reservoirs; and water conservation and 
floodplain areas. The proposed Project would redesign existing park facilities. The zoning 
designation of the entire proposed Project area will not change with implementation of the 
proposed Project. The proposed uses would continue to be consistent with existing uses described 
above, which are permitted under the LAMC. Therefore, the proposed Project would not result in 
significant environmental impacts related to inconsistency with the LAMC’s land use regulations. 
As such, impacts with respect to the land use provisions of the LAMC would be less than 
significant. 
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Project Alternatives 
Where significant impacts are identified, Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines requires EIRs 
to consider and discuss alternatives to the proposed actions. Subsection (a) states: 

(a) An EIR shall describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the 
location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the 
project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the 
project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives. An EIR need not 
consider every conceivable alternative to a project. Rather it must consider a 
reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed 
decision-making and public participation. An EIR is not required to consider 
alternatives which are infeasible. The lead agency is responsible for selecting a range 
of project alternatives for examination and must publicly disclose its reasoning for 
selecting those alternatives. There is no ironclad rule governing the nature or scope of 
the alternatives to be discussed other than the rule of reason.  

Subsection 15126.6(b) states the purpose of the alternatives analysis: 

(b) Because an EIR must identify ways to mitigate or avoid the significant effects that a 
project may have on the environment (Public Resources Code Section 21002.1), the 
discussion of alternatives shall focus on alternatives to the project or its location 
which are capable of avoiding or substantially lessening any significant effects of the 
project, even if these alternatives would impede to some degree the attainment of the 
project objectives, or would be more costly. 

In Subsection 15126.6(c), the CEQA Guidelines describe the selection process for a range of 
reasonable alternatives: 

(c) The range of potential alternatives to the proposed project shall include those that 
could feasibly accomplish most of the basic objectives of the project and could avoid 
or substantially lessen one or more of the significant effects. The EIR should briefly 
describe the rationale for selecting the alternatives to be discussed. The EIR should 
also identify any alternatives that were considered by the lead agency but were 
rejected as infeasible during the scoping process and briefly explain the reasons 
underlying the lead agency’s determination. Additional information explaining the 
choice of alternatives may be included in the administrative record. Among the 
factors that may be used to eliminate alternatives from detailed consideration in an 
EIR are: (i) failure to meet most of the basic project objectives, (ii) infeasibility, or 
(iii) inability to avoid significant environmental impacts. 

The range of alternatives required is governed by a “rule of reason” that requires the EIR to set 
forth only those alternatives necessary to permit a reasoned choice. The EIR shall include 
sufficient information about each alternative to allow meaningful evaluation, analysis, and 
comparison with the proposed Project. Alternatives are limited to ones that would avoid or 
substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the proposed Project. Of those alternatives, 
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the EIR need examine in detail only the ones that the lead agency determines could feasibly attain 
most of the basic objectives of the proposed Project.  

Based on the requirements of CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6, the proposed Project 
objectives, and community input, a total of five project alternatives were identified during the 
EIR process. As described in Chapter 5, Section 5.3, Alternatives to the Proposed Project, of the 
five project alternatives, three alternatives – the required No Project Alternative (Alternative 1), 
Alternative 2, and Alternative 3 – were selected by the City to inform evaluation of the proposed 
Project in light of the significant and unavoidable impact of the proposed Project (i.e., 
construction noise and vibration and recreational facilities due to construction noise). For more 
information on the infeasibility of the two rejected alternatives and other hybrid alternatives, see 
Alternatives Rejected from Further Consideration, below. The findings regarding the alternatives 
are based on the Final EIR and the entire record of proceedings. 

Based on the following analysis, and as further supported in Chapter 5, Analysis of Alternatives, 
and in Chapter 3, Environmental Setting, Impact Analysis, and Mitigation Measures, of the Draft 
EIR, the City finds, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15096(g)(2), that no feasible 
alternative or mitigation measure will substantially lessen all significant effect of the proposed 
Project, reduce the significant unavoidable impacts of the proposed Project to a level that is less 
than significant, or avoid any significant effect the proposed Project would have on the 
environment. Alternative 2 would reduce one significant and unavoidable impact of the proposed 
Project, vibration impacts as they relate to human annoyance, but would not reduce the two other 
impacts of noise during construction, and recreation. In addition, Alternative 2 would still result 
in a cumulative significant and unavoidable impact related to construction noise. Also, as set forth 
below, Alterative 2 would meet the project objectives to a lesser degree than the proposed 
Project. 

Alternative 1 – No Project Alternative 

Under the No Project Alternative, improvements to the SLRC would not occur and existing 
operations by LADWP and the City of Los Angeles Recreation and Parks Department (RAP) 
would continue. The Project site would not be redesigned with new community park amenities. 
The perimeter fence would not be removed, and additional areas within the SLRC would not be 
open to the public. The SLRC would remain as an enclosed facility, with public access limited to 
the existing areas managed by RAP. The existing amenities (the Meadow and South Valley 
Recreation Center facilities and Dog Park) would continue to be operated and maintained by RAP 
similar to existing conditions. Under the No Project Alternative, no wetland or upland habitat 
improvements, new lighting, pedestrian, or off-site improvements would occur. LADWP facilities 
would continue to operate under existing protocols, including maintenance of the dams and 
reservoirs. Access and use of existing facilities by LADWP would be maintained. Table 5-1 in 
Chapter 5, Analysis of Alternatives, of the Draft EIR provides a comparison of the proposed 
Project components to Alternative 1, No Project Alternative.  
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Impacts as Compared to the Proposed Project 
Under Alternative 1, the proposed Project would not be implemented. Impacts to agriculture and 
forestry resources, land use and planning, and population and housing were analyzed to have 
similar impacts when compared with the proposed Project. Alternative 1 would result in fewer 
impacts than the proposed Project to the following resources areas, and it was analyzed that 
Alternative 1 would result in a significance determination of no impact to: aesthetics; air quality; 
biological resources; cultural resources; energy; geology, soils, and mineral resources; GHG 
emissions; hazards and hazardous materials; hydrology and water quality; noise; public services; 
recreation and parks; transportation; tribal cultural resources; utilities and service systems; and 
wildfire. The severity of the impacts resulting from Alternative 1 are summarized below.  

Aesthetics 
Under the No Project Alternative, no project components would be constructed, and the SLRC 
would continue to operate as under existing conditions. As such, no impacts to scenic vistas or 
scenic resources would result from this alternative since no construction or physical 
improvements would occur. However, the beneficial effect of the proposed Project relative to 
visual character and quality through an expanded and improved upland habitat with 
implementation of the Tree Succession Plan, improved recreational opportunities, and off-site 
safety improvements would not occur under Alternative 1. This alternative would avoid impacts 
associated with additional lighting and reflective surfacing of new structures. As such, overall, the 
No Project Alternative would result in fewer impacts than the proposed Project relative to 
aesthetics. 

Air Quality 
Under Alternative 1, no construction activities would be necessary and no addition of various 
community park facilities would occur. Accordingly, no additional air pollutant emissions would 
be generated by implementation of this alternative, and therefore no impacts to localized or 
regional construction emissions would occur. Similarly, given no net increase in air pollutant 
emissions, no impacts related to consistency with the Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) 
would occur. Operational emissions associated with existing maintenance activities would 
continue. Impacts would be less than the proposed Project relative to air quality. At the same 
time, by not building the proposed recreational facilities, opportunities for vehicular trips to be 
replaced by trips by foot and bicycle would be reduced, which would potentially reduce any 
offsetting reduction in vehicular emissions and associated improvement in long-term air quality. 
In general, however, the No Project Alternative would result in fewer impacts than the proposed 
Project relative to air quality. 

Biological Resources 
Under the No Project Alternative, no new construction would occur and existing operations and 
maintenance activities would continue. Construction activities would not result in any physical 
changes to the environment. Additionally, the lack of physical impacts under this alternative 
would serve to avoid impacts to wildlife corridors and conflicts with local ordinances protecting 
biological resources. Construction impacts to biological resources would be less than under the 
proposed Project due to the lack of any physical development or ground disturbance or need for 
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tree removal. However, the proposed Project, which would result in the addition of approximately 
500 trees to the Project site, and the proposed wetland and upland habitat improvements would 
not be realized. In general, however, the No Project Alternative would result in fewer impacts and 
fewer habitat improvements compared with the proposed Project. 

Cultural Resources 
Due to the lack of ground-disturbing activities or physical development under Alternative 1, no 
impacts to archaeological, paleontological, or historic resources would occur. Existing resources 
at the Project site, both known and undiscovered, would not be affected by implementation of this 
alternative. As such, impacts to cultural resources would be less than the proposed Project. 

Energy 
The No Project Alternative would not involve any changes to the Project site and would, 
therefore, not involve construction activities that have the potential to result in potentially 
significant environmental impacts due to wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of 
energy resources, during project construction or operation. Because the No Project Alternative 
would not introduce any new uses, there would be no change in energy consumption under this 
alternative, and no impacts would result related to energy. However, existing energy demands on 
site would be met with older, less energy-efficient fixtures. Therefore, the increased energy 
demand would be avoided, but the opportunity to increase energy efficiency would not occur. 
Impacts under the No Project Alternative may be slightly reduced compared to the proposed 
Project. 

Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources 
The No Project Alternative would not result in any physical changes to the Project site and 
therefore would not have the potential to expose people or structures to increased risks associated 
with seismic ground shaking or seismic-related ground failure. Similarly, no impacts related to 
landslides, soil erosion, geologic stability, or alternative wastewater disposal systems would result 
from this alternative since no additional development would occur. This alternative would not 
result in any ground-disturbing activities, so no impact to paleontological resources or unique 
geologic features would occur. In addition, this alternative would not result in any impact related 
to mineral resources. Geology, soils, and minerals impacts under this alternative would be less 
than the proposed Project. 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
No new development would occur under the No Project Alternative, and existing operations and 
maintenance activities would continue. As such, no new additional GHG emissions would result 
from its construction. Therefore, this alternative would not result in any adverse impacts related 
to GHG emissions or consistency with any applicable plan, policy, or regulation to reduce GHG 
emissions, and impacts would be less than the proposed Project. 

Hazards and Hazardous Materials 
The No Project Alternative would not involve any construction activities and would not include 
ground-disturbing activities that could result in the release of hazardous materials into the 
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environment. This alternative would not result in construction activities or operations that would 
emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances, or 
waste within one-quarter mile of an existing school. Similarly, this alternative would not interfere 
with an emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan since no construction or 
operation would occur under this alternative. In addition, the No Project Alternative would not 
involve any changes to the Project site and, therefore, would not introduce new conditions that 
have the potential to exacerbate wildfire risks. Therefore, no impacts related to hazards and 
hazardous materials would occur under the No Project Alternative, and impacts would be reduced 
compared to the proposed Project. 

Hydrology and Water Quality 
Implementation of the No Project Alternative would not involve any physical changes to the 
environment, including construction activities or operational activities that could result in impacts 
regarding drainage patterns and flooding potential or increased stormwater runoff. Alternative 1 
would not affect groundwater recharge or groundwater supplies or alter the drainage of the 
Project site. No impacts related to hydrology and water quality would occur under the No Project 
Alternative. Therefore, impacts would be reduced compared to the proposed Project.  

Noise and Vibration 
Under the No Project Alternative, no physical changes to the environment would occur, and 
therefore it would not have any potential to generate noise or vibration beyond what currently 
exists. Because this alternative would not result in any construction activities or planned events 
and would not modify the existing operation of facilities within the SLRC, no impacts related to 
noise or vibration would occur. The alternative would avoid the significant and unavoidable noise 
impacts associated with planned events at the park and construction and would avoid a significant 
unavoidable impact of construction vibration. Therefore, noise and vibration impacts would be 
less than under the proposed Project. 

Public Services 
The No Project Alternative would not involve any construction or operational activities at the 
Project site and would not result in any increased demand on public services. Alternative 1 would 
result in no impacts related to public services, and impacts would be reduced compared to the 
proposed Project. 

Recreation and Parks 
The No Project Alternative would not involve the construction or operation of new recreational 
facilities at the Project site. As such, because Alternative 1 would not provide new recreational 
facilities to meet the existing or future demand, this alternative could result in the increased use of 
existing neighborhood or regional parks or other recreational facilities such that substantial 
deterioration could occur, or could require the construction of new or expanded parks elsewhere, 
which might have adverse impacts on the environment not already identified in this EIR. 
However, Alternative 1 would avoid all of the significant and unavoidable impacts associated 
with recreation and parks due to construction and event noise. Therefore, Alternative 1 would 
result in fewer impacts related to recreation and parks compared to the proposed Project.  
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Transportation 
Under the No Project Alternative, no construction activities would occur, and therefore it would 
not result in construction truck trips that would have the potential to conflict with a program, 
plan, ordinance, or policy addressing the circulation system. Alternative 1 would not introduce 
any new uses at the site and, as such, would not generate any new sources of traffic traveling to or 
from the Project site. The No Project Alternative would not substantially increase hazards due to 
a geometric design feature. In addition, this alternative would not result in inadequate emergency 
access. The No Project Alternative would not improve the bike lanes along Silver Lake 
Boulevard. As a result, this alternative would not improve conditions or implement priorities of 
the City’s Mobility Plan. However, since fewer visitors would visit the site under Alternative 1, 
impacts would be reduced compared to the proposed Project. 

Tribal Cultural Resources 
The No Project Alternative would not involve any ground-disturbing activities. Therefore, this 
alternative would not have the potential to damage or destroy any previously unidentified 
archaeological resources. No impacts would occur on tribal cultural resources under the No 
Project Alternative, and impacts would be reduced compared to the proposed Project.  

Utilities and Service Systems 
Alternative 1 would not introduce any new uses at the Project site and would not increase demand 
on any utilities. No impacts related to utilities would occur under Alternative 1, and impacts 
would be reduced compared to the proposed Project.  

Wildfire 
Alternative 1 would not introduce any new uses at the Project site and would not increase 
potential human-related ignition sources. No impacts related to wildfire would occur under 
Alternative 1, and impacts would be reduced compared to the proposed Project. 

Alternative 1 Effectiveness in Meeting Project Objectives 
Alternative 1 would avoid or reduce impacts related to the majority of the resource areas. 
However, Alternative 1 would not meet the fundamental Project objective to repurpose the SLRC 
into a public park. Alternative 1 would meet one of the Project objectives, related to continued 
use by LADWP, because LADWP is required to maintain the reservoirs and dams. Alternative 1 
would not achieve any of the other objectives, including to preserve and enhance the unique 
character of the SLRC with increased points of access, improved internal circulation and access 
to the water’s edge, and increased spaces for community and family gatherings; expand existing 
active recreational uses and increase passive recreational uses; enhance and expand wildlife 
habitat by introducing wetland and aquatic ecologies; or provide opportunities for the public to 
connect with nature and provide facilities for on-site environmental education and stewardship. 

Alternative 2 – Reduced Project Alternative 

The Reduced Project Alternative, Alternative 2, would modify the existing SLRC into a public 
park, similar to the proposed Project, but it would not build any new structures. Alternative 2 would 
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be constructed within a similar overall footprint as the proposed Project and would focus only on 
the habitat enhancement aspect of the proposed Project. For example, recreational facilities such 
as a new Multi-Purpose Facility, play field, expanded Dog Park, or reconfiguration of the existing 
Recreation Center would not be constructed. Refer to Table 5-1 in Chapter 5 of the Draft EIR, 
Analysis of Alternatives, for a comparison of the proposed Project components to Alternative 2. 

Alternative 2 would reduce the overall construction and operation intensity by eliminating some of 
the public-use built structures. Under Alternative 2, the seating terraces and informal play area 
would not be implemented in the Meadow. The Education Center, Multi-Purpose Facility, and 
shade structures would not be constructed. With the removal of the Education Center in the 
Meadow and the new Multi-Purpose Facility in the South Valley, educational and recreational 
opportunities would be reduced compared to the proposed Project.  

This alternative would include some updates to the South Valley’s existing Recreation Center, but 
the center would not be reconfigured. Updates to the Dog Park would include improvements 
within the existing footprint of the Dog Park, adding grass and some seating areas for owners. 
Lighting throughout the Project site would be reduced. Special events would not be allowed as 
part of this alternative. Similar to the proposed Project, Alternative 2 would remove the perimeter 
fence to allow for increased public access and improve wildlife access to the water. Alternative 2 
would also be operated similarly to the proposed Project. Tree removals would still be required, 
similar to the proposed Project. Off-site bike improvements would occur along Silver Lake 
Boulevard, and no new parking would be added near the South Valley along West Silver Lake 
Drive.  

Impacts as Compared to the Proposed Project 
Under Alternative 2, the proposed Project would be reduced in size by eliminating several built 
structures. Impacts to aesthetics; agriculture and forestry resources; biological resources; cultural 
resources; energy; geology, soils, and mineral resources; hazards and hazardous materials; 
hydrology and water quality; land use and planning; population and housing; public services; 
transportation; tribal cultural resources; utilities and service systems; and wildfire were analyzed 
to have similar impacts when compared with the proposed Project. Impacts to air quality, GHG 
emissions, noise and vibration, and recreation and parks were analyzed to be less than the 
proposed Project. Although impacts to these environmental resources would be reduced, the 
significance determinations would not change for any resource area under Alternative 2, except 
for vibration (construction vibration impacts related to human annoyance), which would be 
reduced from significant and unavoidable to less than significant with mitigation. The severity of 
the impacts resulting from Alternative 2 that differ from the proposed Project are summarized 
below.  

Air Quality 
Under Alternative 2, the duration of construction activities would be less than the proposed 
Project since no new structures would be built. Although daily emissions during peak grading 
days would be similar to the proposed Project, the duration of construction would be reduced. 
Once constructed, visitorship to the park would be slightly less due to the elimination of special 
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events. Operational air pollutant emissions from vehicle traffic generated by the park would be 
similar to the proposed Project. Impacts on air quality would be less than the proposed Project. 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
Under Alternative 2, construction durations would be similar or slightly shorter than the proposed 
Project. GHG emissions associated with construction would be slightly less than the proposed 
Project. Similar to the proposed Project, this alternative would be consistent with applicable 
plans, policies, and regulations to reduce GHG emissions. Impacts would be slightly less than the 
proposed Project.  

Noise and Vibration 
Fewer construction activities would occur under Alternative 2 that could generate noise or 
vibration. As a result, construction noise and vibration would be slightly less than the proposed 
Project. Construction noise would remain significant and unavoidable. However, construction-
related vibration would be eliminated since no new structures would be built. Once implemented, 
the Reduced Project Alternative would not allow permitted special events. This would reduce the 
impact of the proposed Project related to operational noise; however, the impacts would remain 
less than significant. Therefore, construction vibration impacts would be less than under the 
proposed Project. 

Recreation and Parks 
Alternative 2 would support public access of the park, similar to the proposed Project. It would 
not result in the increased use of other neighborhood or regional parks or recreational facilities 
such that substantial deterioration could occur, or could require the construction of new or 
expanded parks elsewhere, which might have adverse impacts on the environment not already 
identified in this EIR. Since special events would not occur, Alternative 2 would further reduce 
the less-than-significant operation impact to recreation and parks. However, construction noise 
would remain significant and unavoidable. Therefore, Alternative 2 would adversely impact 
recreation and parks less than the proposed Project.  

Alternative 2 Effectiveness in Meeting Project Objectives 
As described in Section 5.6.2 of the Draft EIR, Ability to Meet Project Objectives, Table 5-7, 
Alternative 2 – Reduced Project Alternative, meets all of the Project objectives but some less so 
than the proposed Project. Specifically, the following objectives would not be met to the same 
extent as under the proposed Project, for the reasons provided below for each objective: 

• Preserve and enhance the unique character of the SLRC with increased points of access, 
improved internal circulation and access to the water’s edge, and increased spaces for 
community and gatherings. 

Improvements to the South Valley would occur. However, seating terraces or shade structures 
within the park would be limited. Alternative 2 would increase spaces for community and family 
gatherings, but less so than under the proposed Project.  

• Expand existing active recreational uses and increase passive recreational uses. 
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Alternative 2 would implement some of the Master Plan’s enhancement concepts, but would 
exclude seating terraces and shade pavilions. The Dog Park would not be improved and fewer 
improvements to the South Valley would be implemented. The multi-purpose facility would not 
be constructed.  

• Provide opportunities for the public to connect with nature and provide facilities for on-site 
environmental education and stewardship. 

Alternative 2 would enhance natural habitats including upland, wetland, and aquatic habitats, 
providing opportunities for connection with nature. However, the alternative would not include 
the construction of the Educational Center. 

Alternative 3 – Silver Lake Reservoirs Natural Lands and Open 
Space Preserve Alternative 

Alternative 3 would be a hybrid of Project components. Alternative 3 would be constructed 
within a similar overall footprint as the proposed Project and would focus on limiting public 
access to the Knoll, Eucalyptus Grove, and the water’s edge. It would include a reconfigured and 
expanded lawn in the Meadow, with expanded ornamental and rain gardens. In the Knoll, only 
damaged or dying trees would be removed and, as a result, the tree succession plan for tree 
planting would be reduced. There would be no public access to the Knoll, and the Education 
Center, nature trails, and seating terraces would not be constructed. For the Ivanhoe Reservoir, 
only the walking path would be expanded. In the Eucalyptus Grove, only damaged or dying trees 
would be removed, and the tree succession plan for tree planting would be reduced. In the East 
and West Narrows, the walking path would be updated and expanded. An 8-foot high, non-
scalable, continuous perimeter fence with gates for pedestrian and wildlife access would be 
constructed. The reservoirs would remain similar to existing conditions, with some new wetland 
habitat around the perimeter of the Silver Lake Reservoir. Promenades and walking paths would 
be constructed under this alternative, but would be moved farther away from the water’s edge at 
both reservoirs where feasible. This alternative would retain all current public use facilities while 
improving the more heavily used facilities in the South Valley. 

Impacts as Compared to the Proposed Project 
Under Alternative 3, impacts to cultural resources; energy; geology, soils, and mineral resources; 
hazards and hazardous materials; hydrology and water quality; land use and planning; population 
and housing; public services; transportation; tribal cultural resources; utilities and service 
systems; and wildfire would be similar when compared with the proposed Project. While impacts 
to aesthetics, air quality, agriculture and forestry resources, biological resources, cultural 
resources, GHG emissions, noise, and recreation and parks were analyzed to be less than the 
proposed Project, as described below and as further supported in Chapter 5, Analysis of 
Alternatives, of the Draft EIR, the significance determinations would not change for any resource 
area under Alternative 3. The severity of the impacts resulting from Alternative 3 that differ from 
the proposed Project are summarized below. 
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Aesthetics 
Under Alternative 3, the intensity of the proposed Project would be reduced and habitat areas 
(without the habitat islands) would provide some opportunities to create and conserve greenspace 
and open space, and encourage growth of native plant species to create habitat. This alternative 
would limit public access to the water and would not include habitat islands or other built 
facilities. Impacts to scenic vistas or scenic resources would be similar to the proposed Project. 
Retention of the fence would affect views of the SLRC from off site, but would remain consistent 
with land use plans and policies for visual resources and character of park land uses. However, 
since this alternative would avoid impacts associated with additional lighting and reflective 
surfacing of new structures, it would result in fewer aesthetic impacts than the proposed Project. 

Agriculture and Forestry Resources 
The Project site is currently not used for agriculture and does not contain agricultural resources 
that meet the Prime and Statewide soil criteria. The Project site does not contain lands zoned for 
forest land or timberland. Under Alternative 3, impacts on agriculture or forestry resources would 
be similar to the proposed Project. 

Air Quality 
Under Alternative 3, the duration of construction activities would be reduced slightly since fewer 
community park facilities would be built. However, daily emissions during peak construction 
days would be similar to the proposed Project. Once constructed, visitorship to the park would be 
less due to fewer facilities and no special events. However, operational air pollutant emissions 
from vehicle traffic generated by the park would be similar to the proposed Project. Impacts 
would be slightly less than the proposed Project. 

Biological Resources 
Alternative 3 would promote natural features of the park and reduce public access to areas that 
could support wildlife. Fewer visitor-serving structures would be constructed, and the reservoirs 
would remain similar to existing conditions. Wetland habitat would be created around the 
perimeter of the Silver Lake Reservoir, although habitat islands would not be installed. Also, 
similar to the proposed Project, wildlife corridors would not be adversely affected, and no impact 
to habitat conservation plans would occur under this alternative. Since only damaged or dying 
trees would be removed, the tree succession plan for tree planting would be reduced. Once 
constructed, Alternative 3 would create new wetland habitat and modestly improve existing 
upland habitat. Some areas would have limited public access and the perimeter fence would be 
retained, reducing disturbance to habitat. In summary, although some biological values would be 
prioritized under Alternative 3, impacts to biological resources from construction would be 
similar to the proposed Project, but the enhancements and reduced public access would benefit 
wildlife resulting in reduced impacts compared to the proposed Project.  

Cultural Resources 
Due to ground-disturbing activities and physical development under this alternative, impacts to 
archaeological, paleontological, or historic resources would be similar to the proposed Project, 
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although to a lesser extent. Impacts to existing resources at the Project site, both known and 
undiscovered, would be slightly less under Alternative 3.  

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
Fewer construction activities would occur under this alternative, and as a result, GHG emissions 
associated with construction would be slightly less than the proposed Project. Similar to the 
proposed Project, this alternative would be consistent with applicable plans, policies, and 
regulations to reduce GHG emissions. Impacts would be slightly less than the proposed Project.  

Noise and Vibration 
Fewer construction activities would occur under Alternative 3 that could generate noise or 
vibration. As a result, construction noise and vibration would be less than the proposed Project, 
but still remain significant and unavoidable. Once constructed, Alternative 3 would not allow 
permitted special events. This would further reduce the less-than-significant impact of the 
proposed Project during operations. Therefore, operational noise impacts would be less under 
Alternative 3 than under the proposed Project. 

Recreation and Parks 
Alternative 3 would support public access of the park in certain areas, but less than the proposed 
Project. It would not result in increased use of other neighborhood or regional parks or 
recreational facilities such that substantial deterioration could occur, or could require the 
construction of new or expanded parks elsewhere, which might have adverse impacts on the 
environment not already identified in this EIR. Since special events would not occur, 
Alternative 3 would avoid a significant and unavoidable operation impact to recreation and parks, 
although construction noise would remain significant and unavoidable. Therefore, Alternative 3 
would impact recreation and parks less than the proposed Project.  

Alternative 3 Effectiveness in Meeting Project Objectives 
Alternative 3 – Silver Lake Reservoirs Natural Lands and Open Space Preserve would meet some 
of the Project objectives. It would not enhance the public points of access to the water’s edge or 
improve community and family gathering opportunities. Alternative 3 would also not enhance 
and expand wildlife habitat by introducing wetland and aquatic ecologies. The habitat 
enhancements that would occur under Alternative 3 would be focused on limiting public access to 
the Knoll, Eucalyptus Grove, and the water’s edge. 

Environmentally Superior Alternative 

Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines requires that an “environmentally superior” alternative 
be identified. The environmentally superior alternative is the alternative that would be expected to 
generate the least amount of significant impacts. As shown in Table 5-5 of the Draft EIR, and as 
further supported by the revisions to the Draft EIR Table 5-5 shown in Final EIR Chapter 3, 
Revisions, Clarifications, and Corrections to the Draft Environmental Impact Report (pp 3-48 
and 3-49), Alternative 2 to the proposed Project would eliminate the significant and unavoidable 
impact of the proposed Project, which is the construction vibration (human annoyance) impact. 
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Although the No Project Alternative would result in the fewest impacts on the existing 
environment, this alternative would not result in the benefits expected under the proposed Project, 
Alternative 2, or Alternative 3, or meet the fundamental project objective of repurposing the 
Project site into a public park.  

Pursuant to Section 15126.6(e)(2) of the CEQA Guidelines, when the No Project Alternative is 
identified as the environmentally superior alternative, the EIR must also identify an 
environmentally superior alternative from the remaining alternatives. As noted in Table 5-6 of the 
Draft EIR, impacts associated with Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 would be less than the 
proposed Project due to the reduced amount of construction and elimination of permitted special 
events. Since Alternative 2 would construct the fewest structures, it would result in the least 
amount of construction and least noise, vibration, and air emissions. Nonetheless, Alternative 2 is 
considered the environmentally superior alternative. CEQA Guidelines do not require an agency 
to select the environmentally superior alternative (CEQA Guidelines Sections 15042-15043), and 
allow for the selection of alternatives that more effectively meet project objectives and obtain 
project benefits. Alternative 2 would meet all of the Project objectives, but to a lesser degree than 
the proposed Project. Eliminating the ability to provide special events at the park diminishes the 
objective to “increase spaces for community and family gatherings.” In addition, by eliminating 
all built structures, Alternative 2 would not provide all the recreational and community benefits 
included in the proposed Project and envisioned in the primary Project objective.  

Alternatives Rejected from Further Consideration 

Section 15126.6(c) of the CEQA Guidelines requires that an EIR “identify any alternatives that 
were considered by the Lead Agency but were rejected as infeasible during the scoping process,” 
as well as explain the reasons for the lead agency’s determination. An alternative may be 
eliminated from consideration if it: (1) fails to meet most of the project’s basic objectives, (2) is 
infeasible, or (3) is unable to avoid significant environmental impacts. 

As set forth Draft EIR, Section 5.2, Alternatives Rejected from Further Consideration, and as 
further supported in Final EIR, Section 2.2.11, Alternatives Analysis, and other evidence in the 
record, the following alternatives were eliminated from further consideration and were not subject 
to detailed analysis in the EIR: 

Recreation Focused Alternative 
Under the Recreation Focused Alternative, the Project would include more intensive active 
recreational uses identified in the SLRC Master Plan such as a new playground, pool, splashpad, 
boat house, pool house, and café. Public water activities including boating and swimming would 
be permitted. Under this alternative, the Project site would be intended to accommodate special 
events on a regular basis, and extended hours would be allowed with additional lighting for 
nighttime activities. Project elements related to wildlife habitat creation, including wetland 
terraces, islands, and embankment enhancements, would not occur.  

This alternative was rejected and not considered further because it: (1) would not serve to reduce 
any of the proposed Project’s significant impacts; (2) would increase operational noise impacts 
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with the increase in park attendance focused around the reservoir and active recreational activities 
and increase water use related to swimming pool and splashpad operations; and (3) would not 
meet the Project objectives of enhancing and expanding wildlife habitat by introducing wetland 
and aquatic ecologies and improving upland habitat and providing opportunities for connecting 
with nature, environmental education, and stewardship. 

Alternative Project Site 
The proposed Project is the redevelopment of the SLRC. Creating new recreational facilities in a 
different location would not meet the fundamental Project objective to repurpose the site. The 
City already owns the Project site and cannot reasonably be expected to acquire, control, or 
access an alternative site that would meet the Project’s basic objectives in a timely fashion. It is 
expected that significant and unavoidable impacts associated with noise for any other site within 
Los Angeles where land is available for use as a park would still occur, as the City is built out, 
and funds for acquiring a new property are not available. Therefore, this alternative site is not 
considered feasible since the City does not own another suitable site that would achieve the 
underlying purpose and objectives of the proposed Project. 

Hybrid Alternatives 
As discussed in Section 5.5.4 of the Draft EIR, hybrids of the evaluated alternatives were 
considered, but they were rejected because, if the components of any of these alternatives were 
combined to create a new alternative, the new Project alternative would not result in a 
substantially different conclusion when comparing environmental impacts and meeting the 
Project objectives relative to the proposed Project and the alternatives considered. An EIR need 
not consider multiple hybrid variations on the alternatives when the relative advantages and 
disadvantages of other alternatives can be assessed from a review of the alternatives presented in 
an EIR. Furthermore, the EIR allows for a wide range of choices with varying degrees of 
environmental impacts. An EIR may support the ultimate approval by decision-makers of hybrid 
alternatives whose features and impacts occur within the analytical continuum between the 
“bookends” created by the least-impacting and most impacting alternatives. 

Statement of Overriding Considerations 
As set forth in the preceding sections, the City’s approval of the proposed Project will result in 
significant and unavoidable effects relating to construction noise and vibration (associated with 
human annoyance), depending on the proximity of sensitive receptors. In addition, the proposed 
Project will also result in significant and avoidable impacts to recreation, as they relate to the 
noise and vibration (human annoyance) impacts. Despite the occurrence of these significant 
effects, however, the City, in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15093, chooses to 
approve the proposed Project because, in the City’s view, the economic, social, and other benefits 
that the proposed Project will produce will render the significant effects acceptable. 

The following statement identifies the specific reasons why, in the City’s judgment, the benefits 
of the proposed Project as approved outweigh its unavoidable significant effects. Any one of 
these reasons is sufficient to justify approval of the proposed Project. Thus, even if a court were 
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to conclude that not every reason is supported by substantial evidence, the City would stand by its 
determination that each individual reason is sufficient. The substantial evidence supporting the 
various benefits can be found in the preceding CEQA findings, which are incorporated by 
reference into this section and in the documents found in the Record of Proceedings, supra. 

1. The proposed Project is consistent with the City’s goal to create a clear, bold design that 
repurposes the SLRC into a public park, while preserving and enhancing its unique 
character.  

As discussed in Section 2.4, Project Objectives, of the Draft EIR, the underlying purpose of the 
proposed Project is to put the SLRC to a beneficial public park use because it is no longer usable 
for storing potable water due to government regulations. Because LADWP is required to maintain 
the reservoirs for other environmental purposes, including maintaining the dams, the proposed 
Project would use the reservoirs as part of a park to benefit area residents. 

As described in Section 2.5, Project Description, of the Draft EIR (p. 2-7), the proposed Project 
would re-develop the SLRC with a contemporary design that would create park zones, blending 
vegetated areas with public spaces. The design would enhance the visual and recreational quality 
of the area to be consistent with goals and objectives of the Community Plan and provide the 
opportunity for the public to access natural park space. Existing public spaces would be removed 
with the intent of expanding, renovating, and redesigning them to improve visitor experience. 

As set forth in Table 3.1-1 in Draft EIR Section 3.1, Aesthetics, the SLRC footprint and shape 
would remain intact; its significant landscape features would be preserved; and no significant 
viewsheds would be detrimentally affected as a result of the proposed Project’s new construction 
or alterations. While there would be some changes to the grading and orientation of these open 
spaces, the overall footprint, feeling, and setting would remain intact. These spaces would remain 
green open species for passive recreation. The existing mature trees and plants would remain, and 
the overall footprint of these open spaces would not change. Further, the open water views of 
both reservoirs would remain intact. 

For these reasons, the City concludes that the Project’s benefits in repurposing the SLRC into a 
public park outweigh its significant and unavoidable impacts. 

2. The proposed Project will preserve and enhance the unique character of the SLRC with 
increased points of access, improved internal circulation and access to the water’s edge, 
and increased spaces for community and family gatherings. 

As set forth in Section 2.5.2, Off-site Improvements, of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project would 
include the addition of 90-degree parking along the north side of West Silver Lake Drive, east of 
Redesdale Avenue adjacent to the Silver Lake Recreation Center. A total of approximately 25 
parking spaces would be added, resulting in a net increase in parking of 15 spaces. Furthermore, 
additional off-site improvements under the Project would include two new pedestrian-activated 
flashing beacon crossings added along West Silver Lake Drive and near the corner of Silver Lake 
Boulevard and Armstrong Avenue, as shown in Figure 2-17 of the Draft EIR. 
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As described in Section 2.5.6, Circulation, of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes a total 
of approximately 33 acres of redeveloped useable space, including approximately 10 acres for 
active and passive recreation and approximately 5.5 miles of walking paths and trails to provide 
public access throughout the Project area. Table 2-2 of the Draft EIR provides a summary of all 
circulation improvements that would be implemented. Connections to the proposed Project area 
from the surrounding neighborhood were informed by the existing bus stop locations along West 
Silver Lake Drive and Glendale Boulevard, as well as the existing pedestrian pathways in the 
neighborhood. This network is depicted in Figure 2-17 and Figure 3.16-1 of the Draft EIR. 

Furthermore, as set forth on page 2-30 of the Draft EIR, an accessible vehicle and bus parking 
area would be located at the corner of Silver Lake Boulevard and Armstrong Avenue to allow for 
public access to park amenities as well as accommodate larger group education programs. 
Multimodal transportation would be encouraged through the inclusion of mobility hub elements 
such as bike share and drop-off locations for ride share services. New pedestrian-activated 
flashing beacon crossings would be added along Silver Lake Boulevard and West Silver Lake 
Drive. In addition, strategic openings would be proposed along the low concrete wall that 
currently surrounds the SLRC to create additional entry points into the proposed Project site. The 
proposed pathways, described in Table 2-2 and shown on Figure 2-17 of the Draft EIR, would be 
implemented as pedestrian-only with bike circulation around the perimeter. Bike parking and/or 
bike share stations would be located at all key pedestrian connection points.  

As described in Section 2.5.1, Proposed Park Zones, of the Draft EIR (pp. 2-7 through 2-25) the 
various improvements at the seven park zones proposed by the Project would provide increased 
access to the water’s edge and provide increased spaces for community and family gatherings. 
Such improvements would include, but are not limited to, constructing a new Multi-Purpose 
Facility and expanding the existing Dog Park; providing seating terraces, overlook areas, and 
promenade enhancements; expanding the existing lawn in the Meadow; and constructing an 
Education Center, picnic grove, and informal play areas at the Project site. 

For these reasons, the City concludes that the Project’s benefits in increasing points of access, 
improving internal circulation and access to the water’s edge, and increasing spaces for 
community and family gatherings outweigh its significant and unavoidable impacts. 

3. The proposed Project will expand existing active recreational uses and increase passive 
recreational uses. 

As described above, and as further supported in Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, 
the proposed Project includes a total of approximately 33 acres of redeveloped useable space, 
including approximately 10 acres for active and passive recreation and approximately 5.5 miles of 
walking paths and trails to provide public access throughout the Project area. For these reasons, 
the City concludes that the Project’s benefits in expanding existing active recreational uses and 
increasing passive recreational uses outweigh its significant and unavoidable impacts.  
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4. The proposed Project will enhance and expand wildlife habitat by introducing wetland 
and aquatic ecologies and improving upland habitat. 

As set forth in Section, 2.5.1, Proposed Park Zones, Habitat Islands, the proposed Project would 
construct approximately 3.5 acres of floating habitat islands that would introduce wetland plants 
to the open water area, and provide nesting and foraging habitat for birds with minimal 
disturbance from humans and predatory wildlife on land. As a habitat enhancement feature, Silver 
Lake Reservoir would be stocked with fish species that would provide food supply for wading 
birds. Introduced fish species may include piscivorous (predator) fish such as small bass, and 
planktivorous (prey) fish such as minnows and crappies. Marine invertebrates would also be 
introduced to the reservoir. Fish would likely be introduced at a ratio of three prey fish for every 
predator fish. 

As set forth in Table 2-1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project includes upland habitat 
improvements at the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove park zones. The proposed Project would 
implement a replanting strategy over time to enhance and restore the upland habitat value within 
the Knoll and Eucalyptus Grove, with implementation of habitat fencing to protect wildlife and 
keep people out of upland planted areas (Draft EIR pp. 2-15 and 2-16).  

For these reasons, the City concludes that the Project’s benefits in enhancing and expanding 
wildland habitat by introducing wetland and aquatic ecologies and improving upland habitat 
outweigh its significant and unavoidable impacts. 

5. The proposed Project will provide opportunities for the public to connect with nature 
and provide facilities for on-site environmental education and stewardship while 
limiting human/wildlife interactions through design and operations to protect habitat. 

As described in Section 2.5.1, Proposed Park Zones, The Meadow, the proposed Education 
Center would include small indoor and outdoor teaching and assembly spaces, including two 
interior classrooms. The proposed Education Center would be connected directly to Silver Lake 
Reservoir via an accessible pathway. This area would provide educational opportunities for 
visitors. Additionally, as set forth in Section 2.5.1, Proposed Park Zones, Ivanhoe Overlook, an 
approximately 1,200-square-foot shade pavilion would be added to the northwestern perimeter of 
the reservoir, sitting on a deck that projects over the existing reservoir edge to provide a sheltered 
space for outdoor education or community gathering. The shade pavilion/outdoor education 
classroom would include signage to educate visitors about the wetlands.  

Section 2.5.8, Project Design Features, of the Draft EIR provides a list of design features that 
would be implemented as part of the Project to limit human/wildlife interaction and protect 
habitat. Specifically, PDF-BIO-1 through PDF-BIO-14 include various design measures that 
would be implemented to support this objective, such as those requiring wildlife fencing signage, 
tree protective fencing, restrictions on grading/trenching in proximity to tree protection zones, 
and others (refer to pp. 2-34 through 2-36 and Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft 
EIR). As described in Section 2.7.1, Operation and Maintenance Plans, of the Draft EIR, a 
Wildlife Management Plan would be created and implemented to protect wildlife during 
landscape maintenance activities or any type of event that has the potential to impact wildlife. 
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For these reasons, the City concludes that the Project’s benefits in providing opportunities for the 
public to connect with nature and providing facilities for on-site environmental education and 
stewardship outweigh its significant and unavoidable impacts. 

6. The proposed Project will allow for continued underlying LADWP operations, access, 
and future use of designated areas of the site, thereby allowing continued use of the 
reservoirs and adjacent facilities that are intended to remain for proprietary use by 
LADWP. 

As described in Section 2.5, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, The proposed Project would 
remove portions of the existing perimeter fence over time as the park zones are constructed while 
maintaining or introducing new fencing needed to secure existing LADWP facilities, protect 
habitat, and protect the public. Figure 2-4 of the Draft EIR provides a conceptual plan for locating 
fences and guardrails. Fences around LADWP facilities would be approximately 8 feet high and 
with a minimum 6-inch clear zone along the bottom for small mammals to pass through. Further, 
as set forth in Table 2-2 of the Draft EIR, the proposed promenade would be required to maintain 
a 15-foot clear pathway, at minimum, for LADWP maintenance and operations. As discussed in 
the Draft EIR Section 2.7.3, Horticulture Maintenance and Water Management, Park Water 
Systems, the proposed Project, through LADWP, would continue to replenish reservoir water as 
needed through the existing Pollock Well No. 3, similar to existing conditions. 

For these reasons, the City concludes that the Project’s benefits outweigh its significant and 
unavoidable impacts. 

Other CEQA Considerations 
A. The City is the lead agency under CEQA for the proposed Project evaluated in the EIR. The 

City finds that the EIR was prepared in compliance with CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. 
The City finds that it has independently reviewed and analyzed the information in the EIR for 
the proposed Project prior to approving the Project, that the Draft EIR which was circulated 
for public review reflected its independent judgement, and that the Final EIR reflects the 
independent judgement and analysis of the City. 

B. The City finds that the EIR provides objective information to assist the decision-makers and 
the public at large in their consideration of the environmental consequences of the proposed 
Project. The public review period provided all interested jurisdictions, agencies, private 
organizations, and individuals the opportunity to submit comments regarding the Draft EIR. 
The Final EIR was prepared after the review period and responds to comments made during 
the public review period. 

C. Textual refinements and errata were compiled and presented to the decision-makers for 
review and consideration. The City has determined that City staff made every effort to notify 
the decision-makers and the interested public/agencies of each textual change in the various 
documents associated with Project review. These textual refinements arose for a variety of 
reasons. First, it is inevitable that draft documents would contain errors and would require 
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clarifications and corrections. Second, textual clarifications were necessitated to describe 
refinements suggested as part of the public participation process. 

D. The City has determined that it has evaluated comments on environmental issues received 
from persons who reviewed the Draft EIR. In accordance with CEQA, the City prepared 
written responses describing the disposition of key environmental issues raised. The Final EIR 
provides adequate, good-faith, and reasoned response to the comments. The City reviewed the 
comments received and responses thereto and has determined that neither the comments 
received nor the responses to such comments add significant new information regarding 
environmental impacts to the Draft EIR. The City has based its actions on full appraisal of all 
viewpoints, including all comments received up to the date of adoption of these findings, 
concerning the environmental impacts identified and analyzed in the Draft EIR. 

E. The City determines that these findings recognize that the determination of significance 
thresholds and conclusions of significance and non-significance are judgments within the 
discretion of the City; the significance thresholds and determinations of significance and 
nonsignificance used in the Final EIR are supported by substantial evidence in the record, 
including the expert opinion of the Final EIR preparers and City staff; and the significance 
thresholds used in the Final EIR provide reasonable and appropriate means of assessing the 
significance of the adverse environmental effects of the Project. 

F. The City finds that, in weighing the evidence on the whole record, the conclusions of the 
Final EIR are supported by substantial evidence, including evidence from the expert opinion 
of the Final EIR preparers and City staff. The City also finds that the level of detail is 
sufficient to provide an informed understanding of the issues presented, and that conclusions 
stated in the comment letters disputing the expert opinion, data, analysis, and conclusions of 
the Final EIR preparers and City staff, including but not limited to comment letters received 
from Amy Minteer (Chatten Brown Carstens & Minteer LLP); Travis Longcore (Los Angeles 
Audubon Society); Daniel Cooper (Resource Conservation District of the Santa Monica 
Mountains); Amanda Zellmer (Occidental College); and Benjamin Harris (Los Angeles 
Waterkeeper), are not credible based on evidence presented in the Final EIR and the whole 
record, including but not limited to the fact that any contrary opinions presented were not 
supported based on expert analysis and modeling conducted in the Final EIR on the specific 
facts and circumstances of the Project. Notwithstanding the lack of credibility of the 
comments, the City finds that disagreements on issues in question have been adequately and 
in good faith discussed, and substantial evidence in the whole record supports the reasonably 
explained approach in the Final EIR regarding the scope of analysis, methodology, and 
accuracy of data relied upon. 

G. The Final EIR documents changes to the Draft EIR, and the Final EIR provides additional 
information that was not included in the Draft EIR. Having reviewed the information 
contained in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR and in the administrative record, as well as the 
requirements of CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines regarding recirculation of Draft EIRs, the 
City finds that there are no new significant impacts, substantial increase in the severity of a 
previously disclosed impact, significant information in the record of proceedings, or other 
criteria under CEQA that would require recirculation of the Draft EIR, or preparation of a 
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supplemental or subsequent EIR. Recirculation is not required where new information added 
makes insignificant modifications in an adequate EIR (CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 
[b]). The City finds that substantial evidence supports the decision not to recirculate the EIR 
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5[e]). 

1. The changes to the Project description do not deprive the public of a meaningful 
opportunity to comment on a substantial adverse environmental effect of the proposed 
Project or a feasible way of mitigating or avoiding such effects, because no such 
significant impacts have been identified from either the circulated draft Project 
description or the final modification in the Project description. 

2. The Responses to Comments contained in the Final EIR fully considered and responded to 
comments claiming that the proposed Project would have significant impacts or more 
severe impacts not disclosed in the Draft EIR and include substantial evidence that none of 
these comments provided substantial evidence that the proposed Project would result in 
changed circumstances, significant new information, considerably different mitigation 
measures, or new or more severe significant impacts than were discussed in the Draft EIR. 

3. The City has thoroughly reviewed the public comments received regarding the proposed 
Project and the Final EIR as it relates to the Project to determine whether under the 
requirements of CEQA any of the public comments provide substantial evidence that 
would require recirculation of the Draft EIR prior to its adoption, and has determined that 
recirculation of the EIR is not required. 

4. None of the information submitted after publication of the Final EIR constitutes 
significant new information or otherwise requires preparation of a supplemental or 
subsequent EIR. The City does not find this information and testimony to be credible 
evidence of a significant impact, a substantial increase in the severity of an impact 
disclosed in the Final EIR, or a feasible mitigation measure or alternative not included in 
the Final EIR. 

H. The City finds and declares that substantial evidence is included for each and every finding 
made herein that is contained in the EIR, which is incorporated herein by this reference, or is 
in the record of proceedings in the matter. 

I. The City is certifying an EIR for, and is approving and adopting findings for, the entirety of 
the actions described in these findings and in the EIR. as comprising the proposed Project. 

Conclusion 
As explained above, the City has carefully considered the competing stakeholder interests in the 
proposed Project, including balancing the benefits of the Project against the potentially significant 
and unavoidable environmental effects. The City has concluded that these effects are outweighed 
by the economic, social, environmental, and other benefits the proposed Project will bring to the 
City and its citizens as discussed herein and as supported by substantial evidence in the record of 
proceedings. 
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MITIGATION MONITORING PROGRAM 

Introduction 
The Mitigation Monitoring Program (MMP) has been prepared pursuant to Public Resources 
Code Section 21081.6, which requires a Lead Agency to adopt a “reporting or monitoring 
program for changes to the project or conditions of project approval, adopted in order to mitigate 
or avoid significant effects on the environment.” In addition, Section 15097(a) of the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines requires that a public agency adopt a program for 
monitoring or reporting mitigation measures and project revisions, which it has required to 
mitigate or avoid significant environmental effects. This MMP has been prepared in compliance 
with the requirements of CEQA, Public Resources Code Section 21081.6, and Section 15097 of 
the State CEQA Guidelines.  

The City of Los Angeles (City) is the Lead Agency for the Silver Lake Reservoir Complex 
Master Plan Project (proposed Project) and, therefore, is responsible for administering and 
implementing the MMP. A public agency may delegate reporting or monitoring responsibilities to 
another public agency or to a private entity that accepts the delegation. However, until mitigation 
measures have been completed, the Lead Agency remains responsible for ensuring that 
implementation of the mitigation measures occurs in accordance with the MMP. 

Purpose 
The purpose of the MMP is to do the following: 

• Coordinate all mitigation monitoring activities.

• Manage the preparation, approval, and filing of monitoring or permit compliance records.

• Maintain records concerning the status of all approved mitigation measures and project
design features (PDF)

• Provide quality control assurance of field monitoring personnel.

• Coordinate with other agencies regarding compliance with mitigation or permit requirements.

• Review and recommend acceptance and certification of implementation documentation.

• Act as a contact for interested parties or surrounding property owners who wish to register
concerns regarding environmental issues; verifying any such circumstances; and developing
any necessary corrective actions.

TRANSMITTAL NO. 3
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Organization 
As shown in the following pages, each identified mitigation measure and PDF for the proposed 
Project is listed and categorized by environmental issue area, with accompanying discussion of: 

• Time Frame for Implementation: When the measure will be implemented.  

• Monitoring Period: Indicates when monitoring for compliance with the measure will occur. 

• Monitoring Agency: The agency to which reports involving feasibility, compliance, 
implementation, and development are made. 

• Verification of Compliance: The date that monitoring is complete to ensure compliance with 
the measure.  

Monitoring Procedures 
This MMP shall be enforced throughout all phases of the proposed Project. The City shall be 
responsible for implementing each project design feature and mitigation measure and shall be 
obligated to provide verification, as identified below, to the appropriate monitoring and 
enforcement agencies that each project design feature and mitigation measure has been 
implemented. The City shall maintain records demonstrating compliance with each project design 
feature and mitigation measure listed below. 

All applicable construction-related mitigation measures and best management practices will be 
included in any bid specification released for construction of the proposed Project. Prior to the 
release of the bid specifications, construction plans and specifications will be provided to the City 
of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering’s (BOE) Environmental Management Group (EMG) for 
review and approval regarding environmental mitigation. Unless otherwise specified herein, the 
City will be responsible for taking all actions necessary to implement the mitigation measures 
according to the provided specifications and demonstrating that each action has been successfully 
completed. The City, at its discretion, may delegate implementation responsibility or portions 
thereof to a licensed contractor. This MMP for the proposed Project will be in place through 
design, construction, and operation. The City will be responsible for administering the MMP, 
ensuring that all parties comply with its provisions. The City may delegate monitoring 
responsibilities to staff, consultants, or contractors. The construction contractor shall submit an 
Environmental Compliance Plan for BOE Construction Management and BOE EMG approval 
prior to the beginning of ground-disturbing construction activities. The Environmental 
Compliance Plan will document how the contractor intends to comply with all environmental 
measures applicable to the contract, including application of BMPs. BOE Construction 
Management will also ensure that monitoring is documented in an Environmental Compliance 
Report and that deficiencies are promptly corrected. A designated environmental monitor with 
BOE Construction Management will track and document compliance with mitigation measures, 
note any problems that may result, and take appropriate action to rectify problems. The City will 
monitor compliance with operational mitigation measures. 
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Changes to Mitigation Measures 
Under CEQA, mitigation measures may be modified or deleted if the relevant decision-maker 
approves such action, gives a legitimate reason for making the change, and supports those reasons 
with substantial evidence, including an appropriate subsequent CEQA document. Any substantive 
change to the MMP shall be documented in writing. Modifications to the mitigation measures 
may be made by the BOE subject to one of the following findings and documented by evidence 
included in the record:  

1. The measure included in the EIR and the MMP is no longer required because the significant 
environmental impact identified in the EIR has been found not to exist, or to occur at a level 
which makes the impact less than significant as a result of changes in the Project, changes in 
conditions of the environment, or other factors.  

OR 

2. The modified or substitute mitigation measure to be included in the MMP provides a level of 
environmental protection equal to or greater than that afforded by the mitigation measure 
included in the EIR and the MMP. 

AND  

3. The modified or substitute mitigation measure/BMP does not have significant adverse effect 
on the environment in addition to or greater than those which were considered by the City in 
its decisions regarding the EIR and the Proposed Project.  

AND  

4. The modified or substitute mitigation measure is feasible, and the City, through measures 
included in the MMP or other established procedures, can assure its implementation. 

Findings and related documentation supporting the findings involving modifications to mitigation 
measures shall be maintained in the Project file with the MMP and shall be made available to the 
public upon request. 

Mitigation Monitoring Program 
The following tables outline the proposed Project’s Mitigation Monitoring Program. Table 1 
includes mitigation measures required for the proposed Project, and Table 2 includes the PDFs 
associated with the proposed Project. 
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TABLE 1 
 MITIGATION MONITORING PROGRAM – MITIGATION MEASURES 

Measures 
Time Frame for 
Implementation Monitoring Agency 

Verification of 
Compliance 

Mitigation Measures    

Aesthetic Resources    
AES-1: Shielded Fixtures. All new permanent exterior lighting shall be shielded and directed 
downward to avoid any light spill onto surrounding land uses including natural habitat areas, 
open water, residential areas, or into the night skies. 

Prior to Construction 

Operations 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

AES-2: Non-Glare Materials. All new structures and buildings shall be designed to include non-
glare exterior materials and coatings to minimize glare or reflection. 

Prior to construction City of Los Angeles EMG  

Air Quality    
AIR-1: Haul Trucks and Construction Equipment. The City shall implement the following 
requirements for construction equipment operating at each Project site. These requirements shall 
be included in applicable bid documents and contractor(s) must demonstrate the ability to supply 
such equipment. Construction equipment shall include the following: 

• The Project shall utilize off-road diesel-powered construction equipment that meets or 
exceeds the California Air Resources Board (CARB) and United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA) Tier 4 Final off-road emissions standards or equivalent for 
equipment rated at 50 horsepower (hp) or greater during Project construction where 
available within the Los Angeles region. Such equipment shall be outfitted with Best 
Available Control Technology (BACT) which means a CARB certified Level 3 Diesel 
Particulate Filter or equivalent. A copy of each unit’s certified tier specification, BACT 
documentation, and CARB or Southern California Air Quality Management District 
(SCAQMD) operating permit at the time of mobilization of each applicable unit of 
equipment shall be provided. 

• Contractors shall maintain and operate construction equipment so as to minimize 
exhaust emissions. All construction equipment must be properly tuned and maintained 
in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications. The contractor shall keep 
documentation on-site demonstrating that the equipment has been maintained in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications. Tampering with construction 
equipment to increase horsepower or to defeat emission control devices shall be 
prohibited. 

• To import and export of on-site materials shall be scheduled to minimize empty return 
trips. 

• Use alternatively fueled (e.g., compressed natural gas, liquefied natural gas, propane), 
gasoline fueled, or electrified construction equipment in place of diesel-fueled 
equipment to the extent locally available. 

Prior to Construction 

During Construction 

 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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Measures 
Time Frame for 
Implementation Monitoring Agency 

Verification of 
Compliance 

Biological Resources    
BIO-1: Pre-Construction Training. Prior to construction, a worker environmental awareness 
program (WEAP) training will be provided by a qualified biologist/ISA certified arborist to describe 
biological resources (including protected trees) that could be impacted and summarize the 
construction BMPs and project design features to be implemented. The WEAP will include all 
contractors (including grading, tree removal/pruning, and builders). The meeting shall include a 
focus on instructing the contractors on tree protection practices including information on the 
location and marking of protected trees, the necessity of preventing damage, and the discussion 
of work practices that shall accomplish these tasks. All equipment operators and spotters, 
assistants, or those directing operators from the ground shall provide written acknowledgement 
of receiving training.  

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

BIO-2: Preconstruction Surveys and Mitigation for Crotch’s Bumble Bee and Monarch 
Butterfly. Prior to the start of construction activities, the City shall conduct pre-construction 
surveys for special-status invertebrates, Crotch’s bumble bee and monarch butterfly, within 100 
feet of construction activities near host plant communities (including nectar plants for Crotch’s 
bumble bee and mature eucalyptus and pines trees for monarch butterfly). The pre-construction 
surveys shall be conducted 7 days prior to the start of construction activities. If any of these 
species are determined to be present within 100 feet of construction areas, construction best 
management practices (BMPs) will be implemented to avoid potential impacts to these species. 
BMPs shall include limiting construction vehicle speeds to 15 miles per hour when operating 
within 100 feet of the habitat areas, fencing habitat areas using temporary silt fencing, and 
cleaning up all trash and debris daily. Construction personnel will be instructed to not directly 
harm any special-status species on-site by halting activities until the species can move to off-site 
areas or contact a qualified biologist to move the species out of harm’s way.  

Prior to construction 

During Construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

BIO-3: Special-Status Bats. Prior to construction activities, bat surveys shall be conducted by a 
qualified bat biologist 7 days prior to the start of construction activities to determine if the special-
status hoary bat, western mastiff bat, or western yellow bat could be impacted by proposed 
Project implementation. If special-status bat species are determined to be present within the 
proposed Project impact areas and if removal of roosting habitat (mature trees or palm trees) is 
required, a qualified biologist (a biologist with the ability to identify bat guano and assess habitat 
suitability) shall inspect the base of trees and palm skirts for guano prior to removal of skirted 
palm trees (i.e. palm trees with several layers of accumulated dead fronds).  

If bats are detected, tree removal shall avoid the bat maternity season (April 1 through August 
31). If tree removal cannot avoid the maternity season, bat protection protocols shall be identified 
and implemented by a qualified bat biologist and approved by CDFW. The protocols may require 
installation of bat exclusionary devices, followed by up to four weeks of nightly monitoring by a 
qualified biologist to confirm bats are being excluded without harm until it is determined bats are 
no longer present. Construction of substitute bat habitat (i.e., bat boxes, artificial tree structures) 
should take place one month prior to the start of bat exclusion activities. Substitute bat habitat 
should be in the vicinity of bat-occupied mature trees or palm trees that a qualified biologist has 
been confirmed that bats are using. Bat boxes manufactured by vendors such as Bat 
Conservation and Management should be used. The one-month window prior to the start of bat 
exclusion activities will allow bats sufficient time to acclimate to a new potential roost location. 
The bat boxes shall be installed in an area that is close to suitable foraging habitat as determined 

Prior to construction 

During Construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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by a qualified bat biologist. Bat boxes should be located on poles 10 to 20 feet off the ground. 
Additionally, the bat boxes will be oriented to the south or southwest, and the area chosen for the 
bat boxes must receive sufficient sunlight (at least 6 hours daily) to allow the bat boxes to reach 
an optimum internal temperature (approximately 80-100°F). 

At a minimum monitoring by qualified bat biologist should be required each month during construction 
and quarterly thereafter until it can be established that the bat box is being utilized. A determination 
needs to be made of what bat species are using the box. If the boxes are unsuccessful adaptive 
management measures should be developed in coordination with the CDFW.  

BIO-4: Tree Salvage and Replanting Plan. For impacts to trees protected under local policies 
and ordinances, the City shall prepare and implement a tree salvage and replanting plan. This 
salvage and replanting plan shall be prepared by a certified arborist familiar with the target 
species and in compliance with the specifications of the City Tree Ordinance or RAP Tree Policy 
(dependent on property location). The salvage and replanting plan shall include measures to 
salvage, replant, and monitor the new trees for a total of 10 years. The replanting plan will 
specify for planted trees to occur in the most naturalized habitat areas on-site (e.g., the Knoll) to 
maximize increasing habitat value and establishment success. The replanting plan shall also 
specify the appropriate spacing of planted trees to accommodate growth horizontally, vertically, 
and laterally below ground. The plan shall also specify recommended long-term monitoring, 
maintenance, and inspection until all planted trees survive to produce reproductive structures. 
Follow up inspections by the project arborist should be conducted after construction is completed 
for ten years. Preferably, follow up visits should be conducted quarterly during Years 1 and 2, 
biannually for Years 3 through 5, and annually for Years 6 through 10. More frequent monitoring 
and/or post-construction steps to improve any trees that are doing poorly should be carried out 
as recommended by the arborist. The plan will also include a measure to address if observations 
of stress or potential failure of planted trees occur (e.g., consulting with a certified arborist or tree 
specialist to provide recommendations so there is no net loss of trees). Any replacement trees 
that fail will be replaced at 1:1 with 15-gallon tree of like species. 

Prior to Construction 

During construction 

Post construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

BIO-5: Native Oak Trees. Native oak trees removed as a result of the Project with a trunk at 
DSH less than 12 inches shall be replaced at a 4:1 ratio, and if the diameter is between 12-24 
inches at a 5:1 ratio, and greater than 24 inches at a 10:1 ratio. 

Prior to Construction 

During construction 

Post construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

Cultural Resources    
CR-1: Archaeological Monitoring. The City shall retain a qualified Archaeologist who meets the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards for professional archaeology 
(qualified Archaeologist) to carry out and ensure proper implementation of mitigation measures 
that address archaeological resources. The qualified Archaeologist shall oversee an 
archaeological monitor who shall be present during construction activities on the Project Site 
deemed by the qualified Archeologist to have the potential for encountering archeological 
resources, such as demolition, clearing/grubbing, drilling/auguring, grading, trenching, 
excavation, or other ground disturbing activity associated with the Project in areas of historic fill 
or previously undisturbed sediments, and in the vicinity of the Canal & Reservoir Ditch, within the 
South Valley, the East West Narrows, the Eucalyptus Grove, and areas of quaternary alluvium 
within the Knoll. The archeological monitor shall have the authority to direct the pace of 
construction equipment activity in areas of higher sensitivity and to temporarily divert, redirect or 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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halt ground disturbance activities to allow identification, evaluation, and potential recovery of 
archaeological resources in coordination with the qualified Archaeologist. Full-time monitoring 
may be reduced to part-time inspections, or ceased entirely, if determined appropriate by the 
qualified Archaeologist. 

CR-2: Archaeological Resources Sensitivity Training. Prior to commencement of construction 
activities, a Sensitivity Training shall be given by the qualified Archaeologist for construction 
personnel. The training shall focus on how to identify archaeological resources that may be 
encountered during construction activities, and the procedures to be followed in such an event. 
Within 5 days of completing the training, a list of those in attendance shall be provided by the 
qualified Archaeologist to the City. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

CR-3: Discovery of Archaeological Resources. In the event that historic-period (e.g., bottles, 
foundations, early infrastructure, refuse dumps/privies, railroads, etc.) or prehistoric (e.g., 
hearths, burials, stone tools, shell and faunal bone remains, etc.) archaeological resources are 
unearthed, ground-disturbing activities shall be halted or diverted away from the vicinity of the 
find so that the find can be evaluated. A 50-foot buffer shall be established by the Qualified 
Archaeologist around the find where construction activities shall not be allowed to continue. Work 
may continue outside of the buffer area. All archaeological resources unearthed by Project 
construction activities shall be evaluated by the Qualified Archaeologist. If a resource is 
determined by the Qualified Archaeologist to constitute a “historical resource” pursuant to CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15064.5(a) or a “unique archaeological resource” pursuant to Public 
Resources Code Section 21083.2(g), the Qualified Archaeologist shall coordinate with the 
Applicant and the City to develop a formal treatment plan that would serve to reduce impacts to 
the resources. If any prehistoric archaeological sites are encountered within the project area, 
consultation with consulting Native American parties will be conducted to apprise them of any 
such findings and solicit any comments they may have regarding appropriate treatment and 
disposition of the resources. The treatment plan established for the resources shall be in 
accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(f) for historical resources and Public 
Resources Code Sections 21083.2(b) for unique archaeological resources. Preservation in place 
(i.e., avoidance) is the preferred manner of treatment and shall be explored to see if Project 
activities can avoid archaeological resources, such as: if the archaeological site can be deeded 
into a permanent conservation easement, if the resources can be capped with chemically stable 
soil or if the resource can be incorporated within open space.  

If, in coordination with the City, it is determined that preservation in place is not feasible, and in 
order to mitigate potential impacts to significant resources pursuant to Section 15064.5 of CEQA, 
date recovery is feasible. Appropriate treatment of the resource shall be developed by the 
Qualified Archaeologist in coordination with the City. A data recovery plan shall be implemented. 
A data recovery plan will make provision for adequately recovering the scientifically 
consequential information from and about the historical resources. and may include 
implementation of archaeological data recovery excavations to remove the resource along with 
subsequent laboratory processing, analysis, and commemoration in the form of signage or other 
public education and awareness.  

Any archaeological material collected shall be curated at a public, non-profit institution with a 
research interest in the materials, if such an institution agrees to accept the material. If no 
institution accepts the archaeological material, they shall be donated to a local school or 
historical society in the area for educational purposes. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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CR-4: Archeological Monitoring Reports. At the conclusion of the archaeological monitoring, 
the qualified Archaeologist shall prepare a memorandum stating that the archaeological 
monitoring requirement of the mitigation measure has been fulfilled and summarize the results of 
any archaeological finds. The memorandum shall be submitted to the City. Following submittal of 
the memorandum, the qualified Archaeologist shall prepare a technical report that follows the 
format and content guidelines provided in California Office of Historic Preservation’s 
Archaeological Resource Management Reports (ARMR). The technical report shall include a 
description of resources unearthed, if any, treatment of the resources, results of the artifact 
processing, analysis, and research, and evaluation of the resources with respect to the California 
Register of Historical Resources and CEQA. Appropriate California Department of Parks and 
Recreation Site Forms (Site Forms) shall also be prepared and provided in an appendix to the 
report. The technical report shall be prepared under the supervision of the qualified Archaeologist 
and submitted to the City within 150 days of completion of the monitoring. The final draft of the 
report shall be submitted to the South Central Coastal Information Center. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources    
PALEO-1: Construction Personnel Paleontological Resources Sensitivity Training. The 
City shall retain a paleontologist who meets the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology’s (SVP 2010) 
definition for Qualified Professional Paleontologist (Qualified Paleontologist) to carry out all 
mitigation related to paleontological resources. Prior to the start of ground-disturbing activities, 
the Qualified Paleontologist or their designee shall conduct construction worker paleontological 
resources sensitivity training for all construction personnel. Construction personnel shall be 
informed on how to identify the types of paleontological resources that may be encountered, 
specific Project activities that would require paleontological monitoring, the proper procedures to 
be enacted in the event of an inadvertent discovery of paleontological resources, and safety 
precautions to be taken when working with paleontological monitors. The City shall ensure that 
construction personnel are made available for and attend the training and retain documentation 
demonstrating attendance. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

PALEO-2: Paleontological Monitoring. Paleontological monitoring shall be conducted during 
ground-disturbing activities that produce visible spoils or cuts for project construction below 10-feet 
in previously undisturbed Quaternary alluvium or at any depth in the Miocene Monterey Formation. 
Monitoring shall be conducted by a qualified paleontological monitor (SVP, 2010) working under 
the direct supervision of the Qualified Paleontologist. Monitoring shall consist of visually inspecting 
fresh exposures of rock for larger fossil remains and, where appropriate, collecting sediment 
samples to wet or dry screen to test promising horizons for smaller fossil remains. If the Qualified 
Paleontologist determines that full-time monitoring is no longer warranted, based on the specific 
geologic conditions at the surface or at depth, the Qualified Paleontologist may recommend that 
monitoring be reduced to periodic spot-checking or cease entirely. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

PALEO-3: Paleontological Resource Discovery. If a potential fossil is found, the 
paleontological monitor shall be allowed to temporarily divert or redirect grading and excavation 
activities in the area of the exposed fossil to facilitate evaluation of the discovery. An appropriate 
buffer area shall be established around the find where construction activities shall not be allowed 
to continue. Work shall be allowed to continue outside of the buffer area. At the monitor’s 
discretion, and to reduce any construction delay, the grading and excavation contractor shall 
assist in removing rock/sediment samples for initial processing and evaluation. If a fossil is 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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determined to be significant, the Qualified Paleontologist shall implement a paleontological 
salvage program to remove the resources from their location, following the guidelines of the SVP 
(2010). If the discovery is considered scientifically significant, the monitor will collect the fossil 
specimen(s) and associated data. For this Project, the SVP (2010) criteria of scientific 
significance will be used to make this determination in the field. In general, small unidentifiable 
vertebrate fossils will not be collected and only well-preserved or representative invertebrates or 
plants will be salvaged if avoidance is not feasible. Any fossils encountered and recovered shall 
be prepared to the point of identification, catalogued, and curated at an accredited repository.  

If construction personnel discover any potential fossils during construction while the 
paleontological monitor is not present, regardless of the depth of work or location, work at the 
discovery location shall cease in a 25-foot radius of the discovery until the Qualified 
Paleontologist has assessed the discovery and recommended and implemented appropriate 
treatment as described in this measure. 

PALEO-4: Reporting. At the conclusion of paleontological monitoring, the Qualified 
Paleontologist shall prepare a report summarizing the results of the monitoring and any salvage 
efforts, the methodology used in these efforts, as well as a description of the fossils collected and 
their significance. The report shall be submitted by the Applicant to the City, the Natural History 
Museum of Los Angeles County, and representatives of other appropriate or concerned agencies 
to signify the satisfactory completion of the proposed project and required mitigation measures. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

Noise    
NOISE-1: Equipment Controls. Noise and vibration construction equipment whose specific 
location on the Project site may be flexible (e.g., compressors and generators) shall be located 
away from the nearest off-site noise-sensitive land uses (at least 100 feet away) if sufficient 
distance on the implementing Project site is available. If 100 feet is not feasible, the equipment 
shall have natural and/or manmade barriers (e.g., berms, intervening construction trailers, etc.) 
or a noise enclosure around the specific equipment location that screens the receptor from 
propagation of noise from such equipment. The barrier and/or enclosure shall block the line-of-
site from the construction equipment to any similarly elevated noise-sensitive receptors. Noise 
enclosures shall provide sufficient space and gate access as needed for the safe operation of 
equipment, construction activities, material deliveries, and equipment access by construction 
personnel. A noise enclosure is not required if it would pose a safety risk or unreasonably 
prevent access to the construction equipment as deemed by the on-site construction manager 
such as in areas that have limited equipment maneuvering space or access. The contractor shall 
provide documentation verifying compliance with this measure. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

NOISE-2: Mobile Noise Barriers. For construction areas within 500 feet of a residential land use 
or other sensitive receptor, the contractor shall install temporary noise barriers between the active 
construction area and the off-site noise-sensitive receptors. The mobile noise barriers shall 
achieve sound level reductions of a minimum of 10 dBA between the Project construction sites 
and the sensitive receptor location. These temporary noise barriers shall be used to block the line-
of-sight between the construction equipment and similarly elevated ground-level noise-sensitive 
receptors. The barriers should allow for repositioning in order to block the noise at the sensitive 
receptor as construction activities move along the Project boundary. A noise barrier is not required 
if it would pose a safety risk or unreasonably prevent access to the construction area as deemed 
by the on-site construction manager such as in areas that have limited equipment maneuvering 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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space or access. Any barrier capable of a reduction greater than 10 dBA would require greater 
height and heavier noise insulation which would make mobility of the barrier infeasible and cause 
safety concerns related to barrier stability. Further, noise barriers would only be effective if they 
block the line-of-sight to sensitive receptors. The elevation of the surrounding area increases 
quickly and receptors within the vicinity of all identified sensitive receptors may still have a direct 
line-of-sight to the Project site and may not benefit from the use of a mobile noise barrier. The 
contractor shall provide documentation verifying compliance with this measure. 

NOISE-3: Construction Equipment Noise Shielding and Muffling Devices. Contractors shall 
ensure that all construction equipment, fixed or mobile, are equipped with properly operating and 
maintained noise shielding and muffling devices, consistent with manufacturers’ standards. Prior 
to the issuance of demolition permits, certification of muffler installation shall be submitted to the 
applicable City for review. The construction contractor shall keep documentation on-site 
demonstrating that the equipment has been maintained in accordance with the manufacturers’ 
specifications. The primary source of noise from construction equipment originates from the 
intake and exhaust portions of the engine cycle. According to FHWA, use of adequate mufflers 
systems can achieve reductions in noise levels of up to 10 dBA. The contractor shall use muffler 
systems that provide a minimum reduction of 10 dBA compared to the same equipment without 
an installed muffler system, reducing maximum construction noise levels. Contractors shall 
include the muffler requirements in contract specifications. The contractor shall also keep 
documentation on-site prepared by a noise consultant verifying compliance with this measure. 
Mufflers providing a noise reduction greater than 10 dBA would be technically infeasible or cost 
prohibitive given the current best available technologies. Further, mufflers are only effective on 
equipment with internal combustion engines and would not result in noise reductions for hand 
tools and other light-duty construction equipment. Therefore, NOISE-3 incorporates muffling 
devices to the maximum extent feasible. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

NOISE-4: Equipment Setbacks. The operation of construction equipment that generates high 
levels of vibration during any phase of construction occurring in the South Valley will be limited to 
setback distances from receptor V8. Receptor V8 includes the South Outlet Chlorination Station 
and Meter House. Setback distances apply in all directions surrounding the two buildings 
identified as V8. The following equipment shall be prohibited from operating within their 
respective setback distances: 

• Large bulldozers shall be prohibited within 21 feet of receptor V8 

• Loaded Trucks shall be prohibited within 19 feet of receptor V8 

• Jackhammers shall be prohibited within 12 feet of receptor V8 

• Small bulldozer shall be prohibited within 3 feet of receptor V8 

The contractor(s) shall require and document compliance with the minimum allowable setbacks 
in a construction vibration management plan, which shall be provided to the City prior to issuance 
of a demolition permit. The construction vibration management plan shall detail the types of 
equipment to be used during demolition, grading, and building construction, estimated vibration 
velocities, and distance to vibration receptor V8. Equipment and or alternative construction 
techniques to be used within the required setbacks for large bulldozers, loaded trucks, 
jackhammers, and small bulldozers shall be identified to ensure that vibration velocities will not 
exceed thresholds for potential structural damage. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 
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Tribal Cultural Resources    
TCR-1: Native American Monitoring. Prior to the commencement of any ground disturbing 
activity at the project site, the City shall reach out to retain a Native American Monitor from both 
the Gabrieleno Band of Mission Indians-Kizh Nation and the Gabrielino Tongva Indians of 
California Tribal Council to provide a Native American monitor. Should neither Tribe be available 
to monitor during ground disturbance, work may continue but should Tribal Cultural Resources 
be encountered work will stop and both Tribes will be immediately notified. The Tribal monitors 
will only be present on-site during the construction phases that involve ground-disturbing activity 
in areas of quaternary alluvium within the Knoll, and will not be necessary in portions of the Knoll 
where the Puente Sandstone bedrock formation is present either at depth or at the surface. In 
addition, any ground disturbance required in the Eucalyptus Grove will be subject to Tribal 
monitoring. Ground disturbing activities are defined by the Tribe as activities that may include, 
but are not limited to, pavement removal, potholing, or auguring, grubbing, tree removals, boring, 
grading, excavation, drilling, and trenching within the areas above. The on-site Tribal monitoring 
shall end when all ground-disturbing activities within the Knoll and the Eucalyptus Grove are 
completed, or when the Tribal representatives and Tribal Monitors have indicated that the project 
site has little to no potential for impacting Tribal Cultural Resources.,  

In the event that cultural resources of Native American origin are identified during construction, 
the City will coordinate with the qualified archaeologist (who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Professional Qualifications Standards), and both tribes that participated in consultation. If the 
City, in consultation with the Gabrieleno Band of Mission Indians-Kizh Nation and the Gabrielino 
Tongva Indians of California Tribal Council, determines that the resource is a Tribal Cultural 
Resource and thus significant under CEQA, a treatment plan shall be prepared and implemented 
in accordance with state guidelines and in consultation with the two Native American tribes. The 
treatment plan may include, but would not be limited to, avoidance, capping in place, excavation 
and removal of the resource, interpretive displays, sensitive area signage, or other mutually 
agreed upon measure. 

Prior to construction  

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

Utilities and Service Systems    
UTIL-1: Underground Utilities Search and Coordination. During design and prior to 
construction of Project facilities, the City shall conduct an underground utilities search and 
coordinate with all utility providers that operate in the same public rights-of-way impacted by 
construction activities. The City shall ensure that any temporary disruption in utility service 
caused by construction is minimized and that any affected parties are notified in advance. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 
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 MITIGATION MONITORING PROGRAM – PROJECT DESIGN FEATURES (PDFS) 

PDF 
Time Frame for 
Implementation Monitoring Agency 

Verification of 
Compliance 

Biological Resources    
PDF-BIO-1: Ornamental Native Plants. If the proposed Project impacts native planted species 
within the Community Restoration Area, including Nevin's barberry, showy island snapdragon, and 
Coulter's matilija poppy, these species will be replanted onsite at a 1:1 ratio. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-2: Nesting Birds. If construction and vegetation removal is proposed between February 
1 and August 31, a qualified biologist shall conduct a pre-construction survey for breeding and 
nesting birds and raptors 30 days prior to the start of construction, and then weekly, within 300-
feet of the construction limits (or to the outer limits of the park area bounded by West Silver Lake 
Drive, Van Pelt Place, and Silver Lake Boulevard) to determine and map the location and extent of 
breeding birds that could be affected by the Project. Nesting bird surveys shall be conducted at 
appropriate nesting times and concentrate on potential roosting or perch sites. Weekly surveys will 
take place with the last survey being conducted no more than 3 days prior to the initiation of 
clearance/construction work.” If Project activities are delayed or suspended for more than 7 days 
after the last survey, surveys shall be repeated before work can resume.  

If an active nest is located, clearing and construction within appropriate buffers as determined by a 
qualified biological monitor, shall be postponed until the nest is vacated and juveniles have 
fledged and when there is no evidence of a second attempt at nesting. Due to the urbanized 
nature of the Project site, 300-feet for raptors and 150-feet for passerine birds could suffice for 
nesting bird buffers; however, it will be at the discretion of the qualified biologist. The buffer zone 
from the nest shall be established in the field with flagging and stakes. The qualified biologist shall 
retain the ability to increase buffers if needed to protect the nesting birds. Temporary fencing and 
signage shall be maintained for the duration of the Project. Construction personnel shall be 
instructed on the sensitivity of the area and be advised not to work, trespass, or engage in 
activities that would disturb nesting birds near or inside the buffer. On-site construction monitoring 
may also be required to ensure that no direct or indirect impacts occur to the active nest. Project 
activities may encroach into the buffer only at the discretion of the qualified biologist. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG  

Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-3: Wildlife Fencing Signage. Interpretive signage will be installed near all wildlife 
friendly fencing to educate the public on wildlife and habitat sensitivity, and to encourage the 
public to not enter the restricted areas. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-4: Tree Protection Fencing. Establish tree protection fencing around the tree 
protection zone (TPZ). This area will be marked and avoided during all construction activities near 
the protected trees. This area will be kept clear of any construction material, debris, equipment, 
portable toilets, and foot or equipment traffic. Fencing will be installed prior to construction at the 
edge of the TPZ and remain in place until the entire project is complete. The fence will be chain 
link and a minimum of five feet in height. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 
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PDF-BIO-5: Grading/Trenching in TPZ. Grading/trenching will be restricted to areas outside the 
TPZ of the trees. All grubbing and clearing within the TPZ of a tree will be done manually. All soil 
removal will be done with hand tools, using an air spade or comparable equipment that will 
excavate soil without damaging the roots. Jack hammers will not be used to remove the soil. 
When a root is encountered, soil removal will be done without chipping, marring, or damaging the 
root bark in any way (damaging the root bark will open up the bark barrier so that disease can 
enter the tree, allowing rot to develop or fungus to take over, and can result in root death). 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-6: Avoiding Root Damage. If tree roots must be cut, cuts will be less than one inch. If 
any roots over one inch in diameter are damaged, they will be clean-cut with a sharp and sterilized 
hand tool. Any roots permanently exposed from grading or scraping of topsoil will be cleanly cut 
just below the new soil grade. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-7: Soil Grade. Soil levels will be returned to the original grade, at which trees’ roots 
were first established. Existing fill soil above that original grade will be removed to the extent 
possible; no additional fill soil will be placed over the original grade. If soil is filled back to the 
original grade, compaction will be done manually only (no equipment will be used). Compaction 
will be done in layers of three to six inches depending on soil structure. No gaps or pockets will 
remain in the soil. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-8: Irrigation. During construction, trees will only be watered under the guidance of the 
project arborist. Where it is needed, temporary irrigation (drip, leaking tube, or other) will be 
installed at intervals throughout the fenced protection zone to allow periodic deep watering during 
construction. The entire TPZ of the trees will be watered to a soil depth of four feet. This may 
require slow irrigation for 8-24 hours or more, or may require repeat waterings of shorter duration 
to promote saturation. The soil will be allowed to dry out completely before watering is repeated. 
The period between waterings may be a month or more. The project arborist will monitor the 
protected trees and provide recommendations on the effectiveness and duration of temporary 
irrigation. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-9: Landscaping Around Native Trees. Landscaping near protected trees will be 
drought-tolerant only unless trees are already accustomed to current landscape irrigation (to be 
confirmed by arborist). Irrigation overspray or runoff, as a result of lawn or ornamental irrigation, 
will be avoided in the TPZ of any protected tree with the noted exception above. All landscaping 
will be kept away from the trunk of any protected tree by a minimum of two feet. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-10: Tree Pest Inspection. Prior to tree removal, the City will have a certified arborist 
evaluate the trees to ensure they are free of pests. 

Prior to construction City of Los Angeles EMG 

PDF-BIO-11: Development of Pest Management Plan. If the certified arborist determines trees 
are impacted by infectious pests or diseases, the City will work with the certified arborist to 
prepare an Infectious Tree Disease Management Plan or develop a detailed, robust, enforceable, 
and feasible list of preventative measures. A plan/list will provide measures relevant for each tree 
pest or disease observed. To avoid the spread of infectious tree pests and diseases, infected 
trees should not be transported from the Project site without first being treated using best available 
management practices described Infectious Tree Disease Management Plan or the list of 
preventative measures. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 
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PDF-BIO-12: Prevention of Pathogen Spread. All tree material, especially infected tree material, 
will be left on site, chipping the material for use as ground cover or mulch. Cleaning and 
disinfecting pruning and power tools before use will be completed to prevent introducing 
pathogens from known infested areas, and after use to prevent spread of pathogens to new areas. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-13: City Tree Ordinance. Any tree or shrub covered under the City Tree Ordinance 
which may be impacted by proposed Project construction, either through removal or 
encroachment within the TPZ, shall be replaced with nursery stock at a minimum 4:1 mitigation 
ratio of like species and 15-gallon in size. The City will work with a certified arborist and/or tree 
specialist to acquire appropriately sized, locally sourced trees from a local native plant nursery that 
implements Phytophthora/Clean Nursery Stock protocols. This may reduce the probability of 
introducing replacement trees contaminated with pests, diseases, and pathogens that could 
spread and infect native trees or habitats. A certified arborist and/or tree specialist should inspect 
and potentially quarantine nursery stock before bringing them into the Project site. Replacement 
tree plantings shall be located in areas protected by the habitat fencing to ensure their protection 
from the public. 

Prior to construction 

During construction 

City of Los Angeles EMG 

Construction Inspector 

PDF-BIO-14: RAP Tree Policy. Any tree or shrub covered under the RAP Tree Policy which may 
be impacted by the proposed Project construction, either through removal or encroachment within 
the TPZ, shall be replaced with nursery stock. The City at a minimum will be required to replace 
impacted trees at a 1:1 ratio for trunk diameter. The impacted trees’ aggregate diameter, 
measured at DSH (multi-trunk trees are to be measured immediately below the lowest trunk) shall 
be replaced at an equal or greater rate of caliper of new trees. Each one-inch DSH of existing tree 
shall be replaced with a minimum one-inch caliper new tree. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

Cultural Resources    
PDF-CR-1: Archaeological Resource Discovery During Construction. If archaeological 
resources are discovered during excavation, grading, or construction activities, work shall cease in 
the area of the find until a qualified archaeologist has evaluated the find in accordance with State 
and local guidelines, including those set forth in California PRC Section 21083.2. Personnel of the 
proposed Project shall not collect or move any archaeological materials and associated materials. 
Construction activity may continue unimpeded on other portions of the Project site. The found 
deposits would be treated in accordance with State and local guidelines, including those set forth 
in California PRC Section 21083.2. If the discovery proves significant under CEQA (Section 
15064.5f; PRC 21082), additional work such as testing or data recovery may be warranted. 
Should any Native American artifacts be encountered, additional consultation with NAHC-listed 
tribal groups should be conducted immediately. The process for contacting the tribal group and the 
timing of the contact should be addressed in the management plan. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 
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PDF-CR-2: Human Remains Discovery During Construction. If human remains are 
encountered unexpectedly during construction demolition and/or grading activities, Section 7050.5 
of the California Health and Safety Code requires that no further disturbance shall occur until the 
County Coroner has made the necessary findings as to origin and disposition pursuant to 
California PRC 5097.98. Remains suspected to be Native American are treated under CEQA at 
CCR 15064.5; PRC 5097.98 illustrates the process to be followed if remains are discovered. If 
human remains are discovered during excavation activities, the following procedure shall be 
observed: 

• Stop immediately and contact the County Coroner: 

− 1104 N. Mission Road 

− Los Angeles, CA 90033 

− 323-343-0512 (8 am to 5 pm Monday through Friday) or 

− 323-343-0714 (After hours, Saturday, Sunday, and Holidays) 

• If the remains are determined to be of Native American descent, the Coroner has 24 
hours to notify the NAHC. 

• The NAHC will immediately notify the person it believes to be the MLD of the deceased 
Native American. 

• The MLD has 48 hours to make recommendations to the owner, or representative, for 
the treatment or disposition, with proper dignity, of the human remains and grave goods. 

• If the owner does not accept the MLD’s recommendations, the owner or the MLD may 
request mediation by the NAHC. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

Noise    
PDF-NOISE-1: Haul Route. Prior to commencement of construction and operational maintenance 
activities, the City shall establish approved truck haul routes that avoid or minimize, to the extent 
feasible, unnecessary truck travel on local roadways through residential neighborhoods or 
adjacent to schools, and prioritize travel on collector and arterial streets. 

Prior to construction City of Los Angeles EMG 

PDF-NOISE-2: Construction Noticing and Community Liaison. Prior to commencement of 
construction activities, the City shall notify in writing adjacent residents and businesses along the 
Project route or worksite of proposed construction activities and the tentative schedule. The City 
shall require the construction contractor to designate a community liaison to respond to any issues 
and/or concerns related to construction activities, including any noise or vibration complaints. The 
community liaison shall maintain a log of communications and resolutions of issues or concerns 
and share the log with the City. Notices and construction signs will include a hotline and website 
address which will be updated quarterly and will include project-related information. 

Prior to construction City of Los Angeles EMG 
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Public Services    
PDF-PS-1: Construction Security Measures. During construction, on-site security measures will 
include security lighting and a construction security fence with gated and locked entry around 
active construction areas. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-PS-2: Operational Security Measures. For Special Events that occur during the nighttime 
hours, security lighting will be provided. 

Post construction City of Los Angeles EMG 

Transportation    
PDF-TRA-1: Construction Traffic Management Plan. A Construction Traffic Management Plan 
will be prepared for the phases of the proposed Project that affect offsite components or require 
increased vehicle access consistent with the LADOT Construction Traffic Control Guidelines. This 
plan will address the planned Project construction phasing, sequence of construction activities, 
access, and circulation. In addition, the plan would include planned detour routes and BMPs, as 
well as coordination with and advance notice to local emergency providers. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-TRA-2: Construction Staging Plan. A construction staging plan shall be developed to 
reduce impacts related to noise, dust, traffic, and other health hazards In addition, construction 
site BMPs (e.g., fencing, signs, and detours) shall be implemented to minimize hazards and 
prevent safety issues on the roadways and sidewalks surrounding the construction site. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-TRA-3: Construction Traffic. Construction-related trips shall be scheduled with increased 
frequency during off-peak hours to minimize impacts to commuters. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-TRA-4: Access to Parcels. It is not anticipated that access to existing parcels outside of the 
proposed Project impact areas would be impacted. However, if access to any existing parcels is 
removed during proposed construction activities, temporary access shall be provided, and/or new 
points of access shall be constructed. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-TRA-5: Site-Specific Traffic Control and Transit Plan for Large Events. Large event 
permittees shall develop a site-specific traffic control plan to provide information on parking and 
circulation and highlight transit options for event attendees to minimize congestion and vehicle 
miles traveled. Traffic control strategies for events will include inbound/outbound flex lanes and 
sheriff-controlled intersections. Traffic control plans will also identify nearby public parking facilities 
and identify passenger pick-up/drop-off locations. Permittees will be required to consider the 
cumulative traffic impacts of their event in relation to other events in the Project Area. The traffic 
control plans will also identify emergency services egress and access. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-TRA-6: Expand Public Transit Connections. The future site operator and relevant City 
departments (LADOT, Recreation and Parks Department, City Planning, etc.) shall work together 
to explore options for expanding public transit connections to the Project site to expand community 
access and reduce VMT. 

Post construction City of Los Angeles EMG 
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Utilities and Service Systems    
PDF-UTIL-1: Drought-Tolerant Landscaping. The Project will use a mix of native and drought-
tolerant plants appropriate to the Los Angeles region to provide a plant palette adapted to climate 
change. Lawn would be used sparingly and strategically distributed where needed to support 
multifunctional cultural and recreational uses. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-UTIL-2: Water-Efficient Irrigation. Irrigation water would be pumped from the reservoirs to 
wetland habitat areas which would then flow back into the reservoirs. Transition habitat zones 
would also be irrigated with reservoir water on a separate cycle appropriate for the drought-
tolerant, coastal scrub planting palette. Remaining upland habitat, lawn areas, and ornamental 
gardens would be irrigated via a potable water supply available from the LADWP distribution 
system which would require a dedicated meter. Recycled water may also be used to irrigate 
ornamental planting, should such water supplies become available in the future. 

Post construction City of Los Angeles EMG 

PDF-UTIL-3: Decentralized Drainage Strategy. To prevent untreated surface runoff from 
entering the reservoir waters, proposed Project will implement decentralized drainage facilities to 
capture and filter or infiltrate stormwater runoff from the developed portions of the Project site. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

Wildfire    
PDF-WF-1: Fire Code. The Project Manager is responsible for compliance with applicable LAMC 
Fire Code Section 57 et seq. for construction sites on, adjacent to or in the immediate vicinity of a 
VHFHSZ as designated through LAMC Sections 57.4908.1.1 through 57.4908.1.3 and identified 
on City maintained databases such as NavigateLA and Zone information and Map Access System 
(ZIMAS) (which maintain digitalized LA General Plan and zoning maps). 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-WF-2: Open Flame. Pursuant to LAMC Section 57.4908.5 open flame is prohibited upon any 
road, street, or fire road with the VHFHSZ. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-WF-3: Smoking Prohibited. No smoking is allowed where conditions are such as to make 
smoking a hazard and in spaces where flammable or combustible materials are stored or handled 
per Section 310.2 of the California Fire Code. Further, it shall be unlawful for any person to light, 
ignite or smoke any cigar, cigarette, tobacco in a pipe or other form of smoldering substance 
within the VHFHSZ compliant with LAMC Section 57.4908.6. The Section also prohibits open 
flame upon any road, street, or fire road within the VHFHSZ. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 

PDF-WF-4: Signage. No person, except one authorized and acting within the scope of his official 
duties, shall remove, deface, mar, mutilate, or change the position of any sign, installed by the 
Chief pursuant to this article, designating “CLOSED AREA,” “NO SMOKING,” “NO OPEN FIRES,” 
“RESTRICTED ENTRY,” or other sign or device installed to give warning and to regulate persons’ 
actions within the VHFHSZ as stated in Section 57.4908.9.1. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 
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PDF-WF-5: Brush Clearance Activities. Pursuant to Ordinance No. 185789 which added 
Sections 57.305.5.2, 57.305.5.2.1, 57.322.1.1.10 and 57.322.1.1.10.1, and amended Section 
57.322.1.1 to Article 7, Chapter V of the LAMC, the applicable requirements for brush clearing 
activities in the VHFHSZ would apply including, but not limited to:  

• Use of metal cutting blades for grass or brush clearance shall be limited to those which 
are nonferrous/non-sparking.  

• Brush clearance cannot be done on red flag days, when fire weather conditions are at 
their peak.  

• Individuals engaged in brush clearance operations shall not engage in any other 
activities during their actual clearance of grass or brush.  

• Individuals engaged in grass or brush clearance operations shall use an appropriate 
extinguishing agent immediately to extinguish a fire.  

• All fires, regardless of size, shall be reported immediately via the 9-1-1 system to the 
Fire Department.  

• An approved fire extinguisher, or a pressurized garden hose with attached nozzle shall 
be within 10 feet of any grass or brush clearance operation, to quickly extinguish a small 
fire before it burns out of control.  

• Where a gasoline container is present at the site of the grass or brush clearance 
operation, a minimum 4A 60 BC dry chemical fire extinguisher shall be within 10 feet of 
the brush clearance operation.  

• A cell phone capable of dialing 9-1-1 shall be charged and readily accessible to the 
grass or brush clearance operation.  

• A safety strap shall be used at all times for any tool or appliance with hot exhaust. Hot 
exhaust shall not come in contact with any brush, grass, flash fuels, or other flammable 
material. 

During construction City of Los Angeles Construction Inspector 
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